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PICTURES FROM AIX-LES-BAINS.
By H.R.H. princess BEATRICE.

WITH NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

.^^

At Aix-les-Bains.

AIX-LES-BAINS is perhaps without a

rival among European Spas, both on
account of the extraordinary variety and
power of the mineral waters which abound
in the district, of which it is the chief town,

and of the beauty of its scenery. Not a few

of the most celebrated continental Spas are

situated in such dull regions, that only the

greater suffering of disease could ever induce

any human being to endure the lesser inflic-

tion which the ennui of their depressing mo-
notony imposes. They are trying enough
places for the patients, who have to hobble

or creep day by day, early and late, to the

fountains, to swallow the prescribed tumbler

of clear steel-sharp water, putting all the teeth

XXV—

I

on edge, or to gulp down with wry face the

addled-egg concoction of nature's laboratory,

which is supposed to be so excellent for weak
digestions. But such patients have their

compensations. There is a certain satisfac-

tion in the consciousness of duty carefully

fulfilled. They may even enjoy the routine

of bathing and drinking. They have to work
out their own cure, and that work gives them
some relief from the oppressive stupidity of

their surroundings. When along with troops

of fellow-sufferers they march in the maze of

the morning and evening promenade round

the Kiosk, under which the town musicians

regularly perform, they perchance find a

certain tone of happy, or even triumphant,
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greeting in the thump of the drum and

twang of the fiddle. Polka and waltz, albeit

impossible for them in a literal sense, have yet

a strain of congratulation. The sharp time of

the merry notes so stimulates their activity,

that they can step out wonderfully with the

rheumatic or gouty limb, and even delude

themselves into the pleasing belief that there

is a graceful measure in their movements, and
that it is the earnestofapproaching suppleness.

But it is otherwise with the relative or

friend of the patient, who has out of affection-

ate interest in the sufferer to accept the role

of valetudinarian without the excitement of

any known complaint to while away the time.

With all patience must such an one pass the

weary hour in the " Pare" or hang about the

shop-windows, every object in which he has

long ago learned by heart, until the bather

emerges from the mysterious gates of the
" Etablissement des Bains." Wearily has he

to mince his gait to the march of the invalids.

There is not a feature of the countenances,

not a twirl of the moustaches of these mu-
sicians that does not become impressed upon
his memory. He could in his sleep repro-

duce the movements of that baton as it con-

ducts the oft-repeated programme. The one-

o'clock table-d hote, especially if the Spa hap-

pens to be one of those small German villages

whose Brunnen is its solitary attraction, leaves

him helpless for the rest of the day. The after-

noon excursion becomes impossible after a

repast on fowls, which by some subtle process

have been deprived of all the sap and nutri-

ment usually discovered elsewhere in animals

similarly framed, but which in the present in-

stance have been so evaporated that nothing

is left when the deceptive breast is carved

but chips as tasteless as wood ; or on kalbs-

Jleisch, sometimes good, but as frequently of the

consistency of stewed Axminster carpet ; or

on beef, which has been wrung till all its

juices hav'e been squeezed into the soup,

then carefully dried, and finally heated once

more and served with sauce a la viaitre (fhotel.

But what if there is no excursion worth taking?

Then dulness grows till the monotony be-

comes that of the courtyard of a prison. There
are no mountains to lift the thoughts and to

feed the soul with the prospect of distant but

ever-changing glories. There are no valleys

rich in wild flowers, and where nature forms

her own marvellous groupings of form and
colour. The monotony of straight roads and
straight lines of poplars, and flat featureless

lands chequered with patches representing

proprietary rights, or covered with dust-be-

grimed vines, is in exasperating harmony
with the small formalisms and horrible regu-

larity of the routine which dwells in slumber-

ous, or rather nightmare persistency over the

scene of nature's healing ministry.

It is otherwise at Aix-les-Bains. The sur-

roundings are as delightful as the waters are

health-giving. Mountain and lake, wooded
hills and verdant valleys, with the command
of an endless variety of excursions by land

and sea, render it one of the liveliest as w^ell

as loveliest spots in Europe. Besides the

interest of the present, it has an historic past

to give it dignity. The fame of the mineral
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waters goes back to the time of Julius Csesar.

After the subjugation of the Allobroges a Pro-

consul discovered the value of these foun-

tains, and to the present day the remnants

of temples and baths attest the importance

attached to the "Aquae Allobrogum" by the

ancient world. What looks like a triumphal

arch, but was really the Columbaria (or re-

ceptacles for the funeral urns) of a great

Roman family, stands in front of the modern
bath-house, and the foundations of not a few

buildings display marks of Roman handi-

craft. It seems mcongruous to associate

such prosaic complaints as gout or rheuma-
tism with the soldiers of tlie mighty Csesar,

but in all probability these springs have, in

their day, soothed the twinges and suppled

the joints of more than one great patrician.

It is comparatively of recent date, however,

that the great value of these waters has been
recognised. A century ago there were no
proper baths at Aix, and the poor people

who collected there in twos and threes had
to plunge into the natural fountains without

any protecting roof. The true revival of the

importance of Aix dates from the days of

The Lake of Bourget, from Lamartine's Seat.

Victor Emmanuel, under whose reign much
was done for it. When Savoy was ceded to

France, Napoleon III., with characteristic

astuteness, saw the importance of adding to

its attractions, and large sums were voted

out of the Imperial treasury for increasing

the comforts and beauty of the town. He
thus pleased as well as enriched his new
subjects.

The mineral waters are various in kind, for

the neighbourhood of Aix-les-Bains abounds
in medicinal springs. Besides the two
famous sources at Aix which supply waters

useful for different cases of ailment, there

are within easy access the scarcely less re-

nowned waters of Marlioz, the Eaux de

Challes, the Eaux de Montiers, the Eaux St.

Gervais, and the Eaux de la Caille—each of

which has some virtue peculiarly its own. If

we are to believe guide-books, the ailments

which can be ameliorated or cured by these

various sources are almost as numerous as are

the ills which flesh is heir to. The method

of treatment is in some of its aspects curious.

There is a large staff of licensed porters,

bathers, and shampooers, under the charge

of some of whom the patient is placed, and

when the hour of treatment arrives he is

carried in a kind of sedan-chair from his

bedroom to the bath, and after haying

been put through a number of operations

in which the douche and shampooing form



a principal part, he is

borne once more back to

his bed, and left to slumber
under the influence of the sweet reaction.

Aix-les-Bains is situated in a deHcjhtful

valley, surrounded by well-wooded hills, be-

yond which rise mountains which may almost
be classified as belonging to the Higher
Alf^r The range of Revard, on whose
lower slopes the town is built, the heights of

Tresserve, Mouxy, antl Saint Innocent rise

in the nearer foreground ; while the towering
summits of Dent de Nivolet and Mont
du Chat stand like sentinels to the east and
west—ceaseless watchers of the rising and the

setting sun. For these mountains are so
situated that they catch alternately the glory

of morning and evening, and alternately cast

their long shadows across woodland and lake.

The Lake of Bourget, which the muse of

Lamartine has made classical, is not actually

visible from Aix, but a short walk from
the town leads to points of view which
command the long sheet of sea, reflecting

the villages, castles, convents, and church
towers that are scattered along its shores.

The climate is delicious. Figs and almonds,
vines and pomegranates abound in the mea-
dows and gardens, and chestnut and oak
clothe the hills. This luxurious vegetation,

be it remembered, is at an elevation of

850 feet above the sea, and amply attests the

ameliorating influence of the wall of moun-
tains which protect the valley from the cold
winds of the north and east.

the great charms of Aix are theAmong

numerous and exquisite excursions which can
be made from it. There are many short

walks, and of these perhaps the most interest-

ing is to " Lamartine's Seat," on the top of

an eminence between the town and the Lake
of Bourget. Three trees mark the spot, where
we can contemplate the view which inspired

some of the loveliest lines of the poet. La-

martine has indeed immortalised the district.

His semi-autobiographical romance, Raphael^

written late in life, derives much of its colour-

ing from the scenery around Aix, and his

earliest poem—" Les Meditations"—contains

various passages descriptive of the view from
his favourite seat :

—

" Souvent sur la montapne, a I'ombre du vieux chene,
Au coucher du soleil, tristement je m'assieds

;

Je promene au hasard mes regards sur la plaine.
Dont le tableau changeant se deroule a, mes pieds.

" Ici gronde le fleuve aux vagues ecuraantes ;

II serpente, et s'enfonce en un lointain obscur;
La, le lac immobile etend ses eaux dorraantes
Ou I'etoile du soir se leve dans I'azur.

" Au sommet de ces monts couronnes de bois sombres,
l.e crepuscule encore jette un dernier rayon

;

Et le char vaporeux de la reine des orabres
JMonte, et blanchit deja les bords de I'horizon."

It was when he was a refugee from France
during the Hundred Days, that he first came
to Savoy, and there fell in love. When he
returned once more to Aix, after the Battle of

Waterloo, he had lost the object of his affec-

tions, and it was under the influence of con-

sequent sadness that he gazed upon scenes

which were associated with her presence.
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of melancholy which breathes

"Meditations" is the more touch-

ing when we remember the circumstances

under which they were written.

The tone

through his

" Ainsi, toujours pousses vers de uouveaus rivages,

Dans la nuit eternelle emportes sans retour,

Ne pourrons-nous jamais sur I'oc^an des ages.
Jeter I'ancre un seul jour ?

" O lac ! I'annee h peine a fini sa carriere,

Et pres de flots chcris qu'elle devait revoir,

Regarde ! je viens seul m'asseoir sur cette pierre
Ou tu la vis s'asseoir

!

" O lac ! rochers muets ! grottes ! forets obscures !

Vous que le temps epargne ou qu'il peut rajeunir,

Gardez de cette nuit, gardez, belle nature,

Au moins le souvenir

!

" Qu'il soit dans ton repos, qu'il soit dans tes orages,
Beau lac, et dans I'aspect de tes riants coteaux,
Et dans ces noirs sapins, et dans ces rocs sauvages

Qui pendent sur tes eaux !

" Qu'il soit dans le zephir qui fremit et qui passe,
Dans les bruits de tes bords par tes bords repetes,

Dans I'astre au front d'argent qui blanchit ta surface
De ses molles clartes !

" Que le vent qui gemit, le roseau qui soupire,

Que les parfuras Icgers de ton air embaume,
Que tout ce qu'on cntend, Ton voit ou Ton r

Tout disc : ils ont aime !

'

respire,

The longer excursions embrace the Lake of

Bourget, visiting the Abbey of Haute-Combe,
or such delightful places as Chambery, or

Annecy with its sweet lake and the "Gorges du
Fier," Grenoble and the famous convent of
the Grande Chartreuse, or even the Alps of
Dauphine and the Waldensian valleys across

the frontier. There are few finer drives than
from Grenoble to Susa by Briangon and Mont
Genevre. The glaciers on the higher Alps
are numerous and quite visible in all their

grandeur from the road. The only draw-
back used to be—for we speak of a time
some twenty-six years ago—the rapacity of

the innkeepers. Although the district is as

much out of the beaten track of tourists as

the most remote valley in the Tyrol, yet the

charges, even in the most Avretched hamlets,

are beyond belief. I retain to the present

day a lively recollection of a passage of arms
with an hotel-keeper at Bourg d'Oysans, which
lasted the best part of a forenoon, and ended
in an appeal to the Juge de Paix, who proved,

as great a rascal as mine host. It was a

foolish attempt on my part to resist robbery,

but having taken a stand, I was obstinate

enough to fight it out.

The views which have been so graciously

furnished by Her Royal Highness Princess

Beatrice, embrace some of the most cha-

racteristic scenery around Aix-les-Bains.

BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

By M. LINskill,

Author of "Cleveden," "Hagar," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER I.—AT THE BLACK SWAN.

" Yet earth saw one thing, one how fair !

One grace that grew to its full on earth ;

Smiles might be sparse on her cheeks so spare.
And her waist want half a girdle's girth.

But she had her great gold hair."
Robert Browning.

" T T AS tha seen yon woman, Isaiah ?
"

-LT. " Whya no : Ah'll nut saiiy 'at Ah've
clearly seen her, Peter ; but Ah've heerd tell

on her."

"What, already?"
" Ay, already. They were talkin' on her

doon at Reuben's, as Ah com' by. Foalks

seem puzzled-like."
" At that Ah doan't wunder, Isaiah. Things

zs puzzlin'."

" Soa 'twould seem. . . . She's despert

grand-lookin'—hes a turn o' the head like a

princess, they saay. An' 'twas added 'at the

man was old, an seemed of a commoner
sort, an' carried hisself in a humbler
manner."

"Ay, so he does, but he's no common
man. Anyways, I'm mista'en if he is."

" You seed 'em, then ?
"

" Ay, but 'twere nobbut a flash like, as

they went along t' passage. There's naught

but Leah i' t' hoose. Ah reckon oad Luke 'II

be rether 'stounded when he comes heame."

So ran conversation in the kitchen of the

Black Swan, the principal inn at Rippon-

gill, one October evening not many years

ago.

As Peter Crosswold had intimated, it was

early times for gossip about the strangers to

be passing from lip to lip. It was not yet

half an hour since the train had stopped at

the little wayside station to set down the two

passengers whose arrival was creating so

much stir.

There were very few people on the plat-

form. The place was dimly hghted; the

luggage—there was an immense quantity of

it—had been extricated slowly and with difti.

culty. Then the two strangers had passed
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up the dark, steep, little street to the inn,

not asking for directions as to the way.
" Seems as if they knew summat aboot t'

pleaace," said Bellman Dykes, who had as-

sisted in housing the heavier luggage at the

station, and had been handsomely re-

warded.
" Ay, an' I hev a fancy mysel' 'at Ah've

seen the gentleman afore," said Reuben
Folds, the blacksmith. He had caught a

glimpse of the strangers as they passed the

blazing light of the forge, he had heard a soft

sweet voice asking, " Are you tired ? are you

very tired ? " and his big bare arm had hung
down in a listless way more than once for a

minute or two as he tried to recall the little

he had seen and heard. It was tantalising

to have so bare an account to give. The
Black Swan knew little of him as a rule ; but

this evening was exceptional. It was not

long before Reuben Folds and Bellman

Dykes were joining in the speculative con-

versation that was being carried on in the

smoky atmosphere of the inn kitchen.

As Peter Crosswold had said, there was

no one but Leah in the house, and the Avilling

handmaiden was well-nigh distracted between

the half-comprehended requirements of the

company up-stairs, and the increasingly vehe-

ment demands of the company in the kitchen.

It was a self-evident fact that the girl had
no time for conversation

;
yet she had been

somewhat bitingly reproached for her reti-

cence concerning the strangers. Reproach
was met with retort, and high words were
beginning to be heard above the jingle of

glasses, the scraping of feet on the sanded
floor, and the sharp yapping of " Turk,"

Isaiah Scott's lean sheep-dog.

"Thoo can talk fast anuff when there's

nea 'casion," said Isaiah, as Leah put down
his third glass of ale with a bang that sent

part of its contents flying across the table.
" Then Ah'd better keep my talk till 'casion

comes," retorted the girl, darting in and out

amongst the group for the empty glasses that

she should have refilled ten minutes ago.

The confusion was increasing rapidly.

"Thoo forgits 'at mah sixpence is as good
as ony fine laady's sixpence 'at iver was
coined," said one who had waited thirstingly.

" Tell us what they call her, Leah ? " said

another. " An' Ah'U bring tha a fairin' fra

Birkan Brigg."

Suddenly—very suddenly—there was an
instant silence, an instant cessation of other

things than sound. Every head was turned
in one direction, pipes were removed from
the smoker's lips, and glasses were replaced

noiselessly on the table. A singular una-

nimity of expression, both in countenance

and attitude, came over the little assemblage.

It seemed more than mere surprise, mere
admiration.

The cause of all this was only a girl who
stood there in the doorway of the inn kitchen,

shrinking a little from the general gaze ; a

tall, white, graceful figure holding a lamp a

little above her head, so that the light fell

full upon her face.

No one there had ever dreamed that such

a face could be. It was very pale, very pure,

faultless in outhne as a cameo. The richly
' curved mouth smiled afittle, asif some words

j

had been overheard. The eyes smiled, too

—they were large dark eyes, keen, observant,

yet liquid, lovely, and intent with human
:
lovingness. They were deeply set, and looked

deeper for the overshadowing of the heavy,

shining, pale gold hair, hair of the kind that

looks richer for any confusion it may be in.

Altogether there was about her that rare look

of superior organization which we name dis-

tinction. Her dress was consistent, and the

air of picturesque carelessness with which it

was worn took nothing from its inherent be-

comingness. Her wide-brimmed velvet hat

with its creamy feathers was pushed away

from her forehead, her long paletot of rich

white fur was open at the throat. Apparently

the girl had had no time to take off her

traveUing attire.

" It is only this letter," she said, speaking

to Leah, who had hurried to the doorway.
" Can you send it to the post at once, please ?

My father will be obliged if you can. It is

important."

More than one volunteer stepped forward,

winning gracious thanks, and smiles that were

found to be bewildering, eveninremembrance.

The white figure disappeared with her lamp.

The amazed group sat in silence a little

while ; and when conversation began again

it was carried on in a curiously subdued

manner. The stranger's wonderful beauty,

her grace, her exquisitely musical voice and

accent, had left a unity of impression that

was at least conducive to social harmony.

CHAPTER II.—FATHER AND DAUGHTER.

"Fesins. He wrote a poem.
Student. What was said of it ?

Festus. Ob, much was said—much more than understood.
One said that he was mad, another wise

;

Another wisely mad.
Sticdeiit. And what said he of such ?

Festiis. He held his peace."
P. J. Bailey.

The up-stairs parlour to which the young

j

lady returned was undoubtedly the best
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inn's best room
;
yet it was a little dingy, a

little tawdry. But the lamplight did not

emphasize its tawdriness ; and there was even

an air of comfort about the fireside. A big

coal fire blazed in the old-fashioned grate
;

the tea-table was drawn near it ; the ancient

three-cornered arm-chairs looked very hos-

pitable.

One of the chairs was occupied. A gentle-

man sat there who was apparently either sad

or very weary ; it might be that he was both.

His clasped hands drooped listlessly from

the arm of his chair, his eyes were fixed

dreamily on the fire, and an air of unconscious

abstraction hung about him, seeming as if it

were the outcome of his natural and per-

manent tone of mind rather than of any

passing mood.
It may be said at once that he was a man

of note among such as understood, and
noticeable in his way ; but people were

seldom impressed at first sight of him. Some
openly confessed to disappointment ; and
the damaging epithet, " commonplace," was
uttered with a finality of tone from which

there seemed no appeal. All the same the

epithet was misleading.

Confessing by negatives he was not hand-

some, nor was he tall, nor had he any com-
manding personality that could be discerned

without occasion. Yet the man's thought-

furrowed face, his broad firm brow, his ex-

pression of a keen if somewhat visionary

intellectuality, were things not to be passed

over if you wished to read his character from

such outward and visible signs as it had im-

pressed upon him.

It has been said that he was a noted man,
this must be qualified ; and it can only be

qualified by a paradox.

Noel Irving Bartholomew was known
through the length and breadth of the art

world of England—nay, beyond this limit

—

as an artist who was comparatively unknown
;

that is to say, comparing his public recogni-

tion with his recognised genius. He had
made his mark distinctively at thirty years of

age. He was now nearly fifty, and the outer

world was waiting yet for the masterpiece
that was to place him, not amongst the

immortals, there were those who judged him
placed there already ; but amongst the fortu-

nate few who are, even in their own day, hon-

oured alike of the critic, the connoisseur, and
the utterly uncultivated.

It was some provoking perversity in the

man, so it was said, that prevented him doing
full justice to his own genius; some lack of

the force that springs of ambition, or some

incomprehensible indifference to his rightful

place in the world's estimate.

All this was known to Noel Bartholomew
;

something more than this was understood of

him.

One day a lady who had seen him at his

own studio at Kensington, was speaking of

him to a younger and more fashionable artist.

The lady praised the older man—praised him
for the noble w^ork he had done, for the un-

assuming way in which he spoke of it, for

the beautiful absence of self-assertion observ-

able in the man himself.

" Ah, yes ! " said the young man, speaking

out of his store of rapidly assimilated modern
ideas. " Yes, that is entirely true. It is his

want of self-assertion that has left him in the

shade. No man comes to the front without

it in these days. If one cannot assert one's self,

one must at least have friends to do the assert-

ing. The latter is the more dignified way

;

but it is slower, and considerably less certain."

So far as Noel Bartholomew was concerned,

this was only a small part of the truth. Other

causes than lack of the power of self-lauda-

tion had tended to keep him from the fore-

front of the time. The world that talked so

much of the man, and assumed such intimate

knowledge of him, of his life, and of his work,

would, if the truth could have been laid bare,

have been surprised to find that after all it

had known nothing ; that it had interested

and amused itself solely by conjecture.

The first thing experience of life had really

taught him, was the value of silence con-

cerning the greater facts of his life. He had
acquired the gift ; he had found that it cost

him friends, and he had also found that it

was a cause of misunderstanding. Never-

theless he had proved its wholesomeness.
" There are artists with half his talent who

are making money as fast as if they were coin-

ing it," said a gentleman who was admiring

one of Bartholomew's pictures; it hung on the

wall of one of the finest studios in London.

The owner of the studio paused a moment.
" Are you sure that Bartholomew has any

talent at all ? " he asked.

The visitor understood.

"You mean that he has genius? Granted;

but why then does he turn it to so little

practical use ?
"

" Is pure genius, sans talent, of practical

use to anybody ? " asked the artist, knowing
the thing he spoke of. " Is it not rather a

tyrannous thing, oft enough blind in its

tyranny, cruel in its imperiousness ? A man
who is blessed with it, if blessing it be, can

do no other than obey it. He must obey,
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do the thing he is moved to do, or he must

do nothing. It is talent that can do as it

will, that can foresee, calculate, make certain

that every step is a step onward. Noel
Bartholomev/ is a fool in the estimation of

men of talent."

There were times, and they recurred often,

when he was a fool in his own estimation.

It was only natural that as he sat there in

the dingy parlour of the Yorkshire inn some
grave thoughts should beset him. His

daughter, who sat at his feet,- with her fair

shining head resting upon his knee, refrained

from trying to distract his thoughts.

Let him think, let him grieve ; he would
turn to her for comfort when he wanted it.

There was no one else to comfort him
now. Three years ago, just when the world

had begun to see some possibility of his doing

himself justice at last, his wife had died. She
had gone from him suddenly, and the shock

had overpowered him so grievously that his

friends had despaired of his full return to life

and the work of life. They saw no reason

yet for being sanguine. It was at their

instance that he was about to try what
change of scene would do.

This was not the change they had desired

mmmm
' Back to the Yorkshire village where he had first met his wife."

for him ; but here he had in a quiet, deli-

berate way expressed his wish to decide for

himself. He would go back to the Yorkshire
village where he had first met his wife. If

he_ might not go there, it would be useless
going otherwhere.

It was night now, and only that morning
he had, with painful unwillingness, snapped
the last thread that bound him to the life he
had lived and loved so many years ; for so
long as his wife lived he had enjoyed existence
in his own way, if not in the world's way.
His undeserved obscurity, i( such it could
be called, had not been undesired ; arid his

comparatively small gains had never been
so small as to narrow his soul's lite, to com-
XXV-2

j

pel him to live it within the deadening grasp

of anxiety. He had been able to provide
' all necessary things and some luxurious ones
, for his little household, but he had given no
thought to the future. Latterly he had taken

no thought for the present, he had lived in

the past. To-night the past was more
vividly with him than ever.

Was it possible that twenty years had
' come and gone since he sat there before,

twenty years of labour, of aspiration, of suc-
' cess, of failure !

There had been a great gain at the begin-

ning, an expansion of his own life in the

quiet sunshine that another life had made.
Then there had been a long peace, a long
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satisfaction. Had it been quite good for him,

that great unbroken calm ?

He could never be quite sure. It had
been beautiful ; he had been grateful ; it was
over. Tliat was the sum of the years.

He was grateful still. It was as much
gratitude as affection that was moving in him
now as he laid his hand gently on his daugh-
ter's head.

" What a patient child you are, Genevieve !

"

he said tenderly.
" Am Ijfather ? " she replied, lifting a smil-

ing face. " But it is so easy to be patient

when one is happy."
'" Then you are really happy ? You do

not yet regret ?
"

The girl hesitated a moment.
" One has regrets," she said. " It is not

easy to leave a place one loves, and friends

who have been always kind. But it has not
been so hard as I thought it would be."

" You did dread it then ?
"

" I dreaded some things, breaking up the

home most of aU. But it was soon over, and
now I am glad ; for the best is yet to be,"

" Wait till after to-morrow before you say

that."

" To-morrow ! You are thinking of the

journey over the moor? Ah ! I shall love

the moor as I love the sea. I am impatient

for to-morrow."

Noel Bartholomew smiled, and caught
back a short, quick sigh as he did so. Gene-
vieve had inherited her temperamental cheer-

fulness, with other things, from her mother.
He was thankful for it always, and he had
never been more thankful than during the

past few weeks of confusion, pain, perplexity,

indecision.

Now and then his gratitude was mingled
not a little with fear, with self-reproach. Was
the child really as light-hearted as she seemed?
Had she no life of her own that she should
thus with such pliant gracefulness of spirit

lend herself to the needs of another life ?

Were there no depths, no undercurrents of

personal desire? Had her existence no aim
in it as yet? Was it in truth the utterly im-
personal thing it seemed to be ?

He was glad that she should say so much
as this. " One has regrets ; it has not been
easy." It seemed to reassure him. Had
there been effort or tension underneath she
would not have gone so near the cause of it.

The small confession was valuable to him.
No, the uprooting had not been easy ; the

last wrench had been harder far than Noel
Bartholomew would ever dream.
An hour later Genevieve stood alone in

the small, oddly-arranged bedroom that she

was to occupy. She took note of it, that she

might describe its oddities for her father's

amusement. There was the heavy four-post

bedstead—Leah had drawn the great crimson
moreen curtains all round it; the looking-

glass was placed on the top of a tall chest of

drawers which stood opposite to the window;
the toilet-service was ranged ornamentally

—

most of the things upside down—on a carved

oak bridewain in the corner. Over the mantel-

shelf there was an engraving—a '" Daughter
of Jephthah," with wistful eyes that seemed
to look down into the dim candlelight, won-
dering, comprehending, offering sympathy.

Genevieve stood looking into the pathetic

eyes awhile, thinking of the beautiful dream
that came across the ages to the poet, of the

words that the daughter of Gilead sang to

him in his dream :

" Leaving the olive-gardens far below,
Leaving the promise of my bridal bower,

,The valleys of grape-loaded vines that glow
Beneath the battled tower.

" The light white cloud swam over us. Anon
We heard the lion roaring from his den

;

We saw the large white stars rise one by one,
Or, from the darken'd glen,

" Saw God divide the night with flying flame,
And thunder on the everlasting hills ;

I heard Him, for Lie s])ake, and grief became
A solemn scorn of ills

S'^

The words passed through Genevieve's

brain as music might have passed, only the

last cadence remaining, singing itself, so to

speak, over and over to her as she moved
about the sombre little room. It seemed to

be growing less sombre near the v/indow.

There was a pale light struggling to get in,

and when Genevieve drew the curtain aside

she discovered a little rude stone balcony

overhanging a wide garden.

There were some great white flowers grow-

ing down there in the misty moonlight. What
Avere they ? she wondered, as she stepped

out through the window. She could not tell,

but she remained standing there, looking over

the old townlet, that seemed all composed of

turreted castles, minarets, tall campaniles,

standing straight and vague and still in the

silvery haze. There was no sound, only from

the dim room behind a refrain came that was
like a chant

:

" He spake, and grief became
A solemn scorn of ills."

Have we not all of us, somewhere in the

dim recesses to which we seldom penetrate,

an impression that we never touch the highest

chords that eyen the lowest of life's ills can

vield?

Save for the one great bereavement Gene-
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vieve had known but little of any of life's

sterner sorrows. Her eighteen years of life

had been years of such steadfast-seeming

good that until lately no ideas of any grave

change had presented themselves. Nothing

had been wanting. Love had been there,

and friendship ; the finer sort of intellectual

people had come and gone across her path
;

art of every kind had taught her the canons

of loveliness ; music had stolen in upon the

days with sweetness, and swept across the

nights with power to soothe, to uplift. Yet
is it strange to say that in all this there had
been no full satisfaction ? Is it incompre-

hensible to admit that while this fair life was
passing it had not seemed to be the ideal life

for which the soul of the girl was yearning ?

It could not be said that she was dissatis-

fied
;
yet she was conscious of activities that

she could neither deaden nor repress ; con-

scious of want, of lov/ness, of human and
spiritual narrowness. Others, looking on,

seeing only the external, had judged that a

life so manifestly unselfish must needs be
ideal enough for any real woman; but the

self-sacrificing are seldom the self-conscious,

at any rate so far as the sacrifice is concerned.

CHAPTER III.—THORNERDALE : THE FIRST

PART OF AN OVERTURE.

"Ah ! desolate hour when that shall be.
When dew and sunlight, rain and wind,

Shall seem but trivial things to thee,
Unloved, unheeded, undivined."

All Rippongill was astir by seven o'clock.

It was a still, misty morning, and mild for

October. Genevieve was hardly disillusion-

ized when she came out from the inn and
stood in the steep httle street. The common-
place houses, the ugly chimneys had the

same stately and architectural effect that they
had had in the moonlight ; and the people
who were moving about the streets seemed to

vanish like sad ghosts into the white un-

known distances.
" I am sorry, very sorry," said Mr. Bartho-

lomew, joining his daughter. " You will

see nothing, dear, if it keeps like this all day."
" Eh, but it never will, maister ; it'll niver

keep on i' this gaait all t' daay,." said old Luke
Acomb, the landlord of the Black Swan. The
old man had an air of quite unusual import-
ance in the eyes of 'the rustic group that had
gathered about the archway that led to the

mn yard. Was he not the host of these dis-

tinguished guests ? And did not every one
know that he had volunteered to drive the
carrier's waggon that was to convey them and
their numerous belongings all the way from
Rippongill to Murk-Marishes ? "They're

sii/niiiaf" said a quick intellect in the crowd,
" or else oad Luke 'ud niver ha' crossed Lang-
barugh Moor wiv a heavy leadde like yon
at this time o' year."

" All's capped altegither," was the reply.
" Did tha iver see a laady like yon wiv all

her white furs an' feathers ridin' iv a carrier's

waggin?"
"Can't saay 'at iver Ah did. But what

Avere they te dea ? If it hadn't ha' been Bir-

kan Brigg cattle-fair there'd ha' been half-a-

dozen traps to get. As it is naebody could

get yan for neither love nor money."
This was quite true. Noel Bartholomew,

thinking of his daughter, had declined the car-

rier's waggon unhesitatingly at first ; but Gene-
vieve had besought him to accept of it. What
could be more delightful than the big, round-

topped, picturesque vehicle ? It would hold

everything, shelter everything, and it offered

chances of a quite new experience.

It was all packed now, seats were prepared,

rugs lying ready, the two horses were being

harnessed. There was no lack of help, of

advice, of comment. Leah was there in the

middle of all the excitement, watching for an
opportunity. She had a tiny basket in her

hand, an ancient foreign thing with a cord of

faded blue silk.

" It's nobbut a little cheese-caiike or two,

miss, if ya'd hev 'em to eat on t' road ; an'

there's two or three o' them apples 'at ya

said leuked sa bonny on t' tree." Leah was

blushing ; she looked very nervous, but she

was altogether happy when Genevieve took

the basket with a sweet surprised smile and

graceful thanks. The small incident reneated

itself over and over in Leah's mind nil day

;

and everywhere in the empty upper rooms

she seemed to see the kind beautilul eyes

;

they had more than once looked into hers

with something that was akin to pity.

There was quite a leave-taking—thanks,

smiles, sixpences, good-wishes ; then Gene-

vieve and her father went up the street, old

Luke shouting fussily that he would soon

overtake them. They passed the church, the-

old-fashioned rectory, the few cottages that

straggled along the lane. There were some-

dahlias and hollyhocks dripping in the mist,^

vague faces looked out from cottage-doors,

wandering eyes watched the two strangers

gliding swiftly away into the mystery beyond.

"Will they come back agaiiin, mother?"

asked a small speculative Yorkshireman. He
was looking out between the divided trunk

of a gnarled apple-tree.

" That's mair nor Ah can tell tha, honey,"

said the woman, feeling somehow as if the
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child's question was of the nature of a fore-

boding. She stood some time straining her

e3-es in the effort to peer into the silver haze

that was upon the hills. It showed no signs

of lifting yet. It seemed to move on and on,

unshrouding little by little a farmstead, a

group of pensive cattle, a clump of fir-trees,

a dark hill-top, then veiling them again hastily

in white mist, in still silence.

"It is as if one had to be silent to be in

keeping with things," said Mr. Bartholomew

in his quiet, emphatic way. He was awaking

to the fact of his own taciturnity.

" But you do not dislike it, father? It is

not depressing?"
" Depressing !—no, except in the sense

that most beautiful things are depressing.

You remember Keats :

—

' Ay, in the very temple of Delight
Veil'd Melancholy has her sovran shrine.'"

Genevieve paused awhile—a long while it

seemed as they walked on side by side.
'* It is strange

!

" the girl said at last,

*' how the two things, sadness and loveliness,

appear twined together, so to speak, and
there is such a weight of testimony that it is

so. You quoted Keats just now. I thought

of Shakespeare making Jessica say, ' I am
never merry when I hear sweet music ; ' of

Shelley's beautiful line, ' Our sweetest songs

are those that tell of saddest thought;' of

Milton's Penseroso. I suppose if we had
been at home amongst the books we could

have found a hundred such indorsements."
" Yes ; that reminds me again to be glad

that we brought so many books. I thought

of them in the night, and I was glad for your
sake. Every volume seemed a mitigation of

my cruelty."
'* Of your cruelly to me ; but what of old

Luke's horses ?
"

" I think I hear them behind us."

"Panting along under Homer and Plato,

Shakespeare and Milton, Shelley and Keats,
Ruskin and Carlyle ; under poets, historians,

essayists
; under novels from Scott's first to

Mrs. Oliphant's last; under all these books
and countless others, and my father is afraid

that he will see his daughter fading away
from the face of the earth for very weariness,
for very disgust of a life unoccupied, unen-
couraged, unsolaced."

"Your father fears nothing of the kind,
and his daughter knows it."

"But he does fear?"
" Which is only natural."
" Seeing that he is not an unnatural father.

But, oh ! he is tiresome at times."

Conversation was becoming difficult. Old

Luke Acomb was gaining upon them witf

the lumbering waggon, and the pair of stoul

well-fed horses. As he came up he stopped,
" Noo. Ya'il be gittin' in a bit ? T' young

laady steps oot bravely, but she'll be tired

by noo, Ah reckon. We're three miles fra' t

Black Swan."
" And we have nearly twenty to travel yet,'

said Mr. Bartholomew. " What do you say

Genevieve ? Will you get in ? I know you

are impatient for the new experience."

"So I am," admitted the girl; "and il

looks enchanting inside the waggon. But

not yet, not yet," she said, with a smile and

a little wave of her hand to old Luke as she

turned away. " The rapture of rest is in

exact proportion to the intensity of weariness,

I wish to be weary."
" Your wish is likely to be gratified," said

Mr. Bartholomew.
"Before we reach Murk-Marishes? Yes

I suppose so. That thought alone will pre-

vent me from dissipating my resources to toe

great an extent. I have no wish to arrive a1

the Haggs in a defenceless condition."
" Defenceless ?

"

"That was the word I used. I meant a

state of not being able to defend myself."
" From whom ? " asked Mr. Bartholomew,
" From Miss Craven."

"You are going to be afraid of her?"
" I think so. I may even say that I have

a presentiment that it will be so."

" And that presentiment arises out of de^

scriptions given by me ?
"

" Entirely out of your graphic descriptions.'

" Tell me what you see in that curiou:

imagination of yours ? " said Mr. BartholO'

mew, after a brief wondering pause.
" I will ... To begin with, I see a York

shirewoman."

"You will find that that epithet is lesi

descriptive than it may seem."
" But there is such a thing as a typica'

Yorkshirewoman ?
"

" Yez ; SL thing that is to be found mor(

frequently on the stage and in third-rate

novels than in any of the three Ridings o:

Yorkshire."

"Still it exists? For me it is to be per

sonified by Miss Craven. I see her distinctly

She is a middle-aged woman, tall, large

angular. Her hair, which you describe as

being black twenty years ago, is iron-gre}

now, very smooth and straight ; and her darl

eyes look hard ; in fact, her whole expressior

is one of hardness, keenness, and shrewd

ness ; and the corners of her mouth are no
quite free from the suspicion of sarcasm
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She carries herself well for a woman who has

done the greater part of the work of a farm-

house for about thirty years ; and there is a

certain dignity about her, a something not to

be trifled with. She will speak the dialect,

and her speech will be as curt as her manner.

. . . Again I say that I wish to arrive at

Murk-Marishes not too much exhausted to

be able to hold my own."
Bartholomew smiled—his smile looked

graver than it was, his mouth being concealed

by a somewhat heavy and inelegant mous-
tache.

'•That is not ill-done, dear," he said.

" Keep it in mind
;
you will have both time

and opportunity for comparison of the real

with the ideal. . . . Meanwhile, you observe

that the mist is rising ? ''

The scene was changing with rapidity.

They had reached the top of the long wind-

ing lane that led down into Thornerdale.

The broad valley was at their feet, filled with

soft bright haze, which a light breeze was
sweeping upward and onward, confusing,

mingling all things. Now and then, by
moments at a time, the sun struggled through,

throwing silvery lances across the vale, dis-

closing vague colours, indefinite forms. Here
and there points of the tall dark upland
stood out, first on one side, then on the

other, now near at hand, and now far away
in the great blue-white distance. The tran-

sitions were rapid, bewildering. You could
not overtake a complete picture.

Noel Bartholomew and his daughter stood

awhile on the brow of the hill. There were
a few houses scattered about, bright-eyed

children came running up the road ; a tiny

inn stood by the v/ayside among the crimson
and orange blackberry leaves. When old

Luke came up his horses stopped quite

naturally—they stopped quite naturally many
times that day ; but they were not taken out

of the waggon till they got to Thorner Head,
which was twelve long miles from the Black
Swan at Rippongill.

Passing through Thornerdale, Genevieve
at last made practical acquaintance with the

interior of a carrier's waggon. It was less

enchanting than it had promised to be. She
was slow to confess her disappointment, but
confession had to be made. The jolting

was terrible, the strange stuffiness more ter-

rible still. It was not endurable for more
than a quarter of an hour at a time, not un-
less she sat on the edge of the waggon beside
old Luke, where the breeze could blow upon
her face. This she professed to enjoy with
enthusiasm.

Beyond doubt it was an enjoyable thing to

pass through Thornerdale on a perfect autumn
day. As the morning wore the sun began
to pour down brilliantly, glittering on village

steeples, lighting up busy farmsteads, gilding

the refined gold of beech and maple, painting

the flowers that grew in the cottage gardens,

sparkling in the stony little becks that ran

rippling and foaming along. Blackbirds

flew chuckling across the pathway ; thrushes

sang their autumn songs among the leaves

that were fluttering down. It was strangely

stimulating. Genevieve did not fail to notice

the keen living light that had come into her

father's eyes. The comprehension of the

present moment was in them, and an intent-

ness that was like a promise for the future.

So far it had not been a silent journey.

Old Luke seemed to be explaining or relating

something all through the dale. At village

inns, at garden gates, by farmyard walls, he

had himself to explain, his presence there,

the intentions of his fellow-travellers, so far

as he knew them. Hardly a wayfaring man
passed by unquestioned, uninformed. The
old rnan did not appear to be noting I:o\v

fast the day was going.

CHAPTER IV. LANGBARUGH MOOR : THE
SECOND PART OF AN OVERTURE.

"This young brilliant Ayesha was one day questioning-
him, ' Now am not I better than Kadijah ? She was a widow,
old, and had lost her looks

;
you love rae better than j-ou love

her ? ' ' No, by Allah ! ' answered Mahomet ;
' No, by Allah !

She believed in me when none else would believe.' "

After an hour of rest and refreshment at

Thorner Head, it was observable that old

Luke was less communicative ; it might be
that there was less to be communicated. The
bare rugged hillside was not suggestive of

local or personal narrative.

Genevieve and her father were walking up
the hill, over a stony pathway with fading

bracken and dark whin on either hand.

There was only the hill-top before them,

always the hill-top with its outline of gaunt

furze bushes against the sky. They lingered

a little to let the waggon pass well in front;

then they turned and looked backward down
the dale.

" The overture is in two parts," said Noel
Bartholomew. " The first part is ended

;

the second has begun."
" As a rule I enjoy overtures," said Gene-

vieve. " I have enjoyed this so far. It was
beautiful; it was new, and despite its variety

it had that highest of all excellences—unity

of effect. I shall not forget Thornerdale."
" And I can answer for it that you will not

forget Langbarugh Moor."
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" Probably not, since I have never seen a

real moor."
" You do not expect to see the heather in

bloom ?
"

" No ; the bloom is past, I know. I shall

be watching daily for its appearance about

the beginning of next August."

"You can contemplate that?"
" As one contemplates dawn after sleepless

n'fjhts."

" I did not know that you had been so

restless!"
" Restless ! no ; but London is never quiet.

How should it be with its three or four milHons

of unquiet souls ? To live in the midst of

them, or but just outside of them, is to

think, to wonder, to be anxious, to run the

risk of being faithless. Here, between the

purple heather and one's self there will be
nothing—nothing but God's pure air."

" Then you are anticipating peace, freedom

from anxiety, deUverance from the pressure

of modern ideas ?
"

"These exactly. Not the sleepiest of the

lotus-eaters craved more eagerly for ' dream-
ful ease ' than I do now."

" The craving came on as you passed
through Thornerdale ?

"

" About midway through the dale."
" It was born of the sunshine, the lowing

of cattle, the pine-trees, the purple hills, the

crisping r'pples, the downward streams over

which the long-leaved flowers droop and
weep ?

"

" Certainly Tennyson is wonderful."

All this while the two were walking up-

ward. The sun had gone suddenly behind a

bank of sullen grey. There was a chill in

the air. The furzy hill-top looked black

against the sullen sk)'.

" What is there when one arrives at the

top of this hill ? " asked Genevieve, after

v/alking upward for half an hour in silence.

" Another hill-top."

" And after that ?
"

" Another."
The bank of grey cloud was drifting rapidly

all over the sky now ; the withered bracken,
amber and lilac, crimson and ivory-white,

vivid green and warm russet brown, was be-
ginning to bend quiveringly to the breeze
that swept with increasing force across the

moor. The great stretches of dead heather
shuddered in masses; the tiny yellow leaves

flew sadly away from the sloethorn ; the

black-faced moorland sheep were moving
restlessly from hillock to hillock, and showed
a tendency to congregate. It was fully evi-

dent that bad weather was approaching.

" It is only a question of time," said Mr.
Bartholomew, looking at his daughter with
apprehension. " We shall find old Luke at

the next inn. He will probably know some-
thing of what we have to expect."

The small stone hut known as the Moor
Edge Inn, and which Genevieve did not care

to enter, stood on the top of the last rise in

the ascent of the slope of Langbarugh Moor.
The great wild waste itself lay beyond. There
was nothing to burst upon the sight. Slowly,

and with a sense of oppressiveness, you
became aware that you stood looking out

over an apparently boundless desolation.

The purple-black barrenness stretched like a

gloomy sea from the one horizon to the

other. The grey, flying scud seemed as if

it touched the dark distance. A few weather-

blanched boulders rested here and there

among the dead, brown masses of ling and
furze; the road stretched away, white and
winding, till it was lost in the rugged curves.

A flight of crows passed with sinuous

movement and hoarse, derisive, mocking
notes.

" Noo ; this disn't leuk varry promisin',"

said old Luke, coniing out from the warm
turf fire with evident reluctance. " Ya'll

ha' te bide insahde o' t' waggin' Ah reckon."
" You think we are going to have a storm ?"

asked Mr. Bartholomew. Genevieve detected

a loss of buoyancy in his tone as he spoke.
" Whya, we sail hev a sup o' raiiin, an' a

bit o' wind, but there'll be nowt to hurt ony-

body."

This ought to have been reassuring ; but

it had become quite evident by this time that

the journey would not be accomplished by
daylight. To be out on Langbarugh Moor
on a dark stormy night was something Noel
Bartholomew had not prepared for. It was
not that he had any fears for himself, or even
for his daughter, she could be sheltered, and
he was capable of physical endurance if the

need came. A certain amount of real hard-

ship, of real danger would probably have
awakened within him the qualities necessary

for meeting such adventures. But the present

event fell short of adventure. It was simply

disappointing, depressing. Genevieve saw
the mood coming over him. He had said

nothing, but she knew the meaning of the

patient, compressed setting of the muscles

about his mouth, the significance of the com-
posed tranquil weariness that was coming into

his eyes. It was not of the present moment
he was thinking as they stood there, waiting

for the old man to complete his preparations

for the worst. A wild gust of wind was sweep-
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ing up the moor, the canvas cover of the wag-

gon was cracking and flapping. Presently

Genevieve's hat went flying into the angle

of a peat-stack.

" Ah, this is terrible," said Mr. Bartholo-

mew with concern. " This is terrible. You
will certainly take cold, you will certainly be

ill. I think I must have been mad to bring

you such a journey in such a manner as this."

Genevieve had rescued her hat, and was

putting it on again. She was smiling, her face

was flushed under the veil of golden hair that

the wind was tossing into such beautiful dis-

order. When its rebelliousness was subdued

a little, she laid her hand on her father's arm,

drawing him into the shelter of the cottage

.gable.

" Is it of me that you have been thmkmg
while you were so silent ? " she asked with a

tender earnestness.
" Yes, partly. Until within the last hour

I think I have never seen my senseless plans

in all their utter senselessness. If going back
were possible at this moment, I think I would

go back ; I should at least spare myself the

misery of knowing that having wasted my
own life I must now needs waste another."

" You have wasted your life ! You—Noel
Irving Bartholomew ! That would be new to

the admirers of the "Flight of Saint Barbara,"

of the "Jeanne D'Arc," of the "Flinging of

Excalibur," of a dozen other noted pictures

that I could name in a breath. Wasted your

life ! You have its best yet to live, so far as

the world and your work goes.

'You and j'our pictures linked
With love about, and praise, till lite shall end.'

If you never paint another picture, no man
can say that yours was a wasted life. But you
will paint. All day I have felt it, ail day I

have been glad of every mile, because it was
another mile between you and the carping,

doubting, ignorant dilettanti, who were

enough to paralyze a Michael Angelo. You
know it was so

;
you know that for ten years

past you have craved for seclusion, for some-

thing as near to solitude as you might have.

And now it is here, a vast and splendid soli-

tude, instinct with possibilities Say

you are glad, my father !

"

INIore than once a strange quick light had
quivered under the man's eyelids as an old

thought, an old pride, an old hope struck

him with fresh force as it came from the young
girl's hps.

" I am glad, my child, if for nothing else

then, I am glad that you are my child, my
inspiration."

" No, not that; but I can stay v/ith you

when the inspiration does not." Then her

voice changed, and she said lightly, " But
you are aware that I have impulses of my
ovi'n sometimes ; and just now I am impelled

to suggest that we should arrange ourselves

among the rugs in front of the waggon.
Come ! We have Leah's little basket to

unpack, and here are the cups of hot tea."

They were soon off again ; out on the top

of the treeless, wind-swept waste, known as

Langbarugh Moor. Old Luke had awakened
at last to the fact that the day was really

done, and that a rough night was at hand.

No conversation was possible as the lumber-

ing waggon went jolting, swaying, swinging

from side to side among the rough stones of

the moorland road. It was growing darker

and darker ; the wind was growing stronger

and colder. At times there was a rift in the

flying blackness of the heavens, disclosing

lines of cold steely light. That was all they

saw of the sunset. The rest was darkness,

wildness, weariness ; a sense of a vast deso-

late, sterile world.

When the rain came down it came with

fury, beating in passionate gusts on the can-

vas cover of the waggon, dropping in stream-

lets over the front on to the poor old driver,

who strove to cheer on his horses with all the

energy that was left to him. He had lighted

a big horn lantern, and it swung fuom the

top of the waggon, throwing fitful gleams of

light here and there upon the vret horses,

upon the dripping reins, upon old Luke's

watch as he looked at it silently from time to

time. Oatside in the visible darkness it

seemed as if strange forms were passing; now
a wan silent face, and now a street of a silent

dream-like city.

So the hours went by. One by one the

miles were overpassed. The rained ceased,

began again ; the wind went on wuthering *

wildly, sobbing, raging, plaining over the

barren moor that was so indisputably its own
domain.

At last the waggon made a sharp turn.

" There !
" the old man shouted. "We're

goin' doon t' Ravengates noo. We'll be at

t' Haggs by nine o'clock."

" Is it moor all the way?" asked Genevieve,

lifting her tired head,. and trying to speak so

that she should not seem tired at all.

"' Yes, dear, Hunsgarth Haggs is the first

house we come to when the edge of the moor
is passed."

The girl's head did not droop again. "At
that house there will be rest," she said to

• Wuthering-, an expressive Yorkshire term for the sound of

the wind on the heights.
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herself, " and there will be light and warmth,

shelter, and refage from the storm

So ends the overture."

CHAPTER V.—MISS CRAVEN.

" Good, my lords,

I am not prone to weeping-, as our sex

Commonly are ; the want of which vain dew,
Perchance, shall dry your pities ; but I have
That honourable griet lodged here, which burns
Worse than tears drown."

The Winter's Tale.

" Defence, not defiance," whispered Gene-

vieve, as her father lifted her down from the

shaft of the waggon.
" You are equal to defence?

"

" Perfectly."

The rain was pouring in torrents ; old

Luke was shouting to the man who had
come out from the farmyard to help him

;

the two sheep dogs were barking ; a candle

was coming along the passage to the open
door.

" Come in !
" said a voice in tones that

were hard and unabashed. " We've been
expeclin' ya this five hours."

It was Miss Craven, and as Genevieve had
anticipated, she spoke the dialect, and she

spoke it curtly ; but the form of it was modi-
fied so that no impression of coarseness or

ignorance was given.

Mr. Bartholomew had some directions to

give to .the two men, and Genevieve followed

Miss Craven along a narrow dim passage

with several turnings and windings in it.

There was a cheery fire of peat and i:)ine-

wood burning in the parlour. The table

was spread, not bounteously perhaps, but

with a tempting perfection of neatness and
niceness.

"I am sorry we are so late," said Genevieve,

as Miss Craven turned to light the lamp with-

out further welcome or greeting. " We have
been longer on the journey than we expected

to be."
" If you'd known as much o' Luke Acomb

as I know you might mebbe ha' thought 'at

you'd done well to get here at all," rejoined

Miss Craven, carefully adjusting the chimney
of the lamp as she spoke. This done, she

lifted her keen dark eyes to Genevieve's face

for the first time. Her look was quite in-

scrutable. It was impossible to say what
impression she was receiving. After an un-

flinching moment or two, Genevieve's eye-

lids drooped a little, and a pink flush came
over her face, increasing its extreme love-

liness. "So you're Noel Bartholomew's
daughter ? " said Miss Craven, in tones that

were as little to be understood by a stranger

as was the expression of her countenance.

" Yes," Genevieve said with a smile. "I
dare say I am a surprise to you. You would
not expect to see me so—so much grown
up?"

" Miss Craven shall tell you how much
surprised she feels to-morrow, dear," said

Mr. Bartholomew, coming into the room and
offering his hand to Miss Craven's unrespon-

sive touch. "How are you?" he asked,.

" and your father and mother, how are

they?"
" They're much as usual."
" And you think it is not worth while to

answer my inquiry about yourself? That is

true. And I have so many inquiries ta

make. But we will have some tea first,

please. Genevieve, this used to be my,
favourite arm-chair. Let me see how you
look in it?" The girl sank into the chair

with unmistakable weariness as Miss Craven
disappeared to fetch the tea. " Let me take

your hat off, dear," said her father, raising

her head gently ; then he unfastened her
cloak. She had a pale red dress underneath,

a soft warm-coloured clinging cashmere, with

creamy lace about the throat and wrists.

" I feel too stupid to care for a little dis-

order to-night," she said, giving a tired glance

at herself.

" But disorder is the order of the day.

You are not going to forget London ways so

soon ?
"

" No ; I am going to forget nothing. I am
going to add to my store of memories. By
the way, I like this room. I wish we were

going to stay here."

Fortunately for Genevieve this last remark

was overheard by Miss Craven, who was en-

tering the room with tea, toast, warm cake,

ham and eggs. She was proud of the old

parlour. There were samplers hanging on
the painted panels ; rosettes of satin ribbon,

white and green and blue, each with a ticket

to it, framed and glazed and hanging over the

fireplace. These, Genevieve learnt later, were

evidences that once upon a time prize cattle

had been reared at Hunsgarth Haggs. Poor
old Craven had been as proud of them as a

soldier of his Victoria Cross, or a curate of

his silver tea-pot. Not the best picture that

ever was painted could have given half the

satisfaction that these scraps of satin ribbon

had given.

A few of Mr. Bartholomew's sketches of

twenty years ago hung on either side ; but

the general opinion of the neighbourhood had

gone so decidedly against them that even

Aliss Craven hardly cared to have them hang-

ing there. They were water-colours, little ethe-
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real impressions of mist, light, colour, and un-

usual effects of dawn or sunset, such effects as

blot out all details and even actual form. Miss

Craven had had her own ideas concerning

these, and her ideas had been confirmed

by her neighbours, so that it was hardly to

be wondered at that she should have no very

exalted views of Mr. Bartholomew's powers

as an artist. Indeed it may be doubted

whether she had exalted views of any artist

or of any art, and she had long ago given

it as her opinion that "of all lazy ways o'

gettin' a livin' paintin' picturs was about the

laziest."

"And now," said Mr. Bartholomew, the

edge of his appetite being dulled a Httle,

" and now tell me, Miss Craven, what im-

portant clianges have taken place in the

neighbourhood of Murk-Marishes during all

these years ? I know nothing ; and I am
impatient to know."
Somewhat to Genevieve's surprise, Dorothy

had placed herself at the head of the table

without invitation. Miss Craven's idea of

having " lodgers " differed materially from

Miss Bartholomew's views on the same sub-

ject. Genevieve was by no means sorry, she

liked it on the whole ; and Miss Craven was
attentive, if not urbane. Moreover she

looked in keeping with the room, with the

general atmosphere of things, as she sat

there. She wore no cap, her dark hair was
still dark, Genevieve's prediction notwith-

standing, and she had a fine open-air colour

on her cheek. She seemed to typify the

northern autumn in the bright keen austerity

of her appearance and manner.

Miss Craven did not reply at once to Mr.

Bartholomew's request for information. She

seemed to be considering the matter.
" It's over twenty years since you left

Murk-Marishes, isn't it ? " she inquired, hand-

ing him another cup of tea.

" Yes ; a month or two over."

" And you asked what important changes

there'd been ?
"

" I think I did."
" Well, then, so far as I can recollect there

hasn't a single thing happened important

enough to mention."
" Happy place !

"

" I've said myself 'at it were like a better

place ; for there's neither marryin' nor givin'

i' marriage ; an' the folks don't die."

" What should you say to staying here

altogether, Genevieve, dear?" asked Mr.
Bartholomew, turning to his daughter.

" I say that it sounds tempting."
" I should like to hear you say the truth

about it six months after this," said Dorothy,

giving Miss Bartholomew one of her sharp,

half-scornful glances.
" I will promise if you like," repUed Gene-

vieve ;
" my father will answer for my un-

reserve."
" So I will, dear, at the same time recom-

mending caution. For real passionate caring-

for one's own little pied a terre commend me
to a Yorkshire man or woman. But really,

Miss Craven, has the world about Murk-
Marishes stood as still as you seem to think

it has ? What of your neighbours, the

Broughs of Hawklands ?
"

" They are at Hawklands yet."
" And the Langthwaites of Lowmoor

Cross ?
"

" Are at Lowmoor Cross still."

" Are you disposed to admit that any of

these people are older? "

" Yes ; they are all twenty years older.

Some of them look it, and some of them
don't. For the most part you will find they

don't."
" That I can readily believe," said Mr.

Bartholomew, knowing that he need not

trouble himself to make the compliment too

obvious.

There was a pause, and it seemed to Miss

Craven that the next inquiry was made with

effort. Perhaps she looked for some.

"And the Richmonds of Yarrell Croft; of

course they are at Yarrell Croft still? Though
I think I remember hearing a few years ago

that Miss Richmond was married."
" I don' reckon Yarrell Croft to be i' the

Murk-Marishes township," said Miss Dorothy

with an extra touch of asperity, which might

perhaps be accounted for by ihe fact that the

Hunsgarth Haggs Farm belonged to the

Richmonds. " Yarrell Croft lies across t'

beck, an' there's been changes anufif there

;

but thai change wasn't one o' them. Miss

Richmond's Miss Richmond yet, an' likely

to be if all be true 'at folks say of her

temper."
" But the other changes you spoke of?"

said Mr. Bartholomew, not apparently wish-

ing to discuss Miss Richmond's failings.

" I meant old Mr. Richmond's death,"

said Miss Craven, watching her interlocutor

more carefully than before. " He died three

or four years back quite sudden 3 an' his wife

only lived a fortnight after."

" Then is there no one but Miss Richmond
at Yarrell now ?

"

" Miss Richmond an' her brother, Mr.

Cecil. There was a little boy, you re-

member ?
"
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'" Ah, yes ; I do remember now. He was

a shy, dehcate, fretful little fellow. I used

to think that he wouldn't live."

" He has lived ; it's about three years

since he came of age."
" And he and his sister live alone at

Yarrell Croft? It must be a little dull for

him, I should say. How does he spend his

time ?
"

" Shootin' sparrows with a saloon pistol,"

said Miss Craven with one of her most
satirical smiles.

" I never thought to hear that said of a

Yorkshire gentleman," interposed Genevieve,

whose interest in the conversation was not

to be measured by the number of her inter-

ruptions.
" You'll not hear it twice in your lifetime,"

replied Miss Craven.

"And what of Usselby Hall?" asked Mr.
Bartholomew presently. '• I forget the ov.'ner's

name. I believe he was a mere boy. He
was on the Continent all the time I was down
here."

" Mr. Kirkoswald ? He's mostly on the

Continent. It was him that was engaged to

Miss Richmond. Nobody ever knew exactly

how it happened that the engagement came
to nothing; but it did come to nothing. An'
he went abroad again, an' he's been abroad
ever since. Once or twice he's come home
unex]iectedly, an' stopped a week or so ; but
it seems as if he couldn't settle. He's alius

off again directly."

"And Mr. Crudas? I must not forget

him," said Mr. Bartholomew, occupying him-
self intently with the pattern of his teacup.

The slow hot flush that swept over Miss
Craven's face, mounting to the very roots of

her hair, was evidently a flush of pain.
" I know nothing of Ishmael Crudas," she

said curtly, "an' I don't want to know. I

reckon you'd find him at Swarthcliff Top if

you v.-anted him."
" I forget if there is any one else," Mr.

Bartholomew went on musingly, as if he were
merely speaking to give Miss Craven time to

recover herself. " Canon Gabriel is living

still, I am thankful to say. , 1 had a letter

from him only last week. I think I have
some dread of meeUng him. He looked so
worn, so frail tNventy years ago."

" You needn't have much dread," said

Miss Craven with less asperity of tone. " I

saw him when I was over at Thurkeld Abbas
last week, an' he looked exactly as he's looked
ever since he came into this neighbourhood.
He's got a new curate lately, a Mr. Severne.
He's not much of a preacher. They were

saying doon at t' Marishes o' Sunday 'at this

was his first j^lace ; an' t' Canon had got him
cheap."

Mr. Bartholomew glanced at his daughter,

and the quiet amusement in his glance met
with a response, but it was such a very sleepy

response that Miss Craven was requested to

show her to her room without further delay.

Miss Craven was not sorry to do so. " I'm
alius i' bed two hours afore this time/' she

said, leading the way to a long lov/ room
hung with blue and white linen in large

staring checks. There v/as a mingled odour
of apples and clean linen ; the yellow walls

were decorated with framed funeral cards
;

the tiny mantel-shelf, the top of the drawers,

the one little table, were covered with ex-

quisite old china. Weary as Genevieve was
she could not help expressing her admiration

of the dainty egg-shell cups and saucers, the

odd-shaped tea-pots on stands to match,

the curious dishes, the various punch-bowls.
" I shall fancy myselfamong the art treasures

at South Kensington when I awake in the

morning," the girl said delightedly.

Dorothy lingered a little, mollified, but

undecided ; then uttering an abrupt " Good
night " she went away. For days past she

had been nourishing something that was half

an aversion, half a dream, of the London fine

lady who was to enter her house, live in her

rooms, be waited upon by her own hands,

—

for Miss Craven had kept no woman-servant

for years past. She was fighting a braver

battle than the world knev/, fighting with bad
harvests, poor land, exhausted capital, abound-

ing game, and a hard, indifferent landlord.

Her father's advice was of no use to her now.

Ten years before, the loss of a splendid flock

of moorland sheep—over two hundred of

them—in a heavy snowstorm, had unstrung

the old man's brain for ever. And now his

wife's memory was fast failing, so that in

addition to all other labours and sorrows

Dorothy had two helpless old people to tend

and care for, and ceaselessly watch ; and the

service was not offered by measure, nor un-

tenderly.

Of these and other troubles Genevieve

knew nothing as yet. She only saw that there

was something about Miss Craven not to be

understood all at once ; and she had already

a strong impression that it was something she

oudit to desire to understand. "I think she

is enduring some trial—enduring secretly,"

the girl said to herself, as she lay listening in

the dark to the rain that was on the roof, and
the fitful wuthering of the night wind. Ali

else about the farm was hushed and still.
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CHAPTER VI.—LAST YEARS SNOW.
" O, let nie not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven !

Keep me in temper : I would not be mad."
King Lear.

The fold-yard being at the back of the

house, Genevieve slept on past cock-crow,

past milking-time, past the noisy feeding-time

of calves and fowls, past the shouting and con-

fusion of old Luke Acomb's departure. When
she awoke the sun was shining, gleaming

brightly over field and farm, over hill and
dale, and ah !—was it possible ?—over a dis-

tance of wide, cloudless, dark blue sea !

"This, then, was one of your surprises,

my father !
" she exclaimed, gliding down

the little garden path to the gate where Mr.
Bartholomew stood. The scent of southern-

wood and mint and pennyroyal was in the

air; gossamer-threads all hung with diamonds
stretched across the one rose-bush and the

fuchsia-tree ; a last pansy held up its head

over the creeping stonecrop.
" You forgive me, then ?

"

" For keeping the secret ? Yes, indeed.

I thought we were miles and miles from the

sea. Think of it—of having both sea and
moor, and nothing but these green hills and
hollows dropping downward between !

"

" What distance should you say these hills

and hollows represent ? " asked Mr. Bar-

tholomew, speaking in the slow, impressive

tones which he used even when there was

nothing to be impressed.
" Two miles ? " ventured Genevieve.
" Probably three, as the crow flies, and

certainly four or five by the high road."

"So much? But I see; there is more
between us and the edge of the cliff than one
takes in at a glance. There is a village to

the left."

'• This one, almost at our feet ? It is Murk-
Marishes—the hamlet of Murk-Marishes—the

parish seems to extend indefinitely on this side.

A mile or two beyond—over that sedgy flat

•—you see a large village ; that is Thurkeld
Abbas. They speak of it as ' the town.' You
will have to do your shopping there."

" Dehghtful ! We will go and buy some-
thing to-day—something that will be useful

for the cottage . . . Can we see the cottage

from here ?
'

Mr. Bartholomew turned to the northward.
" I can see the chimneys and the top of the

thatched gable," he said. " They are there,

on the slope of the hill, about half-way

between here and Murk-Marishes. That
tree hides the cottage. It used to be rather

a picturesque little place. We will go and
see it as soon after breakfast as you like."

Miss Craven did not preside at the break-

fast-table. " She had had her breakfast four

hours ago," she said with a smile that was
not altogether one of amusement. "Besides,

it is churning-day," she added, as if to account

for her broad white apron, and her lilac print

bonnet. She had taken in at a glance Gene-

vieve's soft creamy-grey dress, with all its

details of finish and style. " To think o'

coming dov/n-stairs in a gown like that first

thing of a morning !
" she said to herself as

she went back to the dairy. " She does look

a helpless, useless sort o' thing, with her

yellow hair, an' her finery, an' her white

hands ; she's fit for nothing but a wax-work

show ! I wonder how many picters he'll ha'

te paint te keep her i' clothes for a twelve-

month ?
"

Dorothy Craven was not musing idly ; the

churn was flying round at the rate of fifty

turns a minute, and she was listening care-

fully all th^ while to the sound it made. The
butter was beginning to come; the butter-milk

had to be let off every few minutes now ; it

was always passed carefully through a hair

sieve, and the crumbs of butter returned to

the churn. Dorothy was proud of her butter

;

proud, too, of the cool, sweet dairy, with its

shining pans and its white, scoured wood-

work. Consequently she felt no annoyance

when she saw Genevieve standing somewhat

timidly near the door.
" May I come in, Miss Craven ? "

. she

asked in her gentlest tone. " I have never

seen a dairy. And my father wishes to

know if you will be too busy to go with

us to Netherbank to see the cottage to-

day."
" You can go with yerselves," answered

Dorothy without looking up; she was re-

placing the peg in the churn.

" We can ; but we should like it better if

you will come witla, us. You can explain

things, and advise us. I am hoping that you

will be kind enough to tell me and teach me
a great deal."

Dorothy ignored the hope; she was think-

ing of her own reasons for wishing to go

down to the cottage, wondering how she

could manage it.

" I couldn't go till I have got the butter

made up," she said. " An' then there's other

tnmgs
" Can I help you in any way ? . . . . Let

me try," said Genevieve, a little roused by

Miss Craven's glance and smile. " At least,

I can remove our breakfast things, if you will

let me go into the kitchen."

''You can go anywhere you like," said
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Dorothy, half-disdainfully, as she began
churning again at least as vigorously as

before. When she stopped again she could

hear voices in the kitchen. Her father was
talking, Genevieve was answering, old .Mrs.

Craven was dropping murmurs of confirma-

tion ; she had got up to make a little curtsey

when Genevieve went in, and her husband
had touched his thin white locks, smiling,

wondering, apparently half-amazed.
" Eh, but it's a bonny feace !

" he said in

tones of childish delight. " An' it's bonny
gold hair, an' a bonny goon ! . . . Isn't it a

bonny feace, Barbara?" Then, suddenly
his tone changed, and his face seemed to

change too. " You mustn't goa oot o' doors
wi' that goon on, honey, nut te-day. It's

goin' te snaw. It alius snaws on Langbarugh
Moor. Don't goa oot o' doors te-day, honey."

"You'll frighten t' young laady, Joseph,"
said poor Mrs. Craven in meek tones. She
was knitting a grey stocking; she had sat

there in the wide chimney corner knitting

grey stockings for years past now. It was a
cosy and quiet nook for the two old people.

A turf fire smouldered on the large heartli-

stone ; a kettle svvung from the crook ; there

was an old oak dresser opposite, on which were
ranged the shining brass and copper pans,

the pewter dishes, the old willow-patterned

plates. These things seemed to speak, to

tell of prosperous days, of substance, of suc-

cess. Other things whispered contradiction.

Were the whispers growing louder as the

days went by ?

Genevieve went in and out ; little by little

old Craven told his piteous tale of the sudden
snow-storm, the loss of the ewes, and the

unyeaned lambs. It was not the money loss

he spoke of now—that had passed out of his

mind—it was the suffering of the dumb sur-

prised creatures, the cruelty of the driving

snow, the treacherousness of the hollows of
Langbarugh Moor.

"Ya'll nut goa oot, honey—ya'U not goa
on te t' moor te daay," he went on pleading.
" It's sure te snaw afore neet. T' snaw's alius

driftin' ower Langbarugh Moor."
It was almost noon when Genevieve, Miss

Craven, and Mr. Bartholomew set out to

inspect the cottage. Dorothy had given
Genevieve a moment's surprise when she
came down-stairs dressed for the little expedi-
tion. Her silver-grey alpaca dress — she
called it a lustre ; her black silk mantle, her
small grey straw bonnet relieved with pink
ribbons had wrought quite a transformation.

If Genevieve had dared, she would have said,
" How young you look ! and how pretty !

"

It was evident that Miss Craven knew not
only what to wear, but how to wear the things

she had. None of these were of yesterday.

Many a summer Sunday evening had seen

them carefully folded away ; but to the last

they would have the virtues of fitness and
conscientiousness.

Old Joseph came out to the door as they

were starting.

" You're goin' oot o' doors then, honey?"
he said to Genevieve, who stopped to listen

with a sad smile. " You're bent o' goin'

then, but be quick back again. It's goin' te

snaw. Night an' day t' snaw's driftin' ower
Langbarugh Moor."

Dorothy was moving away, but not im-

patiently. She was a little anxious this

morning. She was to be Mr. Bartholomew's

landlady, if he decided to take the cottage.

It had been let on lease with the farm for

generations. Lately, since it had stood empty
so much, Miss Craven had tried to get rid of

it; but Miss Richmond would not- hear of

change. It was always Miss Richmond's
name that the agent, Mr. Darner, used ; never

Mr. Richmond's ; so that the people of the

neighbourhood had no clear idea of the real

ownership of the various portions of the

Yarrell Croft estate.

Mr. Bartholomew remembered that a doc-

tor's widow had lived in the cottage twenty

years ago. After that a cartwright had taken

it ; who had built himself a workshop in the

orchard ; and after his departure it had stood

empty so long that Miss Craven, half-despair-

ing of letting it in any other way, had fur-

nished it to suit an eccentric old man, who
had offered to pay a somewhat liberal rent

for a furnished cottage, providing it was a

mile away from any other human dwelling.

The cottage at Netherbank was barely

half-a-mile from Hunsgarth Haggs, and but

very little farther from Murk-Marishes. Still,

it stood alone, and was quiet enough to please

even the eccentric stranger. Unfortunatel}^,

however, for Miss Craven, he did not remain

more than a couple of years—not long enough
to cover the outlay he had caused her to

make ; and the idea of any one else ever

requiring a furnished cottage at Netherbank
had been considered rather in the light of a

joke in the neighbourhood of Murk-Marishes.

Dorothy knew well, that the coming of the

Bartholomews was an unexpectedly favour-

able turn of fortune's wheel.

It was a steep and rugged road that led

downward from the Haggs. There were low

rude stone walls on either hand
;
patches of

golden ragwort grew by the wayside, dense
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bramble-brakes were spreading everywhere

;

the amber and vermiUon leaves throwing into

relief the great clusters of ripe purple-black

fruit. Now and then a spray flung itself

aloft, waving in the sunshine against the far

distance of dark-blue sea and sky.
*' I wish I could bring a hundred little

gutter children from the London slums to

this hillside to-day," Genevieve said, as they

came to a sharp turn in the road—the ripe

brambles seemed to cluster more thickly

than ever in the sheltered cortier by the wall.

" It seems such a pity," she continued, " that

the blackberries should wither here un-

gathered when there are so many little

fingers that have never gathered one, so

many little lips that have never been stained

by one. . . . Wait till my ship comes into

port. There shall be a feast-day !

"

A minute later her eye rested on the

thatched cottage that was to be her home.
No cloud-shadow was upon it ; there was
no sudden chill in the air. A flight of white

pigeons were just settling upon the roof.

CHAPTER VII.—A SCENE OF PROBATION.

" I foresee, and I could foretell

Thy future portion, sure and well

—

But those passionate eyes speak true, speak true,

And let them say what thou shalt do."
R. Browning, The Flight of the Duchess.

"A COTTAGE in a corn-field and a pictur-

esque stile where the gate should be !" ex-

claimed Genevieve in pleased surprise.

" 1 shouldn't ha' thought 'at you'd ha'

known 'at stubble meant corn," said Miss
Craven, with the touch of disdain that she

seemed to have adopted for special use when
she spoke to Genevieve. " As for the stile,

it's the awk'ardest stile i' the district. I've

asked Mr. Damer to put a gate up till I'm
tired o' askin' him."

Certainly the stile was an awkward one,

and the path through the field was narrow

;

midway it turned at a sharp angle in the

direction of the cottage. Just at the turn, a
great covey of partridges started outwards
with a sudden burst, and went whirring and
fluttering up the stubble to the wide furzy

pasture that skirted the moor.
"Will one be liable to that kind of thing?"

asked Genevieve, with a little pretence of being

startled.

" Eminently liable," said Mr. Bartholomew.
*' If you think it will be a drawback to resi-

dence at Netherbank you must speak before

it is too late."

" I will resign myself to the partridges,"

replied Genevieve, coming to a standstill in

front of the cottage. Certainly it was as rude

and quaint a little place as you could see.

The heavy ling thatch hung low over window
and wall ; the broad chimney of undressed
stone was built outside, and stood like a tall

buttress picturesquely designed for the thatch

to lean against and the winding ivy to cling

to ; the purple-brown boughs of the fading

ash-tree dropped upon the roof; creepers

hung fading and yellowing about the deep re-

cesses of the windows. The garden, a tiny

unfenced patch of ground between the cottage

and the stubble-field, displayed a fine crop of

the crimson spires of the dock sorrel ; sweet-

herbs crept about in tangled masses ; a soli-

tary pale pink hollyhock grew at the foot of

the rough stone steps that led up to the cottage

door.

"What do you think so far?" asked Mr.
Bartholomew a little anxiously ; all the morn-
ing he had been more or less anxious.

" So far I think it is charming," Genevieve
answered with enthusiasm. '' Perhaps it is

even too charming, since it is not in the nature

of things to be consistent."
" Well, that's just what I'm frightened of,"

said Miss Craven, unlocking the door. It

opened straight into the kitchen. There was
the usual broad grateless hearthstone, ele-

vated some inches above the flagged floor,

the usual wide chimney, the usual " reckon-

crook " of the district. A dresser with a half-

filled plate-rack stood opposite to the win-

dow ; a white scoured table, with a few rush-

b6ttomed chairs, completed the furniture of

this characteristic apartment.

A door on the left opened into the one

sitting-room, which Miss Craven had done
her best to make as attractive as might be.

And the mid-day sun, slanting through the

diamond panes, certainly fell upon some
touching evidences of Dorothy's desire and
power to make the best of things.

Her finest geraniums—one and all—stood

in the two deep window-sills. Among them
were fuchsias still in bloom, a thriving lemon-
plant, a little dark-leaved rose-tree. The
mantel-shelf held some of the same exquisite

old china that Genevieve had admired at the

Haggs ; round the room were ranged some
four or five old oak chairs ; and, wonderful

to say, the deep recesses were filled with

empty book-shelves.

"Mr. Quale put 'em up at his own expense,"

said Dorothy. " Simon Frost put 'em up for

him, an' he made him this thing; a cabinet,

he called it, to put his lumps o' stone an'

bits o' broken pot into. Folks about here

reckoned he was gettin' childish ; but when
you came to talk to him you soon found out
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that there was a meanin' in his childishness.

Why, he'd bits o' queer pottery 'at he'd picked

up i' this very field, 'at he said had been laid

there ever since the Romans camped up yon-

der on Langbarugh Moor."
Genevieve was taking rapid notes of the

capabilities of the litde place ; it could soon

be made home-like and comfortable. She

raised no doubt, even where doubts might

have been raised ; and Dorothy was almost

moved to gratitude by the reasonable silences

and lightsome little speeches, which perhaps

she only half understood. She had not

thought that this fine princess would have

accepted so readily an exile that included

such conditions as sleeping-rooms under the

bare sloping thatch, and a diamond-paned
window under her dressing-table instead of

over it. Dorothy was not unused to the idea

of self-sacrifice, nevertheless she began to

suspect its existence in Genevieve Bartho-

lomew with surprise.

The orchard was at the back of the

cottage. There was a door opening out of the

kitchen, a little flight of grass-grown steps

with a hand-rail ; and underneath the gnarled

boughs of the apple-trees there was an old

draw-well, with its moss-grown bucket, its

worn handle and its red rusty chain.
" There !" said Genevieve, " I have always

said that some day there would come to me
a sudden longing to be an artist. The mo-
ment has come. The draw-well is my fate.

Let me sit on the steps to contemplate that

green bucket and my future existence."
" I will have no rival under my own roof;

besides, I am sure the studio will not ac-

commodate two artists," said Mr. Bartholo-

mew, walking down the orchard path to the

joiner's workshop, which stood beyond the

fruit-laden trees.

" I should say it was quite as good a place

as the barn that Landseer made into a studio

at St. John's Wood," said Genevieve, follow-

ing Miss Craven into the big, bare-looking

workshop ; and, truth to say, it did not

promise ill. There was space enough, light

enough, and it appeared to be at least weather-

proof.

Some business matters between Miss
Craven and Mr. Bartholomew were settled

then and there, while Genevieve wandered
about ankle-deep amongst the tall grasses

that were quivering and whitening under the

bending boughs. A robin was chirping out

his bright autumn notes overhead ; apples

came tumbling down unexpectedly ; some
mild - eyed cattle were looking over the

hedge.

" I shall design a frieze for the studio from
this," said Mr. Bartholomew, coming back
up the path. " It shall be an interweaving of

red-cheeked apples on lichened boughs, and
golden-haired maidens by moss - covered
wells."

Genevieve made answer in lively phrase ;

she hardly knew what it was that she was
saying. She was wondering how long it was
since she had heard her father speak of any
artistic thing he meant to do in such tones,

as these. True, it was but a small thing

—

the straw to show which way the current was
setting, and the current was setting rightly

;

so much at least was evident.

How quickly it had all been done ! A
short walk in the October sunshine, a saunter

round a cottage, through an apple-orchard,

and the future was determined. Here was a

home, a place to live so much life in, work
so much work, suffer so much, hope so

much, grow so much. Everything looked

fair ; the fairest looked possible. The outer

and apparent narrowness and straitness of

things held no threat of a corresponding

straitness of soul; rather was it otherwise.

Here, if anywhere, was room for a soul to

expand to its own full growth, unbruised by

contact with souls whose growth means
hardening. The very air had promise in it,

and the sunshine stirred the veins of life till

the mere prospect of living was a bountiful

good.
" And now, dear, I have been recollecting

myself," said Mr. Bartholomew when they

were once more in the lane. '' I have

remembered the fatiguing day you had yes-

terday, and have decided that you shall go
back with Miss Craven, and rest till dinner-

time. I am going over to Thurkeld Abbas to

see Canon Gabriel."
" And I am not to go with you ?

"

Mr. Bartholomew understood the tone,

appreciated the effort that graceful obedience

required. But apart from the reason he had
given, he had enough motive for his decision.

He had a natural desire to be alone as he

passed through Murk-Marishes. The place

was full of associations. Memory would

meet him in the village street, " holding the

folded annals of his youth." Regret would

seal his lip with her silent finger.

"Yon's Usselby Hall," said Dorothy as

she and Genevieve went upward by a shorter

path through the fields. Miss Craven was

indicating a dark purple point, a mere jagged

edge of the moorland, so far as Genevieve

could see. The point was the farthest point

of Usselby Crags, and the house stood just
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below among the almost leafless trees ; but

being at least two miles distant there was
little to be seen of it trom Netherbank.

" It seems a bleak place for any one to

live in," said Genevieve, not much interested

in what she was saying.

"So it is," replied Miss Craven; "only
nobody does live in it, except old Ben Char-

lock and Jael. I don't suppose Air. Kirkos-

wald will ever come there again to live—not

for any length of time. When he was younger

he seemed quite fond o' this country. He
wrote a book—a poetry book—'Northern

Wood Notes,' he called it ; an' you'd ha'

thought 'at he cared more for Usselby Crags

an' Langbarugh Moor than for all the foreign

countries i' the world put together. I've

heard say 'at he's shamed o' some o' them
poems now. He was only a lad, just fresh

from Oxford, when he wrote them. He's
written another book since—not poetry ; it's

something about philosophy— 'The Philo-

sophy of Culture,' I think it's called. I saw
it once in a bookseller's shop over at Market
Studley. But I could make nothing of it ; it

was over far-learnt for me. It's curus 'at he
never puts ro name to his books—nothing

but his initials, 'G. K.'; for I've heard Canon
Gabriel say 'at he was a first-rate scholar,

an' might do anything he likes so far as book-
learnin' went."

So Miss Craven ran on, much to Gene-
vieve's satisfaction, since it appeared to be
an evidence of conciliatory intention. And
Genevieve had the rare merit of being a
good listener. Many a time—as now, for

instance—she hstened for sympathy's sake

until she found herself listening for her own
pleasure and interest; for after all it was some-
thing to know that any fine morning might
bring them a neighbour whom it might be
good to meet in the intellectual sparseness of

Murk-Marishes.

CHAPTER VIII.—BIRKRIGG GILL.

" Yet half I seemed to recognise some trick
Of mischief happened to me, God knows when

—

In a bad dream perh;;ps/'
Robert Browning.

IMeanwhile Noel Bartholomew was going

on his way, suffering a quieter sadness than

he had prepared himself to suffer. No agita-

tions beset him as he passed through the
" long unlovely street" of the low-lying ham-
let. There was the door where his heart was
used to beat ; it was the door of a small dark
house under some trees. It was empty now,
and falling fast into ruin. This was well.

That past history of his was not romantic,
as people count romance in these days. It

all passed through his brain in a few moments
as he stood there by the little gate that was
dropping to the ground for very age.

He had been lodging at Hunsgarth Haggs,
painting, studying, dreaming, for two long

summers, when he first met Clarice Brooke.
It only seemed like yesterday that he had

sat there by the hedgeiow sketching rapidly,

eagerly, not noting the storm that was coming
over the moor. Suddenly it burst upon him.
The nearest shelte-r was the house under the

trees ; and before he could enter the porch
the door was opened for him by a tall, slight

girl dressed in deep mourning, who had evi-

dently been weeping. The tears were wet
on her eyelids, even as she smiled her wel-

come ; and, perhaps, she would hardly have
cared to smile at all if she had not seen that

thestrangerwasalmost as shy as herself. ....
That was the beginning— tears, sympathy,
a sweet smile, a sudden compassion.

Clarice Brooke was the daughter of an
architect, who had gone to his grave worn
out with failure, and the sorrow and shame
of failure, leaving his only child to the un-

tender mercies of an elderly cousin of her

mother's, her sole relative so far as she knew.
When Miss Peters died, her annuity dying
with her, Noel Bartholomew was thankful to

the core of him that he was able to offer a
home, a name, and a life's deep love to the

woman whose love ha-d been his from the

day that her eyes first fell upon him. It

came in the end to be such love as he had
half-despaired of winning ; and he knew well

that in winning it he had won life's best and
greatest prize. Till the day of her death lie

had held no other view than this ; and the

difference death had made was the difference

of love's increase rather than of love's change
or ending.

After standing there a while, thinking,

yearning, fighting with the strong, silent de-

spair that had never left him for one waking
hour, he passed on, turning away by the road

that led through the sedgy marsh to Thur-
keld Abbas. The little town looked exactly

as it had always looked. Canon Gabriel's

house was there by the church ; the old clock

in the tower was chiming the quarters as

sweetly as ever. A young clergyman was
coming out by the vestry-door. He blushed

with surprise at the sight of a stranger in the

streets of Thurkeld Abbas.
"Mr. Severne, I believe? May I intro-

duce myself? My name is Bartholomew,"
said the stranger courteously, hoping to over-

come the young curate's deepening confusion j

but it was not to be lightly overcome.
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"Oh, I say !" exclaimed the young man,

with another and a deeper blush, and a smile

that was, perhaps, more than adequate to the

occasion, " Canon Gabriel will be sorry—he'll

be awfully sorry. He's gone to Market-

Sludley to a Ruri-decanal meeting. But

won't you come in ? Won't you have some
luncheon or—or something?"

" Thank you : not to-day," said Mr. Bar-

tholomew. " I shall be over to-morrow most

likely, or the next day, when I hope to have

the pleasure of seeing the Canon, and of meet-

ing you again. I expect that we shall be

very dependent upon our neighbours—my
daughter and I."

" Shall you ?—shall you really ?" exclaimed

the young man, opening his blue eyes in

surprise. " I say, that is good news !" He
Avas blushing still, or blushing again ; it is

difficult to know exactly which to say. The
last impression Mr. Bartholomew had of him
was an impression of a deep crimson blush,

a smile that was almost a laugh from verv

nervousness, and an intensely clerical low-

crowned hat.

" Nevertheless there is a charm about the

boy," Noel Bartholomew said to himself as

he went onward through the street. He
would not go back the same way again.

There were wavs enough to choose from.

It was afternoon now, but the sun went on
shining brightly, warmly. It was like a mild
April day with touches of September sadness
in it. To a man who had been in London
all the summer the feeling of emancipation
came wilh a freshness and a fulness hardly to

be comprehended except by experience. The
blue air, the soft wind, the silence, the soli-

tude were as so many enchantments, leading
him on and on, by field and road and marsh
and farm till his senses were lulled to a kind
of dreamful, placid acceptance of all things

that were, or had been, or should be. Why
make any moan in such a world ?

Presently he perceived that he had gone
farther than he had intended. It was no
matter. There was the path up through
Birkrigg Gill to the moor, and he could
soon skirt the edge of the moor and drop
downward to the Haggs .... Was the time
seeming long to Genevieve ?

So he went on under the yellow leaves,

down into the bottom of the Gill, where the
beck ran swiftly toward the sea, gurgling
round and under the great green boulders,
over the many-tinted stones. Glossy fronds
of hart's-tongue fern curved gracefully by the
water's edge; the scarlet berries of the cuckoo-
pint made rich contrast among the various

greenery of the undergrowth ; the primrose
leaves were fading among the dead pine-

needles that strewed the ground ; rich russet-

tinted fir-cones were dropping noiselessly into

the soft carpet. The light breeze was hushed
down there ; all was silent save the sooth-

ing murmur of the Httle stream.

Was it a dream ? Was it a poem ? A
minute more, a sudden turn in the path, and
he stood in the presence of a living picture.

A good picture flashes itself upon your
senses in all its entirety at a single glance

;

in one moment your conception is made.
Important details may remain to be con-
sidered, but they do not affect that first force-

ful impression. So forceful was it in this

case that Noel Bartholomew stood still, ar-

rested by a figure as strikingly picturesque as

any he had ever placed on canvas in his life.

It was the figure of a lady attired in a sweep-
ing drapery of pale pink serge. She was
below the road, sitting on one of the large

stones by the side of the stream. Her hat

was lying among the ferns behind her ; an
Indian shawl of glowing colour fell from her

shoulders ; her white arm, only half-concealed

by the soft lace that edged her sleeve, was
thrown outwards, so that her hand touched

i

lightly a spray of not-yet-leafless honeysuckle.

The dark head, resting on the other hand, was
turned a little upward, so that the face, with

all its beauty of olive tint, of full rich curve,

of vivid expression, was seen to the utter-

most advantage. It was a beauty that was
startling ; there was something strange in it,

som.ething perplexing.

In that moment of surprise Noel Bartho-

lomew was not conscious of any admiration,

perplexing or other. As was usual with him,

he could not throw off the dreamful, mood he

had been in all at once. There was always

an interval between absence and presence of

mind. It might be that the interval was

longer 'than usual this time. As it has beenO ft

said, he stood still a few seconds while a con-

fused sense of recognition was stealing over

him. Then he simply raised his hat, as

much by way of apology for intrusion as by

way of salutation, and passed on, saying to

himself, " It is Miss Richmond; certainly, it

is Miss Richmond !"

Once he fancied that a little sound came
after him through the trees, a sound as of a

musical, mocking, audible something that

might be a spoken word, or might be a mere

echo of a word, or even a mere memory of

one reverberating across the unforgotten years.

Vague as it was it haunted him all along the

edge of Langbarugh Moor.



TT ELEN'S TOWER, here I stand,

Dominant over sea and land.

Son's love built me, and I hold

Mother's love engraved in gold.

Love is in and out of time,_

I am mortal stone and lime.

Would my granite girth were strong

As either love, to last as long,

I should wear my crown entire

To and thro' the Doomsday fire,

And be found of angel eyes

In earth's recurring Paradise.

A. TENNYSON.

Halfway up Belfast Lough, on the high

ground to the left, you may see a remarkable
landmark. This is Helen's Tower, built by
the present Earl of Dufferin as a tribute of

filial affection to his mother, the late Countess
of Gifford, and formally named after her on
attaining his majority.

Looking across from the grey old walls of

Carrickfergus, it may be seen crowning the

highest hill on the Claudeboye estate. Clear
cut against the sky, there it stands, lashed by
the winds or touched by the sun, ever firm

and enduring—a fitting memorial of one of
the best and noblest of women.
Lady Gifford was a Sheridan, one to whom
XXV-3

wit and beauty came as natural gifts, yet one

who dipped deeply into the font of human
knowledge, and by pure sympathy with all

that was good and beautiful in life, exerted a

lasting influence on all those whose privilege

it was to know her.

A short drive from Bangor, or, still better,

a pleasant two-mile stretch across the turf

from Claudeboye House, will bring you to

the foot of the hill. Here, glimmering amid

ferns, sedges, birches, and firs, very calm

and peaceful on a golden autumn day, with

Helen's Tower reflected on its face, is a

quiet lake. Then a smart climb through a

fir wood, and the Tower—a veritable Scotch
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tower, with " corbie stairs " and jutting

turrets all complete—is before you.

At the basement lives the old keeper with

his wife; and here, after inscribing your

name in the visitors' book, you follow him

up the stone steps.

The sleeping chamber first. A cosy little

room, remarkable for the fine specimen of

French embroidery which decorates the bed-

1

stead, with the quaint inscription on the

tester

—

" / . nightly . pitch . my . moving . tent

A . day''s . march . nearer . home.''''

From here you are taken to the top.

Looking east on a clear day the view is

superb. From Claudeboye woods and lakes,

Belfast Lough and the Antrim hills on the

left, the eye sweeps round to Cantire and
the Scotch coast, till distance is lost in the

dim range of Cumberland hills.

Descending again, we enter the principal

chamber— octagonal, oak - panelled, with

groined pointed ceiling and stained-glass

windows. On these are numerous quaint

designs, intermixed with the signs of the

zodiac, showing the pursuits of mankind
during the progress of the seasons—from the

sturdy sower of spring to the shrivelled old

man warming his toes by the winter fire.

Over the fireplace is a niche for a silver

lamp, and flanking the west window are two
poetical inscriptions—that on the left, printed

in gold and having reference to the lamp, is

by Lord Dufferin's mother ; and that on the

right, printed in bold black type, is by the

poet-laureate.

On reading Lady GiflTord's graceful verses,

we are pathetically reminded that she was
not spared to see her son's brilliant career.

I give them here, and the laureate's sonorous
lines stand at the head of this paper.

CHARLES BLATHERWICK.

TO

MY DEAR SON ON HIS 2 1 ST BIRTHDAY.

WaVa. a <Siibtr i:amp.

'Fiat Lux."

How shall I bless thee ? Human Love
Is all too poor in passionate words !

The heart aches with a sense above
All language that the lip affords

!

Therefore, a symbol shall express

My love ;—a thing nor rare nor strange.

But yet—eternal—measureless

—

Knowing no shadow and no change !

Light ! which of all the lovely shows
To our poor world of shadows given,

The fervent Prophet-voices chose

Alone—as attribute of Heaven !

At a most solemn pause we stand !

From this day forth, for evermore,

The weak, but loving, human hand
Must cease to guide thee as of yore !

Then as through life thy footsteps stray

And earthly beacons dimly shine,
" Let there be Light " upon thy way.

And holier guidance far than mine.
" Let there be Light " in thy clear soul.

When Passion tempts, or Doubts assail.

When Grief's dark tempests o'er thee roll

" Let there be Light " that shall not fail

!

So—angel guarded— may'st thou tread

The narrow path, which few may find;

And at the end look back, nor dread
To count the vanished years behind

!

And pray, that she whose hand doth trace

This heart-warm prayer, when life is past.

May see and know thy blessed face

In God's own glorious Light at last

!

June 2ist, 1847.

GEOLOGY AND THE DELUGE.

By his Grace the DUKE OF ARGYLL.

'HPHE question I propose to answer is this

—

J- Is there any scientific evidence that
such an event as a Deluge occurred? By
that term Deluge I mean that there has
been over some considerable area of the
globe, although not over the whole of it, a
great submergence of the land under the sea.
That is the first condition which geology
requires. The second is that this submer-

gence has been essentially of a temporary

character. The third is that there is evi^

dence that it has been accompanied with

the destruction of animal life. The fourth

that this event has happened since the birth,

or as some would rather call it, the develop-

ment of Man upon the globe. It is not

necessary to discuss here what may have

been the causes of this Deluge. At the best,
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such a discussion must be purely theoretical.

I only ask have we, as a matter of fact, evi-

dence that there ever was a Deluge ?

Now there is one question which I think of

immense importance— namely, what does

Man himself say, as a race, upon the subject?

I do not refer merely to the account given in

the INIosaic writings by the great prophet and
lawgiver of the Jews, on whose narrative we
generally found our conception of the Deluge.

I am speaking of Man as a race. Does the

race say anything upon this subject? It is

a wonderful thing how absolute is the silence

of our race on their own early history.

Putting aside, of course, the Scripture narra-

tive, which is of much later date, no whisper

comes to us out of the depths of time from

Man himself to tell us of his own origin, or of

his own early history. Some people say this

is natural enough, because Man was at first a

savage. But I must frankly confess that I do
not believe that theory. There is another way
of accounting for it—on the supposition that

Man in the childhood of the race was as we
were in our individual childhood, and was
possessed of that blessed unconsciousness of

self which is the charm of all childhood. It

does not occur to a child to write a diary of

his own existence. But let no one tell me
that Man was a savage when I know that the

inventions of early Man were infinitely

more important than those of later days, of

which we are so proud. The man who drew
the first spark of fire was a far greater inven-

tor than the man who struck the first spark

of electricity. Look, again, at the invention,

which must have been the result of many pro-

cesses, by which certain natural grasses were
gradually made to produce those crops upon
which we all depend—those cereals which
are the staple of human consumption all over
the globe. We must get some other explana-

tion of the silence of Man than that he was a
savage. It must, however, be acknowledged
that he has been silent concerning his

own origin so far as books and writings

are concerned. But it is not true that Man
has been silent upon this question of a
Deluge. Deeply rooted in the memories of

mankind, and transmitted no doubt by early

tradition from generation to generation, there

is hardly a single race of a civilised character
on the globe which has not some tradition

respecting a Deluge. M. Lenormant, whose
name is familiar in literary circles in France
as that of a man of great scholarship, and of

very considerable authority on the early his-

tory of nations, and who, I apprehend, like

most Frenchmen of the present day, has ap-

proached the subject not with any view of

supporting the biblical narrative, but entirely

in the direction of what is called freethought,

thus expressed himself at the conclusion of

an article which he contributed to the Con-

teinporary Review in November, 1879 :

—

"The result, then, of this long review authorises

us to afhtm the story of the Deluge to be a universal

tradition among all branches of the human race, with

the one exception, however, of the black. Now, a recol-

lection thus precise and concordant cannot be a myth
voluntarily invented. No religious or cosmogcnic
myth presents this character of universality. It must
arise from the reminiscence of a real and terrible event,

so powerfully impressing the imagination of the first

ancestors of our race, as never to have been forgotten

by their descendants. This cataclysm must have

occurred near the first cradle of mankind, and before

the dispersion of the families from which the principal

races were to spring ; for it would be at once impro-

bable and uncritical to admit that at as many different

points of the globe as we should have to assume in

order to explain the wide spread of these traditions,

local phenomena so exactly ahke should have occurred,

their memory having assumed an identical form, and
presenting circumstances that need not necessarily

have occurred to the mind in such cases."

He concludes with these words :

—

"But as the case now stands, we do not hesitate to

declare that, farfrom being a myth, the Biblical Deluge
is a real and historical fact, having, to say the least,

left its impress on the ancestors of three races, Aryan or

Indo-European, Semitic or Syro-Arabian, Chamitic

or Kushite—that is to say, on the three great civilised

races of the ancient world, those which constitute the

higher humanity—before the ancestors of those rates

had as yet separated, and in the part of Asia they

together inhabited."

It is quite possible that some persons may
say, " Oh, but universal tradition is no proof

of an historical event!" I do not say it is

proof, but it is a strong indication when it is

so universal as this. And, I think, this may
be said with regard to this particular tradition,

that it is one very unlikely to have arisen from

the imagination of mankind, because there is

nothing that impresses itself so strongly upon

our human experience as the stabiHty of the

land and the solidity of the ground on

which we stand. I do not think it at all

likely that the early races v/ould have in-

vented a tradition of the ocean suddenly

coming up over the mountains of the globe,

and so covering it, to the destruction of all

life. I think the argument a very strong

one, that there must have been an actual

event on which such tradition rested, when
we have a tradition so universal as M. Le-

normant has proved it to be. That is the

first fact which I bring before you. It is not

a physical fact, but it is a mental fact in the

history and in the memory of the human race,

whatever value you may attach to it. It is a

fact of which you are bound to take note.
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I will come now to physical facts, and I

will begin by a little bit of reasoning. If the

Deluge has taken place it must have been the

latest event in the physical history of our

globe. That is clear. Now, it follows as a

consequence from this, that we are not to

ascribe to the Deluge anything very old or

very permanent in the structure of the globe,

or in the formations which we see around us.

We are to look for the facts of the Deluge in

superficial facts—essentially superficial and
transitory. And it is from an error in regard

to this that I think scientific men have ap-

proached this subject hitherto with great pre-

judice. When geology first began to be

studied—about a hundred years ago—and
when it was first noticed that shells were to

be found in solid rocks, men said that they

could not believe them to be real shells, and
for some time a theory prevailed that they

were " sports of nature "—that they were

jokes of the Creator for the purpose of deceiv-

ing Man,orfor exercising his ingenuity—at all

events, that they did not really represent things

which had been shells, but that they were the

appearances of shells, and nothing more.

I am not sure that that theory lasted very

long, because it was so manifestly absurd.

Then the theory came that these shells were
due to the Deluge. That was quite as absurd
a theory as the other, as we see when we
recollect what these shells were. In many
cases they were shells which formed part

of the solid stone, and were very often found
on the tops of the highest 'mountains. We
have not in our country many examples of

that, because most of our mountains are made
up of what are called the primitive rocks, in

which there are no fossils, or a very few
fossils, and these of a kind very difficult to

decipher. But in niany parts of Europe the

mountains from the top to , the bottom

—

higher mountains than we have here—are

one successive series of strata of limestone
more or less full of fossils. I remember pay-
ing a visit some twenty years ago to the

Bavarian Tyrol. Lord Lome and another
of my sons ascended one of the highest
mountains, and on their return they gave me
a piece of rock broken off with a hammer, in

which there was set a most beautiful and
delicate shell converted into limestone, and
which they had found on the summit of the
Alp. It was one of the oldest shells in

tlie world in pattern and shape ; and it is a
very remarkable thing that some of these shells

should be alive at the present day—not the
same in species but the same in generic form.
It is quite possible that the early geologists

would have said that that shell had been left

by the Deluge, but when people came to look

into this theory they found it untenable.

Those shells were not superficial, and were
not left as any Deluge would have left them.

They were mineralised—imbedded into the

stone in which they existed. Obviously that

was the result of a very long process, and
could have nothing whatever to do with what
was called a Deluge. The result of such

reasonings was that scientific men got a pre-

judice against the very word Deluge ; they

thought it ridiculous, and in scientific, as in

other matters, the old theory holds true

—

" Give a dog a bad name and hang it." The
consequence was that no scientific man for a

long time would even listen to any evidence

in favour of a Deluge. Comparatively a short

time ago—some twenty years ago—my own
state of mind was one of entire suspense in

regard to the Deluge, except as some local

phenomenon which had affected the cradle of

mankind, but not as an event which had ever

affected any considerable area of the globe.

Only within the last few years has it seemed
to me that facts had been accumulating which

proved there had been a great submergence
of the land over a large portion of the globe,

and one which really corresponded with the

human traditions of the Deluge.

I must warn you against another mistake.

You must not attribute to the Deluge the old

sea lines which can be seen near Glasgow
and in many other places. When you go down
the Clyde you cannot help observing that

there is an old line of .cliffs on each side

— sometimes rather low, and sometimes

conspicuous. They are very conspicuous

round the Cloch Lighthouse, and they are

very conspicuous near my own residence at

Rosneath. It is quite obvious that the sea

had for a long time been, all round the coast

of Scotland, at a level 30 feet or 40 feet higher

than it is now. But that had nothing to do
with the Deluge. It is a good many years

now since an old friend of mine—Mr. Smith

of Jordanhill — discovered that the sea

which washed that old sea-cliff had existed

under very cold conditions, and that it had

left no end of shells. On the west side of

the Island of Jura, again, there are a series

of old sea-beaches which, from the fact of

their being made of a very hard rock upon
which vegetation has great difficulty in estab-

lishing itself, are as naked and as bare at this

moment as if the sea left them only yesterday.

I believe some of these old sea-beaches

are no less than 160 feet above the level

of the present sea, and it is therefore perfectly
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clear that the ocean at that time was 160 feet

higher than it is now, or, I should rather

say, that the land was 160 feet lower. You
must not confound any of these phenomena
with the question of the Deluge, because, as I

have said before, what we mean by a Deluge

is not a permanent occupation by the sea

making sea-beaches of that kind and rolling

stones till they become perfecdy round or

perfectly oval. What is meant by a Deluge
is so sudden a submergence that the sea

would not have time to leave those marks,

and would pass off again in a comparatively

short period,

I come now to another fact of importance,

which is immediately connected with the

Deluge, and that is the submergence of the

land during what is called the Glacial Epoch.
I think I could take anyone, however unaccus-

tomed he might be to geological observation

or to geological reasoning, to a place within a

few miles of Inverary and point out a number
of facts which would convince him that the

whole of our mountains, the whole of Scot-

land, had been lying deeper in the sea than

it does now to a depth of at least 2,000 feet.

The proofs are innumerable ; but the most
prominent proof is this, that there are con-

stantly found on the tops of knolls and hills,

and generally on the tops of mountains, num-
bers of immense boulders which are what is

called "perched." These are generally placed

on the very edge of precipices or knolls, and
do not belong to the rocks on which they sit.

These stones were carried, as they are being
carried at present in Smith's Sound in the

Arctic regions, upon icebergs or ice-floes. As
the ice melted the stones were left on the

knolls, and there they are to this day. One
might stand on the top of these rocks and knolls

and look down upon the scattered boulders,

just as one might look upon a rock in the sea

on which some great ship had been wrecked
and her cargo scattered on its surface. In
the case of a ship we should probably have
the timbers to testify to the catastrophe

;

but the timbers which carried those old rocks

were not timbers of wood, but timbers of ice.

They melted long ago, and all the evi-

dence we have now is the cargo which they

carried. The question immediately arises

—

" Was this great submergence of the land to

the depth of at least 2,000 feet coincident

with the traditional Deluge ? " I cannot
answer that quesdon categorically. I should

be a great impostor if I attempted to do so

;

but my own opinion is that it was more or

less coincident with the catastrophe which
men remembered as the Deluge. I believe

that the submergence of the land towards
the close of what is called the Glacial Period
was to a considerable extent a sudden sub-

mergence, probably more sudden to the

south of this country thaa it was here, and
that the Deluge was closely connected with

that submergence.

I come now to a fact upon which I place

immense reliance. But, first of all, I wish

to ask what you think would be the effect of

a Deluge. Supposing the ocean in the course

of the next year were to rise 1,300, 1,500, or

2,000 feet, what would you expect to find ?

The first effect of water overflowing the land

is the distribution of gravels. It washes away
the finer earth and leaves all the stone and
loose materials, and these lie scattered over

the land. I saw such an effect on a very

considerable scale not many years ago when a

dam connected with the Crinan Canal broke.

The powerful effect of that very small piece

of water was really incredible. Large boulder

stones were rolled down the torrent, immense
quantities of earth were carried away, and
sheets of gravel were spread over the whole

lower ground to which the water had any

access. It is well known that the effect of

an inundation is to leave in one place gravel,

and in another mud deposits. Well, if there

has been a Deluge we ought to have proof

of it in a similar distribution of gravels

and mud or clay. I sometimes have been
wicked enough to think that there are im-

portant texts in the Bible that ministers

never preach upon, because they do not quite

fit into any theological system. So in like

manner in science, I think there are now and
then a few facts which scientific men always

give the go-by to. They mention them
because in conscience they cannot help it; but

they do not dwell upon them, and they do not

follow them out to their conclusions. Now
there is one such fact which I would ask you
to follow with me to its consequences. There

is a mountain in North Wales called Moel
Tryfan, which is part of the Snowdon range,

and upon which there is a very valuable slate

quarry at a height of 1,390 feet above the

present level of the sea. In opening that

quarry an immense bed of gravel was found

upon the top. Perhaps I may be asked

whether it is marine gravel ; but I ask in

return what other agent but the sea could

have brought gravel there ? This gravel could

not have been formed by mere disintegra-

tion of the soil, because it is full of sea-

shells as perfect as they can be found on

the shore; dead shells, that is, not shells

which apparently ever lived there, but shells
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both of the shore and the deep sea, which had

been drifted there in the middle of the gravel.

These shells are heaped pell-mell on the gravel

on the top of this mountain, and I believe

that every geologist admits that this is marine

gravel. I take it that it is quite a sound

conclusion that the sea had been up to the

top of that mountain in very recent times,

or that the mountain had been down to the

level of the sea. This is not theory ; it is

a fact, and human reason itself would be

confounded if we could not draw our con-

clusions from such facts as these. I draw a

second conclusion from this fact. That sea

was not a permanent sea. It was not the

case that the mountain formed the bottom

of the ocean for many years, because we
should then have had deposits with shells,

living and dying, as in the case of the sea

terraces described by Mr. Smith of Jordan-

hill. The sea had been essentially transitory

in its operation. The second of the con-

ditions of the Deluge is in this way fulfilled.

Thirdly, it was tumultuous. It has no
marks of quiet bedding. When the sea is

tranquil it carries down sediment from the

rivers and lays it in regular beds, as is

to be seen in all sedimentary rocks. When
it is tumultuous, and the action is violent

and sudden, it has not time to form regu-

larly, and the gravel is thrown down in

thick heaps. These being the facts, what are

the conclusions that follow ? Is it probable

that the mountains of Wales alone were

1,400 feet lower than they are now? There
might be very local, very partial submergence
of volcanic mountains under the sea. But
what I have described happened not in a

volcanic district, and Moel Tryfan is not a

volcanic mountain. It is a mountain of solid

rock, one of the old primitive Cambrian
rocks, and it is in the highest degree im-

probable that when Moel Tryfan was 1,400
feet below what it is now, the rest of the

country in these British Islands was as high

as it is now. It is at least probable, if not

almost certain, that the submergence which
reached in North Wales to 1,400 feet extended
over the whole of the British Islands. But
we are not left altogether to presumptive
evidence upon this subject. We have similar

gravels all over the counties of Lancashire,

Cheshire, Statibrdshire, and Worcestershire.
In Cheshire they are found near the town
of Macclesfield at 1,200 above the level of

the sea, and very much under the same con-
ditions. That is near the watershed of

England, where the water when it came to

that height would pour over to the eastern

coast. We know further, from evidence ol

similar gravel in other places, that there was

submergence all over England. With regard

to Scotland, I understand there is a parti-

cular valley near Killiecrankie, which you

will find mentioned in Lyell, where stratified

gravels are found at a height of 1,500 feet,

or about 100 feet higher than the Welsh
mountain; and I could not help noticing

while coming from Inverary, in passing Tyn-

drum, that there is manifest evidence of

stratified gravels underneath the loose rub-

bish which has come down from the steep

mountains above. I think, therefore, that

there is fair evidence that the submergence

of the land, which in North Wales amounted

to about 1,400 feet, extended over the

whole of the British Islands. There is

another very important lesson to be learned

from these beds of gravel. Running water

holds a good deal of carbonic acid, and the

consequence is that when shells are em-

bedded for a long period in loose gravel

through which the water passes they are

rapidly dissolved and disappear. We may,

therefore, safely conclude that where dead

shells are found in loose gravel they have

not been there an incalculable time. Geo-

logically speaking they are of yesterday.

We are, therefore, brought face to face with

the conclusion that in our own human
period—because these shells now existing

are not shells of old pattern—that in our own
day, as regards fauna, the whole of the

British Islands has been at least 1,400 or

1,500 feet under the sea, and that these

shells have been carried simultaneously

along with gravels, and congregated on high

mountains all over the three kingdoms.

That is a very important fact ; but if it

is a fact you may ask, why do we not find

these shells more frequently ? Well, if there

has been submergence of the land to the

depth of 1,500 feet in such recent times, there

has also been re-emergence of the land since

that time, and I ask you to observe what

would be the effect of that. In the process

of rising out of the sea again a great part of

the gravels would unquestionably be washed

away into a new form. You must remember
also another thing, that however recent the

Deluge may have been in geological time,

it occurred a very long time ago—it may
have been 50,000 or 20,000 years ago-, and

we have had all the rains and snows and

floods, and perhaps glaciers, working on the

mountains since that time. We cannot, there-

fore, expect to find the gravels exactly where

they were left by the Deluge. Many of
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thprn would undoubledly be washed away by
the heavy rains during the long centuries

that have elapsed. I believe those on Moel
Tryfan have been preserved for us by the

mere accident that they were covered by the

remains of glacier ice, which protected them
from the weather; and from what we find

in that particular place we may be certain

regarding what occurred in other places.

Look for a moment at what the effect of a

submergence of 1,300 or 1,400 feet would be
on the existing map of Europe. It would
be a complete Deluge ; it would submerge
every capital in Europe — except Munich
and Madrid— hundreds of fathoms deep;
and reduce the present map to an archi-

pelago of small islands. Fifteen hundred
feet, which I believe is the minimum limit

to that submergence, is higher than any in-

habited village in Great Britain, except one
in Cumberland or Westmoreland. All the

most fertile parts of Europe— everywhere

where there is any great accumulation of man-
kind and of animals—would be submerged;
and that submergence completely answers all

that we have been taught to believe as to

the character of the Deluge. With regard to

Munich, which is 1,500 feet above the sea

level, I may say that when passing through

it about three years ago, and going to see

the famous colossal statue of Bavaria, I was
amazed to see the enormous gravel-pits that

are collected around the city, I do not know
howmanyfeet deep of solid compacted gravel,

that had evidently been swept down from the

ranges of the Alps. Therefore, although

Munich would be above the 1,400 feet line,

yet the whole plain of Munich must certainly

have been under the sea which carried that

gravel from the Alps. Practically, therefore,

the whole of Europe was submerged by the

submergence of which we have certain proof

on Moel Tryfan.

Let us now look at the distribution of mud,
or what we call in this country brick

earth,—remembering that it is the mud of
the ocean, or the mud of rivers when left dry

and hardened, that becomes what we call clay

or brick earth. The valley of the Clyde is very

rich in brick earth. Have we, then, any evi-

dence with regard to mud of that kind which
would indicate a great submergence of the

land ? That is the question to which I must
now refer. There is all over the centre of

Europe a prodigious formation which has
been a great puzzle to geologists. You will

find an elaborate account of it in Sir Charles
Lyell's work. It is called in German the

Loess. It occupies the whole valley of the

Rhine from Basle down to Belgium, while in

height it reaches 1,600 feet, answering closely

to the measurement of Moel Tryfan, the dif-

ference of a hundred or two hundred feet

being nothing in such a question. If you
have proof that the submergence of the land
has been 1,400 feet to 1,500 feet in Scotland

and Wales, it is quite natural that you should

find it extending to 1,600 feet in the centre

of Europe. The hills of the Rhine valley are

sometimes entirely covered with that mud.
Geologists have been immensely puzzled

with that mud. They do not know what to

make of it. There have been fifty different

theories about it. Sir Charles Lyell called it,

and that was very remarkable, the " munda-
tion mudr He had no doubt whatever that

it was the result of water. The only ques-

tion was—what kind of water ? Was it the

Rhine, which ran at a hisiher levelriver

and immensely more powerful than it is now,
or was it some great lake, or was it the

sea ? Here again scientific men with per-

sistent obstinacy refused to recognise the

sea. They said it was the Rhine or some
great lake. But there is an indication as to

the character of the water which geologists

admit. There are shells in the mud, as

in all great deposits of water. And what are

the shells found in this mud ? They are not

lacustrine shells ; they are not shells that

lived in lakes or in rivers ; they are simply

shells which lived in forests that grew on the

surface of the earth. Even in this country

there are a great number of land shells in our

grasses, in our heaths, and in our mosses,

though not in such abundance as abroad. I

do not need to tell you that if the sea went
over the land very far from its original shore

it might not bring sea shells with it Wales
is close to the sea, and there an inundation of

the sea would certainly carry shells with it

;

but if the ocean spread over a great part of

central Europe the water might have left all

the shells behind it before it reached that

distance. That is at least negative proof. But
my belief is that the centre of Europe was
then occupied by the sea, which submerged
the whole area, and that in the deeper part of

that sea \ mud was accumulated which had
been washed away from the other parts of the

Continent. At all events that is a theory

quite as consistent as any other.

I come now to the most interesting part

of the question, viz. that connected with

the destruction of animal life. I do not

know whether it is familiar to all of you
that at a very recent period in the history

of the globe this country and all Europe
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was inhabited by a fauna of large animals,

of which there are now no examples. There

were the Mammoth, the Woolly Rhino-

ceros, which is only now seen represented

in the Zoological Gardens ; there were the

Horse, the Bison, the Urus, which is pre-

served alive still as the wild Ox in the Cad-

zow Forest ; the Boar, the Wolf, the Hyena,
and the Irish Elk—a prodigious animal,

which was taller than the Horse, and
which had antlers spreading out eleven or

twelve feet ; and then there was also the

Beaver. Now the bodies of these animals are

found in thousands in the gravels of England
and in the brick earth. Sometimes the whole
body of a Rhinoceros is found, or the whole
skeleton of a Mammoth. Not infrequently

the whole skeleton of one or two of these

animals, which would not naturally have con-

sorted, are found together—the skeleton of a

Mammoth or a Rhinoceros along with the

skeleton of an Elk—showing very plainly that

the animals must have been drowned, and
that they had been deposited at the same
time as the brick earth in which they are

found. One of the most remarkable cases of

an immense assemblage of these beasts being
destroyed and overwhelmed is seen at what
is called the Dogger Bank—which affords

one of the best supplies of cod-fish for the

London market, and is midway between
the coasts of England and Holland—at a
depth of about eight fathoms. The trawlers,

vvlien trawling for cod or other fish, have
been for many years perpetually bringing up
the bones of these wild animals. They are

counted by thousands—the teeth of the Mam-
moth, the horns of the Elk, and the bones of

the Rhinoceros—and it is admitted by geolo-

gists that the Dogger Bank was a shoal on
which enormous numbers of these animals
were collected together. Their flesh de-
cayed, and the bones now remain mixed
up with the sand and silt. Now, it is uni-

versally admitted that no agency but water
could bring all these beasts together into one
place. What was this water? Geologists
say it was a great river which occupied the
whole channel between England and Ger-
many—some prolongation of the Rhine in

ancient times—and that these animals were
drowned in great quantities in the eddies of
the river and packed up together in the sand
and silt. But I pass on to a most extraor-
dinary fectvvith regard to these great animals,
and itis this, that in Siberia they are preserved
sometimes, not in their bones, but in their

flesh. The enormous stretch of country which
lies between Russia and Behring's Straits is

very little known, and almost uninhabited.

It is frozen to within a very few feet of the

surface all the year round. In that frozen

mud the Mammoth has been preserved un-

touched. There have been numerous carcases

found with the flesh, the skin, the hair, and
the eyes complete. For two or three thou-

sand miles along the coast of that frozen sea

it is not too much to say that there are places

of large extent where the soil is composed
of the remains of those beasts, A great deal

of the ivory of commerce is derived from the

teeth of the fossil Mammoth. It has been a

rich trade to the inhabitants of Russia for

many years. Concessions have been given

by the Emperor to particular persons to dig

for fossil ivory in that part of the world, and
it has been a rich mine of wealth to the in-

habitants. There are some islands called

New Siberia opposite that coast, and they

are literally composed of large Mammoths
and animals such as I have described, to-

gether with the torn trunks and stems of

trees, all heaped together in a mass of con-

fusion—mixed and preserved by frozen earth.

It has puzzled the geologists for years to know
how these enormous numbers of animals got

there. This subject has been admirably

dealt with within the last few years by a

Manchester geologist of the nameof Howorth.
I have long had my attention drawn to the

subject, and I am convinced that no theory

of the geologist has hitherto accounted for

the fact I have alluded to, and it was there-

fore with great delight that I saw the evidence

on the subject marshalled and arranged by
Mr. Howorth, a lawyer, who is accustomed
to collect and to marshal facts together so as

to convince the human intellect. This writer

has brought together all the facts for the last

1 20 years with respect to the destruction of

these animals, and his conclusion is that the

destruction of them in those vast numbers,,

and the preservation of them, has been due to

some great diluvial catastrophe. That is his

conclusion, and it is a conclusion which is

now challenging the attention of the scien-

tific world.

There remains the last part of my sub-

ject, which, I need not say, is the most
important of all. Has this great catastrophe

of the submergence of the land to the depth
of at least two or three thousand feet taken

place since the birth of Man ? In answer

to this question I must refer to the fact now
clearly ascertained, that man co-existed with

the Mammoth, and that stone implements
are found in numbers in the very gravels

and brick earths which contain the bones
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of those great mammalia. When this was

first discovered both the scientific men and

the religious world were up in arms. " Oh,"

they said, " this carries Man back to an enor-

mously remote period. This is against the

account of Moses." That was what the re-

ligious world said ; and the scientific world

was sceptical on other grounds, and said it

carried Man too far back into the abyss

of time. They forgot, however, that there

were two conclusions possible. It might be

that it carried Man very much further back,

or it might be that it carried this cataclysm

much further forward. The one conclusion

is as satisfactory as regards the facts as

the other. The deaths of these great beasts

may have been comparatively in recent

times, but certainly it has been since the

birth of Man. The implements made by
Man, rude stone implements, are being

found now in thousands throughout the

gravels, and very often in the same brick

earths as those in which these fossilised crea-

tures are found. Some people have doubted

whether these implements were human. They
might as well doubt that the watch was
human. Man had undoubtedly existed with

the Mammoth, and Man had undoubtedly

seen the catastrophe, whatever it was, which

destroyed the Mammoth in these latitudes.

In a cave in the south of France, in the dis-

trict of Perigord, there has been found a piece

of ivory from the tusk of a Mammoth on

which the living form of that wonderful beast

is beautifully drawn and depicted by ancient

Man. A more spirited drawing could not be

seen. I do not say it is equal to a Landseer,

but it is a very spirited drawing. With re-

gard to the condition of Man in these early

times, I wish to guard against a conclusion

which is very much pressed upon us by scien-

tific men, I think without sufficient reason.

It is quite true that the implements which
are found in the old gravels are generally ex-

tremely rude. But the implements that are

found in the caves are very often not at all

rude: they are of most beautiful manufacture.

They are made of flint or obsidian, and in

the north of Europe they are so beautifully

polished that there is no artisan in this

country who can approach their perfection.

Scientific men, especially those who advocate
what I call the savage theory of the origin of

Man, are always telling us that the men who
used rude implements must have been savages.

There never was a greater mistake. This is

my opinion, and I will give some evidence
in support of it. I recently received from
Lord Lome a box of specimens of stone

weapons which had been used by the ancient

Indian inhabitants of America in the extrac-

tion of copper from those mines at Lake Su-

perior, Lake Huron, and Lake Michigan,

which had been known on the American con-

tinent for unknown ages of time. These
stone implements had been sent to Lord
Lome by the manager of a mine in the

Michigan country. There were hundreds of

them of all sizes in the mine, and ruder wea-

pons could not be conceived. The question

arose. Who were the makers of these ? The
manager of the mine stated in a letter that

the tradition of the country, which he believed

to be true, was that these mines were worked
by the ancient Mexicans no later than the

conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards. Now
it is known that the Mexican Empire, when
it was overwhelmed by Cortes and his com-
panions, was an empire of a very high civili-

sation, and yet these were the rude imple-

ments which they used in the extraction of

the copper. I ask you, therefore, not to

be deceived when scientific men tell you
that the men who used such rude implements
were savages. We can draw no conclusion

regarding the primeval condition of Man from

the rudeness of the hatchets which are found
associated with these extinct animals.

In conclusion I would like to say a word
or two as to the causes of the Deluge. And
first, I wish to point out that we are apt to

exaggerate the difficulty of the Deluge. We
are such pigmy creatures that we imagine

only a prodigious catastrophe could have

sunk the earth 1,500 or 2,000 feet under the

sea. Was it so, indeed ! Only think of the

size of the globe and of the height of the

mountains compared with its circumference.

Were a line drawn, to the scale of one-tenth

of an inch to the mile, representing a very

small section of the earth's circumference,

.

and were we to mark in the same proportion

the height of Mont Blanc, the spot so marked
would be so minute as to be invisible to ail

except those in close proximity to the draw-

ing, and yet that spot would represent a
mountain more than 15,000 feet high. And
would it be such a great and wonderful

catastrophe were the surface of the globe to

be so altered now that the level of the

ocean should be brought up so as to cover

that little spot? The difficulty in conceiving

the possibility of a Deluge to a far greater

height than 1,500, 2,000 or even 3,000 feet

lies entirely in our forgetfulness of our own
pigmy size. If the crust of this globe was

a crust which was moving from internal

forces— if, as we know, the crust of the
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earth has been upheaved and depressed,

again and again throughout millions of ages

while the earth was being prepared for the

abode of Man—is it not conceivable, is it even

difficult to understand that one of the last

and latest of these movements has taken

place since Man was born ?

And now, I would express the hope that

I have at least been able to show you
some of the conditions of this great problem,

and to lead you to look at it as one of

immense interest and importance. It is a

wonderful implement that we have in the

human mind. When your facts are well

gathered, when you apply the powers of your
reason to these facts, there is no knowing
the conclusions regarding physical truth to

which you may be led. I do not know that

we shall ever come to learn through science

some of the questions which it most interests

us to know. I doubt—to say the truth I

disbelieve—that we shall ever come to know-

by science anything more than we now know
as to the origin of Man. I believe we shall

always have substantially to rest in that mag-
nificent and sublime account which has been
given us by the great prophet and law-giver

of the Jews. But this you may learn from,

what has been gone over, that there is not

one of you who may not add an important

argument for or against the most interesting

conclusions by careful observation and faith-

fully recording even the most insignificant

facts in nature, and by the cautious applica-

tion ofyour reason to these facts. And if with

regard to many questions which we desire

most of all to solve we feel the incapacity of

our own reason, and the limit of our own in-

telligence, after all we are but driven to this,

that the great hope of all science and the great

hope of all religion is that time and that place

when "we shall know even as we are known."

TRUE CONTROVERSY.
By the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP OF ROCHESTER.

" Striving together for the faith of the gospel."—Philippians i. 27.

ON the threshold of these words you may
pronounce them impossible, so far at

least as our joint action is concerned. It

must be confessed, not without reason. We
may, -indeed, strive separately and personally

for what we individually conceive to be the

truth of God ; but this truth, or faith, is so

different in one man's eyes from what it is in

another's, and even those who are tolerably

at one about its substance so soon and so

widely differ about its right proportion, that

in a sort of despair, impetuous thinkers seem
compelled to be satisfied with a sort of

guerilla warfare against a numerous, and com-
pact, and well-armed foe ; and so an army
without a flag patrols without a pass ; and
troops -with, no one to lead them have to

waste their strength, and break their hearts,

and miss their triumph, because religious

egotism declines to efface itself for the com-
mon welfare, and self-will rejects the yoke of

Jesus Christ. But two considerations on the

other side of the question may soon satisfy us
that this emphatic sentence is neither vague
nor hollow, and that a just master lays upon
us here a possible and therefore a rightful

burden. One is the prayer of Christ, the

other is the character of St. Paul.
When our Divine Lord, the night before He

suffered, prayed to His Father for the unity
of the people who should hereafter be bap-
tized into His Name, did he know what He

asked, and did He mean it ? For is it pos-

sible to conceive that the oneness of His
Church, so close to His redeeming heart, so

fervently pressed on His Holy Father, is but

a beautiful and impracticable dream ?

Then who is he, that here in words that

have such a cheerful ring of sincerity about
them bids the Church strive together for the
faith ; who elsewhere writes to the Corinth-

ians, not likely to encourage them in delusions

on the subject, "all to speak the same thing,

and to be perfectly joined together in the

same mind and judgment ;" and who, in his

Epistle to theThessalonians, blessed God for

" the good tidings of their faith and charity"?

It is the apostle who, of all men in the world,

loved truth, and gave up all he had to pos-

sess it, and suffered all a man could suft'er in

maintaining it, who passionately hated its

counterfeits, who would not yield for an hour
to one of the Twelve when he saw him to be
in the wrong, who warned the Galatians

against receiving- another gospel even if an
angel from heaven delivered it

;
yes, and who

not only loved truth, but understood human
nature, with a keen thoroughness, whom the

incessant care of all the Churches was con-

stantly and painfully instructing in the enor-

mous difficulty of ever bringing men to be of

one mind about anything. Yet, knowing
what he means, and seeing what comes of it,

he here urges on the Church of that time and
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the Church of all time the blessed duty of

strivmg together for the faith of the gospel

;

and if the Apostle of the Gentiles felt it

ought to be done, and thought that it could

be done, who are we to say no ? What is

the faith of the gospel ? The apostle uses

two expressions about the gospel ; one,
" the hope of the Gospel," when writing to

the Colossians ; here, the faith of it. The
hope is that which we expect from it ; the

faith is that which we learn in it. This faith

or truth is the simple creed of three grand and
comprehensive truths, centring round and
springing from the Persons of the Eternal

Trinity. They are the Fatherhood of God,
or His relation and purpose towards man-
kind ; the atonement of Christ, or God and
man reconciled in the Incarnation, and all its

ineffable results ; the work of the Comforter,

or what the Church knows as the doctrines of

grace. That God loves us, and at first made
us, that He might love us ; when we fell, still

loving us, and going on to redeem us, that

He might be able better to bless us, and
make us capable of His love, through the

way of escape and perfection which He
Himself provided ; that His feeling towards
us is one of holy compassion, that His pur-

pose about us is that of a free salvation ; that

if we come to approach Him, it is because
He Himself is approaching us, and that when
we cry " Father," He has first whispered
" Son : "—this is the truth of truths underly-

ing, explaining, uniting, and confirming all

other truths ; this is the Gospel of gospels,

the casket in which sparkle as with light from
the throne the glorious facts of the Incarna-
tion and the Nativity, the Baptism and the

Passion, the Resurrection and the Pentecost.
*' God so loved the world that He gave His
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth

in Him should not perish, but have everlast-

ing life."

The next truth of the gospel is, that the
Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us
full of grace and truth, and died for our sins

according to the Scriptures, and having
overcome death is set down at the right hand
of God, Prince and Saviour. Our human
nature is now more exalted than it ever was,
through its everlasting union with the Divine.
Our debt of obedience is paid through the
perfect righteousness of our head, Jesus. Our
sins with all their consequences were, with
His own consent, laid on Him by His holy
Father, and He has perfectly expiated them,
so that in the wonderful figure of Scripture
God has cast them behind His back to be
remembered no more. " Of Him," as St.

Paul says, " are we in Christ Jesus," who of

God is made unto us wisdom and righteous-

ness, and santification and redemption.
Once more, " I believe in the Holy Ghost,

the Lord and Giver of life." It is He who takes

of the things of Christ, and shows them unto
us; who grafts us into the body of Christ, and
builds us up into Him ; who makes the sacra-

ments potent with life, and the Scriptures vital

with truth ; who not only teaches us to pray,

but Himself prays within us ; who not only

enables us to live like Christ, but in the won-
derful illustration of St. Paul brings Christ

into our hearts, Himself to dwell there ; who
being the promise of the Father, gives the

soul its birth, and the saint his perfection
;

by whoni preachers speak and the Church
grows.

Within and around these truths are many
others, but the farther they are removed
from the centre, the less vital and m^omentous
they become ; also the more fertile source of

unprofitable controversy, and the too fre-

quent cause of separation among the children

of God.
It is certain, so far as the apostolic re-

cords tell us, that these were the primal

truths with which the apostles went forth to

found the kingdom of God, and which God
owned and blessed in enabling them to found'

it. The multiplying ages may have brought

us riper experience. The Church has deve-

loped her majestic order; over the entire

globe the net of the gospel has cast its em-
brace, and men of every race and tongue

bow in adoration before the prophet of

Galilee. But there has been no nev/ gospel

discovered, for there has been no divine

advent since Jesus went away. As strong

now as then, as fresh now as then, as won-
derful now as then is the old and yet new
story of God in Christ reconciling the world

unto Himself, not imputing their trespasses

unto them.

Now it is for this ''faith of the gospel"

that the apostle bids us strive. His language

must be studied with exactness, for every

word has a force of its own, and our English

version is not quite so happy as usual.

" Striving " in the original indicates the in-

tense and concentrated exertion of an athlete

in the games straining every muscle for vic-

tory. " Together " is expressed in the com-
pound word " striving together," whereby its

force is pointed and augmented. *'For"

the faith of the gospel, should, I think, be

rendered with the faith of the gospel.

The apostle here as elsewhere recognises

the truths and doctrines of the gospel as the
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one great force by which the world was to

be subdued to God. Ideas are the mecha-

nics of the spiritual world. Writing to the

Romans, he was resolved not to be ashamed

of the gospel of Christ, for it was the power

of God unto salvation to every man that

believeth. David speaks of this word as a

light to his feet, and a lamp to his path. St.

Peter says that it is the incorruptible seed

of which men are born through the spirit.

And it is as working with and fellow-helpers

unto this divine force on souls, that the

Church is summoned to labour. Noble
consolation, for thus she is not fighting alone.

The truth of the gospel is in one aspect her

ally, in another her weapon, God behind

and in front her sun and shield. •

But you say, how are we to contend for

it? The context indicates (I shall be con-

tent with naming them) these chief methods.

Firmness, they were to "stand fast;" " /«

one spirit " with clear perception of its lead-

ing ideas ; with energy and resoIutio7i " striv-

ing ;
" Ti'ith unity ofpU7-pose and with striving

together; with a calm fearlessness, " in nothing

terrified by your adversaries."

We must be firm, not tossed about with

every wind of doctrine, nor at the mercy of

the last clever speaker, whichever side he

takes ; not bitten by that poor afl'ectation of

candour which, thinking to do an adversary

justice, does its own cause injustice, and to

spare a foe disowns a friend ; nor, again, in

such a restless inquisitiveness for truth (ever

reserved, and apt to hide itself from shallow-

ness and babbling), that it will never be
quiet long enough to generate that state of

mind in which alone truth can be seen.

Also we must have a clear intellectual per-

ception of the truth for which we are to fight,

or may be we shall soon be firing into the

ranks of our own supporters, and perhaps
damaging the cause we never were at the

pains to examine.

Bishop Warburton has said that the two
greatest subjects that can occupy the human
mind are Theology and Politics; and the his-

tory of the noblest part of mankind for

three thousand years proves the saying to be
true.

Then, and only then, shall we love it;

love it for what it has done for us, and
brought to us, enabled us to pass on, and
also to enjoy. For one great lack in the
Christianity of the present day is depth.
There is more superficial religion than ever
there was—can we say as much for its

solidity ? Indeed, it is to be feared that the
seed on the rock is only too exact an illus-

tration of the slight hold the faith of Christ

has got of the reason and heart of a great

proportion of professing Christians ; and
were persecution or affliction to arise for the

word's sake, faith might sorely fail, and the

love of many wax cold.

To know the truth and love it, to love it

because we know it, and to spread it because
we love it, this is the confession of Christ.

And with energy is our striving to be
done. The kingdoms of this world are not
built up with languid hopes, and timid enter-

prises, and scant sacrifice, and base delays.

Life, and blood, and treasure, and years of

sleepless nights, and purposes that have been
maturing in strong wills and hearts for a

generation, and the clenched resolve of a

nature that, when it once grips a purpose,

never lets it go till it is done—these have
carried stained and tattered flags to final vic-

tory ; these have won and consolidated em-
pires, have made tribes into nations, and
soldiers into kings. So it is only by sacri-

fice, and devotion, and untiring diligence,

and the purpose of those that love not their

lives unto the death, that the Church of God
can grow. As those who strive for the mas-
tery, and with all their might, who put the

kingdom of heaven first before all other

things in the world, and who care not what
cotnes or goes so long as it advances— if thus

we labour for the faith of the gospel, great

may be our toil, but vast shall be our re-

ward !

But it must be together, or it is simply

hopeless ; it must be with a guiet courage, for

there are many adversaries.

What do I mean by "striving together"?
I mean that the laity must work with the

clergy, and that men must work as well as

women, and that the poor must give their

prayers as well as the rich their money ; and
that Christians, as far as possible, should

work with Christians, not taking melancholy
pains to find out how much they differ, but

how far they can agree in the presence and
for the sake of Him who died for us all,

who loves us all, who needs us all, who calls

us all, who teaches us all, who uses us all, who
permits us to differ in some things that we
may give and take as occasion serveth, that

there may ever be discipline for humiflty,

and opportunity for usefulness; that Barnabas
may take reproof from Paul, when Paul,

because he loves him, leaves him ; so

Christ and His Church be richer through it

all. Then, and then only, we shall not be
terrified by our adversaries. For there are

adversaries ; and while it is a very poor sort
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of courage that denies the fact of danger, it

is but a silly and even culpable strategy that

throws away soldiers, only to show how brave

they are. We must know what we have to

encounter, that we may take measures for

protection and victory. To underrate an

adversary's strength is almost more hazardous

than to overrate our own.

As to these adversaries, I will name only

three—a faith corrupted, a Church divided,

and a heart asleep. There are many corrup-

tions of the " faith once delivered to the

saints." Some adding to it spoil its simpli-

city; others taking from it neutralise its life.

Grand claims, such as Rome's, which seem
to possess everything except the right sort of

evidence to substantiate them, captivate some
of us by the bravery of their sonorous ap-

peals. On the other hand, subtle doubts
and questionings working their stealthy way
into the seams and joinings of the spirit

presently widen small cracks into open fis-

sures, and the anxious inquirer soon steps

into the perilous contentment of one who
feels that he must never expect to be satis-

fied. "What think ye of Christ?" is, no
doubt, a question now more constantly put

and more seriously listened to than ever it

was. But Christ's other question, "When
the Son of Man cometh, shall He find faith

on the earth?" seems to have but a dismal

response in our own sceptical time.
" Many adversaries." But we are not to

be startled by them like a gentle linnet

watched by some bird of prey. We are to go
on striving, and working, and praying, and
teaching, and doing our very best for our
brethren, and hoping the best about the

world—then, leaving it with God. It is His
world and, whatever men please to say to the

contrary, He is still ruling it ; and our worst

perils must not suffer us to forget for a single

moment that His hand is on the helm while

the ship of the Church tosses on its voyage
over a white and angry sea.

Perhaps the Church divided is the hardest

trial to bear. It seems so unnatural, so un-

reasonable, so unjust, so gratuitous an addi-

tion to our difficulties that within the very

bosom of the Church, Jacob and Esau should
vex each other's hearts ; and that a scoffing

world should make our unhappy divisions a

plausible excuse for discrediting the kingdom
of Christ. Here our duty must be to see
that these divisions have no food, no holding
ground, no progress, at least among ourselves.

Let our way of controversy, and we mtist have
controversy, be that of simply, lovingly, faith-

fully proclaiming the positive objective truths

of the gospel, leaving them to make their

own way and to fight their own battles, as

light chases the darkness when morning
comes. The truth can take care of itself;

often much better, when it is left to itself; and
our kind attempts to help it with its work
sometimes ignominiously fail. If others part

from us, or quarrel with us, they must. But
let not the cause nor the sin be ours.

Perhaps, however, the worst of all our
adversaries is within ; the lazy will, the tepid

heart, the thick conscience, the mind dull to

truth, the sordid spirit, which forgets who it

is that gives us wealth, and what He gives it

for, supposes it a grand cleverness to push
sacrifices on our neighbours' shoulders, and
shirk them for our own. Oh ! let us ear-

nestly ask our God to come and visit us

severally with His grace, to help us better to

see and know the amazing wealth of His un-

deserved mercy, to stir these dull minds to

look on and look up for the time when the

roof of the world shall suddenly be lifted up
and the King of Saints comes back. In con-

clusion, let us be full of hope, because Christ is

King ; let us also deserve to be hopeful,

because we are steadily at work for Him.
Let us be strong in faith, because if we only,

each in our several way and opportunity, set

forth His full, pure gospel, it can no more
fail to do the work appointed for it, than to-

morrow's sun fail to climb the sky. Let us be
close in our honest unityand generous brotherly
kindness. Indeed, were there no other rea-

son for it, we cannot afford to do without

each other. The common prayer, the kindly

greeting, the brotherly sympathy, the mutual
consolation knit heart to heart, and tie man
to man.

If you would do the best you can for your
neighbour, through helping him into the light

of God, do not force him, do not scold him,

do not hurry him, do not set him against you,

and so lose all chance of persuading or in-

fluencing him, by hot, or vehement, or bitter

words. Most of all, do not dare to rob
him of his freedom, or to prevent him from
thinking out in his own manner his way
to God. If you do, the chief loss may be
your own. Rather, if you really want to

know how to love a man, that you may the

better help him, at least pray for him, if you
cannot pray with him. The prayer that helps

him must bless you. Walking in the light as

He is in the light, you will have fellowship

one with another. God is love ; and to strive

for the gospel which declares that love, is to

love as He loves, "hoping for nothing again,"

save to be loved in return.
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IT will be within the recollection of most
persons that Baron Nordenskiold made

a voyage to Greenland last year, having pub-

lished just before his departure a programme
or prospectus setting forth his aims ; and that

he put out in it, as a novelty, the idea that

the interior of Greenland might be free from
snow and ice. Said he

—

"The interior of Greenland is even less

known than the east coast ; and here we
encounter a purely scientific problem, whose
great importance is apparent from the cir-

cumstance that the unestabHshed theory

—

that the interior of the island is one con-

tinuous mass of ice—forms one of the corner

stones in glacial science. . . . The following

reflections seem to demonstrate that it is a

physical impossibility that the whole of the

interior of this extensive continent can be
covered with ice, under the climatic condi-

tions which exist on the globe south of the

8oth degree of latitude." And after various

other remarks he continued, " In conse-

quence of this circumstance, the snow-falls

in the interior of Greenland cannot be sufifi-

cient for maintaining a ' perpetual ' inland
ice." The programme concluded by saying

that the ship would make for the west coast

of Greenland, to the Auleitsivik Fiord (near

Egedesminde), whence the journey into the
interior would be commenced.
The appearance of these statements caused

me both surprise and concern. They caused
surprise because they now brought out as a
novelty an idea that I entertained more than
twenty years ago, and which coming to the
knowledge of Sir Roderick Murchison, had
been mentioned somewhat prominently by
him in his address to the Royal Geographical
Society in_i866. The publication of this ad-
dress,--' which was widely circulated and is ac-
cessible to all, renders it unnecessary for me to
assert any claim to originality. But I should
explain here that my views as presented by Sir

* " Mr. Whymper has conceived the bold project of pene-
trating along the; surface of some of its glaciers into the
interior of this snow-clad continent, being convinced, from
the number of deer which sometimes find their way to the
coast, that there are, here and there, well-grassed valleys and
recesses. ... I am happy to say that our traveller is deter-
mined to make a preliminary trip to Greenland next spring,
and alterwards to endeavour to accomplish what no one before
has ever thought oV—Anniversary Address to the Royal
Oeo^tapJucal Society, delivered May iX,, 1866.

Roderick Murchison were rather too highly

coloured ; that the well-grassed valleys and
recesses to which he adverted were not to

have been verdant and luxurious oases "richly

covered with forests," and that my expecta-

tions, in the event of discovering that the

interior of Greenland was not a continuous

mass, would have been limited to finding

such sparse vegetation as is commonly seen

near the sea in Arctic lands, which affords

sufficient, though scanty, sustenance to the

wild reindeer.

It seemed not impossible that the interior

of Greenland (which at that time was almost

entirely unknown) might be found to be
broken up into detached masses, or archi-

pelagoes, such as are found throughout the

Arctic circle ; the distance from the east to

the west coast of the continent was suffi-

ciently considerable to admit of the existence

of large unknown fiords and arms of the sea

;

while the appearance and disappearance from
time to time of great herds of reindeer on
the west coast (who went no one could tell

where) seemed to favour the conjecture that

the interior was not entirely covered with

snow and ice. These were some of the

considerations which I offered to Sir Roderick
Murchison, and at the present time, though
the area to be investigated has been lessened,

there still remain large tracts both in the north

and in the south of the interior of the con-

tinent where it is possible, though it becomes
increasingly improbable, that grassy recesses

maybe found, or that fiords may penetrate

far inland, breaking up the general mass.

It follows, therefore, that I see no reason

to differ from any one who may state that

there yet remains much to be done in ex-

ploring the interior of Greenland, or who
may affirm that it is still uncertain whether
the whole of the interior is or is not en-

veloped by glacier. My surprise arose from
Baron Nordenskiold connecting such state-

ments with the part of the country in which
he announced it was his intention to travel

;

for I knew, from a journey which I made in

1867, and had often stated publicly, that the

whole of the interior at that part was abso-

lutely covered by glacier. In a paper com-
municated to the Alpine Journal in 1870, I
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wrote, in relation to this part of Greenland
and the country to its north and south :

—

" The great ice-c»vereci interior plateau of Green-
land can be seen a long way off if the weather is

clear. Its summit is almost a dead level from north
to south. But when one comes nearer to the coast

it is concealed by the hills which are on its outskirts.

The whole of the (outer) land on the (West) Green-
land coast is mountainous, and although the hills

scarcely ever, if ever, exceed a height of 8,000 or

9,000 feet, they effectually conceal the inner, or

glacier-covered land. This latter is at a distance

from the coast varying from ten to sixty or more
miles, and, when it is reached, there is an end to

land—all is ice, as far as the eye can see. Great as

the mass of ice is which still envelopes Greenland,
there were times when the land was even more com-
pletely covered up by it ; indeed, there is good reason
to suppose that there was a time when every atom of
the country was covered, and that life was hardly
possible for man With the exception of
places where the rocks are easy of disintegration, and
the traces of glacier action have been to a great extent

destroyed, the whole country bears the marks of the
grinding and pohshing of ice ; and judging by the
flatness of the curves of the roches moutonnees, and
by the perfection of the polish which still remains
upon the rocks, after they have sustained many cen-
turies of extreme variations of temperature, the glacial

period during which such effects were produced must
have vastly exceeded in duration, or severity, the
' glacial period ' of Europe ; and the existing great
interior ice-plateau of Greenland, enormous as it is,

must be considered as but the remnant of a mass
which was incalculably greater, and to which there is

no parallel at the present time, excepting within the
Antarctic circle."

And later on, in my book, Scrambles amongst
the Alps, 1871, pp. 246-7 :

—

"The interior of Greenland appears to be abso-
lutely covered by glacier between 68° 30'—70° N. lat.

.... Oh two occasions, in 1867, 1 saw, at a glance,
at least 6,000 square miles of it, from the summits of
small mountains on its outskirts. Not a single peak
or ridge was to be seen rising above,.nor a single rock
reposing upon the ice. The country was completely
covered up by glacier ; all was ice, as far as the eye
could see. . . . This vast ice-plateau, although
smaller than it was in former times, is still so exten-
sive that the whole of the glaciers of the Alps might
be merged into it without its bulk being perceptibly
increased."

In 1872 I again travelled in north-west
Greenland, and, by ascending various lofty

mountains, saw more of the " inland ice;"
"

and in the Alpme Journalioi 1873, p. 220,
I wrote :

—

" From aU the principal summits you perceive the
vast glacier-clad interior of the country, stretching
from north to south in an unbroken line, with a crest
as straight as a sea-horizon. There are no marks
upon it which enable one to calculate the altitude to
which it rises, or the distance to which it extends.
But having now seen it from several elevated and
\yidely separated positions,, as I find that its summit
line always appears lofty, even from the highest moun-

* This term is employed by the Danes in Greenland to
designate the glacier-covered interior.

tains which I have ascended, my impression is that
its height is generally not less than 8,000 feet, and in

some places perhaps surpasses io,coo feet."

It was certain, therefore, when Baron
Nordenskiold started that he would be
doomed to disappointment if he should take

the direction indicated in his programme.--'

On his return it was found that his ex-

periences were the very opposite of his an-

ticipations—that there was no country "richly

covered with forests," but that all was cased
in ice. His report, so far as it has been
made known, entirely confirms my observa-

tions in 1867 and 1872 ;t and, although the

time has not yet arrived for presenting a full

account of my travels in Greenland, the occa-

sion seems favourable for the appearance of

some details relating to them.

I speedily found, in 1866, that the only

possible way of getting to the part of Green-
land which I wanted to visit would be by
means of the ships of the Royal Greenland
Trade, sailing from Copenhagen ; and I went
in the winter to that city to perfect my pre-

parations. I wished to land in Disco Bay,
and, by the advice of Mr. Olrik, the Director

of the Trade, I determined to proceed to

Jakobshavn (which[is in about the centre of the

bay), as there were several fiords in its neigh-

bourhood which approached the " inland

ice" very closely. Mr. Olrik granted passages

to and fro for a nominal consideration, and
we sailed for Greenland on April 27th, 1867.

It was the 30th of May before we sighted

the coast, which appeared at first as a long,

low line of sparkling points. Masses of

heavy clouds concealed the summits, but, as

we approached, the great panorama was
gradually unfolded ; the clouds lifted, reveal-

ing an endless array of peaks, counterparts

in form of many of the most famous moun-
tains in the Alps, loaded with snow, and
glaciers. At this time we were a little south

of Holsteinberg, in latitude 66°, and next

morning, when some thirty miles farther

north, the character of the coast changed, the

mountains dwindled down to low hills, and
they retained that character for about seventy

miles, exhibiting the unmistakable character-

istics of ice-eroded surfaces. Rounded bosses

were seen everywhere ; the tops of the hills

were clean gone ; and convex curves took the

* But there was no means ot communicating with him, as
owing to his programme being issued only just prior to his

departure, it came into my hands after he had sailed.
1- " Nordenskiold admits that no ice-free land exists in the

interior, at least between 68° and 69° N. lat., and explains
its absence as due to the orographical features of the countrj-,

somewhat dififerent from what he had been led to expect.
Instead of the interior being protected by lofty coast ranges,
the whole country rises symmetrically and gradually to a
rounded *able-land from the sea."

—

The Times, Nov. r, 1883.
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place of the craggy forms which were seen to

the south.

Six weeks elapsed since leaving Copen-

The Coast Line.

hagen before we arrived at Egedesminde, a

settlement on the south of Disco Bay, into

which we were obliged to put until Jakobs-

havn harbour should be clear of ice—a dis-

mal place at that time, for every soul, Green-

landers, Danes, and all, had a cough. Though
it was now getting well into June, almost the

whole island on which the settlement was
placed was covered with snow, and a belt of

sea-fretted ice was fixed all along the shore

just above high-water mark. Here I became
familiarised with Greenland currency, and
learned the values of the coins in circulation,

which were mostly skillings and half-skillings,

equal respectively to about English farthings

and half- farthings.

out of the ice-fiord* just to the south of

the settlement, and had again blocked the

entrance ; so we stood on and off for a whole

day and finally

ran in between

two bergs,

which we
scraped as we
^passed, and got

at last to our

port on the

evening of

June 15. Settle-

ments in Green-
land are all

after one pat-

tern. There are

three or per-

il aps four
wooden houses

huddled to-

gether, rarely of more than one story, in

appearance like the sheds erected to lodge

railway navvies ; there is a tall flag-staff,

with three small and very rusty guns

;

below a wooden jetty, a blubber-boat,

and a pile of casks ; with a score or two
of mongrel dogs and equally mongrel chil-

dren wandering about. It takes some time

to discover where the natives live, but by-

and-by it is discovered that that which at

a distance looks like a heap of dirt is a

house, built out of clods of turf, intermixed

with rounded stones, and a number of

such dwellings will ultimately be found

spread over half a square mile or so, for

Silver rarely

gold
higher

was
seen, and
never, the

values being re-

presented by bank
notes of various

amounts, which were
often in an inde-

scribable state of

grease and dilapida-

tion. On the next

page is a fac-simile

of one of the value

of six skillings, or

three half-pence.

News came on the

evening of the eighth

day we stopped at

Egedesminde that

we could get into Jakobshavn harbour, and
a twenty-hours' run took us off it ; but we
found that a large number of bergs had come

Transporting an Umiak.

the natives seldom put their houses close

together. The wooden houses belong to

* Tlie term " ice-fiord " will be explained later.
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the Danes. The head-man of the place,

whose proper title translated is " Colony-

director," lives in the largest, and the others

are occupied by his " assistant " and a cooper.

There are seldom more than three or tour

Danes at any one settlement, and Jakobshavn

was exceptional in having a priest and a

doctor.

Jakobshavn was especially exceptional,

too, in possessing a church and a hospital—

the latter being an annexe of the former, and
thoudi intended for the service of the natives

had never been used by them. By order of

Mr. Olrik, we were permitted to occupy the

hospital, and speedily took possession, stow-

ing away our goods in the church-loft, which

formed an excellent store-room. The next

thing was the purchase of a boat, and the

Colony-director sold me the only one which

could be spared—an old and very rotten

whale-boat, a relic from some wrecked whaler.

In this I started, three days after our arrival,

with half-a-dozen natives and an interpreter,

to proceed along the coast to the north in

search of a place where the inland-ice ap-

proached the sea, for nothing could be seen

of it from the settlement (although it was not

far distant to the east), as the neighbouring

hills, though scarcely more than 1,500 feet

high, were sufficiently lofty to shut out all

view of the interior.

At this time, in consequence of the pre-

valence of south-westerly winds, all the coast

to the north of Jakobshavn was encumbered
XXV—

4

with ice, the debris of bergs which had drifted

out of the ice-fiord, and we had to push our

way through it, bit by bit, often scarcely

seeing the sea at all. It \yas more formidable

in appearance than in reality ; and the natives

forced aside the ever thawing and revolving

masses, laughing, joking, and singing as it

they were upon a mere frolic. About twenty

miles to the north of the settlement we came
to a fiord running towards the east, which

branched out in several directions, and we
took the most southern arm, entering it

*^y-r>°-r<° 1

The Progress of Civilisation.
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Native Pouches.

through a narrow passage where the glaciers

in olden times had made a stand, and created

a moraine, which had been subsequently cut

through and now exists as an island, with a

rampart on either side. The stream ran

through these passages with great velocity,

boiling and tumbling around submerged
boulders in a manner very suggestive of ship-

wreck ; but a kayaker who accompanied us

went ahead and selected a channel, and we
shot through after him on a current running

about eight miles an hour.

The glacier-covered interior now appeared
directly in front, distant ten or eleven miles,

at the end of a broad and beautiful sheet

of land-locked sea, studded with islets, and
bounded by cliffs, alive with gulls, ducks,

and terns, cawing, screaming, and fluttering

around their rocky breeding-places. The
Vv^ater rapidly shallowed some miles before

the end of the fiord, and turbidity was sub-

stituted for the exquisitely clear green of the

deeper portions; for in this fiord, as well as in

all others subsequently visited, the mud-laden
streams pouring from under the inland-ice are

silting up the arms of the sea with a sticky

and most tenacious sHme which is not easy
to escape from when once a boat is well
aground upon it. Our friend in the canoe
again acted as pilot, sounding and indicating
a sinuous channel, and after some hours of
tiresome work we at length got to land and
camped comfortably on a sand-bank, not far

from the margin of the inland-ice.

At the back of our camp, a hill about 500

feet high gave a good view of the nearest

branch of the ice, which streamed down to

the head of the main valley in two arms, and
these alone, although insignificant as com-
pared with the general mass, would have
ranked as first-class glaciers in the Alps

—

the larger of the two resembling the Brenva
glacier on Mount Blanc, rising in two steps,

broken up into a maze oi seracs, to the great

reservoir behind. Though impracticable in

front, it appeared that the upper surface

might be reached by taking it in flank on
either bank, and the left bank, or southern

side, being the more accessible, I gave that

the preference, and started for it at midnight
(broad daylight in this latitude in the middle
ofJune) with three natives and the interprete^r,

leaving the others in charge of the boats.

After an hour's walking over turfy and rather

boggy ground, wfe arrived at a place where
the glacier could be easily scaled, at a height

of 550 feet above the sea.

Thus far we had not had any prospect

over the inland ice, such glimpses as had
been obtained having been in .vistas closing

the ends of valleys, or through occasional

openings between a couple of peaks ; and to

gain a better general idea of its nature, before

proceeding, I ascended an isolated hill on
the western margin, which commanded a

very extensive view. The morning was still,

and the sky cloudless, and as I gradually-

rose above the level of the inland ice I

saw that there were the usual banks of old

snow from last winter extending all round
the margin where it abutted upon the exterior

A Half-skilHng.

land ; and then came rounded, dome-like

slopes of hard ice, such as are common at

the termination of most glaciers, containing

numerous crevasses. This hard ice extended

only for a few hundred yards eastwards, and
then became snow-covered. Beyond, there

was scarcely a sign of a crevasse, and a mantle

of pure unsullied snow stretched east, north,

and south, far as the eye could see, cover-

ing everything completely. How far our

sight extended none could say, for no one,

however experienced with snow and ice,

can judge distance with accuracy on a snow-

field which has no marks upon it. To the
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north and south, the mountains around the

margin of the inland ice showed that the

prospect was immense, but they gave no clue

as to the distance seen to the east.

The nature of this view was a most agree-

^abie surprise, for I had never conjectured

that the conditions would be so easy, or that

it would be possible to meet with such an

absolutely complete effacement (so to speak)

of all the land-features of a continent, unlike

anything known elsewhere. There were un-

dulations, but no declivities, and there were

slopes, but not a single peak, nor, except-

ing at the very margin (where there, were

small boulders from the contiguous rocks)

was there even a stray rock upon the surface.

The ice-sheet rose steadily towards the east,

at a very slight angle, and obviously rose to

a great height above our station. The sum-

mit or horizon-line in the far east ran north

and south without a break, and without the

slightest depression at any part. It appeared

to be dead level over an immense dis-

tance.

We now hastened to make an excursion

on the ice, and walked on to it, across the

old snow-beds, without cutting a single step

!

The natives—who had constantly predicted

that something dreadful would occur, and

had ceaselessly talked of imaginary wild

beasts which they suppose inhabit the in-

terior—followed with alacrity, though they

exhibited signs of alarm when we came to the

end of the uncovered part of the ice, and I pro-

ceeded to tie them up in line, mountaineer

fashion, some twenty feet apart. The post

of honour fell, of course, to myself, and I

led the party, sounding for crevasses in the

usual manner : and it soon became apparent

that there were plenty concealed, although

so few were open. We had scarcely gone a

mile before 1 went suddenly through the

snow-crust, and found my legs kicking about

in a crevasse full of water ; and a little fur-

ther on we discovered that there were many
pools of water lying on the ice underneath
the snow. Nevertheless we m.ade good
progress, and within a couple of hours had
risen nearly 1,400 feet above the sea.

Long before this occurred, on looking

back, we began to perceive in the west the

mountains of Disco Island rising above the

hill we had ascended on the outskirts. They
were at a known distance of sixty to seventy

miles, as the crow flies, and the peaks v.e

could see to the north and south were ^t

least as far away. Hence we began to have
some notion of the distance we could see to

the east.

The farther we went the better we found
the snow ; and this was natural, for the

higher the colder, and the harder the crust.

At the end of a couple of hours there seemed
no advantage in proceeding, and I halted to

take the opinion of the natives whether it

would become better or worse. "It is all

alike," every one said ; " v/e could drive

sledges thirty-five to forty miles a day over

it." So we turned back and
getting to our camp about 5 a.m., and,

a long sleep, took to the boats and returned

to Jakobshavn in high spirits. With per-

petual day, a cloudless sky, perfect calm, a
temperature of 36° Fahr., and snow so firm

that one could move over it almost as readily

as upon a high road, great success see'med

within our grasp, for there appeared to be
nothing to prevent a walk right across Green-

land 1

raced down
ter

Ordinary Greenland Dog-sledge.



EDWARD IRVING.

THE publication of Carlyle's " Remi-

niscences " has revived an interest in

Edward Irving which had lately been dying

out. There are still, indeed, some who
remember his preaching, and they cannot

speak of it without wonder. There is, too, a

religious community which had its beginning

from him ; but it was mainly shaped by other

hands, and has now dropped the name of its

founder. An effort was made some years ago

to perpetuate his fame by the republication

of his works ; but the eloquence of speech

can never be adequately expressed in print,

and whatever circulation these books may
have had, but little interest was felt in a

character which, at one time, equally fasci-

nated and puzzled men. Once more, how-

ever, Carlyle has recalled the imposing figure

to our minds by one of the most vivid of his

many portraits, and one, too, in which the

colours are more lovingly touched than is at

all usual with that rather cynical philosopher.

Yet it may be doubted whether even he who
had such means of knowing Irving, has, after

all, rightly understood his friend. At any

rate it may not be out of place, ere the

subject pass away altogether, as the orator is

apt to do, to try if we cannot form a more
satisfactory estimate of Irving's character than

either the pathetic laudation of Mrs. Oli-

phant or the pathetic lamentation of Carlyle.

Edward was the third son of Gavin Irving

and Mary Lowther, and was born at Annan
on August 15th, 1792. The Irvings, accord-

ing to Carlyle, had been a race of small

farmers w4io "did well for themselves" in

those days, when "old Q.," the last Duke of

Queensberry, tried, by means of long leases

and " grassoms," to leave his heir very little

the better for his great inheritance. But
Gavin Irving, a solid burgess and tanner in

his native town, owed nothing to the wicked
old Duke, or to anything but his own shrewd
wits and diligent fingers. His wife, a Low-
ther, was thought by some to be really a

Luther, some tradition of descent from the

Reformer having a kind of hold on the

family. But most likely it was a myth to

account for Irving's greatness when he was
thought to be a new Luther come to reform
the Reformation. How Irving grew up there

it is not very needful to inquire. Small Scot-
tish burghs are all very much alike, dull and
gossipy enough, but not without a good deal
of individual character to brighten them.
Unfortunately the minister, who is generally

the most important figure in such places, was

fonder of good cheer than was good for him-

self or his flock, who, in consequence, drifted

largely away to Mr. Johnstone, burgher minis-

ter at Ecclefechan. In the dearth of others

influences of the higher order, happily, the

school, which was of chief moment to the

young folk, was under the charge of Adam
Hope, an honest and thorough teacher, who
tolerated no sham-work, and had, according

to one of his pupils, quite a gift at detecting

it, and making it ashamed of itself. There
was nothing, however, in Irving's school life,

nor even in his college career at Edinburgh
University, to suggest his subsequent meteor-

like course. He was simply a handsome
(bating his squint), generous, manly youth, a

little magnificent in his way, and only marked
by shrewd Professor Leslie as a likely mathe-

matician, who might possibly do something

considerable if chance should happen to turn

Jiis thoughts in that direction.

All along, however, Irving had devoted him-

self to the work of a Presbyterian minister,

or perhaps missionary to the heathen, though

that Church had then no missionaries any-

where. Like other Scottish divinity students

then, having completed his Arts' curriculum,

he sought to maintain himself by teaching

during the years given to a somewhat irregular

theological training. Hence, by recommenda-
tion of Professor Leslie, he went, first, to a

school at Haddington, and had for a pupil

there Miss Jane Welsh, now familiar to all

the world as Jane Welsh Carlyle, wife of the

prophet, " who was not easy to live with," as

she found to her cost. Her father, we are

told, noted in Irving " a tendency to scrape

a hole in everything he was asked to be-

lieve ; " but Miss Welsh herself saw other

qualities in him, which, had the fates per-

mitted, might have made both their lives

happier than they were. " Had I married

Irving," she said long after, " there would
have been no tongues." Perhaps; and yet

who knows ? As a loyal wife, she adapted
herself to Carlyle, and lived his life, and
thought his thoughts ; and very possibly she

would have done the same thing had she

fallen to Irving's lot. There is no doubt that

Irving loved her at one time, and it seems

just as clear that she would have needed
little persuasion to accept of him. But it

was not to be. From Haddington he

went to Kirkcaldy, to a similar school there,

being succeeded in the former town by his

friend Carlyle, who also followed him ere

long to Kirkcaldy to a school which was set
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up in opposition to Irving's. But though

so far rivals, they were not less friends, for

Irving's generous nature had not a touch

of envy in it. Neither of them, however, was
meant to be a schoolmaster, though both

M-ere fain to teach the world. They disliked

the profession, and had no patience with

stupidity. Their hearts lay to another line

of things, and after a while the one drifted

away into that literary life whose struggles

and successes are known to all the world,

while the other betook him to preaching

the gospel in a fashion that should make the

world also hear him.

The life of a Scottish " probationer " is

rather a trying one, and if he goes a little off

the beaten path so that plain country folk are

not quite sure about him, the treatment he
meets with is apt to make him a little sharp

and sarcastic. Irving had a good deal of

discouragement from many others, besides

the Kirkcaldy baker who left his pew and
marched down the aisle whenever he entered

the pulpit. No patron looked to him, and
no congregation thought of " giving him
a call." Yet his temper was nowise soured,

as it would have been, had he been think-

ing of himself more than of his work. His
nature remained sweet and cheerful as ever,

only he began to think of going forth as a
missionary, like the Ai)Ostles, without staff

or scrip. When Dr. Chalmers at length

asked him to assist him in St. John's parish,

Glasgow, Irving said that "if tliey put up
with his preaching they would be the first

people that ever did," and, with some few
exceptions, they did no more than just put
up with it. Yet if they had given him a fair

hearing they would have found that the very
same truths which Chalmers enforced with
such rugged and fervid eloquence were more
thoroughly discussed by his youthful assistant

in a style that was modelled on the great

masters of the English tongue.

It was not in Glasgow that his work
was to be done ; but it came to him at last,

when he was thirty years old, in the shape of
a call to the poor broken Church of Hatton
Garden, which had, at the time, only one
elder, some fifty seat-holders, a bad position,

an unpopular character, and a clause in its

trust-deed requiring the minister to preach,
once a day, in Gaelic. Yet Irving was eager
to accept of the post, and willing even to face

the Gaelic sermon if they insisted on it, which,
however, they wisely evaded. There was a
buoyant hopefulness in him, and he felt sure
" he would do great things " now that he had
a clear field for himself. For during his long

probation he had pondered this question

deeply, Hou' should the gospel be preached
so as to reach all sorts of men ? The
more vital question. What is this gospel I

have to preach ? had not yet been m,uch in

his thoughts. It canie to be tlie uppermost
one, as we shall see in due time, but for the

present he took it pretty much for granted.

But he had really studied the art of preach-

ing—the style, the manner, the best way of

restoring its ancient sway over the minds
of men ; and he felt as if he could so pro-

claim the old familiar gospel that the leaders

of the people, the men of highest faculty and
richest culture, should once more return to its

allegiance, as in England's better days when
its foremost minds were still " believins:."

In this spirit he went to Hatton Garden,
and the result showed that so far he had not
miscalculated his powers. Every one knows
how there was an unwonted stir among the

Scotchmen of Bloomsbury and Islington

;

how men like David Wilkie and Allan Cun-
ningham became not only regular chuich-

goers, but drew other artists and litterateurs

along, with them to hear the new Baptist in

the wilderness of Holborn ; how the fifty

poor sheep became so many hundreds that

the little fold ere long could not contain

them ; how Sir James Mackintosh, moved by
a touching word of prayer, spoke of the

preacher to Canning, who again told the

House of Commons that the most eloquent

sermon he ever heard was preached by a
minister of the poorest church in Christen-

dom ; how this verdict of the great wit and
orator sent the West-end carriages a-rolling

City-ward into unfrequented regions, where
dukes and statesmen and great ladies waited

their turn as at a levee. All London was
stirred. It was not only the giddy throng

of fashion that rushed after a new sensa-

tion, but scholars, artists, as well as mer-
chant princes. Nor did they sit only to

hear twenty minutes of elegant sentence-

making, like a fountain of many-tinted

rhetoric playing delicately for their amuse-
ment ; but for three hours at least they

were plied with argument, illustration, and
entreaty in the language of those stately

past ages when men wore full-bottomed wigs.

It is not in human nature not to be more
or less gratified by such popularity, but there

is not the slightest sign that it injured the

perfect simplicity of his character. I dare

say it is very nice to feel the sweet breath

of fashion as it is wafted about one's

pulpit. One soul may be very much the

same as another, and yet the rustle of
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silken souls, and the odours they bring with

them, their lovely faces and pleasant smiles

are, very likely, rather intoxicating. On
the whole, however, there are few who have

j^assed through the ordeal more unscathed

than Irving. Speaking to his people, at the

opening of their new church by-and-by, he

called it "an hindrance to devotion ;" adding:

"We have stood in imminent peril from the visits of

rank and dignity that have been paid to us. There
was, however, much good to be expected from it, and
therefore we willingly paid the price, being desirous

that they who heard the trutli but seldom, should
hear it when they were disposed. But tliese are bad
conditions to our being cemented together as a

Church. They withdrew us from ourselves to those
conspicuous people by whom we were visited, from
which I have not ceased to warn you, and against
which I have not ceased to be upon my own guard."

That might, perhaps, be a little more gramma-
tical; but at least there is not a hint in it that

he was growing giddy in the breath and buzz
of popular favour. And at the time when that

favour most abounded he might be found
chiefly, not in Belgravian drawing-rooms, but
inthelanesofPentonville, ortheslumsofSoho.

All this excitement arose from preaching
a set of ideas with which his hearers were
almost as familiar as with their own faces.

His first book belongs to this period, viz.,

his " Four Orations for the Oracles of God,
and an Argument for the Judgment, in Nine
Parts." Its doctrine is altogether of the type

known as evangelical. Mr. Spurgeon might
have preached it, bating the style. There
is the usual exaltation of the Bible, as being
in every sentence and syllable of it the infal-

lible word of God, guaranteed by miracles,

and therefore to be read, not critically, but
believingly. There are the three R's—Ruin,
Redemption, and Righteousness. There are

the usual warnings that death seals a man's
state irrevocably. And there are pictures of
eternal punishment uearly as horrible as

those of Jeremy Taylor. There is, also, the
usual—may I say ?—Pharisaic or Philistinish

satisfaction with our own country as being,
with all its faults, the "chosen nation," the
home of truth and piety and freedom; all

owing, of course, to the preaching of the
gospel. There is no novelty in the matter

;

it is all in the manner of treating it.

Yet the book, in spite of all this, was fitted

to make respectable orthodoxy uneasy. There
was no sort of heresy in its teaching, but still

it was not "safe." One who spoke about
doctrines as " popular idols," and those who
upheld them " as men who frowned excom-
munication on all who doubt of their pre-
eminence ;" one who dared to say that the
"' shorter catechism was not an exhibition of

the whole Bible," and questioned the wisdom
of teaching children "these narrow epitomes;"
above all, one who could affirm that

:

" From the constant demand of the religious world
for the preaching of faith and forgiveness, and their

constant kicking against the preaching of Christian

morals, their constant appetite for mercy and dis-

relish of righteousness, or if righteousness it be, their

constant demand that it should be the imputed
righteousness of Christ, not their own personal
righteousness—from these features of the evangelical

man, I am convinced that many of them are pillowing
their hopes upon something else than the sanctification

and changed life which the gospel hath wrought ;

"

clearly such an one was not a safe guide for

young Scotchmen in the great metropolis of

trade. Then, too, there were not obscure hints

that he thought the religious world not to be
very different from the fashionable world, and
that pious agencies came perilously near being

mercantile concerns, and altogether that the

Churches, too, had better be thinking of the

judgment to come. Hence a coldness sprung

up among his brethren towards Irving. An
atmosphere of suspicion gathered about him,

thin at first, but gradually becoming more dense

and foggy. There were whisperings at clerical

meetings and glum looks in the street. Alas !

the prophet's work is always " a burden,"

and sometimes his heart breaks under it.

It was while he was still the favourite of

fashion, though beginning to be distrusted by
his brethren, that the London Missionary

Society asked him to preach the annual

sermon at its meeting in 1824. This was the

clerical " blue ribbon " awarded to the fore-

most preacher who could gather the biggest

audience and secure the largest collection.

Irving would attract dukes, earls, merchant-

princes, and honourable women not a few.

It was known, too, that he took a deep
interest in missions, and had spoken warmly
about Wesley's labours among the Kings-

wood colliers, and the Moravian Brethren in

Greenland and the West Indies. Therefore

on the appointed day the directors came
cheerily to the great tabernacle in Tottenham
Court Road, where a vast throng was already

assembled, so that they had to begin the

service an hour before the advertised time.

They could arrange the commencement, but

the end was beyond their power; and after

more than three hours of it they would have
given all the collection that it never had begun
at all. Yet, if Irving had had a little tact, he

might have said all he had to say without

giving serious offence to any one. That
however, was not his line. What need was
there for policy and adroitness in proclaiming

the truth? He had asked himself what it

was that Missions supremely needed, and
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T/hat ought the true missionary to be ? To
these questions he thought the Missionary

Societies repHed, " Money
;
give us plenty of

funds, and with the help of a committee and
a secretary, the business shall be done." But

to Irving this appeared to be the most fatal

of all mistakes. Not money, but men, was
what they needed above all things. Were
not the apostles sent forth without purse or

scrip ? Had not Paul worked at tent-making

while he evangelised the nations ? No society

raised funds to equip the monks of lona. To
find men of that stamp, then, and send them
forth with a blessing and all Church authority

for the work—that is the business of a Mis-

sionary Society, not to have offices and
clerks, and transactions liker Mincing Lane
than God's house. So he preached, and the

worthy directors thought he was partly

censuring them, partly painting a knight-

errant, and no more understood him than

Sancho did his Quixote.

All this did not help to bring back the

confidence of the Church to her wayward,
however loving son ; and ere long, also, the

wave of fashion began to return to its own
natural channels. If, then, he had been lean-

ing on the favour either of the Church or of

the world, it is about this time that we might
look for signs of disappointment, or efforts

to bring back the fickle crowd to Hatton
Garden. And happily we have^ just at this

period, a brief diary, or rather a series of

daily letters, in which he depicts himself,

without knowing that he is doing so, having
no half-conscious thought how it will look in

the eyes of posterity. It was written, in all

the confidence of domestic affection, to his

wife, daughter of the minister of Kirkcaldy,

whom he had married in 1823. They had
been troth-plighted while Carlyle and he were
school-mastering there, and the former hints

not obscurely that he had only been kept to

the engagement by threats of legal procedure.
I find it hard to beheve this on the sole

authority of one who, for some reason or

other, had no good-will to the Martin
family, especially as there is not a trace in

Irving of any soreness or coldness such as an
enforced marriage almost certainly produces.

Of this marriage a child had been born—

a

little Edward, fondly loved during his brief

life. Carlyle, himself childless, untouched,
perhaps untouchable by those sweet lights

which children shed upon our harder moods,
rather sneers at Irving's doting on this babe
of a large hope. But no one else will think
the worse of the father for carrying the little

fellow shoulder-high through the green High-

bury lanes, and finding rest and relief in him.

He lived only two short years, dying in

Kirkcaldy, whither Irving had transported

his household, hoping that the sea air would
restore the child's health. There he had to

leave them, and it was on his return to the

now lonely house in Myddelton Square that

the diary was written as a sort of daily letter

to his wife; and if any one can read it, and
still think oi Irving as a vain self-seeker, he
must be wholly incapable of knowing a true

man when he sees him.

Each day begins with a boundless hospi-

tality, for already the dining-room, before he
comes down to prayers, is filled with a throng

of elders, devout ladies, stray waifs he has

picked up, and young Scotchmen in want of

a breakfast or an introduction, all of whom sit

down to his morning meal, and get also more
or less advice and " exhortation," the amount
of which, before he gets to bed, is something

a.nazing to think of. When these early

visitors leave, he betakes him to his study,

and the diary records what books he is read-

ing, what thoughts they suggest to him, and
how the sermon for next Sunday is gradually

shaping itself. Then after an early dinner

of the frugallest kind, come visitations of the

sick, dealings with sinners, a glance at the

new church building in Regent Square, and
a meeting in Hatton Garden or elsewhere,

after which there is more visitation, some
one to comfort, or at any rate to " exhort."

It is rarely much before midnight when he

gets home, and sets to writing his diar}'.

This ceaseless activity is only varied by the

tremendous strain on the Sunday, carried

on amid the heat and excitement of a

crowded church, for three hours and a half

in the morning, and two and a half in the

evening, the interval being filled with work
or worry of one kind or another. As
we read the story, it is not his genius we
think of, but his entire devotion to duty.

Not as a prophet does he show himself to

me at this stage, but far more as a priest

—

one " ordained for men in things pertaining

to God." Of dukes, countesses, statesmen,

orators, the diary says nothing whatever

;

neither boasts of their presence, nor regrets

their absence, but simply ignores them alto-

eether. But it is full of tender interest in

struggling poor folk, in hapless waifs, in hope-

ful converts, and in broken hearts. As he

had been among the starving Glasgow
weavers, when he was nobody, so was he

now among neglected Scotchmen in London,
when all the world was wondering after him.

{To be continued.) Walter smith.



PENCIL OR PEN.

By the Right Rev. the BISHOP OF BEDFORD.

Thou shalt watch with me the cloudlet sleep.

On the breast of the changeless blue.

Here purple with heather, there green with

fern,

The broad slopes gleam afar

;

And ruddy the slanting sun-raj-s burn

In the thorn-bush on the scar.

Thou shalt watch the stream, from pool to>

pool

Singing and smiling still,

In its mimic waterfalls, bright and cool,

As it drops from the far-drawn hill.

See how it creeps by the alder-roots

And the mosses brown and green !

See how in silver bars it shoots

The boulder-stones between !

jH, for the spell of the artist's brush

To carry this golden glen

And to set it there 'mid the roar and rush

Of wearily toiling men !

They should gaze on the mountain's eloquent

face,

They should breathe its fragrant air,

And perchance a dream of the wondrous

grace

Might lighten a dim heart there.

Ah, toiler ! not for m3'self alone

Would I love all fair things well ;

—

Thou shalt sit with me on my mossy throne

At the foot of the upland dell.

Thou shalt gaze with me on the mountain

sweep,

With its manifold changeful hue
;
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See how the fountains of snowy spray,

As joyously on they run

Over the level slabs of grey,

Are dancing in the sun !

I may turn my freer gaze to feast

On the small grace at my feet.

The Pimpernel twines its tender thread

'Mid the mosses green and wet,

And the Sundew nestles in russet bed

With its glistening coronet.

The Wild - thyme curves out its fretted

spray,

And many a cushion swells

Of the Ivy-leafed Campanula

With its thousand fairy bells.

Then the magic pencil I'll crave no more,

But I'll wield my uncouth pen.

And the mosses and flowers shall bring their

store

For the solace of weary men.

And the care-worn toiler in dusty ways

The things that I see shall see,

And shall sing to the Giver his song of

praise,

As he shares my joy with me.

WILLIAM WALSHAM BEDFORD.

I envied thee, painter, thy artist eye,

As I looked on the hollow hill

;

Yet are there no graces too softly shy

For the magic of thy skill ?

Lo ! wonderful mosses and tiny flowers

Make the marge of the streamlet fair,

For it is not a grudging hand that dowers

The glen with its beauty rare.

And the mystic wonder of the place,

In things both great and small.

Is the witchery of exquisite grace

That crowns and perfects all.

And while thou, O artist, the great things

seest.

And the splendour, as 'tis meet,



LIFE AND WORK AMONG THE EAST-LONDON POOR.
By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, late Rector of St. George's-in-the-East.

MY knowledge of the East of London is

direct and connected. I have not

dipped into it on philanthropical errands from

the West. I have not hunted within its bor-

ders for curious hterary material. I have not

visited it commercially during business hours,

but lived for ten years within a few doors of

the famous Ratcliff Highway, and daily seen

from my study window the masts of the great

ocean-going ships which were creeping evenly

and slowly to their berths in the Docks after

months of tossing by the sea. My path and

work have lain among my eastern neighbours

and fellow-parishioners, and whatever memo-
ries I retain of them have been picked up in

the ordinary round of life.

Not very long ago the East of London was

reckoned to be quite oriental. Many Lon-

doners who knew Syria had not seen Stepney,

though ithas a cosmopohtan reputation, every

child born at sea being supposed to belong to

that parish. But the poor half of London
was unknown to the rich. Now, docks have

been dug deep into the land by the side of

the Thames, and the Pool is no longer a
" forest of masts." It is only a highway to

the haven of those ships which discharge

cargoes nearest to the city, and is not entered

at all by many which stop short of its narrow

waters and are unloaded lower down. More-

over, a crust of houses beyond the City which

made entrance into the true East London
difficult has been pierced or removed. Rail-

ways, trams, and omnibuses penetrate and

traverse the whole region, and the rest of the

metropolis has been awakened to the fact that

a city with more than a million inhabitants

lies at its feet.

One discovery, to those who have eyes to

see, is that East London is the basement floor

of the whole metropolitan building. It holds

the store-room, butler's pantry, and cellar.

For instance, the warehouses which skirt the

docks are filled with tea, coffee, wine, spirits,

tobacco, sugar, and spice, let alone a varied

and manifold wholesale store of such things

as indigo, ivory, wool, &c., &c. I cannot
unravel these details. They are too enor-

mous to be spoken of as details. Take one
ground floor I have often crossed while on a

pastoral round. It is one out of hundreds.
There you might often behold some twenty
thousand tons of sugar—enough to sweeten
the Dead Sea. Close by this is a cellar con-
taining, literally, some "acres" of port and

sherry. And as for the tobacco Lately

a little book has been published about nar-

cotics and stimulants, recording the habits of

literary and scientific men, with an eye, not

yet satisfied, to the furnishing of evidence

whereby to judge correctly of their influence.

One of the most fruitful and entertaining novel

writers of our day claims to be a steady

smoker while at work. He has a keen per-

ception of the value of tobacco. One day,

when he was paying me a visit at St. George's-

in-the-East, I took him into a cigar floor.

The custodian said there was then only about

two hundred and eighty thousand pounds

worth of cigars in the room ; and he gave m}'

friend a bundle to smell. The whiff of covet-

ousness was Gargantuan. " I couldn't have

one to smoke now, could I ? " said he. I

have since seen several eruptive references

to the wealth of East London in the world of

fiction. The flavour of a quarter of a million

of Havannahs leaves an impression, when
suddenly made. Indeed, as they are our

country cousins who show us London, so it

is the West which reveals the East to East-

erners. The friends who visited me made me
think more of our every-day life, and now
that I am no longer permanently resident in

East London, though I carry on some of m}'

old work there during stated periods, I have

come better to apprehend its condition. It

is necessary to step back in order to take in

some views which are counted to be importu-

nate. They stand too near us in the field of

vision.

I have likened East London to the base-

ment of a great house, as it holds both cellar

and store-room. But it has become chiefly in-

teresting to social inquirers and philanthro-

pists as it is also the stratum of servants. It is

filled with workers. The chief masters live

up-stairs, as it were, and do not mix with the

society of the basement. They, or at least

such as represent the housekeeping heads of

families, descend to give orders, but the rest

of the family is only waited upon—at a dis-

tance. And the discovery of a milUon ser-

vants or sheer workers all living together has

shrewdly exercised philanthropists, for one

first article in the creed of a rich man is that

the poor are far from the kingdom of heaven.

I do not mean to say that the West of London
has put its hand into its pocket and paid for

preachers and teachers to awaken and instruct

the East. No such thing. It has read with
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interest about the monotonous streets, the

weary wastes of houses, where there is no
" society " and the places of worship are only

half filled, but it has done next to nothing

in order to correct these supposed defects.

Some successful brewers and distillers, assisted

possibly by the thought that the source of

their wealth is too thirstily appreciated, have

given freely of their time and money to

good works, but, as a rule, the wealthy

have stood aloof. Perhaps a crowded Bel-

gravian congregation has sent a so-called

*' enormous " collection of some jQ^oo or

^800 once a year to the interesting " East,"

after strenuous pleading on the part of some
popular minister therefrom, but the pro-

portion between the sum and the income

of the worshippers does not represent the

relation between the Western employers and

Eastern servants of London. It is a mere

"tip," and a small one. I do not blame

them. I do not believe that the most lavish

almsgiving would do good to the East. It is

only as it fights its own battles and does its

own work well that it thrives. The East

really lives by means of the West, and any
combined action on the part of the employers

to supply the employed with comforts beyond
what they could earn would do more harm
than good. I am sure, however, that an in-

dividual exercise of generosity on a large

scale, however Quixotic it might be esteemed,

would produce genuinely wholesome results.

We do not sufficiently appreciate the excel-

lence of eccentricity. It is a pity that Mr.

Besant called his charming book " All Sorts

and Conditions" of Men " an " Impossible

Story." Virtually it is not impossible. It

indicates a need which could be met. Think
what a very rich man might do, without the

plague of any committee, in an East-London
district, not in the shape of direct Elementary
Education, since the School Board for Lon-
don is looking after that, but in the way, e.g.,

of a large swimming bath and school, open
all the year round ; or a winter garden, not

a little scrap under a hand glass, but one big

enough for people to wander about and get

warm in. I leave Dives to think ofsome other

great gifts, which would no more " pauperise
"

the recipients than the British Museum does
Bloomsbury Square, or Kensington Gardens
do the regions around them. Beside such

open-handed donations a real want of East-

London society is middle-class leisure ; not
any shower of ordinary doles, which degrade
individuals. For instance, there are very few
who have time to look into the Board Schools.

The mere visits of more ladies and gentlemen

would be very valuable. They need know
nothing about " codes." But an educated

stranger, or kindly intelligent friend who goes

round the classes and has a cheery word with

the teachers and children, brings in a whiff of

change, for which the school work may well be

momentarily suspended. It is most welcome.

Even such ordinary school visitation comes to

be missed and appreciated by masters and
scholars when weeks pass without conscious-

ness of their relation to any world beyond the

scholastic circle. While speaking of these

schools, moreover, I must remark that no
provision is made for the yearly entertainment

or " day out " of the thousands of children

who people them. This might be afforded

once in a way by some good-natured Dives
;

but short of it I would suggest that the mere
exhibition "of "Punch " to their scholars would
be incalculably appreciated. I never saw a

"Punch" anywhere during my whole ten

years' residence in the East of London.
Think of the bank of little faces, wrinkled

with fun, which is never tired of holding its

street session in those Western parts where
this drama is held, and then think of a

generation growing up ignorant of such an

innocent and absorbing entertainment.

I have referred to the yearly excursion,

common to all "denominational schools,"

and for which Ave may see many autumnal

appeals in the papers under the head of "A
Day in the Country." This is much prized,

but more as a corporate frolic, than for any

wholesome rustic influence or refining in-

struction.

Once, when I had taken a large party

out, I looked to see if any cared to pick wild

flowers, but saw none till I noticed a solitary

lad slowly searching the grass. " Here,"

thought I, " is a nature-loving soul," and I

watched him with interest. He had, indeed,

deserted the noisy group around the "knock-

'em-downs," but only because he had won a

cocoa-nut, and was looking for a stone that

he might crack and eat it by himself.

One day is not enough in which to pass

from London sentiments into a perception

of the country. That is best roused by an

organization for which Mr. Barnett, of St.

Jude's, Whitechapel, is chiefly to be thanked.

Growing numbers of poor children are thus

sent into some rustic village for a fortnight or

more every summer. Arrangements are made
for their board and lodging, frequently with a

peasant, and the little white-faced folks come
home with brown cheeks, and an unfading

perception of cows, sheep, hay, corn, and

flowers " all a-growing," but not on the head
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of a costermonger who makes them, the

flowerSj tremble with his yells.

The ignorance of Londoners is sometimes

starthng to a countryman. As the boys were

leaving our Raines School in Cannon Street

Road one day, a mare was led past with a

young foal at her side. Several of the lads

had never seen a foal.
_

" Did she lay it

now ? " remarked one, quite seriously. He
had got some mixed notions about a mare's

nest. Once I was visiting a needlewoman,

whose work was to embroider emblems
involving thistles on naval caps. I ventured

to remark that they were not quite correctly

done. " Ah !
" said she, " but then I never

saw a real thistle." To her they were simply

heraldic, like griffins.

There is, however, one form of rustic vaca-

tion taken by the poor which gives them
change of scene, if not of society. I refer to

the gathering of hops. I did not fully realise

this till, one day, an Irishman whom I had
helped to provide with a wooden leg stopped

me saying, " Surr, I've been hopping." As
he had done nothing else since I had known
liim, I waited for explanations, and learned

a good deal about the yearly exodus of
" Pickers." But, in my experience, every

year has distinctly increased the communica-
tion between town and country, and seen

more poor people get some change of air.

The great need of the day, however, is to

bring better air 'into their dwellings. That is

the chief change required ; and it is in pro-

gress, though slowly. It is true that working

people are better lodged in the East than in

the West of London, partly because land is

cheaper, and partly because they are not led

to live in houses constructed for another class,

and then deserted by them as the tide of

fashion moves westward. In this case whole
families are often crowded into one room

;

as often comes to pass throughout such places

as Soho. Cheap lodgment is, however, bad
enough eastward, and the air is spoiled, not

because it comes over many roofs, but

because, in most cases, each house poisons

the supply of its own household. The Lon-
don system of sewerage is dangerous every-

where ; all dwellings, great and small, being
put into possible communication with the

foul mischiefs generated by a whole me-
tropolis ; but the small, about which least

trouble has been taken, are naturally most ex-

posed to the enormous underground springs,

stores, and streams of vitiated air with which
I-ondon has been supplied in these scientific

days. Beside the ever-new taint from leaky

drains, the poorest houses are rendered un-

wholesome by long-contracted rottenness.

Something has been done to replace these

death-breeding "homes ;
" but hitherto it is

difficult, if not impossible, even to say what
more is needed in order to make London as

healthy as it might fairly be expected to be.

The necessary information can hardly be

gathered. I speak advisedly. IMy brother

clergy were pleased to elect me as one of their

representatives at the London Diocesan Con-
ference, held in 1883, and one of the com-
mittees appointed by that body was set to

inquire into and report upon the condition

of the dwellings of the working classes. I

was asked to serve on this. Sir Richard

Cross, the author of the well-known sanitary

Act, is our chairman. We met, and began
to inquire. It presently appeared that under

existing conditions it is by no means easy to

ascertain how much in London is untouched

by recent sanitary legislation. We wrote to

the officers of health of all the parishes and
unions, a large number, in the metropolitan

area, asking for information on this point.

They alone could give^it ; but the answers were
few and meagre. The unpleasant fact is that

much unhealthy house property is held bymem-
bersof thevarious municipal bodies, and as the

officer of health can reply officially to queries

only with the permission of the local cor-

poration of which he is the paid servant, his

testimony is checked. The Vestries them-

selves may be willing enough to remove sani-

tary nuisances; but there is always the chance
of there being two or three members able to

block progress. I called myself at the Local
Government Board to ask where the informa-

tion, sought by our committee, could be

obtained, and I learnt that it was virtually

inaccessible. The first thing needed is a

Royal Commission to compel evidence as to

the sanitary necessities of London. For this

our committee have petitioned the House,
and, here we have stuck fast.

Meanwhile, however, promising examples
exist of what may be done. There Avas a
horrible region at the back of the Royal
Mint. It was, I think, the worst part of

London I ever knew, and yet the rents were
in some cases high, as much as four shillings

a week being paid for one room. The
character of its inhabitants was mostly, as

usual, determined by their dwellings, for a
rotten house makes a rotten household.

Lately this district has been scraped bare,,

and then partially covered with Peabody
buildings. The result has been an influx of

local industry. The old inhabitants, though

they m'gh; in divers cases have been lodged
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cheaper in the new tenements, have flitted,

and some of them have taken possession of a

dilapidated court in Stepney. They did not

wish to be better lodged. They all refused

the new provision made for them. They
made light of it, and went their ways to worse

streets and lanes of the City. They needed
compulsion to come in, and the compulsion

to use a better dwelling can be given only by
the demolition of such degraded dwellings

as they inevitably gravitate to, as long as

there are any left. In fact, their occupations

being somewhat loosely applicable to London
at large, they did not much care where they

lived, so long as they were not obliged to

live decently. As I have said, those engaged
in local industries have flowed into the new
Peabody buildings, and filled them. When
lately I looked, in the porter's lodge, over

the list of applicants for the next vacancies,

I found that genuine w^orking people were

\vaiting to get nearer to their work. Great

nonsense is sometimes talked about the turn-

ing out of poor people from the poorest

houses, as if they were unfairly discomfited

by being removed from the scene of their

labours. No doubt some are discomfited,

but many of those turned out are such as

cannot live permanently near their work. I

refer to bricklayers' labourers, whose chief

business probably lies in those zones of the

suburbs which are being still built. Thev
may be wanted anywhere, but seem to love

the inner "rookeries" of the metropolis.

As these are pulled down their inhabitants

in many cases are only compelled to live

nearer to the districts where most of their

work lies. The very poorest houses, more-
over, are preferred by thieves, habitual or

occasional, and they are helped in their

degradation by the survival of their abo-

minable dwellings. As these are pulled

down a great encouragement of iniquity is

abated. The moral fibre is most likely to

show mischievous action when set in filth,

and thus it is not the greatest of all evils or

hardships to pull down a radically bad house
whenever you can lay your hands upon it.

The residents, in a large number of instances,

are, by the very nature of their work, not tied

down to that immediate neighbourhood, fresh

acres in the suburbs are constantly being
covered with new cheap houses ; as the

demand increases these houses are supplied,

and often it is well to force the inhabitants

of vile tenements to move into those which
are better, and not dearer. No change, of

course, can ever be made without causing
inconvenience to some. The dust will fly

up, or

hangs
court in this wise.
" giant stride," a

directly you begin to sweep. But of all the

dirt which needs to be swept away the poorest

houses are the dirtiest, and he who demolishes

one does a good w^ork, though he himself

may not be prepared to erect a better in its

place. There is, e.g., a court in my old

parish, St. George's-in-the-East, which simply

wants to be pulled down, burnt, swallowed
done away with anyhow. Hereby
1 tale. I realised the origin of the

We had need to set up a

pole with ropes, -vhereby

boys can swing round with centrifugal im-

pulse, in our play-ground. I knew that a

burial-place had been there, or near there,

once, but was not prepared for the skulls we
dug up when we set about erecting our pole.

I had inherited no registers of the dead who
lay in that place. They were numerous, but

their bones were their only monuments. A
ghastly heap of these was turned up—and
buried again. Some said that they were the

remains of corpses which had been found

floating in the river or docks. Others, with

much probability, conjectured that Lascars

had been buried here. And then I realised

the origin of the court to which I have

referred. A large number of Lascars, not

very long ago, formed a marked feature in

our mixed population. They were reckoned,

however, to be dangerous, and likely to grin

and run about the City. Thus a two-storied

court, lined with single rooms, was built for

them, having no back exit, and closed at each

end with doors. Into this they were driven

every night. Here they were locked up, and
I presume that those who occasionally died

were buried in the plot of ground which

afterwards formed our school yard. The
Lascars eventually disappeared, perhaps they

all died, and I wish that their barracks had

disappeared or died with them. But an
" enterprising" builder got possession of the

court, and let it over to—well, not the most

reputable of my fellow-parishioners. Not
one of the tenements has, or had, any sani-

tary accommodation or back door. Charles

Dickens used to come here and grub

for sensational localities. He found them.

This court became the haunt of the lowest

class in the parish, and was the slum m
which he placed the opium den frequented

by Jasper in " Edwin Drood." That picture

was drawn from the Hfe. We came, indeed,

to know the " hag " there described, and who
was locally called " Lascar Sail." Her real

name was Talbot. She eventually, for some
time, attended one of our mothers' meetings,

and even came to church. But she got into
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" trouble," poor thing, and we lost sight of

her. Her rival, " John Chinaman," who kept

the opposition smoking-shop, was well known
to me, and, externally, a very civil fellow.

His surroundings, however, were abominable.

There is no better word for it. If the Bench
of Bishops had been set to live there they

must have been bad too. This court now
exists. I tried to get it pulled down and

have its site included in our " Recreation

Ground," which it adjoins, but failed. Of
course it ought to be clean swept away,

without any pseudo- sentimental thought

about its inhabitants. They might go to

more decent dwellings if they chose, anti I

should like to make their choice imperative.

The Vv'orst phase of the whole matter is, of

course, seen in the fact that any fellow-creature

endures such dwellings. What the clergy, and
all who are interested in the better lodging

of the working classes should encourage, is

" discontent." Once get all classes deter-

mined to apply existing legislation to the cure

of present sanitary evils, and determined also

to improve the laws where they are defective,

and we need not hear of the miserable lodg-

ing of the poor. We have learnt of trades

unions. They have done good. But a grand
future is open to a householders' and lodgers'

sanitary union. There is no reason why
dwellers in the poorer parts of cities should

not band themselves together for the enforce-

ment of sanitary laws. There are special

reasons why they should. The needed work
will never be done if it is left only to philan-

thropists. A revolution in cheap dwellings

should be made, and seen to "pay." The
Peabody trustees have done something to

clear the course, but they are too slow. They
ought to mortgage every one of their build-

ings as soon as it is erected, and go on cover-

ing fresh ground. Thus they might send a

wholesome wave over London. No doubt
several spaces intended for buildings have
been left too long open, but when I look

back at the state of things twenty years ago

I feel myself tempted to believe that a new
action has been set up which shall not fail;

but the best impulse that can be given to it is

the "discontent" of the persons most closely

concerned in the provision of cheap and
healthy houses. Indifference is radically the

source of the greatest social curses we inherit.

(To be contiimed.)

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER I. THE BEAST.

HTHE white glare of an Indian sun was be-
-«- ginning to beat on the parade-ground at

Nhilpoor. The English regiment, summoned
for early drill, was detained to witness a pain-

ful piece of discipline, which the authorities

trusted would prove a salutary warning. A
young soldier named Thwaite, a fine, manly
fellow in spite of his faults, had in the course
of several years' service risen to the rank of
sergeant. This desirable result was the effect

of energy, daring, an obliging temper when he
was not crossed, and a clever aptitude for a
soldier's duties, born of mother-wit, sharpened
by a rather better education than was usual in
his grade. Unfortunately his merits were coun-
terbalanced by defects, which not even pro-
motion had been able to check. He was
as rash and reckless as he was dauntless and
enduring. He had an uncertain temper,
spoilt by what was understood to have been
a hard youth. He was careless X)f the com-
pany he kept, and careless of the excesses
into which he fell in bad company. He had
an elder sister, married to a cousin of the

same name in the troop ; but in spite of her

efforts, and notwithstanding the staid ex-

ample of her husband—a pattern of prudence,
though he had not the wit to rise in the world
—young Will Thwaite had been going from
bad to worse lately, and had indulged in one
fit of dissipation after another. They were
beyond being hidden ; they could not escape
punishment; and both offence and' punish-

ment were totally incompatible with his posi-

tion as a non-commissioned officer.

His best friends had grown weary of plead-

ing for grace, which was so often abused. A
court-martial could only come to one con-
clusion, especially as the Colonel of the regi-

ment was somewhat of a m.artinet, and had
never entertained any great favour for Will.

It was in anticipation of the spectacle that

a certain solemn stir went through the me-
chanically controlled body, drawn out in

strict order. The culprit was brought forth

to confront the Colonel, who proceeded to

see the sentence carried into effect, without
any symptom of dislike to the duty. William
Thwaite was reduced to the ranks, and in

sign of the degradation, the signal was given
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for the usual official to remove, in the presence

of the man's comrades and subordinates, the

stripes on the arm of his jaclcet, which were

the token of his grade.

Till then Will Thwaite had stood like a

statue, though his face was sullen and lower-

ing. But the moment he felt the offensive

touch on his arm, he sprang aside, and before

any one could anticipate the action tore the

stripes from his coat by one wrench, and flung

them right iv che face of the Colonel, with

a savage shout, " Take that from a better

man than yourself!"

Blank consternation was the first result of

the lawless defiance. The deed was such

a gross breach of military discipline, such

an unseemly violation of authority, that the

poor Colonel gasped, and could hardly be-

lieve his senses, while the junior officers and
soldiers gaped in harmony with their senior's

gasp ; and for an instant every energy was
paralyzed.

Thwaite did not take any advantage of the

pause to attempt a flight, which would have

been as mad as what had gone before it.

He stood at ease, with the angry grin still on
his face, till the whole company recovered

themselves. He was put under arrest, a

second time, without offering any resistance,

and marched back to durance, while the

dismissed soldiers formed into groups and
discussed the event of the day, filling the

barrack-yard with subdued commotion.
The orator who spoke beneath his breath

with greatest horror of the outrage which had
been committed, and wagged his head with

most reprobation and foreboding, was Lawrie

Thwaite, Will's cousin and brother-in-law. It

was not Lawrie who, as might have been
expected, carried to his poor wife the news
of his fresh, unpardonable outbreak, and the

imminent danger in which he stood of some
punishment still worse than being drummed
out of the regiment. A gabbling straggler

sought out Jenny, and without preparation

divulged to her the miserable incident.

Jenny wrung her hands, prematurely wi-

thered and drawn by much clothes-washing

for the troop. Well might she lament and
cower in apprehension. The next court-

martial weighed out the terrible, but warrant-

able—almost compulsory—retribution, that

Will Thwaite should undergo a certain

number of lashes before being dismissed from
the service.

CHAPTER II,

—

jenny's STRUGGLES.

Jenny Thwaite, a hard-featured, hard-

working, middle-aged woman, was more at-

tached to her brother than to her husband.

Indeed, it was alleged that she had married

Lawrie Thwaite principally that she might
have a chance of following Will to India and
of being still near him. The reason might

be that while poor Will, smart as he was,

had sore need of such protection as she

could afford him, there was no question

that Lawrie Thwaite was quite capable of

taking care of himself. In addition, Jenny
had never borne a child, which might have

interfered with the sisterly allegiance, while

Will had all along been like her child,

seeing that he was nearly fifteen years her

junior. She had looked after him in those

old hard days of his youth ; she had toiled

to procure for him an education that might

be more in keeping with his future than with

his present fortunes ; she had suffered the

keen disappointment of seeing him grow up
wild and unsteady, until he forsook the trade

to which he had been apprenticed—only

stopping short of breaking his indentures and
leaving Jenny to pay the forfeit—and enlisted

into an infantry regiment under marching

orders for India. Then Jenny consented to

marry her cousin, who was in the same
regiment, and who stoutly denied ever having

decoyed Will into the service.

Lawrie was more Jenny's contemporary

than Will's, and having been on the look-out

for a careful, managing wife, who might wash,

or do dressmaking, or perhaps keep the girls'-

school, and so greatly multiply his resources,

he had hovered about Jenny Thwaite with

matrimonial intentions for years.

Jenny had not been bUnd to her boy's

delinquencies ; she had rated and reproached,

him, and sometimes was not on speaking

terms with him for days. But it was all for

his good. She loved him faithfully through

his worst scrapes, and was secretly serving him,

even while shunned by him, or in declming

for a brief space to hold intercourse with him.

She was the first to hail a sign of amendment,
and was extravagantly proud of his promo-

tion, insisting that he would never stop till

he got a commission, which would be no more
than his due, though she must give up her

washing, and hoping that Lawrie would have

served his time before that day came round.

The process of retrogression, even v/hen

it reached its extremity, did not shake

Jenny's fidelity. It rather knit her so closely

to her brother that she ceased to protest

against his folly. Was it a time to be pick-

ing out holes in his coat and pointing to his

errors, when the poor lad was in trouble and
brought to so sorry a pass that he needed
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every grain of love to fight for him, cleave

to him, and, if it were yet possible, save

him ?

Jenny would leave Lawrie to play the cau-

tious, cold-hearted, judicial part— to draw

back in case of incurring reflected blame, to

stand aloof, though with a decent show of

reluctance, or to join in the chorus of blame.

Nor did Jenny greatly censure her hus-

band for his conduct. It belonged to the

poor man's nature, as she had known when
she married him, and so long as he did not

propose to stop her in the most desperate

exertions she might undertake on her

brother's behalf, according to the original

bargain between the pair, honest Jenny could

not see that she had any title to sit upon her

husband.
It might have been o^iervvise if Jenny's

conviction of her husband's fulfilling his bar-

gain had been shaken, or if she had guessed

that the great secret of her independence

lay in the meanness, rather than in the phleg-

matic magnanimity of the man she had mar-

ried, and who mortally dreaded to offend

her high spirit, lest he should lose the con-

stant harvest of her skilled work.

Jenny moved heaven and earth to deliver

her brother from the barbarous infliction of

the lash. She knew well that it would be
the death of his moral nature, and that the

brand would enter his soul, even if his high-

strung physical system recovered from the

shock it must receive. If it had been possible

to administer the punishmentvicariously, with-

out Will's knowledge, she could have been
wrought up to bare her brave shoulders like

the Russian women to the knout, and like

another Godiva have faced ignominy, so that

the victim, who was her own flesh and blood,

her darling since her early girlhood, might be
permitted to go free. That resource was im-

possible. All that Jenny could do, and she
had only a few days to do it in, was to

wander day and night, praying for a com-
mutation of the sentence. She appealed
here and urged there. She worked upon the

chaplain to draw ivi a petition for her. She
vexed the souls of men with her sometimes
speechless, but never-failing importunity, and
the dry-tongued anguish of her despair. She
declined to be repulsed, though she had been
rather a proud little woman in her better

days. . She won over gentle, illogical, enthu-

siastic ladies to espouse her cause, and to

plague their husbands never to mind prece-

dents, not even justice, but for dear mercy's
sake to grant Jenny Thwaite's prayer. She
was the most careful washer and clear-starcher.

the best darner, the nicest sewer of plain

seam, the most trustworthy nurse on a pinch

they had ever found. The whole men would
fare the worse, and every officer's household

be in straits, if they drove Jenny beside her-

self. Why, the poor woman must go mad
;

she would die on their hands, and they would

have two ruined lives, two deaths at their

door. Was that what their stupid, stubborn

bondage to form wanted? Colonel Bell was

not a bit the worse of the insult. He had
not so much as a scratch on the face ; and
was a poor fellow to be treated like a brute,

because, for once in his life, he had foi-gotten

himself, and behaved like a baby ? Did not

Bertie or Charlie throw his toys at any one

who came in his way—at papa himself, when
the child was in a rage ? Don't speak to

the ladies of the demoralising effect on the

other soldiers, the loss of prestige where the

rule of the officers was concerned, of mutiny,

and insurrection and chaos come again. No
such horrors ensued in the nursery from

making as little as possible of Bertie or

Charlie's naughtiness, and leaving the child to

come to himself.

Jenny wound up her vehement representa-

tions by what sounded in the circumstances

like wild romances, of the Thwaites having

grand connections, with the likelihood that

the family would rise in the world some day,

when certainly the ofticers would be sorry for

the cruel, base punishment they had inflicted.

These unreasonable and passionate state-

ments on the whole did harm to the woman's
suit. Nobody had time to ask or give con-

firmatory details of the improbable story,

which appeared to rest on no foundation,

unless it were a little vapouring of Will in his

cups, and some wary conceited bragging on

the part of his brother-in-law. It was either

a credulous delusion or a pure invention.

In the meantime, Jenny had no encourage-

ment from those most interested in the aftair.

" It is of no use, Jenn}'," said her husband
with ostentatious dismalness, doing little to

second her in her frantic exertions.

" Never mind, Jen," said poor Will, when
she visited him, " it will soon be over," turn-

ing away to hide a shuddering recoil. " Every-

thing will soon be over, and you'll be well

rid of a rascal who has only been a trial and
grief to you."

CHAPTER III.—RESCUE AND SACRIFICE.

Jenny's fond, piteous struggles proved in

vain. Law and order were inflexible. The
offence was too outrageous. The welfare of

the British army was at stake. Will Thwaite
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kit with wearing

was to be flogged, though many a kind

heart resented the necessity, or waxed rueful

under it.

The morning of the flogging rose as sultry

as the day on which Will had grossly insulted

his commanding officer in the discharge of

his duty. Will never forgot the airless heat

of his cell as he lay on his face and awaited

the summons to public shame and torture.

Jenny did not lie on her face idle, though

her door was shut, and it was in shrouding

darkness that she busied herself with a dumb
intensity of preparation, in gathering together

fomentations, unguents, rags, and bandages,

and in filling a disused

apparel and provisions for a journey.

But the post-runners came in before the

hour for drill, and among the letters for the

Colonel was one from a firm of London
lawyers, which filled the scrupulous man
with disturbance and dismay. There could

be no mistake about it. He knew by name
the respectable firm that applied to him, and
their communication was carefully attested.

The laws of the service were as the laws

of the Aledes and Persians. Never had there

been a more scandalous contempt of disci-

pline than that shown by Will Thwaite on
the parade-ground. But though the welfare

of the British army ought to be the first con-

sideration, there was also something—a great

deal according to Colonel Bell's ideas—to be

said in support of aristocratic privileges and
prejudices. Good heavens ! a baronet and
squire of many acres and long descent could

not be flogged in the presence of a regiment

of soldiers ; some of whom represented his

social equals and future associates, while the

rest were his undoubted inferiors. This was
what the matter had come to.

The lawyer's letter to Colonel Bell con-

tained the document which was to buy off

William Thwaite, private in the regiment, on
the grounds that he had succeeded to the

rank and property of a grand uncle, and was
now Sir William Thwaite, of Whitehills, in

Eastham ; and it was not fit either for the

rank and file of the army, or for the honour-

able fraternity of baronets and squires, that

he should continue a day longer than was
necessary a private soldier, even in the most
select and distinguished regiment.

What would the firm think if the tidings

were flashed to them that the baronet and
squire was about to receive his deserts in the

form of corporeal punishment ?

No, it could not be; the sentence, stringent

as the obligation was, must be quashed

—

whether on the plea that the negotiation

XXV—

5

for Sir William's discharge had gone a certain

length before he committed the offence,

whether that Will Thwaite and Sir William,

of Whitehills, were two different and distinct

individuals, or from some other flaw in the

indictment.

An informal council or court of astonished,

scandahsed officers was held. Colonel Bell

assumed the responsibility of dealing with the

War Office, and it was announced to a yet

wider circle of open-eyed, open-mouthed, in-

terested persons, that no flogging was to be
performed. For William Thwaite, or, more
properly, Sir William Thwaite, had already

ceased to belong to the service, therefore his

misconduct had been dealt with under a
false assumption. If he were still to be
held accountable it must be before another

tribunal.

The news found Sir William too stunned

to take in its meaning, beyond the two items

that he was delivered at the eleventh hour

from indelible obloquy, and that he was at

liberty to depart from scenes which had
becQme odious to him.

He staggered out into the blinding sun-

shine, doggedly enduring the measured ex-

planations and shy, awkward congratulations

of his recent superiors and judges, and im-

patiently shaking off" the rougher and readier

good wishes of his former allies. He went
straight to his sister's without waiting for an
invitation from Lawrie Thwaite, who, to be

sure, looked more taken aback with the ex-

traordinary change in his brother-in-law's

fortunes than even Colonel Bell. The
Colonel, after the first shocked sense of in-

congruity and confusion, detestable to a man
of his precise cast of mind, did not testify

any vindictiveness or unwillingness to admit

that the scales had undergone a sudden

reversal in a comrade's case. But Lawrie

shrank into himself, looked blue and green,

and could hardly furbish up the thankfulness

that was called for from him.
" Did you ever see a chap hang his head

as if his nose was bleeding, because his

brother-in-law weren't walloped, and had

come into a pot of money and a handle to

his name ? It ain't always not lost what a

friend gets," remarked a shrewd observer.

" Could this fellow have counted on any

chance of his coming into the succession ?

He is a cousin of the other beggar's, and he

might have calculated on Will never get-

ting the better of the beastly consequences

of his precious performance, drinking himself

to death, or shooting himself. I have known
a man pull the trigger on less provocation,"
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surmised a more thoughtful speculator on the

event which was the talk of the station for

weeks to come. " Well, I for one am glad

that the luck has fallen to the first. He has

the thews and sinews of a man, a clean-made,

well-knit fellow, and would have been a first-

rate soldier if he could have learnt self-con-

trol. I remember his dragging Roberts out

of the enemy's range in the encounter in the

Little Ghaut when he first came out and when
we had some brisk business doing. But he was

always getting into a mess, and this last spurt

of insolence threatened to put on the finish-

ing-touch. He will go to the dogs as it is,

taking a little longer time perhaps."

Nobody, save the two, saw and heard the

ecstasy of Jenny's recovery of her brother

and recognition of his changed estate.

Nobody—Jenny included—doubted that

Sir WiUiam would immediately start for

England, where much business, the irksome-

ness of which would be splendidly gilded,

must await him. The lawyers had sent

ample funds for his travelling expenses,

and there was nothing to detain him.

But a sorrowful, peremptory impediment
sprang up on the eve of Will's starting.

Jenny was worn by long years of work, and
her constitution had not been improved by
the climate of India. She was further spent

by the burning anxiety and incredible exer-

tions of the last few days in the hottest of

the hot season. She fell a ready victim to

the fever hovering about the native town,

and the disease from the commencement
assumed a hopeless aspect.

There was no want of interest and sym-
pathy. The mingled sensations, which Sir

William's story had excited, relieved them-
selves in a crowd of attentions to the invalid.

Jenny had many more shapes of jelly, bottles

of wine, and preparadons of iced milk sent

to her than she could have possibly swal-

lowed, even though her short illness had been
indefinitely prolonged. Her former em-
ployers waylaid Sir William and Lawrie
Thwaite every time they stirred abroad, with
inquiries, ofters of service, even proposals to

come and share the task of nursing the

patient. These demonstrations proceeded
quite as much from the romance of the

situation, with the melancholy nature of poor
Jenny's final part in Sir WiUiam's good
lortune, as from interested motives.

Lawrie Thwaite did not fail in attention

to his wife, though he had never recovered
from the combined shocks of his kinsman's
dishonour and honour. He was a plain

man, he said, and could not stand such

flights of fortune. But he knew a good wife

when he had her. He was persuaded

—

drawing the deduction from his own disposi-

tion, that it would be the last blow ; every-

thing would be up with him if Jenny died,

and not only deprived him of her services,

but severed the near connection between
him and Sir William. " Drat Will Thwaite,
that he should bear a title like an alderman
or a dook."

ButJenny, who had always been courageous
and self-denying, was resigned to her fate

and the will of God. She tried her best to

meet and overcome the passionate rebellion

of her brother. Her heart was still so full

of gratitude and joy on his account that she

had no room for sorrow for herself. It ap-

peared as if she had come to see that all was
for the best, and could feel an unearthly

saUsfaction in this last offering up of herself

for the lad.

" You won't want me any more. Will ; I

should only have been in your way," she

said faintly.

" Jen," he protested in his vehement
depths of love and sorrow, " you know I

would rather have lived in the most miserable

den, and had nothing except potatoes and
salt to keep me from starving, with you, than

without you to be master of the finest house in

the kingdom, and have grand furniture and
delicate dishes at my command. So don't

go for to leave me, Jen—don't, if you ever

cared a farthing for a scamp who was never

worth the trouble you took for him, and the

fondness you wasted on him."
'•' No, no, my dear, I have my reward

when I think of you as a gentleman among
the best. I do know that it is sore for you
to give me up, for we've come through the

hards together, that we 'ave ; but we've seen

the last of poverty and knocking about, and
it is all for the best. A pretty like figure I

should have made as a baronite's sister

!

Why, Will "—raising herself up with diffi-

culty, a smile on her wan face—"you'll get

a fine young lady for your wife, as good as

she is fine. You won't miss your sister Jen,

thougli your kind heart will never let you
forget her."

" I don't want a fine young lad)'," said

Will hoarsely. " What should I do with

such cattle ? They would only laugh at me
and despise me. I only want you, Jen."

"Ah, lad, you don't know what is good
for you. Rest content ; there is One as

knows, and He don't make no mistakes,

though it ain't the thing we fancy we want

He gives us mostly. But there is something
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you can do for me, lad, before I go—a single

favour I'm bold to ax."
" Ax all I have, and you are welcome to

it, Jen. Don't put your request in that way,"

said Will reproachfully.
" Nay, it is the fitting way, since you are

the head of the house—Sir Wil'am, no less
"

—dwelling on the words in her weak voice

with loving triumph. " If I am not the first

to do you honour, who should be ? But I

ha'n't too much breath to spare.
,
Will, dear,

it is the drink that has been your ruin ; not

that you're ruined—far from it—and you
ain't a sot—God forbid !—but you've gone
your own way, and not been too peticklar

about the company you kep'—judging others

as you did yourself, like a innocent 'igh-

spirited chap—not always looking out for

number one, keeping out of mischief yourself,

and leaving others to pay the piper, like poor
Lawrie, and the drink has done the rest.

"When it was on you it has driven the wit

clean out, and made your temper work like

mad. Promise you will have no more to do
with the drink, for it tempts gentle and simple,

in one shape or another, as I've seen in some
of the tip-top bungalows where I've gone to

do a day's washing. Your being Sir Wil'am
and a squire will not keep you straight, but

will only make your fall the greater, if you
let the drink get the better of you. I'll not
rest in my grave if that day come. Promise
me. Will, you'll have done with the drink, and
I'll die 'appy."

" I swear I'll never put my lips to a glass

from this day forth, if that will content you.

It is the least I can do for you, that has

done everything for me since mother left me
a whining babby," the young man vowed
solemnly.

" And I can answer for your keeping your
word ;—that's my good lad," declared the

dying woman, with growing feebleness and
perfect satisfaction.

Will roused her afresh. " Is there any-
thing more I can do for you, Jen ? " he im-
plored—" not for myself, but for yourself or

any other person you mind about."
" Bless the lad ! what should I desire now

but to 'ave him sitting there, where my eyes
can fall upon him, the last thing. Well,
there is Lawrie. I doubt poor Lawrie will

miss me a bit," muttered Jenny, rather in a
tone of benevolent consideration than of
keen sympathy. " You might spare a trifle

and settle summat on Lawrie. He's your
cousin, as well as my good man—a poor
relation of the family, such as you were wont
to be when no helping-hand was held out to

you; but it's forget and forgive where I'm
going. With that and his pension, when his

time is out, hell fare well enough, without
feeling the odds of me gone, and no more
money coming in to eke out his pay."

" He may have the half of all I'm to get for

your sake, Jen. I don't feel to care about
it," said the new squire in his despondency.

" The hah" of your inheritance ! Have
you taken leave of your senses, lad? " cried

Jenny, almost springing back to life and
energy at the extravagance of the proposal.
" What would Lawrie Thwaite do with a
gentleman's allowance? You could never
make a gentleman of him. He v/ould only
hoard it, and run the risk of being robbed
and murdered, or be cheated out of it by
some fair-tongued scoundrel, for Lawrie
ain't wise, though I've heard him called a
wiseacre. Between you and me, he's greedy
and cunning, poor soul ; but there ben't no
great harm in him, and he ha'n't much of a
head - piece. No, Will, I said a trifle out
of your abundance ; stick to that, and I 'ont

be displeased or troubled with the fear that

I did wrong in marrying Lawrie to follow

you, and so mebbee hung a millstone round
your neck. We're but weak critters, and
don't see an inch before our noses. For his

sake as well as for yours, let it be no more
than is in keeping with what he has been used
to, and what he needs. It is another thing

with you, who are to be a grand gentleman,

a benefactor to your kind, like old General
Leigh with his soldiers and the natives.

You remember him and the monster funeral

he had ? Ay, but I would have liked to see

you at the height of your glory
!

" cried

Jenny, beginning to wander. " I would have
liked to have seen Whitehills just once, and
then crept down into the dark hole. White-
hills, with its floors of gold and its gates ot

pearls, and you among your ivory and your

apes and peacocks. But we'll meet again in

a better place. Will—a better place, where
there's no more parting."

Jenny was dead and buried. There had
been a most respectable attendance at her

funeral. It seemed perfectly natural that

her brother. Sir William, should act as chief

mourner, paying his sister all the respect

which she had so richly merited, in his first

appearance in public after his accession to

rank and fortune. The company were actu-

ally at the grave's mouth before an awkward
omission was remarked. The widower had
not joined the little cavalcade.

Will took himself severely to task because

he had shut himself up with his sorrow and
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only come out when he was summoned to

walk at the head of the coffin. He went im-

mediately on his return to seek his brother-

in-law, and take the first steps in the arrange-

ment which had been agreed upon between
Will Thwaite and his sister. It was too late;

the wretched man had hanged himself.

The catastrophe was classed as a singular

instance of wedded love and despair in a

man who had not been demonstrative in his

regard for his partner during her lifetime.

Paradoxical, pensive spirits pointed to it as

a case of repressed emotion and misunder-

stood devotion.

The sorry truth was that Lawrence Thwaite
had been goaded, beyond the utmost stretch

of his endurance, by the cruel chapter of

accidents which had thwarted all his crafty

plans and secret hopes. Why had events

happened so promiscuously, and yet with

such horrible fortuitousness, for Will ? Why
had his prodigal course been stopped, before

folly and the climate had sent him post-

haste and betimes, beyond the succession to

a baronetcy and a squire's acres ? Why had
the indignity and anguish of the flogging been
remitted ? Why had old Sir John Thwaite,

after he had lived beyond his threescore

and twenty years, not hung out just another

month, but insisted on dying in the very

nick of time? Why had the post-runners not

slackened their speed and delayed the niail,

if but for one hour ? And now the last mis-

fortune had happened. Jenny, who was so

clever a bread-winner and manager, had
taken it upon her to die out of hand. There
had been no love lost between him and Will

in the past. Will would seize the oppor-

tunity of Jenny's death and his departure to

enter on his possessions, to get rid of Lawrie,

as Lawrie, in similar circumstances., would
have got rid of Will. Lawrie would be
reduced to his poor pay, with the prospect
of greater indigence in his old age, after he
had been let down from a condition of com-
parative comfort, and shut out from the

intoxicating prospect of a great inheritance.

It was more than the miserable man could
bear. He counted himself hardly dealt with,

both by God and m.an ; his brain reeled, and
he flung up the game in a sudden fury, which
altogether overcame his caution and delibe-

ration.

As for Will, he was cut to the heart by what
struck him as the ghastly result of his swift,

selfish unfaithfulness to Jenny's trust ; though
he could not pretend to regret, on any other
grounds than those of horror and pity, his

kinsman's fate. It sank into Will's spirit

that no good had come, or would come, of

his prosperity. It had saved his worthless

credit and life, but it had cost Jenny her

life, and it had driven Lawrie Thwaite to

destruction.

CHAPTER IV.—WHITEHILLS.

The Thwaites of Whitehills were one of

the oldest families in Eastham, but, like

many another old family, all its members
had not preserved its dignity intact, or be-

haved with the decorum which ought to have
accompanied blue blood. Two generations

before, a foolish lad had alienated his kins^

folk by a low marriage with the daughter of

one of the keepers. He had consummated
his evil-doing, in the eyes of the head of the

house, by declining to come begging for

pardon, and to submit to the authority which
should mete out to him at once his punish-

ment and such assistance as might enable

him to make the best of his bad bargain

and refrain from disgracing his family further.

He was only too willing in his refractoriness

to drink as he had brewed ; but since such
culprits are not often gifted with the strength

of character and determination of mind which
mark the successful architects of their own
fortunes, the drink he consumed grew very

thin indeed. He sank lower and lower in

the social scale, and ended by becoming a
considerable burden on his father-in-law, the

keeper. He had, as a matter of course, been
dismissed from Whitehills; but as he was a
capable, industrious man, master of his call-

ing, and had not been privy to his daughter's

love and ambition, he succeeded without much
difficulty in getting employment in another
part of the county.

The matter, though a source of mortifica-

tion and pain to the Thwaites of that day,

was of less consequence, apart from family

pride and affection, inasmuch as the delin-

quent was not the heir, and had more than

one elder brother.

There was no lack of sons then at White-
hills ; but time sometimes works havoc
among the strongest of such stays. Time
was rather slow in its work in this instance,

and as a cousin who has descended in the

social ranks is not like a brother fallen into

low life, the successors of the erratic Thwaite
who was at the bottom of the mischief were
still more left to theii fate by their illus-

trious relatives.

The poor Thwaites, inheriting the good
and evil of the paternal temper, had the rare

grace not to obtrude themselves on the

notice of their loftier kindred, though the
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plebeian branch kept up the recollection of

their descent. One of them had even gone

so far as to make, on one of his few holidays,

at a considerable sacrifice, an hicoguito journey

in third-class carriages and on the tramp, to

gaze, from a respectful distance, with gloat-

ing, covetous eyes on what, in picturesque

language, might be called the cradle of his

race. He kept the expedition jealously con-

cealed from people who had even a nearer

interest in it. No doubt it added to the

liveliness of the interest, that the news of the

gradual sweeping away of the elder branch of

the stock had filtered somehow to those most
concerned. Deaths at home and abroad,

old bachelors whose rights perished with

them, childless couples equally without

representatives, left the last Sir John, in the

direct line, limited to his family and to the

alien Thwaites for the preservation of the

title and land in connection with the original

name. . He had no power by the terms of

the entail to will away the inheritance—even

so far as heirs female, while there existed

the remotest heirs male who could prove

their descent and produce their registers.

In view of the exigency of the situation,

Sir John seized the opportunity of marrying

twice—first in early manhood and again late

in life. A third opportunity was not vouch-

safed to him. In the first instance the

children died in infancy. In the second the

sole child born was a boy, weak both in body
and mind.

There seemed no resource for Sir John
save to make himself acquainted with his

poor relations, and cultivate them diligently

while there was yet time to provide a decent

wearer of his honours. But the old man
was of an arrogant, narrow temper. He
clung to the last, with as much passionate

pride as human feeling, to the hope that his

poor boy, with all the aid which his position

could give him, would grow stronger and
wiser as he grew older, and when that trust was
stamped out by the death of the little fellow,

the father would not consent to put a low
bumpkin in his son's place. He washed his

hands of the whole matter, the error of his

ancestor and the misfortune of an illiterate,

underbred master of Whitehills. Sir John
peevishly refused to do what he could to set

the wrong right. If Providence had chosen
it was to be so, why should he plague him-
self to concoct a partial remedy ?

All that Sir John would attempt for the

credit of the name and the good of the place
was to live as long as he could and keep the

interloper out till his last breath. This he

contrived to do till he was an octogenarian

with four or five years to spare.

The Thwaites with the puddle in their

blue blood had not been longer lived or

more productive of heirs than the main line

had shown itself. At last the inferior branch

resolved itself into Will and Jenny Thwaite,

the son and daughter of the elder grandson

of Dicky Thwaite, whcJ fell from his station

by marrying the keeper's daughter, and
Lawrie Thwaite, the grandson of the younger

son of the same worthy. There was no con-

fusion of numbers or difficulty in tracing the

proper descendant from the man who formed

the link to the baronetcy and estate. Per-

haps the wonder was that no long-sighted

individual had anticipated the end, and in-

sisted on advancing money, or otherwise

bettering the condition of the future Sir

William. But Will and Jenny would have

looked shyly on such overtures, and their

going out to India put temptation more out of

their reach.

Sir WiUiam had never seen Whitehills

before the day that he drove down to it

with his lawyer, one of the leading members
of the well-reputed firm, a clever little gentle-

manlike man, who honestly wished to do
his best by his strange client, but could not

make much of him, as he watched him

curiously at a crucial epoch of his history.

Sir William was a personable enough young

fellow of five or six and twenty. He was

not above five feet eight in his inches ; but

his sinewy figure was well developed. His

carriage was good, though it partook a little

of the ramrod; but that defect was some-

times to be found in the bearing of field-

marshals. Thanks to his soldiering. Sir

William was delivered from the clumsy,

loutish shuffle or slouch of a day-labourer or

a mechanic, and from the jerking gait or skip

of a journeyman tradesman or counter-jumper.

His close-cropped hair was chestnut, the

florid colouring of his face had not yet lost

the bronze of India and the tan of a sea

voyage. It was a complexion which was

not a bad match for that of a college under-

graduate who went in for athletic sports, or

of a country gentleman who had his year

strictly divided into fishing, shooting, and
hunting seasons.

In some respects the lad looked younger

than his years, though he was of manly make.

In others—in a slight massiveness peculiar to

his features, and in what had become the

inflexible gravity of his aspect, he gave one

the idea of maturer age than he had attained.

The best and the most striking things in his
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face consisted of two marked traits. The
natural sweep of his hair made an ample

corner on each side of his forehead, disclos-

ing a full brow, above well-apart eyes and

eyebrows, which lent ah impression of honesty

and frankness, as well as of intellectual capa-

city. His eyes were dark blue, and though

they sparkled oftener than they melted, would

have gone a long way to confer beauty on a

woman's face. The worst points w^ere incon-

gruous and contradictory in the inferences to

be drawn from them. The jaw inclined to

dogged squareness, while the chin was ill-

defined and boded weakness.

Mr. Miles the lawyer, during the necessary

detention of Sir William in town, had in the

most delicate manner suggested an outfit in

accordance with the change of rank. This

and other considerate attentions had pro-

voked no restiveness on the part of their

object, such as might have been apprehended

from a feather-headed fool suddenly raised to

an elevation altogether beyond his level, with

the etiquette of which he was necessarily un-

familiar. Sir William adopted a tweed morn-

ing suit and a dinner dress without making

any difficulty. What he did in trifles was a

happy sign of what he might accomplish in

weightier matters. His mode of meeting the

hints given him raised him in the opinion of

the late Sir John's agents. But the instruc-

tions could not be more than hints, for, with

all his rusticity and simplicity, there was

something about the heir which kept sensible,

self-respecting men, gentlemen themselves,

at a proper distance.

On the other hand there was nothing about

Sir William which could force his prompters

to look down upon him, while they should be

under the necessity of taking the upper hand

with him. The lawyers found their chent had

fair parts, and could understand what was

explained to him, even though it had to do
with business out of his accustomed rut. He
had received a very tolerable education in

the three great primitive R's., and of one R
he had availed himself pretty considerably, in

what appeared, at first sight, untoward circum-

stances. He had a taste for reading, and in

spite of his admitted wildness, had taken

advantage of the regimental library.

Altogether, what with the gain of his

foreign experience and military training

—

granted that the last was in the ranks—he
might at least hold his own, on the score of

ordinary intellectual knowledge, with those

young English gentlemen who have no taste

for the classics, have been plucked over and
over again in their examinations, frequent

stables and kennels instead of drawing-

rooms, and never open a book except the

Field or Bell 's Life.

Messrs. Miles and Dickinson were rather

proud of their client. They had dreaded some-

thing very different ; now they augured quite

hopefully of his future—a quiet fellow, not

at all without common sense, which was

better than uncommon genius, who had done

with sowing his wild oats, and pulled up
effectually so far as anybody could judge.

He might not make such a mess of the

baronetcy and property as some very fine

gentleman would have done. Manners, of

course, he had none ; but no manners were

a great improvement on bad manners. He
had everything to learn there, but compara-

tively little to unlearn. He had his drop of

good blood, which people would be particu-

larly ready to recognise, seeing it was now
fitly balanced by an old title and good
landed property. The last, no agricultural

depression, or vindictive policy of old Sir

John in granting long leases at low rents,

and pensioning dependents inordinately,

could greatly impair. In. those days, when
landowners had a strong call to fall back

into gentlemen farmers working their own
land, against odds too. Sir WiUiam might not

be amiss as a plain country gentleman.

Let him marry well

—

"A penniless lass with a lang pedigree,"

and savoir faire to her finger-tips, and be
amenable to his wife in those respects in

which she was his superior, and there was
no fear of him. He seemed a finish fellow

in the main, both in physique and morals.

What puzzled and disconcerted j\Ir. Miles

in his otherwise satisfactory charge, was the

inflexible gravity and inscrutable' reserve

with which Sir William made acquaintance

with his prospects, and at last with his place.

It was surely unnatural, especially at his age,

that he should express no rejoicing, hardly

even satisfaction, at his accession. He had
lost his sister very recently, but the death of

an elderly married woman, though she had
brought him up, was not likely to aftect so

deeply a young fellow with the ball at his foot.

Sir William and Mr. Miles were driving

over from the nearest station in a trap which

the lawyer had appointed to be ready for

them. He had thought it better not to order

the Whitehills carriage to meet them, with its

announcement that the new master was come,

and its proclamation of the news to every-

body they might pass on the road. The
wiser arrangement was for Sir William to

arrive without attracting particular attention.
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If a demonstration were demanded and
found desirable, let it come later, when every-

body should be better acqnamted and pre-

pared for what was to happen. When Sir

William's wishes were asked on the subject,

he emphatically acquiesced in Mr. Miles's

judicious plan.

The day was in spring, during blustering,

but not uncheery, March weather. The
landscape was as flat as most of the scenery

of Eastham ; but it was not without its

charms in the absence of picturesqueness. It

was wide and free, even to its broad, rutted,

shaggy green lanes, in which a gipsy en-

campment or the evicted Shakers might
pitch a tent or two, and still leave ample
room for the small traffic, principally of carts

or waggons and day-labourers passing that

way. There was a certain rugged sincerity

in the unpretending homeliness of the fields,

together with a shade of sadness and sombre-
ness oftener attributed to some descriptions of

French than to any examples of English land-

scape.

This suspicion of pathos had a complex
origin. This corner of Eastham had never
been in the van of agricultural progress, and
was as moderately productive as it was in-

adequately cultivated. It had plenty of well-

preserved, carefully-stocked coverts for game,
and bore a hunting reputation, but the low
value of the land in other respects was evi-

dent, not merely in the spaciousness and
frequency of the lanes, but in the recurring

wedges of ground covered with stragghng,

sodden grass and rushes.

The country here was very scantily po-

pulated. Anything like market-towns or

villages worthy of the name were separated

by six or eight miles. In general, a village

was represented by half-a-dozen thatched or

tiled houses—not even clustering together,

but standing with wide gaps, till the dwellings

extended over a quarter of a mile—by solitary

roadside inns, and roadside shops which par-

took of the character of Australian stores. As
for the small, ancient, often beautiful churches,

they seemed to exist principally in connection
with their rectories, sometimes equally beau-
tiful in their mellow, red-brick multiplicity

of angles and luxuriant green draperies.

The mansions of the nobility and gentry
were largely conspicuous by their absence,
and the squires' seats had sunk into farm-

houses, dating in more than one instance
from pre-Elizabethan or other times, which
would have delighted the antiquary or the

archaeologist. There was an arrested, isolated,

half-clownish, poverty-stricken aspect about

what was, in fact, one of the most primitive

districts in England, though it had not been
furnished with any barricade of hills or rivers.

The working people, consisting almost en-

tirely of day-labourers, the moment they had
passed their iirst youth, looked dull and
apathetic, on rare occasions fierce and
savage, as if heart and spirit had either been
crushed out of them, or raised into sullen

revolt by the grinding toil necessary to keep
soul and body together. It was probable
that William the Conqueror's Doomsday
Book attested the region—what with Nor-
man castles, Saxon homestead, and religious,

houses, squatters on waste territory, fishers,

of pike and tench and shooters of wild fowl

—

more populous and fully as thriving as it was.

to-day.

So much for the" sombreness of what was-

comparatively waste, half-inhabited and down-
trodden in this section of Eastham ; but there

was no gloom which a March wind and a
changeful March sky could not relieve and
carry off. There was a flavour of liberty and
a feehng of room to breathe in the uncrowded
earth and the unvitiated, though somewhat,
moist and heavy air. The patches of blue in

the sky were matched by the springing green
corn and the banks studded with primroses.

There were more than primroses gemming,
the little watercourses and the long grass by
the sides of the ditches ; there were such
quantities of purple and white violets unseen
by the travellers, that they lent a subtle-

sweetness to the scent of decaying leaves and
freshly turned-over earth. Rooks were wheel--

ing and cawing over the ploughing and the-

sowing in the fields. Small birds were stir-

ring and chirping in the coverts, where the

twigs of the underwood had swollen with the-

bourgeons, and acquired the bluish-purple tint-

of the bloom on a plum. Colts, calves, and
lambs were kicking up their heels and frisk-

ing in the meadows.
" That is Whitehills, Sir William. Let me

congratulate myself on being the first to point

out to you the home of your ancestors," said

Mr. Miles, betrayed into tall language by the

importance of the occasion, as the trap

turned the bend of the road which brought

the mansion-house into view.
" Just so. Thank you, sir," said Sir Wil-

ham, who had not got over the last form of

address, and who spoke m.echanically and
almost as apathetically as any native. He
did not even spring up to a standing position

to catch a better glimpse of the house. What
he did see of it, perhaps, was not calculated

to strike him much, unless he were blinded
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by the sense of ownership. He was neither

antiquary nor archaeologist, and what he dis-

tinguished between the leafless branches of

the trees of the park was only a long low

white building, with the remains of a moat
in a gleaming pond—a common feature of

all the old " halls " in that part of Eastham.

The house was not likely to impress his igno-

rant, underbred taste. He felt rather in-

clined to contrast the reality a little sadly

and sardonically with his poor Jen's delirious

dreams—in which she confounded earth and
heaven—of floors of gold and gates of pearls.

Mr. Miles had cleared his throat and began

to talk of the origin of the name. There
were no hills in Eastham, and hardly even

one elevation here. Some people thought

that " hills " referred to remote cromlechs or

mounds over illustrious dead, whether Danes
or Normans, Saxons or Britons, and that the

adjective " white" meant either the unsullied

purity of their patriotism, or the clear light of

that land to which their souls had fled.

Old Sir John had pensioned his domestics

so liberally that they had retired in a body
for the most part, to enjoy the idleness and
domesticity secured to their declining years.

One or two, who had been more Lady
Thvvaite's servants than Sir John's, went to

form the nucleus of a comfortable establishment

for the well-jointured widow at the dowager-
house of Netherton, four miles off. Mr. Miles

had taken care that a new staff should be put

in oftice, and had enlarged to his wife on the

great gain of a discreet butler and a staid,

efficient housekeeper. The first performance
of these important minor actors in the drama
was perfectly satisfactory, and did credit to

Mrs. Miles's selection. They behaved with

the silent, attentive civility which was all that

was wanted from them. If they could prac-

tise imperturbability in addition to the quiet

discharge of their duties, it might be as well

;

though Mr. Miles began to hope more and
more that Sir William would not, from the

beginning, tax too severely the nerves of his

domestics or outrage their standards. No
doubt a gentleman from the ranks might hold
his tongue to his agent, and yet not preserve
his distance from the inferiors with whom he
would come in constant contact. For that

matter, these would hardly have held him
their social equal of old. But Mr. Miles
was fain to anticipate better things from Sir

William.

The heir had crossed the fine old hall,

really a choice specimen of a low-roofed but
spacious, many-recessed entrance hall, where
black and white marble had preceded tiles,

and a great fireplace, sending forth a ruddy
glow of light and heat, diffused a gratefid

warmth that took out the sting implanted by
the March winds, and offered a kind of

physical welcome home.
From the equally balmy atmosphere of a

corridor, rich in pictures, cabinets, and the

superseded Lady Thwaite's fancy in flower-

stands and low ottomans, Sir William had
entered the library, with its entire lining of

books, its classic busts and faint perfume of

generations of culture transmitted by the

medium of old Russian leather. It had been
Sir John's study, though he was neither a

scholar nor a student, and it had never struck

him as out of keeping with its possessor.

But it was here that the sense of the contrast

between his past and present position seized

upon Sir John's successor and staggered him.

It was easy enough to guess that the

change might be too great to be pleasant,

though none save Will Thwaite himself knew
the whole story of that Nhilpoor, where he

had lain on his face groaning, awaiting the

brutal punishment of the lash. The scene

rose up before him with sickening, revolting

vividness. Just so it would arise and fill him
with a kind of dire bewilderment and terror

as of discovery, exposure, and the awakening
from a mad beguiling dream, on many a

future occasion which would otherwise have
been among the gladdest and brightest ex-

periences of his life. Not the den at Nhil-

poor alone, for that had not been the first

instance of his lying under arrest in a dog
hole, neither had he been a martyr to

military tyranny and fiis commanding officer's

persecution. He had deserved all he had
got and more. The gulfs of low debauchery
in which he had been sinking deeper and
deeper, from which Jen had striven in vain to

warn and snatch him, stood out as plainly

written in letters of fire on his brain. From
the moment he had bent over Jen's bed and
known himself powerless to save her, his

remorse for those grievous sins against her

devotion, which had cost her life, smote him
with throes of self-disgust convulsing his

nature and threatening to remain an indelible

accusing record on his conscience, quicken-

ing any original sensitiveness which had been
hardening for years, and rendering it morbid
for life. He could not agree with her that

she would have cut but a poor figure where-

with to adorn his elevation in rank. If that

were true, then perish the elevation, for he
knew, if none else did, how far she was his

superior. He had slain the creature who had
done everything for him, and was so much
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better than he. It was over her grave that

he had stepped to his promotion. He had

even, in his wretched self-engrossment, ne-

glected her last charge and suffered Lawrie to

perish. If it were not for his pledge to Jen,

he would not care what became of him when
everybody was singing out the mocking lie

that he had been so lucky in coming into a

fortune and all of rubbish. But, for Jen's

sake, he must keep his word and deny himself

to the last the one antidote to his misery.

He must die game and sober.

CHAPTER V.—NEIGHBOURS.

Sir William had paused on the threshold

of the library, and Mr. Miles, who was watch-

ing his companion, saw him get first red and
then white, and hang his head. The next

moment the master of the house walked to

one of the windows, and, as if to mask any
disturbance he had betrayed, asked, in the

slow, measured speech which attaches to

speakers who weigh every word they utter,

"What is that house to the right.? Who
occupies it?"

" There is only one house within sight, I

think," said Mr. Miles, in the easy, unaffected

tone he sought to establish between the two,

joining the speaker as he spoke. "That is

Lambford ; it belongs to Lord Termor. He
is in his dotage, and Lady Fermor rules for

him. She is your nearest neighbour. I am
sorry to say she cannot be called a good
neighbour."

Sir William's curiosity was easily satisfied.

Naturally it was not the first time that the

lawyer had dined with his client. Mr. Miles

had already found the opportunity of noting

two things. One was, that the young baronet
conducted himself very much according to

ordinary rules. He had assisted as an orderly

at mess dinners ; he had come home as a

first-class passenger, and, being surrounded
by an odour ofgood fortune, his presence had
been welcomed instead of tabooed at the table

d'hote. He was too proud to subject himself

to ridicule by failing to acquire habits which
the practice of a little observation and self-

restraint could quickly teach him. A smart

soldier, clean and neat to finicalness, tutored

to one species of etiquette, has always the

making of a conventional gentleman in him,

however far he may be from the higher type,

and Will Thwaite, apart from his fits of dis-

sipation, had been a very smart soldier.

The second peculiarity which had attracted

Mr. Miles's attention was that Sir William
drank nothing save water. Taken by sur-

prise, the elder man was tempted to rally the

younger gently, for already the lawyer was
doubtful whether the young baronet were a
fellow at whom his neighbours could safely

poke fun. " Are you a Good Templar ? Have
you taken the pledge ?

"

Sir William did not appear to see the joke.
•' No, I am not, though there are some of

the sort in India," he said with his accustomed
gravity ;

" but I have taken a pledge, though
it is not of the kind you mean."

" All right," answered Mr, Miles. " Every
man should judge for himself." At the same
time he was reflecting in his own mind, " I

wish you may keep it. Possibly these are

the safest lines for you."

So it was the butler, and not Mr. Miles,

who received a shock from his master's

decided waiving aside of his attentions with,
" I don't want any wine."

"No wine, Sir William? I beg pardon,
sir, but I think I must be mistaken. Do
you mean neither sherry nor chablis, nor
hock?—'I have them all here with the liqueurs,

and the claret and port later. Perhaps you
prefer a liqueur first. Some of the gentlemen
I have been with always began with a liqueur."

" No,"—Sir William stopped himself just in

time from saying, " No, thank you, sir," to

the black-coated dignitary, hanging anxiously

on his words—" I drink nothing but water,

my man," floundering into the opposite ex-

treme of too aflable familiarity this time.
" You need not trouble to have out these

things," indicating the old cut wine-glasses

and decanters, with a fine indifference, " un-

less, of course," stammering a little as he

corrected himself, for the obligations of hos-

pitality are strong in the class from which he

had just emerged, " when any gentleman is

here who drinks wine."

The butler knew that his master had been
a grub before he became a butterfly, but the

sentence about the wines floored the subor-

dinate considerably. " I say," he remon-
strated with himself, " I can't stand this.

' My man,' indeed ! from one who has pipe-

clayed his own belts and polished his own
shoes. Why, the Dean called me ' Mr. Cum-
berbatch ' as often as not. Good wages,

light work, and time to one's self are all very

well, and an inducement to put up with a

master who has risen from the dirt, though

he were the right heir, and is a likely enough
young gentleman to look at. When it comes
to that we're all Adam's sons. But what are

we coming to when wine ain't countenanced .

at a squire and baronet's table ? There will

be no broken bottles of claret, or sherry, or

nothin' for the hall-table ; and beer will
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vanish next. We're to be tea-tottlers, if not

saints. What about the plate ? Is silver

or silver-gilt sinful ? Are we all to eat off

coarsest hearthenware, and sport sack-cloth

and ashes ?"

From the caustic irony of his thoughts the

reader may judge how deeply the butler was

moved. Nevertheless Mr. Cumberbatch was

able to bring in a note on a salver, and pre-

sent it in a respectfully reproachful way to

Sir William. He took it, opened and read it,

and then handed it with a mystified air to his

companion
;

yet it was no more than one of

those notes which fly about the world launched

by idly busy hands, and do not even require

an answer.

It had only one reason for making a mark
on reaching its destination. It was the dain-

tiest note Sir William had ever received,

written on black-edged note-paper like satin,

supplied v.-ith both a crest and a monogram

—

a tiny version of what, in an enlarged form,

had been shown and explained to Sir Wil-

liam as the two hounds in a leash under an

oak-tree, which constituted the heraldic bear-

ings of the Thwaites, together with a fanciful,

miniature A. T.

The clear writing was a little bold for

so small an epistle, while it conveyed the

frankest, most courteous, and magnanimous
of greetings. " Dear Sir William," it said, " I

cannot help calling you so, and desiring to

be the first to bid you welcome to the charm-

ing old place, which I know so well, and
where I have been so happy. That you are

in the room of my dear husband and beloved
child is only an additional reason why I

should have the most cordial interest in your
welfare, if you will allow me to say so. I

trust I shall soon have the pleasure of seeing

you, and knowing you as a friend and near

neighbour.—Believe me, dear Sir William,

yours sincerely, Ada Thwaite."

"Well, Sir V/illiam?" said Mr. Miles ten-

tatively, with a smile, while he was turn-

ing over rapidly in his mind the considera-

tions which the note suggested. " What can
she want ? She does not intend to become
Lady Thwaite the Second by captivating
young Sir William after she has disposed of old
Sir John. Oh dear, no ! She is a great deal
too astute, Avhile she is too mild and well-

bred an adventuress for so violent and vulgar
a dodge. She must be ten or fifteen years
his senior. Mischief, not malice; pickings,
not plunderings, are her cue. I know her
of old. The prestige of becoming, by the
assertion of a prior right, first and best

acquainted with the gentleman, and then of

trotting him out to the neighbourhood, on
the qzii vive for his arrival, if he turn out a

decent specimen of resuscitated gentility, will

count for somediing. There may be certain

dowager perquisites over and above the

bond, though she has a very pretty jointure,

and he is saddled with a life almost as good
as his own on the property. She will have
the use of his horses when he does not re-

quire them, with offerings of game and fruit

beyond what Netherton can produce. She
will have the advantage of continuing the

first female influence at Whitehills till he gets

a wife."

Mr. Miles's speculations were interrupted. j
" I suppose it is Sir John's widow, and it

*

is good of her not to mind," said Sir William

slowly. " But what am I to do about her ?

What does she expect me to do ? I have

no acquaintance with people of her kidney.

I am not fit to go into such company; at

least, not yet a bit."

It was as if Sir William had proposed to

reply to the note dashed off in a few minutes,

by sitting down at his desk, squaring his arms,

and inditing with care and deliberation, and
not without the assistance of a dictionary, a

formal, frozen letter, so precisely to the point

that it might have been printed. a

"Oh, you will find no difficulty!" said
*

Mr. Miles cheerfully. " I know Lady Thwaite
quite well, and will introduce you if you
like. She is not a hard person to get on
with, and she may in turn make you ac-

quainted with the neighbourhood, which in

the sense of society is not extensive. It

never did any man or woman good to shun
his or her kind, and hold them at arm's-

length ; any amount of difliculties and rub-

bing the wrong way is preferable. Lady
Thwaite means to be gracious, and it will not

do for you—I speak as your friend and senior

by thirty years—to meet her advances ungra-

ciously. You nmst condone all former ne-

glect or anything that strikes you as forward

in the present overture. I will confess to

you that I do not give her credit lor the

finest perceptions or the most exquisite tact.

But the world, which is not too nice in its

tastes, does not agree with me. It counts

her as pleasant and clever as she is good-

natured, and votes her its greatest popularity.

She is certainly good-natured, but she can be
offended, though she is not very spiteful.

She might do you harm by driving her pair

of ponies all over the country, and airing her

rebuff in the spirit of an accomplished gossip,

who finds food for her calling everywhere.
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She can treat the matter either as a grievance

or as a good joke, which would be rather the

worst treatment of the two."
" I don't care a rap," cried Sir WiUiam,

sweUing a little with indignation ; "she may,

if she lii-ces, for me. I shall be a poor crea-

ture, indeed, if I mind what a parcel of old

women say."

" Softly, softly, my dear fellow !
" asserted

Mr. Miles, seeking to keep the peace, " No
man can afford to be so independent. In

the second place, Lady Thwaite is not an old

woman. What put such a shocking idea into

your head ? I shall be surprised if you take

her for more than five-and-twenty—about your

own age—when you see her. In reality she

is a handsome, well-preserved woman be-

tween five-and-thirty and forty—no more."
" I shall think the worse of her if she is

made up to look what she is not, like a horse

at a fair," said Sir William a little doggedly,

and with brutal plain speaking, as a recollec-

tion flashed across his mind of his sister Jen,

with her spare, worn figure and face, and her

patches of grey hair. Where had he read—

•

for this ex-sergeant had been given to reading

in his wiser moments—of such ashen patches

as flakes of heaven's sunshine?"
" You must remember she has a claim upon

your forbearance," represented Mr. Miles

adroitly, not noticing the ebullition which

smelt of the hole whence Sir William had

been dug.

it as good
altogether wrong. Poor soul ! the fate of

her boy cut her up considerably."
" Very well, I'll go and see her if that will

be of any use. I expect that is what it will

come to," said Sir William, as if he were sub-

mitting to a disagreeable necessity.

Mr. Miles had to be content with the con-

cession. Holding intercourse '.vith Sir Wil-

liam at this date partook a good deal of the

nature of a one-handed conversation, and the

one-hajidedness seemed to increase when the

only share of the host, in the post-prandial

conviviality, consisted in passing the decan-

ters, which Sir William was scrupulous to do.

The situation began to get intolerably heavy
to a town-bred man accustomed to a very

different description of dining out—some-
thing that he was used to regard complacently
as having to do with " the feast of reason and
the flow of soul."

" The cub is not a bad cub," he grumbled,
" but I hope Lady Thwaite, or some one
else, will have licked him into shape, so' as to

render him livelier," before I visit Whitehills

again. Funeral baked meats would be a

regard" Your first impulse to

of her to write to you was not

wrong. '^

hilarious entertainment in comparison with

this orgy on entering into possession."

As a little variety, after coffee had been

sent in, ]\Ir. Miles proposed a stroll in the

dusk, comforted by the sense that things

would not be so unsocial, since Sir William

had not abjured a pipe along with a glass. t

The two men went as far as one of the

park gates, and stood leaning over, looking

into the darkening high-road. It was as

empty as most country roads at the season

and hour, when all at once a close carriage

appeared in the distance, looming out of the

obscurity, jolting rather than bowling along.

Mr. Miles grew quite excited by this little

adventure, though it was hardly within the

bounds of possibility that it could bring other

visitors to Whitehills. As the carriage drew
nearer he had, at least, the satisfaction of

announcing that he knew it. It was one of

the Lambford carriages; he had seen tlie

liveries when he was down at Whitehills

before. Lady Fermor must have been at

Knotley to her banker or shopping. The
old lady still did her business for herself,

though it was a mercy to think she was too

old for the gaieties which had made her

earlier career notorious.

Mr. Miles's scandal against Queen Eliza-

beth was brought to an abrupt conclusion.

The carriage stopped, the coachman kept

his post, while a groom alighted. Presently

it became evident that Lady Fermor wished

the lamps lit before she proceeded farther,

and that the groom was bound for the porter's

lodge to get a light. For anything that the

two lookers-on knew, they might be unseen

by the occupants of the carriage. But it did

not accord with Mr. Miles's old-fashioned

politeness to remain hidden while he could

help a lady. He had met Lady Fermor at

old meets and hunting breakfasts at Lamb-
ford. He opened the gate, stepped briskly

forward, leaving Sir William behind, and went

up, hat in hand, to the window, which had

been drawn down. " Can I do anything for

you. Lady Fermor?" he asked with the civi-

lity of a man of the world. " I dare say

you have forgotten me. My name is Miles.

At one time I was often down from town on

law business of poor Sir John's, and I had the

pleasure of gettmg a little sport and enjoying

Lord Fermor's hospitality when the scent

held and we could get a run across country."

Lady Fermor's old head, in a somewhat

juvenile bonnet, was thrust out of the window
at once. Hauteur or reserve had never been

among her faults. " I remember you per-

fectly, Mr. Miles. I am glad to renew our
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acquaintance. Will you be so good as to

see that my groom lights the lamps so that

one or other does not go out after the first

hundred yards ? I have been to Knotley, and

stayed too long—let myself be benighted like

a dissipated old woman. But what brings

you down here just now ? Is it anything

about your new clown of a baronet ?"

'•Hush! he is just behind me." Mr. Miles

was forced to warn her,

" There, bring him forward at once and
present him to me, and to my grand-daughter.

Iris is in that corner. Are you awake, child?

Were you ever introduced to Mr. Miles?"
" I think not ; but I shall be happy to

undergo the ceremony now," answered a

fresh young voice.
" Many thanks for the permission, Miss

Compton, but, if you please, we'll agree to

defer the ceremony along with the presenta-

tion to Sir William. I can scarcely see you
two ladies. We are only just come. The
time is not propitious ; let us wait for another

and a happier day,"

Mr. Miles retreated on the plea of giving

some directions about the lamps. " I am
not going to be the man to introduce Jezebel

to him," he was resolving. " Let us be
thankful she has, in a great measure, outlived

her sorceries ; but they say she has taken to

play, in her age, like the most accomplished
performer at Homburg in its worst days, or

Monte Carlo. I believe the grand-daughter,

poor thing ! is a nice girl to have come out

of so bad a nest," still pursuing his reflections.

Mr. Miles was hampered by the fear that

Lady Fermor's personal remark might have
reached the young man, but as the carriage

disappeared in the darkness from which it

had emerged, and the lawyer rejoined his

companion, he felt bound to deliver his testi-

mony that danger had been near.

Sir William anticipated him by a remark
in which a shade of doubt and discontent

was just audible. " I thought you said the

Fermors were a bad lot."
*' A shocking bad lot, so far as Lord and

Lady Fermor go," corroborated Mr. Miles
emphatically.

" And yet you are quite thick with them."
The pupil suddenly turned the tables on his

Mentor, still with the suspicion of mystifica-

tion and annoyance in his manner.
" Not thick in your sense," answered Mr.

Miles promptly ; " not more than common
courtesy demands. I am sorry that your
nearest neighbours are the Fermors, Sir Wil-

liam. He, poor old wretch, may be reckoned
nowhere now: but she—well, she forfeited

her place in society ages ago. She has,

in course of nature, given up hunting, and
there are no more hunting breakfasts, or

stud dinners, or election banquets at Lamb-
ford. The place used to be a great rearing

ground for hunters; and both host and hostess

went in strongly for politics—at least, as far

as the hurly-burly of elections. You will not
come across him, and you may not encounter

her ; which, let me tell you, will be no loss

for any young man who wishes to keep him-

self straight and avoid temptation. It is

my duty to make you acquainted with the

rumour that high play goes on whenever she

can call up the ghost of company at Lamb-
ford."

"Does nobody go near her then?" said

Sir William, dwelling on the isolation. The
sharp ears of his adviser detected that it had
a fascination for a lad who might be a pariah

in his own person. Mr. Miles was 'induced

to qualify his statement in policy as well as

in verity.

" Oh, not so bad as that ! She raised

with reason the hue and cry of the world
against her, but it is an old, half-forgotten

story : she has lived long enough to survive

her punishment so far. The household at

Lambford has been outwardly quiet enough
for a dozen years. If people choose to lose

money over Napoleon or vingt-et-un, or no
worse than whist, it is entirely their own
doing, and is quite another matter from a

public scandal. They say she is kind to

poor old Lord Fermor. There has never

been a word against Miss Compton, the grand-

daughter, and she is likely to inherit her grand-

mother's savings— although there are other

grandchildren, not Comptons—Dugdales and
Powells, the children of two daughters of

Lady Fermor by her first husband. Even
Lord Fermor's heir-at-law does not hold it

wise to keep up a quarrel with the present

mistress of the house. Lady Fermor, at hen

worst, maintained what I should call a.brazen

adherence to her Church whatever it had to

say to her, and I have no doubt subscribes

handsomely to parish charities ; so her rector

and rectoress, with their staff, must extend a

certain amount of countenance and support

to her; whether or not they regard her in

the light of an interesting penitent, I cannot

tell. Between the oblivion into which her

past is falling, forbearance with her as an

old woman, and pity for an innocent victim

like Miss Compton, there is some amount of

neighbourly amnesty. Shall we drive over

to the quarries I told you of to-morrow. Sir

William?"



SUNDAY READINGS.

BY THE EDITOR.

January 6th.

Read Psalm ciii. Heb. xi. i—16.

^T thoughtful person can regard the be-

^ ginning of another year without some
serious reflections. As Abraham went forth

from Mesopotamia, "not knowing whither

he went," so do we launch forth on a new
epoch, in ignorance, and yet not without

many natural presentiments. For each one
perforce forecasts the coming year, antici-

pating the possible incidents, the mercies or

the trials, the new scenes or the weary mo-
notony of continued drudgery which it may
bring them.

Retrospect ought, however, to teach us

how vain are such anticipations. We may
perhaps be able to recall the New Years'

Days of the past when we indulged in similar

speculations, and can now see how often

they have been falsified. Most people can
say, on a survey of their past life, that

they have been led by a way that they

knew not. When they think of their child-

hood, or the struggles of early or later years,

the successes and disappointments of their

career, leading all up to the particular

position they have now reached, they can
see with more or less vividness how their

path has been like that of Abraham, *' who
went forth, not knowing whither he went."
And now, on the first Lord's Day of a New

Year, as we may be once again impressed by
the uncertainty of the unknown future, ex-

perience as well as Scripture should bring us

many lessons suggested by the consciousness
of our ignorance.

I. We are taught not to presume. We are

apt to take for granted that our course will

be the same in the future as it has been in

the past ; that we shall have the same dear
faces around us, and enjoy the same health

and comfort. And so we make plans for the

coming year as if the future lay in our own
power. The presumptuous man takes for

granted that while trouble or sorrow may
happen to others his house will stand firm.

When he hears of the uncertainties of life he
never asks, hke the disciples, "Lord, is it I? "

but tacitly assumes that he shall not be
moved. All such presumption is vain, and
it is beneficial as it is wise on a day like this

to recognise that we are each and all of us
going forth on a way that we know not.

II. But if such ignorance of the future

forbids presumption it also reproves the spirit

of discouragement and despondency. There
are those whose natural temperament leads

them to anticipate evil rather than good.

There may be circumstances in their lot which
suggest sad forebodings. But such fears may
be as much out of place as presuming on the

unbroken continuance of present happiness.

You do not know what unexpected good
may be in store for you at the very moment
when you are thinking only of disaster.

Jacob, with his timid, gloomy temperament,
said, " All these things are against me," at

the very moment when, in reality, every

circumstance was big with mercy.

Our duty is to go forth on the New Year
as Abraham did on his journey, in faith and
obedience. Then all will be well. Let us

have hearty faith in God's personal care.

When we realise the full force of the word,
" The Lord is my Shepherd," that we do not

need to make Him our Shepherd, but only

treat Him as our Shepherd by following His

guidance, then we can march on with un-

faltering steps. We m.ay not know whither

the path is leading us, but when we know
Him, we can be at peace.

Unbelief and disobedience can alone

thwart His good purpose.

Let us, then, really trust God, and go

forth in obedience on this new stage o1 lite,

being willing to follow rather than lead.

Let us recognise all events which may happen

to us when in the way of duty as the ele-

ments of a wise education, and be anxious

to learn the lessons they are sent to teach.

Let us commit ourselves, our homes, our

friends, our cares, hopes and anxieties into His

hand, asking Him to strengthen us, that

whatever happens we may not shrink from

duty nor wound conscience. When we
thus sincerely yield to Him in all things

as our Father, through Jesus Christ our

Lord and Master, then may we joyfully share

the assured confidence that nothing can

by any possibility separate us from Himself

and in Him from all that is truly good and
blessed.

January 13TH.

Read Psalm xvi. and St. John xii. 34 to end.

Genuine trust in God is but another name
for Christian life, for it implies obedience,
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confidence, and love. Conscious want of

trust is one of the most bitter trials. I do

not now allude to speculative doubts, but to

that which is often experienced in times of

sorrow or in hours of reHgious anxiety. " I

have no faith ; I cannot feel confidence," is

then one of the most sorrowful confessions.

Now the Psalmist tells us the source of true

confidence, "They that know Thy name will

put their trust in Thee."

Knowing the name of God according to

Biblical usage just means knowing what God
really is. We are therefore taught that the

secret of distrust is ignorance, and the source

of confidence is the apprehension of God's

character and ways.

Ignorance of God is perhaps the last thing

which people nowadays would expect to be

laid to their charge. In a sense, it is the

last thing to be laid to the charge of pro-

fessing Christians now, as it was apparently

the last which could have been applied to

the so-called religious world in the days of

Christ. And yet it was of men who prayed
seven times in a day, and who studied the

every jots and tittles of the law, that Jesus said,

" Oh, righteous Father, the world hath not
known Thee." . For there are two kinds of

knowledge— the one acquired by intellect

and memory, the other through the sym-
pathies. The one is formal, the other is

vital. Now to be truly acquainted with God
is to know a Person who in commanding our
aff'ections sways our life and character. And
thus God did not give man a mere system of

truth, but He sent Him who is the truth,

and through no technical creed demanding
the assent of the intellect alone, but through
Jesus Christ, who loved us and gave Himself
for us, did He at once manifest His glory

and touch our sympathies.

True confidence springs from knowledge.
Ignorance has also its confidence. A child

has no fear in a powder magazine, or in

handling the most dangerous explosives, but
this confidence of ignorance is widely re-

moved from the confidence of the expert
who does the same actions, yet with perfect

knowledge of their character. In like manner
there is a confidence which arises from reli-

gious ignorance and indifference, which may
appear quite as deep as that of him who
enjoys conscious peace in Christ. True
Christian confidence, however, springs from
knowledge. It can say, " I know Him in
whom I have believed, and am persuaded
that He is able to keep that which I have
committed to Him."

It is true that the first effect of earnest

thought is to produce anxiety rather than

peace ; for the true knowledge of God must
take away the false confidence of ignorance.

And this brings me back to what was said at

the outset regarding the distress experienced

by those who have become conscious that they

are without that trust in God which gives

peace. For all such I now add a word or

two of plain counsel.

I. Be thankful that you have become
anxious, even akhough the anxiety may have

brought you a certain misery. The sense of

pain is a sign of life.

II. Beware of a common confusion. There
is no more morbid or dangerous condition of

mind than that which is frequently witnessed

during times of religious excitement, when
persons, hearing a great deal about " having

faith," begin to scrutinise their experiences

or sensations to discover whether they have
" enough faith " or not. As a natural conse-

quence they either become landed in a dark-

ness which is almost maddening, or they make
a Saviour out of some sudden feeling which
they term " finding peace." But it is neither

faith nor the feeling of peace which can
afford abiding confidence to any reason-

able man. A terrified introspection in search

of faith is exceedingly ignorant. As well

might one seek for the pleasure which the

landscape affords by searching into the eye

or into the telescope. It is what the eye

sees, not the eye ; it is what the telescope

is pointed at, not the telescope which de-

lights mind and heart. In like manner it

is not faith, but what faith contemplates',

which awakens love and banishes fear.

Instead, therefore, of anxiously crying for

faith, let us simply look in self-forge tful-

ness to God ; or let us just think of what
Christ was when He was on earth ; or let us

gaze up to the Cross and see Him stooping

over us, His mercy streaming from every

wound, and His arms stretched out as if to

gather us and all men back to His Father.

Dare we look up to that face and doubt His
love or His willingness to forgive and help

us? Verily, "They that know Him will put

their trust in Him." " Acquaint thyself with

God and be at peace."

January 2oth.

Read Psalm viii. St. Matthew vi. ig to the end.

There is nothing, next to sin, more com-
mon than care, and any teaching regarding

our cares cannot fail to be practical. St.

Peter helps us to know what we ought to do.
" Casting all your cares upon Him, for He
careth for you."
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As we are all tempted to seek comfort

rather than a right state of heart, it is well

for us to distinguish the kind of cares to

which the apostle alludes. It is evident that

he means the cares which may come in the

way of duty. We could not expect him to

say, " have no care," if we are following a

course of evil which entails misery. There
are many cares that are of a kind which

cannot be cast upon God, but which ought

to be cast away altogether. And if our

anxieties arise from greed, or vanity, or lust,

or dishonesty, then the counsel we require is,

" Have done with these things," rather than,
" Cast thy burden on the Lord."

But the cares incident to Christian life may
be various. There may be gnawing anxieties

connected with business or the economies of

the household ; or there may be family cares

arising from the delicate health of those we
love, or, worse than this, from the misconduct
of those who are dear to us ; or our cares

may be distinctly personal, and may take the

form of doubt or despondency, or be con-

nected with secret struggles against besetting

sin, or with anxieties regarding our own re-

ligious state before God. We need not specify

these cares. Every heart knows its own
bitterness.

We may be sometimes tempted with stoical

fortitude to shut all such cares up in our
own hearts. But that is not the best thing

for us. What we most require is sympathy
and confidence. There is comfort in having
a true friend to whom we can unbosom our
troubles, especially if that friend is one who
can advise and help us. It is better still if

that friend is the very person to whom we
are chiefly responsible. Then whatever
happens we know that our motives are

understood. Having made " a clean breast "

of everything, we would find that much of the

sting of anxiety was removed.
Now the apostle counsels us to act in a

similar way to God. This is quite possible.

We can cast our cares upon Him to a great

extent by simply unburdening all that we
feel in frank, humble, faithful prayer. How
helpful is it thus to go to Him with the cry,
" Oh, my Father, thou knowest how painful

this doubt is to me, how intolerable is this

load of sin, and how anxiously I seek to do the
right, and to know and love thee as I ought.
My Father, help me !

"

But we are not only to tell our cares to

God—we are to cast them all on Him."
" Roll thy burden on the Lord," said the
Psalmist, "and He will sustain thee." And
when we have done so, then, although duty,

difficulty, and trial may remain, yet that which
is worst in our cares will be gone.

The reason why we are thus to cast our
cares upon God is thus sweetly given : " for

He careth for you." Christianity, while

recognising the divine character of all law,

teaches us that we have to do with a divine

Person, who knows and cares for His children.

This is the mystery of God's goodness which
has been declared in Jesus Christ. He has

taught us about the Father, Who is not too

great to care, but is so great that He does
care for the very least. We who believe in

Christ can, therefore, go with confidence to

the throne of grace.

If the Lord cares for us, then we may be
certain that He will direct our path. We may
feel very blind about it all. It is enough if

we know that He will lead us on step by step,
" Commit thou thy way unto the Lord, and
He will give thee the desires of thine heart."

He will give you your truest and deepest
desires, although in a form and by a method
you may not anticipate. St. James and St.

John asked for high places in Christ's king-

dom, and Jesus gave them the desires of

their heart ; but how differently from the

manner they had expected !
" Can ye drink

of the cup I drink of and be baptized with

the baptism I am baptized with ? " There-
fore when we cast our cares on the Lord,

He may perhaps lead us in the very oppo-
site direction from that which we expected
or wished for ; but, as certainly as the whole
past history of the Church is true, it will be
in the very way which we ourselves will in the

end acknowledge to have been the wisest

and best.

January 27TH.

Read Psalm xxv. and St. Mark vi. i— 13.

It was in Nazareth, the scene of His early

years, and among His own friends and rela-

tions, that our Lord discovered the greatest

scepticism. The people who in one sense
were the most privileged were those who
received the smallest benefit. This is re-

markable, and the reason assigned for it is no
less striking. '• He could do no mighty
works there because of their unbelief." This

is a curious statement. For if miracles were
intended to produce conviction, why were
they not wrought before an audience which
required so much to be aroused ? And when
it is said that Christ " could do no miracles

there," we are compelled to ask how His
power could be limited by anything in man.

I will not attempt a reply to these diffi-

culties. I would only suggest the fact that
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miracles were never given as a cure for

unbelief, but as " signs " accompanying the

revelation of God in Christ, and that there

must always be m.oral necessities which limit

the Divine actings. It is thus that God
" cannot lie," and that He cannot enrich

with the blessing of salvation the heart which

refuses to trust Him. As it is in accordance

with God's principles of acting never to give

the enjoyment of light to those who insist on
keeping their eyes shut, so He cannot mani-

fest His glory to those whose hearts are

sealed by unbelief.

What occurred at Nazareth presents a start-

ling picture of the sin of unbelief at all times.

The unbelief which refuses Christ may be
far removed from any conscious rejection of

Christian dogma. The sceptic who doubts,

or the infidel who denies. His authority are

not the only unbelievers. Nay, the un-

belief which is generally condemned in the

word of God is practical rather than theo-

retical. The most deadly form of unbelief

is often found clinging externally to a pure

creed, and there are many persons across

whose brain there never stole one honest
intellectual doubt, who are yet double-dyed
infidels in the eyes of Christ. Unbelief arises

from the want of hearty confidence in God.
Unbelief is the root of all resistance and of

all sin. It makes divine aid impossible, for

it seals every access to the heart ; it closes

the eye, so that it sees not His glory; it

ties the tongue, so that it neither prays nor
praises ; it stops the ear so that it hears not.

Unbehef may assume many shapes. It may
take the form of self-righteous pride, which
will keep the soul like a castle against the

grace of the Saviour; or it may show its

power in that idiotic indifference with which
another man regards the most solemn ques-

tions of existence ; or it may display its pre-

sence in the knees that tremble and the hands
that hang down, and in the paths that have
been made crooked, through the terrorism

of a morbid self-consciousness.

On the other hand, all is possible where
there is true confidence in God, leading to

self-surrender to His blessed will. This con-
fidence is the key which unlocks our whole
being to His influence. We then lie open to

His teaching. In yielding to Him we obey
Him and receive His help and guidance in

return. We are then like children, who, by
grasping a father's hand, get all his strength
and wisdom for their support and direction,

while the child who will not trust, but in

self-will casts that hand away, by the very act

thwarts the fatherly desire.

Christ marvelled at the unbelief of the

Nazarenes, and no wonder ! For it is mar-
vellous that there should be any intelligent

being in the universe indifferent to God, or

who refuses to obey Him. All material laws

obey Him. And all His works, from the

dewdrop that sparkles on the grass to the

blazing sun which fills heaven with splendour,

form together one mighty harmony of order

and beauty. Among the ranks of the re-

deemed there is not a discordant note, for

God reigns in every breast. As far as we
know, it is only in man that there is found
the unbehef of indifference And assuredly

most just is the condemnation on that other

form of unbehef, which, when the light comes,
"loves the darkness rather than the light."

We ought to love the highest when we see it.

Let it be granted that we profess to

be Christians, and believe in the Chris-

tian religion in its usually accepted form.

Go far we cannot be charged with unbelief.

Yet, when we bring such beliefs to the test,

may we not be shocked by the contrast

which our lives present ? For if we believe

in the reality of God's great love to us, where,

we may well ask, is the response of such
hearty affection as the reception of similar

love always produces ? Tongues which sel-

dom or never really pray to Him, hearts

that never rejoice in Him, a self-indul-

gence which never sacrifices, and a self-will

which never yields obedience, are surely

not the characteristics of childlike and
loving confidence. It is most humbling
to realise, however dimly, what we might
each be except for this horrible unbelief.

Christ can certainly do mighty works in us

and by us. There is not a man or woman
whom He is not ready to bless now, as He
helped those who received Him long ago in

Palestine. There i's no human being whom
He is not wiUing and able to enrich with all

good as He enriched St. Paul or St. John, or

any saint in the Church. There is not a
victory oyer sin, not a blessed work of

ministry and usefulness, not a height of

saintly perfection, not an adornment of grace

which may not be ours now, in spite of all

the commonplace surroundings of our daily

lot. We cannot for a moment doubt Christ's

desire " to do thus exceedingly, abundantly,

above all that we can ask or think." What,
then, is it which hinders ? Unbelief—wonder-
ful and most sinful unbelief! "Ye will not

come to me that ye might have life." " Open
thy mouth wide, and I will fill it." " How
often would I have gathered you and ye

would not."
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CHAPTER IX.—FRIENDS AND NEIGHBOURS.

THE weather that one remembers for half

a Hfetime is always weather that is

complete of its kind—the unbroken calm, the

unmitigated storm, the time of ceaseless rain,

of sustained drought. These are- remembered
as much by their unity of impression as by
their rarity of occurrence.

Qenevieve Bartholomew will always re-

member that first perfect autumn at Nether-

bank ; the clear blue skies that went on being

blue quite into December ; the pale warm
sun that threw long shadows across the grass

all day, that lighted up the little house, and
lent a new harmony to the soft, restful

colouring that was so daintily disposed and
.arranged. Truly it had been a labour of

love, that pleasant home-making, and full of

new and unhoped-for experiences.
" You must feel rather like a bride,"

Dorothy Craven said one day, when she came
•down to see the transformation that had been
so quickly wrought; and so cheaply too, for

the most part, as Miss Craven saw at a

glance. The delicate coral-coloured stencil-

ling on the walls ; the curious pale grey-green

tints of the drapery that covered the old sofa

and the chairs; the quaint festoons of Indian

muslin and creamy lace that hung about the

little windows, were none of them expensive

luxuries. The things that represented money
were those that had come across the moor in

the carrier's-waggon, the books, the pictures,

the large screen of ancient needlework, and
the soft rugs that covered the floor.

The piano had come later, with some
necessaries for the studio, easels, lay-figures,

canvases. Genevieve saw them come, she

watched her father as he unpacked them and
put them in their places. Her feeling as

she watched was like an emotion, to be kept
strictly in the silence that Fate prescribes for

hopes that are yet unaccomplished.
" The ornament of a house," says Emer-

son, " is the friends who frequent it ;
" a

truth of which the world has long been very
well aware ; bargaining only that the friends

shall be ornamental
;
your most ornamental

friend being he who brings the finest carriage

to stand at your door ; he who has the

highest title for you to sound before his

name ; or he who represents for you the
golden calf at least in being thickly gilded
XXV-6

with the current coin of the realm. These
be thy gods, O Israel

!

Taking them as a whole, it could hardly be
said that the people who came to Murk-
Marishes were very ornamental people, either

in the Emersonian or any other sense. It

had never occurred to Genevieve that the

little door under the thatched porch would
be opened so many times to admit visitors,

strangers with friendly faces and voices, with

strong northern accents, with wonderings
and questionings, reserved and unreserved

admirations. Some of them came from afar

and stayed to tea; and some went home
congratulating themselves that the Bartholo-

mews were likely to remain in the neighbour-

hood for an indefinite length of time. It

seemed an odd thing to leave London, to

break up a home, to choose a place like

Murk-Marishes to live in ; but then it was
quite understood that people of genius were
odd, always and unmistakably odd in every-

thing they did.

It was mentioned—almost with dissatisfac-

tion—that Mr. Bartholomew's manner was
not so odd as it might have been ; that his

behaviour on the whole was really very much
like that of any other gentleman. This was
a reversal of ideas still existent in remote
districts ; and therefore made opening for

doubt and speculation. To some simple

souls it was a little relief that he should sit

and talk of his crop of apples, of the way the

studio chimney smoked when the wind was
in the north; that he should confess to having

read the Markct-Siudley Gazette, that he should

already know something of local politics.

But there were others who agreed that this was
not—well, it was not what people expected ofa
man whose name had been seen in a hundred
newspapers, with praise and commendation,
and unlimited prophecy attached to it. It was
as if he had been guilty of fraudulent pretence.

If Noel Bartholomew could only have
known what was expected of him by his

neighbours it is sadly possible that he might

have endeavoured to save them from disap-

pointment. It would have been so very easy

to save them. But since he might not know,
nor even conjecture, he went on laying him-

self open to suspicion—nay, to worse than

suspicion. Mrs. Caton, who was a lawyer's

widow, and who claimed to be the leader of

such intellectual and artistic society as the
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neighbourhood afforded, gave her verdict at

once and unhesitatingly : "There is nothing

in the man," she said with an air of finaHty.

She was in her own house when she said it,

an old-fashioned stone house standing back

from the main street of Thurkeld Abbas. It

was showily furnished, and the lady was

dressed to be in keeping with it. The
prettiest things she possessed were her little

fair-haired twin girls, Edil and lanthe. They
were always brought down when visitors

came ; no one perceiving more clearly than

Mrs. Caton herself the value of the children,

of their pretty hair, their fashionable dress, as

picturesque incidents in her life and its

surroundings. She was not unpicturesque

herself, being a large, white, fair woman with

very blue eyes, and a clear knowledge of

what was becoming in the way of dress.

It need hardly be said that Mrs. Caton had
her place in the established society of

Thurkeld Abbas ; nor that her verdict con-

cerning any new-comers would have its due

and sufficient weight. Nevertheless, at the

moment when her verdict was given it was
not received with that respectful acquiescence

to which she was accustomed. "There is

nothing in him," she had said emphatically,

and? for a moment there was silence.

Miss Standen, an elderly lady, who had
been three times to London in her younger
days, and twice since her maturity, and who
therefore ventured occasionally to have an
opinion of her own, put a question to Mrs.

Caton. " Have you seen much of INIr. Bar-

tholomew ? " she asked significantly.

The turn of Mrs. Caton's head was some-
thing to be remembered. She had seen Mr.
Bartholomew once ; and Miss Standen knew
quite well that she had seen him once.

" These things are not questions of time,"

said Mrs. Caton, speaking in her usual

oratorical tone. "They are questions of in-

tuition, of acquaintance with human nature.

When I meet a man who talks to me for

nearly an hour without saying a single strik-

ing or remarkable thing, I cannot say that I

think that man to be a man of great powers."
"Not of great conversational powers per-

haps," rejoined Miss Standen. " But does
Mr. Bartholomew profess to be gifted in that

way ? He is an artist."

" To say that a man is an artist, that is an
artist of any eminence," returned Mrs. Caton,
" is to say that he is a man of thought, to

imply that he is capable of finer thought, of

finer feeling than his neighbours. Now if a
man can think, it is only common sense to

suppose that he can utter his thoughts."

" Not on demand, not when he feels that

he is being watched and weighed for the
benefit of the neighbourhood," interposed

little Mrs. Damer, a lady who always appeared
to be on the verge of losing her temper, and
chd, in point of fact, lose it occasionally. " If

I were Mr. Bartholomew I should stick

stolidly to the price of potatoes, and the sur-

prising cheapness of Moor mutton."
" That is just about what he did 'stick to,'

"

rejoined Mrs. Caton, who could express in-

verted commas with unsurpassable skill.

"But you admire Miss Bartholomew?"^
interposed young Mrs. Pencefold, in a conci-

liatory tone. " Surely you admire her ? ".

" My dear, I do admire her," rephed Mrs.
Caton, with judicial considerateness. " i

admire her prettiness, her politeness, and her
slight figure. But there I must stop it seems.
I do not wish to give offence ; and we can
all of us hold our ov/n opinion. No one will

be more glad than I if the Bartholomews
should prove to be acquisitions to the more
intellectual society of the place."

Again there was a wondering silence, and
again it was broken by Miss Standen.

" Mr. Bartholomew is very much altered,,

don't you think he is, Mrs. Caton ? " asked

the lady in civil tones. "

" Altered ! Altered from Avhat ?
"

" From what he was twenty years ago."

There was a pause, a stare, a little laugh.
" My dear Miss Standen ! Twenty years

ago I was a child in the schoolroom."
"Probably: but you are the same- age as

Miss Richmond, exactly the same. Twenty
years ago she was seventeen, old enough to

carry on a vigorous flirtation with Mr. Bar-
tholomew, who was years older than she was.

I saw nothing of it myself, but I heard
plenty. It was said that he couldn't go out
sketching anywhere in the district without

her joining him, and sitting watching him for

hours together."
" That might be due to her love of art,"

suggested INIrs. Pencefold, a rather amiable
Lancashire lady, of sufificlently good birth to

be able to feel some natural sense of duty in

defending a member of a county family.

Her suggestion was received with incredu-

lous smiles, and the smiles were followed by
incredulous words, by words implying more
than incredulity. It was a little sad to any-

one with eyes open to see the sadness of it all.

Mrs. Damer was not quite sure that her

eyes were open : she had an impression that

she did sometimes see, that she oftener tried

to see, but that her mental eyes were holden

by some narrowness of education, of oppor-
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tunity, of intellectual birthright. She was

not sure even of such vision as she had.

She knew it to be limited : it might be

erroneous. She was certainly aware that she

saw things with other eyes than her neigh-

bours saw them, and her nature was such

that the effect upon herself was apt to be
stimulating. She was nothing if not coura-

geous ; and her courageousness led her some-
times into— shall we say deep water, or hot

water ? Perhaps either would do.

At the present moment she was listening

iii silence, but not with patience. Truth to

say, she was growing very impatient, and
somewhat indignant too. She was not a

woman who made any special profession of

Christian charity, not more than the other

church-going, district-visiting ladies who sat

there ; but this absolute uncharity struck her

soul's sense keenly. Not one voice had been
raised to utter one kindly word concerning

these strangers, who had come to make a

home in the midst of them. There had been
nothing save pre-judgments, disapprobations,

hints, detractions. And what ground, what
reason had they for it all ? The question burst

forth at last with startling unexpectedness.
" What have they done, these people, that

we should speak of them as we are doing?"
the little woman asked with heightened

colour, and a sudden gleam in her eyes.

She looked at the lady who had spoken last,

then at Mrs. Caton ; they were too much
surprised to reply.

" I must speak," Mrs. Damer went on
;

" that man's face—it would be more polite to

say Mr. Bartholomew, but let it pass—his face

struck me as being so full of sorrow that I

feel compelled to speak. Someone said

awhile ago that there was nothing in him ; if

there is nothing else in him, there is a soul

that has gone through a martyrdom of some
kind. That look of patience, of subdued
pain, never came into any human counte-

nance but by great tribulation .... We
know nothing of it all, nothing of his suffer-

ing, nothing of his hfe, and but very little of

his work, why then should we judge so

harshly? Why should we sit in judgment
upon him at all ?

"

" My dear Mrs. Damer," said Mrs. Caton,
>vho had fully recovered herself, " surely

you exaggerate the importance of any remarks
that may have been made ! I may even add
that you mistake the nature of them. . . Judg-
ment ! What, in your opinion, is judgment?"
"In my opinion one judges a man when

one decides on insufficient data either that

he is a flirt, or that he is a fool. We have

decided that Mr. Bartholomew is— if not a
fool, at least a stupid and shallow-brained

individual, and this because he has talked to

some of us for half an hour at a time on
topics that we considered trifling and com-
monplace. I do not doubt it ; he talked to

me in the same way, evidently hardly know-
ing that he talked at all, or if he did know,
wishing that he might be silent. But why
should he talk ? Why especially should he
talk for effect? Why should he try to im-.

press anybody by fluent orations ? His aim
is of another kind, of a higher kind. I hate

your clever, hard, glittering people, who will

speak of a broken heart with an epigram, or

crush a reputation with a paradox."
" I hope it will come to Mr. Bartholo-

mew's knowledge that he has at least one
eloquent friend," remarked Mrs. Caton with

effective contrast of tone.
" I don't care if it does," said Mrs. Damer;

" and moreover he won't care either. He
has other things to care for ; and he knowi;

that he ralist stand or fall by the work he
does, and not by the gossip of the place he

lives in. Further than that, he knows that

he has to die, and have his life written in.

picturesque phrase, and with sensational

descriptions, before such as we are can see

him in any desirable or worthy light. I saw
the other day in a book that Canon Gabriel

lent me, that pure genius is probably as un-

recognisable as Pure Divinity was when It

walked the earth. . . I believe that is true."

Mrs. Damer went away, doubtless some-

what to her hostess's relief. Yet Mrs. Caton
was quite wise enough and clever enough to

make the best of things.

" What a dear excitable little woman Mrs.

Damer is !
" she remarked, carefully readjust-

ing the folds of her dress.

" The way she always stands up for absent

people is very nice though," said Mrs. Pence-

fold. " And really there is something in

what she said before she went away. I was

thinking about the same thing only a few

weeks ago when I was at home. We went
over to Haworth one day, and we thought

ourselves fortunate in meeting with an elderly

womau who, when she was a girl, had been
in Charlotte Bronte's class at the Haworth
Sunday - school. She was an intelligent

person, with a good memory, but the burden

of her recollections of Miss Bronte was very

significant. ' She wur alius little an' plain,'

said the woman in answer to our inquiries.

She remembered Branwell's wild ways ; she

had been well acquainted with the father's

eccentricities, but of ' Miss Charlotte ' there
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She wurwas only the one impression

alius little an' plain,'
"

" You must not tell that story to Mr. Bar-

tholomew," said Mrs. Caton. " He might ima-

gine that you were intending to be personal."

CHAPTER X. " WHO RIDES BY WITH THE
ROYAL AIR?"

Could the ladies assembled at Mrs.

Caton's have been made aware that while

they were putting new life into a piece of old

gossip, the same story was threatening to

repeat itself, it is possible that Mrs. Damer
would not have had to leave the house with

that uneasy sense of victoriousness.

It was rather an eventful day at the thatched

cottage. Something— Noel Bartholomew
hardly knew what—it might be the sunshine,

the bracing frosty air of the morning, the

peace and stillness of the place ; it might be

any of these, or none of them, but something

had stirred in his mental veins, and impelled

him to the old creative mood that had once

been his without let or hindrance. There
was no sign of any sudden fine frenzy or

enthusiasm. The canvas was placed on the

easel, a figure was drawn in rapidly with red

chalk ; it was drawn from a sketch made long

before, a sketch that was half a study, the

head being carefully completed. It was the

head of a youngish man, pale, red-haired,

intellectual -looking. The expression was
perplexing in the extreme. Was he a saint ?

a poet? a casuist? It was as impossible to

help conjecture, as it was to arrive at any
definite conclusion.

" You will reproduce it exactly ? " Gene-
vieve asked. She and her father were sitting

over the fire after their early dinner. They
were intending to go out after a little while,

away across the sunny, furzy upland to the

moor. It looked very tempting up there.

Cattle were climbing about among the hil-

locks ; sheep were browsing between the

patches of brown ling. Out on the top there

was an old man " graving " turf. By-and-by
a carriage with a pair of horses crossed a

corner of the edge of the moor.
"Yes; I shall try to reproduce the head

as nearly as I can," Mr. Bartholomew was
saying in his usual quiet yet intent way. " I

did not think it had been so good. I shall

not improve upon it."

The two soon relapsed into the pleasant

silence that reigned so much in the little

room. Genevieve was busy with her needle,

embroidering a purple iris upon a piece of

gold-coloured satm. Keturah, the small and
somewhat eccentric maid-servant, who had

been recommended by Miss Craven, was

tidying up the garden a little. Presently she

burst into the house.
" Plere's Miss Richmond fra Yarrell Croft,

she's getlin' over t' stile ! An' Mr. Cecil's

wiv her ; an' t' coach is gone doon t' lane.

Ah'll bet anything t' coachman's gone to put

it up at t' \Vheatsheaf. . . Hev Ah to fetch

some tea in when they've been here a little

bit, as ya tell'd ma when them folks com fra

Lowmoor yesterday ?
"

Genevieve looked up, amused in spite of

herself. " You may have the tea ready,

Keturah," she said ;
" I will ring for it if we

should want it. And do try to open the

door for Miss Richmond without looking so

very much amazed."
This caution notwithstanding, Keturah's

round eyes were opened to their fullest ex-

tent when she reappeared. It was evident

that she was proud to find herself ushering in

the great lady of the neighbourhood.

All at once the little room seemed to be
filled with a strange magnificence. Was it

some Eastern queen who was coming forward

with such languid, majestic grace, holding

out her hand to Mr. Bartholomew, glancing

with dark, dreamy, half-closed eyes at Gene-
vieve ? She was not smiling, her beautifully

curved lips were closed, the under one drawn
in like a baby's, making a deeper shadow
round her perfect mouth and chin. Her
black hair hung low over a wide, dusky fore-

head ; the very faintest colour was stealing

through the olive tints of her face as she

began to speak.

"You will hardly remember my brother,"

she said, presenting a tall young man with

fair curly hair, uncertain features, and a

general expression of self^approval. He had

a husky voice, and he blushed a little as

Mr. Bartholomew introduced him to Gene-
vieve, whom he had seen more than once at

Thurkeld Abbas.
Miss Richmond was watching him as she

seated herself on a sofa near the window ; a

subtle perfume was stealing from the folds of

her dress of rich Indian silk ; the barbaric-

looking ornaments about her wrists and in

her ears were twinkling and tinkling as she

moved. She did not seem to hear Gene-

vieve's polite remark that she was glad to

have the pleasure of seeing her.

Miss Richmond sat for some moments
without speaking, looking from under her

half-closed eyelids straight into Genevieve's

face. This might have been a little perplex-

ing, a little oppressive, if Genevieve had cared

to find it so ; but the girl had only a vague
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notion that this was an old friend of her

father's, to whom she was bound to show a

courteous deference, Mr. Bartholomew was
talking to Cecil Richmond. Diana, lifting

her eyes from Genevieve's face, took a

leisurely survey of the room.
" You are intending to remain, I perceive,"

slie said presently, speaking in the low,

deliberate tone that suited herself and her

manner so well. People were compelled to

listen, and to listen attentively to every syl-

lable, if they cared to hear what she was
saying ; and for one reason or another most
people did care.

" Yes, I hope we shall remain," Genevieve
replied. " I hope so more earnestly every

day."
" You like living in the country then ?"
" I like living in this country, intensely.

I did not know that I was capable of caring

so strongly for a place in so short a time. . . i

think I hardly yet understand it," the girl went
on smilingly. " It is as if Nature had some
odic force, some secret influence, which she had
never cared to exercise upon me till now."
"Ah! That is the sort of thing that is to

be found in modern poetry, I suppose ?"

Genevieve looked up quickly ; she was
surprised and a little puzzled by the tone.

" Is it ? " she asked. " Did it strike you
like an echo ? I was only trying to express
what I felt. Still these days of many books
are certainly days of many echoes. One
comes across them everywhere, in literature

and conversation. Do you not think so ?
"

" That is clever of you, very clever !
" said

Miss Richmond. "You are trying to find

out if I am well-read. I am not. I never
open a book, not now."

This was said with the same cool delibe-

rateness of tone. Genevieve, who was not
unaccustomed to human eccentricities, felt

that some demand was about to be made
upon her faculty of interpretation. She was
perplexed, yet interested ; and already awa-
kened to the perception that here was a
human being who presented difficulties enough
to repel, mystery enough to attract. This
perception was, of course, mainly intuitive

;

and being premature might certainly fail to
stand the test of further intercourse.

There was a' brief silence, during which
Genevieve had been fully aware that she was
the object of a second close scrutiny; and
her colour deepened perceptibly under the
conviction. When she looked up again a
rather striking change had come over Miss
Richmond's face: some of the self-compla-
cency had gone out of it; so had the touch of

superciliousness, and a new element had ap-

peared in the place of these.

Was it sympathy ? Was it a sudden
motion towards friendliness of feeling ?

" You are not at all what I have been
expecting you would be," Miss Richmond
said, lifting her eyes so as to meet Gene-
vieve's less restrainedly than before.

" You have been thinking of me then ?

That was kind," the girl said. A moment
later she added with a smile, " But will you
not tell me what you were expecting ; and
where I fail?"

" The difference is not in the direction of
failure," said Miss Richmond. " I should
like to speak out plainly, to tell you the truth,

but you would not like it, I perceive that.

You would think me rude. As a rule I don't

mind being thought rude ; but for once I do.

There would, however, be no vulgar flattery

in my telling you that you have already given
me a pleasure, and my pleasures are few,

fewer than you may think."
" You are pleased that we are going to stay

at Murk-Marishes?"
"Yes; exceedingly pleased. I had made

up my mind that you would not stay ; and
that it would be your fault, not your father's.

I imagined that a town-bred girl would never

stand the loneUness of such a place as this."

This last sentence was not unpremeditated.

Miss Richmond watched carefully how it

sped. " Loneliness !
" exclaimed Genevieve,

unsuspectingly. " I have never had a lonely

hour in my life. Descriptions of loneliness

perplex me ; I mean the kind of loneliness

that is always crying out for human com-
panionship. I do not understand it. Perfect

solitude is such a potential thing ; so full of

influences to which one is never awake in

one's social hours. I sometimes think that

if I were so placed that I could never be
alone, I should sink to a mere clod."

There was a little silence while Miss Rich-

mond was revolving in her mind the signifi-

cance of these admissions, that is to say a

certain significance that they had for her.

To herself she was saying, " Then that is

evidence enough that you are fancy-free, my
golden-haired princess. I wonder at that,

almost as much as I regret it."

On the whole it was a relief when Miss
Richmond expressed a desire to see the

studio. Mr. Bartholomew had not found

conversation with young Richmond an easy

matter
;
perhaps it had been less easy because

of his keen consciousness of Miss Richmond's
attention to all that passed. He knew that

no word had escaped her.
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They all went out into the sunlit orchard

together. Genevieve, walking by Miss Rich-

mond's side, felt her eighteen years and her

general immaturity to be decided disadvan-

tages. She had not noticed till now the

stateliness of her companion's finely-moulded

figure, the statuesque setting of her head.

The cast of Here, which was one of the trea-

sures of the studio, was not more impressively

suggestive of Olympian majesty than was

the figure and bearing of this imperious-

looking Yorkshire lady.

Miss Richmond had a distinct remem-
brance of the joiner's shop

;
yet she showed

no surprise when she found herself in an

artistically-furnished studio, surrounded by

rich colouring carefully subdued, by all the

usual and tmusual appurtenances of the

painter's • craft : the sketches that are riiore

suggestive than finished pictures ; the casts

that appeal only to the few ; the odds and
ends of bronze and copper, of richly-tinted

glass, of roughly-moulded clay. There was

a piece of old tapestry at one end of the

studio, with salmon-coloured figures standing

in awkward attitudes on a faded cloud of

dark blue wool. On the other side there

was a Japanese cabinet, and a brass bowl
covered with Madura etched work. A tall

Persian jar stood on the ground ; behind

there was a shield of ancient lacquered wood,
;ind a sword with a Damascened blade was
hanging slantwise on the wall between two

unfinished pictures. Miss Richmond stopped

before one of the pictures. Mr. Bartholomew
was near her. Genevieve was showing Cecil

Richmond some photographs of the sculpture

discovered at Melos. There was a Perseus,

a wise-looking Zeus, a goddess without a head,

and the beautiful but mutilated figure which
the art-critics were wrangling over, one naming
it a Urania, and another asserting it to be a

wingless Victory.
" I suppose it would be the correct thing

to say that I admire them ? " said young
Richmond, speaking in his usual husky
voice, and in a tone that was nearly as

languid as his sister's.

" It would hardly be quite correct to say

so if you don't admire them," replied Gene-
vieve, who was a little amused. " I hope I

was not putting any pressure upon your
opinion?"

" No, you weren't ; so I may as well speak
die truth. I don't like statues—never saw a

marble thing that I cared for in my life."

''No ! And pictures?"
" Oh, I cave for pictures immensely, espe-

cially new ones. I ran up to London for

three days in June, almost on purpose to see

the Academy and the Grosvenor. My word !

there was some colour there !

"

" There was indeed," replied Genevieve,

repressing a smile. " And since you care

so much for colour, you will perhaps like to

see some sketches of my father's. Will you
lift that portfolio. to the table, please?"

Miss Richmond was not listening to all

this. She had but little knowledge of art,

and small liking for even such phases of it as

she understood. There were studies, sketches,

suggestions on the walls that she did not

profess to understand ; others that she did not

pretend to care for. The head of the pale

young man on the easel was in nowise to her

taste, and Mr. Bartholomew was not anxious

to elicit her opinion concerning it. This

was a small matter, but she noticed it ; she

was even aware that he was sorry that the

picture was on the easel at that moment.
She turned from it silently. On the wall

near it there was an unfinished single figure,

a three-quarter length of a Guinevere, seated

on an antique couch, draped with emerald-

tinted silk. Her face was pale, full of the

" vague spiritual fears " that had come upon
her, because

" The powers that tend the soul.

To help it from the death that cannot die,

And save it even in extremes, began
To vex and plague her."

More care had been bestowed upon the

expression, upon the sorrow of the face, the

dawning repentance, than upon the actual

beauty to be represented by the drawing of

rich contours, or tints of ]oearl and carnation.

The history of the sorrow that her loveliness

had wrought was insisted on rather than the

loveliness itself. The regret for the past, the

pain of the present, the hopelessness of the

future—these were the things that had in-

spired the painter's soul, so that you saw

only a fair and remorseful woman, half-ready

even then to throw herself at Arthur's feet,

had the king been there.

" It is not my notion of Guinevere," said

Miss .Richmond. "That face reminds me
of the face in Velasquez's ' Magdalen at the

foot of the Cross,' the one at Farnley, a face

that is all tears and tenderness and grief. I

can believe in the repentance of Mary Mag-
dalen, but not in the repentance of Guine-

vere. Perhaps I do not understand the Queen
as Tennyson would have her understood

;

but I always think she must have felt to the

last that fate had dealt hardly with her."

" And you think the feeling that life has

been hard, and circumstance difficult, would

make against human repentance ?
"
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" Yes. Surely it must do that ? It must

at least do that."

" There I would venture to differ from

you," said Bartholomew courteously. " I

think that if one's eyes were not holden one

would see hardness and difficulty and trial

to be aggravations of remorse rather than

palliations of misdeed. The burden is laid

with design and with exactness ; so much
is required because so much was given, and

no one of us fails of his part but through

weakness or willingness."

" Not willingness—no, not willingness,"

said Miss Richmond, turning away from the

picture. " There are contrary winds in life

as in nature, and one is driven on to the

rocks all against one's will. One cannot

alter one's self, one cannot force circumstance,

one cannot move others as one would."

There was a touch as of despair in her tone,

born^ perhaps, of the thought that her forget-

ful outspokenness had not been of a nature

to create the impression she wished to create.

With all her talent she was apt to find her

small diplomacies parting unexpectedly in

the middle, like the fraying of a garment

that has been too long in use.

" You mustn't mind my not admiring your

'Guinevere,'" she said in conciliatory tones.

*' There is so much that I can admire—this,

for instance. Is it another Tennysonian

subject?
"

" No, it is not—though I am almost as

faithful to Tennyson as Rossetti is to Dante.

This picture is, as you see, unfinished. I

meant to entitle it, ' The King's Daughter.'

It is from the ' Earthly Paradise.'
"

" A book I only know by name. I have

seen it, of course, but I have never read it.

What is the story?"

"There are many stories ; this is a scene

from one, a parting scene. The lady is the

Princess Ingibiorg; the other figure, which

is only indicated, is Kiartan, who does not

care for her as she would have him care, but

who is yet passionately sorry for her. The
beauty of the passage, to my thinking, is the

Princess's sorrow for his sorrow. ... I have

the book here. . . . That is the part I meant
to illustrate :

—

" Alone she was, her head against the wall
Had fallen ; her heavy eyes were shut when he
Stood on the threshold ; she rose quietly,

Hearing the clash of arras- and took his hand.
And thus with quivering lips awhile did stand
Regarding him ; but he made little show
Of manliness, but let the hot tears flow
Fast o'er his cheeks. At last she spake :

" ' Weep then !

If thou who art the kindest of all men
Must sorrow for me. Yet more glad were I

To see thee leave my bower joyfully

This last time ; that when o'er thee sorrow came
And thought of me therewith, thou might'st not blame

My little love for ever saddening thee.

Love !—let me say love once—great shalt thou be,

Beloved of all, and dying ne'er forgot.

Farewell ! farewell 1 farewell
!

'

"

]Miss Richmond read the lines, not quite

to herself, but in low, pathetic under-tones,

that seemed to lend an intenser meaning to

the words. The passage was marked ; she

did not read farther, but closed the book
and gave it back to the painter.

" I should like to see that picture when it

is finished," she said.

Bartholomew was silent for a moment.
" I wish I could promise you that you

should see it finished," he replied.

"Will it take so long?"
" It would take about a fortnight—not

more. . . . But it is not a question of time.

It is nearly four years since the painting was
begun."

" Really ! Then I see
;
you have lost the

—the feeling for it ?
"

" Yes ; that is it precisely," said Noel

Bartholomew, almost betraying by the glance

he gave his surprise that she should under-

stand. " The mood in which I began it is

dead ; I think it is dead for ever."

ISIiss Richmond stood silent a moment,

looking into his face with a look of intense,

concentrated compassion, such as he had

never dreamed could be made visible on a

countenance Hke hers. It almost startled

him from his indifference.

" The Princess's face is a portrait, then ?*"

Miss Richmond asked, speaking in a subdued

tone that was far removed from curiosity.

" It is, and it is not," the painter replied.

" I had a model—that is to say, a lady staying

with us for a few days kindly sat for me. She

had a finely picturesque face, pale and sad-

looking; but I tried to idealise the features,

partly that she might never be recognised, so

that I should not call it a portrait."

" Could you not finish it if the same lady

sat to you again?"
" No, not now. I might finish the figure

of the Princess, and I might paint a Kiartan

to stand beside it; but the whole thing

would be worthless, and wooden as the chair

on which the picture stands. There would

be no beauty in it, nor any felicity, nor any

life whatever."
" And you have no hope concerning it—

I

mean hope for the future ?
"

" None."
Miss Richmond again stood silent, with

musing eyes turned downward to the floor.

" I wonder how it is ? " she said at length,

speaking softly. "I should have thought

that the chief idea of the picture, the pain of
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parting, would have been an idea that you

could have recalled always ?
"

Noel Bartholomew looked up, his eyes

seeming to quiver for one quick moment under

their lids.

" I can recall it," he replied slowly. _" Yes,

you are right ; I can always recall it, if

—

if it should ever be absent long enough to

need recall."

" Then I see why you cannot put it into

paint," said Miss Richmond, looking into his

face with grave and fervent compassion. To
herself she spoke in another and a wilder

way.

CHAPTER XI,—CANON GABRIEL.

Two quiet days passed before another

carriage containing visitors awoke the wonder

that Keturah's round eyes seemed made to

express. Genevieve was just going down to

the studio with a cup of tea for her father.

" You can show these gentlemen down the

orchard," she said. " And once more let me
ask you to look less amazed. Now don't

forget, Keturah."
" No, ma'am ; Ah won't forget. Ah

niver forgets nothing. Ah'm a despert

deep thinker."

Noel Bartholomew put down his palette

and brushes gladly for once ; and for once

there was a really glad look on his face. He
hastened to meet a friend.

• How lightly one uses the word ! how one

squanders it on the most inadequate occa-

sions ; making it do duty for a dozen other

words of lesser value that would better far

express the lesser meaning !

Year by year, day by day, " dream delivers

us to dream, and there is no end to illusion."

So, if there be any healing waters left

anywhere on the earth, any Bethesda Pool
where one might be made whole of the

wounds that one has had, one may rest

assured that these waters lie in the depths

of a true friend's soul.

For Noel Bartholomew the healing water

of sympathy was stirred to its divinest effect

by the man whose mere coming had power
to raise expectation, whose mere glance
raised expectation to a spiritual certainty.

He was an aged man, a man of thought, a
man of prayer, of suffering, of endurance.
All this, and much more than this, was written

on the pale intensity of his face.

The physical life of the man had never
been fully equal to the demands made
upon it by the soul's life. The higher had
dominated the lower at a fearful expense to

the latter. Now, you saw as it were through

the tissues of the frame, and you dreaded

the effect of the quick flush that mounted
to the thought-riven forehead, as you might

have dreaded to see the point of a lancet

near a main artery.

It had so happened that Canon Gabriel

and Genevieve had not met before.

" I have been wishing to come for days

past," he said, taking her hand in his and
holding it with a warm friendliness that the

girl felt to be very precious. The old man's

kind sad eyes, the wistful simplicity of the

smile that parted his still beautiful mouth,

were expanding her confidence in himself as

the sun of a summer's dawn expands the lily

till it yields its heart's last secret. Genevieve

had no secrets that the world would have

called such ; but even in that first hour she

betrayed the kinship of her soul to a soul

that understood.

"I was needing him." she said to herself

when she knelt for her prayer that night.

The clergyman who accompanied Canon
Gabriel was, of course, the blushing Mr.

Severne, the Canon's curate. He was stili

blushing. His blush would have been the

one distinctive thing about him but for his

smile, which was distinctive also. It was an

irresistible smile, in the sense of forcing you

to smile either with the curate or at him. To
ignore it was a physical impossibility. Yet

in common fairness it must be added that

there was something about the man that

saved his smile, his blush, and himself from

any touch of ridiculousness ; a something that

day by day commended him more warmly

to Canon Gabriel's affectionate regard.

It could hardly be said that his desire to

please was more evident to-day than any
other day. It was always evident; and
always combined with touching little doubts

about his success. The doubts were not

expressed except by blushes, which were

more expressive than any words he had at

command. Before five minutes were over he
was openly deploring his limited vocabulary.

Only Genevieve was listening. Mr. Bartho-

lomew and Canon Gabriel were discussing

other things.

" I—I don't know whether it's worst in

one's sermons, or in one's parish work."

said Mr. Severne ingenuously. " And when

I think anybody is listening who—who
minds about it, I get awfully nervous."

" Do you ? That is a pity. But I should

think you could not feel nervous at the school-

room service at Murk-Marishes. The people

there seem as if they would be so very un-

exacting.
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" So they do, as a rule. But now and then

other people come, more—more educated in a

way."
" Are you meaning me ? I was there on

Sunday afternoon."
" Yes ; so you were. But you sat behind

the stove-pipe, and—and—

"

" And you were grateful to me for sitting

behind the stove-pipe ?
"

" Well, I was," admitted Mr. Severne,

blushing and laughing with real enjoyment
of the position. " If you'd been looking at

me I should have felt ever so much worse."
" Then you may rely upon my not looking

at you in future. There is no necessity for

it. There is so much to be seen from the

school-room windows. But you must promise
me not to think that my attention is wander-
ing if you see me looking out of the win-

dows."
" I— I should be glad if I could think it

was wandering—then perhaps you wouldn't
find out that I was wandering ; it is so diffi-

cult to keep to one's subject. But even that

is not so difficult as visiting in the parish.

I never know what to say—especially first

when I go in."

Couldn't you ask after the baby ?
"

" I do ; I'm awfully fond of children. But

some of the people haven't any ; some of

them seem as if they hadn't anything, and

didn't do anything that one could talk about.

They don't read, they don't think, they don't

work, and they don't go anywhere."
" And they don't gossip ?

"

" Oh, don't they ! . . . I— I beg pardon

.... I mean . . .
."

" Severne, come and look at this picture."

It was the Canon's gentle voice that spoke;,

and he added, in the humorous way that sat

so well upon his fine gravity

—

" I am sure I need not apologise to Aliss

Bartholomew for relieving her of the burden

of entertaining you."

"Well, I—I don't know," said Mr. Severne,

blushing two shades deeper. " Perhaps I may
have been entertaining Miss Bartholomew !

"

"That is eminently probable. But now
look at this head. What should you say of

the man who sat for that ?
"

" I should have to think before I said

anything. Is it meant for a saint ?—a St.

John, for instance?
"

" That is how it impresses you ? " said

Mr. Bartholomew.
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" Well, it did at first."

"And now?"
" Now I seem to see some hardness in

those hazel-coloured eyes, and there is some-

thing very like hardness, too, about the

mouth. Still, it is a good face, and it is

very—very intellectual. Don't you think so,

Canon Gabriel ?
"

" I think it is wonderful ! wonderful to see

a. Judas in a face like that
!

"

" A Judas
!

"

" That is Bartholomew's idea of Judas

;

and I think in future it will be mine. I

could conceive of Christ choosing a man like

that to be His disciple. There are such
magnificent possibilities in the head and
face. You say to yourself, that man may
be anything he chooses. But it is not a

Hebrew type, Bartholomew ?
"

" No ; it is more Hellenic, and therefore

more suggestive of the best that has been, or

will be, physically speaking."
'• Exactly ; but one hardly cares for that.

It is the power, the subtle inconsistency, the

possibility of' pathos underlying the hard
determinedness. One sees the man who
could betray his Master for a paltry price

;

but one also sees the man who went and
hanged himself because his remorse for so

doing was greater than he could bear."
" It has always been terribly perplexing to

me," said Genevieve. " I cannot compre-
hend the alternations of feeling that must have
understruck both motive and action."

" You will comprehend it better when you
are older," said the Canon. "Such alterna-

tions are as sadly possible to-day as they

were eighteen hundred years ago ; as possible

in Murk-Marishes as in Judea. There are

doubtless people who can love and hate the

same persons by turns ; and who can feel

either passion with equal violence."
" They must be very miserable people,"

said Mr. Severne, who had a habit of putting

hypoth.;tical cases to himself, and was won-
dering at that moment whether he could ever
come to dislike Miss Bartholomew.

" I think you said this head was only a
study," observed the Canon. " You are
going to paint a picture from it ?

"

" Yes ; the picture is begun. It is here

—

this morning's work still wet. I am not
satisfied with it to-day."

Mr. Bartholomew was unwise enough to

turn his canvas, so that his visitors could
see his work. It might be that he had a
motive in so doing.

" Oh, I say ! how curious !
" Mr. Severne

exclaimed. " It is the same, the Judas over

again, and yet it is like—like some one else.

Don't you see, Canon Gabriel ?
"

" I hardly know what I see yet," said the

Canon, speaking more cautiously. " It is so

very unfinished."
" So it is ; the hair isn't done, and all that

;

but if it had been darker, and had had black

hair hanging ov.er the forehead, I should
certainly have said it was Miss Richmond.
But it is strange ; it is so like the Judas, too !

"

" You are rather a stupid boy," said the

Canon, drawing the young man's attention

to another sketch ; and perceiving with some
satisfaction that the painter was amused
rather than annoyed.

" It is curiously difiicult sometimes," said

Bartholomew, " to catch a likeness ; but it is

often equally difficult to get rid of a likeness

after it has once got in. It may have come
in unintentionally, but no intention will suflrce

to dismiss it."

" Then that would account for some of the

repetitions that one often sees in pictures by
the same artist," said Canon Gabriel. " But
what, or rather who, is this ? A St. Agnes,
surely ?

"

" No ; I meant that for the nameless sister

of Sir Percivale. I used to wonder why
Tennyson had not bestowed upon her one of

the most beautiful of his beautiful names

;

now I think it better she should have no
name." The picture was only a head, only

a pale, silken head, with a wan and prayerful

face, and eyes with the "deathless passion"

of holiness in them.

It was hung rather high, and Mr. Severne

was looking up at it as he might have looked

at some marvellously-wrought altar-piece.

Canon Gabriel was saying softly :

—

" For on a day she sat to speak with me.
And when she came to speak, behold her eyes
Beyond my knowing of them, beautiful,

Beyond all knowing of them, wonderful.
Beautiful in the light of holiness."

" Would you mind standing there for ten

minutes, Mr. Severne ? " asked the painter

courteously, as the Canon's voice ceased.
" No ; I shouldn't mind a bit, of course

not," said the curate, blushing quite the

deepest tint that he had exhibited yet.

"Are you going to make a sketch of. me?
Oh, I say ! I should like it, I should really

!

"

" Then look quite grave, please, quite

quiet, as you were looking just now."
"And we will go up to the cottage and

have some tea," said Genevieve, turning to

Canon Gabriel.
" Ah, yes ; thank you. That is wise.

Severne will never behave as he ought to do
if we remain."
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CHAPTER XII. SIR GALAHAD.

" Your father's imagination seems to be

recovering its activity," said Canon Gabriel

when they reached the sitting-room. There

was a cheery fire burning ; a smell of turf

came from the kitchen ; a breeze was stirring

the ivy-leaves to and fro lyDon the diamond
panes ; the low sun threw long rays between

the flower-pots and across the cosy little

room.
" I think his imagination has been active

all the while," Genevieve said thoughtfully.

" Perhaps only too active. It was the power

to realise the things he saw that had gone

from him. The misery of it was in that."

" The power, not the will ?
"

" No ; not the will, never the will. It

was strange. I can hardly explain, though

I think I understand. It seemed as if he

had not power to obey his will. I have

known him will to do a thing, and compel
himself to do it; but none knew better than

he knew the utter worthlessness of it when it

was done. And people did so torture him.

They could not understand. I believe the

world looks upon the production of art, or of

poetry, as upon the production of so much
brick-laying."

" But you are happier about your father

now ?
"

" Tremulously happy."

"Ah! I see."

" It is a kind of crisis. So much may
depend upon so little just now."

" What sort of idea should you think he

has about Mr. Severne ? I mean what sort

of artistic idea? He seemed struck by some-
thing."

Genevieve smiled sbftly. " I think my
father's idea would be the same as mine

—

that Mr. Severne would make a good pen-

dant to the sister of Sir Percivale."
" A Sir Galahad ? That is strange ! I

have had the same notion about him ever

since he came. The moment I saw him and
heard him speak I thought of the lines :

—

' God make thee good as thou art beautiful.
Said Arthur, when he dubb'd him knight, for none
In so young youth was ever made a knight.'

It is of course in Severne's youth and in his

than in his beauty that one
But if any one has seen,

Holy Grail, then Severne

that of him ?
"

say that of him. He may
e cold and silver beam steal-

moonlight, or the crystal

goodness rather

sees the analogy.
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clouds were driving rapidly, but every now
and then broad rays of sunlight shot across

the cold white world, making the day seem
serene if you only looked landward. It was

tempting to any one with a desire for out-door

air, but Mr. Bartholomew had threatenings

of bronchial troubles, not new to him, and
therefore to be dreaded. This was tiresome,

as he was wanting to go over to the Bank at

Thurkeld Abbas.

He was rather glad when he saw Miss
Craven driving slowly, carefully down the

white upland. She drew up by the stile, and
Keturah ran along the snow-covered field

to hold the horse. Dorothy usually stopped

at Netherbank to ask if she could execute

any commissions "in the town." She drove

an old white pony and a black gig, a turn-out

that commanded a respect in Thurkeld Abbas
not always accorded to vehicles of greater

pretension.

Something to Mr. Bartholomew's perplex-

ity, something to his amusement, Miss Craven
refused to transact his business at the Bank.

" I'll not do that," she said in her usual

brusque way, "but I'll drive your daughter

to the town and back again if you like. I've

nothing but myself in the gig, an' I haven't

much to do at Thurkeld, only the butter an'

eggs to leave, an' the groceries to get, an' a

few things to get at Hartgill's."

" You will let me go, father ? " Genevieve
asked, a faint glow of delight rising to her

cheek as she spoke.
" Whydo you ask with such mild emphasis?"
" Because my desire is so strong."
" Exactly," said the father, looking at her

with solemn comprehension, as his way was.

Then he went to the window. It was easy

enough to understand the girl's eager desire

to be out there amongst all that new white

beauty that was glittering in the sun. Sun-
shine is always hopeful. After due hesitation

a restrained permission was given. Ten
minutes later Genevieve was sitting by Miss
Craven's side, wrapped from head to foot in

furs and shawls, and doing her best to sub-

due the child-like excitement that was born
of the unusual elements in her present and
prospective experience.

" Oh look ! look there !
" she cried, as they

turned a corner of the lane that led down
into the village. There was a tall, ragged
hawthorn hedge on the seaward side, and the

snow had drifted through the interstices,

making such strange forms as surely never snow
made before. Giant sofas and couches, tall

chairs of quaint shapes were ranged one be-
hind another, each with its end to the hedge,

all the way along the road, precisely as furni-

ture might have been arranged in a vast show-
room. The sight was unique enough to be
remembered for a lifetime, but it was not an
easy matter to drive through or by this strange
display of freaks. Miss Craven was very care-

ful ; her old pony was patient and willing,

but nervous withal, and the aspect of things
was beginning to be less amusing, when the
figure of a horseman was seen approaching.

" There !

" said Dorothy, with a quick, keen
flush of annoyance. " Was ever anything
more vexin' than that ?

"

" Is it some one you know?" Genevieve
asked.

" Know ! Yes, more's the pity. It's

Ishmael Crudas. You'll have heard your
father speak of him, I reckon ?

"

" Yes," said Genevieve, blushing too now,
for very sympathy, " my father told me a
little—only a very little. He said that per-

haps it would be a pain to you if you thought
I knew more."
"Pain! It's all pain together. But I don't

mind your knowing. I mind nobody's know-
ing. Some day I may tell you myself maybe."
The horseman approached. He was a

grey-haired, keen-eyed man, in later middle
agp, with a complexion as ruddy and as fresh

as it had been thirty years before. Evidently

he was a well-to-do man, everything about
him, from the sleek, dark, dappled grey he

rode to the sound quality of his rough top-

coat, bespoke the prosperous, thriving York-
shire farmer.

" Well done, Miss Craven !" he shouted at

the top of a shrill and somewhat penetrating

voice. " You've about getten through t'

worst on't ; but mebbe Ah'd better lend ya a

hand as far as t' Wheatsheaf, so as you
mayn't turn reproachful, an saay 'at Ah've got

t' best on't. Steady ! Grizel, steady !

"

Miss Craven protested, in tones almost as

shrill as his own, thus making it evident that

her interlocutor was rather deaf, as indeed

any one might have guessed from his manner
of speaking. Apparently her protestations

were carried away by the wind, which was

boisterous at times, Mr. Crudas dismounted,

led his own horse with one hand, and guided

the uncertain steps of INIiss Craven's pony with

the other. Miss Craven meanwhile looking

determinedly beyond him with fixed eyes,

glowing cheeks, and a firmly-closed mouth
expressive of the deepest mortification.

" T' road's been cut all t' waay fra Murk-
Marishes to Thurkeld," said Ishmael, remount-

ing and riding by Miss Craven's side, " Ah
com round by Briscoe. Ah was on my waay
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le t' Haggs te ask aboot that coo 'at ya said

was such a bad milker. But Ah shall be up
that waiiy again next week, an' we can talk

things ower. Ah might as weel go back by

Thurkeld noo as ony other waay. That's

road you're bound Ah reckon ?
"

Miss Craven admitted that it was, by the

slightest possible parting of her lips. To
Genevieve's surprise this repressive manner
had no particular effect upon Mr. Crudas.

" You're not goin' te introduce me te that

young laiidy then, Dorothy ? " he said, glanc-

ing past Miss Craven with his small keen

eyes. " Ah sail ha' te introduce mysel', Ah
see, an' Ah can do it wiv a good grace an' all,

seeing 'at Ah knew both her father an' her

mother afore she was born. Hoo dis yer

father like livin' at ]Murk-Marishes, Miss

Bartholomew ?
"

" He likes it very much, thank you," said

Genevieve, leaning forward and answering

"with one of her rare smiles. " Perhaps you

will call at Netherbank ? my father would be

glad to see you."
" Thank ya, miss, thank ya !

" Mr. Crudas

shouted in shrill delight. The value of the

invitation so graciously given was doubled

by the fact that Miss Craven heard it given.

It seemed a mere matter of gratitude that

Mr. Crudas should ride round to the side of

the gig on which Genevieve sat ; but another

matter was stirring in his brain, or beginning

to stir. What if this dainty-looking young
lady could be won to sympathy, to help, to

the exertion of such influence as she might

have with Miss Craven ? The thought had
struck him on the sudden, and he had been

quick to perceive the possibilities it held.

Nothing so likely as the unlikely.

" Despert weather," he began, by way of

giving himself time to think how a middle-

aged Yorkshire farmer, of rough speech and
aspect, might make himself agreeable to a

young lady of such perfect manners, such

undreamt - of beauty as this. " Despert

weather it's been. Ah don't know 'at iver I

heerd tell o' more damage done at one time i'

my life. T' papers is full o' nowt but dis-

aster—disaster by sea, an' disaster by land.

Ah reckon it's been as bad aboot here as

onywhere. They say there's ower thirty

wrecks lyin' ashore atween Shields an' Scar-

borough, an' more ships missin' nor folks

knows on yet. Did ya hear tell 'at Ah'd seen

a vessel go doon mysel' night afore last ?
"

" You saw it ? " asked Genevieve, turning

paler and looking out to the dark horizon

where the sea was still heaving under the

frowning heavens.

" Ay, Ah saw it, an', so far as Ah know,
nobody else saw it. She turned ower all of

a sudden, an' came up again bottom upward,
parted clean i' two, like a 'bacca pipe. Then
she disappeared, an' there wasn't as much as

a spar left floatin' 'at Ah could see ; but 'twas

gettin' on for nightfall. Ah'd been out all t'

daay. Ah niver can rest i' t' house wi' t'

signals firin' an t' rockets roarin' i' that waiiy.

Ah watched the savin' o' three ships' crews
fra the top o' Swarthcliff Nab that day ; an'

Ah helped a bit i' savin' other two."
" Were they saved by the lifeboat ? " Gene-

vieve asked.
" Some by t' boat, an' some by t' life lines,"

answered Mr. Crudas. " There was a woman
fetched ashore i' the cradle, poor thing ! ower
such a boiUn', ragin' sea as Ah reckon you
niver saw. She was the last but one te leave

the ship. She stuck tiv her husband—he
was t' master, an' he stuck tiv his vessel till

all t' rest o' t' crew was saafe. Then t' line

wi' t' cradle an t' life buoy was shot oot again,

an' just as t' poor fellow seemed to be puttin'

one foot into t' cradle, he was blawn clean

owerboard,— eh, but it was an awful minute

that ! There warn't a shadow o: a chance i'

such a sea. He battled aboot a bit ; some-
times one could see him, an' sometimes one
couldn't, tho' he was nobbut a few yards fra

t' shore. I heerd a cry, a terrible cry; it's i'

my ears yet ; but whether it was the drownin'

man or his wife, Ah don't knawto this minute.

They said she saw him go."

"And all this was just here, and we did

not know !" said Genevieve. " I thought I

heard a gun once in the night ; but I did not

know what it meant."

The girl stopped. She was growing palerand

paler as her keen susceptibility was wrought
upon more deeply b}» the thought of the

seeming carelessness and indifference in which
she had been living through the storm. The
idea of sitting in safety, in warmth, in un-

appreciated security, while men were crying

their last agonizing cries within sight of the

place where she sat, was almost intolerable.

It seemed as if she had wronged those who
had suffered of their due sympathy in fail-

ing to suffer with them so far as she might

have done. It was as if she heard a voice

in the wild wind—a voice asking, " Could
ye not watch with me one hour?" Then
the wind fell a little, and the voice seemed

to say, " Inasmuch as ye did it not to these,

ye did it not to Me."
They were nearly at their journey's end

now. The dark clouds were drifting upward
from the sea ; the sun was hidden : the dis-
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tant moorland was changing from grey to

jDurple-black.
" Ah doobt t' daay's goin' to worsen' on't,"

said Ishmael Crudas as they entered Kirk-

gate, the main street of the townlet. Ishmael

turned to go his own way, which branched off

a little farther down the street, shouting
" Good daily " to Miss Craven and Gene-

vieve as he went. There was a strange

gloomy look upon the face of the houses

;

the piled-up snow on either side of the street

looked dirty and distressful ; the people were

hurrying about—more people than Genevieve
had seen in Thurkeld Abbas before ; and it

soon became evident that some common
cause was making common stir,

" You know where the Bank is?" said Miss
Craven, as they stopped at the Richmond
Arms. " An' what are you going to do till

I'm ready ? Hadn't I better call for you at

the Rectory?"
" Yes, thank you ; if you will be so kind,"

said Genevieve, She still looked sad and
thought-burdened as she turned to go down
the narrow street where the Bank was. IMa-

rishes Lane was the name of it, and Marishes

Lane was the most silent and deserted street

in all the place, as a rule. To-day a throng

of people were coming swiftly down, talking

rapidly, earnestly as they came, and looking

into each other's faces with concern and
dread.

" Has anything happened ? " Genevieve
asked of a tall woman who seemed to be

trying to cheer a shorter woman who clung

weeping to her arm.

"Ay, miss, there's anufif happened, if it's

true what folks say," answered the woman in

tones of pain and excitement. " There's a

ship i' distress just down i' the Bight here,

an' they say it's T/te* Viking ; an' if it is, my
sister's little boy's aboard—little Davy Drewe.
An' it's nobbut his second voyage, poor bairn

!

An' he is a bonny little lad, miss, an' sharp

as a bree.* But don't take on so yet, Ailsie.

Wait an' see. God's been good to thee so far.

Don't take on so till tha knows the Avorst."

Genevieve had turned, for the women still

hurried on as the tall one spoke. The
younger one, hardly knowing what she did in

the sudden bewilderment of her grief, put out
her hand to Genevieve, who took it warmly
between her own. She could think of few
words that held any comtort, and these few
were difficult to utter in the strong wind that

seemed to be growing stronger every moment.
When the little town was left behind, as it

was before Genevieve became aware of the

* Bree—briar.

fact, there was no protection. The blast

swept the wild-looking scene, bending the
leafless trees ; driving the untrodden snow
over the cliffs in steamy clouds ; blowing
through the thin garments of the women,
who were hurrying in groups along the bleak
white road that led down into Soulsgrif Bight,

"Come wi' ma, come wi' ma!" the younger
woman entreated when Genevieve paused
once in the lane. " Come wi' ma, and see
the last o' my little lad !

"

And again it seemed to Genevieve that

there was a voice in the blast that went
sweeping by.

CHAPTER XIV. "who EVER LOVED THAT
LOVED NOT AT FIRST SIGHT?"

The scene in Soulsgrif Bight disclosed

itself quite suddenly from the turn at the top

of the cliff. It was a wild scene, and im-

pressive; and the sounds that dulled and
deadened the hearing were at least as im-

pressive as the sight itself.

The houses that composed the little fishing

hamlet at the foot of the cliff were ranged

somewhat after the fashion of an irregular

semicircle. Some had stood on the very

fringe of the sea; these were wrecked for the

most part ; and you saw figures moving
through and beyond the slanting rafters that

had held the roof.

Others stood dotted about on ledges of

rock, on rugged and hardly approachable

points, the cliffs having in some instances

fallen away on every side, and left the red-

tiled dwelling on a rocky islet in the midst

of rocks. Some few were ranged together on
a shelf at the back of the bay, and on the

slope in front there were U2:)turned boats,

masts, and oars, the wrecks of lost ships, and
other pathetic vestiges of lost lives.

Few details were noticed by Genevieve as

she went down Soulsgrif Bank, still holding

the hand of the woman who was still silently

weeping. The Bight seemed to be rapidly

filling with swift-moving, apprehensive figures.

Some came from the north, some from the

south, some were going down with Genevieve
and the fear-driven woman, who seemed to

look to her, if not for help, then, at least, for

all the sympathy she had to give. There
was an excitement, suppressed as yet, on
every countenance ; and every eye was turned

strainingly seaward.

At present this seaward view was suggestive

only of terror—of angry and awful power.

The dark clouds were obscured ; so too was
the darkl3^-heaving distance of the sea. Mys-
tery was the key-note of the scene, the mys-
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tery of driving storm-scud—scud of rain or

snow meeting and mingling with the scud of

riven, fl)'ing surf. The only light in it was a

heavy, lurid, yellow light, that appeared to be
neither of sun, nor moon, nor stars—a light

that seemed to strike upward from the torn

sea, rather than downward from the troubled

lieavens.

Down at the bottom of the narrow rock-

bounded road a dozen or more of the fisher-

folk of the place gathered instantly about the

strange little group of three. It did not

seem strange; nothing was strange save the

awful booming of the sea all along the foot

of the cliffs, the wild roaring and lashing, the

mad bursting and tossing of the waves that

stretched in broken heights and shadowy
depths across the Bight from Briscoe Point

to Soulsgrif Ness. What roar was of the

water, and what of the rushing mighty wind,

could not be discerned. The sole sound
that had distinction there was the shrill crying

of the myriad seagulls that had their home in

the rocks to the north. For Genevieve Bar-

tholomew there was an added terror in their

defiant scream that every now and then sub-

sided into a mocking chuckle as the birds

passed boldly near. It was as ifsome malevo-

lent storm-spirit swept by on its wicked wing.

The two women with whom Genevieve
had come down from Thurkeld Abbas were
the daughters of a drowned man, the widows
of drowned men, the sisters of drowned men.
All they possessed—the means of life itself

—

had come to them from the sea; the self-

same sea had taken from them all that made
life worth having. Ailsie Drewe would have
said " nearly all " a day or two before, be-

lieving that her boy was safe en board The
Viking, then, as she supposed, taking in coal

at Newcastle for Dieppe.

The news that a schooner, believed to be
The Viking, had been seen drifting past

Briscoe Point, disabled and dismasted, was
the first news that the poor woman had had
of the sailing of the ship. She knew at once
that it must have sailed before the coming
on of the storm. Where had it been during

the awful days and nights of veering wind
and changing, tempestuous sea, that it should

now be drifting helplessly northward again ?

More than one of the men assembled there

had seen the hull of the disabled ship as it

rolled and laboured past the point. The
mainmast had snapped off a few feet from
the deck ; some three or four figures gathered

about the bows was all that could be dis-

cerned through the darkness and mist of the

edge of the snow-squall.

Two of the men on board— it was hoped
they were on board—v/ere Soulsgrif men.
Their wives were there in the Bight, and
their little children. One white-headed old
man stood alone, covering his face at times
with his sou'-wester while he prayed for the
last son that the sea had left him. Had it

left him? Was he there, midway between
the frowning heavens and the angry sea ? The
old man was walking on, still alone, still

praying, still keeping his eye fixed on the
changing, threatening distance. Suddenly he
heard a voice beside him, a gentle, sweet,

anxious voice trying to speak so that it could
be heard above the storm.

" Have you seen the ship ? Do you think
it is there ? Do you think it can be there ?

"

The old man turned, gazing surprisedly at

the white, beautiful, eager face, the compas-
sionate eyes before him. He had not heard,
or had not understood, the questions. Were
they in some strange tongue ? Surely it was
some message of peace that had been sent

to him !

He was wondering silently ; a man on
horseback was dashing wildly down a steep

path between the rocks. The latter stopped
rather suddenly as Genevieve was repeating

her question in a louder and more deliberate

way. She had not noticed him till he drew up.

For a moment he sat silent in the saddle,

as if he too were half-bewildered bv the tall,

white, fur-clad figure, the wind-blown masses
of rippling golden hair, the pale, clear-cut face

that was like a sculptor's dream, the dark,

wistful eyes of the truest, deepest violet-colour

he had ever in his many wanderings beheld.

All against his will he was arrested by the

unconscious grace, the appealing glance, the

intense compassion visible on the face so

suddenly upturned to his.

The gentleman raised his hat, " I beg your

pardon," he said. " You were asking about

the ship. It is there, I have seen it from the

moor." Then he turned to the old man.
" Is anything known about the vessel in

Soulsgrif Bight ? " he asked of him.

The old fisherman's eyes filled with tears.

He had heard what this clear, strong voice

was saying. '"'
I know 'at my son was aboard,

sir," he said. " If he be aboard yet, him an'

all 'at's wiv him 's despairin' o' their lives."

"There is no liteboat here?" The ques-

tion was put in quick, decisive tones.
" Noa, sir. An' if there was she couldn't

live i' such a sea as this."

" Where is the nearest lifeboat station ?
"

"At yon end o' Swarthcliff Bay, sir; six

miles to the south'ard. Ah thought they
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might mebbe ha' seen the vessel as she passed

there, but Ah reckon she passed when one o'

them snow-squalls was on, if she passed at

all. But there's no sayin' where she's been
such weather as this."

The stranger raised his hat as he dashed
off again, then he crushed it down over a

great square forehead contracted with pain,

with strong resolution. His firm mouth was
strenuously compressed ; his large dark-

brown eyes were lighted with the determina-

tion of effort, rather than with hope of that

effort's success,

Genevieve looked after him, feeling as if

some hope had gone with him, some help

and strength. Certainly the cold wind was
colder, the dark heavens darker ; surely the

white snow-flakes that were beginning to sweep
upward from the sea, swept in more pensive

accord with human loss and loneliness than

ever snow had swept before.
" Do you know that gentleman's name?"

she asked of the old man who still stood

near.
" Noa; laady, noa. Ah don't know what

they call him. He'll be a stranger here-

abouts. Ah reckon. He seems keen set o'

something. God keep him fra harm an'

ill !

"

"Amen !" said the girl, audibly and rever-

entl}'.

CHAPTER XV.—IN PERIL OK THE SEA.

Nearly an hour after the gentleman on
Jiorseback had passed swiftly through Souls-

grif Bight, and away up the cliff to the south-

ward, there was a sliglit change in the aspect

of things. The wind veered a little ; the

snow-storm began to clear away to the north.

Every eye in Soulsgrif Bight was fixed upon
the riven lurid edge of the moving cloud.

It went on moving, moving over sullen,

dark, blue-black waters fretted with leaping

tongues of white foam, tongues that leapt

liungrily one upon another because nothing
-else was there lor them to leap upon. There
was nothing else from Briscoe Point to the

riven cloud-edge that went on moving away.
Even above the desperate thunder and

boom of the sea you could hear, or perhaps
feel, the low ground-tone of despair that came
from the hearts of the people standing there.

More than three parts of the wild, wide
bay was clear now, clear and cold as blue
steel ; but no dismasted hull rose darkly
between sea and sky.

Some there could have prayed that the

cloud might stay now, that its merciful ob-

scurity might rest upon the little space that

was left between its ragged edge and Souls-
grif Ness, as once the cloud rested upon the
camp of Israel. But it moved onward, it

swept past the Ness.

From point to point there was nothing for

the eye to see save the great strife of waters,

nothing for the ear to hear but the war of
the unabating tempest.

Genevieve Bartholomew, with the fearless-

ness of ignorance, went farther along the

beach \o where some large masses of fallen

rock were lying under the cliff. Two of the
aged fishermen, who had turned their backs to

the sea, and were standing with pathetic lines

of hopelessness about their mouths, with sad,

strange recognition of the worst in their eyes,

gave her a word of warning as she passed.
" Doen't goa ower far that way, miss.

T' tide's risin'. When it touches yon stean,

the Kirkmaister's Steiin, they call it, it's

dangerous comin' back."
" Is it ? Thank you. I shall not stay,"

the girl shouted, through the roar. "I want
to see if I can see anything from that ledge.

I am afraid you will think me foolish, but I

did think that I saw something just now.
There ! I saw it again. A black speck on
the water !

"

The men turned swiftly, something in the

girl's eager hopefulness of manner striking

chords of responsive hopefulness in them.
There was nothing to be seen; but they

knew well that so small a thing as a piece of

wreck, or even a boat, might show itself for

one moment and then hide itself for many
in such a mountainous sea as that. They
hurried away to where a group of people
were gathering round a woman who had
doubtless been made a widow since that

snow-squall burst upon the bay. There was
a man with a glass in the crowd, and at the

first sign he turned to sweep the angry water
in which it seemed so little likely that any-

thing could be and live.

Yet not one full minute had passed when
the cry, half-glad, half-full of anguish, swept
across the Bight :

" They've ta'en to the

boat! God help them! they've ta'en to the

boat !

"

For the moment every one had seen it

for themselves. Away beyond the seething,

desperate, madly-plunging surf a vast ridge

of water had risen slowly, bearing on its un-

broken crest a tiny boat with six dark figures

visible against the cold, clear sky. " Heaven
help 'em ! " said the man who had been
watching them through the glass. " Heaven
help 'em. There's some on 'em stripped to

swnii.
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Even as he spoke the boat disappeared.

A great white crest with a flying mane swept

up between, seeming as if it broke into the

blue ether that was changing to green. There

was no murmur in the crowd, no cry ; only a

breathless, heart-swelling silence.

Could nothing be done, nothing, nothing ?

It seemed to Genevieve as if no one asked

the question. She did not know as they did

that in such a sea as that the question was

an idle one. The probability was that the

boat would never reach the broken surf: if

it did its buffeting would soon end.
" An' it's hard to perish within sight o' the

reek o' your own chimna," said a lame man
who passed on crutches. Only a year before

he had beenwashedashore, senseless, stunned,

and maimed by the wreckage of the ship he

had sailed in all his life.

Genevieve, mindful of the warning that

she had received, went upward toward a

nearer ledge of rock, which seemed to offer

even better chances of observation. No one

noticed her now, every face being turned

seaward, waiting for another glimpse of the

boat, if it might so be that another glimpse

was to be had.

None knew better than the simple fisher-

folk of Soulsgrif Bight that the extremity

could never come that should find God's arm
so shortened that it could not save. Some
prayed silently, some aloud ; some prayed,

not knowing it was prayer they offered.

Miracles had been wrought in Soulsgrif

Bight; and doubtless miracles would be
wrought there again. Why not now ?

Suddenly, very suddenly, the painful,

breathless silence was broken. A woman
looking southward saw on the snow-covered
clifif-top some object looming, towering

greatly against the sky. A crowd of toiling

people were all about it ; horses were being

moved hither and thither ; ropes were being
thrown and coiled and bound.

" My God ! my God !

" said the woman
who had been praying passionately for her

husband's life. "My God! it's the Lifeboat!"
Even so ; it was the life-boat.

Knowing that no boat that ever was built

could round Briscoe Point in such a tempest
as that, the captain at the coastguard station

had refused to launch the life-boat, to sacri-

fice almost certainly the lives of thirteen

brave men. It was painful to make the

refusal, but even as he made it a thought

struck him.
" I cannot launch her here, Mr. Kirk-

oswald," he said to the gentleman who had
XXV—

7

ridden in hot haste from Soulsgrif Bight.
" She would never round the point. But if

it were possible to get her overland through

the snow she might be launched in the

Bight."
'• Then for Christ's sake let us try ! There

are supposed to be six men and a lad in the

foundering ship."

So the trial was made ; and the day and
the deed will live, as brave deeds have lived

in England always. The children of children

yet unborn will tell of the cutting of the

frozen and deeply-drifted snow over hills

and through hollows for six long miles ; the

painful dragging, step by step, of the mas-
sively-built boat, mounted on her own car-

riage, by men who wrought in silence, in

utter obedience, in splendid willingness, with

desperate resolve.

"If you will take command of the men
who work on the road, Mr. Kirkoswald, the

coxswain and I will see to the boat," said the

captain of the coastguard to the stranger, who
was working already with spade and mattock
in the snow. His horse had been harnessed

to the boat's carriage; but it had to be

unharnessed, as its owner needed it for the

new service that was required of him. It

was difficult service, and important ; but he

was equal to the task, and men who might

not speak aloud spoke softly, saying always

to themselves, " Well done !

"

Men and horses from well-nigh every farm

on the road joined the band of volunteers

;

the men working with such a will as they had

never in their lifetime brought to any labour

of their own. Massive snow-drifts disap-

peared, hewn away in heavy blocks ; the

horses strove in the shafts—as many as

eighteen being yoked at one time in places

where the road was steep, or the snow im-

perfectly cleared. No difficulty stopped or

stayed this little force of brave Yorkshire-

men, as they struggled forward and ever

forward on their merciful errand. Even the

men who knew that for them the worst was yet

to come, the braving of the terrible sea after

the terrible toil on land, even they spared

not themselves ; no, not even when the life-

boat stood on the top of Briscoe Bank, and

was seen towering there by eyes that could

only see through tears ; welcomed by voices

whose words of greeting were choked and

overpowered by sobs. Strong men wept as

the ringing cheers at length passed upward

through the deafening roar of wind and wave

;

but their weeping had to be brief. The end

was not vet.
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By ROBERT WALKER.

AINIONG the French artists v/hose names
are more than mere names to all on

this side of the Channel who take even a

moderately intelligent interest in art, Maxime
Lalanne occupies a distinguished place. By
precept and example he has exerted a healthy

influence and won an honourable fame. His
is no reputation founded on one or two popu-
lar or sensational successes. It results from

the continued good work he has done, and
the valuable lessons he has taught as an
etclier and fusiniste. In Good Words for

September, 1882, there appeared a short

sketch of the life and labours of Lhermitte,

who is acknowledged to be, as a draughtsman
in cliarcoal of figure subjects, supreme in

France. As a landscape artist in the same
medium, Lalanne occupies a somewhat analo-

gous position, although there are many critics

who would give to Allonge almost an equal

pre-eminence. Each has his own method

—

his own system of interpreting and rendering

Nature, and each method, ditfering and even

opposing in many points, will always have its

defenders, so long as the constitution of men's

minds, their sympathies and their outlook on
the world, remain differing and opposed.
There is room on this earth of ours for all

varying kinds of excellence. We need not

undervalue the careful execution, the delicacy,

the graceful finish ofAllonge's fusains, because,

from the bent of our dispositions, we feel

that the breadth, the suggestiveness, the

skilful tones, the massive simplicity of La-
lanne appeal more to our imaginations. Each
in its own way is good.

IMaxime Lalanne's father, who died only a

few months ago, held an official position in

connection with the law courts of Bordeaux,
and in that city our artist was born, on
November 27th, 1827. The facts of his life

are mainly a record of his labours and suc-

cesses. He became a Bachelor of Letters in

January 1848, and went to Paris in 1852.

Jean Gigoux—^justly famous at one time as a
lithographer, when lithographers were artists

—was his teacher in the elements of art, and
in the great school of Nature he put to the

proof and perfected the lessons he had learnt

in the atelier. In the Salon of 1852 he made
his debut as an exhibitor, and since that date

he has every year contributed to the Paris

exhibitions. The official positions he has

held in connection with the Salon, the medals
and decorations he has received in the course

of the last twenty years, are sufficient proof of

the impression his works have made on those
best qualified to judge. Among the honours
bestowed on him may be mentioned gold
and bronze medals from Bordeaux (which it

is pleasant to note has not been slow to

recognise the genius of its son), gold medals-

from the Salon, and medals and diplomas
from many foreign and international exhi-

bitions. He is a Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour (1875), an " Officier d'Academic ''

(187S), and perhaps the highest distinction

of all, because he is the first etcher who has

been knighted " simply for his qualities as an

etcher," a Chevalier of the Order of Christ of

Portugal. This last honour was conferred on
him in 1864, by King Don Fernando of

Portugal, who is himself an accomplished

etcher, and, as Lalanne remarks in his

" Traite," has by his powerful influence

materially aided in the revival of etching.

Since 1880, Lalanne has been every year an
important member of the Salo?i jury, a good
proof of the confidence placed in him by his

brother artists.

His life has been a busy one. The briefest

catalo2;ue of all he has achieved fills one
with wonder as to how he has managed to

accomplish so much. His charcoal draw-

ings, his etchings, his pencil drawings (in

these three departments his skill is pre-

eminent), and his oil .paintings are legion.

In addition to being a regular contributor to

the Salon, he sends works to almost every im-

portant provincial exhibition in France. In

this country he has always been well repre-

sented at the Black and White Exhibitions in

the Dudley Gallery and in the Glasgow In-

stitute of the Fine Arts. ^.He is a teacher

with many pupils, and as a teacher he may
be said to stand at the head of a school

which he has himself created. He is an

author. His •' Traite de la Gravure a, I'Eau

Forte," and his work on charcoal drawing,
" Le Fusain," have been pronounced by the

best judges to be splendid examples of lucid

explanation. He speaks as one in authorit)',

and instructs in that practical manner pos-

sible only to a man who is himself a perfect

master of what he professes to teach. As
Charles Blanc, the admirable art-critic, truly
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observes, other writers on etching have
written for those who knoxu ; Lalanne writes

for those who do not know, and to them he

appeals as one whose experiences have given

him a right to advise and guide. He sympa-
thises with difficulties and discouragements,

because he has encountered them himself

and learned how to overcome them.

The revival in France of the art of etching,

and the impetus given to that revival by the

Gazette dcs Beaux-Arts, and by the esta-

blishment, in 1863, of the " Societe des

Aqua-Fortistes "—with which the name of

Alfred Cadart is so honourably associated

—

seem to me to afford material for one of the

most fascinating chapters in the history of

modern art. In its commencement, at least,

it was a purely artistic movement, and the

men who gave life to it were genuine artists,

and loved their art for its own sake and not

for the material advantages they might derive

from it. Among them Lalanne stands pro-

minent. He is, as Hamerton says, " essen-

tially a true etcher," as Bewick was a true

wood engraver. With a few lines he indi-

cates all we require ; his method is direct,

simple, and straightforward, and in all his

work there is a fine feeling of reserve power.
His etchings, both as separate plates and as

book illustrations, are too many to be par-

ticularised here. The little river scene

—

Plate 3 in the " Traite "—Hamerton declares

to be the most graceful landscape-etching

produced since the days of Claude.
Lalanne is a master of pencil-drawing

—

not an art thought so much of now as it

once was. And little wonder, considering

the formal horrors that are perpetrated in

drawing- classes under the direction of so-

called drawing-masters ! Lalanne's pencil

drawings, his street scenes, his coast views,

his landscapes in France and Holland, are

charming. Not the least of their charms is

their simplicity. They look easy to imitate.

A well-known " drawing-master " once told

me, as we stood before a frame of Lalanne's
sketches, that any one of his pupils could do
as well. The pupils must have possessed a
gift that Providence had denied to their in-

structor.

Good as Lalanne's etchings are, his fusains

are better. These at once claim attention

from their originality. In his etchings there

may be too much system, although his is an
art that knows how to conceal art. His
charcoal drawings abound in poetry and sug-

gestion. As an accomplished critic, Karl
Robert, points out, the advantage of the

charcoal point is, that it allows the artist to
seize an effect and to attain quickly to a
satisfactory result. Of this advantage Lalanne
has availed himself to the full. With a just

idea of values and of what goes to the
making of an effective composition,^ he is

always both impressive and suggestive, and
although his work is never laboured, it is as
little hasty or careless. In all his " motifs " he
shows taste and self-command. A stormy
sky, a distance pregnant with delicate mys-
tery, a mass of foliage, the play of light in

full and half tones, a landscape shrouded in

the gathering gloom of night—these are

among the features of nature he has repre-

sented with truth and sympathy.
He has, of course, his own methods and

mannerisms, as all strong artists have. With
Lhermitte, and unlike Allonge, he prefers to

employ for his fusains the grained paper, the
" papier verge," that from this association has

come to be known by his own name, " papier

Lalanne."

Lalanne is a successful teacher, and among
his pupils are many of the best charcoal

draughtsmen of to-day. I need mention the

names of only Boquet, Vignal, Velay, Dornois,

and Madame Crambade, who have owed
their instruction to him. In his teaching,

he bids his pupils learn first the appreciation

and knowledge of effect. To begin with, they

must endeavour to render, roughly but truth-

fully, the general appearance of the object

they wish to represent, and then, on the

effect obtained en masse, work out the detail

of form. He believes that to try to draw-

precisely on the blank paper forms of which

no previous rough sketch has been laid down
is to grope in the dark and to waste labour

and patience. As an oil painter, Lalanne is

not so well known. Of late, however, he has

been working more in this medium, and has

found in his native district, where he spends

many months of every )'ear, subjects that

he has rendered with delicate artistic feel-

ing.

Our illustration is from a charcoal drawing

by Lalanne of his native town, and has been
engraved by Clement Bellenger, of Paris.

Bordeaux, with its cathedral dedicated to

Saint Andre, its bustling quays, and its old-

world associations, is one of the most inter-

esting and important towns in Southern

France, and has been the birthplace of man}-,

Montaigne among the number, whom France
and the world hold in honour. To the ranks

of artists yet alive, it has given Rosa Bonhcu'-

as well as JSIaxime Lalanne.



PETROLEUM.
lEht i;iaht of the ^Poor.

By the Right Hon. SIR LYON PLAYFATR, K.C.B., M.P., F.R.S.

PETROLEUM {pefri oleum, rock oil) has,

within the last generation, been the

chief source of light to the poorer classes in

many countries, and soon it may compete

with coal as a source of power in steam-ships

and railways. It may, therefore, be interest-

ing to the readers of Good Words to know
some facts in regard to it from a writer who
had some influence in bringing petroleum and

its products into economic use in this country.

Petroleum has been known in some parts

of the earth, where it occurs native, from the

earliest periods of human history. The
sacred fires of the sun-worshippers were

fed by the gases which issue from it. The
asphalte left by its evaporation was the

basis of the mortar with which Nineveh

and Babylon were built. It seems to be

frequently referred to in the Bible, though

biblical chemistry is much obscured by
bad translation. As an instance of this,

carbonate of soda, when referred to, is trans-

lated nitre, and is made to do things im-

possible to that substance. Thus Solomon
tells us that as vinegar upon nitre, so is he

that singeth songs to a heavy heart. This has

no meaning, for vinegar does nothing to

nitre ; but it causes a lively and unpleasant

commotion when poured upon soda (varpov).

So also when Jeremiah speaks of washing

with nitre and soap, there is no meaning

;

though soda and soap are used constantly in

this relation. It is thus that petroleum in

the Bible is concealed under the general

word "salt." That word is both generic

and specific in all countries. In the latter

limited sense it is sea or kitchen salt. In

the more general sense it includes a vast

number of substances, of which Epsom salt

.and Glauber salt are familiar examples. The
connection of salt with petroleum, in biblical

language, begins early in Genesis, when the

Dead Sea, or Lake of Sodom, is called the

Salt Sea. That sea abounds in petroleum

springs, and has asphalte on its ancient

shores. Accordingly it has also been called

the Lake Asphaltiies. Many things become
comprehensible if we take the generic term

salt, and apply it to petroleum and its residue,

asphalte. Lot's wife, if converted into a

pillar of common salt, would have been
washed away by the first shower of rain ; but

a pillar of asphalte, even as a memorial of

her, would have been an enduring monu-
ment, and might have been seen by Josephus

and his contemporary, Clement of Rome,
both of whom declare that they saw it. So
also when we are told by Mark that " every

one shall be salted with fire, and every

sacrifice shall be salted with salt," I see a

meaning only when I recollect that, in

regions containing petroleum, sacrificial fires

were fed with this fuel to aid the burning.

In like manner, when Matthew likens the

blessed, first to salt, and immediately after-

wards to a lighted torch (for candles, as

translated, were then unknown), I see the

connection in his mind. He had just said

that salt which had lost its savour was only

fit to be trodden under foot of men. Now
salt never does lose its savour, and is never

fit to be trodden under foot. But petroleum

does lose its essence by exposure, and, out

of the residue, the ancients used to make
asphalte pavements, as they do at the present

day. I only give some reasons for my belief

that the salt of the Bible, in its generic sense,

was often applied to petroleum ; but I admit

at the same time that the readers of Good
Words ought not to attach much importance

to my opinions on any subject of bibhcal

criticism.

Petroleum occurs as a greenish or dark-

coloured fluid in many countries. In small

quantity it occasionally occurs in England.

I found a well of it in Derbyshire many years

ago, and induced the late Mr. Young to

establish a manufactory of burning oil, and

ultimately of paraffin candles. This sugges-

tion led gradually, in his energetic hands, to

the great petroleum industry which has car-

ried cheap light into the houses of the poor.

The small supply of native petroleum of

Derbyshire soon became exhausted, but the

discovery that it could be distilled out in

Boghead coal and bituminous shales gave a

great impulse to its manufacture. In 1859,

America began to introduce native petroleum

from Pennsylvanian wells. During that year

eighty thousand barrels were supplied to

commerce, and that quantity was thought to

be immense, though it was insignificant with

the present supply, which reached thirty-

seven million barrels in 1882. Other copi-

ous supplies of native petroleum have been

found in India, Burmah, and the Caucasian

lands about the Caspian Sea. The last source

of supply is of such extraordinary magnitude

that I will refer to it more in detail at a later

part of this article. I may mention, how-
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ever, that at Surakhani, on the western shore

of the Caspian, sacred fires have been burn-

ing probably longer than recorded history.

The priests allege that the fires in their

temple, fed by gas issuing from the petroleum

below, have burned without cessation since

four hundred years before Christ.

Before, however, describing the uses of

petroleum, I ought to say something as to its

probable origin. This is not thoroughly un-
derstood. When we prepare artificial petro-

leum, we distil, at a low red heat, the remains of

organic substances such as highly bituminous
coals or shales. We know that coal has been
produced by plant life, so, when we extract

petroleum from it, we naturally look to or-

ganic matters as its ultimate source. Never-
theless, petroleum occurs in many geolo-

gical formations where organic life has only

sparsely existed. If petroleum be a result of

a slow distillation of organic matter, where
are the residues of distillation? They are

never found in the borings for wells. Nor
does petroleum when examined by the micro-

scope exhibit the least traces of organized
structures.

The range of geological formations in

which petroleum is found is considerable.

In the Caspian Sea it is found in tertiary

sands, having a comparatively modern origin

in a geological sense. But, in Canada, it

occurs as low down as the Silurian formation
and in the lower parts of the Devonian, while

in Pennsylvania it is in the upper series of

the Devonian, below the coal measures. An
elementary knowledge of geology shows that

these facts render it difficult to connect pe-

troleum with pre-existing organic debris.

Ordinary rocks result from the waste of pre-

existing systems, or are pushed up by vol-

canic energy from central depths. Neptun-
ists could not explain the formation of petro-

leum by aqueous action; for it is so light that

it would float on the top of water, and would
not be buried by deposit. Vulcanists of the

old school would be equally perplexed, be-
cause petroleum is so volatile that heat would
convert it into vapour, and it would be dis-

sipated. Indeed, I recollect an instance of

this kind in a quarry near Dysart, in Fife-

shire, where every fragment of stone freshly-

broken smelt of petroleum.

Is then petroleum cosmic ? Perhaps the

question is not so absurd as it appears. Re-
cent observations on the tail of the great

comet which adorned the heavens not long
since showed that it contained hydrocarbons
very similar to petroleum. I do not mean
to indicate that the comet was a huge petro-

leum lamp rushing through space ; still the

detection of hydrocarbons in it is a significant

fact. It lends considerable support to the

idea that petroleum is being continually

formed anew in the deeper parts of the earth.

In all petroleum wells water is also found.
In the depths of the earth there is probably
a large abundance of compounds of the metals
with carbon, for we find them in basaltic and
other rocks. When the crust of the earth

becomes fissured, water would reach these at

a high temperature, and be decomposed, its

oxygen passing over to the metals, while the

carbon and hydftgen would unite to produce
hydrocarbons, the most common form of

which is petroleum. The gaseous hydro-
carbons, formed by the same action, are pent

up in these cavities, and, when a boring is

made for a well, force up the petroleum
frequently as high fountains. Wells of this

substance are generally found at the base

of mountain ranges, as of the Alleghanies

in America, or of the Caucasus in Russia.

These elevations indicate cavities, fissures,

or crevasses below, and into these, as into

a receiver, the hydrocarbons may have been
distilled and become condensed. This is

only a theory, but it is the one which is

the most satisfactory to my mind ; and if it

be true, it is a comforting one, for while

we find forests disappearing from the earth,

and coal being exhausted without being

formed afresh, petroleum, which as fuel

has about twice the value of coal, is being

constantly formed and deposited in nature's

reservoirs. I have admitted that this is

nothing more than a theory, and, as such,

the practical mind is accustomed to look upon
it with contempt. But theories are the leaves

of the tree of knowledge, nourishing it while

they survive, and even when they fall they

give new nutriment to the parent stem. We
probably may soon have a better theory, and
when it comes I will embrace it.

If I am asked to define petroleum, I should

have to answer by giving a general chemical

formula which, at first sight, might look puz-

zling. It belongs to the series of hydrocar-

bons, C*. H-"+-, or to a group of bodies con-

taining double the atoms of hydrogen to those

of carbon, with two more of hydrogen in

addition. It contains rather more hydrogen

than olefiant gas, the chief illuminating agent

of coal gas, for that and its numerous con-

geners have the general formula C°. H-'".

The need of such a general formula as I have

given for the complex fluid called petroleum

is manifest when I state that it contains

members of the same family of hydrocarbons.
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varying from the solid paraffine, with which all

ordinary candles are now made, to the most

volatile liquids nearly resembling gases. Here

I cannot help interpolating an anecdote as

to how paraffine candles were thought of. This

solid wax from tar had been discovered by

Reichenbach, but was so rare when I first

became Professor of Chemistry that I was

proud in having a quarter of an ounce in a

bottle to show my students. One cold day

Mr. Young called upon me with some Der-

byshire petroleum, and asked me what I

thought the solid crystals floating in it could

be. I answered that they must be paraffine,

and asked whether he could not prepare suf-

ficient for me to make two candles. With
these I lighted the desk on the lecture table

of the Royal Institution, and pointed out that

though the cost of these candles was more
than twenty shillings each, yet before long

they would become the common candle of

the country. This safe prophecy has long

since been realised, for parafline is now manu-
factured in thousands of tons annually.

There is an island on the eastern side of the

Caspian Sea called Tcheliken, where the very

cliffs are stated to be composed -of crude

paraffine, or " ozokerit," while east of Kras-

novodsk, on the same shore, " there are

immense hills of ozokerit and petroleum,"

according to the statements of travellers.

Intermediate between the solid paraffine and
burning oil there is another oil fitted for

lubricating machinery. In some kinds of

petroleum and paraffineoil distilled from shale

this is neither important in quantity or in

quality, though in the heavier kinds of petro-

leum, such as that of the Caucasian range, it

exists in abundance. Besides this lubricat-

ing oil, there is also in the tars, at present

barbarously rejected as useless, volatile

benzole and certain solids known as naphtha-

line and anthracene. From the benzole can
be made those beautiful aniline colours

known as mauve and magenta ; while out of

the solid napthaline and anthracene can be
prepared alizarin, the red colour of madder,
and also indigo, the staple blue dye. In the

future development of the native petroleum
industry these higher products are likely to

be a very important branch of production.
As competition becomes keen, these waste
products may become the largest source of

profit.

Thus, it will be seen how largely petroleum
has become an article of industrial necessity,

and how much more it will enter into manu-
factures when the present waste products of

the heavier kinds are applied, as they are sure

to be, to the preparation of staple colours,

such as alizarin and indigo. Already the

madder agriculture of Holland and Turkey
has been seriously influenced by artificial ali-

zarin, and, before many years, our Indian
fields of indigo will suffer by that famous
blue dye being made out of the products of
the heavier kinds of petroleum. For the

present, however, the great consumption of

petroleum, whether it is found naturally, or

made artificially, as in Scotland, by the dis-

tillation of bituminous shales, is for the pro-

duction of light. I have explained already

that though it contains a little more hydrogen
than defiant gas, it may, for all practical

purposes, be viewed as essentially belonging
to the group of " olifenes." Now, as olefi-

ant gas is the chief illuminating ingredient

of rich coal gas, refined petroleum, as well as

solid paraffine, made into candles, may
be looked upon as representative of all that

is illuminating in coal gas, without being di-

luted or contaminated by unnecessary ingre-

dients. A paraffine candle is in reality a
portable gas machine. The charred fibres of
the wick are the retorts in which the gas is

manufactured for use, just in proportion as it

is wanted. A petroleum lamp is the same
little gas factory, in which the oil is sucked
up by the capillary attraction of the wick,

and there is converted into gas just in pro-

portion to its requirements. Unluckily
ordinary refined petroleum has an offensive

smell, though this is gradually disappearing

as the manufacture improves. In the better

varieties, now burned in good houses under
the name of crystal or water oil, there is little

to be desired in this respect.

In America, where the abundance of petro-

leum leads to considerable inventiveness in

its use, I have seen applications of it which
have not apparently been adopted in this

country. I happened, this autumn, to visit

various large houses in country districts of

New England, which were lighted with

beautiful white gas. On inquiring into the

sources of supply, I found there was no gas
in the ordinary sense, but that common air

saturated with a light petroleum naphtha was
being burned. A tank containing the latter

was buried in the garden, while a small ma-
chine in the basement of the house, worked
by falling weights, drove common air through
this tank. The air, saturated with naphtha,
returned from the garden to the house and
burned in every room exactly like gas.

Again, I stayed some weeks in a seaside

watering-place called Nahant. The town,

to all appearances, was well lighted with gas.
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And so it was, but the gas Avas manufactured

at each lamp. A small holder of hght petro-

leum dropped its contents on a heated disc

which converted it into gas, and this was

burned, and had all the appearance of or-

dinary gas illumination. In fact, it was

only a few days before I left that I found

out the absence of ordinary gas from the

town, though I constantly passed the street

lamps. This adaptability of petroleum to

give a pure white light is the cause of its

singularly rapid diffusion in different countries.

The prejudices of the people in India are

rapidly giving way, so that the consumption

of petroleum in our Indian possessions has

been increasing about 200 per cent, annually.

In China its consumption is also rapidly

increasing. Of American petroleum alone,

India last year consumed 94,000 tons, Japan
56,000 tons, and China 82.000 tons. As
American oil is thus penetrating so exten-

sively and rapidly into the great Eastern, as

well as into the European markets, it would
appear to be beyond competition. Never-

theless, a formidable competition is arising

in Russia. On the shores of the Caspian
Sea there are vast deposits of petroleum, and
these, though they have scarcely yet been
opened, already amount to one-sixth of the

American production. The old proverb
says, " It is a far cry to Loch Awe," and
it is a much farther cry to the shores of the

Caspian Sea. But if the reader will look at

the map he will see that a railway, just opened
between Baku, on the Caspian, and Batoum,
on the Black Sea, alters the geographical

position exceedingly. Baku is the centre of

the Russian petroleum industry. The oil-

bearing strata stretch from Baku, past the

island of Tcheliken, 300 miles across the

Caspian, through the great steppes of Tur-
kestan, until it is lost close to the Himalayas.
The bottom of the Caspian must contain

much oil, for naplitha springs occur in that

sea, and may be lighted by throwing a match
upon the water, where oil is seen floating.

Baku is situated on the Apsheron peninsula,

with an area of 1,200 square miles, through-

out which there are oil-bearing strata ; but as

yet only three square miles have been worked.
Theaccounts of this district given by O'Dono-
van in his wonderful ride to Merv, by Mr.
Marvin, Colonel Stewart, Mr. Arthur Arnold,
and others, have made the district familiar to

us. Without putting too much stress on their

singular descriptions of fountains of petroleum

300 feet high, wasting themselves into.petro-

leum lakes, it is sufficient to know that there

are 400 wells of oil in the small explored area.

Around it the hamlet of Baku has become a
city of 30,000 inhabitants. The price of petro-

leum at these wells is less than that of water.

The crude oil has been selling at 4d. per
barrel of 40 gallons. Still all this resource of

petroleum is worth little if it cannot be puri-

fied cheaply and be transported economically.

This difficulty has been solved by the ability

and energy of Mr. Ludwig Nobel, a prac-

tical engineer. He is of Swedish extrac-

tion, and has become the Russian oil king.

Mr. Nobel has built steam fleets entirely

for the quick transport of the finished oil,

and these steamers are propelled by the

refuse of the distillation. The refined oils

pass by pipes to the end of a jetty, and
are pumped directly into the holds. These
ships, when they reach harbour, pump the

petroleum into specially-constructed railway

vans or reservoirs, twenty-five of which
form a train. When this arrives at its destina-

tion, the petroleum is again pumped out

into distributing tanks, of which there are

many of varying capacity throughout Russia.

In this way American petroleum has been
driven out of Russia, while Caucasian petro-

leum has taken its place. This would not

affect the rest of Europe greatly, were it not

that the Russian oil king is already pour-

ing petroleum through the Baltic into Ger-

many ; and he is preparing to flood the Me-
diterranean and India through the Black Sea,

by the railway connecting Baku with Batoum,

or, to speak more generally, the Caspian with

the Black Sea. If these ventures have a com-
mercial success, there is, undoubtedly, petro-

leum in the Caucasian lands sufficient to supply

the world with that commodity for a pro-

longed period of its history. Already, in dif-

ferent parts of Russia, both steamboats and

railway locomotives are driven by burning

the waste of petroleum under the boilers. It

will certainly be a marvel, but one which may
be before long realised, to see a petroleum

fleet laden at Batoum with Caucasian oil, pass

^ through the Suez Canal without the aid of

coal. This would be an immense gam to

the stokers, who have a bad time in the Red
Sea, one of the hottest parts of the world

;

for petroleum ships require no stoking to their

fires. For myself, I should like to see such a
Russian invasion of India through the Suez

Canal in a peaceful, industrial competition.

If a trade of this kind could be established

with good profit, a warlike invasion by the

Himalayas would be an absurdity, for peace-

ful commerce with Russia would tend more to

the security of our Indian Empire than all

our diplomatic watchfulness in Central Asia.
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THE distance intervening between the end
of the fiord that we visited and the " in-

land ice " was hkely to cause some trouble in

the transport of our baggage, and as the natives

spoke of a place to the south where the ice

came right down to the sea, it seemed best to

inspect it before determining to start in the other

direction. With this object we again left the

colony in the old whale-boat on the morning
of June 24th, 1S67, and made for the small

settlement of Claushavn, by passing through

an enormous stream of icebergs, which were at

that time coming out of the Jakobshavn ice-

fiord, the party consisting of .my interpreter and
another European, with five Greenlanders from

Jakobshavn.
AVe quitted the whale-boat at Claushavn

and took a small umiak, on account of weight,

as our route proved to go overland by a pass

between some of the neighbouring hills. Five
extra men came to assist, and presently trans-

ported the umiak in the manner shown in the

illustration in the first paper. At the summit
of our pass the boat was paddled round a
small freshwater lake, which on June 25th was
still mostly covered with ice ten inches thick.

Then came another portage, down a sleep

little col, and finally our craft was launched
upon a large backwater arm of the great Jakobs-
havn fiord, which led up to the inland ice.

The sea, smooth as glass, was bordered by sheer

precipices of a pleasant rose colour, and the

vistas in almost all directions were terminated

by glittering pinnacles of briUiant ice. For

^mm^ v-

Going to School.

'From a photograph by Dr. Rink.)
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scenery this was a most enticing neighbour-

hood, though useless as a starting point for

the interior. On ascending hills on the

outskirts I again had extensive views to the

east, finding the land, as before, absolutely

covered by glaciers. From the nearest parts

to the farthest distance that could be seen

the whole of the ice was broken up into

seracs. It was almost everywhere riven and
fissured in a most extreme manner, and it

was obviously totally impracticable for sledges.

We therefore determined to try to get inland

from the direction of the first excursion, and

made our way back as quickly as possible to

Jakobshavn, arriving there after an absence
of four days. On this occasion my points of

view must have commanded almost the exact

line taken by Professor Nordenskiold in

1870, for, as given in his map, its distance to

the south of my stations was barely thirty

miles.

Our troubles commenced as we were re-

turning. One of our crew became ill, and
could neither drink schnapps nor eat seal-

meat—a convincing proof that he was not
shamming—and he had to be assisted ashore

At Sea in the " iixperiment.'

when we arrived at Jakobshavn. He died

two days later. On landing we found that

the sickness, to which I have already referred

when speaking of Egedesminde, had spread

northwards, and had now a firm hold at

other colonies. At Jakobshavn there were
nearly sixty ill out of a total population of

three hundred, and before long the doctor

had a hundred patients on his hands, all of

whom sent for him, though none would
follow his advice. The sickness was some-
thing like an epidemic of inflammation of

the lungs, and alike carried off young and
old. Two of our late crew died of it ; then

another lad whom I was employing, and then

the colony-carpenter lost two of his children.

It was a dismal time for us, for the coffins

were made directly under our windows, and
corpses, sewn up in canvas, mummy-fashion,

with projecting feet, were brought by boat

and over the rocks to them. The church

bell tolled daily just over our heads, and the

muttering of the priest as he went through

the services for the dead were distinctly heard

through the cracks in the boards. Progress

for a time was completely paralyzed.

It has not yet been said that we intended

to travel over the inland ice with dog-
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sledges. Before leaving England I had

resolved to employ this method, because it

was cm-rently reported that the interior was

covered Vvdth snoTV, and because dog-sledging

affords the readiest and most expeditious

manner of getting over good snow. Every

one knows that for sledge-travelling the

article called pemmican is much resorted to,

though all are not aware that there are

various descriptions of pemmican, of widely

different characters. For example, the pem-
mican supplied to our Government Arctic

expeditions has been a luxurious viand, com-

pounded out of the choicest meat, currants,

and various other eatables. It has been spe-

cially prepared with great care in Government
establishments, and its cost price has, I

believe, amounted to half-a-crown a pound.

I had neither the opportunity nor the means
for purchasing this sumptuous article, and
had to content myself with a much humbler
material, namely, Hudson Bay pemmican.

By the kind assistance of Dr. John Rae I

imported about Soo lbs. of this from Hudson
Bay in 1866. It was sent over in massive

slabs, weighing 80 to 90 lbs. a piece, covered

with hide. No ordinary knives would make
the least impression upon these solid masses,

and they had to be sawn up before they

could be subdivided and eaten. As an

article of diet a little of it went along way^—
not so much from its nutritious qualities as

from the invincible repugnance of my people.

The mere sight of it was suflicient to appease

the cravings of hunger. In appearance it

was an interesting combination of coarse fat,

dried buffalo meat, and a large percentage

of sinew. Speaking for myself I should call

it a very satisfying diet, though unsatis-

factory to persons with bad teeth ; but as a

large proportion of it was intended for the

sledge-dogs, and we could select the choicer

morsels for ourselves, it seemed sufficiently

good for our purpose, until it was found that

the Greenland dogs turned up their noses at

it and refused to eat it, and then the matter

began to look serious. That they would eat

it ultimately, when nothing else could be

had, I did not doubt; yet it would not do to

commence by starving them, and so we were
forced to collect a stock of dried seal iiesh,

which is their established and favourite food.

It happened, just then, that this was easier

said than done. The Greenlanders are at all

times careful not to lay in a stock of food be-

forehand, and the epidemic, by prostrating

many of the most skilful catchers, had almost

caused a famine. At length, after scouring

the country, the requisite four or five hundred-

weights were collected, and it was put for

safety into our store—-the church-loft. Un-
fortunately the weather was hot, and it re-

mained there too long and became maggoty,
and the worms from above fell through the

cracks in the ceiling on to the congregation

below, and there was a great outcry. The
meat was peremptorily ordered to be removed,
and we had no sooner thrown it outside than

the dogs of the place swarmed down upon it.

There was a battle, in which the dogs were
worsted ; but then the children, exceedingly

hungry, came down upon it like locusts, and
were worse than the dogs.

It was a slow business collecting the

teams of dogs. The dog-disease which broke

out some years before at the most northern

of the settlements had gradually worked south-

wards, and had well-nigh annihilated the

teams at Jacobshavn. The dogs prowling

about were casual animals, remnants of teams,

which would not work together. The disease

had not penetrated farther south, and at Claus-

havn, Christianshaab, and other places there

were numerous teams, which were well ap-

preciated by their owners, who would not

sell them outright on any terms, as in winter

they are extremely valuable, and not easily

replaced. At last, after much negotiation, I

obtained the loan of three teams (amounting

to twenty dogs) from Claushavn, upon the

condition that they were not to be landed in

the infected districts, except on islands, and
taken anywhere except on the ice ; or, if

circumstances forced us to come to land, the

dogs were to be slain at my cost.

After the dogs, the sledges were the matter

which gave most concern. By the advice of

my interpreter, who had lived for several years

at various settlements, wood was brought out

from Europe to be made into sledges in Green-

land ; and we now found that the only per-

sons in the country who were capable of

making sledges had their time fully occupied

by the manufacture of cofhns, so we were

forced to employ the sledges ordinarily used

in the country, which were made of very in-

different wood, and were not fitted for the

rough work to which they were afterwards

put. A representation of one of those which

were actually used is given at the end of the

first paper. The two long side-pieces, known
technically as " runners," are cut from ordi-

nary inch deal plank, and are shod with hoop-

iron. The cross-pieces, which form the plat-

form on which the goods are stowed, are cut

out of seven-eighths plank and are attached

to the runners by hide-thongs which pass

through holes, these fastenings being bound
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round and round until they are quite taut,

though not so perfectly rigid as to prevent

a certain amount of lateral play. The two
arms at the end are used partly as a sort

of rudder, and partly for assisting the sledge

over difficult places, and are also bound
down like the rest. It is clear that such

a sledge is not ill-adapted for travelling

over snow or any reasonably smooth surface,

and obvious that the runners are liable to be
twisted either inwards or outwards if they have

to pass over numerous inequalities. After

repeated twists the runners very commonly
split longitudinally, and the sledge, of course,

is rendered useless until the fractures can be
repaired in some fashion. With these crude

affairs, so inferior to the admirable sledges

which have been produced by Sir Leopold
McClintock for our Arctic expeditions, we
had, perforce, to be content.

By the 20th of July all these various matters

were arranged, and we started in a couple of

boats, one mainly filled by the dogs, and the

other with the baggage. The party for the

ice consisted of three drivers and sledges, and
two others, besides myself. Eight additional

natives also came to assist. The occupants

of the boat with the dogs enjoyed a very

lively time, for our teams were mostly com-
posed of fine, powerful animals, as large as

small mastifts, and they one and all did their

best to worry each other or their keepers.

Arrived at the end of the fiord, there was the

business of transporting our eft'ects to the edge
of the ice, which occupied the whole party a

couple of days. This done, our additional

Greenlanders went home in one of the boats,

giving us hearty cheers as they moved off,

leaving us encamped, waiting for a favourable

change in the weather, which had become
very windy just as all was ready.

Three days passed in waiting, ensconced
against some overhanging rocks ; the sledges

ready loaded and drawn up in line on the

margin of the ice, and the teams picketed

round about. During this time we had
not a dull moment. There was perpetual

music and dancing going on—our dumb
friends performing the music, and keeping us

in constant attendance dancing around them.

After a few seconds of dead silence, several

of them would lift up their voices and howl,

and when the echoes returned from the

neighbouring cliffs the whole pack appeared
seized with sudden madness, jumping to their

feet, and dashing to the full extent of their

tethers, moaning, growling and gnashing their

teeth, struggling to get away to attack the

imaginary enemies by whom they seemed to

be mocked. Finding their efforts futile, the
majority would break oft' and have a pitched
battle amongst themselves, worrying each
other with paws and teeth so mercilessly as

to compel the intervention of the whip, jump-
ing and rolling over, twining and tangling
their lines into almost inextricable knots

;

whilst the minority cunningly took the oppor-
tunity to gnaw their fastenings and bolt av/ay.

During these days I clambered up an
adjacent hill, little expecting what was to be
seen. Just a clear month of fine weather and
almost perpetual day had elapsed since I had
looked on the view before. On the previous
occasion, it will be remembered, everything

to the east was covered with a mantle of the

purest, most spotless snow, quite unfissured,

except in the immediate foreground. The
whole of this snow had been swept away, and
had left exposed a veritable ocean of ice,

broken up by millions of crevasses of every

conceivable form and dimensions ; otherwise

the prospect was the same—a boundless waste,

without a rock, or sign of life, anywhere
visible. The larger depressions in the snow
had now become great lakes upon the ice,

and the smaller knolls stood out as the crests

of frozen waves. For the most part the

crevasses were small, and the hummocks
between them only a few feet high ; and upon
the whole, the general character of the ice was
pretty much that presented by the middle
parts of the Aletsch glacier, or the Mer de
Glace at Chamounix towards the end of the

summer. That is to sa}'', it was well-nigh im-

practicable for travel with dog sledges, though

not for journeying on foot ; and it was im-

mediately apparent that our hopes would be
wrecked.

It would not do to discourage the people

prematurely, so I kept my opinions to my-
self; and, Vihen the weather improved, we
made a start towards the east. In a few

hours, within a couple of miles, we were

brought to a stand, with a runner of one of

the largest sledges broken in half ; with

another, belonging to a smaller sledge, also

split along its entire length, and with the rest

weakened by the battering they received.''' As
a matter of form, I sent three of the party

ahead for a mile or two to see whether they

thought the ice became easier, though know-
ing very well that it was all alike lor many
miles ; and, when they came back, reporting

that it was worse rather than better, we com-
menced our retreat, as it was evident that to

* It was a certainty that the runners would split sooner or
later, and strips of copper had been prepared lor such occa-
sions.
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persevere would be only to render our return

more and more difficult, and that under any
circumstances we should at the mosr be able

to proceed merely a few miles farther towards

the interior. We could only take one dog
back in our boat ; eight more were recovered

afterwards ; three were found dead ; one was
not discovered, and the seven others came
in overland one after another to Jakobshavn,
and were killed by order of the principal

official of the northern districts.

From the repeated views of the interior

which had been seen from the coast moun-
tains, it was clear that all this part of Green-

land, except the fringe of land on the Davis
Straits side, was absolutely covered by snow
and ice, and that the interior was not broken
up in those latitudes as I had conjectured it

might be. This to some extent mitigated

the vexation at the collapse of the sledges,

for there seemed little to be gained by travel-

ling over a barren waste ; and it appeared

better, anyhow as a preliminary, to continue

its inspection by ascending the hills on the

outskirts. I followed out this idea in 1872 ;

but, before proceeding to refer to the journey

made in that year, I propose to offer a few

observations upon the general features of the

" inland ice."

This vast glacier is the largest continuous

mass of ice at present known. All the

glaciers of the

Alps combined
are as nothing

to it, and the

greatest of those

in the Hima-
layahs are mere
dwarfs in com-
parison. At Jak-

obshavn, the
bergs floating

away were often

700 to 800 feet

thick, and this is

the only informa-

tion at present

possessed of its

depth. The angle

at which its sur-

face rises to-

Avards the east

is very slight,

being seldom
so much as 8°, and generally much less

;

while in some places there are considerable
depressions, and lakes are formed in conse-

quence.

The crevasses as a rule do not go to the

bottom of the mass, and often do not pene-
trate as much as half-way through. Hence
the water which is produced on the surface

and which streams along in small rivulets

—

sometimes even in small torrents—cannot
find its way to the glacier-bed and run away
underneath. The motion of the ice is there-

fore but little assisted by water finding its

way to the floor of the glacier ; and it follows

that the torrents flowing from underneath the

margin of the inland ice are remarkably small,

considering the enormous extent of the mass,

the perpetual day which exists in the summer,
and the high mean temperature.

Although the motion of the inland ice is

less assisted by water finding its way to tlie

bed of the glacier thanis the case with most
glaciers in lower latitudes, it receives a power-
ful impulse in other ways. The water which
has been arrested in the crevasses freezes in

the winter, and produces blue bands or veins

of solid, or true, ice, which present a marked
contrast to the imperfect, porous, white ice of

the glacier. The pressure exerted both when
the crevasses are filled with water in a liquid

state, and when it is in the act of freezing,

must be enormous, and the surrounding ice

will be urged in the direction of least resist-

ance, namely downwards.
These strongly marked blue veins, in the

otherwise white glacier ice, are a common

Veins of Solid Ice in an Iceberg.

feature in the icebergs of the Arctic regions,

and they have frequently been referred to by
voyagers, who have not, I believe, hitherto

pointed out their significance. The outline

above is from a sketch made of some in an
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iceberg at Jakobshavn. From the manner
of their formation, it will readily be under-

stood that they are ordinarily more or less

perpendicular in an iceberg just floating

av/ay ; but they are frequently inclined at

various angles, and are often seen intersect-

ing each other, both when one is upon the

surface of the inland ice, and in the clean,

vertical sections which are exposed when ice-

bergs are just detached from the parent mass.

Sometimes several series can be seen cutting

each other in the

manner shown in

the annexed dia-

gram—showing that

the glacier has been
riven in different

planes on different

occasions, and that

fresh series of cre-

vasses have been formed at angles different to

the former ones. They present the clearest

evidence that the water which collects in the

crevasses (mainly during the period of all but

perpetual day) often freezes subsequently

into solid ice; and it would appear, from
examples which I have seen, that the conge-

lation is not always complete, and that it

sometimes commences from the top and
sometimes from the bottom. They can be
seen in various stages—the crevasses filled

with water; and partially congealed; and
entirely frozen.

It has been stated that the inland ice was
fissured by innumerable crevasses, and it was
so to an extent that I have not observed else-

where. There was not as much as a piece

fifty feet square without its chasms, and they

presented evidence which showed that the

ice movements were extraordinarily compli-

cated. It is usual to see in the glaciers of

the Alps and of other mountain ranges, sets

or series of crevasses following each other

with a certain amount of regularity. Scarcely

anything of this kind was seen in the inland

ice of Greenland. Contrary to my expecta-

tions, instead of there being only schrunds or

great crevasses in moderate numbers, the

very opposite was the case—the fissures were
comparatively small, and in enormous numbers.
They extended up to the extreme limits of

vision, and the far-off horizon, when viewed
through a powerful glass, glittered with the

broken surfaces of the pinnacles, though the

distance was much too great to distinguish

individual chasms. It will be admitted by
all those who are conversant with glaciers,

that, as the ice was crevassed up to the ex-

treme visible point, it was reasonable to con-

clude that the country was covered with ice

or snow to a considerable distance beyond
our horizon, for such a vast body of glacier

requires an enormous snow reservoir for its

production.

The interesting questions then arise, what
was the extreme distance visible ? and what
was its height ? The ordinary methods which
are employed for measuring distances and
altitudes were inapplicable in this case, as

there were no fixed points which could be
identified from two different stations, and
when the landscape was covered with snow
it was impossible to say whether the extreme
distance was ten or a hundred miles away.
When the snow was swept away, and the
crevassed ice became visible, it was possible

to form some (though admittedly a very im-
perfect) idea of distance by turning from the
unknown to the known. In the west, at a
known distance of sixty or seventy miles, we
could see the glacier plateaux on the top of

the large island of Disco, crevassed like the

inland ice to our east. Turning then to the

east, it was apparent that the horizon there

was at least as far a,way, and was probably
much more distant.

This still leaves the question of altitude

untouched, though, respecting it, it was
possible to form a fairly probable estimate.

The surface of the ice rose towards the interior

at a small and tolerably regular angle. In

June, 1S67, we started at the edge of the

ice from a height of 550 feet above the sea,

and in the distance of six miles rose 900 feet,

or about 150 feet per mile. Assuming that

we could see a distance of sixty miles, and
that the angle remained constant, the height

of the extreme visible point would have been
about 9,000 feet; but, considering the proba-

bility that the slope eased towards the sum-
mit, it was deemed safer to estimate the

height at " not less than 8,000 feet."

In 1 87 2 I again went out in one of the

ships of the Royal Greenland Trade, and
this time travelled without Europeans, and
with a boat of a rather novel description—

a

screw-propelled canoe, which was driven by
slides worked by the feet. In 1S67 we had
often been embarrassed by the reluctance of

the natives to go where and when we wanted,

and our choice lay between paddling our

own kayaks (skin canoes), at considerable

risk of drowning ourselves, or between being

rowed about in a v\^hale-boat by natives, for

whom it was necessary to wait until they

were in the mood to travel. I took out the

screw-propeller to render myself less depen-

dent on their whims, and it answered the
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purpose very well, and also proved a great

treat to the natives, who are as fond of

novelties as any children. They clustered

around it like a swarm of bees, and criticized

it freely. " So like a kayak, and yet not

one !" They patted it and stroked it as you
would a dog. " No, clearly not sealskin ; it

is made of wood ! How strange to make a

kayak of wood !" They pointed to the open
hatch, so large compared with theirs, and
shook their heads, as if they disapproved it.

" A rudder, too ! when was that known be-

fore ? and a queer turning thing "—(the fan)
" before it. How very droll

!

" At this they

would burst into loud fits of laughter, for the

slightest thing raises their merriment. Pre-
sently we had trials of speed, and they beat
me hollow, as I expected, and indeed wished,
for they would not have accompanied me
unless sure that they could escape when
they liked. They are timidity itself, and it

is easy, by a mere accidental frown or shrug,

to raise their fears and cause them to desert.

My chief native assistants this year were
named Frederick and Nils. The former
was recommended as an interpreter, and he
came to be tested before he was engaged.
" So, Frederick," I said, " they say you can
speak EngHsh." " Yes," he replied modestly,
" me speak 'em smally." " Well, what do
you speak?" "Oh!" said he, "me speak
yes, no, by-and-by ; Sally come up ; never
mind

;
pull away ; this way, that way ; stop

1 little." To tell the truth, his knowledge
of English was scarcely greater than mine of

the Greenlandic dialect, but he was the only
interpreter whilst travelling, and we made
ourselves understood sufficiently well • which
was due, it should be said, very much to the
kindly disposition of the natives, who do not
mock and ridicule a stranger for his inability

to speak their language, and, on the con-
trary, take much trouble to understand his

wishes.

After a tedious voyage round Disco Island,
I was landed with my two natives and two
boats at Noursoak, a small settlement which
is about 130 miles north-west of Jakobs-
havn;-'' and, having engaged a sufficient

number of people, we made various small
journeys round about, and down the Waigat
Strait, ascending several mountains on Disco
Island, and on the mainland, in search of

* I worked towards the north in preference to the south,
because Nordenskiold had, in 1870, made his journey to the
south of my previous district, and had found only an ice-
covered interior. It does not appear from his narrative that
he ascended any ot the hills on the outskirts. He seems onlv
to have viewed the interior from the inland-ice itself, and
consequently could not have had a very extensive prospect.
So far as he did see, the interior was, in general features,
precisely the same as I have described it.

some lofty and isolated summit which should
give a commanding view of the interior. But
although the mountains on both sides of the
strait were considerably loftier than those in

the neighbourhood of Jakobshavn, they were
not sufficiently elevated for the purpose, and
we ultimately went north of Noursoak round
into the Umenak Fiord, which is bordered
by the most considerable mountains at pre-
sent known in Greenland. I crossed the
Waigat Strait in iht Experiment (the name of

the screw-propeller), in company with an
umiak ; and in returning, when getting into a
fog, delighted my attendants by showing
them how truly the little boat could be steered

by compass when they were bewildered.
Their shyness was overcome, and we gene-
rally travelled afterwards in one and the
same boat, they towing the Experiment
astern.

The inland ice cannot be seen from the
settlement of Umenak, which is situated on
a small island about five miles from the main-
land, in one of the largest fiords on the West
Greenland coast, having numerous branches
and ramifications, which are almost every-

where surrounded by mountains 5,000 to

7,oGo feet high, some bearing glaciers stream-
ing from their summits right down to the sea.

To gain a view of the inland ice, it is neces-

sary to mount to a considerable elevation, as

the nearest point of it in this latitude is some
forty miles away, and the intervening distance

is occupied by mountainous country ; and it

was all-important to select a summit which,

by overlooking the others, should have an
unimpeded view to the east. Intuitively I

picked out one on the mainland, called

Kelertingouit, which was well isolated, and
apparently lofty, intending to measure it, and
to get a theodolite to the top to sweep the
horizon, for in this way a better notion of
the height of the inland-ice could be ob-
tained than by any other method ; and we
left Umenak on August 17, with several ad-
ditional natives, in a whale-boat lent by an
amiable young man of the name of Elberg,

assistant trader at the settlement, who also

volunteered his services.

A six miles' row brought us to the base
of Kelertingouit, where we encamped. The
mountain was of volcanic origin, and was
ultimately found to be composed of volcanic

rocks right up to its summit. The sea-

ward face was far too difficult for my party,

and the next morning, at 2.30 a.m., we went
inland for some miles, continually ascending,
until we got round to its southern side. At
that part there were immense slopes of ba-
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saltic debris, piled up to the maximum angle

at Avhich they would repose, apparently

affording a simple route, and we steered a

course over them, finding, however, that it

would be easy to start an avalanche. The
sharp angles, continually rolling round, cut

up the skin soles of the natives' boots, and

one footsore man after another lagged behind
and disappeared. Then came some walls of
columnar basalt, interrupting the slopes, and
again a few more were brought to a halt. At
last I was reduced to the bearer of the
theodolite stand; and finally, when arrived
on the summit, I found myself alone.

EDWARD IRVING.

II.

\17HEX Carlyle came to London "pro-
* *^ specting," some time in 1824, I think,

Irving was almost the only man there to whom
he could look for any help towards that

literary life which was, ever more and more
clearly, becoming his appointed lot. Nor
did he look to him in vain. The Kirk in

Hatton Garden was still the haunt of the

fashionable Avorld, but its minister did not

hang about Belgravian drawing-rooms, nor

did he take his cynical friend—" the inspired

peasant"—into those quarters which would
have done him no sort of good. But he in-

troduced him to Basil INIontague, to Charles

Lamb, to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and other

men of letters, speaking of him warmly as one
who was sure to take his place among the

foremost of them soon. He had entire belief

in his friend's genius, and, indeed, all his re-

lation to Carlyle is very beautiful, generous,

and full of noble admiration.

But that somewhat bitter philosopher took

his own measure of those celebrities to whom
he was now introduced, and was not very

careful to spare the down on their wings, and
leave their glory unimpaired. Nor was he

without dismal forebodings as to Irving's own
position, but had always a wet blanket handy
to cool his friend's enthusiasm. Popular

preachers were never much in favour with

him ; and indeed, not having yet won popu-
larity for himself, it was rather against any
one, preacher or writer, if he had gained the

ear of the multitude. Especially, he thought

he had no belief in the fashionable world, or

the kind of religion it might run after, though

he rather changed his tone, in later years,

Avhen that same world was hanging on his

own lips. So he became very anxious about
Irving, as to what might be the end of these

things, and what might come of the preacher

if the fashion should change, as it was apt to

do among that fickle part of the human race.

Even thus early, he thought of his friend as

one who was living on the breath of popu-
lar favour, and likely to spend his strength in

grasping at it, and to sink to the bottom if it

failed him. Nor was this idea shaken off

when he finally left Craigenputtock, and settled

down to his own grim battle in Chelsea,

though, by that time, the tide of fashion had
ebbed away from Hatton Garden, and returned
to its own natural channels. What misrht not
Irvmg do to whistle back the fine ladies to

his pews? As yet he was tolerably sober-

minded, but he will be driven to arts, and
tricks, and novelties, like other popular
preachers, and end in mere chaos and mud.
Nay, are there not already clear signs that he
is taking to these shallow artifices—signs

which, by-and-by, grow so threatening that

one must, as a friend, warn hiin that he is

rushing down to perdition? Who could stand

quietly by, and see this really fine and lov-

able soul wrecking himself for the sake of

that lightest of social froth which glitters on
the top of the wave ? So he discharged his

conscience, one day, to Irving, who took it in

patient silence as the rebuke of a friend,

which is said, on good authority, to be "a
pleasant ointment." Yet I fancy him mainly
silent, because rather at a loss to know why
Carlyle should use this peculiar ointment on
him. Such was the view which the philoso-

pher took of the preacher, and there was a
littleness in it which one does not look for in

the man who claimed to have a special in-

sight into the nobler kind of minds. But,

indeed, spite of the eloquent and touching

memorial—the wreath of iiiwiortelles—which
Carlyle laid on his friend's grave, it is only

too clear, from the Reminiscences, that he
did no more justice to him than he did to

Wordsworth, Coleridge, or Charles Lamb.
To my mind, Carlyle's estimate of the mo-

tive which led to those changes in Irving's

teaching, which we have now to notice, is as

inadequate as it is ungenerous. Before he came
to London, Irving had thought a good deal

about the question, Hoio 'a\\o\Ad. the gospel be
preached so that all sorts of men may be
willing to listen ? That question he had solved

to the satisfaction of many, and especially of

the trustees of his chapel, who had now built

a bigger one for him. But no true man—and
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Irving was a true man—can long be con-

sented with merely thronging pews, and a full

offertory, and the sweet incense that floats at

the pulpit as well as about the altar. That

word, " To get souls for his hire," really has

a meaning for such an one, and Irving began

early to feel that, with all those listening

throngs, he was not getting his proper wage.

The souls were there, plenty of them ; but

they flowed through his church like water,

much of it not over clean, and to no percep-

tible extent made any cleaner by coming there.

This was anything but satisfactory; and in-

stead of asking himself, as Carlyle fancied,

" What shall I do to keep my Dukes and
Duchesses still, or to whistle them back when
they go after singing men and women ? " the

question Irving really put was, " What shall I

do to save them and others while I have them
in hand? That was what I was sent here for;

not merely to gather a crowd, which any one
may do by staring long enough at a chimney-

pot, but to persuade them to repent, because

the kingdom of heaven is at hand."

This naturally led him away from his old

line of thought, Hoiv he ought to preach, to

the other and more vital one. What had he to

preach, v>'hich was at all likely to bring about

this result? And now his real theological

studies began, his training in the Edinburgh
Divinity Hall having been the merest pre-

tence. Most clergymen, if they are ever to

be of any real use to men's souls, come,
sooner or later, to a point where they have to

revise the teaching of the schools, and adjust

it, if possible, to the results of their own ex-

perience. Irving had now reached that critical

stage, driven to it by the simple fact that,

while he had filled his church, he did not

feel as if he were materially helping to fill the

kingdom of heaven. Had he been content

simply to pour forth eloquent periods of reli-

gious commonplace, he might have lived and
died as one of the most " shining lights " the

Scottish Kirk ever had in London. But he
was impelled to do work of a deeper kind,

and hence all the trouble and sorrow of his

after days.

When we read the controversies of the

earlier centuries of Church history, they leave

an impression that Christians in those years

concerned themselves about a very different

set of ideas from those which chiefly occupy
us to-day. Their wits were very subtle, and
their vocabularies rather vehement, but it is

the subjects they handled which are unfamiliar

to us, viz. the doctrine of the Trinity, and the

constitution of the person of Christ. We
treat these matters now as thincrs that were

thrashed out long ago, and what of good
grain was in them is supposed to be safely

housed in the creeds and confessions, which
few care to read. But, at first, the battle of

faith raged passionately round them, for men
felt that here lay the very citadel of Christian

power and of spiritual life. Latterly, however,

these questions had fallen into the back-

ground, especially among the Puritan or

Evangelical party. They formed, of course,

a recognised part of orthodox belief, but they

were regarded chiefly as giving value and
efficacy to a Transactio7i on which the saving

power of the gospel was thought entirely to

hinge. That is to say, the centre of faith had

been transferred from the person of Christ to

the Atonement which He made. There was

an infinite worth in His offering, because it

was the sacrifice of an infinite Person; but the

sacrifice itself was the radical element.

When Irving first went up to London he
was, like all the Evangelical school, full of

this transaction for adjusting the balance

between the divine righteousness and the

divine mercy. But now, as he began to be

dissatisfied with the spiritual results of his

teaching, he was led to hark back to the

earlier forms of Christian thought. How far

he may have been led to this by Coleridge, it

is hard now to say. But it is certain that he

was a frequent visitor at Mr. Oilman's house

in Highgate, where the poet-sage had found

a haven of rest for his flaccid body and some-

what discursive mind. It is also certain that

Coleridge was then working, or at least grop-

ing, among the same kind of ideas, as we see

in his " Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit."

The precise doctrine which is associated with

the name of Irving does not seem to have

originated with the author of " Christabel."

But we know that he had turned away from

the Puritan theology of covenants and busi-

nesslike transactions, and sought the solution

of the question in the nature of God himself.

Had Irving been satisfied with that, he could

hardly have been seriously blamed by any

one. To change the centre of religious

thought from faith in an atoning sacrifice to

faith in an atoning person, might involve grave

changes along the whole line of action, but

it could hardly have been seriously objected

to, as it was only going back to the primitive

Christian idea. But Irving was a theologian

of the antique type whose flowing rhetoric

was always dominated by the logic of the case.

If God had redeemed men not by paying the

price of their transgression, as the Puritan

held, but by taking our nature into communion
with His own, that He might sanctify it, as the
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early fathers taught, then it followed that

the human nature which was thus to be
redeemed must be the human nature which
needed to be redeemed. It was not Adam's
original, unfallen nature, then, that Christ

assumed, but his nature after it had fallen,

for it was that alone which required to be

saved. Jesus was, indeed, altogether sinless

in thought and desire as well as in act ; but

not in virtue of the inherent innocence of

his manhood, only because of the Holy Spirit

which dwelt in Him. It was essential to the

very idea of a redeeming man that He should

take our present nature with all its wrong
propensities, and its liability to temptation of

all kinds, and yet that He should keep it

holy and undefiled. In maintaining this

position, Irving may have spoken unguardedly

at times ; I think he did. It is very difficult

to expatiate on a potential sinfulness which
never becomes real sin without saying things

which may be readily misunderstood. But
there was no question with him as to the abso-

lute holiness of Christ ; the dispute was en-

tirely as to the origin of that holiness, whether
it was inherent in His flesh, or the result of

divine grace. Hence some, who thought

themselves wise, treated it as a mere logo-

machy which none but clergymen would ever

have quarrelled about. That was evidently

Carlyle's opinion, with a bias, on the whole,

m favour of his friend ; but he speaks of it

as one to whom it was a matter of perfect

m difference. Superficially, it does seem to

be of little moment, since all were agreed as

to the main fact of our Lord's sinlessness,

and only differed as to the precise cause of it.

Yet viewed in its deeper relations, it involved,

as we have seen, a radical change in the whole
line of Christian thought, and the substitu-

tion of the Incarnation for the Atonement as

the central truth of Christian theology, and
faith in an atoning Person instead of an
atoning transaction.

The discourses in which this view was first

given strongly commended themselves to

many of his hearers, and seemed to produce
higher spiritual results than his former teach-

ing had done. This was what he had been
longing for, and he accepted it as the seal of

•God confirming the word which He spoke.
He forgot that almost any fresh view of

religious doctrine, be it right or wrong, has,

for a time at least, more apparent effect than
old familiar forms. He forgot, too, that when
a preacher is thinking rather of his matter
than his manner, his words have a power
which does not belong to mere rhetoric. But
his heart was yearning for something more
XXV—

8

than admiring crowds, and this new stir about
higher concerns appeared to be a strong con-
firmation of the doctrine which he taught.

Ere long, however, the cloud, like a man's
hand, and a very dirty one too. showed itself

above the fair horizon. A mean fellow of
the name of Cole—one of those clerics who
have a keen scent for heresy, and a blunt
sense of honour—intruded into his privacy
one evening when he was wearied with a hard
day's preaching, and questioned him as to

what he had been saying. Irving, good,
simple soul, instead of resenting the imperti-

nence, gave him what explanations he could,

and invited him to his house for fuller con-
ference on the morrow. That morrow,
however, was otherwise occupied by his
" interviewer." It was spent in writing and
getting printed a grave charge against Irving,

that he taught a monstrous doctrine of " the

sinfulness of Christ." One can fancy the

result among those who already distrusted

him—the " I told you so," and " It is only

what I expected," and all the head-shaking

of jealous dulness. Ere long, too, there rose

no small ferment in the watchful orthodoxy
of the Scottish Kirk. But as yet it seemed as

if no action could be taken, for when the

Presbytery of London began to move in the

matter, Irving and his trustees, who were at

one with him on this point, decHned their

jurisdiction. According to the title-deeds of

the new Regent Square church, its minister

was always to be subject only to the authori-

ties of the Church of Scotland, which had no
ecclesiastical power across the English border.

The London Presbytery, therefore, had for

the present to give way; but they did so with

the feeling that it was purely a question of

time, and that Irving and his session would
be at their bar by-and-by. Before leaving

this point, I may note here that Mrs. Oliphant

is highly indignant with Chalmers, that he,

though urgently, even pathetically entreated

by his old assistant, did not, as professor and
recognised authority in such cases, pronounce

any opinion as to the validity of Irving's

teaching. Mrs. Oliphant's long residence in

England must have led her strangely to forget

how little weight the opinion of a theological

professor would have had with the stormy

democracy of the Scottish Kirk. Besides,

Chalmers was no divine of the Athanasian

type. He was a strong man, but not given

to nice and subtle questions. It is no dis-

paragenient of him to say that he could not,

with any wisdom, have pronounced upon a

doctrine which, with his make of mind, he

could hardly understand. It lay quite out of
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his line, and had he meddled with it he would

have done no good to Irving, and would very

probably have brought trouble on his own
head about a matter in which he felt no living

interest.

So far, then, the storm seemed to have

passed by, and perhaps if Irving could have

stopped just where he was, no more might

have been heard of it. The fire might have

burnt itself out in pamphlets, and magazine

articles, and occasional reports in presby-

teries. But when one has got a certain im-

petus on him it is not easy to stop, especially

if one is alone, as Irving now was. Being a

man of large outlooks, then, he could not

confine his thoughts to his own sphere, and

be satisfied to do his duty there. Possibly,

too, he had his disappointments and dis-

couragements even among those who had

been influenced by his new teaching. Anyhow,
even though all the crowds that still thronged

his church were to repent and mend their

ways, what were they compared to that vast

London " where Satan had his seat" ? And
London, too, was but a tea-cupful out of the

ocean of human life, which was everywhere

in a very troubled state at this time. A new
French revolution seemed to be a-brewing,

from a deleterious mixture of scepticism and
radicalism, and what power was there to

counteract or guide it ? Of all men then in

Britain Irving was perhaps the one least fitted

to deal with practical politics. He did not

know men, nor history, nor economics, and,

moreover, he was blinded by the antiquated

theories of the " Convocation Book." Yet

he must not only meddle with the thing he

understood not, but he must needs approach

it in the very worst way to get any compre-

hension of it ; that is to sa}-, not by careful

study of facts and principles, but by the

interpretation of supposed prophetic sym-

bols. Anxiously pondering these, and sorely

troubled about CathoUc emancipations and
extended franchises, and repeal of Test and
Corporation Acts, and the general break up
of class and sectarian legislation, he began
to ask himself. What if, after all, the gospel

were a kind of failure ? What if the Church
were only an interlude, never really meant to

save the world, but only to maintain a testi-

mony, and save a few out of the world ?

Revolution was at hand, but wdiat if, instead

of a new French revolution, it might be a

new Christian dispensation that was coming,
with Christ Himself as visible King over the

nations, " restoring all things " which now
seemed going to pieces, and drifting away
into space ?

While he was in this mood he was laid

hold of by a man who wanted just such an

one as he to interpret his thoughts to the

world. Hatley Frere was one of those small

but intense minds who, being once seized

with an idea, have a singular power to work
out details so as to fit into their foregone con-

clusions. Having assured himself, then, that

Christ was to return to the earth, and reign

like other kings there by force, not by per-

suasion, and regarding the Books of Daniel

and Revelation as history written before-

hand in a series of hieroglyphics, he thought

that he had found the key to the hieroglyphic

—the Rosetta stone of sacred mysteries—and
that all their secrets were now made plain.

Under the guidance, then, of Hatley Frere,

and of clever, shrewd, witty Henry Drum-
mond, who combined, in a really remarkable

way, the thorough man of the world and the

dreamy fanatic, Irving now plunged into the

study of that poetic imagery which they took

to be prophetic history. Henceforth Albury

conferences began to play an important part

in his life, and his preaching had not so

much in view the saving of souls as to show
that Christ was soon coming to do that work
Himself. He did not pretend to fix the

date exactly. He was not so precise as

those who can tell you, at any particular

hour, what particular verse of the Apocalypse

is being fulfilled. But he lived in constant

expectation of the coming of the Bridegroom,

and was quite fascinated by the way in which

Frere and Drummond handled the vials and
trumpets and horns, and earthquakes and
falling stars, and mythological beasts, like the

men on a chess-board, through whom they

played the great game of human history.

When he came to Edinburgh during the

sittings of the next General i\.ssembly, and
gathered vast crowds to hear him at six

o'clock in the morning, it was the gospel ot

Daniel and the Apocalypse he preached,

rather than the gospel of Christ. Despairing of

the present, he looked for a new heaven and
a new earth, from which Whigs and Radicals

should have vanished like the moles and
bats ; and because he really believed this,

he persuaded a good many others to believe

along with him. Indeed, this is the only

part of his teaching which, apart from the

Catholic Apostolic Church, has still .a faint

hold on some of his fellow-countrymen. It

is a faint hold, indeed, and daily growing

more so, as one bubble interpretation bursts

after another. Men are even beginning

there to think that those mystic symbols

veiled contemporary men and events and
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had nothing at all to do with the future. Any-
how, for the present, millennarian doctrines

are at a discount, and there is not a man
living who could bring Edinburgh folk from

their beds at six o'clock in the morning, to
hear him discourse about the woman and the
beast and the frogs. Walter c. smith.

{To be concluded in next number.^

LIFE AND WORK AMONG THE EAST-LONDON POOR.
By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, late Rector of St. George's-in-the-East.

II.

INDIFFERENCE, I said, is radically the
-*• source of the greatest social curses we
inherit. Improvidence is another form of it

which quickly brings misery to the poor, and
thus they are much rebuked for it, especially

by the rich. Many of the working classes

are excellent economists, and all might learn

of their ways; but as Avant of thrift tells

bitterly upon them every encouragement of it

is laudable. This takes several forms. First

there is the steelyard of the Charity Organi-
zation Society, which weighs the thriftless

without mercy. I was chairman of an ex-

cellent committee, dealing with a population
of about 60,000, for several years, indeed,

till after I ceased to be rector of St. George's
;

and as I call its manifold procedure to mind
I feel my head and heart pulling different

ways. I was the sorrowful mouthpiece of

retribution to processions of thoughtless

sufferers. True, I always tried to speak with
such cheer as could be tolerated, but it was
miserable work. My colleagues were kind,

but all along I felt that the Society had not
an inch of bowels, and lived upon mistrust.

It has an unhappy name, calculated to stereo-

type a low conception of the charity "which
believeth all things." Charity, or love, resents

labelling and investigation. Of course it is

easy to say that the greatest kindness you
could do to a sinner is to show him the fruit

of his errors ; but probably he often sees, and
always feels, them more clearly than the

amateur accuser of his brethren. Thus the

kindness shown to him might sometimes take

a more mitigated shape than it assumes under
the Society's rules. The right formation of

these requires divine delicacy and considera-

tion. In fact, a central charity organization

council ought to consist of angels and arch-

angels. That in London does not : small

blame to them.

No doubt we often directed the alms of

philanthropic.economists wisely, gave heaps
ofgood advice, and applied tests with shrewd-
ness, but it was a presumptuous self-abasing

business at the best, and I often felt it to- be
a poor barrier against, or controller of, any
exceptional flood of destitution. Still we
moved on severely righteous lines as far as
we could, and our committee-room was the
scene of some curiously saddening revela-

tions. Its monotony and also severity was
relieved by occasional examples of sustained
fraud, which I am happy to say deceived
several of us, sharp though we tried to be.

There was one highly educated native Indian
doctor especially who thus succeeded for

months together. He drank tea with sonie

of our committee, borrowed George Eliot's

works, sent back a florin he found in the

pocket of a waistcoat I had given him, and
was at all points a finished rascal. . It was
curious to perceive how the threads of im-

posture and distress are spun over the world
and centred in London, like telegraphic

wires.

There is one form in which thrift is being
well encouraged, and which in time will go
far to revolutionize the healing of the sick

poor. I refer to Provident Dispensaries.

They are slowly being appreciated, and
spread. In respect to existing London
Hospitals, though all justly admire the

surgical aid there given, and the treatment of

those who fill their beds, I often wonder at

the faith which brings an out-patient to their

doors. She—it is mostly a woman—waits

perhaps for hours, in a sickly querulous pro-

cession, has a hasty glimpse of a doctor, and
then walks ofl;" with a quart bottle of un-

savoury physic, stoppered with a greasy cork.

Poor people believe in " nasty " medicine,

forgetting that noses were given not merely

to adorn profiles, but to warn their owners

against drains, messes, and draughts. The
best physic is abstinence, or good food, as

the case may be, and whatever drugs are

taken, the faith of an "out" patient is a chief

factor in the cure, whenever that is reached.

All the best and most experienced physicians,

however, would gladly see the " out " work of

hospitals radically reformed. While the hos-

pital, especially in the case of accidents, does
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much to relieve distress legitimately, there is

a mass of it at which we look aghast. It is

most importunately pressing perhaps in the

East of London, not because its individual

cases of misery are worse than they are else-

where, nor because the needy beg there, but

because there are so many of them. Where
tens of thousands of people who all live from
hand to mouth, and move on the thinnest

social ice, are congregated together, the total

number of sufferers, of those who have crossed
the line from wages to want, or broken
through into the cold water, is sometimes
overwhelming. What shall we do that these

may be fed ? Stern suspension of out-door
relief, however it might ultimately compel
more thrift—if people consented to be thus

patiently taught—will not fill empty bellies

now. In-door relief may deter, but degrades.

Distant semi-political schemes for the cultiva-

tion of waste land are cheered by crowds who
do not know a thistle from a draining tile.

Local benevolence does something, with its

soup and tickets. The help which the poor
give to the poor does more. Radical legisla-

tion will probably do most. Meanwhile we
hear much of State-aided emigration. But
assuming that a man is worth twice as much
in the colonies as he is here, and that he is

willing to go there—the only obstacle to his

transportation being want of money— I can-

not understand why a " National Emigration
Company " is not started. There must surely

be some machinery for the recovery of capital

with good interest lent to emigrants. Fi-

nancial interchange is incessant. Every
needy respectable man, sure of good work
and wages elsewhere, should be able to

command means for getting there without
being tarred with the "charity" brush. The
money for his passage should be paid by the

company on his arrival in the colony, where
he might be looked sharply after. 1 believe

a good trade might thus be as surely driven

in emig&ants as in timber. Of course, such
emigration would specially leave more of the

stupid and helpless at home, since none but
the keenly enterprising would flit. But even
when the feeble failures are helped out of this

country by charit)', they are little or none
the better for the aid. Trans maj-e currunt,

and are feeble still. And that won't pay in

a colony. I remember, when I first set foot

into Canada from the United States some
years ago, the first man I met was a car-

penter. And he begged. He touched his

cap, grumbled, and asked for a shilling. A
company wholly devoid of sentiment, but
prepared to carry honest labourers to their

task and get a good dividend out of them,
would, I believe, do the work needed as far

as the work needs to be done.

III.

Beside such means for the bettering of
poor town-dwellers as are provided in their

removal to another atmosphere and scene,

or in the erection of good houses for their

shelter in the place where they have lived,

much may be done by improving the air

which they breathe and the things which tliey

see. Take this last point first. We are pro-

foundly, though often unconsciously, affected

by our material surroundings. Thus, refine-

ment may be kindled or prohibited, and
thus, too, a vehicle is provided for the import
of fresh and sweeter thoughts. Some, there-

fore, seek to raise and cheer toiling spirits

by exhibitions of painting, and the like. I

do not believe in the elevating influence of

a picture where pagan amours are promi-
nently framed, or shepherdesses—if there be
any such pastoral officials—idly defy on can-

vas the tanning of the sun and wind. But
as true decoration is divine, and art which is

really fine promotes culture, selected dis-

plays of it have been made in some of the

lowest and most crowded parts of East
London, notably Whitechapel, by my old

neighbour and friend, Mr. Barnett, of St.

Jude's, and some of the impressions made
on surfaces which seemecl to be coarse

have been pathetically cheering. In the fur-

therance of influences thus imparted, con-

certs and oratorios have been given, window
gardening has been helped, and wholesomely
pleasing prints are supplied for dreary walls

in schoolrooms and private dwellings. In

this desire to spread 'decorative refinement,

the Kyrle Society has been conspicuous.

But, perhaps, the chief present feature of

this movement may be seen in the adorning
of" open spaces," such as old burial grounds.

By the planting of these, and their nice equip-

ment with arbours and seats, out-door summer
drawing-rooms, as it were, may be provided
for whole rows of poor stufiy houses which
have no nooks of repose within, nor outlooJc,

except on dust and grit. This fashion of

horticultural furniture has grown, and is

yearly growing stronger, whereat I rejoice.

The first old churchyard thus helped towards

embellishment by the Metropolitan Board of

Works was, I believe, ours at St. George's-

in-the-East. It had been closed since the

Intramural Interments Act of ^851, and none
but the Home Secretary could give leave for

a burial there.
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The process of converting it into a
" recreation ground " was approached and
conducted slowly, for we had no real

precedent to go by. Two days were con-

sumed in court before we could get our
" faculty." But the parish, represented

in Vestry, showed great public spirit and
generosity. We asked for no outside help,

except a loan to be gradually discharged,

though the business cost some ^5,000.
This great outlay was partly caused by the

purchase of a Wesleyan burial ground which
adjoined our own. Herein arrived a curious

effect of the present Church establishment.

As rector, I was chairman of the Vestry and
an official purchaser of land required for our

purposes. Thus, one morning, I found my-
self the owner of—I think it was four hun-

dred and seventy—dead Nonconformists. I

gave instructions for the placing of a notice

on the chapel door, begging any friends of

the deceased to remove their monuments, if

they felt so disposed. But none did. I

may here say that in marking the division

between so-called "consecrated " and " un-

consecrated" ground, we came on the solu-

tion of a difficulty which might serve as a

guide to others. There was a huge middle
wall of partition between the two plots, thick,

lofty, capped with glass, and cautiously

patrolled by cats. This we pulled down.
Then the Judge of the Consistory Court,

who heard the application for our faculty,

came to inspect. His sentence was, " You
must have a line drawn between the two
burial grounds. It may be a thin iron fence,

but there must be some line of demarcation
between the two, however slight." '* How
would Euclid's line do ? " I ventured to ask
his Honour. The notion took him ; and
a stone is set there now saying that the divid-

ing wall went so many yards in such and such a
direction from that spot. Thus we triumphed

;

and the lawn-mower chatters without a break
over the old fence between the groups of
dead who were carried respectively out of

the church and chapel. Though now brought
and kept together closer than ever, they have
had no differences at all.

Our " Recreation Ground " is a great suc-

cess. Skilled gardeners have been hired, a
hothouse built, and a succession of flowers

has been yearly bedded out through the sum-
mer. Women bring their work and sit sew-
ing out of doors, while their children play
around their knees. Old and sick people,
who are so many, sun themselves on the

benches. This garden opens into the Rat-
cliff Highway, and one of the most pleasant

retrospects of my sojourn there will be my
work with fellow-parishioners m realising

the long-talked-of conversion of our church-
yard into a " Recreation Ground." But it

was an up-hill business at first, and the mess
made in its construction was ghastly. We
had to dig foundations for several things, and
there were bones. At last, however, order
grew out of disorder.

Happily the action for the conversion of
burial grounds into public flower gardens
is now well set up and may be expected to

grow. The worth of a beautified spot in the
midst of repellent surroundings is not easily

calculated, but it is great, and may be made
far greater than many at first imagine ; for

it is not the open spaces only which are

valued, but their decorations. An unfur-

nished room is not inviting. Indeed, however
water-tight, it is an accepted symbol of penury.
Pains are thus being taken not merely to

save old plots from being built over, but to

adorn and equip them as beautifully and
comfortably as possible. When this is com-
bined with downright commercial usefulness

it might seem to commend itself most for-

cibly. But it is not always so.

In speaking of such improvements as

these it must be remembered that one great

standing demand has always to be met,

though all the open spaces in London were
fitly preserved and furnished j and that is the

demand for good air. It is of small use to
" take the air " when it is tainted. Breathe

it the Londoner must, whether it be good or

bad. And the air which, literally, always

kills the oak cannot be good. It is rather

hard on the air which is corrupted by evil

communications, but the result is mischievous.

We all know that smoke is the chief offender,

and that a zealous society is established for

and exercised in its abatement. No doubt

much of the mischief carried by the air comes
from the domestic grate, which is not con-

structed to burn anthracite coal nor to con-

sume its own smoke. But the tall chimney
of the manufactory is the greatest sinner, and
the hardest to be reached, conspicuous though

it be. The fact is that a Public Prosecutor

is wanted who shall have no bowels what-

ever for any neighbourhood, who shall not

be attached to it, as a police constable is,

but be ready to assail a "smoker" without

loss of time or respect of persons. As it is,

the suppression of this mischievous nuisance

is left to local action, and no man likes

to bear witness—however true—against his

neighbour, much less against an industrious

one. Again and again when I have been in
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the chair of the Vestry at St. George's, and
complaint has arisen about the vokimes of

smoke from some huge neighbouring chimney,

I have heard some such remarks as " Well, I'm

glad to find that So-and-so is at work again,"

or " I don't like to see the pipe of a rate-

jDayer put out." This is natural, and I, for

one, had not, in some instances, courage

enough to make official complaints about a

downpourof smuts. Ofcourse I was acoward

;

but then most men are social cowards.

Heartless public prosecutors, specially told

off for the purpose, would have small difficulty

in compelling obedience to the law. The
offences are such as certainly cannot be com-
mitted in secret.

In thinking about the sanitary condition of

poor East Londoners I admit that, in some
respects, they are better off than many who
live in favoured country places. They are,

€.g., provided with fever and small-pox hos-

pitals to v/hich a dangerous sufferer may be
at once removed with assurance of skilled

care. The defiant stupidity of some people
is, however, almost incredible, and I have
seen it at its worst among town-dwellers who
are supposed to be more intelligent than
rustics. Not only will a gaping crowd close

sympathetically around the departing infected

patient, but if he or she should be a child, I

have known it to be even kissed. What is to

be done with or for such kindly fools ? We
thought that we did what we could. Divers
of us, according to the proportion of our faith

and knowledge,were always preaching caution.

Our sanitary officers were both intelligent and
assiduous. We had systematic house-to-house

visitations or hunts for infectious diseases.

Printed directions were widely distributed.

The excellent East-London Nursing Society,

%vhich aims at providing every parish with a

thoroughly trained nurse, worked well in the

spreading of sanitary knowledge—not only
telling but showing people what to do. The
teachers of the schools were wide awake to

keep out children from infected houses, but
marvellously blind and stubborn ignorance
survived and survives. With all care, how-
ever, it is hard to stop contagion where the

disease has such short distances to travel as

.in cities. Indeed, when such a malady as
scarlet fever enters a poor crowded town
district, the wonder is that, in spite of sedu-
lous removals to the hospital, any escape.
If the poison did not sometimes lose its power
every family ought to be smitten in turn.

As it is, some mystic influence seems occa-
sionally to disarm it, and the plague dies

down.

IV.

In speaking of material defects in the state

of my East-London neighbours, I cannot
omit reference to the scarcity of fish

amongst them. Public attention is now being
drawn to this. Better late than never. But
it is certainly late. The very first thing,

indeed, mentioned in the Old Testament
about the condition of man on earth is, '• Let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea."

That is the initial promise and assurance.

Moreover, the most frequently repeated and
recorded work of Christ in the New Testa-

ment is the feeding of multitudes with loaves

and fishes. And yet in these days of Christian

progress the multitude is, or has till quite

lately been, unable to get them. I myself
could not buy sixpennyworth of good sprats

without sending nearly a mile for them, and
there were many thousands of poor people in

my immediate neighbourhood as ill off in this

matter as I was. The worst of it was that

few seemed to care. People could not be
said to have lost their appetite for fish ; they

rather failed to have one. Fearsome " mus-
sels," and little saucers of yellow, nauseous-

looking "whelks," were no doubt sold at

some stalls, grimy by day and glaring by night

—though I never saw any special press of

customers at them—and " fried-fish shops "

sent a wonderfully penetrating smell through

some close back streets ; but good fresh fish

was banished as a luxury above the means
of our neighbours.

Of coarse accessible places could easily

have been found for its landing and distribu-

tion. Shadwell, e.g., presented itself at a most
convenient turn in the river. Some of the fish-

laden ships might well have discharged their

cargo there. But no, they all sailed or steamed
by up to Billingsgate, with its crowded
approaches and jealous "ring," which kept

up an exclusive price of the article to be sold,

so it was said. Chiefly encouraged by a hard-

headed North Countryman, Mr. Willey—

a

great friend of mine—who lives in Ratcliff

Highway, we persisted, by private complaint,

public meeting, correspondence in the local

press, and municipal remonstrance, in protest-

ing against this iniquity. There was small

doubt about our opponent. I shall not easily

forget a protesting deputation which I ac-

companied, and which "waited upon" divers

magnates at the Guildhall. There is a nar-

row pier which juts out into their room,

about three feet wide. It is closed at the

end by a sliding brass bar. Here the

spokesman stands to address the assem-
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blage. It was ruled that one only of the

deputation should be allowed to open his

mouth. I intended to have had my fling,

but of course the business now fell into the

hands of Mr. Ritchie, one of the Members for

the Tower Hamlets, who headed us. I stood

close behind him, holding his hat and

umbrella, and looking irresistibly sympa-

thetic, though he is a strong Conservative,

and some of my friends are not content with

calling me a Liberal. Anyhow, here we were

radically agreed. Mr. Ritchie did his work
with pluck and tact, but the angry facial and

verbal waves were a sight to see and hear. I

came away with a profound mental prayer for

municipal reform, and with such a perception

of the mischief which monopolies can effect

as made me feel sure that this outcome of

it at any rate could not long survive any

public unveiling. The " loaves " have been
freed, and the "fishes " are following suit.

In setting down these material reminis-

cences, while I recall some features of the

commissariat of East London I must say

that which many will hardly believe, viz.

that there was an abundant supply of fair

milk. The dweller in the fields, the peasant,

frequently cannot get milk at all. It is the

most perfect food, and more needed than

any other in building up the frames of young
children ; and yet in many country parishes,

with plenty of cows to be seen, the poor have

so long been unable to get milk that they

have almost lost their taste for it, and hardly

know its value. It is all converted into

butter and cheese for the large markets, or

goes to towns in those tall tin vessels which
display the survival of the fittest milk-carrier,

and may be seen at almost any station. This

is all the worse for country children, though
better for such as live in towns. The poorest

there can get fair milk. Indeed, I remem-
ber some, in an intensely crowded neighbour-

hood, which was so good that H.M. Inspec-

tor of Schools used to take a bottle of it away
with him when he paid us his annual visit.

The minute distribution, however, of some
food is needlessly costly to the poor. Too
many take a bite out of it before it reaches

the mouth. There are shops in unexpected
ends and corners of slums and blind courts

which might be supposed to exhibit the last

sparks in the conflagration of expiring com-
merce. The returns of some of them, though
the display in their windows is not great, are

hardly so small as might be imagined. I

think of those which sell " sweets." These last

come cheap to the merchant, and are always
dear to the child. I must here repeat the

record of a discovery. One day I was cross-

ing a sugar house in the docks and saw a dozen
casks filled with the nasty scrapings of the

floor, which was greasy with escaped molasses.
" What are these for ? " I asked. " Oh, they

goes to make lollipops, sir," was the rei)ly.

A not unfrequent form of request for assis-

tance was that for capital, say 5s., to set up
a " sweet-stuff" shop ;

" and though I once
made a careful calculation from trustworthy

data, I am afraid to say what income this was
supposed to be capable of producing. But,

apart from these small fringes of luxury, the

mode of distribution which has hitherto pre-

vailed is very expensive to the consumer.
Somehow, London working people have not
apprehended the value of genuine co-opera-

tion. They have been like a heap of sand,

in coherence as well as multitude, and have
seldom made the most legitimate combina-
tion for the supply of their own necessities

and the disposal of their produce. There is

a change now. Some fresh action is set uo
which promises to grow. But the seed is

small at present. Provincial towns have

shown what can be done by co-operation,

though the London millions have been slow

to move.
It seems to me that they suffer from a

careless spirit of acquiescence. They have

made no great protests. The " Bitter Cry
of Outcast London " we have heard so much
of has come from those who have seen the

suffering rather than from those who are

feeling it. It would be more hopeful if they

did intelligently cry- And then, as a shrewd

friend said to me, they are not the " outcast,"

but rather such as "come in," who suffer

most and cause most suffering. The steady

influx from the provinces piles up the heap

of human sand, and chokes the ranks of tlie

local artisan. In the East this is most con-

spicuous, since the incompetent flock to the

docks, which give some simple employment.

All the most shiftless gravitate there, many
tramping in daily from a distance.

The question is often asked. What brings

these crowds to London? The real reply

which has been given by several, and ad-

vanced elsewhere by myself, I believe to be

this. It is not so much their love for the

place itself or hope of higher wages, as the

independence and possible fixity or, at least,

choice of tenure to be got there. Most come
not because they like the town, but because

they dislike the social and political position

hitherto held by the labourer in the country.

No wonder.

(7J? l>e contimied.)
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By M. M. M.

1\/T Y Love, beside the Southern sea,

Of busy streets is fain to tire ;

Up to those hills that shine on me
She stretches arms of vain desire.

Tired of the billowy thunder made

When the sou'-wester calls so loud,

Tired of the glittering long Parade,

And all the changeful restless crowd.

She sees the Grampians' heathery blue,

The snow-fed river rushing by,

The Ochils, steeped in emerald hue,

Kinnoul, dark-stemmed against the sky
;

And far above, the briar-bush sweet,

That only passing airs betray

To lovers who, with tardy feet,

Are lingering on their homeward way.

'Tis these she loves. O constant hills !

I cannot all forsaken be :

Something of her from you distils.

Some of her heart you give to me.

II.

Chafed by these swaddling bands of fate,

'Tis ours to see, and not attain :

The spirit oft but meets its mate

To drift apart, and lose again.

One day stands out o'er other days

In vision of the " might have been :

"

The vision flies, the hard world stays,

And rears its wall of brass between.

They two had climbed the mountain's brow

Higher than morning mists have birth :

Life seemed one endless wondrous Noiv ;

They were alone in all the earth.

Above them but the solemn blue

Whose hush of noon no motion stirred,,

And as their hearts together grew

Between them was no need of word.

O that the soul on such fair height

Could linger ! There 'twere good to dwell

!

Transformed by something of that light

That first on love in Eden fell.
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III

Soft western breezes o'er us creep,

Faint-sweet, from hills of whin in flower
;

With strange sad cries the pee-wits sweep

—

And now it is the sunset hour.

No words can tell that glov/ of gold,

Those tender mauves, those peaks fiv6-

stained,

That pure translucence, heaven unrolled,

That when all else was past remained.

Blue-bells and primroses emboss

The turf, the little ferns scarce stir.

She laid her head upon the moss,

And let her soul go out from her.

And thou wast there, poor heart ! Thine

own

Beats feared to break the silence through ;

So darkly deep her eyes had grown,

So strong the spell her presence threw.

Her thoughts were far away from thee.

Yet by her side she let thee stay.

He who the shrine may never sea

Will gladly watch its door all day.

IV.

The long June sun could hardly bear

To leave the North he loves so well

:

All night the soft glow hovered there

As of his swift return to tell.

But now he hurries down the sky

Ere half the afternoon be o'er
;

And bare and brown the hedgerows lie

Where roses blushed through green before.

Spring will return ; but if she stays.

Who is the crown of Spring's delights,

Without her, what are lengthening days.

Or balmier softness of the nights ?

And yet such hope is in the air,

Such stir of promise in the trees ,

The rooks glad tales are telling there.

And whispers come upon the breeze

—

" The world's year has its June of mirth.

And thine shall not all winter be :

God gives the flowers back to the earth.

And He will give thy Love to thee."



EARTH SHAKINGS, THEIR CAUSE AND WORK.
By RICHARD A. PROCTOR.

DURING the last half year we have had
terrible evidence of the energy of those

internal forces which indicate the inherent

vitality of the earth. Destructive locally,

significant of death rather than of life in their

direct working, these forces tell us in reality

that the time of our earth's decay and death

is yet far off. Thousands, nay, hundreds
of thousands of years must pass before

the internal forces of the earth cease to

model and remodel its surface, and so to

keep it fit to be the abode of living creatures.

When those forces die out—as in fulness of

time they must—the beginning of the end
will be at hand. Apart from catastrophic

events which science sees no reason to

apprehend, the earth will be fit, it would
seem, to be inhabited by multitudinous forms

of life, vegetable and animal, so long as any
part of its solid crust remains above the

level of the sea. But forces are continually

at work which tend to reduce the amount of

land surface. In periods far shorter than

have elapsed since first the present crust was
fashioned these forces would have wrought the

destruction of every continent and of every

island. As Sir John Herschel said, when as

yet the full evidence of the long duration of

the earth's past history had not been gar-

nered—" Had the primeval world been con-

structed as it now exists, time enough has

elapsed, and force enough directed to that

end has been in activity, to have long ago
destroyed every vestige of land."

In considering the evidence of the earth's

internal activity, it may be well briefly to

inquire what probably is the state of things

beneath the surface, and certain relations

which must certainly exist.

The common idea about the parts of the

earth's crust which lie deep below the visible

surface is, that they are necessarily very firm

and rigid. This idea is also commonly asso-

ciated with the belief that inside the firm and
rigid crust there may be a region of intensely

hot, imprisoned gases, the material sub-
stance of the earth's interior being raised by
heat to the vaporous form. One of the

best reasoners of our time, and in some
respects its foremost philosopher, has adopted
this theory of an interior vaporous region,

presumably of low density (seeing that even in

experiments by which oxygen and hydrogen
have been liquefied under pressure the density

attained has never approached that of water),

as the explanation of the low density of the

giant planets.

It may be well to dwell, then, for a mo-
ment on the effect of internal pressure

within even a solid globe of the earth's size,

that we may see how far the frame of such
a globe would be from a state of rigidity.

The word rigidity must here be care-

fully distinguished from the word solidity.

Rigidity is ordinarily, but not necessarily, a

characteristic of solidity. And deep down
below the surface of a solid globe as massive

as the earth, rigidity is a quality which would
be entirely absent. The common idea that

under great pressure solid matter becomes
more firm and unyielding, is erroneous. On
the contrary, Tresca's experiments on the

behaviour of hard steel under high pressure

show that if our earth were made of a solid

material as hard as steel, the substance of this

solid globe at a depth of less than twenty miles

would be absolutely plastic under the enor-

mous pressure to which it would be sub-

jected. With every mile of descent the

pressure would increase, and at the centre

it would attain its maximum amount. To
many, indeed, this seems inconsistent with the

fact that the force of gravity grows less and
less as the centre of the earth is approached,

until it vanishes there altogether. The pres-

sures existing at different points within a globe

like the earth, are not proportional to the

force of gravity, but to the total weight of

superincumbent matter. It is strange that

when familiar experiences show this to be the

case, the mistake should still be so often

made of confounding gravity with pressure.

Gravity at the bottom of the deep sea is

almost exactly equal (but slightly less) to

gravity at the surface
;
yet every one who

has ever dived knows that the pressure of

the water increases with every foot of

descent. At great depths it becomes so enor-

mous that hollow vessels made of strong ma-
terials are crushed by its action. The same
principle must obviously hold true with the

solid crust so soon as we pass below those

depths at which the rigidity of the earth's sub-

stance suffices to resist the pressure resulting

from the superincumbent mass. We see in

lofty mountains, for example, how granite and
other rock substances can resist the pressures

due to heights of four, five, or six miles. There
might, perhaps, be mountains ten miles in

height—so great is the rigidity of some rocks.
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But Tresca's experiments prove that a moun-
tain twenty miles in height is simply an im-

possibihty, because all the lower parts of

such a mass would be plastic under the

superincumbent weight. So must it be in

the earth's interior. Instead of the crust

being more and more rigid with every mile

of descent, it must become more and more
plastic, more and more ready to yield to

changing directions or intensities of forces at

work upon it.

Now if the earth's interior were exposed

to no disturbing action, or to disturbing

forces small by comparison with the pres-

sures which produce the plasticity above

described, there would be all but perfect

stillness in the earth's interior (supposed for

the moment to be wholly, or almost wholly,

solid). The depths of the great sea are

perfectly fluid, yet are they at almost perfect

rest. But, within the depths of even an en-

tirely solid earth like ours, forces are at work
which are of the same order as those which

make the solid frame, plastic throughout, all

but a mere surface film of partially rigid

structure. The forces exerted by sun and
moon in raising tides on the ocean act ener-

getically on every part of the earth's frame,

and always with those variations of intensity

which tend to produce displacements. The
force of the moon, for instance, on the globe

of the earth, being exerted on each part of

the earth's interior in degree and direction

corresponding to the position of that part,

necessarily tends to deform the plastic in-

terior, and with it the but partially rigid

crust. The sun acts in like manner. The
way in which the mighty globe of the earth is

made to reel, in the long precessional period

of 25,900 years, shows how efiective are these

influences. It is only because the very vast-

ness "of the pressures, producing internal plas-

ticity, limits the range in the effective varia-

tion of pressures in direction and degree, that

the deformations which would result in the

case of an absolutely solid globe are com-
paratively slight, when the dimensions of the

earth's globe, as a whole, are considered.

But such deformations must be taken into

account in any theoretical discussion of the

earth's movements as a whole, or of the

movements of her crust. Whatever view we
take of the earth's interior, whether we admit
or reject the possibility that large parts may
be liquid or vaporous, we must ahvays con-

sider the external deforming forces on the

globe of the earth, regarded as a whole.

Now what may be the actual condition of

the earth's internal legions science has not

yet been able to determine with certainty.

Mr. Hopkins, from investigations of the pre-

cessional motion of the earth, inferred that

the solid crust must be at least 800 miles
thick. Sir W. Thomson, from the observed
height of the water-tide, which of course would
be affected if the solid globe were influenced

by a tidal deformation, infers that the frame of

the earth is as rigid as though the whole mass
were of solid steel. Mr. O. Fisher, in his
" Physics of the Earth's Crust," gives good
reason for rejecting the idea of absolute
solidity ; for he shows that the irregularities

of the surface of a solid globe cooling, would
be much less than those which actually

exist on the earth's surface. He infers from
observed temperatures in Alpine travelling,

that the solid crust is about twenty-five miles

thick, but the central portions he assumes
may or rather must be solid ; so that we have
a central solid mass separated from a mode-
rately thick crust by a shell of unknown
thickness, chiefly liquid, but partly perhaps

gaseous, despite the enormous pressure to

which it is subjected. Mr. Herbert Spencer's

theory that the greater portion of the interior

of our earth is gaseous, seems open to very

serious objections to say the least, especially

when we consider the indications of greatly

increased density towards the centre.

But that the actual surface of the earth is

in a state of continual movement is after all

what chiefly concerns us in considering great

subterranean disturbances. On this point

there is no longer room for doubt. The
pendulum researches of Professor G. Darwin
—started with another purpose in view, viz.

to determine what change there may be in

the action of terrestrial gravity—have shown
that the whole crust of the earth is in a state

of constant tremor. Whatever the actual

condition of the interior regarded as a whole,

there must be large regions partly liquid

and partly vaporous, the crust above which

undulates and vibrates constantly under the

var3'ing forces to which it is exposed, com-
municating to more stable portions minor

movements of undulation and vibration.

Apart of course from the action of external

forces on the earth's mass, \ve must consider

internal processes which are certainly taking

place, let their interpretation be what it may.

It is clear that the waters of the earth play

a very important part in disturbing the earth's

interior. It is only necessary to note the

distribution of active volcanoes and volcanic

regions to see that this is so : for with scarcely

any exceptions (and those readily explained)

the regions of active disturbance are near the
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sea-shore. And again, while observation thus

points to the sea as closely connected with

subterranean disturbance, reasoning shows

that the relation might have been ex-

pected.

The water which forms our seas and oceans,

and their offspring lakes and rivers, is the

most variable part of the earth's globe

regarded as a whole. When the frame of the

earth was intensely hot to its very surface the

seas could have existed only in the form of

a mighty atmosphere of steam, in which

immense masses of cloud constantly floated.

For water could not have rested on the

fiery hot surface. But while in that early

stage of the earth's history the material of

the future ocean was outside the earth's

crust and in an atmospheric form, there is

good reason for believing, with Saemann, Le
Meunier, Frankland, and Sterry Hunt, that

in the remote future of the earth the waters

of the sea will be withdrawn into her interior.

The process of withdrawal is in reality taking

place even now. Enter any cavern, such

as Kent's Hole in Devonshire, on the

driest and hottest day, or even after weeks
of dry weather, and you shall find the roof

wet with the waters which have been slowly

making their way from the surface, where
they fell in the form of rain months before.

Throughout the whole crust of the earth,

except in a few spots where rain never falls,

the same process is going on all the time.

Only a portion of the water, which thus falls

on the earth, ever returns to the surface in

the form of springs. Artesian wells show
how slowly some of the strata of the earth

permit water which has thus reached them to

pass through ; but they show also how large

a portion of the earth's waters are already

beneath the surface.

Of course the greater part of the water

Avhich reaches the surface in the form of rain

is presently restored either to the sea in the

form of river water, or to the air in the form
of aqueous vapour. Were it otherwise a few
years would show a measurable change in

the sea-level. It may well be that the amount
actually withdrav\'n from the sea surface in

this way, and not restored, does not produce
a change of level of more than a foot in a
thousand years. Still even that would involve

a very important alteration in the aspect of

the earth in such periods of time as belong
to a planet's history. A million years would
reduce the sea-level by a thousand feet, and
in a period of time, which cannot be reckoned
long when compared with the vast periods

of which the heavens and the earth speak

to us, every trace of water would have dis-

appeared from the surface of the earth.

However, we are not concerned with the

question wliether the seas, once outside the

earth in the form of a steam atmosphere, will,

while the earth is still a planet, pass wholly
into its interior, as in the case of the moon
they seem to have done. That the waters of

the sea are slowly finding their way into the

earth's interior is certain : the rate at which
they are so passing inwards is as yet entirely

uncertain.

Now beneath the actual floor of the sea,

and beneath the central regions of large

continents (one should, perhaps, say beneath
nearly the whole land surface of the earth),

the process of withdrawal would usually take

place quietly. From the laws of the con-

duction of heat we know that the thickness

of comparatively cool crust beneath the sea

must be very much greater than where there

is no sea. The constant pressure of enor-

mous masses of ice-cold water (kept cold, be
it noted, in the process of oceanic circulation)

must have withdrawn heat from depths of

the solid crust lying far down below the sea-

floor. Consequently the process of slow with-

drawal, which is really taking place beneath the

sea, usually causes little tendency to interior

disturbance. It may even be that there is an
almost exact balance between the two pro-

cesses necessarily at work in those parts of

the earth's crust which lie beneath the sea

—

the gradual loss of heat on the one hand, and
the increase in the quantity of internal water.

Were the water which is withdrawn in a thou-

sand years beneath the sea, taken down at one
movement to the regions of intense heat far

below the sea-floor, and turned, as it would
necessarily be, into superheated steam, there

would, no doubt, arise great increase of pres-

sure, and perhaps tremendous disturbance.

But the region of great temperature must

slowly descend, or in other words, the tem-

perature at given depths below the sea must

very gradually become lower and lower, and

though the change may be exceedingly slow,

it cannot be much slower than the indrawal

of water below the sea-floor.

Again, in parts of the earth's surface far

from the sea, and, indeed, along by far the

greater proportion of the range of coast, the

quantity of water taken into the interior is so

small that here again there must usually be a

balanced action, between the two processes :

the cooling of the crust, gradually extending

to greater and greater depths; and the in-

drawal of water, to be converted into steam

when it has reached a sufficient depth.
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But at certain parts of the coast-line, the

rate at which water finds its way towards

the interior is too great to be thus always

balanced by the effects of lowering tempera-

ture, or deepening of the layers of given

average temperature.

In the first place there are much greater

variations of pressure at the sea-coast than

elsewhere, and though usually the crust be-

neath the sea-shore may be able to withstand

such changes, yet there may not be suflrcient

strength in certain places to prevent the

occasional formation of openings through

which water may find its way into the interior.

Consider, for instance, the eff'ect of the alter-

nate inflow and outflow of water along a

shore-line, the enormous added pressure when
the waters rise, and the reduction of pres-

sure when they sink again. This would not

operate over a large region, when the whole

of it is affected, as, for instance, the portion

of the sea-floor that is always under water.

But along a shore, a portion of the crust

comes under the efi"ect of this alternation of

tidal pressure, while the neighbouring parts

of the crust are not at all aftected. Thus
taking a strip of surface square to the shore-

line, and one-half below one-half above the

mean sea-level— at high tide, the portion

of this strip of earth crust which lies sea-

ward is subjected to much greater pressure

than when the sea is at its mean level

;

at low tide it is subjected to much less

pressure. It is clear that this constant

variation of pressure on one-half of the

region must have a tendency to produce
openings or cracks running parallel to the

coast-line, and that though the strength of

the crust might usually be able to withstand
the effects of this constantly varying strain,

there must be certain of the many thousands
of miles of coast-line on the earth's surface,

where the changes of strain would at tiines

become too great to be resisted, and sub-

marine fractures would ensue.

Again, the action of wind on the sea must
at times affect in a very marked degree the

pressure on the crust of the earth near the

coast. Add to this the circumstance that

the coasts of islands and continents are re-

gions of precipitation. There the moisture-

laden air from the sea discharges relatively

the largest portion of its moisture. When
we consider further that along many parts of

the shore the very shape of the coast-line

indicates the comparative weakness of the

crust, which has yielded alike on one side

to pressure from below thrusting it upwards
above the sea-level, and on the other

side to the pressure of the water forcing it

down, and we can readily understand that

along some parts of the coast-line the waters
of the sea find readier and more rapid en-

trance than elsewhere. Moreover they find

their way into regions where there is readier

access for the internal heat. Throughout
internal cavities of large extent and of varied

structure, the water penetrates until it finds

its way to regions so hot that it is turned
into steam, at great pressure : with the in-

crease of this pressure, and probable increase

of heat due to mechanical displacements, the

resistance of the superincumbent crust is at

length overcome, or else a way is forced for

the escape of the imprisoned vapours through
some neighbouring outlet.

Thus viewing the relation between sub-

terranean disturbances and the sea we must
somewhat modify the teleological interpre-

tation which had been somewhat hastily

assigned to the distribution of volcanic re-

gions along shore lines. A modern writer

has said that, " it would seem as if nature

had provided against the inroads of the ocean
by setting the earth's upheaving forces just

where they were most wanted." It might
as correctly be said that. Nature had so pro-

vided that the inroads of the ocean should

occur just where the upheaving forces are

prepared to resist them. But in reahty the

two conditions are related as cause and
effect. Because the crust has yielded

along particular lines, there lie the shores of

the great deep, and there the sea waves beat

upon the capes, headlands, and cliffs which
mark where the crust of the earth gave way.

It has been because of the weakness of that

part of the surface that the sea makes inroads

there, but the same weakness tends to render

the regions thus encroached upon those also

where the subterranean energies necessary to

repel the attacks of the sea are most readily

developed.

In the great disturbances, then, which have

occurred during the past half year we see

evidence of the progress of that continual

contest between sea and land which will not

cease so long as the earth's vitality remains.

When the earth's internal forces no longer

upheave the crust, life must soon cease to

exist on the earth's surface. So long as the

sun pours light and heat, and with them life,

on the members of his family of worlds, wind
and storm will rouse the sea to fresh attacks

on the shore-lines of continents and islands.

Rest on either side can only come through

the cessation either of solar action on the

one hand or of earth action on the other.
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and if either action ceased life also would
perish from off the face of the earth.

We may see also in the terrible earth-

quakes in Ischia, the East Indies, and Asia

Minor, evidences of the earth's reparative

forces rather than of destructive energies,

though unfortunately the working of these

restorative processes involves the loss of

many lives. As Sir Charles Lyell has well

pointed out, " The general tendency of sub-

terranean movements, when their effects are

considered for a suthcient lapse of ages, is

eminently beneficial ; and they constitute an
essential part of that mechanism by which
the integrity of the habitable surface is pre-

served. Why the working of this same ma-
chinery should be attended with so much
evil is a mystery far beyond the reach of our

philosophy, and must probably remain so

until we are permitted to investigate, not

our planet alone and its inhabitants, but

other parts of the moral and material uni-

verse with which they may be connected.

Could our survey embrace other worlds, and
the events, not of a few centuries only, but

of periods as indefinite as those with which

geology renders us familiar, some apparent
contradictions might be reconciled, and some
difficulties would doubtless be cleared up."
But we can never hope to understand the
mystery which lies at the back of all these

mysteries. We see but part of the scheme
of the universe, and may well believe that if

we saw more, much that now perplexes us
would seem clear

;
yet all that we can see

must be but a small part of that which is. A
few links here and there of the mechanism
of the universe we may detect, and please

ourselves with the thought of the aptness
with which these, at least, seem adjusted to

their purposes. But the parts we do not
see, the parts we may never see, are as im-
portant as those we see ; nay, being infinitely

vaster, they are infinitely more important.

Doubtless, did we know all, we might say

with knowledge what we can now only say

through faith, that all which is, is well. The
forces which to our short-sighted vision seem
destructive are in reality preservative ; and
in the widest sense of the words the saying
of the great Goethe is true, that " Everywhere
diffused is Harmony unending."

JANET HAMILTON,

SCOTLAND is especially rich in instances

of men who have risen from lowly and
apparently unfavourable circumstances to in-

fluence, if not always to personal recognition,

in the realm of poetry. Not to speak of so

great a master as Burns, or even of Leyden,
Hogg, or Tannahill, we have only to refer to

the body of the older minstrelsy, and to the

floating ballads and songs of the country,

known for many generations, to see how
naturally the national soul expresses itself in

verse, untutored, yet simple, melodious, and
tender. The excellent collections of ]\Ir.

Grant Wilson and of iSIr. Edwards of Brechin
show how far back the spring of Scottish

song took its rise, how well even now the

flow of genuine poetic feeling and expression

is sustained, and how little it has reallv de-

pended on the accident of education and
what might have been regarded as favouring

circumstances. As was to be expected, the

men who have thus risen to genuine poetic

expression have been greatly more nume-
rous than the women. The daily house-

hold toil, the motherly cares are exhaust-

ing, and against the chances of uneducated
women rising above their circumstances. Our

Scottish songstresses have, as a rule, been
women of good social position and edu-

cation, such as Lady Anne Barnard, Lady
Grizzel Baillie, I\Iiss Elliott, Airs. Cock-
burn, Lady Nairne, and others. But names
of women of the humbler ranks are not

wholly absent from the bead-roll; and in

these times is to be added to it the

honoured name of Janet Hamilton, who,

without what is technically known as educa-

tion, and in the lace of daily toil and de-

pressing circumstances, rose as naturally to

the position of a genuine poetess, as inborn

genius impels. I should not seek to place

her in the very foremost rank of our Scottish

bards, yet, in virtue of her pure spontaneous

power, the force of assiduous self-culture, a
fine sensibility for outward nature, and a
noble human-heartedness, she has risen to

the rank of a true and tender poetess, and
added largely to the imperishable treasure

of our national song. Janet Hamilton is,

indeed, one of the most striking instances of

self-culture on record. Never at school,

taught to read by her mother at home, but

not able to write until she was fifty years of

age, when she formed a peculiar caligraphy
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of her own, she j-et shows a power of ex-

pression, a mastery of verse and of EngHsh

prose, which might Avell be the envy of

writers with the best opportunities of what

is commonly called education.

Janet Thomson, afterwards Hamilton,

was the daughter of 3. shoemaker, and was

born in the clachan of Carshill, in the moor-

land parish of Shotts, in October, 1795.

That district had been remarkable in the

previous century for the fervour of its

Covenanting spirit ; and some of Janet's an-

cestors, both on the mother and father's side,

had strongly shared this feeling. An espe-

cially touching and inspiring memory of one

of her forebears had come down in the

family. She w^as fifth in descent from

John Whitelaw, farmer at Stand, near Monk-
land. He was at Bothwell Brig, and, after

the defeat of his party, swam the Clyde

on his horse and escaped. After four years'

hiding and privation on the moorland, he

was taken, tied up under a horse, carried

to Edinburgh, and there, before the old

Tolbooth, suffered a martyr's death. Janet's

maternal grandfather, William Brownlie,

and her own mother, were deeply imbued
with the spirit which had animated their

Bothwell Brig ancestor. Hence the nature of

Janet's home upbringing. Her mother was
a woman of strong character, intense religious

convictions of the old Scottish and Calvinistic

type, and impressed with the duty of training

up her family in strict accordance with her

own views, especially in the matter of Church-

going and rigid Sabbath observance. She
was, withal, a kindl}', human-hearted woman,
with a love of the old songs, ballads, and
legendary lore of the country. Janet's warm
and life-long affection for her shows how good
a woman and mother she was. There are in-

dications, however, that even at an early age

the precocious and fervid Janet felt in her

soul some mild revolt against the rigidity of

her domestic training. Occasionally, on the

Sabbath, during the long study of the Cate-

chism, Watts' Divine Hymns, the Pilgrim's

Progress, and kindred books, she would, as

she tells us, cast a longing' eye on the sunlight

as it lay on the " kail yard," and its beds of

marigold and tansy, and listen yearningly

while " the lark was singing high in the

heavens above the gowany lea."

It is very creditable to her good sense and
moderation of character that she w^as not

driven to any extreme by the narrowness and
rigidity of her early training, but retained

through life the best part of it. This she

showed in her reverence for all that was

high-minded and pure, her ardent aspiration

to help in improving the tone of feeling of
the men and women of her own rank in life,

her passionate appeals, especially to the

mothers of the land, as to the necessity of

domestic teaching and example, and the

inestimable value of a good mother in the

working man's home.
Her father removed from Carshill to the

town of Hamilton when Janet was between
two and three years old. Finally, when his

child was seven, he setded in the village of
Langloan, parish of Old Monkland. Here
Janet passed the whole of her subsequent
long life. Situated on the high-road to

Glasgow, Langloan was then a small and
comparatively sequestered village, inhabited

chiefly by hand-loom weavers, of whose
character and habits Janet has given us
much graphic portraiture. The country
around was still na,tural moorland. It had not

been dug all over for coal and iron, and made
hideous by repulsive heaps of blackness

—

dross and slag. Hand-loom weaving had
not given place to mining, and the people
w^ere of the simple, old-fashioned Scottish

type. The Calder and its tributary, the

Luggie, were still untouched streams. Janet
as a girl was a great wanderer by the streams

and on the moorland, the moment she got

rid of her daily task of spinning, to which she

had been set at nine years of age. Now she

was unconsciously nursing the genius that

was in her, educating herself in that loving

observation of flower, and stream, and bird,

which in later years burst forth in simple,

truthful, beautiful song :

—

" I see ray clear village—it basks in the sun
;

And the barefooted children that tumble and run,

O'er the pathway—the rattle of looms, and the song
Of the weaver, that sounded the summer day long."

Constantly and fondly does she recur to

the scenes, limited as they were, of her

youthful wanderings in the neighbourhood of

the lowly village :

—

"A lanely loch, a muirlan' broom,
A warl' o' whins and heather,

Whaur aft, when life was young-, I strayed.

The berries blae to gather.

Sae bonnie bloomed the gowden broom,
Sae green the feathery bracken,

An' rosy brier, dear to my een.

Ere light had them forsaken.

"

Janet's education in the ordinary sense of

the word was nothing. She seems never to

have been at school. Her mother, however,

tautjht her to read, and familiarised her mind
with Bible stories, ere she was five years old.

She did not learn to write, as has been said,

until she was about fifty. At the age of eight

she found a copy of " Paradise Lost," and
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one of Allan Ramsay's poems on an intelli-

gent weaver's loom in the village, on " the

breast beam," evidently lying beside him to

be conned at intervals of leisure. These
first touched and quickened her fancy. Then,
with a perfect ardour for books, she seems to

have exhausted her own and the neighbour-

ing village libraries. She read RoUin,

Plutarch's Lives, Ancient Universal History,

Raynal's India, Pitscottie's Scotland, The
Spectator, Rambler, Fergusson, Burns, Mac-
Neil. All this time she- was working first

at the spinning-wheel, throwing off her allotted

task of two hanks of sale }'arn a day, and
afterwards at the tambour-frame.

This precocious girl married very early, in

her fourteenth year. The lad of her choice

Avas her father's journeyman, John Hamilton,
whom she describes as " a very respectable

young man," and who proved an excellent

husband ; wondering, admiring, and gentle

towards a wife with a soul quite beyond
him. She tells us, with honourable pride,

that when they married their household
plenishing was all paid for. Her husband
had a Spanish dollar, and on that and their

two pair of hands they started in life, and
through many batdes and bustles managed
always to keep the wolf from the door. Of
the marriage there were ten children. Janet

continued to work at the tambour-frame,

as she had done before marriage, attend-

ing at the same time to the education of

her children. Between seventeen and nine-

teen years of age, she wrote, or rather

dictated, some twenty pieces in rhyme of a

religious character ; but, curiously enough,

from this date until she was about fifty-four

she ceased to compose verses, being all the

while an assiduous reader. From fifty-four

until her death at seventy-eight (October,

1873), she produced the very considerable

amount of poetry and prose which she has left

behind her. The best of her writings are to

be found in the memorial volume, entitled,
'' Poems, Essays, and Sketches," by Janet
Hamilton. Glasgow, 1880.

It was not until after her marriage that she

became acquainted with Shakespeare. This
was the opening of a new world to her. But
she had to read him stealthily. In her rank
in Scotland at the time, Shakespeare was
somewhat in \hQ. Index Expiu-gatorhis of popu-
lar judgment. But " I was drawn to him,"

she tells us, " as if by a special instinct."

She read him by snatches as she held her

child in her arms, or rocked it in the cradle,

and when a neighbour chanced to look in

on her, she quietly put the "profane author"

in a hole of the wall, conveniently near at

hand. This "special instinct" of which she

speaks, is the key to the whole of what is

called self-education. There is a prepared-
ness in a likeness of soul which enables a
man or woman to profit, through assimilation,

with the best authors. Without this, no
profit of any true or quickening kind is ever

got. Janet Hamilton thus drew from this

"well of English undefiled," drew both diction

and grammatical form. The influence is

seen in the purity of her style, the strength

and simplicity of her Saxon words, which
fitted so well with her excellent vernacular

Scottish sprung from a common source. It

is seen further in the almost uniform absence
not only in her verse, but in her prose, of that

stilted and pedantic verbalism, from which self-

taught writers, even such as Burns and Hogg,
are seldom free.

The other influence which served to mould
Janet's early mental life was that which has

been at work on every characteristically

national Scottish poet—the ballad lore of the

country. In her youth the printed ballads

were much more numerous and common
than now, and many of the more ancient

ones which Scott was only gathering together,

were widespread on the memories of the

older people of the pastoral and iipland dis-

tricts of the south of Scotland. Janet's grand-

mother knew them well, knew also the old

weird-world stories and legends, and she would
recite the ballad or tell the story to Janet and
the group of youngsters seated entranced

round her spinning-wheel of an evening.

The special strain of pathos in Janet
Hamilton's poems has a distinct trace of that

of the older ballads. It is direct from the

hfe, is as simply put as the simple fact, with

just that touch which idealises it for all time.

And the weird element in her verse, which is

not so common as other features, may be

seen to run back to the same origin.

"Scotland's spinning-wheel!" she exclaims

—

" speaking of thee, a thousand tender emotions stir

my heart. Not a tale of green-coated fairies, do-
mesticated brownies, witches, ' spirits black, white,

and grey,' but is associated in my mind with memo-
ries of the spinning-wheel and the white-haired
venerable spinner, from whose legendary store I iirst

drew my ideal treasures of the spirit-land."

The pieces in verse in the memorial
volume are flxr from being of equal merit.

Some of them do not rise beyond mediocrity

;

others, especially when they are the echo of

reading, or in ai:iy way imitative, are too full of

general epithets, and thus indistinct in pictur-

ing. But Vv-hen she sings of what she sees in
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the moorland, in the glen, by the stream, or

of disappointed love and broken hope in

the humble world she lived in, she shows

pure feeling for nature, an inborn, genuine

love, fine selective delineation, and a pathos

which flows direct from the heart to the

heart. The various pieces on the Calder and

on October illustrate her power of dealing

with natural scenery ; and " Cousin Bell" and

Effie

tions, unadorned

the best of her delinea-

yet powerful, of simple

yet touching sorrow ; while a " Lay of the

Tambour-Frame " shows her sympathy with

struggling po-

verty, and burn-

ing denuncia-

tion of social

wrong.

In the verses

entitled " The
Lowly Song of

a Lowly Bard,"

she has struck

the key-note of

her life and poe-

try.

" We are lowly, verj'

lowly.
Low the bard, and
low the song

;

Lowly thou, my own
dear village.

Lowly those I dwell
among.

From my lowlj' home
of childhood.

Low sweet voices
fill my ears.

Till my drooping lids

grow heavy
\Vith the weight of
tender tears.

Low in station, low in

labour.
Low in all that
worldlings prize,

Till the voice say

:

' Come up hither,'

To a mansion in the-

skies.

From that lowly cot the sainted
Rose from earth's low cares and woes

;

From that lowly couch my mother
To her home in heaven arose.

In that cot so lone and lowly
(Childhood's hand might reach the thatch),

God was felt, and o'er the dwellers
Angel eyes kept loving watch

—

Lowly heart, and lowly bearing.
Heaven and earth will best approve.

Jesus! Thou wert meek and lowly,
Low on earth, but Lord above.

Yet not low my aspirations
;

High and strong my soul's desire,
To assist my toiling brothers
Upwards, onwards, to aspire.

L^pward to the heaven above us,

Onward in the march of mind,
XXV—

9

LTpward to the shrine of freedom.
Onward, working for our kind.

This to you, my working brothers,
I inscribe ; may nothing low

Dwell in mind, in heart, or habit;
Upward look, and onward go."

One cannot mistake the reference to her-

self in these stanzas from " Pictures of

Memory "

—

" A small thatched cottage, moss-grown, old,
A low-browcd, weather-beaten door,

Two windows small, that dimly light
Ihe dusky walls and earthen floor.

From rafters, grimed with smoke and eld,
Hang bunch'd-up herbs, a triple row,

Sbeddingtheirstrong-
ly-scented breath

Through all the
dingy room below.

Beside the southern
casement sings,

"Within his cage, a
linnet grey

;

Beneath, upon the
window-seat,

A pot with flowering
lupines gay.

A matron plies her
spinning-wheel

;

With dancing feet

her little daughter
Trips to her side ; her

dark brown eyes
And dimpled cheeks

are bright with
laughter.

In fairs- tales and bal-

lad lore

The little maid had
wondrous plea-
sure;

The tiny volume in

her hand.
The last addition to

her treasure.

M'ith grave, kind look
the mother gazed,

Into her darling's
beaming eyes :

' My child, such read-
ing may amuse.

But will not make
ydu good and
wise.'

'Oh, you shall hear.'

tlie child replies
;

Then warbled clear

sn old Scotch
ditty.

The mother's heart was moved, lier eyes

Were brimming o'er with love and pity.

She smiled, and softly laid her hand
LTpon the fair child's shining hair,

Who, like a dancing sunbeam, pass'd

Away into the summer air."

Nothing is more remarkable in these

poems than her passion for nature in certain

of its aspects. Her experience was limited,

but her feeling was thus the more intense.

She was never more than twenty miles from her

dwelling. She was not familiar with moun-

tains, except possibly the shadovv-y form of

some distant hill or hill range. She never

saw the sea, nor any river but the Clyde.
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The glen of the Calder Water, a tributary of

the Clyde, and the Luggie, a small but pictu-

resque stream whose banks and nooks

showed the primrose, the hyacinth, and the

blue-bell, in spring and summer, and were

golden with bracken in autumn, were all that

was open to her, but they were frequently

haunted and intensely loved.

With the true poetic instinct that yearns

for the wild and the free, she preferred the

flowers of the glens and the moorland, " the

wildings of nature " and the heather bloom,

to the finest nurslings of horticultural art.

She loved the former, as she says, and

admired the latter. Sweetly she sings of

" Wild Flowers."

" The fragrant dewy rose,

The lily pure and pale,

Each flower the garden shows
To charm my spirit fail

;

Their beauties I admire.
Their fragrance I inhale-

Flowers of my fond desire.

Ye bloom in wood and vale !

" I love the tender bloom
On Nature's blushing face;

The violet's soft perfume,
The cowslip's drooping grace.

The hyacinth's azure bells,

Primrose in paley gold,

Starring the woody dells.

And gemming mead and wold.''

The following stanzas from verses descrip-

tive of an early morning walk in the latter

end of April, 1830, illustrate her feeling for

spring, and show an eye and soul for truth-

ful, original, and loving delineation, and in

several of the lines, a felicity of idealising

expression which is characteristic of the true

poet, and which comes only from the uncon-

scious flow of imagination into the world of

the senses :

—

" The blithe .voice of spring through the woodlands was
ringin',

Frae her nest mang the gowans the laverock was springin' ;

The breeze was asleep, but the burnie was singin',_

And clear blabs o' dew frae ilk green blade was hingin'.

The red-lippit gowan had closed her sweet mou',

But the cup o' the primrose was lippin' wi' dew.
An' the hyacinth had kaimed oot her ringlets o' blue.

Till the dell o' their fragrance and beauty was fu'.

An' the lone star that hings o'er the ee-bree o' morn
Grew pale, for young day her bricht tresses had shorn

;

And aye she grew paler till, dim an' forlorn, .

She sunk in the red clouds that herald the raorn._

Then a rich gowden stream frae the fountain o' jicht

Gush'd oot—an' the mists that had happit the nicht

Row'd up frae the glens and war gane oot o' sicht.

An' the green earth lay smilin' sae lown and sae bricht.

The peat fires are luntin'—hoo fragrant the smells.

This bab o' the heather an' bonnie blue-bells,

This twig o' green birk—oh, I canna weel tell

Hoo the sicht and the scent gars my fu' bosom swell."

Her feeling for October, her natal month,

was very strong and tender. Again and

again does she recur to it, in some nine

different poems. Her picturing of it is

direct, almost literally faithful, with just

enough of that suffusion of pathos and under-

current of appropriate suggestion, to make
the picture for the eye also an object for

the heart to bj-ood upon. In " October

Thoughts " (1862), we have the following

lines:

—

" A solemn, tender melancholy,
A soft emotion, sweet and holy ;

A sense of stillness and repose.

O'er my worn heart and spirit flows.

1 feel the breathing calm that lies

On earth and sea and sleeping skies.

Upon the yellow voiceless woods
Where fading nature mournful broods ;

The stubble field, brown, silent, bare

—

Not even a gleaner wandering there.

I seem by the death couch to stand
Of some grey father of the land,

And hark ! mid twilight shadows dim
The robin chants his funeral hymn.
Now, o'er the landscape slowly sailing.

Robes of mist around her trailing,

Comes the night, bright, mild, and gracious;
Through the blue ethereal spacious,

Walks the full-orbed moon in splendour.

Chaste, serene, and meekly tender."

Her pathos, tenderness, and sympathy with

the struggling human lives around her, are

marked and noble features in her verse. The
sorrows, the joys, the temptations of the men
and women among whom she lived, are

always finely touched. Her picturing of

these is simple, and thoroughly realistic, but

the instinct with which she notes the human
element, and the intense loving sympathy

which it excites in her, and which is woven

so naturally into the narrative, make her

verses appeal to all true human-heartedness.

In "A Lay of the Tambour-Frame," she

sings

—

" Bending with straining eyes
Over the tambour-frame.

Never a change in her weary routine

—

Save in all but the name.
Tambour, ever tambour.
Tambour the wreathy lines

Of broider'd silk, till beauty's robe
In rainbow lustre shines.

There with colourless cheek,
There with her tangling hair,

Still bending low o'er the rickety frame,

Seek, ye will find her there.

Tambour, ever tambour.
With fingers cramped and chill

;

The panes are shattered, and cold the wind
Blows over the eastern hill."

In "Winter" occur the following stanzas :

—

" Oh ! wae's me for the folk that dree

Cauld poortith and her niony waes,
Who seldom, e'en in winter time.

Are fiU't wi' meat, or hap'it wi' claes ;

Hae scarce a spunk o' fire to warm
Their chitterin' bairnies' fingers red,

Hae ne'er a shoe to fend their teet.

And scarce a blanket on the bed ;

A wee drap parritch, naeching mair.
But taties and a pickle saut

;

A wee bit bread at orra times,

l^.ut nocht that comes o' beef or maut.
Oh ! I hae ken'd, I ken e'en now,
O' hames to whilk a mother's care

Has brocht contentment wi' sic lot.

For mither's love and God's war there !

"

" The Old .Churchyard " and " The Aul'

Kirkyard," are powerful pieces of pathos.
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But she is never more at home or impres-

sive than when dealing with broken hopes,

or disappointed love, or misplaced affec-

tion. " Cousin Bell," " Effie," " Mary
]\Iuiren," " Sheepie Knowe," " Mary Lee,"
" Leddy May," are all very touching stories

of the simplest incidents. The picture of

Efifie, stricken-hearted, pale, calm, tearless, is

one of the finest and most pathetic in verse.

There are a good many pieces on political

freedom, the struggles of Poland and Italy,

and on intemperance, which show -a burning

and creditable moral enthusiasm.

The best and most interesting of her prose

writings are " Sketches of Village Life and
Character." They are very well written,

and show shrewdness of observation, dis-

crimination of character, strong common
sense, and a certain marked independence
in judging of prevaihng social customs, and
traditional opinions in society and the reli-

gious world. A quaint, fine-flavoured old

Scottish piety suffuses the whole.

The following touching incident, touchingly

told, will illustrate her prose writing.

"1 will record," she says, "an incident in the life of

one of my paternal ancestors who suffered much for

conscience' sake during the days of episcopal tyranny
in Scotland. He had been under hiding for some
time, and so strict was the search made for him that

he dared not visit his home, although his wife lay on
her death-bed, pining and praying for her husband's
presence. She died without that consolation ; when
a woman who had attended her in her last moments
undertook to inform him of the bereavement, warning
him at the same time that advantage would be taken
of his expected presence at the funeral to apprehend
him. Hearing this, he contrived to come, under
cloud of night, to a neighbouring moor, from whence
he saw the mournful procession issuing from the door.
As it approached, not daring to stand upright, he lay
down, and dragging himself like a reptile through the
long heather, as near to the road as he could with
safely, wept that farewell to the cold clay as it was
carried past, which could not be spoken by the bed-
side of his dying wife."

For the last eighteen years of her life,

Janet Hamilton was blind. Her assiduity in

reading by the dim oil lamp, or even the
flickering light of the cottage fire, had con-
tributed to this result. In any case, the

world of darkness behind the sightless orbs
is a painful thing to think of. In the case
of Janet Hamilton, the deprivation was
especially severe, for she was shut out from
that world of light, colour, and form, the
glow of flower, the gleam of leaf, the sparkle
of the stream, which she loved with a poet's

love. One compensation she had, and that

was the singular force of her power of pictur-

ing the past. So closely and lovingly had

she observed, and so intensely had she felt

the sights and scenes of the outward world,

so readily and vividly could she represent

them, that the imagery of the past was almost
as powerful as the real world of the present

could have been. Her contentment under
the loss of vision was unbroken.

In an interview with her in her later years,,

the Rev. Dr. Wallace, ofGlasgow, tells us, "It

was very touching when Mirren, her daughter,

read some of the ballads in the volume, in

which there are beautiful allusions to nature,

to hear the blind old mother say again and
again, as she sat bent forward eagerly listen-

ing, in her arm-chair, ' I see it ! I sec it

!

It's like a crystal o' licht set in my very .heart.'

On expressing our surprise that she could so

vividly recall past scenes, and speak with

rapture of the wild flowers which she could

see no more, she said, ' They're a' in my
heart. I loved them too well ever to forget

them.'"

Or as she sings :

—

" The da5's o' langsyne, oh ! the days o' langsyne,
Sweet thochts o' the bygone, I never s'all tyne

;

Tho' darklin' I sit in my muckle arm-chair,
Aul' places, aul' faces, I see them a' there.

Oh ! lanely Blackbill ! nae sun-picture can gie

Sae faithfu' a likeness as I hae o' th^e :

It was ta'en when the sun o' young memorie was bricht, -

And set in my heart in a crystal o' licht.''

She makes several touching and exquisite

references to her blindness ; but finest of all

probably is
—" A Ballad of Memorie."

" Nae mair, alas ! nae mair I'll see
Young raornin's gowden hair

Spread ower the lift—the dawnin' sheen ,

O' simmer mornin' fair !

Nae mair the heathery knowe I'll speel,
An' see the sunbeams glancin',

Like fire-flauchts, ower the loch's lane breast,
Ower whilk the breeze is dancin'.

" Nae mair I'll wanner ower the braes,
Or thro' the birken shaw.

An' pu' the wild-wud flowers amang
Thy lanely glens, Roseha'

!

How white the haw, how red the rose.
How blue the hjf'cinth bell,

Whaur fairy thim'les woo the bees
In Tenach's brecken dell

!

" Nae mair when hinnysuckle hings
His garlands on the trees,

And hinny breath o' heather bells
Comes glafSn' on the breeze

;

Nor whan the burstin' birken buds,
And sweetly scented brier,

Gie oot their sweets, nae power thej" ha'e
My dowie heart to cheer.

" Nae mair I'll hear the cushie-doo,
Wi' voice o' tender wailin'.

Pour out her plaint, nor laverock's sang.
Up 'niang the white clouds sailin'

;

The lappin' waves that kiss t.he shoio
The music o' the streams,

The roarin' o' the linn nae mair
I'll hearbiit in my dreams.

" When a' the house are gane to sleep
I sit my Icefu' lane,

An' muse till fancy streaks her wjng.
An' I am young again.
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Again I wanner tbro' the wuJs,
Again I seem to sing

Some waefu' auld-warld ballant strain,

Till a' the echoes ring.

"Again the snaw-white howlit's wing
Out ower my heid is flappin',

When frae her nest 'mang Calder Craig
I flpy't her \vi' my daffin

;

An' Iceekin in the mavis' nest,

O' naked scuddies fu',

I feed wi' moolins out my pouch
Ilk gapin' hungry mou',

"Again I wanner ower the lea.

An' pu' tlie gowans fine
;

Again I paidle in the burn,"
But, oh ! it's lang-sin-sync

!

Again your faces blythe I see,

Your gladsome voices hear

—

Frien's o' my youth—a' gane, a' gane !

An' I sit blinlins here.

" The star o' memory lichts the past

;

But there's a licht abune.
To cheer the darkness o' a life

That maun be endit sune.

An' aft I think the gowden morn,
The purple gloamin' fa'.

Will shine as bricht, an' fa' as saft.

Whan I hae gane awa'."

Everyone must be struck with the contrast

between the lowly circumstances of this

woman's outward life—humble and poor

—

and the wealth of thought, feeling, and fancy

of her inner life, the life of her soul and heart.

Poor and lowly as she was, no one could

more appropriately have adopted the line :

—

"My mind to me a kingdom is."

Her story shows what a continuous store

of happiness, lying in ])ure and elevating

thoughts, is to be found apart altogether

from external circumstances; that, in fact, the

true life of a man or woman is the heart life.

Janet Hamilton was an instance of the

gentlewoviau whom we not unfrequently find

among the humbler class of Scottish women.
Simplicity, inborn delicacy of feeling, and a

certain self-respecting dignity, are at the core

of the character— form its reliance, its

strength, its grace. To these were added in

her case "the burning thochts within," as

her husband put it, " that wadna let her

rest ;" and the outcome was that while she

lived almost wholly unnoticed and unknown
to the world of mouthing noise and bustling

action, she was framing for herself, in a great

measure unconsciously, the imperishable

coronet of a Songstress of Scotland.

Janet Hamilton passed her lifetime with-

out public recognition of any sort, save the

yearnings to her of a few kindred and sym-

pathetic hearts in her own sphere of life

—

yearnings responsive to the noble utterances

of the woman. After her death, a few friends

gathered together and subscribed for a foun-

tain to be erected to her memory, m the

village of Langloan, nearly opposite to the

humble cottage where she had lived and

sung. There the fountain now stands, her

memorial, the free, pure, spontaneous flow

of its waters aptly symbolizing the natural

upwelling, the freedom, the purity of her

song.

J. VEITCH.

*'IS ALL WELL WITH THE CHILD?"

Written on the death of the Infant Prince of Hesse Darmstadt,
by a fall, 29th May, 1873.

"D OCKED in thine airy nest, in leafy elm.

Sheltered from gaze beneath the mother's wing,

Who would have dreamed a blow to throne and realm

Could fall upon them through so fair a thing?

So drops the lamb upon the bleak hill-side,

So falls the blossom in the vernal frost

;

Ah ! happy flock, where such can ne'er betide !

Ah ! happy garden, where no fruit is lost

!

Brave hearts were round thee, steeled through deadly strife

To face a danger or defend a throne

A word of peril to that sweet young life^

Had armed a host to shield it with their own.
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A whisper on the wire, and England's love

Had sent her best of science and of skill

;

And England's prayers had thronged the shrine above

For gifts of healing—won by suppliants still.

Or, might the Tempter whisper, as of old,

The poison lingers still in sorrow's cup

—

" The angels, who thy Father's face behold.

Did He not give them charge to bear thee up?"

Ah ! was there not an hour, when He who gave,

With legions waiting at His word to fly.

Held back the mighty arms that burned to save,

And left for us His only Son to die ?

For us—for thee ! Yea, so His will be done.

All with the child is " well" for evermore.

And well with them who to their home press on,

Led by the children who have gone before !

ANNA H. DRURY.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

21 ,^obern Romance.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bfll," etc.

CHAPTER VI.—BEAUTY.

T ADY FERMOR was a bad Avoman ; she
-L-' had been a bad daughter and sister, a
bad wife, mother, and grandmother. She had
been weighed and found wanting in every
relation. Lord Fermor was not her first

husband, nor was she his first wife. It had
only been after passing through the divorce
court that she had attained her present posi-

tion. But that was half a century ago, years
prior to the birth of Iris Compton's mother.
Lady Fermor's only child to Lord Fermor.
For many a long day the respectable

world refused absolutely to condone the

heinous offence. But time will serve to

obliterate the blackest stains, and two facts

were in Lady Fermor's favour. The sinner
had for a period which was equivalent to a
moderately long life-time refrained from her
old sins against moral and social laws and
she was now an aged woman. These facts

upheld self-interest, easy-minded tolerance,

and charity, in granting some renewal of the
lady's passport to mix with other than the
utterly reckless of her sex. Though Eastham

was largely conservative, and its population

by comparison stationary, Lady Fermor had
neighbours nowadays who knew nothing
further of the mistress of Lambford than that

there had been something wrong where she

was concerned, long, long ago, something
which was better kept out of hearing, and
gradually lost sight of.

Lady Fermor was too wise a woman not
to avail herself of the slow, shy relenting,

though she felt more contemptuous of it

than grateful for it. She had never cared

for the members of her own sex, while she
had always been able to be on " hail-fellow,

well-met " terms with a wide circle of men, so

long as she was young enough to love com-
pany and enjoy her part in it. Nevertheless

there was a small triumph in surmounting
what she considered milk-and-water and
bread-and-butter scruples. Besides, it was
desirable for Iris, her grand-daughter, for

whom her guardian had some consideration

though little affection, that she should have
the entrance to respectable houses presided

over by women on whose reputations sus-

picion had not so much as breathed.
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Lady Fermor had not secured the last

boon for her daughter, Iris's mother ; she had

moved chiefly in Bohemian sets, and as a

natural result had married ill, in every light

save a worldly one, at her mother's instigation.

She had led a wretched life. She had not

possessed either spirit or power to rebel

against her fate. Both she and her husband
had died young, and she had left a helpless

child, another girl, to the care of her mother's

nearest relatives, who had made shipwreck of

her fortunes.

Hard, heartless, coarse, and corrupted as

Lady Fermor's career had left her, she felt

that she owed some reparation to her un-

happy daughter's child, and she did not mean
that Iris's history should resemble that of

her mother. Lady Fermor put herself to the

pains to secure an excellent governess—who
did not refuse to enter the family at Lamb-
ford—and placed the pupil entirely under the

teacher's charge.

The mistress of the house did not interfere ;

unless it can be called interference, that in

the early days of Miss Burrage's domestica-

tion, Lady Fermor did not consider it any
breach of the contract or source of peril to

her scheme, to encourage the little girl when
she came to the drawing-room to mimic the

small peculiarities and gaucheries of her

schoolmistress, and to reward these exhibi-

tions of talent by herself furnishing lessons

in this histrionic display. She was a well-

qualified professor, and showed up poor

Miss Burrage's weaknesses so as not only to

cause the child Iris to dance with delight,

but to awaken universal laughter among
the drawing-room groups, made up of the

fastest men and women in that corner of the

kingdom.
Iris used to cry bitterly, a little later in her

life, over her share in the game ; and she

would wonder in her troubled mind whether

the hard, flippant, or aftectedly languid laugh-

ter was that crackling of thorns under a pot

of which the psalmist wrote. It was not any
direct word or act of Miss Burrage's which
aroused the remorse and suggested the simile.

On the contrar}', when the poor lady could

not help learning the extent to which so

modest and retiring a person as she was had
contributed to the entertainment of the draw-

ing-room, she contented herself with discharg-

ing a delicate duty faithfully. She was forced

for conscience' sake and in Iris's interest to

say to the weeping girl, insisting in an agony
of contrition on confessing her falseness to

the obligations of friendship, '• Very true, my
dear, it is not right or kind to mock at your

friends behind their backs, especially for such
physical misfortunes as a lisp, or short sight,

or a queer gait. But don't worry about it, only
don't do it again. I am sure you never will.

Do you think I cannot say all my absurdities

off by heart at my age, or that I mind much
other people's noticing them, especially as

many persons have a strong sense of the ridi-

culous which they cannot easily curb ? You
must remember jesting and laughter break
no bones, though the fun might sometimes
be suppressed with a good grace, and the

suppression, strange to say, rather tend to

increase true merriment."

Miss Burrage was a very remarkable wo-
man, though she could be guilty of lisping

and blinking and stalking as she walked. She
was not merely well informed and accom-
plished, a capital teacher with a high charac-

ter for uprightness, steadiness, and kindness

to her pupils. She had come to Lambford well

aware of what she was doing without saying

anything to anybody—not even to herself,

unless in the vaguest way, untempted by the

salary her employers offered, undazzled by
their rank—much as she would have gone
into a zenana or a lazar-house.

" I shall take no harm," she told herself,

" and while I know I have not ten years' more
work left in me, I should like to do some-

thing apart from earning my bread, for love's

sake."

Miss Burrage did more than give Iris a

new experience, she brought to her a revela-

tion. In that intensely worldly house, where

there was hardly a law save that of wayward
inclination. Iris came into closest contact with

a woman to whom the divine command of

duty was the ruling, well-nigh the sole power.

At Lambford the pursuit of pleasure, though

it had cooled from its passion and fever, and

was now more of a hard, hackneyed round

than a headlong race, continued to be the

entire business of life. But Iris heard of work,

not as the degrading curse, but as the enno-

bling blessing of man's earthly sphere.

Miss Burrage, somewhat homely and dowdy
in those points of personal appearance and
dress which were extravagantly valued at

Lambford, did not hesitate to believe that from

no material throne but from the blue sky, high

as heaven above her, God saw her and loved

her, and held blessed communion with her as

in the old-world Hebrew stories, when the

same God walked among the trees of the

Garden of Eden and spoke with the first

man, Adam, and called the patriarch Abra-

ham His friend.

It was not in Lady Fermor's bargain, as
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she had read it, to allow her grand-daughter

to be reared an enthusiast, with a vocation for

tcligion and virtue quite out of the common,
and a troublesome, impracticable forte for

righteousness. Lady Fermor considered that,

with all her slips and' stumbles, she had not

been a bad churchwoman on the whole ; she

had always stuck to mother church as " good
form" to say the least, and she had her reward.

She was willing that Iris should go farther and
be more consistent in her walk; but as to

her becoming over-pious and over-upright, a

benevolent platform scold, or a meek martyr,

Lady Fermor would sooner have Iris a lunatic

at once and dispose of her in the safe

seclusion of an asylum.

As soon as Lady Fermor perceived the

mischief which was at work—and it was her

thorough scepticism which rendered her blind

to it in the beginning—she did her best to

stop the evil by dismissing Miss Burrage

summarily, and taking Iris, who was then a

girl of sixteen, into her own charge, to be
cured by a course of such knowledge of the

world and unrestricted gaiety as Lady Fermor
could administer to her. But the harm was
done ; rather the bent was given to the twig

and the inscription carved on the grain,

which not all the king's horses and all the

king's men could untwist or efface. There
had been a seal set on Iris Compton's modest
forehead, which Lady Compton's brow, at its

smoothest, least guileful stage, had never
borne. Iiis was not wax, though she had
proved pliant to the highest culture. She
could not unlearn all she had been taught

;

she would not if she could.

Lady Fermor did not believe in super-

natural aid, but she found in her grand-
daughter a quiet power of endurance and
passive resistance which ended by baffling

her. For she was a shrewd old woman. Her
wickedness had destroyed many a faculty of

mind and quality of taste, but it had not
interfered much with her native shrewdness.
She could submit, after a struggle, to the in-

evitable. She had no notion in those days
of persecuting the girl, or driving her to

greater folly or madness, or breaking her
spirit. Na}', there was a degree of respect

along with the eternal grudge of evil against

good, bred in the veteran, by the staunchness
of the recruit to the marching orders which
the miserable marplot Burrage had given.

If Iris's mother could have had as clear an
aim and been as constant to it, she need not
have come to such irreparable grief.

Happily for all concerned, the sinner, Miss
Burrage, had implanted the principle in Iris

that goodness was not a charm confined to

any sacred place, or solemn routine of daily

engagements. The first binding debt the

girl must pay was that rudimentary obligation
which Lady Fermor had never dreamt of

acknowledging in her day or contemplated
transmitting to her successors, unless in the

sense of a superior force or a convenient form.

It was that primitive call to reverence, obey,
and be tender to every elder and ruler who is

the ordinance of God, unless the homage
defies and outrages the unassailable majesty
of truth, purity, and that beauty of goodness
which can know no decay.

All these encounters were things of four or

five years back. Iris had not seen Miss
Burrage from the hour they were parted. The
pupil had heard of the governess's death.

Then Iris had shut her eyes and seen a lonely

ill-trained little girl and a good woman striv-

ing with kind patience to win the child to all

that was honest and lovely. " And I have
done nothing for her in return," cried Iris

with the tears bursting forth ; but after a while

she admitted, with tender magnanimity, " She
was getting feeble before she left. I know
she dreaded to be dependent, and shrank a
little from a lonely old age. I wish, oh ! 1

wish I could have cared for her ; but since

that was not to be, shall I, of all people,

grudge to her the 'Well done, good and faithful

servant,' when we shall not miss each other

at last ? " Lady Fermor had come to let Iris

alone. The old woman was not fond of her

grand-daughter. Occasionally she showed
herself spiteful to her with a spite which might

increase on provocation to a formidable

malice. But as a rule the venerable matron,

with so little to be revered in her, alas ! was
reasonable, with a sort of masculine bonhomie

about her which saved her from being guilty

of petty tyranny, and caused her to like that

the members of her family should be com-
fortable in their own way—always provided

that way did not interfere with hers. Contra-

diction roused the demon in her.

Iris was now over twenty years of age, a
tall, slender girl, with a small, well-carried

head. She had auburn hair, which she had
worn sincechildhood, anticipating thefashion,

in little clustering waves and rings, low on
her forehead. The mode had been her grand-

mother's decree when she discovered the

chief defect in the little face, whicii was the

disproportion of the broad, full forehead to

what lay beneath it.

" Good gracious, child ! who ever saw such

a top to a Queen Anne's sixpence of a face?

You only want spectacles to grow up like
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Miss Cornelia—I forget her name—that

schoohiiistress of Dickens. Every man will

be frightened away by such a brow, unless he

imagines he can save himself trouble by using

it for a dictionary. Bid Woods take crisping

tongs or a wet brush and cover over that huge
overlapping promontory as much as possible."

Thus the defect was veiled, and Iris hap-

pened to be one of the very few women im-

proved by borrowing a hint from her cousins

the monkeys.
In spite of the ominous indication, nature

had not destined Iris for a prodigy of brains,

and Miss Burrage had not completed her

pupil's demoralisation in this respect. The
girl was quick and intelligent, and had received

a solid foundation to her education, that was
all. As she grew up she proved enthusiastic

in an age which has invented a new applica-

tion for the adjective "gushing," and sympa-
thetic in a dry and parched atmosphere which
would have withered all save keen sym-

pathies. She was fertile in resource. She
had a natural gift of working skilfully in

womanly fashion with her hands. The little

face under the softly-masked brow remained
small, and when the hazel eyes were clear, the

mouth rosy, while the cheeks too had their

roses, the head was a wonderful reproduction

in form, colouring, and expression of the

cherub head which Sir Joshua painted in so

many different poses : having found the origi-

nal in the head of the Honourable Isabella

Gordon, the kinswoman of a bouncing beauty
of a duchess and of a crazy fanatic who led

a national riot. But sometimes the cherub
was under a cloud, with drooping eyelids,

drooping mouth, and a pale, wistful little

face more suggestive of piteousness than

beauty.

The last was not the normal aspect of the

girl. See had a healthy constitution, physi-

cally and spiritually touched with the highest,

finest influences. She had been accustomed
to an isolated life in that most depressing

atmosphere of age without the attributes

which render a hoary head a crown of glory.

But she was far from friendless either in her

own class or among servants, working people,

and poor people. In the neighbourhood of

Lambford there was a great deal of feeling

for Iris Compton, an orphan under bad
guardianship, though she never dreamt of

herself as an object of compassion. The
rector of the parish and his wife, well-

meaning if somewhat self-conscious people,

made a pet of her without any interference

from Lady Fermor. Their only son, Ludovic
Acton, was like a brother to Iris; and the

daughter, nearest to Iris in age, was Iris's

bosom friend, exalted by her lively imagina-

tion far beyond Lucy Acton's deserts, though
Lucy was a good girl.

Iris had a happy temper and a mind that

was neither suspicious, nor exacting, nor

foreboding. She was always busy when she

was by herself, as she was to a large extent

when she was at home, with her share of the

club books, her music, her art needle-work,

her favourites among Lady Fermor's poultry,,

her rockery and such assistance as she was
sometimes allowed to give Lucy Acton in the

church choir and in parish work. Iris had a

reserve of coura<:re in her character, which lent

an attribute of the heroic to the girlish

womanhood. She had been thrown from her

horse when riding with her groom near the

town of Knotley, and had her collar-bone

dislocated. She had been carried into a

house, where she had given no trouble beyond
begging her hostess to allow the doctor who
attended Lord and Lady Fermor to come
and set the bone and take her home in his

brougham, in order to spare her grandmother

the shock of hearing of the accident before

she knew it was nothing and that Iris was
safe back in her room at Lambford.

A painful accident occurred in the butler's

pantry at Lambford ; an unlucky footman in

drawing the cork of a soda-water bottle

wrenched off the neck and cut his hand

severely. Everybody called out a remedy^

but nobody could bring himself or herself to

look at the wound or touch it. Then Iris ran

in from the garden, bound up the gash, kept

the bandage in its place, gave brandy to the

man when he grew faint, and stayed to help

the doctor after he arrived in time to take up
the severed artery, because no one else had

sufficient nerve to make him or her willing

to become the medical man's assistant.

Lady Fermor was very angry when she

knew what had taken place, and said if she

had been aware of the disgraceful chicken-

heartedness of every soul about the place,

she would have ordered each and all, on pain

of instant dismissal with a month's wages, to-

stand beside the doctor and prevent Miss

Compton's being taken advantage of and put

to such uses.

In spite of her ladyship's indignation, fronx

that date, whenever a misadventure happened
in the household, the sufferer was sure to make
a secret humble application for help to Iris,,

though the girl protested laughingly her in-

experience, and the absence on her part evea

of any intention of being trained for a nurse.

While things often went wrong at Lamb-
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ford and in the world, Iris was as sure as she

was of her own existence, that there was a

Ruler over all who ordered things aright, and
brought good out of evil, and light out of

darkness. She believed He had work for

her to do in His world, and would show her

more and more clearly what it was, if she

waited for Him and did the least thing her

hand found to do, with all her might, for the

good of herself and her neighbours, to His
praise. And when this scene of blessing and
tribulation was ended, there remained the

new heavens and the new earth wherein
dwelt righteousness and the Lord of right-

eousness.

Iris on the whole was a happy girl, as who
should be if she were not ? She was kept

ignorant, as those nearest the sinner often

are, of the worst of the iniquities of the past

at Lambford. Still she heard and saw much
to distress her, but while she shrank from
further enlightenment, the wrong-doing fell

away from her as something entirely foreign

to her nature and history. She was very

I!

i!li!,!^'i

iiiilH^^^^^
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' She set him at his ease in the simplest, kindest manner."

sorry sometimes. She could not fail to be
grieved and shockel, but it was not for her

to judge and condemn those who were far

older than herself, her natural superiors. She
had an inextinguishable spring of hope in

these years. She was always hoping the best.

This was especially true of the wound dealt

to her affections by the knowledge that

neither her poor old grandfather in his great

infirmity, nor her grandmother in the pos-

session of all her powers of mind, but bending
under the heavy burden of an aged body,
cared much for her.

Iris walked in the light of her innocence

and rectitude in the love and fear of God,

and in the honour of all men, unhurt by her

harmful surroundings, one of the strange,

sweet, incontestable answers to the carping,

doubting question, " Can any good thing

come out of Nazareth ?
''

CHAPTER VIT.—BY LADY THWAITE'S

WORK-TABLE.

There are women one of the principal

objects of whose lives consists in providing

themselves with fine feathers, and in pluming

the feathers after the wearers have got them.

There are other women among whose chief
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aims is that of lining their nests luxuriously

and agreeably, and displaying to envious

neighbours those well-furnished nests. Not
unfrequently these moods show themselves in

the same women, and rather mark difierent

stages of development than contrast of in-

clination in one person.

Lady Thwaite had married a man old

enough to be her grandfather, without enter-

taining for him any of the sentiments of

respect, gratitude, or pity, which could by
the wildest flight of fancy have stood for

parallel sympathies and mutual inclinations.

She was one of a family of many poor pretty

daughters, belonging to the slenderly provided

for widow of a hunting squire-parson, or
" squarson" as the type is sometimes entitled

in Eastham. She hankered after the flesh-pots

of Egypt, especially in the shape of fine

feathers, and she saw no other way of pro-

curing these than by the marriage which she

made.
To do Lady Thwaite justice she was just

the wife old Sir John wanted, with the signal

exception of there being no heir, to live and
flourish after him instead of handing over

VVhitehills to degenerated Thwaites. She
disappointed him in nothing else, and she

was reasonably contented with the result she

had achieved. So having accomplished two
things which the world thoroughly approved,

done well for herself, and made the most of

her gains, she was popular; she was re-

garded as a fairly fortunate woman and a

highly available acquaintance. Unlike old

Lady Fermor in everything else, Lady
Thwaite was like her in this, that both of

them had always dispensed with female

friends, and been perfectly satisfied with ac-

quaintances of their own sex. Going back
so far as her girlish days, Lady Thwaite's

mother and sisters had been no more to her

than intimate acquaintances. The point at

which the resemblance broke down was that

neither had Lady Thwaite shown any need of

male friends. Beyond the wide, easy bond of

acquaintanceship—and no woman cultivated

more acquaintances, she had been sufficient

for herself

Mr. Miles, before he left, was as good as

his word, in introducing Sir William to the

former mistress of Whltehills. She struck an
unsophisticated strangeras a fair-haired woman
with a figure incUned to stoutness, and a fine

presence which was " stunning " to him. Her
black silk and crape and white cap set off" her

fairness, diminished her stoutness, and caused
her to look younger than she really was. She
received him with ease and friendliness, which

might have been still more cordial if he had
been able to advance half-way to meet her.

There was nothing distressing in her allusions

to Sir John. She spoke of the loss she had
sustained with no more than tlie quiet gravity

and gentle sadness which the death of so old

a man was calculated to excite in his kindred
of the second generation. She was his

widow, no doubt, as her dress indicated, but
only a widow who had been his contemporary
could have experienced sharp pain or keen
desolation at old Sir John's having passed
away before her, by ever so short a time.

Very soon the conversation took a more
cheerful turn, and Lady Thwaite's social gifts,

as a lively woman of the world, came out to

an3'body capable of appreciating her.

The interview had not proved very formid-

able, and from the date of the introduction

the gentleman found himself, he could hardly

tell how, in frequent communication with the

lady. He did not like her particularly, though
she was good enough to lay herself out to

please him, but he had a sense that he ought

to feel obliged to her for bearing no grudge
against him after he had turned her out of his

house, and he had an honest wish to serve

her.

Lady Thwaite approved of Sir William's

intention and recognised his capabilities of

usefulness. She speedily extracted from him
sundry china jars, a marquetrie table, and a

pair of old Dutch leather screens which she

considered would be acquisitions in her

rooms.

Netherton was already a wonderfully cosy,

pretty dowager house. Lady Thwaite had
kept a careful, fostering eye on it, ever since

she married Sir John, and particularly after

the death of their son. . She had moved in

the background, but not the less success-

fully on that account. She had seen that

the house was in perfect repair. She had
bestowed unremitting attention on the im-

provement of the grounds. The place was
not and could not be like Whitehills. It was
only a smallish, nineteenth-century country

house, built in the earlier years of the century,

when bow windows were synonymous with

light, not shade. The lawn was almost too

like velvet in its pile to be spoilt—as it often

was, to the mortification of tlie one adult

gardener—by tennis. There was a carriage-

drive in the perfection of order, and a belt of

rarer, though younger shrubs and trees than

any at Whitehills. Altogether it was a very

different establishment from the ill-kept, run-

out, over-crowded house from Vvhich Lady
Thwaite had been led by Sir John.
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The lady, like ]\Ir. JNIiles, was gratified to

find the representative of the family, whom
she had elected to make \\tx protege, hopefully

docile and tolerably presentable. Yet she

felt a pang in connection with the thing which

had gone nearest her heart, in the whole

course of the deUberately planned, worldly

prosperity of her life. It was the failure of

the hopes with regard to her son. " To
think such broad, manly shoulders and such

a resolute mouth should have been given to a

lout, a common soldier, while my boy, the

true heir of Whitehills, was like a thread

paper and had no more firmness in his poor
loose lips than when he was a senseless baby,"

was her inaudible cry on the first peep she

got at the new-comer. But she swallowed
the bitterness and was altogether bland and
propitious, finding the subjects for conversa-

tion as became a fair, fat, well-bred woman,
so good-natured and accessible in her circle

that there sometimes crept out just the faintest

suspicion of lady-like wheedling and cajoling

in her attitude.

It was that fresh season of the year when
spring is still glad, and not yet growmg
languid as it passes into the heat of summer.
Chequers of sunshine and shade were woven
on the floor of the pleasant room, where the

fire, still gleaming on the tiles, was tempered
by the open door, into the little conservatory,

bringing wafts of fragrance from violets, lilies-

of-the-valley, and jonquils. A far-away window
open to the garden admitted the full-throated

singing of blackbirds and thrushes in the early

joy of mating. The silvery light, crossing the

soft gloom, kindled up here and there in

chair covers, portieres, and cushions, admir-
ably blended lines of cool blue and white
creton, mellow olive velvet and dead gold
plush. There was an effect like the wavering
motion of leaves on the dull reds, and blues,

and greens of the Turkey carpet, an ivory

tinted softness and delicacy in the revived
satin-wood with its fine hand-painting of

flowers and fruit, contrasted with the rich

black of ebony in the framework of the piano,

chairs, and settees. Of the pictures on the

sober grey walls, that of old Sir John, padded,
buttoned up, and looking as if he had just

come from successive visits to his barber and
his tailor, was in the merciful shadow; while

Lady Thwaite's likeness, in the light, showed
her considerately crowned with a small cap,

and draped in a shawl so as not to look
younger than her husband's daughter. There
was also a careful representation of a baby
shrouded in a cloak, not to be superseded by
a bluff or prim httle boy sitting on his pony

or standing by his dog, the ordinary style for

the heirs of the family as preserved at White-
hills.

Though April days invite to dawdling idle-

ness out of doors, the April sun shone on
manifold signs of busy idleness within the

house. The temperate beams scattered them-
selves freely on newspapers and books, a
well-filled music stand, the paraphernalia of

easel and colour boxes, and a dainty work-
table containing half-a-dozen pieces of pretty

work—all of which were necessaries of life to

Lady Thwaite.

Sir William, late private in one of her

Majesty's infantry regiments, remained an
incongruous figure, not at home in such an
entourage. It must be confessed that he
was not in himself entertaining, so Lady
Thwaite had ensconced him in one of those

torturing, retreating, subsiding seats of the

second last fashion, in which no man who
was not to the manner born could have settled

himself otherwise than uncomfortably and
awkwardly. She was talking to him in her

smiling, fiuent manner on subjects of which
he could know nothing. If he answered at

all, he must either express the most refreshing

ignorance, or perpetrate the most grotesque

mistakes. She asked him to help her with

the arrangement of some of her silks and
wools, and he did not see how he could

refuse to oblige her, by declining to comply
with her demurely put request. But his pro-

ceedings, while she would take care that

they did no harm to her property, must be

more ludicrous than those of Hercules with

Omphale's spinning gear, for Hercules had
the unfettered mien of a demi-god, while

Omphale's establishment was sure to have been
simplicity itself. Sir William's spasmodic

actions in the Netherton drawing-room bore

more resemblance to the uncouth demon-
strations of a bull in a china shop.

" Ah ! there is somebody coming," Lady
Thwaite cried, interrupting her little game,

as a shadow crossed the window. " I be-

lieve it is Iris Compton. Don't go. Sir

William,"—detaining him when he sought to

accomplish a shame-faced retreat. " You
may rise if you will, that is if you can. Let

me give you my hand. Dear ! dear ! I must
bid Charles take away these low chairs with

their sloping backs. They are a snare to

half the people who sit down in them. Miss

Compton ought to be one of the belles of the

neighbourhood, though her fine figure is rather

slight even for a girl." She favoured him
with a preparatory criticism, sitting serene in

her own becoming matronly bountifulness
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of outline. " There is certainly a suspicion

of red in her hair—ill-natured people call it

red—and her face is too small; it is even
inclined to be chubby. But in spite of trifling

defects she would be one of the county

beauties if she were properly seen. She goes

out very little, however; her relations are very

old and don't live in the world ; all the

same you must know her like everybody else

some day, and I am charmed that the en-

counter should take place here. I am fond

of young people meeting and making them-

selves at home at Netherton. It is not so

very long since I was young myself, but my
youth passed soon," remarked Lady Thwaite
with an echo of pensiveness in the reflection,

pausing as if she expected to be contradicted,

and then going on with a furtive smile, faintly

acidulated, at the omission of any contradic-

tion, " Poor dear Sir John liked the society

of his contemporaries, naturally, and I was
only too happy to accommodate myself to

his tastes. It was no less my pleasure than

my duty, and you cannot think the comfort

it is to me to remember that now. Ah ! here

she comes."
Sir William recollected perfectly what he

had heard of Miss Compton and her grand-

mother. Lady Fermor. He had struggled

out of the cramping chair, and, as he stood

stiffly, feeling very much in the way, he
glanced up, expecting to see a woman like

Lady Thwaite, but younger. His eyes fell

on the tall, erect figure of a girl like a

straight, slim sapling. She wore a dark blue

velveteen gown and jacket, with a little cap
of the same colour. Beneath it was the

loveliest silken thatch of hair, not unlike his

own in hue, but how different in texture, as

it strayed and curled at its own sweet will !

Beneath the thatch was a line of white fore-

head and fine brows, with the rest of a little

face lit up by hazel eyes, half eager, half

wise. The round cheeks were rosy ; still

rosier was the delicate mouth, which had no
inherent weakness in the curve that broke its

straight line. She was smiling upon him, and
going through her part of the introduction as

if she liked it, and wished him well.

He had not seen, he had not so much as

conceived of a beautiful, simply refined girl

like this, with so much of the child in her

that she gave him the sense of being open and
frank as the day. Yet there was something
in her which daunted him, more than he was
impressed by anything in the mature woman
of the world beside him; though when he was
beside Lady Thwaite she had him in her

power, and caused him to do her behests.

In the presence of a third person Lady
Thwaite was doubly bound to refrain from
the faintest approach to making game of her
kinsman and guest. But she imagined Sir

William did not see what she was about.

Iris Compton was not much of a third

person, while her company enhanced the fun

of the thing' to such an extent that Lady
Thwaite could not resist prolonging the joke,

were it only to watch its effect on Iris, and
how far her gravity would stand the strain to

which it was subjected.

Lady Thwaite sought to inveigle Sir Wil-
liam back into the hollow of the detestable

cavernous chair. She gravely asked his

opinion of the genuineness of her old Chel-
sea. She said Miss Compton would excuse
them if they went on winding their silk, after

a scene in a great English classic which Sir

William must recall.

Iris's carnation cheeks flushed a rosier red.

She started up, as when she ran to the aid of

the unfortunate footman with the gash across

his palm. It was a mental wound which at

this moment called for her aid, and she could

no more withhold it from the second than

from the first sufi'erer. To be art and part in

hurting anybody's feelings, wilfully and wan-
tonly, was about as impossible to Iris Comp-
ton, as to conspire in dealing a stab with a

knife, or to refrain from seeking to stem the

flow of the life blood. Nay, she went farther

in her sensitiveness, her own feelings were
hurt in the hurt feelings of her neighbours,

with a keenness which was positively painful.

In addition, she endured uncalled-for remorse

and affront as if she were accessary to the

offence.

Iris protested quickly, " No, no, Lady
Thwaite, I can help you far better—Sir

William Avill forgive me for saying so. Be-

sides, what has become of the ingenious

winding machine you showed me the last

time I was here ? Ah ! I see it on the table

in the corner. If you have tired of using it

let me try it."

She sat down, made the machine fast to

the table, and twirled it round with her light

fingers. She kept up the other ball of small

talk with Lady Thwaite, making it turn upon
the weather, about which anybody surely

could venture an observation. Then she

referred tentatively to the meteorological sig-

nals from America transmitted across the

ocean. At last diverging adventurously to

sea voyages, she said pleasantly that she be-

lieved Sir WiUiam Thv/aite was the only

person present who had any experience in that

respect. The manoeuvre was as prettily in-
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genious as the winding machine, without

containing a grain of aftabihty or patronage.

He could not help answering the bright

appeal. He said he had made two voyages,

the one in rough and the other in fine weather,

and he could not help thinking she—the

ladies before him, would have liked the sea

and the great steamer after they had grown

accustomed to the motion of the vessel.

Lady Thwaite, restored to her good beha-

viour, professed an ardent interest in por-

poises, albatrosses, and flying-fish, as if each

belonged by right to the other, jumbling the

whole together in a somewhat astounding

fashion for so clever and fully-equipped a

woman.
Then more visitors came in whom Lady

Thwaite went to entertain, while Miss Comp-
ton stayed for a few minutes talking to Sir

William. She set him at his ease in the

simplest, kindest manner. She made him
feel that he was the conveyer to her of some
unsophistically, graphically given descriptions

of wonderful places where she had never been
and was never likely to be. He was able to

tell her particulars worth hearing of the

Hooghly and the Sunderbunds, the Ganges
and the Ghauts, Delhi and Benares, and far-

away Affghanistan.

Suddenly he broke off and startled her with

the mute eloquence of those dark-blue eyes

of his, before he began to speak on a totally

different theme. He was so stirred and
roused by her sweetness and fellow-feeling

that he was moved to confide in her.

" I have not read much," he said modestly,
" mostly travels and histories of campaigns
such as they provide for fellows in barracks,

but I have been turning over some of the

Whitehills books since I came here—stories

and that kind of stuff. I think I know the

book and picture Lady Thwaite referred to.

But if I am like that nabob fellow—though I

have not brought home shawls and muslins
and fine stones, how can she compare herself

to the woman who tried to take him in ?
"

" Oh, she did not mean to carry out the
comparison, she was not in earnest," said Iris,

colouring and very much in earnest herself,

to reassure him and to withdraw if possible the
sting from the absurd simile. " Thackeray
is so popular that a trifle recalls his famous
scenes, don't you see ?

"

He did see that she was good to him. Was
she one of those fine young ladies—as good
as she was fine—of whom Jen had spoken ?

But if so she was only the farther removed
from him. Whatever her grandmother might
be, these lips of hers looked as if they had

never spoken an unbecoming word, while his

had been soiled by the coarse language of

the barrack yard and the ale-house. He was
surprised that he could have taken it upon
him to speak to her

;
yet here again she was

in her innocent ignorance asking him more
questions about punkahs and howdahs,
elephants and tigers, and pretending interest

in his answers, so that he could not reply

shortly and evasively.

Lady Thwaite cast a doubtful, inquiring

look at the couple.
" Can that girl be making a dead set at

my Sir WiUiam ? Did I ruftle the gentleman ?

Has he got on so fast that his pride has to be
studied ? My humblest apologies to him

;

my bear is learning to dance. It is the first

time she has seen him. Kit were any one
else I should know what to think, but Iris

Compton is half a goose, half a saint, and she

may just as well leave her settlement in life

to that formidable grandmother of hers, who
will never suffer another finger—not that of

the person principally concerned—in the

pie."

He rode home, wondering if he should ever

see Iris Compton again, and assuring himself

that it dill not signify in thevery least whether
he did or not. She was a creature made of

another cla)^ He was a fallen spirit beside

her. In her beauty, which he compared to

that of an angel, and her tenderness of heart,

she could feel compassion for his degradation

and for his miserably false position ; but

as to drawing nearer to her, the step was
impossible, and he would die sooner than

take advantage of her. Yet, apart from so

gross an abuse of her charity, he had a notion

that he could have gone on speaking to her,

enticed by her gentle encouragement—even

telling her of Jen and Lawrie and beseeching

her forgiveness as if he had sinned against her

in his sins against them, and in his rough

falls^begging tor counsel and guidance in the

troubled life which lay before him.

Iris Compton drove back to Lambford and
went to her grandmother with the scrap of

news she would care to hear.
" I have met Sir William Thwaite, grand-

mamma. He v/as with Lady Thwaite at

Netherton when I called," she addressed

a wizened mummy in an envelope of sealskin

drawn over a quilted woollen dressing gown,
hugging her dressing-room fire, but turning

on the speaker a pair of the keenest, most
undimmed, cat-like eyes that were ever sunk

in the puckered, fallen-in face of a human
being who had seen more than eighty sum-
mers and winters.
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" You were in luck, child," said the old

lady, propitiated by the offering. "What
was the ogre like ?

"

" He was not very big," answered Iris with

momentarily stupid literalness, puzzled at the

same time to give a description that would

satisfy her grandmother. *' He seemed a

good sort of young man. He was homespun
certainly, but he did not assume anything.

I rather liked him." Then she went on with

a great deal more animation. " I don't think

Lady Thwaite was behaving well to him.

She was amusing herself at his expense when
I went in, and she wished me to join in the

amusement. From what he said afterwards,

I think he saw what she was about. I hope
it was not officious in me to try and stop it,

but I could not stay and look on and laugh

in my sleeve, as she meant me to do."

Lady Fermor did not care either for what
her grand-daughter had thought or done,

though these were exactly the points which

would have bulked largely in the minds of

most mothers and grandmothers. She was
only interested in Lady Thwaite and Sir

William. " Just like Ada Thwaite," she be-

gan, with an impatient snort ; " always taking

her own in the way of diversion when she

cannot take it in more solid coin, picking

the parvenu's pockets, no doubt, and in the

act showing him up to the polite world."
" But she is very good-natured," remon-

strated Iris, beginning to repent of her own
censure ;

" she put herself about to chaperon
me to the hunt-ball before Sir John's death,

and she drove all round by Cavesham the

other day, to ask at the station for your parcel,

which was supposed to have been left there."
" She is as fond of company as the youngest

chit she professes to take care of; and she

wanted an excuse to call and hear what I

had to say about the bumpkin baronet. She
thought I might remember something of wild

Dicky Thwaite, but though I have met one
of his nephews, he had done for himself and
left this part of the country long before I

came to it. I suppose she will imagine I

saw Noah go into the ark next. You have
never told me what the man is hke?"

" He seemed a good sort of young man,"
repeated Iris not very clearly.

Lady Fermor gave another snort. *' That
is nothing to the purpose, unless you thought

of engaging him for a footman," she said

ironically. " I conclude you know a man
when you see him. Is he a fine-looking fel-

low under his rough rearing ? or is he a cut

below being polished ? I have known the

day when I should not have had to take at

second-hand the report of any young spark in

my neighbourhood."
" I think he is rather nice-looking—I should

say so—yes, I am sure; he has good eyes,"

hesitated Iris, growing confused under the
cross examination and the certainty of giving
fresh offence. Conscious, too, alas ! that,

though she had shared in the lively curiosity of
the neighbourhood, still after the first glance,

she had not bestowed the most careful in-

spection on Sir William's outer man.
" You will tell me next that he has a nose

and mouth like other people," cried Lady
Ferrnor scornfully, " and that he speaks when
he is spoken to. But I will judge of Sir

William Thwaite for myself. I shall drive

over and leave Lord Fermor's card, and then
invite the man to a family dinner. He is

our nearest neighbour, and we have not too
many available neighbours ; only old fogies

and young scamps out-at-elbows, and long-

faced hypocrites. I don't know what has be-

come of all the honest, open-hearted, open-
handed fellows I knew when I was young."

CHAPTER VIII.—SIR WILLIAM'S FIRST FAMILY
DINNER.

Lady Fermor was as good as her word.

She left Lord Fermor's card, she invited Sir

William, and, although he had refused other

invitations, he accepted this, drawn by an
attraction he fought against in vain.

" The old woman may not be too parti-

cular," Sir William brooded ; " if all is true

that is said of her, she ought not to be. But
Miss Compton will not look twice at a clod-

hopper—at worse than a clod-hopper, a wild,

senseless brute when I was drunk. By George,

if she heard of what happened at Nhilpoor

—

that I rubbed shoulders with the lash, the

next thing to rubbing shoulders with the

gallows ! How dare I go where she is ? What
if I were found out, and kicked out, as I

deserve to be ?"

He went, however, committing the pre-

sumption and braving the risk.

Lambford had been an old house not un-

like Whitehills, but, in an evil hour for archi-

tectural harmony, Lord Fermor had built an

addition to the house in the utmost discord-

ance with the original, and in the worst pos-

sible taste. He had tacked on a new wing

twice as high and half-a-dozen times as orna-

mental as the main body of the building.

The entrance, by a great flight of stairs, pene-

trated this wing, and in this favourite quarter

were the public rooms, with their ceilings

so high that the size of the apartments did

not keep them from looking like telescopes.
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As much light as the season permitted

poured between the curtains of rows of great

windows extending from floor ahnost to ceil-

ing. Huge heavy marble chimney-pieces sur-

mounted the great grates of polished steel.

When Lady Fermor came to Lambford she

had caused the principal rooms to be re-

furnished according to her theory. This was,

if a man wanted a handsome dining-room and
drawing-room—and if they were not hand-
some, what were they ?—bid him go in for

good bright colours, massiveness of form,

and plenty of carving. Above all, don't let

him grudge plate-glass and gilding. She
hated the dim, dirty tints that people pre-

tended to admire nowadays. And as for lattice

panes of green glass, worm-eaten chests and
cupboards, rickety rush-bottom chairs, and
blinking wax candles instead of paraffin

lamps, she would not harbour sijch trash in

her garrets. Lambford had been a place to

strike the eye when she ordered its upholstery.

It had been as magnificent as some of the

saloons she had seen in Paris. She admitted
the gilding had become tarnished, and the

gorgeous colours in the big patterns had parted
with much of their splendour, but the solid

mahogany, walnut, and rosewood, and the

colossal mirrors had worn well, and would
last her time. For true superbness of style

recommend her to the era which reflected the

influence of the first gentleman in Europe,
George, Prince Regent.

Sir William Thwaite was certainly impressed
when he was shown into the loud, loaded,

once-costly drawing-rooms, where there was
not a particle of evidence of culture beyond
an appetite for barbaric weight and glitter,

and where the worn, smirched traces of age
brought no kindly air of family use and wont
—no sense of domestic charities. Lady Fer-

mor had presided with spirit all her own over
a great house, but she had never made it a
home. Lord Fermor, who had been born
and spent his youth there, had no home-like
feeling attached to the place, except what
belonged to a shut-up portion of the older

half of the house, to his private sitting-room

and the billiard-room, and to the stables

and the kennels, when he was still able to

frequent them. Iris was the single member
of the household, out of the servants' hall, who
had found a home at Lambford ; but her home
was centred in the old schoolroom, which
she was allowed to keep for her morning and
ivorking-room, and her white, dimity-hung
bedroom.
To Sir William's uninitiated eyes Lamb-

ford looked as grand as a palace—not so far

removed in its atmosphere from some of the

marvellous Indian palaces which he had
visited ; but it was not in a palace like this

that he would have expected to meet a
princess like Iris Compton. On the whole,
mock palace as it was till Iris came in, he
knew himself less out of his old element
than he had been conscious of feelinsr in •

Lady Thwaite's drawing-room. Lady Fer-

mor, with her strong passions unbridled
in the violence of their prime, her long ex-

patriation from any save the fastest and
shadiest society, had forfeited in a large mea-
sure any claims she had ever possessed to

gentle bearing. She was not- very different,

except in accent and phrase, from the coarse,

untrammelled queens of some of the baggage-

waggons.
But to do Lady Fermor justice there were

other reasons why Sir William should feel

at ease with her. All that was most honest

and least vindictive in her nature, came out,

when she encountered simple youthful man-
hood, as the best in many bad women is

shown wdiere little children are in question.

Men had always exercised far n;iore influence

over Lady Fermor than women, and it

is just possible that if she had come in

contact with better men when she began her

career, if she had even borne a son in her

younger days, she might have been a very

imperfect but a far less guilty woman than

she had lived to prove herself.

She had Sir William brought up to her

sofa, where she sat by the side of a blazing

fire, with her Indian shawl wrapped round the

bent, shrunk figure which had once been that

of a tall woman, while the yellow old lace of

her ruffles and head-dress flapped about her

shrivelled hands and creased and crumpled

face. She looked him through as he came up

to her, and then she rose with the slow stift-

ness of her years ; but there was no stiffness

in the cordial tones of the cracked but still

resounding voice with which she greeted him,

as her young neighbour and friend.

She bade him sit down beside her and began

to talk of horses and dogs, of which in truth

he did not know much.' But as most young
men have at their command some sort of

vocabulary where these interesting lower

animals are concerned, and as she led the con-

versation, the circumscribed character of his

information did not become conspicuously

apparent. She went on to farming, of which

Mr. Miles had been talking to the squire of

Whitehills, and on which his mind had been

naturally dwelling a good deal since he came
to the place. Lady Fermor in ruling for her ,
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lord had done a considerable amount of high-

handed farming for him. She was quite com-
petent to speak on the rotation of crops, on
short-horns, South Downs, and Berkshire pigs.

And her listener would have followed her vigo-

rous, if one-sided details, with comprehension

and tolerable interest, if his attention had not

. been distracted by the obligation of listening

for a coming footstep, varied by an aroused,

disturbed apprehension—since he was not

acquainted with the habits of the dwellers in

these regions—that Miss Compton might not

appear or dine with him and her grandmother
as he had counted upon her doing.

At last Iris came in, advanced straight

to him, and with an outstretched hand and
eyes raised to his face, said, without the

slightest semblance of insincerity, that she

was very glad to see him. At that moment
he felt as if it would have been a relief if she

had stayed away, he was so dazzled by the

vision before him ; and mingled with the

dazzling there was so little self-assurance and
so much trepidation—approaching to discom-

fiture. He had seen ladies in full dress as he

had seen feasts before, but both had been at

a distance, and he had never seen any lady

like Iris Compton.
Iris wore an Indian muslin with a little

bunch of blue field hyacinths at her throat,

agreeing with the turquoise brooch that

fastened them, the turquoise earrings and
bracelets, and the turquoises set in the handle

of her ivory fan.

Sir William felt abashed by the fair sight.

He shrank secretly from the notion that he
might be "paired " with her, which seemed
to him not unlikely from their similarity in

age, and because there were no other young
people present. He was not aware that his

rank and importance as a stranger awarded
Lady Fermor to him, and that Iris was
destined, as a matter of course, to the only

other guest present, a middle-aged Major
Pollock from Knotley.

Lord Fermor, though in fact younger in

years than his wife, was too feeble to take his

place at table. The company formed a

partie carree, somebody said, which was a

statement as mysterious as any sentence in a

Chaldean manuscript to Sir William, but he
swallowed it with courageous stolidity, as he
did many more things. He sat at the right

hand of Lady Fermor, and continued to hear

her opinions on farm stock and the grain

markets. He was not asked to carve. Her
ladyship had accepted a fashion which chimed
in with the disqualifications that had long

been invading the powers of the host and

hostess of Larabford. Everything was carved
at the sideboard. There was actually nothing
to disturb the guest, whom her ladyship de-

lighted to honour, in his proper business of
dining and listening to his companion, unless

he let his eyes and thoughts stray to the

couple opposite. He had conceived an
instant aversion to Major Pollock, which
subsequent inquiries justified. He was a
gentleman of decidedly objectionable ante-

cedents, whose only merit, if it could be
called a merit, was that, when a young man,
he had stood by Lady Fermor in the miserable
crisis of her history. She boasted that she
never forgot an old friend, therefore Pollock
continued an habitue of the house, though, in

this instance, the wicked had not flourished

like a green bay tree. The Major had played

what might have been a pleasant, but what
had also been an unmistakably losing game
throughout the greater part of his life. His un-

gilded sins were not of such a remote date as

to have sunk into partial oblivion like Lady
Fermor's ; one especially—an affair at a Lon-
don club, which his fellow-men had decided to

be of an aggravated character,and had insisted

on regarding with righteous indignation—had
very nearly done for ihe gentleman. This was
true even in the wilds of Eastham, to which
he had returned with his fallen fortunes,

setting up a bachelor's household—fastidi-

ous only on the grand questions of meat
and drink—in a house which belonged to his

family, in the market town of Knotley.

All these parings of biography Sir William

picked up and fitted together later. His
dislike to his vis-a-vis, with his burly person,

exceedingly black hair, twirled moustache,

and crows' toes, was purely instinctive. Sir

William had not even the excuse of finding

Major Pollock on a detestably friendly foot-

ing with Miss Compton, such as the gentle-

man's freedom of the house, and the uncere-

monious terms he was on with Lady Fermor,

might have warranted. It was clear that

even Miss Compton's unsophisticatedness

and good-nature rebelled against the mingled
leer and sneer which constituted Major
Pollock's odious exjDression where women
were concerned. She looked as if she had
an uneasy sense—similar to the old pricking

of the thumbs—of something evil, beyond
her power to cope with and remedy, in her

vicinity. Even a neophite could not mistake

the constrained civility of her bearing to her

partner at table. He submitted to take his

cue from her, probably with the sullen, cowed
notion that Lady Fermor, who kept all that

remained of her graceless satellites well in
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hand, approved of her grand-daughter's con-
duct in this particular, and did not choose
that a notorious black sheep should approach
too closely to the girl.

The cojitretemps of the evening occurred
when Sir William drew back his glass, a third

time, as 4t was about to be filled.

"What is it, Sir William.?" cried the old
woman of the world, puzzled, through all her
accumulated knowledge, at this marked in-

stance of abstinence. " If you will not have
Chateau Margeaux, try Madeira, or do you
prefer dry Champagne ? We must have some
brand that will suit you. Let me help you
myself."

_
"Thank you, my lady," said the incorri-

gible Sir William, not troubled by the form
of address, but showing symptoms of agi-

tation at the hospitable contention which
he foresaw awaited him, and which was inex-

pressibly painful to him, " I don't drink any-
thing except water ; I never do."
"Not drink anything except water!" ex-

claimed Lady Fermor, in so high a key as to
have attracted the attention of the whole
party if it had been otherwise engaged,
and not lying in wait for any general discus-

sion, " I have heard that the old, under-bred
temperance movement is spreading in odd
quarters, and making the noise in the world
which empty tomfoolery always makes.
Acton," naming her rector, "has taken it up

—

Bands of Hope, coffee-houses and all, ' for

the good of his working-men,' he says, as if

his working women never enter an ale-house,
or as if his claret has anything to do with
their beer. But you are not a parson ; there
is no earthly call for you to serve as an
example."

" It is not that ; it is my own look
out," he stammered bluntly, fidgeting and
crimsoning, thinking that he was badgered,
and conscious that his temper was rising,

but striving to bridle it in such a presence
;

^' a friend made me promise."
" Oh, bother such promises ! " interrupted

Lady Fermor, with impatient scorn; "I
wonder you pay heed to such stuff. Some
officious idiot has taken advantage of you."

_
While he hstened—amidst what seemed to

him the splendour of the Lambford dining-
table, with its blaze of lights, its glittering

silver and crystal, its sweet flowers and dainty
cheer—there rose up before him the interior

of a soldier's hut, and the spectacle of Jen
worn out by her efforts to save him, pleading
with her last gasp that he might redeem him-
self from destruction.

His manners had not that repose which
XXV—10

stamps the caste of Vere de Vere. He lost

command over himself. His blue eves
sparkled like steel. " I will do as I choose
in what is nobody's business save my own,"
he shouted, looking round him fiercely

;

" and whatever you or other gentlefolks may
think of promises, I will keep mine."
He brought down his clenched hand with

violence on the table.

The effect of a sudden thunderclap so

loud as to warrant the suspicion that the

house had been struck, might have borne
some resemblance to the shock Sir William
produced. Lady Fermor, possibly for the

first time in her long life, sat open-moulhed,
with her shaking hand—arrested on its road
to a bottle, which a servant was presenting

to her, lying orthodoxly on its side.

Major Pollock swore a private oath, which
had to do v/ith a " canting brute," champed
his moustache to prevent an audible " Haw !

haw ! " or a snarling reminder of his warning

of what might come of ladies having anything

to do with the scum of a barrack-yard such

as he had known, even though this man had
been discovered to represent a baronet and
squire.

Iris looked half frightened, but her eyes

shone.

The servants, not ^unaccustomed to extra-

ordinary demonstrations at Lambford, pre-

served their composure, though they were

posed by a novelty.

Sir William, who had become as pale as

he had been red, rose to his feet. " I have

to beg every one's pardon if I have given

offence and been insufferably rude," he said,

with proud humility, inadvertently glancing

across at Iris. "Everybody knows what 1

am come from, that I have grown up a rough

chap, unfit for such company."

Lady Fermor interrupted him. She had

been looking him through again, and now
she put her weak hand, with an imperative

gesture, on his arm, as a signal to him to sit

down again. " My dear boy—you will suffer

the word from an old woman," she said, a

little hoarsely, " let the matter rest. You
shall never be interfered with again, though

you should take it into your head to eat

pulse as well as to drink water. I could

have wished, for your own sake, you had not

adopted this freak, for it will be against your

making your way in the county. You see I

speak plainly in defence of my opinions,

though plenty of people will tell you they ar j

not worth defending. But the aftair is }0U:

own, as you say. If anybody is called on to

apologise for getting up a row, I think I
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ought to figure as the guilty person. But I

have lived more than eighty years a sinner

instead of a saint, so what would you have?"

"Nothing, nothing," he protested inco-

herently ;
" you can't suppose that I want

you to excuse yourself, that I did not guess

you meant kindly by me, or that I sought to

dictate—save the mark !— to anybody."
" Well, then, we'll let the argument drop

and the dinner go on in peace," said Lady
Fermor, with the quickly restored philosophy

of a once-practised judge of appeal in dinner

and card-table squabbles.

CHAPTER IX. THE CARD-TABLES.

Lady Fermor showed no diminution of

favour to Sir William because of the sharp

skirmish that had followed his introduction

to her house. She would never have for-

given a woman for persistent opposition to

her will, and the consequent outrage on con-

ventional good manners. But her estimate of

men had always been as far apart as the poles

from her judgment of women. She liked men
lo have wills of their own.
When she rose from the table she took

Sir William's arm, availing herself of his sup-

port instead of her old ally's aid, or her

grand-daughter's shoulder, or her own stick,

to help her to reach the drawing-room, where
she still kept her new friend by her side.

She improved on her lectures on agriculture

by presenting him with sketches—pungent,

though kept within bounds—drawn from her

circle of neighbours.

Once Major Pollock tried to strike in with

a malicious inquiry whether Sir William still

interested himself in military matters. The
public found men in every branch of the

service favouring it with their experience

nowadays. It might be worth while to get

Sir William's opinion on recruits, or rations,

or the like. Major Pollock felt sure it would
carry weight, and would receive all the

attention it deserved.

Sir William had from the first looked
askance at the half-pay officer—who, by the

way, had never seen more distant regimental

quarters than were to be found in Ireland

—

and nQ,w knit his brows in perplexity and
annoyance. But Lady Fermor promptly
interposed and put a stop to the cross-exa-

mination. She was more than a match
for a creature like Pollock, and she would
show him what he should have for his

impertinence in daring to plague any person
she protected. " We will have no shop
talked here, Pollock," she said with grim de-

cision. " Indeed, your theories must be so

antiquated, and, if I am not mistaken, some
of your recollections of your old regiment so
disagreeable, that I recommend you not to

attempt to compare notes with Sir William
here or anywhere;" a significant reminder
which caused the gentleman to retreat with

a scowl.

Tea and cofi"ee were brought in. Major
Pollock read the newspapers sulkily. Iris

flitted like a white butterfly through the great

gorgeous room.
" Play or sing something, child," cried her

grandmother ; and then from the grand
piano, massive like the rest of the furniture,

though the march of time had reached the

instrument in its corner, there issued for the

intruder not the bravura strains which the

once strong fingers of Lady Fermor had
forced from the cracking strings, but the

music of the spheres wistfully rising and
softly falling and dying away ; songs with

words and without words, by Schubert and
Mendelssohn, Chopin's passionate, pathetic

Polish mazurkas, quaint tender ballads by
unknown singers in the far-off, misty past.

He on whose ear every note thrilled, would
sooner have faced the cannon's mouth hot

with the death warrants of battle, than ap-

proached uninvited the girlish figure behind

the heavy barricade, even though he had
been freed from Lady Fermor's detention.

Though Lord Fermor could no longer take

the foot of his table at dinner, he tottered

into the drawing-room on the arm of liis

valet. The peer was a bent wreck of a man,
with lack-lustre eyes, and a tongue which

still wagged at intervals, no doubt, but had
ceased to be under the sure control of the

brain. He looked so pitiable an object,

that Sir William sprang up, as if he, a young
man in his strength, were fain to salute age

in its last mournful decay.
" Come along, Fermor," cried Lady Fermor

in what had been her view-halloo voice,

"you are as fresh as a daisy to-night. We'll

have you following the hounds ag?.in, one of

these fine days."
" If you say so, my lady," piped Lord

Fermor in his thin treble,' showing his tooth-

less gums, with the ghost of a smile for the

woman who had been his ruin and was his

last stay, " then it must be all right. But
where are the card-tables ?

"

Cards were the sole means of excitement

remaining to the couple ; and to do the

two justice, it was more for a necessary

stimulant, than from an unholy greed of

gain, that Lambford had acquired its last

bad name for play. Lord Fermor's encum-
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bered rent-roll was still more than enough
for their fast diminishing expenses, and
would last their time, while Iris was the

only descendant of the two to profit by th;ir

acquisitions. There was an heir to the

barony and entailed estate who was a nephew
of the present Lord Fermor, his first wife

having died childless. But though the

reigning peer and his second wife consented

to accept jMr. Mildmay's tardy overtures,

the master and mistress of Lambford cared

nothing for their successor, naturally. They
regarded him as looking out for their deaths,

and taking stock of what was to come to

him, every time he showed his face at his

future place.

Major Pollock had thrown down his paper
to be ready for action, though he received no
further encouragement from his host than a

peevish, scantily civil, " Dear me. Pollock,

have you ventured out in this east wind ? I

rather wonder at you, but since you are here,

you'll help us with some game or other."
'•' All of us have not your privileges. Lord

Fermor," said Major Pollock dryly, " but it is

always something to be of use."
" I am afraid to ask if you play cards. Sir

William," said Lady Fermor, with the drollest

suspicion of timidity, which was yet perfectly

sincere, in her voice and manner, as she

spoke to her next neighbour in a tone half

doubtful, half insinuating.
" I have played," he admitted, •' but I may

not know any of your games."
" N'importe, 111071 c/ier, I will teach you,"

she said gayly.

" No, Pollock, 3'ou are to have nothing to

do with the lesson," she interposed peremp-
torily, to prevent a quick movement of the

Alajor in their direction ; "Sir William is to

be my pupil, and my opponent when he has
learnt his lesson, do you hear? I don't

want any interference with the course of in-

struction which I propose to give him."
" Very well. Lady Fermor, you shall make

your little game," said Major Pollock, retreat-

ing with a shrug and the beginning of a snarl

worked off by the relief of delivering an un-
pleasant double entendre, " I may as well
take myself off, and face the east wind which
has incurred Fermor's displeasure, since I

cannot even have the comfort of finding
myself useful."

" Bosh, Pollock," exclaimed the old lady,

who belonged to the generation of women
that had takeA delight in addressing men
freely by their surnames. In fact she was
even now dropping the formal "Sir William,"
and, somewhat to his surprise, calling her

newest fancy "Tlawaite," as his old com-
rades' wives had done. She was not out ot

humour. She had just been propitiated by
Sir William's concession to card-playing. She
desired to make amends to her old ally.

*' You are not going to set up being thin-

skinned at this time of the day;' she rallied

him; " you know I don't like my lord to play

without me at his elbow, since he is not able

for too much excitement, and wants me to

keep him in order, don't you, Fermor ? But
there, you may tackle him to-night, and Iris

will help him with his cards."
" Thanks," said Major Pollock. "It will be

an unequal match ; I shall have to put forth

all my skill against the combined forces of

Lord Fermor and Miss Compton. Besides,

don't you think "—he passed behind her chair

and dropped the words into her ear—" it is

late in the day for me to begin to play the

parts of dry nurse and keeper ?
"

She frowned with rising wrath, but she

shook her fan at him the next moment, " You
are a queer creature. You have gone on
finding fault with the side on which your
bread was buttered, ever since I have known^
you, and as that is neither to-day nor yester-

day, I fancy I must put up with you to the

end."

Sir William ran the most imminent risk of

convincing Lady Fermor, against her will,

that he was a blockhead of the first water, for

the same couple that had threatened to play

ducks and drakes with his powers of attention

and response during dfnner, now formed part

of a trio, with only two little tables between

him and them. Major Pollock, whose sight

was failing, sat turned to one side in order to

catch the full light from the lamp on its stand

just behind him. He did not serve as a

screen to shut out the view of I\Iiss Compton
and her grandfather from the furtive gazer.

Dewy youth and decrepit age sat side by side,

as Iris marshalled her grandfather's cards,

put them into his fumbling hands to play out

in their order, and marked his numbers for

him. She devoted all her care to Lord
Fermor, as if she would look as little as pos-

sible at their antagonist.

Major Pollock did not play with the scorn-

ful, reckless indift'erence that he might have

displayed, had there not been golden stakes

on which his eyes gloated ; for he was a

broken-down gentleman, up to the neck in

difficulties, as everybody knew. But Iris did

not wish him to have her grandfather's money.

Major Pollock made her very angry by the

want of feeling and reverence with which he

took off, every now and then, the scarcely con-
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scious old man's pitiable weaknesses, turning

them almost openly into merciless ridicule.

She believed he dared not have done it, if

Lady Fermor had been disengaged enough to

see what he was about, but he dared to do it

before her— Iris, in mean revenge for being

set down to play this poor little game of

bezique instead of being allowed to play a

higher game.

As a rule Iris was not called on to assist

at any of the Lambford card-tables unless

her grandfather and grandmother were alone,

when they strictly limited their necessarily

tame diversion to taking from Peter to give

to Paul. It was the first battle she had fought

on her own—that is on her grandfather's

account against an unscrupulous adversary.

She regarded the field as unworthy, but she

stood by her guns and showed no want of

courage and determination. Young as she

was, the protective instinct was already strong

in her. All that Sir William understood of the

pantomime, was that Iris's little face was
flushed, and her lovely bow of a mouth
straightened and compressed. If he could

only have seen beneath the soft, fine rings

curling like a child's hair on her forehead, he
would have discovered that the big brow
which ought to have been smooth as ivory,

was ruffled and rumpled with mtentness and
vexation.

The young man could not imagine that the

girl cared any more than he did for the

little heap of sovereigns with which, at Lady
Fermor's suggestion, he and she had also

adorned their table. Any former experience

he had enjoyed in this line, had been in trials

of chance of a nature little better than pitch

and toss, and in betting on such races as

some of his officers had managed to get up
even in India. His losses had never been so

deadly as to imbue either himself or Jen with

a horror of the propensity. But he could

see that Miss Compton had enough to

try her. Not merely was her grandfather

inclined to be aimlessly restive and ,to

remonstrate without any distinct notion of

what he objected to, with regard to every

card she sought out, and number she marked.
Between the deals. Lord Fermor's clouded
memory invariably reverted to an awkward
subject of inquiry. " Who is the youngster
playing with your grandmother, girl?" he
demanded irritably, over and over again. He
spoke as if the knowledge had been wilfully

and injuriously withheld from him, and Iris

had -O hasten to reply in a succession of

explanations delivered, with regard to Lord
Fermor's deafness, in full ear-shot of the

object of nis curiosity. She bit her lips and
looked in an opposite direction, as she kept

saying every time, " It is Sir WiUiam Thwaite,

grandpapa."
" And who the mischief is Sir William

Thwaite ? never heard of him in all my days,"

grumbled the insatiable questioner.
" Oh, Sir William who has succeeded old

Sir John, and has lately come to Whitehills."
" What ! Is Sir John dead ? Why have I

never heard of it? Who the dickens will go
next, I wonder? "

She would not laugh, because Major Pol-

lock was grinning maliciously without scruple

or disguise. And if that grin were observed

either by Lord Fermor or Sir William, it

might be enough to exasperate the innocent

offender into a frenzy, or to cover the still

more innocent victim with confusion of

face. She bore the assaults on her pa-

tience and temper wonderfully, but at last

her girlish gravity gave way
;

yet even in

yielding to the irresistible provocation, she

did not join in Major Pollock's laugh. She
looked across with half-shy frankness and
laughed a deprecating appeal to Sir William^

who coloured to the roots of his hair as he

smiled slowly back to her. She was like an

angel, Sir William vowed, with a swelling

heart, and he was inspired and emboldened
to take a step on which he would not have

ventured earlier. When the game was finished

and everybody rose, he happened to be stand-

ing near Iris for a moment. In that moment
he had " the impudence," as he called it

afterwards, to speak to her for a second time

aside, to beg her pardon specially.

" I am sorry for what took place during

dinner," he muttered. " Lady Fermor has

been good enough to look over it, but I

behaved like a sulky brute."

She glanced up at him with a light kindling

in her hazel eyes, her face grew grave, but it

was very gentle and sweet in its womanly
gravity. She spoke with generous impulsive-

ness, " Don't apologise, I am sure you did

quite right."

The Greek Iris was said to cut the last

strand of human destiny, to refresh the

parched earth by pouring down rivers of

waters from the lowering clouds, and then

to glorify them with all the colours of the

rainbow. But this English Iris unwittingly

knotted instead of cutting a terrible tangle

in a poor mortal's career, poured out the

beginning of a flood of trouble and sorrow on
his devoted head, and then shone above him

in incomparable radiance, as if that could have

brought any balm to his woes. '
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February 3RD.
Read Isaiah xl. i— ii, and 2 Cor. v.

CHARACTER is always determined by
the affections. Wlien we know what

a man loves, we can decide what the man is.

Let a man's religious " views" be what they
may, yet if he loves money supremely, or if

ambition, appetite or vanity sways his motives,

then we pronounce him covetous,, ambitious,

sensual, or vain. In like manner as we
characterize the scholar by his learning, and
the patriot by his devotion to his country;

so when we hear St. Paul say, *' the love

of Jesus Christ constraineth us," we can re-

cognise the secret of his Christian heroism.
And so it is that God seeks our hearts—for

when the heart is given, all is given.

There are two methods by which sin can
be prevented. It can be suppressed by force,

as is done when a criminal is confined under
lock and key ; or it can be driven out by the

introduction of another and more powerful
affection. It is obvious that God could
suppress evil by force ; for He could turn

into lunacy the intellect which has been made
the base instrument of wickedness, or para-

lyze the drunkard or sensualist, who makes
himself a curse to all who know him.
But thus to deal with men by force would be
destructive of the grand purpose which is

being accomplished in the education of the

world through freedom. It would be an anti-

cipation of judgment. It would render void
the work of leading men possessed of the

knowledge of evil, intelligently and willingly

to choose the good. Therefore, it is not by
external force that evil is to be vanquished,
but by the higher and surer method of win-
ning sympathy for the right, by winning the

heart for God.
Again, there is only one way by which love

to God can be produced and, with it, the

God-like character. No one can be made to

love another through any mere command.
The most potent monarch earth ever beheld,

though armed with all instruments of torture

that could terrify, or holding all the wealth of

empire for his bribe, could not by the arbi-

trary exercise of such powers force the love

of the weakest child. The little world of a
human heart cannot be controlled at will. Its

laws defy external pressure. Neither the
thunders of Sinai nor the offer of the joys
of heaven could of themselves produce love

for the good, the pure and the holy. There is

but one way of approach to man's sympathies

:

his heart must be won by that which appeals

to its affections. Love must constrain love.

And it was thus—(oh. Mystery of Divine

Goodness!)—that God sought us. We may
falter as we utter it, so ineffably strange does
it seem so to speak of the Infinite in relation

to the Finite, Yet if the greatness of the In-

finite God is not to be measured as we measure
space or time by magnitudes of extent, but is

rather to be reckoned by the scale of moral
goodness, then let us pause as we realise the

meaning of the Incarnation. For it was not

by startling us through a display of material

glory and of irresistible force, nor by thrust-

ing an abstract system of truth on our
obedience, that He approached us. But He
sent His own Son who came in that form

which could best appeal to our humanity. He
came as a man to men, and through human
speech, human thoughts and affections, He
whispered the tale of Divine Mercy, He
emptied Himself of all those tokens of

Divinity which, in dazzling us, might have
kept us back in astonishment and awe.

He came " without form or comeliness " and
risked everything (if I may hazard the ex-

pression) upon the power of love to win love,

and on the force of goodness and truth to

create a response in each man's conscience to

the will of the Father. Love uttering itself

in deeds, looks, words—in the grand elo-

quence of joy and sorrow, keeping nothing

back, but sacrificing self in order to bless,

this has been the power of God to bring us

home to Himself. When threats of law fail.

Incarnate goodness touches us. A life lived

in the flesh constrains us. The will is

yielded because it is won.

Let us beware of looking for some other

kind of compulsion. It was thus the Jews
asked Christ for a sign from heaven to com-

pel their faith. But Jesus answered, "An evil

and adulterous generation seeketh after a

sign—but no sign shall be given them." If

they would not receive truth because they

saw it to be true; if they would not love good-

ness because appreciating its excellence, then

a lightning flash might terrify or astonish, but

it could not make truth or goodness worthier

of acceptance. So was it that Abraham, when
asked by Dives to send Lazarus to his five

brethren, is represented as replying, " If they

hear not Moses and the Prophets, neither will

they be persuaded though one rose from the

dead." An apparition might startle, but it

could not make hohness more beautiful. And
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we also may ignorantly wait for signs from

heaven—for some feeling of peace or assur-

ance, while every day we reject Him who is

reasoning with us of goodness and truth. Or
we may seek the constraint of some external

authority, rather than open the heart to spiri-

tual conviction. But there can be no sign

higher than that of the Son of man living and
dying for us. Nor can there be any authority

so divine as that of His love and mercy and
truth commending themselves to our heart

and conscience in the sight of God.

February ioth.

Read Isaiah ix. i—8. Ephesians iii.

There is an obvious distinction between
the existence of a moral quality and its mani-

festation. The brave or patient man is not

made brave or patient by trial, for the rush

of battle or the weight of suffering only draw
out and make apparent the heroic qualities

which had always been theirs.

This distinction may teach us some lessons

regarding God Himseli'. Scripture often

speaks of the greatness of the love of God
never having been fully manifested to the

intelligent universe until it was revealed in

the gift of Jesus Christ. It does not represent

God as having then loved for the first time,

but it asserts that not till then was it made
apparent that He '^so loved the world." Let
us see in what sense this can be true.

Every moral quality has its own appro-

priate form of manifestation, and each one has

a particular kind of trial whereby its special

strength is proved. The circumstances which
bring forth bravery are different from those

which are appropriate to purity or truth. The
trial of Job was not the same as that of Abra-
ham, because patience and faith, while akin,

necessitate different conditions for their dis-

play. Now, just as danger is the kind of trial

suitable for revealing bravery, or as patience

answers to suffering, so sacrifice is what is

appropriate to love, and which can alone

make manifest its greatness. It is v/hen

it is called to give forth that the depths of

love are revealed. We can therefore assert

with all reverence that while the love of God
was displayed in numberless methods from
all eternity, yet the greatness of His love was
proved by a new measure when to princi-

palities and powers there appeared that which
showed not only that God loves, but that He
so loves as not to spare His own Son.

The manifestation of the glory of God is,

indeed, the mighty end for which all things

have been created. The material universe

may thus be regarded as an unrolling of the

riches of His wisdom and power and good-
ness before the eye of the intelligent beings
whom He has made for fellowship with Him-
self. The very creation of such beings, en-

dowed with the capacity of entering into His
own blessed thoughts of order and beauty, is

of the same nature as that love, which is aback
of all regulating laws and all loveliness of
form and colour. And thus it would be
wrong to live in this world of God's, with its

roof of changing splendour and its infinite

store of things fair and healthful, without

'

recognising His love. Nevertheless, while

all things visible, the vastest and the minutest,

speak of love, yet these belong to a different

plane from that of sacrifice. In the grandeur
and beauty of the outer world we see the

glory of Him "Who spake and it was done;"
"Who sendeth forth His spirit and they are

created ; Who reneweth the face of the

earth; Who looketh on the earth and it

trembleth; Who toucheth the hills and they

smoke." But in redemption angels and
principalities and powers see the opening of

the Father's heart in sacrifice. The highest

manifestation of this glory was therefore not

through the dazzling wonders of Him who
possesseth and sustaineth all things, " Who
clothes Himself with light as with a garment,"

and "Who measureth the ocean in the hollow
of His hand," but in Him Who, while thus

possessing all things, "yet for our sake became
poor;" Who though thus high yet "made Him-
self of no reputation," that by a love which
humbled itself, even unto death, He might
redeem man to eternal fellowship with Himself.

But even to speak of sacrifice in connection

with Deity must, however scriptural, strike

many minds as derogatory if not irreverent.

"What can this earth,"- they may ask with no
small show of reason, " be to the Maker ofall

things ? Is it not less than a speck in an
illimitable universe of worlds ? What can
the troubles and sufferings of this feeble race

of mankind be to the Almighty One ? When
we measure humanity by the awful magni-
tudes that surround us, are we not forced to

recognise that we are nothing and can be
nothing in His sight ?

"

But it may be urged in reply that this

objection is founded on a pagan rather than

a Christian conception of the greatness of

Deity. There is surely something nobler than

callous power, something more divine than

unfeeling magnitude. The majesty of power
unapproachable and indifferent is not so

worthy of adoration as the majesty of power
governed by a love which can humble itself

to behold and care for the things that are ia
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heaven and on earth. Goodness that is infi-

nite in its intensity must always appear loftier

and more awing to moral beings than the

mystery of a bare self-existent, self-centred

Deity. And if to win an intelligent response

to His all-holv, all-loving will from creatures

endowed by Him with freedom of choice,

and whose sympathies must accordingly be
led back from evil to righteousness, if this is

a more God-like result than the creating of

mere things by a stroke of omnipotence, then

in the unfolding of the mind of tlie Father in

the gift of Jesus Christ methinks we have the

sublimest measure and manifestation of Divine
character and glory. Verily, "in this was ma-
nifested the love of God towards us, because
that God sent His only-begotten Son into the

worldj that we might live through Him."

February 17TH.

Read Job xxiii. i John iv.

When St. John says, " There is no fear in

love
;
perfect love casteth out fear. He that

feareth is not made perfect in love. We love

Him, because he first loved us," he practically

solves many of the difficulties connected with

the much-disputed doctrine of assurance of

faith. This evening we shall consider chiefly

that part of St, John's statement which cha-

racterizes the fear which is cast out by love.

It is describedasa"fear that hath torment."

There is a fear which love only deepens—for

it is that fear of reverence which springs from
ever profounder views being entertained of the

infinite glory of God. Any form of confidence

that is destitute of such reverence, must be
the result either of presumption or of ignorance.

The angels who veil their faces as they adore,

represent the attitude of all devout beings.

Their holy awe is the consequence of their

deep and wondering apprehension of the

Divine Majesty. But the fear which is taken
away by love is of another kind. It is that

tormenting dread which is connected with
anxiety regarding our personal relationship

to God. JMost persons can recall some
experience of its power, and the instances

are only too frequent in which its influence

has led to terrible extremes of religious melan-
choly and despair.

Now if we consider the character of " the
fear that hath torment," we notice that (i)

It is better than indifference. Som.e sign of
Hfe, albeit a sigh of pain, is better than the
passionless apathy of death. However dis-

tressing the anxiety may be, it is better to

be in earnest about the solemn questions of
existence than to pass through life like " dumb
driven cattle." (2) Again, under certain cir-

cumstances this tormenting fear is natural.

There are assuredly many persons, who under
the sweet influences of godly training in a

Christian home, grow up in such happy con-

fidence towards God their Father, as never
to experience the difficulties which beset the

awakening of religious thought in others.

And I recognise such self - unconscious
Christian growth as what would be the rule

instead of the exception, were Christian

baptism followed up by its proper fruit in

Christian training. But there are too many
differently circumstanced, to whom the

experience of painful religious anxiety is

natural. When for the first time they stand

face to face with the questions of existence,

and when the sense of responsibility to the

unseen God presses upon the conscience,

and they find no solid ground for confidence,

then is it to be expected that their first im-

pressions should be of the character of the

"fear that hath torment." (3) But if this

fear is natural, it must be looked upon as the

symptom of a feeble spiritual condition.

As physical pain betokens the presence of

weakness or disease, so does this terror indi-

cate an unhealthy state of Christian life.

God does not wish His children to be afraid

of Him. He does not give them " the spirit

of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a

sound mind." (4) This tormenting fear is

essentially selfish. It is not so much God
that it seeks, as a sense of safety. It deals

with the work of Christ, not so much as a

revelation of the unsearchable riches of the

divine goodness, evoking the response of love

and obedience; but as a ground of personal

security. The desire is to feel safe, rather than

simply to know God, and to love Him with

self-forgetful gladness. And accordingly out

of this miserable selfishness of desire springs a

correspondingly selfish theology of calculated

securities, and arbitrary beliefs, as if the whole

question of salvation were nothing more than

confidence in the validity of a commercial

transacdon. Christian life ought to be delivered

at once from this selfish terror, and from this

no less selfish creed. It is quite true that

even the lowest type of religious terror, met
by the declaration of a gospel which proclaims

nothins: higher than a mercantile view of the

atonement, may gradually lead through the

confidence that is inspired to a higher and purer

love; but they are in themselves ignorant, and

often morbid. True assurance of faith should

arise in another manner. The " fear that hath

torment " should be cast out, not through an

appeal to what is selfish, but by enthroning

love on the conscience and heart. The
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gospel gives confidence not by giving such

an answer to the selfish cry for safety, as

may be no better than an echo of our own
selfishness, but by revealing that " perfect

love which casts out fear," and evokes the re-

sponse of love. " We love Him because He
first loved us."

February 24TH.

Read Isaiah xxvi. i—13, and i John iii. 14 to end.

There are few subjects on which greater

confusion of thought prevails than that of

Assurance of Faith. It has often been the

watchword of much fanaticism, and it has

also been the object of as fanatical a dislike.

The truth appears to lie between two extremes.

1. Assurance of faith seems to be put in a

wrong position when it is made a necessary

sign of a state of salvation. There have been
periods of religious excitement when an ex-

aggerated emphasis has been laid on its

necessity; and the result of such teaching

has been most dangerous to sensitive minds,
leading them to search for this sign of their

security rather than to look to Christ and to

such truths as are of themselves peace-in-

spiring. The wish, in such cases, is to feel

sure of one's self rather than to learn the sure-

ness of Christ, and presumption or despair

has been frequently the bitter consequence.
But assurance of faith is not taught in Scrip-

ture as being necessary to salvation. When
St. John speaks of " the fear that hath tor-

ment," he does not say, " He that feareth is

lost," but " He that feareth is not made per-

fect in love." So, too, when he speaks else-

where of the possibility of " our own hearts

condemning us," he adds, " God is greater

than our hearts and knoweth all things ;

"

teaching us that God may have far more
loving thoughts about us than we ourselves

entertain. Our Lord, in like manner, at

once answered the request of the man who
could not say " I believe " without the prayer,
•' Help thou mine unbelief." I am certain

that there is a large proportion of the hum-
blest and best Christians, to whom it would
be as death to be separated from the God
they love, who yet shrink from indulging in

the language of assured confidence because
savouring of a certain tone of self-assertion.

2. But while this may be all true, we must
also remember that assurance of faith is not
only possible, but is commanded in Scrip-

ture. St. Peter exhorts believers to " make
their calling and election sure." St. Paul
blames the Corinthians because they did not
" know their own selves how that Jesus Christ

was in them." " The Spirit itself," he says

elsewhere, " bears witness with our spirit that

we are the children of God." The apostles

had this assurance themselves. " I am per-

suaded that nothing can separate me from
the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our
Lord." " I know Him whom I have trusted,

and am persuaded that He is able to keep
that which I have committed to Him against

that day." St. John's Epistles are full of his

own confidence and of that of the believers

he addresses as to their " having passed from
death unto life." If an assured sense of per-

sonal salvation is, on the one hand, not
necessary to salvation, nor to be urged as a
condition of acceptance with God, it ought,

on the other hand, to be recognised as a
possible, even natural experience for all

those who have truly " known and believed

the great love wherewith He hath loved us."

3. And this leads us to the one source of

all assurance of faith. " Perfect love casteth

out fear. . . . We love Him because He first

loved us." The history is brief and plain.

The interchange of love with love destroys

all tormenting fear. The process is just the

reverse of that fanaticism which primarily

directs attention to some consciousness of an
assured faith, rather than to the grace and
goodness of God revealed in Jesus Christ.

Whatever dread may have been experienced

by the Prodigal as he left the far country, all

such terror must have been banished when he
felt his father's arms round him, and recognised

the love that had met him even " when he
was a great way off." All fears about self or

security would then give way to the joy of re-

stored filial affection. And it is thus that God
would have us brought back to Himself. If

our assurance of faith be real it must be
founded on no calculations made at a dis-

tance from God, weighing merit against de-

merit, or punishment against punishment,

but must arise from frank surrender to the

love and goodness which has sought us in

our forgetfulness and sin. It would be a

bad sign of a child were he to be ever puzzling

himself whether he is safe with his father.

The interchanges of loving friendship should

cause all such distrust to vanish. Confidence

can never come from processes of self-ex-

amination and morbid introspection. As it

is light which can alone banish darkness, so

it is love which can alone banish fear. When
we " acquaint ourselves with God," then we
are " at peace." Instead of becoming the

plaything of our own shifting " feelings " and
" experiences," we then learn to forget our-

selves, and to think most of Him who is our

reconciled Father in Jesus Christ.
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

31 (fttobcvn S^louuince.

By SARAH TYTLER, Authos. of " Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER X.—LADY FERMOR'S NEIGHBOURLY
WAYS.

'"PHE squires of Eastham did their part

J- by Sir William Thwaite. They all paid

their respects to him and held out the right

hand of fellowship, declaring that he was

not nearly so bad as they had expected,

and that now he was " Sir William and all

that," the past had better be forgotten and
he should be treated as if he had been born,

cradled, and schooled in the purple. It

would be hard to say exactly what the squires

had expected, or what they thought of them-

selves. Some of them were clownish enough
and not without wild ways of their own in

their out-of-the-way retreats, though they had
worn pink coats, sworn over grouse, handled

old plate, swaggered in dining-rooms and
dozed in drawing-rooms, ever since the

middle-aged men were boys.

But of Sir William's fellow squires and
nearest neighbours, every one was too old to

be a natural companion for him. The way
of the modern world and the poverty of East-

ham rendered it impossible that the county

should support a population of young men of

the higher rank. These lads, including the

heirs of estates, were all drafted off betimes

into regiments or ships, to eat their dinners

in the I'emple, to wear white surplices and be

petted or pitied as curates, even to figure in

the upper walks of trade in the larger mer-

cantile towns, or to make shift in the colonies.

The absentees who could turn up at set

seasons only fluttered home like the birds

the young men came to shoot in September,

or like the children and schoolboys at

Christmas, or on any private emergency or

demonstration in the visitors' respective

families. What remained permanently was
a small residue of half-pacers, pretenders to

a better position than they were entitled to,

scampish young fellows of whom nothing

could be made, who took their cue from

Major Pollock when they were within hail

of Knotley. Some of these promising young
people were supposed to be trying better class

farming or brewing, since there was a great

brewery in Knotley, while they plagued the

hearts out of their unfortunate parents or all

v/ho were responsible for the delinquents.

With both the old and the young- sets

representing the squirearchy, Sir William

XXV— II

Thwaite's total abstinence, in drinking only
water or tea, was, as Lady Fermor had easily

prognosticated, a great stumbluig-block to

famihar intercourse and social intimacy. A
rumour spread abroad that Sir William had
made a vulgar clamour in refusing to drink
wine at Lady Fermor's table, where the

choicest vintages had been wont to flow in

bucketfuls. Lady Fermor had condoned the

offence for her own ends, but her neighbours,

who might not have the same inducement,
did not feel inclined to excuse the outrage.

The most sober of the elder men did not
scruple to declare that total abstinence was
suspicious and ominous, not to say bad
form. The fellow must have suffered from
D.T. Depend upon it there would be re-

action and an outbreak sooner or later. There
was nothing like moderation in all things.

The young men in great disgust voted Sir

William at once a low prig, a dissenting

minister in disguise, a wet blanket, a beastly

interloper. The favour of the last-mentioned

critics would not have been particularly de-

sirable for the man whom they sent to Co-
ventry. Poor Jen's prevision was prophetic

where they were concerned.

But Sir William was lonely in his new
estate, and he would have been still lonelier

had not Lady Fermor proved faithful to her

fancy and approached him as she knew how,

in a variety of neighbourly ways. He had
touched some softer chord in the hard, cyni-

cal old heart. Whether he recalled an honest

young brother who had believed in her when
she was still deserving of belief, with whom
she had been hand and glove in her early girl-

hood; or a lover forwhom she had felt the dawn-

ing of fervent respect and regard, though she

had tortured and tried him, till for his honour

and happiness he had parted from her for

ever; or the boy she might have borne instead

of weak and whimpering girls, who could

perhaps have saved her from the depths

which had left her what she was : there was

no question of the kindly feeling for Sir

William which underlay her mocking defiance

of the neighbourhood, her determination to

appropriate the new-comer, and the rapid for-

mation in her mind ofcertain worldly schemes

where he was concerned.

Lady Fermor kept up briskly the acquain-

tance which had been begun. She invited

Sir William constantly over to Lambford and
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she returned his visits by unceremonious calls,

to ask what he was doing, what he thought

of the weather for the turnips, whether his

lambs were in good condition. She would
disturb the absolute silence of the long, low-

roofed drawing-room, out of which Lady
Thwaite had been wont to allow compla-

cently so much could be made in this age of

revivals. It was such a delicious place for

window-seats, screens, fans and pot-pourri.

As it was now, stripped of Lady Thwaite's

reversion of the screens, fans and pot-pourri,

and under the superintendence of an unex-

ceptionable housekeeper like Mrs. Cray, who
hated what she termed litter, the room was
quickly assuming a stiff, stony and disused

aspect. But it did not chill or daunt Lady
Fermor, who claimed her afternoon tea there,

and looked round her on the family portraits

which were heir-looms, the couple of Sir

Joshua's, the fine fragments of old tapestry,

with a freedom which even she had not at-

tempted when the room owned a mistress.

Lady Fermor declared without a falter,

rather with sly satisfaction, that she was a
great deal too old for people to speak about
her any longer, or to mind what she did, so

that she could drop in on a young friend to

see what he was about without making a
rumpus. She never took her grand-daughter
with her, on her " larking expeditions," but
Sir William was in Iris Compton's company
every time he went over to Lambford. He
accepted the invitations. Mr. Miles's early

warning proved of no avail. Will Thwaite
had not been so nice in the company he had
kept that he should consider himself too good
for these people, one of whom was the

sweetest and truest of God's creatures. So
long as he did not fail in his promise to Jen,
he did not see what harm could come of his

going where he was made heartily welcome.
He thought more of that after the first visit

than of the rank of Lord and Lady Fermor
or the grandeur of Lambford.

Sir William did not mind losing a little

money ; he supposed it was the way of such
houses, and he could afford it. For that

matter. Lady Fermor had interposed her
shield, from the first evening on which Sir

William had gone to Lambford, between him
and wholesale plunder, as represented by
Major Pollock and birds of his feather. She
kept her young neighbour very much to her-
self, either as her antagonist or her partner
at the card-table. She would consent to

amuse herself by winning more or less of his

guineas
; but so long as she could help it

there should be no turning inside out of his

pockets, no inoculating him with the incurable
disease of play, no instilling into him the arts

of a blackleg in self-defence. He should
come and go at Lambford without his being
the worse for it, even if his being the worse
were not likely to interfere with a half-formed
plan of hers.

Yet Sir William did not respond to Lady
Termor's friendship without some instinctive

reluctance. Whatever his youthful errors

had been, his better nature was repelled by
her, as by an old woman who was very far

from what she should be. In spite of her
gradual social whitewashing, she occasionally

made revelations of herself which revolted
him. He resented her lack of affection for

her grand-daughter, which he had been quick
to notice, and felt aggrieved by it, though it

was no business of his, and so far as he could
judge, the indifterence remained unmixed
with any form of ill-usage. But it also

belonged to his nature, both in its strength

and its weakness, that he should be touched
by any kindness shown to himself. Lady
Fermor, be she what she might, was awfully

good to him, and one day finding her alone
among the tulip beds on the terrace at

Lambford, tottering along by the help of her
parasol, he was moved to an impulsive offer

of his strong young arm, the first he had
made to a lady in his life.

"Won't you lean on my arm, my lady?"
he said, awkwardly enough, " if it ain't too
great a freedom in me to propose it."

She took his arm instantly, and patted it

with her claw of a hand, as she chatted to

him.

Another day he was shown into the back
drawing-room—by a bungle of the servant's.

Sir William immediately concluded—when
he found Lady Fermor almost swallowed up
in wraps, in an easy-chair, with one foot

swathed as in the cerements of a mummy
on a stool before her, in the clutches of gout.

He stopped on the threshold with a briefword
of apology and regret, and was about to beat

a rapid retreat when the sufferer hailed him.
" Don't go away, Thwaite," she forbade

him. " Come forward, and let me see a hale

and hearty fellow who has all his senses, and
is neither worn out, nor deaf, nor blind—even
Pollock has to use glasses in private, though
the fool goes blinking without them in public.

You have not had a twinge of my enemy.
Ah, your day will come. Well, perhaps not,

if you go on drinking ditch water ; but 1

dare say worse will happen to you. Sit down
and tell me w'hat news is going, or read the

papers to me for a bit. I am sick of that hole
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of a dressing-room of mine, to whicli I have

been confined for three days. I dare say I

shall die some day without .my friends having

had the grace to inquire for me. No ; I

know you had not heard, but whose fault was
that ? Now that you are here I am going to

make you useful. See, there is a draught

blowing from that window, draw the curtains

more to my side."

He did as he was told, handily enough
this time. He was one of those rough fel-

lows who are gentle in sick-rooms. Indeed,
he had a greater knack at nursing even than

Iris Compton possessed. This gift had be-

come known both in and out of hospital in

the course of his soldiering. He had been
repeatedly told off as the orderly appointed
to wait on a sick comrade or officer. But
he had certainly never waited on an old lady
under an attack of gout before. Mais ce

n'est que le premier pas qui coute. When he
turned and saw better the hollow eyes glitter-

ing with fever and pain, the puckered, yellow

face, the constrained attitude, the helpless-

ness, he was full of pity, and of a craving to

be of service to her.

" It ain't a joke. Have you had your
medicine ? Don't it ease you the least thing?

No ; I am main sorry. I think, if you would
let me, I could lift you right up and set you
do\vn again more comfortable like."

" Ah ! thank you, my dear fellow, that is

ever so much better. I am in the very best

corner of purgatory now. How long would
it have been before any idiot of a servant or

a doctor would have managed it ? Of course

a well-m.eaning baby like Iris would only kill

herself without being of an atom of use to

me. There, v^rill you read to me? for the

truth is I am not up to talking. You"ll find

some of the morning papers on that table."

He fell into the trap, if trap it was, in-

stantly. He brought the paper, and read
fluently in a stentorian but perfectly distinct

voice, which had lost its self-consciousness

for the moment. He picked out carefully

the paragraphs relating to races far and near,

and the last report of the Mark Lane Express.
Then he courageously attacked the columns
that set forth a trial for murder. He was
satisfied that these were the portions of the

paper in which she would take most interest.

Sir William read till Lady Fermor, grow-
ing drowsy, dismissed him with thanks and
praise.

" I don't know what I owe to you, since

you are sending me off to sleep, which is

the very best thing you could have done for
' nie—what Sawbones has tried in vain to bring

about with his abominable opiates. You
have read what any rational, unaffected

person would like to listen to, and I have
heard every word you said, for you don't

cheep like a girl or mouth like a play-actor."

The last hit was directed against j\Ir. Acton,
the Rector, who, in seeking zealously to be
eyes to his discreditable old parishioner,

had neither succeeded in affording pleasure

nor conveying profit.

But to-day Lady Fermor's heavy eyes were
moist as they glanced after her nurse and
reader. She was a good deal of a Stoic, and
wished to feel sufficient for herself, but it was
so long, so very long, since she had been
served with any service she cared to accept
out of pure, disinterested good-will, with

some kindly care for her at the bottom of

the act.

CHAPTER XI.—RIVAL CLAIMS.

Lady Thwaite soon became aware of the

degree to which Lady Fermor had diverted

Sir William from what, after Lady Thwaite's

advances, ought to have been his grateful,

trustful reliance on the only person near who
had the most distant pretension to being

connected with him by a family tie. The
absence of any natural Netherton influence

over him, and the fact that he could not find

anything in common wiih the late Sir John's

widow,were disappointing traits in SirWilliam.

The conclusion might have been held a com-
pliment to her ladyship, still it was a piece of

great stupidity in the young man, since Lady
Thwaite was so popular in the neighbourhood.

She was not bluer or more sesthetical than the

custom of the day required. She was not

stuck up or puritanical. She was a woman
of society, a charming woman in most people's

estimation, the secret of whose charm was

that she could suit herself admirably to any

commonplace, tolerable company, in her own
class of course.

The cool appropriation of Sir WiUiam by

Lady Fermor was a lawless interference with

the rights of another, and an arrogant tramp-

ling upon them which savoured of the

woman's old machinations. But Lady
Thwaite, though she had all her life shown

that she could look out for herself, was no

match for her neighbour, and knew it, which

was a considerable proof of Lady Thwaite's

cleverness. She felt provoked and aggrieved,

but she did not dream of entering the lists

against the successful competitor. If Sir

William Thwaite had the bad taste and the

bad moral perception—and after all, what

could be expected from him ?—to accept Lady
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Fermor for his sponsor and to turn to Lamb-
ford for countenance and guidance, unques-

tionably he was at Uberty to do so. Thanks
to her mother's lawyer and the late Sir John,

his widow was not by any means dependent
on the favour of his successor, though she

would have liked to have done her duty by
him and by the fine old place over which

she had presided, which she had once hoped
would have descended to her son. But if

Sir William showed himself incapable of ap-

preciating her motives and was infatuated,

there remained nothing more to be said.

Lady Thwaite in her calmness and reason-

ableness was, as Mr. Miles had vouched for,

not at all difficult to get on with, up to a
certain point, and if you expected nothing
further, you would not be disappointed. She
had at once suspected Lady Fermor of
ulterior designs. "Trust the naughty old

Avoman not to do anything without having a

sufficiently selfish end to serve," said Lady
Thwaite to herself. The preponderance of a

certain quantity of brain over heart in her,

prevented her from so much as conceiving
the lingering womanly regard with which Sir

William had inspired his undesirable monitor.

"What is it?" pondered Lady Thwaite. "Does
she want a fit victim for the intermittent gamb-
ling that still goes on fitfully at Lambford ?

I know I—who make a rule of never staking

anything save gloves—was forced into losing

three guineas the last time I dined there. I

did wish I had paid heed to poor Sir John,
and kept clear even of ci-droant black sheep,

or that I could have pled, like demure Mrs.
Acton, that the Rector would not permit me
to play for money. Is Lady Fermor bent
on making a match between Sir William and
Iris Compton ? I did think, when they met
here, that if it had been anybody else I

should have said she seized the first oppor-
tunity of taking his homely measure and
laying herself out for him. I wonder how
it would do ! Iris would be a great im-
provement for a cousin, and she would not
rule with a high hand. She is the style of
grand simpleton who would never forget old
favours and former conditions—for instance,
that I had been kind to her, and had been
mistress of Whitehills in my day. Ah ! but
nice as she is, there is that in the blood,
while the association might prove a fearful

risk in its utter unsuitability. Beauty and
the Beast, the Princess and—not the knightly
Page—the ploughman Squire."

After further thinking over the subject,

Lady Thwaite saw herself called upon to

attempt a talk with Sir William. She would

drop a gentle hint—double-barrelled—against

the danger of houses—of which Lambford
was not the only one in Eastham— in which
play was an essential element, and against

the rashness of marriages which involved bad
connections.

Lady Thwaite sent Sir William one of her
little notes, summoning him—with the most
disarming, compelling confidence in his

obeying the summons—to come over to

Netherton either for luncheon, afternoon-tea,

or dinner, as he felt inclined, to discuss a
tenant difficulty with regard to one of the

farms set apart for her jointure, about which,
by the way, she was a hundred times better

informed than he could be. " Men like to

be consulted whether they know or not," she

reasoned, "Poor Sir John always did. It

used to put him into a good humour, and the

less he knew, the better he was pleased. I

am right to begin by asking Sir William's

opinion, and young Sam with views about
a new lease will do as well as any other

subject."

Out of three evils Sir William chose the

least, the slight refection which ladies affect

as afternoon tea. Though he never drank
tea then, for his own part, it was not such
a novelty to him as many another thing.

His sister Jen, the washerwoman, and her

cronies, had taken, tea at all hours! H-ere

was the touch of nature which seemed
to make the whole of women kin. Besides

he had been fortunate before on such an
occasion. Who knew what graceful figure

might pass the windows, what flower-face

blossom before his ravished eyes, what eager,

gentle interposition save him from a honible

strait ?

It is a curious study both for philosophy

and satire, to recognise how soon a man of

ordinary aptitude and fair opportunities ac-

commodates himself outwardly to a change
of circumstances. There may be a thousand
things, petits soins of etiquette, tricks, turns

and shades of behaviour which take years,

nay generations to acquire, which, when all

is said, women learn sooner and better than

men. But it would have been either en-

couraging or mortifying, according to the

creed or temper of the individual, for an on-

looker to have watched the way in which

Sir William had accustomed himself, on
the surface at least, within three or four

months, to a new style of living. He now
sat, or lent back, very much at his ease appa-

rently, in one of Lady Thwaite's fauteuils,

and looked round with calmly observant, she

could almost have said critical eyes, on her
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trccasures, the orchids from his own green-

houses, the Banksia rose-tree covering the

door of the conservatory with its myriads of

minute flowers. But she did not have him
there that she might privately remark on the

improvement in his manner and bearing,

which, save for his soldierly carriage, owed
little or nothing to his training. The only

sign she gave of noticing his progress, was
that the faultlessly well-bred widow, in her

faultless weeds, did not again break down by
committing the solecism of converting her

guest and kinsman into a butt.

Lady Thwaite discussed fluently the grie-

vance of young Sam Withers wishing a new
lease to his farm already, and settled the

question without much help from Sir William,

whose one idea, as yet, in such difficulties

was Mr. Miles. Then she glided on to

general topics, chatting easily and brightly.

There was not much going on in the neigh-

bourhood just then—there was not much at

any time. Eastham was a little slow, even

those who loved it best—and she hoped Sir

William would grow fond of his county

—

must own that. But it would have been
a blessing if the quality of slowness had
been the only old fashion which still held

its own in Eastham, Was Sir William

aware that a considerable—she might say a

lamentable—amount of high play survived

in every class, with the most distressing re-

sults in some cases ? The Rector could tell

him tales of its demoralising eff"ect on many
of the farmers. She trusted Sir William as

a. new-comer would set his face against the

practice, when he met it in their circle.

Sir William in his gravity was not without

a sense of humour, and now that he was
beginning to get over the shocks he had
sustained, the humour had room to play at

times. " I beg your pardon. Lady Thwaite,

I think it is just because I am a new-comer
that it is not for me to interfere ; now, you
ai-e an old hand "

" An old hand !
" she swallowed the brutal

plain-speaking. " I would gladly try the little

I can, but except abroad a woman has nothing

to do with play."

Poor Lady Thwaite 1 she was an innocent
woman dwelling among green fields after all.

She had little suspicion of the re-appearance
of the mortal malady among the grand dames
of the generation. Such a relapse consum-
mates the ruin of old historical families,

brings to the hammer broad acres, and
scatters art collections which have taken
centuries to acquire, and have been kept to-

gether through changes of dynasties and

national upheavals, to be gambled away by
the turning up of a knave or the loss of an
ace.

It is a vice," continued Lady Thwaite
in her simplicity, " which you men keep
very much to yourselves in England. But
Lady Fermor is an exception. Is it not a
melancholy spectacle to see a poor old

creature like Lord Fermor, and a battered,

bedizened old woman like Lady Fermor

—

they say she came out at Almack's—cling to

cards as their chief good, when one would
think the couple might be turning their

attention to other things ?
"

"To their graves or their winding-sheets, I

suppose ? " Sir William rose to irony. " I

thought the Fermors were your friends," he
said, repeating the objection he had made
to Mr. Miles's opinion, as if the higher Sir

William rose in the world the more social

hypocrisy he encountered. "They can take

their choice, I fancy. If they are too stift'to

walk or ride, and can't see to read, and are not

able to entertain their friends in any other

way, ain't cards made for them, and the like

of them, to pass some of their slow creeping

time ?
"

She hastened to explain herself. " I quite

agree with you that cards, or backgammon,
or chess, in moderation, are excellent re-

sources for old people, especially if they are

deaf. Don't imagine for a moment that I

am so narrow or silly as to object to cards in

themselves. Why, I used to play draughts

with Sir John as regularly as the evenings

came round. It is perfectly depressing to

come across the board now. But it was

play for high stakes according to people's

means, that I was deploring. If that has

ceased at Lambford it can only be lately.

Oh ! Lady Fermor has been a dreadful

woman," exclaimed Lady Thwaite, as if

on the impulse of the moment, shading her

face with a fan which lay at hand. " One
cannot speak of such things, unless when an

old married woman, as you rightly regard me,

opens her mouth to put a stranger and kins-

man on his guard. There is no end of

skeletons in that house—very grisly skeletons.

The first Lady Fermor died mad. A visitor

staying in the house locked his room dooi

and shot himself, after quitting the card-

table. He was a young man engaged to

be married ; the only son of a widow, and
he was a clergyman— I am sorry to say,

when he yielded to the madness and could

not face the disgrace and destruction in store

for him. Poor Iris Compton ! it is very sad

for her, but although she is a charming girl,
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as good as gold, and all the horrors happened
before she was born, still the reproach

attaches in some measure to her—a portion

of the shadow falls on her. It is grievous,

but it cannot be helped."

It was a rainy afternoon in May, and he
had been sitting with his long legs and his

boots—not free from mud—stretched out

before him, while he glanced out of the

window nearest to him with a mind half-

wandering from the conversation, because

of her he might see among the laurels, in

spite of the rain which had only begun to

fall. He drew himself up with a sudden-
ness that made Lady Thwaite start, and
turned upon her a lowering brow and a hot

cheek. He was unused to any diplomacy
in conversation; he only knew that he hated

to have his friends called bad names—all

the more, perhaps, if they deserved them. But
it made him furious to listen to the most dis-

tant insinuation of a stain on the spotless

plumage of a white dove like Miss Compton.
'• I have found Lambford a jolly house," he
declared defiantly. " Old Lady Fermor be-

haves like a mother to me. Why do you
smile and shake your head ? I am sure she

is old enough to be my grandmother." At
that word, which slipped out inadvertently,

he coloured more violently than before, and
began to flounder in his speech, " You
don't mean me to rake up old scandals, and
to distrust everybody who speaks me fair

and makes me welcome, because they have
not always been on the square. I am not
their judge ; I have sins enough of my own
to answer for—if you only knew. As for

Miss Compton, I will not speak of her ; she

is not to be brought into such talk, only she

is as much beyond reproach as the stars in

the sky. Good-bye, Lady Thwaite. Oh

!

I am not displeased. What right has a

fellow like me to be displeased or to object

to any word which a woman—a lady—likes

to say of her friends in her ov/n drawing-

room ?" and out he marched.
She rose, went to a window, and stood look-

ing after him as he walked fast across the

sweep and down the little avenue. She laughed
a little at. her own dismissal. " Yes, he has dis-

missed me; I have not sent him away. He
might have taken an umbrella; but I suppose
he has stood sentinel in the wet like the man
in Tennyson's verses. It is a plain-spoken
Sir Will

;
yet I am not sure that he saw

my drift. It is evident he is hit by Iris

Compton. He has not the self-control or

delicacy to maintain a becoming reserve, not
to say to throw dust into people's eyes. If

the old witch at Lambford does incline in

that direction, I dare say the match is made.
Poor Iris! shewill havemanyayawn and many
a blush—though she has been accustomed to
a dead-alive household—to submit, and to
look aside when she cannot look straight

before her. She will not have everything
her own way—when all is done, in spite of his

present blustering worship. I could imagine
that a hero from the ranks would have a
primitively passionate courtship while it

lasted—to be followed by a reaction of cool-

ness, neglect, and rudeness, even Avhen he
did not beat his wife like a coal-heaver.

Now Sir John was calm and deliberate in

his well - bred wariness ; one always knew
what to do with him. He did not change
much, though he could be cantankerous at

times, poor old soul ! I don't know—she
may be good enough to stand it all, and
bear with him while she is making as much
of a gentleman as can be made of him.

" If he is to marry somebody soon," Lady
Thwaite cogitated farther, " I would rather

a great deal have Iris than any of the Acton
girls—only Lucy is old enough, the others

are too young, and Lucy has not a soul

above choir practising, Sunday-school teach-

ing, and poor people's clubs—an excellent

eldest daughter or wife for a clergyman, but
not a wife for a squire. She would have
neither time nor tact for taking the lead in

county society, and she might drive the squire

to become dissenter or the worst of land-

lords, out of pure contradiction. Such things

are heard of nowadays, noblemen holding
forth at conventicles and squires declining

to interfere between farmers and labourers,

and refusing to put another foot in the

village, where their wives are for ever potter-

ing and making paupers."
" Maudie and Nannv Hollis might have

the monster for a trick on their brothers, or

a wager; but that would not do at any
price," Lady Thwaite pursued her musings.
" If an alliance be unmistakably impending I

shall throw my weight, such as it is, into Iris

Compton's scale. I suppose she would go
up to town for her trousseau. I might
chaperon h.Qx faiife de viieux, if Lady Fermor
did not choose to accompany her grand-

daughter. The old lady will not give in;

but she cannot attempt many more journeys.

I should not dislike it. Iris would have to

make Sir William do a good deal of re-

furnishing, and I should be the best qualified

person to advise the couple."
" There ! I believe Lady Fermor has in-

fected me orsuborned me," the schemer ended.
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" I could not have believed that I should be

so easily reconciled—not to say that I should

take kindly to Sir William's marriage—to

another Lady Thwaite at Whitehills. Heigho!

But it is natural that I should continue to

take an interest in my old belongings; at

the same time he and she ought to be much
obliged to me, as I don't doubt they will be.

If my poor boy had lived the place would
never have gone away entirely from me ; I

should have been living over there still, till

he was of age, and it was his marriage which
had to be planned. Oh, my Httle baby !

"

cried the woman with a momentary softening.
" I thought for a brief, blessed time that you
would grow up like other babies—that we
should make a man of you. But it was not

to be, and there is an end of it. Where is

the use of idle lamentation ? The Rector
would say it is as unchristian as it is unwise."

Lady Fermor had often astonished—nay,

astounded—the world, and she was to asto-

nish it again, by boldly proclaiming that she

was to return to it for one night. She
would not put herself about to go up to

town during the season, while she must have
Iris presented next year ; but she would
have gay doings once more at Lambford

—

unexceptionably gay doings this time, though
she did not supply the qualification. Her
grand - daughter would be twenty - one in

June, and Lady Fermor would have a ball in

honour of Iris's birthday. There would not

be a multitude—nothing like the festivities

when she and Lord Fermor kept open house
for a week at a time in a close run at an
election, or when the hounds hunted five

times in succession at the different fox-

covers within twenty miles round to oblige

the Duke, who was staying at Woolaston
Lodge. Tom Mildmay, Lord Fermor's
nephew, would be down about that date to

look around him, curry favour with the

steward, lounge through the offices, and take

solitary rides over the property, pricking

his long ears all the time. They would see

whether his wife could find an excuse for not
accompanying him on this occasion. Lucy
Acton would be at Iris's beck, as was her duty,

and the younger girls could come, if they
were required. She might count on the

HoUis girls, who were never behind when
any diversion, within the scope of girls, was
in the wind. That meant also their father

and mother. Were not those she had men-
tioned women enough? Very well, Lady
Thwaite was to have her house full in June,
and she would bring further contributions, if

more partners were wanted. Leave the men

to Lady Fermor ; she could undertake for

them, since Fermor was Jiors de cojnbat.

There would be Thwaite first—the ball was
as much to introduce him as Iris—Lady
Fermor said, with full comprehension of the
sense in which the words might be taken,
looking her hearers full in the face while she
spoke. Any men Tom Mildmay might like

to bring down—they would not be much
worth, still they would be men—old Hollis
and the train of fellows his girls kept at their

heels, the officers from Birkett— they were a
new set, but every man would jump at his

card. Ludovic Acton need hardly be counted

;

but since he had been blown up by torpedoes
he might come, and old Pollock must not be
left out.

Nobody was more taken by surprise at the
compliment paid to her than Iris. It was
an acceptable compliment to a healthy-

minded young girl, leading a singularly re-

tired life; but any exultation she was tempted
to feel became a good deal subdued after

a comment of her grandmother's. It fol-

lowed on Iris's expression of grateful thanks,

and concern lest her grandfather and grand-
mother should suffer from the disturbance

of their usual habits. " Though you and I

don't pull in the same boat, Iris," said the

old lady with her hardest look and tone,
'•' you have not given me any particular

reason hitherto to think you a liar. But don't

make pretences that I cannot take in. No
girl that ever was born would heed the

comfort of Noah and his wife when her first

ball at home was mooted. Make the most
of your youth and what good looks have
fallen to your share, and any other good thing

that comes in your way, while they last. Be
sure they will not last long, and that you will

have a price to pay for them. But leave me

.

to take care of myself and my lord. I am
still fit for that and more. Pray don't waste

your compassion upon us. I for one should

hate it, and I think I can answer for Fermor."

Did the reader ever receive a welcome
gift and a slap in the face—figuratively— from

the giver at one and the same time ? The
process is not pleasant, especially to a sensi-

tive, aftectionate nature, and goes a long way
to spoiling the gift, only, happily, custom
blunts pain, and youth is elastic.

Lady Fermor chose that she should be
the person to apprise Sir William of her

project, making him one of her first confi-

dants. When he received it doubtfully, rather

hanging back from the promised boon than

jumping at it, as she had described the

action of the jubilant officers over at Birkett,
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she took him in hand, and pursued him with

her design on his company. She had a

number of tete-a-tetes with him on his reso-

lution to obHge or disobh'ge her. These
tete-a-tetes waxed positively mysterious to

the on -lookers—of whom Major Pollock

sneered the ugliest sneers, and Iris smiled

without a grain of anxiety because of her

grandmother's great fancy for poor, rude,

sober, agitated Sir William.

Sir William's agitation increased under the

pressure put upon him, and the notions de-

liberately and persistently introduced into a

mind which, though very far from weak, was
at its best single rather than subtle, and was
narrowed by defects of education and ab-

sence of experience. His assailant, on the

contrary, was as rich in the experience that

served her purpose, as she was destitute of

misgivings and scruples.

Sir William, still drinking water, grew
practically an intoxicated man, dazed, to

begin with, in his intoxication, but at every

moment liable to a violent outbreak of his

disordered faculties. It was at this point

that he started for London with the acknow-
ledged intention of spending three or four

weeks there ; but he was pledged to return

to Whitehills in the end of June, in time for

Lady Fermor's ball.

Any one interested in the manoeuvre could

detect that Sir William went with Lady Fer-

mor's permission, if not at her instigation.

The last conclusion was the more likely, since

she had been heard to dwell with some testi-

ness on the stuj^idity of lawyers, even those

in greatest repute, and their common failure

in securing for clients the very advantages of

which they stood most in need, which would
be really available to them.

But what did Lady Fermor send Sir Wil-

liam to London for? Did she fancy that

knowledge of life and the world, was im-

peratively called for to finish Sir William
Thwaite's halting education ? Greenhorns
of young squires were wont to be sent up
from the country to have their eyes opened,
and learn how few people they could trust,

and what a " precious difficult " task it was
to take care of themselves. Were rides in

the park, and visits to Lord's, and running
the risk of being black-balled by a West-end
club, judged the proper materials for lending

a speedy polish to Sir William's original style ?

Did Lady Fermor's intention of bestowing her
grand-daughter on the gentleman induce her

to intrust him, of all people, with the delicate

responsibility of buying a birthday cadeau for

the heroine of the ball ? Left to such taste

and judgment what might it not be? A
hideously-set necklace, fit for a South-Sea
Islander ; a brooch and ear-rings as big as a
plate and a pair of cups and saucers ; a new
watch, which could be worn by an alderman ?

CHAPTER XII.—A HAND IN NEED.

The simple truth was that Lady Fermor
had counselled Sir William to run up in a
hurry to London, and, though it was the

season, to live as quietly as he could manage
it, not even calling at Messrs. Miles and
Dickinson's office, unless he felt bound to do
so, for he would have little enough time for the

business he had in hand, which was to take

private lessons from a dancing master. Lady
Fermor would furnish him, by the aid of a
friend, with the address of the best man for

his purpose. While he was about it, he might
as well go to a riding master and get a little

training from him also. With regard to the

last obligation. Sir William had the liking for

a horse which reigns in the bosom of ninety-

nine out of a hundred young men. Sir John,
as a matter of course, had kept up a good
stud at Whitehills long after he was incapable

of taking exercise on his cob, or having

anything farther to do with horses than

being driven out for a carriage airing. It

had been one of the first of his possessions

of which Sir William availed himself, and to

the credit of his courage and natural instincts,

he had neither come to serious grief, nor
made a notorious spectacle of himself. His
seat and hand might not be all that could be
desired; there might be traces of swallowing

a ramrod in the saddle as elsewhere ; still Sir

William did not look amiss on horseback,

while his attainments in this respect were
deserving of cultivation.

There is no one to tell what heart Sir

William carried to his studies in the fresh-

ness of early summer in London. Whether
he did not attack the first, mostly with spasms
ofshamefacedness and self-ridicule? Whether
he were not often tempted to- abandon it,

and find manlier and nobler teaching in that

great, wonderful world of stone and lime,

which he had not known hitherto, except in

the most cursory, one-sided fashion?

Only this is certain, that a strong, sweet

inducement was beckoning him on to submit

to what was like the binding and teasing of

Samson by Delilah, after she had subdued the

giant with the spell which he himself had
put into her hands.

At the same time absence and leisure for

reflection, since he was not capering in one
fashion or another all day, and all night to
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boot, did something to dispel the fumes of

the intoxication, under the influence of which

Sir William had rushed off to town.

He strolled many a night with his hands

in his pockets and a pipe instead of a cigar

between his teeth, where not a mortal knew
him, past houses in Piccadilly and Park
Lane, lit up that gentlefolks might hold their

revels. He pushed his way through the

crowds collected to stare at the carriages, as

they rolled up to the covered entrances and put

down the occupants—ofwhose fine feathers and
sparkling stones the mob had a glimpse while

the guests passed into the flower-lined halls

and went up the embowered stairs to the ball-

rooms, from which the music of brass bands
kept sounding. The fellows, Avho seemed still

more the masters of the situation than the

footmen, as they rid themselves of their crush

hats and other encumbrance, and proceeded

to join their partners, were perfectly at ease,

and had not been condemned to undergo
an absurd ordeal for a full-grown man, or to

feel hot and cold in such scenes, as he would
feel, even after he had taken lessons in danc-

ing. He hoped desperately Lady Termor
would not turn round and "peach," and Miss
Compton find him out. His heart swelled

with angry despair of ever feeling on a level

with born and bred jackanapes. It seemed
to him that he was going on the course and
entering the lists for the sweepstakes, with

such a mere shred of a chance that his failure

would be accompanied with the roars of

ridicule and shouts of derision which he had
often helped to raise on other courses. Yet
there were drops of blood in his veins which
gave him some title—as the squires of East-

ham had long ago admitted—to enter such
houses, where his acres and title put him, so

far as they were concerned, on an equality

with all, save those of the highest rank, in

these assemblies. In the process of becom-
ing a finished gentleman. Sir William was, to

a certain extent, disillusioned and rubbed the

wrong way ; so that when he returned to

Whitehills in good time, and found as the

fjrst thing that awaited him, a note in a shaky
old hand from Lady Fermor, to tell him that

Lord Fermor had been seized with one of his

attacks, and been so ill, that though he was
now better, the ball was unavoidably post-

poned for a month, he said to himself he had
known all along this was how it would end.

It was in vain that he had sought by
despicable eflbrts to cut the figure of a
monkey obeying the directions of an organ-
grinder, who did not even play his own organ,
and who put his scholar through his paces

as if he had never been drilled, as if he had
not been a drill sergeant in his own person,

and ended by finding fault with his step and
his carriage ! He was rightly served for his

folly. What a grin it would call forth if it

were ever known to his old comrades of the

barrack-yard ? for whom, though they were
rough chaps enough, he was free to own he
sometimes secretly sighed. He missed his

mates, among whom he had crowed, instead

of hanging his head and singing dumb. Where
was the good of a title and an estate if they
only made a man feel small among other
baronets and squires who had worn their

honours all their lives, to whom their grandeur
came naturally, who knew what to say and
do on every possible emergency ? Yet with

one notable exception, Sir William did not
see that the circle, the members of which
ought to be his associates, were so very much
better than their fellow-creatures after all.

Sir William put no faith in Lady Fermor's
assurance that the ball was only postponed
for a short time, since she v^'ould have Lord
Fermor as well as when the aftair was pro-

posed, before many weeks were over. She
could not make him live or die, though she

had driven rough-shod over many a barrier,

and stuck at little in her time. It sounded
heartless and profane in the old woman, who
had wound him round her finger, to pretend

to such power.

The young man was suffering from one of

the fits of reaction which beset many people

who have far less reason for them than he had.

His loneliness, which had haunted him in

town, struck even more coldly to his heart

when he returned to Whitehills. He was not

without invitations to his neighbours' houses.

Lady Thwaite and Lady Fermor were not the

only women in that part of the country who
decreed that Whitehills, even with Sir Wil-

liam into the bargain, was not to be despised.

Every woman with marriageable daughters,

from office-bearing, harassed ]\Irs. Acton,

who was as poor as a many-childed church

mouse, to Mrs. Hollis, of Thornbrake, who
was rich in her own right, and rich in hei

husband's, felt bound to cultivate the new-

comer for the good of womankind, so far as to

see what could be made of him. But Sir Wil-

liam, though he might kick against his subjec-

tion at intervals, remained loyal to his chief

patroness. In the present state of matters

at Lambford he would not go into company.

His unvarnished refusals, together with the

extent to which he had previously availed

himself of the Lambford hospitalities, tended

to confirm the rumour which v/as already
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afloat that, in newspaper language, there was

a marriage on the tapis between Sir WilHam
Thwaite and Miss Compton.

This gossip impaired one source of attrac-

tion—that of a disengaged ehgible young
man—but filled its place with another. It

would be interesting to see Sir WiUiam
Thwaite and Iris Compton together, and
judge if there were any truth in the story,

anything serious between the couple. To
think that a woman over eighty should step

in adroitly, while younger people held ba>ck,

in order to subject the prize to inspection, and
win it before their eyes ! Here was food for

excitement in a dull country neighbourhood,

while the question in suspense promised to

prove an important agent in filling the Lamb-
ford ball-room. Instead of a sprinkling of

reluctant guests, Lady Fermor, chuckling in

her sleeve, was in danger of being publicly

and privately assailed for invitations.

In the meantime, one of the two centres of

interest was utterly unconscious of the potent

charm with which she had been invested.

Her great friend, Lucy Acton, might have

given Iris some inkling of the truth, but un-

fortunately Lucy had been working day and
night to enable the female teacher in the

Rector's school to bring up her pupils to the

standard of attainment which should secure a

Government grant, and Iris was occupied

at home and less at the Rectory than usual,

at this date.

The military discipline which Sir William

had known, helped his sense of propriety in

holding himselfaloof from his servants. The
one' to whom he drew nearest was the young
groom w^ho accompanied his master in his

rides. This was an honest, sensible lad, a

countryman, born and bred at Whitehills. Sir

William and Bill Rogers were about the same
age, while Bill was mi fait with all the rural

knowledge, with which Sir William, brought

up in a town, proved scantily acquainted.

And a lad like Bill had at his finger-ends

the local annals of which his master was pro-

foundly ignorant. From a casual observation

now and then, the two took to chatting a

little together—quite respectfully on Bill's

part—about the crops and the crows, the colts

and the rabbits. Bill would venture to call

Sir WiUiam's attention to this farm, and tell

him there had been Wilkinses in it, folk said,

as long as there had been Thwaites in

AVhitehills. He Avould point to that mill,

the lease of which belonged to Sir William
also. It seemed but right the squire should

know what trouble there had been in the

miller's family, for the last two seasons, since

the miller met with the bad accident, when
his arm was caught in the machinery, and
his wife was of no use because of " a waste,"
while their eldest son had taken to drink.

Mr. Miles had striven in vain—as it seemed
to him—to awaken in Sir William sufficient

curiosity about his tenants, with whose in-

terests his own must be inextricably bound
up. He was new and strange to the place
and life, and he was still staggered and shaken
by the events and revolutions of the last few-

months. It was different now, or Bill com-
municated the information in a simpler,

more telling manner. Sir William Hstened,

asked questions, even went so far as to

certify some of Bill's narratives and make a
movement in connection with them. And
it must be said of Bill that he did not abuse
the influence of which he was not altogether

unconscious.

In other departments, even of his ownhouse,
the Squire of Whitehills continued terribly un-

social. He gave deep offence to Mr. Cum-
berbatch, the butler, by ordering his—the

squire's—meals to be brought into the library,

and by keeping a book lying beside his plate.

Sir William might think of his butler's feel-

ings, if he had none of his own. It was too

absurd for a fellow who had pipeclayed

his belts and cleaned his boots to make a

pretence of being "that scholarly." Why, the

Dean had never looked at a book for full

half an hour before luncheon, saying the

mere sight of print, hard on a meal, spoilt

digestion. As for reading during dinner, of

course he knew better ; he was a gentleman.

Even when his ladies were from home he

was sensible what was due to the table and
the wines—not to say to the cook and the

butler. But what could be expected of a

squire who drank water like a temperance
lecturer ? The Dean was an affable gentle-

man in proper quarters ; but Sir William had
not half-a-dozen words to say—except, as

Mr. Cumberbatch had heard, to that lump of

a lad. Bill Rogers. ]\Ir. Cumberbatch had
no fault to find with Bill ; but what could he

tell a gentleman that would be of use to

him ?

I\Ir. Cumberbatch was not a bad fellow

himself in the main. He could be just, he

could even be magnanimous. But he was full

of class prejudices, and he had not the breadth

of mind to comprehend that while he himself

might repel, even alarm. Sir William as an

old prig and humbug of a butler. Bill was Sir

William's contemporary, " a nice chap " who
would not have been more than " a cut above

Will Thwaite " in the old days.
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The long summer evenings tempted Sir

William to saunter, generally aimlessly enough,

beyond the park, along the country roads.

When he passed the way-side inns of Eastham,

the sound of skittles and jovial voices rich

in the inflections and idioms of the native

dialect, filled the air. But the only effect of

the lively turmoil was to hasten the w-ayfarer's

steps, and cause him to turn into more secluded

by-paths. There was one which led by a

high matted-together hawthorn hedge, one
tangle of traveller's joy and black and green

bryony. Beyond lay a long strip of under-

wood, prized as an excellent covert for game.

Sir William knew that to his cost. He
had happened to take a terrier, which had
attached itself to him, along the field path.

The seductions of scent had proved too

strong for the small animal. She had for-

saken her late love, and plunged into the

underwood, over a sluggish ditch and through

a hole which was by no means large enough
to admit her companion. Sir William had
hesitated to tear his way through, and face,

perhaps, one of his own indignant keepers. He
had fought shy of them, as he had fought shy
of his retainers generally. And the keepers,

especially, were down in the mouth with

regard to a master who, so far as they could

discover, had not asked a single question

about the state of the birds and whether
poachers were hard to grapple with on the

Whitehills ground. The keepers' importance
was as seriously threatened as that ofthe butler.

They were only dimly aware that Sir William
had in his day fired at game rather bigger

and less safe than partridges and hares. Nor
did they suspect that he had been testing the

truth of his aim at a target, and had inspected

all Sir John's guns with some interest and a

clear idea of trying his luck on the first of Sep-
tember, or whatever day was the law of the

land and the gentry.

In the meantime Sir WiUiam had stood
still and listened to a great hurry-skurry be-

hind the hedge, and such sharp yelps of

frantic eagerness and delight from Vixen, that

he was sensible all his whistling and shouting
would not bring her back. He feared that

dog-slaughter would take place before he
could prevent it, and before the perpetrator

of the act was cool enough to recognise the

intruder, and to realise that the owner of both
dog and game stood on the other side of the

hedge. However, there are consciences in

dogs, and Vixen awakened in time to a sense
of the folly and impropriety of her conduct.
She sneaked back with her eyes scratched
and watering, her nostrils full of sand, and

her coat stuck all over with dead leaves,

broken twigs, and seeded heads of grass,

presenting the usual disreputable look of a
poacher caught red-handed. Sir William
took care not to include Vixen in his further

rambles in the direction of Hawley Scrub.

He was alone as he strolled one memorable
evening across the meadow-land by the Scrub.

It was the loveliest hour of the twenty-four, at

the height of the young summer. The sun
had set, but the light was still clear, not only
in the west, where rose and purple had given

place to a pale amber, but in the rest of the

blue sky, bluer than at any other time, as

the corn in the ear and the leaves on the

trees were greener.

The trumpets of the greater bindweed
and the round faces of the moon daisies, al-

ready wet with dew, still stood out promi-

nently among their surroundings, but they

were rapidly assuming a character totally dif-

ferent from that they had borne at noon.
They were becoming ghostly as by moon-
light, and striking even an unimaginative

person with a vague impression of something
wistful, solemn, mysterious in their ordinarily

frank, familiar, cheerful beauty. Just so the

commonest, homeliest pieces of furniture

acquire an altered aspect when seen by the

strange lights and shadows of a solitary candle

in the hush of midnight orin the half-obscurity

of the grey dawn. As for the closed poppies,

like big blood drops, and the blue corn-

flowers, like clippings of the sky, they were

growing dim and indistinct in their deepening,

darkening colour.

Sir William had a love of nature, though he

could not have expressed his feelings on the

subject very intelligibly. He liked the look

of the place at this season. He liked the

occasional rustle and chirp of birds gone to

roost, and the fitful, drowsy notes of the final

evensong of the thrush, before the bird gave

way to its rival, the nightingale, which were

the only sounds that broke the silence.

Presently he came in sight of the waters of

a pond—looking steely blue as a stage to its

leaden greyness, when the night had fairly

fallen. Eastham was so great in ponds and
ditches, that it would have looked as if one
of its most distinguishing attributes were

wanting, if standing water, in some form, had
been long absent from the landscape. In

June, flowering rushes and flags formed a

suitable fringe to these ponds and ditches,

while the foriner were sometimes thickly set

with the great Avhite cups of the water-lily,

and the smaller stars of the water ranunculus.

But it was neither water-lily nor ranunculus
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that Sir William was staring at, when he drew
nearer the pond, and stepping through the

sedges, regardless of the slushy footing, gained

the brink ofdeep water. He had his eye on a

tuft of coarse grass, among which he believed

he discovered the tail of a water rat—yes, it

was a water rat, and if Vixen had been with

him, there might have been some splashing

and rare sport, for water rats had not been
much more in Will Thwaite's way than hares

and pheasants. Presently there was a splash-

ing, whatever might be said of the sport,

vdthout the aid of Vixen. Sir William's

footing gave way, and he fell into the water.

It was deeper than he had imagined, with

an oozy bottom which yielded to his weight.

In a moment the muddy water was far above
his knees, rising breast high. He was a fair

swimmer, and would have been safe in an
open sea, in moderately calm weather, for an
hour or more; but this small pond, when he
tried to strike out, was like a miniature sub-

merged forest, with roots of trees and bushes,

and a dense growth of water plants. He could

not free himself sufficiently to swim. He
was sinking deeper every instant. He could
still keep himself afloat, principally by resting

his chin on a convenient but slender willow

bough which reached his length, and by
clutching with both hands thrust into a

thicket of osiers invading the water. But he
could not pull himself up, from the nature of

the ground and the inefficiency of his sup-

port. He had cause to envy his decoy-duck,
the water rat, and to suspect he might perish

with as little grace as he and Vixen would
have granted to the denizen of the pond.

Sir William, though he had grown laconic,

was not slow to proclaim his case. " Halloa

!

As sure as fate, I'll be drownded," it is to

be feared he said, returning to his vernacular

in the exigency of the moment ; and with all

the volubility which the occasion required, he
shouted for help.

To his relief somebody answered him
almost immediately from no great distance.

" What's a-do ? Don't let go. There's no
danger."

The last statement sounded weakly flat-

tering, though it was uttered in a loud rather

deep voice, which might have proceeded from
a man's chest. But on Sir William's shifting

his chin by half an inch, he saw it was a

woman who was hastening towards him, and
did not feel surprised, in spite of his worship

of Iris Compton, that she should talk non-
sense in such a contingency.

" It's much you know of it," he protested

indignantly. " Run and fetch any man you

can find. Look sharp, if you want to save

me."
" That would be an uncommon clever way

of saving you," she retorted, still advancing
quickly towards him, " when father ain't at

home, and I don't know of any other man
within half a mile. Just do as I bid you.
Hold on like grim death, and I'll help you
out before you can say ' Jack Robinson.'
What business had you down dabbling among
them water docks? There ain't no wild

ducks' nests here, if that was what you were
after."

He might have answered her that he had
the right possessed by the monarch of all he
surveyed, but he contented himself with indig-

nantly forbidding her to come a step nearer

to him, as soon as he saw what she was
going to try. She had slid half-way through
the fringe of rushes, and was proceeding to

precipitate herself still farther, hanging for-

ward with one arm extended to meet his

clasp, and the other thrown round a sapling

willow which looked perilously slim as a sup-

port for both.
" I'll pull you down," he remonstrated.

" Do you want me to drown you, too? Do
what I told you."

" And do what I tell you, you great don-
key," she insisted unceremoniously. " Do
you mean to keep me hanging here all

night? I'll go bail I've as strong an arm as

you any day, unless you're as big as Dan'l

Bates. There, hold on to the bushes with one
hand, and give me the other. Try to get

your foot upon that patch of dock ; the

ground shelves there—I know every inch of

it—then spring. Didn't I tell you I'd fish

you out? Don't go to come over me with

your man's strength again."

Sir William found himself standing drip-

ping like a water god, if water gods are ever

slimy and green with duck-weed, confronting

a strong woman of his own age, and nearly

his own height, wearing a black woollen gown
and a red handkerchief knotted at her throat.

Her head was bare, and her ruffled, dark hair

was more conspicuous for its luxuriance than

for neatness of arrangement. She turned

upon him a brown face buxom even in the

weatherbeaten texture and tint of the skin.

The full red lips parted and showing the

white, glittering teeth, and the well-opened

grey eyes looking across at him with a bold,

blithe challenge, formed the most conspicu-

ous features.

His inspection and the thanks he was
beginning to utter were brought to a sum-

mary conclusion. " You'll have to come
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straight to our house— it ain't a hundred
yards off—and strip, and put on some of

father's clothes, while I'll throw yours into

a bucket. I'll rake together the fire, and

you'll swallow a nip of summat hot, or we'll

have you took with aguer before we're done
with you. Have you heard tell there's aguer

in them parts yet?"
He followed her without resistance into the

Scrub, which might have been an enchanted

forest for him, though he was a clownish

squire, and his guide the most primitive and
plain-spoken of princesses.

She stopped abruptly and faced round on
him. She had been glancing repeatedly at

him, and she found herself on the eve of a

discovery which arrested her. " Ben't you
the new squire, Sir William, hisself.'*" she

suddenly charged him, with a mixture of dis-

may, defiance, and lurking amusement. " I've

been out of the way, at the death of old

auntie at the Quarries, for the better part of

the spring and summer, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John, I have got into a scrape, and
no mistake ! " She hid her crimsoned face

for a second in rustic affront and alarm, as a

child might have done, then looked sharply

up and around her, as if she were preparing

to bolt from the consequences of her lack of

ceremony in saving the squire. Altogether

her behaviour showed a jumble of genuine
unreasoning mortification and alarm, with a

tremulous dash of diversion at the absurdity

of the situation.

He put it before her in a more satisfactory
' I was such an ass as to tumble into

that beastly hole ; and I believe that at this

moment I should have been lying at the foot

with my teeth clenched on a mouthful of mud,
if it had not been for your sense and pluck.

I'm no end obliged to you—that's about it,

though when I come to think of it, I don't

know that there is another human being to

say as much to you on my account. But
you'll take me to your place and do what you
can for me—won't you ?—like a kind soul

;

for, to tell the truth, I don't like to show be-

fore my fine servants in this guise." His
heart was warm with gratitude to his rescuer.

He had found free speech wherewith to ad-

dress the country girl, and under the influence

of his freedom, she gradually grew glib as she
was wont to be, with only a relapse now and
again into consternation—brightened by a
suspicion of a frolic, every time they became
silent. " What's your name, if I may make so
bold?" he asked, as if she were the lady and
he the servant. All the time, he was ex-

panding into communicativeness, under the

light

welcome consciousness of no longer feeling

daunted and depressed, forced to pick and
choose his words, as he had been for the last

six months. " What may your father do
when he is at home ?"

" Oh, I'm called Honor—Honor Smith
;

and father is old Abe Smith ; Abe short for

Abel. He has been one of the under-keepers

for a lot of years, so that I were born and
brought up at our cottage in Hawley Scrub
here. But father do be getting old and
losing favour with Waterpark,the head-keeper,

and my brothers did no good, but gave trouble,

and father—he were blamed for it. Ted, he
'listed ; and young Abe, he went off to Ame-
rica. Now, father and me—mother's dead
before I can remember—we're thinking of

going out, in one of them emigrant ships, to

join young Abe in the Back Woods. That
name sounds pleasant, don't it?"

CHAPTER XIII.—A HAIR OF THE DOG THAT
BIT HIM.

Abe Smith's cottage was a tumble-down,

picturesque, self-coloured lodge in the wilder-

ness. The interior failed to do credit to

Honor's housekeeping. Disorder reigned over

the articles, few as they were, in the family

room. The furniture was summed up in an

old oak table, which Lady Thwaite might

have coveted, though it was battered and

standing insecurely on three legs ; a conve-

nient deal chest, into which everything might

be stuffed ; a chair or two— that for Abe an

old arm-chair as black as the table ; a cup-

board with the door half off its hinges, ex-

posing the scanty supply of common coarse

crockery.

But the visitor had hardly time to look

around on inanimate objects, for, contrary to

expectation, the owner of the cottage was at

home. He knew Sir William by sight, though

Sir William could not profess to return the

compliment. Old Abe testified to his know-

ledge by the formality with which he stood

up, as fast as his stiffeningjoints would allow,

and removed his cap ; at the same time he

glanced with a flurried look at his daughter

for an explanation, which she did not delay.

Then Sir William received a considerable

shock as he listened to an entirely new ver-

sion of the accident.
" I was a-walking round the pond with an

eye for them plaguey ducks that wander all

the way over from Mistley Down, father,

when what should I see but the young squire

wallowing in the mire and water at the very

worst place, where Adams met his death.

Didn't I just run and cry, ' Your honour.
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mind what you're about; don't flounder an

inch farther, as you value your life, and I'll

do my best, which is my bounden duty, to

save you !' And, sure enough, I crept through

the osiers, and held on by one hand till he

gripped the other. You know I'm strong,

father, and Sir William's active, so we strug-

gled out of the water, and here we are."

Several times while she was speaking she

gave Sir William a half-cunning, half-comical

glance of warning and mutual intelligence, as

if she dared him to contradict her. Once,

when she passed close to him, behind her

father, as she was bustling about to make up
the fire, which was lying white in ashes, she

muttered so that Sir William only could hear,
" He'll like tliat way of putting it best."

But Sir WiUiam did not Hke it, and shifted

his wet feet uneasily. He was a truthful

man who had never " crammed " a comrade,

unless in the plainest chaffing. His sister

Jen would not have told a lie to save her

life. Perhaps it was a sign of their drops of

gentle blood
;

perhaps it belonged to a

higher order of gentility.

There seemed the less sense in Honor
Smith's easy fabrications, that her father

looked far more pacific than savage—not a

man to fly into a fury on a small provoca-
tion. He was behaving to his guest so defe-

rentially that it was difficult to separate obse-

quiousness from the deference.

Sir William amazed his host by absolutely

declining spirits of any description and defy-

mg the consequences ; but he was anxious to

have his clothes dried for the reason he had
given Honor. Here a difficulty presented
itself. It was not from her father that Honor
had inherited a splendid physique. He was
a little hairy man, who in his faded moleskins,
more tattered than patched, and weather-
stained fringed gaiters, looked shaggy all over,

like a creature of the wilds and the waters, a
badger or an otter, rather than an able-bodied
man. It seemed as if Sir William could have
put him into one of his pockets. No gar-

ment of Abe's would be of the slightest tem-
porary use to Abe's master.

"Dear sakes ! what are we thinking of ?"

cried Honor in scorn of her own slowness and
forgetfulness. " There's Uncle Sam's old regi-

mentals in the drawer of the chest. They're
the best we have to offer, sir; and Uncle
Sam was a big man, when he were alive, every
way."

Sir William pricked his ears at the word
regimentals, and then looked put out. What
a fool he was to mind a dead man's clothes,

though they were regimentals ! Very likely

they did not belong to any department of
the service he had known. What though he
had thought never to wear the Queen's livery

again ! It was a big lie that he had disgraced
it, beyond redemption, the last timehehad iton
in the square at Nhilpoor, when he wrenched
the stripes from his arm and flung them in

his colonel's face. He must put on the red
jacket once again, at a pinch, unless he cared
to be laid on his beam-ends with aorue, or

worse, smce his teeth were beginning to chat-

ter in his head.

Honor mistook the squire's hesitation.
" Uncle Sam's clothes are as good as new,"
she said a little huffily, preparing to pull out
what had been put away with some care in the

drawer of the chest. *' He were a good many
pegs above us, so that his toggery is a'most
fit for a gentleman. I have often been on
father to sell it right away ; but it do be a
kind of credit for us to have it, if it were only
to show that we hadn't all of us our backs
alius at the wall. And father there has a
notion that the things are lucky lying ready
for use, and that Ted may pick up and come
back some day as smart as them which 'listed

before him. That will happen when the Queen
axes us all to a snack, and a bed after it, at

one of the palaces. It will be as good as

airing them clothes, besides being a mighty
compliment, if you will take a turn in them,
Sir William, while I am cleaning your own suit.

Father and I will go out and leave you to

the fire and your own company, if you'll

please shift yourself before the floor is in a

swim."

It was clear Uncle Sam had been the

great man of the family, and that it was in

seeking to pay proper honour to the squire,

the uniform had been brought out for his

benefit.

Sir William, when left to himself, looked
with some agitation at what would have
awakened no interest in another man in his

place, if it had not excited amusement or

annoyance. He lifted up the difterent por-

tions of the dress with a kind of trepidation,
,

yet with yearning. It was all complete,

though a little old-fashioned. By what ap-

peared a singular coincidence, the rank of

Sam Smith, which he had not forfeited, must
have been the same as that to which Will

Thwaite had risen. There were the iden-

tical stripes of which he had made short work
in- his fit of frenzy. He had a glimpse ot

the old soldier's sword lying gleaming in the

half-shut drawer. Sir William dressed him-

self punctiliously, finding the clothes not far

from his fit. Then he looked in the little
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looking-glass which hung, for Honor Smith's

convenience, on the wall opposite the win-

dow—where a withered nosegay thrust into

the neck of a bottle stood on the sill. A
thrill ran through him as he regarded his

image in the glass. He felt at home in the

borrowed clothes. He took out the sword

and began to make the accustomed passes

with it. Ah ! that was a deal better than

jigging like an idiot to the prancing of

another idiot, who could not even play his

kit without the help of another man.
Sir William was disturbed by Honor's

knock at the door. He must be quick

about changing his clothes, if she were to

have them cleaned and even partly dried

before midnight.

Was there a spell in these old regimentals

which became Sir William so well, that he

had not to wait for Abe's respectful compli-

ments, since he saw with gratified vanity the

admiration which shone in Honor's great

grey eyes ? How long it was since his heart

had grown warm under the influence of a

woman's inadvertently betrayed admiration !

He was not very vain, but he was sensitive

to public opinion even on his looks. In. his

old estate he had been a favourite, rather

a hero, with women ; and though he had
shown himself particular in his taste, so as

to have been something of a rover who had
found no humble heroine, he did not object

to the hero-worship.

Lately it had chilled him to meet none
save critical eyes. He did not believe Miss

Compton had ever wasted a thought on his

inches or the colour of his hair—only old

Lady Fermor had ever made him feel that

she found him a well-knit, comely fellow.

He had not looked so gallant and gay, or

made himself so entirely at his ease, for many
a day. He sat at the fire and smoked with

old Abe, and heard dubious stories of poach-
ing scuffles, or told tales of a soldier's life, in

which Abe was interested for his son Ted's
sake, and because of gratifying memories of

the brother, who had been almost a gentle-

man in the under-keeper's eyes, and who
seemed to sit there again before him.

Sir William shouted thanks and jests

through the half-open door into the back
kitchen, in which Honor was so obligingly

at work on his clothes. After her part was
done, there was still the drying of the soused
garments, and that necessitated the guest's

further stay, and his taking a share in the

family supper, which was pressed upon him
with the unstinted hospitality of the host's

class.

The meal was composed of choicer fare

than might have been hoped for from the

rest of the establishment. There were cold
roasted leveret, pigeon pie, and poached
eggs. An explanation was offered of the

nature of the feast, with so little disagree-

ment between the speakers and so few break-

downs, that a more thoughtful man than Sir

William might have conie to the conclu-

sion the father and daughter were accom-
plished experts in such apologies. Abe had
found a poacher's snare with a leveret in it,

and he had taken care that the setter of the

snare should not profit by his success. The
wild pigeons had been brought down by
Ikey Mushet's sling. The boy meant no
harm, but he must be taught not to take

such liberties in future, as Sir William would
be shooting both the crows and the pigeons
for his own and his friends' diversion. The
eggs were plovers' eggs, which Honor had
gathered as far off as Mistley Down.

Sir William heard every word as if it were
gospel, and did not betray the faintest sus-

picion that he was eating savoury food of his

own providing—the game, pigeons, and par-

tridges' eggs which he paid a gang of men,
with Abe among them, for protecting from
all spoilers.

Sir William was good company on this

occasion. He was as much carried away
by reaction, old association, and the spirit of

defiance which was apt to arise in the man,
as if he had swallowed bumpers of strong

drink. He joked and rattled off camp ex-

periences. He proved a capital hstener to

the annals of the woods and fields. He was
gay and hearty, until he was nearly volunteer-

ing a song which had been the usual accom-
paniment offormer merry-makings. It seemed
as if his later dreams and the very image of

Iris Compton were for the moment swept

from his mind. At last the play was played

out, and Sir William, re-habiUtated in his half-

dry clothes, took a cordial leave of his enter-

tainers.

The fraternisation had been complete

while it lasted, and could not have astounded

others more than it did some of the par-

ticipators in it.

" Did you ever, father !
" protested Honor.

" If the squire ain't one of ourselves, I can't

tell who is. Why, he has been jack-fellow

alike and no make-believe with us, ever since

I brought him in like a drowned rat. He
is the right sort to fill old Sir John's shoes.

But won't he make the stuck-up ladies and
gentlemen stare? Ain't I quick to have been
and nabbed him in this way? Now we may
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laugh in Waterpaik's face. If we only go
on as we have begun, it may be ' change seats,

the King's come,' with you and he, and we
stepping into his grand cottage and no
'Merica for us after all, before the year is

out."
" And you maybe Lady Thwaite of White-

hills—is that the next thing ?" inquired Abe,

with mild scepticism and sarcasm, for he

stood in some awe of his daughter. " And
sure enough that will be when the Queen or

the Lord Mayor bids us to a feast, or when
the world comes to an end, as is much the

same thing. It's like it is turned upside down
already, when a chap like him, have got the

property. But don't you let your fancy cut

capers and get the better of you so as you'll

sup disappointment for your pains, Hon.
This here lad be come of the people, and no
mistake. He ain't the supercilly cut of a

gentleman, though the name be Thwaite and
he do belong to the tribe. But he ain't quite

one of us neither, not he, though he may
favour your Uncle Sam as were bound to rise

in the world. The squire couldn't take no
drink like a man, and as far as I could see

he didn't tell no crackers, neither one way
nor t'other, bouncing or sly, which if ever

man had a grand chance to do he had. It

would be like playing with fire to have to do
with he. You could never tell when you
had him or when you wanted him. He would
be off like a shot when you least expected
it. I ain't so cock-sure that there ben't the

making of one sort of gentleman in him, as

gentlemen goes, the sort as is blunt—may be
thin-skinned and peppery, but is as nice about
their word as if it was their nails or their teeth.

And when I come to think of it. Sir William
was as clean as a dook all over, like your
Uncle Sam, barring the mud he brought up
out of the pond. He may let us stay over
the autumn, till we take ship to 'Merica.

Waterpark can hardly have the face to make
a stand about trumpery hodds and ends, and
think for to turn us out at the last, when he
knows that you drew Sir William by the

'airs of the 'ead, as I may say, out of the pond

;

but that's all the good we're like to get of the

adventure, if you'll believe me for your own
good, my girl, and I am an old man. I should
know summat by this time of the day."

" Like enough, father," answered Honor
indifferently, as if she were getting weary of
the subject ; " but that's not to keep me from
putting in a claim to the squire's acquaint-

ance, and getting a guinea or a five-pound

note when I've worked for it. Maybe I'll

get more, maybe no," she added with a

laugh, " Are you going the round of the
walks to-night, when Luke Evans is to be at

the turnstile about two in the morning ? If

you go, I'm with you. I'm as fond of a rove
when timid folks is in their beds, as you can
be, or young Abe and Ted ever were."

" The more's the pity, lass," said old Abe
in a moralising vein, " though it do come
nat'ral to some women as to most men.
Your mother now, she were reared in the

Quarries, yet she took as easy to the woods
as a fish to the water. More by token her
brothers were the biggest poachers here
about, and Morry he were transported for

life, for his share in such a tussle as has
not been heard of since that day. Me and
Waterpark were in it, and I was in mortal
terror I should have to fire at Morry or bear
the mark of his bludgeon. There's no doubt
company's cheery," reflected Abe, going off

on a new tack, which yet had its link with the

former line of conversation; "wandering about
in the dark gets a thought creepy and sicki-

fying as a man wears up in years, and recalls

old mates and old frays."

Sir William, whose habits till now had been
as regular as those of any of " the Methody
parsons " to whom he was sometimes com-
pared, for the first time since his coming to

Whitehills, kept his servants up late without

previous warning.

Cumberbatch, who had constituted himself

his master's keeper, experienced real anxiety

on his account. When it was relieved by
the squire's making his appearance, the

sufferer could scarcely go so far as to take the

offender to task ; but he looked Sir William

in the face with such solemn reproach, that

the delinquent was impelled to explain. " I

stepped into a pond a good bit off, and had
to wait in a house till my clothes were dried.

No, I don't want any supper. No, I shouldn't

think of hot brandy-and-water. That will

do." Sir William Avas himself again, cold

and reserved. Will Thwaite, open-hearted

and reckless, had been left at the cottage by
Hawley Scrub. But the squire asked Bill

Rogers, during their next morning's ride, what
he knew of an old under- keeper and his

daughter living together in the worst cottage

Sir William had seen on his lands.

."They're a bad lot. Sir William," an-

swered Bill promptly, "leastways old Abe
ain't what he should be. Old folk will have it

Abe's come of a queer breed, being a far-off

shoot from them squatters as made free with

Eastwham when great part of it—because of

the water lying easy everywhere—was no man's

land, given over to the fowls of the air and
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the fish of the fresh -water seas, and to them
as Uked to catch them. I don't want to tell

no tales, but Abe's failings are piper's news,

and there's a score of his neighbours as will

let you know if I don't, while the man is

^oing for sure across the seas in the autumn.
The wonder is that he has been kept so long

;

but old Sir John—he took it into his head
after it were a bit muddled, that Waterpark,
the head-keeper, had a spite at Smith, and he
would permit no spites, would Sir John, save

liis own, which were his right like, he being
squire and master."

*' Is it certain Sir John was in the wrong?"
inquired his successor, as if he too were
jealous of his likes and dislikes.

" Well, sir, I would not go for to contra-,

diet you, ' replied Bill with sincere respect,
" but Abe connected hisself by marriage with

poachers notorious. That might have been
his misfortune more than his fault, but the

word went even before Abe's sons were half

grown, that he were in league with the poachers,

and connived at their snares and shots, in-

stead of fighting them fair as the other keepers

fought them. There could be no mistake
about Ted and young Abe, they soon made
the country too hot to hold them. I never
heard of a Smith as was a credit to the family

save Sergeant Smith, a brother of Abe's that

enlisted when he was in his teens, and did

good in foreign parts, and only came home
to die, before he was corrupted by the rest of
the lot."

" And what about the daughter. Bill ?
"

"Why, if you will believe it, sir. Honor,
the girl—that is as big and strong as one of

her brothers—have took up the trade too and
is as wild as need be. She had a bad up-
bringing. Her mother, such as she was,
died when the lass was in her cradle ; but
what finished her off, years and years gone,
was that a young chap with whom she kep'

company, had a hole drilled through his

shoulder, one September night, and were
taken up and died of the wound in Birkett

gaol. She's the strappingest lass going," Bill

said with some lurking admiration, " and I

don't say she ain't an honest woman. She's
kep' men at the staff's end—all but poor
Hughie Guild—and he would be a bold man
who would look soft on Honor Smith, or speak
sweet to her against her will. She's a regular
randy, nigh as bad as a gipsy. She's never
in the house save to cook her father's meals.
She ain't up to sweeping or charing, or even
dressing herself fine like other women, not
since Hughie met his end, and that is good
six or seven years gone, when she was a slip

XXV—12

of a handsome girl ; but the word goes she
can tramp day or night, and keep out of the
way when she's wanted, and set a snare, and
bring down a bird, and dodge and lie and
toss off a glass neat—not that I ever heard
tell of her being seen in drink—like old Abe's
self. That's all I've got to say of them
Smiths, if you please, Sir William."

The description did not please Sir William,
but he gave no sign. He vouchsafed an
explanation to Bill, as the master of the house
had offered an excuse to his butler, and he
drew an inference wdiich he had already
drawn more than once before. " I was in-

debted to these people last night, Bill. I fell

like a big baby into the pond near their door,
and the girl you speak of gave me a leg-up

—

when it was touch and go v/ith me, for I had
no room to swim—as if I had been the girl

and she the man. Of course you did not
know this when you spoke, and I didn't ought
to have asked you a question without telling

you first. But you understand I don't care to

hear the Smiths spoke badly of, after this."

" No, sir. I beg your pardon, sir. I hope
you believe me, I wouldn't speak harm of no
friend of yours, not if I knowed it, for my
wages twice told," cried Bill with genuine
regret, for he was quickly acquiring a warm
regard for his master.

But the servant's private reflection was,
" Why, to think of his making friends with
them Smiths, as if he were the forlornest

wretch in the kingdom ; and he Sir William,

and the squire of Whitehills, with half of

the gentlemen and ladies in the county ready
to strike their hands in his, I'll go bail, if

he'll only give them time I They may say

what they like of his smelling of the barrack

yard, and not of the hofficers' quarters there
;

either he's too good for this world, or one
sick of his lone position."

Afterwards the servants' hall at Whitehills

learnt all the details of the accident, as the

world below-stairs does not fail to ascertain,

in spite of the absence of direct information

from the fountain head, what that other

world above-stairs has been doing. These
judges picked up the additional iniormation

that Sir William had been over to see the

Smiths, once or twice, during the next fort-

night. Mr. Cumberbatch merely turned up
his nose in silence, and thought it was what
he might have expected, from a baronet's un-

seemly preference for a young groom over a
middle-aged butler.

Bill too was silent, but he groaned within

himself. " He ain't fit to take care of his-

self. Why don't some of his own kind, the
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kind he's in now, look after him ? There's

the old lady over at Lambford, what runs

after him as if she were a gal herself ; but

they do say she's a devil's himp if ever there

was one. Why don't Sir John's widder stay

here till he's served with a wife, or take the

squire to bide with her at Netherton?" ques-

tioned poor Bill unreasonably, and with a fine

disregard of the proprieties in the amend-

ment he proposed to institute. "I'm blowed

if I can tell for what the like of she is charged

on the estate, if it ain't to do for the squire

when he wants her. If I were my lady, I

wouldn't take my wages and give no work
for them," concluded Bill, rubbing down the

horse he was grooming with virtuous vigour.

Possibly Lady Thwaite's notion of doing

for Sir William differed slightly from Bill's,

but she was not without a conscience on that

point.

In the Suez Canal.

A SAIL THROUGH LOWER EGYPT AFTER THE WAR.
By lady BRASSEY, Author of " A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam,' " etc.

PART I.

^1 /'E left England on the 22nd December,
^ * 1882, travelling by rail to Marseilles,

where we picked up the dear old Sunbeam.
After delightful visits to Genoa, Spezzia, Leg-
horn, Elba, Rome, and Naples, we reached
Malta on the 7th January, 1883, and set sail

for Port Said on Monday, January the 15th.

We had a beautiful day for our start, not " a
southerly wind and a cloudy sky," but a bril-

liant sky and a westerly breeze, promising

us a quick and pleasant passage to Port Said.

The weather during the next two days was
perfect, and we glided along rapidly, in almost

smooth water, with every stitch of canvas set.

Nothing of interest took place, beyond sun-

dry shiftings of sails, made necessary by
passing squalls and variations of wind. I

was suffering a good deal from bronchitis,
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and was only able to come on deck for a

short time in the middle of each day ; so

that I got pretty well acquainted with my
cabin and all the little objects therein.

On Wednesday afternoon (January 17th),

things did not look quite so promising.

Though the wind continued fair, a heavy
easterly swell met us and caused us to knock
about a great deal ; and before dusk it was
evident that we were in for some bad weather.

The usual preparations were accordingly

made, the two cutters being taken on board,

top-masts housed, reefs taken in all the sails,

and canvas coverings lashed over skylights.

Our expectations were justified ; for a terrible

night followed, the easterly gale breaking on
us with all its fury, carrying away our fore-

boom, and lifting one of the gigs out of the

davits, though it was subsequently recovered,

with its bows stove in. The anchors were

taken in off the rail, sail was still further

reduced, and we remained hove-to all the

next day (Thursday, January iSth), shipping

continual small seas with occasional big ones,

though only one or two were of great account.

The catastrophes in the china and glass de-

partment were numerous and rather serious,

the stewards having been deluded by the

fine weather into the belief that the usual

precautions might safely be dispensed with.

The carpenter put the finishing stroke to the

various smashes by tumbling off a stool, on
which he was standing to screw up a skylight

more firmly, right on the middle of the

centre table in the saloon, destroying every-

thing on it, including a globe of gold fish,

some favourite white china ornaments of mine,

and numberless other things ; to say nothing

of breaking the table itself and the lamp
above. Everybody was miserably ill. In
the middle of the night, Tom, looking very

worried, anxious, and tired—as well he
might—came down to discuss what was to

be done. It was somewhat difficult to de-

cide, or, rather, there was not much clfoice,

for there was too much wind to scud, even
had we been inclined to turn ha.dk. ; it was,

of course, impossible to beat and so keep
on our course, and there was, therefore, no
resource but to continue to lie-to. It was
a safe, though a most uncomfortable arrange-

ment ; for every time the yacht was put about
she shipped a certain amount of sea, though
nothing of any serious consequence. The
gale might last three days, or even more

—

horrible thought !—or it might break in the

morning : so we agreed to wait till the sun
rose and see what change that might bring.

We were at this moment near Adria, some-

where about the spot where St. Paul was
driven up and down for many days. Tom
reminded me of the fact last night, but I do
not think it afforded me any consolation,

though my own feelings made me understand
more fully what must have been the apostle's

sufferings in a much smaller and less comfort-
able vessel than our own.

Friday, January \c)th.—By daylight, things

looked brighter, as they often do when the
gloomy night is past ; the worst of the gale
was over ; and by mid-day we were able to

get up steam, and head towards Navarino,
Where we anchored safely about eleven o'clock

at night, to the great thankfulness, joy, and
comfort of all on board. Have you ever been
hove-to in a gale ? If not, you cannot ap-

preciate the rest, the peace, and the grateful-

ness of heart with which you find yourself in a
well-sheltered harbour when all is over, and
are able to sink peacefully off to sleep.

Navarino, the ancient Pylos, is a splendid

harbour, surrounded by rocks and mountains,
which, covered with snow, present a beauti-

ful panorama to the eye, but render the atmo-
sphere bitterly and almost unbearably cold.

It is an interesting place on account of the

many naval battles that have been fought here

in all ages. The Island of Sphacteria, which
shuts in the harbour's mouth, is the supposed
scene of Byron's " Corsair." Here was fought

the celebrated battle between the Athenians

and Lacedaemonians, so ably described by
Thucydides, of whose narrative Professor

Jowett has given us an excellent translation.

Many other battles of minor importance took

place near Navarino during the war of Greek
Independence. Then, in the fifteenth cen-

tury, the Venetians took possession of the

place, and built a fort, after which it was
perpetually changing hands between them,

the Turks, the Greeks, and the Egyptians.

But, in 1827, occurred, perhaps, the best-

known battle—that between the Enghsh,

French, and Russians on one side, in aid of

the Greeks, and Ibrahim Pasha" and the

Turkish fleet on the other.

The town of Navarino is not much to look

at from the sea. Our men, who have been
ashore, describe it as a place with " nothing

to eat, nothing to drink, nobody to speak to,

and all the men in petticoats." I was still a

prisoner, with a very bad cough, but Tom,
the children, and the doctor, who went ashore

soon after breakfast, described the scene as

most primitive :—herds of long-haired pigs

careering about the streets, a cow being

slaughtered in the middle of the public place,

the post-office established in a cowshed, and
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guarded by two ruffianly-looking men, with

no knowledge of any language, except a sort

of modern Greek patois. The male inhabi-

tants, truly enough, were all in full white

petticoats and gaiters, similar to those worn

by the Albanians. There is a nice little fort,

garrisoned by a commandant and a hundred
and ninety soldiers. This officer kindly

showed Tom and the others all over the

place, including the prison, where there were
a great many men in irons, confined in one
large courtyard, containing, however, numer-
ous huts or sheds, forming separate dormi-

tories. The commandant was a Spartiote,

and spoke with the greatest admiration

and affection for the English nation. The
children brought me a mandoline, a curious

jug, a pretty long-haired little pig, almost

as small as my Bow Island favourite, and
^several other offerings, from the shore. The
pig is the quaintest little animal imagin-

able ; he sits up like a dog, and was dis-

covered after lunch to-day comfortably en-

sconced among the pillows on the sofa. He is

.about half the size of my favourite old pug,

Felise, and has very sharp teeth of his own.
The weather this afternoon had apparently

cleared up, the wind was fair, and as we should

be under shelter of the land for some distance,

•we decided to take a fresh departure. Very
.pretty indeed the harbour looked as we sailed

slowly out past the islands, one of which
-contains a most curious natural arch. Two
steamers had called during the day, and
had remained for a few hours ; so that I

. suppose there must be some sort of trade

here, quiet as this dead-alive place appears

to be. No sooner were we outside the

harbour than the gale seemed to burst upon
•US with redoubled fury, though by this time

the wind had changed its direction and was
fortunately trom a favourable quarter, and we
were therefore for a time in smooth water,

. and went tearing along before it. Once out

of the shelter of the mainland, it was a very

different story. We encountered terrific seas,

of a peculiarly pyramidal form, which threw
us on our beam-ends, stove in the side of

the other gig, strained the davits, and
loosened the rail, besides doing other damage
on deck and below. Everything on deck
was set swimming, and in the nursery too :

for some clever person, after all had been
rsecured for the night, thought it so fine and
•smooth while we were under the land, that

he opened two of the skylights, the result

•of which was a perfect deluge this morning,

when we shipped one of these big seas,

frightening the poor maids out of their wits,

and completely inundating everything. The
contents of the lockers where the children's

boots and shoes are kept, were washed out,

and floated about the floor in some eight

inches of w^ater.

Matters did not improve as the day wore
on ; and we continued to roll and pitch

violently, shipping seas at intervals, till we
got under the lee of Candia. Then at last

we had a little comparative peace and com-
fort, and were able to shake some of the

reefs out of the sails and to try to get things

into a somewhat better state once more. By
six o'clock the wind fell so light that the

mainsail was lowered and steam was ordered
to be got up; but scarcely had the order

been given when the breeze came, and we
were rushing along before it, and heeling

over at an angle which made it very difficult

to get about ; though, being still under shelter

of the island, the water was perfectly smooth.

Past experience had, however, made us

cautious, and everything was prepared for a
further spell of bad weather, though this time
our precautions were happily unnecessary.

The rest and comfort of that night to all on
board can scarcely be imagined, after the

troubles and anxieties of the last few days.

Monday morning dawned fresh and fair,

with a light northerly breeze, favourable for

carrying us on our course, but bitterly cold,

making me cough more than ever. I do not

know when I have had such a bad attack,

and have spent so much time in bed on
board ship.

I am afraid I have not given you a very

grand or graphic description of the storm,

which was really magnificent as seen from the

deck. Below, with all skylights battened

down (well secured with canvas and ropes), I

passed most of the time, not so much in bed
as lying on the leeboard (such was the

angle at which we were heeling over) tightly

wedged in, with Moonie as a companion, my
berth being nearer the centre of the ship than

the nursery, and consequently a trifle steadier.

Then all the three dogs came and crouched

down beside us, horribly frightened, poor
things, whenever a worse roll or lurch than

usual came and pitched them violently from
their places. Baby was never ill for a single

instant, and wandered about, trying her best

to be a small ministering angel to all the

sufferers. A capital little nurse she made
too, getting, or trying to get, everything that

anybody wanted. Notwithstanding sundry

tumbles and bruises, and the fact that every-

body was ill and there was no one to look

after her, she kept up her spirits very well.
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It was of course impossible for her to go on
deck, but occasionally she joined our little

party on the bed for an hour or so. It was
very depressing work lying there, more or

less in the dark, listening to the crackings

and creakings around us, and hearing the

water splashing about on deck, and not

knowing what would happen next. Two or

three times the sea struck us so heavily, and
we took so much water on board, and the

yacht seemed to struggle and stagger to such

an extent, that I thought we must be going to

the bottom. Tom, who was on deck at the

time—as indeed he is almost always—told me
he had experienced exactly the same fears.

All depended on everything holding together

;

for if any important rope had given way, or

a skylight or companion had been broken in,

nothing could have saved us. How thankful

we were that we had started with new sails

and ropes, so that at the end of the gale we
found only two or three unimportant spars

carried away, two boats stove in, and the

rail and davits slightly damaged ! The Sim-
beam, although a beautiful sea-boat, is rather

too heavily sparred for such gales and really

awful seas as we have lately encountered.

The following morning was rather finer

;

but I was too ill to get up, and remained
in bed all day, feeling very wretched. The
wind was shifty, though light and fair. I do
not know what we must have looked like to

the very {QVf steamers we passed or met.
All our sails were set, and the rigging was
hung full of carpets, curtains, quilts, blankets,

and clothes, which had suffered from the

effects of the last few days' soaking. It is

wonderful what an amount of salt water these

things will stand, if they are really good to

start with. Towards evening the wind
dropped very light. We accordingly got up
steam at midnight and steamed on and on
through a dull and sandy sea, with occasional

catspaws of breezes, till we reached Port Said

soon after midnight on Wednesday, January
24th.

Thursday, Ja?iuary 2^th.— Early this

morning we had many visitors on board and
began to repair damages. Our foreyard was
sent down, and the sail unbent from our fore-

boom, while the boats were got into the water
and were taken charge of by Captain Fairfax,

who had kindly offered to send them on
board the Alonarch to be repaired. A
very small midshipman came to fetch them
—so small that I oftered him cake and wine,
and then sent him round the ship with
Moonie and Baby to see all the pets ; treat-

ment which I tear he must have thoudit

rather infra dig., as I found afterwards that

he was much older than he looked and had
rather distinguished himself during the recent

warlike operations. On the occasion of the

seizure of the Suez Canal, armed with a

large cutlass, almost as big as himself, and
in command of twelve blue-jackets, he
landed and took possession of the office of

the Suez Canal Company, told M, de Lesseps'

employes that he was not going to stand any
nonsense, and kept them in their quarters all

the livelong summer day. Very long and
very hot an Egyptian summer v-lay is too.

I am agreeably surprised with the appear-

ance of Port Said, which has greatly im-

proved since we were last here. There is a

nice square with a fountain and flowers,

where the band plays daily, and a very com-
fortable hotel (the Hotel de France) which

has replaced the excellent old Hotel des

Pays Bas.

Friday, January 26th.— We went with

Captain Fairfax and several other officers to

the top of the Dutch House this afternoon,

and had the plan of the recent operations ex-

plained to us. The country being so flat, it

is very easy to see the whole at a glance : the

town at your feet—Lake INIenzaleh, covered

with wild fowl and fishing-boats. Fort Ghamil
in the distance, and the ships going up and
down the Canal for many miles. The late

Prince Henry of the Netherlands was per-

suaded by M. de Lesseps to build this beau-

tiful house as a speculation, for a hotel, at a

cost of from ^^120,000 to ;^i 50,000, M. de

Lesseps promising to do all sorts of things to

improve the surroundings by making gardens,

roads, &c. The hotel was good (I speak from

experience, as I stayed there when last here),

but the speculation was bad. When the

hotel utterly failed, M. de Lesseps offered

p{^2 5,000 for the building, a little more than

he had charged Prince Henry for the land

some years previously. His executors—one

being the King of the Netherlands—said they

would rather blow the whole place up with

dynamite than let it fall into his hands. Our
Government stepped in at the nick of time,

and purchased what must prove a most va-

luable property, whatever happens. It is a

fine well-built house, standing on a large

plot of land, with extensive out-buildings and

offices surrounding a court-yard, with large

verandahs on either side, affording protection

from the sun, and perfect ventilation.

The only four horses available out of the

six in Port Said had been placed at our dis-

posal , and on these. Captain Fairfax, Tom,
Mabelie, and I, accompanied by the two
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children on donkeys,

started for a ride

through the Arab
town, past the liglit-

house, and along the

sea-shore to Ghaniil,

the last rebel fort that

surrendered to the

Khedive, or rather to

the British sailors and
marines under Captain

Fairfax and Captain
Bosanquet. Our way-

lay along the sandy
shore close to the sea,

and reminded me of a
ride I had often taken

on the north-west—in-

stead of the north-east

—coast of Africa, from

Cape Spartel to our
frequent camping-
ground in the neigh-

bourhood of Tangiers.

The sand was smooth
and hard, the shells numerous, the fetch of

the sea considerable, the swell far pleasanter

to look at than it would have been to feel

the effects of, the waves crisp and curling,

rimning in long curves up the shelving shore,

and forming what looked Hke a series of

huge pearly oyster shells from the South-Sea

Islands, as the freshly wetted sand reflected

all the exquisite tints of the bright sunlit sky.

Ours was rather a different ride from the last

that Captain Fairfax had taken, when he went
out with a body of blue-jackets and marines

(whose camp, which they occupied for three

months, we rode through on leaving the town)

to seize Fort Ghamil. The expedition started

over-night and arrived

near the fort at 3 a.m.,

when the men lay down
for an hour to prepare

for the attack which they

expected to hnveto make.
In the meantime the men
from the fleet, which had
anchored off the Island,

opposite the fort, the pre-

vious night, were landed
v.'ith considerable diffi-

culty, several boats being
nearly upset in crossing

the bar at the entrance to

the narrow channel, which
had not been surveyed,

and with which they were
not familiar. But there

/!
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intelligent companions than is possible at

present. He was much interested to hear of

our visit to Constantinople in 1878, and of

some of the Sukanas having come on board

the yacht, and the opinions they had ex-

pressed on this and other subjects.

Saturday, January 27//^.—In the morning

we had steam up, and were all ready to start

at nine, but were so hemmed in by steamers

of all sorts and kinds that it was almost im-

possible to extricate ourselves.

Privellegio Bey came to see us. this morn-
ing. He speaks English very well, and is a

brave little man. When the war began he

was at Suez, and was ordered by the Khedive
to take his ship to Alexandria, which he pro-

ceeded to do. At one of the stopping-places

on the Canal, Arabi sent some soldiers to

seize the ship, the crew of which sliowed a
disposition to fraternise with the rebels; seeing

which Captain Privellegio rushed among
them, first alone, but soon followed by a few
of the men who remained faithful, shot some
of the mutineers, put others below hatches,

forced the engineer to steam ahead, and with

the very few hands available got fairly through
the Canal and saved his ship.

As soon as we got outside, we found the

wind blowing fresh and rather shy : but the

sea was' quite smooth until after we had
passed Damietta. Then it became rough
and unpleasant. The usual precautions of
reefing, housing topmasts, getting boats in-

board, and battening down with canvas, were
taken, and we had a bad night of it again,

tossing and tumbling about, but still going

Alexandria from the Sea.

very fast, which was some consolation. In
the morning things were much worse, every-

body was more or less ill, and I confess that

when Tom came down and woke me, to an-

nounce that we were still thirty miles off

Alexandria, that the wind was dead ahead
and blowing a gale, with a nasty cross sea
(the latter being a fact of which we were all

only too well aware), and that there was no
hope of reaching Alexandria until to-morrow,
my heart sank within me, and poor little

Muriel, who had begged to be allowed to sleep
with me, looked most piteous. Soon after-

wards Tom came down again to say that the
wind was increasing, and that even ifwe could
beat to Alexandria, which was impossible,
we might have to lie off that port for two
or three days. The question therefore was

whether we should heave-to where we were,

or run back before the gale 120 miles to Port

Said, the nearest port. I felt greatly tempted
to say "run back ;'' but I resisted and did not.

Presently there was a tremendous report, and
a crash which made the yacht shiver from

stem to stern, and caused me to wonder, with

some anxiety, what could have happened.
The jib-boom had carried away. There was
a good deal of wreckage to clear, but this was
done as soon as possible, the ship was put

about, and we were soon running at great

speed and with comparative comfort towards

Port Said, where we arrived at 4 a.m. on
Monday, all pretty well tired out. There
was a general turn in, and not much was
seen of anybody until after mid-day.

In the afternoon we went for a ride with
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Captain Fairfax. This time our way lay

through another quarter of the Arab town,

where a market was being carried on with

great animation, and along the side of the

Canal between it and Lake Mareotis.

There is not much variety of choice in

the rides about here, surrounded as the place

is by sea, lake, and canal. The ground

was nice and soft after the rain of last

night, and we galloped along and soon caught

up a steamer—one of the Wilson line—going

up the Canal, and rode alongside her for some
time. Then we turned and cantered back,

admiring the graceful lateen sails of the dhows

as they flew across the lake to Damietta, look-

ing like white water-fowl with their wings-

spread. On the other side there were a great

many flocks of real wild-fowl and swans,

geese and ducks, besides rose-coloured fla-

mingoes, and sea-birds of many descriptions.

Just as we got near the town, it so happened
that a party of Arabs, in the brightest coloured

garments, were selling the cargo of five or six

fishing boats—by a sort of auction apparently

—with a good deal of noise and gesticulation.

There were fish of all kinds and sizes, and
the scene was altogether very picturesque

and interesting. We watched it for some

Fort Pharos,

time, as the carts and hand-barrows, the
panniers of the mules and donkeys, or the
small baskets of the women and children,
Avho walked gracefully a\vay with them on
their heads, were gradually filled.

The Iro7i Duke and the Orient both
passed here this evening, one going up and
the other down the Canal, in which there is a
great block just now, thirty-six ships having
been stopped for five days by the grounding
of the Brcconshire. It is lucky we did not go
up to Ismailia in the Sunbeam, and thence to

Kassassin and Tel-el-Kebir. We thought of

doing so at one time, but were recommended

not to make the attempt, on account of the

delay which so frequently occurs in the Canal

;

besides which the expense would have .been

enormous, owing to the high dues, which fall

very heavily on non-cargo-carrying ships.

Next morning, at eight o'clock, we again

started for Alexandria, the Motiarch leav-

ing the port at the same time for firing prac-

tice. Directly we got outside, canvas was set,

and we had a delightful sail on a really hot

day—the first since we left Malta, Towards

evening it fell calm, and we got up steam.

Our progress was so rapid that the engines

were slowed, and we passed a really quiet
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Alexandria from Pharos.

night, going half-speed only, so as not to get

to the Aboukir Forts, which we wished par-

ticularly to see, too early. We passed quite

close to them, and then steamed all along the

coast, by Ramleh, past the forts of Pharos
and Aida, of which we had heard so much,
to the narrow intricate entrance to the har-

bour of Alexandria.

IVedficsday, January t^isL—In the after-

noon we went for a drive with Captain Fitzroy,

through the arsenal—where the Egyptian
soldiers saluted us with great respect—to the

fort of Ras-et-tin, where the evidences of the

destruction caused by the bombardment, in

the shape of guns dismounted and completely
overturned, great holes in the walls, and
other effects of the iron storm, were very
striking. It is wonderful that some of the

projectiles did not penetrate the magazines,
which are full of English powder, shot, and
shell, of the latest and m.ost improved kind,

accumulated here during the last five years.

We collected some small relics, of which
there was no lack, and then drove on to

Pharos, the site of the celebrated lighthouse
that was once one of the seven wonders of
the world, but of which no remains are now
to be seen. A great Arab sheikh was buried
here many years ago, and no European was

afterwards allowed to

visit the sacred spot

under pain of death, or

even to go on to the spit

of land on which the

present lighthouse
stands. Since the bom-
bardment, however, we
have taken the matter

into our own hands, and
free access is allowed to

the fortress surrounding

the lighthouse, which latter edifice escaped
a single shot. In the fort, all the guns
that were not dismounted and destroyed

at the time have been spiked since. Here
the destruction caused by our shells is almost

as great as at Ras-et-tin. One of them burst

inside the mosque containing the sacred

tomb ; another penetrated a sort of niche, or

what we should call a side-chapel, and partly

buried itself in the opposite wall, without

bursting.

From Pharos we took one of the saddest

drives imaginable, through ruined Alexandria:

almost as sad as our drive through Paris

immediately after the Communist insurrection.

In fact, the state of things here was in some
respects more deplorable ; for in Paris the

fury of the mob was more especially wreaked
on the public edifices, while in this city both
public and private buildings have suffered

alike, and thousands of innocent people have
been rendered houseless and homeless. The
splendid square is, as you know, a heap
of ruins ; but the terrible and widespread
desolation in all parts of the once beautiful

city must be seen to be fully realised. Of
whole groups of houses, not one stone has

been left standing on another; while in other

l)laces one house has been taken and its
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next-door neighbour left, having marvellously

escaped destruction by some unaccountable

chance ; the relics of its former grandeur, in

the shape of blackened walls and sculpture,

and iron balconies, twisted and partly dis-

solved by the heat, only serving to show how
beautiful it had once been, and how melan-

choly a contrast its present condition oft'ered.

The effect of the little huts, booths, and
shops, erected among the ruins that are

piled up in the centre of the square to make
room for the traffic, is much the same. There,

where once were beautiful gardens, now stand

miserable hovels, .hastily put up to shelter

the poor homeless wanderers ; and also, I am
sorry to say, some very disreputable liquor-

shops and dancing booths, which it is to be
hoped will shortly be done away with. Their
owners took advantage of the general con-
fusion to establish them ; but I think it

will not be long before they are diseatah-

lished.

I returned on board the yacht early ; tlie

others went for a long walk to see more of this

miserable destruction, caused, as in Paris in

1 87 1, by traitors from within and not by foes

from without. Captain Bloomfield, Mr.
Routh, and Mr. Crosse dined with us, and
told us a great deal about that terrible Sunday
massacre, which was the beginning of the
rebellion. If only the Europeans had been
warned and armed, so as to have been able

The Square at Alexandria.

to make a stand, I believe the ruffianly

cowards would have run away at once.

Captain and Mrs. Bloomfield had been
lunching on that day with Captain Fitzroy,

and had sent their children in the carriage to

hear the band play. Returning on shore,

Captain Bloomfield, whose house is near
the port and some distance from the town,
heard that something was wrong and went
off at once to see what was the matter. Of
the fearful events of that afternoon you have
of course read, but I fear they were ten times

worse than the published descriptions lead one
to suppose. The villains had chosen their

time only too well—the day on which all the

resident " giaours " were in the habit of

taking their weekly holiday, their favourite

amusement being a drive in an open carriage

and pair—a britzka, or small barouche, with

a hood, of which there are a large number
for hire in Alexandria. The drivers, and,

I am afraid, the donkey-boys were in the

plot, and brought all their fares down the

main street. Opposite a particular coffee-

house, v/hich was the rendezvous, the ruf-

fians stopped the carriages, brol-ie in or tore

down the hoods, beat the occupants to death

with clubs and sticks, and threw their bodies

into the streets, the drivers meanwhile sitting

quietly on their boxes, and when all was over,

driving away
;

perhaps—who knows ?—to

pick up another freight and conduct them
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incrinto the same trap, to meet a like bloody and
untimely end. Captain Bloomfield, as cap-

tain of the port, being in Egyptian uniform,

and happening to meet a friend, managed,

by by-ways, to reach the British Consulate
;

but could hear nothing of his children, either

there or anywhere else. With great difficulty

he got back to his own house, and en-

deavoured to re-assure his wife, though he

himself suffered the most intense anxiety.

Between nine and ten o'clock the children

returned, Captain Bloomfield's private coach-

man having behaved with great fidelity and
discretion. Finding that no band was play-

{To be Continued.)

and that tliere were symptoms through-

out the city of a general eineiite. he drove
them oft' to a friend's house, where he
secreted them and the carriage in an old out-

house till the worst of the horrors were over,

and then managed to make his way to his

master's residence by quiet and unfrequented
streets. Fancy the joy of the anxious parents

on finding their loved ones, whom they had
almost given up for lost, once more safely in

their arms ! I could fill pages with heart-

rendincr stories and accounts of hairbreadth

escapes on the same occasion, which I

heard since our arrival here.

have

PUBLIC DUTY.
By R. W. dale, LL.D. (Birmingham).

WHEN the eternalWord and Son of God
became flesh, He revealed the sacred-

ness of human life; its sacredness, not merely

in its direct relations to God, but in its rela-

tions to that natural order and social environ-

ment by which it is disciplined and developed,

and in which it exercises its affections and
virtues. In translating us into the kingdom
of heaven, He does not separate children from

parents, husbands from wives. He takes up
the Family into the diviner order, and so

consecrates it. He does the same for industry

and commerce, for literature and science and
art. Christ does not pronounce them common
and unclean ; He makes them His own and
transfigures them, by declaring that in all

these pursuits men are to do the will of God.
Nor does He call us out of that social and
political order which is necessary, not only to

the prosperity, but to the existence of nations.

On the contrary He affirms the sacredness

of civil authority, and enforces civil duties

with new and divine sanctions. As there is

no conflict between the Divine Kingdom and
the Family, neither is there any conflict

between the Divine Kingdom and the State.

Christ does not suppress the Family, but

purifies and ennobles it. Christ does not

suppress the State, but inspires political life

with a nobler temper, and directs it to higher

ends ; He makes loyalty the religious duty of

subjects, and under penalty of the divine

displeasure requires rulers to be just.

Unhappily this conception of His work has
never yet been firmly grasped by Christendom.
In the corrupt ages of the Church, men
thought that the Family was not divine enough
for the perfect life \ and there are many Chi is-

tian people still of the opinion that political

activity is inconsistent with saintliness.

There are the clearest indications in the New
Testament that the distrust and antagonism

which have so long existed betweeen the

Church and civil society began early. The
apostles had to insist with great energy on the

duty of submission to secular governments

;

and this is an indication that many of the early

converts to the Christian faith were disposed

to think badly of kings and magistrates, and
to dispute their authority. It was not easy,

indeed, for Christian men and women in

apostolic times to believe that "the powers

which be are ordained of God," and to regard

civil government as part of the divine order of

the world. Idolatry met the Christian man in

all public places. Heathen gods received the

homage of the State. The Roman Emperor
was the high-priest of Paganism. Why should

the sons of God, the heirs of immortal

glory, acknowledge the authority of rulers

who were in revolt against the divine autho-

rity ; who often persecuted those who were

trying to obey the divine will ? What claim

had secular rulers, secular laws, secular in-

stitutions on their allegiance and respect ?

The presence of Jews in most Christian

Churches during the first century embittered

antagonism to the empire. It was the custom

of the apostles to begin their evangelistic work

in the synagogue ; in many Churches converts

from Judaism constituted the majority of the

membership ; the old vision of an earthly

Messiah, with armies and fleets to assert His

power, had vanished, or was vanishing, but

the Jewish hatred and scorn for Gentile rulers

remained. The Churches were infected by
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the fierce, reckless, revolutionary spirit which
was hereditary among the Jewish people.

Peter, therefore, affirms with great strength

the duty of obeying the secular authorities.

" Be subject to every ordinance of man for the

Lord's sake,"

—

as pati of the obedienceyou owe
to Christ,—" whether it is to the King, as su-

preme, or unto governors, as sent by him for

vengeance on evil-doers and for praise to

them who do well."

Paul tells Titus to "put" Christian people
" in mind to be in subjection to rulers, to

authorities, to be obedient, to be ready unto

every good work,"

—

to everyform ofservice to

the State, which the hnvs and the magistrates

7-eqiiired.

In his Epistle to the Romans, Paul de-

velops more fully the Christian conception

of the secular organization of society. The
Church is not the only institution that has

the divine sanction : the State is also divine.

Csesar, the provincial governors, the city ma-
gistrates, all "the powers that be," are " or-

dained of God." Church rulers derive their

authority from heaven : so do political rulers.

The)', too, are "ministers of God's service."

Christian men are therefore to submit to

them, not only in order to avoid civil penal-

ties, but'' for conscience' sake," for " he that

resisteth the power withstandeth the ordi-

nance of God."
Christ had anticipated all these apostolic

precepts in His reply to the malignant ques-

tion of the Pharisees and Herodians,— " Is

it lawful for us to give tribute unto Caesar or

not ?" " He perceived their craftiness, and
said unto them. Show me a penny. Whose
image and superscription hath it ? and they

said Caesar's. And He said unto them, Then
render unto Csesar the things that are Caesar's,

and unto God the things that are God's."
" Render to Ccesar the things that areO

Ciaesar's." The precept was suggested by a

question about tribute. In its original refe-

rence it enforced the duty of paying taxes.

Paul describes the levying and collection of

taxes as a divinely appointed function of the

civil magistrate. This throws quite a new
light upon "Committee of Supply," upon the

Budget, upon the office of Chancellor of the
Exchequer, upon Income-tax Commissioners
and Custom-house officers, upon the unwel-
come documents which we receive from the

overseers of the poor and the collectors of

rates and taxes. We are to pay " tribute
"

because civil rulers are " ministers of God's
service, attending continually upon this very
thing." The tax may be excessive, unfairly

levied, unwisely or unjustly spent ; if so, the

civil rulers are doing their work badly, and will

have to account to God for their injustice or

their folly. We may try to set them right

;

in a country with a free constitution, and
where private citizens have a large responsi-

bility for the acts of the government, this is

a duty. In extreme cases—when, for in-

stance, a tax is levied by an arbitrary exercise

of power, and in violation of the recognised
rights of the nation, or when a government is

so corrupt and tyrannical that the primary
objects for which the State exists are not

secured—there remains the power, perhaps
the duty, of resistance and revolt. But a

wise nation will suffer much before it resorts

to measures of violence, and good men will

be slow to come to the conclusion that the

powers which are " ordained of God " have
lost the divine sanction.

There are some people—honest enough in

all their private affairs—who seem to think

that a tax or a rate is a claim to be evaded.

Paul makes tax-paying a religious duty—
"the demand note" of the collector is backed
by the divine authority, and countersigned by
the divine hand. What happened when Ana-
nias and Sapphira made a false return to the

apostles, who were " ministers of God " re-

presenting the Church, we know. It ought

to warn us against making false returns to the

Income-tax Commissioners, who, according to

Paul, and according to the whole Christian

conception of secular society, are " ministers

of God " representing the State. The tax may
be vexatious, it may be unequal, but while

it lasts we ought to return every farthing of

our income " for conscience' sake."

The same obligation holds in relation to all

other claims. The Custom-house officer is

one of the " ministers of God," and to evade

lawful duties is to evade a divine claim.

On the ^ther hand, Christian men in Par-

liament, overseers, members of town councils

and of local boards should remember whose
servants they are, and should levy taxes and
rates justly, and expend them wisely and fairly

as the representatives of the authority of God.

But we have not discharged the duty of

rendering to Caesar the things which are

Caesar's when we have paid rates and taxes.

In many countries the State requires all men
of adult age to serve for a definite number of

years in the army ; in addition to contributing

money to pay for the defence of the country,

they have to defend it themselves. We have

no military conscription in England, but our

constitution requires that very large numbers

of men should give a considerable portion of

their time to certain national and municipal
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duties ; if they refuse to do it the whole system

of government breaks down. As long as jus-

tice is administered by an unpaid magistracy

men must consent to spend dismal hours on
the bench. As long as our local affairs are

under the control of local authorities elected

by the rate-payers men must consent to serve

on town councils, to be members of watch
committees, markets and fairs committees,

finance committees, gas committees, water

committees, and the rest; and they must
consent to accept the mayoralty. Other men
must be willing to serve on school boards,

and others to act as overseers and guardians

of the poor. iNlen who discharge these duties

pay a voluntary tax levied on personal ser-

vice. It is a tax which must be paid by
some one, and every man has to determine

his own share.

As long as we are governed by two
Chambers a member of the House of Lords
has no more right to neglect his legislative

duties, than a policeman to go off his beat

before his time, or a bricklayer, who is paid

for ten hours' work, to work five hours and
sleep or smoke the other five. It is true

that most of the men who have to serve in

the Upper House inherit their responsibilities

by birth and were never asked whether they

would bear the burden of legislation or not.

But this does not reheve them from their re-

sponsibility. I\Iany of the gravest duties of

every man are duties which came to him in

the same way; a man's duties to his parents

and to his brothers and sisters are just as

binding as if he had undertaken them volun-

tarily. Nor is it enough for an hereditary

legislator to discharge his duties as well as he
is able ; he should try to make himself able

to discharge them well.

In the House of Commons a man sits by
his own consent, and the obligation to dis-

charge the trust he has received from his con-

stituents is too plain to be ignored. A man
who uses his position in that House to pro-

mote his private interests instead of the

interests of the nation, is guilty of a flagrant

moral offence; he is as guilty as a solicitor

who uses for his own purposes the money he
has received to invest for a client. But
men may also be guilty of neglecting duty
who refuse to enter the House. It is plain

that the State has claims on the services of

those who are able to serve it most eff"ectively.

Where there is political knowledge, political

sagacity, the power ofcommanding public con-
fidence, leisure to discharge Parliamentary
duties, there is some reason to think that a
Hian is in possession of " the things that are

Caesar's
;
" it is possible that in refusing to

stand for the House of Commons he is de-

frauding his country, defrauding it as really

as if he had returned his income at two
thousand a year, when he ought to have re-

turned it at ten. This is a question for a
man's judgment and conscience, not for his

personal tastes and preferences. It would
hardly do for a mau to refuse to pay his debts,

and to plead in self-defence that paying debts

was extremely distasteful to him, and that he
found it more agreeable to his personal in-

clinations to spend his money in other ways.

Civil authority is a divine institution. The
man who holds municipal or political office

is a " minister of God." One man may have
just as real a divine vocation to become a
town councillor or a Member of Parliament
as another to become a missionary to the

heathen. In either case it is at a man's peril

that he is "disobedient totheheavenly vision."

The divine right of kings was a base corrup-

tion of a most noble truth ; so was the fana-

tical dream about "the reign of the saints."

We shall never approach the Christian ideal

of civil society, until all who hold municipal,

judicial, and political offices, recognise the

social and political order of the nation as a

divine institution, and discharge their official

duties as " ministers of God."
But in this country the responsibilities of

government are shared by the people. The
great outlines of national legislation and
policy are laid down, not in Parliament, not

in the Cabinet, but at the polling-booths. It is

the electors who make war or maintain peace,

who repeal old laws and pass new ones, who
interfere, justly or unjustly, between landlords

and tenants, masters and servants, parents

and children. Those who abstain from voting

determine the national policy as truly as those

who vote. The responsibility of the Parlia-

mentary franchise cannot be evaded.

I sometimes think that municipalities can

do more for the people than Parliament.

Their powers will probably be enlarged ; but

under the powers which they possess already

they can greatly diminish the amount of sick-

ness in the community, and can prolong

human life. They can prevent—they have
prevented—tens of thousands of wives from

becoming widows, tens of thousands of chil-

dren from becoming orphans. They can do
very.much to improve those miserable homes
which are fatal not only to health but to de-

cency and morality. They can give to the

poor the enjoyment of pleasant parks and
gardens, and the intellectual cultivation and
refinement of public libraries and galleries of
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art. They can redress in many ways the in-

equahties of human conditions. The gracious

words of Clirist, " Inasmuch as ye did it unto

one of these my brethren, even these least,

ye did it unto Me," will be addressed not only

to those who with their own hands fed the

liungry, and clothed the naked, and cared for

the sick, but to those who supported a mu-

nicipal policy which lessened the miseries of

the wretched, and added brightness to the

lives of the desolate. And the terrible rebuke,

"Inasmuch as ye did it not unto one of

these least, ye did it not unto Me," will

condemn the selfishness of those who refused

to make municipal government the instru-

ment of a policy of justice and humanity.

If, years ago, the Christian people of the

metropolis had insisted on having an effective

system of municipal government, and had
worked its powers vigorously, the " Bitter Cry

of Outcast London " need never have been

heard. Now that the cry has come to them
the churches will never be able to remedy the

evil apart from the action of municipal

authorities. Medicine, and not the gospel

only, is necessary to cure the sick. Municipal

action, and not the gospel only, is necessary

to improve the homes of the poor.

In some countries liJie local authorities

corresponding to our mayor and town
council, are appointed by the Crown. The
duty of appointment is a difficult one ; the

central government can never have all the

knowledge necessary to appoint wisely. With
us the duty of appointment is thrown upon
the rate-payers, and the duty carries with it

grave responsibilities.

The municipal and political franchise is a

trust ; it is to be used, not for private but for

public purposes. If in appointing an ambas-
sador to Paris, St. Petersburg, or Berlin, the

Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary

were influenced by improper motives ; if they

appointed a man, not because they thought

that on the whole he was the best man avail-

able for the post, but because he was an old

friend ; or if they recalled one ambassador and
sent out another on the ground of personal

pique, and to gratify personal resentment

;

or if a man obtained the appointment by
giving splendid entertainments to his political

patrons or friends; it would be a public scan-

dal. If he obtained it by a bribe—by a bribe

given in any form—by a heavy subscription,

for instance, to the election fund of the

Carlton or the Reform Club—it would be a

public crime.

But the same moral laws that "overn the

exercise of political patronage. govern the

exercise of the franchise. If in a municipal

or a political contest, you vote for a man for

no other reason than that he is a friend or a

neighbour, and it would not be pleasant vo

disoblige him ; or because the rival candidate

passed you in the street without speaking to

you, or omitted to invite you to a dinner

party, or forgot to tell his wife that your
daughters were to be asked to a dance:

—

this is a clear violation of public duty. If you
vote for a man for no other reason than that

he has subscribed to a hospital, or a school, or

a church, in which you happen to be inte-

rested, or because he sustained your appli-

cation for some pubUc office ; if you refuse to

vote for him because he told the manager of

the bank of which he happens to be a direc-

tor to refuse to increase your " over-draw,"

or because he gives you no orders for coals

or meat :—this is positive corruption.

According to the divine order civil autho-

rity is necessary to the existence of civil

society. Civil rulers are " ministers of God."
But they are not designated to their office by
a voice from heaven. In this country the

sovereign and the peers inherit their position

by birth ; the rest have to be selected, directly

or indirectly, by those who possess the fran-

chise. It is surely a part of God's service to

determine who shall be God's "ministers,"

and for the manner in which we discharge

this service we are responsible to God. Not
to vote is to act the part of the unfaithful

servant who hid his talent in the earth and
made no use of it. To vote corruptly is

felony ; it is to appropriate to our own pur-

poses what we have received as trustees for

the town or the nation.

Those who are in the habit of speaking of

political life as though it were unfriendly to

all the pursuits and interests of the kingdom
of Christ, and who therefore decline to dis-

charge all political duties, are strangely incon-

sistent. If a municipality proposes to open
libraries or museums on a Sunday, many ex-

cellent Christian people become greatly ex-

cited and strain all their influence to prevent

what they regard as a desecration of the

weekly day of rest ; but they do not seem to

believe that members of a town council have
to do the will of God on Monday and Tues-

day as well as on Sunday, and that Christian

ratepayers ought to elect the men who will do
it. If a parliamentary oath is to be abolished

these devout persons sign petitions and make
speeches against it : for a professed atheist

to get into Parliament seems to them a ter-

rible scandal in a Christian country;, but many
of those same persons regard the actual busi-
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nes3 of Parliament as so remote from the

province of religious duty as to make it a

very "worldly"' thing for a Christian man to

interest himself in politics. If this is a true

account of political life, then all the members
of the House of Commons ought to be
atheists. I pronounce no judgment in this

place on either of these measures. It may
be the duty of Christian men to insist that

municipalities shall refuse to open libraries,

museums, art galleries, on Sunday ; it may
be their duty to insist that Parliament shall

refuse to permit a man known to be an

atheist to take the oath. But it is rather

odd and not quite intelligible that those who
regard politics as the special province of the

prince of this world, and who ordinarily shun
all contact with political life for fear of losing

their spirituality of mind, should now and
then become zealous politicians in order to

protect the interests of the Christian faith,

and to maintain the honour of God. If

political forces are so incurably evil one
would suppose that the defence of the king-

dom of heaven would be the last purpose for

which Christian men would be willing to

use them. They pray for kings and magis-

trates ; but if politics are so fatal to Christian

fidelity, kings and magistrates are past pray-

ing for. They enjoy— apparently without

any qualms of conscience—all the advan-

tages of municipal and national government

;

but if municipal and political activity is

ruinous to the souls of all who engage in it,

Christian men ought to decline the personal

advantages which are bought at so fearful a
price.

Paul has taught us a nobler and pro-
founder theory of politics. " The powers
that be are ordained of God," for the main-
tenance of public order, for the protection of
life, of property, and of personal freedom.
Civil rulers are " ministers of God," and their

service is necessary to secure the great ends
of civil society, the diffusion of material

comfort, the accumulation of material wealth,

the cultivation of the intellectual life of the

race, the transmission from generation to

generation of the discoveries of science and
the triumphs of art. Apart from civil society

some of the noblest and most generous virtues

could never be developed. Through the

Municipality and the State, as well as through
the Family and the Church, the infinite right-

eousness and goodness and mercy of God
have provided for the discipline of human
perfection. The true duty of the Christian

man is, not to forsake municipal and political

Ufe because it is corrupt, but to carry into

municipal and political activity the law and
the spirit of Christ; to resolve to do his pa:t

to secure for his fellow-townsmen and h:'s

fellow-countrymen all those blessings which
a municipality and a nation, justly, wisely,

and efficiently governed, can secure for them
;

that so " the powers " which are '•' ordained

of God " may fulfil the purpose for which He
ordained them, and the divine will be done
by civil rulers on earth as it is done by
angels and the spirits of the just in heaven.

SWING-SONG.

SWING ! swing

!

Birds in the budding wood, birds on the

wmg
Fill sweet soft air with carolling

;

The woods no more contain their glee,

Joy brims over on every tree

In a flutter of leaves hilariously.

Swing ! swing !

Early primroses awake from sleep.

In many a dewy dale they peep
;

Lo ! populous land, far field and grove,

Unreal as yonder clouds that move
In labyrinthine drifts above !

Swing ! swing !

Anemone-flakes of a veined snow
Lie over the sunny herbs below,

Lie over brown bents, woven and wet,

Where yellow-eyed white violet

With moss and strawberry hath met,

Swing

!

swing

!

Spring waves her youngling leaves for token

Dark winter's deadlier springs are broken
.;

The firry roofs, with low sea-sound.

Welcome to their calm profound

The dove's long call in a love-swound,

Swing ! swing

!

Baby-boy lies on a sisterly arm

Of little maid Mary, safe from harm,

Little boy Willy will push the pair,

Hark ! how they laugh as they rush through

the air !

All the young world lauglis, oh, how fair !

Swing ! swing !

KOOEN NOEL.



CROWS AND SCARECROWS.
By JAMES PURVES.

FIRST PAPER.

POETS, for poetic reasons, despise the

crow, but I, for prosaic reasons, am
fond of the bird. In the Celestial Empire,

and many other places not so far afield, he

is a bird of ill omen, and to the poets he is

one of ill fame. Bailey, it is true, in his

" Festus," puts a hearty song in his praise

into the mouth of a student :

—

" He loves the fat meadow, his taste is low,
He loves the fat worms, and he dines in a row,
AVith fifty fine cousins all black as a sloe ;

"

and so with gusto the student concludes

—

" It's a comfort to feel like a great black crow."

It is said in ordinary phraseology, " straight

as the crow flies," or " as the crow flies,"

but the crow does not fly so straight as is

supposed. It knows better, and wings its

way hither and thither in a good flight of

inspection, "blown about the skies," as Ten-
nyson says.

The crow is a bird of all weathers, is ever

on the alert and wide-awake, and never
wastes its time. It is the most prosaic bird,

and deserves a good word from prosaic mor-
tals. You find the crow in our city streets

at daybreak. You can ever count upon
a " good day " from it. It is the farmer's

friend, as the worms and grubs could testify

if their voices could be heard, and it is the

embodiment of what a good agriculturist

should be—its eyes are ever on the fields.

Its flight is tireless, and confidence is heard
in its chattering voice. And it is something
to its credit and its self-denial that it never
sings, for Mr. Darwin tells us that it pos-

sesses the proper apparatus. No other bird

is so socialistic in habits, and none is so con-

servative. Where once it nests, it for ever

nests. It weds for life ; and it is almost
alone in the bird world in knowing no law
of divorce or separation. But it is the bird's

attachment to one spot that makes it lovable

to ordinary mortals : its preference for one
dump of treesover all other trees in the world

;

its fondness for trees near a river, on a

height, or near to an old manor-house or

ruinous tower or gateway. At nightfall it

flits about ruins like the ghost of the former

owners, and associates itself often with the

destiny of families. To me this is not only

poetic but unselfish.

Every time I pass a rookery I am in love

with the deep murmuring noises of the crows
;

it is the music one likes to hear on a large

estate and near to a country house. No
noise falls so full of home associations and
so gratefully on one's ears as the early

clamouring calls of the dusky birds circling
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round and round the rookery the first morn-

ing one awakens on returning home from

foreign lands. They then speak to us

not only of our own childhood, but of that of

our fathers.

Theirs are the homely and careless

noises that endear them, like rustic voices

and parish dialect, to a native. Home-
liness is as great a merit in a bird as in an

author, and the crow never loses its modesty.

The crow's homeliness is probably the result

of its fallen estate ever since it has followed

in the wake of civilisation, and of its indis-

creet little tatding of Coronis to Apollo when
the god blackened him over and gave him
one note to sing of. It imitates the strut of
man, whom it ever lives in sight of. There
is some human interest about a bird that is

known to have fed its blind companions, that

leads a club-like life, and fiercely repels in-

truders and pecks them with its black bills,

as effective as our black balls; and that

builds in trees, in streets, and in the midst of
London, at Kensington Palace and in Hol-
land Park, and in Coates Crescent in Edin-
burgh. Yet its solemn walk and sable look

In Holland Park.

would almost make us believe it appreciates
the value it adds, in auctioneers' language,
to the advantages and amenities of a family
residence.

No landscape is complete without a line
of crows. Look around you anywhere in the
country, be it the flat lowlands, the hilly

slopes, or the grey links
; you will find the

black line winging the homeward flight when
all other birds are silent, or pillaging in a
sheep field, or a stubble field, or following
the plough in dark dots. Crows are every-
where, and they bring with them the serious-
ness northerners love. They are birds ofXXV— 13

^

rainy weather, and every wet day you are

almost certain, in a country walk, to see them
on the move and hear their wings slowly

flapping heavy with rain, and to notice how
their dull voices harmonize with the grey
sky and the brown fields. In summer they
make the air eloquent with their loud din,

and the evenings are drowsy with their dark
bodies " athwart the concave of the dark
blue dome." Our scenery is everywhere
coloured with them. Their sober blackness
brings out the colour of the loam, the deli-

cate tints of spring, the mellow ripeness of
autumn, and the dead of winter. They
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are the commentators 011

our seasons. They make
turesque contrasts, and

our scenery and
a world of pic-

nowhere do they

look out of place. They fit in naturally

wherever they alight.

They are the field preachers, and preach

one sermon from different texts, and the

sermon consists of a repetition of one word,

"Work, work, work;" the letters, on being

transposed, spell the bird's name. At what

season and in what moral sense do we not

find this bird in solemn attendance ? They
are associated with the solemnities of life.

In autumn's early nightfall one looks and
listens, and is impressed with the natural

completeness of another day as it is rounded
off by their homeward flights, by their

nearer and nearer approach in blackening

shadows until the air is filled with their

clamouring calls. It is an evening pastoral

that well-nigh brings one's heart, if not to

his mouth, at least somewhat near it ; for

the love that is associated with one's own
parish steeple, the vesper bells, and the

evening sounds of a rookery around one's

old home, is part of one's nature, and part

of one's life, at the best. It is the pathos of

parish life.

Individually the crow may not possess a

sweet voice, but col-

lectively they pro-

duce musically en-

gaging sounds. No
other sound like a

rookery at night-

fall appeals so

strongly to one's

imagination. And
only one writer has

done justice to

this homely English

picture

—

Gilbert
White, the father

of the English

prose pastoral. He
talks—in words so

charged with
realism and beauty,

they are still a per-

fect model—of the

crows "returning at

night, exerting their

voices, and mak-
a loud caw-

\'

uig

ing which, beinc

blended and softened by the distance that
we at the village are below them, becomes a
confused noise or chiding ; or r:.«ther a
pleasing murmur very engaging to the imagi-

nation, and not unlike the cry of a pack of

hounds in hollow, echoing woods, or the

rushing of wind in the tall trees, or the
tumbling of the tide upon a pebbly shore.

When this last ceremony is over with the last

gleam of day, they retire for the night. A
little girl used to remark that the rooks were
saying their prayers."

This pleasing murmur, very engagjng to

the imagination, soon sets it at work, and
one looks and listens and asks himself a
number of questions :—though unauswerable,

one's imagination finds food for thought.

Their voices then become softer, and they

do not continually call about work, work,
work, but rather play,' play, play. Are
they going over the roll-call, or comparing
notes of their day's foraging, and arrang-

ing for to-morrow's routes; or are they

indulging in scandal and paying visits to

each other's nests, or boasting of the worms
they have pounced upon, or criticizing the

farmers and complaining of the weather, the

ploughmen and the field scarecrows ; or are

they, like little children, crying themselves
asleep ? One won-
ders and wonders in

vain. It is music to

be heard only in

the plains or fields ;

and I like the crows
the more because
they follow the

ploughshare and sel-

dom haunt moun-
tains or hills where
deer run wild and
man cannot live.

Bailey was not wide
of the mark when
he made the student

sing of the com-
fortable feeling of

the big black crow.

The crow, except

in frosty weather,

is always well to

do and comfort-

able. And what

other bird knows
Sunday so well •''

(71; be continued?j



EDWARD IRVING.

PART III.

WHAT with a new doctrine of atonement,

in which tiiere was no bargain made and
no price paid, but only a union of fallen

hum^n nature with the divine which was to

redeem it ; and also lectures on the second

coming of Christ to do for the world what the

Church had failed to do,—what with these

and other novelties in her brilliant but ec-

centric son, the Kirk of Scotland was sorely

troubled, and wist not well what to do.

The more zealous Presbyters rushed into

newspapers and magazines, while others

began to furbish up their learning and get

ready grave treatises. Of the former class,

one whose zeal was surely not according to

knowledge, confounding the name of a heresy

with that of a heretic, wrote something to the

effect that " Monothelos himself" had never

said anything worse than the minister of

Regent Square Church. If Irving had only

had Carlyle's great laughter he might have
made rare mirth of that. " Monothelos "

might have been as famous as the " gig-man"
or Professor Teufelsdrockh. But he could

not make fun of the ignorance of the kirk

whose learning he had so often lauded to th%

Cockneys. His mother church clearly stood

in doubt of him, and began to hold aloof.

She was slow indeed to take any action

against one who gave such lustre to her

name in the metropolis. But her orthodoxy

must be above suspicion, and while she did

not know much about the Fathers, and
shrank from possible ridicule about " Mono-
thelos," she had a shrewd suspicion that

Irving would have to be dealt with by-and-

by. If he would only do something or say

something which could be easily handled by
plain common sense

!

That something they had not long to wait

for, and this time the impulse came from

Scotland itself, the very home and citadel of

orthodoxy.

The late Thomas Erskine, of Linlathen,

though a lawyer by profession, was essentially

a theologian, and one of the subtlest minds
that have dealt with the finer questions of

rehgious thought in these latter days. He
was, I believe, the real reviver of that school

which in the seventeenth century was w^orthily

represented by Cudworth and John Smith
of Cambridge, and in our own day by
Maurice and Robertson of Brighton. With
him were early associated John Macleod
Campbell, minister of Row, and Alexander
Scott, son of the minister of Greenock, and

as yet only a probationer or preacher. Grow-
ing dissatisfied with the prevailing theology,

and feeling out for somethinar deener and
more real than the legal fictions on which the

people were mainly fed, they had specially

their doubts about the received vi^vv of

atonement, though they did not take Irving's

j

way out of the difficulty. They did not see

how infinite divine love could be subjected

!
to the limitations of predestination, nor yet

!

how God could form a scheme to propitiate

[

Himself by giving His Son for that purpose,

which seemed to make a schism in the divine

;

unity. Altogether, they were feeling that

the old Puritan arm.our did not fit them well,

and that they could nowise fight the battle

in it with any hope of success. But they still

worked at the atonement as the central point

which needed better elucidation. They still

held to the notion of faith in a doctrine rather

than in a person, as Irving had learnt to do.

Among other questions, then, which rose

out of the religious fermentation now going

on among the green wooded slopes of the

Gareloch, that of miracles ere long assumed
a rather startling shape. For the mere story

of wonders done long ago, on which the

authority of the Bible was made almost ex-

clusively to rest, did not seem to help

people to believe, seemed even to make
faith a little harder. But if a miracle were
actually wrought before one's eyes, that

would be a very different matter, one might

look then for some notable results. Hither-

to the Church of Rome alone had laid claim

to a continuity of the miraculous gift, which

all Protestants rejected, sometimes for reasons

which came perilously near those of the

sceptic. But now it began to be asked,

what right divines had to assume that super-

natural powers were only temporary and for a

specific purpose ? Who could say at what

time they died out ? And supposing they

had actually disappeared, w'hat if it were

only because the needed faith had first de-

parted from the Church ? Was not the gift

of the Holy Ghost specially a power to speak

with tongues, and to work wonders of healing

in the name of Jesus ? And if these were
" the last days " and the second advent were

near, as many surely believed, might we not

reasonably hope that, as in the days of

Moses, and afterwards of Elijah, and finally

of Jesus, so now also this power would return

to the Church for the convincing of gain-

savers, and establishing of the faithful ? On
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these lines a good deal of conversation

went on, and also some preaching, which

were followed, by-and-by, by some remark-

able phenomena in Row and Rosneath.

Humble and pious women were seized by an

apparently irresistible impulse to speak in

strange unnatural tones, and sometimes what

they said was ordinary enough ; at other

times, to the hearer at least, it was the

merest gibberish ; but the speaker called it

an unknown tongue, and said that it " edified

herself." Several people also rose in a mo-
ment from long sicknesses, and were healed

of their disorders, as they said, by merely

believing that they were healed. The facts

were clearly verified ; the parties were quite

incapable of deception, and naturally enougli

there was no small stir about these things.

When tidings of them came to Irving in

• London, they set him at once upon the same
quest. They fitted exactly into his present

line of thought : and were the very kind of

facts needed to give him strong assurance.

If only they were vouchsafed to his congre-

gation, what a revival of religious life he
might look for in London ! Henceforth,

therefore, lectures on Daniel and the Apoca-
lypse alternated with expositions of the four-

teenth chapter of ist Corinthians. Thus men's
minds were pr&pared for wonders, and the

expectations of course tended to produce
them. Their thoughts were in a state of

extreme tension, electrical with hope of the

marvellous, and it was simply a question of

lime when the phenomena would appear.

Irving himself never tried to work miracles,

or to speak with tongues, in all humility con-

fessing that this faith had been denied to

him. But very soon the excitement produced
its natural crop of enthusiasts in Regent
Square Church, and there were scenes there

which sorely troubled the douce and steady

Scotchmen who came to hear speech of reason,

and not unintelligible ejaculation. At first

'• the tongues " were mostly confined to the

women, which ought to have made the

minister pause, and take time to think of

vi'hat Paul had said on that subject. After-

wards, however, the male competed with the

female part of the congregation, and both of
them in the end shunted the clergyman into

a siding. Of course, as in Scotland, there

was no sort of deception. Of course, when
put duly to the apostolic test, they all con-

fessed Christ without reserve. All the out-

cry against them, as if they had been only
a set of hypocritical pretenders, merely
shows how shallow v/eie those who judged
them, how ignorant of human history and

psychology, and how unfit to guide men's
minds during a time of fermenting religious

thought. Every student of history knows
that, in periods of religious excitement, ab-
normal phenomena are apt to appear. We
meet them in the Middle Ages, and we have
seen them in our own time. Only some
score of years ago, many who went to " re-

vival " meetings in Ireland and Scotland
were mysteriously " struck down," by an
inexplicable fit, out of which they emerged
by-and-by with a feeling of light and peace,

and a full conviction of its supernatural

character. There was no deception on their

part ; the thing was owing partly to mental,

and partly to nervous excitement, and to

that kind of infection which will set a whole
company yawning if only one begin. Of
course, such phenomena are obscure just

because they are so far abnormal, but they

are not therefore supernatural. And the
" power," as it was called with a kind of awe,
was not one whit more or less mysterious

than " the fits " ^ye can remember at those

revival meetings.

Irving has himself described these doings
in certain papers which appeared at the time
in Frazer's Magazine, and there is no difli-

fulty in believing all he says, except as to

the final conclusion, that they were of divine

origin. At that point we pause, and have
to consider whether the thing uttered had
any divine quality in it. There were, then,

two forms in which the supposed spiritual

afflatus expressed itself. The one was the

properly " unknown tongue," which I have
never heard spoken, but of which I have
come across two specimens in writing. Of
course, one can make nothing of it, as it was
only supposed to edify him who used it,

which one will hope it did, for it is of no use
to any one else. There are a great many
vowels in it, and only a sprinkling of the

more liquid kind of consonants, as you
might expect to find in a mere ejaculation.

When read aloud, I seem to hear in it a
frequent echo of Greek terminations, espe-
cially the Homeric ones, as if the speakers
had once known a little Greek and forgotten

all but the general sound of it. It seems
also to have a kind of rhythm of a loose,

irregular sort ; and I can easily imagine that,

when it was chaunted in an ecstasy of exal-

tation, such as Irving describes, the effect

would be rather startling in a sober Presby-

terian kirk.

But there was another form in which "the
power" expressed itself, happily for us. It

spoke sometimes in plain English, and if we
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might judge by what it said when we can

follow its meaning, we might have our doubts

about the deep things which its unknown
tongue concealed. Indeed, anything more
flat and commonplace than the pious ejacu-

lations of Messrs. Drummond, Baxter, and
Cardale, when they were under this inspira-

tion, it is not well possible to imagine. Henry
Drummond, apart from the afflatus, could

say shrewd, incisive, and witty things, worth
listening to, even if not always very wise.

But when he spoke by " the power," he was
weak as other men, or perhaps a little feebler

than most. His brisk and sprightly intellect

at once became leaden, while the Baxters and
others exploded in merest vapid exclamations.

I hold no abstract theory as to the possible

return of miraculous gifts to the Church.
That is not a thing to dogmatize about. There
is no scriptural authority for saying they

were only meant to be temporary, and there

is no distinct point in history when we can
affirm they ceased to be. But when the

ordinary course of nature is to be departed
from, one naturally looks for some result

worthy of such a step. We get, now and then,

trom certain quarters, messages said to be
from Shakespeare or Milton, or others of the

mighty dead who, in default of handier tools,

communicate through creaking tables. I do
not affirm absolutely that the dead may not
speak to the living, for I know nothing about
their liberties or their limitations. But I

niake bold to say that, if Shakespeare has any-
thing to say to any one, he will not talk

twaddle, and that if Milton chooses to speak,
he will make even a rickety old table melo-
dious and grandly rhythmical. If they ever
do break the solemn silence, it will be be-
cause they have something to say which is

well worth saying, and which could not be
fitly said without them. In like manner, I

cannot believe in a supernatural divine
afflatus which talks no more divinely than
the good folks at a Methodist camp meeting.
At first, when this " power " began to

show itself, Irving tried to set some bounds
to its exercise. He thought that the apostle
had laid down rules which he had a right to

enforce. Therefore, when some ecstatic female
tound herself unable to hold her peace during
sermon, she had to make a rush to the vestry
with her mouth full of burning words which
she poured forth in a torrent, and in a high-

pitched key, the moment she got within
its door. That, of course, could not go
on long. If it was really God that was
speaking, who could set bounds to Him?
Who dare say that the Holy Spirit must keep

silence that a mere man might speak ? So
Irving tried a compromise. An interval, after

reading and exposition of the lesson for the

day, was allowed for any one to speak, who
could not be silent. That seemed reason-

able, but he had not now to do with reason-

able creatures ; and in spite of their lack of
reason, they had clearly the logic on their

side. The Spirit was not subject to times
and seasons of human appointment; he was
like the wind that bloweth as it listeth.

By-and-by, therefore, in the middle of prayer

or sermon, during any part of the service, a
voice, male or female, would be uplifted,

shrill, weird, and eerie; only there was nothing
in it, but the merest commonplace. Poor
Irving, one pities him, and wonders what had
come of his old Annandale common sense. But
he sincerely believed in this inspiration of
" the latter days," which had so little of the

poetic grandeur of the old Hebrew prophets.

He was confident that Christ was coming,
and that these were signs of His coming.
Therefore let him, Edward Irving, stand

aside ; with his genius and his eloquence, let

him be as nothing, while these poor oracles

did the work he was not meet to do : so he
reasoned ; but he forgot that God's weak
ones are not generally conceited and self-

sufficient as those people were. He may set

Balaam's ass to rebuke the prophet, but the

ass meekly speaks very good sense, and
besides it sees something which the prophet

refuses to see.

As we may fancy, there rose ere long no
small stir about these things. The crowds
in Regent Square grew bigger than ever,

but they came not for any good they hoped
to get there, but merely to hear the tongues

and add to the confusion. Naturally the

elders and trustees were greatly troubled,

and there were meetings, expostulations,

and proposals of various kinds, for Irving

was very dear to their warm Scotch hearts.

But all came to nought. If this were the

Lord's doing, who was he to fight against

God ? What could they do with a man
who, in the simplicity and purity of his soul,

moved on a high level of faith far above
all orderly proprieties and honoured ancient

customs ? On the whole, perhaps, the right

thing to do would have been simply to

resign office, and leave him to go his own
way. If they took no action, no one else

could, and what good would come of break-

ing his heart, whose very life was bound
up with that church in Regent Square ?

True, they had got it built for Scotchmen in

London, and held it in trust for them. But

•
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after all it was Irving's popularity that built

it ; to him in equity it belonged, for without

his eloquence not a stone of it would have

been laid upon another. If the Church of

Scotland claimed it, let her establish her

right at law. But as for them, what better

could they do than depart, at least till Irving

came to his right mind again ? But in those

years men had high notions of ecclesiastical

authority and duty. It was not thought

enough, when a church and any of its minis-

ters could not agree, to part company, and
still try to keep their charity. There must

be trials, suspensions, depositions, all for-

malities of law, however little of its spirit.

Two of these so-called trials Irving had
now to undergo ; the first before the Pres-

bytery of London, promoted by his trustees

and elders, and the second in Annan, sub-

stantially by order of the General Assembly.

Charged in London with permitting irregu-

larities in the conduct of public worship, he

could not deny that things were done in

Regent Square church which were not cus-

tomary in the Kirk of Scotland, only all the

witnesses testified that what they did was by
the Holy Ghost, with one exception, and he

thought he had been deceived "by a lying

spirit." Whether it were so or no, the

Presbytery did not pause to inquire, nor
would it probably have been to much pur-

pose if they had. They had no particular

skill in " trying the spirits," and besides,

they had made up their minds to put a stop

to the scandal. Irving's beliefs, his protes-

tations, his prophetic warnings all went for

nothing. He had allowed unauthorised per-

sons to speak in his church, and therefore

its door was closed to him next Sunday, and
that though it happened to be the Com-
munion Day—a clearly gratuitous piece of

harshness, for they might have let him con-

duct the service under protest that it was
not as of right but of grace only. He found
a place of refuge for a time in a hall that

was used during the week days by Robert
Owen for the preaching of philanthropic

infidelity. That was an ofiensive associa-

tion for one who loved the Church and the

catholic faith as Irving did ; but ere long he
escaped from it, and pitched his tent in

Newman Street, in a gallery which West had
erected for his huge canvases.

The other trial was for deeper matters, and
involved graver issues. It was conducted by
the Presbyter}- that had ordained him, and
in the Church where he had been baptized.

Its result, too, was from the beginning a

foregone conclusion. The Church of Scot-

land had lately been purging herself of heresy.

She had deposed Macleod Campbell, whom
Chalmers thought to be " the holiest man he
had ever met," and had taken his licence from
Alexander Scott, one of the most suggestive

thinkers of our day. Having accomplished
this, the Assembly tossed Irving to his native

Presbytery, with strict injunctions to see to

the purity of doctrine taught in the Church.
I do not dwell on the trial. Irving was
present part of the time, for he clung to

the Church of his fathers like a child to its

mother's breast. But he did not abide the

end when, in the dusk of a wintry afternoon,

by the light of a flickering tallow candle, he,

whom God had so plainly consecrated for

the work, was declared to be no longer a
minister of the gospel of Christ. His friends

in London received the sentence in a very

strange \Vay, to say the least of it. Instead

of protesting against an unrighteous deed
which, for truth's sake, they must ignore

;

instead of meeting their minister with a

generous sympathy which might have some-
what comforted him, they substantially en-

dorsed the sentence. Like dull pragmatic

formalists, they said that what the Church of

Scotland had given, she had a right to take

away ; and when Irving returned to them,

they objected to his baptizing a baby, till he

had been reordained by the laying on of their

hands. Irving, who believed in these people

and their orders and inspirations, submitted

humbly and, if he felt it, he certainly made
no complaint.

By this time also his health was failing.

Unremitting work and perpetual excitement

had undermined even his splendid constitu-

tion. In the beginning of 1834 it was plain

he must have rest. But he would not go to

the south of France or Italy or any of those

resorts where people seek for health in balmy
air. He thought he had still work to do,

and needed but to get among his native hills

for awhile. So he went north, by way of

Wales, preaching of course as he went, and
for a season it seemed as if he had judged

rightly, for he writes to his wife of greatly

improved health. But a long ride through a

pelting rain brought on a shiver, a settled

cold, fever, and other symptoms which greatly

alarmed his friends, when they saw his gaunt

form and sallow face at last in the streets of

Glasgow. There he had only been known
when he was in the strength of his manhood,
and there now he died on the 7th of Decem-
ber, 1834. There, too, he was buried, in

the solemn crypt of the noble cathedral

church. WALTER C. SMITH.
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EXPLORATIONS IN GREENLAND.
By EDWARD WHYMPER, Author of "The Ascent of the Matterhorn," etc.

THIRD (and concluding) PAPER.

'

I
^HE ascent of Kelertingouit was a com-

-*- plete success. The day was cloudless,

and the summit proved to be loftier than

anything in its neighbourhood, and was well

isolated from the surrounding peaks. As I

cast my eye down the ridge up which we had
come, my followers were seen as little black

dots scattered over it at intervals, some re-

garding their poor feet, and some pretending

to be much interested in the landscape, in

the manner of people who are very tired. The
bearer of the theodolite-legs was the most
advanced of them, and when he arrived I

fixed and levelled the instrument in order to

sweep the horizon. It was soon evident that

I was more elevated than anything within a

great distance, with the exception of two
sharp, glacier-clad peaks lying on the nor-

thern side of the Umenak Fiord, and these

two mountains, which are between 7,000 and
8,000 feet high, are the loftiest I have been
able to find in North Greenland.

Kelertingouit was 6,800 feet high, and
there was a grand and most interesting view
from its summit in all directions. Southwards
it commanded the Avhole breadth of the

Noursoak Peninsula, and extended over the

Waigat Strait to the lofty island of Disco
;

westwards it embraced the western part of

the Noursoak Peninsula, with Davis' Straits

beyond ; northwards it passed right over the

Umenak Fiord (some 30 miles wide) to the

Black Hook Peninsula ; to the north-east it

was occupied by the fiord, with its many
imposing islands and islets, surrounded by
innumerable icebergs streaming away from

the inland-ice ; and in the east, extending

from north-east to south-east, over well-

nigh 90° of the horizon, there was the in-

land-ice itself—presenting the characteristic

features which have been mentioned in the

earlier papers. The southern part of the

view of the inland-ice, as seen from Keler-

tingouit, overlapped the northern part of it

as seen on former occasions, whilst north-

wards it extended to at least 7 1 ? 1
5' N. lat., so

I had now viewed the section of the interior

between 68° 30' and 71' 15', equal to 190

English miles, and had everywhere found a

straight, unbroken crest of snow-covered ice,

concealing the land so absolutely that not a

single crag appeared above its surface.

The height of this straight, unbroken crest

of snow was now the object of attention—the

principal object for which the ascent was

made. On bringing the theodolite to bear

upon it, I found that it appeared io be slightly

depressed below my station ; but, as it was
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distant more than loo miles,* it

was onl}' lower in appearance diwd not

in reality. On the assumption that

it was no more than loo miles dis-

tant, after making allowance for

refraction and curva-

ture of the earth, its

height was found to

be considerably in ex-

cess of 10,000 feet.

The reader is now
in possession of

the reasons for say-

ing it was certain

that Baron Nor-
denskiold would be

disappointed if he
should take the

direction indicated

in his programme,
and why his state-

ments regarding

the interior of this

part of Greenland
caused both sur-

prise and concern.

A journey made
across the frozen

interior would no
doubt be ac-
counted a remark-

able achievement,

but there is every

reason to believe

that it would be
barren in results.

^The Signal-House at Godh;i

For, although the in-

is likely to yield very little of inte-

rest to the explorer, the case is far

different with the fringe of land
bordering the coast. The changes
which have occurred both in the ele-

vation of the country
-and in its climate,

are amongst the most
remarkable which can

be quoted from
any part of the

world, and the

people by whon^
it is inhabited

have many points-

of interest about
them. I propose

to devote the re-

mainder of the

space at my dis-

posal to these

three topics, tak-

ing first the com-
paratively recent

great upheaval of

the land.

Earthquakes
and active vol-

canoes are un-

known in Green-

land, yet the

country presents

evidences that it

has been the

scene of tre-

Besides the smallmendous convulsions.

terior has not been seen 'from the out- areas of erupted rock which may have made
skirts over its entire length and breadth, it

has been viewed to a sufiicient extent, and
has been examined with sufficient precision,

to render it a matter of all but absolute cer-

tainty that the whole of the interior from
north to south, and east to west, is entirely

enveloped in snow and ice. Almost all that

can be learned by traversing this frigid waste
can be learned, with greater ease and at

infinitely less cost, by continuing its inspec-

tion from the mountains on the outskirts, and
this is the course which has the greatest

attractions for future explorers.

Though the veritable interior of Greenland

* As some readers may not readily credit the possibility of
seeing to so considerable a distance, I may mention that a
few days previous to the ascent of this mountain, when upon
the summit of Hare Island (1,800 feet), about sixty miles to the
west, at midnight, I recognised in the north the mountain
near Upernivik called Sanderson's Hope, and to the S.E. the
mountains at the extreme southern end of the Waigat Strait—the former being 150 miles and the latter above no miles
distant from me. This, with one exception, is the greatest
distance at which I have recognised objects during mountain
expeditions, the one exception being the Pacific Ocean seen
from a height of 18,000 feet on Chimborazo,

its appearance through rifts or fissures, there

are wide-spread districts composed of volcanic

rocks, with thicknesses of thousands of feet.

The island of Disco, which measures more
than sixty miles over in every direction, is

mainly composed of them, and they, are here

3,000 to 4,000 feet thick. The mainland on
the opposite side of the Waigat Strait is also

principally composed of them, and they attain

there a much greater height and thickness,

rising to the very summit of the mountain
Kelertingouit {6,800), which is the greatest

height at which they have been observed in

Greenland. In this district the volcanic

rocks stretch more than 100 miles east and
west, and considerably more than that dis-

tance north and south. They have not the

appearance of having welled out of a crater,

or some vast rift in the surface of the earth,

but rather suggest having been violently up-

heaved or punched upwards ;
possibly during

^a somewhat similar convulsion of nature to
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that which occurred in 18S3 in the Straits of

Sunda, when the island of Krakatoa was

shattered to pieces, and large areas round

about it were suddenly upheaved or de-

pressed. But such a convulsion, if it occurred,

must have been on a vastly more important

scale than the eruption of Krakatoa, The
area concerned is many times greater, and

the cliffs are prodigious—on Disco often

rising more than 1,500 feet in single clear

precipices, and at the northern end of the

Waigat attaining perhaps their greatest de-

velopment, where, on the mountain Karkar-

soak the seaward face, nearly 4,000 feet high,

is mainly composed of one great cliff, little

removed from perpendicularity.

Whether this great development of volcanic

matter made its appearance at one bound, or

at successive periods, or whether it has been
subjected to alternate upheavals and depres-

sions, are questions which are likely to exer-

cise the inge-

nuity of geolo-

gists for some
time to come.
There is evi-

dence on the

lower slopes of

Kelertingouit,

touching the

Umenak Fiord,

that at that part

upheaval has

occurred during

a quite recent

period; for

there, at a place

called Pattorfik,

there is a con-

siderable shell

deposit, rising

from a few feet

above the sea

to more than a

hundred feet

above the sea,

where thou-
sands upon
thousands of

marine shells
''''

of a dozen or

more species,

are lying on the

surface, or are

imbedded in a
* Cardium Islattdi-

cum, C. Gmnlandt-
cutii, Pecten Islandi-
cus, and several spe-
cies of Astarte were
in greatest numbers.

Fossil Magnolia Cone.

{From the type specimen in the British Museum.)

conglomerate of pebbles and sandy detritus,

and beginning to form a rock of extraordinary

hardness. This deposit appears to have been
formed at the end of a fiord (which has become
dry land), in the same manner as deposits

of a similar nature are now being created

at the end of fiords in the neighbourhood
of the inland-ice. The engraving at the

head of this paper represents a small frag-

ment from this interesting spot.

This place has been visited by various

travellers, amongst others by Baron Nordens-
kiold, who termed the matrix of the deposit,
" a somewhat hardened basalt sand in course

of transformation to basalt tufa." As there

may be considerable difference of opinion on
this matter, I referred a specimen to Prof.

T. G. Bonney, F.R.S., who has examined it

microscopically, and has favoured me with

the following note :

—

" This reck is composed of various mineral and or-

ganic fi agmenti im-
bedded in an earthy

matrix. The mine-
ral fragments con-

sist of quartz and
felsp a r

—

som e-

times in association

— of a greenish

mineral, in part at

least hornblende
(not common), of a
minutely crystal-

lized basalt (rare),

and of a few grains

of a dark brown
glass, probably re-

lated to the last

named. The or-

ganic fragments

are, I believe, in aU
cases bits of shells

of moUusks. The
earthy matrix is too

decomposed to al-

low me to decide

upon its origin. It

may either be de-

composed felspar

or the detritus of a

basalt. The greyish

or greenish aspect

of the rock would
not be unfavourable

to the latter view.

Fiom certain mi-

nute peculiarities I

believe that the

quartz and the fel-

spar are to a large

extent derived from

a granite or grani-

toid gneiss. Volca-

nic dust may partly

makeup the matrix,

but the rock is not

in any proper sense

of the word a tuff."
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About a hundred miles to the south of

Pattorfik I obtained a better proof of up-

heaval by finding at a distance of several

miles inland, at a height of 550 feet above

the sea, shells of the following species:

—

Yoldia hyperborea, L,; Y. glaciaiis, Gray

;

Tellina tenera (?) T. proxima, Brown ; Nucida

nitida, Sowerby ; N. tenuis. Gray ; Saxicava

rugosa, L. ; Astarfe, sp. The foregoing two

instances, and especially the latter, afford

strong testimony, and they are supported

and confirmed by other evidence. All the

highest summits I have climbed in North

Greenland are composed of rocks of volcanic

origin, and they are everywhere, almost up to

their highest points, sprinkled with a large

diversity of drifted rocks. To the general

reader it would be tedious to enumerate

instances in the detail, which will be done

ultimately, and I therefore quote only one ex-

ample, namely, the summit of Hare Island.

This island lies to the north of Disco Island,

and is about seven miles long, with small

cliffs by the shore, crowned by a slightly un-

dulating top, almost a moor, favourable for

the retention of detritus, as it is little liable

to denudation. The whole of this top (the

summit of which is 1,800 feet above the sea)

is covered with drifted rocks, in size from

small pebbles up to boulders containing

several cubic yards, which have settled down,

with their largest diameters approximately

horizontal, and are in many places so well

fitted into each other that they almost look

as if placed by the hand of man. This is

only one example out of many which might

be quoted. The general features of the land

;

the existence of marine shells at considerable

elevations above the sea; and the vast quan-

tity of drifted matter, appearing in some
places just like a sea bottom ;

'^' all lead to

the conclusion that great and wide-spread

upheaval has occurred, and that it took

place (geologically speaking) at no very

remote date, as the shells are all of an arctic

type, and mostly, if not entirely, still live in

the Greenland seas.

It is curious to find, in the heart of this

region of volcanic rocks, in an arctic country

and in an arctic cold, the fossil remains of a

flora totally distinct from that now hving

there, and one which implies the existence

at an earlier period of a very temperate

climate at the least. FossiHsed wood, leaves,

flowers, and fruits have been found at various

* Dredgings executed in the neighbourhood of grounded
icebergs on the Greenland coast for the sake of the matter
which was being deposited by them, brought up precisely such
an assortment of rocks as were collected on the summit of

Hare Island, and at other places.

parts of the volcanic region of North Green-
land, in more than a dozen places, and have
been referred to various periods—those which
have been assigned to the Tertiary period
alone amounting to about 137 species, and
the major part of these have come from one
place, called Atanekerdluk, situated on the

western slopes of a mountain facing the

Waigat Strait.

My attention was first directed to this

subject by noticing in McClintock's book,
" The Voyage of the Fox" p. 26, a reference

to a " fossil forest," and it appeared that Mr.

Olrik (who was referred to in the first paper)

had given Sir Leopold some specimens from

the above-mentioned place. " I came away,"

said he, " enriched by some fossils from the

fossil forest of Atanekerdluk." On inquiry

of Mr. Olrik, I learned the situation of this

locality, and that he had obtained at various

times through the natives a considerable

number of specimens from it, many of which

had been sent to Copenhagen ; but he had
not, I believe, actually been upon the spot

whence the specimens were taken. By his

advice, before proceeding there, I v^^ent to

the settlements of Ritenbenk and Sakkak,

to obtain local guidance and assistance, and

on arrival at the spot was accompanied by

fourteen natives engaged to collect, besides

my own regular party. From a little shelf

on the slope, about 400 feet long, and out

of strata amounting to scarcely more than

three feet in thickness, I obtained no less

than seventy-three species, including oaks,

poplars, chestnuts, planes, sequoias, magnolia,

and many others. By the instrumentality of

Mr. R. H. Scott, F.R.S.,* the first set of these

specimens was secured for the British Museum
by means of grants from the British Associa-

tion and the Royal Society, and the whole

were sent for examination and description

to the late Prof. O. Heer, of Zurich, who
had also examined most of the specimens

previously brought from this locality, and I

take the following extracts from his observa-

tions upon them, f

" The collection contains sevent5'-three species from

this locality, of which twenty-five are new. Of these

latter live are found in the Miocene Flora of Europe,

viz., Poacites Mengeanus, Smilax grandifolia, Quer-

ciis Laharpii, Corylus insigiiis, and Sassafras Ferre-

tianum. Of these the Stiiilax and Sassafras present

points of peculiar interest. The Smilax grandifolia

represents the S. Mauritania of the present Mediter-

* Who had intended to have travelled in N. Greenland and

had obtained a grant from the British Association m 1866

for the exploration of the plant beds ; but, being prevented

from going, and learning of my intended journey, most hand-

somely afforded me valuable assistance and information.

+ Paper read to the Royal Society, March 11, 1869.
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ranean flora, and at the lower IMiocene epoch was
distributed over the whole of Europe. It is found in
Italy, Switzei land and Germany up to the coasts of
the Baltic, and we now know that it occurred even
in Greenland, hanging probably in festoons from the
trees. The Sassafras has hitherto only been found
at a few localities, which are, however, so far apart that
it is ver\' probable that the plant ranged over a large
part of Europe. ... As interesting new species we
have to notice a Vihitrnum

(
V. Whymperi) resembling

the V. Lantana of Europe and the V. dentatum ol
America

; an Aralia with leatheiy leaves
; a Cornus ;

an Ilex with very large leaves ; two RJms ; a Sorbiis ;
a Nyssa, and two Pterospermites. . . . The collec-
tion gives us also much information about species
already known. It contains many fine leaves of
McClintockia, which extend our knowledge of this
remarkable genus. . . The oaks appear very fre-
quently at Atanekerdluk. To the eight species
which we knew formerly, anew one {Qiiercus Lahar-
pii, Gaud.) has been added, while among the former
ones we obtained more perfect leaves of Q. Lyellii,
and Q. Platania. The same is the case with yus:lans,
Phmera, and two remark-able ferns (Hemitelites Torelli
and

_
Woodwardites), differing very widely from all

species both of the temperate and frigid zones. .

The discovery of the fruit and flowers of the chestnut
prove to us that the deposits of Atanekerdluk were
formed at different seasons ; in spring when the chest-
nut is in flower, as well as in autumn. The discovery
of the fruit of Menyanthes is a further confirmation of
a species founded only on the leaves."

To discover such an assortment as this in
an arctic chmate is in itself sufficiently re-
markable, and it is the more so to find it

within an area measuring less than 200 feet
in length, 10 feet in width, and a depth of

3 feet 8 inches. Within this space thousands
of specimens of seventy-three species were
obtained.'^^ In his valuable paper. Prof.
Heer speaks with admiration of the "densely
packed " masses of leaves ; but the collection
as it reached his hands conveyed little idea
of the wonderful profusion seen on the spot,
which gave the impression of a most luxuriant
growth of vegetation, of numerous species in
close contiguity, and of an immense accumu-
lation of fallen leaves, twigs, and branches.
As a rule, there were only impressions of

the leaves. The original tissues had disap-
peared, though in some cases the tissues
remained, and even cones and stems were
found with their structure only slightly fossi-
lized. Those nearest the surface were in a
hardened, reddish clay. These masses did
not split easily, and they suffered little in
transportation, and the larger part of those
which arrived unbroken in Europe were of

,•„„• A ° ® ^"°''® *^^^° °"' ^'''^er by ™y assistants work-
^nflJ".. I" ^^ ^r' *"; '^?*'' "^y °^" l^ands. They were all

^nirl^ 'f "H' ^"^^ ,"'^'"° "^^^ °° admixture of dubious
?h^,?^

brought m by natives without knowing whence
colfnrf?^"-,

^'
'!u"°'

^^ "^ ^"^^^ advisable to employ natives tocollect fossils without superintending their operations, as they
anrl\h^\P to mix specimens coming from different strata,

Susfo P™'^"'''' confusions leading to totally erroneous

this nature ; but the lovA^er strata, composed
of greyish shales, were by far the most pro-
lific, and, when cleared of the superincumbent
rubbish, presented a most charming spectacle
of myriads of leaves lying closely one over
another, as perfect in nervation and contour
as when they had first fallen to the ground.'^'
These shales, unhappily, were exceedingly
tender and brittle, and 'they suffered grea^'tly

in transit, and through the frequent packing
and repacking, so that few reached Europe
intact.f

_
The deposit at Atanekerdluk is by far the

richest which has been discovered in Green-
land, either in species or specimens ; but I
have myself (in 1867 and 1872) collected
fossil leaves belonging to various periods at
ten other locaUties, either upon the mainland,
Hare Island, or Disco Island, and there is

little doubt that many others Avill be found
ultimately. The greatest success obtained
in 1867 was the discovery of a Magnolia
cone on Disco Island, and this afforded
much satisfaction to Professor Heer, who had
previously observed in specimens which had
been sent to him some fragmentary leaves
which he referred to Magnolia.

J:
An en-

graving from this specimen, which is now
exhibited in the British Museum, is given of
the natural size. In the same neighbour-
hood, in 1872, I obtained large quantities of
fossilized wood. The stems and trunks which
are found in this condition greatly exceed in
dimensions anything now growing in the
country. There is now, indeed, scarcely
anything in North Greenland worthy of being
called a tree—the nearest approach to one
being the dwarf-birch, which creeps along the
ground, and seldom grows as high as a man.
The largest living wood is hardly ever more
than 2 inches in diameter, while complete
fossil stems have been found exceeding 2

feet in diameter, and isolated fragments are
occasionally met with, which have apparently
belonged to more considerable trunks. The
largest fossil stem I have actually brought
home, belonging to a coniferous tree, is

figured herewith on the scale of 3^- inches to
a foot, and an interesting contrast is afforded
by the annexed specimen of living wood (the
largest I have actually seen growing) which

* Sequoia Langsdorfii, Brongn., was the most abundant
species both at Atanekerdluk and at other places, and was
found at the former in almost every slab of considerable size.

_
+ It was necessary to carry them 1,174 feet down the hill-

side, then they were re-packed and transported in a boat to
Ritenbenk; there transferred to a blubber-sloop and taken to
Godhavn

; then sent by a brig to Copenhagen ; thence by
steamer to London, where they were again re-packed, and
then dispatched by steamer and rail to Zurich.

X The specific name was given by Prof. Heer in compliment
to Admiral tiir E. A. Inglefield, F.R.S. ; who, I am informed,
was the first to bring specimens from Atanekerdluk to England.
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is engraved upon the same scale as the other

fragment.

Considerable differences of opinion have

been expressed regarding the period to which

Prof. Heer has referred this fossil flora, and

some as an easy way of accounting for its

presence in latitude 70°, in so arctic a land,

have suggested that it was floated to its

present posi-

tion from
more genial

climes— a

conjecture
that no
one would
entertain
w h o had
seen it on
the spot.
The evi-
dence is

already over-

w helming
that, in the

past, vegeta-

tion flou-

rished there

of a charac-

ter now un-

known in

the country,

and that
there was a

dense and
luxuriant
forest growth
which ex-
tended over

nearly a
hundred
miles, reck-

oning from
north to
south ; and
from infor-

m a t i n I

have re-
ceived, I

have little

doubt that this area will be extended at no
remote date.

The Greenlanders deserve more space than

can be allotted to their consideration. They
have their pecuharities, but when these are

mastered there are few people amongst whom
it is so easy and pleasant to travel. A
single person can trust himself amongst them,

unarmed, without apprehension. There is

probably no country in the world more free

(a) Largest Fossil Stem, and (b) Largest Living Stem, obtained in Greenland,

(From the Author's Collection.)

from deeds of violence than Greenland.
Murder is practically unknown there, and
order is maintained, or rather maintains

itself, without the assistance of a single sol-

dier, policeman, or magistrate.

Their treatment of the Greenlanders has
for many years past redounded to the credit

of the Danes. The native population, which

p acentury
ago num-
bered about
5,coo, now
exceed s

10,000. It

was stated

long since

that the ma-
jority of the

natives could

read and
write, and
from Ber-

sonal obser-

vation I

should say

that the pro-

portion of

those who
can read is

larger than

in the British

Islands. In

some way or

other the
Danes have

ixs^m succeeded in

making
school - life

attractive,
and though
the small na-

tives delight

in making
dirt-pies as

much as
other chil-

dren,

display

greater

they

a

love

for school than is commonly found in more
civilised regions. Some other branches of

civilisation which have been introduced are

perhaps less generally beneficial. The vices

of snufiing and smoking are largely indulged

in, and "the skilling (farthing) cigar" has

become an institution amongst the urchins.

I heard in Disco Bay of one child, aged two

years, who enjoyed a short pipe—but it should

be said that she was accounted precocious. .
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Sequoia Langsdorfii, and Viburnum WTij-mperi.

{Fro7n (he specimens in the British Museum.)

Many of the good effects which are now
visible should doubtless be attributed to

the seed sown a century ago by the Egedes.

The house which was tenanted at Claushavn

by Hans Egede Saabye (grandson of the

first Egede), which was referred to in his ''Ex-

tracts from a Journal^' is still standing—

a

queer, little, incommodious dwelling, into

which it is difficult to understand how he

stowed away his wife and family. In his

time frauds were systematically practised upon
the natives ; but at the present it would be

difficult to point to any country where trade

is more honourably conducted.

The list of the goods which are supposed to

be obtainable at the

stores is very com-
prehensive, embrac-

ing everything that

the heart can desire

between gunpowder
and lavender-water,

and, as the selling

prices are extremely

moderate, it seems at

first sight that a tra-

veller would find this

a cheap country. It

is as welKo point out

that a great many of

the articles set forth

exist only in the list.,

and that all eatables

very commonly run

short in the summer
months just before

the arrival of the annual

ships. I came once to a

settlement where nothing

whatever eatable could be
obtained, and where scarcely

anything was left in the store

except china-buttons, fish-

hooks, and lucifer matches ;.

and, as I was very short of

food at the time, the pro-

blem presented itself, Which
of these three articles is the

most nutritious ?

The arrival of the annual
ships is eagerly looked for,

and is usually the most im-

portant event of the year.

In the northern settlements,

Godhavn, the capital, is

generally the first place to

receive news from Europe,

after having been cut off

from civilisation for seven

months. On the extremity of the promontory
within which the harbour lies, there is a

signal-house and look-out station, a quaint

little building, supported internally at the

angles by large bones of whales ; and inany
wistful glances are cast from it down Davis'

Straits in the spring for the first ship, bring-

ing news from home and food for the hungry.

Jens is perhaps most eager for that half cask
of rum which was ordered twelve months ago;
Hans considers his sixty pounds of tobacco
the most important of earthly considerations;

but all devour the news, to find whether the

loved ones at home are well, and above all

to learn. Is there Peace, or is there War?

'iJ^i^^^^' ,;/«

House of H. E. Saabye at (.claushavn.



MR. MUNDELLA'S COOKERY CLASSES.

IN the twelve months that have elapsed

since the subject of the introduction of

practical cookery into the elementary schools

was discussed in this magazine, public opinion

has rapidly developed in its favour. Pos-

sibly this is in some degree due to a deeper

insight into the causes underlying the in-

temperate habits that work so much degra-

dation, and to the perception that " Outcast

London " and " Squalid Liverpool " in great

measure exist because the people in their

ignorance have no capacity to appreciate or

make good use of any comfortable domestic

arrangements that are planned for their bene-

fit. In almost every utterance of the social

reformers who are struggling for Home Re-
form this difficulty is recognised as one great

barrier to success, Mr. Mundella, in his

reply to the complaint of over-education in

the elementary schools, says, "that, in his

opinion," the children are not (?z^(?r-educated,

but undsr-fed. We can therefore resume
the discussion of cookery instruction with

fresh arguments in its favour, as well as fresh

encouragements from the Department and
fresh experiences of work done to lay before

those who desire to take up the subject, or

to stir up others who have hitherto been in-

different or even inimical to the proposal.

What Mr. Mundella defines as " the want
of proper food " for the children is only one
phase of that loss of " home life " which is

such a palpable evil among thousands of

our working people, and which disheartens so

many from making efforts to ameliorate their

present external conditions. This loss is to

be met with, not only or even chiefly in the

degraded mode of living so terribly brought

before us of late, but in the homes of other-

wise decent working men, where want, dirt,

and drink almost necessarily prevail. And
why almost necessarily ? Because the wife

and mother knows little or nothing of thrift,

of sanitary laws, or of the art of providing

and the methods of preparing wholesome
food. And knowing nothing, she finds her

ignorant efforts so unsatisfactory that she

discontinues them and ends in driving her

husband to the public-house, and in bring-

ing up her own girls with an equal distaste

to the unknown joys of good housewifery.

She herself probably becomes the afternoon

lounger on the doorstep, ready for any temp-
tation that may present itself. This is no
fancy picture, but a condition of life too often

found amongst our people, for which no one

remedy can ever be found. Possibly maf?y

remedies working hand in hand may succeed
in restoring a pure and healthy tone to the
home of the English working man.

Taught in school the niceties and advan-
tages of practical domestic economy, girls of
every grade will know how to value and to-

use the better-arranged houses which may
soon be within the reach of even the poorest.

And if, instead of philanthropy helping ta

pauperise' by giving iood to poorly-fed chil-

dren (or, worse still, the State undertaking to

do so), its efforts are directed to teach the

people to help themselves, we may hope that

the introduction of cooking instruction into

the schools will, before long, show results in

the better-fed condition of the brains and
bodies of the younger members of the family.

In April, 1S83, the new code came into

operation, and from that date " in schools in

which the inspector reports that special and
appropriate provision is made for the practi-

cal teaching of cookery, a grant of four shil-

lings is made on account of any girl over
twelve years of age who has attended not less

than forty hours during the school year at the

cookery class." This condition is quoted
in cxtoiso for the purpose of directing atten-

tion to the principle implied in the term " ap-

propriate provision for the practical teaching

of cookery," viz. that this grant is for some-
thing quite different from the " culinary

treatment of food " taught by theory under
the head of Domestic Economy, tjnless a.

great part of the children's time is occupied
in practical work, the condition of the code
for which the four shillings is granted is not
complied with. Hence, also, the objection

to large practice classes, which, for economy's
sake, are a great attraction to school managers.

In large practice classes only about half of

the class can work at a time, while the other

half look on, or, perhaps, learn a recipe or

two, neither of which occupations produces
much result at the age at which these classes

are formed, although, of course, the forty

hours may be duly made up thereby.

There is one difficulty in the conditions of

the grant, viz. fixing the age of twelve years,

at which the subject is permitted. But we
have every reason to hope that this will be
changed to eleven years of age. Out of 14,000

schools in England and Wales, in 8,000 the

children are free to leave after passing the

fourth standard. Very many of them are

only eleven years of age. In two recently

examined cookery classes of twenty-four girls,

all from the fifth standard and upwards, the
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greater number were only eleven, and one

only ten years of age. The managers had.

wisely allowed their children to have the

benefit of the lessons, although it is to their

pecuniary loss, for they will receive no grant

for any under twelve. In another class of

thirty, where all had passed their twelfth

year, before a quarter of the lessons had been

given more than one-third of the children had
left to go to work. In consequence of many
such experiences as these the Committee of

the Liverpool Training School of Cookery

have petitioned the Department to reconsider

this difficulty, and have been promised an

early attention to it. If the change is per-

mitted one of the greatest stumbling-blocks

to managers and teachers in arranging the

cookery classes will be at once removed.

Even more encouraging than the grant it-

self, are the terms of approval and recom-

mendation of cookery contained in the report

which Mr. Mundella laid before the House
on the 20th of July last. He then said, " We
are glad to learn that arrangements are being

made in various parts of the country, by school

boards and voluntary associations, for giving

girls, in the last year of their stay at school,

some practical instruction in the subject of

cookery, a knowledge of which is so useful to

them in after-life. The grants offered by the

code which has recently come into force, will,

it is hoped, be of use in encouraging managers
to make cookery a part of the ordinary course

of instruction. After the three elementary

subjects and sewing, ito subject is of such im-

portancefor the class ofgirls who attendpublic

elementary schools ; and lessons in it, ifproperly

given, will be found to be not only of practical

use, but to have great effect in awakening the

interest and intelligence of the children."

No stronger recommendation could possibly

be addressed to managers on the introduc-

tion of any new subject into their schools, and
if the opinion of the Lords of the Privy

Council on Education has any weight with

them, we might expect that few schools would
consider themselves " excellent," until they

had taken up so important a subject. Though
placed in the code amongst the " Specific

subjects," it is here ranged in order of useful-

ness next after the four obligatory subjects,

and before long may take a place among them.

To this commendation of cookery there is

appended a condition to which we wish to

direct special attention. The lessons will be
of use, " if properly given." This we take to

mean, given by teachers who are qualified to

do their work thoroughly. The teaching of

cookery is not simply the preparation of certain

dishes, which might be shown by any ordinary
cook, but includes much instruction in the

even more difficult art of choosing suitably

nourishing and, at the same time, economical
articles of food, so that the smallest incomes
may meet the needs of the largest families.

Such instruction means a fairly broad educa-
tion on the part of the teacher, with com-
plete mastery of the practice of cookery, and
the power of imparting this instruction in

an attractive and efficient manner. Experi-

ence shows that the more highly the student
has been educated, so much the better teacher

she eventually becomes. This is a work
which it is most undesirable to add to the

duties of the schoolmistresses, whose time
and strength are already fully taxed, and
who, as a rule, by no means desire to take up
this additional burden. We therefore ad-

vise, very strongly, that if the subject is to be
taught effectively, and to the satisfaction of

her Majesty's Inspectors, the lessons should

be given by special teachers, regularly trained

in those schools of cookery where diplomas
are awarded, and with particular regard to

proficiency in teaching children of the work-

ing class. In this way only can managers feel

assured that their children are taught how to

become thrifty providers, as well as good
cooks. The occupation is one which highly

commends itself to many well-educated per-

sons, from whose ranks it is most desirable

that the staff of teachers should be drawn,

and for whom there will be ample employ-

ment if even a small proportion of the schools

take up the subject.

The training for a diploma of the Northern

Union of Schools of Cookery occupies from

five to six months. After taking the different

courses of lessons required for her own in-

struction, and having passed two theoretical

examinations, the remainder of the student's

time is employed in practising the art of

teaching cookery, very special attention being

given to qualify her to teach children in the

elementary schools. If her specimen lessons

satisfy the requirements of the committee,

marks for efficiency in teaching are added

to those already obtained for practice and

theory, and all go to make up the diploma.

There are two kinds of diploma. A full

diploma qualifies to teach all branches of

cookery—high class, household, and artisan.

The fee for this is ;^io los. An artisan

diploma qualifies only to teach household

and artisan cookery. The fee for it is jP^i 7s.

The study of certain specified books is re-

quired of the student, and after each theo-

retical examination she receives a certificate.
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We will look now at some of the results

already attained, and also answer questions

so often asked as to matters of arrangement

and general detail.

On the 2Sth of September last year the

Countess of Derby, on behalf of the com-

mittee of the Liverpool Training School of

Cookery, of which she is patroness, presented

the cookery certificates of the Liverpool

school to a large number of children who had

received lessons in practical cookery for the

forty hours prescribed by Government on the

plans of that school. We refer to this as a

thoroughly representative gathering, children

being present from almost every possible

variety of girls' school, and showing the many
directions in which cookery instruction has

penetrated. There were classes from volun-

tary schools of all denominations, Church of

England, Roman Catholic, Unitarian, Non-
conformist; from the Female Orphanage,

from the certified Lidustrial Schools, from the

Workhouse School, and last, but not least in

importance, and certainly first in interest, a

class of barefooted girls and hoys from the

Night Industrial Ragged Schools. Upon this

class the examiner reported that they were
even quicker in their work and more intelligent

in their answers than the children of the

higher class schools, though all alike seemed
extremely interested in their work, and the

majority of them put their instruction into

practice at home. The thanks of grateful

parents had rewarded the managers for taking

.a lead in this matter, and the ragged boys had
been allowed to learn at their own urgent en-

treaties. The cleanliness required for their

lessons was in itself a valuable experience for

them. That such useful instruction has suc-

cessfully penetrated to the very lowest strata,

even to the gutter children, proves what can
be done, if we choose to set to work, with

the young, in preparing the very poorest to

•understand and appreciate good house ar-

rangements.*-'

Many inquiries have been made as to how
cookery can be introduced into the already

crowded time tables. Experiences differ,

but the greater number of schools seem to

have taken a portion of time from sewing,

advanced arithmetic, and grammar— a plan
which would be quite in keeping with the

* An important feature in the practical working of cookery
classes is the employment of printed recipes, which the
scholars can carry with them. Among- these recipes care
should be taken to include such as may be of use in the pre-
paration of food for the sick. It has been most gratifying- to
find medical men testifying to the help they have received
from the girls, who in consequence of the lessons on invalid
cookery given in elementary schools, have been able to supply
suitable nourishment to the patients in the families to which
th'.y belong.

opinion of the Department quoted above. In
none of the classes mentioned had there been
more than fifteen girls in a/r^^//V^ class, gene-

rally only twelve. The demonstration classes

are sometimes attended by two or even three

practice classes, so that forty lessons instead

of sixty would suffice for three classes. The
lessons being alternately demonstration and
practice, the three classes that attend one
demonstration would each have a practice

lesson before the next demonstration. This
very much reduces the expense of instruc-

tion. Lists of utensils and details of plans

have already been given in this magazine
(January, 1883), but it may be well to remind
the managers of country schools of the co-

operative plan, by which a teacher giving, as

is due, ten lessons a week, can reside for half

a school year in one central place and instruct

ten neighbouring classes.

Evening classes might also meet the diffi-

culty of half-time schools, which are so

numerous in the manufacturing districts,

where such instruction is particularly need-

ful.

Some people still object to the use of gas

in giving lessons to the poor, but no girl has

ever expressed any difficulty in working at

home, because at school she learnt at a gas

stove. If the principles are thoroughly ex-

plained, an average amount of common sense

will carry them out anywhere. The ^^5 5s.

required for the rest of the utensils is not a

very formidable amount, and if other edu-

cational associations followed the liberal

example of the Liverpool Council of Educa-
tion, and made grants to poor schools for this

special purpose, there are many managers

who would be glad to commence work, who
are now only deterred by expense.

The conclusion of the whole discussion may
be briefly summed up in the words of Mr.
Mundella, " Delays are dangerous." And
they are particularly so in matters of educa-

tion. While we are " considering and inquir-

ing," one school inspector after another is

setting free from the authority of school and
sending into active life whole generations of

girls, who go to form the future wives and

mothers of the people. By compulsory

education the public has taken the training

of these girls into its own hands, and there-

fore it owes it to them to provide such in-

struction as will fit them to carry out home
duties with more success than has hitherto

characterized the home life of many people

of this land.

FANNY L. CALDER,
Hon. Sec. Liverpool Training School of Cookery.
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T 'VE played the poor orphan , I've bullied and whined,
In the cold and the wind and the wet,

An' I've lied like a nigger this whole blessed day,

.
An' I ain't earnt a 'alfpenny yet

!

First a clergyman comes, and I says to myself,
'•Here's a customer, sure, as '11 pay."

He was thinking of next Sunday's sermon, Is'pose,
For he chivied me out of his way.

Then comes a fine lady as carried a dawg,
As was petted and fed like a saint

(Ah, there's many a man as is left for to starve,
An' there's many a dawg as ain't).

An' I sez to the lady, I sez, sez I,

All a-shiverin' and chatterin' with cold,
"My father's jist dead, and mother is leP
With but me, an' a gel two years old."XXV— 14

(For yer see it comes easy to lie in that way,
When you've learnt it ever since yer was young.)

But the lady passed by, with her fat little dawg.
An' her foot-boy he put out his tongue.

So, yer see, I felt hopeless, so hungry and queer,

An*, tremblin', I 'ardly could stand.

An' it seemed as my broom 'ad grew 'eavier much.
An' was gettin' too big for my 'and.

When I see a old lady, as looked wery good,
An' could pity a bit of a chap.

As was 'ungry and little and dirty and pore,

An' would give me a penny mayhap.

But she gave me two tracts, 'bout brimstone and that,

An' one were called, " Sinner, do Right !

"

But they made my heart 'eavier much than before.

An' my stomach they lef jist as light.
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Ah me ! I was wretched, and wished I was dead,

Dead and quiet and out of the cold

!

An', if you'll believe me (for I can tell the truth),

Down I goes in the mud, and I 'owled.

An' I 'owled and I 'owled till I fell fast asleep,

An' nobody noticed—not one,

'Cep' the policeman, who stirred up my bones with

his boot,

An' 'angrily chivied me on.

Blunderin' and stumbUn', I crawls on again,

In the face of tlie wind and the sleet,

Till, more dead than alive, into some one

I walk,

An' fell in a 'eap at his feet.

'Twas a navvy ; he hoisted me
up in his arms.

As kind as a h'angel could be;

An' out comes my story, without

any lies,

For I were too wretched, yer

see.

" Oh, give me some bread, sir—

oh, give me some bread!

For I know I shall die, if yer

don't.

An' I give you my word that

I'm not lying now.
An' ifyou will hear me, I won't.

"I stand at my crossing from mormng till

night.

An' I begs of the coves as go by

;

An' I lies, sir, I lies like a bad little beast

;

If I don't they won't listen ; that's why.

" You say I'm a werry small chap to be here ;

Ay, I've never a friend, 'cep' my broom.

For I ain't got no partilder parents, sir.

An' I ain't got no partilder 'ome."

Then he carried me straight to a 'orspital 'ouse

(An' that's where I'm stayin' jist now).

So warm and so rich, lilce a palace

it is,

Right away from the dirt and row.

An' a young doctor comes to

me every day.

As gentle as ever I see
;

And sometimes that navvy
comes in at liis side

A-bringin' a present lor me.

An' they whisper and whisper,,

the nurses an' all

:

An' one told me (my ! didn't

she cry
!)

That I'm goin' to heaven— 'aint

it almost too grand

For a pore little shaver like I t

MAUD EGERTON HINE.

SUNDAY READINGS.
BY THE EDITOR.

'.March 2nd,

Read Psalm civ. and i Cor. iii, 9 to end.

THERE are several mistakes, ancient and

modern, met by St. James when he

gives the warning, " Do not err—Every good

gift and every perfect gift is from above, and

Cometh down irom the P'ather of lights, with

whom is no variableness, neither shadow of

turning." He gives us, for example, a prin-

ciple which may be appHed to the difficult

([uestion regarding the origin of evil, and to

the source of every-day temptation. There

have been those who have recognised evil

as a necessary and even salutary element,

as being the stimulus to virtue and the educa-

tor of the will. Others again, puzzled by the

existence of sin in a world governed by the

Omnipotent God, have drifted into a dark

fatalism and dared to ascribe evil to the

Almighty Disposer of all events. Now St.

James meets all such theories with a broad

negative. Whatever difficulties may beset

the question, one thing is plain—"God can-

not be tempted with evil, neither tempteth

He any man." God is " the Father of

lights," therefore all light comes from Him
;

and with Him can no darkness have its:

origin, for " with Him is no variableness nor

shadow of turning." As the sun gives forth

nothing but light, and as darkness springs

from the interruption of its rays by matter

that is foreign and alien, so the inefi'able

clearness of God's goodness can have no
shadow of inconsistency. The shadow of

sin is not from Him. " Every man is

tempted when he is led away of his own
lust and enticed."

But St. James also meets the error of those

who in the spirit of a false Puritanism would
confine God's gifts within the limited circle of

things spiritual. He asserts that " every good
gift and every perfect gift " is from God.
There is not one God in grace and another

God in nature, but the broad tide of wisdom
and power and beauty which floods all worlds,

material, intellectual, and religious, flows from

Him. It is indeed ennobling to reflect on

the fulness of the perfect goodness which

thus surrounds us. Only cover for a moment
the blots of wickedness and consequent

sorrow and death which mar the vision

—

and, lo ! what a paradise lies before the eye,

surrounding us on every side with a loveliness
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which is absolutely without spot or blemish !

External nature presents a landscape thronged

with multitudinous forms, and colours, that

are stainlessly beautiful. Or, if we reach

back to the laws which regulate all physical

movement, we trace, from the greatest sun to

the tiniest ephemeral, a wisdom and tender-

ness which are inexpressible. Or, if we
examine the social system under which God
has placed us, we recognise in our natural

aftections and all earthly relationships nothing

but tokens of divine goodness. The mu-
tual love of parent to child, of brother to

brother, and of husband to wife, is the lan-

guage through which we learn the meaning
of the highest relationships which bind us to

God. The social life of the community is a
school for self-discipline and mutual duty.

Even the body is holy. The hunger and
thir-st, the heat and cold, the health or sick-

ness, the pain or enjoyment of which our
bodies are capable are important elements
in our education. They are the promoters
of commerce and of the intercourse of na-

tions. It is chiefly to supply our bodily

wants that we scatter our fleets over every

sea, and cover the globe with railways and
telegraphs. Without multiplying further illus-

trations, enough has been suggested to show
that, when we deduct the evil which springs

from the perversion of God's good gifts by
sinful man, there remains surrounding our
common life one vast system of blessing and
mercy. It is a strengthening and joyous
thought to recognise this in the work of

Christ, Who, in removing not merely the

penalty of sin but sin itself, would vindicate,

as from God and to be used for God,
every department of human interest. It is

thus that we can understand the religious

function fulfilled by the statesman who
moulds public policy so as to subserve the

beneficent purposes for which the social

system has been intended by God. We
thus see the nobility of the sphere which the
true scientist fills, who learns the wisdom
and glory of God in the material universe

;

or of the artist who seeks the ideal beauty
breathed in nature's groupings of form and
colour ; or in him who applies for useful ends
the laws which God has imposed. For what
are science and art but man's acquaintance
with God through material things ? So that

every truth learned and every beautiful work
accomplished by us are but " good gifts and
perfect gifts " that come from " the Father
of lights." Even in the clash and din of
daily toil we can recognise the acquirement
of skill, money, or influence, and the work-

ing together of the many towards the

advancement of the social whole. When
thus used as from God and for God these

labours constitute a truly religious service.

Intellect, imagination, skill, the eye which
delights in beauty and the voice which
thrills with harmony, the joys of domestic
life and the varied links which bind man to

man, all are from above ; and if we but sub-

tract that one disturbing element, "every
man is tempted, when he is led away of his

own lust, and enticed," there is nothing left

but what is perfectly good and religious in

the truest sense.

March qth.

Read Psalm Ixxiii. Colossians ii.

What is that "world" which St. John
commands us not to " love," but to " over-

come ? " We are familiar with the interpre-

tation frequently put upon it. Hatred of the
*' world " is the pet phrase of many religious

schools, who with facile audacity classify as

"worldly" all persons who do not repeat

their shibboleths. Pharisaism has in all

ages attempted to set up visible barriers be-

tween the lawful and unlawful. The austerities

of the early Christians, the monastic system

of the Middle Ages, and the easier but

equally narrow exclusiveness of modern re-

ligious coteries have been founded on a

similar desire to create a society which shall

be a visible protest against worldliness.

Let us then try to understand what St. John
meant by "the world." He certainly did

not mean that we were to hate the world of

nature. The green earth, the sweep of ocean,

the splendid day and night with their chaste

beauty, are God's own handiwork, and full

of His glory. Nor can it be the world of

social life with its manifold duties and in-

fluences that is condemned. When men
have fled from society in order to escape

worldliness ; scowling on the genial humani-

ties, which weave the brighter threads of

innocent merriment into the hard web of

earthly care ; or regarding with indifference,

if not suspicion, the many pursuits—political,

literary, and scientific—by which the ad-

vance of civilisation is determined ; they have

generally experienced worse than failure.

Pride and ambition have not always been

extinguished by the cowl of the monk.

Vanity and all uncharitableness sometimes

display their most revolting aspects within

those very religious circles which glory in

standing aloof from the world. In contrast

to such methods of avoiding worldliness we

may remember how Christ's own life was a
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protest against the distinctions created by-

mere " schools " of opinion or of observance.

He shocked the rehgious narrowness of His

time by His universal lovingness and sym-

pathy. He refused to vv^alk under the petty

tyrannies of prevalent conventionalism. He
dined with people at whose table no Pharisee

would sit. It was because of His very un-

worldliness that Christ broke through all

fictitious distinctions. He was the object of

reproach in proportion as he vindicated the

liberty of the spirit against the dead letter of

external rules.

For worldliness does not lie so much in the

object as in the spirit in which we deal with

the object. There is nothing necessarily

evil in " the world," or in " the eye," or in

" life." It is when " the lust of the world,

and the lust of the eye, and the pride of life"

come, that worldliness prevails. Everything

depends on whether we are so governed by
the objects around us that they reign over

and determine our character, or whether we
are governed by the sense of God, and of

the holy, and true, and pure, and good,

and see the objects that surround us in

subjection to these principles. For there

are two tendencies with which we have
to deal. The one would drag us down,
chaining us to the influences or passions

created by the things at hand ; the other

appeals to us in the name of God and of

duty; and according as we yield to the one
or the other of these principles, do we
become worldly or unworldly. When the

present so engrosses our interest that life falls

under its power, then are we " carried away
by the course of this world," and our charac-

ters are moulded, not by the eternal ideal, but
by the force of circumstances and the fashion

of the hour. Without touching on the grosser

forms of evil, we can see this principle illus-

trated in common life. There was nothing
wrong in the plenteous harvests and the en-

larged barns of the prosperous farmer, but
he became a worldly man because these were
his all in all. He had neglected that being
of his which was made in the image of God,
and which ought to have had its life in the

spiritual rather than in the material and
temporary. His wealth held him in pos-
session, and he was mastered by the very
things of which he foolishly thought himself
the master. A similar spirit of worldliness

may exist in the poorest as well as the richest.

The labourer whose interests are centred on
the question of weekly wages may in this

manner be as worldly as the millionaire who
spends his existence over his ledgers. It is

the like principle which converts the possibly

pure gratification of our social instincts into

worldliness; When society with its petty

ambitions, its gossip, its trivialities, engrosses
the mind, so that in the world of fashion men
and women become mere things carried on
by the stream, and accepting the tone and
mannerisms of the hour, without obedience
to the claims of God or of His love—then
are they emphatically " worldly people."

And not otherwise is it with that subtle

worldliness which so often mingles with the

false pietism which affects to be separate from
the world. When there is no sincere outgoing

of the being towards what is simply just,

loving, and dutiful, but when the interests of

the little or great sect are allowed unquestion-

ing supremacy, and conventionalisms exer-

cise their tyranny, and ambition, vanity, or

petty intrigues find shelter under the sacred

names of Church or Creed, then have we
what in unconscious satire is sometimes
termed "the religious world."

Without further illustrating this principle

we may ask next how it is to be overcome ?

St. John replies, " This is the victory which

overcometh the world, even our faith." If

faith is that which gives substance and reality

to things unseen, then we can easily perceive

how in proportion to the strength of faith we
will overcome the engrossing influence of the

things seen and temporary. The man of

faith walks as " seeing Him who is invisible."

He is not dragged down by the earthly ten-

dency, but like one who, ascending a moun-
tain-top, beholds the hills and trees, which

once appeared great, shrink into comparative

insignificance, so faith lifts him into a posi-

tion whence all earthly objects can be re-

garded in their true proportions. He thus

learns to use things aright. But it is more
than the mere principle of faith which de-

termines him, it is faith in Jesus as the Son
of God. We take Him, the living Saviour,

as our Guide and Master. If we are ever

tempted to be worldly, we are strengthened

to live above the world when we behold the

glory of Him who, while He consecrated all

earthly relationships by His presence, yet was

so immovably held by His life in God that

no shame or desertion, not the tedious agony

of the Cross, nor all that this visible world

could heap of difficulty or trial against Him,
could make Him swerve from the path of

loving obedience or disturb his central life in

God.
In conclusion, it is by the application of

these principles that we are able to solve

many of the practical difficulties which beset
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some people. When they ask whether it is

right for a Christian to engage in this amuse-

ment or that, or where the hne is to be drawn
between the lawful or unlawful in the degree

as well as in the kind of recreation that may
be enjoyed, I answer that no such rule can be

laid down with any precision. The gospel

gives us principles, and leaves the application

of those principles to the conscience of the

faithful. There is no Pharisaic drill pre-

scribed for the avoidance of defilement.

There is frequently both cowardice and
wickedness in the demand for certain definite

limits, because that demand often conceals

the desire for self-abandonment within the

limit. But Christ's law of life admits of no such

casuistry. He commands us to share His
own mind, and if we are true to that then

the very instinct of loving loyalty will teach

us what is right. This is a searching law

which admits of no compromise. It is the

law of liberty, for it is the expression of what
has become our life. By it must the Chris-

tian be guided in all things, and through its

power, and by the in-dwelling of the Holy
Ghost, can he alone overcome that subtle

worldhness, which lurks not in outer things,

but in the eye with which they are regarded.

March i6th.

Read Psalm xix. and i Cor. x. 13.

It was in reference to the question, then
so keenly discussed at Corinth, regarding the

lawfulness of eating meat which had been
offered to idols, that St. Paul laid down the

maxim, " whether ye eat or drink, or what-
soever ye do, do all to the glory of God."
The old question of meats and drinks,

which, like many others since, was noisy in

proportion to its insignificance, has long
ceased to have any interest; but the prin-

ciple laid down by the Apostle is as import-

ant as ever.

It is not difficult to understand what is

meant by glorifying God. There is a sense
in which sun and moon, winter and summer,
frost and snow, beasts and all cattle, " praise

and exalt Him for ever." But it is in a dif-

ferent manner, because conscious and intel-

ligent, that God's children are to glorify Him.
The way in which the marvellous structure

of the human frame shows forth His glory,

is easily distinguished from the method in

which the soul that inhabits that frame is

called on to praise Him. Man glorifies God
when he appreciates and confesses what God
is. It was in this sense that Jesus Christ

glorified God. He found it His very meat

to do the will of His Father. And we also

glorify God only as we respond to what He
is. We glorify His love when we render to

Him our affections ; we glorify His wise

government by submitting to His guidance
;

we glorify His grace by yielding to Him our
hearty trust ; we glorify His holy will by
obeying it ; and we glorify His promises by
having our hopes fixed upon His faithfulness,

as a very anchor of the soul. Every one who
thus responds to what God is, really adds
to the glory and blessedness of the universe.

As the star, which catching the rays of the

sun, itself unseen, not only manifests the

presence of sunlight in what would otherwise

have appeared a dark and empty heaven, but

adds to the splendour of the sky a new bril-

liancy of its own, so does every faithful

servant of God make the glory of God
visible by reflecting His righteousness and
love. Heaven and earth are enriched by
every pure spirit who dwells in the light of

the divine countenance.

Now St. Paul teaches us that there is no

act however lowly, no life however common-
place, which may not be consecrated to the

glory of God, It is a simple and oft-en-

forced lesson, but none the less requiring to

be continually pressed upon our attention.

For there is nothing does more harm to

true religion than the non-recognition of the

will of God in our ordinary duties. That is a

most mischievous error, which teaches us to

hand over to what is called "the world," -the

things which really occupy the greater pro-

portion of our thoughts, and which form

the most powerful factors in the formation

of our characters and in the advancement

of good or evil around us. According to

such conceptions Jesus Christ was fulfilling

" worldly " labour when He toiled in the

carpenter's shop, while He was " rehgiously
"

occupied when He was preaching in Galilee.

In like manner a man is supposed to be

engaged with " religion " when he is in

church, but to be pursuing tilings " secular
"

or " worldly " when he is in the office, or

when wielding the hammer in the workshop.

A woman is doing something "religious"

when she goes to the prayer-meeting, but

can see nothing religious in the management
of her household, or in her duty as a ser-

vant. And thus life becomes divided, and

religion and business are kept in two distinct

departments. The consequence is that

Christianity is denuded of the very power

which God intended it to exert. Commerce,
politics, amusements, social intercourse,

being classified as "worldly," are left to take
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care of themselves, instead of being per-

meated by the Christian spirit, whose pur-

pose is to elevate and purify all that belongs

to us as men. Now, a primary principle for

all right-doing is to remember that it is God
Who appoints our various duties, so that

the work of shop or factory may be recog-

nised as being given to one, as much as

being a clergyman or missionary is given to

another. The Christian merchant should

know that God has called him to buy or sell,

as. truly as He has called another to preach.

When the right motive governs, then even

the cup of cold water becomes consecrated,

which is given in the love of Christ.

But it is obvious that this conception of

the sacredness of labour excludes all work
which, from its very nature, is injurious to our

own souls or the souls of others. It is im-

l^ossible for any sincere man to believe that

it is God's will that he should gain his liveli-

hood by things which hinder the good of

others. If his occupation is such, or if " the

custom of the trade " is such, that he cannot

ask God to bless or prosper him in its pur-

suit ; if it is of a nature that he feels Christ's

presence with him in it would be a continual

rebuke ; then he is bound, at whatever cost,

to obey conscience. " No man can serve

two masters." For the Christian the glory of

God is the one guiding rule ; and if any man
kliows that the verdict of the great Judge
can never be, "Well done, good and faithful

servant," in reference to the manner of his

life—then must he make a choice between
sacrificing what may appear to be " his

interests " or the loss of the divine blessing.

March 23RD.

Read Psalm 1. and St. Matt. vii. 12 to end.

Last Sunday evening we spoke of the

sacredness of common duties, and the im-

portance of the rule laid down by St. Paul,
" Whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye

do, do all to the glory of God."
There are many hindrances to the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of God besides

the attacks of modern unbelief, the deficient

supply of churches, or the unsuitability of re-

ligious services ; and among these one of the

greatest is to be found in the gulf which has
been allowed to separate things religious and
secular. The divorce is often complete. He
does not seem to be the same man who sits

so demurely in the pew on Sundays, full of

interest in sacred things, and who on week-
days is the overbearing or overreaching man
of business. It is not easy to connect the

full-blown decorum displayed in church with
the mean trickeries or the unprincipled sel-

fishness which the brother merchant knows
were characteristic of certain trade transac-

tions. The " scamped " workmanship or

cowardly eye-service is perhaps rendered by
another who, if religion meant no more than
an ample supply of pious phraseologies,

would be eminently religious. The temper
which keeps a household in misery, or the

rude inconsiderateness which jars every re-

lationship, or the bitter party-spirit which,

to serve its own ends, can touch the

borders of falsehood, are often found in per-

sons who would expect the highest place to

be given them in the synagogue. The effect

of such inconsistencies is to deter men from
Christianity altogether. Clerks in offices, in-

telligent mechanics, and airtisans ask, " What
is the use of religion if it does not make
people honest, kind, generous, and cour-

teous?" They point to the revelations of

the Bankruptcy Court, they describe the

recognised habits of trade, and assert that the

Parsee or Mahommedan is as reliable as the

Christian. They tell you to contemplate the

actual condition of society, and to measure
the slight infiuence which Christianity has

upon the relationship in which class stands

to class, the rich to the poor, the employer
to the employed, capital to labour; and on
such grounds as these they refuse, perhaps
with a certain bravado, to acknowledge the

value of truths which seem so powerless in

practical life.

It is easy to give replies, more or less

satisfactory, to these objections. It is obvious

that Christianity is not to blame for the

wrongs inflicted on its every principle by
men who ''hold the truth in unrighteousness."

Nevertheless, we should be thankful if such
criticisms serve to rouse the Church of God
to evils too much overlooked, and thereby

lead to an examination of the causes out of

which they spring. And of these causes, one
of the most pernicious is the schism between
religious and secular affairs, and the identi-

fication of religion with certain opinions, feel-

ings, hopes, and observances, rather than with

the production of a certain character through

the energising power of right beliefs and affec-

tions. It is by Christian people, recognising

how God must be glorified in business, in

politics, in society, in such relationships as

master and servant, parent and child, by
manifesting in these the Christ-like spirit of

truth, patience, considerateness, generosity

and kindly love, that that kingdom can

best be advanced which is " not meat and
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drink, but righteousness, and peace and joy

in the Holy Ghost." Such methods are

surely more powerful than those hard pro-

cesses of dogmatic argument which so often

fail of true conversion ; or, still worse, which

enlist fleshly passion on some " side " in a

wretched Church controversy. The attrac-

tion of Christdike tenderness, and the vision

of lives sweetened by meekness and charity,

are the best proofs of the value of religion.

But so to act we must have as the ruling

motive of our lives the desire to glorify

God in all things. I do not mean tliat

the presence of God must always be a dis-

tinct subject of thought, but to that love

God must form the abiding motive. For
it is quite possible for the mind to give

itself wholly to the work in hand without

such a motive being ever really absent. Just

as the workman may be bringing every

energy to bear upon his immediate task,

while the thought of the home for which he
toils, the sick wife, or the child that is to greet

him on his return, is never absent as the

chief stimulus to labour and its reward—so

too, even when God is not consciously thought

of, and when the whole attention is strained

in the fulfilment of some passing duty, yet

may the Christian have the glory of God as

the great object of his life. And just as

the workman must know and love those for

whom he labours, so must we cultivate the

knowledge and love of God by daily prayer,

and by bringing ourselves under those in-

fluences which inspire the sense of God's
goodness and glory, otherwise the fountains

of motive will soon be exhausted. Other-
wise, though we may continue to prate about
work being worship, we will find our work
speedily losing those qualities which are

essential to its consecration.

March 30TH.

Read Exodus xxxiii. ii. St. Luke xv. ir.

The contrast which our Lord draws between
the slave who fulfils what his master orders
in blind obedience, and the friend who under-
stands and sympathises with the purpose of
the command, illustrates the difference be-
tween the education of the law and of the
gospel. The distinction lies in the spirit in

which obedience is rendered, rather than in

the duties which are imposed. St. Paul illus-

trates the same truth by showing the dif-

ference between the life of the child as guided
by external rules, and that of the full-grown
man who acts on the principles of which the
rules are but the expression. Under the

letter of law the disciple could ask, " How
often shall my brother sin against me, and I

forgive him? until seven times?" implying
that after that he might get his revenge. But
Christ raised him from the letter to the spirit

when He replied, '•' Not until seven times, but
until seventy times seven ;

" for when a man
became His friend and shared His o\vn lov-

ing mind, there could be no limit to forgive-

ness.

But the spirit of legalism assumes many
shapes, and the teaching of Christ requires

to be continually repeated in order to counter-

act the Pharisaism peculiar to every age of
the Church. In the present day we need
His teaching to throw light on many tenden-
cies. This evening we will use it as illus-

trating the position in which what are called
" good works " ought to be viewed.
There is a practical error, common to both

Romanism and Protestantism in regard to

this subject, which is at once removed when
we understand the difference between the

spirit of the slave and of the son. Under
Romanism and its kindred systems a type of

religious service is frequently witnessed which
cannot but arrest attention by its great ear-

nestness and devotion. In a luxurious age
there is something very striking in the

spectacle of self-assumed poverty, and the

endurance of painful fasting and numberless
privations, in order to win the favour of God.
The most menial duties are fulfilled, and
an unquestioning obedience rendered, the

great merit of both being self-mortification

whedier there is any right reason for such
or not. There is undoubtedly a certain fasci-

nation for young or romantic minds in such
devotion. There appears something essen-

tially religious in the self-abnegation that is

enforced, and many naturally conclude that

persons who undergo so much suffering in

order to please God must be the true repre-

sentatives of Christ.

Under Protestantism we discover frequently

a similar tendency. When a man becomes
anxious regarding his soul, and recognises

how very far he is from the standard of good-
ness which is revealed in God's word, he
feels as if he dare not go to God until he
becomes a better man. He then resolves to

give more attention to his religious duties, to

pray more earnestly, to read good books, to

lay aside evil habits, and by doing so he
hopes that by-and-by God will have mercy
on him and save him. In the meantime he
thinks it would be presumption in sucn d.

sinner to take the place of a son towards this

holy and awful Being. It seems more humble
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and reverent to remain far off— a hired

servant rather than a child. All this is quite

natural.

But both the tendencies I have described

are contrary to the method of the gospel of

Jesus Christ. He came to the .world to

make us first children of God—and when
children He calls us to do the will of the

Father in the liberty of sons, who know the

mind of the Father and sympathize with it.

Reconciliation comes first—and the con-

sequent obedience is to be that of friends,

not of slaves. He demands undoubtedly
self-sacrifice and thorough consecration to

His service, but these to be truly acceptable

must be the fruit of the new love which has

been awakened. When the Prodigal came
home, and his father, embracing him, cried,

"Rejoice with me, for this my son which was
lost is found, he was dead and is alive

again," would it have been true humility if the

son had refused to take the friendship thus

offered, and had insisted on being treated as

a servant ? What if he had said, " Take away
the ring and the robe and the shoes—I can-

not accept such mercy. I insist on labouring

with the meanest of the slaves, and by the

toil and suffering I endure I will try to

make myself worthy of the hire of bread, for

which I starve. Perhaps after such deserved

privation I may be received as a son, but

not now." Would such conduct be the

expression of true humility, or of pride ?

Would it not be a worthier act frankly to

accept the father's love in the spirit of

restored sonship? After that he might in-

deed work and toil ; but how different to be
working in the Hberty of a son from toiling

as a slave

!

Now Jesus Christ came to show us that

God would deal with us even as that father

dealt with the Prodigal ; that He blots out

our sins and iniquities ; that He restores us as

sons, and will not have us as hired servants ;.

that by His grace He inspires the spirit of

sonship, and that the service He seeks is

the service of a love which finds its very life

in pleasing Him. He calls us not servants

but friends—who share His own blessed

thoughts of love, holiness, and joy. Good
works are even more called for under 'the

gospel than under the law; for there is na
law so searching as the law of the spirit of

the life that is in Jesus Christ, and no com-
mand so exacting as that love which makes
self-sacrifice a very instinct.

BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

By M. LINSKILL, Author of "Hagar," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc

CHAPTER XVI.—COMIN THRO THE SPRAY.

".Then, do you know, her face looked down on me ^

With a look that placed a crown on me."
The Flight of the Duchess.—BrowNiNG.

THE day was passing on, the tide was
rising, the awful foam-white walls of sea

that were rearing and dashing in Soulsgrif

Bight were growing more appalling in their

dread tempestuousness with every hour that

went by. The spray of the waves that struck

the foot of the cliff flew upward in curling,

twisting columns, the lighter masses staining

the white snow on the cliff-tops, the heavier

falling back and mingling with the flying

surf that was obscuring all sight of the

rugged blackness of the rocks at the back of

the Bight.

The little boat with the shipwrecked crew
was still there, tossing outside the breakers.

It could be seen from time to time for a few
seconds. When it had been first seen six figures

had been visible against the clear cold glare

beyond. "Then my little lad isn't there!"
said Ailsie Drewe with quivering lips and
bUnded eyes ; and from that time Ailsie had

nothing more to say. But she still stood
there, braving the cold, and the snow, and
the cruel showers of hail.

Near five hours had gone by between the
sighting of the dismasted ship and *he sudden
looming of the life-boat on the top of Briscoe

Bank, but it was only three hours since

George Kirkoswald and his Bevis had ridden

into the coastguard station at Swarthcliff.

Swiftly, silently, yet with terrible difficulty,,

the boat was lowered down Briscoe Bank by
means of ropes. When it touched the sands
of the Bight there was a burst of strong, sub-

dued, yet almost overpowering emotion.

Tears, sobs, prayers, broken words of hope
and consolation, revealings of long-suppressed

affection, warm claspings of hands that had
never touched in friendship before—this was
the choral m.usic of humanity set to wild

accompaniments of storm-wind, and thunder-

loud bass of the furious wave.

SwifUy, and as silently as might be, the

life-boat was manned, the brave sea-soldiers

buckled on their buoyant armour, set their

pale blue lances athwart the rest, and turned
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to face the foe with hearts as brave, as dis-

dainful of danger, as any that ever beat in

the breasts of the chivalrous knights of

ancient repute. Chivalrous

!

" I do distrust the poet who discerns

No character or glory in his times,

And trundles back his soul five hundred years
Past moat and drawbridge, into a castle-court.

To sing—oh, not of lizard, or of toad
Alive i' the ditch there—'twere excusable.
But of some black chief, half knight, half sheep-lifter."

If Homer had seen Ulysses and his men
launching a nineteenth - century life - boat

straight out into the very middle of the

breakers that surge and dash upon the North

Sea coast during a hurricane, we had had
another epic to set our hearts a-beating to its

diviner theme.
George Kirkoswald was a poet, not quite

mute, not quite inglorious, but it was hardly

to be expected of him that he should see the

poetry of that day's deed while his best

strength was set to help the doing of it. For

a long while after the launching of the life-

boat he saw nothing but the desperate strife

it had. No eye there saw aught save the boat,

its swift forward leaping, its downward
plunge into the trough of the sea, its perilous

uplifting and suspension on the curling crest

of the mountainous wave, its perpendicular

rearing as it rose, its dread descent as it fell,

its human reel and shudder under the shock

of a mighty blow, its sad submission to the

drenching, bursting wave that half-filled the

hollow between its planks, the swaying, the

rocking, the tossing, the threatening, the

hard, strong, desperate striving, — how
should any eye turn from the appalling

fascination of a scene like that?

Genevieve Bartholomew saw it all, not

knowing how she dared to see, not knowing
or dreaming what she might yet see. For
her the scene was as strange, as utterly un-

imagined, as it was touching and overwhelm-
ing. She was still alone, still on the sloping

ledge of shale where the rock curved a little

to the southward. She was utterly heedless

—a native of the place would have said reck-

less—of the waves that were hissing below
her, seething at her very feet, sending flying

showers of spray all about her. How could

she fear a few flakes of foam in such an hour
as that, when men were fearing not to risk

their lives, fearing not to face death at such

odds as these ?

She was not saying these things to herself;

she had forgotten herself altogether. She
had no thought but for the safety of the souls

there in peril—the life-boat crew, and the

crew of that lesser boat that every now and
then came into sight for a second or two, and

then disappeared in a way that sent a thrill

through the girl's whole being, suspending

every faculty of life with dread and pain.

More than once she had to turn and hold by
the rocks behind her for support when the

aura of fear had passed over her ; it seemed
to leave her strengthless, and this was a new
sensation. It never occurred to her that ex-

posure, need of food, keen anxiety, could

have much effect of any kind.

Still she stood there in the curving of the

rock, a little sheltered from the wind, and a

little sheltered from observation. The surf

was still flying about her \ it began to fall

more and more heavily ; and at last the edge
of a wave burst upon her with some force. •

This was awakening. Turning to retrace

her steps, she saw with a sudden sinking

and sickening of heart that the yellow yeasty

waves were tossing the long tangle of the

very stones she had passed over—it seemed
to her only a few minutes before.

Was it impossible to reach the sands ?

Another daring greedy wave, another

thud against the perpendicular wall of rock^

another clash of the recoiling wave and the

advancing one, another cloud of heavy spray,

—these things made answer.

She was standing there, holding by the

jagged edge of the rock. She afterwards

remembered looking up at it, noting its

carious linear fractures, its manifold tints

of black and green, of russet and blue, of

various brown and amber ; she remembered
distinctly the thought that it might be the

last thing her eyes would rest upon.

Presently she closed her eyes, praying for

deliverance, if deliverance might be. If

not ....
There was nought to be heard through the

roar of the storm. There was a smothered

cry down on the beach by the water's edge,

where the people had gathered after the life-

boat had been launched. Genevieve did not

hear it. She had been standing farther for-

ward by the angle of the jutting rock when she

discovered her danger. She could be seen as

she stood there, a tall white figure against

the black rock ; and Ailsie Drewe had been

the first to see her—the first to raise that

startled cry of dismay.

It could only be a few seconds that elapsed

before Genevieve was conscious of a dark

form dashing through the white whirl of

spray, of a strong arm thrown round her,

holding her firmly through a fierce shock, a

drenching, blinding shock of water. Then
she knew herself lifted, borne on ... . For

a little while she knew no more.
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It was a very little while, not more than a

minute or so ; she doubted, indeed, if con-

sciousness had ever really left her, it grew

suddenly so quick, so keen, so full of shame,

so full of gratitude. All at once she was

herself again as she stood there surrounded

by the little group of helpful women who had

left the crowd—she hardly saw them in that

first moment. Her eyes were lifted to the

face of the man who had risked his life for

her life. It was only a look she gave, no
word, but it repaid him—he knew that on
the instant—it repaid him a thousandfold.

The day was eventful, but that one look

was the event of the day for him.

"You will come with me ?" he said autho-

ritatively. He was always authoritative ; al-

ways most courteously commanding in his

manner. He drew Genevieve's arm within

his own, made it rest there, accommodated
his movement to hers, and went up the

beach to the little inn with quite ordinary

gravity and composure. There was a fire

blazing, provision made for any half-drowned

man who might reach the shore, a woman
waiting to do what might be done. She was
rather amused than concerned by the brief

history of the lady's drenching that Kirk-

oswald gave.

"Strange foalks doiin't understand, ya
see," she said, removing Genevieve's dripping

fur paletot, and the little white fur cap with

its limp feathers. " They don't understand;

an' Ah've seen 'em that ventursome 'at Ah've

been fair 'mazed. But all's well 'at ends

well ; an' Ah reckon you're nut much woss,

miss, by t' leuk o' ya ?
"

" Thank you, I am not any worse myself,"

said Genevieve, glancing at the dark, wet

figure beside her, who stood watching her

with quiet concern.
" You'll be thinkin' o' yer cloak," the gar-

rulous woman went on. " Ah's frightened

mysel' 'at it 'II dry rather hask,* wi' t' saut

water, an' it '11 be a pity. It's a bit o' bonny
graithin',! if 'tis rether kenspac;| but it be-

comes ye well. Ah said so to Marget this

mornin'."

Genevieve listened in amusement. George
Kirkoswald was turning away ; his work out-

side was not yet done.
" I will come back presently," he said.

" Meantime you will have something to eat,

please ; and you will oblige me by remaining

here until I can arrange for your return to

Murk-Marishes."

Genevieve looked up with a quick blush.
* Hask—harsh, un3'ielding:.

+ Graithing—clothes, household goods, &c.
t Kenspac—conspicuous, too easily recognised.

He knew her- then, or, at any rate, he knew
something about her. Was he aware that

she had left Miss Craven, who would be
both perplexed and angry, at Thurkeld
Abbas ? Did he know that she had a father,

who would at least be anxious? Did he
understand how she had come there ; how
she had longed to be at hand to offer sym-

pathy, to be of use, to tend and help others

rather than be tended herself? Could he

comprehend her disappointment and humilia-

tion? All this v/as behind that one glance that

George Kirkoswald answered with a smile as

he went out. It was the smile of a man who
smiled rarely, and it was strangely moving,

strangely sweet for a face so strong and sad.

It passed from his face very quickly. The
little door of the inn opened straight on to

the low quay. As he went out he saw quite

distinctly the life-boat struck by the heaviest

sea she had encountered yet. It fell like an

avalanche, well-nigh swamping the boat, and
breaking six of her oars. " They snapped
like straws," said one of the men afterwards,

a man whose arm had been disabled by the

same stroke. Two other men were hurt

;

the boat was not manageable against the

wind ; there was nothing for it but to turn

back for reinforcements of men and oars. A
whole hour's rowing at full strength in such

a sea as that had exhausted the powers of

the life-boat crew to a considerable extent,

and it had been fruitless.

A low sound that was half a cry passed

through the crowd when it was made clear

what had happened. The storm was still

raging with its wildest fury. The little boat

was still in sight. Six long hours it had
tossed there between Briscoe Point and
Soulsgrif Ness.

CHAPTER XVII. " SIT STILL AND HEAR THE
LAST OF OUR SEA SORROW."

" Love's not a flower that grows in the dull earth,

t?prings by the calendar ; must wait for sun.

For rain ; matures by parts—must take its time
To stem, to leaf, to bud, to blow ; it owns
A richer soil, and boasts a quicker seed !

You look for it, and see it not, and lo !

E'en while you look, the peerless flower is up
Consummate in the birth !

"

Knowles.

Genevieve, watching from the inn window,

could see all that was happening out there in

the infuriate storm. Another snow-squall

was looming and threatening in the distance
;

the coxswain of the life-boat was calling out

for fresh hands—they were there with fresh

oars, all waiting ready. Among those who
put on the cork jacket for the second attempt

George Kirkoswald was foremost. Was it a

fancy, or did he really glance up from under
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those heavy, frowning brows of his toward

the window of the little inn ?

Another moment and they were out again

in the great white upheaving world of water.

It seemed as if the roar of the gale were

rising to a shriek as the squall came on.

The mingled sleet came down, rain and snow
one minute, rain and stinging hail another.

You looked, and the life-boat was visible

through the slanting scud, leaping, plunging,

quivering ; the men bending forward on the

thwarts under the deluge that was pouring

over them, clinging for very life. Again you
looked, and there was neither boat nor men
to save, neither boat nor men to be saved.

All was rage, dread, white fury, black despair.

For an hour, a whole, long hour, that

seemed as ten, Genevieve stood there by the

window. The childish sense of wrong-doing

that had haunted her all day was gone now.
Everything was gone but one strong desire.

She would not have said it to herself, she

would not have dared to say that one man's
life was more than another ; but it was one
man's face that came before her when she

prayed, one man's voice that rose above the

others when the cry of drowning men seemed
to her tensely-strung nerves to come mingled
with every shriek of the gale.

At last, through a break in the thick,

yellow-grey mystery, it was seen that the life-

boat was being rapidly driven shoreward

again. Another minute and it was seen that

she had more than her crew on board.

No voice was heard in that suspense. If

any spoke, even to God, he spoke silently.

Not till the life-boat actually touched the

beach, slanting downward on a seething wave,

did the cry reach the shore

—

" All saved !

"

Across the Bight it flew, amid the roaring

and rattling of the hurricane.
" All saved ! all saved ! all saved !

"

Genevieve heard it. She ran out from the

little inn, down the half-dozen steps of the

quay, away over the wet, shingly slope. The
old man to whom she had spoken first when
she came down to the Bight was there. He
took her hand and pressed it, tears were
streaming down his furrowed face.

" Oh, my honey !
" he exclaimed, " they're

saved ! they're saved ! It's a mericle ! a

mericle ! as much a mericle as if they'd been
rose fra the dead !

"

" Ay ! " said another ancient mariner, " Ah
niver thowt te live te see the daay when a

boat 'ud be built te swim in a sea like that!"

Some of the people made way for the

young lady who had stayed with them so

long, and sympathized with them so keenly.
Words of hers, comforting, consoling, had
been passed about from lip to lip during the
day; and her kind face and unassuming ways
had opened hearts that were not opened too
easily. Though she never came into Soulsgrif

Bight again she would not be forgotten there.

She saw the one figure she desired to see
—he was helping to lift the rescued men out
of the life-boat, pale, helpless, exhausted men
who could not even look their gladness or
their gratitude. One was lying back with
closed eyes, another had torn hands, torn
with clinging to the little boat, but they were
too much frozen to bleed. Another had a
broken arm, that hung down when he was
lifted.

Ailsie Drewe's little lad had been lifted out
almost first, lifted into his mother's arms, but
he lay there quite stirlessly. There was no
sign of returning consciousness as he was
carried home ; no sign when he was laid on
the sofa by his mother's fire. Genevieve had
left the beach with those who had carried

him. She was there in the cottage helping
others to chafe the frozen limbs, that had been
covered quickly with hot blankets ; helping,

too, to keep up the mother's fainting hope.
"The child breathes—he breathes quite

naturally," she said, bending over the wet,

yellow curls to kiss him as he lay. He was
only a little fellow for his years, and he looked
so fair and sweet in his death-like pallor that

she could not help but kiss him. In after

days Ailsie used to tell him, smiling sadly as

she said it, that a lady's kiss had kissed him
back to life. Certainly it was strange that his

blue eyes should unclose just as the kiss was
given. He looked up, at first vacantly, then,

as his eyes met his mother's, Avith recognition.

But they were very heavy eyes, and they soon
closed again. Was the lad remembering how
and where they had closed last ?

There was a tale to be told ; and by-and-

by a gentleman came in, hoping that he
might be there when the boy told it. Per-

haps he had also another hope.
" I trusted that you would be here, Miss

Bartholomew," he said. " I have taken the

liberty of sending to the Richmond Arms for

a cab ; it will be here presently."

"Thank you," Genevieve said, feeling again

a confused sense of wrong-doing ; a still more
confused sense of wonder as to what this

stranger was thinking of her.

"I must explain to you," she said. "I
came to Thurkeld Abbas with Miss Craven
this morning, and I promised to wait for her

at the Rectory . . .
."
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" Instead of which you ran away ?
"

" Yes," rephed Genevieve with a sudden

smile, perceiving quickly that she had no need

to fear misconstruction. " Yes ; I suppose

it might be put that way."
" I think you ought to look sorry."

" Don't I look sorry ? I should say then

that must be because I look afraid. I believe

I am very much afraid of what Miss Craven

will say. It is so late ; it will be dark very

soon."
" Don't be apprehensive," said Mr. Kirk-

oswald, changing his tone to one of greater

kindness. " I will see you safely home, if

you will allow me ; and after that I can easily

take care that Miss Craven comes to no harm
that I can avert. I shall go back by the moor."

Again Genevieve looked up with the sudden

inquiry in her eyes that had amused him so

much before ; but his instinctive courtesy

was stronger than his amusement.
" If you do not know my name I ought to

tell it to you," he said. " It is George Kirk-

oswald, and I live at Usselby Crags ; there-

fore I have the pleasure to be your neighbour."
" Thank you," Genevieve said, " I did not

know." To herself she added, " And yet I

think I did—I think I have known it all day

since that first moment."
All day ! It was only a fragment of a day

in truth, and yet it was half a lifetime.

Surely if she had never seen this man
before, then he was one whom she had long

desired to see ; she had heard of him, or

read of him, until the impression had been
made, that he had to-day confirmed. It was
he who had mingled with all her past inner

history ; it was he about whom all that was

best and highest in her estimate of humanity
had gathered; it was he to whom she had
turned for guidance when thought was con-

fused, for help when knowledge was darkened,

for support and sympathy when the days

were heavy with unsuspected burdens. He
had been part of her past life, as certainly as

he was part of the present ; and her future

was bound to his, though she should never

see the greatness and the goodness that was
in him looking down from his eyes into hers

again till her life should end.

She hardly thought consciously of the

deeds he had done that day as she stood

there. They were only a part of himself;

and being himself he could have done no
other. Yet doubtless the acts had disclosed

the man more plainly than years of uneventful

intercourse would have done. And it was
not only the thing done, the manner of doing

it made evidence also ; and there was no

touch there to mar the fine consistency of the

impression.

There was a lighter feeling in the cottage

by this time; the little lad was sitting up,

leaning against a pillow and sipping some
tea. Rough, uncomely faces moved smilingly

across the firelight. Ailsie looked pale as she

sat by the sofa. She was rocking herself to

and fro, as if the weight of dread and sorrow

were loth to leave her, and full deliverance

hard to recognise. She was not ungrateful,

poor woman, but her gratitude lay trembling

under dread possibilities, awaiting a freer

moment for expression.

Presently the boy spoke, and his mother
bent over him.

" Yon's him 'at pulled me oot o' the water,"

he said in a faint voice, and indicating Mr.

Kirkoswald as he spoke.
" Yes : and it was more of a pull than any-

body would think to look at you now, my
man," said George, coming to the side of the

little patchwork-covered sofa, and stroking

the yellow curls that yet had the salt sea-

water in them. " I want you to tell me how
you came to be in the water. Your captain

says there must have been a mistake some-

where. I have heard his account, which is

puzzling."
" 'Twas my oan fault—at first," said the

cabin-boy.
" So it seems. Captain Unwin expected

that he was the last to leave the ship—he says

that he could hardly see through the spray

and foam who was in the boat, and who was
not. Then, just as he was about to cut the

rope he saw you on the deck of the hull, and
called to you as loud as he could to look

sharp, instead of which you cast the boat

adrift, to the dismay of everybody in it. The
captain thinks you must have known that

they had not the smallest chance of getting

near the wreck again to take you off."

The little lad looked pale, his lip quivered,

a tear or two gathered on his eyelids.

" The captain said that ? " Davy asked,
" He said he shouted ' Leuk sharp ? '

"

"Yes; what did you think he shouted?"
" Ah thowt he said, ' Let go the rope

!

'

"

" And you let it go ?
"

" Ay, sir : Ah let it go."

There was a silence in the little cottage.

The lad's simple, heroic obedience—obe-

dience to a command which, as he heard it,

must in its very horror and cruelty have

struck him with a sudden bewilderment, was

too great and grand a thing for spoken praise.

A sob broke the silence : it was not Miss

Bartholomew who was sobbing. Her face
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was white and tense, but there was a smile

on it.

" What did you think when you saw the

boat drifting away ? " she asked of the cabin-

boy.
" Ah didn't think nothin', miss."

" His not to make reply,

His not to reason why,
His but to do and die,"

quoted George Kirkoswald with a light in his

grave eyes.

" And now tell me what you meant when
you said it was your own fault ? " asked Kirk-
oswald.

" I meant 'twas my oan fault for goin'

doon below when they were gettin' ready te

leave the ship."
" Then why did you go ?

"

" For the mate's pictur' .... He didn't

tell me ; but Ah knowed he'd miss it. 'Twas
his wife's 'at's just dead a month sen."

"And you went below to get that?"
" Ay, and Ah got it, an' Ah kept it a bit

after Ah was i' the water. But it got washed
oot o' my belt."

" How long did you stick to the wreck
after the boat had drifted away ?

"

" A good bit—an hour mebbe. Then she

began to go doon, starn foremost, an' Ah
fastened myself to the life-buoy—the captain

told me te stick te that buoy a long time
before, when the masts went by the board.

—

Then Ah jumped oft" fra the bow, an' tried

te swim to the boat, but t' sea were ower
heavy."

That was all that Davy Drewe had to tell.

George Kirkoswald knew the rest. He had
called the attention of the coxswain to some-
thing floating on the water before they reached
the little boat ; and that something had proved
to be the widow's one son, tossing there in

the storm-swept sea, exhausted, half-frozen,

yet fighting even then for the young life that

was in him.

Davy's tale was hardly told, when a neigh-

bour came with the startling news that a
carriage with two horses was to be seen " in

the street." No one there had ever seen a
carriage in Soulsgrif Bight—there was not a
horse in the place, nor was there a road that

any ordinary animal could be expected to

climb.
" Since it is impossible the cab should come

to you, I fear you must go to the cab," said

Mr. Kirkoswald. Genevieve was putting on
her cloak and hat, the women were helping
her, thanking her. Davy Drewe was looking
at her with childishly open admiration.

" Will you come an' see me again ? " he

asked, holding out his small frost-stiff"ened

hand.

"Yes; I will indeed," she said. "We
ought to be friends. This gentleman has
saved two lives to-day, your life, and my life

.... We must remember that, Davy."
" Were you goin' to be droonded ?

"

" Yes ;
" interposed George Kirkoswald,

" Miss Bartholomew ran some risk of being
drowned because of her anxiety to see that

you were saved."

"You'll be thinkin' Ah'm a thankless
woman, sir," said Ailsie Drewe, when Mr.
Kirkoswald offered her his hand at parting.
" But it's noan thanklessness ; it's nut knowin'
what te saay, nor how te saay it. Ah feel as

if Ah'd like te lay down my life for you, if

so 'twere to be 'at you wanted it."

" Then that is certainly not thanklessness,"

said Mr. Kirkoswald. Genevieve did not
'

hear what other reassuring words he said.

There was more knocking at the cottage

door, more people coming in. Surely that

was Miss Craven's bonnet 1 And quite as

surely that was Mr. Severne's low-crowned
clerical hat immediately behind it

!

" Oh, I say ! We simply thought you were
lost, Miss Bartholomew," said the curate,

pressing forward. " We've come down in

a cab, Miss Craven and I, i/ie cab, there

isn't another in the district ; and somebody
else had ordered it, but it was coming down
here, and we insisted on coming with it.

Oh, really ! Is that little boy ill ?
"

Explanations followed, interspersed with in-

troductions, inquiries, disapprobations. Miss

Craven Avas very austere, very determined

that her displeasure should not be made light

of. She accepted Mr. Kirkoswald's polite-

nesses as if they were justly her due, having

an instant suspicion that he might be in

some way to blame.

So much attentiveness to a quite unim-

portant stranger would be very likely to

arise out of a sense of culpability. Then,
fortunately, it occurred to her that in the

eyes of a man of Mr. Kirkoswald's learning,

the Cravens of Hunsgarth Haggs might not,

after all, be such very unimportant people.

He would know something of their ancient

standing, and he would comprehend that

though a family might come to be repre-

sented for all practical purposes by one un-

married woman, that family was still entitled

in her person to such respect as would have

been paid to it under more fortunate vicissi-

tudes. This made matters plainer, Miss

Craven's mood lighter, and the homeward
journey certainly easier in consequence.
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The darkness came down suddenly; the

lamps were lighted in the streets at Thurkeld

Abbas. Mr. Kirkoswald, who had been

riding on before the cab, stopped at the

Richmond Arms until Miss Craven came up

to ask whether he might not send his man
over to take the trap up the snow-covered

roads to Hunsgarth Haggs in the morning.

Miss Craven yielded to this, but not too

readily. Some transferring of parcels took

place ; Mr. Severne shook hands with every-

body, and went away, smiling, blushing in

the dim lamplight. Something had delighted

him, some other thing had perplexed him

;

but he was not very clear about his sensations

as he went homeward. Mr. Kirkoswald was

riding forward again, and he did not stop till

he reached the stile by the cottage at Nether-

bank. He dismounted there.

" I may call to-morrow to inquire hov/ you
are ? " he asked, walking by Genevieve's side

along the frozen field-path. The wind was
still boisterous ; a few silver stars shone

keenly out between the clouds. There were

lights in the window of the little cottage.

" Thank you," said Genevieve, with un-

hesitating grace. " I shall be glad to see

you ; and my father will be glad to have an
opportunity of thanking you. . . . You will

not give him the opportunity now?"
"I am afraid I may not, thank you. I

must go up with Miss Craven as the roads

are so bad."

He waited a moment by the foot of the

tiny flight of steps. Keturah opened the

door with an exclamation. "Good night,"

said Genevieve gravely, standing a moment
in the glow of the light that came from the

kitchen fire. " Good night. . . . There are

so many other things that ought to be said

that I am unable to say any of them."
" I am glad you have not tried to say

them," answered George Kirkoswald, with a

deep intentness in his tone. " There are

things that are much more permanently con-

tenting to me unsaid."

CHAPTER XVin. JULIET OR ELAINE ?

" Love at first sight is the suicst love, and for this reason

—

that it does not depend upon any one merit or quality, but
cmlpraces in its view the whole being. That is.the love which
is likely to last—incomprehensible, indefinable, inarguable-
about."

Sir Arthur Helps.

Genevieve had spoken quite truly when
she told Miss Richmond that she was not
lonely. She had an active brain and active

fingers. The tiny house needed careful and
constant mindfulness ; the study offered oc-

cupation ; Keturah required a considerate

supervision. Then, too, she had her piano,

her embroidery ; there were letters to be
written, books to be read ; for sympathy and
society she had her father; for the solitary

hours which she had always enjoyed there

was the moor, the reedy marsh, or the wide
sea-shore. " I wanted nothing," the girl said

to herself, " and yet it seems as if I had
wanted all."

It was but natural that a day so eventful

as that stormy day in Soulsgrif Bight should

cause a great reversal and upheaval in the

existing order of things, especially since that

order had, undeniably, been of a simple and
settled kind. It was almost inevitable that

thought should linger on such a day, that

thought should turn to reverie, and muse
upon it, that musing should grow creative,

and build upon it.

Juliet's musings on the balcony took form,

and kindled into a guileless yet forceful con-

fession of love, though not a hundred words
of Romeo's had fallen upon her ear.

" Romeo, doff thy name,
And for thy name, which is no part of thee,

Take all myself!"

Elaine spoke less, and less passionately in

her first sudden love for Lancelot ; but—
" All night long his face before her lived,

^ # » «

Dark-splendid, speaking in the silence, full

Of noble things, and held her from her sleep."

Genevieve's love resembled both these,

and it differed from both. It resembled

them in suddenness, in completeness ; it

differed from Juliet's in respect of impatience;

from Elaine's in respect of simple and beau-

tiful self-abandonment.

Her nature was too rare, too fine and
strong, to die for need of another nature ;

but by reason of these very qualities her need

of love once wakened would become the one

passionate need of her life.

Her need of lo.ve 1 It had never existed

till now ; and now it was one with her need

of an atmosphere for her soul to breathe in.

All day there was with her in the room a

new light, a new strength, a new reason for

living life at its very best.

It was a sunny day, clear and keen, and
calm with the strange calmness that only

comes after a wild sea-storm. The snow was

still lying white upon the great sloping

upland, under the clumps of dark fir-trees,

over all the wide, low-lying land that stretched

between the rugged slope and the sea.

Everything was still, so still that a footfall

on the frozen field made echo enough in the

little house to stir the pulse to quicker move-

ment. Genevieve was ashamed for her blush,
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when the door opened and Mr. Kirkoswald

came in ; afraid lest her heart's secret should

blaze itself in the heart's colours on her face.

How tall and strong he looked in that little

room ! He seemed to fill it with his im-

pressiveness, with the finely careless dignity

that he had when he moved and spoke.
" I see that it is a mere matter of courtesy

to ask you how you are," he said, looking

into her face with a grave and kind intent-

ness. " Are you really no worse for all that

you went through yesterday ? "
.

" Thank you, no—not any worse," Gene-

vieve replied. " I should hke to have gone
down to Soulsgrif Bight again to-day if I

might. I wish so much to know how Davy
Drewe is, and the others."

" They are all right—tliat is, as right as

one could expect," replied Mr. Kirkoswald

with compassion in his tone. " Poor Verrill

could a't have his broken arm set till this

morning. He looks the worst of them all
;

but Dr. Seaton says he'll come round in

time. Davy Drewe was sitting on a stool by
the fire, whistling ' Sweet Dublin Bay,' and
cutting a model of the hull of the Viking.

. . . But there ! that is stupid of me ! I

was not to mention the model."
" I see !

" said Genevieve, smiling. It was
a dreamy, lingering smile that played about
her beautiful mouth. Was she recognising

the human promptings by which this new-
found friend was led ? A little silence fol-

lowed ; it was as if her beauty were weaving
a spell that a man might hardly dare to break

unadvisedly.

Was it only her beauty? George Kirk-

oswald asked of himself as he sat there. Was
it only that she made a picture as she sat

before him with her faultless face, her crown
of soft, shining, yellow hair, her deep, violet-

grey eyes? She had on a dress of warm
white serge ; there was some lace round her

throat, and a string or two of coral beads.

No detail that went to the making of the

whole escaped him ; but he knew that for

him the spell was in none of these. The face

itself, lovely as it was, did but seem the

human expression of some lovelier spiritual

ideal.

Suddenly Genevieve recollected herself,

and a burning blush of self-accusation spread
over her face and throat.

" Shall I tell my father that you are here?"
she asked ; " or will you go down to the

studio?"
*' Which would he prefer?"
*"'

I don't know ; I don't think he would
care much ; but I should like you to go

down to the studio, if you will. I have been
thinking," the girl said, speaking with her
usual unconventional honesty, " I have been
thinking that I should like to show you
some of his work."

" And I have been wishing much that I

might be permitted to see it,'* replied Mr.
Kirkoswald, also speaking honestly.

They went out together, down through the

leafless orchard. The twisted trunks of the

apple-trees were throwing long blue shadows
across the snow ; the old moss-green well

was sprinkled with diamonds, the hedges
were bright with scarlet rose-hips, a robin

was swaying lightly up and down on a purple

briar-spray. Far away beyond the snow-
covered pasture-lands you could see the dark
blue-grey sweep of heaving waters.

CHAPTER XIX. ART AND LIFE.

" The world is too much with us ; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers :

Little we see in Nature that is ours
;

We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon !

This sea that bears her bosom to the moon
;

The winds that will be howling at all hours,
Are all up-gather'd now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything we are out of tune."

Wordsworth.

The door of the studio was open. Noel
Bartholomew had heard voices, and he stood

there quietly eager to welcome the man who
had saved his daughter's life. He looked

wan and tired ; and it seemed to Genevieve

that his scant and ill-arranged grey hair was

even greyer than she had believed it to be.

He was, as usual, very grave and very calm.

His first words were of course words of

gratitude. They were not many, and they

were quietly said ; but his emotion was
apparent, even to the point of giving pain.

This was only for a moment, however.
" It is an ill wind that blows nobody good,"

he said, recovering himself. " And I must
not forget that I owe to yesterday's peril the

pleasure of seeing you here to-day."

"I should, of course, have given myself

the pleasure of coming sooner or later," said

Kirkoswald. " I hope I don't interrupt your

work by coming this afternoon ?
"

" On the contrary, you are doing it a

service, by preventing my working with a

tired eye and a still more tired brain."

" I suppose most artists are tempted to do
that?"

"I believe so; and I believe that the

greater the unfitness for work the stronger the

fascination of it, that is, of continuing it. It

is so at least with me. It is easier to put my
palette down in the middle of a successful

morning's work than at the end of a doubtful

day."
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"Tliat I think I can understand," said

Kirkoswald, who seemed to Genevieve to be

listening with an interest that was as real as

it was deferential. After a moment's pause

he added, " I have often wished, when I have

found myself standing before a picture that

I have really cared for, that I might know
something of the history of its creation."

" In many cases, perhaps in seven out of

ten, the true history would disappoint you.

Is not Browning's ' Andrea del Sarto ' a reve-

lation ?
"

"It is," said Kirkoswald, "a. sad one. But

the pictures of Lucrezia's face reveal things

to me that are sadder far. Take Browning's

poem, del Sarto's pictures, his wife's portrait,

and you have as painful a soul's tragedy as

you need want."

The walls of>the studio were still decorated

with unfinished paintings, with careless

sketches, with masterly studies. On the

easel there was a full-length figure. It was,

as George Kirkoswald saw for himself, a

beautiful-browed ^none. The Judas had

been put away out of sight, untouched since

the day it had excited discussion.

Noel Bartholomew was somewhat surprised

by the insight and pertinence of his visitor's

remarks.
" You paint yourself?" he asked, as they

sat by the studio fire, in the midst of the glow
of fine colour, of artistic ornament and sug-

gestion that was everywhere in the place.

" No, on the contrary, I can't draw a

straight line," was the reply. " But I have

long been attracted towards art—half against

my will in the first instance. I have been
told that Byron had a great contempt for

painting. I had no contempt, but a con-

summate indifference. A painted canvas

seemed to me such an unreal thing. I know
now that it was my own incapacity for recog-

nising the real, that is to say, the spiritual,

the true real, when I saw it ; my own inability

to perceive the right connection between
human life and human art."

" Then you are now altogether on the side

of the artists ? " said Genevieve. She was
sitting opposite to George Kirkoswald, and
her eyes met his. He saw that there was an
intenser meaning in her question than it

might seem to have.

He paused a moment before replying.
" Would you mind explaining to me more

exactly what you mean ? " he asked.
" First let me explain," interposed Mr.

Bartholomew, with a quietly humorous smile

that was more visible in his eyes than about
his mouth. " My daughter has the misfortune

to have inherited strongly Puritan tendencies,

tendencies that have skipped over one gene-
ration if not two, and are now displaying

themselves all the more strongly for the

lapse Proceed, my dear; inform Mr.
Kirkoswald that deep in your heart of hearts

you believe all painting, all sculpture, all

secular poetry and music to be so many
snares of the Evil One."

There was a distinct silence. Genevieve's
face was turned a little toward the fire, as if

she were looking into it for some thought or

word that she wanted.
" I am sure that your father has stated the

case from the extremest point he could find to

stand upon," said Mr. Kirkoswald, speaking

in a tone that betrayed both his interest and
his appreciation of the difficulty.

" So he has," said the girl, turning a grave

uplifted face toward him. " But I will not

say that he has gone beyond the truth. I

(fare not say it, lest my words should come
back upon me."

There was no smile now on the face of

either listener; one face had a touch of

surprise.

" Perhaps, if I may venture to say so, you
are suspending your judgment at present ?

"

Kirkoswald said.

" It has been in a state of suspense ever

since I began to think at all, and I see no
prospect of any conclusion to the matter.

Lately, I have let it rest."

" Or, rather it has let you rest," said her

father.

" Exactly. Coming to Murk-Marishes was
the hoisting of a fl^g of truce."

" Which I suppose you do not consider

equivalent to a declaration of peace ? " in-

quired Kirkoswald.
" No, I do not," said Genevieve. Then

she added more gravely, " I think that peace
for me would mean the death of one of my
two natures—the artistic, or what my father

terms the Puritan. So far as I can tell, they

are both very much alive ; though at present

they have no reason for clashing."

"Then you have the misfortune to repre-

sent in your own person the two opposing

parties ?
"

" Yes, I suppose so. I am very conscious

of being torn two ways," said Genevieve.
" On the one hand by a love of beauty, on

the other by a fear that your desire for things

beautiful is not, from the highest standpoint

of all, a legitimate desire ?
"

" Precisely," said Genevieve, looking up
with some gratitude, some wonder in her eyes.

" It is precisely that. I want what I think
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the -whole civiUsed world is wanting, a re-

conciler !

"

"To reconcile what, speaking exactly?"

asked her father.

"The Sermon on the Mount and the inte-

rior of a modern artistically furnished house,"

said the girl, speaking as if she spoke of a

thing long considered.

"The command to take no thought for

your life, with the strong, pure-seeming in-

stinct for graceful, refined, and beautiful sur-

roundings?" said George Kirkoswald. Then
he added, " Does it seem to you that no
such reconciliation is possible?"

" On the contrary, I feel that // must be

possilile" declared Genevieve with enthusiasm.
" But I cannot see it ; I cannot find it. One
day I honour most the men who can set their

foot upon the neck of pride, the pride of the

eye, the pride of life—who can live out their

days surrounded by four bare walls, and never

know that they are bare. Another day, and
my whole soul is stirred by some good, some
glory that I discern through some triumph of

human art—art that has drawn its inspiration

from Nature, and so, assuredly, can lead one
from Nature up to Nature's God."

" How the world is made for each of us !"

said Kirkoswald musingly, hardly recognising

his utterance as a quotation.

"You think that?" said Bartholomew;
adding reverently, " It has always seemed to

me that Christ's own different way of dealing

with each differently-constituted and differ-

ently-circumstanced individual that came to

Him, was certainly sufficient warrant for sup-

posing that He had no desire to reduce huma-
nity to one dead level of thought and opi-

nion."
" One may be sure He never meant that,"

said Kirkoswald ;
" and it seems to me, also,

•a sure thing that He never meant to crush

out any human feeling for whatsoever things

are lovely, X>x pure, or beautiful, or true."

"So far I am one with you," interposed

Genevieve. " He who said, ' Consider the

lilies,' and declared that Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed as they were, could
never have desired that any human being
should pass through the world with eyes
closed to its marvellous loveliness. But we
were not speaking of natural beauty."

" No ; we were not," said Kirkoswald, ap-

preciating the effort to keep him to his argu-

ment. " But to reply to what you said just

now, how many people have passed through
the world with eyes closed to every glory of
sunrise and sunset, who have never been
awakened to one tender thrill by the rustle

XXV— 15

of green leaves, the ripple of a brook, or the
sparkle of sunlight on a summer sea ! How
many have gone down to their graves care-

worn, toil-stained, crushed out of life by the

burden and heat of the day, who have never
once in their whole long life felt the sweet
influence of

' The silence that is in tte starry sky,
The sleep that is among the lonely hills !

'

If Art had no other mission but to minis-
ter to the needs of such as these, it would
still have a most glorious and decided right

of being."
" And you think it has even a wider mis-

sion than that?" asked Genevieve.
" I do, undoubtedly ; a mission as wide as

that of science itself," said Kirkoswald. Then
his lips parted with the shadow of a smile.
" But I am not going to touch upon science,"

he continued; "you would not let me, I

know. You think I was going to reason
illogically. But just let me say that it seems
to me that science, instead of destroying the

Christian's idea of God, will one day unfold

Him to human eyes in aspects so grand, with

attributes so stupendous, with powers and de-

signs so inconceivable to us at present, that

humanity will be tempted to look back upon
the days of pre-scientific darkness as pityingly

as we sometimes look back over the days of

mingled doubt and anticipation that preceded
the coming of Christ."

" So great you believe to be the ends of

science?" asked Bartholomew.
" Yes ; and equally great I believe the

ends of art to be. Therefore it is that I look

upon a true artist as upon a true steward of

the mysteries of God. He is not more nor
less than an interpreter—a revealer to com-
mon eyes of nature, the ' time-vesture,' woven
that man may have some ever-visible token

of the nearness of his God."
" You are listening, my daughter?"
" Yes, I am listening very willingly," said

Genevieve; " and also gratefully."

"Oh, please don't be grateful!" entreated

George Kirkoswald. " That sounds as if I

had made no impression at all. I should

like to make an impression, if it were but a

slight one, so that you may be the better

prepared to listen to the Reconciler when
he comes."

" Don't make light of it, please."

" Certainly I will not. And, indeed, you
are right ; it is not a light matter in these

days. Every one who can think at all is

taking it more or less seriously; and, so far

as I can discern, there is a general tendency
to wliat one may term ' coming round,' on
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the part of those who might seem to be the

natural opponents of art. I heard one cler-

gyman confessing to another the other day
that he had never seen the real glory and
loveliness of a sunset sky until he had seen a

few scores of painted sunsets."
" That bears out what Browning says.

What is the passage, Genevieve?"
" You mean the one in ' Fra Lippo Lippi ?'

" For, don't you mark ? we're made so that we love
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see ;

And so they are better, painted— better to us,

Which is the same thing. Art was given for that

;

God uses us to help each other so,

Lending our minds out."

" If I remember the context rightly, the

poet includes more than landscape-painting,"

said Bartholomew, who appeared to be very

content to elicit another's views, keeping
back his own, if indeed he had any that he

could have presented on the spur of the

moment, which is doubtful.
" Yes," said Genevieve, " he includes na-

ture animate as well as inanimate. He puts

the question :

—

' Dc ycu feel thankful, ay or nOs
For this fair town's face, yonder river's line.

The mountain round it, and the sky above.
Muck mart the figures of man, woman, child.

These are the frame to ?' "

" Of course, all that can be said for the

painting of nature applies in a much higher

and stronger measure to the painting of huma-
nity, or so it seems to me," said Kirkoswald.

"The character, the history, that lies so pathe-

tically written in the lines of a human coun-

tenance may surely be as beautiful a thing,

and as full of meaning, as the truth that lies

in the scars of a rugged cliff-side. It is by
the study of art that one learns to see ' what
beauty there is in the dark eyes that are sunk
with weeping, and in the paleness of those

fixed faces which the world's adversity has
compassed about, till they shine in their

patience like dying watch-fires through twi-

light.' I may be wrong, but it certainly

appears to me that there is a greater sym-
pathy abroad for all manner of suffering;

and I attribute the growth largely to the

greater spread of art and poetry, under the
head of poetry including the prose poems of
such men as Dickens, such women as Mrs.
Gaskell But, there ! again I shall

have to be brought back to the subject."
" No, I won't bring you back any more to-

day," Genevieve said. " I have a feeling

that I did not state my own case effectively

in the beginning."
" Therefore my victory has been an easy

one."

" You are feeling victorious ?"

" On the whole, yes. But it modifies the
feeling to be told that you did not bring your
full strength against me. Will you do your
worst next time?"

" I will do my best," said Genevieve.
"And may I be there to see?" said her

father, restraining the smile that played about
his face, lighting up its sadness with an almost
pathetic light,

CHAP. XX. THE MISTRESS OF YARRELL CROFT.

"Lightly, her suit allow'd, she slipt away.
And while she made her ready for her ride.

Her father's latest word humm'd in her ear,
' Being so very wilful you must go,'

And changed itself and echo'd in her heart,
' Being so very wilful you must die.' "

Tennyson.

The thaw that followed that heavy snow
was a very prolonged affair : some time had
to pass before the Bartholomews could return

the calls of some of their more distant neigh-

bours. It was not an unhappy time—it was
too full of life and work to be unhappy. When-
ever there was light enough Noel Bartholomew
wrought at his beautiful ^none ; or, if Mr.
Severne came, he worked a little at the Sir

Galahad. When the light failed he would
read, or draw in black and white, or sit and
dream. Sometimes he would read aloud to

Genevieve whilst she sat at her embroidery

;

sometimes in the firelight thiey would sit and
talk. Genevieve always thought this the
best time of all ; there was so much confi-

dence, so little strain ; there was no more
dread of silence than of mistaken speech.

One dull grey afternoon they sat together

as usual : there was a cheery fire, and
Genevieve's canary seemed to be singing to

the leaping flame. Mr. Kirkoswald had
called during the day', merely, he said, to beg
that they would not think of going up to

Usselby until the roads were better. He had
stayed in the studio awhile, then he had
lingered again in the dainty sitting-room

;

and Genevieve had found that his lingering

there was very sweet—perilously sweet.

When he went out, a little cry, half of glad-

ness, half of a new and unknown pain, went
after him, a cry that came echoing back a

moment later with the force of an openly-

uttered reproach.

Genevieve was thinking of it as she sat

silently there by her father's side in the twi-

light. When she spoke he was aware of the

slight effort in her voice.

"What age should you say Mr. Kirk-

oswald is, father?" she asked, somewhat
abruptly.

" I was thinking of his age this morning/'
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answered Mr. Bartholomew. " He will be

thirty-five, or thereabouts."

"Not more than that?"
" No, he can't be more than that

What age should you have supposed him to

be?"
" Fifty ! . . . . What is it that makes him

look so old?"
" He does look old for his years, I admit

;

and there is a history in his face. But I

should say it was the history of some more
or less intellectual strife, rather than of any
ordinary life-experience. Whatever it is it has

taken the years. Still it is a grand face and
a grand head !

"

" You are thinking of painting it ?" said

Genevieve, rather in the tone of a protest.

A minute later she was conscious of a strong

desire to see it painted.
" No ; on the contrary, I decided this

morning that his face was one that I should

never attempt," replied Mr. Bartholomew.
" I could but fail. It is too full of the per-

plexity of life, and his eyes have too much
of the luminousness of thought in them.

Altogether there is a good deal in him that

could never be made visible on canvas. I

should try to make it visible ; it would elude

me ; and I should be left with the conscious-

ness of having spent my strength for nought."

There was another brief pause, then

another question came with effort :

—

" You like him, father ?"

"Yes, I like him."

"You don't say that heartily."

" Don't I ? Shall I say it again, and put
more heart into it ?"

" There ! that is satire. We will not speak
of Mr. Kirkoswald again to-day." »

* « * *

Another afternoon—a pale yellow after-

noon—the cab came from Thurkeld Abbas
to take Noel Bartholomew and his daughter
to Yarrell Croft. It was a large, massively-

built, grey stone house, standing half-way

down the slope where the upland curved to

the west. The roads about it were well-

kept, the leafless trees were tall and stately,

and they were so grouped as to look pic-

turesque even in their leaflessness. In front

of the house there was a portico with pilars,

and a double flight of broad stone steps.

Miss Richmond was in the drawing-room.
She was alone when they went in, sitting

there, gracious and graceful, in a dress of
ruby velvet. She was like a picture in its

proper setting now. The yellow light out-

side seemed to give value to the rich furni-

ture, the glowing draperies, the blue and

crimson and gold of the painted and diapered
ceiling. Genevieve could not help wonder-
ing what Miss Richmond had been doing,
and of what she had been thinking as she sat

there in the midst of so much magnificence.
There Avas no sign of any book or work.
The grand piano was closed. The luxurious-

looking cushions, strewn about so profusely,

seemed to be the only things in actual use.

Miss Richmond was very quiet, very im-
pressive, perhaps even more impressive than
usual. Cecil, coming into the room, seemed
as if he hardly understood his sister's mood.
He watched her furtively for a time ; then he
ceased to watch, or to try to understand, but
he went on wishing that she would be more
cordial to Miss Bartholomew. Genevieve
had not missed any cordiality. She tried to

be responsive to Cecil's attentions, but they
became a little pronounced, a little embar-
rassing ; and he seemed to take any sign of

embarrassment rather as a compliment. It

did not trouble Genevieve much. She was
listening to Miss Richmond, wondering
about her Hfe. Something seemed to be
weighing upon her, some great loneliness or

weariness, some strong desire. She was
speaking of wasted lives, of unseen sorrows,

unsuspected despairs, of life-long misunder-
standings. Mr. Bartholomew was listening,

replying when reply was called for, but he
felt at a loss to know whether Miss Rich-
mond's remarks were quite of the general

nature they appeared on the surface of them
to be. It was odd how, now and then, the

man's keen perceptive powers failed him.

Genevieve knew less of Miss Richmond
than her father did, but she saw more than

he did to-day. To her there was nothing

impersonal about Diana Richmond's words

except the grammatical mood of them.

Once the girl thought that, if they had
been alone, she would have knelt down
beside Miss Richmond, and clasped her

hand, and prayed her to speak of the thing,

whatever it was, that was lying underneath

the stilled, oppressive graciousness of her

ways. Her words were said slowly, quietly,

emphatically, but they had the effect of a

wild cry of confession upon the girl, whose
own emotions were just then being wrought

upon more than she herself knew.

"The strange thing is," Miss Richmond
was saying, " that people don't get over

things ; they donH forget as the preachers of

consolation tell you they do. ' Time heals

all sorrows,' they tell you ; but it is a plati-

tude, and not a true one. Sometimes people

deceive themselves ; they think they have
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forgotten, and then something brings all back

again, and it is worse than before."
" I suppose it is so, very often," said Mr.

Bartholomew, sadly. He was thinking of

his own sorrow just then—he could not help

it—wondering if he could ever deceive him-

self into thinking that he had forgotten.

Miss Richmond was continuing :

—

" I had a friend," she said ;
" it was years

ago ; we were children togetlier. When she

was engaged to be married I felt it like a

blow, as if she had died; and I went into

deep mourning. But the engagement was

soon broken off. The man was a flirt, and
as cruel and heartless as a man could be.

Nothing would move him. She was years

before she got over it. All the best of her

life went in anguish. But she did seem to

get over it at last. Then—only a year or

two ago—the man came back : he had been
abroad for years ; and with him came all my
friend's sorrow. It had all to be lived

and endured over again. She is enduring

3et. You might think it would kill her, but

it will not. She is very strong. She will

live and suffer for a lifetime yet. And the

man does not care. They often meet. He
must see it all, but he cares nothing—nothing

for the life-long martyrdom that he has

brought about."

Suddenly— while Miss Richmond was
speaking—there flashed across Noel Bar-

tholomew's brain the remembrance of the

conversation that had passed between him-
self and Miss Craven on the first night of his

arrival at Hunsgarth Haggs. He glanced
towards Genevieve, but she did not under-

stand the glance. How should she ? Miss
Craven and her father had spoken of a dozen
people, all of whom were only names to her.

How should she remember that George
Kirkoswald's name and Miss Richmond's
had been mentioned together ? And if she
had remembered, how should she have sus-

pected—as her father did—that Miss Rich-
mond's friend and Miss Richmond's self

were one and the same, with historical varia-

tions?

" And after all it is only a suspicion," he
said to himself during the long drive home-
ward from Yarrell Croft—it was very long
and very silent, and the silence was less com-
prehensible than the silences between the

father and daughter usually were.
Two days later the thick yellow sky changed

toaclear,vivid,frostyblue. Noel Bartholomew
was divided in his mind as to how he should
make the most of such a day. Finally the

expression on his daughter's face decided

him. He would leave his mournful ^none^
and go down to Soulsgrif Bight to sketch a
wreck washed ashore during the last night of

the storm ; the night after the day on which
George Kirkoswald had spent his strength

and risked his life to save the lives of others..

It was not only Kirkoswald's chivakous
courage that was moving Bartholomew ta
have faith in him. Doubt thrust itself in

;

echoes of Dorothy Craven's words came
back ; remembrances of Miss Richmond's
emotion; but Noel Bartholomew was not a
man to be unduly influenced by such evidences

as these against his own better judgment.
" There has been nothing in Kirkoswald's-

life that he could not explain, if explanation

were needed," he said to himself in the dead
of the night, when he lay awake, thinking of

his daughter's future as he had never thought
of it before, and realising his own carelessness

about it.

The carelessness was incomprehensible

now that its probable consequences were
becoming visible in the distance. If life

were spared to him, with power to work, he
might atone in a measure; but the "if" was-

an important one, and he perceived it now.
He could only hope that knowledge had not
come too late.

He could not shut his eyes to the other

possibihty, the possibility that his daughter
might marry. It was distant enough—he
hoped that it might long remain distant

;

but he recognised the fact that since his

child had no mother, it would be well for

him to try to exercise a mother's foresight.

He would spare her pain if she might be
spared by any watchfulness of his.

A moment of mingled sadness and per-

plexity came to him when he saw the sudden
light on her face as he spoke of going down
to the Bight. But the sadness did not stay

with him. He looked it fairly in the face.

"What is it I am dreading?" he asked of

himself; and he knew that there was nothing

to which he could put a name. He took no
account of the fact that the nameless fears,

the nameless sorrows of life, are often a large

and heavy part of life's ill.

No such shadow came over Genevieve.

Even in the solitude of her own little room
under the thatched eaves she blushed for her

own half-uttered hope. " He will be there

—

I know he will be there !
" she said, arranging

her yellow hair under a wide-brimmed, purple

velvet hat. She was not vain—she had
never been vain—but she was too simple-

minded not to be glad for once in her life

that another should find her fair enough to
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be pleasant to look upon. It was a gladness

she had never really known till now, and she

could not have told how she had come to

know it. All within her that concerned this

new-found friend was unquestioned, and un-

questionable.

Friend ! That was quite the right word,

and she used it to herself always, saying

softly, "I shall know now what human friend-

ship means. At last I shall know."
Her cheek had not forgotten its blush,

nor her lip its happy smile, when she per-

ceived that her prophecy was fulfilled.

Soulsgrif Bight was all ahve that morn-
ing—almost as much alive as it had been on
the day of the storm. The stranded ship

had broken up during the last tide or two.

Groups of figures were hurrying about ; men
with gay- coloured sou'-westers and dark
blue guernseys ; women with red shawls

;

children with bright pinafores ; some were
bringing firewood from the wrecks that lay

on the dark beach ; others brought ropes
and iron. A man was coming up with a

clock that he had found amongst the wreck-
age ; both its hands were gone, and the dial-

plate was cracked across. Some children

were making merry over a bird-cage which
had been found among the tangled weeds,
with a little dead bird at the bottom of it.

People were straying all about the sands.

Some were sauntering away toward the reef,

others were coming back. On the edge of

the quay there was a gentleman standing, a
tall, strong man, with dark hair; a loose

grey coat, and an impressive manner of
wearing it. He was talking to the auctioneer,

who had come down from Thurkeld Abbas
to sell one of the wrecks. Suddenly he
turned his head, not knowing why he turned
it, and the colour that rose slowly to his

clear, dark-toned face was plain there for

any one to see. He came forward rather
hurriedly, but as if he tried to repress some-
thing as he came. The light in his eyes as he
shook hands with Genevieve was at least as
glad as the light in her own.

" Do you know that I have been hoping
—I may say expecting—that you Avould
come?" he said. "Indeed, more or less, I

believe that I always expect you to be in

Soulsgrif Bight when I come down."
" Do you expect to see me standing on

that rock in a storm ?" she asked, the smile
dying away from her lips as she spoke and
a grave look coming into her eyes. " I

sometimes wonder how I can ever forget
that moment !

"

" I think I don't forget it," George Kirkos-

wald replied, speaking intently, but as if he
spoke to himself. Mr. Bartholomew was
walking forgetfully away with Ishmael Crudas
toward a group of people who were gather-

ing round the wreck that was about to be
sold by auction.

There was a little silence. Mr. Kirkos-
wald and Genevieve were standing on " the
staith," as the people termed the wooden
quay. The sun was shining, in a pale, wintry
fashion, over the blue sea that was only just

stirred by a light breeze ; the wavelets broke
far out over the purple-brown reef that was
all broken into long lines by the strips of
standing water that reflected the pale blue of
the sky. Russet-red anchors were lying

half-embedded in the sands; a strong sail

lay riven into strips of canvas a few inches-

wide; a tall mast was there, with broken
yards clinging to it ; half-buried underneath
there was a ship's lantern and a tea-kettle ; a
little farther on there was a curving piece of

the back of a vioHn standing out of the

sand.
" You will not dare to go down to the

sale?" said Mr. Kirkoswald. Turning to

look at Genevieve as he spoke he saw that

her eyes were filled with tears. " You had
better come and see Davy Drewe," he added
with gentleness, moving to go as he spoke.
" Davy has been wanting to see you for days-

past, and I am beginning to have a notion

that he holds me responsible for your non-

appearance. . . . Would you like to go and
see him now?"

" Yes," said Genevieve ;
" I should like it

very much. But will you tell my father?

He may want me if he is going to sketch.
"

" I will tell him while you talk to Davy.
I should like you to stay there awhile, in the

cottage, if you will. You are not used to

scenes like this."

It was all quite natural—this care, this

protection, this deep understanding kindness.

It was as natural as if it had always been

;

and yet it had the tremulous surprise, the

quick, quiet, palpitating gladness of a new
and unhoped-for joy.

There were only Ailsie Drewe and her

little lad in the cottage on the hill-side.

Ailsie was knitting, and she might not stay

her hand; she earned much of her living,

tb.at way, knitting strong blue guernseys for

the fishermen of the Bight.
" Eh, bless you, then, is 't you ? " she had

said in her own rude, glad way as she opened
the door. " Come yer ways in, an' sit ya
doon, both o' ya. Ah said when miss came
she'd be comin' wi' you ; Ah said so to Davy.
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An' Ah said if Ah'd been better off (or

nienseful * graithing, Ah'd ha' meade bold to

ha' asked you both tiv a cup o' tea." Then
the woman stopped, too dignified to lay. bare

the worst, and too cheerful for any ordinary

listener to suspect it.

George went out presently, and Davy
went up-stairs, coming down again with a

tiny model of a ship, which he would have

lacked courage to offer but for his mother's

presence there. It was not very daintily

finished, but it was beautiful by reason of its

exquisite proportions.
" He's done it all hisself, miss, an' he

thowt 'at ya'd like to hev it, as it 'ud sort o'

remind ya o' that day, an' o' your life an' his

bein' saved together like. An' eh, but yon

gentleman is a brave man ! an' a strong un,

too. They saay he pulled i' the boat as if

he'd niver done nowt but handle an oar since

he was born. ... Ah reckon ya'd know him

afore yer came te this neighbourhood, miss?"
" No ; I did not know him before," said

Genevieve. " I did not know him until that

day."
" Ya don't saay so ? Then, mebbe, 'tisn't

as Ah thowt," said Ailsie, looking into Gene-

vieve's face, as if she feared that she had

made a mistake. " Ya raun excuse me,

miss, if Ah said owt 'at Ah sudn't ha' said.

But there weren't no harm anyways in me
praisin' him. Ah didn't know him mysel'

till they said his name were Kirkoswald ; but

Ah'd seen him when he was a little lad
;

Ah'd seen him up at Usselby. . . . Ya'll ha'

been there, miss ?
"

" No," said Genevieve, again feeling that

the admission would be considered an un-

willing one—"no, we have not been to

Usselby yet. . . . Do you know it well ?"

" Noa ; Ah don't know it nut to saay well

;

but 'tisn't much of a plaace ; nut like Yarrell

Croft, nor nothing o' that sort. Years ago

'twas a kin o' rackledoon oiid spot ; an' Ah
niver heerd 'at owt had been done to it. T'

oad man was sa queer, ya know. He warn't

nowt ov a gentleman ; nut like this. He'd a

seeght o' money, so they said ; but he were as

greedy as sin ; t' sarvants used to tell on him
goin' doon inta t' kitchen, an' cuttin' a talla

candle inta three, an' givin' owther on 'em a

bit yance a week. An' they warn't alloo'd

noa supper. He turned ivery sarvant there

was off t' spot one winter, acause they'd

roasted some 'taties unbeknown tiv him."
" But had he no wife ?" asked Genevieve,

who could hardly in any way connect George
Kirkoswald with such a home- life as this.

* Menseful—decent, respectable.

" Noa, honey," said Ailsie Drewe, slipping

into the word of endearment unawares, as

homely Yorkshire folk will do, when their

hearts are won. " Noa, honey. His wife

died when this gentleman was born ; that

mebbe was how t' oad man came to be sa

despert straange. An' he was straange ! Ah
remember once when Ah was nobbut a little

lass goin' aboot wi' t' Kessenmas waits to

sing ; an' we went trampin' all t' way up to

Usselby i' t' snaw an' darkness ; an' what did

t' oad teastril * do but throw up his winder,

an' fire a gun right in among us afore we'd
fairly getten started wi' ' God rest you, merry
gentlemen I''

"

" Oh, imagine it ! Was any one hurt ?

"

Genevieve asked in amazement.
" Noa, honey, so it happened. We ran off,

despert frightened ; an' we niver v/ent there

no more. T' oad chap died ; an' t' son were

sent away to school ; an' it's but little we've

heerd on him doon here till t'other daay. I

hope we'll be seein' and hearin' more on him
noo. He seems to take a sight o' interest i'

poor folk ; an' it's nut what we're used to fra

t' quality hereabouts. They're despert hard,

mostly. If they buy a bit o' fish they'll beat

ya doon i' price till ya scarce can see yer oan

again."

Davy was sitting still, waiting, looking

wistful ; but when his turn came he had very

little to say ; he could only smile and change

colour and push his yellow curls nervously

away from his forehead when Miss Bartholo-

mew spoke to him. He was going to sea again,

he said, after Christmas. The owners of the

Viking had another ship almost ready to sail.

" Eh, me !
" said his poor mother ;

" he'll

be like his father. He'll niver ha nowt but

what he blashes i' t' sea for; an' then he'll

end wi' lyin' at the bottom o' 't. It is a dree

doom."

CHAP. XXI. THE SOUNDING OF HUMAN CHORDS.

" Let be, beloved

—

I will taste somewhat this same poverty

—

Trj- these temptations, grudges, gnawing shames,

For which 'tis blamed. How probe an unfelt evil ?

Wouldst be the poor man's triend ? Must freeze with him—
Test sleepless hunger—let thy crippled back
Ache o'er the endless furrow."

KiNGSLEY : TheSaiJit's Tragedy.

NoEL Bartholomew spent a couple of

hours over his sketch of the wreck of the

Waldemar. His daughter sat -near him

awhile ; but it was too cold for her to re-

main sitting there in the December breeze.

Perhaps too she was in a less quiescent mood
than usual. She went back again to the little

hamlet after a time ; asking George Kirkoswald

* Teastril—a violent or boisterous character.
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to remain there by her father, who always liked

to have a companion near him when he was
sketching out of doors. She wanted to go in

and out among the fisher-folk quite alone.

" They will talk to one person as they

cannot talk to two or three," she said, speak-

ing to Mr. Kirkoswald, who was accompany-
ing her to the edge of the reef. " If I had a

trouble I could never tell it to more than one

person."
" Do you think you could tell it to me ?

"

asked George Kirkoswald, speaking with a

sudden effort.

Genevieve hesitated a moment, her head
drooped a little, her colour came and went

;

but she spoke honestly, and without affectation.

" Yes ; I think I could," she said in a low,

penetrating voice. She knew that she made
a great concession. George Kirkoswald knew
that it was not made lightly.

Was it fortunate that they were parting

just as the word was said? Genevieve was
saved from further embarrassment. Kirkos-

wald, with a glance that might mean mere
gratitude, went back to where the white easel

gleamed upon the dark reef. Genevieve
went forward to the village in the rocks

;

happier than when she left it a little while

before.
,\, aj» ^ %U ^
t' •*• •¥" '! ^

An hour later they went up Soulsgrif Bank
together, Genevieve, her father, and George
Kirkoswald. The two men were talking over
certain suggestions that had arisen out of the

day's events ; Genevieve was silent, and her

face told oi a certain amount of sadness.
" You have not been accustomed to what

clergymen's wives term ' parish work,' " said

George Kirkoswald, passing round to her

side.

" Then the result of what you believe to

be my first attempt is visible? "

" Not the result, but the efiect upon your-

sel It is very saddening, I admit
j

even in a place like this, to feel your way
right into the lives of the very poor."

" I thought I knew," said Genevieve. " I

thought I understood it all better. I have
read about it, and thought about it, but one
has to see, to meet it face to face, to know
how deep it goes ; how entirely suffering and
endurance is their life ; how it enters into

everything, the food they eat, the clothes

they wear, the beds they lie on, and the fires

they burn. And what strikes one is the

quietness one finds everywhere, the extreme
patience. I have been talking to an old
woman over seventy years of age, who has
never once in her whole long life known what

it was to be sure of the means of existence

for a week beforehand. And that woman's
temper is as sweet, her faith as whole, as if

she Iia-d never known an ungratified desire."

"That I can well believe," said Kirkoswald.
" One fancies sometimes that such people
must see farther than they seem to see ; that

they must feel unconsciously something of
the influence of the wider laws of the world's

onward movement, laws that compel them
to take their part in the great human sacrifice

that is always being oft'ered up for the wheels
of progress to pass over."

" Do you think they dream of that ?

"

asked Genevieve. " Ah, it is such a hard
thing to remember, to realise ! And yet I

believe, as James Hinton believed, that we
are all of us helping, all of us who suffer, to

work out the redemption of the race. It is

beautiful, it is sad, it is infinitely great."

"Yes: it is great; but, as you say, the

idea has an element of sadness in it. Now
and then one meets sad, aged, tired eyes

fixed on one's face full of things altogether

unutterable. They are the eyes of people
who have lived through want, and wrong,
and contempt, and pain, and lifelong neglect

;

but it is as if they said, ' And yet we have
not lived vainly,' Vainly ?—no ; it is not

such lives as theirs that are lived in vain."

"The great problem of how best to help

the suffering poor," said Bartholomew, " is

always more or less a painful one, unless you
happen to be able to offer substantial help

yourself in the cases that actually come under
your own notice."

" That is true," said Kirkoswald. " But I

fear that a great deal more than mere giving

must go to the solving of the problem."
" It seems to me that there is almost in-

finite good to be done without any giving at

all," interposed Genevieve warmly. " That
is the one thing that struck me most of all

to-day, the gratitude of the people for a word,

a mere look of sympathy. They don't say

they are grateful ; but you feel it in their

very accent, in their reluctance to let you
turn away, in their wistful hoping that you
will come again. Oh, if I could, I would go
down there and live amongst them, live as

they live, work as they work, endure what
they endure ; then I would tell the world
what I had learnt in Soulsgrif Bight."

" And you expect the world would listen?"

asked her father.

" There are people in it who would listen,

some who have no chance of hearing o. such
things, some who would not go out of their

way to hear them. . . . Oh, the world is not
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bad! " said the girl, speaking out of her own
bright human heart which no experience had

as yet torn or bruised. " The world is not

bad, it is not unkind ; it is only stupi^lly in-

animate. And it is not only where the poor

are concerned. We show it in everything.

I believe people hold aloof from each other

as much from fear and dread of repulsion as

from anything else. Sometimes—in London
—I have felt half-wretched, half-angry, to see

a room full of people, one staring coldly,

another contemptuously, another with sublime

indifference ; and no two people taking any

trouble to get nearer to each other. And yet

these very people . .
."

" Won't you finish what you were going to

say?" asked George, drawing a little closer

to her, and lowering his voice somewhat,
" I was going to say that those very people

will, at least every Sunday, declare that they

believe in some future life, and that one of

the joys of that life will consist of bright and
fervid and intimate intercourse with others,

^ Communion of Saints,' we term it. But
who are the saints? And in what is it sup-

posed the communion will consist ? ... I

think sometimes that if we don't begin it be-

forehand, begin with small and poor begin-

nings here, we shall never continue it there."

" Then you don't consider that it is some-
thing of the nature of a solecism to introduce

religious topics into ordinary social inter-

-course ?
"

" Religious ! What precisely is rehgion ?"

asked the girl passionately. " Is it going to

church on Sundays ? Is it singing hymns ?

Is it even the scrupulous praying of one's

daily prayers ? Is that all that it means for

us—all that it can be made to mean ? If so,

keep it silent then, keep it straitly in its

place. If it might be made to mean some-
thing less pathetically unhopeful, less un-

profitably dreary—if, for instance, it might be
made to mean a more carefully beautiful

human life, with finer and higher sympathies
and manners for every-day uses of life ; if it

might suggest a quicker and more keen-

sighted compassion for unobtrusive sorrows,

a less cruel contempt for uncomprehended
failure and mistake, a less open and sickening

worship of wealth for wealth's sake, a stronger

and more fervent desire to lessen but for one
day, one hour, some small part of the great

crushing burden that we help to lay upon the

hapless shoulders of others— if religion might
but ever so remotely mean these, or any of

these, then, in God's name, let us speak of it

;

and we shall cease to dread the commission
of that unpardonable sin, a social solecism."

George Kirkosvvald had a long and lonely

walk before him after he had said " good-
bye " to the Bartholomews at Netherbank.
Lately he had grown a little tired of walking
alone ; or so he fancied. To-day he covered
a good deal of ground quite unaware of lone-

liness.

It was not altogether thought of Genevieve
Bartholomew that occupied his mind. It

seemed to him that he had lived a tolerably

long life before that eventful day in Soulsgrif

Bight. He had lived much, he had endured
much ; he had made mistakes, and suffered

for them. His early dreams, like the early

dreams of all of us, had wrought for him some
very painful waking moments. Still there

had been good in his life as well as evil, gain

as well as loss. The thing that impressed him
most when he looked back was the enor-

mous aggregate of the experience which had
been crowded into his five-and-thirty years.

Until quite recently it had seemed to him
that if he should live another five-and-thirty

years they would inevitably be years of com-
parative emptiness. There could be nothing

to make them otherwise ; nothing that could

add any great zest to life, and make the

natural ending of it seem particularly undesir-

able. He had ideas, and not vague ones, of

the future and its work, but they had been
very apt to round themselves off with an ex-

pressive sigh.

He was thinking of the future now as he

went striding over the dark brown moor, but

no sigh followed upon his thoughts.

He had put away the past—he put it away
with an audibly-'Spoken word :

—

" Oh, the difference !
" he said, " oh, the

unspeakable difference between one human
soul and another !

"

He was thinking of two souls as he

spoke, and neither of them his own. One had

been laid before him in that past from which

he turned so willingly ; the other was unfold-

ing itself to him now. Another page had

just been turned, fair, pure, glowing with

human warmth, alight with intellectual fires,

inspired by something beyond, finer and rarer

even than these. What wonder that as he

walked on he should lose the sense of time

and distance ! What wonder that, for that

hour at least, the future that had seemed so

irksome and infelicitous, should open before

him like a vision of a new life, a life that he

might live, entering upon its fair chances

and far-reaching possibilities, v/ith the hope

and gladness of a man entering into posses-

sion of a great and unexpected heritage

!
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BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

By M. LIXSKILL.

Author of "Cleveden," "Hagak," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER XXII. "l CRY YOUR MERCY
PITY—LOYE ! AY, LOVE."

" Scorn me less

For saying tho thing I should not. Well I know
I should not. I have kept, as others have.
The iron rule of womanly reserve
In lip and life till now."

—

I\Irs. Brown'INC.

A^yINTER'S afternoon, -".vitha clear, deep
blue summer sky ; a lo^v sun slanting

across the Marishes, making dreamy pictur-

esque effects where you least expect to find

them. A few stray cattle stand among the

dead reeds, little pools of blue water reflect

them. In the stubble-fields at Netherbank
some great grey Royston crows jerk solemnly

about ; a flight of field-fares rush past
;

Genevieve's pigeons come whirling down
from the cote, and perch on the top of the

old draw-well.

In the little sitting-room also there is an

atmosphere of quaint and quiet beauty. The
sun slants across the room, lighting up
Genevieve's shining hair, and her pale, atten-

tive face. It rests, too, on the soft silver-

white hair of Canon Gabriel, who is speak-

ing.

" And you think, then, that so far as you
can see, the plan has answered ? " the Canon
asks, in a tone of deep interest.

" Yes ; so far as I can see. But I am
never quite sure how far I do see. And my
father needs, what I believe most men of

genius need, some one to see for him, to

think for ihim—that is, so far as thought of

anything but his own work is concerned. If

he can concentrate his ^hole force con-

tinuously upon that, it is well with him."
" I see ; but when the thread gets bro-

ken ... ?"

" Then that particular thread is broken for

ever He has not touched one of the

pictures that were begun before—before my
mother died."

" And is the work that he is doing now as

good as the work that he was doing then?"
Genevieve hesitated a moment, then she

said, lifting sad eyes to Canon Gabriel's

face :
" No, it is not, not as a rule. I would

not tell him so, not for the world ; and,

happily, there is no one else here to tell him.
And I hardly know myself where it fails. It

is not in design, and it is not in execution
;

so far as that goes he will do good work or

none. The defect seems to arise out of
failure of that staying power that he once had
XXV— 1
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so abundantly. He changes his mind ; he
alters this and that, and so confuses the
original conception. This has happened to

everything he has done here, except the

.^none; that is the exception to the rule. It

is as perfect, perhaps more perfect, than
aught he ever did. But his work is taking
ten times as much out of him as it used to

do, because of this very uncertainty."
" Ah ! that is quite intelligible," said the

sympathetic old man. " I have had my
fears lately, but they were of another kind.

Now I understand. That was partly why I

came with Severne this afternoon, that I

might see you alone a little, while your father

and he were busy. ... Is the Sir Galahad
promising well ?

"

" Sir Galahad is here to answer for him-
self," said that benignant young man, bursting

into the room, displaying his beautiful white

teeth and his crimson blush. " I say, I've

been turned out of the studio ! There's a

lady there. . . . Miss Richmond !

"

" Miss Richmond !
" exclaimed Genevieve,

in amazement. " She is in the studio ? . . .

Then I ought to go down !

"

*' I—I don't think I would, if I were you !

"

said Sir Galahad. " I beg pardon, but—well,

you know Miss Richmond seems as if she

didn't want anybody. That was why I came
away. She looked awfully glad when I said

I would go."

That Miss Richmond should be described

as looking " awfully glad " was, to say the

least of it, a little incongruous under the

circumstances.

There was something in her face and in

her manner that Noel Bartholomew would
not have attempted to describe at all. It

perplexed him, and he was perplexed, too,

by her coming in the manner she had come.
" I will let my daughter know that you are

here," he said, moving as if to follow Mr.

Severne. But Miss Richmond detained him,

as much by her look as by any word she said.

Already it was becoming evident that she

was in one of her "desperate tranquillities."

As usual she was dressed with a studiously-

careless magnificence. She wore a purple

silk dress, which made her look paler than

she was, and the white shawl which she had

thrown artistically about her shoulders added

yet more to the look of pallor, almost of suf-

fering, that was upon her face. She threw
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her hat aside, as she had a habit of doing,

on every possible and impossible occasion,

knowing that she could afford to dispense

with the shade of it. Her thick, dusky hair,

curving downward over her forehead, made
sufficient shade to add intensity to her eyes,

had they needed adventitious aid ; but they

did not, they were dark enough, changeful

enough, inscrutable enough for any ordinary

uses of life.

She sat upon a low sofa, over which Bar-

tholomew had thrown some antique em-
broidered stuffs that he had been painting

from. One hand grasped lightly the cushion

b}'' her side, the elbow of the other arm was
placed on her knee, her head rested on the

white fingers that were turned under her chin.

Her purple train was wrapped about her feet.

She sat quite silent for some moments

—

this, too, was a way she had at the beginning

of even ordinary interviews. It was impres-

sive.

Her half-closed eyes seemed as if they

were scrutinising the picture on the easel with

an extreme judicial scrutiny.

Bartholomew looked, waited, wondered.
"You have come to make me an offer for

the -^none, Miss Richmond ? " he said at

last, smiling as he spoke under his grey

moustache.

Miss Richmond raised her eyes slowly to

his, not fully unclosing them.
" No," she said, speaking in a low, quiet,

deliberate way. There was no smile about
her mouth. Her prominent upper lip curved
forward, the under one was drawn in. " No,
I have not come to make an offer for the

^none."
There was another silence. It was broken

by Miss Richmond, speaking always with the

same forceful calm.

"I was desirous of seeing your picture,"

she said ;
" I have heard of it."

" Have you, indeed ? Do people talk of

pictures in the neighbourhood of Murk-
Marishes ?

"

" They talk of everything in the neighbour-
hood of Murk-Marishes. They talk of you,

and they talk of me."
"Ah! that is more conceivable," replied

Bartholomew, instinctively keeping to a light

and lively tone. " That is much more con-

ceivable ; but I should like to know what
they say of the picture—I should like to.

know all they say. That is the drawback
of being surrounded by non-critical people,

one hears only the praise."
" Do you like to hear blame ?

"

"No, I don't. There are people in the

world who tell one their adverse opinion Vv'itb

a kind intention, no doubt. They think it

must be a good thing for an artist to be made
aware of his faults, of the mistakes he has
fallen into. It never seems to occur to them
that he has probably been very sadly and
bitterly aware of his shortcomings all through.

A man seldom sees mistakes of any kind till

he has made them, and as a rule that is too
late. The best plan, undoubtedly, is to put

your failures in the fire if they can be put
there But you have not yet told me
what you have heard said of the yEnone? "

He drew the easel forward into a fuller

light as he spoke. The picture on it was
large ; the figure of .^none standing there in

her white Greek drapery, " leaning on a
fragment twined with vine," singing her sad

music to the stillness of the mountain shades
of Ida, was a striking and infinitely sugges-

tive figure. The fascination of the picture

was, of course, centred in the face of the
" beautiful browed " maiden. It was purity

itself—faultless purity; and it had in it

an unspeakable loveliness, a most sweet
and touching sorrow. The pale countenance
was uplifted ; the eyes raised supplicatingly

;

the wan yellow hair floated down over the

neck and robe ; the lips were parted as if

uttering the words that were to be given as

keynote to the picture.
" O mother Ida, raany-fountain'd Ida,
Dear mother Ida, hearken ere I die.

* * • * •

Hear me, for I will speak, and build up all

My sorrow with my song, as yonder walls
Rose slowly to a music slowly breathed,
A cloud that gather'd shape : for it may be
That, while I speak of it, a little while
ily heart may wander from its deeper woe."

Altogether, the work had been made t©

seem what indeed it really was, an echo in

colour of the poem that had inspired it.

" It is Tennysbn's ^none, rather than
Homer's," said Bartholomew, "and Tenny-
son's scenery. The background, the pine-

trees and the flowers, the lawns and meadow-
ledges, the suggestion of Ilion in the distance

of swimming vapour; these things are all

taken from the singer of to-day."
" So I have heard ; and I have read the

poem that I might be able to understand the

picture. I read it this morning I

could not help wondering how much you had
comprehended it yourself

!

"

''Then now you can see."
" No : pardon me. I cannot, not alto-

gether."
" So far then, my intention has failed ?

"

" Not if your intention was simply to paint

a beautiful picture," said Miss Richmond, " I

can see that it is beautiful. I can see that
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the face is the face of a lovely and sorrowful

girl. But it is different from my ideal; the

ideal raised in me by the poem itself. ....
It is not the face of a despairing, forsaken

woman, longing passionately for death to end
her despair ! praying to death, crying aloud

to him on the hills :

—

' Pass by the happy souls that love to live :

I pray thee, pass before mj' light of life
!
'

,

Your ^none is not therefore the ^none that

I find in Tennyson."
" You think it needs more fervidness ?

"

" I do not know. It needs something it

has not."
" My idea," said Bartholomew, anxious

apparently to keep the conversation as artistic

as possible, "my idea has always been that

either artist or poet is the greater in his art if

he can succeed in heightening his effects by
repression, by understatement, rather than

overstatement It would be easily

possible to make the ^none shriek aloud."
" I suppose you could never understand

that a wom.an might be driven to shriek

aloud?" said Miss Richmond, in tones that

were as far as possible from shrieking,
" One has to understand such things," said

Bartholomew, at a loss to know what to say.

The feeling was gathering about him that he
was standing on the very verge of some pre-

cipice ; and that he had stood there before.

He could only turn his face, refusing to look

downward.
Miss Richmond looked at him for a

moment as he made this reply. It was a

look of appeal, of suffering, of such tender-

ness as he had never thought to see on the

face before him. It was only pain to him to

see it there.

When she spoke again she spoke as if the

silence had been full of continued speech.
" Have you forgotten so completely ? " she

asked in a tone that almost startled him by
its intensity.

He might, without cruelty, have asked to

what particular incident of his life she was
referring, so little impression of any lasting

kind had been made upon him by that part

of his existence which had been lived within

Miss Richmond's ken. That was about all that

could be said of it ; that it had been lived

within reach of her influence. Her question

as to whether he had forgotten awoke no
sense of shame, of regret. If any touch of

embarrassment was upon him, it was not for

his own sake.

He was not a vain man now ; he had not

been vain twenty years before. He had
always been conscious of his own exterior

disadvantages. He even believed himself to

have been saddened by his want of the power
of making a favourable impression at first

sight. When he had been able no longer to

hide from himself that Miss Richmond was
apparently trying to make a favourable im-
pression upon him, he had with excellent

good sense set it down to her desire to be-
guile the heavy days that were passing on at

Yarrell Croft. Besides, tall and splendidly-

formed as she was, he had but looked upon
her as a child, an untrained, inexperienced,
and rather daringly unwise girl of seventeen;
while he was a man of well-nigh thirty j'ears.

In point of fact the whole aftair had amused
him first, and then annoyed him, without
once awakening in him any real interest.

Now that he was thus asked if he had for-

gotten, it was but natural that a keen and
vivid memory like his should bring back the

time with many of its small incidents. It

passed across him like a flash, that one sum-
mer when he had JDeen half-vexed to find

that he could not set up his easel anywhere
in the neighbourhood without sooner or later

seeing Miss Richmond coming toward him,

or hearing her step behind him, she had
sat beside him, talked to him, looked at him,

questioned him, and even read to him, until

from being glad to see her, he had grown to

dread her coming with a strong and really

well-defined dread. She had discovered

this, and in the event there had been a scene.

Was it of this that she was thinking as she

sat there on the studio sofa among the

embroideries .-*

" I am afraid I forget very few things, Miss
Richmond," he said at last. He was feeling

some compassion, some desire to make his

resistance as little hard and cruel as might

be.
" If that be so, then, at least you can un-

derstand me," Diana Richmond went on,

looking into his face with eyes expressive

only of keen pain. "I forget nothing. I

have never forgotten. Indeed, it does but

seem as if all through these long weary years

every feeling had been growing, intensifying

itself. .... And once I thought I had for-

gotten
;
you will have heard of that. And

that was one reason why I came to-day to

tell you the truth. I thought, too, that I

might have led you to make wrong inferences

the other day when I told you that story of

my friend You remember ?
"

" Yes, I remember quite distinctly."

" And you discovered that I spoke an alle-

gory—that I meant myself when I spoke of

another?"
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"Yes, I may admit it since you ask. I

thought that you alluded to your own expe-

rience, and I was sorry."

"You were sorry?"
'' Yes."

"May I ask why you were sorry?"

"To learn that you had suffered so much.

It is natural that one should feel regret at

another's pain."

Again Miss Richmond looked at him won-
deringly, appealingly.

" You might have saved me from all the

pain I have ever had," she said at length, in

low, wistful, beseeching tones. Then her

head dropped, her face slipped downward
till it was hidden by her white hand. " You
might have saved me !—you might have

saved me !
" she murmured in a wild,

piercing way.

Noel Bartholomew sat with clasped hands,

looking into the fire. The grey hollow of his

cheeks looked greyer ; the deep intensity of

his eyes seemed deeper for this strange per-

plexity. There was safety only in silence.

Miss Richmond raised her head presently

;

there was a new look on her face—a look as

of one torn in conflict and overpowered.
" What was it I said of George Kirkosvvald

just now?" she asked, evidently trying to

remember.
*' You said nothing," replied Bartholomew

;

" that is, you did not mention his name."
" No ? I should be glad to know that his

name need never pass my lips again. If I

ever felt hate in my life, if I know what hate

is, then I hate that man. It has not always

been so ; I know that, and sometimes . . . .

but no, no, I do hate him, and I wanted to

tell you so. I wanted to tell you, knowing
that it was safe with you." Then Diana
Richmond changed her tone for a moment,
and added, " There may yet be reason why
I should be glad to know that that fact had
only been confided to one person, and that

one a gentleman."
" I think it will be safe with me," said

Bartholomew, with as little expression of any
kind as he could use. He was not sorry to

know this thing. He could conceive of no-

thing just then that could make him wish to

disclose it.

" And that is all you have to say?" asked
Miss Richmond with surprise. " That is all

your reply ? It is no relief to you to know
that I do not care for another?"
The only reply that Bartholomew could

have made truthfully would have seemed
pitiless, almost inhuman under the circum-
stances. Again silence only' was possible to

him ; but it was not a silence that could be
mistaken.

There was a new softness in Miss Rich-

mond's tone when she spoke again.

" I am not a child now," she said. " I need

not tell you that I know all that this means

—

this that I am saying to you. I know what

the world would think of it, and of me ; and it

shows how I trust you, how I recognise you

for what you are, that I can say it at all.

But do not think it is easy ; do not think it

is costing me nothing Nothing ? It

is my life."

Bartholomew did not look at her. He was

still looking with grave grey eyes into the

dying fire. The sun was low now ; it had
gone over the hill-tops ; and the studio was

dim, the air chill and heavy.
" It is not easy to me—this part that I

have to take," he replied after a tinie. " You
will understand that ; and, therefore, you will

believe it."

"How can I understand?" she asked,

speaking with a subdued passionateness.
" How can I understand that you should

be so inexorable—so impassive ? . . . . An-
swer me this— at least answer me this—do
you hate me? Am I hateful in your siglit?"

Noel Bartholomew looked at the face be-

fore l^m. It was beautiful at any time ; it

was much more than beautiful now in the

new light of suffering and tenderness.

"Only one answer is possible to that ques-

tion, Miss Richmond," he said; " and I hope
I hardly need make it. I do not hate you

;

most certainly I do not. I am not conscious

even of the faintest antipathy."

Diana Richmond looked up. A smile

came over her lips ; it was the first smile that

had been there that day, and it was full of

sadness ; but, despite the sadness, there was
a touch of wonder and disdain.

" You are not conscious even of antipathy ?"

she repeated slowly. For a moment or two she

sat silent, stirless, looking out from under her

dusky hair, away into some vague distance. A
keen observer might have seen by her heavy
breathing, by her dilated eyes, by the quiver

of lips that seemed firmly closed, that some
strong conflict was going on within.

It was even so. She fought with a wild

temptation ; and she won. Her impulse,

hearing this man's quiet, indifferent con-

fession of indifference, had been to rise to

her feet, to stand before him, to pour down
upon him her wrath, her contempt, her utter

scorn for a thing so callous, so apathetic, so

obtusely imperturbable. This she could have

done effectively without bating one iota of
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the love she had—that she had undoubtedly
always had—for this man, whose love was
not for her.

Another thought crossed her mind. There
was a temptation that she might throw down
before him. There were men in the world,

she said to herself, who, if they could not

give their affection, would at least consent to

sell a semblance of it for a fair price. Miss
Richmond was not so wealthy as the world
supposed her to be, but she khew that she

could offer a price that might surely seem
fair to a non-provident and not too- successful

artist. . . . She thought of it a moment
;

then she put the thought away. This man
was not as other men.

She rose to her feet s-uddenly, at last, and
drew her shawl about her. Her hat had
fallen to the floor. Bartholomew stooped for

it, handed it to her with a look of pain on
his face, and Miss Richmond took it quite

silently. She did not offer her hand as she
went out into the twilight. Her carriage was
there. Noel Bartholomew would have gone
with her to the gate across the fields, but she
turned to decline this last attention. She said

no parting word ; but Bartholomew, watching
as she went, saw the clasping of white hands,
the passionate upturning of a despairing face

;

he heard, too, a cry, a low subdued cry that

touched him more nearly to the heart than
all that had gone before. Long afterward he
heard it echoing, echoing plaintively

—

" Is there no hope ? . . . . none ? . . . .

Will nothing win back hope?"

CHAPTER XXIII.—USSELBY HALL.

" Sometimes from her eyes
I did receive fair speechless messages."

Merchant of Venice.

Genevieve Bartholomew watched the
Christmas customs of Murk-Marishes in some-
thing of an antiquarian spirit ; and so watched
they were not devoid of interest.

The mummers came, a dozen or so of men
and boys with blackened faces, and fantas-

tically ordered attire. They sang an old
carol, they performed antics, Keturah pre-

tending to wild alarm—she had been wildly

alarmed for several Christmases past. Ishmael
Crudas had sent a handsome fir-tree top for

a Christmas tree, which Genevieve hung with
small gifts for the children who came to the
door on Christmas morning shouting, " Ah
wish ya' a merry Kessenmas an' a happy
New Year, Mr. an' Mrs. Bartlemew, an'

Keturah Gleacl !
" The first boy who crossed

the threshold had to be a iair-haired boy;
Keturah was mindtul of that. A dark-haired

lad would certainly have heralded a dark
fate for the coming year.

Did any one think of the flaxen whiteness
of the little head when the snows of next
Christmas fell? Was anybody's faith shaken
by finding that Fate had ignored the Saxon
fairness of the first to enter the cottage at

Netherbank ?

Another point of antiquarian note was the
turning of Wassail Cup into Vessel Cup.
Old Mrs. Craven could remember the time
when a real wassail-bowl full of spiced ale

had been carried from house to house in the

villages. It had been carried always by
young girls in her time, and the tasting of
it had been a matter of scrupulous observance
in all well-ordered households.

The name remained under its chana:ed
form, and it stood for a ceremony ; but no
wassail-bowl was carried now. Instead of a
band of rustic maidens an ancient woman
came, who carried a box with a waxen Babe
of Bethlehem, lying in wide-eyed placidity

among sprays of laurel and red-berried holly.

The old woman sang quaveringly ; a tear or

two dropped from Keturah's eyes—the girl

was strangely emotional ; and the coming of

the Vessel Cup was, traditionally, of the

nature of a consecration.

Miss Craven had provided the bowl of
" firmity " for the Christmas-eve supper,

firmity being, as perhaps every one knows
nowadays, wheat porridge, eaten with sugar

and spices. The taste for it is an inherited

taste, doubtless ; and doubtless also the most
patriotic of Yorkshiremen would admit that

It might be difficult of acquirement. The
fact that it had been eaten at Netherbank
was much appreciated in the neighbourhood

of Murk-Marishes.

It was Miss Craven too who lent the large

round pewter dish to contain the gingerbread

and the big cheese of her own making.

Genevieve had to be instructed concerning

the dispensing of cheese and gingerbread,

the lighting of Christmas candles, and the

preservation of the charred remains of the

Yule log. These remains were to be put

under a bed, to preserve the house from

danger by fire throughout the coming year !

A few invitations came, afew were accepted,

but it was not an easy matter going about

that rugged country on moonless nights.

Bartholomew went for his daughter's sake

;

his daughter went for his sake ; and as a

rule they were both of them glad when the

small sacrifice was completed.

It was a satisfaction to Genevieve to know
that George Kirkoswald was not spending his
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Christmas in loneliness at Usselby Crag.

He had come down one day from the Hall

to tell them that he was going to York for a

week or so, to St. Aid helm's Vicarage, his

friend, John Warburton, being Rector there.

" I hope tliat fortune and the weather will

flwour us when you come back again," said

Bartholomew. " I am ashamed to think

that we have never yet found our way to

Usselby."
" I always hold professional people excused

from conventional observances," replied

George. " Besides, I have a fear that I have

never given you any very strong impression

that I should be glad to see you. Truth to

tell, the place looks so desolate, nay, worse
than that, so dilapidated, that I am half-

^lshamed of it. Nevertheless, come. It will

jeem less desolate when you have been there."

He had spoken to Bartholomew, but his

eyes had sought Genevieve while he uttered

the last sentence ; and she knew that he

spoke to her alone. Her colour came, and
deepened; a little pleasantry died away from
her lips unsaid. Did he know what these

seldom-recurring admissions and reveaiings

were to her ? Did he dream what solemn
weight they had ? how full they were of grave

assurance? Already it seemed, that she

could need no further assurance. This love

was definite enough for this life.

So it was that there could be satisfaction

in his absence ; contentment in his silence.

Never in her life had there been a time of

such full rest, such full sweetness, such full

faith in a large and liberal future.

She asked no question of herself, none of

him ; there were none to be asked. The
unspoken understanding that was in a glance,

in a tone, authenticated every thought of the

days to be. It was a time of stillness ; the

stillness that precedes rapture ; and it held

opportunity for an almost spiritual reverence
of the latent felicity that the next moment
might unfold. There was no desire to hurry
its unfolding ; rather was there desire for the

continuance of the present beautiful strange-

ness ; the present immaterial ties ; the present

half-acknowledged sympathies. No certain

knowledge could overpass this sweet uncer-
tainty.

The day when the long-promised visit to

Usselby came to be made was a bright, windy
January day. The leafless trees on the edge
of the moor rocked and whitened in the sun-
shine; the wind blew pale hollows in the

fleeces of the black-faced moorland sheep

;

the sea of barren heather was tossing and
heaving in dark wild waves ior leagues away.

It was a day on which to be strong, to be
glad, to put away fearfulness if you had any.

The white stony road went winding all the

way by the bold edge of Langbarugh Moor.
Below the moor there was a great sweep of

common all dotted over with grey boulders.

To the left a vast dark fir-wood bounded by
freestone walls covered the sloping land

that lay between the moor and the low-lying

Marishes.

The entrance gate to Usselby was a common
five-barred gate in the wall of rude unshapen
stone. The drive, which wound between the

fir-trees, was a narrow road, full of deep ruts.

Tall fronds of fern, still green and graceful,

were curving out from beds of warm pine-

needles. A squirrel crossed the road ; a

large handsome magpie dived slowly down-
ward from the blue mystery of the pine-tree

shade, another following. Presently some
water-fowl rose up suddenly out of a little

streamlet, and went chuckling and fluttering

away as if quite conscious of providential

escape.

The house itself was not out of keeping
with its wild surroundings. It was ancient,

but you did not think of its date in looking

at it ; nor did you ask any question as to ils

architectural order.

It stood a little below the road ; the

dormer windows of the upper story projected

over the lower ; the red tiles of the gabled

roof were green and grey and yellow with

lichens. Dark yew-trees stood in the ter-

raced gardens ; wide grass-grown steps led

down under the shade to the great arched

doorway. A sun-dial stood in the middle of

the lawn.

The old brown door seemed to open of

itself; a tall eager figure came hurriedly for-

ward, holding out a hand to Genevieve,

uttering words of cordial welcome. "
" Come

in, come in ! " he said—" to think of your

walking so far in such a wind as this ! You
will have to come in here, it is my study

;

there is no fire anywhere else, Jael won't

allow it as a rule, but she would have made
an exception if she had known you were

coming. . . Is there a chair free from books

anywhere, Mr. Bartholomew?"
" I think I see one in the distance," was

the reply. It was a room that had a dis-

tance ; a long old-fashioned room with a low

ceiling, and unexpected recesses. Despite

its shabbiness there was a prevailing dark

warm tone that lent an air of comfort to it.

It might be gloomy on a gloomy day, just

when you desire of a room that it should

have some brightness ; but all days are not
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days of darkness. It was not dark to-day.

The sun was skinting athwart the muUions of

the low window at the other end of the

room. Far away beyond, over the green of

the cHff-top, there was a streak of dull blue

sea against the brighter blue of the sky.

Kirkoswald had been writing, and the

contracted lines about his great, square fore-

head did not smooth themselves out all at

once. There were books on either hand,

newspapers on the floor, sheets of manuscript

still wet on the table.
'•' I am beginning to have a suspicion that

we have interrupted you," said Genevieve,

taking the chair he had placed for her by the

fire.

" You have ; but just at the very point

when interruption was needed. I was writing

an article for the Quixotic Rcvieiv, and it is

already too long. I shall have to spend as

much time in cutting it down as I have spent

in writing it."

"You might make a pamphlet of it."

" So I might. But do you think anybody
reads pamphlets in this epoch of magazines ?

Perhaps it might get itself read if I called it

a monogram. But thanks for the suggestion.

I shall think of it. If you will let me I will

talk the thing over with you some day, before

I send it off. I know you would be interested.

It is connected with something we were
speaking of the other day—the life of those

to whom life means nought but labour. I

would have asked you to listen a little now,
but Jael is coming with some tea, and I want
you to see the house. I want Mr. Bartho-

lomew's advice about it. What am I to do
with such a place ?

"

" Are you speaking disrespectfully of it ?
"

asked Genevieve, opening her violet-grey

eyes a little wider.
" Do you wonder that I should? Do you

like it ? " asked Kirkoswald with an almost
boyish eagerness.

" I like it so much that I feel as if I had
always liked it, always known it," said Gene-
vieve, speaking with guileless unreserve.
" Indeed, it is strange," she went on ;

." ever
since I saw tlie twisted chimneys, and the

gables, and the dormer windows, I have had
quite a strong impression of having seen the

place before."
" It is probably some picture that you re-

member," said her father.

" It may be," said George ;
" or it may be

another instance of that feelins: of remi-
niscence with which we are all of us ac-

quainted. I believe the secret of it to be a
sudden sense ofaffijiity. If you meet a man

towards whom you are about to be strongly
drawn, between whom and yourself any
valuable intercourse is likely to be possible,

you never meet as strangers meet. The first

glance does away with six months of pre-
liminary acquaintanceship."
Was he thinking of a glance that had met

his in Soulsgrif Bight as he spoke ? Was he
wondering if Genevieve had any glance of
his that she cared to remember ?

The tea came in presently, the sight of
Jael bringing to Genevieve's mind for the
first time all that Ailsie Drewe had told of

bygone days at Usselby Hall. The old
woman's narrow forehead, her suspicious
glance, her penurious gown, her independent
speech, made that inconceivable piece of
local history to be conceivable in a .single

moment. Genevieve looked round, wonder-
ing from which window the irascible old man
had fired upon the carol-singers ; wondering,
too, if his son knew all the strange traditions

that were being handed on. Looking at

George Kirkoswald she could imagine that

there had been pain and darkness some-
where in the unforgotten past.

They went over the house ; up-stairs into a
wide drawing-room with windows that looked
seaward ; it was hung with frayed and
faded satin damask. The carpet was faded,

too, and the worn yellow satin of the gilt-and-

white chairs looked too dingy to be spoken
of as yellow any more.

" I have been told that my mother used to

like this room," said George with a quiet

echo of a dead sadness in his tone. " She
used it always till my sisters died, after that

she never left her own room again. . . .

That is her portrait," he continued, taking a

miniature from its case and putting it into

Genevieve's hand with tender touch and
movement. It was not a beautiful face, even

on ivory, but it was strong, and pure, and
compassionate. The eyes were her son's

eyes, dark, full of thought, comprehensive of

human pain.

There were other portraits in the dining-

room below. Ladies in lavender simpered

with cold, pale lips ; fierce old women with

double chins looked threateningly down from
frames of shabby gold. There was a puffy

hunting-man in pink, a naval officer in blue,

a legal ancestor in wig and gown. It would
have been a curious study to try to make out

the spiritual lineage of the present owner of

Usselby Hall by help of these varying por-

traits of his ancestors.

Remembering some such rooms, would it

not be possible to find in one's heart a feel-
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ing of satisfaction that one's ancestors had
never been painted at all ; that one stood

alone and distinct, so to speak, unhaunted
and undaunted by a painted cloud of wit-

nesses to one's heritage of meanness, weak-

ness, vanity, hardness of heart, or general

moral' obliquity ?

There were not many of the portraits that

George Kirkoswald could turn to with any
feeling of gratification, or even of content.

Some day he would remove the greater part

of them, he said to himself this afternoon,

looking at them through another's eyes. And
even as he said so his imagination painted

for him another picture to fill the frame

Avhere a faded lady in orange satin stood

leaning against a brown tree. The orange-

coloured lady's hair, with some one else's to

help it, was built up a quarter of a yard above
her head, she had puffy cheeks and tiny bead-

like eyes of a dull brown. Kirkoswald could

hardly help turning to the living picture that

stood beside his undignified and unbeautiful

ancestress. For one moment he had a wild

impulse to ask Bartholomew then and there

if he would paint this daughter of his as she

stood at that moment, with her fine, sweet

face turned upward toward "the picture, her

curved lips parted with half a smile, her rich

masses of golden hair blown into picturesque

confusion by the winds of Langbarugh Moor,
and touched now by the last slanting ray of

sunshine.

Could any artist that ever painted paint

such loveliness as this ? And if he achieved

that, could he achieve something more, could

he put on canvas the inner light that was in

the eyes ; the changeful meanings that passed

so swiftly across the mouth, the revelation

that was in the ascetic lines of the lower part

of the face, the vigorous intellectual activity

that stamped the upper part ? If it could

be done it ought to be done now, he said to

himself, feeling instinctively that it was the

kind of face that ten years of life would
harrow with the wear and tear of twenty.
" But, heaven helping me," he added, " there

shall be little wear and tear that I can keep
away from her."

Just then something—was it a mere passing

shadow?—carne suddenly down upon him,
darkening his forehead, showing the strong

lines about his mouth, the cleft that crossed
his lower lip, and was visible again on the

broad, firm chin. Genevieve, meeting his eyes,

could not but wonder at the sudden change.

It had come like a shadow, so it departed,

leaving light and gladness behind it. Another
room or two had to be inspected, and Mr.

Bartholomew had to give his opinion on the

capacity of each for improvement. The
furniture was of all kinds ; so, too, were the

ornaments ; but things had been so long in

their places together, they had ministered so

long to the needs of the same people, that

they had acquired a certain harmony that

was not without a beauty of its own. There
was little beauty of any other kind. The
priceless and abundant treasures of ancient

china and glass were all packed carefully

away out of sight in garrets and cupboards,

and the keys were in Jael's pocket—they had
been there for close upon five-and-thirty

years now.

CHAPTER XXIV.—ETHICS AND ESTHETICS.
" Where we disavow

Being keeper to our brother, we're his Cain."
Mrs. Browning.

Genevieve listened quite silently while

her father gave the opinions that were asked

of him ; and she recognised the fact that they

were worthy of being listened to. It seemed
as if the old place had stirred his decorative

instincts to even more than usual activity.

His ideas were not, of course, the latest

modern ideas. He made no mention of

sage green or of peacock blue ; he did not

insist upon screens, or dados, or lily-pots.

" I want to have the thing done once for

all," said Kirkoswald, " and therefore well

done."
" And, of coarse, you know what precisely

the thing is that you wish to have done ?
"

" Yes ; I believe so. I wish to have this

house made into a home, a home that shall

be a desirable place to live in because of its

beauty. And, moreover, I want it doing as

soon as may be, since it is evident that I

cannot ask Warburton to bring his wife here

till it is done."
" If you do all that I should do in your

place it. will require time," said Bartholomew.
' You will want an artist, perhaps two, down
from London, who can paint in fresco. I

should recommend the Gambier Parry pro-

cess."

" Yes
;
you are thinking of the staircase ?

And there is the drawing-room. The panel-

ling below the picture-space has been painted

white. It might be scraped ; I should say

it is oak."
" Probably. But you would not care for

the effect of dark oak in that room ; espe-

cially as there would be nothing to balance

it. Why not have the panels decorated

—

some of the lighter and brighter historical

scenes, for instance ? It would have to be

done in flat-painting, and in the palest pos-
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sible tints. The wall-space above might be
gilt and diapered ; and above that again you
might have a frieze painted to accord with

the panels."
" That promises well !

" said Kirkoswald
after musing over it a little while. " But if

the tints are all to be so flat and pale how
would you get a look of warmth into the

room ?
"

" By means of the hangings, something
Indian; no-
thing can equal

the Indian
things for good
subdued har-

monies of rich

colour. And
you would have
your carpets

and rugs in

keeping."
" And the

dining-room ?
"

asked George.
"The dining-

room I should

leave as it is,"

replied Mr.
Bartholomew,
"and this room
also, that is so

far as the walls

are concerned.

Nothing could

be finer in its

way than this

old wainscot-

ing. You might
have fireplaces

of carved oak,

and you will

want some tiles,

both for the

fireplaces and
the floor of the

hall. You will

have to be
careful about choosing your tiles—good ones
are to be had."

Genevieve had taken no part in the con-

versation so far ; she was not even looking
at the two who were carrying it on ; but one
of them was watching the varying expression
of her face somewhat closely.

George Kirkoswald had not forgotten that

day in the studio, the girl's cry for a recon-

ciler ; nor the instance she had given of need
for reconciliation.

.-. " 1 need hardly ask you if you approve of

,

Uiscl'jj- HjI

your father's plans and designs ? " he said
presently, turning to her with his usual
gravity.

" I am thinking them out," she said, '^try-

ing to realise them. At first I objected to

the idea of Indian hangings in an English
room decorated with English historical scenes.

Then it occurred to me that the histories of
the two countries are now so twined together,

that it would be rather interesting to have
combined asso-

ciations."

" Thank you
for that idea

;

I agree with it.

And you like

the rest?"
" I think the

result will

touch the thing

you aim at

—

beauty."

"I see," said

George, mus-
ingly. "And
the aim ? You
sympat hi ze
with it only so

far ?
"

"Only so
far."

" And sus-

pect yourself of

wrong-doing
even in that,"

said her fathe.".

" By the way,

I believe you
have never ex-

plained to ]\Ir.

Kirko swald
what I am sure

must need ex-

planation, the

non-Puritanical

nature of your
own dress, and

you possess atasof such surroundings

Netherbank ?
"

" No ; I have not. I have left Mr. Kirk-

oswald to suppose for himself a fresh instance

of feminine inconsistency."
" Or rather a fresh instance of graceful and

womanly concession," George interposed,
" which is above all consistencies whatever

in such matters as this ... I have under-

stood."
" Have you also understood my attitude

in the matter ? " asked Bartholomew. " I
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do not understand it myself. I never pre-

tend to understand the strong human craving

for material beauty. Men will ruin them-

selves to possess it ; though they know that

the possession will add a new anguish to

death itself. Think of Cardinal Mazarin

dracginsr himself from his death-bed to walk

round his picture-galleries for the last tmie,

exclaiming, 'See this beautiful Correggio,

and this Venus of Titian, and this incom-

parable Deluge of Antonio Caracci ! Ah 1

and I must leave all this, I must leave all

this !
' It makes one's heart ache to read of

it ; but it does not enable one to compre-

hend the secret that lies behind. I dare say

you know the second volume of ' Modern
Painters,' and Ruskin's idea that all pure

beauty is neither more nor less than a shadow

of something to be found in God Himself.

If that be so, and I think it is, it will account

for much that we take no note of now; it will

make plain much that we misconceive. Who
can express in words the effect upon his own
soul of a sunset, of a storm at sea, of truly

grand music, of a really good picture, of a

really fine statue? And these latter are but

form, and colour, and sound."
" Only form, and colour, and sound," re-

peated Kirkoswald. " And yet so long as a

man's soul can be reached through his senses

it is important to consider what shall be put

before him for his senses to entertain. There

are men who can be stirred, uplifted, through

their senses alone. It seems as if the straight

soul-avenues of thought, of spiritual percep-

tion, were closed for them. Over men of

this stamp music often has a power that is

quite inexplicable. Others find form and
-colour more stimulating ; and again there are

men who can be moved by all three. Perhaps

I am among the latter ; so you will under-

stand why 1 am anxious to arrive at some
sufficient reason for making my house beau-

tiful, or leaving it unbeautiful."

"Is there no middle course?" asked

Genevieve, smiling. "Must you either spend
some thousands of pounds, or go on with

frayed curtains and faded carpets ?
"

" Softly, Genevieve, dear !
" said Mr. Bar-

tholomew. " Softly ; I' think you should
leave the question of cost till Mr. Kirkos-

wald raises it himself."
" Then I must leave one of the most im-

portant issues of the whole matter," said the

girl, speaking firmly. " If these things that

you suggest could be had without money, I

would say, have them by all means ; and as

soon as possible, let us all have them. There
is no inherent harm in them ; it is conceiv-

able, as you say, that there may be good
;

they are most certainly full of delight, quite

pure delight. It is the idea of the money
they represent that takes the delight out of

them for me. If I were walking up your
frescoed staircase I should hear the cry of

children who cry for hunger ; I should see

the white wan faces of women worn with

working for bread."

There was a silence, a somewhat length-

ened silence.

George Kirkoswald sat looking into the

fire ; it was leaping, blazing j he felt the

comfortable warmth of it ; but he felt also a

chillness that the fire could not reach.

A minute or two before he had seen his

painted walls, his historic panels quite plainly

;

now it was as if he saw them fading before

his eyes. The knowledge that the old damp
stains were still there was a satisfaction to him.

Genevieve broke the silence.

"You will not misjudge me," she said,

turning an earnest face toward George Kirk-

oswald ;
" and you will not suppose that I

am judging you, or meaning to legislate for

you for a single moment. I told you the other

day," she went on, her lips breaking into a

smile as she spoke, " that I had not stated

my case effectively. So far as I remember, I

did not state it at all. I hadn't the courage,

and went on wandering outside of it. Let

me try now to say what I meant then. . . .

I did not mean to imply that there was or

could be any special wrong in surrounding

one's self with any and every kind of material

beauty one could obtain. It is possible that

the time may come when every desire of the

kind may be satisfied without a hint from

•conscience of anything but approval. Ugli-

ness, commonness, unseemliness, will be

considered as blots, mistakes. . . . But has

that day come yet ? . . . Can any of us dare

to say to ourselves in our best and most

secret and most sacred moments that this is

the time to decorate finely, to dress rarely,

to add picture to picture, and ornament to

ornament, while all about us the poor are

crying silently, or suffering patiently, or turn-

ing to stone, in the effort to endure the

hardness we do not even see they are endur-

ing, J'Fe do not want to see, and they know it.

And yet they take off their hats and curtsey,

and do us little kindnesses when they can, as

if they would express a penitence for their

unprosperous days. In all this world there

is nothing more pathetic, more strangely

touching, than the bearing of the respectable

poor towards the heedless or apathetic rich !

I believe firmly that the poor man is better
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skilled in the science of soul-reading than

the rich man is. Your well-dressed and
well-fed man, with a balance at his banker's,

hardly cares to brood over what may be

passing in the brain of the man whose very

soul faints with chronic hunger. He will

pass him in the street, and never see that his

eye is dim by reason of sorrow, and his lip

closed hardly by pressure of long despair,

while, if you could know what the poor man
says to himself, nine times out of ten you
would find that his thought had shaped itself

into an excuse :
' They don't think, bless you !

rich folk never think
!

' That is how they

bear, how they find patience, how they find

a courteous humility so grandly and greatly

possible. . . . If I might ask for a gift that

should be more to me than all else in this

world, I would certainly ask for the pen of

a ready writer, ready enough and powerful

enough to awaken the souls who are at ease

concerning their daily bread, and who never

see on any human face a sign that is signifi-

cant to them of human need for the com-
passion that is divine. . . . These are they

who will ask in such amaze— ' Lord^ w/icn

saw we Thee an hungeredV
% * *

The conversation did not end there. It

went on gravely awhile, moving in and out,

being, as it were, the silver thread that the

Master workman uses to draw His work
together.

Genevieve and her father went home in

the twilight, and George Kirkoswald went
with them to the farther edge of the moor.

As he went back alone a young moon, like a

tiny sickle of pure gold, hung over the dark
purple distance ; the sky was one vast, clear

gradation of tint and tone, from faint amber
to indigo blue. Late as it was a robin was
chirping and swinging on the curve of a long
spray of briar.

And George Kirkoswald was questioning

himself as he went. Seeing Genevieve Bar-

tholomew at his own home that day, watch-

ing her as she moved about his rooms, listen-

ing to her foot on the stair, to her voice as

she spoke, he had recognised the things that

alone could make his home homelike. Two
souls with one high aim, two minds with

one strong will, two hearts beating in tune
to one impulse—the rest might be there, or
not there. Would she decide? Had he
ground enough for hoping that one day she
would come and say, " This let us do, for

the sake of seemliness, and that let us not
do, for the sake of Christ ?"

Then, thinking again, he knew that she

had said these things. If she never came to

Usselby, nor spoke of it again, she had drawn
for him a line over which he knew that he
could never step unarrested.

CHAPTER XXV.—OUT OF THE PAST.
" But do thy worst to steal tliyself away,

For term of life thou art assured mine

;

Andliiii no longer than thy love will stay,
For it depends upon that love of thine."

Shakesphare : Sonnet XCII.

It was acknowledged throughout the dis-

trict that the downward tendency of things

at Hunsgarth Haggs was in no way attri-

butable to ignorance or mismanagement on
the part of Miss Craven.

There was not a farm of its size in the

neighbourhood that had been more carefully

dealt with in respect of rotation of crops,

abundance of lime, and almost ceaseless

tillage. There were fields of Miss Craven's,

where the labourers seemed almost to live

;

but these same fields were not profitable. The
soil was stiff" clay, the water stood in pools

between the lands, not seeming to find its

way to such drainage as existed ; and the

yield of corn was only good in unusually

good years. As for the pasture-lands they

were full of moss and whin and picturesque

bramble-brakes, and therefore failed to feed

the number of cattle they should have fed.

It had been different once, Dorothy
said. Labour had cost less, there had been
no American supplies to cause fluctuations

in the market, and more than that, there

had been no lack of capital. It would have
been hard to say exactly how the capital

had been drained away; the draining process

had probably been going on a long time

when that historic snow-storm had buried

Joseph Craven's splendid flock of sheep in

the hollows of Langbarugh Moor. The
old man had felt that to be a kind of final

stroke, and he never rallied from it.

There had been a touching scene one
morning. Old Joseph had lain awake all

night— perhaps he had lain awake many
nights ; but on this particular morning he

felt as if his night's sleeplessness had wrought

some change in him. He had gone to his

daughter's room quite early—it was hardly

light—and she had been roused to a very

keen and startling dread by seeing him
standing there with an account-book or two,

and a box with a few sovereigns in it. There
was a strangely haggard look on his face.

" There's nobody but you, Doroihy

—

nobody but you," the old man said in a faint,

plaintive voice. "If you'll not take things in

hand there's nobody else ; they must go,

Doroti'iy, if you don't look to them."
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Dorothy watched him silently for a

moment, then she made him sit down by a

little table, while she prepared him a cup of

tea. A rose-tinted light was coming up from

the sea, flooding all the room; the old man's

white head was bowed over his trembling

hands. He could hardly turn the pages

before him. He seemed as if he found it

difficult to understand what he himself had
written there. Yet Dorothy could see that

he was, so to speak, watching himself; that

he had mental insight enough to know that

that insight was failing. The effort he made
was heart-rending ; though he made it so

quietly. There was money borrowed here,

money owing there. " You're listening,

Dorothy ?" he said, now and again. " You're

trying to understand?" And Dorothy as-

sured him to his satisfaction that all was plain

to her comprehension ; all that so far had
been placed before her. But there was a

good deal behind yet, confusions, intricacies,

arrears of rent, arrears of interest. The old

man's utterance grew less clear, less firm
;

his voice trembled ; then it gave way alto-

gether.
" I can't see, Dorothy—Dorothy, I can't

remember ; I can't understand !

"

That was the end of effort—a passionate

burst of wild, unrestrained weeping that

would not be comforted ; of sobs and tears

that seemed like a great upheaval of the

strong man's strength That was the

end. He was never himself again after that,

and it was Dorothy's turn to be strong

—

strong and faithful. From that morning she

had done her best ; the best that might be

done by a woman in a world of hard and
unscrupulous men.

She had had offers enough of help, some
of them from men who had professed them-

selves her father's friends ; but no keener

strokes had fallen upon her life than those

that had taught her what such offers meant.

She was not an over-sensitive woman ; but

many a time her brain had almost reeled

under the sense of her own helplessness

against wrong and oppression.

Still Dorothy Craven had borne up and
borne on bravely ; fighting where fighting

was to be done, and enduring where fighting

was of no avail. None but God took count
of it. None but God. In all the wide world
there was neither man nor woman to whom
Dorothy could turn when her soul fainted

under her burdens. Some of the people about
saw that she had burdens ; they did not fail

to gossip of that ; and they all of them knew
that deep under her business trials she had

another trial lying still, if indeed it did lie

still.

It had all happened long ago, when
Dorothy Craven was quite a girl, a proud,

handsome, dark-eyed girl not yet twenty, too

proud to be on cordial terms with the

daughters and sons of the other farmers of

the district When the worst came the

old proverb that declares that pride always

goes before a fall fitted in finely; and Dorothy
was made to perceive how pleased her neigh-

bours were to have the satisfaction of fitting

it. She had never forgotten that.

Genevieve Bartholomew had never heard
the history ; but, as it has been said, she had
reasons for believing that there was a history.

Of late the Bartholomews had known, as

everybody else had known, that something
very like a crisis was coming on at the Haggs.
There had been five bad harvests in succes-

sion ; cattle had been found dead in the

fields ; a horse that had fallen over the edge
of a stone quarry on the moor had had to be
shot, and the result of all this had been that

Mr. Damer, the agent for the Yarrell Croft

estate, had had to consent to take Miss
Craven's rent by instalments. Further than

this, it was known that she was wanting to

sell one of her best milch cows; of course

people said that this was in order to enable

her to meet the tithes.

The confirmation of it all was there written

on Dorothy's face. Her mouth had com-
pressed itself till the droop at the corners was
a settled thing ; her colour was fading, leaving

only a net-work of fine red lines on her thin

cheeks ; her eyes looked out at you with

strangely mingled expressions; pain, defiance,

endurance, each came by turns. Had there

been a little wistfulness mingled with these

of late, Genevieve asked herself? A little

wonder if anywhere in the world there might

be compassion ?

One fine February day Genevieve set out

for a walk ; she would go up to the moor, she

said to herself, and she would call at the

Haggs on her way. She had not seen Miss

Craven for some days ; and the last sight of

her had not been reassuring. There had

been signs plain enough to be seen ; but not

easy of comprehension.

There was not much promise of spring

anywhere. A few pale snowdrops stood with

folded petals in the garden ; some lily bulbs

were thrusting up strong green leaves ; there

was a thrush singing in the boughs of the ash-

tree by the stile.

Genevieve went upward in the sunshine as

lightly as a bird. There were a few daisies
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by the road-side; a young oak-tree had some
red crisp leaves on it, last year's leaves. A
man was coming round by the bramble-

brake, whistling " Barbara Allen," looking

hot and angr}', swinging his arms about.
" Eh, it's you then, Miss Bartholomew, is

it ? " shouted Mr. Crudas, his grey whiskers

seeming to stand out on either side of his

keen red face a little more fiercely than

usual. " You'll be going up to see Miss

Dorothy, Ah reckon ? Well, I hope she'll be

civil to you. It's more than she's been to

me. Ay, it's more than she's been to me for

many a year back. But I hevn't given up
hopin' yet ; an' what's more Ah don't mean
to give up. You can tell her that if she gives

you a chance o' speakin'."

Genevieve could only guess what it was
that Mr. Crudas was determined to hope for

so persistently. Perhaps she looked rather

perplexed.
" Ah'U nut keep ya stannin', miss," said

Ishmael, with polite thoughtfulness. " Ah'll

turn aboot, an' walk up t' hill a bit. Ah can
saay what Ah want to saay better, so ... .

Ah've thought many a time 'at mebbe you
could put things afore Dorothy in a different

waay fra what Ah can put 'em. Ya'll know
all about it, Ah reckon ?

"

" I don't know anything about it," said

Genevieve. " I cannot even guess what
should make Miss Craven ungracious to you.

I fancied—well, I fancied you were old

friends
!

"

" Friends ! It doesn't seem to me so very

many years sen we were lovers—^just on t'

point o' bein' married ! 'Tis a good bit too.

Dorothy was only turned o' nineteen, an' Ah
was but just thirty. All t' country side

knew on it ; for there was mony a better-

like, an' better to do chaj) nor me would ha'

married Dorothy Craven if she'd given 'em a

chance. Not but what we were well anuff
off, my father and me; an' them 'at said we'd
gettin' t' bit we had wi' smugglin' tell'd a lee

—beggin' yer pardon, miss. Ah might ha'

said a lie, as Ah's talkin' tiv a laady !

"

" Smuggling ! But was there smuggling in

this neighbourhood so recently as that?"
" Ay, an' not a little neither, an' Ah'll nut

say but what Ah knew more aboot it nor Ah
sud ha' done. An' Ah'll nut lay t' blame o'

them 'at is dead neither; for when a man's
gettin' on for thirty years of aage he's oad
aneaf to know right fra wrang. An' Ah
knew it was wrang all t' time ; an' for that

reason Ah never meddled wi' nowt o' t' sort,

but when Ah couldn't fairly help myself. An'
Ah couldn't help myself that neet, an'

Dorothy knew that as weel as Ah did ; an' if

she'd had mair pity an' less pride she'd ha'

had an easier life nor she hes had. An' it's

as much for her sake as my own 'at All want
her to gi waay at last. But she's as stiff as a
stoan—ay, as stiff as a stoan in a wall, she's

been fra that daay to this."

" Then she thinks that you were to blame? "

asked Genevieve, knowing that she must be
well up in her case before she undertook to

plead with Miss Craven.
" Ay, an' she's right anuff there. Ah was

to blame. Bat what could Ah do? We
were goin' to hev a bit of a spree at Swarth-
cliff Top—we'd alius had a spree o' my
birthday—an' poor old father, he kept it up
to the last. An' that year 'at Ah's talkin' on
he'd set down to goa to Blakehouse Baay t'

day afore, an' just a few hours afore he sud
ha' started he was ta'en bad all of a sudden
wi' rheumatics ; an' Ah were forced to goa
i'stead. Ah wasn't nut to saay eager to

goa, but goa Ah did; an' got my two tubs o'

Hollands—two fairish-sized tubs they were
;

an' Ah slung 'em one on either side o' t' oad
galloway, an' kept 'em partly covered wi' t'

skirts o' my father's great-coat. Of course

Ah didn't start fra t' Baay till 't was darkish;

an' when Ah gat te t' toon, 'twas as dark as

onybody could wish. But as bad luck wud
ha' 't, t' bridge was open for a ship to goa
through, an' she'd stuck i' the bridge-way

;

an' there was a gay few folks waitin' to be
across; an' Ah was aboot i' t' middle o' t'

crood afore Ah saw 'at there was one. Ah
durstn't turn back then for fear o' raisin'

suspicion, an' Ah durstn't stand still for fear

'at folks wad see t' tubs. Ah was in a des-

pert takin' for awhile, when all of a sudden
Ah bethowt me to use my spurs a bit, and
mak' t' oad galloway rear. 'Twas almost

laughable to see t' folks flyin' back, an' Ah
was left i' peace a bit. But t' crood scan

closed in again, one pressin' behind another

to get ower t' bridge as sean as 't was shut,

an' I had to keep usin' my spurs ivery noo
an' then. Another minute an' Ah sud ha'

been saafe, when up comes a man oot of a
dark corner. ' Let us have a look at those

kegs, my friend !
' he said, in a sort of a

mincin', south-country tongue. An' Ah
knew 'twas all up wi' ma then. He was one
o' t' coast-guard, an' there was mair on 'em
behind ; an' folks com' clusterin' round like

bees round a burtree. .... Well, the up-

shot was 'at Ah didn't see Swarthcliff Top
nea mair, well, t' next winter. My poor old

father had been buried just a week when I

got heame. An' fra that daay to this Dorothy
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Craven's niver spoken me a civil word to

swear by."

Genevieve was silent a minute or two. It

was certainly something of a shock to her to

find herself talking on friendly terms to a

man who had been a whole long year in

prison for smuggling. It was not difficult to

understand Miss Craven's attitude now.

The girl could not help thinking over it all

from Miss Craven's side—the side of a proud,

high-spirited woman, sensitive to her neigh-

bours' opinion. And she did not doubt but

that there had been wounded love as well as

wounded pride. Though the story was short,

it evidently covered long years of suffering.

Ishmael Crudas expressed repentance for

his wrong-doing, though, sooth to say, it had

seemed to him that his error had consisted

in his being found out. His regret and sorrow

for the consequences to Miss Craven was al-

together another thing ; but if she had suf-

fered, so had he. Since she had refused to

enter Svvarthcliff Top as its mistress he had
sworn that no other woman should enter

there, and he had kept his word. He had
men-seivants and maid-servants on his farm,

but no woman crossed the threshold of his

big, dismal house, not even Martha Haggets,

who did his washing. Ishmael Crudas had
laid it down as a condition that her husband
should take it home. It was a lonely life for

a man, and uncongenial ; but if Dorothy
Craven could make her days hard and her

life solitary, so could he. She should never

reproach him in that ; she should never say

that the punishment had fallen upon herself

alone. Ishmael Crudas had said that he had
not done hoping yet, and this was evidently

true. Just now it seemed to him that circum-

stance was working very certainly towards the

fulfilment of his desires.

" There isn't a chance for her, miss; there

isn't a chance. She's done despert well for

a woman, but she's had ivery thing agean
her fra t' start. There's misery anufif aiore

her if she will haud on i' this waay. An'
she's nowt to dea but saay half a word

—

half a word 'ud do for Ishmael Crudas ; an'

there she'd be, mistress o' Swarlhcliff Top

—

as tidy a farm as you'll find i' the three

Ridings, an' all my oan ; not a stean nor a

sod mortgaged to nobody. Ah've had things

settled i' my oan mind this mony a year—ay,
down to the varry chairs old Joseph an'

Barbara 'ud ha' to sit on, an' the corner

where they'd sit. Dorothy knows they would
want for nowt 'at money could get 'em

;

neither sud she, an' she knaws that an' all.

.... But seems as if 'twas all o' no use.

Ah've gone ower 't all ap:ea,u to-daay, but

"twas like teamin' water intiv a sieve

Mebbe it 'ud be different if you could saiiy

a word, miss. Dorothy thinks a lot o' what
you saay !"

There was just a touch of gentle envious-

ness about the last sentence. The man's

shrill voice softened and broke as he said it,

" Dorothy thinks a lot o' what you saay." It

was almost as if he had lifted a veil for a

moment, and had given a glimpse of the

strong, patient love that was in him. It

must have been very patient
;
perhaps it was

patience that had worked such hope—hope
that had never failed though the years had
counted well-nigh twice the service of Jacob
for Rachel.

CHAPTER XXVI.—LOVE AND PRIDE.

" But never either found another
To free the hollow heart from paining',

They stood aloof, the scars remaining.
Like cliffs which had been rent asunder;
A dreary sea now flows between,
But neither heat, nor frost, nor thunder,
Shall wholly do away, I ween.
The marks of that which once hath been."

Coleridge.

Not wishing to step straight into the

middle of milking-time, Genevieve had to

hurry upwards towards the Haggs. Miss

Craven, strange to say, was standing near

the garden-gate, looking pale and abstracted.

She had only a faint smile of welcome, yet

she was glad that Genevieve had come. " I

was beginning to think you'd forgot me,"

she said, in a tone of quite new humility.

It was a little difficult for Genevieve to

pass at once and uninvited through the out-

works that we all of us, in our pitiful human
helplessness, use for self-defence. Do not

these very outworks help sometimes in bring-

ing about final defeat ? If the enemy cannot

get beyond them, neither can the friend who
would bring relief. There ought to be a

pass-word. Was there, once upon a time, a

word that people used ?

Genevieve thought herself very daring, but

she could see that she was raising no resent-

ment. Resentment ! *Poor Miss Craven !

Her outworks had been strong, and very

high. Neither friend nor enemy had seen

that the years behind them had been years of

self-conflict, of pride that was all pain, of

love that was all sorrow, of strong resolution

understruck by strong yearning, of seeming

self-sufficiency where in reality there was one

long cry of acknowledgment that the days

were full of burdens too heavy to be borne.

And yet, even yet, there were slight signs

of relenting.
" I don't know how it is with me," she
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said, looking out with weary eyes across to

where the sail-studded sea was gleaming.
" I don't know how it is. I feel as if years

ago I'd passed beyond the point where givin'

way was possible. I've hardened myself till

I couldn't yield if I would, an' if I did it

seems as if life would be as bitter as gall

when I'd done it."

" And yet—yet you said just now that you
do still care for Mr. Crudas ?

"

" Care ! Some day you'll know what such

carui' means, if you don't now," .said Miss
Craven, catching the sudden pink flush as it

rose to Genevieve's cheeks " But no
;

you don't know what it is you're speakin' of;

no more does he. He never knew that I'd

all my weddin' clothes lyin' ready, down to

the last thing. I was young, an' eager, an'

ower sure o' things ; an' I made all ready as

if there weren't no chance o' nothin' happen-
in'. Think of it, o' my weddin' gown an'

bonnet lyin' locked away out o' sight ever

since afore you were born ! The day had
been settled on, everybody knew it ; an'

when it came, an' him i' prison, I felt as if

I'd be glad to know 'at never another day 'ud

break for me."
For Dorothy it was as if it were all happen-

ing over again as she stood there, it came
back so vividly, so full of strong pain ; and
even Genevieve felt as if it were hard to

realise that the whole of her life, and more,
was lying between.

"You say you promised that you v/ould

say a word or two ior him," Miss Craven went
on ;

" but I don't think you'll say much 'at

I heven't said to m3'self. I've had time
enough. All the best o' my days has gone i'

sorrow

—

they re gone! If I marry him now
will they come back again ? Could I ever
be young again as I was then, an' full o' hope
an' happiness ? . . . . Happiness ! I've

forgotten what it's like. I've forgotten what
everything's like but loneliness, an' hard
work, an' dread o' failin'. Do you think I

could forget these things now, an' take up
iny life again where he broke it off? If I

could forget, then I might forgive ; but I

don't feel like forgettin', nor forgivin' neither.

I've known what it was to feel a good deal
more like goin' mad wi' tryin'."

"Is that your greatest difficulty—that you
can't forgive ? " asked Genevieve sympa-
thetically. " Do you know I think I can
understand that. I have always felt as if

forgiveness of a person who had actually and
wilfully wronged another was one of the very
hardest virtues that a human being could be
called upon to practise. But then, the kind

of wrong that I think I could not forgive

must have been done deliberately, and out
of nijlice prepense. This wrong that was
done to you was not like that ; there was no
thought of wronging you at all. And surely

it has been repented of? I think I could
never help forgiving a person who repented,
who was but ever so little sorry for having
done me harm !

"

" Well, wait till you've tried
!

" I hope
that'll never be ; but if it is think o' wliat I've

told you to-day. Do you think I wouldn't
forgive if I could? Do you think I like

livin' out all my days full o' sourness, an'

bitterness, an' hardness toward all the world ?

Do you think I wouldn't like to be as you
are—gentle, an' pleasant-spoken, an' kind to

everybody ?. . . . Sometimes I've hated to

look at you, because you were so young, an'

free from trouble, an' had such an easy, light-

some sort o' life. The contrast was brought
ower near. But don't go dvvellin' o' that.

It's past. I'm glad you came to-day; I'm

glad there's one to understand a little.

There's been nobody to care. I've niver

said as much to any human soul as I've said

to you."
" You will not repent having said it !

"

'' Yes, I shall. I shall be wild wi' myself

for a bit. Then I shall be glad, mebbe."
"And after that ?

"

" After that it 'II all be as it was again."
" Then I have made no impression what-

ever ?
"

Miss Dorothy hesitated a moment, then

she smiled a little—-a strangely sweet smile

for so sad a woman.
" It won't do Ishmael Crudas no harm my

knowin' 'at you take his part. Nobody
never took it afore to me."

" I cannot help it. I cannot but feel sorry

for him because of his long repentance, of

his keen desire to make up for the ill that

was done. Has his patience never touched

you at all, not even a little ?"

" He's been more than patient," Miss

Craven admitted. " He's done me many a

good turn 'at I've only found out after from

others ; an' he's borne more fra me than I

ever thought any man would ha' borne from

a woman. An' I've seen all that, an' more,

plain enough. But if ever I've had a thought

o' relentin' I've had ten o' bitterness an'

desire for revenge to make up for it. . . .

But I heven't felt so vengeful lately. I've

been ower much broken down wi' other

things. An' that's what folks 'ud say if I

was to give in now. I should be a laughing-

stock for the country-side. It 'ud be said 'at
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I'd had to go to Swarthcliff Top to save my-

self fra havin' to go to the workhouse."

Genevieve sighed. It was very perplexing

to her inexperience to find what a strong

reserve of motive Miss Craven had accumu-

lated ; still she had an instinctive feeling that

some of the arguments were being brought

forth in the hope that they might be met

;

that they might be overthrown in the meet-

ing. Genevieve did her best. She expressed

amazement at the idea that any one should

care for the gossip of " the country-side ;

"

and she almost surprised herself by her own
boldness in daring to suggest that Miss

Craven had strengthened herself in her pride

until pride ruled as her master—but she did

dare. " Is not that the root of all your bitter-

ness?" she said, speaking gently and plead-

ingly. "Is not that the secret of your inability

to yield ? . . . You must forgive me if I say

anything I ought not to say. Think that I

am your sister ; and let me speak as a sister

might ; let me try to show you what I think

I see. It seems to me that if one can see

rightly where a hindrance or a difficulty lies,

it is so much easier to get over it. And I

do want you to get over this dilliculty. I do
want to know that you are not intending to

go on darkening the days that might be so

bright; so different for yourself, and for

another. And why is it all? What is the

real strait through which you cannot pass?

What is it but a feeling that you can neither

define, nor defend ?
"

Miss Dorothy listened in silence, but it

was easy to see that it was not offended

silence. No; there was no offence in it; but

only pain, only a keen sense of isolation. The
heart knoweth its own bitterness, and no
other heart can know it. This is true always

;

but more sadly is it true when the sorrow is

one that has linked itself with the years,

woven itself with the life, coloured every

thought, darkened every joy, and embittered

every grief. How should this girl under-

stand ? How should she be able to go back
over such a life, to enter into its fine mesh of

miseries, its coarse humiliations ; to have
sympathy with its calm despairs, its wild

unrests, its ceaseless longings for some
reparation that should be as great as the

suffering had been ? If Miss Craven had a

favourite passage in the Bible it was certainly

that passage of the grand P=alm of Moses,
wherein he prays for adequate compensation.
" Comfort us again now after the time that

Thou hast plagued us; ahd for the

wherein we have suffered adversity."

When Genevieve left the Haggs she did

years

not carry with her much sense of assurance.

No word had been said that could be con-

strued as a word of actual concession. Yet

surely Ishmael Crudas had some ground for

his hoping ; surely he had seen, as Genevieve

had seen, that there w^as, unsuspected perhaps

by Miss Craven herself, a tremulous wavering

of emotion, a balancing of thought, a sense

of fainting under the strife, betokening any-

thins; rather than a continuance of stern un-

yieldingness.

How could it be that such unyieldingness

had been possible so long? Genevieve

wondered over it as she walked up the

Ravengates towards the moor. She would

just go up there and watch the sun sink down
into the far distance. It was worth while

walking a long way to see that, to watch the

warm purple of the moor quivering into the

haze of pale daffodil yellow that hung across

the west. The sun was only a little way from

the horizon now. The furzy hillocks all about

caught the lingering light, kept it awhile,

then it faded slowly, tenderly away. It was

like watching a friend who was saying "good-

bye," saying it so gracefully that sorrow lost

itself in admiration.

But no ; it was not " good-bye " that the

friend was saying ; it was " good evening."

Genevieve had heard the step, and recog-

nised it even^before she turned. Her face

flushed with a sudden crimson as George

Kirkoswald took her hand in his, and held

it for a moment, with a strong, warm clasp.

They were silent save for the word that the

one glance said.

There are always some moments in the one

true love of a lifetime that are:;to be remem-

bered when other moments are forgotten.

They have no event in them ; there is nothing

to be described unless you could describe

the stillness of them. They are not moments
of hopefulness, nor do they hold the fruition

of hope ; they hold nothing—nothing but the

still, sweet sense of the sureness of all things

—all things worth • knowing, or being, or

having, so far as this life is concerned.
" I have been down to Netherbank," said

Kirkoswald, breaking the silence at last; "and

I also called at Hunsgarth Haggs, in the hope

of finding you there."

"Did Miss Craven tell you that I had

come up to the moor ?
"

" Yes. Poor Miss Craven ! Did you leave

her in tears ?"

" In tears ! No, but very sorrowful. She

is in trouble, and I am troubled for her. I

was thinking of her when you came ; wonder-

ing if one could do anything to relieve her
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mind but a little from the terrible strain of

responsibility. . . . Do )'0U know what her

life has been?"
" I have heard something of it—only lately.

It is a sad history altogether ; but one cannot

help being struck by her bravery; I mean
with regard to the farm, by her splendid per-

severance. As for the other matter, well,

perhaps I admire her less there. But, then,

I do not understand
;
perhaps I do not know

the truth. Do you know it ? Do you think

she ever really cared for Crudas ?"

" She has cared always—she cares stilL I

think it is grander than all else in her that

her love has never changed—never wavered.

She might have been married many times

—

my father told me that—but she has never

cared except for this one man, who has made
all the best of her life to be one long sorrow.

... I think it is beautiful
!"

"Yes, it is beautiful!" said Kirkoswald,

looking into Genevieve's face, and seeing

there the deep interest, the keen animation
that awoke there always to the lightest human
touch. " It is beautiful," he said again. " I

think love is always beautiful
!

"

"If it be true," said Genevieve, watching
the descending sun and the deepening yellow
haze. The two were still standing by the

edge of the furze-brake where they had met.
" Yes, if it be true," repeated Kirkoswald,

a sudden inquiry leaping, so to speak, into

his eyes. "What made you say that?" he
asked in a low tone that had concern in it.

Genevieve smiled at his seriousness. " I

said it because we were speaking of love that

is beautiful; and it seems to me that its

whole beauty lies in its truthfulness—in its

unchanging truthfulness."

George Kirkoswald remained silent awhile.

Lately he had been conscious of unrest—of

dread. This great and growing love that was
dominating him so utterly could hardly be
said to have sole possession of his faculties.

There was room for fear—fear for the effect

of disclosure and confession. How could
one so simple-minded, so noble in intent, so
direct in aim as Genevieve understand a blind
swerving, an almost inexcusable self-delusion,

and all that had followed upon such a delu-

sion ? And if she should not understand,
what then ? Would she have pity ? Would
she condemn ? Would her love shrink back
in disesteem ?

Kirkoswald had made up his mind that he
v/ould confess that long-past mistake of his

before he urged his love ; and the resolution
was a hindrance in his path already. The
confession would be so hard to make. Had
XXV— 17

not the word that had just now been said

made it even harder?
" I suppose," he began after a time, " that

you could never understand that there might
be two kinds of love ?"

"Yes," replied Genevieve, "I think I could.
I think I could see that there might be a
false love and a true."

" And what should you think of a man
who had been betrayed, so to speak, into a
love that was not true ?

"

" I should say that he had betrayed him-
self!"

"And you would hold him in contempt?"
" Not without knowing something of the

circumstances," said Genevieve in her gentle,

serious way. 'Was there anything like a sus-

picion dawning across her mind, a suspicion

that George's earnestness had a personal mo-
tive behind it ? Be that as it might, she had
made an opportunity. Here, if anywhere,
was an opening for Kirkoswald to speak.

Never could any moment more favourable

than this await him. The very word had
been said that could more than any other

word charm out from his heart that hidden
thing that lay coiled there like a snake, cer-

tain to spring sooner or later, unless it should

be drawn out by some sweet note of human
music. That note had been sounded, but

the lip that should have moved to its sound-

ing remained closed. There was a pause,

and the sun dropped down behind the moor,
putting an end to the day, and marking the

oncoming of the long, drear night.

Stay from blaming Kirkoswald. The
strongest men have moments of weakness, of

failure of insight, and it must be that some
such moments are fatal.

He could not have told you ; not then,

nor later, what it was that had held him from

this thing that he had required of himself. He
had decreed that it should be done, and he
was not given to the making of vain decrees.

Perhaps it was the unexpectedness of the

opportunity ; or it might be that the moment
was too sweet to be rudely broken in upon
without consideration as to the manner of

doing it. There was no point at which he

had said, " I will not do it now." He had

waited, overmastered by his own emotion

even as he did so, for some impulse to com-
pel him to his task ; but there had been no
movement strong enough to be called an im-

pulse. His sole satisfaction afterwards lay in

the fact that he had not made resistance
;

there had been nothing to be resisted.

There was no idea in his mind then that

the moment had been decisive in any way.
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There would be other opportunities ; and he

would be better prepared, more on the alert

to take advantage of them. It was less easy

to talk seriously now that they were going

down the rugged Ravengates. They went

silently for the most part; silently happy,

silently certain of happiness to be.
" You are not to brood too intently over

Miss Craven's troubles," said George as they

stopped at the stile to exchange a parting

word. He spoke with all the tender autho-

ritativeness that Genevieve loved so much to

hear. " If you will promise me that, I will

promise to think the matter over myself," he

added.
" Ah ! then you are thinking of something

already," Genevieve exclaimed, turning her

face to his with delight written on every fea-

ture. " You see some gleam of hope, or you
would not speak so."

" I see some very brilliant gleams of hope,"

said Kirkoswald, speaking with a quiet yet

ardent eagerness ; and taking Genevieve's

hand in his as he spoke, he held it there in

his strong grasp. " The whole world is ra-

diant with hope to me now," he exclaimed

;

" and it is such a radiance as I have never
seen before, nor dreamed of. . . . Heaven
keep it unclouded !

"

He raised Genevieve's hand, pressing the

small white wrist with a passionate respect-

fulness to his lips for one moment ; then,

with a glance that pled eloquently for pardon,

he turned away.

For an instant it seemed cruel that he
should go—strange that he should be so

equal to the pain of parting. But it was only
for an instant. The echo of his footstep

died softly into the distance ; the silver stars

came out overhead ; the entrancement of

still, sweet restfulness came down through

the twilight. It was an entrancement that did

not depart with the twilight ; it stayed, and
dwelt under the thatched roof, over which the

thick ivy was clustering, and made of the life

lived there one long act of fervent gratitude.

GEOLOGY IN GREENLAND.
By the duke OF ARGYLL.

THE articles recently published in this

magazine by Mr. Whymper, entitled
'• Explorations in Greenland," are a most
interesting contribution to our knowledge of

facts which are of the highest scientific in-

terest. In some points of view there is no
one well-defined area of the earth's surface

more curious than Greenland. In the first

place let us observe its enormous extent.

Look at it on any general map of the

world, and it will be seen to occupy a

far larger space than many of the areas of

continental importance in geography, and
of corresponding importance in human
history. It is far larger than the whole
of British India, with its population of

250,000,000. It is at least 1,380 miles long

from the southern point (Cape Farewell) to

the farthest point of the northern coast

hitherto explored. At the broadest part it

is nearly 700 miles across from sea to sea;

and its whole area is not less than about
320,000 square miles. By far the largest

part of it is within the Arctic circle, and its

north-western point is the most northerly

land which has been seen by the human eye,

the nearest to that great object of laborious
and abortive efforts, the North Pole. It is

this extreme northerly position which, coupled
with other facts, gives to it its great scientific

interest. We are accustomed to associate

this geographical position with extreme cold.

But the rocks of Greenland tell us that, al-

though this is the case now, it was not the

case in some former ages, and consequently

that there is no necessary connection between
an extremely low temperature and a position

near the Pole. They tell us, in short, that

this association is purely temporary and acci-

dental. It is striking and curious enough to

find, in the bleak headlands of the Isle of

Mull, on our own coasts, the leaves of an

abundant forest vegetation—the large leaves

of the plane-tree, the ever-green needles of

the taxodium, of the yew, and of the pine,

and mixed with these the frond-like leaves

of the tree called by botanists " Salisburia,"

which is now an inhabitant of Japan. But

the curiosity of this contrast between the

present and the past, as regards climatal con-

ditions, is nothing to the still greater con-

trast in this matter which is presented by
finding the same fossil flora in the rocks of

Greenland—rocks whose surfaces are now
almost wholly bare of vegetation, and all the

higher elevations of which are covered with

eternal ice and snow. And yet even this

contrast is not the.contrast highest in degree

which the rocks of Greenland present. The
Miocene Flora, to which those leaf beds
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belong, is a very old Flora now, but there

was another Flora much older, which we
liave never seen in life, and which, from its

nearest living analogies, we are accustomed

to think must have been 'associated with

almost a tepid and steamy atmosphere. This

is the Flora of the Coal measures. Yet this

Flora, too, in long ages before the Miocene,

has certainly flourished on the area which

is now occupied by Greenland. It is needless

to point out what curious questions these

facts raise. How came this great change of

temperature ? How could such warmth be

maintained in so high a latitude ? How
could such plants flourish, even if the climate

were as temperate as it is now severe, if then,

as now, there were nine months of great

cold and darkness and only three months of

a little warmth and light? Or is it that

we are all puzzling ourselves on a false

assumption—that the pole of the earth's ro-

tation has always been where it is now,
whereas, in reality, it has changed, and
Greenland was really at one time as far

from the pole as California or Japan are

distant from it now ? Or is it that tempera-

ture is the only real difficulty, and that dark-

ness is no difliculty at all—because plants

will flourish even in prolonged darkness, pro-

vided the temperature be maintained at a

sufficient elevation ? All these questions, and
many more, arise out of the facts ; and pro-

bably it may be said with truth that not one
of them has been solved conclusively. The
mathematicians, indeed, come in with their

calculations, and tell us that on physical data

the hypothesis of a change in the axis of the

earth's rotation must be dismissed as impos-
sible. It is a comtort to have any one point

in so many problems dealt with by methods
capable of demonstration, and though the

majority of us may have no conception of the

process by which such disproof is arrived at,

we may be well content when such authori-

ties as Sir William Thomson and Mr, Georafe
Darwm tell us that " the axis round which
the earth revolves must be a ' principal axis

of inertia,' " and that as such it cannot have
been changed without "such enormous trans-

position of matter on the earth's surface, or
else such distortions of the whole solid

mass," as would present far greater difficulties

of another kind than those with which we
have actually to deal.* Failing the theory of
any possible change in the position of the
pole, we are driven back to other explana-
tions of the change of temperature, and we

* See Paper by Sir W. Thomson ia fhe Trausac. of the
Oeol. See. of Glasgow, Feb. 22, 1877:

are obliged to conclude that long darkness is

a condition perfectly compatible with the
growth of forests which now only flourish

when the days and nights are far more nearly
equal throughout the year.

But these curious questions raised by the
condition of Greenland in long ages past are
not the questions to which I desire to direct

attention in the present paper. Other ques-
tions not less curious and interesting are
raised by its condition now, and the interest

of these questions lies in this—that they have
a direct and immediate bearing on certain

favourite theories as to the physical condi-
tions of the whole of Northern Europe in

what is called the Glacial aare.

One of these theories is that during the-

glacial age there was what is called an
" ice-cap," sometimes variously called an
" ice-sheet," which lay heavy upon the whole
northern regions of the globe, and was of
such immense area and dimensions that it

occupied and filled up a great part of the

Northern Ocean, and " flowed " southward
like a mighty glacier, entirely covering or

submerging all the mountains of Scotland,

and of England, and of Wales.

I have always been an unbeliever in this

theory because of two great objections. The
first is that there is no proof whatever that such
masses of ice, mountain-high, ever existed.

The second is that if such masses of ice had
ever existed they never could have moved or

acted as the theory assumes them to have done.

As regards the former of these two great

objections I shall say nothing here, first,

because Greenland throws no light upon it,

and secondly, because the geological argu-

ments upon which the objection is founded
are too technical and detailed to suit the

pages of a popular magazine.

But the second of the objections above
specified can, I think, be easily explained so-

as to be understood by those who ase not

professed geologists ; whilst, at the same
time, a very important part of the argument

is much confirmed by the facts described by
Mr. Whymper and others in respect to the

physical conditions now presented by Green-
land and its adjacent seas.

My proposition is simply this : that great

masses of ice lying upon any surface ap-

proximately level, still more such masses of

ice lying in vast hollows—depressions such

as the bed of the German Ocean—would not

have any proper motion of their own such as

is ascribed to the supposed ice-sheet, and in

particular that it would not "flow " as an

ordinary glacier flows.
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We all know that the causes of the motion

in ordinary glaciers have been the subject of

investigation and of much discussion among
Physicists for a long period of years. De
Saussure and Agassiz among foreigners, and

the late Principal J. D. Forbes of St. An-
drew's, were among the most distinguished

observers. Substantially, there is only one

explanation. A glacier "flows" down its

bed with some distant resemblance to a

river. It flows more rapidly in the middle

than on its two sides. The principal moving
force is simply gravitation. The retarding

force is friction along the bottom and along

the sides. Some of the effect may be due
to what has been called " dilatation "—the

alternate swellings and contractions which
accompany partial meltings and partial re-

gelation. But as the advance is always

downwards, it is clear that gravitation is the

force which ultimately profits by every

ancillary cause of movement. Almost all

glaciers are gathered on steep mountain-

sides. Down these sides they tend to fall,

and although their own cohesiveness is con-

siderable, and the friction must be tremen-

dous, yet on the whole the glacier on the

great scale acts as a plastic, or semi-liquid

body, and as long as it is fed by the pressure

and accretion of fresh snow from above, it

continues to fall slowly but steadily down
hill, until at last it reaches a level, where its

own waste by melting is greater than its pro-

trusion and growth from above, and there it

terminates.

Now, in the "ice-sheet" theory, it is

assumed that masses of ice would always

have a similar motion, whether they had a

hill-side to tumble down or not. It is

assumed, further, that masses of ice on a

much greater scale than any glacier of the

European Alps, would not only move over

level ground as they move down steep de-

clivities, but that they would be so instinct

with motion, and be possessed with such

immense momentum, that they would not

only move over plains, but ascend opposing
slopes and climb up mountains from 2,000

to 4,000 feet. The idea seems to be, that

ice under such conditions would "flow"
almost as water flows in a pipe—or dash up
as water does in a basin when it is poured in

at one side, and runs over at the other.

Such an explanation has actually been
suggested to me by an ingenious and Glacial

friend. I am not, indeed, prepared to deny
that ice may be forced up against an opposing
surface by some great pressure from behind.

The pressure of the tides and currents of the

sea has this effect on no inconsiderable scale

with the floating masses of thick ice which
are driven hither and thither on the Palaeo-

crystic Sea—as the Polar Ocean was called by
our last explorers. By this means, effects of

great power in the grinding, abrading, and
polishing of rocks are produced along the

shores of all the Polar Seas. I am, indeed,

satisfied, that to action of this kind we must
really attribute most of the effects upon our

land surfaces which are usually ascribed to

the land ice of the ice-sheet ; because as

we know from other evidence that our

mountains have been submerged to a great

depth during some part of the Glacial age,

it is certain that floe, or floating ice, would be

brought into action at all levels in succession

during the process of sinking and of rising

again ; or, perhaps, during both of these

stages. But when we consider the theory

that land ice has been impelled over our hills

from lower levels without the intervention of

water currents, we are compelled to ask what
other kind of pressure can be invoked for

the movement of mountains of ice up the

sides and over the tops of mountains of

rock ? In reply to this question, the only

answer we ever get is a reference to the

action of glaciers. The action of the ice-

slieet is said to have been like their action,

only on an enormously greater scale. Now
this is precisely the question on which the

condition of Greenland throws an important

light. Here we have an ice-sheet of enor-

mous magnitude in respect to area. We have,

too, this ice-sheet resting upon a highly in-

clined land surface, so that, unlike the theo-

retical ice-sheet which lay in hollows like the

German Ocean, this Greenland ice -sheet has

all the advantages which gravitation can give

to it in making it " flow " outward from the

immense reservoirs of its thousands of square

miles of snow-fall. Surely here, if anywhere
in the world, we may expect to find proofs

of the moving powers of an ice-sheet—press-

ing outwards on all sides, and overflow-

ing for great distances any opposing hills,

and even invading the bed of the adjacent

seas.

Now, instead of this result, which might

go some little way to justify the theory, we
find a set of facts which are wholly different.

So far is the vast ice-sheet of Greenland from

overflowing the whole of the land area of

that country, that it fails even to reach the

coast except at particular spots where it comes

down valleys, and appears as true glaciers

terminating sometimes in the valleys them-

selves, sometimes in a field or arm of the
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sea. So inadequate is the motion of this

immense continental mass of ice to carry it

any distance beyond the subjacent slopes, that

all round the West Coast of Greenland there

is a margin more or less broad of country

which is free from the ice-sheet, and is called

by the Danish settlers " The Outskirts."

Hills of comparatively low elevation in that

region of country are free from the invasion

of the ice-sheet, and even far within the

margin of the ice-sheet itself, - there is, at

least, one solitary peak of about 5,000 feet,

which that sheet is unable to overflow. And
yet just let us try to conceive what that ice-sheet

is. Mr. Whymper and Baron Nordenskioldt

have both described it, and I think it must
be one of the most impressive sights of our

planet. When one of its terminal glaciers

has been scaled, and the human foot is fairly

planted upon the ice-sheet, it is seen rising

to the most distant horizon in one smooth
unbroken slope of spotless snow. No man
can know the maximum elevation to which
it reaches, nor the distance to which it

stretches. There is nothing to mark distance

on that unsullied surface. It is open to the

silent heavens, and receives upon its track-

less surface, nothing but the cosmic dust of

meteors.

If now we turn our faces the other way,

and look at the sea which divides this enor-

mous continent of ice from other lands, we
find that on the west it is separated from the

islands lying to the northward of the Ameri-
can continent by a channel nowhere broad

as compared with the breadth of Green-
land, but narrowing rapidly as we follow

it northwards through Smith Sound and
Robinson Channel, until at one point it is

less than twenty miles across. Yet this

narrow channel, which, as compared with

the breadth of the Greenland ice-sheet, may
be said to be a mere ditch, is quite broad
enough to constitute a complete barrier be-

tween it and the opposite shores of Grinnell

Land. The ice-sheet sends out into these

straits and channels its broken fragments in

the form of icebergs, which float away south-

wards, or becom.e entangled in the intri-

cacies of the coast. But the ice-sheet itself

does not occupy or even invade the channel.

It is confined strictly to the land of its birth

;

it is just able, at certain points, to creep

sluggishly to its shores, and along hundreds
of miles of coast, it is not competent to effect

even this short excursion from the hills which
it buries in its embrace.

It is indeed true that we do not know
what proportions, as to height or depth, the

hills and the ice-sheet of Greenland bear to

each other. We do not know the maximum
elevation of the surface. But Baron Nor-
denskioldt has mounted it to an elevation

exceeding 6,000 feet, and it still rose before

him to distant sky lines of loftier height. It

is probable, therefore, that the buried moun-
tains rise higher and higher towards the in-

terior. Mr. Whymper estimates it at not less

than 10,000 feet. If this mountain slope were
indeed unbroken in its own surface, it would
represent conditions under which the upper
ice-sheet would tend to " flow " most easily, and
with a tremendous and accumulating pressure

upon the lower portion of the ice. If, there-

fore, we were to assume such a land surface,

it would indeed be an extraordinary proof of

the low moving power of ice even under the

most favourable conditions. But I do not

make this assumption. I think it probable

that the buried hills of Greenland are more
or less undulating, or more or less broken
by glens and hollows. Every one of these

hollows represents at least one surface

which opposes a high resistance to any
movement of the ice-sheet, at least in

its lower strata : and the general result is

that the vast ice-sheet of Greenland is wholly

unable to overcome the re'feistance so pre-

sented to its passage to the sea, except where

valleys happen to lie in the direction of its

movement, and down those it is just able to

creep, and to show itself at a few points

upon the coast, where these valleys happen
to break its line of hills.

It so happens, indeed, that we have a

detailed and most graphic account of the

nature and behaviour of the Greenland ice-

sheet very near the highest latitude attained

by man. This account will be found in the

appendix to the second volume of Sir

George Nares's "Voyage to the Polar Sea."

One of his officers was sent in the month
of May to examine a great inlet of the sea,

called " Peterman's Fiord," in latitude

about 78° 5' N. This great inlet, which

stretches as far as the eye can reach into the

interior of Greenland, in a direction S.E. by

N.W., is occupied in its upper portion by an

enormous glacier. The two sides of the

fiord are formed by precipitous cliffs of lime-

stone, from 1,000 to 1,100 feet high, and on

the top of the cliff is seen in section the true

ice-sheet, properly so called, by which I mean
the ice-sheet, not as it is consolidated in the

hollows into glaciers, but as it lies more
thinly on all the mountain-slopes. More-

over, the top of these cliffs is merely the

coast termination of great masses of moun-
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tain-land, which rise to the height of 6,000 feet

at no great distance from the coast, so that

from the top of these slopes to the edge of the

chffs there is a gradient of some 5,000 feet.

Here then we have all the conditions under

which the behaviour of the Greenland ice can

be estimated—in the glacier occupying the

bed of the fiord, and, coming from a very

distant elevation, we have the motion of a

true glacier : whilst in the ice-sheet on the

top of the cliffs, we have the motion of the

universal Greenland mantle falling down a

much steeper declivity. And what do we
find? We find that this great Peterman
glacier was distinguished by all the marks of

an arrested and exhausted motion : whilst, on
the contrary, the ice-sheet on the top of the

cliffs, estimated to have been about forty

feet thick, and consisting of the solid ice of

the characteristic blue-green colour, was per-

petually having its edges pushed over the

precipices by the pressure from behind, and
was all day long sending down roaring ava-

lanches on the floes of the fiord, showering
fragments of rock upon them, and propelling

the stones sometimes to the distance of eighty

yards from the bottom of the cliffs. It is

very remarkable that in so high a latitude,

and on mountainous elevations of so great a

height, the great Greenland ice-sheet should

have been no thicker than about forty feet.

But this fact also may well increase our scep-

ticism as to the thicknesses of ice which can
alone be reckoned upon as having probably

occupied the slopes of our own mountains
during the Glacial epoch. At all events, the

phenomena of Peterman's Fiord confirm the

opinion that ice masses even of vast extent

and mass do not retain any motion at great

distances from mountain-slopes from which
they come, and are soon and easily arrested

by friction, or by any opposing obstacles :

whilst, on the other hand, they greatly con-

firm the opinion, that even under the most
rigorous glacial climates, and even on high

mountains in those climates, the only work
done by glaciation is done by comparatively

thin sheets of ice lying upon, and sliding

down, steep mountain surfaces.

On the whole, then, the evidence supplied

by the condition of Greenland is strongly ad-

verse to the assumption that ice-sheets lying

on level surfaces of the earth, or still more in

the hollows of the sea, would have any ten-

dency to "flow" outwards even as slowly as

glaciers may be said to flow ; and that there

is no known cause of motion which could

possibly drive them over rough and adverse
slopes.

Passing, then, from this question to an-
other of great interest, it seems to me that

the facts connected with Greenland throw
great doubt upon, if indeed they do not alto-

gether disprove, another theory, which is

comparatively new, but wliich seems to be
becoming popular among the speculations of
geology. That theory is, that the crust of the

earth is so sensitive to pressure as to be
almost like an aneroid barometer, and to be
liable to sink with the slightest addition of

weight applied to any portion of its surface.

This theory is invoked to account for the

accumulation of delta deposits at the mouths
of great rivers—each layer of deposit sinking

the surface on which it falls, and thus by a
multiplication of layers and a multiplication

of sinkings, forming at last beds of such
depth and thickness as are found at the

mouths of the Mississippi and the Nile. On
a much grander scale the same theory is in-

voked to account for the great submergence
of the land, which, as all geologists are now
beginning to admit, was an accompaniment
of part of the Glacial age. It was the " ice-

sheet" which sank it by the mere effect of

weight. There is something very attractive

in this theory—it is so simple, and would
account, at first sight, for so many facts.

But here again Greenland is a great obstacle.

The whole coast of Greenland, for many
hundred miles, covered as it is by an enor-

mous ice-sheet, is not sinking, but rising, and
rising, too, apparently, at a rapid rate. It is

true that another part of the same coast is

undergoing the opposite movement, and is

sinking. But, unfortunately for the theory

of cause, it is the northern half of Green-

land—that which is presumably most loaded
with ice, which is rising: and it is the southern

half of the continent, presumably less loaded

with ice, which is sinking. The axis of these

two opposite movements—the hinge point

or hinge line on which they turn—lies some-

where about the 77th degree of latitude. A
most interesting and graphic account of the

appearances which prove these movements
on the Greenland coast will be found in Dr.

Kane's " Account of the Second Grinnel

Expedition in search of Sir J. Franklin, in

the years 1853-4-5." (Triibner, 1856.)

It is evident that we do not know the

real causes of these secular movements of

the earth's crust. It is best to confess our

total ignorance. All that we gather certainly

from the fact is, that we are constantly in the

presence of forces which are capable of pro:

ducing in comparatively short periods of

time the most enormous changes in the dis-
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tiibution of sea and land ; and that according

to all the analogies of nature these forces

liavc probabl)' worked by alternations of

activity and of repose. The highest of our

mountains are mere roughnesses on the sur-

face of our planet, and a very small accele-

ration of the rates of movement now going
on in Greenland, would submerge in a few
years the whole habitable arc of the old
world.

THE PRAYER OF SOCRATES.
Kai eD^eTO 5c' irpbs tou; 9eovq a;rXu>9 rayaOa StSovat,

cot Toiis 6eous KaWicrra eiSora; OTjoia ayaOd t'cm.

—

Xknopijox, Mem. I 3, 2.

GRANT, O Olympian gods supreme.
Not my wish, and not my dream

;

Grant me neither gold that shines,

Nor ruddy copper in the mines.

Nor power to wield the tyrant's rod
And be a fool, and seem a god,

Nor precious robe with jewelled fringe

Splendid with sea-born purple tinge,

Nor silken vest on downy pillow.

Nor hammock hard on heaving billow;

But give all goodly things that be
Good for the whole and best for me.
My thoughts are foolish, blind, and crude

;

Thou only knowest what is good.

JOHN STUART BLACKIE.

PICTURES OF NORWAY.
By WALTER SCOTT DALGLEISH, M.A.

NO. I.

'"PHE characteristic scenery of Norway, for

J- the sake of which travellers from all

European countries and from America are

being drawn to it every year in larger crowds,
lies mainly on the west coast. The coast

itself is marvellously picturesque and varied,

on account both of the ruggedness of the

mainland and of the beauty of the myriads of

islands that form a continuous archipelago,

and an almost continuous breakwater, for

four hundred miles north of Stavanger. On
that coast are the famous fjords, which form
the most characteristic feature of the country.

Between the fjords and around their heads
are the fjelds which are their natural counter-

part, and which in truth give to the fjords

their greatest charm. Among the fjelds are

the stupendous glaciers—the Jostedals Brae
and the Folgefonden— the former of which
has the reputation of being the largest in

Europe. On the west coast, too, or near
it, are the most interesting towns in Norway
—the towns which retain most fully an
antique look and an old-world flavour

—

Trondhjem, Christiansund, Aalesund, Molde,
Bergen, and Stavanger.

That being so, it is clearly for the interest

of the traveller in Norway that he should
make for the west coast by the most direct

route possible. Christiania, the capital, is

a pretty and interesting town, with some
handsome buildings and many kind-hearted

people. But it does not differ greatly from

other capitals. It has tramways and tele-

phones, cabs and policemen, churches and
markets, banks and railway stations, like

large towns elsewhere. True, it stands at

the head of a magnificent fjord, and that as

well as the surroundings of the place will

delight those who have time to visit them
;

but it is quite possible to see all tliat is best

and all that is most Norwegian in Norway
without going to Christiania.

It is a mistake to suppose that a trip to

Norway calls for something like heroism, on
account of the difiiculty of reaching the

country, and of the discomfort of travelling

in the country wlien you have reached it.

The North Sea, it is true, is sometimes un-

pleasantly rough, and in crossing it in any

weather you require to trust yourself out of

sight of land for a couple of days together.
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In these days, however, we do not cross the

North Sea as our forefathers did in Viking
ships, but in swift and comfortable steamers

of 800 or 1,000 tons' burden.

It may seem curious that our passenger
steamers have not yet found out the shortest

route between Great Britain and Norway.
The usual routes are from Hull to Christiania,

from Hull to Bergen, and from Leith to

Christiansand. The distance from Hull to

Christiania is 600 miles, and the voyage
occupies 56 hours. The distance from Leith

to Christiansand is about 450 miles, and
from the latter place to Christiania is 150
miles more.

But the seaports nearest to each other on
the opposite shores of the North Sea are

Fraserburgh and Stavanger. The distance is

only 300 miles, and the voyage could be
made easily in a single day. If Aberdeen
were considered a more convenient port for

embarkation on this side, it would not make
a difference of more than one or two hours.

If that route were adopted by a line of swift

and well-appointed steamers, it cannot be
doubted that the objection of nervous persons

would be in a great measure overcome, and
that the tourist traffic to Norway would be
greatly increased. The difficulty that stands

in the way of this route being adopted, of

course, is that at present the passenger traffic

is subordinate to the goods traffic, and that

for the latter Leith and Hull are more con-

venient than more remote ports like Fraser-

The Midnight Sun.

br.Tgh and Aberdeen. Nevertheless, it may
be worth the while of steamboat proprietors
and speculators to consider whether they
cannot in some w-ay combine their own
interests with those of the travelling public.

As for travelling in Norway, after the
initial difficulty of crossing the North Sea has
been overcome, its discomforts are as nothing
in comparison with the pleasure it gives.

Threading the maze of islands and pene-
trating the fjords of the West Coast in the
small coasting steamers that ply regularly
between Christiansand and Bergen, and
between Bergen and Trondhjem, is delight-
ful and even luxurious travelling. It reduces
the dolce far iiicnte of touring to a system.
You have no trouble, no cares which are not

of your own making, no anxieties about bag-
gage, or routes, or correspondences. You
have committed yourself to a travelling hotel,

which glides easily and comfortably from
station to station. There is nothing to be
done but to give yourself up to the enjoy-

ment of the constant and constantly varied

succession of grand scenes through which
you are carried hour after hour and day afier

day. You can read or write, you can eat

and drink, or you can sleep and dream, as

the spirit moves you. You can pass a

pleasant hour in conversation with the cap-

tain or the mate ; for the captains and the

mates on these steamers as a rule speak
English tolerably well, and are very intelli-

gent fellows. When there is nothing more
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Veblungsnaes and the Romsdal.

laborious to be done, you can lie on deck
with a cigar in your mouth and gaze upward

;

for that is the most convenient and most ap-

proved method of admiring the scenery of

the narrow fjords, flanked by stupendous
cliffs which are seamed with picturesque

waterfalls. At the many stations at which
the steamer calls there is no lack of diver-

sion. You see farming operations in pro-

gress. You see pleasant villages. You see

boat-building going on. You see fishing and
merchandise. Above all, you see the people

of the country, and you have golden oppor-

tunities of observing their costmnes and their

manners and customs.

Travelling on land is not Cjuite so luxu-

rious ; but.it brings its own pleasures; it

leads to new experiences, and it has its

own trials. The tour may be pleasantly

varied by quitting the steamer, and by cross-

ing overland the peninsulas which separate

the fjords. You may cross from the Eide on
the Hardanger to Gudvangen on the Sogne
Fjord, from Vadheim to Forde, or from
Invik to Hellesylt, or vice versa in each case

;

and you may acquaint yourself thereby with

the interior of the country, and with the

pleasures and the pains of carioling. For
my own part, I am bound to confess that I

am not enamoured of the cariole, which is

the typical conveyance of the country. The
sensation of bowling along in "a one-horse
chaise," with legs extended horizon tall}', is

pleasant enough at first; but _the attitude is

apt to become tiresome, as well as painful

in other respects which shall not be men-
tioned more particularly. The chief objec-

tion to carioling, however, is that it isolates

the travellers. It is in fact the least sociable

and the most selfish mode of locomotion that

ever was invented. One of the greatest

pleasures of travelling in company lies in the

interchange of ideas and experiences ; but if

you wish to exchange comments with your
companion in carioling, you must either

shout to the detriment of your lungs, or call

a halt for the purposes of conversation.

Then there is in carioling the inconveni-

ence that you may be delayed provokingly at

station after station, till fresh horses are

procured. Knowing travellers send on a

'' forbud " to engage horses in advance, but
that is not always effectual in preventing

delays. The station-masters are bound by
law to be as obliging as they can be ; but

their powers in that regard are limited by
their resources ; and it is no uncommon
occurrence that travellers have to wait two
or three hours at a station till fresh horses

are procured. I am bound to say, however,

that the station-houses in Norway, which are

generally under government control, are now
very well managed. Many of them have
attained to the magnitude of hotels; 'and

on the most frequented routes travellers

have now very little to complain of.

It is not my intention, in these fragmen-

tary papers, to inflict on my readers anything
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like a diary, or a detailed narrative of my
tour in Norway during last summer. All

that I shall attempt is to present them with a

series of pictures of the most striking scenes

that presented themselves in the course of

my ramble ; and that without giving much
regard either to time or to geographical order.

I shall begin with a reference to what is

generally regarded as one of the chief attrac-

tions of a Norwegian tour, namely

—

The Midnight Sun.

I may as well confess at the outset that I

have not visited the North Cape ; and there-

fore, I suppose, I cannot be said to have seen

the midnight sun in perfection. I am quite

satisfied, however, that one can get the full

effect of continuous daylight without going

much farther north than Trondhjem. The
trip to the North Cape is one about which

opinions differ greatly. It is in high favour

with Norwegians, who speak of it as being

the finest excursion in Europe, not merely

on account of the novelty of uninterrupted

sunshine for days together—a novelty, it

must be added, not always realised—but

quite as much on account of the wildness

and grandeur of the coast and island scenery

through which the traveller is carried for

many days and nights together. On the

other hand, most of the foreigners with whom
I have spoken on the subject, and who have

made the excursion, have expressed them-

selves as disappointed with it. They admit
that the coast scenery is fine, but they main-

tain that it does not repay the outlay of time

and of money which it involves. The ex-

cursion occupying from ten to fourteen days

going and returning, and costing irom ^^15
to ;^2o a-head. They speak of the midnight

sun as a delusion and a snare (especially as

the weather is sometimes so dark and stormy

that no sun can be seen), and of the wretched
little Lapps who are brought down to the

coast to display their charms as an intoler-

able nuisance. I beheve that the question

of going or not should be determined solely

by considerations of time. If the traveller

has the time to spare let him make the ex-

cursion by all means. If his time is limited

he can occupy the ten days or the fortnight

which the trip requires much more profitably

in the fjords and valleys of the west coast.

Moreover, as I have said, at Trondhjem
you are far enough north for practical pur-

poses. You are on the sixty-fourth parallel

Qi north latitude—as far north as the south

of Iceland. By making the voyage from
Trondhjem to Molde in favourable weather.

you may practically see the midnight sun and
also as much as is necessary of the rock

scenery of the coast. In June, the sun sets

between ten and eleven; it rises again before

two ; so that, though its orb is belovr the

horizon for three or four hours, there is sun-

light all through the night.

Such, at least, was my experience last June.
In the far north-west there were streaks of

cloud, grey, rose, pink, orange, and purple,

beneath which the sun suddenly dipped into

the sea and went out of sight; but the glory

of sunset continued all night. The darkness

of the darkest hour was never greater than

that of a summer evening in England. On
deck we could read all night, even the smallest

type. The sea was smooth and clear as a

mirror. All night long the sailing ships

went on their course. All night long the

sea-gulls and other birds, of which by the

way there are marvellously few in Norway,
were flying across our bows, and the minutest

objects on shore could be distinctly seen.

The effect was intensified by the appearance
of the moon, which was at the full ; and
just as the sun set in a warm glow in

the north-west, the moon became prominent

in the south-east, clear and cold and silvery.

As going to bed on such a night was out

of the question, we remained on deck till

sunrise, which came about two o'clock. As
that hour approached the glow in the north-

north-east became more intense. Suddenly
the orb appeared in a niche formed by the

intersection of two islands, and sent out level

rays which flooded the islands -and the hill-

tops with young light.

Presently, as the vapours on the rocky

islet became condensed, a weird halo was
formed around the sun's disc, so that it

seemed like the eye of an eagle looking out

on the desert of waters. Deep and dark

were the shadows cast by fishing-boat and
rock. The shimmer on the rippling water

was like that of moonlight, By-and-by, as

the sun got clear of the horizon, rosy hues

stole over the sky, and Nature rejoiced in

the glories of a new day.

The Romsdal.

No view in Norway is finer than that of

Veblungsnaes with the Romsdal panorama
behind it, as seen from Thorvik, on the

northern bank of the Romsdal Fjord. The
picturesque village of Veblungsnaes stands

at the mouth of the river Rauma, on the sea

ward verge of an alluvial plain, which is sur-

rounded by stupendous mountains rising

perpendicularly from its sides to the height
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of 5,000 and 6,000 feet. The sides of these

mountains are seamed and scarred in the

most wonderful fashion, and are streaked

with tumuhuous cataracts. In the fore-

ground is the placid sea reflecting the white

houses of the village, and the white sails of

the passing ships, and presenting a mar-

vellous contrast to the panorama of rugged

mountains in the background, some of which
are covered with snow even in summer,
while all of them make their clefts and
valleys a refuge for cloudy masses and

: wreaths of mist. First there is a stupen-

dous wall of rock on the left stretching inland

for many miles, not bare, but having its rug-

gedness relieved by a clothing of scattered

verdure. Then there is the grand double-

peaked Vengetinder, with its wonderful

series of cross ridges, which appear like

rafters in the roof of a giant cathedral. To
the right of that we have the curious and
terrible Romsdalshorn, looking like one giant

peak poised on the top of another. Next
comes the serried mass of peaks called the

Troltinder, or witches' peaks. The masses of

the Setnaesfjeld close up the view on the right.

A somewhat different view of the same
remarkable mountain-system is obtained

from Hotel Aak, three miles inland. You
there stand at the foot of the wall of rock
in the left of the picture, and look across

the Rauma toward the south-west. The
giant peaks now form a rough semicircle

around the broad valley—first the Venge-
tinder, then the Romsdalshorn, then the

Troltinder, then the Middagshoiden, or

Mid-day Hill—so-called because the sun
at noon strikes its summit between two
other peaks—then the v.-onderful Isterdal

peaks, known to the natives as Bishop, King,
and Queen, lastly the spur of the Setnaesfjeld

that overlooks Veblungsnaes. As these

peaks vary in height from 4,000 to 6,000
feet, and are separated by magnificent glens,

deeper and darker than Glen Sannox or

Glen Ogle, some notion may be formed of

the grandeur of the scene.

It is noticeable, however, that these

mountains do not look by any means so lofty

as they really are. In point of fact all are so

large that they dwarf one another. Every-
thing is on so vast a scale, and the propor-
tion is so justly maintained between the

several parts, that the eye is deceived.
Another thing that apparently dwarfs these

and many other Norse mountains is their

abruptness. There are no gentle slopesj and
far-reaching ridges, and gradual shoulders
carrying the summit far away from the spec-

tator at their base. They rise up sheer, in

one unbroken whole from base to summit.
This is especially true of the Romsdalshorn

as seen from the valley of the Rauma.
Though not the highest peak in this system,
it is the most curious and striking. It rises

almost perpendicularly from the valley to a
height of more than 5,000 feet. It has no
spurs, or shoulders, or cross ridges. The
horn itself, however, from which it derives its

name, is easily distinguished from the

pedestal on which it stands. It is as if

Nature, having finished one giant mountain,
wished to show that her powers were not
exhausted, and straightway raised another
giant mountain on the top of the former.

Grand as these mountains are in the noon-
day sun, or when robed in mists and storm-

clouds, they are most beautiful when warmed
with the tints-of sunset. I have seen them
thus clothed with the parting glory of

day. The Horn was like a monster ruby
sparkling in the red glare. The Vengetinder
was suffused with roseate hues except where
the shaded corries made lines of black

between the transverse ridges. Above the

peaks the saffron sky was flooded with cloud-

lets, every one of which glowed like a gem.
The grand scenery of the Romsdal may be

most conveniently visited from Hotel Aak,
without encountering the weariness of a long

overland journey through the comparatively

tame scenery of Gudbrandsdal. Indeed, the

most impressive part of the Romsdal is that

between Aak and Hogheim, about ten miles

up the valley. There the glen becomes very

narrow, and assumes a wild and relentless

aspect. The Romsdalshorn rises precipi-

tously on the left to a height which makes
the beholder giddy as he gazes upward.

On the right, the dark masses of the Trol-

tinder rise almost to as great a height, and
are surmounted by fantastic and jagged peaks

which resemble a line of giant statuary. In

the midst the Rauma roars and rushes sea-

ward. Far up in the clefts are patches of snow
and bits of glacier ice, which may be recog-

nised by its blue colour beneath the white

layer of snow. Looking back on this dark

and stupendous gorge from above Hogheim
is like looking on an entrance to the infernal

regions, guarded by towers and pyramids,

and surmounted with colossal domes.

Higher up, the valley broadens out, then

narrows, then broadens, then narrows again,

forming a continuous series of land-locked

basins joined by narrow passes. One of

these passes is filled with rocks, and boul-

ders, and wooded knolls confusedly hurled,
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" Troltinder."

through which the river foams fretfully, now
over the rocks, now under, now between
them. It is as if the giants had broken up a

mountain and left the fragments in the valley.

The Romsdal surpasses all the valleys I

have seen in Norway, in respect of the num-
ber and the beauty of its waterfalls. It is,

in fact, a dale of waterfalls. Their number
is legion, and their variety is endless. Some
are like silver threads streaking the bare

and dark-coloured rocks. Some leap in

masses from one ledge of rock to another.

Some throw themselves from an immense
height, and lose themselves in mist before

they reach the ground. Some descend like

showers of rockets bursting in spray. Highest

of all is the Mongefos, a little way above
Hogheim, in which a great mass of v.ater

leaps clear over a rock of fifteen hundred
feet high. Very picturesque, too, is the

triple Vermofos opposite Ormeim, where the

stream is broken up by intervening rocks

into three separate cataracts, each of which
would by itself make a striking object. But
finest of all is the thundering Slettafos, about
three miles farther up the valley, in which
the whole volume of the Rauma rushes

through a rocky gorge only a few feet wide,

and seethes and foams in the natural caldrons

which it has worn for itself in its solid bed.
Though the height of the fall is not great,

the effect of the tremendous rush of water is

much grander, much more suggestive of re-

lentless force, than that of commonplace
cataracts, though hundreds of feet in height.

The Geiranger Fjord.

The Geiranger Fjord is one of the branches
of the Stor Fjord, near its head. Though
small, it presents in a concentrated form

all the most notable features of Norwegian
scenery— steep and lofty cliffs rising abruptly

from the water's edge, towering mountains,

rushing waterfalls, dark ravines, dense and
feathery woods. The fjord is one of the

narrowest in Norway, and the rocky walls

that flank it on both sides are steep, rising in

many places sheer from the sea to a height

of two thousand feet, with still loftier moun-
tains in the background. The entrance to the

fjord is guarded by two lofty headlands, and
from these the fjord winds inland for twenty-

five miles. On the north side, about half-

way up, there is a magnificent pile of rock,

supported by massive buttresses, and sur-

mounted by a bold horn which rises to the

height of 5,500 feet. On the top of a

prolonged ridge on the southern bank we
see a deep layer of snow, the transverse

section of which has the appearance of a
wall fifty or sixty feet high. The echoes
reverberating among these mountains, when
the steam-whistle sounds or when a gun is

fired, are wonderful.

The walls of rock approach more closely^

and become more precipitous and more
picturesque, towards the head of the fjord.

There the wild grandeur is most impressive,

and it is intensified by the grotesque profiles

that stand out against the sky. The magni-
ficence of nature is lavished in all directions.

The waterfalls, which sweep over every ledge

and fill every corrie, add immensely to the

charm of the scene. In some cases they are

dissolved in spray before they reach the

middle of the rock. Others appear to drop
directly from the clouds, or to pour them-
selves forth from the overhanging mists. The
finest of all is the group of falls called the

Knivslaafosserne, or the Seven Sisters, the

streams of which cross and recross, separate
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and reunite many times, forming, when the

water is abundant, an elaborate network of

silver threads covering the whole face of a

broad and dark precipice.

High up on the cliffs we see little gaards,

or farm-houses, in positions in which it seems

incredible that human beings can live. Some
sixteen hundred feet up the cliff there is a

grassy ledge not more than a hundred feet

wide, and above it there is another cliff two

thousand feet high. On this narrow ledge

the hardy Norseman has built a. log-hut for

his family and a shed for his cattle. The
farm can be reached only by a tortuous path,

which goes zigzag up the bed of a roaring

torrent. The supplies of the peasants must

be carried painfully up this path, or must be

drawn over the face of the cliff by ropes.

When the parents go out to the hill to work,

or descend to the shore to fish, they tether

their young children with ropes, lest they
should stray to the edge of the precipice and
fall over. In these and in similar cases there

is generally seen at the foot of the cliff a

trim little boat-house with a skiff moored
close by. It is as necessary that the Nor-
wegian farmer should have a boat below
him as that he should have a roof over his

head, and he is as much at home on the

billows as on the rocks ; but, with all

this, it is marvellous that such situations

should have been selected for human habita-

tion, and it is even more marvellous that it

should be possible to extract the means of

living from such places and out of such soil.

There are many such instances among the

cliffs of the Geiranger, and they cannot be
said to encroach on its grand solitude any
more than the eyrie of the eagle mars the

grandeur of the Alpine height.

OUR VILE BODY.
By L. B. WALFORD, Author of "Dick Netherbv," etc.

.« /-pQ j^^yg ^g niuch work to do as one can
• do, and a little more," has been given

as the best recipe for cheerfulness and con-

tentment ; but while readily concurring in

the first part of the sentiment, we cannot but
suggest that it may be, perchance, that very
'^ little more " which is at the root of half the

ill-health, pale faces, and fractious nerves of

the present day. It is that last drop in the

already full cup, that last straw on the already

well-laden back, which is too much, just one
degree too much for the sorely pressed men
and women who are fighting in the fight of

life, and it is that overplus from which they
ought if they can to abstain.

They will not see it ; they will not do it.

Each allows that in the case of another, that

other's duty in the matter is plain enough ; but
for him or herself—and then follow excuses,

arguments, and obstinacy not to be shaken.
Now, as this short paper relates simply to

the ill-usage of the poor l/odj under the press

and strain of daily overwork, or daily ne-
glect, or the like, we will say nothing of the

manner in which the soul and the mind, those
two higher powers, likewise suffer under the

effort to do too much, to undertake too
many things, to see too many sights, to keep
up too large a correspondence or acquaint-
ance,—in short, to be twenty people in-

stead of one. We will leave out of sight

every higher consideration, but merely put
in a plea for that hardly treated and long-
suftering, yet marvellously fashioned and

gloriously appointed image of our Maker,
which it seems to us meets with but scant

respect from many in the present day.

It is the fashion to hold it cheap, and to

work it hard. What matter that it is hot or

cold, tired or famished, when there is fame
to be won, money to be made, admiration to

be bought, or—and though we say it tenderly,

yet the principle is wrong—souls to be saved?

Those who give themselves to God's service,

or to the world's service, are alike mistaken

in their policy when " they make haste to be
rich " in obtaining their desire. They will

not bring in the best harvest who cannot wait

for it, who must have it all at once ; they who
rend themselves in wrestling for the prize

cannot hold on, and another, who has hus-

banded his powers, obtains what they miss.

But how few consider this ; how many flout

the idea when presented to them—at all

events when presented as a home thrust

!

Everybody, it would seem, must attempt

something over and above what he or she

can possibly accomplish ; everybody must

drain a httle m.ore out of their worrying

feverish brains than can be yielded consist-

ently with only wholesome effort or energy;

everybody must lly at game beyond their

reach, if only it be within their sight.

Perhaps the most hardened offender of all

is the earnest, anxious, middle-aged married

man, who carries with him from hour to hour,

sleeping and waking—for even his dreams

are troubled—a settled burden of care which
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curtails rest, indisposes for recreation, and

indigcsts meals. (N.B. Unluckily it does not

interfere Avith the appetite, or that sinking

gnawing hunger which passes for appetite

when no food has been taken for hours.

That would be the lesser evil of the two,

because the more palpable and the more easily

remedied ; but it takes a bitter revenge di-

rectly the meal is over.) The hardest task-

master could not use worse the body of

another, than does the over-wrought profes-

sional or business man ofttimes his own. It

is not the work he gets through, not the

hours of busy application, nor even of deep

thought, which do the damage eventually; no,

it is the fretting under a load which can 7iot

be borne, the pressure of promises made
which are impossible to be fulfilled, of crn-

gagements which cannot be carried out, of

things such as these, which presently form

into a cloud over the brow and draw lines

round the eyes and mouth.
" Oh, it is all very fine to talk," the man

will tell you; " it is very fine." Perhaps he

may add, " It is very true, what you say, in

the abstract ; but you doiit ktiow, you cannot

appreciate the circumstances, you are not in

the secret of my affairs, I 7H2isi do as I am
doing," &c., &c., &c.

Or, he will go farther and allow more.
" Yes, yes, you are in the right ;" "he really

" cannot hold on much longer,'" he feels he
" ought to relax and take things more easily ;"

and in his acquiescence he is so frank and
sincere that you imagine the impression

is made, and will be acted upon. But some-
how or other it never is; you hear that your

friend is still at it, still steaming onwards and
upwards at the same high pressure, and you
meet to find him older, oh ! so much older,

all in a year or two
;
you feel that he is more

engrossed, more submerged in cares and fears

and a looming over-charged future than ever

;

and presently—the string cracks, that's all.

So much for overwork, now for over-food.

There is a member of our vile body which
is so important, so useful, so influential,

that he has been styled " the father of the

family "—in plain terms, the stomach. How
wickedly, how wantonly, is that poor stomach
maltreated by many of us, and that without

knowledge, or at least reflection, or at any
rate compunction !

It is allowed to go fasting and empty for

hours and hours in defiance of the laws which
cry aloud to be heard, then all at once it has
thrust upon it, bolted down, a hasty volumin-
ous reeking-hot meal, the last mouthful of
which is scarcely down ere the chair is empty

and its late occupant off anywhere and every-

where, feeling miserable and irritable it is true,

but ignoring the cause and persisting, from
day to day, in pursuing the same course. Well,

he can't do it without paying the penalty.
" Indigestion is the conscience of the

stomach," says a writer of to-day, and its

warning voice nothing can silence. Can
any one be happy, cheerful, amiable, can he
be benevolent and forbearing towards his

fellow-men, or even take the full measure of

comfort and support out of religion itself,

who is 7iever well, who never knows what it

is to be without a pain in his side, or an ache
in his head, or a sinking sickness within ?

Such a sufferer will doubtless afifirm that he
is " only a little out of sorts," or that it is

" nothing which signifies," and he never stops

to ask himself honestly and practically la/iy

he should care so much about that extra

letter he has to write, or the extra half mile

he has to walk, or the little matter that went
wrong. But the doctor—he knows ; his prac-

tised eye sees to the root of the matter, and
he will tell you, though you may laugh at him
until you believe it by bitter experience, that

life itself becomes a burden scarcely to be
borne by the victim of simple indigestion.

Then another thing this poor body needs
is sleep. We turn now to those whose days
are comparatively easy, and who, having froiB

morning till night to work in, to read ia, to

talk in, to benefit others and enjoy them-
selves in, persist in sitting up regularly far

into the night just because " it is too early to

go to bed." The toil-worn by day have an
excuse for prolonging their scanty time for

recreation, but this is for those who, having

no reason whatever for sitting up to burn the

midnight oil, have fallen" into the habit, and
have persuaded others to do as they do.

It is hopeless to tell people who are not

early risers by nature of the glories of the sum-
mer morn, of the fragrant scents from the

meadows, the dewy cobwebs on the grass, and
the peaceful sights and sounds to be met with

ere the bustling day is awake ; but when they

sit up night after night zvhen there is nothing

to sitfor—it is always worth while on occasion

of course, when there is any fine sight to be

viewed, or music to be heard, or company to

be enjoyed—but when there are only the

same faces to be seen that have been there

all day, and only the same things to be done
that can be done in the day, then we do
aftirni that it is cruelly hard on the poor

body to be forced to breathe the gas-lit or

lamp-lit air, and to work the eyes by artificial

light when the hour for " beauty sleep

"
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arrives, that sleep which would make the

slumberer wake in the morning fresh, vigor-

ous, joyous—or, at any rate, not indisposed

by the discomfort and weariness of the flesh

'for the morning devotions and the after duties

and pleasures of the day.

Cold air, cold water, plenty of exercise,

and abundance of recreation, are all very

necessary for and too often denied that

duped and defrauded body we think in some
ways so little of. You can dance, young
ladies, admirably

;
you can ride, you can

skate, you can play lawn tennis for hours to-

gether, but you do not know how it is you
do not, if you own the truth, like walking.

When there is anything to be done, you say,

you do not mind
;
you can shop, you can

visit, you can dawdle in and out ofyour neigh-

bours' houses, or if your tastes and principles

are higher, you can engage in mission work,

teach children, pass from one cottage to

another, trudge miles to church to hear a
favourite preacher, but you shudder at the bare

idea of a good, brisk, healthful walk for walk-

ing's sake. Ah, but you do not know the

pleasure of it : the exhilaration of spirits, the

glow in the veins, the delightful well-earned

fatigue of the limbs, so different to the fatigue

of the head and brain, the honest hunger that

finds everything good at the time, and nothing
troublesome afterwards. And—let none de-

spise this—the erect carriage, the elegant

shape and graceful movements are to be ob-
tained, legitimately obtained, by exercise, by
merry games, and sports, and plays, not by
a miserable compression, that worst torture

of the poor body, about which so much has
already been said that it is unnecessary to

say more ; the bright complexion is to be
won by fresh breezes, not by—but this is

outside our province.

Each one of us knows his own weak point,

his own temptation, and it is hardly too much
to say that two-thirds among us do wantonly
and mischievously and ignorantly thwart and
injure our own flesh and blood. But why
be thus unkind, why thus unjust ? You would
not so treat another

;
your voice would be the

loudest, your arguments the most urgent, if it

were not yourself whom you yourself were
thus at war with ? Then, why not recognise
once for all claims so manifest ? You can-

not, be assured, long go on holding your
own body at bay, as it were

;
you cannot

make of it a drudge, or a drone, as the case
may be, without bringing down a retribution

which you will not like, my friend, and which,
perhaps, if you are piously disposed, you will

refer to Providence, and endeavour to submit

to Avith patience and resignation. But, may
we, with all reverence, suggest that Provi-

dence has nothing to do with Nature's revenge

on her own injuries ?

You men who will not curtail your long

working hours, who will undertake what you
know you cannot possibly do, who consider

it a trifle, perhaps beneath your dignity,

to be more regular, and stinted, and careful

in your diet; you women and girls who will

gape and yawn in each other's faces, instead

of laying your tired heads on the peaceful

pillow, who will huddle over the fire, or the

desk, or the sewing machine, instead of

letting the fine wintry air fill your lungs and
redden your cheeks, you will all pay for it

some day. Some day } You are paying for

it every day, every day of your lives. You
are paying for it in fretful peevish tempers,

low spirits, aches, pains, moods, offences

against God and your neighbour, all of which

you probably yourself deplore, and the most
of which you are fain sorrowfully to attribute

to your " un-Christian state of mind."

So it is, very un-Christian. Christ, your

Master, would have you honour and preserve

that poor body you despise, would h3.ve it

sound, vigorous, elastic, instead of aching and
dwining. Go and take a breezy blow in the

fresh outer air, instead of writing a lamenta-

tion in your diary : tear up your diary and
open 'your windows. Don't come shivering

and miserable out of church or the Sunday-

school because you have no warm comfort-

able wrap to throw around you, and don't fly

along from one over-heated noisy busy place

to another all the holy day of rest. When
you are tired out, when your head or your

eyes or your back is aching, be content to

accept the wiUing substitute who offers to do

your work, and believe that some one else

besides yourself is good for something in the

world. True it is, indeed, that one may and

does not unfrequently hear of or behold with

awe and adoration God working His wonders

through some poor afflicted agonised saint

whom ZT^has stricken, but surely it is not un-

reasonable to conclude that where He has

bestowed full powers, senses, and faculties, it

is 7iot pleasing in His sight that these should

be slighted and enfeebled ; nay, we may go a

step farther, and affirm that the servant who
serveth Him best is he who, with every energy

of the mind and every aspiration of the soul

strengthened and animated by the soundness

and vivacity of a perfect body, yields with a

willing cheerfulness and an humble gratitude

the fruits of these at the feet of his Creator,

after whose image that body itself was created.



ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
By the editor.

AMONG the many memoirs which have
been pubhshed of recent years, few

have created greater interest than the auto-

biographical notes left by the late Mr.
Anthony Trollope. We regret that we have
been unable before to notice, in Good Words,
the life of one who for many years past con-

tributed to its pages, and to whom our

readers were so much indebted.*

His reminiscences are full of interest and
instruction. Professing to be chiefly literary,

and teeming with literary criticism and de-

lightful literary gossip, they also contain a

self-revelation in which no detail is omitted
necessary to the understanding of his life.

In common with all who knew him only

after he had achieved distinction, we were
surprised by the picture he draws of the

hardships of his early life. For no trace of

sorrow, no memory of disappointment, could

be detected in that bluff and cheery presence.

He seemed to revel in the fresh air of a

healthy, happy, and useful existence. The
loud manly voice, the banging emphasis and
straightness of leap with which he plunged
into any matter of discussion, had something
in them of his favourite amusement of hunt-

ing. He addressed you as a man trotting

alongside, and in the teeth of a strong

breeze, might address you. There was the

ring of the " View-halloo " in his heartiness.

His countenance beamed with thorough
honesty and kindness. And yet he de-

scribes the first twenty-six years of his life as
" years of suffering, disgrace, and inward re-

morse." We are disposed to make large

allowance, in these statements, for the in-

fluence of a sensitive temperament. His
" craving for affection " probably made him
exaggerate the slights to which he was ex-

posed. A coarser nature would have for-

gotten many of the incidents that left deep
scars on his kindly spirit. But the picture he
gives of his school-days is none the less

touching. The son of a barrister of some
ability, who was afflicted with poverty, a bad
temper, and thorough inaptitude for busi-

ness, he was born under a conjunction of

evil stars. His mother, the celebrated novelist,

* The following is a list of tbe stories and articles which he
contributed: "The Widow's lilite" (1863); "The Two
Generals" {1863); " Malachi's Cave" (1864) ;" The Last
Austrian who left Venice" (1S67); "The Golden Lion of
Granpere" (1872); " Why Frau Frohmann raised her Prices "

<i877); "Young- Women at the London Telegraph OiBce"
(1877); "The Telegraph Girl" (1877) ;" Alice Dugdale "

(1878); "In the Hunting-Field" (1879); "A Walk in a
Wood" (1879); "Kept in the Dark" (1882); " The Two
Heroines of Plumpicgton " (1882).

was the one solace of his youth, but by a

hard fate he was long separated from her.

He thus describes his first experience at

school :

—

" I was only seven, and I think that boys at seven
are now spared among their more considerate seniors.

I was never spared ; and was not even allowed to

run to and fro between our house and the school with-

out a daily purgatory. No doubt my appearance was
against me. I remember well, when I was still the
junior boy in the school, Dr. Butler, the head master,
stopping me in the street and asking me, with all the

clouds of Jove upon his brow and all the thunder in

his voice, whether it was possible that Harrow School
was disgraced by so disreputably dirty a little boy as

1? Oh ! what I felt at that moment ! But I could

not look my feelings. I do not doubt that I was
dirty ; but I think that he was cruel. He must have
known me had he seen me as he was wont to see me,
for he was in the habit of flogging me constantly.

Perhaps he did not recognise me by my face."

Later on, when he was at Winchester Col-

lege, he was as miserable as before.

"I suffered horribly! I could make no stand
against it. I had no friend to whom I could pour
out my sorrows. I was big, and awkward, and
ugly, and, I have no doubt, I knocked about in

a most unattractive manner. Of course I was ill-

dressed and dirty. But, ah ! how well I remember
all the agonies of my young heart ; how I considered

whether I should always be alone, whether I could

not find my way up to the top of that college tower,

and from thence put an end to everything ?
"

He had other sorrows to meet before he
entered on the business of his life in connec-

tion with the Civil Service. The beginning
of his career at the Post Office was equally

unfortunate with that of his boyhood. His
superior officers at " The Grand " found him
unpunctual and careless, while he thought

them overbearing. It seemed to him as if he

were doomed to ill-usage. Yet even during

those unhappy years there were the stirrings

of literary ambition, and tokens of the shape

which that ambition was to take. He was

haunted with a passion for castle-building.

" For weeks, for months, if I remember rightly,

from year to year, I would carry on the same tale,

binding myself down to certain laws, to certain pro-

portions, and proprieties, and unities. Nothing im-

possible was ever introduced, nor even anything

which, from outward circumstances, would seem to be
violently improbable. I myself was of course my
own hero."

The two turning points of his career were
his transference to Ireland and his marriage.

In Ireland he found, for the first time, con-

genial surroundings, and he threw himself

with enthusiasm into his official duties. His

marriage added a new stimulus to his ambi-
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tion. He determined to increase his income
by the gains of authorship, and accordingly

sat down to his first novel. This was in

1 841, when he was twenty-six years old.

Fortune, however, frowned on this first at-

tempt, as she had frowned on every com-
mencement he made in life. But a new spirit

of courage was in him, and he faced the

world with a determination to succeed. With
that dauntless energy and perseverance which

became his chief characteristic, he girded

himself for his conflict with fortune. It was
not, however, till 1855 that he gained his

first success. It was then that '• Barchester

Towers " appeared, the earliest of that series

which included " Framley Parsonage," and
" The Last Chronicle of Barset.'' It is on that

series his fame will chiefly rest. From 1855 his

place in contemporary literature was recog-

nised. If it was not the very highest place, it

was close to the highest. He would himself

have been the last to claim equality with

Thackeray or George Eliot. They had ge-

nius; Trollope had talent: but it was talent

of rare quality. It seemed exhaustless in

productive power, and capable of bringing

its full strength to bear on every production,

XXV— 18

however rapidly executed. If his work never

rises to the loftiest range, it maintains an ex-

cellence that is astonishing in view of the

speed with which story followed story. He
describes his method of working with per'

feet frankness. He despised the idea of a

writer waiting for inspiration. " Genius," he

once said to us, " is but another name for the

length of time a man can sit." " I was once

told," he says in his Autobiography, "that

the surest aid to the writing of a book was a

piece of cobbler's wax on my chair. I cer-

tainly believe in the cobbler's wax much more

than in inspiration." No cobbler's wax, how-

ever, could have held him so firmly as did

his own determination.

" According to the circumstances of the time," he

writes, "whether any other business might then be

heavy or light, or whether the work which I was
writing was or was not wanted with speed, I have

allotted to myself so many pages a week. The
average number has been about forty. It has been

placed as low as twenty, and has risen to one hundred

and twelve. And as a page is an ambiguous term,

my page has been made to contain two hundred and

fifty words ; and as words, if not watched, will have a

tendency to straggle, I have had every word counted

as I went. In the bargains I have made with pub-

lishers, I have—not, of course, with their knowledge.
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but in my own mind—undertaken always to supply

them with so many words, and I have never put a

book out of my hand short of the number by a single

word. I may also say that the excess has been very

small. I have prided myself on completing my work
exactly within the proposed dimensions. But I have
prided myself especially in completing it within the

proposed time, and I have always done so."

It was indeed a comfort for any editor to

have Trollope as a writer, for there was
never any anxiety as to " copy " being forth-

coming at the appointed time. We remember
the surprise we experienced when, on the

occasion of our first arranging with him for

a story, he asked, " How many words do
you wish?" "On what day do you wish

copy?" was the next question. A jotting

was then taken of the agreement, and it

was observed by him to the letter. Such
methods cannot but appear inconsistent with

any preconceived notions of inspiration, and
as being too mechanical for the accomplish-

ment of the best work. Yet we believe it

had no such trammelling influence on
Trollope, whose temperament was such
that he could reach his highest power
whether he was flying in an express train or

being pitched about in a steamer in a gale.

With unflinching regularity and decision he
could concentrate his mind on his allotted

task—sometimes even timing himself with

his watch for the production of so many
words in so many minutes. We question,

however, whether the consciousness of

having to fill so many pages, while quite

consistent with the maintenance of a certain

literary proportion, did not sometimes lead

to undue " padding." If he worked hard,

he very properly expected to be paid for his

work. He had no false sentimentalism as to

money in connection with art, " It is a

mistake to suppose that a man is a better

man because he despises money. Who
does not desire to be hospitable to his

friends, generous to the poor, liberal to all,

munificent to his children, and to be himself
free from the carking fear which poverty
creates ? " The profits which he reaped
from his works amounted in all to some-
thing between ;^7 0,000 and ;,{^8o,ooo. It

seems a large sum, but when we consider the
talent and industry employed, and think of
what this same talent and industry might
have gained had they been engaged at the bar
or in commerce, we cannot estimate the result

of his life's work as at all extraordinary.

His conception of the moral purposes to

be served by the writer of novels is a noble
one, and he is justified in his claim to having
honestly tried to fulfil his ideal.

" There are many who would laugh at the idea of

a novelist teaching either virtue or nobihty—those, for

instance, who regard the reading of novels as a sin,

and those, also, who think it to be simply an idle

pastime. They look upon the tellers of stories as
among the tribe of those who pander to the wicked
pleasures of a wicked world. I have regarded my art

from so different a point of view that I have ever
thought of myself as a preacher of sermons, and my
pulpit as one which I could make both salutary anil

agreeable to my audience. I do believe that no giil

has risen from the reading of my pages less modest
than she was before, and that some may have learned
from them that modesty is a charm well worth pre-
serving. I think that no youth has been taught that
in falseness and flashness is to be found the road to
manliness ; but some may perhaps have learned from
me that it is to be found in truth and a high, but
gentle, spirit. Such are the lessons I have striven to
teach ; and I have thought it might best be done by
representing to my readers characters like themselves,
or to which they might liken themselves."

His life, in spite of its incessant toil, was
an exceedingly happy one, and he recognised
its happiness to the full. His duties afforded

him the opportunity of travelling extensively.

Egypt, the West Indies, America, Australia,

South Africa, became familiar ground to him.
When at home he had his four hunters ever
ready to carry him to the covert side, and (what
was more difificult) to carry a rider across

country who was so short-sighted that he could
never form a judgment offence or ditch, and
who boldly rode straight at everything.

From his habit of rising every morning at

5.30 A.M., he was able to have his literary

work over in good time, and the day free for

any other duty or amusement. Loving his

own fireside, he yet enjoyed going into

society, and seldom in his later life did he
miss, when in town, the afternoon visit to

the Garrick, and the afternoon rubber at

whist there. Never riiaking any very loud
professions of religion, and regarding all that

was innocent in life as open to his free

enjoyment, all his friends knew him to be a
reverent and sincere Christian.

From the affection and admiration with

which we regard him, it is painful for

us to draw attention to one passage in his

Autobiography in Avhich his memory has
evidently betrayed him, and in which he
writes in a tone which, for many reasons

well known to us, has filled us with surprise.

We refer to the following passage :

—

" ' Rachel Ray ' underwent a fate which no other

novel of mine has encountered. Some years before this

a periodical called GooD Words had been established

under the editorship of my friend Dr. Norman Mac-
leod, a well-known Presbyterian pastor in Glasgow.
In 1863 he asked me to write a novel for his magazine,
explaining to me that his principles did not teach him
to confine his matter to religious subjects, and paying
me the compliment of saying that he would feel him-
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self quite safe in my hands. In reply I told him I

thought he was wrong in his choice—that though he
might wish to give a novel to the readers of Good
Words, a novel from me would hardly be what he
wanted, and that I could not undertake to write either
with any specially religious tendency, or in any fashion
different from that which was usual to me. As worldly
and—if any one thought me wicked—as wicked as I

had heretofore been I must still be should I write for

Good Words. He persisted in his request, and I

came to terms as to a story for the peiiodical. I
wrote it and sent it to him, and shortly afterwards
received it back—a considerable portion having been
printed—with an intimation that it would not do.
A letter more full of wailing and repentance no man
ever MTOte. It was, he said, all his own fault. He
should have taken my advice. He should have known
better. But the slory, such as it was, he could not give
to his readers in the pages of Good Words. Would
I forgive him ? Any pecuniary loss to which his

decision might subject me the owner of the publica-
tion would willingly make good. There was some
loss—or rather would have been—and that money I
exacted, feeling that the fault had in truth been with
the editor. There is the tale now to speak for itself.

It is not brilliant, nor in any way very excellent, but
it certainly is not very wicked. There is some dancing
in one of the early chapters, described, no doubt, with
that appr val of the amusement which I have always
entertained ; and it was this to which my friend de-
murred. It is more true of novels than perhaps of
anything else, that one man's food is another man's
poison."

When we remember the trueness of the
friendship which existed between Mr. TroUope
and Dr. Norman Macleod, and which was not
even disturbed by the incident of " Rachel
Ray," we are at a loss to account for the irrita-

tion which this passage betrays. Still more
unaccountable is his narrative of the rejection
of "Rachel Ray," and his supposition that the
only cause for it was the occurrence of some
dancing in the early part of the story. To
show the groundlessness of the reason he attri-

butes, we have but to recall to our readers
the song once written for Good Words by
Norman Macleod himself.

" Dance, my children ! lads and lassies !

Cut and shuffle, toes and heels !

Piper, roar from every chanter
Hurricanes of Highland reels !

Make the old barn.shake with laughter.
Beat its flooring like a drum :

Batter it with TuUochgorum,
Till the storm without is dumti !

Sweep in circles like a whirlwind,
Flit across like meteors glancing-

:

Crack your fingers, shout in gladness.
Think of nothing but of dancing."

But Mr. Trollope ought to have had no
difticulty in divining the reasons for " Rachel
Ray " not being accepted, because he had these
reasons given at length by Norman Macleod
m a letter vvhich we published in the memoir
of our brother, and part of which we here
reproduce, not only to show that there is very
little trace of '•' wailing and repentance," but
also to give our readers an insight into the
principles upon which the former and present

editors have tried to select fiction—that most
difficult of all elements in a periodical with
the aims which Good Words has always put
before it.

" N.B.—This letter will keep cold till you are at
peace with all the world, with a pipe well filled,

and drawing well. Read it then, or a bit each day
for a month.

" Glasgow, June llth, 1S63.
"You are not wrong; nor have you -wronged

me or my publishers in any way. I frankly admit
this

; but neither am I wrong'. This, ' by vour leave,'
I assert. The fact is that I misunderstood you and
you me, though I more than you have been the cause
of the misunderstanding. What I tried to explain
and wished you to see when we met here was, the pecu-
liar place which Good Words aimed at occupying
in the field of cheap Christian literature. I have
always endeavoured to avoid, on the one hand, the
exclusively narrow religious ground—narrow in its

choice of subjects and in its manner of treating them

—

hitherto occupied by our religious periodicals ; and,
on the other hand, to avoid altogether whatever was
antagonistic to the truths and spirit of Christianity,
and also as much as possible whatever was calculated
to offend the prejudices, far more the sincere convic-
tions and feelings of fair and reasonable ' Evangel-
ical ' men. Within these extremes it seemed to me
that a sufficiently extensive field existed, in which
any novelist might roam and find an endless variety
of life and manners to describe with profit to all,

and without giving offence to any. This problem
which I wished to solve did not and does not seem
to me a very difficult one, unless for very one-sided
' Evangelical ' or anti-' Evangehcal ' writers. At all

events, being a clergyman as well as an editor—the
one from deepest convictions, though the other, I
fear, is from the deepest mistake— I could not be
else than sensitive lest anything should appear in

Good Words out of harmony wiih my convictions

and my profession. Well, then, was I wrong in

assuming that you were an honest believer in revealed

Christian truth } I was not. Was I wrong in believ-

ing and hoping that there were many truly Christian

aspects of life, as well as the canting and liumbug
ones, with which you heartily sympathised, and which
you were able and disposed to delineate } I was
not.

" Perhaps I had no ground for hoping that you
would give me a different kind of story from those

you had hitherto published. If so, forgive me this

wrong. Possibly the wish was father to the thought

.

But the thought did not imply that any of your
former novels had been false either to your own world
within or to the big world ^\'ithout—false to truth or

to nature. It assumed only that you could with your
whole heart produce another novel which, instead of

showing up what was weak, false, disgusting in pro-

fessing Christians, might also bring out, as has never

yet been done, what Christianity as a living power
derived from faith in a living Saviour, and working
in and through living men and women, does, has
done, and will do, what no other known power can
accomplish in the world, for the good of the indivi-

dual or mankind. . . . Why, when one reads of ihe

good men in most novels, it can hardly be discovered

where they got their 'goodness ; but let a parson, a

deacon, a church member be introduced and at once
we guess where they have had their badness from

—they were professing Christians. Now all this, and
much more, was the substance of mv sermon to you.

"Now, my good Trollope, you have been, in my
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humble opinion, guilty of committing this fault, or,

as you might say, praiseworthy in doing this good, in

your story. You hit right and left ; give a wipe here,

a sneer there, and thrust a nasty pron^ into another

place ; cast a gloom over Dorcas Societies, and a glory

over balls lasting till four in the morning. In short,

it is the old story. The shadow over the Church is

broad and deep, and over. every other spot sunshine

reigns. That is the general impression which the

story gives, so far as it goes. There is nothing, of

course, bad or vicious in it—that could not be from
you—but quite enough, and that without any necessity

from your head or heart, to keep Good Words and its

Editor in boiling water until either or both were boiled

to death.
" * * * I know well that my position is difficult,

and that, too, because I do not write to please both
parties, but simply because I wish to produce, if pos-

sible, a magazine which, though too wide for the
' Evangelicals,' and too narrow for the anti-' Evange-
licals,' and therefore disliked by both cliques, may
nevertheless rally round it in the long run the sympa-
thies of all who occupy the middle gi ound of a decided,

sincere, and manly Evangelical Christianity."

We have only to add in reference to

another remark made by Mr. Trollope

—

that such have been the changes in pubhc
opuiion that the once rejected novel would
probably now be published without question

in Good Words,—that having just finished

the perusal of " Rachel Ray," we thoroughly

endorse the judgment of the former editor.

We will close this brief sketch of the good
Anthony Trollope with a story lately given

us, which is both amusing and will serve to

show how hearty was the friendship which
existed between him and Norman Macleod,
long after " Rachel Ray's " rejection had
been forgotten. They were both with Mr.
John Burns (the well-known chairman of

the Cunard Line) at a little Highland inn,

when, after supper, stories were told, and
the laughter became loud and long, lasting

far into the night. In the morning an old

gentleman, who slept in a bedroom above
where they were, complained to the landlord

of the manner in which his night's rest had
been disturbed, and presumed to express his

astonishment that such men should have

taken more than was good for them. " Well,"

replied the landlord, " I am bound to con-

fess there was much loud talking and laughter;

but they had nothing stronger than tea and
fresh /urrings." " Bless me," rejoined the

old gentleman, " if that is so, w/iai would
they be after dinner I

"

EAST-LONDON LIFE AND WORK.
By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.

THIRD (and concluding) paper.

THE East of London is reckoned to be

dull, and certainly it stands in need of

more wholesome public amusement than it

now can conveniently realise. But its social

life is often unfairly judged by a few who
miss the society with which they have been
personally familiar. Some time ago, e.g., an

Oxford East-end clergyman wrote letters to a

paper signing himself "An Exile." From what

was he exiled ? Trams and trains are frequent,

cabs are numerous, and it used to take about

thirty-five minutes for us to drive from Rat-

clifif Highway to INIayfair when we happened
to dine with friends in that fashionable region

;

but our " Exile " was of course separated from

the immediately contiguous touch of "Uni-
versity " men, from that of such as kept butlers,

rode on horseback, and quoted Latin accu-

rately. He was not cut off, however, from a

very fervid, sagacious, and outspoken set of

people amongst whom my wife and I reckon
warm friends. There is, moreover, much
East-end middle-class interchange of hospi-

tality, and such an estimate of current literary

culture as many " West-enders " would be
surprised at. One day the Bishop of Man-

chester was preaching for me at St. George's,

and in his sermon took occasion to deprecate

a notable article in that month's Fortiiightly

.

Our Junior Warden, living and trading in

Ratcliff Highway, said to me afterwards,
" I've got the magazine at home, and am
glad that he gave Clifford a dressing." At
another time, during one of our choir suppers,

the conversation ran without forcing or pre-

tence on the last number of the Nineteenth

Century. Every now and then I was struck by
the way in which subjects of high general inte-

rest came up in local society, and realised the

influence of popular educational periodicals

on the scope and tone of its conversation. The
prevalence, too, of little " parties " among
eastern working people was, it seemed to me,

more notable than in the west, where they

have few parlours in which they receive their

friends. Still, there is sore lack of wholesome
recreation, and chiefly to this end the scheme
of a People's Palace was started at a Mansion
House meeting in December last. The
gathering was remarkable, and one of the

speeches, by Professor Huxley, gravely start-

ling. He told us that he well knew one poor

parish forty years ago, and had never for-

gotten it. He said that since then he had
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been round the world, and seen many kinds

of savages, but he solemnly asserted that if

the choice were given him between the life of

a savage and that of a dweller in the place

which he remembered so well—a wretched
waterside district—he would distinctly choose
the life of a savage. This was an awful

sentence, but though avowedly forty years out

of date, and by no means specially applicable

to East London—Iknowmore about that than

the Professor does—the case of some people
in all our great cities might justify it now.
Matters have mended in many ways, notably

since Hogarth photographed the streets, but

the present amusement of the poorest is

woeful. Many must have had more mirth in

the dark ages, with their fairs, church festivals,

miracle plays, and May-poles ; though they
wore sparse jerkins, slept on straw, and were
much kicked about by the upper sort.

Certainly the most superstitious pilgrimage

on foot gave a better knowledge of the

country than a modern excursion, when people

are packed into a third-class carriage and
projected out of one set of public-houses into

another. That is what a " Holy day " often

comes to in these enlightened times. A sad

business. Once perhaps this land deserved the

name of" merry." Now we have so blundered
that many poor children, especially boys, even
in the country, do not know how to play with
corporate interest, when they get the chance.
They have not spirit of self-sacrifice enough
to realise the true taking of sides, and of a

sound corporate licking. Their play is indi-

vidual, such as cat, peg-top, &c. Though it

is pursued with greediness and noise, they
break off in a moment to crowd and grin

around a white-haired drunkard, or a tearing

fight between two women, whom God forgive,

for they know not what they do or say. This
scent of the social air is, however, ominous,
and we may trust that the Mansion House
meeting, which moved quite out of usual ruts

in the Egyptian Hall, and left Gog and Magog
something to think about, will bear fruit. An
appreciation ofsound learning and wholesome
olay for the people was certainly then shown,
and if the people themselves are employed
in its realisation, we may have turned a useful

social corner, at least in respect to London.
I happen to have been made by the Charity

Commissioners one of the trustees of the
" Beaumont Trust," out of the ashes of which
we hope to see the People's Palace rise, and
I may be allowed to take the opportunity
of saying that we want fifty thousand pounds.
The time has not come in which to form

a just judgment of the elementary educa-

tion now being given to the working class.

There are, nevertheless, several things in it

which seem wrong to me.
I would instance the combination of com-

pulsory attendance and a payment of fees.

The former, or at least the attempt to realise

it, makes school stink in the nostrils of too
many. The very babies in our creche used
to play at " school visitors " by themselves.
One would come in peeping about with infant

severity, whereupon the others fled, or affected

to hide themselves. This indicated not merely
general and profound domestic distaste for

compulsory school, but a frequently successful

evasion of it. If we have Board School visitors

they should be shifted, and not be allowed to

remain so long in the same place as to be
immediately recognised at the corners of
streets. We made one capture once, at St.

George's, of which I am keenly ashamed.
After our recreation ground was opened,
truants naturally frequented it. The ground
is entered by two large iron gates. One day,

at about eleven o'clock, we shut these and put

a visitor in the midst. It was like lowering

a terrier into a pit of rats. They squeaked
and ran ; in vain. We caught fifty-seven palpi-

tating recusants. But I must be allowed to

say, gladly, that we were not moved to repeat

the process, however piteously comical.

To return to the economy of schools : the

small ordinary fee of a penny or twopence
is enough to suggest resentment when de-

manded after compulsory attendance, and at

the same time it is not enough in respect of

the benefit received and cost iiy;urred. It is

urged by many, that people do not value what
they do not pay for. Very true sometimes.

But they do not, and know that they do not,

pay for the schooling of their children when
they send the weekly pennies. The looking

after these, too, takes up much of the teachers'

time. If we must have compulsory education,

I, for one, would like to see those schools free

in which it is applied. They need not be all.

The attendance at the greater number of

schools in a district ought, I venture to think,

to be voluntary, but in some cases—I would
not be too hard on little girls minding babies

which are half as big as themselves, and pull

them lopsided—the presence of children

might be enforced. Again, the part payment
of teachers by results, so far as these are

measured by government inspections and
grants, obviously tempts masters, who are no
better than the rest of us, to shirk the profit-

less instruction of the most backward scholars.

They should be paid a fixed income, and
fined for failures, heavily for grosc ones.
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In respect to instruction generally I have,

of course, realised the resentment with which

it is generally met. Very few in any class

or condition like to be taught anything, but

I confess to disappointment when I provided

lessons in cheap and toothsome cookery, j

was full of enthusiasm about it, but nobody
cared twopence for the matter. I had a room
properly fitted up for the purpose. There was

the bright, white-aproned teacher from Ken-
sington, with her pots, pans, hints, wrinkles,

and sniffs about nice dishes to be made for

next to nothing. The resultant viands were

set on the table, to be smelt and eaten, and
they smelt uncommonly good. But, no ; our

people would have none of it. They came in

crowds to the opening lecture by Mr. Buck-

master, cheered lustily, and then stayed away.
" Oh," said some, by no means the poorest,
" give us meat, and we will find a way to cook
it." This was, perhaps, natural, but all the

same provoking, for these cynics really ate

meat on most days, but did not know how to

prepare it well. Thus, I am pleased to see

cooking form part of elementary education

in a growing number of schools, for it is one
of the most important matters which need
to be taught. Certainly it is more useful than

grammar, with which dry stuffmany poor chil-

dren have hitherto been crammed, to the great

discredit of us managers, pastors, and mas-

ters. I look, too, with mixed thought at the

huge Board Schools which hunch up their

backs above the flats of tile and chimney pot,

inasmuch as they seem greedy to swallow up
family life. This ought to be treated with the

more respect where its influence is likely to be
tainted ; but I take comfort in the knowledge
that many in those battalions of children

under their roofs find appreciative friends in

teachers, and that veins of love traverse the

lumbering scholastic carcase. I am thinking

just at this moment of a flower-cross sent by
children of an East-end Board School to be

laid on the little blue coffin of the care-

keeper's baby. What a profoundly joyous

and consuming career might be found in ele-

mentary teaching by many young ladies who
deserve a better fate than success in lawn

tennis ! The worst of it is, that however
charming, they are often too ill instructed to

teach even the most ignorant. But the

opportunities open to the younger and most
capable among them in these educational days
are incalculable.

While recalling the "remedial" factors

in East - London society, and passing in

mental review the many pol3'glot institutions

and invitations for our sailors' benefit on the

borders of the docks, I might dwell on the

Wells Street " Home," which has beds for

several hundred tars, and stalls under its

roof for the purchase of whatever they really

need, and which supports itself, but I stop to

say a word about the " Ratcliff' Highway
Refuge." I am still an acting member of its

very small board of management, or what-

ever it is called, and go there occasionally
;

but it is managed by Miss Steer. I will

not write what I think of this lady's rule,

for it combines more true tact, love, and
sense—with a wholesome vein of sad humour
—than I know how to set down the record

of, but I must pen a sentence concerning the

Refuge itself. It came about in this wise.

Down Old Gravel Lane, which leads out of

the " Highway," there is a dock bridge, popu-

larly called " Bedford's Trap." It was thus

named, not after the genial bishop who has

made so many love him in East London, but

after a coroner who was continually sitting

on the bodies of the people who had thrown
themselves from it to be drowned. The
water there was not only stagnant and deep,

but poisonous. This was probably caused

by the copper bottoms of those ships which

lay long in the docks, and which, indeed, de-

filed them in other ways. People said that

the swallowing of a pint of dock water was
enough to kill you, even if you were drawn
out before you were dead from sufibcation.

The stone sides of the wharf are high, steep,

and slippery, defying after-thoughts of self-

extrication. Here " unfortunates," weary of
" Highway " life, betook themselves so fre-

quently that a special police constable was
obliged to watch the bridge, and if pos-

sible stop fatal maddened leaps. The provi-

sion of a better door of escape was one of my
hopes at St. George's, and it eventually

arrived in the shape of a " Ratclift" Highway
Refuge," a few doors off that thoroughfare

—at No. 26, Prince's Square. Its title is

written up plainly outside, so that she who
runs to destruction may read, and at any time,

day or night, a penitent meets with a kind

and smiling welcome. The house is always

full. Some who come in are moved on to

larger institutions, a few go away ungraciously,

or are inevitably dismissed till they can

approach the place with such honesty and
decentness as the most forbearing must
require ; others are sent home to their friends.

All the abandoned frequenters of the High-

way know of this harbour of refuge, and are

thus tempted to prefer it to " Bedford's Trap "

when they would turn from the evil of their

ways, and make a plunge into another sort of
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iife. No importunate public appeals are issued

for this excellent work, but divers of those who
come to know of it send money to help ]\Iiss

Steer, who lives in the house ; which at first

was mobbed by sons of Belial. Hers is not

a post which many could fill. It is sur-

rounded by devouring anxiety and exposure

to strains of foul unrighteousness, but its

guiding spirit had not broken down when I

saw her last—this afternoon. God hel])s her.

I need not dwell on the various directly

religious or spiritual mfluences which are em-
ployed and invoked to move atid cheer the

people in that part ofLondon where I have last

lived. They are numerous and manifold. No
doubt, though it is an impossible feat anywhere
to live without God in the world, there are

those who seem to do so at St. George's-in-

the-East, as well as at St. George's, Hanover
Square : but ofters of religious ministration,

when theyare perceived to be genuine and self-

sacrificing, are gladly received before yosy long

by many, at all times, and in all places. And
I do not think that the " opinions " of those

who offer them much affect their acceptance.

Opinions, especially when advanced with

acrimony, are always imperfect, and mostly

repulsive in any one. This is not inconsistent

with the truth that enthusiasm is a prominent

factor in the movement and conduct of the

world of men, nor with another truth, i.e. that

there must be some form of belief. It is im-

possible to build upon a sentiment alone.

The most worldly material spirit must have a

cask to hold it, if it is to do good or harm.
But given a sober man with an open eye, a
loving heart, a touch of true humour, and a big

faith in the power of right over wrong, and
he inevitably aftects his fellows for good. I

knew, and knew of, men credited with

curiously different views, who were all doing
excellent woi'k, and setting me a wholesome
example in various ways, though I tried to

preserve my individuality, and had my own
notions about their religious fads. They were
more or less known—often less—sturdy per-

sonal inglorious evangelists, with a belief and
trust in a living God, and Jesus Christ who
loved to call himself the Son of Man. I

could dwell at length upon many varieties of

religious machinery and motive, but much is

written on these things, and I do not now
want to add my pebble to the heap. I will

only say, in a last word about East London,
that nowhere have I- more clearly seen the

worth of the man weighed rather than that of

the party to which he was supposed to be-

long.

A SAIL THROUGH LOWER EGYPT AFTER THE WAR.
By lady BRASSEY, Author of "A Voyage in the 'Sunbeam,'" etc

PART II.

HURSDAY, February 1st.—To-day we went with Lord
Napier, Major Napier, General Harman, and some of

the staff, including Colonel John, Captain Sinclair,

Mr. Errington, and others, to the lines at Cafr Dowar,

and thence to Ramleh. We drove first to the l\Iah-

moudieh Canal, and then for some distance along its

banks, past beautiful palaces and gardens, which had
all fortunately escaped the violence of the mob,
though they now look sadly desolate and deserted

;

their owners having fied and not having yet returned.

Near Mr. Antoniades' garden (the best, by the way,

in Alexandria) some of the British troops, under

General Harman, were encamped for several weeks :

and, to their credit be it spoken, not a tree, shrub, or

flower was injured during the whole time. Just

before the camp was broken up, they had only a few

days' water-supply for horses and men, and were

getting very anxious indeed, when the change in the

tide of affairs turned the water into the canal once more
and all was well. Here we found horses in readiness

for us ; but it was now raining so hard, and the weather

looked so unsettled, that we were obliged to wait

more than an hour for it to clear up. The time was,
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The Armour-plated Train.

however, not at all unpleasantly spent in

listening to various details of the campaign
.from the lips of some of the actors therein.

Rain is the last thing one expects to en--

counter in Egypt; and we were all beginning

rather to despair, when the heavy clouds

passed away, and the sun came out once

more. The General had kindly lent me his

favourite pony, a dear little Arab, taken at

Cafr Dowar. Accustomed to be ridden by his

master in front of everybody at a hand-gallop,

he did not at all approve of going at a com-
paratively slow pace in the midst of a lot

of other horses. He stuck his nose straight

up in the air, and jumped about and bit

at his companions, and capered and slipped

on the muddy ground, till I thought we must
inevitably come down and probably roll into

the canal together; for the rain had formed
a sort of greasy paste on the top of the hard

ground, which made riding rather dangerous.

Presently we arrived at a very ill-repaired

iron tubular single-line railway bridge, of

which some plates were gone, and others, full

of holes, looked as if it would not be long

before they followed their example. Alto-

gether it was a most unsafe-looking structure.

However, safe or unsafe, if we wished to

continue our ride we must cross it ; and that

in spite of the objections of some very decrepit

railway officials, which received little or no
attention. Every one dismounted; and after

a short delay and a little difficulty, all the

horses were led across in safety. We mounted
again on the other side, and had rather an
exciting gallop, which I much enjoyed, along

a narrow raised causeway, built on the top
of a steep embankment, for a single line

of rails, between two lakes—or rather across-

one. General Harman, knowing the pecu-

liarities of his pony, and seeing my difficulties,

kindly suggested that I should lead the way,

as we could only proceed in single file. The
difference was marvellous. The pony flew like

the wind, without pulling an ounce ; and was
as quiet as a lamb. The General advised us

to make the pace pretty good till we reached

the junction to Melhalla, as the down train

from Cairo was nearly due, and there would
not be much room, if any, for it to pass us.

" Still," he added, " if we do meet the train,,

you have only to get off and let the pony
stand on the embankment " (which was very

steep) " close to the line, and he won't

mind it a bit." I have no doubt his

master knew the animal's ways ; but I was
very glad not to have to put this proof ot

his steadiness to the test, and that we
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reached Melhalla junction just before the

train arrived there.

It was along this causeway, over which we
had just galloped so fast, that the armour-

plated train, of which we heard so much
during the war, used to come slowly out

from Alexandria, to reconnoitre the enemy
and throw shells into his lines. It was very

interesting to have the operation explained

and described on the exact spot where it

had been carried out ; for we had of course

all seen the pictures and read the descriptions

of the train, which appeared at the time in

the newspapers ; and we wanted very much
to know more about it.

From Melhalla we had a less exciting

ride, below the embankment, on the marshy
ground beyond the lake. Here we were

shown the various outworks and lines, and
the small, covered ditches, along which the

Egyptians crept in shelter until they were
close to our advanced posts. Just before

reaching Cafr Dowar, we saw a very dirty

Egyptian, riding a miserable-looking donkey
along the railway. " There," said General
Harman, " is the place where all the pachas,

and the thousands of men who occupied

those works, laid down their arms to us." I

asked how many were there to

receive them, and was told,

" Only Sir Evelyn Wood, my-
self, and our staff." What a
triumph of mind over matter,

of moral over physical strength !

The works themselves look for-

midable ; and, I believe, with

good men behind them, would

have been perfectly impregnable by any army,
however determined and numerous.
The modern Egyptian, when not properly

commanded—as was the case in the late war

—

seems to be rather a despicable enemy, running
away directly he is hard pressed. I believe

that immediately after the surrender of Cafr
Dowar the sudden dissolution of the army of
thousands of men was perfectly marvellous.

Having laid down their arms, they retired to

their villages, some of them far distant, re-

sumed their ordinary fellah's dress (or the

want of it), cultivated their fields, and were
110 longer distinguishable from their more
peaceful brethren.

We had to cross the ditch inside the fortifi-

cations, to make a return journey alongside the

Mahmoudieh Canal, in order to see the other

lines. The General crossed first, with some
little difficulty ; for his horse did not like facing

the water. I followed, with a jump, a floun-

der, a splash, and a scramble. Then came
Lord Napier ; the place, of course, getting

more difficult with every jump. Captaia
Sinclair tried a new place a little lower down,
and got over all right. Mabelle came after

;

and her horse, who evidently did not much
like the look of it caught his foot in a wire

On the ^lahmoudieh Canal.
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(laid down originally as a trap by the

Egyptians), and rolled completely over into

the water. Mabelle came off on the other

side, and hung by her habit, the horse rolling

and plunging furiously. If Colonel John, who
was following, had not jumped into the water

up to his neck, and Captain Sinclair, who had

already crossed, had not also dismounted and
rushed to the rescue, she must have been
drowned or crushed. It was a horrible thing

to see ! After one roll I thought she would
never come up from under water again ; but

in what was really a few seconds, I suppose,

though it appeared many minutes, she was
half led, half carried to the shore, dripping

and nearly drowned, but perfectly cool and
collected, and not much the worse apparently.

There are only about two or three trains a

day each way on this line ; and as one to

Alexandria had just passed, there was nothing

for it but for her to continue her ride just

as she was, and to hope that the sun, which
was now shining fiercely, would dry her

clothes, and that the brisk exercise would
prevent her taking cold.

We rode close to the canal, on which were
numerous dahabeeahs sailing up or rowing
down; those coming down being laden with

cotton, sugar-cane, and jars from Upper
Egypt, those from Alexandria with all sorts

of stores from other lands for the interior.

We saw the " one-tree picket," of which we
have all often read : so called because of a
curious old forked tree, which is conspicuous
at this spot. In the said tree, perched in the

fork, Sir Evelyn Wood used to pass many
hours, seated on an old carriage cushion,

watching the operations of the enemy. Other
pickets, advanced works, and small mud in-

trenchments were passed ; till at last, after

riding through a large mud village, we again

reached our old rotten bridge, which we once
more crossed safely. Then we turned to the

right, and came to a village situated in the

midst of a fine grove of palm-trees, through
which an avenue had been cut, by Sir Evelyn
Wood's orders, to prevent their masking the

enemy's fire or concealing his approach. The
owners only charged ;^5 apiece for them (by
way of compensation), which I should have
thought was hardly as much as they were
worth. Close by was established the battery
of heavy guns, brought here with great skill

and labour by the Naval Brigade, and placed
under the " Red House Fort,"—or, in other
words, the waterworks, with a large tower
adjoining, which made a capital look-out sta-

tion during the war. In fact, it was the chief

point of observation for all the pickets about

Ramleh and towards Cafr Dowar; command-
ing, as it did, a large extent of country.

Thence a short ride took us to the Khedive's
Palace at Ramleh, from which lie was rescued
with so much difficulty, and on the roof of
which he used to sit in an arm-chair, provided
with a pair of opera-glasses, to watch the effect

of the bombardment. Here are now quartered
the 46th Regiment, old friends of ours at

Gibraltar : and very pleasant it was to meet
them again, and to be hospitably entertained

by them at lunch, in the marble hall of the

palace; for we were all pretty tired and hungry
after our long morning's work.

Friday, Febniary 2nd.—This morning we
went by special train, with Lord Napier and
much the same party as yesterday, taking

donkeys with us, to see the forts at Aboukir.
A three-quarters of an hour's journey brought

us to Aboukir Station, where was a large quan-
tity of fish of various kinds, including a por-

poise, waiting to be sent up to Alexandria.

Leaving the train, and mounting our

donkeys, we had a quiet ride across the

sand to Fort Tewfik, as it is now called ;

—

the oldest of all the forts, and one that v/as

specially mentioned in Nelson's despatches
;

since which time it has, of course, been
much modernised and strengthened. There
were still some very heavy Armstrong guns
lying on the ground, ready to be mounted,
and stores of the most modern English

ammunition, sufficient in quantity for a

prolonged siege. It was a lovely day ; and
the waves of the {sometimes, not by any
means ahuays) blue Mediterranean looked

bluer than ever, seen through the white em-
brasures of the fort, or in contrast with the

yellow sand and green feathery palm-trees

surrounding the little village of Aboukir.

There was Nelson's (or Aboukir) Island ; to

the shoreward of which he so successfully

manoeuvred his fleet, notwithstanding the

numerous sandbanks, over which the crisp

waves were curling to-day, before the light

northerly breeze. I am not sure that I did

not take more interest in recalling the events

of that battle than in listening to tlie descrip-

tion of recent events.

On our return to Alexandria, we went
to the Gabbari Hospital, where most of our

sick soldiers now are. It used to be a

cotton store, and having no windows—only

shutters—is somewhat dark; but it is large

and airy, and contains commodious wards.

There were a good many patients, mostly fever

cases, some very ill, and all looking haggard

and drawn—even more so than those we saw

at Cyprus in iSSo, I thought. But they were
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evidently well cared for, and there were any

number of doctors to look after them ; in fact,

more than were necessary, we were told
;

perhaps, by way of compensating for their

insufficiency on the scene of operations dur-

ing the war. A very pleasant young surgeon

showed us round, and gave us many interest-

ing particulars. AVe next went on board the

Carthage hospital ship, which is to go home
to-morrow, as she is no longer wanted here,

and is rather an expensive luxury to keep, cost-

ing ;z^i 0,000 a month, although her accom-

modation is extremely limited. She is beauti-

fully fitted up, and is now provided with regu-

lar navy cots, instead of ordinary passenger

berths ; which is a great improvement. The
sisters in charge told me that what they

went through at first, before this change was
made, in their endeavours to nurse cases of

broken thighs and fractures of various kinds,

where it is so necessary to be able to get at

the patient on either side, was terrible. Miss

Stuart showed me all round the ship, and told

me a great deal about her work and her pa-

tients, past and present. The Carthage is

pretty full just now, the sick from Cairo,

who are delighted at the idea of going home
again, having arrived on board to - day.

Almost all the wounded have been sent

home already; and only sufferers from fever

and other sickness are left in the hospital

here. Those with severe coughs or any simi-

lar affection are to remain in Egypt until the

milder weather sets in ; and quite touching

it has been to see how they have tried to

conceal their symptoms, in order to get back
to the dear ones at home in England.

A " nursing-sister !
" I wonder how many

who read that word realise all that it means,
the strict discipline and the total abnegation

of selfwhich such a vocation involves. I have

the very highest respect for all the sisterhood;

especially do I sympathize with those who
have known, not better—for that would be
impossible—-but brighter days. They have
the most interesting of all work, I think, to

perform, and are encouraged by the know-
ledge that they are doing immense good in

the relief of suffering humanity. Still, in the

lonely watches of the night, during the long

weary vigils of an anxious case, the tears must
sometimes unbidden flow, as memory recalls

the days that are no more, and thoughts " re-

trace their hurried footsteps" to the time
when existence was more pleasurable, but not

so noble as at present.

Saturday^ Feb7'uary -x^rd.—We started at ten

o'clock this morning for Cairo—a long weary-

some journey, in uncomfortable carriages; for

the rolling and permanent stock of the line

is in very bad condition. An unconscionable
time was wasted at every small station, half-

an-hour being allowed at one place for dinner.
Lord Napier and ]\Iajor Napier were in the
same train, and a good many officers and
soldiers. On our arrival, an hour late, at

Cairo, we found a waggonette awaiting us at

the station ; and a quick drive through the
ever-busy streets brought us to Shepheard's
Hotel, where the most polite of managers,
Mr. Gross, met us on the steps. The
hotel, as usual at this hour of the after-

noon, was crowded ; most of the European
visitors and residents assembling here to listen

to or relate the news ofthe day. We met so
many friends, that it was some time before

we could escape to the same comfortable
suite of rooms we occupied on our way home
from our voyage round the world, in 1S77.

Sunday., February \th. — Tom and the

children breakfasted with the Duke of Suther-

land, who arrived yesterday, and has kindly

asked us all to go with him by special

train to Tel-el-Kebir to-morrow ; thus af-

fording Tom a chance of visiting that place

before he returns to England. Later on we
went to a rather small and very stuffy church,

where we heard Dean Butcher preach.

Mo7iday, February <^th.—We started about

nine o'clock, in a saloon-carriage attached to

a special train, for Tel-el-Kebir, the party

consisting of the Duke of Sutherland, Mr.
Chaplin, Sir Samuel Baker, Sir Arnold Kem-
ball, Captain Maxwell, Mr. Maxwell, Captain

Hunter, Mr. Greg, Mr. Leigh Smith, the

Earl of Caithness, Lady Fanny Sinclair,

Mr. Stewart, and some others ; besides

Tom, myself, and the ciiildren. The latter

were rather young for such an expedition, I

thought; but the Duke kindly insisted on their

accompanying us, and ordered a special sup-

ply of oranges and sweets for them. I think

they enjoyed it as much as anybody; and we
did not see any of the ghastly sights I had

heard of and feared for them. We stopped

at Zag-a-zig for a short time, and saw the

telegraph clerk who so cleverly mystified the

Egyptians by his messages after the battle,

causing train after train to be sent into the

station by the enemy for our use.

Our arrival at Tel-el-Kebir put me some-

what in mind of our South American experi-

ences, the donkeys we were to use having been

brought with us from Cairo, just as we used

to take horses with us in cattle trucks, in

rea'diness to ride across the Pampas from any

station we might stop at. Here the donkeys

were quickly got out of the train ; and after
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the usual bustle and confusion, and the special

and vociferous recommendation of each par-

ticular animal by his attendant owner or

driver, the whole party were mounted.

Those who were very keen, and had break-

fasted before starting, went off to the lines

at once. Those who were not so well pre-

pared—and they were by far the more nu-

merous—went straight on board a comfort-

able dahabeeah that has been towed up here

by the ever-enterprising Mr. Cook. There
are eight or ten sleeping berths on board, a

saloon, and a large covered deck, where an

excellent meal was served. I was rather

amused the other day to hear of a man who^
after considerable hesitation, had at last hard-

ened his heart to make the expedition to

Tel-el-Kebir. He provided himself with a
tent, tinned provisions, revolvers, and I don't

know what besides; and talked a great deal

about the hardships of camping in the desert.

His disgust at finding that there was a floating

hotel on the spot, where three meals a day
were provided, and where donkeys d discretion

were to be obtained on which to visit the

field of battle, may be imagined, h. young
officer of the 79th, Mr. Ewart, has a tent

pitched close by the station, and has beea

Tel-el-KeLiir.

surveying for some weeks, all by himself. It

would be terribly dull, but that he is hard at

work all day, and that generally the train

brings somebody to the dahabeeah for the

night, and gives him a chance of not quite

forgetting how to speak his own language.

A ride of a little more than a mile from
the station brings you to the first line at Tel-

el-Kebir ; which is altogether seven miles long,

with five redoubts at intervals, to increase its

strength. The second line is not so long,

and has no redoubts. About four hundred
yards in advance of the first line there is a

detached fort, which every reconnaissance

from our side failed to discover. As is the

case sometimes with an island, which, viewed

from the sea, does not detach itself, but

appears to be part of the mainland, so this fort

did not detach itself from the main line, but,

in spite of the closest observation, seemed to

form part of it. By some extraordinary and
almost unparalleled piece of good fortune,

our men, when advancing in the darkness to

the attack, passed the fort without attracting

attention ; for if once they had alarmed the

sentries and drawn its fire, the warning of

their approach would have been conveyed to

the main line : and what a different tale of
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loss of life that of the 15th September would
then have been—even if the tide of battle

itself had not been changed, as was quite

possible ! For those four hundred yards our
men must have advanced against the deadly
fire of the enemy, over a bare sandy plain,

without a single irregularity of ground, or
bush, stick, or stone, to protect them. The
main line itself looked a formidable place to

assail, with a deep ditch in front of it, which
the assailants must either jump across or
scramble through or over
as best they could ; the

bodies of those who fell

forming stepping-stones for

their more fortunate com-
panions.

Many, in fact most, of

the relics of the engagement,
possessing any special value

or interest, have of course

been collected and carried

away, either to be kept or

sold by their finders : but
there are plenty still left.

Shot and shell and cartridge

cases still strew the ground,
interspersed with water-

bottles, broken articles of

various kinds, and the

heavier parts of a soldier's

kit ; while here and there a
larger quantity of cartridges,

used and unused, and of

spent bullets, show where
was the thickest of the fight,

and where the struggle,

short as it was, raged most
fiercely; helmets and tar-

booshs or fezes in close

proximity proving that the

contest must have become
a hand-to-hand aftair at last. Here and
6here, in various directions, huge mounds mark
the spot where many a brave man lies buried,

close to where he fell. The painful work of

interment was not properly performed in the

first instance, the bodies not being sufficiently

deeply buried ; so that it subsequently became
necessary to send out detachments of sol-

diers to complete the task. The officer who
was in charge of these burying-parties told me
it was the most painful and disagreeable duty
he had ever had to perform ; which one can
well believe. Black crosses in some places

now mark the graves of non-commissioned
officers ; other black crosses, with a number
upon them, show where many men of one
regiment fell together.

Having ridden nearly the whole length of
the first line, and returned by the second, we
dismounted and studied the plan of the field
of battle, and also examined various parts of
the ditch. Mr. Stewart pointed out the place
where his men had got in easily, which still

shows traces of the conflict: and we also
saw where the side of the ditch had been
thrown down and the artillery had charged
right across it, the marks of the wheels being
still plainly visible. It was, indeed, a plucky

Fellah at leisure.

exploit : but one can scarcely realise how
difficult and dangerous it was, without actually

seeing the depth of the ditch which the guns

had to cross. In some of the redoubts there

were still large quantities of shot and shell

—

some that had done their work, and some that

had buried themselves harmless in the sand.

After our examination of the Egyptian

lines, we were shown the place where the

British cavalry came up, and whence a por-

tion of them continued their ride to Cairo.

They did not actually cross the lines, the

depth of the ditch in front rendering this im-

possible, but passed round one end of ihcm.

The plain between the two entrenchments

was more or less strewn with relics, including

shells^ both live and exploded, with some of
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which the members of our party loaded them-

selves. There were very few traces of the

conflict near the second lines, the fighting hav-

ing been practically over before our troops

reached them, and the Egyptians having

thrown down their arms and tied. By the

next day the whole of their army had melted

away like snow in a hot sun, and hardly a

soldier was to be seen ; for they had been
forced to fight against their will, and were only

too glad to return to their peaceful occupa-

tions. During the attack they had, as a rule

—perhapsowing in some measure to the angle

of the sand parapet—fired much too high,

their bullets passing over the heads of those

for whom they were intended, and doing

almost as much harm to our second lines as

to the attacking party. They were either

unacquainted with the use of the bayonet, or

else were too frightened to avail themselves of

their knowledge ; for while the Egyptian killed

and wounded had many bayonet wounds,
scarcely one of our men was so injured.

A quick ride brought us back to the station,

and we reached Cairo again at seven o'clock.

At ten Tom was obliged to start for Alex-

andria, on his return to England, leaving the

children and me to feel very deserted and
lonely. I should dearly have liked to have

gone back with him, for many reasons ; but

my cough was still very bad, and the doctor

would not hear of my returning to a colder

climate. Even here the weather is still treach-

erous, a hot sun and a cold wind making the

risk of taking cold very great. We are one
and all glad to get round the fire in the early

morning and in the evening; and yet the mos-
quitoes are most troublesome, and buzz
hungrily, angrily, and annoyingly, outside the

curtains, when, as is too frequently the case,

unable to sleep, I write or read for two or

three hours in the morning, before daybreak,

by the light of a candle.

Wednesday, February ']ih. — Mr. Mac-
kenzie Wallace, the children, and I started

at eight o'clock for the Pyramids. It was a

lovely day, though the wind was rather cold

;

and we had a pleasant drive, rendered
specially interesting by the presence of our
companion, who pointed out to us several

places where some of the principal incidents of

the occupation had taken place. There was
Arabi's prison, a little corner room in a house
close by the present headquarters staff; and
there was the large square in the centre of
the Gezireh Barracks, where Arabi was pub-
licly degraded. It was a very unimposing
ceremony, I hear from those who witnessed

it. Few p^eople were present ; and the sen-

tence was read out in an almost inaudible

voice by an insignificant little man in an
Egyptian uniform. There was no breaking

of the sword, nor any of the usual forms which

are gone through on such an occasion ; and
when it was over, and Arabi drove away, the

English soldiers quartered in the barracks,

who were looking out of the windows or hang-

ing over the balconies, cheered him—I sup-

pose as a mark of sympathy with a fallen foe.

After his sentence, the justice of which is

difficult of comprehension to the Egyptian,

and perhaps to a few other minds, those who
saw most of him say that he was chiefly

occupied with considerations of his own com-
fort, and the arrangements to be made for his

journey to Ceylon. His wife was not well

enough to travel, and is still here, but is to

follow him in a few months. The general

impression seems to be that he was a puppet
in the hands of cleverer and more unscru-

pulous men than himself, rather than the

actual instigator of the rebellion. He was,

of course, the nominal leader of the move-
ment; but the others are responsible for some
of the worst plots and crimes, which he had
neither the brains to conceive nor the courage

to execute. At first, bitter disappointment

was felt here that Arabi was not hanged.

That feeling had subsided somewhat, but has

recently been revived by the execution of the

men who were concerned in the nmrders that

took place at Tantah in July last.

On the Gezireh Bridge, and for many miles

beyond, we met crowds of Arabs, with their

camels and donkeys, coming in laden with

berseem (a sort of clover), and sugar-cane.

Arrived at the foot of the Pyramids 'of

Cheops, we were surrounded by the usual

crowd of shrieking, gesticulating Arabs,

anxious to take us to the top; or at all events

to exhibit their own skill and agility by run-

ning in the shortest possible space of time

up and down one and then to the top of

another, which is paved at the summit, and
affords but little hold for the feet. Then we
went on donkeys round the Sphinx to see

several tombs and temples, now more or less

imbedded in the sand, and to get a good view

of the Pyramids. Marvellous monuments are

they of the greatness and yet the littleness of

human power ! That one man, in those far

distant days, should have had authority to

command such a lastintr monument to be

built, and cause it to be completed, m order

to commemorate himself and his dynasty,

and yet that his very name should be lost to

posterity ! Surely, " Vanity of vanities, all is

vanity."
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We got back to Cairo before one o'clock,

and in the afternoon went to the Victoria Hos-

pital—or Lady Strangford's Hospital, as it is

generally called here, since it was she who, at

much personal trouble, inaugurated it, col-

lected the subscriptions for its establishment

and maintenance, procured the gift of Arabi's

house from the Government, and, with her

excellent staff of trained nurses, managed it

throughout the war, and for some time after-

wards ; thereby earning the gratitude of many.
Thursday, February Zih.— This morning

we went to Helwan by the 11.30 train, which

we very nearly missed; being stopped on our

way to the station by the funeral procession

of the Russian Consul-General, M. de Lex,

which was nearly two miles long.

Helwan is situated in the desert, about

fifteen miles from Cairo, on the opposite side
of the river to the Pyramids of Sakkarah,
and the ruins of the city of Memphis, the
most ancient capital of Egypt. The sulphur
springs for which the place is noted are sup-
posed to possess peculiar efficacy in some
cases of disease ; and a large hotel has now
been built, where people stay in order to

take the waters and inhale the fresh, pure air

of the desert. On account of the well-known
healthiness of the spot, a large camp of cavalry
and infantry has been established at Helwan.
I believe the men find it a very dull place; but
the officers manage to get up to Cairo pretty

often. Colonel Chapman, of the 7 th Dragoon
Guards, met us at the station ; and we first

went with him to see all the horses that were
coming to be watered in troops at some primi-

^^.II^Tl >JK

Distant View from the top of the Great Pyramid.

tive water -troughs. They seemed fearfully

thirsty, poor beasts ; and some could with dif-

ficulty be restrained until the troop before

them had finislied and retired, and the bugle

sounded for the next troop to advance. Most
of the horses had been through the campaign,
and they almost all looked well ; though I was
surprised that, in spite of the heat, many had
not yet lost their winter coats—some, indeed,

looking just like bears, so rough and woolly
were they. We went all through the camp,
which was much like other camps, and seemed
extremely comfortable and well arranged, and
visited the mess-rooms, the canteens, and the

recreation room for the men, which had a nice

httle theatre at the end, and was well supplied
with newspapers. The mail had just arrived;

and groups were gathered round every illus-

trated paper, the vagaries and flights of

imagination indulged in by some of the artists,

in depicting the various scenes and incidents

of the war, giving rise to much laughter and

many amusing remarks.

Friday, February ^th.— Lord Dormer

called for me at ten o'clock to take me

to the bazaars. A very pleasant morning

we spent in the most picturesque of streets

and shops, sometimes only gazing on the

many living pictures which every corner pre-

sented, sometimes bargaining for curtams

and carpets. I delight in all Eastern bazaars ;

and some of those at Cairo are specially good.

The carpet bazaar is the most picturesque of

all, and therefore my favourite. The curious

overhanging balconies and quaint stone

niches, each occupied by a Persian or Arabian

carpet-merchant, in long flowing robes of

bright colours, form a fitting background to
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the rich dark colours of the rugs and carpets,

brought from Persia, Smyrna, and elsewhere.

If 5'ou wish to see it to full advantage you
must try to choose a moment when there are

no Franks in that special corner of the bazaar

at which you are looking. Without them,

you may imagine yourself living once more
in the time of the Arabian Nights ; but a

party of tourists soon dispels all illusions,

and brings you back from dreamland to the

prosaic realities of every-day modern life in

Cairo.

In the afternoon we went to the races at

Gezireh. The racecourse is close to one of

the Khedive's palaces, on the very spot where
the English army were encamped when they

first arrived in Cairo. A portion of the centre

of a temporary-looking grand-stand was railed

off for the Khedive, his ministers, and the

foreign representatives and their wives. The
Khedive sat in the middle, in a gilt chair, with

red velvet cushions, having Lady Helen
Blackwood (her mother, Lady Dufferin, not

being there) on his right, the_ French
Minister's wife on his left, and the other

diplomats, with their wives and daughters,

close by. Tewfik is a pleasant-looking man,
with the most agreeable manners, but with a

•weak face, which, when you look at it, makes
you cease to wonder that he should have
been able to do so little to relieve the trou-

bles of his country. His handsome though
somewhat effeminate features, his pink and
white complexion, his emboiipoint figure, and
his languid attitudes, were in striking contrast

with the bearded and bronzed soldiers and the

various foreign Ministers ; and, in fact, with

the whole of his European surrounding. All

the royal princesses were present; and on one
side of the stand was an enclosure entirely

reserved for the harem carriages, well guarded
by slaves and eunuchs. The stand was
crowded ; and as every officer was in uni-

form, the scene was a gay one. I always

like soldiers' races : they are so cheery ; and
when the riders are all gentlemen, and one
knows most of them, one's interest is greatly

increased. Mr. Stewart rode a horse called
•' Sunbeam " in one of the steeplechases, his

colours curiously enough being a light blue,

exactly like that of the frocks that the chil-

dren were wearing. They of course were
greatly interested in this race, and par-
ticularly in the water-jump which we went to

see. Unfortunately poor "Sunbeam " would
not look at it, which caused great disappoint-
ment; and we hurried back to the stand just
in time to see the favourite. Prince Ahmed
Pacha's " Obeyan," win.

In the evening I dined with Lord and
Lady Dufferin, and had a long talk with Sir

Evelyn Wood, from whom I heard a great

deal about the Egyptian army. He seems
well pleased with the soldiers, and says they

are only too good ; and that it is quite a
novel experience for him to have so many
men under his command, without a single

complaint being made against any of them.

The only fault he has to find with them is

that they are altogether too meek and mild.

He has been trying to teach them to salute

instead of to salaam, and to look up in-

stead of down ; a work in which he finds

some difficulty, the change being so entirely

opposed to their notions of respect to their

superiors. He has made himself extremely

popular among them by reforming some of

the abuses of which they had reason to com-
plain. They now get their pay regularly

—

much to their surprise—and every hundred
men have a hundred rations issued to them,

instead of only ninety-five or ninety-seven as

was formerly the case, the rest having been
kept back as backsheesh by the contractor,

who naturally does not approve of the new
order of things.

People here differ as widely as they do at

home about the future of Egypt. One man,
who ought to know, expressed an opinion that

in two years time, under our rule, Egypt would
be quite a different countr}^, and that it would
be our own fault if it were not so. Another,

with equally good opportunities of forming

an opinion, said he thought we were not

severe enough, and that we should never do
any good until we were ; another that all the

Egyptians wanted was " the stick, and plenty

of it ;
" another, that a couple of years of

Russian rule was what was required.

Sir Alfred Horsford has just returned from
his trip up the Nile, and gives a favour-

able account of everything, so that I hope
our proposed expedition will be a success.

It involves giving up Madam Nubar Pacha's

dance on Monday, and General Dormer's bal-

poudre on Tuesday. The latter, judging from

the accounts of his bal-costum'e, is sure to be

a pretty sight and a great success. Most of

the princesses from the harems went to the

last ball and enjoyed looking on immensely,

I believe. They were put in a room behind

curtains hung across an archway, whence
they could survey the novel scene. I wonder
what they thought of their Western sisters'

manners and customs, which they could

never have had the chance of seeing before,

though it is perhaps possible that they may
have read about them.
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By CHARLES GRINDROD,
A.UTHOR OF "Plays from English History," etc.

nPHE sunset fades into a common glow :

A deeper shadow all the valley fills :

The trees are ghostlier in the fields below

:

The river runs more darklv through the liills

:

Only the Night-bird's voice the coppice thrills,

Stirring the very leaves into a sense.

A witching stillness holds the breath of things.

Earth hath put on her garb of reverence,

As when a nun within a cloister sings

To mourn a passing soul before it wings.

Silent as dew now falls the straight-winged Night.

Clear overhead (God's still imaginings),

Shining like Hope, through very darkness bright,

Star follows star, till heaven is all alight.

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

April 6th.

Read Isaiah liii., and Luke xxiii. 13—34.

PROPOSE to take for our Sunday evening
1 ^

readings during this and the following
month, The Seven Words or sayings spoken
by our Lord upon the Cross. We must ap-
XXV-19

proach their consideration in the spirit of

devotion rather than of criticism, and with a

deep sense of how shallow at the best must
be our apprehension of their meaning. For
we must love as He loved before we can

fully understand what it was for Him " to be
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despised and rejected of men ;
" we must be

holy as He was holy before we can compre-

hend the horror with which sin affected Him :

and we must share His fellowship with God
ere we can measure the weight with which
" the reproaches of those who reproached "

the Father " fell upon Him."

On the Friday morning, when Jesus was

led from Jerusalem to Calvary, He had for

several hours been undergoing the severest

mental and physical strain ; and now, between

eight and nine in the morning, He was led

forth to die. We can somewhat understand the

physical suffering, but who can measure what

it was for Him to contemplate the true mean-
ing and consequences of what these men were

perpetrating? That His mind was then filled

Avith some such thought is evident from what

He said to the women who were touched by

the spectacle of One so pure and gentle being

led to torture, " Weep not for Me, but weep for

yourselves and for your children." Outside

the gate, close to the city walls, was a garden,

and the "place ofa skull"—not a hill, as Cal-

vary is so often called. It was near the public

road, so that the crowds of pilgrims stream-

ing into Jerusalem became witnesses of the

dreadful scene ; and there also, hurried along

by the seething mob, were Mary the mother
of Jesus, and St. John, and Mary Magdalene,

and others whose hearts were breaking.

Crucifixion was not a Jewish, but a Roman
form of punishment, and was generally re-

served for slaves and murderers. Its cruelty

consisted in the protracted nature of the

suffering it inflicted. The victim generally

lingered three or four days, and died eventually

of fever and exhaustion. The Roman cross

was not high, as generally represented in

works of art, but was so low that the crucified

was elevated only two or three feet above the

crowd. Nor did the sufferer hang by the

nailed hands and feet, being chiefly supported

on a projecting piece of wood, which served

in a measure as a seat. Again, it was usual

to attach the victim to the cross before it was
raised to its upright position.

And thus we may imagine the manner in

which the events recorded in the Gospels
actually occurred. When Jesus arrived at

Calvary they handed Him the beverage of

wine mingled with myrrh, which it was the

merciful custom to give to the condemned to

deaden sensibility. But He put aside the

alleviating draught. He would drink with

unclouded consciousness " the cup which His
Father had given him to drink."

Jesus was then stripped, stretched on the

•wood, and nailed to it. And it was in all

probability as the cross was raised, when not
only the first pang of suffering was expe-

rienced, but, for the first time, when thus

lifted above the crowd His eye fell on the

sea of faces around Him—not a face in it

which did not seem to say, " I hate you !

"

—

and when there rushed upon His soul the

sense of utter rejection ; that tlien, looking

up from those dreadful faces to the calm
heaven, He breathed the first majestic word
from the cross, "Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do !
" " All they

that see me laugh me to scorn, they shoot out
the lip, they open their mouths as a ravening

and roaring lion. . . . But Thou art holy, O
Thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel."

That glance down on the hell of hatred boil-

ing around Him was for Him the first stab

of death. " He had come to His own, and
His own had received Him not." At such a

moment His bodily suffering would be for-

gotten. For what father among us, were his

own child to smite him on the face, would
care for the pain of the blow, compared to the

hatred of which it was the expression ? And
so was it that in Jesus all thought of self was
forgotten under the acute agony of His
wounded Spirit. He had ever been revealing

God's own truth and goodness, and now
they have crucified Him between thieves, and
every voice around the cross shouts its

scorn. " Verily, now have they seen and
hated both me and my Father." But He,
" being reviled, reviles not again." He meets

it all with the prayer, " Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do."

These words may impress us as the most
wonderful illustration of the Spirit which He
had always enforced in His teaching. His
love being tried was revealed in power. And
they also show the love that is in God. Ex-
cept He had known that there was that in

the Father's heart to which He could appeal,

He could not have prayed, " Father, forgive

them !
" He knew that His own love was in

harmony with the love of God, and so, not

as trying to change the Father's mind, but as

knowing the Father, He gazed up beyond the

storm of suffering and shame to the cloudless

lory of the Divine Goodness, and said, "For-

give them !

"

And His prayer was a righteous prayer.
" They knew not what they were doing." If

they had known it, and in full consciousness

of the act had rejected the Divine Son,

Jesus could not have so prayed. But so far

were they from knowing it, that they thought

they were doing God service. Many a one

who that day was reviling Him was soon to
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be crying out at Pentecost, " What shall we
do?" Many a voice then blaspheming Him
is now joining in the anthem of the re-

deemed. And so methinks may the same
righteous intercession be going on still for

many who may in ignorance be crucifying the

Lord afresh. We are encouraged to believe

that many who in our judgment are enemies

of Christ, may nevertheless draw forth from

His lips only the prayer, " Father, forgive

them, they know not what they are doing.''

For, alas ! how many pure, generous minds
have there not been in all ages among those

who have pierced Him ! How many too who
deemed they were loyal to the God of Truth

when they rejected Christ ? They did not

know Him. They had rejected, perhaps,

man's misrepresentations of Christ, rather than

Christ Himself. And can we doubt that He
who understood the real meaning of their

lives felt for them and interceded for them as

He did for those Jewish fanatics, "who knew
not what they were doing " ?

April 13TH.

Read Psalm Ixix. i—21, John xx. 14—27,

When the cross was raised, then, for the

first time the title fixed on it by Pilate be-

came visible. It was placed there by him in

three languages to throw discredit on the

Messianic hopes of the people. It was
really an unconscious prophecy of Christ's

glory. But when the inscription was read

by the crowd, in which were pilgrims from
all parts of the world, the studied affront which
Pilate had inflicted on the nation was under-

stood. Immediately deputies, headed by
the High-priest, went to the Governor to

have it removed. They were met by the

stubborn refusal, " What I have written, I

have written." It was probably at this time,

when the bitterest of our Lord's enemies and
the more fanatical of the mob were away,
and when there was a certain pause in the

storm of mockery, that the friends of Jesus
found it possible to approach near to the

cross. The Roman soldiers were too absorbed
casting lots for His garments to interfere

with them. When the other disciples had
fled then these women and St. John,
almost womanly in his tenderness, passed
through the horrors of the crowd and went
up to the terrible cross. Of this sort is

indeed the strength of woman. St. Peter

might draw the sword, and be willing to die

fighting for his Master, but, stronger than
man in the might of her love, it is woman's
part to draw near to the wounded, and to

suffer the sight of blood and pain, if she can

only soothe by her presence the agonies of
the beloved.

" When Jesus, therefore, saw His mother,
and the disciple standing by, whom He loved,
he saith unto His mother. Woman, behold thy
son ! Then saith he to the disciple, Lehold
thy mother !"

(i.) There is here a certain tone of fare-

well. As on other occasions He addresses
his mother by the name "Woman," which
according to Greek usage was not a disre-

spectful form of address. Yet that tliere

should never be an instance during His
ministry of His calling her by the name
"Mother," is a suggestive fact in the, light of

the after history of the Church. And now,
as He dies, he acknowledges indeed His
relationship, and by His care for her temporal
wants, He reveals the tenderness of His love

;

yet His farewell is couched in such terms as

to convey the further thought—"Though
thou hast known me after the flesh, yet, now
henceforth thou shalt know me no more.

Behold thy son !

" And so we find the

new relationship recognised by her. Only
once again do we meet with Mary in the New
Testament, and she is then a believer

amone the believers—one of the hundredO ...
and twenty who were waiting in Jerusalem

for the Promise which they had received from

Him.
(2.) There is a certain farewell of anotlier

kind. It may have been that she, like the

other disciples, expected some sudden de-

liverance. " God will surely deliver Him "

—they might have thought—"seeing He de-

lighted in Him." But He mercifully dispels

that dream. The other son and the other

home of which he spoke, indicated plainly

that separation and death were inevitable.

(3.) And this saying illustrates, too, our

Lord's faithfulness to the commoner duties.

Nay, there seems in this word to St. John a

further hint of tenderness and consideration,

as if He had said, " Take her away, let her

not see it all!" St. John seems so to have

understood Him—"from that very hour he

took her unto his own home." And thus was

she in His love spared the spectacle of the

indignities and the terrible darkness, and the

hearing of the piercing cry.

(4.) And may we not see in that new home

where Mary is with St. John, a faint picture of

the new fellowship in Christ which in the

subsequent history of the Church has bound

hearts together in ties closer than earthly rela-

tionships? How often have not the same

words been spoken in the name of Jesus, and

desolate mothers have found sons, and orphan
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children have found parents, through the

love of Him who gave Himself tor us ! It is

Christ's love which alone can inspire the

spirit of a boundless charity. For let us hear

what that same St. John who took Mary to

his home has written— " Hereby perceive

we the love of Christ, because He laid

down His life for us : and we ought to lay

down our lives for the brethren. But whoso
hath this world's good, and seeth his brother

have need, and shutteth up his bowels of

compassion from him, how dwelleth the love

of God in him ? My little children, let us

love not in word or in tongue, but in deed
and in truth."

April 2oth.

Read Psalm cxxx., Luke xxiii. 35—43.

The most cursory reader of the Gospels

cannot fail to notice that the sequence of the

events of the Crucifixion is not given in the

same order by the different Evangelists, One
omits a circumstance related by the other,

and the other brings into prominence what
is only alluded to by the rest. We are, there-

fore, at liberty to construct for ourselves that

sequence which recommends itself as being

most likely to have been the true one.

Last Sunday evening we pictured the

approach of the women and St. John to the

cross, as having occurred when the priests

and scribes, and the most fanatical of the

mob, had gone to Pilate to beg the removal

of the title from the cross. But on the

return of the deputation, followed by the

wilder enthusiasts, the storm of mockery
broke into redoubled fury. Baffled in their

petition to the Governor and enraged that

He who had claimed to be the Messiah

should bear the very title for assuming which

they had crucified Him, they level all possible

scorn at Him. The people going past on the

road join them, the rabble shout and jibe,

and the soldiers rejoice to insult the Jews by
insulting their would-be king ; and during all

this time, the priests and elders and scribes

were moving among the crowd and stirring

up their passions. For there is a suggestive

difference in the form of speech adopted by
the leaders from that which the people used.

The populace speak to Christ, " Thou that

destroyest the Temple and buildest it in three

days, save thyself" " If thou be the Christ

save thyself and come down from the cross."

The soldiers also speak to Christ, lifting up
a cup of their sour wine, as if pledging Him,
while they cry, " King of the Jews, save thy-

self !
" But the priests speak about Christ

as if they were busy rousing the multitude to

a wilder rage. "He saved others, Himselt
he cannot save." " He trusted in God, let

Him deliver Him, seeing He trusted in Him."
" If He be the King of Israel, let Him come
down from the cross, and we will believe

Him."
These were bitter words, and yet they

were unintentionaUy a wonderful confession

of the glory of Jesus, and a revelation of

their own sinful unbelief. Truth and false-

hood were mixed up in them. They said,

" Himself he cannot save." In one sense

that was false, for He could have summoned
the legion of angels for His deliverance.

He had " power to lay down His life and
power to take it again." And yet they

expressed the deepest truth. " Himself he
could not save." There were moral restraints

which made that impossible. He could not

save Himself and let the world perish.

" Save self
!

" cried the priests ; and their

words were the echo of the very Kingdom of

Satan. This had been the devil's lie from the

first. "Save Thine own will. Thy passions.

Thy comfort, Thy self—life in whatever form

it may please Thee." Such had been the

temptation in the Wilderness, when the

devil tried to lead the Divine Son to use

His power for self independent of God.
And now in that which was " the hour and
power of darkness," these priests and rulers

become his mouthpiece. But Jesus, with hands
stretched to the nails, revealed the glory of

the new kingdom of the Son. It was His

to yield self as a living sacrifice.

There was a further element of truth in

their taunt. " If He be the King of the

Jews, let Him come down now from the

cross and we will believe in Him !
" But

what would they then have really believed

about Him ? They would have accepted

Him, it may be, as Messiah in their false

conception of what the Messiah ought to be.

They would have regarded Him as a great

magician—a political leader who by means of

His magical powers might fulfil their ambi-

tious dreams. But they could not, thereby,

have learned to recognise the real glory of

Christ, as King in the spiritual kingdom of

righteousness, obedience, and self-sacrificing

love. That glory was shining in its fullest

radiance on the cross of sacrifice. That was
the very throne of His true power.

We have to recollect this for our own good.

If we really confess that He who thus would
not save Himself, but obeyed God even to the

death, is the One we worship and serve, let us

take care that we do so in our lives by fol-

lowing in His footsteps, and that we accept
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for. ourselves the laws of that Kingdom in

which love reigns supreme and self is sur-

rendered.

April 27TH.

Read Psalm xxxii., Luke xv. i—ic

And while the storm of mockery thus

raged against Him, Who, in His patience

was firmly submissive to the Divine law of

love and obedience, a new voice joined in

the tide of cursing. One of the thieves began

to rail at Him.
It is probable that the crimes for which

these robbers were dying were connected

with some of those bands i^f marauders who,

under false Christs, then infested Judea, and,

under the guise of patriotism, were no better

than fierce banditti. They thus combined
a certain religious fanaticism with a life of

crime. One of these robbers was now
dying in agony, and his passion turned

itself into blasphemy against Jesus. There
is a wild, half-despairing hope in his cry,

"Save Thyself and us." He thinks of Christ's

power as a power which may be used at will

—no matter the purpose—and as Christ

heeds him not, his anger is the deeper stirred,

so that he rails at Him. But the torrent

of rebuke receives a sudden check. The
other malefactor calls past Christ to his old

companion, " Dost thou not fear God, seeing

we are in the same condemnation ? And we
indeed justly; for we receive the due reward

of our deeds : but this man hath done nothing

amiss." And then with earnest accent he

prays to Christ :
" Lord, remember me when

thou comest in thy kingdom." Jesus, whose
silence under reproach had never been
broken, at once responded to this cry :

"Verily, to-day shalt thou be with me in

Paradise."

When we first read this prayer and the

rapid answer, and recollect that the man who
prayed was a robber suffering deserved punish-

ment, we may experience some surprise at

his sudden acceptance by Christ. We ask,

" Is. there not something arbitrary here ?

What of the necessity, elsewhere expressed,

for repentance and faith?" Further con-

sideration will show that so far from being

an exception the case of this man is an illus-

tration of the law, for that he had indeed
passed from darkness to light before he
entered the promised Paradise.

There can be no doubt as to the sincerity

with which a man thus on the brink of the

grave would speak. Now notice the solemn
thought which was uppermost in his mind

—

" Dost thou not fear God ? " he asks his

dying companion. Here is the key to his

penitence. He realises the glory of the
unseen Judge before whom he is about to
appear, and his own responsibility to Him,
and this produces a deep sense of sinful-

ness. He confesses, " I am justly con-
demned ; I receive the due reward of my
deeds." He makes no excuse. He has no
glimmering hope that his sentence may be
mitigated. He coniiemns himself, and meets
the righteousness of the law which had con-
demned him with an " Amen," because he had
deserved it all.

Again, consider not only "his repentance
towards God," but also "his faith towards
the Lord Jesus Christ." " Lord," he says

—

not "Rabbi" or " Prophet"—but "Lord,
remember me when thou comest in thy

kingdom." Such faith at such a time is

marvellous. He thus addresses One Who is

weak, blasphemed, dying. It was when
INIary and John had gone away, and when,
among those around Him, there was not one
that believed in Him, but when every repre-

sentative of the Church and of the world was
scorning Him, that this thief called Him
Lord, and spoke of Him as coming in His
kingdom ! He was perhaps the only person

in the world who at that moment recognised

the full majesty of Jesus, and was willing to

trust Him. We wonder what previous cir-

cumstances could have suggested such faith.

Had he formerly heard Jesus and seen His

miracles ? Had he listened to His confession

before Pilate? And had the events of that

day, and the sublime bearing of the great suf-

ferer, revealed the deep meaning of it all ?

That we cannot tell. We can only marvel

at his faith now, under such circumstances.

His prayer is not only full of faith, it is

touching in its humility. He makes no defi-

nite request ; he utters but this simple

"remember me" of penitence and desire.

Like the woman of Canaan who would take

the place of the very dogs, if she could but

gather the crumbs that fell beneath the

Master's table, so does this man cast himself

entirely on the mercy of Christ. We were, I

think, therefore warranted in saying that his

was an instance of very real conversion, for

he had come to see his sin in the light of

God, and had learned the majesty of the

suffering Christ, Who, though now despised

and rejected of men, would yet come in His

own glory and in that of the Father.

And Christ met this prayer with the

kingly and gracious answer, "To-day shalt

thou be with me in Paradise." On that cross

as on a throne, we see Him dispensing
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judgment. As sublimely calm He opens the

kingdom of heaven to this penitent, we see

the glory of the higher crown casting its

aureole around the crown of thorns.

And how tenderly He meets the wants of

the sufferer ! The man was perhaps looking

forward to days of protracted agony. But

Jesus tells him of release that very day. Not
in the dim future—but ere that sun had set

would he be with his Lord in Paradise!

And can we not imagine how precious that

voice of faith must have been to the Lord ?

If " for the joy that was set before Him He
endured the cross and despised the shame "

—

must not the confidence of this dying male-

factor, who, in spite of the shame which
others were heaping on Him, cried, " Lord,

remember me !

" have been a forecast of that

coming glory when He shall receive the

praises of the multitude which no man can
number ? Thus seeing of the travail of His
soul He must have felt, even on the cross,

some foretaste of His eternal satisfaction.

We do not even enter on the discussion of

what is meant by Paradise. It was enough
for the dying thief to know that he was to be
with Christ. The conditions of the future

life are necessarily involved for us now in

great mystery. But Christ removes all terror

from His own children with one word of

promise, " Where I am, there shall ye be
also." This surely may suffice us, and help

us to leave all other questions until "that day
shall reveal them."

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of ''Citoyenne Jacqueline," «Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER XIV.—MISS COMPTON's BALL.

LADY Fermor was as good as her word.

She brought Lord Fermor up to that

point of recovery which made it permissible

and not outrageous that a ball should take

place in his house of Lambford, where he was
dragging out his Aveary days.

The ball had come to be called Miss
Compton's ball, without any objection on
the part of Lady Fermor, although she sug-

gested an improvement.
" It may also bear the name of my worthy

young neighbour, Sir William Thwaite," said

the old lady demurely. " It is his first ball

in Eastham, as it is my grand-daughter's first

ball at Lambford. Let it be Miss Compton
and Sir William Thwaite's ball, if you please.

Awkward to couple the two names together,

do you think? Oh! I don't mind it," de-

clared Lady Fermor, with such an unblush-
ing amount of candour, that it sounded as

if there were something under it, something
to excuse the indiscretion.

But the persons appealed to judged that

the union of names was premature, to say the
least. Even supposing Miss Compton and
Sir William had got so far as a betrothal,

England was not Germany, where betrothals

were announced like marriages, and betrothed
pairs appeared in public together the same
as husband and wife. As for Lady Fermor,
she did not care what the hypocrites and fools

called the ball if they came to it, and it

served her purpose.

Mr. Mildmay and his wife lent Lambford
their countenance for the event. He was
simply and strictly polite as usual. She
looked frightened to speak or move lest

she should compromise herself, while she

stuck to her husband like his shadow, as

if she might require his protection at any
moment.

" Does the good woman think I shall take

a bite of her ? " protested Lady Fermor in

one of her slight asides. But both Mrs.

Mildmay and Lady Fermor knew it was not

being bitten but being socially contaminated

that the lady dreaded. It was a little com-
pensation to her, for being dragged down to

face this horrible ordeal, to be able to take

stock, covertly, of the possessions among
which she was to reign as the future Lady
Fermor. Mrs. Mildmay did not count Iris

one of these possessions, and would almost

as soon have proposed to be on confidential

terms with the wicked old grandmother as

with the innocent young grand-daughter. In

fact Mrs. Mildmay, though she was not worse

than other colourless, cowardly, self-engrossed

women, had very little doubt that Miss Comp-
ton's innocence was nothing better than a

callow stage of wickedness, and felt dis-

posed to regard it as more insidious, if less

repulsive, than the advanced stages.

Iris was glad to turn from the chill of

Mrs. Mildmay's unthawed reserve, and her

constant withdiawal to her husband's side,

to the friendly presence of Lucy Acton,

who had been allowed to spend a few days
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at Lambford to support Iris on the great

occasion of her baU. It was something Hke

a preparation for home gaiety to have Lucy
on one of her rare visits, and to grow enthu-

siastic in her company over the dresses,

the decorations, the dancing, the supper.

Iris would have taken dehght in them all

had she not been behind the scenes, where-

as Lucy happened to be a matter-of-fact

girl, who took things as she found them,

and did not seek to look below the sur-

face. She was a good daughter, and an
assiduous helper of her father and mother,

both with the parish and the younger chil-

dren. She was a faithful friend to Iris, and
paid back with easy fondness the girl's fervent

affection. But Lucy Acton was not gifted

either with much sensitiveness of feeling or

discrimination of character. She was inferior

to Iris both in heart and mind. Her personal

appearance was of less consequence ; but in this

case the body reflected the spirit. Lucy Acton
was a well-grown, rather comely, but perfectly

commonplace - looking young gentlewoman,
the colour of whose hair and eyes, and the

shape of whose nose and mouth, though
quite well defined, her acquaintances were
constantly in danger of forgetting. A crown-

on her head and a sceptre in her hand would
not have made her look otherwise than a con-
tented every-day individual. But Lucy was
worth a great deal to Iris, and the soHtary

girl warmed into something of the pride

and pleasure which the ball at home called

for. The two girls were excitedly comparing
notes on all the important items that belong
to such an entertainment—surreptitiously

inspecting the ball-room and supper-room

—

dwelling in delighted half-mystification on
what was to be the distinguishing characteristic

of the evening— fluttering from Iris's room
to Lucy's to gaze upon this dress or that, and
compare these flowers and those, and study
the programme till they had it by heart.

" It must be so nice for you to have a ball

at Lambford, dear," said Lucy in all sincerity.
*• You are the young lady of the house, and
therefore the queen of the ball. It is for you
to confer honour and bestow pleasure, though
you may kindly share your good things.

Won't you like it very much ? I am so glad
Lady Fermor thought of it at last."

"_ Yes, it is kind of grandmamma," said Iris,

hesitating a little, with a momentary cloud
coming over her small face. " Of course I

like to have a ball of my own, and to . invite
my friends. They are not very many now

—

that is one drawback," she remarked quickly.
*' Other girls are happy in loads of home

relations and family friends. Where there is

an affair of this kind, the house itself is over-
flowing with kindred near and remote. But
grandpapa and grandmamma are old, and
have outlived whole generations, and that

makes a difference," she broke oft" with a
sigh.

She had conjured up a vision such as she
had read of, rather than seen, of a girl with
loving sisters and brothers, with a mother
of whom she was proud, who held her child

dear, and a father whom she could trust im-
plicitly, who guarded her as the apple of his

eye—a family who were among the salt of
the earth, whose friendship was coveted and
prized by like-minded people, arriving in

troops to take part in their festival.

" But in that case you would not be the one
queen, with an undisputed, undivided sove-

reignty. I know there are girls who hate

the idea of rivals, even in their own family,

and are ready to be thankful that they have
no sisters to come in and claim any portion

of the attention that falls to their share. But
there is no use in speaking of them, for I

know you are not a bit like them. As for

myself, I must say I should not care to he

without King Lud, and Susan, and Georgie,

and the rest—not to say without the poor dear

father and mother, to be handed back to a

former generation. I have not more than

one grandmother living, the kindest granny

in the world, at Birkett, you know. Iris,"

said the literal Lucy. "But it's the will of

Providence, and we must all submit to the

will of Providence," she quoted glibly from

her stereotyped speeches by cottage sick-beds

and in the Sunday-school. "We ought to

make the best of things, and to feel contented

and cheerful, as I know you do. Iris. Only

I don't know why you let your deprivations

—we all have our deprivations—it would not

be good for us if we had not—crop up on the

afternoon of your ball. You are not badly

off for a birthday treat this year, and I do

hope that Mr. and Mrs. Mildraay behave

well to you."

Iris winced a little at this suggestion, even

from Lucy Acton. Neither of the girls knew

a great deal of the old, miserable embroil-

ments of the family, but they were acquainted

with the general outline—that Tom Mildmay

was the son of Lord Fermor's younger brother,

who had, further, married a sister of the first

Lady Fermor. It was understood that there

had been an entire breach between the two

branches of the family for many years, and

that though young Mildmay submitted to a

patched-up reconciliation for his own interest,
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he looked Avith hostile eyes, under his cold

courtesy, on Lady Fermor and all her belong-

ings. Iris, though she was his cousin once

removed, was also Lady Fermor's grand-

daughter and heiress. In the last light she

was likely to contest with Mr. Mildmay such

money as the old Lord could " will away,"

either with or from the entailed estate. When
it is further taken into consideration that Tom
Mildmay was a married man and the father

of a family, that he had only the modest
income of a moderately successful barrister,

tacked on to Lord Fermor's allowance to

his heir-at-law, wherewith to maintain his

household, it may be argued that he would
have been more than human if he had been
able to entertain a strong regard for Iris. Per-

haps it was to the credit of both that, in their

formal intercourse, he could preserve towards
her a species of neutrality.

" My dear Lucy, there is not a fault to be
found with the Mildmays' behaviour, unless,

indeed, they behave too well," replied Iris

hastily. "They are never off their good
behaviour, as people sometimes say of chil-

dren, with rather a stand-off result, to be
sure."

"Then you ought to be satisfied," Lucy
hastened to say, with a tone of sensible,

affectionate reproach. " You should not spoil

your grand birthday ball with crying for the

moon, and raising up bugbears of trials and
troubles."

" I don't mean to spoil anything," insisted

Iris, still a little ruefully. " But it is not my
birthday ball ; that is another contradiction

;

my birthday was on the 29th of June, as you
remembered, when you sent me that pretty,

kind card. I spent it all alone without even
you to speak to

;
grandpapa was lying at his

worst, grandmamma would not come down,
and she did not care for me to go up and help

her to nurse him. But I did try to submit and
make the best of things. It was a lovely day
and I had a new book which I cared for, and
took with me into the woods. Fancy how
delightful they were while they were still

fresh and full of flowers, and all the birds

were singing ! Mrs. Pole had baked a cake
for my express benefit, and Susan and Georgie
ran over to inquire for grandpapa, in time
for afternoon tea, and helped me to eat it.

Then we heard poor grandpapa was better

and had enjoyed some hours of refreshing

sleep. I am not sure whether a ball like

this which we are going to have, would have
made me so very much happier on my real

birthday than I was, after all."

"That is going to the opposite extreme

and talking nonsense still," said Lucy briskly.
" I won't have you grow unsocial ; but it is

more likely you will have your little head
turned with the compliments and flattery and
all that sort of thing which you will be receiv-

ing presently. It is rather a pity that it is

later in the season than the 29th of June, for

then it was moderately cool, while the 30th
of July is really too hot for anything save a

garden party. I wonder Lady Fermor did

not change the ball into a garden-party.

Iris."

"She was set on the ball and had made
her arrangements ; besides, I fancy garden
parties were not so common when she was-

young. However, we are to have something

of the kind too, and you will be there, Lucy.
Mind you must not cheat us of our due, and
escape to a mothers' meeting, or a cottage

reading at the other end of the parish. The
Mildmays have half-consented to stay and
go, and Lady Thwaite is to preside, though
it was grandmamma's idea, and I believe it

was her influence which brought it about."
" I am not going to make any difficulty

^

I am not often in such request," said Lucy
merrily. " I enjoy a treat just as much as

the school children do. But you have never
told me where this one is to be."

" At Whitehills, at Sir William Thwaite's,"

said Iris composedly. " He is to have the

second cutting of hay in the water mea-
dows just beyond the park, to-morrow.

We are all to go down after luncheon

to look on at the hay-making, and I sup-

pose to help also if we have a weakness for

playing at Daphnes and Chloes. Lady
Thwaite is to give us tea in her old drawing-

room. Poor soul ! I dare say she will not
like it, though she can laugh and carry off

her troubles as well as most people. The
Rector thinks she has behaved beautifully to

Sir William, though, as you say, we all have
our deprivations. Oh, Lucy," went on Iris,

in the rambling manner of a person who is

saying everything that is crowding into her
head—without stopping to classify the mate-
rials. " I should not be surprised if the

Hollises were there. Grandmamma will take

care that they have an invitation, I think

the hay-making will help us to subside grace-

fully into our usual soberness. I have only

been at two or three balls before, and I

confess I felt headachy and dawdling and do
nothing, for days after the ball."

Lucy had heard the name of the host, and
of his local habitation, with a modified
" oh !

" She was too busy a girl to be quite

familiar with all the last cor.fident gossip
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which served to confirm idle guesses and
audacious prognostications. But she knew
enough, to have put it to any other girl as

intimate with her as Iris Compton, whether

she were going to marry Sir William Thwaite.

But somehow Lucy could not ask such a

question of Iris Compton. Girls, especially

fairly educated, well-bred girls, may be very

good friends, without exchanging love con-

fidences. In this case there was none to

exchange. Iris had none, and if she had,

the greater depth and delicacy of her nature

would have made her shy of confiding it, till

the very last nioment, to her dearest friend.

It seemed only the other day that Iris and
Lucy Acton had speculated, with the rest of

their world, on the anomaly of a clownish

squire at Whitehills, and asked each other

if he would be fit to enter a drawing-room,

and how they should shake hands with

him when he might swing their arms like

a pendulum or crush their rings into their

fingers. What should they find to say to him,

especially if they wished to propitiate him

—

supposing Lucy sought a subscription for her

pet cottage hospital or any one of her

missions, and Iris was solicitous to abet her?

When brought to the test the difficulty had
not proved so insurmountable to a girl with

an exceptionally tender heart and single mind.
But Lucy had only an inkling of this, while

it struck her that Sir William's name was con-

stantly coming up in the conversation.

On Iris's tablets, which were not left clean

ivory, it was recorded that she was to have
Mr. Hollis for her first partner, while Mr.
Mildmay was to dance with Mrs. Hollis.

This was a piece of county etiquette. Iris

again, as a piece of family etiquette, was to

waltz the first waltz with Tom Mildmay.
" And I hope you will give the third dance

to King Lud," suggested Lucy, using her

brother Ludovic's family nickname.
" No, nothing quite so good," answered

Iris. " I am to have Sir William for my third

partner."

" But can he dance ? are you sure ? " urged
Lucy, in alarm for the consequences. " Will
he not trample on your toes till they are like

jelly, or tear your skirt to tatters ?
"

" Oh ! no," answered Iris, laughing fear-

lessly. " At least grandmamma vouches for

him, and scouts at any doubt. It is only a
quadrille, so that I cannot come to great grief.

But I don't think he would attempt what he
knew nothing about. He has sense and
observation. You must remember I have
seen a good deal of him since grandmamma
has received him into high favour. I have

not seen her make so much of anybody
for a long time; she keeps him mostly to
herself, but occasionally I have to talk to
him, or play to him, or take a turn with him
on the terrace. It is not nearly so awkward
and uncomfortable as we feared. I believe
he is rather a nice fellow. Plain ? Oh

!

without any pretence, homely, and not par-
ticularly bright ; though it is hard to judge
of a man brought up quite difiterently from
ourselves. He never drinks anything save
water, because he promised to a friend that
he would not touch strong drink. Then
you know Jenny Roger, the little table-maid
out of your class, whom I like so much ?

She tells me that she has a brother a groom
up at Whitehills ; since the rain and heat
he has been attacked with rheumatic fever,

and Dr. Snell is attending him at the White-
hills offices. Sir William goes to see Bill

Rogers every day, and lifts him in his

arms, as if he were the servant and Bill the

master. He offered to read to him to ease

the pain and help to pass the time, just

as he has read the newspapers to grand-

mamma during a fit of her gout. The book
was to be what the lad liked, but he had
no choice, so that Sir William took over
' Tom Brown's Schooldavs,' which I had
told him to get, when we happened one day
to speak of boys' sports. I am so proud of

having mentioned it, because he said it was

first rate. I declare," said Iris impulsively,

with her sweet smile, " I am falling quite in

love with poor Sir William, though he is a

rough diamond. His eyes are like a

woman's, or like a dumb animal's when it is

trying to make itself understood."

It was a frank announcement, which did

not sound promising, and Lucy did not mis-

take it for a moment.
Lady Fermor had ordered a dress for her

grand-daughter from a court dressmaker, and

the old lady turned out certain jewels from

her jewel-case for Iris to wear. Had the

girl known their history, the thought of it

would have burnt into her pure, just soul as

if the jewels were red-hot and scorching her

tender flesh ; but Iris did not know, and her

ignorance was more than bliss, it was un-

sullied righteousness.

Lady Fermor had spared nothing for the

occasion. She had even condescended to

consult Lady Thwaite on what novel luxury,

elegance, or eccentricity would bestow eclat

on the ball. Formerly Lady Fermor's at-

tempts in this direction had tended to aristo-

cratic, but rather riotous orgies. She now
sought to establish a different character for
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Iris's ball. She was asking the suffrages of the

neighbours, and she made a concession to

their prejudices to the extent of letting it be
known that Miss Compton's ball was to be a

ball pure and simple. There was to be no
cosy room, with green tables, to attract strag-

glers from the chalked floors. For once
play was abjured at Larabford.

Lady Thwaite had suggested a foreign

fashion of dancing the cotillon. It certainly

called for expensive accessories, but it might

be new in Eastham, though it had been
ridden to death half-a-dozen seasons ago in

London, and had fallen back in a great mea-
sure on its native ground of French and
Austrian ball-rooms. But Lady Thwaite
could think of nothing better as a surprise to

tickle and charm the natives, and Lady
Fermor adopted the device.

Iris and Lucy met to put the finishing

touches to each other's toilets. Iris's cos-

tume was made up of white silk, tulle, and
lilies, with long grassy leaves. It might
have been looked down upon as insipid,

tame, and old-fashioned by the man-milliner

Worth and his prostrate American and Eng-
lish worshippers, but she had never worn
anything so befitting her youth and beauty.

As she looked at herself in the long mirror,

her face beamed with girlish gladness at her

own fair image. It beamed still more brightly,

though bashfully, when Lucy cried out in

honest exultation, " Iris, dear, you look—

I

won't say how you look," for she knew Iris,

however pleased by her friendly admiration,

woidd still feel affronted if she were told to

her face that she was beautiful. " Your dress

is charming. Madame deserves her reputation

and her prices," with a little sigh ; for poor
Lucy—one of the many children of a much-
hampered clergyman—had to be satisfied with

an old pink silk of her mother's, which had
seen much service but was still supposed to

pass muster when covered with fresh tarlatan.

"I am so happy you like everything about
ine," said Iris, with her soft blushes, " but if

love were not blind, you would see that all

is needed where there is a face like a Queen
Anne's sixpence, and a big bump to be con-
cealed by real thatch," and she stirred with
her forefinger the silken tangle above the

disproportionate forehead.
The next moment Iris forgot herself in

inventing improvements on Lucy's dress.

She would gladly have given her friend a
new gown for the occasion, while Lucy and
her mother would not have been too proud
to accept the gift. But Iris, though a pro-

spective heiress, had little more pocket-

money at her disposal than Lucy possessed.

Neither was Iris at liberty to transfer for a
night one of the diamonds glittering at her
throat and waist, and on the band passed
through her hair. It was only her love, taste,

and skill, and a few perishing flowers, which
Iris could lavish on her friend. But Iris

looped up here, and gathered together there,

and festooned with ferns and Gcant debataillc

roses, till Lucy protested with gratification

she would not have known her gown, and
that Iris had far too clever fingers for any-

body save a dressmaker.
" There is not much of you, but we have

made the most of it," said Lady Fermor,
when Iris went to show herself. The mistress

of Lambford spoke from the superbness of

her purple velvet and ermine, which only
royalty, condemned to wear robes of state,

or eighty years of age, with an icy finger on
its veins, could have borne on a July night

after the Goodwood races had sounded the

retreat to the rear-guard of fashion from suf-

focating London rooms. "See that jw^ do
the best for yourself, child," said the ancient

oracle, " and make your hay when the sun
shines. Don't be such a fool as to think

you are everybody's bargain, and lose the

only chance that may fall to your lot."

Iris was accustomed to her grandmother's

speeches. She had got into the habit of

not stopping to analyze them when they held

anything enigmatical. Where was the good
of pulling words to pieces in order to find

beneath them gall and wormwood, ashes,

golden powder from the great image of

Mammon, stamped small and strewn on the

water which men and women were to drink

for their daily refreshment ?

The little-used ball-room at Lambford was
one of the finest, least-spoilt rooms in the

house. Iris's taste and dexterous fingers had
been there too in the decorations. She had
laughed to herself as she indulged in her

little spurt at the aesthetic mania, with

which she was so familiar from her studies of

Punch and the other illustrated papers. She
had introduced the great tawny discs of sun-

flowers and shields of peacocks' feathers

among the drapery of ivy, Virginian creeper,

and clematis. " Even Punch, and Toby,
and ' the Colonel,' of whom one has read,

would own the efi'ect was good if they were

here to-night."

CHAPTER XV. -IRIS WITH THE BALL AT
HER FOOT.

The guests, though there was a shade of

shyness and stiffness about them at first, be-
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cause they were conscious of replacing a dif-

ferent company, did not disgrace the scene.

True, Mrs. Mildmay was more colourless

than ever in her pale grey satin. She would
have liked, if she had dared, to have her

gown black, and to wear no ornaments but

her pearls, which might have stood for con-

gealed tears of reluctance and consternation.

She drew Mr. Mildmay aside into tlie con-

servatory, and begged him to tell her which
were the least objectionable people present.

She got into a scare, and pointed out the

Hollis's party as certainly disreputable.

"My dear Amelia," replied the harassed
gentleman, " it is quite right that you should
be particular about the company you keep,
no husband worthy of the name could blame
his wife for being careful on such an impor-
tant point. But for heaven's sake don't go
into a panic and do yourself and me irre-

parable injury. Remember this is to be our
future home and these are to be our neigh-

bours. There is nothing wrong with any-

body here to-night, unless it be that stout,

bottle-nosed man in the corner, whom there

is not the slightest occasion for you to notice.

Lady Fermor knows better than to have us
down to countenance her old associates;"

and the small, pompous man, who was to be
the future Lord Fermor, spread out his chest,

and brushed up his flaxen hair, which was in

a higher top than usual, and drew his fingers

through the " Piccadilly weepers " of his

long moustache and beard. " Besides, the

old woman is not such a fool as to compro-
mise that girl and the lout on whom she is to

be bestowed. I wish they would take them-
selves farther off than Whitehills, certainly

;

but the rank-and-file ' baronet' may be more
easily dealt with than a finer gentleman. Now,
just to show you how much you may be mis-
taken, and how near you may go to impair-
ing our future comfort here, the very people
you have singled out as objectionable are

the most unexceptionable in the whole room,
so far as birth, fortune, and irreproachable

antecedents go."
" You don't say so, Thomas !"

" Fact, I assure you. Indeed, the family
is so irreproachable that the present people
must needs trade on their immunity from
scandal, and begin to play pranks. Hollis
is of a very old Eastham family, who have
left their estates unencumbered—not the
usual practice with the gentry here—neither
will he impair them. He is an excel-
lent man and admirable magistrate, though
not so much master in his own house as he
is on the bench. Mrs. Hollis had a large

fortune and is equally well descended—she is

nearly related to the Marquis of Eastham's
family—all of which is perhaps at the bottom
of the mischief. I mean these people can do
anything they like, and they, especially the
young people among them, have chosen
lately to revive many of the tricks and tom-
fooleries of a former generation. I cannot
help thinking it is a pity, but there is no
serious harm in it, and it must be overlooked
in their case. You can see for yourself what
thorough aristocrats these two pretty girls

are, though they have early shown them-
selves fond of making people stare."

Tom Mildmay's definition of the Hollises
was not a bad one. Either they and
their actions were a singular relic of the
rudely healthy thoughtlessness, half-haughty
hoydenishness, and half-refined, half-bar-

barous horse-play of their predecessors, or
else the existence of these qualities was
one sign amongst others that, in the moral
as in the physical revolutions of the world,
we are constantly edging back to a good
deal that we were fain to hope we had out-

lived. Thus the puritanism of the Com-
monwealth was replaced by the licence of

Charles IL's reign, and the virtues of good
King George HL's court were replaced by
the vices of the Regency. At such eras

old quips and cranks and odd traditional

practices come to the front again. Such were
the unbridled giddy love of fun—not ending
with boyhood or girlhood, and the feather-

headed unscrupulous devotion to frolic for

which nobody was responsible, that had dis-

tinguished the Marquis of Eastham's race

when its members were contemporaries of the

wits and bullies of the earlier Georgian

chronicles. The same characteristics had re-

appeared strongly marked in the family lately.

It was a remarkable testimony to the in-

fluence of blood and to the truism that

there is nothing new under the sun, so that

biography must repeat itself, to discover how
decided the attributes were in a branch from

the main line, consisting mostly of women,
like the Hollises. For the sons were rarely

at home, and Mr. Hollis, representing gener-

ally the sole male element in the family, had

no quicksilver blood in his veins.

Mrs. Hollis had laughed and grown fat

like Lady Thwaite. She was in a measure

hors de combat where active sport was con-

cerned. But she would not stand in the way

of nonsense—which she enjoyed with the zest

of the youngest engaged in it—or hinder her

girls in their maddest escapades.

It was difticult to believe what these two
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stately-looking nymphs, certainly with roguery

peeping out, now and again, from beneath

the stateliness, had dared to do and to leave

undone. All Eastham would have been up
in arms against the culprits, if they had not

been the Hollises, who might do anything.

Maudie and Nanny Hollis had dressed

themselves like farmer's daughters, and driven

a market cart through Cavesham, stopping at

every door when required, measuring out and
selling peas and early potatoes, blackberries

and cherries, much as Sarah Jennings, the

future Duchess of Marlborough, dispensed

oranges, for a wager, in the streets of

London.
The Misses Hollis were never out of their

mail phaeton, during the summer, when
they had a brother at home. They coaxed
him to let one of the girls blow the horn,

and the troop had been known to draw up,

and invite each marvelling stray pedestrian

they met to avail himself of their cattle and
trap.

Sometimes zeal for the improvement of the

human kind was engrafted on the family foible.

The young ladies would arm themselves with

a formidable array of brushes, brooms, and
pails, and force an entrance into a cottage

closed for the day. Dainty hands would
splash and sweep and souse with such good
will, that the cottagers, returning from toil-

some field-work, craving sluttish rest, would
stand transfixed before a dwelling reeking and
running down with cleanliness, and half-dried

whitewash. Every chair and table had been
ousted to undergo soaping and scrubbing;
every cherished old secret hole, full of rubbish,

stood gaping in emptiness, in the garish light

of day. It never appeared to occur to the

imperious, gleeful philanthropists what their

feelings might have been if Thornbrake, with

all their pet retreats, had been so assaulted,

taken by storm, and well-nigh washed and
swept off the face of the earth.

At another time it would be the children

the girls would rout out of their hiding places

and hunt into the Hollises' school, which was
under no officious, troublesome Board. There
the young idea was taught to shoot in a wholly
fitful and grotesque manner. According to

the amateur schoolmistresses' moods they
would set their small scholars such astound-
ing lessons as no youthful brain could com-
pass, which drove the juvenile fry and their

parents to the verge of despair. Or Nanny
Hollis would undertake to enact the entire

drama of " Punch and Judy " for the benefit
of the assembly.

Withal, the Hollises were kind-hearted

in their heedlessness. Whole and half

sovereigns, which to be sure they never
missed, were continually finding a way into

Lucy Acto;i's or her father's purse, so as to

salve, in the people's day of distress, what
wounds had been dealt to the pride which
still survived in the stolid day-labourers, and
doltish, unskilled mechanics of Eastham.
Nanny and Maudie Hollis were the most

simply dressed girls in the room, but for the

gleam of some of their mother's jewels, to

which Lady Fermor's ill-gotten gems had
been nothing. The sisters sat demurely by
Mrs. Hollis's side, and it was only those that

knew the madcaps best, who entertained an
unerring apprehension that the long, sleepy-

looking eyes—the true Eastham eyes, under
the well-pencilled brows, were glancing out
from beneath their lids in search of prey.

Lady Thwaite's weeds had passed grace-

fully into black satin and bugles, and a Queen
Mary cap. She had fulfilled what had been
expected of her. She had brought with her
a train of young nephews, and nieces, and
cousins, to whom any ball was welcome. She
was sincere in seeking that neither Miss
Compton's ball, nor the great coup which
Lady Thwaite had herself inaugurated, should
prove a fiasco, only if either did she was not
called upon to cry over it. She was easy irk

her mind with respect to " hedging," so far

as any woman could perform that prudent,

manly measure, where the ball and any
results that might follow the ball were irv

question.

The officers from Birkett had appeared to

a man, and Lady Thwaite was taking some
of those she knew into her confidence about
her special part of the programme. When
the best that could be brought forward was.

said of Sir William, he was not the man who
could be chosen with any prospect of a suc-

cessful issue—nay, with anything save tremb-
ling apprehension—to figure as a Master of

the Ceremonies in :i.jeu de societe. There he
stood, half-hidden among a knot of men at

one of the doors, so that though many an eye
was turned upon him, and many a whisper

breathed his name, he did not suffer from an
overwhelming consciousness of observation.

He could pass muster, tugging at his gloves,

in his well-fitting dress-coat, with the camellia,

which Lady Fermor had herself picked lor

him, stuck in his button-hole.

Iris had danced with Mr. Hollis and
received the kindest encouragement from the

white-bearded, indulgent, too-indulgent mas-
ter of Thornbrake, whom his wife and daugh-

ters set at nought, coaxed and laughed at as
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" poor old dad," and " Peter," whereas he

was not a descendant of the old Hollises for

nothing, and his Christian name in reality was

"Adrian."

Iris had waltzed her punctilious waltz with her

cousin till, before the three rounds were ended,

she felt alarmingly infected by his solemnity.

She was glad to exchange her partner for Sir

William, who went through the quadrille to

the admiration of the sceptical and the credit

of his dancing-master, though not without

some loss of equanimity.
" Poor man," Iris secretly compassionated

him, " how pale he has grown I surely the

game is not worth the candle." At the same
time she darted a triumphant challenge of

the eyes to Lucy. " Shall I introduce them ?"

Iris pondered. " Of course the Rector has

called, and Sir William knows some of the

family, but I think this is the first time he
has happened to meet Lucy, and she has been
sitting for the last dance. He would not be

a bad partner if he would appear to forget

what he is doing, and not leave his partner

to find all the small talk. He looks as well

as any man present. I am not sure that he

does not look better. His figure is not at all

bad, if it were not so bolt upright ; then he

has got quite beautiful eyes, and I like his

chestnut hair. If Lucy were very captivating

she might pave the way for a handsome sub-

scription to her Cottage Hospital. He could

afford it, for grandmamma is always saying

what a fine estate Whitehills is."

Iris's good intentions were nipped in the

bud by Lady Thwaite's claiming Sir William

and carrying him off in mystified reluctance

to be presented to Maudie Hollis. This
movement was the consequence of a short

conversation which had passed between the

two ladies.

"Where is Orson, Lady Thwaite?" in-

quired the younger. '* You don't tell me
that he is dancing with Iris Compton ? What
next ? He will be found able to read and
write, and then he will be like everybody
else ; he will not be worth his salt."

"My dear child
!

" exclaimed Lady Thwaite.
She was a little nettled, for Sir William, though
she could laugh at him when it suited her,

was her late husband's heir and her protege.

Like many women, when she was piqued,

she became specially affectionate with a sort

of bitter-sweet affectionateness. Besides,

she had known the Hollis girls all their

lives, and felt free to take them to task. " I

should not wonder, Maudie, though he were
better read for a man than you are for a
woman. Every class can command wonder-

ful advantages now. Sir William had a fair

elementary education, and he is a reading
man."

" He may easily be better read than we
are," said Maudie Hollis unblushingly, " if

he has gone beyond a few novels, which
make me yawn all the time I am reading
them, though it was rather good fun smug-
gling them into the house, under pai)a's nose,

in the guise of histories and sermons. But
Sir William Lumpkin is disappointing," went
on Maudie with a pout. " What is the use

of the fine story of the man's having been a
private soldier, if he is to be just like every

other partner we meet ? But I mean to give

him another chance. Won't you introduce

him, Lady Thwaite ?
"

" Certainly."

Lady Thwaite brought him over, and, to

her gratification. Sir William went through

the introduction with a coolness which would

have been miraculous, had it not admitted of

an explanation. The well-filled room con-

tained only one woman for Sir William

Thwaite, and that woman was Iris Compton.
To dance with her vi'as rapture and torment,

in which former scenes came flashing back

to taunt, cow, and sicken him. To every

other woman there he was profoundly in-

different, and indifference in certain in-

stances lends ease, freedom, even a species

of distinction to the manner. But Sir

William did not immediately avail himself

of the privilege of asking Maudie Hollis to

dance. He stood looking, a litde as if he

wondered what he had been brought there

to do, till she suggested that she was dying

to waltz to the particular air which the

orchestra was playing.

" Then hadn't we better try it?" he said,

and whirled her round carefully and cor-

rectly.

" Orson's a humbug," she whispered to

her sister, when the couple stood still to rest,

and Nanny Hollis with her partner stopped

beside them. "There is not a rise to be

got out of him. I think the Field-Marshal

should make an investigation what the men

who take the Queen's shilling are really

drilled in—the goose-step or waltzing. If

he had been a Scotchman, and we had stood

up in a reel, I could have understood it; I be-

lieve Scotch children are born dancing reels,

and only need the sound of the bagpipes to

make them skip and whoop like red Indians.

But a waltz! Yet, I assure you, there is

nothing at all odd in his waltzing. Why, I

thought we should be the spectacle of the

rooni', and I might be reduced to spraining
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my ankle or fainting to put an end to it, and
he only touches me as if I were glass, and
lets me go when he has the opportunity. I

wonder what Iris Compton sees in him ?

But you can try him, if you like. I dare say

Captain Ryder will not object to change
partners, and Orson may think it is the rule

in our set. Then Peter will be pleased to

see us both dance with Sir William, though

the worthy soul has no notion of match-
making."

" Of course not," answered Nanny. " Peter

only thinks we are good, polite children, to

dance with everybody who asks us, and not

to affront a stuck recruiting sergeant."

In the meantime Iris had been allowed to

follow her inclination and waltz with her fast

friend, Ludovic Acton, as they had waltzed

together hundreds of times before, since the

juvenile days when they disputed hotly

about their steps, and she asserted that he
trod on her toes, while he retorted that she

had nearly pulled his arms off.

Lieutenant Ludovic had developed into a

big and incomprehensible fellow, comely,

like his sister Lucy, but with more indivi-

duality in the comeliness, which defied and
conquered a mass of material, for he was
big, with sandy hair and moustache, and an

inclination to chubbiness in his cheeks. At
home he was the gentlest and most inoffen-

sive of male beings, the most dutiful and
affectionate of sons and brothers, whose
principal weakness displayed itself in a

passion for musical instruments of a languish-

ing and die-away description. He never

came home from foreign service without

bringing back a new flute or mandolin. It

would have been his joy to have played

accompaniments to his mother's and sisters'

performances on the old piano all day long.

It was his sorrow that with all the will in the

world to oblige the family's darling, they had
so little time to avail themselves of his powers.

But no sooner had Ludovic rejoined his

ship than the most extraordinary reports

reached the Rectory and his neighbours

regarding him. The mild strumming fellow

was all but blown up by his forwardness in

torpedo practice. He had leapt overboard
in the happy hunting-ground of sharks, and
risked his valuable life twice over to save

a wretched Malay woman. He had volun-

teered to take the command of a boat on
an exploring expedition among the ice

near one of the poles. And when the crew
landed on a frost - bound coast, and on
false information took a journey over the

snow, which was likely to be their last, he

left the exhausted, despairing men huddled
together in their hut, and made an awful
journey back alone. He crossed the wild
white waste, with no companion save an Esqui-
maux dog, and no sound to break the stillness

of death but the roar of a bear, the bay of a
wolf, or the scream of a bald-headed eagle.

These performances were certainly re-

moved by an immeasurable distance from
any experience which his home and native

place had of King Lud ; and he was so hurt

and indignant if anybody ventured to ap-

proach the subject, that his familiars were
driven to the verge of doubting whether he
could really be the hero of the exploits which
were put in his name. Had they not rather

been performed by some gallant young man
who was unaccountably defrauded of his

due, while Ludovic Acton, as his manner
seemed to imply, had, by an absurd mistake,

been falsely accredited with the glory? In
spite of the bewilderment which attended on
the young man's honours, King Lud was
justly the pride of his father's and mother's

hearts and the idol of his sisters. Iris

Compton, too, was proud and fond of him.

She had only escaped a deeper feeling be-

cause of the familiarity which paralyzes the

imagination, and because one of the finest

fellows in the world did not happen to enter-

tain any deeper feeling for her.

All the difference {vhich the advance from
boy and girlhood to young man and woman-
hood had made in the relations between
Ludovic Acton and Iris Compton was that,

after frequent separations and renewals of

intercourse, the couple were able, as a tribute

to social forms, to address each other in pubHc
as Mr. Acton and Miss Compton, instead of

King Lud and Iris.

Therefore Sir William, with his unmasked
face, need not have looked every time he
passed the pair as if he would enjoy swearing

"like a trooper," according to Maudie Hollis's

graphic description. Even if he had heard

their conversation, so primitive a fellow might
have felt elated rather than depressed by it.

" Don't you think Sir William Thwaite
waltzes very nicely.'*" said Iris, looking with

approving eyes on the waltzer. " Oh ! I

hope Lucy sees him."

Ludovic had been interrupted in an enthu-

siastic account he was giving of a zither. He
did not dream of resenting his partner's lapse

of interest in his conversation ; but he looked

at her a little curiously in his quiet way.
" A lady is the best judge of a fellow's waltz-

ing," he said cautiously, pulling his fawn-

coloured moustache ; " but if you ask me
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-—I should not have piesumed to offer any
criticism, mind, if you had not put it to

me— I should say the gentleman is just a

trifle laboured in his performance, and occu-

pied with it. No doubt art will soon become
second nature."

" Now, Mr. Acton,^that is very ill-natured

of you, particularly as we are speaking of

dancing, not of singing, or playing on the

banjo,'' said Iris saucily ;
" and I do not

know what you mean by professing not to

presume to give me an opinion, till it is

solicited."

" Don't you ? " responded King Lud, du-

biously ;
" but may I inquire what Lucy has

to do with it ?
"

" Yes, Lucy was so conceited as to imagine

Sir William could not dance at all—Sir Wil-

liam who is waltzing like—like Lord Palmer-

ston when grandmamma saw him at Al-

macks."
" Sir William waltzes more like his danc-

ing-master, whoever he may have been. The
man is as solemn and earnest over his task

as if he were earning his bread by it."

"I don't believe he ever had a dancing-

master," said Iris in her ignorance, with a gay
laugh. " I think he waltzes by nature—so
well that you are tempted to be jealous of

him, just as he is a gentleman by nature, to

a greater extent than many people suppose."

It was just after this dance that Iris had
her eyes opened and the ball utterly spoilt

for her. The operation of having euphrasy
squeezed on the eye-lids may be always
beneficial, as truth if we can bear it is always
the best. It by no means follows that the

act itself is not often exquisitely painful ; in-

deed the occasions vvhen it is supremely
pleasant are the exceptions. Iris's enlighten-

ment had no apparent connection with an
awkward and distressing episode of the ball

which had happened a little beforehand. The
girl was out of the room when the unlucky
blunder occurred, and she only heard a
mangled version of it some time afterwards.

Nevertheless the accident was partly the

cause of Iris's having her eyes opened—in

this as in many instances she suffered for the
sins of others.

Lord Fermor had not walked since his last

attack of illness, but he liked to be wheeled
from room to room, to look at the company
he could no longer join, and mumble greet-

ings to any friend he recognised. Lady
Fermor had directed that he should be
wheeled once round the ball-room. The
progress, though it disconcerted some of the
guests, was made with apparent satisfaction

to the poor old man, who glanced about with
his lack-lustre eyes, and smiled a meaning-
less smile, till he came close to Lady Fermor
where she sat at the top of the room. She
was preparing to accost him with one of her
customary challenges, in the overpoweringly
hilarious tones which she always adopted
towards him.

"How do you like it all, Fermor? The
doings are a little slow, eh ? The young folks
have not the go they had when we were
young."

At that moment he anticipated her, a light
came into his faded eyes and a tinge of life-

blood into his clay-coloured cheeks. He
succeeded in raising himself up, and stooped
forward with an attempt at a low bow, at the
same time fumbling to lay his yellow wax-like
hand on his heart. He spoke in a quavering
but perfectly audible voice. "Allow me to
pay you my very best respects—my ardent
homage. You must know it gives me the
greatest pleasure in life to attend your
assembly, Mrs. Bennet," he said, using a name
which had not been mentioned in her hear-

ing since she had dragged it through the

mire.

Even she grew ghastly at the unfamiliar

sound, and quailed for an instant, while

everybody within hearing looked at each

other in dismay, and poor Mrs. Mildmay
was so appalled, that her husband had to

hurry her away in search of instant restora-

tives, lest she should groan aloud or faint on
the spot.

The next moment Lady Fermor had signed

to the servant who was wheeling the chair to

move on, had pulled herself together, looked

round defiantly, and startled her next neigh-

bour by asking her how she liked the new
fashion of puffed sleeves, like pillows with

strings tied round them.

But there was a disturbing impression pro-

duced at the worst time ; for there was a lull

in the dancing, while the gentlemen whom
Lady Thwaite, as mistress of the ceremonies

for Lady Fermor, had deputed to be aides de

camp, were assuming their stewards' bows

and ribands, and consulting together about

the bringing on of tlie piece de resistance.

Lady Thwaite wished to get rid of the

sense of something wrong and to dissipate

an uneasy qualm of conscience on her own

account. Besides, she was a woman born to

meddle, incapable of letting well alone, unless

in her own private concerns, which she treated

with the greatest respect and discretion.

She caught Iris, as she was coming back into

the ball-room, withdrew her from her partner
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of her, to have a Httle

a cool corridor which
and took possession

confidential chat, in

was then deserted.
" What is it, Lady Thwaite? " inquired Iris

without a shade of apprehension, unless for

the small trouble indicated in her next words.
" Oh ! I hope nothing is going to put a stop

to the cotillon. The bouquets and foolscaps

have not gone amissing ? Nobody is too

bashful ? Captain Hood has not begun to

doubt his power to act as fugleman?"
" No, no, but I have hardly spoken to you

to-night, my dear Lis, not even to congratu-

late you, if I may venture "

" On my ball ? " Iris finished the sentence.
" Well, I do think it is going off delightfully

in spite of the heat, and that everybody is

happy. I am beginning to be sorry it is half

over; I did not enjoy my other balls nearly

so much, though you were very kind," ended
Iris with a little sigh of content.

" I am so glad you find this ball especially

charming ; I am not surprised. But you did

not quite take me up. It was not on the

ball I thought of wishing you joy—may I

not do it on something else ? " said Lady
Thwaite caressingly.

*'0n what else should you wish me joy ?
"

inquired Iris wonderingly. " I dare say it is

very stupid of me, but I do not in the least

know what you mean. I think I am stupid

to-night, for I have been two or three times

puzzled by things people have said, or rather

left half-said. Ludovic Acton, among the

rest, professed not to presume to give his

opinion on something we were talking about.

I must have grown, unknown to myself, a

grand, imposing person all at once."
" You are not stupid, and you have only

grown grander by anticipation—you are

merely modest, a rare quality, let me tell

you, nowadays, and perhaps a little shy. But
I must warn you, my love, shyness is not

always wise where serious interests—the hap-

piness of two people's lives—are at stake,"

she added with an air of matronly wisdom,

and a tone of friendly caution. "Shyness
may be misunderstood in certain cases and
cause irreparable mischief."

" What can you mean, Lady Thwaite ?
"

cried Iris, provoked into standing still, with

her cheeks hot and scarlet, and a sparkle and
ling of justifiable vexation in her eyes and
•voice. " You speak as if there were some-
body when there is nobody—nobody in the

world. Not a soul has a right to say so, or

to talk to me about it; though I hope I should
have the sense and good feeling to let any
friend talk to me for my good, if there were

a shadow of reason for it. Mr. Acton, if

you mean him," continued Iris incoherently,
" though I cannot think why, unless because

he is Lucy's brother, and we have always

been intimate friends—they have all been
kind to me since I was a baby at the Rec-
tory—but we shall never be anything more
than friends—we have never either of us had
the most distant idea of I should be so

sorry, and I am afraid grandmamma would

be very angr)', if anything without the smallest

foundation were said."

" Don't trouble yourself, there is no fear of

it," said Lady Thwaite, with the faintest

sarcasm in what continued the unruffled

smiling serenity of her scrutiny ;
" what is the

proper word for what old-fashioned people

used to call 'close'? Does your grand-

mother never say, as characters in novels

were wont to do, ' My dear girl, you are very

close ' ?

"

Lady Thwaite could not in any sense be
termed a bad woman. She was not cruel or

treacherous or even tyrannical in her selfish-

ness, and she had a genuine liking for Iris

Compton ; but she no more understood her

than she could have understood the inhabi-

tant of another world.
" I am almost a relation," went on Lady

Thwaite, with her exasperatingly cheerful re-

proachfulness—" at least a most interested

family connection."

Iris had been standing staring at the

speaker, now she started with a gasp. " Lady
Thwaite, you cannot mean Sir William, to

whom grandmamma has been kind ; and I

have tried to be kind to him too, though of

course I have nothing in my power. What
do you take us for? He would never make
such a dreadful mistake."

*' Iris," said Lady Thwaite, thoroughly ex-

cited, " it is not other people who have been
making mistakes; it is you who are—a perfect

simpleton I had almost said, forgive me for such

plain speaking, a greater child than I could

have conceived possible. All the people here

to-night are talking of your marriage with Sir

William Thwaite almost as an accomplished

fact. What is more, Lady Fermor has ar-

ranged the match. She has spoken of it to

me. Sir William himself is looking for the

fulfilment of the expectations which have

been held out to him. It is right that you

should know the truth, if you have never

suspected it before."
" And was I to have no voice in my own

marriage ? What is there about me, what

have I done, that people should see fitness in

such a marriage ? Would grandmamma give
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me to one of the servants, to a rude, igno-

rant working man ?
"

Lady Thwaite was touched by the misery

in the girl's face, and by the self-restraint

which prevented her from expressing it, save

by the unconscious tightening of every

muscle—so that the eyebrows grew contracted

and the little mouth drawn—and by the invo-

luntary clenching of her hand on one of the

white roses of the bouquet, till the flower

was crushed, and the petals fell unheeded to

the ground. But Lady Thwaite was also

provoked and indignant. " My dear Iris, I

am very sorry. If I had dreamt that you
would be so distressed, I should certainly

not have spoken to-night and spoilt your

pleasure, though it is high time some-
body spoke to prevent a great esdandre.

But, pardon me, you are speaking very

foolishly in what you imply of Sir William.

He is not to be mentioned in the same
breath with an ordinary working man. No
doubt, his branch of the family had been
permitted to sink into obscurity, so that he
was brought up very plainly ; but he was
still a Thwaite of Whitehills. For my part

I think he showed his origin by preferring the

army to any small trade, and I believe he
proved himself a brave soldier. You know
we have all accepted him, and given him his

place among us. Every year that passes

will see him in greater harmony with his posi-

tion. I am convinced he is a rough diamond,
with many admh-able qualities, as men go.

He is young, fairly good-looking—I may say
rather handsome than the reverse—manly,
honest. If you were as well acquainted with

the world as I am, you would be aware
that many, very many girls of your rank,

whether they get their choice or not, have
to go farther and fare worse, to put up with

much heavier objections in their husbands
than are involved in marrying poor Sir

WiUiam."
To Lady Thwaite's surprise Iris gave a

little nervous laugh as her only protest.

Lady Thwaite fancied it was in scorn, and
she was annoyed at this exhibition of pride

in a girl whom Lady Thwaite had imagined
only too good, gentle, and docile.

But the laugh was more hysterical than
scornful, though Iris was too healthy in body
and mind, with too much native dignity and
self-respect in her simplicity, to be guilty of

pronounced hysterics. Only Lady Thwaite's
words had vividly recalled to her mind the
half- forgotten sentence which she herself

had spoken of Sir William, when she had
seen him first, that he seemed " a good sort
XXV—20

of young man ;" and Lady Fermor had pro-
tested impatiently such a report would have
been very well if she had meant to Jiire him
for a servant.

Yes, the recommendations which Lady
Thwaite was citing were just the good cha-
racter which one might get with a servant.
The question was, whether the attributes

of a good servant were quite those which a
girl would look for in a husband, though it

was true she might not fare the better as a
wife for the lack of them.

Iris, in spite of the silence of her lips, had
not been without her dream-husband, her
ideal of true nobility, honour, grace, with
every accomplishment for which she cared a
straw. Compared to this ideal Sir William
Thwaite was a clown, and something worse,

if he had so grossly misinterpreted her, and
presumed on her friendliness towards him.

Lady Thwaite went on in spite of the un-

propitious laugh, " I think he was smitten

with you at first sight. I am certain that he
now worships the very ground you tread on.

You could make almost anything of him.

Would it not be worth your pains—a fit task

for a girl so kind and unselfish as you are

—

to enable the poor Beast to break the spell

of inadequate training and unfortunate asso-

ciations, and see him rise the perfect prince

of the fairy tale ? I remember, Iris, finding

you, when you were a little girl, reading
' Beauty and the Beast,' and crying your

eyes out for the poor, self-denying, forsaken

Beast."
" That was long ago," said Iris, shaking

her head. "I know now that Beauty had

her rights, no less than the Beast—in fact,

that there are no such Beauties and Beasts."

" Who would have expected cynicism from

you? Was there not some old queen and

saint who asserted her queenliness and saint-

ship by christianising and civilising a bar-

barian of a husband, to whom my Sir William

is a Paladin ?
"

" I am neither a queen nor a saint,"

answered Iris briefly ; but she recollected

instantly the whole story of St. Margaret,

which Lady Thwaite had never read, and

that Margaret's royalty and saintlincss did

not save her from dying of the stab of

exquisite anguish, dealt by the bitter tidings

that her old rustic wooer Malcolm, and their

first-born son, had fallen together in the

Northumbrian siege.

" I have only one word more to say,"

said Lady Thwaite, beginning to wonder at

the zeal of her own pleading, when she was

carried away by the spirit of the moment.
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" Lady Fermor is a very old woman ; it is

simply natural and right that she should be
concerned for your future. I don't wish to

sadden you, love, but you will be a very

lonely girl when she dies, and it is possible

that she and Lord Fermor have not been
able to make such an ample provision for

you, as the world supposes. There may be
other reasons, which you are too young, and
do not know enough of the world, to compre-
hend, why it would be specially desirable for

you to marry early and well, as society judges

marriages. Is it at all surprising that your
grandmother should wish to seize the oppor-
tunity of seeing you established at White-
hills ? Though it is not above eight months
since I lost poor Sir John, I think you must
have forgotten what Whitehills is like," re-

monstrated Lady Thwaite between warmth
and plaintiveness. " It is as well, perhaps,

that you are to see it again to-morrow. I

am not ashamed to confess that I was a

proud woman when I came there first as its

mistress. Whitehills, with a man who adores

you—not at all a bad fellow, not vicious, oi

even superannuated, quite capable of be-

coming a respectable and respected county
gentleman ! Iris, think twice what you are

about."
" Thinking a hundred times would not

make any difference," retorted Iris, stung into

passion, and proceeding, in her pain, to deal

certain home-thrusts—of which she would
have been incapable at a calmer moment

—

of whose point, in truth, she had little idea,

" I may be left a poor solitary girl—far poorer

and more solitary than girls who have been
brought up to earn their bread. I may
have to bear reproach ; I have not been so

happy as to fail entirely in the knowledge of

evil, which will cling to me. And Whitehills

may be a very grand place, with its mistress

a most enviable woman. I dare say Sir

William will not beat her, or prevent her

from being a fine lady, though he is not a

gentleman, and her friends will not forsake

her. But for all that, I see no cause why I

or any other girl should sell herself. That
would be the lowest poverty, the most utter

desolation of all, because it would be degra-

dation and a lie."

" Then I imagine you must be suffered to

go your own way," said Lady Thwaite a
little loftily and angrily, " since your notions

are so impracticable. I hope you will never
regret your resolution. You will allow me to

say so," she continued, recovering her temper.
For it recurred to her again with greater force

—why should she so press Sir William's

suit ? It would be nicer for her if he were
longer in marrying—nay, if he never married
at all—though what, in that case, would
become of dear old Whitehills? To thmk
that it should go a-begging ! But now she
would have the clearest conscience with
regard to having done her best, in seconding
Sir William in the wish of his heart, though
it went a little against her convenience rather

than her interest.

Even Bill Rogers might have owned that

the dowager had done something to earn
her pension. Under the renewed sense of
what was best for herself—doubtless for her

"cousin" and Iris also—and under the full

sunshine of an approving conscience, good-
natured Lady Thwaite's touch of indignation

at Iris's very tall notions and absurd uncon-
ventionality vanished speedily. " Iris "—Lady
Thwaite addressed her companion sooth-

ingly—" don't mind it too much ; it cannot
be helped. It is vexing ; but most girls have
troubles of the kind to encounter, sooner or

later, and though they are trying they can
be got over. Indeed, I am not sure whether
any girl would like to be entirely without
them—we are such contradictory mortals

;

we women especially. This is a free country,

though there may be some. difficulty with

your grandmother, who cannot be ex-

pected to see with your eyes, and generally

objects tc being thwarted. However, I

make no question that Sir William will take

his amge like a man. But if I were you, my
dear, I should put him out of pain as quickly

and humanely as possible. I am afraid he
has deceived himself, and been deceived,

without any fault of yours, while he may not
stand being undeceived quite calmly just at

first. Only don't frighten yourself. I dare say

he will not go straightway to destruction, or

even forget himself so far as to swear at you."

Lady Thwaite was laughing now; but
though Iris felt hurt by this rapid transition

to a light mood, as by everything else in

the discussion, her wounded pride did not
prevent her from more nearly breaking

down than she had yet done. She could
have implored Lady Thwaite to stay the

denouement, to save everybody from an ex-

planation which could only be painful. If

Lady Thwaite were right, which Iris to this

moment doubted, with the doggedness of

affront and mortification, and the utmost
recoil from the next stage of the farce

—

surely it was a farce—not a tragedy—would
not Lady Thwaite tell Sir William it could

not be ? She, Iris, was very sorry ; but the

suggestion was monstrous. Well, if that
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would be too strong an epithet, the thing

was not to be thought of for a moment. Sir

William would take Lady Thwaite's word for

his dismissal, and there would be an end

of it. Lady Fermor could not say anything

if he withdrew of his own accord.

Iris was saved from an entreaty which

must have been refused, by the arrival of a

servant, with an urgent request that Lady
Thwaite and IMiss Compton would return to

the ball-room immediately. The second

part of the programme, the cotillon, which

was to give speciality to the ball, was about

to begin, but it could not be started in the

absence of the two ladies.

CHAPTER XVI.—THE COTILLON.

Lady Thwaite was more sorry than ever

for having interfered at so inopportune a time,

though she had the consolation, which was
great to a woman of her character, of knowing
now exactly how matters stood.

" Are you quite able for it, Iris ? " she in-

quired kindly. "Would you like to wait

here a little longer, or to go to your own room
for a few minutes ? Shall I send to say the

cotillon must be put off for another half-

hour ? It will not matter much, though the

supper hour is coming on."

But whatever kind of home Lambford had
proved to Iris, it had not been a nursery of

self-indulgence. The place had not been with-

out its bracing elements. She pulled herself

together, slight young girl that she was, as a

strong man might have done, and after put-

ting her hand to her head for a moment, she

answered, " No, thank you ; where would be
the good ? I must not keep everybody
waiting and disappoint people," and then

she held up her drooping head and walked
like a young queen back to the ball-room.

Lady Thwaite had never admired her so

much. " She is too good for him and such

a fate," she said to herself, for her abiding

conviction was that the marriage was merely

a thing of time. Lady Fermor would prevail

eventually, for when had she not prevailed ?

Otherwise what would become of Iris, poor
girl, in spite of her beauty and spirit, and
what fortune she might inherit ? It was a

pity that she could not yield without a struggle.

Sir William was a bit of a Turk, although all

Lady Thwaite had said of him was true. It

was to be hoped that he would not develop
into a Bluebeard. If Iris could have- seen

it to be her wisest course, it might have saved
useless contention and sufferinar ; bv,t Ladv
Thwaite had done her best, her ladyship

wound up with a shrug of her shoulders.

So courageously did Iris carry herself to
hide her wound and hinder herself from be-
coming a drag on the satisfaction of her
neighbours, that only one person remarked
the girl who had left the ball-room the hap-
piest creature there, and who returned to it

dizzy from a blow, with her maidenly pride
up in arms and humiliated, and her heart
fluttering with nameless shame, pain, and
terror. It was not her old friend, Lucy, who
saw the change. It was the awkwardly stiff

young man, clumsily encumbered with his

lessons in polite accomplishments, wretchedly
self-conscious, out of his element, and so
racked with anxiety and shaken with alternate

ague fits of heat and cold, hope and fear, that

he could not offer the slightest response to

the many overtures—some of them not un-
generous or self-seeking—made to him as he
hung about the doors and corners of the

room. The consequence was that he was
pronounced the merest stick, the iTiost un-

social fellow in the world. It was he who
was quick to observe the subtle alteration in

Iris's Compton's look, though her gait was
as elastic, and the rosy flush on her delicately-

rounded cheek a more perfect carmine than

ever.

" They have allowed her to do herself up,"

he complained to himself angrily. " She is

as sick as I am of all this fallalling rigma-

role."

There was a little agreeable murmur rather

than hush of expectation. Ladies sat and

fanned themselves and complained of the July

heat, but could not make up their minds to go

out on the terrace—not just at this moment.
They hoped there would be no thunder-

storm before to-morrow, both for Sir William's

hay and their presence at the haymaking. It

was so seldom that there was any summer
gaiety in Eastham, except tennis parties, of

which everybody was sick, or harvest festi-

vals and thanksgiving services, which might

be pretty and improving but were not very

entertaining. Gentlemen formed a succes-

sion of little circles, copying the circle of

officers who wore the badge of the stewards

of the concluding ceremonies.

A flutter among those who were not ac-

quainted with the cotillon heralded the en-

trance of servants with a great basket full of

bouquets composed of distinctive individual

flowers—of white stephanotis, roses of every

hue, striped carnations, purple petunias, blue or

scarlet salvias, yellow and brown calceolarias,

each tied with its appropriate white, red, or

blue riband. These bouquets were handed

to all the young people, ladies and gentlemen
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alike. Then the masters of the ceremonies

announced to the novices, who were fingering

the flowers and gazing doubtfully at the

ribands—not knowing what to make of the

posies and their streamers, since the most of

the recipients were already provided with bou-

quets—that these cotillon bouquets matched

each other two and two, and were to serve

as indexes in the choice of partners, besides

being w^orn without fail by their owners in

the waltz which was to follow.

Then commenced a grand hunt for corres-

ponding nosegays with plenty of jesting and
laughter. Short-sighted men peered about

for special roses with their special ribands.

Colour and form-blind men obstinately per-

sisted that oleander blossom was the flower of

a balsam, or that the large clustered head of

the plumbago, with its grey blue, was one
and the same with the little sky-blue tufts of

lobelia.

Nanny HoUis tied her nosegay of marigolds

under one ear in a trice. She was a tall girl,

but she stood up in order that yellow and
brown might the more easily detect her.

Maudie swung her Tom Thumb geraniums
from her girdle like a chatelaine, and advised

her partner to tie his flowers at his knee as

a new Order of the Garter.

But Iris Corapton kept her stephanotis

and its bridal white riband hidden out of

sight, while she glanced round in fright.

Some witch at Sir William Thwaite's elbow

—

it might have been Lady Thwaite in spite of

everything—had guided his selection, for he
was dangling a handful of stephanotis and
looking about with eager trepidation.

Iris leant back and stooped down to one
of Lady Thwaite's young cousins. She was
a little girl of fifteen, full of the enthusiastic

admiration which some girls lavish on other

girls older than themselves. Iris Compton
was at present the object of Janie Fuller's

devotion.

"Do you like the scent of stephanotis,

Janie ?" inquired Iris faintly; "I don't; it

makes me sick." And she had grown as pale

as a lily within the last few minutes.
" Oh, then don't keep it near you, dear

Miss Compton," pleaded Janie, intent on
serving the heroine she was worshipping.
" Give it to me, I am very fond of the scent,

and though I were not, it would not matter.
Change with me ; my flower is only heather,
with a tartan riband; that won't hurt you.
But will it spoil the dance if we change the

flowers? Will auntie or Lady Termor be
displeased ? Oh, please tell me. Miss Comp-
ton," besought Janie in an agony of divided

feehngs. There was her delight in doing
something for her goddess. There was her

dread of not behaving properly and so an-

noying her aunt, who had procured for her,

Janie, one of the greatest treats of her young
life. Above all there was the terror of draw-
ing down upon herself the wrath of that awful

old Lady Termor.
" No, no, there will still be partners for

everybody, and I will take the responsibility.

You know it is my ball, Janie," said Iris,

hurriedly asserting her privilege with a poor

attempt at a smile. At the same time she

was ostentatiously shaking out her borrowed
heather and tartan. They were successful in

bringing to her side a stripling brother of

,

Janie's, who would certainly have been a fitter

partner for his sister than for the young mis-

tress and beauty of the ball.

As for this very young gentleman who led

Iris forth to the waltz, he was at the 7ul ad-

mirari stage of liis existence. He would
not have given a cricket match for all the

balls in the world. He had already enraged

Janie by declaring that he could not see

what she made such a row about in Miss
Compton, a maypole of a girl with a little

round turnip of a head, pink painted cheeks,

and the recollection of carrots in her hair.

He would have preferred pulling about and
teasing his sister, by a long chalk, to being

compelled to stick that beastly rubbish of

heather in the pocket of his jacket, and "to
tread a measure," like any other theatrical

ape, with the young lady of the house. The
gentleman was not even propitiated by the

circumstance that Iris, in her excitement and
in the reaction produced by her small achieve-

ment, chatted to him as if she had been a

very chatterbox.

Sir William fell to the share of the quaking

Janie. He was hugely disappointed, and
showed it transparently ; but he had escaped
seeing the manoeuvre which gave him his

partner, and fancied it was only a stroke of

his bad luck, though he was considered, by
the assembly generally, the luckiest fellow

going.

If any other person received a surprise, at

the result of the pairing of flowers and
couples, in one case, he or she was fain to

conclude that a servant had blundered or had
been unable to carry out private instructions.

The cotillon lottery had been quite fair,

several people remarked with approbation,

when they saw Miss Compton dancing with

a school-boy, and Sir William Thwaite, in his

absence of mind, lifting Janie clean off her

feet.
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When the waltz was over there was another

distribution of indexes and adornments. At
the first ghmpse, the yoiing people were in-

clined to cry that the substitutes for the

flowers were too childish and absurd. Then
the company found that to every paper helmet

or ass's head which was extracted from one
of the crackers—that are generally reserved

for the amusement of very juvenile parties

on Christmas-eve and Twelfth Night—Lady
Fermor had been so liberal as to add, by way
of bribe, a pretty, more or less valuable

trinket or fantastic charm,. which could be

worn either at a lady's or a gentleman's watch
chain.

A hum of gratification on the discovery

testified that a large proportion of the bigger

boys and girls there, were willing to make
fools of themselves for a small reward.

If her fate and her human foes were alike

minded to betray Iris on this occasion, she

must submit so far to destiny. She must
dance her round with Sir William, as the old

desperate villain danced his round beneath
the gallows tree, though every eye in the

room should be upon her and her partner,

and every soul present mistake the couple's

relations and injure and insult Iris by the

mistake. Iris could not affect to be over-

come by a paper crown, mitre, apron or

tippet ; and she could not openly insult Sir

William in her grandmother's house, by a

marked rejection of his claim, and breach of

the laws of the dance. She was too gentle,

too courteous, her good breeding went too

far beyond skin depth, to permit her thus to

release herself, at the expense of Sir William
and the company. The favour or treachery,

call it which you will, appeared again in the

distribution of the crackers, else Sir William
was indeed the luckiest of men in externals

and empty conquests. Fortune, half un-

bandaged, had awarded him a green paper

sash with an emerald buckle to fasten it, and
a fac-simile of the same sash and buckle lay

in Iris's lap. His keen eyes detected the co-

incidence immediately. He came \i]) and
looked at her appealingly, with the blue eyes

which she had said melted like a woman's
sometimes.

" I suppose we must seem as great babies

as the others," she said, with a rush of colour

to the cheeks which had been pale just before.

She spoke in a formal, constrained way— the

first time she had shown such a manner to

him. He started, and looked at her with a

more desperate appeal than ever.
"

' Green is sorrow unseen,' I should warn
you," she said, lingering, as if she hoped to

find him superstitious, and to play on his

superstition.

"I don't mind," he answered in a voice
half-choked with the tumult of his feelings.
" I don't mind anything."

She rose and stopped him from saying
more. She ought to have fastened his scarf
on his shoulder, but she left that duty to a
servant while she clasped her paper rag be-
neath one arm.

The scene had changed to a harlequinade,
in which Iris's one ray of comfort was that

the two must pass comparatively unnoticed
among much more ridiculous figures causing
merriment verging on boisterousness. For had
not tall Nanny Hollis fluttering wings pinned
to her shoulders, and was she not dancing
with the smallest mite of a man in the room,
having companion wings tacked to his little

shoulders, which, as they waved in time to

the music, gave him the air of making a per-

petual vain effort to fly up to a level with his

partner? Was not Ludovic Acton waltzing

and pointing the beak of a vulture over the

shoulder of a " vulture maiden" from no
greater distance than Knotley ?

No wonder Mrs. Mildmay took to re-

proaching her husband as if this were more
than she had bargained for, more than any

exemplary matron could come through and
live or else be for ever compromised.

" Is it a masquerade ball, Tom ? Oh, I

thought masquerade balls were confined to

the opera houses and only attended by actors

and actresses."
" My dear Amelia, you ought to go more

into society, indeed you ought," protested

the aggrieved husband. " This is only one

of the figures of the cotillon. You will take

fright at calico balls next : you will say calico

balls are only got up for music-halls and

casinos."

Iris would have hoped that she and her

partner passed unobserved among the greater

notorieties, if Sir William had not waltzed a

little wildly, as if he had lost his head, so that

he did not stop with the others, or hear her

telling him she would not have another turn.

And when he paused at last, it was before

Lady Fermor who—Herculean old woman

as she 'had shown herself—was just with-

drawing to rest for half an hour before supper.

Iris tried to meet her grandmother's gaze

without betraying consciousness or .tremor,

but the girl's modest hazel eyes fell abashed

before the bold, half-taunting challenge which

met hers. "What characters are you two young

people representing?" cried the old lady n\

great good-humour, "A pair of Tyrolean
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beggars on the tramp with an organ-grinder?

A couple of Foresters from the worshipful

company that hold their annual festival at

the Crystal Palace, only the wives and sweet-

hearts do not go in character ? They are sup-

posed to be too retiring for fancy dresses.

Well, I am pleased to see that you are en-

joying yourselves, and I'm ready to say ' God
bless you, my children,' whenever you like."

Iris drew her arm from Sir William's, and

moved hastily away. He might take the

words as a matter of course. He might not

understand them in their stagey slang. This

was a forlorn hope. But if he were sharper,

what a cruelly mortifying ordeal for her to

be thus thrown at any man's head ! At the

head of this man, who could hardly be ex-

pected to see that she had no share in the

unwomanly transaction ! It was not to be

thought that he would disclaim it for her,

or even feel for her in this humiliating

position. She had never refused to admit

that there were nature's noblemen, but

these she understood to be martyrs, heroes,

geniuses at the very least, not mere stiff, shy,

young squires and baronets. She had been

surprised to find that Sir William could con-

duct himself passably ; but he had been led

into an intolerable blunder, which a better-

bred man might have avoided. He had been

betrayed by the coarseness of perception and
vain credulity, which had made him become
an easy prey to her grandmother's scheme.

At this very moment Sir William might be

exulting in what his lands and title could do.

He might be making up his mind to get rid

of all the matters on which the couple dif-

fered—of what would appear to him her

squeamishness and fads, from the time that

he consented to take a willing bride.

Iris was mistress of the situation in the

two concluding acts of the cotillon. These
were the prettiest, most dramatic, and most
foreign of the whole.

A chair was placed in the middle of the

room, and Iris was the first called to fill it.

A hand-mirror was given to her, a march was
played by the band, all the young men in the

room passed in single file at the back ofher chair,

each pausing an instant that his image might
be reflected in the glass she held. If she ac-

cepted the first man for her partner, she must
let his image remain, till he, recognising the

sign, came round to the front of the chair, from
which she had risen, led her out of the circle,

when the two ought to waltz a single round
of the room. Then another girl seated her-

self in the chair, and the same performance
was repeated. If Cassiopea rejected the first

man, she passed her handkerchief across the

mirror, as if she were brushing away the

oftending image; and she might go on effacing

quenched partners, one after another, to the

last man, and, blotting him out also, decline

to dance at all.

It was a tableau rather than a dance, a
capital tableau for a born actress or a finished

coquette, who could improve uj^on the origi-

nal idea by fine touches of coyness, disdain,

hesitation, surrender, to the delight of the

audience.

Iris was no coquette, and she had only one
thought in her mind, that of publicly refusing

to have anything more to do with Sir William
Th waite, by theoretically wiping out his image.

Her nimble mind had quickly laid hold of

one important deduction. If she accepted

the first, second, or third man for her partner

—

of course taking it for granted that none of

the gentlemen was Sir William—her decision

would be to a great extent without point.

It might look the simple effect of girlish shy-

ness and unwillingness to offend. It would
be treating the unpalatable suitor thrust upon
her, exactly as she treated a large proportion

of the other young men. She must behave
as if she were deliberately waiting till the

partner of her choice presented himself; she

must sit till the reflection of Sir William was
in the mirror, and she had the chance of

seeming to wipe it out. Oh, surely then

he would take the hint ! and it would dawn
upon him, that she had never looked upon
him in any other light than that of an ac-

quaintance and neighbour, who might be the

better for a kind word or look. He would
comprehend that she had pitied, even liked

him, but never cared for him as her grand-

mother had arranged that they should care

for each other.

Iris sat the picture of youthful loveliness,

with an erect, undaunted carriage which she

had shown before on special occasions, but
only then. The company, thinking of her

youth, and having some idea of her relations

with her grandmother, marvelled that she

acted her part so well. " She will make a

dignified mistress of Whitehills. What a boon
to that cub Sir William ! The man may creep

altogether into his shell, and remain there for

the rest of his days, with so efficient a partner.

She will not let herself be put upon. She
will know what to do for both—a child like

that ! How cool and composed. She is no
school-girl blushing and giggling, and looking

fatuously round for guidance and support.

She might have been a trained actress, or the

heiress to a great estate. It is wonderful !

"
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The gallants of Eastham behaved with the

gentlemanlike gajicherie, the paralysis of intel-

ligence, and morbid mauvaise honte, which

is apt to attack the young gentlemen of Eng-

land when they are miexpectedly called upon
for an exhibition of histrionic talent. They
tumbled and stumbled, sidled and boggled

past Iris, who sat so still and so steadily, with

her heart throbbing as if it would burst her

bosom, or make its beating heard above the

rhythm of the march, as with a movement that

grew measured and mechanical, she passed

her handkerchief lightly across the glass, and
hid the reflection of one smiling, reddening

face after another.

Still he did not come. What if in his lag-

gardness, or in his conceit and vulgar desire

to flaunt his triumph, he stayed to the last ?

Then Iris's fastidiousness and determination,

in place of giving a conspicuous denial to his

claims, would lend a glaring confirmation to

the report and to his hopes ; because, as

the daughter of the house and leader of this

figure of the cotillon, she could not well avail

herself of the welcome privilege of not danc-
ing at all. She began to get dizzy with ap-

prehension, to be conscious of a panic laying

hold of her. She would wait no longer. She
would leave the next reflection unbroken in

the mirror. But happily agitation did not
dim her eyes, for what she saw was the repre-

sentation of the upright figure and soldierly

step tramping past—contrasting not unfavour-

ably with the irregular, shuffling paces that

had gone before—the head slightly bent, the

flushed face glooming with a very passion of

suspense. It was the image she had been
looking for and dreading to see.

Iris's arm was not unnerved by the appa-
rition. With a rapid gesture she swept her

handkerchief, as if in the impatience of high

disdain, right across the glass.

Iris was conscious of a little stir of sur-

prise in those around, and then she felt she

could go no farther with the play. Instead

of looking at Sir William's successor in the

nearly completed file of rejected candidates,

she shut her eyes for a second and let her

arm drop, so that her handkerchief fell to

the ground. The next moment she beheld
Major Pollock leering and sneering and
bowing before her. She had done well ; she

had given point to her suggestion with a

vengeance. She had as much as said that a
broken-down reprobate, the person she de-

tested most among her acquaintances, was
preterable in her eyes to the squire of White-
hills.

The consideration was a small consolation

to Iris, when she was whirled away by the
ci-deva?it man about town, with his step made
up, like everything else about him—to suit
his gout in this instance—his hateful, out-of-
date swaggering cockscombery. " Ton my
word, I don't know what to say, Miss Comp-
ton, for this mark of your favour. I'm a
modest man, so that I'm at a loss to know
what I've done to deserve it, unless you and
I are going to be better friends in future.

You may depend upon it I'm eternally
obliged to you."

Swearing friendship with Major Pollock

—

was that what Iris had come to ? It was a
greater consolation that she was soon done
with him. So much time was spent in each
girl's making her choice of a partner, that

the chosen man had to be content with the
honour of his election, and eschew the profit

of more than one round of the room.
Iris did not venture to seek out Sir William

with her eyes, and learn, by the evidence of

her senses, whether he was rampaging in a
rude fury, or merely moderately morose.
She was fain to trust that he had got enough
of the cotillon, and would keep himself out

of the last figure, which was only another

version of what had gone before. The re-

versal of that rule of society by which a gen-

tleman is supposed either to select or to

be given to his partner, in all the various

forms in which people dispose of themselves

or disport themselves in the upper circles,

must have fascinated the imagination of that

master of the ceremonies—or more probably

that queen of fashion—to whom the cotillon is

due. The last figure was a repetition, with a

slight variation, of the magnanimous permis-

sion for a fanciful girl rather than strong-

minded woman to select her champion, while

it also betokened that the invention of the

author was beginning to fail.

All the girls in the ball-room stood to-

gether in the centre of the room, making a

stationary blooming ring, with their faces

turned to an outer ring of young men tliat

moved round the inner ring. As inclination

prompted her, a girl bowed and made a step

forward to a privileged man of her acquain-

tance, who took her hand and led her to his

side. If Iris had been stern in stamping out

a false impression—a base insinuation—that

she had stooped and sold herself to the

master of Whitehills, Sir William Thwaite

proved stubborn in insisting on a public

demonstration which should dispel the dream

of his life, and scatter his hopes to the winds.

He was in the revolving ring of men, but Iris

did not wait for him to approach her. She
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eagerly nodded and advanced to Ludovic

Acton, when he drew near, and went aside

with him. She did not want to hurt Sir

Wilham more than she could help. She was

utterly incapable of wanton cruelty. The
blow she had dealt had rebounded on her

own head, the sword thrust was quivering in

her own heart. She was very glad when Lucy
Acton graced Sir William with her hand
before the whole of the young people were

whirling round in a final waltz.

Supper followed immediately afterwards.

Iris might have saved herself from a last

spasm of fright, for Lady Fermor, who had
returned to the ball-room, took Sir William's

arm as the crowning mark of what she had
intended to have been the significant dis-

tinction conferred on him throughout the

evening, and Iris fell thankfully to her last

partner. But King Lud did not monopolise the

attention of his companion. She could not

keep it from straying to Lady Fermor and
Sir William ; she could not shake off the

suspicion that they were speaking of her,

plotting against her, if it ought to be called a

plot, when he might merely be complaining"

of her avoidance of him, and Lady Fermor
smoothing him down and reassuring him.

His face—primitively transparent in spite of

its fair share of sense and intelligence—cer-

tainly looked so black that she feared other

people must remark it, while Lady Fermor
had her rallying, snap-your-fingers, authorita-

tive expression in full force.

Iris's guess was not wide of the mark. Sir

William had said, in his gruff, hurt under-

tones, " I tell you it is of no earthly use. I

had better let it alone before worse comes of

it. I have your good-will, I know, but that

ain't everything.''

" Now, Thwaite, what in creation are you
down in the mouth about? You were all

right when I left the room. Do you expect
a girl like her to jump down your throat ?

Did you ever hear of such a quality as coyness?

Are you not aware it is the most favourable,

flattering symptom women betray at an early

stage of a certain malady ? Were you never
told that when a woman is willing, a man can
but look like a fool ? Do you want to look
like a fool ? Would you deprive us of our
single, short season of power ? Don't we
pay dearly for it to the best of you men in

the long run ? See what your fete champetre
to-morrow will do. Take my word for it

that it will turn the scales, if there is any
turning needed. She is just the style of girl,

at the age to be idiotic about green fields,

and rubbish of weeds, beetles, and snails,

You can show her

though it is not like

and all the rest of it.

your house, too ; and
Lambford, to be plain with you—you ob
serve I don't butter you up—it is a fine place

of its kind. You have my consent to press

your suit. I will see that you are not worsted

in the end, but you cannot expect that you
are to walk over the field and conquer, with-

out a siege or a battle, or the shabbiest skir-

mish. The! prize would not be worth the

winning if you got it at so easy a rate."

Lucy followed Iris to her room that night.
'' Oh dear, it has been such a charming ball

—everybody says so," exclaimed Lucy, in a

glow. " I never enjoyed anything half so

much in my life. I feel perfectly demoral-

ised ; and, do you know, that dear fellow.

Sir William, has promised such a handsome
subscription for the harvest feast ! He
hardly waited for me to speak of it. Of course

I should not have thought of asking him to put

down his name the first time I had spoken
to him. But when he saw I was pleased

with his volunteering a subscription, in the

handsomest, most modest manner, I assure

you, darling, he wished to double it. I had
actually to forbid it. There is a man with

his heart in the right place. That is of

twice as much consequence as his having

stamped and dug his fists into his eyes, after

the fashion of Gerald and Charlie over their

Latin Grammar, or pulled an oar or ridden

a hurdle race at Oxford or Cambridge. I

was quite struck with his appearance to-

night. He is a fine, soldierly-looking man
when one comes to study him closely. I

don't in the least wonder that you, who value

all that is honest and kind, like him so

much, though you tease him a little."

It became clear enough to Iris, in her

heart-sickness, that Lucy's ears had been
open, and had picked up a good deal more
than Sir William's subscription.

" I am glad you have been happy, Lucy,"
she said, wearily.

" Oh, happy ! I am only afraid it is wrong
to be so happy in a scene of mere worldly

gaiety—though the Church does not con-

Then
to. I

demn innocent gaiety, does it, dear?
there is to-morrow to look forward

shall so enjoy seeing Whitehills again in a

new light. But I shall leave you now, Iris,

for you do look tired, and no wonder ; but

you must be at your brightest to-morrow."

Iris was at last at liberty to pace up and
down her room, toss on her sleepless pillow,

and cry, '' Oh ! I am glad it was not my real

birthday," with the restless, tumultuous, half-

fanciful trouble of youth.
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BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.
BYJM. LIXSKILL, Author of "Hagar," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER XXVir.—" I WOULD I HAD SOME
FLOWERS O' THE SPRING!"

" The stars of midnig-ht shall be dear
To her; and she shall lean her ear
In many a secret place
Where rivulets dance their waj-ward round,
And beauty born of murmuring sound
Shall pass into her face."

Wordsworth.
""

I
"O have lived but for one spring in the

-*- very heart of spring is to have had a joy
that might be desired by the angels.

No poem, no picture could give for an
instant the sense of universal benediction that

comes down with the full sudden bursting of
springtide over the land. There is always a
suddenness, always one morning when the
tidings are flashed in glad thrilling notes from
bough to bough ; when the sunshine is sweeter
and milder—the air fuller of quiet promise of
blessing. There is always one day when the
valleys laugh and sing more gloriously, and
when the hills are more joyful together be-
fore the Lord.

To every "flower o' the spring" there is a
season, from the first snowdrop that peeps
from under the dry, dead leaves at the bot-
tom of the wood, to the last hawthorn bud
that bursts on the top of the late white hedge-
row.

And yet there is always as it were a meet-
ing of seasons—a time when the flowers
come up that they may be together for a
while, that together they may try in their

beautiful way to make more glad the heart of
man—more glad and more good.

" One moment now may give us more
Than fifty years of reason :

Our minds shall drink at every ^pore
The spirit of the season.

" Some silent laws our hearts may mate,
Which they shall long obey

;We for the year to come may take
Our temper from to-day."

Ah ! for many years, if that " inward eye
which is the bliss of solitude " be but keen
enough of vision.

Yet better even than the after-vision of

poets and seers is one free, fresh hour when
your footstep falls upon the daisies, having
nowhere else to fall for the crowding of them

;

when you feel upon your cheek and forehead
the cool dainty airs that come up from the
blue sea, and reach you through the boughs
of tufted larches and tasselled willows ; and
A'hen your ear listens entranced— always
newly entranced—to the voice of the cuckoo
that comes to you from the whinbrake on
the hill.

XXV—21

There were places in the neighbourhood of
Murk-Marishes where Genevieve Bartholomew
stood alone and stirless while hours passed
by unnoted; dim hollows in the fir copses
ankle-deep with wild hyacinth; woodland
paths blue with forget-me-not ; moist beck-
sides glossy with unfolding fronds of fern.
The sloping sides of the Gill were over-
grown M'ith a rich luxuriance of large pale
primroses; with fragile, trembling, pink-tipped
anemones; and dark scented violets were
there, with timid white woodruff. The purple
orchis stood up strong and firm in the green
pasture-lands; the glowing yellow Mary^buds
filled the marshes ; the daffodils

" That come before the swallow dares.
And take the winds of March with beauty- ''

these danced only in favoured spots; one
spot most favoured being the orchard at the
back of the cottage at Netherbank.

Genevieve had hardly known what to make
of the thick clusters of crisp green lanceolate
leaves that had thrust themselves through the
grass and the dead undergrowth in such fine

profusion. Her father kept an amused and
deliberate silence, even though he was called
out from the studio daily to witness some
amazing change, or growth, or new develop-
ment. It was so with every leaf and bud
that was responding to the spring sunshine in

the little front garden. Everything gave a
quite distinct delight, because it was so good
as to come up there, and be watched by one
who had never before watched a flower grow-
ing, and unfolding, and coming to its tints,

its curves, and full perfections. The daffo-

dils were somewhat slow of development, as

became their stately ways ; the slender green

buds came very gradually to their fuller form
and finer tint. Then all at once a dozen or

so among them began to bow their heads

—

to be ready for the great crisis of their lives,

the crisis proving to the world that their long

promise had not been given out of a vain self-

estimate. They stood there at last, the shell

of silver-brown tissue thrown back, the great

wide-open, amber-tinted cup quivering proudly

on the strong stem, the paler petals standing

round like rays round a pictured saint. Yes,

they stood there ; and they danced to the

music of the yEolian harp that was in the

apple-boughs ; and the birds sang to the

same ; and altogether you knew that it was

good to be at Murk-Marishes in the spring o'

the year.

J
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" I wonder if the delight of it could be of

too rare a nature to one not used to it?"

Noel Bartholomew said one day. He was

sitting on the edge of the old draw-well.

Genevieve was feeding the pigeons that had

come wheeling down at her call. It was just

the kind of day on which to be idle—to feel

that idleness meant growth and refreshing,

and deliverance from spiritual stagnation.

But Noel Bartholomew had enjoyed several

such days now, and he was beginning to feel

that they might have their dangers.

Genevieve, throwing down her last handful

of corn, came and sat beside him, and heard

all that he had to say of the soft dreamful

mood that had come over him.

" I cannot will my will nor work my work,"

he said, " and yet I feel well and happy, or

rather happier. It is strange, but I cannot

help feeling that this calm is like the calm
that comes before a storm,"

" A hail-storm, perhaps, hailing new ideas

down upon you."
" No ; I am not waiting for ideas. The

' ^none ' is all but done. Then I shall

finish the 'Sir Galahad;' and after that I

have it in my mind that I should Hke to paint

a landscape—a great wide sweep of Lang-

barugh Moor, with a dark grey sky torn and
flying before the wind."

" Good, my father ! That must be done.

.... But if I were a painter, now here is

my subject coming towards me as shyly as you
please. Three little maidens with three little

smiles, bearing three little bunches of flowers

of .the field. And there ! three little curtseys

dropped like one, to show how manners linger

in likely places."
" Do you know that Keturah has decided

that not another of your flower-maidens is to

be admitted into the kitchen this year?" said

Mr. Bartholomew when the children had
turned to go, having offered their flowers and
received the usual reward of thanks and
smiles. " She declared to me this morning
that there were seventeen of them between
school hours and sunset last evening."

"Little dears !"

" I believe you bribe them ?"

" That is precisely what Mrs. Caton said

the other day, when I went in laden with the

flowers that the children had brought to me
as I passed through the village."

" What else did Mrs. Caton say ?"

" She said many things. Would they in-

terest you?"
" Some of them might. Mrs. Caton often

says interesting things."

" So she does ; especially when they are a
little spiteful."

" That is spiteful of you, my dear."
" It is ; and I recall it."

" What made you say it ? It was not like

you. Was your visit an unpleasant one ?"

" It was not particularly pleasant. Why
should Mrs. Caton have asked me about—
about Mr. Kirkoswald ? She wanted to know
if I could tell her why he had stayed three

months at Usselby after writing to tell old

Charlock that he was coming for three nights ?

. . . How do people get to know of such
things ? And why should they care ?"

" Was that the worst you had to endure ?
"

" There was more of the same kind. I

was asked what Mr. Kirkoswald was doing in

London now," replied Genevieve, her colour

deepening to a lovelier tint, even under her

father's gaze. " Mrs. Caton had heard that

he had gone up to buy furniture. I could

only tell her that I did not know ; and that

Mr. Kirkoswald had told you that he was
going up on business. I had also to confess

that I did not know when he was coming
back ; that I did not know how long he meant
to stay at Usselby when he did come ; and
that I did not know whether he was ever

going to live on the Continent again or not.

And all the while I had the satisfaction of

feeling that neither Mrs. Caton nor her friends

quite believed in my ignorance."
" Well, that was rather trying for you

It is, as you say, wonderful how people get

to know of things in small towns; more won-
derful still that they should take so inex-

plicable an interest in what does not concern

them."
" Oh, it is not what they know that makes

the strangeness of it; it is what they conjec-

ture ! If they would only cease from con-

jecture!"

They were hardly likely to cease with such

attractive ground to go upon ; the delicate

nature of it, the uncertainty of its present pas-

sages, the important possibilities it held for

the future— all these things, that should have
inspired a kind silence, were as so many in-

centives to gossip, to flippant suggestion, to

uncharitable conclusion.

And yet it is easily conceivable that there

was not in that Thurkeld Abbas coterie a

single individual who would have failed in

one single particular to take the part of the

Good Samaritan, had Genevieve Bartholomew
been found wounded in any of the dark way-

sides of life, or in any way needing compas-

sion of theirs. It is strange how a human
being will stab another to the heart with an
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unkind word, who could never bear to see

that other with an aching finger without try-

ing to reheve the pain. Why should we blun-

der so ? Why but because we have facilely

fallen into an ill groove, and made no eftbrt

to get out therefrom.

CHAPTER XXVIII.—A BEGINNING OF GRIEFS.

" To this the courteous prince
Accorded with his wonted courtesy.
Courtesy with a touch of traitor in it."

Idyls of the King.

Obedient to one of the sudden impulses

by which his life was mainly ordered, Noel
Bartholomew set out alone one morning for a
day's sketching. He was not fond of going
alone ; but not knowing whither his mood
and the aspect of the scenery might lead

him, he declined the offer of his daughter's

company.
"You will be glad of a day for letter-

writing," he said. " Letters from London
have been few and far between of late."

" People are sure to forget us if we forget

them," said Genevieve, feeling some pangs
of conscience at the remembrance of a pile

of letters docketed '* unanswered " on her
writing-table.

" Anyhow, they will forget us ! " replied

her father as he turned away.
He was not in a very equable frame of

mind. Out-of-doors the spring sunshine
intoxicated him, so to speak. He could say

things, and think them, and dream them,
that were quite impossible to him in the less

stimulating atmosphere of his own studio or
the cottage fireside. But there was always
reaction; always after each hour of expan-
sion, of spontaneity, of vivid, passionate in-

sight, there came a dozen hours of doubt,
of vague, nameless pain, of chill sitting by
the ashes of the dead fire.

It was not new to him, this alternation,

this change from swift flight over the sunlit

regions of possible achievement to chains
and darkness on the barren ground. It is

new to no man over whose soul the thing

called genius tyrannises. But Bartholomew
was becoming aware of changes in the manner
of the tyranny ; aware, too, that his seasons
of desolation were more prolonged, more
frequent ; worse than all, they were in a
manner unaccountable.

That long dead time of gloom which had
followed upon his bereavement had not been
in itself a matter for wonder, for perplexity.
It had been understood of all men, up to

their measure, and most men had sympa-
thized—that up to their measure also.

It was different now. There had been no

new bereavement, no new shock, and the
paralysis of his creative powers was in itself
of a different nature. It was creeping upon
him by slow and irregular degrees.

This was his own idea. He did not share
it. No one divined it.

Genevieve only saw that since that autumn
day when he had set his palette in the new
studio at Netherbank, he had worked more or
less steadily, and with more or less of success.
She had anticipated a period of comparative
mactivity; she had almost hoped for it of
late, that her father might have rest. A
long, peaceful, unvexed rest that was not the
rest of incapacity would give him back the
power to place himself where he had stood
when he was most conspicuous in the sight
of men, or higher still, it might be. He had
not touched the hmit yet ; of this she wab
certain.

So it was that this depression of mood did
not move her to any new or lively fear.

"Anyhow, they will forget us !
" he said as he

went out ; and Genevieve smiled, watching
him as he crossed the field where the young
green barley was springing. " He will have
a vision of another and more glorious ^none
before he reaches Birkrigg Gill," the girl said

to herself, knowing that the .^none he had
already created was approachmg a finer per-

fection than anything lie had given to the

world yet.

Her prophecy was fulfilled, not only in the

spirit, but also to the letter. As Noel Bar-

tholomew went on through the low-lying pas-

ture lands that were all golden with the great

marsh-marigolds, dappled with daisies, musical

with the songs of the thrush and the lark, he
thought no more of the neglect of men ; and
the sense of the lifelong under-appreciation

that he could not but be aware of ceased to

be a pain to him. It would be with him as it

had been with Millet—he would sleep, sleep

soundly, and men would awake to the

knowledge of him and his work when he

knew it not. But Genevieve would know

;

she would come and whisper it to him where

he lay, and he would entreat of her before

that time came to take care that he should

lie where king-cups and daisies would grow.

It was very possible on such a morning to

feel as Keats had felt, that the daisies were

growing over him already, and there was no

shadow of grief in the feeling; rather was

there a new longing for this perfectness of

rest, of which the daisies were whispering, in

the lonely marish lands.

Neither was this mood a permanent one.

The next was fuller of hope for the life that
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now is. The world had not seen his last

and best work. A few weeks more and it

should be seen. And then and there, think-

ing of his picture's reception, there sprang

another vision-picture to his brain—a fair

young Nausicaa, surprised by the wandering

Ulysses as she stood among the sedges by
the side of the rippling river. He saw her

standing as plainly as if she had stood there

among the reeds of Murk-Marishes, so plainly

that he could wonder at the roundness of

her strong white arm, at the grace of her

Greek dress, at the surprise that was on her

parted lips, and in her lovely eyes—eyes blue

as the forget-me-nots that were round him
everywhere in Birkrigg Gill. His way was

no more lonely, nor long. Before he awoke
from his vision he was out on the hill-top that

was almost opposite to Yarrell Croft, and a

picture, lovelier than the loveliest dream his

brain had ever wrought, lay stretched out be-

fore him—a picture that would have tempted
him to despair, if nature might so tempt a

man.
It was a scene for Turner, and for none

other since. The mystery of soft, sunny,

pale gold vapour that was upon the distant

dales, veiling everything, and with so trans-

parent a veil that nothing was hid, was hardly

a thing to be attempted without forethought.

Noel Bartholomew sat a long time thinking

before he began. When he did begin he

worked with a will, and the result was not

wholly distasteful to him. Yet he was not

satisfied. No artist, no poet, no sculptor is

acquainted with satisfaction.

He was standing back from his easel,

wondering if he had made the cloud-shadow

that was upon the trees that divided one dale

from another dark enough. He was afraid

of disturbing the sense of mystery that he

had achieved. It was the one thing that he
had desired to achieve.

Quite suddenly, as he stood there, he

became aware of footsteps close to him. A
figure was coming striding up the hill-side

pathway that was all grown over with meet-

ing briars and wild raspberry-canes. " Oh,
it is Mr. Richmond ! " he said, holding out

his hand. " I did not know that you were
at home ; we had heard that you were in

London."
" No such luck ! My sister is there ; she's

been there this three weeks," said the young
man with a touch of something that might
be displeasure, or might be disconsolateness.
*' But don't let me interrupt you," he added
courteously. " I saw you were here ; I could

see you from the billiard-room window, and

I thought I would just come over and watch
you a bit, if you don't mind. . . . It's aw-
fully slow being by one's self."

" That seems to be the general finding of

poor humanity," replied the artist. " And
so far from objecting to your coming, I am
obliged by it. . . . What do you think of

the sketch?"
" Ah, that's capital ! Now I should call

that first-class, if it were a little bit clearer.

Why, you've even got Craig's old house and
the stunted oak by the mere. It's water-

colour, isn't it? What a splendid picture it

would make in oil, wouldn't it ?—especially

if you could put a little more colour into it.

You've got that distance to perfection. Still,

I always like oil-painting best. Shall you do
that over again in oil ?

"

" Yes, probably."

"And I suppose you intend it for London,
for some of the exhibitions ?

"

" That is not certain ... I very seldom
send my works to the exhibitions."

" Don't you ? Well, I thought I hadn't

seen your things about much. They're aw-
fully good."

" They please you?"
" Yes, they do ; and, do you know, I've

I

been thinking a good bit that I should like

to have something of yours—something
really first-class, you know. I thought once
I'd ask you to paint me. And then I thought

I would wait a year or two before I was
painted."

" You are quite right in waiting. Cha-
racter can only come with years. Holbein
used to say that fifty years was the right age
for a woman to have her portrait painted."

" Fifty ! Oh, come, he might as well have
said a hundred at once. I shan't wait till

I'm fifty. And I don't see why I need wait

any longer to have sorne sort of a picture

of yours ; that is, if you will paint me one.

I should like to have one specially done for

myself."

Was the master of Yarrell Croft feeling for

once that he actually was the master, now
that its mistress was away ? He was quite

av/are of a sudden desire to make an experi-

ment as to the extent of his authority. There
might be danger ; but the danger was not

without its attractions.
" I have no objection at all to paint a

picture for you," said Bartholomew, saying

it as much out of his natural good-will and
tendency toward concession, as out of any
other consideration. " But I should wish

you to have a clear idea in your own mind
as to the kind of picture you would like."
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" Oh, I know quite well what I like, and
an idea has just come into niy head that I

think would do capitally. Why shouldn't

you turn a little just where you are now, and
paint that hill-side and Yarrell Croft into the

picture you are doing? It would be all

right, you know. If you come a bit farther

back you can see the house, and all that

distance that you have painted at the same
time."

" So I can," said Bartholomew, feeling that

that square block of stone would destroy

every particle of sentiment that the picture

could ever have. Still, it was very natural

that the youth should wish, beyond all other
things, to have a picture of his own home,
the house where he had been born, and where
he had lived his untroubled life. Bartholo-
mew made no objection ; he would paint

•Yarrell Croft, since its owner wished to have
it painted.

He sat a little longer, working at the
distance. He would have to come again,

and yet again, perhaps many times, if he did
this thing that Cecil Richmond wished to

have done. He felt instinctively that nothing
in the way of generalisation would be appre-
ciated. Every window and door, every tree

and shrub, every gate and every hedge-row
would have to stand in its place. He seemed
to see his sketchy, vaporous picture growing
into a coloured photograph before his eyes.

Cecil Richmond had seated himself amonsr
the moss and the thick prmirose-leaves that

covered the bank-side ; and he sat there with
his head thrown back, his arms folded, a
cigar between his lips—the very personifica-

tion of youth satisfied with itself, with its

antecedents, with its present prosperity, with
its future prospects. Bartholomew could not
help looking at him from time to time, won-
dering at him, not envying him.

Almost he liked him. If he were unculti-

vated he was ingenuous, or seemed so. If

he were not without ostentation, neither was
he without the small courtesies and deferences
that lie on the surface of social life, and are

so pleasant and useful.

" You will come over and have some
luncheon?" he said as Bartholomew began to

pack up his brushes ; and it may be that the
artist would have been glad to accept the

invitation had nothing prevented him. But
he was prevented. The knowledge that he
would not have gone to the house for luncheon
had Diana Richmond been there, was suffi-

cient to keep him from it when she was not
there.

The invitation was pressed, and again

declined
; but Bartholomew went homeward

by the same way that young Richmond went,
"If you are going back by the moor," said

Cecil, "come through the gardens; it will
save you half a mile at least. . . . Have
you ever been over the place? It was a
priory once, you know—Yarrell Priory. That
old archway—you can see it from here—was
an arched gateway in the walls of the priorv
gardens ; so they say. That, and the bits o'f

masonry about it, are all that is left of the
old establishment. My great-grandfather
built this house, and an old Puritan he must
have been. He wouldn't have the name
kept up, but must needs call the house after
the field he had built it in. It was not built

on the site of the old priory ; that was too
low, too far down in the wood. But that
needn't have mattered. We could have
kept the name."

" You might resume it, if you chose," sug-
gested Bartholomew.
"So we might; I've said so to Di scores

of times ; but she's as stiff in her own way
as a woman can be, and that's saying a
lot But there, that's the archway

;

it's Gothic, you know. Shouldn't you say it

was Gothic ?
"

" Yes, certainly I should," said Bartholo-

mew; " and I should say it is eleventh-cen-

tury work, if I may judge."

It was a great round-headed arch, with

plain round mouldings of solid design. The
piers and the capitals were completely covered

with the strong green ivy that had flourished

there for centuries. The walls on either

hand had been covered with rude trellis-

work, and the clematis that crept in and out

was just bursting into leaf. The young

sprays were waving in the breeze. Through
the archway you could see an old fountain

among the greenery of the inYier garden. A
pair of tortoise-shell butterflies were quivering

against the blue sky. The pale bright green

of hollyhock-leaves brightened part of the

ground-space ; lilies and irises were coming

up nearer to the gate. The boughs of climb-

ing rose-trees fluttered everywhere, making

a frame to a scene that could not fail to

be suggestive to the eye of an artist of any

insight.

" Why shouldn't you have this painted in-

stead of the house?" asked Bartholomew,

with the sense of snatching at means of

escape.
" You think this would make a good

picture?"
" Certainly I do. When the summer and

autumn flowers are out it must be almost
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perfect. And garden-scenes are less com-
mon than they might be. To say the truth,

I have often longed to paint one, and years

ago I made some studies of flowers for the

purpose ; but I have never seen anything

Jike this to inspire me."
" Oh, very well ; then you shall paint

both," said the young man, speaking rather

as Disraeli's Young Duke might have spoken
to Sir Carte Blanche. " How soon can you
get them done?"

Bartholomew smiled. " It will lake some
time to paint two such pictures as you seem
to desire," he said ;

" that is, unless I do
them on a very small scale."

" Oh, but I don't want them on a small

scale," said Cecil. " I like a picture that you
can see across the room as you sit by the

fireside."

" There I agree with you," said the painter.

A silence followed. Bartholomew was in

a momentary perplexity. Should he ask

this new and imperious patron of the fine

arts to consider so unimportant a thing as

price, or should he not ? It evidently was
unimportant to him. It was a matter on
which Noel Bartholomew had always been
stupidly sensitive, and it was quite within

the range of things that Cecil Richmond
should take oftence, and imagine that Bar-

tholomew was sceptical as to his power to

pay for the commissions he had given.

So it was that silence came about. The
two men parted at the gate that opened into

the field pathways above the house, and
Bartholomew went on his way alone. " I

can make it all right," he said to himself as

he went on. " I need not ask the price I

should get in the market."

CHAPTER XXIX.— LETHE'S GLOOM, BUT NOT
• ITS QUIET.

" But trust me, gentlemen, I'll prove more true
Than those'that have more cunning to be strange."

Shakespeare.

Were the wheels of life beginning to drag
a little heavily in the thatched cottage in the

barley-field as the spring days went on ?

If it were so, it could only be a very little,

there was so much to be done, so much to be
•cared for. New interests went on increasing,

as they always do when people are capable of
being interested ; and the old interests went
on deepening and growing into the life of
things to an extent that could only have been
found if some stern fate had ordered that

they should be suddenly torn up by the roots.

Sometimes, remembering that the home at

Netherbank was, after all, only a tempo-
rary arrangement, Genevieve would feel as if

her pulse stopped for the moment. Day by
day the little spot of earth was growing
dearer ; day by day the fact was becoming
more plainly written that for good or for ill

her life was one with another life, and it

seemed to the girl, in her intense love for the

place, as if the afiinity that existed between
that other soul and her own could hardly be
quite the same afiinity if it had to exist apart

from the moor and the sea, from the birds

and the flowers, from the sun on the hills,

and the breezes on the cliff-top, from all that

made gladsome the days that came and
went in the neighbourhood of Murk-Marishes.
They were gladsome still for Genevieve,

especially when she was out among the glad-

ness, though no letter came, nor any tidings.

It was very foolish, she knew, this half-expec-

tancy, this childish disappointment. How
could he write with no pretext for writ- •

ing ? Still, vague wonders came and went,

and innocent recallings of the experience of

her girlish friends. Sometimes darker visions

came. What if Mr. Kirkoswald had yielded

to one of his old impulses, and had gone
again to the Continent to remain for years ?

What if it were so ? What then ? Well, no-

thing even then but trust and faith, perfect

faith in the friendship of George Kirkoswald.

It seemed to her that she had so much
ground for her faith ; though it was not a

matter of proportion.

Going up to the Haggs one day, and enter-

ing by the stackyard, she had overheard
Dorothy Craven crooning a little song, an
ancient love ditty, that ran thus :

—

" Nowe rise up wightlye, man, for shame,
Never lye so cowardice.

For it is told in my father's halle
You dye for love of me."

" I did not know that you could sing, Miss
Craven," said Genevieve gaily, going round
between the stacks to where Dorothy was
spreading her laces and linens carefully on the

hedge. Dorothy blushed like a school-girl,

but she smiled too. She was not annoyed
;

neither was she so sorrowful as she had been.
It was easy to see that in some way or other

life was going more easily for her.

It was not much that she had to tell, but

she told it as if knowing that Genevieve
might have more than one reason for being

glad to hear it told.

" I can only guess who's behind it all," she

said, " but let him be who he will, I hope
he'll have his reward. I was aboot at t' far

end wi' one thing an' another, an' Mr. Damer
threatening to sell us up for t' rent if 'tvvasn't

paid afore May-da^^ There's some influence

somewhere, or he'd never ha' written the
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letter he has written to me, tellin' me 'at if

a little more time 'ud be a convenience I

can take it, without feelin' anyways anxious.

Think o' that ! an' as polite a letter as if it

had been written to a duchess."
" Then you can see your way now ?

"

Genevieve asked.

There was a little darkening of Dorothy's

face; poor face, it had grown so used to

darkening !

" It'll all depend upon the harvest," she

said. " One good old-fashioned harvest would
set me on my feet again nicely. It all depends

o' that."

Genevieve could not help wondering, as

she went away again, what effect this little

improvement in Miss Craven's prospects

would have upon the hopes of Ishmael

Crudas. Still it was not to be expected that

Mr. Kirkoswald—for his was the influence

that had wrought upon Mr. Darner—this she

knew, and Dorothy knew it too—it was not

to be expected of him that he should refrain

from helping Miss Craven to stand firm over

a crisis, because there was a chance that if

she should fail to stand she might be driven

to a marriage to which she would not consent

willingly. He might be sorry for Ishmael

Crudas, but he was too chivalrous not to be
more sorry still for a woman who was fighting

the battle of life bravely, though the odds were

so desperately against her. It was only a

little thing that he had done, but Genevieve
was glad that he had done it, glad and proud
too, though she could take no credit to her-

self. George Kirkoswald had made a care-

less-seeming promise to her, and he had kept

it carefully, but he would have done the same
had the promise been made to any human
being that breathed.

And then in the fulness of her heart, and
in the lightness of spirit that comes when
your foot is on the turf, she spoke aloud.

" He could never, never fail from his

word !
" she said.

And though she spoke softly and sweetly,

something caught up the sound and gave it

back again, as if with a touch of mockery

—

"He could never, never fail from his

word !

"

She remembered it afterwards, the repeti-

tion where no echo was, the curious touch
of contradiction that seemed to be in the

repeating voice, even though that voice was
still her own.

She was going homewards now, down
through the bramble brakes that were green
with the young crisp leaves, through the lanes

all golden and blue. At the stile by the

barley-field she stopped a moment, listening

as if suddenly compelled to listen ; and again
the spoken word came back to her from the
upland, spoken as she had meant it this time,

as she had intended it out of her full and
fervent faith

—

" He could never, never fail from his

word !

"

She was still standing there with her hand
on the stile when she saw a small, darkly-

clad figure stirring inside the hedge. It was
Davy Drewe, touching his yellow curls, and
coming forward with a blush.

" Were you waiting for me, Davy ? " she
said, speaking in the half-tender way that had
attracted the little fellow so much. " Come
with me into the house and have some tea."

" I mustn't ; I mustn't stay no longer," the

boy said. " I've stayed a long time, an' it's

my last night at home. Mother said I might
come an' say ' good-bye ' as I was goin' oot
foreign."

" You are going on a foreign voyage ? Poor
child ! and poor mother ! Why, how long

will it be before you are back again, Davy ?
"

The boy turned pale, very pale, and he

lifted his eloquent blue eyes to Genevieve's

face; but no words would come, or, at any
rate, not the words he would have said.

He could only say that he did not know
when he would be back again. The ship

was going from port to port, and from land

to land, the owners themselves hardly know-

ing whither. Davy did' not seem to care

whither, so that he was out on the wild waters

agam.
" Are you so fond of the sea ? " Genevieve

asked wonderingly.
" No, miss, I'm no way fond on it," the

child said, speaking as if perplexed by his

own feeling. " But Ah don't never rest when

Ah'm ashore."

"You do not? . . . Ah, that does seem

strange ! . . . But you will not forget me,

Davy ? And you shall have this," Gene-

vieve said, drawing a tiny book from her

pocket, a much-worn copy of "The Imitation."

" You shall have this to make you think of

me, and to remind you of that day when you

were so nearly drowned. I have my little

' Viking ' to remind me of you. And I shall

pray for you, and sometimes I shall sing

a hymn that is a prayer for all that are

in peril on the sea. . . . But I will not

keep you any longer now. Your mother will

want to have you all to herself to-night.

Good-bye, Davy. You will come and see

me when you come back again."

There was no answer, but the wistful light
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blue eyes filled with sudden tears as the little

lad turned away, and Genevieve, standing by

the stile watching him, felt a tear or two steal

down her own face for very sympathy. She

felt certain that the child had left something

unsaid that he had wanted to say. Poor
little fellow ! The memory of him would
always be interwoven with the other memo-
ries of that fateful day in Soulsgrif Bight. It

was his mother's distress for him that had
drawn Genevieve thither, and if she had
never gone down to the Bight how different

life might have been, how colourless, how
col'd, how empty, how inconceivably unblest

!

She still stood there, lost in a kind of

reverie that often came over her now. The
sun was turning the young leaves of a

sycamore in the hedgerow to morsels of glow-

ing transparent amber, a man was ploughing

in a brown field beyond, the sea-gulls and
crows were boldly following him. A plover

was crying across the upland, some lambs

were bleating in a meadow across the lane.

They were bleating rather piteously, Gene-
vieve thought, but she did not understand

the appeal. Presently she saw that one of

the mother-ewes had got out through the

hedge, and was running down the lane, crying

as she went, then standing still, and looking

back, crying again, and finally hurrying to

the hollow in the hedge silently. Over and
over the anxious mother repeated all this,

and then Genevieve, going out from the

barley-field, saw that a tiny white lamb had
been caught among the dense, prickly under-

growth of the hedge. Again the mother
stood bleating to it, then she ran on, looking

back enticingly, eagerly, saying plainly, "Fol-

low me, try to follow me !

"

What could be done in such a strait?

Genevieve wondered, endeavouring in vain

to extricate the small creature herself. She
would ask her father to come—but no, here

was help nearer. Some one was coming
down from the moor, some one on horseback,

and seeing a daintily-clad figure in the lane,

he came more quickly.
" Oh, you have comeback ! you have come

back again !
" Genevieve exclaimed, hardly

knowing the words she used, in her sudden
surprise and gladness. There was a glad,

living light in her eyes, a glow of glad colour

on her face. She stood there, watching
George Kirkoswald, who had dismounted, and
was taking the lamb in his arms tenderly,

carefully, lest he should tear the wool. Then
he put it back into the field again with its

mother, using such gentleness as strong men
do use, having pity for all weak things.

" You were sure to come," said Genevieve,

who was waiting for him in the lane, stand-

ing there tall, and straight, and happy, and
beautiful—beautiful with a quite new beauty

;

or so George thought as he took her two
hands in his silently. " You were sure to

come," said the girl, " since I was needing
help."

'* Then you have never needed me till

to-day ?
"

" I did not say that."

" No
;
you left me to infer it."

" I am not answerable for your inferences,"'

she said, speaking the ungentle words quite

gently. . . .
" What else do you infer?

"

" I infer that you have been very happy
these five weeks."

" That is correct ; I have been happy."
" During my absence ?

"

" During your absence."

They still stood there in the shadow of the

crisp green hedgerow, through which the yel-

low sun was struggling. Genevieve had dis-

engaged one hand, and was patting the red-

roan flank of Bevis. The first corn-crake of

the year was uttering its rhythmical '' crek-

crek " in the meadows beyond.
" Haven't you any more questions to ask ?

"

said Genevieve, breaking the silence that

George did not seem disposed to break.

Was that the form his great gladness was
taking ? Hers was taking the form of an

unusual gaiety.

" I have many questions to ask," he said,

" some of them important ones ; but I shall

not ask them now, since they need important

answers, which I see I should not get in your

present mood."
" Then ask unimportant ones."

Mr. Kirkoswald paused a moment.
" I cannot think of any unimportant thing

that concerns you."
" That is flattery."
'• Which you do not like; that I am aware

of. Then let me see ! What have you been
doing while I have been away ?

"

*' I have been doing many things. Amongst
others I have practised the songs you asked

me to practise."
" Thank you. I have brought you some

more, which I will bring down to-morrow, if

I may."
" We shall be glad to see you."
" As glad as you were to-day ? " asked

George, in a tone of tenderer and deeper
meaning ; then, seeing Genevieve's quick, hot

blush, he hastened to add, " That is unfair.

But you would not mind my seeing that you
were pleased if you knew all that it is to me.
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When be did begin he worked with a will.""

Think for a moment, there is no other person
in the world to be glad—I mean not very
glad, as a sister might be. My comings and
goings have been of no account to any one
ioT so many years, I have had §o little hope
that any one would ever take count of them,
that it is more to me than I can tell you to
find that my coming is really a little pleasure
to you."

" It was not a little pleasure, it was a great

deal," said the girl, speaking out of her sim-

plicity, out of her strong pity for his lonely

life. " And after all, I was not so happy

while you were away ; not so very happy as

you think."
" Then thank you, a thousand times thank

you, for saying it ! Every day has been as

ten to me, and I travelled all night last night

not to lose another day."

They stood a little longer in the fading
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sunlight, and a few more words were said,

unconsidered as words may be when faith is

strong and understanding perfect. The
difficult word was "good-bye," but it was
spoken at, last, and George Kirkoswald went
homeward over Langbarugh Moor. Gene-
vieve sauntered slowly along the path through

the field that was all one mist of green with

the springing corn ; she was saying to herself

softly, yet tremulously ;

—

"Fain would I dwell on form, fain, fain deny
"What I have spoke : but farewell compliment !

"

CHAPTER XXX.—AT THE RECTORY.

' The high that proved too high, the heroic for earth too hard,
The passion that left the ground to lose itself in the sky.

Are music sent up to God by the lover and the bard

;

Enough that He heard it once : we shall hear it by-and-
by." Abt Vogler : Browning.

The Rectory at Thurkeld Abbas was an
old red-brick house, standing in a high-walled

garden. Trees drooped over the wall. There
were great dark doors at the bottom of the

avenue. Inside the doors you came upon a

square damp lawn, at the top of which the

house stood, tall and narrow, and sombre-
looking. The windows were narrow too, and
the shabby dark-red curtains gave no bright-

ness to them. It was just the house where
you would expect to find an austere and
elderly housekeeper.

The austere housekeeper had in the be-

ginning objected to the residence of Mr.
Severne at the Rectory, but Canon Gabriel

had set her objections aside with as much
firmness as quietness. The coming of the

young curate had been the great event of his

later life.

Almost at once the young man had stepped
into the place of the dead son for whom the

Canon had gone softly all the days of so

aiany years. There was a spiritual likeness,

none other, but it was strong enough to make
the new afiection as beautiful as it had been
quick of growth.

There had been no upsetting of the old

man's way of life. He sat alone during the

morning in his own study as he had always
done. Mr. Severne's study was in a distant

part of the house. In the afternoon, the two
went out into the scattered parish, each going
his own way. When the day's work was
done, they sat together by the fire in the
dining-room, a low, dark, unbeautiful room,
that had neither ornament nor picture. The
walls were painted stone grey, the curtains

were of the same shabby dark red as those in

front of the house. There was no other
colour that could be called by name.
They sat there as usual one evening—it was

the evening of the day on which Mr. Kirkos-

wald had returned. The curtains had been
drawn, two dim. candles lighted, a cheerful

fire burned in the grate, for it was yet chilly

in the evenings, and the Canon bore ill the

cold of the northern shire, to which he had
never become acclimatised. He had always

been a frail man, always sensitive to every

physical, mental, and spiritual influence with

which he had come into contact.

They had been silent awhile, rather a long
while for the curate, the Canon thought, with

a touch of amusement. Mr. Severne was not

given to silences, rather did he prefer a gentle

continuous stream of speech, breaking on this

side into light-hearted boyish pleasantries,

on that side into grave, earnest, and instant

recognition of the purer and holier and more
spiritual side of things. He could pass from
one to the other so that seeing the mere look

on his face, and in his eyes, you lost all sense

of incongruity.

The Canon broke in upon his present

thought, whatever it was, with an unwelcome
question :

—

"Have you read that article in the Quixotic

Review, Severne ? the one entitled, ' To
Everything a Season.'

"

" No," said Mr. Severne, lifting his big

blue-grey eyes deprecatingly, and blushing

deeply; "No,—I—I haven't seen it."

" What have you seen lately in the way of

literature ?
"

The blush deepened, the confusion mounted
and mounted till it reached its height ; then

it toppled over into a laugh of the keenest

amusement.
" I don't think I've seen anything for a

long time," he said; " I—I know I'm too bad

;

but one has such a lot of things to do, and

—

and "

" And as a matter of fact you don't care

for reading ?
"

Another laugh, with less amusement in it,

another blush with more of regret and self-

reproach. The Canon had given gentle

hints before, and the curate had made good
resolutions ; but, alas ! the instinct, the crav-

ing was not there, and until reading became
a matter of conscience, there would be no
real change. This the Canon had perceived,

without being able to understand it. He had
been a devourer of books from boyhood him-

self; they had been as the very life of his

intellectual life, and he valued them accord-

ingly.

" I suppose it has always been so with you,

Ernest ? " he asked after a time, using, as he

often did, the young man's Christian name.
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" I'm afraid it iias. I used to get into

trouble about it. At home I get chaffed

awfully. My sister Violet tells everybody

that I have never read but three books,

Pearson on the Creed, The Life of St. Francis

de Sales, and The Hoosier Schoolmaster

T

This was told with such innocent gravity

that it became the Canon's turn to laugh.

The old man had laughed more during the

past few months than he had done from his

Oxford days till now. Presently he sent Mr.
Severne to his study for the last number
of the Quixotic Rrjiew.

" I shall begin a course of training,

Severne," he said, when the young man re-

turned. " You shall read to me in the even-

ings, and I will choose your books, taking

care to choose such as must interest you, and
then we will talk them over together. The
appetite will come so if you will only perse-

vere. . . . Come, now, try to look a little

less resigned."

The article in the Quixotic that had at-

tracted the Canon's attention had every

appearance of having been written to crystal-

lize its author's own opinions. The matter

of it was a plea that some thought might be
given to the amusements of the people, more
especially in remote districts, a subject on
which Canon Gabriel had pondered long and
often. More than once he had talked it over

with Mr. Severne, mentioning, more especi-

ally, his desire to do something down in

Soulsgrif Bight. But they had sadly con-

cluded that it would be almost impossible to

do anything there, since there was not even a

barn that could be turned to use. If only a

room could be built, a good schoolroom that

could be used for other purposes, then some-
thing might be possible. This new paper in

the Quixotic had given new impetus to the

Canon's wish.

."Listen to this, Severne," said the Canon,
while the curate hastened to put the candles

so that the old man could see better. " It

is a passage out of the middle of the paper

;

the beginning is simply a prose poem."
The Canon began, reading in a pure culti-

vated tone that would have made almost any
article seem of value :

—

" Here, for instance, is Gurth—I know
him quite well ; he lives in the village below
—Gurth, the born thrall, dumb, defaced,

joyless, but pitiably patient, even in these

hard times, when neither the day's work nor
the day's wage is always to be had. His
gait is heavy, but I fancy his heart is heavier
still. ' Merrie England!' I doubt whether
he ever so much as heard the phrase. Will

his children hear it? How speaks Sir Henry
Taylor ?

—

" ' Oh, England !
' Merry F.ngland,' styled of yore !

Where is thy mirth ? Thy jocund laughter where ?

The sweat of labour on the brow of care
Makes a raute answer—driven from every door !

'

"
' The people actually seem to have forgot-

ten how to amuse themselves,' says a recent
writer, and, with Gurth visibly before us, we
acknowledge it sadly ; but sadder still we
acknowledge that Gurth's master has in no-
wise forgotten how to amuse himself. What
does he ever do, but amuse himself in the
most expensive and ornamental manner pos-
sible ? Is he not acquainted with the Turf,

and with Hurhngham? Has he not his

opera-box, his yacht, his grouse moor, with
perhaps other amusements less defensible

than these ? At the present moment there

are two newspapers of recent date lying before

me, and from one I learn that the rented

grouse-shootings of Scotland, with the fishings,

realise the enormous sum of ;^3oo,ooo per

annum. My other newspaper says, ' It is a

fact not undeserving of serious attention,

that in the past year the deaths of seventy-

seven persons in the Metropolitan district

were either due to starvation and exposure,

or were at any rate accelerated by privation.'

" I leave these two extracts side by side for

the consideration of all whom they may con-

cern. The social ill that weighs upon my
mind at present, being not so much the

inability of the working man to keep life in

himself, as his inability to make the best of

his life when he has it. Is not that Scripture

true for him also? 'To everything there is a

season ; and a time to every purpose under

the heaven. . . A time to plant ; a time to

build. . . A time to laugh; a time to dance!'

Will it always mean that the time to plant and

to build is Gurth's; and the time to laugh and

to dance his master's? I would that his

master would think of it.

" There is a good deal of thinking to be

done on this head,—hard, earnest, human

thinking ; and if any man can bring but the

germ of an idea, let him bring it in God's

name. The problems connected with rational

recreation for those who most need it are

beneath no man's consideration. Enough

has been said in contemptuous description of

L\e pleasures of certain classes. 'Arry, as he

displays himself on Bank holidays, presents

a sufficiently striking theme for a telling news-

paper or magazine article. His yellow shoddy

ulster, his magenta neck-tie, his shiny boots

are ' points ' that can hardly escape the

meanest observation. We believe in his

devotion to the big earthen bottle; we
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acquiesce in the opinion that denies him
appreciation of any art, science, or literature

whatever ; but we are bound in the name of

humanity to maintain that 'Arry is not the

utterly hopeless being that some hold him
to be.

" Take what view we will of the classes

typified by Gurth and 'Arry, we cannot deny
that their mental, moral, and aesthetic con-

dition is at least as much a consequence as a

cause—a consequence of bad government,
of ignorance in high places, of selfishness, of

thoughtlessness, of Cain-like mind among the

followers of Christ. ' Am I my brother's

keeper ?
' The question goes up daily and

hourly. There are men and women whose
whole life of ease and luxury, from the cradle

to the grave, is one ceaseless preference of

the query. And all the while the brother's

blood is crying froa:i the ground in tones and
voices that we only acknowledge as sounds

that jar upon our exceeding great refine-

ment."

Canon Gabriel stopped here and looked

toward his listener, half-expecting to see a

confused endeavour to recall a wandering

eye ; but instead, he saw a serious face fixed

earnestly on his.

" That does make one want to do some-
thing," said the young curate thoughtfully.

"But I wish the writer had told one more
exactly what was to be done !

"

"If you had read the article through, you
would have found that the author does be-

come more practical, much more. I have
heard it said that every social reformer should

have one leading idea. This man's idea is

music ; consequently it agrees with mine. I

am certain we can do something—here at

Thurkeld Abbas, if not down in the Bight.

There is Mrs. Caton, and the two Miss Da-
rners, and I think Genevieve—Miss Bartho-

lomew—would come and help us."
" I'm sure she would," said Mr. Severne,

brightening instantly, and blushing more
instantly still. " She would do anything to

help anybody. Shall we go over to-morrow,
and ask her ?

"

The Canon looked at him gravely, and
rather sorrowfully. Should he utter any word
of warning? Was it too soon? Was it too

late ? The old man had had hope in the

beginning ; but he had seen enough to turn

his hope to fear—fear lest this son of his old

age should be called upon to suffer more than
he could well bear to see him suffering.

No word of warning was uttered ; and next
day being temptingly blue and beautiful, the

Canon had no special objection to urge when

Mr. Severne repeated his proposal that they

should go over to Netherbank.

It was almost as much a pleasure to the

Canon as it was to the younger man to drive

through, between the primrose-banks, to the

studio in the orchard, where the trees stood

bossed all over with the small round crimson

buds ; to find when he got there a human
being or two unaffectedly glad to see him,

grateful to him for going ; to know that he
might talk, or be silent, or listen, or do aught

he chose to do, and yet be sure of coming
away refreshed and rested.

The tones of a piano, of Genevieve's voice,

arrested them at the cottage door. Mr.
Kirkoswald was there in the little room ; he
had brought down the songs he had promised

to bring. Genevieve v.-as trying them over.
" I trust I come as opportunely for you as

for myself," said Canon Gabriel, speaking'

with his beautiful old-fashioned courtesy of

manner. Mr. Severne was blushing his greet-

ings. He had been glad to come, and he
could not indulge any doubts about the

opportuneness of his coming. He would have
been glad if Mr. Kirkoswald had not been
there, simply because Miss Bartholomew
might have gone on singing for him. She
had often sung for him, song after song at his

desire, moving him to a kind of intoxicatiori

by her singing, though it was not specially

good singing, if you came to criticize it

scientifically. Mr. Severne did not criticize

it at all : it seemed perfect to him in its sweet
expressiveness.

The Canon had brought his Review with

him. He was an old man; sometimes death

came near to him, nearer than anybody knew^
and if there was anything to be done, he was
always eager that it should be done with as

little delay as might be. He drew George
Kirkoswald aside, and went right to the heart

of the matter that was interesting him so

much.
" Meeting you here is better fortune than

I had hoped for," Canon Gabriel said. " I

wanted to see you, to try to enlist your sym-
pathies. Knowing that you go down to

Soulsgrif Bight so often, knowing other

things too, I was sure that you would help

if you only saw the matter as I see it, as the

writer of this article sees it. It will not be
easy to find sympathy for anything that seems
so indirectly philanthropic. People will give

money for coals and blankets, as indeed it is

right they should, but I doubt if they will

look favourably upon a scheme that professes

to provide amusement only—amusement for

those who have no hereditary right to it."
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*' It will be a question of time," said Kirk-

oswald, '-'time and patient, persevering effort.

The people who blame the labouring man for

spending his money at the village alehouse,

must certainly admit that at present it is too

often the sole spot where he has any chance of

forgetting his labour, his many cares. If

people will only look they will see that his

life is one long dull round of unrelieved

drudgery, and I think they will hardly refuse

to relieve it by so much as you will ask of

them."
" You are hopeful ? " the Canon said. " I

am glad of that. You make me feel more
hopeful than I was. ... I think you said

that you had seen this paper in the Quixotic

Review 1
"

" Yes," said George Kirkoswald, " I have

read it." He could not help glancing at

Genevieve as he made the admission. She
had the Review in her hand. From the

moment that her eye had fallen upon the

open page she had found that every turn of

every phrase was for. her an expected turn.

She gave back a smile for his glance.
" I was wondering how you would answer,"

she said.

"You mean to betray me ?
"

" Assuredly I mean to betray you. Canon
Gabriel, this article was written by Mr. Kirk-

oswald himself. His brain is full of schemes
for demoralising the united parish of Thur-

keld Abbas with Soulsgrif Bight."

The Canon was silent : Mr. Severne spoke
quickly.

"Did you write this? Did you really? Oh,
I say ! It is clever—it's awfully clever !

"

he went on, looking at Mr. Kirkoswald with

more and more of astonishment in his round
blue eyes. " Don't you think it's clever,

Miss Bartholomew ?
"

George Kirkoswald glanced with a little

'inevitable amusement at Genevieve ; but

there was no amusement in the glance that

met his. The girl was always loyal to her

friends—most loyal when they most needed
loyalty.

" There is little left to be said by me,"
began Canon Gabriel : "instead of having to

plead with you for others, Mr. Kirkoswald, I

must plead for myself, that you will give me
encouragement in this matter and enlighten-

ment. You can do so much, since you have
the experience that Severne has not, and
apparently the enterprise that I never had."

" Thank you. It is easy to be enterprising

on paper," replied Kirkoswald. "But I.need
hardly say that I am anxious to do what I

can. We will at present leave the question

of a suitable room at Soulsgrif. I know a
person who has grateful associations with

Soulsgrif Bight ; and who as a mere expres-
sion of his gratitude will see to the room,

—

with your permission, of course. Our ques-
tion is what to do with it when we have got
it?"

" There could hardly be any limit to the

uses of such a room," replied the Canon.
" The main plea in this paper is for music,

and I am quite in accord with what you say.

One thing struck me much—you give it as a

quotation—it is the assertion that ' not one
person in each million of visitors to the

Crystal Palace is charged with drunken and
disorderly conduct !

' Think of that, not one
in a million ! Until I read this article I did

not dream of counting the Crystal Palace

among the great influences that are working
on national manners and character. Perhaps
if one's eyes were opened, as they will one
day be, one would have a reverence for that

modern palace of glass and iron, well-nigh

equal to the reverence one feels for the

ancient stones of Westminster Abbey."
Mr. Bartholomew had come into the room

during this speech, but so gently as not to

draw attention from it. He was looking grey

and absent and weary. He h-iid been at work

;

and he had begged his daughter not to inter-

rupt him if visitors came.
" I did not know you were holding a leve'e,

my dear !" he said, turning to Genevieve with

a smile in his eyes.
" It is a Chapter," said Mr. Severne. "We

are arranging parish-work."

"Yes? . . . You were speaking of music.

Are you musical. Sir Galahad?"
" N—no ; that is, I'm awfully fond of

music, but I don't play—not much. I mean
to buy a piano, though, and then I shall

learn. I— I think one could soon learn
;

don't you. Miss Bartholomew ?
"

" You would soon sing nicely," said Gene-

vieve. "In fact you sing nicely now. You
will be an acquisition to our impresario."

"I meant to suggest that Mr. Severne

should be conductor," said George Kirk-

oswald, " if he will be so kind. The proba-

bility is that he will be required to be several

things."

"And your dream of giving concerts is

actually threatening fulfilment?" said Mr.

Bartholomew. " Well, success to it ! But I

confess myself unable to see in what exactly

the success is to consist."

" Success for me," said Kirkoswald,

"would consist in knowing that I had turned

aside for one hour the current of thought
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that was driving to distraction one weary

brain. The man might have to go back to

his care, to his trouble, but he would not go

back the same man. The break in his ideas

would certainly have wrought change, if not

strength, if not some help diviner still."

" For me," said Genevieve, '' success

would consist in feeling that by means of

music I had spoken of things beyond the

power of words to reach or touch, but not

beyond the power of the most ignorant to

fed. It is in that that I think the distinction

of music lies, as compared with the other

arts. It passes beyond them, so to speak,

into regions where they seldom attempt to

follow, the regions of unexpressed and inex-

pressible emotion, of spiritual aspiration.

And it is distinct, too, in that it acts so

easily and readily upon the uneducated and
untrained intellect. A man who cannot read,

who cannot even see what your picture is

intended to represent, can yet be moved,
softened, stirred to a mood not his own by

—

' Music that gentlier on the spirit lies

Than tir'd eyelids upon tir'd eyes.' "

" And you, Sir Galahad ? " asked Bartho-

lomew.
" I ? Oh, well, I think my idea of success

would require some of Miss Bartholomew's

music to express it."

" It is beyond the reach of words ?
"

" No ; but the words are beyond my
reach."

"Are you answered, Bartholomew?" asked

Canon Gabriel.
" Not till you have spoken, Canon," was

the reply.

" If I speak I must speak plainly," said

the old man, a little change coming over his

face as he began. " I must say that I believe

that the chief success of the attempt must
arise out of the opportunity afforded for the

acquirement of personal influence over those

whom you seek to help and benefit. Orga-

nization will be needed ; but organization

will not do everything. I am suspicious of

all this modern mechanism. Men are putting

their faith in machinery—some of the best of

them are doing it quite unconsciously, but

nevertheless they are doing it; and with

equal unconsciousness they are ignoring the

fact that not the most perfectly organized

mechanism can fulfil all the duty of the indi-

vidual man.
" Some years ago a book was published

which attracted marked attention. It con-

tained much that was startling, much that

was stimulating, this amongst the rest :

—

* Perhaps the truth is, that there has scarcely

been a town in any Christian country since

the time of Christ where a century has passed
without exhibiting a character of such eleva-

tion that his mere presence has shamed the

bad and made the good better, and has been
felt at times like the presence of God Him-
self.'

" A century ! Who among us is there so

unfortunate in his experience as not to have
stood in the presence of at least one such
man, not to have yielded to the spell of his

power, not to have felt our own life suddenly
arrested ?

" It is to this personal elevation of cha-

racter, this personal power of arresting and
influencing, that we must look for the means
of touching the hearts and winning the lives

of the men who are supposed to be beyond
the reach of any good influence whatever.

We have tried other means, we shall go on
trying ; but at the last we shall come back to

this, wondering how we could have missed
our way. Do you think he has no eye to

see, no ear to hear, that hard-handed daily

labourer? Do you think your toil-worn artisan

has so wrought the heart out of him that he
is incapable of experiencing that overmaster-

ing attraction towards a good and great man,
a human being, like himself at least in this,

in being human ? If you do not believe in

his capability, then at least wait awhile before

you undertake any prominent piece of social

reform. Try reform not social, and find the

outcome of that. It may surprise you at

least as much as it will surprise any one else.

I can imagine an element of surprise in the

experience of St. Paul, in that of Bernard of

Clairvaux, of Whitefield, and John Wesley.

Depend upon it that none of these men
started from the notion that the world was to

be reformed by means of any purely mecha-
nical organization whatever. I fancy that

any of these eminent Christians would have
agreed on one point at least with the most
eminently mischievous agnostic of modern
times—John Stuart Mill. I am not sure how
far my meiTkory will enable me to quote, but
some of you will doubtless remember the

general conclusion to which he came in his

' Political Economy,' that the most promis-

ing and beneficial schemes for human im-

provement have mainly failed, and are likely

to fail again, from the failure of those who
took part in them to attain the amount of

personal virtue imperatively exacted by the

very nature of the schemes. So far as these

schemes have succeeded in a few solitary

instances it has been among a hmited num-
ber of persons, possessed of more than an
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ordinary share of the spirit of self-renuncia-

tion.

" The personal virtue ! There, precisely,

Mr. Mill, you have named for us the great dy-

namic force that shall keep the wheels of social

reform in most potent and perpetual motion.

Provide that in sufficient quantity and of

adequate quality and you shall do what you
will with Gurth, or 'Arry, or any other hope-

less individual whatever. Not only shall his

time to plant and to build be devoted to the

needs of you and yours, but his time to laugh

and to dance—ifany—shall be delivered over

to the passionate ardour of your benevolent

will whenever you shall choose to claim it.

.... There, you have my final word as to

the nature of the success I would have you
aim at, but not my final prayer for its

achievement."

Canon Gabriel went away soon after this,

and Sir Galahad with him. They talked all

the way home of the music-room that was
going to be built, and of the things that

might be done in it another winter.
" Have you any idea who it is that is going

to build the room ? " asked the curate,

"Yes," said Canon Gabriel, "I think I

have an idea. I think I perceive why a
thank-offering is to be put up in Soulsgrif

Bight. . . . Have you forgotten the day of

the storm ?
"

CHAPTER XXXI.—A LANDSLIP.

"Antonio
Will keep his promises. If he have once
Declared himself thy friend, he'll care for thee
When thou neglect'st thyself."

Torquato Tasso : Goethe.

The April showers had delayed their

coming till the beginning of May, then they
had come rushing down upon the thirsty

leaves and flowers in a sprightly, generous
way that made you feel as you watched and
listened as if it were your own thirst that was
being allayed. You were glad because the
hills and the dales were glad.

When the rain had gone there was such a
freshness, such a crisp, mossy greenness, that
you almost wondered that the world should
have seemed such a beautiful world before.

And the sunshine was brighter and clearer

;

it seemed to penetrate everywhere, George
Kirkoswald thought, as he walked about his

shabby rooms at Usselby Hall. He was glad
that Genevieve was not there to see them
in this fresh, lucent sunshine. It seemed to

him that there was an absolute squalor about
the place, inclining him toward a new sym-
pathy with wretchedness and misery. "If
I lived here long with things in this state I

should deteriorate," he said to himself, as he
stood watching the early morning sun as it

crept across the walls and floor of his dingy
library.

But he was not intending to live long with
things in this state. Once let that word be
spoken that he had to speak, once let that
answer be given that he dared to hope would
be given, and change should follow speedily.
He had not decided with much detail upon

the kind of change, details should be left to
another decision than his. He was aware that
he would be on one side, the side of beauty
for beauty's sake, regardless of higher or lower
considerations

; while Genevieve would be
on the other side, the side of a wise renuncia-
tion. She would make concessions to him,
as she had made concessions to her father,
this he knew, but there should be no pressure.
In her father's case the pressure had come
from her own perception of his inability to
work, to think, to live his own life, in the
midst of mean and unbeautiful surroundings.
When Genevieve was quite a child he had
declared that it was necessary to his sense of
artistic consistency that his little daughter
should be dressed in a manner suited to her
own rare beauty, and her dress had always
been a matter of more or less interest to him.
When he had been commended for his paint-

ing of draperies he had frequently asserted

that he owed such skill as he had to his

daughter's ability to wear her garments grace-

fully. All this had been before he had suf-

fered ; and suffering had wrought changes
;

but Genevieve was aware that his surround-

ings were still a matter of importance to him.

Therefore it was that she had felt herself

justified in doing things that were as congenial

to her nature as they were doubtful to her

higher judgment.
All this George Kirkoswald knew, and

understood and appreciated. He knew, too,

that although there had been compromise,

there had been no reconciliation ; only a

continuous dread of reconcilement to a lower

ideal.

It amused him to think that there would

be this matter of difference between them.

It should never be other than an amusement.

He would give up every wish he had rather

than cause a sense of strain.

Of course he knew well enough that no
serious strain would ever be put upon him.

Genevieve was not likely to insist upon ugli-

ness, or meanness, or unseemliness of any

kind. The little warfare that was to be

would be all delight ; and a cause of oppor-

tunities to be anticipated with eagerness.
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This was the mood he was in during those

bright spring days that followed upon his

return from London. He had come back

impatient, thirsting for settled knowledge of

the future, determined to put an end to the

shadow of suspense that now and then dimmed
his present felicity. But, as we have seen,

opportunity had not been favourable to him.

The coming of Canon Gabriel and Sir Gala-

had to Netherbank that April afternoon had

wrought a more dangerous delay than any-

body who knew of it had conceived.

Trusting that fate had thwarted him suffi-

ciently he started for Netherbank once more.

It was the crispest and greenest of the days

of early May. His own pine woods were

blue with hyacinth, everybody's hedges were

whitening with the bursting hawthorn buds,

spring being at least a month in advance that

year, and showering down promises every-

where for the more important autumn.

It was yet early in the afternoon when he

reached the thatched cottage, the very smoke
from the chimney seeming as if it curled

in some special way for him. Strong as he

was, and self-contained as he looked, his

heart was beating, his eyes alight, his voice

not steady when Keturah opened the door,

and dashed down his hopes with a smile and

a stare of stupid astonishment.
" They're nut in-no, they're nut in. They've

gone oot," said the girl, having apparently a

mischievous impulse to discover how far Mr.
Kirkoswald was fitted to bear the doom of

Tantalus.
" Did Mr. Bartholomew say where they

were going ?
"

" No, he didn't say where they were goin'."

" And did Miss Bartholomew say nothing ?"

" Miss Bartholomew ! Yes ! yes, she said

something. She said mebbe they were goin'

lip to the moor ; an' mebbe they were goin'

down to the sea."

Kirkoswald reflected a moment. If they

had gone upward he must have met them, or

seen them in the distance. Then witli an

impatient good day to Keturah, who stood

mischievously smiling, he dashed downward,
hardly stopping even to indulge his own
thought by the way until he stood by the side

of Genevieve Bartholomew on the sands to

the north of Soulsgrif Bight.
" Why did you not leave me a message ?

"

he asked with a little tender reproach as they

walked up and down where the wavelets were
splashing faintly upon the onyx-tinted beach.

The sun was sparkling in the water-pools,

great dark shadows lay upon the wrack-

fringed boulders under the cliffs. Bartholo-

mew was making a little sketch of a fishing-

boat that was standing out to sea, a perfect

study of colour, with its russet and ochre sails

and its rich brown hull. There were spark-

ling touches of white here and there ; the blue

jerseys of the fishermen made effective con-
trast. The sketch was only the work of a few
minutes, but it was a gem of freshness and
clear swift handling.

" And now I must make haste," the artist

said, packing up his tools. " We were going
round by the Ness, Genevieve and I," he
added to Kirkoswald ;

" and up into Birkrigg

Gill. You will come with us?"
" That is kind of you," said Kirkoswald.
" Were you waiting for the invitation ?

"

" That is unkind ; and a little hard to bear.

I do assure you I keep a conscience, and it

has pricked hard at times."
" May it never have less to reproach you

with !
" said Bartholomew heartily. More

and more he was assured that his first im-

pression of Kirkoswald had been a true one;
that it had failed only on the side of inadequate
appreciation. He could not but admire the

strength that he had never had himself, the

quick clear vitality that was the outcome of

that strength, and seemed to make all life, the

social life, the life of thought, the life of

work, so easy, so painless, so natural. He
was already beginning to feel that he might
some day come to lean on this man as a

father leans on the son who has gone beyond
himself, and stands on a higher plane in men's
estimate. The feeling had comfort in it when
he thought of his future, more comfort still

when he thought of the future of his daughter.

They went on, all three of them, over the

enchanted sands, by the caves of the Nereids,

all tinted with orange and brown, and crim-

son and green. The sea-weeds dropped
from the roof, crystal streamlets dropped
from the weeds. The sun came creeping
round a little, slanting down the rugged
clifls :—

" lill now you dreamed not what could be done
With a bit of rock and a ray of sun ;

But, look, how fade the lights and shades
Of keen bare edge and crevice deep !

How doubtfully it fades and fades
And glows again, yon craggy steep 1

"

It was Kirkoswald who was quoting. Gene-
vieve was listening; she seemed a little silent,

a little subdued, as she often was nowadays.
But it was not a pale silence ; her face had
seldom the purely white tint, the perfect placid-

ness of expression that it had been wont to

have when life was less full of hope, less struck

through and through with beauty. There was
now an inner beauty that was daily adding a
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new radiance, a new grace to the outer love-

liness that had always been hers. This was
the work of love, though no word of love

had been yet spoken. They talked of every-

thing and anything else; they kept silence;

then they talked again. They had left the

sea-shore now and were making their way up
the noisy rippHng beck to the upper part of

the Gill. Mr. Bartholomew was going out
on the other side to the place where he had
sat on the day when Cecil Richmond had
joined him. He had never liked to think of

that day much. He was conscious of some-
thing that impressed him with an air as if

of mystery; an undercurrent that he could

neither define nor understand. He did not
indulge the feeling, but it did not on that

account fail to come back again and again.

It had come back now; but he pressed

onward to his work. He had given his word
;

and it would be easier to keep it than to

break it, considering circumstances all round.

Genevieve and Kirkoswald sat by him for

a time ; and they saw that he was working
slowly, dubiously.

" Don't try any longer, father ; since you
are not in the mood," Genevieve begged
tenderly.

"I must try, dear; since Nature's mood
happens to be such a very glorious one."

" It is glorious !
" said Kirkoswald; "and

I was just thinking that I should like to show
Miss Bartholomew something more of the
gloriousness of Birkrigg Gill, that is if we
may leave you for a little while. There is a

favourite spot of mine a little higher up the

ravine, a spot where I used to come when I

was a boy to get the wild cherries. . . . You
are not too tired ? " he asked of Genevieve
as they turned to go.

It was hardly possible to be tired on such
a day, in such an hour. There are moments
of life when people seem lifted above the

possibility of physical pain, sometimes above
mental pain too if it lie quite apart from the

exaltation of the moment. For that time it

is another existence that one lives. The s:ates

of another world are set open, one enters in,

and the doors are shut upon the old world,
the world of doubt and care, of suffering and
humiliation.

Genevieve and George Kirkoswald entered
in by an arching avenue of misiy trees,

misty with buds and plumes, with tufts and
tassels ; with the green leaves of the young
sycamore, and the golden-brown of the burst-

ing oak-boughs. The true glory of the. Gill

just then was the white and the pink-white
blossoms of the wild fruit-trees for which the
XXV—2?

place was famed. The clusters of bloom
were on the wild cherry ; the great crab apple-
trees threw long pink-blossomed sprays up
against tlie blue heavens, backward against
the dark brown rock, forward over the flower-
decked pathway. Giant primroses were
nestling in corners among the deep under-
growth ; fragile wood anemones were looking
up with the touch of wistfulness that they
always seem to have. A little reed-sparrow
was twittering and singing on a spray ; there
was a woodlark on the top of a hauthorn-
tree; a thrush was singing his bridal song;
far away, up among the hills, the cuckoo was
calling, calling, never weary of calling to the
spring. They walked on hand-in-hand, and
silently,_ these two ; on through the Eden of
white wild flowers and blossoming trees.

_

Why should it not be silently? The ques-
tion did not form itself in the brain of either,

but it was there unformed, and vaguely in-

fluencing to silence. Everything moved to
that ; to utter stillness, utter rest, utter peace.

In moments of supremest emotion words
are always inadequate, and being inadequate
they jar and detract. The highest feeling

demands that we leave it unexpressed.
It was enough for Genevieve that her

hand was in George Kirkoswald's, that he
held it there as one who had a right to hold
it for ever. There was a strength, a com-
pleteness in his grasp that was of itself a
sufficient promise.

Promise ! She would have scorned her-

self had any thought within her demanded a

spoken promise of him.

And as for George Kirkoswald, he too

would have known self-scorn if, with that

small hand lying confidingly in his, he could

have had a doubt, a dread, a feeling of un-

certainty.

The rocks on either hand were higher and
more rugged as they went on. The hanging

greenery was flung about more luxuriantly
;

the undergrowth was deeper and more tangled.

Yet still the primroses and the wood-anemones
clustered among tlie grass ; still the cherry

and the wild apple trees were there. Aloft,

growing out of a great moss-grown boulder

that was cleft almost in twain, was a silver

birch swinging its feathery boughs in the air.

They stood awhile ; wondering how the

bare riven rock could nourish so graceful

and grateful a thing. There was a tiny

streamlet trickling down by the side of it

;

making the ground moist enough for the

water-buttercup to grow. It was a quite

silent little stream. The only sound to be

heard was the twittering of the reed-sjjarrow

;
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the cuckoo far away, calling, calling, never

weary of calling to the spring.

Another sound broke upon the stillness

presently. It was George Kirkoswakl's voice,

a manly voice subdued with a woman's ten-

derness. " Do you know that I am all but

twice your age, my child?" he asked, looking

with serious look into the perfect face beside

him. A pink flush answered him even as he
spoke. Yet Genevieve made other answer.

" Yes, I know it," she said, lifting her dark
beautiful eyes to his.

" How long have you known it ?
"

"Always — always since I have known
you."

" And it does not—it makes no difference

to you ?
"

" Yes ; it makes a difference," the girl said.

She was answering quite quietly, with a

certain strength that came of natural straight-

forwardness, of absence of coquetry, of rare

simplicity of soul. " Yes : it makes a differ-

ence. I am glad always that you are older."
" Tell me why, Genevieve ?

"

The girl looked up again with a quick,

happy light in her eyes, and a deeper glow

almost flashing into her face.

" I have wanted to hear you say that
!

"

she said with childlike eagerness, childlike

guilelessness.

" I have said it many times. It is so

beautiful, so like music, I could not help

saying it. . . . I may always say it now ?
"

"Yes; you may say it always."

Was that some heavy footstep coming
crashing down among the undergrowth on the

rocks above ? It seemed as if the very stones

and the stems of the trees were cracking and
rending asunder. George Kirkoswald started,

looked upward just in time, just in time to

save the life of Genevieve Bartholomew once
again

;
perhaps, indeed, his own life also.

Genevieve had not understood—there had
been no time to understand. She had only

heard the rivmg, snapping, craunching

sounds j she had only felt, as it were, the

shiver of the earth, then, even while a strong

arm was clasping her, almost flinging her

outward from the path, there came the thun-

derous thud of fallen rock. Where she had
stood with her hand in George Kirkoswald's
one moment before, the nearer half of the

cleft boulder was lying, with the silver birch,

right across the path.

All manner of things had fallen, dragged
downward with the rock and with the tree.

A great briar had caught Genevieve's hat,

swept it from her head : it was lying crushed
under the mass of stone. All the shower of

her yellow silken hair was about her as she
lay unconsciously with her head on George
Kirkoswald's shoulder, his arm supporting

her, his first kiss upon her lips.

" Genevieve, Genevieve, my darling !
" he

said hoarsely, passionately. " My child,

speak to me !
" He was as pale as the girl

herself. Could any piece of falling stone

have touched her, that she should lie there

so stirless, so lifeless, so pallid, so strange?

He stroked the long rippling silken hair

;

he put the small pale hand to his warm lips
;

he called again, and yet again, " Genevieve,
Genevieve, my child, speak to me !

"

There was no answer, no sound save the
chirp of the little reed-sparrow, twittering in

the fallen birch.

George Kirkoswald went on uttering his

distress, his anguish, in broken words, in

passionate cries ; it seeiiied impossible that

she should lie there v^ith the spring sunshine
turning her yellow hair to glittering gold,

with birds chirping all about, with pink-white

blossoms fluttering down over her dress, with

the white wood-sorrel and the blue speedwell

at her feet—it seemed impossible in the midst
of all this life that this most living of created

beings should not have life enough left to

hear life's most thrilling and precious words,
" Genevieve, Genevieve, my child, speak

one word ; if you love me speak one word,
!

"

Only a few minutes had passed, a very

few, yet it seemed as if an hour had gone by
when the first pale pink tint was discernible

on the white lip and cheek. Then the won-
dering eyes unclosed. Fuller consciousness

brought the quick deep blush of maiden
shame, for which there seemed to be a thou-

sand reasons.
" Tell me first that you are not hurt in any

way ? " said Kirkoswald with concern.
" I am not hurt at all," Genevieve replied

;

" and it was cowardly to be so much startled."

She was trying, as she stood there, still

blushing deeply, to gather up and coil the

rich thick shower of gold that the breeze was
beginning to stir ; but it was not easy. George
Kirkoswald saw that her hands were tremu-

lous, that she had to make eftbrt.

"Let me help you," he said, taking the

heavy coil from her hands and twining it

with gentle care. He was looking at it, won-
dering at its beauty; he was not looking

down the path, he was not observing a tall,

stately figure coming toward them in a sweep-

ing dress of dark red silk.

Diana Richmond was observing him. She
had plenty of time to do so as she came
noiselessly over the soft turf.
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It was Genevieve Bartholomew who saw
her first. Genevieve was turning to thank

George for the small service he had done.

She saw at once that the doing of it had been
witnessed b)'- Miss Richmond.
The girl turned pale, very pale, as if the

thing had been a crime ; and a change came
over the face of George as he moved onward
by her side. They must meet Miss Rich-

mond ; they must pass quite close.

She was looking at them steadily. There
was no smile on her face, no change ; there

was nothing that could be read or compre-

hended : at any rate there was nothing that

Genevieve could comprehend.
Miss Richmond came nearer, looking from

under her half-closed eyes as she usually did

look. Her mouth was lightly compressed, as it

always was. She looked very beautiful, very

majestic. She passed with a stately bow.
There was nothing more than that—

a

stately bow of recognition.

A sense of wonder was mingled with the

relief that George Kirkoswald and Genevieve

Theyfelt as they went back down the Gill,

went as they had come, quite silently

All the way back they kept silence, back
through the Eden of white wild flowers and
blossoming trees. There was a slight ascent
just before they came to the gate that led out
to the thymy bank where Noel Bartholomew
sat sketching. The pathway was in the shade
of some great trees whose trunks were covered
with ancient ivy. George Kirkoswald stopped
and took Genevieve's hand in his again. It

was trembling still, and his own was less

steady than usual.

" You will say one word to me, my child ?"

he asked in a low, pleading tone. " Just one
word—say that you are mine !

"

Genevieve lifted her face to his, frankly,

readily, yet with a beautiful solemness davm-
ing there. " I am yours always," she said

;

" I am yours till I die."

And still the reed-sparrow went on twit-

tering in the bough ; still the cuckoo went on
calling in the distance, calling, calling, never
weary of calling to the spring.

WORDSWORTH AND 'NATURAL RELIGION.
By principal SHAIRP, LL.D.

A BOOK was writ of late called ' Natural

Religion.' It is one more of those

attempts, so frequent of late, to find a

common ground, on which the religious man
and the scientific man may meet, and put an
end to their long controversy. Whether
this attempt is more successful than former

ones, I do not undertake to say. One thing

is clear, that, before there can be any
friendly meeting on the ground here pro-

posed, the religious man will have to drop
much which Christianity, and indeed most
other religions, hold to be essential, and the

scientific man will have to open his eyes to

views to which he has hitherto paid httle heed.

This strange book, which is beautifully

written, and full of beautiful and suggestive

thoughts, is full too of paradoxes and self-

contradictions, so much so that it is scarcely

possible to make any assertion regarding it,

which might not be contradicted by some of

the many side-glances and casual admissions
which are scattered throughout it. But it is

of the main drift of it alone that I shall

treat. And that drift seems to be an ela-

borate attempt to find in the natural and
the known, without any reference to the

unknown which lies beyond it, an object

of worship, a religion which shall suffice for

human life. It should perhaps be added,

that it seems more in the interest of others

than of himself, that the author undertakes

this task, for he takes no pains to conceal

that the religion which he ofters to others

does not satisfy himself. The common ground
between the men of faith and the men of

positive science he finds in nature, or that

whole sum of things which science observes

and investigates.

He points out that nature is an object re-

cognised in common by the religious man
and the man of science. The former believes

that a Being, above and independent of

nature, made and sustains the whole visible

universe, that nature is one revelation of that

Being, and that the study of it is one branch

of theology, or the study of God. And the

latter finds in nature a complete theology and

a peculiar Deity of his own. For, in the author's

words, ' that man believes in God, who feels

himself in the presence of a power which is

not himself, and is immediately above him-

self, a power in the contemplation of which

he is absorbed, in the knowledge of which he

finds safety and happiness, and such now is

nature to the scientific man.' It matters

not that in nature, as he studies it, he sees

no personal mind and will, no designing

wisdom, no benevolence ; he finds in it an

absorbing object of thought, admiration and
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delight, and this is enough to make it a God
to him.

One object nature yields to science, namely,

a set of ascertained laws, or a theology ; and
this one theology, according as it is appre-

hended by one or another side ofhuman mind,

awakens three different kinds of religion.

1. The first kind is that evoked by the

purely intellectual contemplation of the

spectacle of the universe, or nature, exclusive

of man. Its immensity, its uniformity, its

variety, strike him who contemplates them
with awe, wonder, admiration; and these are

the religion of the man of science. The order,

the unity seen in and through all things is

answered by admiration and delight, which
are in their nature religious, and form, our

author holds, an adequate religion for him who
intelligently feels them. Nature ' exclusive

of the whole domain of human feeling, will,

and moralit}', may be a God to the purely

scientific man.'

2. But there is another meaning of the word
nature, which instead of excluding, includes

man, and all that is highest in him, his moral
being, and whatever that implies. Those
who fix their eye chiefly on this moral side

of nature, that is on man, find herein an
object of admiration and worship in the moral
affections and their workings, apart altogether

from the supernatural source from which they

have been supposed to come. They find the

religion of humanity, which is simply all the

moral element in Christianity, the Christian

virtues without any supernatural adjuncts,

supernatural hopes and sanctions. Eliminate

these from Christianity, and the residuum is

the religion of humanity.

3. The third form of religion is the religion

of beauty. This has the same object as the

scientific religion, namely physical nature, but
it regards the object in another way, through
another medium. While science regards

phenomena through the pure intellect, and
looks, through and beyond them, to find the

laws which govern them, the unity which
pervades them all ; the poet and the artist fix

their eyes on the visible face of things, dote
on their appearances, are absorbed ' with the

splendour in the grass, the glory in the flower,'

for their own sakes, without troubling them-
selves about the laws that engender these.

They look at the same objects as the man of
science does, but through the imagination
and the emotions, not through the scientific

analyzing intellect. And the poet and the
artist find in this beauty which overspreads
the world, a religion which absorbs and
satisfies them. It has much in common with

early Greek Paganism, which worshipped the

tree and the fountain, but with this difference.

The Greek was arrested by these objects, but

he passed on from them to some semi-human
being, who dwelt in them, the naiad of the

spring, the oread of the mountain. But for

the modern worshipper of nature, science has

expelled these visionary beings, and he con-

centrates his gaze all the more intensely on
the objects themselves, because he is undis-

turbed by the thought of any being behind

them.

The whole aim of the author, as has been
truly said, is to find in the scientific dogmas,

the esthetic aspirations, and the love of

culture, which characterize the unbelief of the

present day, a natural religion which shall

satisfy man. His one great bugbear, the one

element he strives to get rid of, is super-

naturalism. And by this he means not merely

belief in miracles, but belief in a ruling mind
transcending physical nature and independent

of it. In all his three forms of religion his

one endeavour is to shut out not only pro-

vidence, but a personal being revealing him-

self in and through phenomena, and to

present us with forms of Theism having for

their object a mindless universe. Not that

he is a materialist; far from it. The objects

he places before us are intellectual objects :

the omnipresent unity of nature and its laws,

beauty pervading all things, morality as it

exists in man. Only these must exist and be
self-sufficient in themselves, and must in no
way be allowed to be channels through which

a higher mind speaks to ours. Through page

after page of ingenious argument and beautiful

illustration, he strives to show that these

capita mortua divorced from a personal Maker
are sufhcient to support and nourish the soul

of man. As one follows him through his

long reasonings, the one pervading feeling is,

what ashes are you offering us for bread !

If anything is clear, from the experience

of all ages, it is this, that the soul of man
which has once caught sight of an object

higher than itself, cannot return to worship

one which is lower. And a universe, how-

ever vast, however awful, and various, and
wonderful it may be, which does not mani-

fest a mind and personality in it, and above

it, is lower in the scale of being than man.

The personal cannot permanently worship

the impersonal. An iron order of things may
excite fear and awe, but cannot elicit the

higher and finer afiections—humility, love,

adoration, willing self-surrender; above all

cannot engender the child-like spirit. When
the author says that when we behold the starry
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heavens, we enter into a sort of communion
with them, the contemplation is a beatific

vision, he borrows from the old personal

religion language which is wholly inapplic-

able to his own dumb impersonalities.

'Thus saith the high and lofty one that

inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy : I

dwell in the high and holy place, with him
also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to

revive the spirit of the humble, and to revive

the heart of the contrite ones.'

Can any one who has once - received this

wonderful conception of God into his heart,

a conception which combines the immensity

of time and space so wonderfully with the

tenderest, lowliest moral feeling, can he ever

turn back to such lifeless idola as this book
offers us? But the truth is, the author is not

himself content with this poor spiritual

pabulum which he manufactures for others.

He undertakes the manufacture, I well believe,

with kindly intention—from 'an intense desire

to gain over the humanists,' and the men of

science—a longing 'hope to win back the irre-

ligious to religion'—by making spiritual paths

smooth for mundane feet. But the reli-

gious pabulum which he offers to others, and
is almost angry if they refuse, does not satisfy

himself. At the outset, he admits that he can
' conceive no religion as satisfactory, which

falls short of Christianity.' And after con-

tending throughout his book that Super-

naturalism is not only unnecessary, but

an encumbrance to religion, he at the close

admits that Supernaturalism in some sort, the

belief in a world beyond our present know-
ledge, is natural to man, and that this belief

may and does influence us in thought, feeling,

and action. Though we have not science of

it, yet it may reach us through presentiments,

probabilities, and other indications, and
powerfully affect us. And if, he adds, the

news thus brought to us is good news, who
will not say that a supernatural religion, thus

supplementing a natural one, may be precious,

nay, perhaps indispensable. Does not this

look like a practical abandonment of his

whole argument ?

But I have lingered too long over the main
drift of the book. The point which it concerns

me to note is the interpretation the author

gives of Wordsworth's attitude towards reli-

gion. What Goethe was abroad, that Words-
worth, he says, was at home, the High-priest

of Nature, the Worshipper of Natural Beauty.
' Keenly alive to beauty, and deeply rever-

encing ' it, he certainly was ; but as Dean
Church has well said, 'he puts purity and the

severity of truth above beauty.' On this sub-

ject I am well aware mankind are deeply
divided. There are those who know and love
Wordsworth's poetry, and there are those who
not only do not know it but do not care to

know it, are not only indifferent to it but
genuinely dislike it—and these are not stupid
persons either.

To the former class I almost feel that an
apology is due for what I have to say here

;

so very a truism to them will seem the asser-

tion that Wordsworth's was an eminently
religious and devout mind, in the ordinary
sense of these words, and not merely in

Professor Seeley's sense.

It is for those who do not know Words-
worth, and who may be misled by Professor

Seeley's interpretation of him, that I now
write. No doubt, he says many true and
fine things of Wordsworth's character and his

poetry, but there is nothing in either which
makes for the main argument of the book

—

nothing to show that Wordsworth was satisfied

with beauty for its own sake, that he prized

it otherwise than as one expression of the

Infinite mind revealing itself through beauty.

A mindless universe so far from satisfying

him—the very idea of it he abhorred.

The author refers to Wordsworth's own
words, in which he says that his soul was

wedded to the goodly universe in love and
holy passion, and tries to show that he found

in it 'all the satisfaction, the lasting inward

peace, the occasional rapture,' which the best

religion can give. But then it was not a dead

universe that gave him this, not merely the

vastness, the power, and the unity of the forces

of nature—it was the universe as the organ

through which a mind divine, yet akin to his

own mind, spoke to him.

The ' Prelude' is the poem in which Words-

worth speaks most fully—many think most

extravagantly—of the all-sufficiency of nature

to him. It gives utterance to his experiences

in the first flush of early manhood. Yet even

in the ' Prelude,' this is the way he regards

the visible world. He says that in those early

days, his mind looked-^

' Upon the speakinar face of earth and heaven

As her prime teacher, intercourse with man
Established by the sovereign intellect,

Who through the bodily image hath diffused,

As might appear to the eye of fleeting time,

A deathless spirit.'

The ' Prelude ' and many of Wordsworth's

poems of his first epoch, which closed about

1805, contain much about nature, which to

most men sounds like rhapsody. Few men

—

few poets even, can enter into this language

—

it seems to them so greatly exaggerated they

could almost fancy it insincere. But on
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Wordsworth's lips it was not exaggerated, but

the simple truth of his experience at the time

he wrote it. He was born to do a peculiar

work—a work much needed at that time.

The intellectual life of England, though be-

ginning to awake, was still sadly hampered
and confined by a mechanical sense-philo-

sophy, which had dominated the world since

the time of Locke. Natural Theology was
cast wholly in the mould which Paley had
framed for it. The watch and the watch-

maker—this was the view men then took

of the relation of the universe to the

maker of it—a hard, mechanical, depressing

view, which, though it might suit the pur-

pose of the logician, was wholly repug-

nant to the spiritual imagination—to the

man of deeper insight. Wordsworth did not

deny the argument from design, but it was not

as a piece of mechanism that he could think of

nature, nor of its Upholder as a mechanist.

He seems to have been born into the world

to change and transfigure the old Paleyan
theology. His broad, sensitive, receptive spirit

was fitted, as few spirits ever have been, to

take into himself all the influences that

streamed in upon him from what he calls

' the overflowing soul of nature.' But amid
all his lonely rajDtures, in his highest ecstasies,

he never lost himself, never dreamed that

nature was self-subsistent. When he was most
highly rapt in the contemplation of nature, he
then felt most intensely that it was so ele-

vating, because it brought him into contact

with a higher spirit than his own.
One might quote many passages of the

' Prelude' in proof of this. One must suffice.

For instance, he says that in the lonely

places which he haunted, he
' Felt

Incumbencies more awful, visitings
Of the upholder of the tranquil soul,
That tolerates the indignities of time.
And from the centre of eternity.
All finite notions overruling, lives

In glory immutable.'

It has become a commonplace with many
to call Wordsworth in those early days, the

days of his most fervid inspiration, a Pantheist.

In support of this they quote the w^ell-known
lines from his poem on Tintern Abbey, written
as early as the year 1798.

' And I have felt
A Presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling; is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man :A motion and a spirit, that impels
AH thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things.'

If this passage stood alone in Wordsworth's
works, there might be some excuse for mis-

understanding it. But taken with all his

other poems of the same or of later date, it is

seen to express very powerfully quite another

thought, the sense he had that the Omni-
present Presence which was in his own beino-

and upheld it, was present not less in all the

forms of nature, and spoke through them to

his spirit, a silent but sympathetic language.

What then has been called Wordsworth's
Pantheism is his protest against a lifeless

mechanical way of regarding the outward
world, his strong assertion that there is more
in nature than mere common sense, or the

dominant philosophies discover. This might

be easily shown from his works at large. But
there is one passage in the ' Prelude,' so appo-

site here, combining in one mental sweep what
has been called his pantheistic feeling with

the highest rapture of devout Theism, that I

cannot pass it by. He says that even in boy-

hood and youth

—

' From nature and her overflowing soul,

I had received so much that all my thoughts
Were steeped in feeling; I was only then
Contented, when with bliss ineffable

I felt the sentiment of Being spread
O'er all that moves and all that seemeth still

;

O'er all that, lost beyond the reach of thought
And human knowledge, to the human eye
Invisible, yet liveth to the heart

;

O'er all that leaps and runs, and shouts and sings.

Or beats the gladsome air ; o'er all that glides
Beneath the wave, yea, in the wave itself.

And mighty depth of waters.'

These lines attribute to all nature such a
life, such an all-pervading spirit, that they

might, equally with those from ' Tintern

Abbey,' be mistaken for Pantheism. But
listen to the conclusion of the passage :

—

' Wonder not
If high the transport, great the joy I felt.

Communing in this sort through earth and heaven
With every form of creature, as it looked
Towards the Uncreated with a countenance
Of adoration, with an eye of love.'

The Pantheism which can pass upward in

such a strain as that is no Pantheism at all,

but a quick and vivid sense of the life of things,

which would that it were vouchsafed in larger

measure to our torpid spirits !

In the ' Prelude ' and others of the earlier

poems Wordsworth makes much of the all-

sufficingness of nature, its adequacy to sug-

gest and sustain faith in all the highest moral

truths. He even in some passages goes so far

as to say that he learnt directly from nature all

that revelation teaches. So that the author

of ' Natural Religion ' could cite passages

from that poem which seem to justify him
in asserting that to Wordsworth revealed re-

ligion does not supply a defect in natural re-

ligion, but only tells over again, and to Words-
worth's mind tells less impressively, what has

been already told by nature.

But if we look at Wordsworth's works as a
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whole, we shall see that it does not express

his permanent conviction. It is but a one-

sided utterance. On this, language two re-

marks may be made.
1. Though Wordsworth's religious faith

was not consciously derived from direct

Church teaching, was in some sort outside of

ecclesiastical tradition, yet he had been reared

in a Christian atmosphere, and had drunk in

many of its truths, and much of its sentiment,

unav.-ares. It was with a mind filled with

these that he went forth to look on nature.

How different a book would nature have
presented had he been 'a Pagan suckled in

a creed outworn,' and read that book with

eyes unillumined by Christianity !

2. From the first, his aliveness to nature's

influences was combined with earnest and
deep, if not very pliant or expansive, moral
sympathies. The natural and the moral in

him acted and reacted on each other. In
' Tintern Abbey,' he says that he found

—

' In nature and the language of the sense,
The anchor of his purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of his heart, and soul
Of all his moral being.'

In his transports amid the mountains he had
never for a moment, as Goethe and many
artistic persons had done, turned his back on
human sufferings and the moral side of things.

For a season, no doubt, interest in m.aii was
in the background, nature was paramount
with him. But as time went on, this order
reversed itself; man, his sufferings, his hopes,
and destiny, became more to him than nature
was. This change first comes on about the

time Avhen the ' Prelude ' was completed, in

the year 1805. In that year he met with his

first great sorrow, in the loss by shipwreck of
his favourite brother, a gentle and meditative
spirit like himself. The depth of this sorrow
has left its impression on the Elegiac Stanzas

suggested by a picture of Peele Castle. There
he says that,

'A power is gone which nothing can restore,
A deep distress has humanised my soul,'

And in a letter written about the same time to

Sir George Beaumont this striking reflection

occurs :

' Why have we a choice and a will and a notion of
justice and injustice, enabling us to be moral agents ?

Why have we sympathies that make the best of us so
afraid of inflicting pain and sorrow, which yet we see
dealt about us so lavishly by the supreme governor ?

Why should our notions of right towards each other
and to all sentient beings (within our influence) diflfer

so widely from what appears to be His notion and
rule, if everything were to end here ? Would it not
be blasphemy to say that (upon the supposition of
the thinking principle being destroyed by death),
however inferior we may be to the great cause and
ruler of things, we have more of love in our nature
than He has ? The thought is monstrous

; yet how to

get rid of it except upon the supposition of another
and better world, I do not see.'

_
Other troubles soon followed, the loss of

his two young children, who rest in Grasmere
churchyard, with a beautiful epitaph by the
father over one of them. How far these out-
Avard events caused the change I cannot say.

Anyhow, they are coincident with a gradual
but perceptible change of sentiment, in which
nature fell into the background, and man be-
came the more prominent object of his regard.
Henceforth nature became secondary, ' im-
portant to him chiefly as the stage of man's
action, and as allied to his ideas, his passions
and affections.'

People talk of Wordsworth as a mere
dreamer in a Northern Arcadia, and Mr.
Ruskin, who knows better, countenances this,

when he speaks of him, as 'fond of primroses,
kind to the parish children, and reverent of
Wilkinson's spade.' When they so speak
they forget altogether the large part of his

poetry which deals directly with man—they
forget, for instance, the 'Sonnets to Liberty,'

some seventy in number, which breathe a
deeper sympathy with the great men who
were struggling and dying for European
freedom, than any poetry of the time breathed.

How could it be, that he whose heart had
been so stirred by the events of the French
Revolution, and the great ideas and problems
then awakened, should relapse into entire for-

getfulness of them ? As Dean Church says,

'He had changed his views of many things,

his application of principles, his judgments of

men, parties, and institutions which embo-
died these principles, but his fundamental
principles were unchanged.'

The 'Excursion,' which was published in

18 14, when Wordsworth was forty-four, con-

tains his mature thoughts about man's nature

and destiny. The teaching is full of Theism,

but a wider, more expansive, more spiritual

Theism than was common in that day, or

perhaps than is possible to ordinary minds in

any day.

In fact it may be said emphatically of the

'Excursion,' what is true more or less of all

Wordsworth's poetry, that it is

' Haunted for ever by the Eternal Mind.'

Yet it must be allowed that the ' Excursion'

is Theistic, rather than specially Christian.

Christianity is everywhere recognised, in pass-

ing as it were, but the teaching, devout though

it is, is not distinctively Christian teaching.

Most religious persons in reading through

the poem, even cursorily, must have felt a

want—a disappointment, while those who
have read it carefully, felt something like a
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shock when they came to the crowning pas-

sage, the cope-stone of the book. It is where

the SoHtary, after much discussion, asks im-

ploringly what can he do to get rid of his

misery?
' Shall the groanin"' spirit cast its load
At the Redeemer s teet ?

'

From this crucial, this point-blank question,

Wordsworth goes off at a tangent.

' Manifold and various are the ways
Of restoration,'

he tells the Solitary, all leading to

' Peace in ourselves and union with our God.'

For him (the Solitary) access to truth, a

return to faith is preserved, if he will open

ear and soul to the finer intimations of nature,

and unlock his heart in friendly intercourse

with his fellow-men. It is here that the grand

passage about the Child and the Shell occurs.

This crucial passage, even if there were none
other, certainly gives ground for the charge

which Mr. Ruskin prefers against Wordsworth,

that he is 'incurious to see in the Hands the

print of the nails.'

That Wordsworth himself felt either that

there was this defect in his teaching, or that

it had been misunderstood, is clear from the

alteration he subsequently made in another

passage of the ' Excursion.' It occurs in

the pathetic story of Margaret, in the First

Book. After hearing it, Wordsworth is silent

with sorrow, till the Wanderer thus addresses

him :

' My friend ! enough to sorrow you have given,
The purposes of wisdom ask no more,
Be wise or cheerful, and no longer read
The forms of things with an unworthy e}'e.'

In a later edition he altered the passage

and added several lines, thus :

The purposes of wisdom ask no more,
Nor more would she have craved as due to one
Who in her worst distress had ofttimes felt

The unbounded might of prayer, and learned with soul

. Fixed on the Cross that consolation springs
,'From sources deeper far than deepest pain
To the meek sufferer. Why then should we read
The forms of things with an unworthy eye?'

Changes such as these in a passage here

and there, cannot alter the main drift of the

' Excursion,' which while recognising Chris-

tian revelation by the way, throws the chief

stress on that religion which is gathered by
the heart from brooding over the solemn facts

of human life. But they do tend to show
that as the pressure of life grew heavier, and
his days were closing in, the need of definite

Christian truths came more home to him.

But the fullest expression he has given to

his Christian faith, is in the concluding stan-

zas of ' The Primrose of the Rock.' One of

his latest poems, written in 1831, the style of

the verse, so solemn and laboured, is ver)-

different from that of his earlier lyrics, but it

is not the less significant for that.

'Mightier far

Than tremblings that reprovci
Our vernal tendencies to hope.

Is God's redeeming love.

'That love which changed—for wan disease.
For sorrow that has bent

O'er hopeless dust, for withered age-

Their moral element,
And turned the thistles of a curse

To types beneficent.

' Self-blighted though we are, we too.

The reasoning sons of men.
From one oblivious winter called.

Shall rise and breathe again ;

And in eternal summer lose

Our three-score years and tea.

' To humbleness of heart descends
This prescience from on high,

The faith that elevates the just,

Before and when they die
;

And makes each soul a separate heaven.
A court for Deity.'

Now let us hear the conclusion of the

whole matter. It is this. Wordsworth of

a nature meditative and devout, not by
reasoning, but by intuition, was from the

first far beyond most men conscious of the

presence of the Eternal Mind. In his earlier

days it came to him mainly through the

forms of nature, which he felt to be filled and
upheld by the same mind which filled and
upheld his own. Afterwards it spoke to him
more through man, his moral life, his strug-

gles and even his defeats; later on still, the

Christian truths, he had long silently recog-

nised, came more consciously home to him.

In the sight of all that he and others had to

bear, bereavement, decay, and death, he felt

the need of a more definite and sure support,

and he found that support in the consciously-

held faith of the Christian Redemption.
But it is not by the number or the quality of

the definite truths which he has inculcated that

Wordsworth has made the world his debtor.

Not for these do we most reverence him, but

for that freshness of eye which enabled him
for himself in youth to rediscover the beauty

of the outward world, and to awaken the

perception of it in others, giving them new
eyes to see it, new hearts to delight in it

—

for that freshness and depth of soul, which
enabled him ever more keenly as he grew
older, to see beneath the dust of common-
place, the worth and the capacity for good
that lies hidden in the souls and affections

of ordinary men, and to esteem these with a

reverence, which the steady sight of all their

miseries and desjradations could not dull— for

the steadfastness with which, while bereave-

ment and decay pressed closer, he still main-

tained his serious faith and inward peace un-

clouded, and looking with eye fixed on the

life beyond, was able to speak reassuring
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words, such as we listen for in vain in the

poetry of to-day.

' Still glides the stream, and shall not cease to glide

;

The form remains, the function never dies
;

While we, the brave, the mighty, and the wise.

We men, who in our morn of youth defied

The elements, must vanish ;—be it so !

Enough, if something from our hands have power
To live, and act, and serve the future hour

;

And if, as tow'rd the silent tomb we go.
Through love, through hope, through faith's transcendent

dower,
We feel that we are greater than we know.'

This is the voice he spoke to our youth,

and still speaks to our age. And as the
days are visibly closing in, we feel more
thankful to him who could speak such high
words to hearten and cheer us. And for

those who are still young, one could wish no
better thing, than that while youth is still

theirs, they might learn to know and love
Wordsworth's poetry. For they may be well
assured that, just in proportion as they can
do so, they will grow in purity, in happiness,
and in all goodness.

EGYPT AFTER THE WAR.
By LADy BRASSEY, Author of "A Voyage in the 'Sunbeam,'" etc.

PART III.

S'ATURDAY, February loth. — l have

interviewed Mr. Cook's agent, and have

arranged to start on Monday, and

to go by train as far as Assioot,

where we shall find a daha-

that somebody has got

and has left up there,

H^ that is at pre-X i_

beeah
tired of

and a tug

sent engaged in towing corn-barges. The
agent promises that we shall go up to Luxor
and back in ten days. I fear we shall not
have time to get as far as the First Cataract

\

for, being a large party, it is uncertain
when we can get comfortable berths in

one of the homeward-bound steamers from
Alexandria to Marseilles, which, just at

A dahabeeah.

this time of the year, are

crowded.

Nubar Pacha
arrange with

royal mummies
that have been

beginning to get

had
Brugsch
and

been good enough to

Bey to show us the

other interesting things

lately discovered, and are

now at the Boulak Museum. We went there

early this morning, with Lord Dormer and
Captain Fitzroy, and heard an interesting

lecture, delivered in the most pleasing man-
ner, by a man who, from his knowledge and
research, is thoroughly capable of discours-

ing on the subject. Recent discoveries have

thrown great light on Egyptian history, and

will doubtless prove of the utmost value in

future researches. The royal mummies were

found by some peasants, almost accidentally,

lying together in a common tomb, whither

they had doubtless been removed for safety,

hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of years ago,

from the magnificent tombs of the kings, which

had proved on exploration to be empty. The
history of Egypt is truly wonderful, and the

more one tries to understand it the more
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marvellous it seems. The special isolation of

the countr}', while preventing the spread of

its culture and learning to other nations,

tended to preserve its monuments from too

frequent spoliation ; and, aided by the dryness

of the climate, to keep them intact.

The custom of burying the dead secretly,

and of building up the doors of the

tombs, has saved the latter through long

ages from desecration and injury. In many
cases the inscriptions in the interior of

these tombs, and the colour of the paintings,

are now found to be as clear and as bright as

they must have been originally. Some of

the commoner objects that have been thus

preserved strike one, I think, as even more
interesting than those which are rarer and
more precious, and of which more care is

naturally now taken. To see, for instance,

as we did to-day, a somewhat worn, straw-

bottomed chair, and to be told that it was in

use six thousand years ago, is startling and
almost incredible : and yet its age is a well-

authenticated fact. Enclosed in the same case

with the chair are earthenware pots, contain-

ing corn, dates, and figs, mummified ducks,

legs of mutton, and various other edibles, in-

tended as offerings to the gods ; together with

network, string, and baskets, exactly resem-

bling those in use at the present time, and so

fresh-looking that, except by actually touch-

ing them, it is impossible to distinguish any
difference between them and the modern
articles of a similar kind placed by their side.

Many treasures doubtless still lie hidden ; by
the discovery of which much light would be

thrown on the history of the world, espe-

cially on the terrible gap that exists in ancient

Egyptian history with regard to some of

the most important dynasties. Mr. Stuart

Poole, in his enthusiasm, says that " the cost

of a pack of hounds for one year would
discover all the lost cities of Egypt, and
would fill up all the gaps in her history."

Such a statement is perhaps slightly ex-

aggerated; but no doubt a few thousands of

pounds would go a long way towards attain-

ing that result.

In the afternoon we went to see the Egyp-
tian athletic sports, held at the Palace of Gezir,

where some of the native troops are quartered.

On our arrival we found a large assemblage,
including Sir Evelyn and Lady Wood and
Colonel Duncan (who is to command the new
Egyptian artillery), most of the Europeans in

Cairo, and a good many of the principal

natives. The Khedive would not come,
notwithstanding Sir Evelyn Wood's efforts

to persuade him to do so ; his reason being

that hewas afraid his soldierswould not acquit

themselves so well as the English soldiers

did last Monday at Abbassir, and that people
would laugh at them ; which he would not
like to see. As a sort ofcompromise he sent

his two small sons, with a tutor ; and there

they sat, poor boys, on two gilt chairs, in

the centre of the diplomatic circle, not speak-
ing to anyone, and looking very much bored.

All the ladies of the harem, in their carriages,

were present, and the Ministers had broken up
their council, which generally lasts from two
to six o'clock, on purpose to attend. I was
quite as much interested in the people as iiv

the sports, if not more so, though the latter

were so well carried out that there was not

the shghtest ground for the Khedive's mis-

givings. The excitement about the "tug of

war," in particular, was tremendous, the men
cheering and throwing their fezes into the air

just like Englishmen. It was quite pleasing

to see the usually melancholy-looking Egyp-
tian soldiers so bright and animated.

I was sorry when the failing sun warned
me that it was time to depart ; but we could
not stay later, as Sir Edward Malet had in-

vited the children and me to dine with him
and go afterwards to the opera. Za Mas-
cotte was performed; and much the little

ones enjoyed the entertainment. The Khe-
dive has one large stage-box, and the Vice-

reine another opposite ; one side of the

ground tier being entirely reserved for

the ladies of the harem, and divided into

boxes, closed in with figured wire-gauze,

which looked like lace-work. The occupants
could see all that was going on perfectly well,

but were themselves invisible, with the excep-

tion of an occasional gleam of light from their

jewels. The misc en scene was good, and
everything would have been charming, but
for the fact that between each act the audi-

ence indulged freely in smoking, which made
the atmosphere thick and suffocating.

Sunday, February iith.— In the after-

noon we went with the Duke of Suther-

land, Mr. Mackenzie Wallace, and several

others, under the guidance of Rogers Bey,

to see an old mosque, in which are now
preserved all the oldest and most curious

things that have been found in other mosques
in different parts of the city, including wood
carving, inlaid work, tiles, and many other

curiosities of an interesting and unique cha-

racter. Specially beautiful are the irides-

cent glass jars, used for the ccrcueils of

lamps in the old mosques, of which there is

really a splendid collection. There is also

the trunk of an old tree, which, having
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originally grown near the tomb of some sheikh or holy man, is so completely studded with
nails, on which hang bits of human hair, that it is

impossible to see the tree itself. To stick a nail in

and attach a piece of hair to it was supposed to be an
infallible cure for headache and for many other ills

to which flesh is heir. On our way back, passing
through the most Moorish part of the Arab bazaar,

we came across a Gothic arch, which originally formed
part of a Christian church, and which had been
brought from St. Jean d'Acre by one of the kings,

and erected here in a place where it looks singularly

inappropriate and out of its element.

Later in the day I went with Lady Dufiferin to have
tea with the Princess Mansour, sister of the Khedive.
We were received at the inner door of the palace by

seven or eight white female slaves, all

richly dressed in rather dull brown
striped silk dresses, with a good deal

of white lace about them, and made
in semi-European fashion^ I don't

think the costume suits them nearly as

well as the more gorgeous Eastern

garments they used to wear a few years

ago. Slavey and French fashions do
not harmonize at all. At the top of the

stairs we were met by more slaves, and,

a few rooms farther on, by the Princess's

companion, who conducted us into the

Iri a MarKet near Caiio.

presence of the Princess herself. Our hostess's
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In a Cairo Mosque.

costume consisted of a black satin dress with

a long train ; and close by her was an enor-

mous boarhound. Two full-sized greyhounds
played about the room, and in their gambols
with their huge companion threatened de-

struction to the ornaments and numerous
small tables, of which there were many in the

apartment. I was surprised to see dogs in

such a place; but the Princess Mansour does

not allow herself to be bound by the ordinary

rules of a harem. The companion told us

that the dogs caused great alarm to the Egyp-
tian visitors, and were always kept out of the

way when any were expected. After tea, at

which all sorts of sweetmeats and cakes, and

the thickest of buffalo cream,
were produced, the Princess
showed us over her house,
which is not only richly, but
tastefully and originally fur-

nished, in a mixture of
Egyptian and French styles,

and is adorned with more
nick-nack: and little orna-

ments than I had ever
before seen in an Oriental

residence. Yesterday, when
I went to Parvis's, the fur-

niture-shop of Cairo, where
is made the most beautiful

modern furniture and wood-
work, in old Cairene style,

everything I saw that was
prettiest and handsomest
seemed to have been bought
by the Princess Mansour.
Many of the articles were
made from her own designs.

Monday, February \2th.

—We started by the eight-

o'clock train for Assioot. It

was, as it always appears to

be here, a cloudless day,

with a cool north wind. At
the station, which seemed
to be badly managed, and
where there was a great deal

of confusion, we found Mr.
Cook's agent, waiting to see

us off, together with a dra-

goman who was to take care

of us, and a comfortable

saloon carriage to travel in.

The carriage, by the way,

had- a history; for Arabi

slept in it with some of his

friends the night before Tel-

el-Kebir, and escaped in it

to Cairo after the battle. I

don't exactly know why it should be so, but

for a defeated enemy to retreat by railway

seems contrary to one's established ideas on
the subject. Railways, no doubt, afford in-

valuable means of transport in warlike opera-

tions; but, somehow or other, the idea of a

train and of a battle do not quite harmonize.

As the sun got higher in the heavens the

heat increased, and the dust became so in-

tolerable that we were obliged to close every

window and ventilator, till we were nearly

suffocated. Still, the dust found its way in,

covered us from head to foot, filled our eyes

and mouths, and made the carriage and
everything in it of one uniform brown hue.
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Fortunately, we stopped long enough at most

of the stations to enable us to descend for a

Uttle fresh air; on which occasions Ferak, the

dragoman, and the attentive car-boy, turned

everything out, beat the cushions, and dusted

the carriage generally; but it was all of no

use, for long before we got to the next station

we were in just the same state again. It

was a miserable journey, and one I should

endeavour to dissuade any one from under-

taking, notwithstanding the time that is there-

by gained in making an expedition up the

Nile. The railway runs through a strip of

fertile country, generally almost alongside the

river, and passes several

important towns, includ-

ing Benisooefand Minieh.

At Bedreshayn, fifteen

miles from Cairo, we had

a fine view of the Pyramids

of Sakkarah. It is from

there that the excursion

to the Pyramids is gene-

rally made on donkeys.

At Wasta there is a branch

line to El Fayoom, that

oasis in the desert, watered

by a canal cut from the

Nile, which is said to

have been at one time

not only the most fertile

but the most populous

district of Egypt. Al-

though only twenty-three

miles in length, from

north to south, and
twenty-eight in breadth,

it is reputed to have con-

tained 366 towns and
villages. At the present

time the population is

about 150,000. The
banks of the railway are

the favourite road ; and
as they are composed of

loose sand, the traffic

increases the amount of

dust, though, on the other

hand, it makes the

journey by train much
more interesting and
amusing. The traveller

can get nothing to eat

on the way ; but we had
brought a well - filled

basket with us, and break-

fast and lunch served to

pass away a portion of

the time.

Soon after eight o'clock in the evening we
reached Assioot, to our great relief; and
were met by Tadros, the dragoman who is

to take us up the Nile, carrying a lantern

with tiiiQ candles in it—a special mark of

distinction, as I was afterwards informed

—

and by a perfect army of men bearing lan-

terns and leading donkeys. After the usual

amount of shouting and squabbling, without

which it appears to be impossible to do any-

thing in this country, and the administration

of a few sound blows all round by the drago-

man, we started oft"—quite a long procession

—across the line, close in front of the still

An Arab Village.'
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puffing and steaming engine, which alarmed

my donkey considerably. It was a deUciously

warm night ; but the comparatively cool air

was refreshing after our hot, dusty journey.

A short quarter-of-an-hour's ride brought us

to the river's bank, where, with the aid of

a plank, we stepped on board the dahabeeah

Gazelle^ which is to be our home for a week

or two. The cabin smiled a bright welcome,

with all the preparations for dinner, on a

snowy cloth, decorated with flowers. The
berths, though small, looked comfortable, the

beds white and clean. The saloon, about

half as big again as that of our little forty-

ton yacht, the Nortnan, had three large

windows on each side, and contained two

sofas, two easy-chairs, one round table, at

which eight people might dine comfort-

ably, a looking-glass, and some shelves.

With a few rugs, framed photographs, and
specialities of our own, I think we shall make
it very cosy and homelike, if not quite so

bright and pretty as the dearly-beloved Sun-

beam.

Tuesday, February izth. — About five

o'clock I was awakened by the preparations

for our departure ; and shortly before six,

just as the day was dawning, I looked out

of my large window and saw the palm-groves

that surround Assioot fading away in the dis-

tance, and found we were really under way and
gliding along with an almost imperceptible

motion. It was delightful to lie still and
watch the ever-changing panorama, as it

swiftly unrolled itself. Sometimes the banks

were low and sandy, and perfectly covered

with innumerable wild-fowl ; then perhaps

muddy, with luxuriant crops of grain of

all kinds growing down to the water's

edge. I never saw vegetation of more vivid

and exquisite green, varying from the truest

emerald to every shade of that colour, and
producing an effect most pleasant to the eye.

We frequently passed Arab villages ; some
mere collections of mud-hovels, with a few

palm-trees among them, others more worthy

of the name of village or town, with domes
and minarets, the castellated style of the

houses making them from a distance look

almost like fortresses. I could not under-

stand this appearance at first; but the expla-

nadon is simple. It seems that the whole
valley of the Nile abounds in the mud of

which the porous earthenware jars, in use

not only in Egypt but throughout the East,

are made. Many of the boats we met were
laden with them, and at almost every village

there were thousands waiting to be shipped.

Numbers, of course, get cracked or broken in

transit, the fragments being built up in the
walls of the houses, while the less, injured

jars are somewhat artistically arranged round
the roofs, thus forming a sort of battlement.

Special pains appear to be taken with the

numerous square pigeon-towers that are to

be seen in every village. They are often

higher than the surrounding bouses ; and,
with long poles built into and projecting at

right-angles from the mud walls, they afford

a resting-place for the thousands of pigeons

that are to be seen flying along the banks and
over the fields in flocks. Sometimes they
make the river-side quite blue when a cloud
of them settle on the bank. They are kept for

the sake of the manure they afford, though I

should have thought the damage they must
do to the crops would far exceed the value of

their assistance in producing them.
The wind began to freshen about eight

o'clock, making the river, which is toler-

ably broad, so rough that our flat-bottomed

boat moved about a good deal, and caused
us to feel ignominiously sea-sick ! After

breakfast, though the wind, which was from
the north, and therefore fair, continued fresh

and cold, the water was smooth, and we
were able thoroughly to inspect our floating-

home, and to enjoy sitting on deck and watch-
ing the shifting scenery. Once or twice in the

course of the day I thought we must have
had an accident ; for we rocked about occa-

sionally, frequently oversailed the tug, and
narrowly escaped collision with her. At last

I persuaded the captain to take in the large

sail (a curious operation, by-the-bye, one of

the crew having to swarm out to the extreme
end of the long narrow yard) and to substi-

tute a smaller one, which is generally used
only for the return voyage, with stream, down
the Nile. The doctor, who has had con-

siderable experience in the management of

sailing boats, told me that he had never
before felt so glad to see a sail taken in.

Wednesday, February i\th.—We were off

again at 6,30 a.m., and after passing Sohag,
a large town, and Ekhmeem, a still more im-

portant place, inhabited chiefly by Christians,

and containing a Franciscan convent-school
and two Coptic churches, we reached Girgeh

—described, I believe with truth, as " the

dirtiest town in Egypt,"—at half-past one.

Being towed up the river is a delightful

mode of progression. The banks are almost

everywhere low, and from the top of the

deck-house a large extent of country, some-
times beautiful, and always varying, is visible.

As we got farther south the produce of the

soil became more tropical in character, to-
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bacco, sugar-cane, cotton, and indigo being

largely cultivated, besides every variety of

grain, and vast quantities of lentils—the small

bean which foims the staple food of the

Egyptian peasant.

We have been unpleasantly reminded by
occasional shocks that the waters of the Nile,

though swift, are not deep, and have spent

several hours, both to-day and yesterday,

waiting for the little steamer that tows us to

be hauled off sand-banks, on which she has

got firmly stuck. Whenever this occurs there

is always a good deal of noise, and a certain

amount of praying—or cursing (I am not sure

which)—in Arabic ; but, beyond the delay,

no harm is done. Sometimes the tow-rope

is loosed, and then we go drifting away down
stream till we stick in the bank at the side;

whereupon the steamer, having got free her-

self, has to come to our rescue.

Thursday, February \^th.—We started at

four o'clock this morning, in order to try and
make up some of the time we have lost, and

to reach Luxor to-morrow as agreed ; but the

pilot shortly afterwards announced that it was

too dark to proceed, and we therefore an-

chored again till half-past six. The banks were

low and sandy, and not so highly cultivated

as those we have hitherto passed \ but I was

surprised to see how imposing the mountains

behind Denderah, and away in the distance

towards Abydos, looked. I had not imagined
such high mountams m thethere were

desert.

Soon after one o'clock we met the Mars,
one of Cook's large excursion steamers, and
stopped her in order to put some letters on
board. We also passed another of Cook's

steamers, full of soldiers—invalids who had
been sent up the Nile for the benefit of their

health. I beheve the last trip was a great

success in every respect, and that much good
was derived from it.

In the course of the afternoon we had our

first view of an Egyptian temple, that of

Denderah, with which, as seen from a dis-

tance, I must confess that I was disappointed.

Though I have been reading many books on
Egypt and its antiquities lately, I had not

fully realised how completely the ancient

Egyptians were in the habit of protecting

their buildings from the spoiler and robber
by means of high stone walls ; so that what is

in many cases a most magnificent temple
inside looks like a huge stone barn from

without and from afar.

The air is simply perfect ; bracing, and yet

not cold, except in the early morning. It is

a delightful exjDerience altogether, and we all

enjoy it thoroughly. I think I like the early
mornings best : for I generally wake about
half-past four, and, just drawing back the
curtains of my window, enjoy the gorgeous
vision of an Eastern night, quite different
from anything we ever see in our cold,
northern clime. Great as is the contrast
between an English and an Egyptian winter,
in the heat of the sun, and the cloudlessness
of the sky during the day, I think the nights
are even more remarkable. The atmosphere
is so clear that each star of any mngnitude
seems almost like a moon, and casts its inde-
pendent track upon the water ; while, as to
the moon herself, how can one describe the
beauty of that pale golden sphere, that hangs
suspended like a huge globe from the deep
azure vault of heaven, shedding so strong
light

six

that it is easy to read by it

!

Towards
the stars begin to pale, and even the

moon to lose some of her eftulgence, before

the bright light of the coming dawn, which, in

its turn, has to give way to the rising sun,

the earliest rays of which gild the mountain
tops, and throw a roseate tint over the desert

wastes of sand stretching into the far dis-

tance, and over the fields of dazzling green

nearer at hand. Soon the whole landscape

is flooded with life and light ; and another

bright, cloudless Egyptian day has begun.

But if the sunrises are beautiful, what shall I

say of the sunsets ? About the one there is

almost an air of chilliness—a hope and pro-

mise of what is to come, mingled with a feeling

of responsibility and a sort of half dread of

what the day 'may possibly bring forth.

About the other there is a sense of fulfilment

and repose, before night comes and throws

her mantle over the world.

Friday, February 16th.—We were all some-

what excited at the prospect of so soon

seeing Luxor, Karnak, and Thebes, the aim

and object of our vo}age. About mid-day

we got the first glimpse of some of the grand

ruins in the distance, and stared and peered

at them through our glasses. On reaching

Luxor, at two o'clock, the first object that

met our eyes was a long, low, white building,

the Karnak Hotel, with a terrace overhang-

ing the Nile. Then, just showing its front

over the mud houses, appeared one of the

famous obelisks of Luxor ;
passing which,

some grand columns and gateways, half

hidden by wretched little hovels built against

them, or by still more hideous staring white

houses of greater pretensions, became visible.

Some of the latter were the residences of the

various European consuls ; and from each of

these, as the dahabeeah passed, a gun was
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fired by way of salute.

Almost in the centre

of the town, but hap-

pily with a sort of

open square in front

of it, facing the river,

is the splendid porch

of the great temple
;

then come more ugly

white and dirty mud
houses, and then an

open space and a pretty

garden, surrounded by a

wall, with a gateway, over

which is written in large letters,

'' Cook's Luxor Hotel." Passing

a little creek, full of boats, we were

soon moored against the mud bank of

the quiet little island above, close to a

small farmyard, in which were a pretty white

camel and a good many animals of various

kinds, including some
apparently very fierce

dogs.

Having arrived at

Luxor, you may be sure

it was not very long before

we landed; for, although

disappointed in our first

view of the place, we
were naturally anxious to

see more of it. First we
went to the hotel, which

appears to be a comfort-

able building, with a civil

and attentive manager. It iS situated in the

midst of a lovely garden, surrounded on all

sides by water, and. full of exquisite and
fragrant flowers, of which

I was only too glad to

get a handful. We next

called on the British Con-
sul, Mustapha Agha, a

fine old man, black as a

coal, with a long grey

beard. He resides, or at

all events has his office,

in the porch of the Great

Temple of Luxor, where
he entertained us with

the eternal coffee, pipes,

and sherbet, apologising

at the same time for the

absence of his son,
Achmet Eftendi, who is

suffering terribly from
ophthalmia, and on whom
the doctor has kindly pro-

mised to try his skill

An Armenian.

We next went to see

the obelisk, now stand-

ing in solitary grandeur
in front of the two
statues of Rameses
IL, a great portion of

which is buried in

sand. This is by far

the finer obelisk of the

two that were origin-

ally at Luxor, partly,

no doubt, owing to its

greater height and the

deeper cutting of its

hieroglyphics. But I

do not think that this

fact alone makes the

difterence between
one's feelings on be-

holding it, and the

comparative want of interest with which
one sees, for the first time, its former com-
panion, now standing in the Place de la

Concorde, at Paris. The latter looks so

utterly out of harmony with all its surround-

ings; like Cleopatra's needle oii the banks
of the muddy Thames, half- covered with

blackened snow or dripping with ink-like

rain, after having for centuries pointed its

golden apex to the clear blue sun-lit sky

by day and the starry heavens by night.

The existing obelisk at Luxor, still occupy-

ing its own appointed place near one entrance

to the Great Temple, now more or less in

ruins and covered with mud huts, is a very

different thing, believe me, to any obelisk

seen elsewhere, under other circumstances.

The principal hall of the Great Temple
is large, and full of in-

teresting hieroglyphics,

some of them unlike those

found in any other temple.

Close to—in fact forming

part of—Mustapha Agha's

house, is what was once

Lady Duff Gordon's resi-

dence, from the balcony

of which she used to gaze

on those splendid Nile

sunsets, so wonderfully

described in her books.

In the evening an
American lady very kindly

invited us to go with her

and her husband to the

United States Consulate,

where a grand fantasia had
been organized for the

A Nubian Boy. benefit of the tourists
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staying at the hotel. We accordingly

mounted our donkeys; and a short ride

through deep sand in the bright moonlight,

piloted by the one-eyed very black American
Consul's son, brought us to the house, where,

as usual, we were hospitably received and
entertained, coffee and pipes, cigarettes and
sherbet, being provided for such as chose to

indulge in them. The room was crowded,
and the performers were celebrated dancing-

girls from Keneh, richly dressed and covered
with gold and jewels. Some of . the dances
were slow and monotonous, some energetic

and lively, and some altogether extraordi-

nary. One in particular, in which each of
the girls carried a bottle full of water on
her head, was most wonderful. The music
was deafening, the smoke overpowering, and
the atmosphere stifling. We were there-

fore glad to make our escape before the enter-

tainment was over, much to the distress of
our hospitable black host.

The ride home by moonlight and the row
off to the dahabeeah were, to my mind, the

most pleasant part of the evening ; though I am
afraid perhaps it sounds ungrateful to say so.

m

IN MEMORIAM.
March 28th, 1884.

LO ! in the flush of youth, when hope was high,

And her sweet light like sunshine touch'd the years,

Death comes, when not a cloud was in the sky,

And smites a royal household into tears.

And all the people standing from afar

Can only watch, with pity-breathing breath,

A queenly mother that has seen his star

Shoot down into the night of early death.

O mateless one ! In this dark hour of hope,

A nation sorrows for thy child and thee.

The widow of him who had for horoscope

Our second Albert—that was not to be.

Prince of the people, at one with all their aims.

Who saw the life around them with their eyes ;

A royal lowly heart to all their claims.

And quick to catch the wisdom of the wise.

Our hopes were high ; the seeming gracious years

Bent towards him and flower'd upon his way

—

One touch shook all their blossoms and, in tears,

His England mourns beside his grave to-day.

No more " the untravelled traveller "—he stands

In that high realm where souls to souls outflow

;

And shapes to perfect orb, with holier hands,

The incompleted life he left below.

Hereafter, there shall be on England's page

This picture for our children as they read,

A young Prince full of courtesy, and sage.

Loved by the people and a Prince indeed.

And in their eyes, as in our own to-day.

There shall be tears for her who, late a bride,

A wife and mother, now walks her widow'd way,

A nation's love and sorrow at her side.

ALEXANDER ANDERSON.

,-i«f5fc.-rvnrA
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE CORSET.
By E. M. BEAL.

THE fact that so many people are content

Avith the order of things which civili-

sation has decided for them before they were

born, may account for their objection to

accepting any decided change in matters

which concern their own individuality.

" To do as others do"—others being equiva-

lent to the majority of people—is instinctive

with nearly all of us. Fashion and Mother
Grundy have been left to decide our manners,

our clothes, the size of our establishments,

and the number of our servants. And, as a
whole, there is not much to grumble at. Only
now that dress reformers and some of the

extreme sanitarians are telling us that wo-
men's dress is unhealthy, that there is no
rhyme or reason why they should wear stays

or skirts, and that both are injurious, we
naturally begin to wonder why Mother
Grundy ever allowed them to be treated as

necessities, and why she is now so much
opposed to their abolition. The truth is.

Mother Grundy must go with the times; she

is as much led as leading. Mother Grundy,
when she lived in Athens, induced the Greek
girls to emulate the Venus of Milo because
this was the fashionable figure, and now,
through long centuries, she has prescribed an
artificial type of figure. It is not our present

object to say whether her teaching is good or

bad, injurious or beneficial; we will only
show how, through centuries past, her dictates

have been observed, and how the corset of

to-day has been evolved.

As long ago as the days of the Greeks and
Romans, a slight, elancee figure was admired,
and stoutness looked upon as a deformity.

Martial ridiculed fat women, and Ovid puts

large waists in the first rank of his remedies
against love. Several means were tried then
as now, not only to restrain an expanding
figure, but to enhance the beauties of a very

slight one. But they were of a dift'erent

kind from those with which we are familiar.

Bandages were worn with the generic name
oifascice mamillares. These consisted of the

strophiiim, the cloth worn round the bosom;
the tenia, a simple band below ; and the

zona, or waist-belt. When bandages failed,

those who valued the beauty of their

figures had recourse to a remedy prescribed

by Serenus Sammonicus, They enveloped
their busts with garlands of ivy, which were
thrown on the fire as soon as withdrawn,

and afterwards rubbed all the upper part

of their figures either with goose fat mixed
with warm milk, or with the egg of a par-

tridge.

Men were as vain as the women, if we
are to believe Aristophanes and other

writers. The great comic dramatist mocked
his contemporary Cinesias for v/earing

busks of linden-wood ; and Capitolinus, in

his biography of the Emperor Antony, men-
tions that he also had recourse to them
to compress his swelling figure. Testimony
is conflicting, however. Some contend that

the ancients wore veritable corsets, arguing-

that when Homer, in describing Juno's
toilette when she wishes to captivate Jupiter,

speaks of the two girdles worn around her

waist—the one bordered with gold fringe,

the other borrowed from Venus—he was
really describing a Greek corset ; and that

the egide or cuirass of Minerva which Virgil

describes, is to be interpreted in the same
manner. But this view is surely mistaken,

for no monument of antiquity, no artistic

work, no evidence gleaned from other sources,

points to the use of stiff, unyielding, whale-

boned corsets.

Bandages were worn under the empire,

such as are shown in the Muse'e des An-
tiques, but when barbarism succeeded the

luxurious habits of later Rome, even the ban-

dages were discarded. The period of transi-

tion which then began with the abandoning
of all bandages, ended some centuries later

in the commencement of the real corset. At
first it was a simple under-bodice, which
fitted the body exactly without compressing
it. Then, as Europe gradually emerged from-

barbarism, and the women became coquettish,

tighter fitting bodices were worn, the waist

was compressed, and the upper part of the

figure, if we are to accept as correct the

portraits of Charles VI. 's Queen, Isabeau de
Baviere, very much dccoUetce. Priests and
abbots thundered their threats against the

practice, but in vain. The fashion spread

rapidly, and at the time of the Renaissance

both sexes vied with one another in com-
pressing their figures by the aid of a crude

representative of the modern instrument,

which was called the corsetus, cursetus, or

corsatus. That which the men wore was a
kind of close-fitting coat, while the women
carried a very tight bodice of linen next

the skin. Neither whalebone, wood, nor
steel was, however, employed at that time.
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With the advent of Catherine de Medici

a new era dawned. She introduced the

real whaleboned bodice with a strong busk

in front, and her example was soon imitated

by all Europe. Waist compression increased

in spite of the protests of kings and emperors

and the chief ministers and nobles of the land.

This fashion is familiar to us in England
through the portraits of " good Queen Bess."

Never since armour had been invented had
any stiffer framework for the human body
been devised. The deep pointed bodice was
as stiff and hard as combined wire, whale-

bone, and steel could make it ; and to add to

the discomforts which fashion dictated, the

neck was likewise supported by a ruff not

only formed upon an elaborate background
of metal and thick wires, but stiffened by the

newly discovered " devil's liquor," starch.

Men were as vain as women ; both squeezed

in their waists and both swelled their gar-

ments out below. Thus a machine which
had begun innocently enough as a tight-fitting

linen bodice, was gradually developed by
the addition of busks of wood, of ivory,

and whalebone, and of sheets and strips of

steel, until a veritable armour-like encasing

resulted.

These stiff whaleboned corsets lasted

throughout all changes of outward attire;

they were prominent features of the Res-
toration fashions and of the Watteau pe-

riod ; but the Revolution at the end of the

eighteenth century, which shook not only

France but all Europe, had an equally sub-

versive effect upon corsets. Paniers, corsets,

and, in fact, all additions to necessary

clothing which were considered as the insignia

of coquetry and riches, were banished. They
disappeared completely, and the corsetus as

Catherine de Medici introduced it has never
re-appeared.

With the establishment of the Empire in

France, a new fashion appeared which soon
became popular all over Europe. This was
the short bodice, arm-pit-waist fashion,

which necessitated no more than support-

ing bandages similar to those of the old

Romans. But it did not last long. To-
wards the end of the reign of the first

Napoleon, several of the leaders of Parisian

tashion tried to revive the Medici corsets,

but they never succeeded in conquering the

strong opposition of Madame de Longueville
and the Empress, whose aversion to the
change may probably be accounted for by
the fact that she had a very short thick waist
and prominent bust. Women, however, began

to wear stiff bodices again, and just as the
waist was gradually regaining its natural
position, compression once more became the
order of the day, and the corset with which
we are now familiar was invented. Whale-
bone and steel were again used in its manu-
facture, and side lacings, elastic fastenings,

straps and broad busks were called into
requisition to restrain and remodel the
figure.

From long usage we have all come to look
upon the corset as a necessity for women

;

we have been reared amongst its wearers
and innured to its discomforts. But it is

quite a question whether with all our boasted
civilisation we have hit upon the right

material and kind of machine for the object

in view, and whether sanitarians anxious for

the welfare of future generations advise

wisely when they recommend all women to

abjure stays. The bayaderes of India, who
possess the most perfect figures of any women
on earth, have a much more healthful and
charming device than any Europeans. Their

corsets are formed out of the bark of a Mada-
gascar tree, on a principle which permits

them every freedom of movement in breath-

ing and in any form of exercise. These are

wonderful productions of ingenuity. The
colour resembles the skin to a remarkable

degree, and the material is so fine that the most

delicate touch will hardly distinguish it from

human flesh. Once made, these corsets are

seldom removed, the bayaderes even sleep-

ing in them. They thus preserve aston-

ishingly beautiful figures to an advanced

age, without pain or discomfort to them-

selves, whilst we, who boast ourselves intellec-

tual and civiUsed, torture without beautifying

ourselves.

The pedigree of our corset, like many
another modern absurdity which we are too

familiar with to wonder at, stretches far back

into antiquity, and may be briefly summarised.

We recognise its fundamental features : ist, in

the antique /d:j-<r/<s of the Greeks and Romans

;

2nd, we lose sight of bandages throughout a

large portion of the Middle Ages, and then

discover the existence of an embryonic cor-

sage
;

3rd, the end of the Middle Ages and

the commencement of the Renaissance are

marked by the general adoption of tight-

fitting laced bodices; and 4th, from the

middle of the sixteenth till the end of the

eighteenth century the stiffest of whaleboned

bodices were worn, disappearing under the

Revolution, but only to be transformed later

on into the modern corset.



CROWS AND SCARECROWS.
By JAMES PURVES.

SECOND PAPER.

HE scare-

'

crow or

c r o w -

herd has

hitherto
escaped
notice of

our pas-

t o r a 1

writ ers
from
Theo-
critus
down-
wards,
though
Mr. Har-
dy, in
"Far
from the

Madding
Crowd,"

introduces one in Joseph Poorgrass, a moral

character, partly real, partly idyllic. Mrs.

Carlyle, in a vivacious letter from a rectory,

talks of being wakened at early morning
by the " prodigious accompaniment of rooks

cawing, ever and anon enlivened by the

booing and squeaking of a child, which my
remembrance of East Lothian instructed

me was some vermin of a creature paid to

keep the crows off the grain." "Vermin
of a creature " is a strong figure of speech,

but some allowance must be made for

one's sleep being disturbed, and one's

temper being ruffled, especially a woman's,
in early morning. Yet than this " vermin of

a creature " there is in rural England hardly

a more familiar figure. He is as prominent
as other " vermin of creatures " in our land-

|

scapes, such as the shepherd on the hills,

the cowherd on the roadsides, or the goose-
herd on the village commons. He is not to

j

be despised because by his labouring voice

he disturbs a delicate lady's sleep ; and his

figure, well worn and bent, at its lonely task
by the hedgerows in spring, in the corn-
fields in summer, or beneath the shelter of
the plantation strips in autumn, appeals to a
deep chord of our feelings and touches our
sympathy for those who labour on the fields.

He is generally a young lad with lustrous

eyes, or an old man with stiff dragging legs,

and a rusty fowling-piece or ancient rifle,

which, when it does go off, threatens to do
as much damage to him as to the crows it

frightens. Each time he fires he shuts his

eyes and draws his head aside as if afraid to

look at the frightened crows. Or you will

hear a clattering noise from a heavy wooden
rattle, and then a voice booing and huUo-ing,

which you and the crows understand is the

call for them to move on, for they with pro-

testing croaks take to their wings. To frighten

crows from the grain is, no doubt, child's

play or work for old dottered men ; it is the

beginning and ending of a farm labourer's

life. A cynic may say that their old clothes

—if the phrase may be used for such man's
dress, as they seldom wear in week days any-

thing else but old clothes—can be hung up
in mid-field after their deaths and will frighten

the crows by their " bogle " and quaint-like

apparitions, as well as they themselves, when
wearing such clothes, have done in their

lives. It is simple work : one has to cry
" shew-hoo " and let the crows land on a

neighbouring farmer's field, remembering the

maxim so necessary in crow herding, "It's

not lost what a friend gets."

You may have noticed that potato bogles

or scarecrows which make the crows to swerve

from the fields for fear, vary in size, design,

and dress, in nearly every parish or every five

miles. They certainly vary as much as the

caps of the local old wives, and the dialect

of the roadside old mea one meets in any
day's walk.

My crowherd, old Eben Amos, is a rustic

with as much realism as picturesqueness in

his dress, and more homely directness than

prettiness in his speech. Realism in rustics

is everything; and to prettify is to falsify

them. It is the rustic realism of this " vermin

of a creature " that charms me. He is truly

a man of the fields, and his life and thoughts

seem to be toned by the lives and the habits

of the birds he scares. His voice croaks and
crows in one's ears in a dull monotone like

the crow, and on walking his stiff legs are

drawn behind him, and his body sways from

side to side like the crow. He looks at one

suspiciously with head aside, and answers

questions after a cogitative pause and a croak-

ing clearing of the throat ; and with a snifter

of the nostrils he emits a dry, respiratory



sound like a young crow at its food. Tne
,

villagers call him the crow man.
'

His talk is all about dismal subjects, about •

which he croaks rather than talks. His
;

speech bulks largely of shipwrecks, accidents, '

death, and disease of man and beast, famines
and epidemics. There's nothing trivial in

his subjects, yet I find such lugubrious sub-

jects very lively when he speaks. They bulk
so largely in his thoughts that he continually

repeats them. I think rustics find dismal

subjects to have a soothing influence.

Rustics every year repeat the stories of

their lives, they return regularly with the

seasons. The great thing to brag of is

what one has seen and come through in

his days, and not what one has read or

heard. He says, " I can smoke my pipe,

I can sing my song, I can tell my story,

and I am quite contented. What more
can a body want?" Has he enjoyed

good health ? He never had a stomach

complaint but hunger when diet time

came round ; nothing ever put him past

a meal, though he has had narrow escapes

of being killed by falling off hay stacks

or high-heaped cart-loads of grain in the

harvest field. And with a grim smile, he

says, poor folk and bairns are neither

easily killed nor poisoned. This hale, old

man, who has seen, as he phrases it,

eighty- six new years' days, and never

got a penny from the parish, though his

wages never were a pound a week, and

he has been sorely " torn down " by

numerous children and children's chil-

dren ; and who has, he says with proud

exactness, wrought all' his days on fiirms,

which he styles his servitudes, in four coun-

ties and twelve parishes ; and who pos-

sesses, as the neighbouring rustics phrase

it—but whether in admiration or in fear I

have never been able to find out—a terrible

memory; this hale old crowherd, this "vermin

of a creature," moralises that " country life is

best ; aye, (ar best. You ha'e the caller air,
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the caller earth, an' they're aye healthy ; an'

then you need never be troubled wi' a sore

throat, or a sore breast. A body never tires,

never loses fancy o' the country ; in summer
or winter its aye bonnie, real bonnie. Gie
me the country to live in, an' you may make
kirks or mills o' the towns for a' I care.

Every bairn s'ould be born an' brought up in

the country."

His humour is quick, he is on the alert for

a joke, and is not easily caught napping. He
has the heart of a romancer, and throws way-
ward fancies and strange words into his

speech. He keeps one in surprise, and is

quick in getting out of a difficulty, I asked
him, as loud as I could talk, " How many
crows had he killed ; " but his deafness was
of service, and he looked calmly at me as if I

had made an ordinary remark about the

weather ; and he mumbled, as he bended
slowly down, and adjusted himself on the

chair, " A fellow's glad o' a rest after herding
they auld vermin a' day long. Eh, but it's

been a bonnie day !
" Then I tried him in

another tack, and made sure he would hear

my next question, " Who scares the crows
when you go away to your dinner?" The
ancient looked up in a half-dazed state, then

his blue eyes played with rustic merriment,

and he emitted a croaking sound as if chuck-
ling at his forthcoming remark, when he said,

" Oh ! of course the crows gaun home to their

dinner too !
" He chuckled at his humour,

and spread his horny dust-stained hand in

front of his face, and said apologetically, " A
fellow mun whiles say something for non-
sense. Man, twirling one's fingers a' day long

soon gets terrible tiresome."

His dress sets at defiance the ideas of

happy rural life, and he represents patient

striving with hard conditions. His dress,

from his boots to his hat, betokens daily con-

tact with out-of-doors work. His hat, dis-

coloured by the wind, and the sun, and the

rain, is the colour of a blue-bottle fly ; and
his strong boots are exactly the colour of the

soil ; they are never blackened, and every-

Sunday night he greases and oils them for

the following week. Over the left shoulder

of his coat you observe a bit of leather

coarsely sewed on to prevent the gun, which
he usually carries across his left shoulder,

muzzle foremost, from wearing away the cloth.

The buttons have long since disappeared from
his coat, and their place is taken by rude
pieces of twine ; a black and red checked
cravat covers his neck; and below the lappet

of his waistcoat peep a needle and thread,

ivhich he has never been without for forty

years. Sometimes in odd moments at the

fields he does all his tailoring. His shirt is

made of the strong old-fashioned coarse linen

called "straiken." His corduroy trousers,

which, in their shortness and their home-
made patches, bear signs of having been
frequently washed and bleached, lead one's

eyes to what appear rather like a pair of

clogs than boots.

II.

But let us follow him to his fireside. Haz-
litt complained of Crabbe's poetry that he
described the interior of a farm-labourer's

cottage like an officer sent to distrain for rent.

That is the prose of rustic life to which no
unprejudiced observer can shut his eyes. The
cottager is a realist, and only possesses v/hat

is useful. As seen from the roadway his

cottage is highly picturesque, with the thick

ivy, red tiles peeping out below, the solitary

window washed with pale-yellow ochre, a big

round stone at the doorstep, which is never

idle in summer, and the narrow strip of vil-

lage green in front. A pot-flower stuck in

the window completes, you think, the rustic

picture. A young lady who dabbles in water-

colours would stand still, clasp her hands,

and round her lips with pretty words of ad-

miration ; but let us enter. We pass the

worm-eaten door, walk along a narrow pas-

sage, and rub shoulders against a movable
ladder leading to the " loft," and through the

broken tiles we get glimpses of daylight.

The loft was his children's nursery. Im-
mediately below the loft is a dark pantry with

green-coloured panes of glass looking into

the back-garden. The pantry and loft are

crammed with logs of wood, old metal, and
accumulation of rubbish which a man finds

and carries home from the roads and fields

during fifty years' work. At the end of the

passage is the cottager's kitchen, bedroom,
and sitting-room all in one, for himself, wife,

and family. At the door stands a brown
earthenware can with water from the draw-

well ; above it hangs a tin tankard on a nail.

Two wooden beds, expressively known as

" box-beds," form the only division to the

cottage ; remove them and there are four

bare walls. The floor is of earth, and the

only flagstone in the house is at the fire-

place, where lies a wooden circular fender.

A wooden plate-rack with blue plates and
platters rests against the wall. What other

nation displays its plates with the same
pride and effect as we Scotch do? It is the

same pride of descent, of being somebody,

that makes housewives range their grand-
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mothers' plates in the highest row, as things
to be looked up to. Alongside stands a
set of strong wooden drawers bearing signs
of being often scoured with soap and sand.
In the corner stands the cottager's cupboard,

of triangular shape, with old-fashioned glass
doors, old-fashioned cups of the handleless
kmd, and saucers, old heirlooms, quaintly
set on the top of each other. A collection
of sixpenny photographs taken on glass

The Crowherd's Cottage—Outside.

hang near the fireplace, the driest spot in

the cottage, and one group, consisting of
a soldier, a sailor, and a policeman standing
at "Attention" as stiff as pokers, soon catch
and rivet one's attention for their, genuinely

awkward positions. On the rafters overhead

hans a row of dust-covered hats and a Ian-

tern for winter nights. Between the white-

washed rafters you observe the ivy shooting

into the cottage, and the rafters and side
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wallij are streaked with the damp. Once a

year the old man has to cut the ivy from the

inside to keep it from growing into his cot-

tage, as the Earl will not allow it to be cut

from the outside, for that would spoil the

cottage's picturesque appearance. The earthen

floor is worn into holes and hollows with the

damp, and slips of wood are put under the

table legs to keep them steady.

Probably it is the involuntary thought on
entering a labourer's cottage to estimate the

value of the furniture. It is almost irresist-

ible, and you blush to find yourself making
a mental inventory and valuation. A five-

pound note would, you think, easily furnish

the place, and you now understand where
second-hand furniture goes to, and where old

china is hoarded. The interior strongly

appeals to one's artistic taste, its poverty is

undisguised, there is no concealment, no
pretence about it. It is what it is, a poor

hind's cottage, with the earthen passage worn
hollow with hobnailed boots, costing the

landowner not a penny for repairs the last

twenty years ; a place the Earl would not

allow his cob or a pointer to remain a night

in, and yet bearing such homely marks
of homy hands in its air of rude, though
homely simplicity and comfort of its kind,

like one of Josef Israel's interiors that lets

one see how little of furniture man stands in

need of. A hind like old Eben, who can

read and write well, use the needle, and
make down his own bed, which he does
regularly, has reached an advanced stage of

sturdy independence. A cynic compared
the interior to a byre; but to my mind it is

often in such poor places that the fresh

flavour, the smack and taste in the mouth
of sweet kind homeliness, is felt to be as

nourishing as the breath of a cow. In such

poor places we feel the warm touch of simple

domesticity about a country fireside and
hearth, and plate-racks and box-beds, and
corner-cupboards and clothes-chests, that

stamps peasant's cottages all the world over as

being the homes of broad-chested mothers with

great wealth of faith and love in their hearts.

And mothers they are, who having in their

younger days wrought in the fields, give to

their bairns intuitively the inestimable love

for the fields and forests and corn -growing

earth which the mothers tasted themselves
when their hearts were young. No other

class on earth have so great affection for

their native places as peasants. Very often

they help themselves to potatoes and salt

on the plateless system; a squeeze of the

forefinger and thumb skins the plant of its

thin coat, and a dip or two of pepper and
salt on the table is the foundation of their

dinners. A tablecloth is only used on great

occasions, a carpet is unknown; the hardness
and simplicity is completed with the want of

any soft seat. This life may possibly be
rude, but it is certainly not vulgar, nor mean,,

nor sour.

Nightfall to me anywhere is impressive,,

but nowhere so much as in a village. There
the old wives in their caps and shawls, and
the old men in their sleeved waistcoats, are

chatting and smoking about the gable-ends,

or the back-gardens, or at the pig-styes.

Once a week old Eben was generally to be
seen at his cottage-door, with a jug of water
at his feet and a bit of rag or two in his-

hand, cleaning out his musket with panting
jerks. One night he said, " Come away in,"

and I followed him. He rested one leg on the

table, and with his hand directed to the one
half of the house embracing his wife and
silly daughter, he broke the silence, the

silence one felt to be of poverty and pride

:

" This is our squad ; a sma' one fra what it

was. Aye, a sma' pot serves for oor denner
noo. Aye, aye." The old woman, whom
Eben humorously called " Old Thunder,"
with bare brown arms, dressed in a frock of

liver-coloured hue, and bent nearly double,,

and the silly, fresh-faced daughter attired in

common print, sit on a chest in front of the

nearest bed, a chest which the old man got

made by a village carpenter years ago to

contain his all on setting first out in the

world from his father's fireside. " I've

passed my best ; my best days are ovver.

Man, I'm failing fast, an' gaun quick doon
the hill ; still, I'm able to pap about an' do
a hand's turn." I notice how hale his voice

is, and how strong is his spirit.

The silly daughter sat measuring her apron,

and folding it over and over mechanically

into squares, and turning up the whites of

her eyes and working with her lips. It was a

sad sight, and his eyes following my attention

to her, he said, " We hae a disabled house.

It's no the troubles o' one body that

bothers me ; she's a puir helpless creature.

Man, does the trouble come from the head
or the heart, think you ? " The old man sat

with his weary legs wide apart, and his small

body bent low, blinking his blue eyes, and
raising the skin of his forehead as he lifted

his eyebrows. " Ah, but man, I'm gaun down
the hill fast. Ciree me ! how the years roll

on an' on ! aye, aye, as regular as horse an'

harrows. Eh ! but nicht falls soon now

!

Mony men when they reach my time o' life
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take to their beds, or they're kept by the

]DaTish, or walk wi' sticks in their hands. But

I'm yet to the fore. It canna be Ling noo till

I hae to pop away home for good."

Poverty is no doubt the teacher of labour
and the arts, the life-giver of the rustic and
the prolonger of one's days in the land of
the living. This old man has had small

The Crowherd's Cottage—Inside.

wages all his life, but his spirit is young ; his

excellent contentedness, his power of making
the best of everything, and looking at the

bright side of nature, makes him an authority

in the village, and respected by his employer,

the farmer whom he has served for thirty

years, and the Earl.

The childlike talk, the simple, expressive
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words, the picturesque life, the rude sim-

phcity and reahty of the peasant's hfe give

him, in my opinion, a Biblical air, a bigness

of life that is an education in itself. It is

the interior of a hewer of wood and a drawer
of water, as the logs and draw-well show.

And about the fireside in the winter evenings,

the flickering light of the wood fire throwing
deep shadows on the damp walls and into the

deep box beds, and across the wooden stools,

where neighbours' ruddy childien sit and
play and sleep, make their homely cottages

full of the never-ending mystery and romance
which lingers at nightfall about our villages

and villagers. I can hardly trust myself to

say how much I admire and respect these

sturdy independent toilers of the soil. They
touch my feelings as few other things in the

world can out of one's Bible and Shake-
speare. I believe more in their divinity, I

confess, than I do in the divinity of kings.

They tell us again and again, if we have the

eyes to see and the ears to hear, of that con-
tentment which is great gain, and that honest
labour that gives peace of mind. They
inspire one with a respect for patient labour

;

and yet labour as they may all their lives

they can never possess a bit of land to call

their own, far less the damp hovel of a
cottage they live in.

It is as good as a holiday to have a chat
with such old men. Their lives and thoughts
are entirely new to us, and we travel with

them in all their wandering, rambling, de-

lightful talk. It is only country folk now
that do talk ; we dwellers in cities make
gossip and scandal serve for all our conversa-

tion. But old Eben's reading is in keeping

with his occupation ; it is of the solemnities

of life. He reckons the newspaper accounts

of shipwrecks, accidents, and murders divert-

ing reading, and he complains of his eye-

sight being " awfu' abused this while back in

reading." For shipwrecks I think he has a

fondness, because they "remind him of his

young days, about eighty years ago, when
shipwrecks were greatly prized by rural

housewives, who got plenty of doors for

pantries and for closets, and by the hinds,

who got fine ropes for their carts, and at times

two or three kegs of the " hard stuff," which
were burrowed in the sandhills until the

wreck officials went out of sight. Like the

crows, he has an affinity with the dulness of life

and its realities, and he rejoices in accidents

so long as the wind blows something his

way. I fancied I heard the hoarse croaking

of a crow when old Eben lifted up his eyes,

his voice, and his hands simultaneously, and'

said, " Faith, I wonder how ony mortal man
can be bothered ay reading a' that yattering

an' yammering clash o' words in Parlia-

ment ! It beats a' ! How they keep argue

bargying ! Dang me if I can make out what
they mean to be at ! Go ! they're like the

crows at nights, they fairly deeve a body !

"

'TWIXT MAY AND JUNE.
"LT ERE let us rest and sing,

While the warm breezes blow

Oe'r sunlit pastures gay with all the flowers of spring,

Where dappled herds all day a-grazing go,

Or lie in shadow where the boughs hang low.

The year is in its prime.

No charm is overblown.

Ah, prithee stay thy sands, thy golden sands, old Time

!

Pass on to other lands, till our young birds are flown,

Leave us and joy a little while alone !

What does thy haste avail,

When all for once goes well ?

Old traitor, thou canst creep as slow as any snail

If a poor heart doth weep, or passing bell

Ring, for some vanished hope, the funeral knell.

Grant us a brief delay,

Now, when our souls are fain

With longing as we drink the summer hours away,

And, dreaming on the brink of heart-sweet pain.

Ponder the cuckoo's Hquld low refrain.
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It may not be, alas !

Faster than blossoms fall,

The honey-laden hour will vanish, fade, and pass

—

Fly sweet ! come sour ! The bitterest pang of all

Is spared us

—

uuhen the perfectjoy doth pall.

C. B.

>r

A NIGHT AMONG LONDON THIEVES.
By E. H. BRAJSILEY.

IF we put one leg of an imaginary pair of

compasses on the south bank of the

Thames, near the foot of London Bridge,

and with the other leg form an arc southward
with a radius of five hundred yards, we shall

have made a semicircle on which can be
crowded more history than any patch of equal

area in the whole of the Metropolis—except
the City proper. Indeed, Southwark was
for centuries another London, and the only

suburb of the City of great consequence. It

was a home of the Romans, as the various

resurrections of tesselated pavement show
;

it formed the strong bulwarks of the City, as

its name implies—Southwark (South Works),
and was the primary battle-ground when in-

vading armies from the south marched
through Kent to make war on the citizens

across the Thames. There, in the very road
which now stretches from London Bridge to

the Elephant and Castle district, stood many
renowned inns and taverns—the Tabard,
Avhere slept Chaucer and his band of pil-

grims, before they wended their way to

Canterbury, just five hundred years ago ; the

White Hart, the head-quarters of Jack Cade
and his rebel rout in 1450 ; the White Lion,
which was once a huge prison and tavern at

one and the same time ; and many others.

There, too, were palaces—one of Charles

Brandon, the Duke of Suffolk; one founded

by Bishop Walter Giffard, about 1107, with

court, offices, and water-stairs leading to the

Thames, besides gardens, statues, fountains,

and a spacious park, giving name to the pre-

sent Park Street ; also Rochester House, the

residence of the Bishop of Rochester

—

Rochester Street took its name therefrom.

Within this area, too, on the Bankside of the

Thames, were two " Beare-gardens, places

wherein were kept beares, bulls, and other

beasts, to be bayted; as also mastives, in

several kenles (kennels), nourished to bayt

them."

—

{Sto7u.) Here, also, were Shake-

speare's theatres ; besides licensed houses of

infamous resort (termed "stew-houses"), from

the twelfth to the sixteenth century, when

they were suppressed by law, and at the

sound of trumpets.

There were, also, two mints for coinage in

this district ; and even now there is a dirty,

miserable, rabbit-warren sort of neighbour-

hood, just opposite St. George's Church,

patronised as a dwelling-place by tramps,

beggars, and even worse characters, antl

known as " The Mint." Almost immediately

facing " The Mint," and in rear of the church

already referred to, stands Kent Street, de-

scribed by John Timbs as " a wretched and

profligate part of St. George's parish." It
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was formerly the entrance avenue to London.
" What long lines of conquest and devotion,

of turmoil and rebellion, of victory, gorgeous

pageantry, and grim death, have poured
through this narrow inlet ! The Roman in-

vader came along the rich marshy ground
now supporting Kent Street ; thousands of

pious and weary pilgrims have passed along

this causeway to St. Thomas's of Canterbury;
here the Black Prince rode with his royal

captive from Poictiers, and the victor of

Agincourt was carried in kingly state to his

last earthly bourne. By this route Cade
advanced with his twenty thousand insurgents

from Blackheath to Southwark ; and the ill-

fated Wyatt marched to discomfiture and
death." And Smollett, in his "Travels"
(1766), says, " The avenue to London by the

way of Kent Street is a most disgraceful

entrance to such an opulent city. A foreigner,

in passing through this beggarly and ruinous

suburb, conceives such an idea of misery
and meanness, as all the wealth and magnifi-

cence of London and Westminster are after-

wards unable to destroy."

It was in this particular street that I

sought the opportunity of mingling with pro-

fessional thieves, joining in their amusements,
" bursting all chains of habit, flinging habit's

self aside." A friend promised to join me,
and, as he expressively said, " stand by me
through thick and thin." We proceeded on
our mission, without even changing our
apparel, or leaving watches, guards, or

jewellery behind. It was a bold stroke ; I

have often thought since that it was even a

mad venture. We chose the fag end of the

week (Saturday night) when money was sup-

posed to be more plentiful, and indulgence

more excessive. Among all the dens of

wretchedness which I have visited in the

modern Babel, none have impressed me
more painfully than Kent Street, Borough.
The trade carried on in the thoroughfare is

of the kind common to that of Shoreditch

and the New Cut. Poverty and vice, filth

and drunkenness, foul stenches and vermin
have their home here. Along the street

may be seen dismal alleys and slums, and
mysterious dark avenues, admirably adapted
for the commission of outrage and robbery

;

and all prudent pedestrians will prefer the
middle of the street if compelled to pass along
the thoroughfare at night.

We had scarcely perambulated fifty yards
down the busy thoroughfare, when we were
subjected to an experiment which exercised
the manceuvring talent of a youth, whose mis-
sion was that of playing upon the assumed

inexperience of strange visitors. His modus
operandi was that of stooping down imnie-

diately in front of us, picking up (or pretend-

ing to pick up) an article, and then inquiring

in a seemingly innocent manner whether we
had lost anything. When pressed to exhibit

the treasure trove, he gave a mysterious glance

as though bidding for a reward, and wished

us to assume that he might have found some-
thing that had fallen from our persons. The
prize turned out to be a small scarf-pin, with

a glass centre cut in angles to represent a

diamond, which, doubtless, he carried with

him as part of his stock in trade for the pur-

pose of duping greenhorns. We did not

aspire to own the " diamond," but recom-

mended him to exercise his genius on less

stubborn material. We passed through and
along the colony of dirt, with its miserably-

clad men and women, and youths—some
feasting on a mess of peas-pudding, picking

it with their fingers from a piece of newspaper

used as an improvised plate ; some singing

the praises of the wares they offered for

sale, cats'-meat, tripe, fried fish, coster-goods,

groundsel for singing-birds, matches, and
the thousand-and-one necessities of their life.

Turning from these multifarious phases of out-

door life, we sought the principal " Free-and-

Easy," where students of the art of acquiring

other people's possessions—without consent

of the owner—seek revelry in the temple

dedicated to Apollo and Bacchus jointly.

The business of the week was over, the

natives had thrown aside dull care, and were

on pleasure bent. On the ground floor, we
found ourselves in the dirty bar of a beer-

shop, its walls being decorated with cases of

stuffed "dawgs" and about forty cages of

singing birds—which, we learned, were occa-

sionally let on hire to men for the purpose

of decoying field warblers into traps, the said

captive warblers being exhibited for sale at

the bird fair in Shoreditch, on Sunday morn-

ings. We ascended a narrow, rickety stair-

case, to the door of the singing-room, and

were admitted by a coarse-framed sentinel,

who first opened a small sliding trap in the

centre panel of the door and satisfied his

inquiring mind that all was " square." Here

we had a precious glimpse of modern Fagin-

ism, and the rosy side of life, among people

who, either by hereditary tendency or by

choice, suffer the stings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune and pit their wits against

those of the stern myrmidons whom they

slangily term " bobbies and beaks." Our
entrance was the signal for no small amount

of curiosity ; the presence of two " swells

"
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with silk hats was an unusual event ; still the

cautious habits in which these people were

trained served them sufficiently to avoid

manifesting their surprise openly. We took

our seats on a long form, at the front of

which was a narrow plank-like table or bench,

with the same amount of sang froid as if

we occupied a stall in a theatre. We
were convinced intuitively that even these

practised readers of physiognomy were not a

little puzzled as to the object of our visit,

although their secretive natures prompted a

seeming obliviousness of our presence. The
ceiling of the room was wretchedly low,

which assisted to raise the temperature of

the atmosphere sufficiently high for the growth

of tropical plants. The floor was carpeted

with sawdust, not unmixed with walnut shells

—which the habitues, who indulged in the

luxury of walnuts, threw about as fancy sug-

gested. There was a well-worn and dilapi-

dated bagatelle board in one corner. The
benches and forms were ranged longitudinally,

except at one end, where there was one
placed crosswise. At the other end of the

saloti there was a low dais constructed of

deal planks; this did duty for a platform ; and
on this low elevation stood a patriarchal-look-

ing instrument that might, fifty years ago,

have earned the name of a piano. There
was unobtrusive plainness everywhere ; the

only pictures that adorned the walls were

finger-daubs of dirt and patchy embellish-

ments on a line with the heads of the com-
pany. About thirty men and half as many
women displayed as much dirt and grease as

could be conveniently ditched into as many
dresses. The material of the apparel worn
by most of the male portion was not visible

through the grease, but it shone as though

it had been polished with black-lead. The
suits were, doubtless, purchased second-hand

(unless obtained in a more skilful way) and
worn till they fell off the carcases of the

last owners. We could not clearlv discern

whether the manly bosoms which throbbed
under dirty billycock hats were graced with

linen of any kind or quality or condition, the

only visible ornament, serving the double
purpose of shirt and collar, being an archi-

tectural bunch of worsted scarf carefully

fixed up to about the size of a two-pound
loaf. There were two tradesmen settled in

the room for the night, probably hawkers at

other times, who found sufficient clientele

here, without spending their time in wander-
ing from tavern to tavern. One of these

men had a large basket, like a clothes-basket,

stocked with nuts and shrimps ; he stood in

the middle of the room, and, from the con-
stant care with which he kept a weather eye
on his stock-in-trade, he was a profound
and earnest sceptic, a confirmed unbeliever
in the traditional axiom about " honour
among thieves." The other man of merce-
nary occupation plied a vigorous trade in

'taters and trotters.

While making a show of fair expenditure,
we were careful not to swallow any of the

potions for which we paid. There were
plenty of men there who understood the

geography of a quart pot ; we furnished tliC

material, by orders on the waiter, and invited

those near (if not dear) to us to " fraternise
"

—vfQ pretended io drink. There was no shy-

ness on the part of our invited guests, they
expressed their pleasure at having the privi-

lege of drinking with " real gen'lemen," and
proved their genuineness on " the free and
gushing river " principle. We were, how-
ever, at a loss to understand why one worthy
should lustily call for " a pot of the best four-

penny ale," as though there might be, in the

one house, various qualities at the same price.

However, that is a matter of detail to be

classed with the " foreign Havanna cigars
"

at a penny each. The amusement consisted

chiefly of singing and reciting. The songs

were not by any means devoid of good sen-

timent, showing that there is " a great deal

of human nature," even among the debased

orders. Love songs, ditties about adventure,

especially of the sea-faring type, patriotic

snatches, extravagances about a steam leg,

descriptions of the tricks of low life, old-

fashioned songs such as " The old grey mare

and I," and " When this old hat was new,"

were among the musical selections. But the

dancing of a jig, a breakdown, a hornpipe,

the performance of an accompaniment by

snapping finger and thumb to imitate the

bones in a nigger performance, and the

making of a hollow flapping sound by tap-

ping the knuckles of both fists on the chin

and cheekbones fairly roused the uproarious

enthusiasm of all present. And, greatest of

all, was a burlesque by one fairly clever fellow,

who stuck his thumbs in the armholes of his

waistcoat, beating a rataplan with his fingers

on his breast, and giving vent to hoarse

bursts of indignation in imitation of some

offended magistrate. One noticeable feature

was that of each vocalist appearing incog.

Like honourable members of the House of

Commons, they were not named ; probably

that was due to the presence of strangers

about whose aim and object they were not

certain. A child, about two years of age,
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was set on the dais to provoke by its antics

a burst of laughter, as it attempted to strut

across the platform ; and it was gazed upon

with no small degree of pride by its father, a

man whose trousers appeared to be sus-

pended by a piece of string in lieu of a pair

of braces. The mother, a young woman
about eighteen years of age, with hair parted

on one side, and wearing neither bonnet nor

jacket, sang "Good Old Jeff," which secured

a generous and general assistance in the

melodious chorus. And the funniest part of

the proceedings was the event of her break-

ing down in the middle of one of her verses,

when her memoiy was refreshed from a

quart pot which one member of the company
handed to her. Short clay pipes abounded

;

only the more opulent of the men present

indulged in the aristocratic practice of smok-

ing penny cigars. Tolerably good order

reigned during a greater portion of the night :

the chief disturbance during the early hours

consisted of squalling on the part of the child

previously alluded to, which was quelled by
the administration of a dose of aniseed from

a half-pint bottle, the fumes leaving no ques-

tion as to the nature of the cordial.

At about half-past eleven, a turn of the

tide was made. The entertainment, as well

as the trade in trotters, 'taters, nuts and
shrimps, was interrupted. An altercation

arose between the judicious Janus who
guarded the door, and a visitor of the female

sex—I beg her pardon, a lady visitor—who
was refused admission, as soon as the door-

keeper descried her through the aperture

made by drawing away the aforesaid slide.

On what plea the refusal was made, we did

not discover ; her language would have done
credit to a champion prize-fighter; and the

gentle insinuations of the male disputant that

she would be thrown neck-and-crop down-
stairs found an approving echo among several

persons inside the room. But the applicant

treated the company with an amount of

disturbance that nullified all attempts at

singing, and the door was at last unlocked
suddenly, when her burly form rolled forward
to the middle of the room. A riotous scrim-

mage ensued ; the lungs of that Spartan lady

belched forth hoarse epithets of abuse that I

had never heard from the lowest specimens
of the male sex ; in less than two minutes the

place was converted into a new Bedlam, and
every man and woman was crowding round
the new-comer. We divined that our evil

star was in the ascendant ; there was mischief
brewing for us ; we felt that the opportunity
would be seized to make capital. It was but

the work of a moment for us to dart out

while the door was open ; we were on to the

rickety staircase in a few seconds, and felt a
grand relief, as we sped through the bar-

room below and emerged into the street

with a rapidity akin to that of a professor of

legerdemain, glad to escape the unfragrant

air of that abominable den. There we were
safe enough, for not thirty yards away we
were joined by a trusted member of the police

force, to whom we had confided our inten-

tions, and who took care, as far as his duties

permitted, to be within hailing distance. And
it was well for us that we had thus cautiously

provided, and that the services of our friend

had not temporarily been required at any

great distance from the house, for it was
soon discovered that we were tracked by a

couple of roughs who had left the room
earlier in the evening, and who made use of

oratory more forcible than refined as they

saw us approach the police officer. We were

dubbed as spies and christened with a few

names not to be found in EngUsh dictionaries.

Under the protection of this ofiicer in uniform,

we paraded various off-streets till the small

hours of Sunday morning, and surveyed a

number of dismal courts and alleys where

(we were informed) desperate characters

often found a hiding-place after having cap-

sized some wayfarer and snatched his watch,

guard, and cash. The method of stooping

down in front of a pedestrian, as though in

the act of tying a bootlace, and then butting

him with the head into the arms of a confe-

derate in the rear, then snatching the valu-

ables belonging to the victim, and hiding

away in a neighbouring court, is one of the

forms of robbery which has been known here.

One cannot help feeling that even the art of

stealing has degenerated, and that, though

vile in any form, it is shorn of that air of

romance that characterized the old stand-and-

deliver style of plunder. The crafty, cowardly,

un-Hounslow Heath method of stealing, does

not commend itself by comparison with the

Dick Turpin form of daring and its frequent

associations with Tyburn Tree, from which

many a bold adventurer had to take a bird's-

eye view. The old highwaymen did give

an armed man a moderate chance ; modern
scamps seem to have added meanness to

their other bad qualities.

There is a sneaking form of dishonesty

practised by one class of thieves, which is

occasionally accompanied with brutality. The
houses occupied by some of these well-known

trade-conjurors were pointed out by our

police guide. A light cart laden with humanity
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in the shape of a woman and three flashy-

looking men and a dog rattled past us. These

people, we were told, had doubtless been

"out on business," not pocket-picking nor

guard-snatching, nor even stealing in the

ordinary sense, but in the more mystic process

of "smashing." The class of operators re-

presented by this quartette will select some

distant district, say at the West-end, where

their identity is not so easily recognised by

the police as would be the case nearer home.

The woman is usually sent out on the mission

of passing counterfeit money by tendering it

in shops, but is never allowed to possess

more than one coin at a time. This is to

meet the technical plea often put forth in

police courts that the possession of a number
of bad coins implies connection with the

moulder, whereas any honest person might

accidentahy have an odd piece of counterfeit

money ; should the woman be arrested on

suspicion, she may be treated with the bene-

fit of a doubt. One of the men waits at a
place agreed upon, with a plentiful stock of
spurious metal from which to supply the
female whenever she has been successful.
At a short distance the vehicle is ready to
assist the escape of the fugitive, if necessary,
and a bull-dog can be immediately let slip in
the face of the pursuer.

But Kent Street, like most other con-
demned places in the great metropolis, is

being rapidly improved by increased police
vigilance, the labours of local missionaries
and temperance advocates ; and, let us hope,
through advances in civilisation. Drunken
brawls, pugilistic encounters, and the use of
coarse and vile language, by male and female
alike, were among the amusements of the
earlier portion of the Sabbath, on the occa-
sion of my visit ; but these are minor matters
among people whose profound and unwaver-
ing article of faith is— that the police are

little better than nuisances to Society.

PICTURES OF NORWAY.
By WALTER SCOTT DALGLEISH, M.A.

NO. II.

Bergen.
T) ERGEN is a busy and picturesque sea-

-^ port on a beautiful bay on the west

coast. The harbour, which is generally

crowded with ships and steamers, has a
striking appearance, from the rows of wharfs

and warehouses projecting on it, with their

ends towards the sea. The houses rise, tier

upon tier, from the bay toward the surround-
ing mountains. The town has several wide
squares ; the streets are broad, and gay with

well-furnished shops, and one cannot be long
in the town without observing the curious

and picturesque head-dresses of the country-

women who come to market there.

The most common head-dress of the Nor-
wegian women consists of a simple kerchief
of cotton, sometimes of silk, embroidered at

the corners. It is doubled, folded over the
head, and tied under the chin. In sunny
weather it is allowed to project over the fore-

head, so as to shield the face from the sun.

The corner, which hangs down behind, shows
the embroidered pattern, and protects the
neck and the back of the head. In the

neighbourhood of Bergen, however, more
elaborate head-dresses are seen. The pat-
terns are various, but they are all more or

less picturesque. In most cases they consist

of a crown of white dimity held out by a

light but stiff board. Both the kerchief and
the red tapes by which it is tied hang down
the back almost to the waist. In keeping

with this is the blue bodice, worn over a white

blouse, and held in its place by red and yel-

low shoulder-straps.

Still more characteristic and imposing are

the bridal crowns worn in some parts of the

country, particularly in the Bergen province,

and in Thelemarken, where the primitive

customs of the country are still preserved,

though in other parts they are rapidly dis-

appearing before the inevitable advance of

civilisation. These crowns are very elabo-

rate and, on the whole, uncomfortable-looking

erections. They are profusely decorated

with inexpensive gems ; but, tawdry as they

often are, they are sacredly preserved as heir-

looms, and are proudly shown by their pos-

sessors to their children and grand-children

as titles to honour, if not to nobility.

A wedding in Norway has the same effect

as weddings elsewhere. It moves the whole

country-side. I overtook a wedding party in

Valdres. The procession comprised cariolcs

and carts of every sort and size. The bride,
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who wore a wreath of myrtle over her head-

dress, led the way in what appeared a very

xickety cariole. In front of her sat a Httle

girl, probably the bride's-maid. On the spar

behind sat the bridegroom, who drove. Then
followed a motley assembly of men and women
and children, some in carioles, some in stolk-

jaerrer (spring-carts), some in long, narrow
tarm carts, without either springs or seats.

A wedding is considered grand in proportion

to the number of vehicles that turn out in the

procession ; hence everything and anything

on wheels is pressed into the service. Every
one was in his or her best attire, and all were
in exuberant spirits, spirits not the less lively,

in as far as the young men were concerned,
by calls at the beer-houses on the way to

church. These visits the women regarded as

matters of course. If the wedding had taken

place in England or in Scotland it could
hardly have been more hilariously celebrated.

To return to Bergen : one of the great

sights of the town is the fish-market, which
adjoins the harbour. The fish, however, are

not laid out on stalls or tables ; they are

piled up in the bottoms of small boats

moored to the quay. The sellers stand in

the boats an,d the buyers on shore. There is

much wranghng, as the latter invariably try

to beat down the prices of the former. In
the harbour, beyond the line of small boats,

are the larger fishing-smacks, also laden with
fish. Very interesting is it on a bright morn-
ing to see the fleet of fishing-boats hastening
to the harbour with their precious freight.

Another characteristic sight of the waters
around Bergen is that of broad flat-bottomed
boats laden with dried fish, piled in huge
stacks around the masts, and leaving scant
room for the crew to move about. Some.

times the stacks of fish are covered with

canvas, but more commonly they are simply
bound with ropes. If the sea were not made
unusually calm and secure by the natural

breakwater of islands, it would be impossible

for ships so heavily laden above the water

line to live on such a coast ; but experience

gives confidence to the Norse fishermen, and
they move about as freely as if they were
navigating an inland canal.

Bergen boasts many churches and a famous
museum ; and it owes its importance not only

to its being a thriving seaport, but also to

the fact that it is the most convenient start-

ing-point for visiting the Hardanger Fjord,

the Sogne Fjord, and the whole of the finest

scenery of the west coast of Norway.

The Hardanger Fjord.

The Hardanger Fjord is one of the most

easily accessible, and therefore one of the

most frequented, of all the fjords of Norway.

It is also one of the most interesting, for it

contains every variety of scenery, from the

softest lowlands to the wildest and most

rugged highlands ; from fir-clad islands and

grassy knolls to magnificent mountain peaks

and upland valleys, that form the beds of

vast glaciers.

The softer and more beautiful scenery is

in the lower part of the fjord. One is again

and again reminded of the Firth of Lome and

the Sound of Mull, and other seas on the

west coast of Scotland. For there are bold

features mingled with the milder beauty oi

the fertile shores. Near the mouth of the

fjord we pass through a maze of lovely and

well-wooded islands. The banks are covered

with farm-houses and fishing cottages. There

is abundant evidence of a large and active

population. The villages at which the steam-
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boat stops have a neat and thriving ap-

pearance. The wooden houses are brightly

painted ; every window has its inevitable

white curtains and its row of flower-pots, and
the gardens are trimly kept. One of the

P';ettiest of these stations is Rosendal, which
IS pleasingly situated on a fertile plain lying

at the foot of bold cliffs. Here, and at several

other stations, shipbuilding is carried on very

actively, though on a very small scale.

Between Rosendal and Bakke, a large

island, Varalds Oe, reduces the fjord to two
narrow straits. Above the island the fjord

opens out into a wide sea, the His Fjord,

surrounded by bold mountains, some of them
speckled with patches of snow. In crossing

this fjord we get our first view of the magni-
ficent Folgefonden glacier, the closer ac-

quaintance of which we shall make later in

the day. We now look up to its western
side. In the evening we shall view it on the
east, for we must go fifty miles north-east and
then fifty miles south before the day's journey
is over. The day, however, is one on which
we may thoroughly enjoy Norwegian scenery.
The sun is bright, the sea is tolerably calm,
ruffled only slightly and occasionally by a
pleasantly fresh breeze. The scenery is

charming, and the small company of travellers
is in good spirits and appreciative mood.

Partly by islands and partly by i)romon-
tories locked together, the Hardanger Fjord
is divided into a number of sections, which
have the appearance of inland lakes. The
Outer Samlen is one of these. The Inner
Samlen is another. Besides these main sec-
tions of the fjord, there are smaller sounds

far inland in all directions. Crossrunning

Nonvegian Bridal Crowns.

your hands at the wrists, with the fingers well

outspread, and call every finger a sound or
arm of the sea, and then you may have some
faint idea of the appearance of one of the larger

fjords of Norway, seen at a bird's-eye view.

As we advance through the Inner Samlen,
we encounter higher mountains and wilder
scenery. Facing us, there is a magnificent
pile cleft by a deep corrie, in the heart of
which is a bed of snow. The hills are prettily

streaked with waterfalls. The glacier is seen
to advantage at various points. The panorama
of hills is complete. As the engine whistle

sounds on approaching a station, its scream is

echoed and re-echoed from cliff to cliff with
weird effect. After leaving Utne we enter
the Sor Fjord. Here the Hardanger is at its

very finest. The passage becomes narrower,
the hills higher, grander, and more abrupt.
At Naa we see the glacier protruding through
XXV—24

a gap right above the station The thickness

of the ice is upwards of one hundred feet, and

the lower strata are of a deeper blue than

those above them, probably indicating greater

age. Many crevasses are visible around the

neck of the gap. In the aieighbourhood, we
see many cottages far up the clifts, in what

appear to be precarious positions.

Still farther up, as we near Odde, the fjord

becomes very narrow. Steep mountains rise

on both sides to the height of 2,000 feet.

Transverse valleys bring into view splendid

walls of rock, and give room for rushing

torrents and waterfalls. Here are all the

elements of grand scenery, wood, water, bare

rock, precipices and towers, wooded bluffs,

and snow-clad peaks ; under all, the tranquil

sea, and here and there picturesque cottages

and patches of scanty vegetation. The line

of mountainous cliffs is continued on both
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sides, inland, far beyond the head of the

fjord, showing in the distance, on the right, a

really fine waterfall, the Kellerafos. Between
the cliffs the valley is filled up with a moraine,

on which the village and church of Odde
have found for themselves a pleasant resting-

place in the wilderness.

The Buarbrae.
The Buarbrae is an outlet of the Folge-

fonden glacier

—

brae being the Norsk for vier

de glace. That great glacier, which, however,
is much inferior to the Jostedalsbrae, between
the Sogne Fjord and the Nord Fjord, is thirty

or forty miles in length, by fourteen in greatest

breadth. It occupies the whole summit of

a huge peninsula, from 3,000 to 5,000 feet

high, lying between two main arms of the

Hardanger Fjord, It has several outlets for

its confined moisture ; but of these the Buar-

brae is by far the finest.

Our visit to the glacier derived special

interest from its being made at midnight. A
drive of a mile brought us to the Sandven-
vand, a grand little lake held in by the mo-
raine already referred to, through which it

empties itself into the fjord by a short but

furious torrent. In rowing across this lake

to the mouth of the Jordal River we have a

splendid view of the valley and of the glacier.

It would be difficult to conceive a more perfect

scene. At the mouth of the gorge there are

two huge mountain masses, consisting of

steeply sloping rocks about 2,000 feet high,

with trees and shrubs in the clefts, and with

bold round heads, placed one on either side,

and almost exactly alike in form, size, and
character. They seem to stand like giant

griffins guarding the entrance to the pass.

A lofty range of cliffs, crested with snow,

recedes from each of these heads to the very

top of the gorge. Between them we see a

fertile valley, with woody and rocky moun-
tain sides, and above all the stupendous
glacier, frowning and terrible.

Arrived at the foot of the valley, we begin
the ascent, which occupies one hour and a
half. The road is very rugged, being covered
with masses of stone, shingle, and boulders.

The river, tearing and foaming wildly down
the gorge, was in itself a sight worth going a
much greater distance to see. It consists of
four or five miles of continuous cataract, un-
relieved by a single pool or quiet reach of
water. Near the head of the gorge, where
the ascent is very steep, the force of the
torrent is terrific.

On both sides tower frowning precipices
1,800 feet high, and rendered more impres-
sive by the fading light—it could not be

called the darkness—of the night. The bed
of the valley and the mountain sides to a

considerable height are covered with small

trees—hazel, birch, and elm. Far up the

cliffs there are little plateaus, which are

reached by the daring peasantry for the sake

of the grass and wood to be got there. This

meagre produce of the heights is sent down
to the bottom of the valley by means of

ropes or wires (hoy telegraphs), having the

one end fixed some hundreds of feet up the

cliffs, and the other made fast to a post at

the bottom of the valley. As we neared the

top of the gorge a single star came into view

right over the glacier, as if pointing to our

destination.

At length we reach the Buarbrae, and we
are well rewarded for our pains. If a glacier

be a river of ice, the Buarbrae may be fidy

described as a frozen cascade. It is as

if the glacier, in descending the valley, had
come to a rock, and had thrown itself over

it headlong. At this point the valley is

narrow, but the glacier fills it up from side to

side, and presents a huge wall of ice 400 or

500 feet high, and with a very irregular sur-

face. At the foot of the glacier there is a

series of wide grottoes, out of one of which

the river flows with tremendous force and
speed. Into another of these grottoes it was

possible to penetrate for fifteen or twenty

feet. Within, the cold was very great, and
water was dropping copiously from the roof

;

but the ice was hard as flint, and only with

difficulty could small pieces be broken off.

The grottoes are the measure of the natural

waste of the glacier. On their floor, and
piled up in front, are the rocks and boulders

carried down in the bed of the glacier in

successive years.

The whole scene was inexpressibly grand.

Here we were face to face with the natural

force which has done more than any other

to transform the face of the earth, and in

particular to make Norway what it is. To
pass from the fjords to the Buarbrae is to

pass from Nature's work to Nature's work-

shop. Glaciers generally recede every year

by natural waste as much as they advance

by the pressure of their mass. But this

glacier is said to be steadily advancing down
the Jordal gorge. It is, therefore, showing

us how, in a bygone age, the dales and
fjords of Norway were gouged or ground out

of the sohd mountains. The scene was made
all the more striking by the presence of abun-

dant vegetation in the neighbourhood of all

this snow and ice. Nor far off a field ofpotatoes

was growing luxuriantly; wild flowers were
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in bloom, and birch-trees and alders were in

full foliage.

It was midnight when we left the glacier
;

but the light was sufficient to enable us to

see the landscape and to consult our watches.

The walk down the valley in the weird half-

light of the midnight sun, only partially con-

cealed, was very impressive. The majestic

griffins, now darker and more terrible-looking,

were reflected grandly in the placid lake as

we crossed it. The single star still shone
above the Buarbrae. The Kellerafos still

threw itself wildly into the air. The moun-
tains at the head of the lake were shrouded
in their mighty mantle of mist. The fjord

stretched away northward between its beet-

ling walls, and nature wore the calm aspect

befitting the hours of rest and sleep.

The Stalheimsklev.
The distance which has to be traversed in

Norway in search of picturesque scenery is

very great, and the interest is not always

equally well sustained. The traveller often

encounters the striking feature of his day's

journey at the beginning, and has to content
himself with monotonous, and even dreary,

scenes for the remainder. On the other

hand, he must be prepared sometimes to

travel great disiaiices through commonplace
regions before reaching the centre of interest.

An experience of the latter kind is encoun-
tered in driving from Vossevangen, midway
between the Hardanger and theSogne Fjord,

to Gudvangen at the head of the Naerofjord.
The scenery is tame enough at the beginning,
but it becomes grander and grander as we
advance, until it culminates near the end in

the marvellous Stalheimsklev, at the head of

the Naerodal. The view of this gorge comes
upon you as a complete surprise. There has
been nothing to lead up to it, although the

cataracts of the Strande River have relieved

the monotony of the previous route. You
come suddenly to the head of the pass, and
you look down on one of the grandest scenes
which even Norway can present. The gorge
is flanked by stupendous rocky buttresses,

and in the middle of it there rises the splen-

did dome-shaped mass of the Jordalsnut, or

Thimble Mountain. Like the neighbouring
cliffs, this mountain is of light-grey rock,

almost entirely bare on the sides, and quite
bare on its rounded summit.
As seen from the top of the pass, this moun-

tain is perfectly symmetrical. Its sides form
with the base angles of 60 to 65 degrees. From
its self-contained completeness, and from the
mountain masses which surround it, it is dif-

ficult to realise the fact that it rises to the

height of 3,600 feet. Its bioad, bald top
seems to defy the heavens, as it has certainly
defied all the efforts of man to scale it. A
legend says that within a cave, marked by a
dark hole on its western side, there is an iron
door, and that in the unfathomable chamber
within there are many lumps of gold. It is

said that one man ventured within the cave
and never came out again ; and there is cer-
tainly as much chance of a man's coming back
alive as there is of his ever reaching the cliff.

Coming to the top of the steep rocky mass,
which closes in the gorge, we see the Naero-
dal 1,000 feet below us. We have to descend
to the valley by a road constructed in the
face of a mountain, which is almost precipit-

ous. It is truly a marvellous piece of engineer-

ing. The Norwegian engineers are generally

as daring as they are ingenious, but they have
never conceived or achieved anything more
marvellous than this. The road makes fifteen

different turns between the top and the bottom
of the cliff, and has the appearance of an im-

mense staircase. It is rather fearful to look
down the incline, or series of inclines, which
you have to descend. Few travellers have the

hardihood to keep their seats in going down it,

and still fewer have the heartlessness to do so

in making the ascent. On either side of it there

is a lofty waterfall, the Stalheimsfos on the

right hand, and the Sevlefos on the left. The
road at one of its turning points passes so near

the latter that it comes within reach of its

spray. The view of the Stalheimsklev from the

valley is quite as striking as from the summit.

One wonders how it ever entered the mind of

man to make such a road in such a place.

From the foot of the cliff there is an almost

level run to Gudvangen. The flanking cliffs

of the Thimble Mountain look even grander

from the valley than they did from the top

of the pass. The road follows the brawling

river in its tortuous course between cliffs

4,000 feet high. That there is much lime-

stone in these rocks is evidenced by the

masses of white debris at the foot of them.

There are some tremendous isolated rocks in

the valley, the result of landslips and fractures

during winter. About fifteen years ago a great

mass of rock, loosened by the ice, fell from a

height of 3,000 feet into the valley below.

Huge rocks leaped from one side of the valley

to the other. One of these settled in the

middle of the road, and could be removed

only by blasting. The Avhole valley became

dark as night, and the natives thought that

the day of judgment had come. Near Gud-

vangen we see on the right a waterfall of

which note must be taken. It is not very
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big, but it descends gracefully from the top of

a cWa 2,000 feet high by three leaps, the

highest of which measures Soo feet. Taking
the three leaps together, this is the highest

waterfall in Norway.

The sail from Gudvangen through the

Naerofjord is remarkably fme. This fjord,

which corresponds well with its name, is so

confined that there are parts of it which it is

said the sun never reaches from one year's end
to the other. It is in this respect a typical

fjord. On both sides of It steep clitTs rise

perpendicularly from the water's edge, while

the fjord wends in and out, carrying you from
one land-locked basin to another. Here and
there at the foot of the elites there are patches

of bright-green grass, on Nvhich goats and
sheep are feeding, while at the top of them
snow is lying to the depth of many feet.

An amusing object in the landscape is the

Eaekkafjeht, or Pitch Mountain, so called

from the black streaks in the light-coloured

limestone rocks. A local legend, however,

ascribes both the black streaks and the name
of the mountain to an encounter between the

devil and a valor>:>us shoemaker, who, stand-

^tomarttotfv) The StalheimsUev and the Naerodal. lt>y frith.

ing on the top of the opposite height, threw

his pitch pot at his Satanic majesty, and
blackened the side of the mountain for ever.

The Galder's Pass.

Though the west coast scenery is un-

doubtedly the finest in Norway—in fact, t's

Norway, in as far as the tourist is concerned
—no one can be said to know Norway tho-

roughly who has not made a journey across

the country by one or other of the great routes

—by Gxidebrandsdal, by Valdres, by Halling-

dal, or by the Thelemarken. The overland
route is not only delightful for what it reveals,

it is also a new experience. Vou detach your-

self completely from anything like a base

of operations. Your communications back-

ward are hopelessly cut otT, and all that you

can do is to push forward with what speed you

may ; for the step you have taken further im-

plies that you have committed yourself to an
' unknown future. Provisions may ful— at

least, you must be prepared to put up with

:
what you can get, and be thankful, unless you

' h,ave been foreseeing and farseeing enough

to provide yourself with sufficient material

i
sustenance for the whole journey.
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On the more frequented routes, however,

the question of provender now gives little

trouble. On the Valdres route, for example,

the station-houses are rapidl}^ assuming the

dimensions and the character of hotels, and
one of them, at least, has grown into a full)--

equipped sanatorium or hydropathic establish-

ment. The other difficulties that have to be
faced are those of procuring relaj^s of horses

at the roadside stations, and of finding

sleeping accommodation at the stations at

which it is customary to spend the night.

On the Valdres route, between Laerdal-

soren and Odnaes, the accommodation, as

regards both man and beast, is good and
ample ; but it is not so ample that you can

aflbrd to dispense with the precaution of

sending on a forcbud (or order for horses in

advance) or of engaging beds, especially

when the party numbers more than two or

three. It is not quite pleasant to arrive at a
station at eleven o'clock at night and to find

it filled to overflowing, so that you are com-
pelled to drive to the next station, ten or

twelve miles farther on, with the risk of being
"crowded out" there also, and with the cer-

tainty of ha\ang to accept inferior quarters.

The Valdres route is in some respects the

most interesting, as it is now also the most
frequented, of the cross-country roads. It car-

ries you across the bleak Fillefjeld, by a steep

and rough road, which reaches at its highest

point to an elevation of 3.100 feet above
the sea-level. The journey from Laerdal to

Christiania can be accompHshed comfortably
in four days, and each day's travelling has a

character of its own.
The great feature of the first day's journey

is the wild and rocky Galder Pass, where
the Laerdal River rushes and writhes through

a narrow gorge, between lofty overhanging
cliffs, boiling and surging in tremendous
natural caldrons, worn out by the stream.

From the road, which follows the winding
course of the river, fearful glimpses are ob-

tained of the surging torrent, one hundred feet

below. High up the cliffs, on the northern

bank, we see several farm-houses in most
perilous situations.

Above the Galder Pass, the valley opens
out. The mountains rise in terraces on either

side, tier upon tier being covered with pine

forests. Above the line of vegetation, bare
clifis shoot up to the region of snow. The
river flows rapidly onward, now in dark-blue

pools, now lashed into foam by the intersect-

ing rocks. You cannot see the mountains
for the rocks, nor the river for the cataracts.

We cross at one place a remarkable bridge,

consisting of a single arch built of huge
blocks of granite, held together by their own
weight and without an ounce of mortar.

BORGUXD KiRKE.
Soon after crossing this dry-stone bridge,

a turn of the road brings us to the famous
old churcli of Borgund, a picturesque wooden
structure, which dates from the middle of the
twelfth century. It is built entirely of wood,
even to the tiles. Its remarkable preserva-
tion testifies to the lasting properties of the
Norwegian pine. Its quaint porch and fan-

tastic roof, with its curious dragon heads,
have been made familiar by photographs
and drawings all over the world.

Norway is famous for its old churches.
The Trondhjem cathedral, which dales from
the twelfth century, is the most beautiful

and the most interesting church in the three

Scandinavian kingdoms. There the kings

of Norway have been crowned for seven
centuries, and there the kings of Sweden and
Norway are still crowned. The fiiie old

catliedral is at present undergoing a process

of restoration on an elaborate scale, which
throws similar eflorts elsewhere completely

into the shade. The work has now been
going on for twelve years, but so thoroughly

and so conscientiously is it being done, that

other fifty years at least must elapse before

it is completed. It is ver\- creditable ;d so

poor a countr)-as Norway that it should have

undertaken such a work as this, and it is not

the less creditable, that it is being carried out

in a style which recalls the enthusiasm and

the self-sacrifice of the monkish architects of

the Middle Ages.' The oct.igonal apse, now
completely restored, is simply magnificent as

an example of architectural devotion ; and

when the whole church has been renovated

in the same style, it will be, without ques-

tion, the finest ecclesiastical edifice in the

north oi Europe.

I would fain linger over these scenes, and

recall others hardly less interesting and de-

lightful, which will be to me. as to others who
have witnessed them, never-dying memories.

It will be ple-is-mt, too, in after years, to recall

the valued friendships which are associated

with these experiences of trax-el. The bound-

less kindness .and hospitality of the Norwe-

gians met with in Christiania, in Trondhjem,

in Bergen, and in many more outlanilish

places, can never be forgotten. Graieiul

acknowledgment must also be made of plea-

sant intercourse with fellow-travellers— with

Swedes and Danes and Russians, with Ger-

mans and Frenchmen and Dutchmen, with

Englishmen and Scotsmen, and last, though
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not least, with Americans, in whose com-

pany the acquaintance of the fjords and the

fjelds was happily made. These friendships

—casual they maybe called—will be not the

less precious or enduring because they are
cemented by the bond of a common sympathy
with nature in her grandest as well as in her
tenderest moods.

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

May 4TH.
Read Psalm xxii. Matthew xxvii. 35—50.

THE fourth word from the cross, " My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

Me?" marks the crisis of our Lord's suf-

ferings and the climax of His spiritual agony.

It was uttered a few seconds before He died,

and when it was uttered the cloud of woe
seems to have passed away for ever.

They are perhaps the dreariest words ever

uttered on earth. To die under the sense of

utter forsakenness—by man and by God

—

would be a desolate close to any life, but as

coming from the lips of Christ, this cry is full

of mystery and woe.
Dare we seek to learn the meaning of these

words ? As they were spoken loudly and
in the ears of men, we may believe that

they were uttered for man, and that they

were intended to teach him somewhat regard-

ing the experiences of Christ in that hour so

full of significance for us all. But if they
are thus given for our instruction, they must
surely be also intended for our most reverent

inquiry, and for our best and hohest moments.
Let us then approach them with humility and
Godly fear.

It is probable that the first three Words
from the Cross were spoken during the first

hour—or nearly so—of His passion; that

is, between nine and ten in the morning.
But after His merciful saying to the peni-

tent thief, the lips of Christ became sealed.

For about five hours this silence was un-

broken. At mid-day, a strange change
began to take place in the aspect of nature.

A weird gloom deepened over the sky, and
grew more and more portentous. We may
also believe that under this ominous shroud-
ing of the earth, there must have fallen

such an awe upon the crowd as to have
stilled their mockery. If the centurion

acknowledged the impression he had experi-

enced at the spectacle of the Cross, and if the

people returned to Jerusalem after Christ

died, smiting on their breasts, we may well

suppose that, long ere the end came, a fearful

quiet had settled on the crowd. At least, so
I imagine the scene—the three pale figures

on the Cross against the black sky, and a
stillness only broken by the painful sighs of

the dying. During that long silence of five

hours, Jesus was drinking drop by drop that

cup of inward suffering of which He once had
spoken. The silence concealed and yet

measured the infinite descent of His spirit

into the abyss of His consciousness of human
sin ; and its tremendous import is revealed,

when, like the sharp lightning which cuts the

midnight with a stream of fire, there suddenly
bursts through the hushed air the piercing

cry, " Eh, Eli, lama sabachthani ? " " My God,
my God, why hast Thou forsaken me ?

"

I have said that these words mark the
climax of the passion. No one who has
weighed the evidence can have any reasonable

doubt that the physical cause of our Lord's
death was not crucifixion, but rupture of the

heart. His heart literally gave way under the

intense strain of acute mental anguish. If

so, then notice the position of this cry. Im-
mediately after its utterance there comes the

consciousness of physical want—"I thirst"

—

and the other voices, " It is finished," " Father,

into thy hands I commend my Spirit," be-

token calm, if not victory, before " He bowed
the head and gave up the ghost." The cry
of desertion shows us, therefore, that the

lowest depth had been touched, and that

this was ihe rebound of His being back to

God. Let us consider it more closely.

(i) It expresses the confidence of faith.

We will not understand the agony if we fail

to give due weight to this. The heavy
burden lies on faith—lies on it as if it would
break its strong bands ; but that cleaving cry

to God shows that nothing could separate

Him from the Father. Faith, though bur-

dened, breaks not.

(2) With all reverence I must express my
belief that these words do not teach us that

Christ was really forsaken—as it is some-
times said—because judicially suffering for us

the direct anger of God. The lost in hell

might be spoken of as being in that sense

forsaken of God ; but surely He who once
said, " Therefore doth my Father love me,
because I lay down my life for the sheep,"

was never more truly " the beloved Son in

whom the Father was well pleased," than

in that hour when there went up the cry of

Son ship obedient unto death ! The twenty-
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second Psalm, from which the words used

by Christ are taken, teaches this very clearly.

If it begins with the voice of agony, " My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me !"

it is equally full of unbroken confidence; nay,

it expressly says that God " hath not despised

nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted

—

neither hath He hid His face from them ; but

when he cried unto Him He heard."

(3) Nevertheless the cry is unspeakably
painful. Every syllable is fraught with sorrow.

We know not indeed which word should be
selected for emphasis, for each one suggests

some new grief. " Why hast Thou forsaken

me ? " It is a terrible experience for any one
when in his agony he puts such a question-

ing, "Why?" to God, and in hours of bitter

woe asks, " Oh, my God, why this ? " But
what anguish must it have been when from
the lips of Jesus there was wrung even
a momentary questioning of the Father.

" Why hast Thou forsaken me ?
" "I am re-

jected of men and deserted by my disciples,

but Thou, oh my God, why hast Thou for-

saken me ? " Lastly, what a word is that

''forsaken''' Remember what the Father had
ever been to Jesus, and then imagine, if you
can, the abyss of woe which is indicated when
He suffered even for a moment the sense of

forsakedness, and when tlie blackness of such

a possible experience swept even for an
instant through His consciousness, and He
tasted the sense of utter desertion—forsaken

of all, of man, of God himself 1 The cry is

indeed anguish itself.

May iith.

Read Psalm Ixxxviii. and Hebrews from ix. 23 to x. 10.

It would be wrong to dogmatise regarding

the awful words in which the cry of anguish

was uttered on the cross. AVe can only express

the meaning which they bear to ourselves.

Now when we ask, "What was it which
gave to our Lord this terrible sense of sepa-

ration from the Father?" there are two
answers which suggest themselves as express-

ing what we may believe constituted at least

some of the elements in His cup of suffering.

These are (i) The agony of His soul as in

contact with sin, and (2) The agony of His
soul as in contact with death.

(i) "Surely," said Isaiah, "He hath

borne our sins and carried our sorrows.

.... The Lord hath made to meet upon
Him the iniquity of us all." We must take

these words as simply telling us that our

sins—not the punishment of them, as it is

often said—fell upon Jesus as His own
burden. Remember that He was not a mere

individual among individual and separate
men, but that He was the second Adam, the
representative head of our humanity; and
that He was this not in an artificial or fic-

titious sense, but as one who was born our
brother, and united to us by ties closer than
bind father to child. What the root is to
the tree, or what the head is to the body,
Christ was to our humanity ; so that He was
affected by what we are as by a sensitive

nerve of life. He stood before God identi-

fied with our humanity and clothed in it.

Remember, also, that this identity with man
was combined with identity with God. He
had perfect sympathy with the mind of the
Father. And now conceive, however faintly,

what it was when He became at the Cruci-

fixion, not in a "legal" or fictitious sense,

but in the most real manner, the object

against which, and the instrument by which,

the hatred of the world to God became ex-

pressed. For never was the real nature of

that sin so expressed as when men rose in

one storm of enmity against Christ, who
had been ever revealing the divine Will,

and said, " Away with Him
;

give us

Barabbas rather than He." And this re-

jection, with its mockery and scorn, were

but as waves on the surface of a deep

sea. On that cross He fathomed not the

sin of the Jews <?nly who crucified Him,
but the sin of man in his alienation from

God. In proportion to His own perfect

holiness and sympathy with God, so must

He have shuddered from the foul tide

that was rising on every side. As during

these hours of silence, His spirit, burdened

with the sense of human sin, sank lower and

lower, apprehending its loathsomeness, His

consciousness of its horror increasing upon

Him till it seemed as if it would absorb Him,

can we not feel the force of that cry, and how,

when the blackest depths had been reached,

and when the waves seemed about to close

over Him, between Him and His God,

His whole being, as if in one agonized eflfort,

should have then bounded upward, " My
God ! my God ! why hast thou forsaken

me ? " There never was suffering like this,

not merely in degree, but in kind. " See if

there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow !

"

There never was suffering which from its

nature could have been so pleasing to God,

for it confessed what the sin of the world

really is. It was a cry from humanity full ot

woe, but woe that was in absolute response

to the holy and perfect will of God. It was

the kind of suffering which only a holy Being

could endure. It was right suffering, for it
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was such as the holy and loving One ought

to have endured when in contact with evil

in those He loved.

(2) But not only was there the conscious-

ness of evil, but we can trace another element

of suffering in the consciousness of approach-

ing death. I do not now speak of the

natural horror with which death affects us all,

but which the brave man meets, and which
the holy martyrs have met, with calm and
sometimes with triumph. Death had for

Jesus a significance it could have for no one
else. From the beginning of the world it

had been recognised as the witness to man's
alienation from God. It had been identified

with sin in the whole sacrificial system of

the Law. Death may seem a light thing to

a soldier who throws himself against the hedge
of steel. It is little more than a horrible

necessity, " a debt that must be paid to

nature," for the hardened and unbelieving.

It is no more death, but a falling asleep in

Jesus, for the Christian who rests in Him who
hath robbed death of its sting. But for Jesus
death was the very seal of His identification

with sinful humanity. When He accepted

it, it was the voluntary acceptance by Him of

the responsibilities which fell on the humanity
into which He had entered. He alone was
able to recognise what death is in full con-

sciousness. He alone really " tasted death.*'
" He poured out," as if by an act of will,

" his soul unto death." Can we not then
understand with a new force the cry uttered

a few moments before He died ? Is it too

much to suppose that in those moments His
human body, which suffered hunger and
thirst, and heat and cold, was then affecting

Him with the sense of coming dissolution,

and that the consciousness of the swooning
away of the natural powers and of the deep-

ening shadows were for Him as for us all ?

And when He, whose life had ever been in^

the bosom of the Father, felt, in that hour,

death—the very seal of man's alienation

—

asserting its loathsome power upon Himself

—

as it dimmed consciousness and closed God
out from His apprehension—as this brand of

evil was pressing in and in upon the sources

of His life, can we not understand how, ere

all gave way, He should have cried in agony,
" My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

me ? " and by that very cry reached back
again to the Father who was ever near Him?

May I 8th.

Read Psalm xxxi. and Hebrews from iv. 14 to v. 10.

One of the Evangelists tells us that some of

the people who heard the cry, " Eli, Eli, lama

sabachthani," imagined that our Lord was
calling for Elias. If it should seem strange to

us that there could have been any who so

misunderstood His words, we must recollect

that there were there many foreign Jews
whose language was not the common dialect

of Palestine, but Greek, and to whom the

name of Elijah as it appears in the Septua-

gint, Eliou, was familiar. It is, therefore,

not unlikely that, under the awing impression

of the darkness and thrilled by that piercing

cry from the mysterious sufferer, a supersti-

tious fear seized them lest Elias, of whom it

had been said that he would appear " before

the great and terrible day of the Lord,"

might literally come in response to what
sounded like a prayer for his assistance.

The fifth word from the cross, " I thirst,"

which followed immediately after, throws

much light on the character of our Lord's

sufferings.

(i) It shows that the pressure of the

mental agony had passed away with the

cry, " My God, my God, why hast thou

forsaken me." It is a well-known law that

when the mind is intensely occupied it

becomes unconscious of bodily sensations.

In the hurry of the charge and amid the

thunder of the guns, the soldier scarcely

feels the biting sword-cut; swept along in

the storm of battle, he is too much absorbed
to be conscious of bodily pain. Now on the

same principle the confession of thirst coming
after the bitter cry, reveals the recovered

consciousness of bodily sensations, and the

consequent departure of the spiritual trial

which had been absorbing Him. That clearer

interval which is indicated in the twenty-

second Psalm and in the fifty-third chapter of

Isaiah as closing the passion of the Messiah,

seems here to have been reached
the travail of His soul, He is satisfied."

(2) This confession of physical pain teaches

the reality of all His other sufferings. Some
persons imagine that because Jesus was
divine. He could not have really endured, as

we have to endure, trial and agony. But
no antecedent reasoning can give us light on
the conditions of the Incarnation. We know,
however, that whatever these were they did

not prevent the agony of Gethsemane from
being real agony, or the terrible woe of the

Cross from being so deep that for hours all

bodily sensation was forgotten. The soft

word, " I thirst," coming as it did when that

strain was over, shows that the weight of

trial had been falling utterly unchecked by
ought except the faith in which the Divine Son,

crucified in weakness, was cleaving to God.

Seeing ot
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(3) But that this confession of thirst was

the only instance of any complaint of bodily

suffering having .ever escaped His lips, not

merely at the crucifixion, but during His

whole life, teaches us not only the greatness

of the thirst He endured, but also the small

part which physical pain had to do with the

passion of Christ. This fact ought to rebuke

all coarse descriptions of the pain of the

crucifixion, and those in which the value of

the atonement seems to be measured by the

amount of bodily agony inflicted on the

Sufferer. Those terrible delineations set

forth in the pictures used at " the Stations
"

in Roman Catholic churches, and the no
less shocking pictures given from the pulpit

by Protestant preachers, seem equally con-

demned. The true sphere of our Lord's trial

was spiritual, not physical.

(4) We are also taught a helpful lesson as

to the endurance of pain—that awful fact

in the experience of many a child of God.
There are two ways in which it may be borne
bravely. It may be borne with Stoicism or

with Christian patience; and there is a wide
difference between the two. Stoicism shuts

the eye to the presence of pain, and clenches

the teeth against its power. But patience

seeks to recognise the meaning of the suffer-

ing, and to bear it according to the will of God.
Stoicism is not a part of Christian morals.

It is the virtue of the savage or of the athlete;

but intelligent patience which confesses suf-

fering and bears it in meekness, is the glory

of the Christian soldier. Stoicism seeks to

despise pain : patience endeavours to bear

it in a right spirit. There was no Stoicism

in Christ, but there w-as patience—even the

patience of Him who, " though He were a

Son, yet learned obedience by the things

v.hich He suffered." Such calm fortitude is

as high above Stoicism as Stoicism excels

cowardice.

May 25TH.

Read Psalm cii. and Hebrews x. ti—25.

Some of us, perhaps, may remember ter-

rible moments in life when we were thankful

tliat the sufferings of those we loved were
past, although it was death which ended
them. That is a sad sense of relief when,
albeit our hearts are breaking, we say, "Thank
God ! it is all over," as the tossings of pain

cease for ever. It is with a similar conscious-

ness that we listen to the " It is finished,"

from the Cross. For it was something more
dreadful than bodily trial, which has been
witnessed there. Putting it even on the lowest

ground, it was tlie agony of the Divinest
Being the world has ever seen which we
have contemplated. We see Him there face
toface with thoughts and with objects whose
effects are visibly appalling. And that He
should be in poignant anguish, and that His
lips should utter a wail of desolation, arrests

us far more than can any spectacle of physical
torture. It is, therefore, with a profound
sense of relief we catch the words, " It is

finished!" which proclaim the end of the
Redeemer's sufterings.

These words also tell us that the one sinless

and perfect life the world has seen is not only
terminated, but that it has been perfected.

The completeness as well as the conclusion
of the life are thereby expressed. There are

certain qualities which only trial can bring
forth. And the Cross stands related to Christ's

life on earth as being the trial and thereby

the perfecting of the life of Sonship towards
God, and of divine brotherhood towards man.
And so it is written that "though He were a

son yet He learned obedience by the things

He suffered," and that " the Captain of our

salvation was made perfect by suftering."

The passion of the Cross may therefore be

regarded as revealing the greatness of His
obedience, the strength of His faith and the

power of His love—and when He said, " It

is finished," He but repeated in another

and higher form the calm and triumphant

confession, " I have glorified Thee on the

earth, I have finished the work Thou'gavest

me to do." And what work can be com-

pared to this perfect and completed life—the

embodiment of an ideal goodness, that shall

remain for ever the unique heritage of our

humanity ?

And this perfecting of Christ as our Re-

deemer through suftering is of the very essence

of the x\tonement, in whatever sense we under-

stand it. It was the one complete, satisfy-

ing response ofiered to God in our humanity

and must therefore stand alone—" one offer-

ing whereby He perfects for ever those that

are sanctified." Undoubtedly the sacrifice

of Christ must in another sense lead to sacri-

fice. It was not intended to supersede the

necessity for similar self-surrender on our

part. For as being spiritual, it becomes

a quickening power, recreating its own

image in all who receive Him. It is there-

fore in this aspect of the truth not solitary.

But as being alone, complete and perfect,

it is solitary. It is on the ground of His

having thus rendered in our humanity what

we from our sinfulness never can render, even

a perfect response to the righteous will of
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God, that we can look up to our Father

through Christ, in the freedom of children, and

rejoice in His finished work. We cannot see

sin as we ought; but He, our Head, has

confessed it. We cannot respond as we
would to the all-holy will of the Father ; but

He has responded. And in Him we stand,

and through Him we find perfect access to

God. The farther we advance spiritually, and
the more we, ourselves, seek to yield the

answer of Son ship to the will of God, the

more will we be taught, in the light of Christ's

finished work, our own shortcomings; and
the more will we be brought back to Him

—

who for our humanity, rendered the one

perfect offering of Himself unto God. The
" finished " and complete character of His

work must, therefore, remain for ever the one

foundation of our confidence.

Lastly, this word, " It is finished," may be

regarded as the solemn closing of a long

past. From Adam downwards, the one

chief thought had been set forth of redemp-

tion through the suff^ering Messiah. It had

been shadowed forth in promises, outlined

in types and ordinances, embodied in the

life of a nation, in their laws, their kings,

their priesthood, their ecclesiastical arrange-

ments. Like some theme in music which
is expressed through vast variety of tone and
harmony, so through a wondrously linked

succession of individual and national experi-

ences, through institutions and the inspired

words of prophets, was it set forth how " the

Christ must needs suffer and enter into His
rest." And with the word, " It is finished,"

He calmly pronounces the close of that long

past. But like every other end it marked
also a beginning. Two eras met there, and
we may believe that if there was a sublime

sense of satisfaction in the perfect comple-

tion of the work to which all the past had
led up, there was also an intense joy in seeing

the great future which was to be the price-

less fruit of His sufferings and death. If it

was "for the joy that was set before Him"
that " He endured the cross, and despised the

shame," may we not believe that the utter-

ance of the " It is finished " had in it also a

foretaste of the coming triumph. " Seeing of

the travail of His soul. He was satisfied."

And so the word of perfect completion led to

the last sweet word of perfect rest, " Father,

into thy hands I commit my spirit."

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.
^ <|ttoIi£rn ^v0mjntc«.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of " Citoyenne Jacqueline," " Lady Bell," etc.

CHAP. XVII.—HAY-MAKING AT WHITEHILLS.

IRIS awoke next morning from an unsatis-

fying sleep, in which she was haunted

by a vague sense of something wrong, some
impending family strife and convulsion. She

did not feel the slightest necessity for being

gradually lowered into a wholesomely sober

and tranquil mood. She was as low as she

could be without the tranquillity, amidst the

sense of vanity of vanities, among the stale

and flat relics which are apt to belong to the

ball of last night, though at twenty-one the

languor of fatigue is not added to the debt

which has to be paid.

There was no use thinking of not going to

Whitehills, however awkward and terrible the

hay-making might present itself to her in an-

ticipation. She could not feign bodily illness

which she did not feel, and though she had
felt it, she had a vivid perception that Lady
Fermor, who was out of humour already, would
have scouted any ailment short of the disfigur-

ing eruption of small-pox or the dangerous
revelations of delirious fever. She would have
dragged Iris in her train to Whitehills a

half-dead offering to its master, should he

condescend to accept it.

Iris could not beg off from the expedition

like the Mildmays—Mrs. Mildmay on the

score of a severe headache, and Mr. Mild-

may because he had business letters to

.answer, and some other things to attend to,

before he left with his wife next day.
" More prying to do," Lady Fermor com-

mented behind his back. " Well, they are no

loss, a couple of kill-joys, he with his stupid

pomposity, and she with her die-away airs."

Tom Mildmay's excuse to himself was

:

" That match is not made up yet, from what

I saw last night, and surely I am not called

upon to put myself out of my way to push

the girl's interests or hatch the old woman's

chickens."

There was only one small comfort of which

Iris could avail herself. She arrived at a clear

understanding with Lucy Acton, as she had

come to an explanation with Lady Thwaite.
" There is not one word of truth in the story

that I am to marry Sir William Thwaite,"

she impressed on Lucy with solemn earnest-

" only I fear grandmamma wishes it,"ness
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she added with a fall in her voice and an
invokintary tight interlacing of her fingers.

" But I could not do it even for grand-
mamma; my duty to her and to poor grand-
papa does not absolve me from my duty to

myself, to Sir William, and to God, Lucy.
He ordained marriage as the nearest, most
sacred tie, a relationship we might not enter
into lightly, with divided minds. Think how
unlike Sir William and I are, with not a taste,

very likely not an opinion or principle in

common."
Lucy listened startled, while Iris continued

to speak in the same unnaturally grave,
almost port'Cntous, tones.

" I don't mean that he is a bad man
;

very likely he is far better than I am, since
he has stood so great a change in his for-

tunes, without breaking out into any ex-

travagant or outrageous conduct. But have
you forgotten how we used to talk of him,
and laugh and wonder whether he would put
his hat under his chair, and what he would
do with his gloves and handkerchief?" asked
Iris, with a reproachful, wavering smile. " A
worse than half-educated, under-bred man,
a man rustic and dull as one might fairly

expect, and very possibly arrogant and
vulgar-minded, though he has had no great
opportunity of showing it, and I never sus-

pected it till last night," said Iris in her
truthfulness. " Oh ! Lucy, how could I

marry such a man ? How could you ever
think it ?

"

" I beg your pardon, dear, if I have hurt
you," Lucy apologized in a convicted voice.
She was sorry not only because she had
brought herself the length of making up her
mind to the match—hardly for the sake of her
subscription lists, since, to do her justice,

Lucy was a good deal more of a woman than
a secretary—but because she happened to be
a practical, sensible girl, largely trusted by her
elders. Young though she was, she knew
something of the sad reasons, with which Iris

was very partially acquainted, why it would
be by far the happiest prospect 'for Lucy's
friend if she could find herself early and
safely setded in life. Supposing Iris could
have brought herself to entertain a suitable
regard for Sir William, and he were the
worthy, plain fellow that Lucy had been per-
suading herself for the last twelve ^rours he
undoubtedly was, here would have been a
grave difficulty joyfully solved at once.

But, of course, it was for Iris to judge,
and if she could not of her free will look on
Sir William in the light of her future husband—which was not surprising, after all, poor

child!— it would never be her friend Lucy
who would use pressure on Iris's inclina-
tions. Lucy would leave that to Lady
Fermor. Lucy would even aid and abet
Iris against her formidable grandmother, so
tar as the welfare of the Rector and the
parish would let so good a churchwoman
endanger it for any private and mundane
matter. However, the affair was unfortu-
nate altogether, and Luc^y feared with some
reason there were hard times in store for
Iris.

As for Iris she was still capable of thank-
fulness for small mercies. It was a relief to
think Lucy would not come to her again
and speak of Sir William with the forced,
sanguine praise, adopted last night. Iris

had a sense of support in the conviction
that Lucy would help her when she could, in
keeping out of his reach at the hay-making

—

were it but to atone for the pain which her
friend's credulity had given Iris. Such an
atonement would be a hundred times better
than any amount of apologies.

The girls had fixed to wear nearly similar

gowns—white, with blue ribands for Iris, and
pink for Lucy. But when Iris appeared
before her grandmother she was summarily
dismissed to change her dress.

"You look too washed out this morning
for that childish white frock, girl. What a

wretched constitution you must have to be
tired out by one ball ! Put on anything rather

than that white rag to make an exhibition of

your sickliness ; which is only a bad trick,

after all, for you can walk to Knotley or

Mistley Down and back again, and feel no
worse of it, when you choose."

Though Iris was prepared to be miserable,

though she despaired of pleasing her grand-

mother this morning, she had not attained

the age when vexation and worry merge into

personal hopelessness, and there is a certain

listless, half-bitter satisfaction in being utterly

indifterent to externals. Iris had still the

feehngs of her kind, in seeking, however un-

happy she might be, to comply with her

obligation to the world in making the most

of her personal advantages, and looking her

best under difficulties—whether in public or

in private. It seems perverse of Iris, for,

apart from her grandmother's wishes, it ought

to have served the girl better to wear sack-

cloth and ashes, and look in harmony with

her attire. Instead she put on a garment of

mixed dark and light blue, which set off her

fair complexion, even in its dimness and

waxen ness, this morning. She tried on a

straw hat with maize ribands, which warmed
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her present lack of colour, and removed

from the pale pink in her cheeks the slightest

strain of sallowness. If she were no longer

like the red, red rose, she was like the

maiden's blush, whose very faintness of tint

is exquisite, and competes successfully with

the hue, " angry and bright," of its brilliant

sister.

Lady Fermor made no comment on the

change, though she spoke a few words apart

to Iris. " You will mind what you are about.

Iris. There is neither to be mock-modesty
nor barefaced flirtation. I think either of

them in shockingly bad taste. I was sorry

to receive a hint that you had been guilty

of the one or the other last night. What

!

you do not understand me, Miss Comp-
ton? I give you credit for more brains.

What do you call mock-modesty but an

assumption of ignorance of a gentleman's

intentions, which have been patent to any

one who chose to use his or her eyes for

the last three months ? If the ignorance had
been real it must have been idiotic. And
what is your idea of a hoydenish flirtation

but to turn your shoulder and run away from

a man who has my leave to pursue you, and

will stop you before many days are done ? I

could give you a good shaking for your

pains."
" Grandmamma, will you let me speak to

you ?" begged Iris, shaking already in every

limb before the crisis, but nerving herself,

like a brave-hearted girl with a clear con-

science, for the encounter.
" No, I will not," answered Lady Fermor

with hardly restrained violence of absolute

denial, so that the sound reached Lucy in

the other window. " I have no time to listen

to your flighty maundering nonsense; besides,

there is nothing further to be said. I have

already told you that you are not everybody's

bargain—that I am doing my best for you,

while you are behaving like an ungrateful

baby. Come, Miss Acton, I hear the carriage

drawing up."

Such was the seasoning which Iris had be-

forehand to the various courses of a Dresden
fete.

Lady Fermor's party and Lady Thwaite's

party constituted the principal people at Sir

William's hay-making. The Hollises had
been otherwise engaged, and the contribution

from the Rectory, from Knotley, even from

Birkett barracks was of inferior importance.

If Lady Fermor's ball had become Miss

Compton's, Sir William Thwaite's hay-making
was more than half Lady Fermor's. Though
Lady Thwaite had engaged to give the guests

tea in her old drawing-room, the mistress of

Lambford put in her oar again and uncere-

moniously robbed the former mistress of

Whitehills of all save her bare perquisites,

while Lady Thwaite was too much of a

woman of the world to do more than shrug

her shoulders imperceptibly and smile, and
gracefully waive her superior claims.

Lady Fermor took the initiative. She
knew, or held that she knew, exactly what to

do. She had the programme cut and dry.

She drove straight to the hay-field, where Sir

William was restlessly awaiting his guests,

while his reception of them there could be

made a more informal and easy matter than

could have been managed in the house.

The old lady at once occupied the arm-chair

which she had directed to be brought out for

her, and asked for a glass of wine to drink

the hay-makers' healths and prosperity to the

crop and its master, which she did in a

spirited little speech composed for the occa-

sion. Then she ordered all the select com-
pany to find rakes and toss the grass with

the best, while she sat and presided over the

work and boasted of the hay-making machine

which had superseded hay-makers at Lamb-
ford. Thus the hay-field was as it were de-

clared open to the better classes, and the

fete set a-going sheerly by the energy of Lady
Fermor.
The scene was pleasant to see. The great

hay-field consisted of acre upon acre of bil-

lowy meadow land just adjoining the park

of Whitehills. The field commanded clumps
of fine old trees and vistas of green. At the

end of one vista stood the long, low, white

manor-house, which had survived the vicissi-

tudes of centuries, of kings, and of people,

and had still been handed down from

Thwaite to Thwaite, till it fell into the hands
of a sergeant in a marching regiment.

Not infrequently the moist climate of

Eastwich had a mist—silver or golden,

or dank-white—like a shroud, to hang its

light, loose, wavy veil, or to wind its hazy,

tight, straight folds about the landscape.

To-day, after long dry, warm weather, there

was no more of this mist than the softest amber
haze of heat, which tempered the droughty

blue of the sky even more than one or two

fleecy white clouds, flecking the expanse and
making chequers of shade, afforded a sense

of refreshment. The weather-wise pointed

to these clouds, and coupling with them the

well-known sign of the low darts here and

there of the maize, said Sir William was dry-

ing his hay in time, for the fine weather would

not last much longer.
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The swathes of grass passing from green

to russet filled the air with dusty sweetness,

as they were whirled and swirled about, not

with the precision and monotony of the hay-

making machine, but with the more picturesque

irregularity of human arms and human wills.

Here and there a precocious cluster of hay-

cocks showed where the early sun had shone

most strongly and the early workers toiled

most diligently.

The true workers, tanned and freckled,

with an ancient green stained smock-frock or

two lingering in the ranks of jackets, and a

snow-white, deep pink, or fresh lilac sun-

bonnet asserting itself at different points

among the brown straw hats, were in keep-

ing with the occupation. It was pursued
with a sort of dogged industry and slow

humorous pretence of the primitive hay-

makers at not so much as seeing their esoteric

fitful assistants.

Lady Fermor, in her chair, with her nodding
plumes, and her stiff fingers covered with

rings, looked the mediaeval chatelaine to per-

fection. The artificial workers lent greater

animation and gaiety to the heavier, more
sombre groups among which they mingled
for a few hours. The ladies and gentlemen
brought delicate play and airy flatter, like the

accompaniment of fairy music to the deeper
tones of the human choir. There were the

lighter swish of soft dresses, and the daintier

effect of wonderful shades of colour in prim-

rose and daffodil, peacock blue, cardinal red,

and sea coral. There were graceful gambols
with badly poised new rakes and pitchforks,

freedom to rest every other moment, the

continual refrain of merry jesting and laugh-

ter, accompanying a labour of love and fancy,

and not of strict necessity, and work-a-day
use and wont.

Doubtless there were some gloomy and
saturnine souls that resisted the intrusion of

fairies among the battered warriors and
amazons, the beaten victims of the sweat of

the brow and the bondage to poverty and
toil. Sir William himself was not without a
tendency to look, from time to time, in this

light at the party he had permitted if not
originated. But the apathetic, much endur-
ing Eastwich labouring men and women
for the most part treated the liberty taken
with their class in a more genial and
wholesome, if more superficial spirit. The
appearance of the gentlefolks in the field

formed a fine sight, their antics proved a
famous diversion to their humbler neighbours.
And for that matter the grandees had their

troubles as well as their gay doings, and were

but dust like the rest of the world, which
was a comforting reflection.

There was the squire,looking none so hearty
and heedless that anybody need eat out his

heart with envying him. Mayhap he wished
himself back among his early friends, doing
a day's work, trudging on the march, talking
and smoking their clay pipes over their mugs
of beer, when the sun went down. Mayhap
working at being a gentleman, to which he
had not been bred, turned out the hardest
work of all. The women among the real

hay-makers thought surely they would have
a taste of cowslip wine—still extant in East-
wich—or elderberry wine and diet cake to

sweeten their mouths after the usual field fare,

when the gentle folks were holding their feast.

In the mean time Sir William, though he
wore an expression of inflexible gravity as one
on the eve of a grand epoch in his life, was
not a blot on his company. He showed best

in his morning dress, in which he was most
at home—any rusticity or obliviousness of

what another squire would have done, without

a thought, did not come into prominence, or

merely peeped out with a species of propriety

in the relaxation of the hay-making. The
sort of fettered air which haunted him at

other times, with a depressing effect, had

largely disappeared on this occasion. In his

tweed suit and straw hat he looked the

comely, stalwart young fellow he was ; he
moved about almost freely, almost lightly.

Iris's vexation and nervous oppression

—

when they were not at once confirmed by Sir

William's conduct, did not remain proof

against the fresh open air attractiveness of the

scene, with its touches of sentiment and fantas-

ticalness. She had visions of Madame de S6-

vigne' at Les Rochers ; and Madam Delany at

some of the innumerable country houses ofher

innumerable friends, from the " dear Duchess
"

downwards ; of Lady Sarah Lennox on the

lawn before Holland House, when Kensing-

ton was a village and a kingrode by ; of a

picture which hung up yonder in the drawing-

room at Whitehills. It represented a Lady

Thwaite whom Sir Joshua had painted as a

shepherdess, and neither her husband nor

anybody else had resented the masquerade,

though the very next generation had punished,

with life-long expulsion from the family, a son

of the house who took a gamekeper's

daughter for his bride.

The light returned to Iris's eyes and the

colour to her cheek. Sir William had not

so much as spoken to her, except in a general

welcome to Lady Fermor's party. He did

not come near her. Was a great deliverarce
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granted to her ? Had he got his lesson so

that he would not affront her again by con-
founding common charity with full sympathy
and warm regard. In that case her grand-

mother could do nothing and he would soon
forget his baulked expectations. She, Iris,

did not think she could ever again slumber
in such sweet security and lightness of heart,

as she had *allowed herself to feel, but at

least she might be happy to-day in the sun-
shine, in the meadow, among friendly young
people, her contemporaries.

Iris and Lucy and Ludovic Acton, with
Lady Thwaite's niece Janie, flung about
the future hay for a quarter of an hour,
in an orderly professional manner. Then
Lucy, backed with half-shy glee by Janie,
turned upon the naval lieutenant. They
showered the contents of their rakes
upon him till he was stuck all over,
from the crown of his hat to the soles of his

boots, with seeded grass. Iris looked on
and laughed with maidenly coyness. Five
or six years ago she would have been forward
in the game, for which she still felt a secret
inclination, but she was too grown up and
decorous to engage in sisterly or schoolgirl

romping. He did not mind it, though there
were stray specimens of the seeds in his

sandy beard and moustache for the next
hour. His sister was constantly imploring
him, in vain, to let her pick them out. He
said they did not bother him and would not
at all interfere with his flute playing. He
had brought his second best flute in his

pocket, as he felt certain Lady Thwaite and
Sir William must have made some provision
for drawing-room music. For anything
farther the seeds ought to stay where they
were, as a punishment to Lucy for her un-
sisterly behaviour. He did not mean any
reflection on Miss Janie, who could do as
she pleased, and was not to be considered
accountable for his acquiring the look of
having slept last night in a hayfield, like any
tramp or vagabond. It was a member of
his own family, his sister Lucy,, the prop of

the Sunday-school, who had set herself to
draw down on him the slanderous inference.
It was too dreadful, almost more than could
be borne with manly fortitude.

The wit was of the mildest description,
but the girls laughed at it as if it had been
Attic salt. They laughed too when Ludovic
was the first to complain of an ache in his
strong back, and to propose a saunter round
the meadows, where the saunterers gathered
all that was left of the queen of the meadow
and ragged robin.

Iris suggested that they should sit down
when Mr. Acton might convert himself into

a Corydon or an Orpheus, on the spot, by pip-
ing to them on his reed—toot-tootling on his

flute she meant, if he had not broken it, when
he had disobeyed Lucy and everybody else, and
got his boots in a mess of clay, in spite of the
dry weather, by burrowing in the side of the
ditch after a harmless hedgehog. But Lucy
forbade him, insisting that the hay-makers
would consider the piping an invitation to

Ieave»ofif working and take to dancing—not
such dances as came naturally to Arcadian
shepherds and shepherdesses.

Among the bona-fide workers was a woman
who raked and spread the grass slightly apart

from her neighbours. She had come on Sir

William's express invitation, but she was not
well received by the other field-workers.

They had little to say against her. It was
nothing to them that old Abe Smith had a
doubtful reputation as an under-keeper ; and
only retained his post till he should cross

the seas to his son, by a cross whim of old

Sir John's which he seemed to have left as

a legacy to the present baronet. It was even
little to the lasses and wives and mothers
that Honor was not like other young women.
She was masculine and wild in her ways.

Instead of staying in the cottage at Hawley
Scrub, and attending to her housewifery, as

they stayed at home and scoured and washed
and plied their needles when they were not

at field-work, she lived in the woods, summer
and winter, like her father. She was said to

aid and abet him in his nefarious doings, if

so be he had nefarious doings. She was not a

relation of the common country people's, old

Abe being come of a nearly extinct race of

settlers, while Honor's mother had belonged
to the Quarry-folk who dwelt hard upon
Mistley Downs and were, next to the ancient

squatters, the most unsettled and unruly

natives of the district. But the great offence

was that Honor was not and never had been
a field-worker, and the ordinary Eastwich
field-worker looked as dubiously and disap-

provingly on an interloper, as any exclusive

set, high or low, objects to an intruder into

their charmed circle. The squire might
bring as many ladies and gentlemen into the

field as he liked, but a strange field-worker

was another matter. That was not to be
thought of. That was not Eastwich manners.

The solitary figure was conspicuous in the

black gown, with the red handkerchief not

worn round her throat, but drawn over her

abundant brown hair and knotted under her

chin, as her sole protection against the beat-
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ing down rays of the afternoon sun. The
head-gear lent an outlandish, half-gipsy air to

Honor, to which she did not object. It

certainly suited with her being held at arm's

length by her fellow workers, nor did she

appear to mind the ostracism. Perhaps she

took it as a compliment, for hers was an odd
character, with its own peculiar pride, as

well as its dash of cynicism. She might put

down the distance at which she was kept to

the fact, that, as a keeper's daughter, if he had
been a flourishingkeeper of unblemished fame,
she would have moved in a grade of life

considerably higher than that of the day-

labourers, her present companions. This
reflection doubtless helped her philosophy,

for she looked contented enoughwhenever she

paused to contemplate the amount and the

thoroughness of the work to which she was
unused.

Sir William did not fail Honor Smith.

Like Lady Fermor, he did not lose sight of

a friend. He came down to her corner of the

field several times, and spoke with her, ask-

ing how her father was, when he proposed to

take out their berths in the Liverpool ship

;

how she was getting on with her work, and
how long she thought it would take for the

grass to dry. But Sir William spoke also,

though with greater effort, to other men and
women in his pay, with whom he had struck

up an acquaintance. There was nothing
at all striking in his notice of Honor Smith
till Major Pollock strolled towards her, and
began to talk to her in a way that interfered

with her work, and annoyed her, to judge by
the manner in which she rested on her rake,

and flung back her head.
It was then Sir William crossed the field

swiftly to Honor Smith's aid. " You know,
Honor, I am looking for half the field being
in haycock to night." He addressed her as
if she were his friend as well as his servant,

while he ignored the unwelcome, compulsory
guest brought upon him by Lady Fermor.
" I count upon you doing your best. Look
here, you must riot permit any interference
with your work."

"All right. Sir William," she said, very
much as a free-spoken man would have an-
swered him, while her white teeth flashed out
m a broad smile. agamst the warm brown of
her cheeks and the red of her handkerchief;

'

"will you be so good as to repeat your
orders to this here gentleman ?"

In spite of her smile and her masculine
tone, there was very much of the woman in

the mingled impatience, anger, and disgust
of the last sentence.

"Oh! I'm off. Excuse me. I had no
idea I was guilty of an intrusion," the Major
mumbled superciliously and impertinently,
as he lounged away, giving more free-

dom to the expression of his thoughts
the farther he got out of Sir William's hear-
ing. " So my gentleman has two strings to
his bow, low hypocrite and temperance dog
that he is ! It would not be a bad idea to

give the old beldame a hint."

But Major Pollock did not feefequal to
fulfilling his intention, though a fine opening
presented itself to him the very next mo-
ment. Lady Fermor, who had been fully

alive to the little episode, made an imperious
signal for him to come to her side, and told

him roundly, " Pollock, if you cannot be-
have yourself at this time of the day, you
shan't enter decent society under my auspices

agam.
What does she mean by decent society?"

muttered her follower, as disloyal as he was
abject. " Her own, or that of the stuck up
swashbuckler whom she means to call her

grandson, or the red-capped woman who is

Miss Compton's rival ? A fine collection
!"

But though Major Pollock refrained from

using his foul tongue when he was called to

account, and was cowed by Lady Fermor's

rough reprimands, he registered both the

offence to his pride, and the choice com-
munication he desired to convey, for a future

occasion.

Lady Fermor's seat was not far from a gate

into the park where a side path led to the

house. Sir Wilham had done his best to make
everything easy for his patroness. He gave

her his arm and conducted her carefully to

the gate, a movement which was a sign for

the company to follow their leaders. Within

the gate a sedan-chair which had been used

by the late Sir John was drawn up. Sir

William placed the old lady in it. Then he

took his stand by the open gate and in a

dumb show, which was not without its clumsy

grace of honest hospitality, did not so much

receive as show in his company. He was

making himself their servant according to his

sense of a host's part. As Iris Compton came

up he found voice to address her. " I hope

you are enjoying yourself. Miss Compton."

She had no choice except to answer,

" Thanks, I am enjoying myself very much.

Sir William." She felt aggrieved as well as

troubled, by the hot flush of pleasure, the

momentary broad smile which her matter-

of-course words brought into his face, and by

the emphatic nod of acquiescence and appro-

val volunteered bv her grandmother.
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Sir William would suffer no one but him-

self to wheel the chair along the by-path

which turned into the main sweep and ter-

minated at the entrance to the house.

The rest of the party, preceding the two.

entered the fine hall which had failed to im-

press its owner on the March day when Mr.

Miles brought the heir home, and passing the

libraiy went into Lady Thvvaite's old drawing-

room.
The former Lady of Whitehills was in her

element as she again presided in the well-

known domain, welcoming everybody, enter-

taining everybody, seeing that Mrs. Cray and
Cumberbatch supplied the company with tea,

or wine, or ices as they preferred. Mrs. Cray

did not relish the deputy mistress. The
housekeeper might stomach an " own lady,"

if Sir William chose to bring her on the

scene, but not the late madam who came to

remark on changes, and call for this or that

to which she had been accustomed, but

which was not cleaned and put out for the

occasion. But as for Cumberbatch he was
as much in his element as Lady Thwaite
was in hers. He considered this was some-
thing like a return, on a small scale, to the

dignified hospitality of the Dean.
Lady Thwaite was supported by the Rector

in a flush of benignity, divided between the

advisability of lending his countenance to a

lady who was in the position of hostess—

a

trying position under the circumstances, or of

hurrying off to relieve Sir William of the

charge of Mr. Acton's old prodigal, the most
unmistakable and unmitigated prodigal in his

flock.

Lady Thwaite had an elevating sense of

magnanimity in doing her duty, under such
altered conditions, in the Whitehills drawing-

room ; she had also a considerable feeling of

enjoyment in displaying the magnanimity,
knowing that almost everybody to whom she

sent a cup of tea and a shaving of bread and
butter, or a pile of grapes, or a peach in lieu

of the strawberries which had not waited for

^he second hay-cutting, was remembering to

say, "Poor dear Lady Thwaite ! how un-

selfish and amiable she is, and how much Sir

William and the rest of us are obliged to her,

for she must feel all this dreadfully. She must
be overpowered by a throng of old associa-

tions."

Lady Thwaite was not overpowered in the
line sketched out for her ; but she had some
pensive perceptions which gave her the

agreeable conviction that there was no sham
in her magnanimity. How well her old

drawing-room looked, bare as it was ! what a

poor little place her drawing-room at Nether-
ton would always be in comparison ! Of
course she could not carry off the carved
cornice, the caryatides of the chimney-piece,
the space, those odd available nooks with
their charming air of retreat, and delightful

lights and shades. That relic of the musicians'

gallery, the only one left in the county—she

used to be so proud of it and show it off to

all strangers. In like manner she had exhi-

bited the two Sir Joshuas. They were heir-

looms, but she might have asked for the

fragment of old tapestry hanging over the

railing of the gallery. She had been too

modest, particularly as Sir William doubtless

imagined it a bit of old carpet, and wondered
what it was doing there.

Iris could not escape from certain new
sensations when she entered Whitehills again.

She had the taste to value it, and she could

not avoid reminding herself that if Lady
Fermor and Lady Thwaite were right, as her

awakened instincts told her they were, all

might be hers. This might become her stately,

beautiful home—her home, with a man on
whom its mellowed dignity, refinement, and
comfort would be thrown away, who might

like to pull down the old pile and replace

it by a hideous staring modern mansion,

which had not borrowed one idea from

Ruskin or Morris, Kensington or Turnham
Green. If Sir William did not meditate such

wholesale desecration, he was probably only

waiting for his marriage to re-furnish White-

hills " right off," like a new pin, as she had
once heard him express himself, with waggon
loads of gorgeous chairs and couches, and
curtains brought down from some advertising

warehouse, and only the modern antiques

rejected along with the veritable antiques.

Certainly taste was not everything, was not

very much in a man's moral and spiritual

composition, still it stood for a good deal in

the girl's mind—for that culture which, how-
ever laughed at in its extravagance, still

marks the difference between knowledge and
ignorance, polish and roughijess, and repre-

sents to a gentlewoman easy sympathy,

natural companionship, familiar interests,

and almost involuntary respect and regard.

She was right in what she had said last

night. Whitehills, even though it had been
Warwick Castle or Windsor, was not worth a

girl's selling herself that she might be its

temporary owner and dwell there in loveless

state and bounty, in heavy dullness and
loneliness, in constant petty affront and per-

turbation, for what its untutored, sometimes
uncouth, master might or might not say
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and do. Iris felt calm again. She could go

and look at the Sir Joshuas with Lucy, and
speculate whether the Lady Thwaite of a hun-

dred years ago had ever tried making hay, or

had been at the pains to look at the process, save

in some French print of " iin amusement pasto-

rale" though she had been an Eastwich bride

and had dwelt at Whitehills for the most of

her life. If it had been otherwise, could she

have dressed herself in what looked like a

pink gauze sacque, and worn a mob-cap with

a hat suspended by the ribbons half-way

down her shoulders, and employed such a

toy rake as v/ould not have gathered more
than half-a-dozen blades of grass at a time.

King Lud had liis will. There was a little

music extracted with difficulty from the old

piano, for Lady Thwaite had carried away
her Broadwood, and this was an instrument
*' as old as the hills," the most musical man
present felt bound to protest with a groan, an

out-of-tune thing, without the additional

octaves, which had been used by Sir John's

last unmarried sister. Lady Thwaite played

first, but Iris., though she played among the

other girls, declined to follow immediately

after her hostess.

CHAPTER XVITI.—THE BEAST THROWS
HIMSELI' AT beauty's FEET.

Iris was getting too bold, far too bold
;

she took herself to task disconsolately soon
afterwards, when all her nerves were jarred,

and her heart sent again fluttering in her

throat. There had been some talk of the

garden, and Lady Thwaite had asked Sir

William about the lilies which ought to be
in blossom on the pond, and about the

Japanese lilies which she had introduced

with success into the tank at the end of the

largest green-house. There was a little stir

indicative of an adjournment to the gardens,

but Iris felt quite safe in joining in the move-
ment. It would only be the young people

who would go out again before returning

home to dinner, and mentally she classed

Sir William, in spite of his last night's waltz-

ing, with the elderly folks, and seated him in

her imagination beside Lady Fermor, to

whom he seemed bent on doing the honours
of his house. Iris was ready to acknowledge,
even in her present prejudiced state of

mind, that the homage did not come ill from
the prime of manhood to tottering, though
untamed and undaunted, old age. Instead,

her dream of security was rudely broken by
her seeing Sir William standing in front of

her, and hearing him say, "Miss Compton,
would you mind going to see the lilies ?

"

XXV—25

She did mind, but she could not say so.

She had an instantaneous comprehension that

the hour and the man had come, and she
must meet them with the courage which other
girls summoned up for similar trials. She
took his arm and walked out, with the know-
ledge that all the eyes in the room were
fixed on the couple, as they had been last

night. She dared not let herself think that

Lucy must be pitying her, lest the sense of
her friend's compassion should shake her
firmness.

Slight and matter-of-course as the advance
might appear, it was really the most direct,

unmistakable approach he had made to her
that day. She would never have looked
upon it as anything save a host's politeness

and Sir William's growing savoir /aire, if it

had not been for what she had been told last

night, which had robbed her of her ease and
peace of mind, till she could not put an in-

different interpretation on a simple action.

Iris could not tell whether Sir William had
been spurred on by her grandmother to take

the leap which lay before him, or whether it

was the spontaneous impulse of a man with

regard to whom she had not doubted that he

was a brave man. He might never have

read poetry (if she had known it, he had

taken to reading it lately, and had gone

through dozens of love poems on Ixr ac-

count), still he might by instinct have arrived

at an entire agreement with the gallant

Montrose :

—

" He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,

That does not put it to the touch
To gain or lose it all."

Yet she felt the arm on which her fingers

were resting trembling as she walked along

the corridor, and she feared she would need

to have coolness for both. She had read

that in certain circumstances, under the in-

fluence of passion, strong men are sometimes

weaker than fragile women. But whatever

other girls had done she ought to be able to

do, and surely he would take his rejection

like a man. She knew he could not conceal

his feelings, and she did not expect him to

be forbearing and generous, especially after

what her graiidmother had done. He might

be rude and angry, but his anger was not

what she feared.

Withal, modest as Iris Avas, she never

doubted the sincerity of Sir William's senti-

mentS; she never fancied that he could be

influenced by any other motive than un-

fortunate misplaced attachment to herself.

There was little distrust, and almost no sus-

picion, in Iris Compton's nature, neither was
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there the least tendency to double-deahng or

trifling. There was not the making of a

coquette in her. Now that the moment,
from which she had turned away with the

greatest repugnance, was at hand, she would
rather face it and have it over, because it

would be better for both of them. Then
she would reckon with her grandmother; at

least the gentle, inexperienced, ill-armed

girl would match herself with the woman
who had eaten of the fruits of the tree of

the knowledge of evil to the last bitter-sweet

morsel, who could be as furious as she was
unscrupulous.

Iris only made a single attempt to direct

the course of events a little in her favour,

and in his favour also. Everybody seemed
bound for the gardens ; had she and he not

better have it out where there were fewer

spectators ? at least spectators less interested

in watching the couple from a distance, and
greedily scanning each sign of the result of

the interview. If the poor man were in

danger of making a spectacle of himself,

ought she not to screen him as far as she

could from exposure ?

" If it is all the same to you, Sir AVilliam,"

said Iris, with an involuntary tremor in her

voice, " I should prefer to go down to the

hay-field again. I should like to speak to an
old acquaintance there."

" Whatever you please," he told her hur-

riedly, " We may come back by the lilies.

They are like—they make me think of you

—

I mean of how you looked last night."

She had nothing to answer. She was
afraid he might go on to reproach her with

slighting him at her ball. Yet how could he
have felt the slight if he cared to remember
her looks last night ? She was afraid every-

thing remained to be told. She began to talk

fast on another subject in order to excuse her-

self for neglecting the lilies. She was nerving

herself to give him a hearing and an answer
once for all. But she did not see that she

need keep silent, and bring on a premature
declaration—that she might not rather stave

it off as long as possible. It was inconsistent,

but it was the struggle between her girlish

courage and girlish cowardice.
" I wish to go down and see Honor Smith,"

she said, in what sounded to him as the

most extraordinary coincidence. " I used to

know her long ago."

She succeeded in arresting for a moment
the words which were tremblmg on his lips,

and arousing his curiosity instead.
" Do you know Honor Smith ? " he in-

quired in surprise. " She did me a bit of a

since; that is how I came
that

service not long

to know her. How did it come about
you and she were acquainted ?"

" Simply enough. I was living alone with
my governess at Lambford. Grandmamma
and grandpapa used to go a good deal about
in those days, and I was always left at home
with Miss Burrage. She v/as a good, kind
woman, who tried to make me care for

others, and she began with little girls like

myself. The Rector told us of a child, a few
years older than I was, who had fallen down
a bank and broken her arm. She had no
mother or female relative ; she was lying

alone, only taken care of by her father and
brother, when they were at home, over at

the cottage at Hawley Scrub. Miss Burrage
took me there several times, and we did

what we could for poor Honor. When she

was well again she used to bring me presents

of wild flowers, blackberries, and nuts and
birds' eggs for years afterwards, till grand-

mamma put a stop to it. She says people

did not run in and out of cottages and have
such acquaintances when she was young. I

am afraid she had heard something to the

disadvantage of Honor and her family."
" Just so," said Sir William with his im-

penetrable manner. " But you have no hor-

ror of poor common people and their ways?"
" Horror !

" exclaimed Iris, a little taken

aback, " I should hope not. Neither is

grandmamma horrified, but she thinks the

social lines between the classes should be
strictly drawn. They were so, long ago," she

ended a little nervously, with a consideration

for his origin.

" Then why did she open her doors to

me ? " he startled her by asking a little sar-

castically. " I beg your pardon," he added
immediately with a softened manner. "What
although it was because I had come into my
own, and was master of Whitehills here, since

I do not believe you would have made the

same distinction—I do not mean that I do not

know what was fitting for the likes of you

—

but at least you could keep company with

Honor Smith and not forget what was due
either to her or to yourself. You two were
friends. It is what I should have expected

from you."

She was saved from the necessity of saying

anything further. The two had been walking

fast, and Honor had made such progress

with her work that she was turning over and
spreading the swathes of grass close to the

park wall, while the rest of the hay-makers

were several paces behind.
" I have brought a young lady to see you,
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Honor." he said, with an eager pride which

hurt Iris, "She says that she does not want

an introduction, for you and she were thick

together when you were children."

" Miss Compton is very kind," said Honor
with some pleasure in her face and voice.

At the same time she looked sharply at the

two, and she stepped back, idly moving the

hay with her foot, instead of drawing nearer.

" It is a power of years since we were ac-

quainted," she added with growing reserve,

" and I have not had any other friend of the

kind, so that we have fallen out of knowledge
like, and it don't seem worth while to rake up

the past and begin to build upon it."

" Nonsense !" said Sir William bluntly.
*' I am not surprised that you should think

so. Honor," said Iris, a little pained never-

theless, " but I could not help our old friend-

ship being stopped ; it was always pleasant

to me. After Miss Burrage left—you remem-
ber Miss Burrage, and how she could put your

bandages right, and knew exactly what you
would like to eat and drink ?—I was as lonely

a girl as you were, perhaps lonelier, for I had
neither father nor brother. You may see and
believe I have not forgotten you."

*' Oh, don't go for to heed what I say, miss
!

"

burst out Honor with shame and contrition.

" I have run clean wild, as the other women
among the workers will tell you. I am as

bad as the women who 'list in disguise, or

get into the Queen's ships in Jack Tar's

clothes, and are only found out when they are

dead or dying. It would be a jolly lark, and
I think I could die game. But I am speak-

ing to a delicate young lady as was good to

me when I were sick and little, and I might
speak what would suit her ears better. I am
glad to have seen and spoken with you again.

Miss Compton ; and I wish you all the hap-

piness you deserve," she said a little formally,

and glanced doubtfully at Sir William.
" Faith, you're in a queer humour. Honor,"

said Sir William discontentedly. " I never

heard that you set up for a rowdy or a gipsy."
" You don't know me yet, Sir William,"

answered Honor curtly.

" Is it true, Honor, that you and your
father are going to cross the sea?" inquired

Iris. " If so, will you let me wish you all

the freedom you like, and all the prosperity

you can meet with out there ? Some day we
may hear of you as successful settlers who
have not feared privations, and who have held
the last of the Red Indians at bay."

Honor looked up with a brighter face. "Yes,
you may. That's a good wish ; them are kind

words." Then a shade of suUenness fell again

across her face, and she bent her head over
her work and began anew to exert her entire

energies in drawing together and shaking out
the hay, as if she would put an end to the
conversation. " It is the best that can hap-
pen to me, since I've missed what the likes of
you might have made of me," she said again
with bitterness.

Iris attempted no rejoinder, no fresh re-

minder that she had been without power to
act otherwise than she had done. She stood
silent for a moment, at last she turned back
with Sir William strolling by her side. "1

never thought Honor Smith v/ould grow into

a woman like this," Iris said regretfully.
" She was such a bright, warm-hearted girl."

" You see," he said awkwardly in his agita-

tion, " she missed her great good, and how
am I ever to ask it for myself—that you will

take me and make me something better than
I am, better than anything I have ever

thought of?"
" Don't speak so. Sir William," she begged

him low, but with the utmost earnestness of

entreaty. " Indeed, I wish you and every

human being well, but you are asking what I

cannot give. No human being is able to aid

another in the way you seem to think. You
can be a good man—the best of men if you
will, with God helping you. You do not need

to ask a girl like me, or the mightiest power
on earth, to help you."

" But you may do what you can to help

me," he urged. " You may make me a happy

or miserable man, Miss Compton. Do you

know the difference between the two? You
may make this place a blessing or a curse to

me, and perhaps to more than me. I know,

none better, how terribly far I am from you

—

what a tremendous favour I am asking ; but

if you could bring yourself to grant it, there is

nothing I can imagine that I would not do

to pleasure you—to make you as happy as a

queen. My sister—I had a sister once who
did not think so badly of me—said she be-

lieved I could make any woman happy if I

tried. That was rank folly, and because she

was rare fond of me, for I was her lad, whom
she had mothered for many a year. But, Miss

Compton, there's nothing I would not try."

" Oh, don't say that again ! " besought Iris

in her pain. "I believe you, but I never

thought it had gone so far as this. If I had

only known—if I could have done anything

to prevent it
!"

"Did you not know? Could you not

guess?" he asked wistfully, with a Uttle re-

sentment stealing into his tones. " I dare

say I could not put it to you— could not
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make you understand as a man like yourself

could have done ; and I was a coward when
I feared to scare or offend you. Your grand-

mother knew almost from the first. She gave

me encouragement ; she said plainly I had
her consent, or I might not have presumed."

" Don't talk of presumption," she protested.
" Only think how you are wasting your regard !

Call up yOur pride, and don't waste your

—

your liking for me any longer. You have a

right—every man has a right to ask a return

for what he gives, or to take it back without

letting it lie unacknowledged and unaccepted
— I don't say spurned—no girl with a heart

in her breast would spurn such an offering,

unless it were forced upon her."
" In time she might stoop and pick it up,"

he said quickly.
" Oh, no, not if there were suchunlikeness

and such unsuitability as exist here. She
would be very sorry that such an idea had
ever entered into a man's head, but she must
be firm when truth and happiness were at

stake."

"Truth!" he repeated passionately. "I
love you true as the heaven above us. Hap-
piness ! I should be the happiest man the

world ever saw if you but said, 'Will Thwaite,

next year, or five or ten years hence, I will

give a thought to what you said after the

Whitehills' hay-making—if you go on improv-
ing yourself nearer to a gentleman, you shall

have your reward before you leave this

world."
" But that is not the truth ; and the happi-

ness you imagine would be a short-lived delu-

sion." She persisted in words that she knew
must cut deep, but so the operator has to

use the knife if he will save the victim ; and
she was doing what she had to do with keen
suffering to herself. " It is not only that we
have been brought up quite differently, with

other customs and standards, but that we
have so little in common, which makes your
notion that we could become close com-
panions and fast friends, and be so happy
together, incredible in its absurdity. Forgive
me for saying so, but you will soon see it

yourself; you will be conscious before long
that you have only been carried away by a
passing fancy for the first girl you saw after

you came to Whitehills, who spoke as she
felt, out of simple good-will. You will thank
me

;
yes, I believe you will live to thank me

for saving, not only myself, but you, from a
great blunder and a life-long disaster."

Is there anything to equal the fearless con-
fidence even of the wisest, most modest young
girl, when she thinks the path of duty lies

plain before her, and that she has to follow it

at whatever cost ? The only parallel is the
innocent, uncomprehending sincerity which
may crush with the weight of lead the object
on which it falls.

Sir William's ruddy colour faded, and he
writhed under the blow inflicted by the
usually kind, gentle hand ; but he had still a
man's spirit left in him to resent and deny his

share of her inferences. " You are wrong,
Miss Compton. I mean you are altogether

and hugely wrong, where I have to do with
what you say. I may be—since you will have
it I am—a poor lout of a fellow, but I know
this, that my love for you is not a light fancy,

and that I shall never thank you for parting

us, if so be you do part us—never, though I

were to live a hundred lives !

"

She sighed an impatient sigh. He had
succeeded in stirring up in her that sense of
personal affront with which she had first heard
of his suit. She began again to feel indignant
on her own account, as well as deeply hurt for

him. She spoke, as it sounded to him, more
mercilessly and cruelly than before, though
she judged it a just and humane cruelty.

"And I cannot, now or ever, care for you as
you wish, as you are entitled to ask of any girl,

if you are justified in addressing her at all, as
you have addressed me. I must say," con-
tinued Iris, with a swelling heart, and her
little head held higher than was its wont,
" that I don't think you are justified in— in

making love or proposing to me by anything
that I have ever said or done. You are not
entitled to draw down such a trial on me,
whoever maybe in fault. But it has all been
a wretched mistake, and it is better to forget

it at once, and for ever, than to seek to ap-

portion the share of blame to everybody con-
cerned," she hurried on. " Sir William, you
spoke of my stooping to pick up your regard

—it is you who are stooping and degrading
yourself, if you say another word to me on
the subject, after what I have said to you

—

with real sorrow and shame, because I would
not hurt any one if I could help it, because
I believe you have been misled and have
deceived yourself."

They were standing just within the gate
in the path which led to the house. He
turned round with face in a flame again,

and hands which were clenched in despera-

tion. He could not restrain himself, as a
man difterently constituted and differently-

trained might have done.
" Do you mean," he said slowly, " that

nothing I can do will make any difference,,

that you will never look on me as a lover or a
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husband? That not only I don't take your

fancy now, but that you will let some other

man take it and welcome, and hold yourself

free from any wrong done to me ? But that is

not all: you think I have wronged you by tell-

ing you, with my lady's permission, that I love

you as I love my life ; that I have loved you
from the first moment I ever saw you. You
will hold me a mean rascal, a low dog, if I

demean myself further to cringe and beseech

you for what you have said I can never

get."

" Yes," said Iris faintly ; " that is in some
sort my meaning."

" Then don't be frightened. Miss Compton.
I won't demean myself—you have heard the

last of the story. You have done with me, and
I hope you may never repent having stripped

life of all it held sweet, even to your greatest

inferior, a beggar who began life in the

gutter and was the blackguard of the barrack-

yard. I hope you'll never be sorry—if women
have any pity in their breasts—for sending

him back to where he came from, with ten

devils, instead of one, to bear him company."
He was breaking from her abruptly, when

the most inappropriate interruption stopped
him.

Refreshments had been sent out to the hay-

makers—an ample and choice store of meat
and drink—by the orders of a man with a full

heart, who had let himself be duped into

thinking that the day was to bring him blessed-

ness, either in sure prospect or in fulfilment.

The company who were about to enjoy their

feast had seen the squire in the hay-field again

with a young lady, and afterwards standing in

conversation with her just inside the park

gate. The best mannered were struck with

the opportunity of thanking him, and accord-

ing to immemorial precedent, drinking his

health. But they were too bashful to intrude

on him and his companion in a body. They
deputed the oldest apple-cheeked man in the

greenest stained smock-frock to cross the field

with his body bent and his knotted hands
clasping a mug of ale, as if it contained the

elixir vit<z. He was to act as proxy for the

others, and express their general gratitude

and satisfaction.

" An' it please you, squire," he suddenly
wheezed, turning up on the other side of the

gate, and relieving the tension of his mind
by leaning on it, and resting his mug on the

top bar, " I have come to say that we're

greatly obligated for the wittles and we're

a-drinking of your very good health." He
paused a minute and then gave voice to a

happy original thought, which had slowly

dawned on his mind as he was crossing the
field, " And we'll add the young lady's very
good health, and long life and happiness to
you both."

At this ill-timed union of healths, with the
inference conveyed, poor Sir William's last

shred of endurance and composure gave
way.

" Get off with you and your torn-foolery,"

he cried, dealing the gate such a rough push
that he sent the old deputy staggering a few
paces. He still clasped the mug, though
its contents had been dashed in his face and
spilt all over the ground, leaving him ruefully

staring, so far as his wet eye- lashes would let

him, at the empty bottom of the vessel.

Iris shrunk back, shocked at the unseemly
outbreak. The next moment she flung oper>

the gate, went out, begged the old man's
pardon, and pressed upon him her slight arm
to lean upon, till he had recovered his footing.

Then he pulled out his cotton handkerchief
and mopped his face, and shaking his head,
began, in spite of the repulse he had sustained

and the disconsolateness which followed, to

make rapid way on his return to his discom-
fited companions.

Sir William had started off in another

direction. There was no more thought of

showing her the lilies which she had re-

sembled, with their white cups rocking tran-

quilly on their green leaves. Some of her

fellow visitors were appearing at the end of

the side path. Discomposed as she was, she

saw that her best plan was to join thern and

pass in with them unperceived, if possible, to

the drawing-room where Lady Fermor was

waiting for her, and where Iris might say

good-bye to Lady Thvvaite before the party

left. So many petty, yet useful obligations,

belonging to a long code of social rules, held

Iris bound to self-restraint and courtesy. But

poor Sir William, like a half savage, did not

see why, when a tempest of misery had swept

over him, when what of rank and social im-

portance he possessed had become a second

time utterly embittered to him, he should

grin and bear it. He was furious with the

sense of being befooled. He was stung to

the quick by Iris Compton's absolute, wrath-

ful rejection of him. Why should he go back

and bow before a pack of fine people who

did not care a straw fur Will Thwaite ? They

would, if they knew all, turn their straight

backs upon him in righteous imlignation, and

shun, as they would flee the plague, the most

distant association with a drunken brute who

had lain under the sentence of the lash. They

only noticed him and came to his house in
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their ignorance, because he was the master of

Whitehills, and bore the title of Sir William,

and was willing to treat his betters according

to their idle fancies.

Long after Iris had accomplished success-

fully her unnoticed return to the drawing-

room, so that even Lady Fermor did not

observe where her grand-daughter sat among
a group near one of the doors, there was a

murmur, rising as loud as politeness would
permit, for Sir William. Where had he
gone ? Was anybody responsible for his

absence ? Why did he desert his post and
his guests? Here was a hitch in the simple

ceremonies ; here was a hole in this gentle-

man's coat which he did not button round him
so tightly, that the coarse jacket of the free-

and-easy working man failed to peep through.

Must the company go without taking leave

of their host, without starting with his last

greetings ringing in their ears ?

Lady Fermor was craning her neck and
defying a draught in order to look out and
find what had become of Sir William and
Iris. For a wonder the old lady said nothing.

All at once she discovered him in the

hay-field and detected Iris at the farther end
of the room. Still she said nothing, but she

squared the fleshless jaw of which age had
revealed the massive bony outline—the most
c6nspicuous feature except the eyes, in the

face which had otherwise shrunk and withered

into a mummy-like representation of its

former buxom self. That squaring of the

heavy jaw, with a bending of the furrowed

white brows, set on Lady Fermor's face the

seal, not of a frown but of a scowl, which
few people cared to encounter. She con-

tinued to screw her eyes and her glass on
the hay-field. The hay-makers had eaten

through their meal not the less resolutely,

though a little less jovially, because of the

rough reception their messenger had met
with. But one appetite had failed, and that

belonged to Honor Smith, She played with

her food and showed herself perplexed, if

not put out.

At the end of the meal, the feasters began
to show that it was time for them to betray a

lurking," lingering resentment of the squire's

behaviour. They had polished the bones
of a jolly good supper, roast and boiled, whole
sides of bacon, pancakes and apple dump-
lings, with plenty of ale to wash them down.
They had nothing to complain of on that

score. Everything had been as handsome
as at a harvest thanksgiving, or a Christmas
dinner, with no call to go to church if not
inclined, or to hsten to the parson preaching

at them out of his pulpit. All the same they
did not like their best thanks and good
healths to be trampled upon—leastways,

knocked to the ground. If Martin Weeks
had not been in his working clothes, his

best coat and waistcoat would have been
next to ruined. Ale stains were not so

easily rubbed out. Some squires they knew
brought to mind the old saw about beggars
and porters. Tottle ways were not the

ways for a squire. Sukey Vass knew a

man as were a tottler and the water went to

the brain and killed him, same as he had
been a babby.

" You are a graceless, wooden-headed
crew !

" cried Honor Smith, starting to her

feet and speaking loudly and shrilly, among
the half-servile growling and muttering, " to

eat a man's bread and wag your tongues
against him with the morsel still between your
teeth or half-way down your throats ! Can't

you tell for yourselves, summat has taken a
rise out of the squire since the afternoon ?

He ain't hisself Do none of you never fly

into a rage, and fling about the chairs and
tables, when you dunno whether your head
or your heels is uppermost ?

"

" A man with a second crop of hay like

this here, which he has gotten the whole field

in cocks, and the clouds still holding up, has

little call to go into a rage," pronounced a

ruined farmer in a tone of oracular con-

demnation.

How Honor's interference might have
been taken, and whether she might not have
provoked disagreeable reprisals, remained un-

proven, for the squire himself was descried

walking towards his hay-makers. He did

look, in spite of his good clothes and his

soldierly air, disordered and not himself, as

Honor had said.

" Good night," he said to the people
gruffly. " You have had a long day's work,

and the hay is safe. I ought to thank you
as well as pay you. Will that make amends
for anything I've said or done amiss ? Look
here : surely you need not mind what a fellow

from the ranks without manners, like your-

selves, says or does against the grain. Have
you grown so nice as to weigh words and
looks like the high and mighty folk up
yonder?" indicating the house with a jerk of

his elbow.

He did not wait for an answer ; he drew
Honor Smith aside, and said something which

caused her to stare and redden, though she

was not given to blushing. His words were,
" I'll be rid of the plaguey lot presently,

Honor, and, remember, I'm coming over to
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you for comfort. I'm as dead beat as the

hardest worker among you—as I ever was in

India. Make haste home, or I'll reach
Hawley Scrub before you. I've something
to say to you and your father that may stop

your V03'age across the seas."

Lady Fermor was looking through the trees

at the hay-field, at the dispersing hay-makers,
and at a couple standing for a moment
apart from the others. Her familiar spirit,

Major Pollock, was at her elbow. He looked
the incarnation of malice as he Showed his

teeth in a grinning snarl. Generally his

mistress kept him well in hand, but he could
not resist so fine a chance of retaliation :

" Strapping gipsy, in black and red, eh ! my
lady ? Curious how the most refined tastes

will wander ; but when it is a case of ' like

draws to like,' I should say the game is up.
What will you wager that the future mistress

of Whitehills is not standing yonder? Ex-
ceedingly romantic, though low all round. A
misfortune for the county; a shocking scandal,

but not so very surprising after all, if you
measure the merits and antecedents of the

master of the place. Looks like it, from this

abominable forsaking of his company, and
flaunting the rival attraction in our very
faces."

" Pollock, I should never speak to you
again," the enraged old lady turned on him,
" if it were not to show you what a fool you
are, and what an idiotic error your slanderous
tongue is leading you into. That girl pulled
Sir William Thwaite out of a pond at the risk

of her own life. He told me so himself.

Man, are you worse than a beast, that you
caimot understand common gratitude ?

"

" Common gratitude is sometimes an un-
commonly deceitful and dangerous com-
modity, particularly when it leads a man and
woman in different grades of life, nowadays
at least, to strike up a friendship. But, of
course, I stand corrected before your lady-
ship's superior information." Major Pollock
bowed with mockery in his bow, but still

with an appearance of submission.

Carriages and horses were being driven and
led backwards and forwards along the sweep
before Sir William came into the drawing-
room again. He made no apology for his

protracted absence, but said, in what sounded
like a general leave-taking, " Ladies and
gentlemen, I hope you have enjoyed your-
selves." There was a change in his tone,
which a subtle student of human nature
might have detected and puzzled over. The
earnest desire to play his part well, the
anxiety to please in certain quarters, which

had weighed upon him, had disappeared.
He moved more freely, almost with a defiant
swagger, while he spoke rather in grim banter
than in cheerful hope.

"Thwaite, what have you been making of
yourself? " cried Lady Fermor, peevishly, as
if she had a right to call him to order, and
to claim a compensation.

But he did not accord to her the slight
atonement he had made to his working-
people. "Nothing," he answered laconi-
cally, " except that I found something to
keep me outside." He took her down in
silence to her carriage and put her in, allow-
ing Ludovic Acton to hand in Iris and
Lucy. " Good-bye, Lady Fermor," said the
host, standing orthodoxly enough, bare-
headed on the door steps, but going on to

speak, with an odd emphasis, words which
the occasion hardly seemed to require :

" I

am indebted to you for all you have done
for me. Good-bye, Miss Compton." He for-

got to speak to Lucy.
" Mercy on us, man ! you are not taking

farewell of us for ever," Lady Fermor was
moved to ejaculate ;

" we shall see you to-

morrow, if you do not walk over, in the

course of the evening, to inquire whether
my old bones are no worse of your hay-field

and of the late hours last night."
" Excuse me, my lady—I am bespoken

elsewhere," he said, but his words were
drowned in the roll of the wheels.

Lady Fermor sat on the same side as Iris.

" Something is up," the old woman mumbled
in her grand-daughter's ear; "and I shall

hear what you have to say on the subject,

Miss Compton, the moment we get home."
Iris had no other thought than to tell her

grandmother what had passed ; severe as the

ordeal was, she would go througli with it.

Indeed, she was not sure that it could be quite

so bad as what she had undergone already

that day. She had her share of the courage

and steadfastness which make martyrs ; but

she could not speak before Lucy, though she

sympathized with all her might in what she

guessed of the circumstances. Lucy would

even have annihilated herself, or jumped out

and walked home under the last hazily hot

beams which the sun, low in the sky, sent out

over the pastures and ponds of Eastwich.

Iris sat and tried to be brave for what lay

before her, while her mind went back with pain-

ful pertinacity, and rehearsed word for word

the scene in which she had figured. How
unreasonable he had been ! How presump-

tuous ! Yes, she must say it again, how
violent ! But there was one thing : he had
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never once mentioned Whitehills as an

inducement for her to change her mind.

Lady Thwaite had brought his place and
position prominently forward, and, no doubt,

Lady Fermor would dwell upon them, but

he had not done it. He had ranted egotisti-

cally about his misplaced passion, but he had

not shown a trace of mercenariness ; in this

respect he had displayed the spirit of a

gentleman.

Iris thought this with a little softening

in her wholesale condemnation—even as she

was making up her mind that she had seen

the last of Whitehills for a long time—at

least until Sir William had found another
girl whom he would be more justified in

addressing, who did not mind his ignorance

or rusticity, or who balanced against them the

fine old manor-house, the noble trees in the

park there, the position in county society,

with, perhaps, the additional bribe of seasons

in towns, opera boxes and routs ad infinitum.

Iris did not wait tor Lady Fermor to bid

the girl follow her grandmother to her dress-

ing-room, where Iris had gone as a little

child to receive her deserts whenever she was
in disgrace ; her prompt anticipation of Lady
Fermor's commands on- this occasion had
some effect in calming down her judge.

Lady Fermor threw herself into an arm-
chair, untied her bonnet strings, and asked,

with more self-restraint than might have been
expected, " What is the meaning of all this,

Iris .? What have you been about ?
"

" Sir William Thwaite asked me to marry
him,grandmamma, when we went out together,

and of course 1 had to refuse him," said Iris

with dry lips, but without hesitation, without

sobbing breath or welling tears.

The information, together with the manner
in which it was conveyed, struck Lady Fermor
dumb; for an instant she sat glaring rather

than staring at Iris, and tapping the arm of

her chair. Lady Fermor could storm against

weakness ; she could meet violence with

violence; but simple firmness which, as she

knew by experience, might prove inflexibility,

tried her to the utmost and well-nigh got the

better of her. " Then all I have to tell you,"
she said at last, speaking nearly as quietly as

Iris had spoken, " is that you are even sillier

and more stupid and full of conceit, than
girls in general. I have done the best I

could, and found an excellent match for you.
There is not a mother far or near that would
not be pleased to establish her daughter at

Whitehills, and Sir William is a good, honest
young fellow, who might make any right-

minded, reasonable creature happy."

" But grandmamma," interposed Iris in

vain.
" Girl," the old woman put her down,

" if you knew the world, you would under-

stand what he is worth. He is fond of you,

which is a deal more than you deserve, but

there is no accounting for men's tastes. I

have tried to do better for you than I was
able to do for your mother, and you have

done what you could to thwart me. Do you not

believe me, that you are not every man's bar-

gain? Few good sort of men, as you described

Thwaite the first time you saw him, would care

to seek you, because you are come of people

who were no more safe than they were smug."
•' I— I don't wish to marry," stammered

Iris.

" Hold your tongue," cried Lady Fermor.
" You will suffer for your folly, and you need

not look to me for assistance. You are en-

tirely dependent on me and your grand-

father; your precious father managed to run

through his means and did not leave you a

penny. We have cared for you nearly all your

life, and I must say you are rewarding us well.

You have been ungrateful and disobedient,

and you have disappointed me thoroughly,

though I can't say I ever had much hope of

you. I don't pin my faith to cant and goody-

goodiness which you were so quick to learn

from that fanatic Burrage. But I have not

done with you yet, Miss Compton, only Tom
Mildmay and his wife are waiting for dinner,

and I must go down and keep them in coun-

tenance. Girl, if it had only been to snap my
fingers in their faces, and take my place in

the county before them, you might have con-

sented to please me and make a good fellow

happy; but you don't deserve the luck you

have thrown away, and he is worth a dozen
of you."

Iris knew it would only increase her offence

to attempt to answer Lady Fermor further.

After the day's tribulations she was still fain

—

even without Lucy's encouraging assurances

—to cling to the impression that she had got

off more easily than she could have dared to

look for, and that Lady Fermor would have

done with her grand-daughter from that night,

so far as Sir William Thwaite's egregious

blunder was concerned. The girl could not

guess how little her grandmother cared for

one girlish refusal, or a dozen girlish refusals,

if she could pat the gentleman on the back

and coax him to come on again, and yet

again, until, by mingled wearing insistance

and harsh persecution, she might sap the

foundations of conscience and inclination,

and force the rebel to yield.
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CHAPTER XIX.—" ONE WAS FAR AWAY, AND
ONE WAS NEAR."

THE sunset still made red bars above the

full green of Hawley Scrub, when Sir

William kept his appointment with Honor
Smith.

Abe was from home, only Honor had sat up
for a little time by the dilapidated and dirty

lattice window. The absence of any glow
from the hearth served to increase the cheer-

lessness of the neglected house-place. But
the coo of the cushet dove came in from the

scrub, and some woodruffe which Honor was
drying, not without a likelihood of its being
left to rot on the window-sill, filled the place
with an odour that, in its sweet fragrance,

has always a scent of decay. It seems to

belong more to old memories, dead hopes
and graves with the paths to them no longer

trodden by lingering feet, than to the living

fragrance of budding desires and happy ex-

pectations.

Honor was weary with a day's work, as

foreign to her as if she had been a lady,

though she was strong with the strength of a
fine physique and an open-air life. She was
a picturesque, but not a home-like figure, as

she sat there in the gathering dusk with her
brown fingers interlaced and her head, still

covered by the red handkerchief which had
shaded it from the sun, thrown back against

the window frame, catching the last rays of

light. She was in a quandary, as she would
have said.

" Whatever does he want here ? " she asked
herself, bewildered ; "he is not the man to

come on a hang-dog errand, and I am not
the woman to whom he would come in that

case. Whatever else I've been, I've been true

to poor Hughie. How long it seems since I

seed him last, lying a-dying in quod at

Birkett ! I'm afraid I'm forgetting the very
lines of his comely young face. But no man
as knows me would liken me to a light lass,

any more than he would hken the most deli-

cate lady in the land. What is there between
him and Miss Compton ? What can there

be save his lands and the Sir before his

name? and she ain't the one to sell herself, not
if I know her. If any one said I done it, I

would be rare mad. Father said Squire were
a kind of gentleman in his way—all the same.
Sir William was reared a working man, and
XXV—26

it do come out in him and pulls him down
to his natural level. Some rises above it, sure
and certain, like Uncle Sam ; but then they
raise theirselves by their own struggles and
by slow degrees, learning as they go, and ain't

tossed up as with a pitchfork and left to
come to grief, like a larch-tree in a hot-
house, or a living hare in a house-place, or a
swallow in a cage."

Sir William walked past the window as she
spoke, and entered by the open door with-

out the ceremony of knocking. His first

actions were to toss his hat on the table, and
to pull off his coat and fling it over the back
of a chair. His first words were

—

"There, I'm rid of them, like some other
fine things that were not for me, and were
not all gold though they ghttered."

He stretched out his arms in his shirt-

sleeves, and then throwing himself down in

a chair, rested them on the table before him,

and leant his head upon his hands.

"Does aught ail you. Sir William? "she
asked with genuine anxiety ;

" there is

always gin or rum in the house. I know
you don't taste drink as a rule, but when
you are overdone and would be the better

for a glass, wouldn't you have it? Just say

the word."
" No," he said, looking up with a haggard

face, "don't ask me. Do you know.

Honor, the last little straw between me and

drowning in the lowest depths of sin and

misery is that I forswore drink, at the word

of a dying woman. But I'm not ill or in

trouble—at least, I'm going to turn over a

new leaf, and be all right alter to-night. I

am glad your father is out."

" Why so, sir ? " inquired Honor, a little

coldly.
" Don't ' sir ' me," he forbade her hastily.

" But how can that be, when you are Sir

William, and our squire and master?" she

demanded with a startled laugh.

" I ain't Sir William to you—anyhow. I

don't want to be so any more, and if I con-

tinue your master, it is only on the under-

standing that you be my mistress. Honor,

I'm glad your father is out, because I want to

tell you all about myself—a poor subject,"

he broke off with a bitter laugh.

" If you are in a story-telling humour, 1

ain't the one to baulk it," said Honor, dying

to hear what he had got to tell.
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He started at once, as if eager to begin,

describing his early days and the shifts his

sister Jen had made to provide for their needs

—details very patent to Honor's comprehen-

sion. He went on to his youthful outbreaks,

not extenuating or omitting a single particu-

lar of his enlisting, his successful career as a

soldier in India, marred by his habits of dis-

sipation and wild recklessness, and his last

outrage against military discipline till he lay

in the cell awaiting the sentence of the lash.

" Oh ! poor lad, poor lad ! This was
worse even than my Hughie's fate," cried

Honor, moved to the depths of her soul by
what she could so well understand. For-

getting the difference of rank she put her

hand on his shoulder and began to stroke

his arm.

He looked up at her, with his face wan
from the strain of the last twenty-four hours,

and the agony of the associations he had
been recalling.

" So you pity me, Honor, after you have
heard nigh-hand the worst, for my sister

Jen died and then her husband hanged him-

self. You ain't shocked past looking on me
as a fellow creature."

*' Shocked ! what should I be shocked at ?

I could cry my eyes out for you, if that

would do you any good."
" I know," he said softly; "and you are

the woman for me, the woman who knows
all, and yet does not cast me off, and treat me
as dirt beneath her feet."

"Who cast you off. Sir William ? " Honor
inquired point-blank, without any of the re-

straining delicacy that might have shut her

mouth, had she been a woman of a different

temper and rearing.

" Never mind," he said, flushing hotly
;

" and didn't I tell you not to call me Sir

William any more ? Say, Will Thwaite, I will

marry you and help you to bear your burden.

We'll go our own way and be happy in our

own fashion. We'll cast care to the winds
and not waste a thought on our betters, or

suffer them to lay a little finger on our lot."

He spoke excitedly and a little wildly,

though he had not been drinking.

She sat and stared at him, not able to

believe her ears, at this instantaneous and
wonderful solution of the riddle she had been
trying to read.

" Are you in earnest ? " she asked breath-

lessly.

" In earnest ! What do you take me for ?

I have spoken my whole mind—made a clean

breast of it for the first time these many
months, and, by George ! I feel as if I could

breathe freely and be a man again, and not
a mountebank and puppet. Will you not
make my freedom and happiness complete
by coming to me. Honor, and letting me know
I've a real friend—one that knows me—all

about me, and looks over all that's sorely

amiss in me, all I lack, and all I've done
wrong, and cares for rae in spite of all ?

"

He spoke with eager passion as if he had no
other desire ; and it was true that making a
clean breast of it, as he called it, had been
an immense relief to him. For he had been a
man naturally open as the day, on whom the

unaccustomed reticence of the last period of

his life had hung with the dead weight of

iron fetters. He was also a man who, as a
matter of temperament, craved sympathy;
to whom a woman's immeasurable tenderness

had once been so familiar, that he had lived

surrounded by it, without thinking of it, but,

when lost, it was for ever missed.

She sat dazzled. What ! could she be the

mistress of Whitehills at a word ? But it was
not of the grand house, and servants at her
call, of soft living, fine clothes, and being a
titled lady, that she^thought first and most.

The attractions which would have been all-

powerful with most poor girls did not lay hold

of her to any great extent. It was to be the

mistress through him who was their master
•—the man that thus addressed her—of the

lands and the woods where she had ranged
on sufferance or in secret, of the wild crea-

tures that had been her solace and her prey;

to come and go when she liked and how she

liked ; to defy the upper keepers and have
her father do the same—these were the ideas

which took possession of her.

It was on second thoughts that she con-

sidered she would be regarded with mingled

consternation, admiration, and lively envy
by everybody she knew—the colony at the

quanies, her mother's people with whom she

had kept company, and the field-workers,

who had so lately held her at arms' length.

Neither was the man himself distasteful to

her. She had the liking for him that many
persons—women especially—entertain for

those they have happened to succour.

His tale had filled her with a tumult of

fellow-feeling and pity, for just so had the

poor lad to whom her heart had been given

in early girlhood been set upon, driven to

stand at bay, and then forced to pay the

penalty to the utmost tittle of the law. And
while, as she had been saying to herself

within the hour, Hughie Guild's lineaments

were waxing dim in a memory which had

long been faithful to him, the comely features
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of another—the manly figure on which she

set such store, the soldierly carriage (remind-

ing her of the great man of her family, Uncle
Sam), the waves of chestnut hair, the ruddy

colour, the smile she could call forth, which

was able to brighten indescribably what had

perplexed her in the gravity, almost sombre-

ness, of Sir William Thwaite's face—were all

now taking her fancy and knocking at her

heart.

Her indignant spirit, which from the date

of Hughie Guild's cruel death had set

womanly rules and household restraints at

defiance, was in sympathy with his spirit when
he threatened to turn upon the class into

which he had been grafted and shake off

its yoke. Her nature, run wild, was yet

full of esprit de corps and class prejudices,

which disposed her to war with the upper
ranks generally, while her lawlessness also

incHned her to strive with her very fellows,

nay, with herself and him when the time

came.
It would be the best game she had ever

played, for her and " Will Thwaite" to set up
Liberty Hall at Whitehills. The temptation

to answer " Yes " to Sir WiUiam's question

was strong, and growing stronger every in-

stant while she hesitated. But to Honor
Smith's credit she made a stand. "What
about Miss Compton?" she said suspiciously,

watching him closely. "This be'nt in keep-

ing with your walking about the hayfield,

your two selves, and speaking to me, like you
were the friends and sweethearts as folk

would have it you were. I shan't speak

another word till you tell me the right-down

truth about Miss Compton. Her ain't saucy,

nor do she take up poor folk like playthings

or babbies, to pass away the time and be
taught by her wisdom, as if hard times weren't

a mighty sight powerfuUer teachers than fine

ladies and rectors' wives and daughters. But
her's real gcod, and were rare kind to me
long ago ; and though all that soon came to

an end, it were none of her fault. She's a

deal nearer heaven, I guess, than the likes of

me, or maybe you either. Yet if you have
been sweet upon her, and she have but

looked on you to listen to you—though
knowing summat of you both, I'm free to con-

fess," owned Honor candidly, " I do not see

as how that could be—still, if them words
you have spoken ain't no more than the out-

come of some quarrel between you two, I

tell you, lad, I don't want to listen to a fellow

mad with rage and jealousy. I shan't come
between you. Go and make it up with the

fine young lady, and let me be. I'll forget

your words before you're out of the door.
I'm none so set on a man, or on being Lady
Thwaite," she said, with a toss of her head,
"that I should bear them in mind and
plague you for your hasty folly."

"You're all out, Honor," he answered,
with a loud laugh, "except in not being able
to see how metal and clay couldn't mix
together.

_
Miss Compton would no more

quarrel with me than she would quarrel with
the servant at the back of her chair:" he
ground his teeth as he made the illustration.
" Her single word with him would be to dis-

miss him from her presence and forbid him
ever to enter it again. So you see, though
she may be good—I would be lying like a
trooper if I pretended she were not good

—

she ain't good to me. I'll never speak to

her again while we live. I tell you I have
done with the whole small fry of ladies and
gentlemen in which she was the single crea-

ture worth a sigh. What is the use of a man's
succeeding to land and money if he cannot

please himself? I have found out that at

last, and if you and Abe won't have me,
Honor, I don't know what is to become of

me. Perhaps, as nobody wants me, I had

better put a bullet through my head, and

have done with it all, at once."
" Not so fast as that, Will ; and who says

as nobody wants you ? I want you, and

I'll do my best to make up to you, and be

a good wife, as I would have been to poor

Hughie. You have heard of Hughie Guild ?

I be'nt a bit ashamed of Hughie, not at this

moment, when I seems to be giving up the

last thought of him," she went on, with a flash

of her eyes and a swell of her fine throat. " I

ain't going to hide what him and me were to

each other, when we walked out on the long

summer nights, and met for a word in the

frosty winter mornings, and my heart was

tender and trusty, like his'n. Oh ! I doubt I

was better worth looking at and speaking to

both, in them far-oft" days, than I am now,"

she exclaimed wistfully, with a glance at the

black gown she still wore for Hughie, and a

twitch at one of the ends of the red hand-

kerchief. Then she struck a chord in perfect

harmony with his mood, " I don't want to

have secrets from you."
" You're right there," he said with em-

phasis. " We've done with secrets for ever,

and there shan't stand one between you and

me." He clasped her hands and drew her

unresisting towards him. " I tell you, Honor,

I thought I should have died, or burst out

cursing, and shouting aloud my story, with

an adder's nest of secrets in my breast sting-
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ing night and day. Now it will go hard

with us, my lass, if we can't be enough for

ourselves and have a jolly good time while it

lasts. We're young and strong and have a

liking for each other. Let your Hughie
sleep ; he's the best off after all ; I'll not rake

him up, and you'll not cast Nhilpoor in my
teeth, though you have heard all about it.

We're quits and we're equals ; only, I take it,

you are made of kinder and truer stuff than

I. A woman that ain't bad, or that ain't akin

to the angels—when her very goodness robs

her of earthly feelings—has more heart than a

man for the most part, I know you've been
a trifle wild on moonlight nights and misty

mornings with the snares, ay, and the guns,

among my birds and hares, mine—do you
hear, Honor? I could have you up before the

justices, before Mr. Hollis, who called him-

self my friend the other night. You'll have

to be mortal kind and give me all my own
way to keep me from taking the law on you.

And what about the wild ducks that flew over

from Mistly Down ? Have you been seeking

their eggs lately, or are the nests flown ?

They are all yours now, every bird and beast,

bush and furrow. You and your father will

have to keep my preserves, in good faith,

when neither him nor you will ever need to

poach on them or any other again."
" It is handsome in you to put it in that

way," said Honor frankly. Then she added,
after a moment's reflection, with an echo both

of humour and sadness in her tone, " But I

doubt half the fun will be gone."

Old Abe strayed in to be dumbfounded by
the most astounding tale that ever shook the

nerves of keeper or squatter. The squire, Sir

William, was going to marry straight away,

without either compunction, commotion, or

concealment, the daughter of his servant, the

least reputable of his servants, the under-

keeper, suspected of being in league with

the poachers — this strapping randy of a

daughter, the bride elect, who was all but

the widow of a young poacher that had died

in gaol, and had been an active sharer in her

father's misdeeds.
" It ain't to be believed," cried Abe,

though the incredible tale was to the marvel-

lous exaltation of himself and his family.

" It can't be; who ever heard tell of such a
marriage ?

"

"Why it was the very marriage made by
my great-grandfather, Abe, or I should not
have been here," said Sir William, laughing.

" No, no ; he weren't the head of the

house or like to be, only one of a litter of

young puppies. And the keeper as he con-

nected hisself with," continued Abe modestly,
" was the head keeper on the estate, like

Waterpark, a man of substance in his line,

sought after and employed by other families,

even after his daughter had got him into dis-

grace with the Thwaites. Old people did
say he had got no other daughters, and that

her that would be a lady had gone to school
with the bailiff's daughter, was the beauty of
them parts, washed her face in butter-milk and
saved her complexion like the finest lady of

them all. Now my Hon is as brown as a
gipsy, is no scholard, and knows more of
guns and game bags, begging your honour's
pardon, than of needles and pins."

" But if I prefer a brown gipsy and a
brave woman that could save a man's life at

a pinch—not that it was worth the perilling

her own for—ain't it my own look out, old

crusty-boots?" argued Sir William with a
rough good-humour.

" You'll take your own way," said Abe re-

signedly, " but as an honest man I'm bound
to say I can't see that Hon here, though she
be'nt a bad daughter to me, is 'fit to be a
grand lady. She ain't the cut of one, and ill

will come of such flying in the face of Pro-

vidence. It were clean difterent that the

Squire should befriend us because her picked
he out of the water—she done it and no
mistake—and he were welcome to come over

and have a pipe, if not a glass, and a talk

any night he pleased. Nobody could say

nought agin it; that were no more than
nat'ral. But t'other ain't nat'ral. A most
oonhkely, oonshuitable marriage is summat
serious, and will lead to no end of rows,

and bring the whole county side down on us.

I'm getting an old man—too old to have
both gentle and simple down upon me, or to

change my ways," sighed Abe, drawing
out an old flat snuff-box, taking snuff and
sneezing a further remonstrance.

" Who's asking you to change your ways ?

and I ain't going to be a grand lady, you
stupid, grumpy old father," cried Honor, who
had taken and kept the upper hand of her

father ever since her two brothers left the

country. " It is Will Thwaite as is going to be
a common man again, and suit hisself to the

rest of us. Didn't I say the very first night

we set eyes on him, that it were a fine thing

—

all the finer that it were as new as the first

paring of the moon, to have a squire as were

one of ourselves ?
"

" But I said he weren't none of ourselves,

below the skin, and were never like to be,"

muttered Abe.
" And, it is just because I am head of the
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house, that I can do as I like, and marry

whom I will—Honor if she will have me, to-

morrow, or as soon as the banns can be put

up. There's nought to wait for. We arn't

going to have a flare up like—like some I've

seen. We needn't call together a crowd of

fools and flunkeys to pity and laugh at us,

though we'll do the thing in open day ; we
ain't ashamed of ourselves neither. You
don't want to wait for fine clothes, do you.

Honor, when I like you best as you sit

there ?

"

** That's a pretty compliment," pronounced
Honor impartially, " but you might have
spared it, or kept it for another time. Will.

I don't care a straw for fine clothes. More
than that, father and I ain't able to buy
them. More than that again, I wouldn't take

a gift of a gownd from you now, not though
you went down on your bended knees, or

sv/ore never to see me more, if so be I refused

your gifts. As father says, it were different

when we were your servants to command,
and you might spin down half-a-crown or a

guinea for me, as your purse was full and
your temper generous, in exchange for my
washing your clothes or blacking your boots.

But not a shilling of yours will I touch now
—not till it is your right to give, and mine to

take. Sir William Thwaite. That's settled be-

tween us
;
you ain't to come swaggering here

and emptying your purse into my lap—not
that I say you'd care to do it—mind, me and
father knows you're a better gentleman than
that comes to, a deal more of a gentleman
than lots as have been brought up to the trade.

I say. Will," Honor resumed suddenly after a
moment's pause, with a doubtful, searching
look in her great grey eyes, "I'm most afeared

of that gentleman as is in you—wherever you
got it, deep down, part of yourself, till death
let it out—that it won't mate proper with the

wild, rude woman, granting I've kept myself
honest for Hughie's sake, that is in me. But
ain't ,it a mercy," changing her tone with
equal abruptness, to a crow of congratulation
this time, " that you have neither father nor
mother nor nobody to make a stir and sunder
us ? You're your own master, though you are

the Squire, as if you were one of our boys,
Ted or young Abe, as always went in for

pleasing theirselves, when they were at

home."
"Ay; you'll all please yourselves," said

old Abe, throwing off the responsibility, as he
was wont to do, and becoming naturally more
and more reconciled to the honour that had
come to him, in proportion as he recovered
from his stunned incredulity; "you'll please

yourselves and take the consequences, which
will be a mighty promotion for Honor. I

make bold to hope, likewise, it will be the
keeping of this here tumble-down cottage and
my place, whatever stories Waterpark tells

agin me, till my death, without my having to
quit the old country."

_

" You'll get your choice, Abe," announced
Sir William, with reckless prodigality; "your
old quarters here or the best quarters with
us at Whitehills."

_

" Father will stay here," said Honor deci-
sively. " He would not ever be at home out
of this hole, but Til come and see him, and
he'll come and see me, whenever we weary
for each other's faces ; shan't we, daddy ?

"

"Then, since it's all fixed, I'll go home,"
said Sir William, getting up and stretching

himself again. ' "I'll be here to-morrow, of
course, but to-night I'm dizzy like—dizzy

with freedom from care, and content. Honor,
I feel as if I had been standing on my head
for half a year, but that will come right with

a night's sleep : everything will come right

when I'm back in the part I'm fit for, that I

know how to play as well as my neighbours

—nobody can cast scorn upon me then."

Honor helped him on with his coat, nay,

she convoyed him half the way back to

Whitehills in the summer dusk, laughing at

his questioning her whether she were not

tired, scouting at the idea of her not liking to

be out alone in the late twilight—not offend-

ing against the convenanceSy where there were

none to be set at nought.

CHAPTER XX.—AN INTERVIEW.

Sir William had to learn that, practically

alone in the world as he was, he could not

be suffered to please himself without some-

body's interfering to prevent his ruin.

The first sign of the interference was to be

detected in Lady Thwaite's driving over to

Lambford in hot haste, within three days of

the Whitehills hay-making, and begging to see

Lady Fermor alone before luncheon, when
there was security against other visitors.

Lady Thwaite need not have said " alone
"

in reference to Iris, who had not been accus-

tomed to spend her mornings with her grand-

mother. But the Mildmays had stayed two

days longer than had been anticipated—to

suit their own convenience, Lady Fermor did

not hesitate to remark—and Lady Thwaite

was not sure that they were gone yet, when

she sent in her card, with a corner turned

down and a pencilled request to see Lady

Fermor in her dressing-room.
" Show her up," had been the immediate
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rejoinder. " What's in the wind now ?
"

Then she added, just out of the servant's

hearing, " At least, I'll find out what has be-

come of my sulking gentleman these last two
days."

Lady Fermor's dressing-room was the

cosiest room in Lambford, but it was also the

dullest, with a deadly dulness to a stranger.

It did not afford the slightest evidence that

its mistress had a single taste or interest beyond
her personal concerns and what went on in

her own mind. There were no little groups of

family miniatures or photographs above the

chimney-piece ; no washed-out, characteristic

children's heads, reappearing in sketches in

crayons of self-conscious boys and girls, and
ending in portraits, in water colours or oils, of

mature men and women. There were no
books and no work. Lady Fe'rmor read the

newspapers, but nothing else, and she never

worked. She sat with her shrivelled, bony
hands in her lap, and went over her own
thoughts, often busying herself with the

scenes and people of the past. One might
have thought the process in this case would
hardly have been pleasant. But, pleasant or

unpleasant, Lady Fermor was equal to it.

She preferred her own identity to that of any
other person, and reviewed the events of her

earlier life without shrinking, simply because

they had belonged to her life, and so had
always possessed keen relish of some kind
for her.

Summer and winter a brisk fire burned in

Lady Fermor's dressing-room, the atmo-
sphere of which was heavily laden with old

Jockey Club scent, while there was no re-

plenishment of oxygen from the closed win-

dows. This little fact alone would have

made a visit to its mistress in her den, on
a sultry August morning, a trial to any
person full of modern theories of health, and
with fresh-air proclivities. But in addition

Lady Fermor indulged in a habit of having

every visitor she entertained shown to the

warmest corner. It might have been an
unconscious impulse of her old hospitality,

as that was now the physical good she craved

most; or it might have been a plan to

shorten and prevent visits, at hours and in a

region which she reserved for herself. Yet
she had no occupation to be disturbed, and
even no practices to be hidden, unless that

she wore the worst shawls and dowdiest
caps, when nobody — not even Fermor or

Pollock—could see them.
"What's in the wind, Lady Thwaite?"

repeated Lady Fermor, without the smallest

scruple, after the two had greeted each other.

and the hostess had seen Lady Thwaite
established in close proximity to the glowing
embers in the grate.

Lady Thwaite did not seem to notice the

fire, or the thunderstorm, which had come on
at last, though it had only partially discharged

its artillery, leaving the air close and oppres-

sive. But it was no wonder that her fair com-
plexion looked heated almost to blowsiness.

She was come on a trying errand. She had
debated with herself, over and over again, in

driving along, whether she should not throw
up the self-imposed commission and turn

back.

"It is all the fault of this wicked old

woman and that silly child Iris. Why should

I put myself about to break the miserable

catastrophe to Lady Fermor? She would
not let him alone ; she would take him away
from his natural friends and protectors. If

he had been left to my iguidance—but, no
;

honestly I do not think I could have made
anything of a man who has ended like this.

I wish with all my heart I had gone abroad at

once, after poor Sir John died, and remained
away till I had some grounds to go on, with

regard to the new man."
But wishes were even more unavailing for

the past than for the future. Here was Lady
Thwaite, sitting all but suffocated in Lady
Fermor's dressing-room. She had taken upon
herself a thankless task. She was indig-

nantly conscious of her own innocence, and
yet she dreaded to tell the sinner the result

of her machinations.

Lady Fermor, on the contrary, was coolly

cracking her finger-joints, and asking what
was in the wind. The next moment she be-

haved still more abominably. Having,

unfortunately, estabUshed a "way" of saying

with impunity what nobody else would have
said, she proceeded to remark, with a naost

objectionably sardonic flavour in her objec-

tionable jocularity, as if the explanation

suggested were far removed from the list of

possible events, " You ain't going to be
married again. Lady Thwaite ?

"

" Good heavens, no !
" cried poor Lady

Thwaite, provoked out of her usual as-

sured composure and seasoned agreeability.

" Have you forgotten that Sir John is not

yet a year dead ? Everybody is not so
"

she stopped in time.
*' So fond of a second husband as I am."

The terrible old woman took up the sentence

without hesitation, and with a chuckle. " But

you have only to try; very likely you will

find, like me, that your second bargain is a

great improvement on the first. If Fermor
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svere to slip away now, who knows but I

might venture on a third ? Only I am too stiff

to be troubled seeking another trousseau."

To do Lady Thwaite justice she shuddered.

She did not even feel inclined, though she

had dared, to retort, for she was a practical

woman; and revenge would not relieve the

awkward position in which she found her-

self, with the substantial losses it involved.

If anything could yet be tried—she
_
did not

believe it would be of any avail—still every-

thing ought to be tried to arrest such a

calamity. Lady Thwaite was therefore con-

tent to say quietly, "The same example

would scarcely suit us all."

"But you are not altogether wrong,"

began the bringer of bad tidings. " It is a

marriage I am come to announce, a dreadful

marriage which calls for no congratulations."

Lady Fermor sat up in her chair with a

little start. It might have been the tremor of

age—however, her hands remained perfectly

still, and she said nothing.
" Do you remember a woman in the hay-

field the other day ? " proceeded Lady
Thwaite falteringly.

" Who was the woman ? " demanded Lady
Fermor, with as much sharpness as if she had

been an adverse counsel cross-examining a

shrinking witness.
" A woman, not like the others, rather

fine-looking, in a coarse, masculine style. I

think she wore a black gown and a red hand-

kerchief shading her head."
" Yes ! " snapped Lady Fermor; " go on."

"Do you remember Sir William's taking

notice of her, and talking to her more than

once ? I think people observed it, though

he did nothing very much out of the way."

"Well?"
" Their banns are given in to be published

next Sunday," said Lady Thwaite, driven by
her companion's manner to make haste and
tell her tale in its naked simplicity.

" You are mad, Lady Thwaite, stark,

staring mad !
" cried Lady Fermor, rising to

her feet, grasping the arms of her chair, while a

thin pallid red came into her cadaverous face.

" I almost wish I were, for the moment,"
said Lady Thwaite, with a groan. " But it is

too true, too disgracefully, ruinously true."

"And have you done nothing?" Lady
Fermor broke out furiously, instinctively seek-

ing the relief which a scapegoat affords.

" Have you stood by and seen this scandal,

this outrage against common sense and good
feeling, and the propriety you are all so fond

of talking about, take place before your- very

eyes ?
"

" What could I do ? " Lady Thwaite re-

monstrated. "I am only the man's distant

cousin by marriage. I never heard what
was going to happen till, late last night ; it

came upon me like a thunderbolt—I had been
led to expect something so very different.

But I was in time to telegraph to Mr. Miles,

and he was down before breakfast this

mornmg.
" And what does Miles say ?

"

" Not much," said Lady Thwaite, with

an expressive shrug. She was beginning

to recover a portion of her equanimity so

as to object to being browbeaten. She
felt bound to treat the subject with more
philosophic resignation than she had yet

shown, nay, with a shade of the banter

for which she was famous. " He owned
that he was dreadfully disappointed, and
that the ill-advised step would make a com-
plete wreck of his client's fortunes. All

the same, I think Mr. Miles would have liked

to have sworn at me for bringing him down,

when the man was of age and his own master

—an ignorant, untrained fellow, who could

not be expected to stand opposition, even in

his own interest, or to follow rational ar-

gument, whom contradiction would only

make worse. There was nothing to be done,

any tyro might have seen that. After the

mess was made and so far advanced, where

was the use of bringing an unfortunate

lawyer or anybody else down from town, to

render the business more hopeless, if that

were possible? Sir William had not sent for

him to draw out the settlements. I never

saw Mr. Miles so cross, and nearly rude,

though we are too old friends to count plain-

speaking rudeness. He did see Sir William,

however, but as Mr. Miles left for London

by the next train, without coming back to me,

I conclude nothing can be done."

" You're all as mad as Sir William," cried

Lady Fermor, without softening her opinion.

"The fellow ought to be taken away, and

the woman shut up;" speaking as if the

primitive customs of centuries ago were still

in full force, as if the power which old aristo

crats had once wielded, unscrupulously enough

on occasions, had never departed from theu"

hands. " But I'll go to him ; I'll let him hear

a piece of my mind."

The resolution was what Lady Thwaite

had half hoped for, as a last resource ; but

when it came to the point—while she enter-

tained small expectation of the eflbrt pro-

ducing even the little delay which might yet

be of the greatest moment—she had qualms

at sending the aged woman, let her be ever
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so much to blame, alone into the breach on
this breathless summer day.

Lady Thvvaite could not accompany Lady
Fermor, Indeed, the younger woman would

not on any account have attended the elder

on the expedition. After all, Sir William

Thvvaite, though he was Sir John's heir, was
happily no relation of hers, but a remote and
disowned kinsman of her late husband. .It

was only an irregular skirmisher in the cam-
paign of life, an old alien from social laws, a

woman who had never cared anything for

public opinion, who could go to Sir WiUiam,
and either in utter disregard of or in un-

blushing reference to what had been said,

and to what had really taken place between
him and Iris Compton, seek to stop his

degrading, desperate marriage.
" I am afraid it will be too much for you,

Lady Fermor," Lady Thwaite managed to

say, as Lady Fermor was ringing for her

maid; " try and think over it. At least, let

Soames go with you. I am sure you do not

know what a trying day it is. We shall have
another storm immediately, and you may be
caught in the rain, with the damp so bad for

your rheumatic gout. Sir John had to avoid

it carefully, and—oh, dear ! I beheve you
have not taken your luncheon," lamented

Lady Thwaite, fanning her hot face.

" Am I to sit here and eat a chop while

a poor deluded young devil—excuse me.
Lady Thwaite, but you ain't averse to plain

speaking—a friend of my own, is on the

brink of a precipice ? " Lady Fermor asked
scornfully, "That is not what I call friendship,

and I have had a man friend or two in my day.

It seems Soames thinks she may sit and guzzle

whatever is up, but I'll teach the idiot bet-

ter manners than to keep me waiting," ring-

ing the bell at her elbow violently a second

time in rapid succession.

Soames answered in haste, and her mis-

tress, with a promise to give it to her woman
hot and strong in some moment of leisure,

dispatched the maid to collect wraps, and to

send another servant to order the carriage.

" It seems all so unreal and shocking,"

said Lady Thwaite, feeling helpless for once
in her life. Yet she was not averse to do
more talking in the presence of the fiery zeal

which could still blaze up in the shrunken
veins of the woman of fourscore—the woman
of another, more turbulent generation. " Of
course it is in his blood," repeated Lady
Thwaite, not without a recollection of her

objection to Iris Compton for the taint in

her blood, " and I have heard that the woman
pulled him out of some ditch and saved his

life. What was a great hulking fellow like

him doing, dropping after the fashion of a

stone into a pool of standing water, and suf-

fering himself to be rescued by a woman

—

unless he did it on purpose—what was hs

good for if he could not take care of himself?

Certainly, if he is not useful, he cannot be

called ornamental. But if it had been some
neat, pretty girl—dressmaker's assistant, or

sewing maid, or head waitress in a restaurant,

whose smartness and mock jewellery a man
of low origin on the whole, and no education

to speak of, might have mistaken for the real

things—I could have understood it better

;

for such esdandres, however deplorable, do
happen, now and then, among people one

knows. But a masculine creature, such as

this woman Smith—as bad, I am told, as a

gipsy, who consorts with poachers, indeed,

she was to have married a wretched young
fellow who died in gaol—only the lowest,

most depraved instincts, I am afraid, could

have exposed a man to danger from such a

quarter. Her father has been suspected of

underhand dealings with poachers and with

game-shops in Birkett and Cavesham; I

know her brothers went all wrong years ago.

They say she can not only fire a gun and

throw a line, but swallow a glass of spirits

undiluted without a cough, and swear an

oath like a man. It is too horrible to think

of her as Lady Thwaite," protested the pro-

spective dowager. In fact she was so over-

come between the idea and the heat of

the room that she took up a bottle of the old

Jockey Club scent, and began to pour it

over her handkerchief, though she hated the

perfume.
" You might have spared yourself the

horror of thinking it all over again, and
your breath the pain of telling it to me,"

said Lady Fermor coolly; "I know all

about the woman. My unworldly saint

and dutiful innocent of a granddaughter

picked up an acquaintance with this Honor
Smith which I forbade years ago. But I'll

put you right on one point. Lady Thwaite.

Men who are men, like Thwaite, ain't always

caught by soft skins, dainty tongues, and a

few trumpery accomplishments. They some-

times look for bone and sinew, ay, and cou-

rage and daring in the women they care for, as

well as in the horses they squander their means

and their lives on. What pretty nursemaid or

sewing girl could have had the pluck and

strength to help to drag a drowning man of

Thwaite's weight out of a bottomless pit of

mud like some of the ponds here? All

the same he is raving mad, and will be a los/
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man, if he go on to reward me and punish

a doll of a young lady, as he proposes to do.

Here is Soames with my shawls ; I must not

keep you longer, Lady Thwaite."

When Lady Thwaite was gone, Lady Ter-

mor, as she was slowly descending the stairs

to depart on her mission, encountered her

granddaughter coming up. L'is had been

away in other regions all the morning.

She had not been aware of Lady Thwaite's

visit, or heard the most distant sough of her

news, though the hall and kitchen, which

had come into contact with Lady Thwaite's

groom, were already ringing with the tidings.

Iris had not only her hands but her arms
full of ferns, which she had been gathering in

the park, and was intending to use according

to some incontrovertible art formula. She
was singing softly to herself an old English

song :

—

" Be she fairer than the day,
Or the dewy meads in May';

If she be not fair to me,
What care I how fair she be?" _

" Grandmamma," she exclaimed, " going

out just now! Do you not wish me to

accompany you ? Do you know there is a

storm brewing ? I came in because the sky

looked quite lurid."

" Get out of my way, Iris," said Lady Fer-

mor savagely ;
" and if I find what I expect

—a man worth a dozen of you doomed to be

ruined body and soul, made dead to the

world henceforth, by your virtuous, godly

doing—I warn you, girl, to keep out of my
sight for some time to come !"

Iris, amazed and aghast, was pushed aside

by the weak arm, and stood leaning against

the banisters till her grandmother had dis-

appeared. Then the girl began to creep

slowly up to her own room, hanging her head,

with half of her brittle-stemmed ferns broken
and crushed in her tightened grasp.

To Iris's fresh astonishment and apprehen-
sion, Soames, after she had seen Lady Fermor
into the carriage, followed Iris, and sought

admission to her.

Soames was not a favourite in the house.

She was a hard-featured, cold-natured woman.
She had never made a pet of Iris, as some
of the other elder servants had comforted
their consciences and hearts by doing,

Soames had rather regarded the young lady
as standing somehow in the maid's light.

But now she begged to speak with Iris,

and there was smouldering compassion in the

woman's dull eyes, and duller voice, when she
said, " If I were you. Miss Compton, I would
walk over to the Rectory, and stay there for

a day or two, as you sometimes do. If Lady

Fermor inquires for you, I'll take it upon me
to explain that you understood what she said,

on the stairs, as a wish to be left to herself for

a little while. My lady has her humours like

most ladies of her rank and age, I suppose,"
said Soames, hesitating a little in the caution
which was an instinct with her, " and she's

in a bad one this morning ; and if I were
you. Miss Compton, I would not lly in the
face of it, but keep out of her way, as she
bade you, till the worst pass over. If you
will believe me, I am speaking for your
good."

" I do believe you. I am much obliged
to you, Soames," said Iris humbly in her
bewilderment and alarm. " But what can
have happened since breakfast ? What is the

worst that you say will pass over ?"

" It is about Sir William Thwaite's mar-
riage, I think, miss," said Soames, perhaps not

altogether reluctant, w-ith all her lack of

geniality, to retail an astounding piece of

gossip to a person deeply concerned in it,

and to be the first to note its effect.

" Sir William Thwaite's marriage !" echoed
Iris, turning crimson and drawing back, be-

cause she was not able to conjure up in

her mind any bride for Sir William, save the

one who had been set apart for him, whom
he had so lately and so ardently sought in

vain.

" Yes,l\Iiss Compton," said Soames stolidly,

though she did not fail to perceive the red-

dened cheeks and the erect head. " I do

not like to mention such a thing to a lady

;

least of all to a young lady ; but you'll hear

it in church on Sunday with the rest of the

parish. Sir William is to marry Honor Smith,

the daughter of one of his under-keepers
;

her that my lady stopped coming to you

with berries and nuts, and such trash, when

you were a young miss and she a slip of a

girl."

Iris laughed. She seemed fated to show

her feelings in this fashion at different crises

in her history. She laughed again the same

nervous, quivering laughter to which she had

yielded when Lady Thwaite congratulated

her on her approaching marriage with this

very Sir William Thwaite.

Soames's touchy feelings were hurt.
*'' You

may not credit the story," she said gloomily,

" but I am afraid it is gospel truth. My
lady has driven over to Whitehills to be at

the bottom of it. And, if you will take my
advice, Miss Compton—excuse me for offer-

ing it twice—you will go down to the Rec-

tory till the disturbance has blown over."

Soames retreated, feeling that she had done
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her duty, and had been treated as most people

who can thus justify themselves in their own
eyes may expect to be served.

The perfect confidence with which Soames
had spoken, together with Iris's knowledge

of the maid's prudent nature, had really

robbed the listener of all incredulity from the

first. Her earliest sensation was one of over-

whelming humiliation, not so much because

of Sir William's inconstancy as because of

her rival and successor in his regard. Iris

Compton had been deeply mortified, in her

girlish dignity and self-respect, by his having

utterly mistaken her friendliness, and ad-

dressed her as no man who was not her

equal, whom she had not favoured in the light

of a lover, ought to have done. How was
she to feel when she heard that he had in-

stantly transferred his suit to poor Honor
Smith, whom she had known as a ragged

httle girl, and lamented over to him—of all

men—because she was different from the

humblest cottager or working woman in the

field, in her unwomanly, vagabond habits ?

Iris thought next of the wrath of LadyFer-
mor, and then she asked herself if she would
take Soames's advice. It went against the

grain with the girl to flee from, instead of

facing, the expression of the resentment she

had provoked. On the other hand, she was
docile to any leading offeretl in good faith.

She did not question Soames's commiseration;

perhaps, also, the maid was concerned for

her old mistress. And ought Iris to risk

injuring her grandmother by provoking her

to further paroxysms of passion, no longer

usual with her, and sorely exhausting to the

frame, which had held together through all

the troubles of over eighty years ?

In the meantime Lady Fermor drove the

short distance, panting a little from the in-

tolerable airlessness under the low sky, seeing

the cattle standing in groups under any shelter

they could find, or straying home, in single

file, 'in their distress.

The place did not look the same, though it

was only three days ago that she had been
presiding at ^.f'ete champetre there, paving the

way for Iris's becoming its mistress. The hay
had all been carted off the meadow, which lay

stripped and bare as in winter. The first half

of the thunder-storm had committed havoc
among the trees, bushes, and grass of the

park, splitting up one oak, scattering leaves,

beating down twigs, conveying an impression
of how it must have laid low the glory of the

summer garden, though the devastation there

was unseen. All the merriment and gaiety,

the light figures and pretty dresses were gone.

Nobody was visible. Whitehills lay as still

as if it had been devastated by an earthquake,
or as if a judgment were going to descend
on the place.

Lady Fermor was fortunate in finding Sir

William at home. He had been over at

Hawley Scrub, but he had returned, and was
in the library. Lady Fermor did not give

him the opportunity of denying himself. She
told Cumberbatch to show her up at once to

his master. The butler was still in office,

though he was labouring under great pertur-

bation of mind, whether he ought not to give

in his leave, like Mrs. Cray, because of the

slur that had been cast on the family. But
he did not contemplate a matrimonial alliance

with the housekeeper, and, like men in the

mass, as opposed to women in general, the

gentleman was less impulsive and more prac-

tical than the lady. Knowing the terms his

master had been on with Lady Fermor, and
having some inkling of the old lady's temper
and errand, it was a small satisfaction to

Cumberbatch to obey her implicitly. " Serve

him right for being such a thundering ass,

with his jug of water and his book at meals

—

hke a low-lifed, radical scamp. If the haris-

tocratic old party were to scratch his eyes

out, bless you ! I shouldn't mind or interfere,

not if I could help it."

CHAPTER XXI.—ANOTHER INTERVIEW.

Lady Fermor began, without the slightest

preamble or circumlocution, as soon as the

door was closed. " Thwaite, what is this that

I hear about your cutting your own throat?"
" I don't know what you mean by my cut-

ting my own throat," he said a little sulkily;
'* but will you not take a seat. Lady Fermor ?"

" I would not, if my old hmbs would serve

me," she protested, sinking into the chair from

which he had risen, and keeping him stand-

ing like a culprit before her. " You do know
what I mean. It is I who want to be told

what you mean by being the maddest, most
misguided idiot that ever walked the earth,

and by forswearing yourself into the bar-

gain."
" Seems a man like me," he said, thrusting

his hands into his pockets ; " must take a

good deal from a woman. If I choose to

cut my throat, mayn't I do it if I like ?
"

" No, not if you have a friend who cares a

straw for your welfare, not if there is a social

policeman left."

"Ain't there worse things than having

done with one's self once and for all ?
"

" Not that I know of, and I've lived a

good many more years than you have," pro-
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tested the old lady steadily. " It is like the

broken neck in the old song

—

'A lover forsaken a new love may get,

But a neck that is broken can never be set.'

Thwaite, did I not tell you to have patience,

and she would come round ?"

" You told me false, Lady Fermor !
" he

cried quickly, walking away, and turning his

back upon her for a moment to hide the

torture she was inflicting on him. " And
I have to tell you that if you bring her name
into this conversation, I'll leave the room
and leave the house, and you may stop till

doomsday, and go, as, indeed, you must,
without your errand."

" Is this all you have to say to me ? " she

asked in a lower key. "Is this all the

thanks I'm to get ? " she urged with pain as

well as pleading in her failing voice.

An appeal like this had always gone to his

heart. "I know }'Ou've been good to me.
Lady Fermor," he exclaimed. " I dare say

you have meant kindly by me. Don't reckon
me an ungrateful brute because I say it has
all been a monstrous mistake. Don't force

me to say you've been my worst enemy."
" You are your own worst enemy, William

Thwaite, if you force me to wash my hands
of you, and to have done with you from this

day."
" It cannot be helped," he said despe-

rately. '' I believe it is the best thing that

can happen now."
" And do you make nothing of me, sir?"

she reproached him bitterly. " Do you
give me up without so much as heaving a
sigh ? I believed I had secured a son for

my old age. I meant to be like a mother to

you ; I swear it, Thwaite. I never thought
so little of myself or so much of another, in

any friendship I ever formed. I sometimes
fancied I was going to die soon ; it was so
like feeling good, as your simpletons and
knaves pretend to feel. I was a fool, and
you have rewarded me finely for my folly."

"Then, maybe, as a mother forgives a
son's folly, you will forgive and forget mine
some day, Lady Fermor," he said shyly.

" Never ! " she said with all her former
rancour. " It is not as if you only hurt me
cruelly ; it is the disgraceful insult you put
upon me, after what I have wished to do for

you, as you know, and everybody knows, by
destroying yourself in the way your propose
to do. Look here, Thwaite, I am aware the

young woman did you a service—let us say,

the greatest service one human beinsc can
render another. Let us say she took your
eye, too, by way of change—men's eyes will

rove out of their circle, and for old associa-
tion's sake you might have a hankering after
her ; but she would never look for your mar-
rying her. You might double or treble the
settlement, because you have gone so far in
a fit of pique and rage as to mention banns
and the church, and commit yourself to the
world."

"That is, my ladj', if I understand you
rightly," said Sir William, half-choking, his

ruddy colour growing purple with fury, "you
would have me pay a woman for what you
call the greatest service one human being
can render another, by behaving like a villain

and doing her the deepest injury in my power,
and then propose to heal it by money ? I

am not a gentleman ; I do not pretend, as

you call it, to have been a good man, or any-
thing save a ne'er-do-well, drunken, degraded
rascal, if you knew all ; but I have not come
to that yet—to what a great lady, an old

woman on the brink of the grave, has

brought her mouth to utter, to a low beggar
like me, young enough to be her grandson."

She blenched a little before his rage. If

there was anything she respected it was the

whirlwind of a man's just anger. She had a

perception of justice, and she sometimes

accorded to the men whose manhood she

could appreciate, the right to rule over them-

selves, over her, and over humanity at large.

" I grant it is awkward," she said, " and

unpleasant and improper, and if you take to

high faluting you may call it all the bad

names you choose. But you have got your-

self into the scrape, and if you will not break

off from it, without another moment's shilly-

shallying—availing yourself of your horses

and your yacht—if you had one—but there

are always the railways and screw-steamers

—

it will be the worse for you. My way of back-

ing out is at least better for you and every-

body, including the woman, mind, than your

putting an end to yourself by marrying a drab

like that."
'• By George, she's the woman ril_ marry

as soon as the banns are out
!

" he said with

hard firmness. " I might take out a licence;

but we ain't ashamed of what we're going to

do, or driven to huddle up the doing of it,

as some of you fine folk are fain to try. I

needn't tell you we ain't in the fashion neither,

having no turn that way. Such being the

case, will you have the goodness to mind

your manners. Lady Fermor, and keep

from calling my future wife names to my

face, which I would not suffer for a second

from a man, but must stomach from a woman

lady or not—because I cannot use my fists
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to her? I'll only say this, that whatever you

may mean by a drab, I am free to tell you

Honor Smith—my Honor now— is an honest

woman, which is more than can be said of

every fine lady."

She cowered as if he had dealt her a blow.
" Boy," she said hoarsely, " whatever provo-

cation I have given you, it is not you who
should have used these words to me." She
stumbled to her feet, and prepared to totter

out of the room, while he stood, arrested in

his violence, with an apology checked on his

lips. He wished to give her his arm, which

she had so often taken in preference to any

other support; but she waived him off. He
followed her to the door, and heard the first

roll of the thunder and splash of the rain.

" Stay till the storm is over, Lady Fermor,"

he besought her humbly. "Your horses

may be frightened
;
you will catch your death

of cold. If you will remain I'll send Mrs.

Cray—no, she went this morning; but Cum-

berbatch will fetch one of the maids ; I'll

not intrude on you."
" I would not stay another minute in your

house, not though all the fires of heaven
were launched on the earth and the deluge
had come again. Do you remember the
words of the play—not that you've been
much in the way of Shakespeare's plays

—

about not turning your worst enemy's dog
out of doors in a pitiless storm ? But if I

had been the enemy or the dog I would
have scorned the shelter of a false friend's

roof, a man who could taunt and revile a
woman, a grey-headed woman, old enough,
as he has said himself, to be his mother's
mother. You are not a gentleman—you are

right there—you are not even a man, as I

had stupidly thought you. Farewell to you.
Sir William Thwaite ; I have done with you."
She went down the wet steps, rejecting all

assistance, was put into her carriage by her
man, and turned her back on Whitehills.

A FORTNIGHT IN HOLLAND.
By AUGUSTUS J. C. HARE.

FIRST PAPER.

AT Roosendal, about an hour's railway

journey from Antwerp, the boundary
between Belgium and Holland is crossed,

and a branch line diverges to Breda.

Somehow, like most travellers, we could not

help expecting to see some marked change
on reaching a new country, and on enter-

ing Holland we were certainly disappointed

at first. Open heaths were succeeded by
woods of stunted firs, and then by fields with

thick hedges of beech or alder, till the towers

of Breda came in sight. Here a common-
place omnibus took us to the comfortable

inn of Zum Kroon, and we were shown into

bedrooms reached by an open wooden stair-

case from the courtyard, and quickly joined

the table d'hote, at which the magnates of the

town were seated with napkins well tucked
up under their chins, talking, with full

mouths, in Dutch, of which to our unaccus-

tomed ears the words seemed all in one
string. Most excellent was the dinner

—

roast meat and pears, quantities of delicious

vegetables cooked in different ways, piles of

ripe mulberries and cake, and across the

little garden, with its statues and bright

flower beds, we could see the red sails of the

barges going up and down the canals.

As soon as dinner was over, we sallied

forth to see the town, which impressed us

more than any Dutch city did afterwards,

perhaps because it was the first we saw.

The winding streets—one of them ending in

a high windmill—are lined with houses won-
derfully varied in outline, and of every shade
of delicate colour, yellow, grey, or brown,
though the windows always have white frames

and bars. Peering through a low archway
under one of the houses, we found ourselves,

when we least expected it, in the public

garden, a kind of wood where the trees have
killed all the grass, surrounded by canals,

beyond one of which is a great square chateau

built by William III. of England, encircled

by the Merk, and enclosing an arcaded

court. There was an older chateau of 1350
at Breda, but we failed to find it.

In stately splendour from the old houses of

the market-place rises the noble Hervormde
Kerk (Protestant Church), with a lofty octa-

gon tower, and a most characteristic bulbous

Dutch spire. Here, as we wanted to see

the interior, we first were puzzled by our

ignorance of Dutch, finding, as everywhere in

the smaller towns, that the natives knew no

language but their own. But two old women
in high caps and gold earrings observed our

puzzledom from a window, and pointed to a
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man and a key— we nodded; the man
pointed to himself, a door, and a key—we
nodded ; and we were soon inside the build-

ing. It was our first introduction to Dutch
Calvinism and iconoclasm, and piteous in-

deed was it to see so magnificent a church

thickly covered with whitewash, and the

quantity of statues which it contains of de-

ceased Dukes and Duchesses of Nassau be-

reft of their legs and petticoats. Only, in a

grand side chapel on the left of the choir,

th-e noble tomb of Engelbrecht II. of Nassau,

general under the Emperor Maximilian (i 505),

remains intact. The guide lights matches to

shine through the transparent alabaster of the

figures ; that of the Duke represents Death,

that of the Duchess Sleep, as they lie beneath

a stone slab

which bears the

armour of En-
gelbrecht, and is

supported by
figures of Caesar,

Hannibal, Re-

gulus and Philip

of ISIacedon

;

that of Caesar is

sublime. The
tomb of Sir

Francis Vere in

Westminster
Abbey is of the

same design,

and is supposed
to be copied

landers than any other part of the country.
The land is all cut up into vast polders, as
the huge meadows are called, which arc re-

covered from the sea and protected by em-
bankments. Here, if human care was with-
drawn for six months, the whole country
would be under the sea again. A corps
of enguieers called " waterstaat " are contin-

from
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carved stone chimney-piece, but there is

little worth seeing, and we were soon speed-

ing across the

rich pastures of

Zuid Beveland,

and passing its

capital of Goes,

prettily situated

amongst cherry

orchards, the

beautiful cru-

ciform church

with a low
central spire

rising above
the trees on
its ramparts.

Every now and
then the train

seems scarcely

out of the
water, which
covers a vast

of the

Bergcn-op-Zoom.

green
surface

pink
flats, and recalls the description in Hudi-
bras of

—

" A country that draws fifty feet of water,
In which men live as in the hold of nature,
And when the sea does in upon them break,
And drown a province, does but spring a leak."

The peasant women at the stations are a

perpetual amusement, for there is far more
costume here than in most parts of Holland,

and peculiar square handsome gold orna-

ments, something like closed golden books,

are universally worn on each side of the

face.

So, crossing a broad salt canal into the

island of Walcheren, we reached Middle-

burg, a handsome town which was covered

with water to the house tops when the island

was submerged. It was the birthplace of

Zach Janssen and Hans Lipperhey, the in-

ventors of the telescope, c. 1610. In the

market-place is a most beautiful Gothic town-

hall, built by the architect Keldermans, early

in the sixteenth century. We asked a well-

dressed boy how we could get into it, and
he, without further troubling himself, pointed

the way with his finger. The building con-

tains a quaint old hall called the Vierschaar,

and a so-called museum, but there is little

enough to see. As we came out the boy
met us. "You must give me something:
I pointed out the entrance of the.Stadhuis

to you." In Holland we have always found
that no one, rich or poor, does a kindness or

even a civility for nothing !

The crowd in the market-place was so

great that it was impossible to sketch the
Stadhuis as we should have wished, but the

peo]Dle them-
selves were de-

lightfully pic-

turesque. The
women entirely

conceal their

hair under their

white caps, but
have golden
corkscrews
sticking out on
either side the

face, from which
the golden slabs

we have ob-

served before

were pendant.

The Nieuwe
Kerk is of little

interest, though
it contains the

tomb of William

of Holland, who
was elected Emperor of Germany in 1250,

and we wandered on through the quiet streets,

till a Gothic arch in an ancient wall looked

tempting. Passing through it we found our-

selves in the enclosure of the old abbey,

shaded by a grove of trees, and surrounded

by ancient buildings, part of which are ap-

propriated as the Hotel Abdij, where we
arrived utterly famished, and found a table

d'hote at 2.30 p.m. unspeakably reviving.

Any one who sees Holland thoroughly

ought also to visit Zieriksee, the capital of

the island of Schouwen, but the water loco-

motion thither is so difficult and tedious

that we preferred keeping to the railways,

which took us back in the dark over the

country we had already traversed and a little

more, to Dortrecht, where -there is a conve-

nient tramway to take travellers from the

station into the town. Here, at the Hotel
de Fries, we found comfortable bedrooms,
with boarded floors and box-beds like those

in Northumbrian cottages, and we had sup-

per in the public-room, separated into two
parts by a dais for strangers, whence we
looked down into the humbler division,

which recalled many homely scenes of Ostade
and Teniers in its painted wooden ceiling,

its bright, polished furniture, its cat and dog
and quantity of birds and flowers, its groups

of boors at round tables drinking out of tan-

kards, and the landlady and her daughter in

their gleaming gold ornaments, sitting knit-

ting, with the waiter standing behind them
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amusing himself by the general conversa-

tion.

Our morning at Dortrecht was very delight-

ful, and it is a thoroughly charming place.

Passing under a dark archway in a pictur-

esque building of Charles V. opposite the
hotel, we found ourselves at once on the

edge of an immense expanse of shimmering
river, with long rich polders beyond, between
which the wide flood breaks into three

different branches. Red and white sails flit

down them. Here and there rise a line of
pollard willows or clipped elms, and now
and then a church spire. On the nearest

shore an ancient windmill, coloured in deli-

cate tints of grey and yellow, surmounts a
group of white buildings. On the left is a
broad esplanade of brick, lined with ancient
houses, and a canal with a bridge, the long
arms of which are ready to open at a touch
and give a passage to the great yellow-masted
barges, which are already half intercepting

the bright red house-fronts ornamented with
stone, which belong to some public buildings
facing the end of the canal. With what a
confusion of merchandise are the boats laden,
and how gay is the colouring, between the
old weedy posts to which they are moored !

From the busy port, where nevertheless

they are dredging, we cross another bridge
and find ourselves in a quietude like that of
a cathedral close in England. On one side

is a wide pool half covered with floating

timber, and, in the other half, reflecting like a
mirror the houses on the opposite shore, with
their bright gardens of lilies and hollyhocks,
and trees of mountain ash, which bend their

masses of scarlet berries to the still water.

Between the houses are glints of blue river

and of inevitable windmills on the opposite
shore. And all this we observe standing in

the shadow of a huge church, the Groote
Kerk, with a nave of the fourteenth century,

and a choir of the fifteenth, and a gigantic

brick tower, in which three long Gothic
arches, between octagonal tourelles, enclose
several tiers of windows. At the top is a
great clock, and below the church a grove of
elms, through which fitful sunlight falls on
the grass and the dead red of the brick

pavement (so grateful to feet sore with the
sharp stones of other Dutch cities), where
groups of fishermen are collecting in their

blue shirts and white trousers.

There is little to see inside this or any
other church in Holland ; travellers will rather
seek for the memorials, at the Kloveniers
Doelen, of the famous Synod of Dort, which
was held 1618— 19, in the hope of effecting

a compromise between the Gomarists, or
disciples of Calvin, and the Arminians who
followed Zwingli, and who had recently ob-
tained the name of Remonstrants from the
"remonstrance" which they had addressed
eight years before in defence of their doc-
trines. The Calvinists held that the greater
part of mankind was excluded from grace,
which the Arminians denied ; but at the
Synod of Dort the Calvinists proclaimed
themselves as infallible as the Pope, and
their resolutions became the law of the Dutch
reformed Church. The Arminians were forth-
with outlawed; a hundred ministers who
refused to subscribe to the dictates of the
Synod were banished; Hugo Grotius and
Rombout Hoogerbeets were imprisoned for
Hfe at Loevestein ; the body of the secretary
Ledenberg, who committed suicide in prison,
was hung ; and Van Olden Barneveldt, the
friend of William the Silent, was beheaded
in his seventy-second year.

There is little in the quiet streets of Dort-
recht to remind one that it was once one of

the most important commercial cities of
Holland, taking precedence even of Rotter-
dam, Delft, Leyden, and Amsterdam. It also

possessed a privilege called the Staple of
Dort, by which all the carriers on the Maas
and Rhine were forced to unload their mer-
chandise here, and pay all duties imposed,
only using the boats or porters of the place

in their work, and so bringing a great revenue
to the town.

More than those in any of the other towns
of Holland, do the little water streets of

Dortrecht recall Venice, the houses rising

abruptly from the canals; only the luminous
atmosphere and the shimmering water chang-

ing colour like a chameleon, are wanting.

Through the street of wine—Wijnstraat

—

built over storehouses used for the staple,

we go to the Museum to see the pictures.

There were two schools of Dortrecht. Jacob
Geritse Cuyp (1575), Albert Cuyp (1605),

Ferdinand Bol (1611), Nicolas ALaas (1632),

and Schalken (1643) belonged to the former;

Arend de Gelder, Arnold Houbraken, Dirk

Stoop, and Ary Scheff'er are of the latter.

Sunshine and glow were the characteristics

of the first school, greyness and sobriety

of the second. But there are few good pic-

tures at Dort now, and some of the best

works of Cuyp are to be found in our

National Gallery, executed at his native

place and portraying the great brick tower

of the church in the golden haze of evening,

seen across rich pastures, where the cows

are lying deep in the meadow-grass. The
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Groote Kerk, Dortrecht.

works of Ai}- Scheffer are now the most in-

teresting pictures in the Dortrecht Gallery.

Of the subject " Christus Consolator " there

are two representations. In the more striking

of these the pale Christ is seated amongst
the sick, sorrowful, blind, maimed, and en-

slaved, who are all stretching out their

hands to Him. Beneath is the tomb whicji

the artist executed for his mother, Cornelia

Scheffer, whose touching figure is repre-

sented lying with outstretched hands, in the

utmost abandonment of repose.

An excursion should be made
from Dortrecht to the castle of

Loevestein on the Rhine, where
|

Grotius, imprisoned in 1619, was
concealed by his wife in the chest

which brought in his books and
hnen. It was conveyed safely out

of the castle by her courageous
maid Elsje van Houwening, and
was taken at first to the house of

Jacob Daatselaer, a supposed friend

of Grotius, who refused to render
any assistance. But his wife con-
sented to open the chest, and the

philosopher, disguised as a mason,
escaped to Brabant.

It is much best to visit Rotter-
dam as an excursion from Dort-
recht. We thought it quite the

most odious place we ever were in

—immense, filthy, and not very pic-

turesque. Its handsomest feature is

the vast quay called the Boompjes, on
the Maas. Here and there a great
windmill reminds you unmistakably of
where you are, and the land streets are
intersected everywhere by water streets,

the carriages being constantly stopped
to let ships pass through the bridges.

In the Groote Markt stands a bronze
statue of Desiderius Erasmus—"Vir
saecuii sui primarius, et civis omnium
praestantissimus," which is the work
of Hendrik de Keyser (1662), and in

the Wijde Kerkstraat is the house
where he was born, inscribed " Haec
est parva domus, magnus qui natus

Erasmus, 1467," but it is now a tavern.

The great church of St. Lawrence

—

Groote Kerk—built in 1477-87, con-

tains the tombs of a number of Dutch
admirals, and has a grand pavement of

monumental slabs, but is otherwise

frightful. Part of it is used as a cart-

house, the largest chapel is a commo-
dious carpenter's shop, and the aisles

round the portion used for service, where
there has been an attempt at restoration in

painting the roof yellow and putting up some
hideous yellow seats, are a playground for the

children of the town, who are freely admitted

in their perambulators, though for strangers

there is a separate fee for each part of the

edifice they enter.

We went to see the pictures in the

IMuseum bequeathed to the town by Jacob
Otto Boyman, but did not admire them
much. It takes time to accustom one's mind

Canal at Dortrecht.
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to Dutch art, and the endless representa-

tions of family life, with domestic furniture,

pots and pans, Szc, or of the simple local

landscapes—clipped avenues, sandy roads,

dykes, and cottages, or even of the cows,

and pigs, and poultry, seem wonderfully exe-

cuted, but where one has too much of the

originals, scarcely worth the immense amount
of time and labour bestowed upon them.

The calm seas of Van de Welde and Vander
Capelle only afford a certain amount of relief.

The scenes of village life are seldom pleasing,

often coarse, and never have anything ele-

vating to offer or ennobling to recall. We
thought that the real charm of the Dutch
school to outsiders consists in the immense
power and variety of its portraits.

Well, we hated Rotterdam, and thankfully

felt ourselves speeding over the

flat, rich lands to Gouda, where
w^e found an agricultural fete going

on, banners half-way down the

houses, and a triumphal arch as

the entrance to the square, formed
of spades, rakes, and forks, with a
plough at the top, and decorated

with corn, potatoes, turnips, and
carrots, and cornucopias pouring

out flowers at the sides. In the

square—a great cheese market,

for the Gouda cheese is esteemed
the best in Holland—is a Gothic
Stadhuis, and, beyond it, the

Groote Kerk of 1552, of which
the bare interior is enlivened by
the stained windows executed by
Wonter and Dirk Crabeth in

1555-57. We were the better able

to understand the design of these

noble windows because the cartoon

for each was spread upon the pavement in

front of it ; but one could not help one's
attention being unpleasantly distracted by
the number of men of the burgher class,

smoking and with their hats on, who were
allowed to use the church as a promenade.
Gouda also made an unpleasant impression
upon us, because, expensive as we found
every hotel in Holland, we were nowhere so
outrageously cheated as here.

It is a brief journey to the Hague—La
Haye, Gravenhaye—most delightful of little

capitals, Avith its comfortable hotels and
pleasant surroundings. The town is still so
small that it seems to merit the name of " the
largest village in Europe," which was given to*

it because the jealousy of other towns pre-

vented its having any vote in the States
General till the time of Louis Bonaparte, who
XXV—27

gave it the privileges of a city. The Hague
has none of the crowd and bustle of Amster-
dam and Rotterdam, but is not dead like the

smaller towns of Holland ; indeed, it even
seems to have a quiet gaiety, without dissipa-

tion, of its own. All around are parks and
gardens, whence wide streets lead speedily

through the new town of the rich bourgoisie

to the old central town of the stadholders,

where a beautiful lake, the Vijver, or fish-

pond, comes as a surprise, with the eccentric

old palace of the Binnenhof rising straight

out of its waters. We had been told it was
picturesque, but were prepared for nothing

so charming as the variety of steep roofs and
towers, the clear reflections, the tufted islet,

and the beautiful colouring of the whole scene

at the Vijver. We skirted the lake, and

The Vijver.

entered the precincts of the palace through

the picturesque Gudevangen Poort, where

Cornelius de Witte, Burgomaster of Dort, was

imprisoned in 1672, on a false accusation of

having suborned the surgeon William Tiche-

laur to murder the Prince of Orange. He
was dragged out hence and torn to pieces by

the peoi)le, together with his brother Jean

de Witte, Grand Pensioner, whose house

remains hard by in the Kneuterdijk.

The court of the Binnenhof is exceedingly

handsome, and contains the ancient Gothic

Hall of the Knights, where Johann van Olden

Barneveld, Grand Pensioner, or Prime Mi-

nister, was condemned to death " for having

conspired to dismember the States of the

Nethedands, and greatly troubled God's

Church," and in front of which (May 24,

1619) he was beheaded.
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Hall of the Knights, The Hague.

Close to the north-east gate of the Binnen-

hof is the handsome house called Mau-
ritshuis, containing the inestimable Picture

Gallery of the Hague, which will bear many
visits. On the ground floor are chiefly

portraits, amongst which a simple dignified

priest by Philippe de Champaigne, with a

far-away expression, will certainly arrest at-

tention. Deeply interesting is the portrait

by Ravesteyn of William the Silent, in his

ruff and steel armour embossed with gold—

a

deeply lined face, with a slight peaked beard.

His widow, Louise de Coligny, is also repre-

sented. There is a fine portrait by Scha'lc-

ken of our William the Third. Noble like-

nesses of Sir George Sheffield and his wife

Anna Wake, by Vandyke, are a pleasing

contrast to the many works of Rubens.
On the first floor we must sit down before

the great picture which Rembrandt painted in

his twenty-sixth year (1632) of the School of

Anatomy. Here the shrewd professor, Nicho-

laus Tulp, with a face brimming with know-
ledge and intelligence, is expounding the

anatomy of a corpse to a number of members
of the guild of surgeons, some of whom are

full of eager interest and inquiry, whilst

others are inattentive : the dead figure is

greatly foreshortened and not repulsive. In
another room, a fine work of Thomas de
Keyser represents the Four Burgomasters of

Amsterdam hearing of the arrival of Marie
de Medicis. A beautiful work of Adrian
van Ostade is full of light and character

—

but only represents a stolid boor drinking to

the health of a fiddler, while a child plays
with a dog in the background.
A group of admirers will always be found

round "the Immortal Bull" of Paul
Potter, which was considered the

fourth picture in importance in the

Louvre, when the spoils of Europe
were collected at Paris. De Amicis
says, " It lives, it breathes ; with his

bull Paul Potter has written the

true Idyl of Holland." It is, how-
ever—being really a group of cattle

—not a pleasing, though a life-like

picture. Much more attractive is

the exquisite " Presentation " of

Rembrandt (i 631) in which Joseph
and Mary, simple peasants, present

the Holy Child to Simeon,a glorious

old man in a jewelled robe, who
invokes a blessing upon the infant,

while other priests look on with

interest. And perhaps the most
beautiful work in the whole gal-

lery is the Young Housekeeper of

Gerard Dou. A lovely young woman sits

at work by an open window looking into a

street. By her side is the baby asleep in its

cradle, over which the maid is leaning. The
light falls on the chandelier and all the

household belongings of a well-to-do citizen :

in all there is the same marvellous finish ; it

is said that the handle of the broom took

three days to paint.

There is not much to discover in the

streets of the Hague. In the great square

called the Plein is the statue of William the

Silent, with his finger raised, erected in

1848 "by the grateful people to the father of

their fatherland." In the fish-market, tame
storks are kept, for the same reason that bears

are kept at Berne, because storks are the

arms of the town. But the chief attraction

of the place lies in its lovely walks amid the

noble beeches and oaks of the Bosch, beyond
which on the left is Huis ten Bosch, the

favourite palace of Queen Sgphie, who held

her literary court and died there. li looks

out upon flats, widi dykes and a windmill.

All travellers seem to visit it,—which must be

a ceaseless surprise to the extortionate custode

to whom they have to pay a gulden a head,

and who will hurry them rapidly through

some commonplace rooms in which there is

nothing really worth seeing. One room is

covered with paintings of the Rubens school,

amid which, high in the dome, is a portrait

of the Princess Amalia of Solms, who built

the house in 1647.
. A tram takes people for twopence half-

penny to Scheveningen through the park, a

thick wood with charming forest scenery.

As the trees become more scattered, the roav
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of the North Sea is heard upon

the shore. Above the sands, on

the dunes or sand-hills, which

extend from the Helder to Dun-
kirk, is a broad terrace, lined on

one side by a row of wooden
pavilions with flags and porticoes,

and belo^y it are long Hues of

tents, necessary in the intense

glare, while, nearer the waves, are

thousands of beehive-like refuges,

with a single fio-ure seated in each.

The flat monotonous shore would

soon pall upon one, yet through

the whole summer it is an extra-

ordinarily lively scene. On Sun-

day afternoons, especially, the

sands seem as crowded with hu-

man life as they are represented

in the picture of Lingelbach, which we have
seen in the Mauritshuis, portraying the vast

multitude assembled here to witness the em-
barkation of Charles IL for England.

An excursion must be made to Delft,

only twenty minutes distant from the Hague
by rail. Pepys calls it " a most sweet town,

with bridges and a river in every street," and
that is a tolerably accurate description. All

the trees are clipped, for in artificial Holland
every work of Nature is artificialised. At
certain seasons, numbers of storks may be
seen upon the chimney-tops, for Delft is

supposed to be the stork town par excellence,

but we could not discover a single nest.

Entrance to St. Agata, Delft.

Scheveningen.

Near the shady canal Oude Delft is a low
building, once the Convent of St. Agata, with

an ornamented door surmounted by a relief,

leading into a courtyard. It is a common
barrack now, for Holland, which has no local

histories, has no regard whatever for its

historic associations or monuments. Yet this

is the greatest shrine of Dutch history, for it

is here that William the Silent died.

Philip IL had promised 25,000 crowns of

gold to any one who would murder the Prince

of Orange. An attempt had already been

made, but had failed, and William refused to

take any measures for self-protection, saying,

" It is useless : my years are in the hands of

God : if there is a wretch who has no fear of

death, my life is in his hand, however I may
guard it." At length, a young man of seven-

and-twenty appeared at Delft, who gave him-

self out to be one Guyon, a Protestant, son

of Pierre Guyon, executed at Besan^on for

having embraced Calvinism, and declared

that he was exiled for his religion. Really

he was Balthazar Gerard, a bigoted Catholic,

but his conduct in Holland soon_ procured

him the reputation of an evangelical saint.

The Prince took him into his service and

sent him to accompany a mission from the

States of Holland to the Court of France,

whence he returned to bring the news of the

death of the Duke of Anjou to William. At

that time the Prince was living with his

court in the convent of St. Agata, where he

received Balthazar alone in his chamber.

The moment was opportune, but the would-

be assassin had no arms ready. William

gave him a small sum of money and bade

him hold himself in readiness to be sent

back to France. With the money Balthazar

bought two pistols from a soldier (who after-
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wards killed himself when he heard the

use which was made of the purchase). On
the next day, June loth, 15S4, Balthazar

returned to the convent as William was
descending the staircase to dinner, with his

fourth wife, Louise de Coligny (daughter of

the Admiral who fell in the massacre of St.

Bartholomew) on his arm. He presented

his passport and begged the Prince to sign

it, but was told to return later. At dinner

the Princess asked William who was the

young man who had spoken to him, for his

expression was the most terrible she had ever

seen. The Prince laughed, said it was
Guyon, and was as gay as usual. Dinner
being over, the family party were about to

remount the staircase. The assassin was
waiting in a dark corner at the foot of the

stairs, and as William passed, he discharged

a pistol with three balls and fled. The
Prince staggered, saying, " I am wounded

;

God have mercy upon me and my poor
people." His sister Catherine van Schwartz-

bourg asked, "Doyou trust in Jesus Christ?"

He said, " Yes," with a feeble voice, sat

down upon the stairs, and died.

Balthazar reached the rampart of the

town in safety, hoping to swim to the other

side of the moat, where a horse awaited him.

But he had dropped his hat and his second
pistol in his flight, and so he was traced and
seized before he could leap from the wall.

Amid horrible tortures, he not only confessed,

but continued to triumph in his crime. His
judges believed him to be possessed of the

devil. The next day he was executed. His
right hand was burnt off in a tube of red-hot

iron : the flesh of his arms and legs was

torn off with red-hot pincers ; but he never
made a cry. It was not till his breast was
cut open, and his heart torn out and flung in

his face, that he expired. His head was
then fixed on a pike, and his body, cut into

four quarters, exposed on the four gates ot

the town.

Close to the Prinsenhof is the Oude Kerk
with a leaning tower. It is arranged like a
very ugly theatre inside, but contains, with
other tombs of celebrities, the monument of

Admiral Van Tromp, 1650—" Martinus Har-
berti Trompius "—whose effigy lies upon his

back, with swollen feet. It was this Van
Tromp who defeated the English fleet under
Blake, and perished, as represented on the

monument, in an engagement off Scheve-
ningen. It was he who, after his victory

over the English, caused a broom to be
hoisted at his mast-head to typify that he had
swept the Channel clear of his enemies.

The Nieuwe Kerk in the Groote Markt
(1412-76) contains the magnificent monu-
ment of William the Silent by Hendrik de
Keyser and A. Quellin (162 1). Black marble
columns support a white canopy over the white

sleeping figure of the Prince. In the recesses

are statues of Liberty, Justice, Prudence, and
Religion. At the feet of William lies his

favourite dog, which saved his life from mid-

night assassins at Malines, by awakening him.

At the head of the tomb is another figure of

William, of bronze, seated. In the same
church is a monument to Hugo Grotius

—

" prodigium Europae "—the greatest lawyer

of the seventeenth century, presented to

Henri IV. by Barneveld as " La merveille

de la Hollande."

FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE.*
By R. H. HUTTOX.

THIS book must read like the story of a

shadow in a dream to those who tliink

that there is no eternal world at all. Nothing
illustrates better the fidelity and skill with

which Colonel Maurice has pictured for us

his father's life— chiefly, as he himself tells us,

in his father's own words—than the force with

which from beginning to end it impresses on
us the conviction that here was a man living,

and living eagerly, in time, for ends which
mere creatures of time cannot either measure
or apprehend. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that the life of Maurice is not what any
* "The Life of Frederick Denison Maurice, chiefly told in

his own Letters." Edited by his Son, Frederick Maurice.
With Portraits. In Two Volumes. Macmillan & Co.

one would think of calling a popular book.

And yet it has already awakened a kind of

interest which no popular book would awaken,,

for it is one of the most striking testimonies

to the existence of an eternal life, in ]\Iau-

rice's own sense of the word, that was ever

yet given. Throughout these twelve hun-

dred closely printed pages one cannot come
on the trace of a day of Maurice's life that

was not chiefly lived in the light of eternity.

I don't, of course, mean that he lived ahyays

as he himself would have desired to live :

for one of the chief notes of this remarkable

book is the profound sense, not merely of

humility, but of almost extravagant humilia-
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lion which marks it. I only mean this, that

whether IMaurice Hved as he would have

desired to live or not, every day of his life

seems to have been scored and furrowed

either with the passionate desire so to live,

or an almost unreasonable self-reproach for

not having so Hved. It has been said that

his life was one long pursuit of " unattainable

ends " by " inappropriate means." If Mau-
rice's ends were really unattainable it does

not require much literary acuteness to per-

ceive that any means he took' to gain them
must necessarily have been inappropriate, so

that the epigram, like most epigrams, over-

reaches itself. But I think it would be

much truer to say that he lived to pursue

ends which he actually attained with much
more marvellous success than ends of that

kind are usually attained, by means which

often seemed, and sometimes were, clumsy,

and more or less inappropriate for the

end he had in view. There was nothing of

the genius of delicate adjustment about

Maurice. The ends which he attained he

attained often with a great waste of power,

and partly, perhaps, by showing how in-

different he was to the wasting of himself

upon them, if only he might somehow gain

them even partially at last. What Cardinal

Newman once wrote in reference to St.

Gregory Nasianzen has often seemed to me
curiously applicable to Maurice :

—

" So works the All-wise ! our services dividing
Not as we ask:

For the world's profit, b}' our gifts deciding
Our duty-task.

See in kings' courts loth Jeremiah plead,

And slow-tongued Moses rule by eloquence of deed.

Yes, thou bright Angel of the East didst rear
The Cross divine,

Borne high upon thy liquid accents where
Men mocked the sign

;

Till that wild city heard thy battle-cry.

And hearts were stirred and deemed a Pentecost
was nigh !

"
j

So it was that London heard Maurice's battle

cry. And yet a great deal of his work was

undoubtedly tentative, awkward, "inappro-

priate." But the persevering and redundant

laboriousness with which, when needful, it

was all done over again, produced an effect

which could hardly have been produced by
the highest genius for adapting means to

ends. There was the lavishness of the

eternal world in all his efforts, though there

was all the humiliation of human inadequacy

too. "We have this treasure in earthen

vessels, that the excellency of the power may
be of God and not of ourselves," might be

the motto of Maurice's career, so little did he

feel the brightness of success, and so much
nevertheless did he really attain.

And the present Life of Maurice only

echoes, alike in its evidence of failure and
in its evidence of success, the impression
produced by the career of the living man.
It is about thirty-five years since my most
intimate friend, the late Walter Bagehot,
who was then a student of Lincoln's Inn,
where he was afterwards called to the Bar,
took me to hear one of the afternoon
sermons of the chaplain of the Inn. I

remember Bagehot's telling me, with his

usual caution, that he would not exactly
answer for my being impressed by the ser-*

mon, but that at all events he thought I

should feel that something different went on
there from that which goes on in an ordinary
church or chapel service ; that there was a sense
of " something religious "—the last phrase

Maurice himself would have appreciated—in

the air, which was not to be found elsewhere.

I went, and it is hardly too much to say that

the voice and manner of the preacher—his

voice and manner in the reading-desk, at

least as much as in the pulpit—have lived in

my memory ever since, as no other voice

and manner have ever lived in it. The half

stern, half pathetic emphasis with which he

gave the words of the Confession, " And
there is no health in ?/i-," throwing the weight

of the meaning on to the last word, and the

rising of his voice into a higher plane of

hope as he passed away from the confession

of weakness to the invocation of God's help,

struck the one note of his life—the passionate

trust in eternal help—as it had never been

struck in my hearing before, though I never

again saw or heard him without again hear-

ing it, much as I find it pervading every

page of this striking book. No wonder that,

in spite of the singular and voluminous

monotony of the book, for every letter it

contains is written in just the same key,

men so eagerly read it to convince them-

selves that once at least in our generation

a whole hfe has been lived, not in the

effort to escape from eternal realities, but in

deep dread of losing sight of them even for

a moment. IMaurice was a witness, if in our

day we have ever had a witness, to eternal life,

and to eternal life in that sense in which he

had learnt to define it from St. John. " This is

life eternal, to know Thee the only true God,

and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

His voice in prayer had that thrill in it

which betrays the recognition of something

deeper than human nature, and his eye the

fixitv of one spell-bound by a spiritual power,

to its discernment of which the gazer feels

himself compelled to bear witness.

Yet a simpler and homelier man there
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never was in this world ; indeed he was one
who, though he could hardly speak without

showing that his mind was occupied with in-

visible realities, had a quite pathetic sense of

his own inadequacy to do what he desired to

do, and the tenderest possible sympathy with

the like incapacities of others. Indeed, his

own idea of himself was curiously unlike the

truth. He felt deeply his own want of sym-

pathy with most human enjoyments, and tells

Mr. Kingsley that he is a "hard Puritan,

almost incapable of enjoyment; though I

try," he adds, " to feel no grudge against

those who have that which my conscience

tells me it is not a virtue but a sin to want."

Evidently the sin of which he chiefly accused
himself was his joylessness, and envy of the

joyousness of others ; and also the tendency
which the sight of evil in others had to provoke
anger in himself of a kind which he could
not justify, and which he told himself was
Pharisaic. On one occasion, when the at-

tacks levelled at his brother-in-law John Ster-

ling, though then no longer living, had
greatly grieved him, he writes :

—" Love and
truth seem to lose all connection with the

name of religion, and God to be utterly for-

gotten by those who use His name every

moment. I wish to confess the sins of the

time as my own. Ah ! how needful do I

feel it, for the sins of others produce such
sin in me, and stir up my unsanctified nature

so terribly." His theory of himself ob-

viously was that he was deficient in human
feeling, but that this consciousness of de-

ficiency in human feeling was good for him,

because it enabled him to refer to the divine

love alone, all the consciousness he had of

being able to stir the hearts of others. In a

most characteristic letter to myself which
Colonel Maurice has published, he says,

"The sense of our substantial union as men
with Christ, and of His union with the

Father, sometimes comes to me with over-

powering conviction, not of delight such as a
Santa Theresa or Fenelon may have felt, but

of its stern, hard, scientific reality, which
makes me long that I had the fervour and
earnestness in making my belief known,
which I admire and ought not to envy in

other men. But at other times I can thank
God for having granted me a cold, uncordial
temperament and constitution, on purpose
that I may refer all love, and all power of

acting upon the reason and the conscience
and the heart to Him. Some day I hope
our tongues may be loosed, and that we may
as earnestly speak of what we feel to be
deep and universal, as we drop what we find

to be only transitory and for a few." What
he chiefly found fault with in himself was his

imaginary hardness, his deficiency in keen
human emotions and sympathies, though this

deficiency was a mere inference of his own
from his want of a vivid perceptive and
sensitive life, such as he saw with admiration,

for instance, in his close friends Charles
Kingsley and Tom Hughes. Whether he
really felt, as he so often implies that he did,

the temptation of the Pharisee to judge
harshly the sins of others, more powerful

within him than very inferior men feel it, it

is of course impossible to say. But if he
did, no one ever contended against that

temptation more successfully, or warned the

world so well of its own Pharisaic bias. But
it is true, I think, that Maurice did ieel so

strongly upon him the spell of the eternal

and invisible will, that he had some reason

to dread the temptation to identify it with

himself, and to speak as if that which he dis-

cerned outside him were really part of him.

Certainly he did dread this temptation

much more than he dreaded the ordinary

weaknesses to which he was liable. He
had a warm temper, and accused himself

freely of having indulged it, but he never
accused himself of that with half the

same bitterness with which he accused him-

self of Pharisaically judging others. He
knew the extent of the one danger, but he
never seemed able to measure for himself

the extent of the other. Bearing witness, as

his whole nature did, to the eternal world, he
was always, he thought, in danger of imagining

that what he judged to be evil, God must judge

to be equally evil; and consequently there was
no sin on which he passed such vehement
and stern sentences, for' he always believed

that those vehement and stern sentences

were passed virtually upon himself. Colonel

Maurice gives us one very curious illustration

of this in the interesting chapter on the con-

troversy with Dr. Mansel, Maurice had al-

ways accused himself of not having been
tender enough with the sceptical leanings of

Sterling, and of having shown dogmatic hard-

ness in dealing with SterHng's doubts. He
refers to this in his remarks on the agnostic

theory of JNIansel with the same poignant self-

reproach that he had always felt, saying that

" the remembrance of hard and proud words

spoken against those who were crying out for

truth will always be the bitterest" of remem-
brances for one who holds that the Bible tes-

tifies, from its first page to its last, that God
does implant and does satisfy the yearning

for truth, and does satisfy it by unveiling
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Himself to all who really seek Him. Dr. Han-
sel, in his profound ignorance of Maurice's

general drift, style, and character, was blind

enough to suppose that this was a sneer

directed against him, though the whole drift

of his own book, against the teaching of

which Maurice was protesting, had been to

prove that God does not and cannot so unveil

Himself to men as Maurice believed, but can

only give us " regulative " hints, carefully-

adapted rules of action—working hypotheses

concerning Himself—on the assumption of

which He directs us for all practical purposes

to proceed. This blunder of Dr. Mansel's

exactly illustrates the frequent inappropriate-

ness of Maurice's language for the purpose

of conveying his meaning, even when that

meaning was nearest his own heart. In the

intensity of his earnestness, he wrote on as if

in soliloquy, without clearly representing to

himself either the class of people or the indi-

vidual person for whose immediate benefit he

was writing, and expressing himself much as

he would have expressed himself to the most
intimate friend who perfectly understood the

reserves and allusions by which he qualified

almost all his teaching. The great waste of

energy of which I have spoken was probably

never better illustrated than in his answers

to Dr. Mansel, full of noble truth and pas-

sion as they were. The Dean did not catch

his drift at all, and even the theologians of the

day hardly caught his drift ; it was only those

who had got the key to his mind from the

study of many previous writings who really

understood what he meant. And yet what
he meant was intrinsically lucid as Avell as

true, and was marked by large intellectual

grasp. There was no economy of spiritual

power possible to him.

Perhaps that is the reason why Maurice
influenced those who once fell under his

spell so much, for it is this wealth of

energy, which is unable to economize its

efforts, that does exert the greatest effect

when it produces an effect at all. When
he was still a young man of twenty-

five, Arthur Hallam, the subject of "In
Memoriam," wrote to Mr. Gladstone :

" I do
not myself know Maurice, but I know many
whom he has moulded like a second nature,

and these, too, men eminent for intellectual

powers, to whom the presence of a command-
ing spirit would, in all other cases, be a

signal rather for rivalry than reverential

acknowledgment. The effect which he has

produced on the minds of many at Cambridge
by the single creation of that society of the

Apostles (for the spirit though not the form

was created by him) is far greater than I can
dare to calculate, and will be felt both di-

rectly and indirectly in the age that is upon
us." Archdeacon Hare, one of the authors of
the " Guesses at Truth," told Mr. Llewelyn
Davies that, in his belief, " no such mind as

Maurice's had been given to the world since

Plato's." And though there was no trace in

Maurice of that exquisite imaginative grace
which makes Plato's philosophy so much
more fascinating than the philosophy of every
other human thinker, there is no doubt that

he had more of Plato's eye for discerning the

evidence of a superhuman origin of truth, and
of the complete incapacity of our minds to

originate the highest truths which it is given
them to perceive, than any Englishman of our

century, Coleridge himself—to whom he owed
so much—not excepted. There has probably
never been a thinker who has more ])erfectly

realized himself, and more successfully com-
pelled others to realize, that the truth and
our knowledge of the truth are of very dif-

ferent orders of importance \ that needful as

it often is for us to know the truth, the truth

itselfproduces its most potent effects whether

we know it or not ; the only consequence of

our ignorance of it being, that when igno-

rant of it we often stumble up against it and

lame ourselves, whereas if it could cease to

be, we should cease to be with it. This

being Maurice's profound conviction, he

naturally held that Revelation—the truth

concerning His own being voluntarily com-

municated to us by Him who is the truth

—

must be infinitely the most important part of

all truth, though it cannot of course be sepa-

rated for a moment from the truths concern-

ing our condition which God has enforced

upon us by the gradual training of our minds

and bodies. This was what made Maurice a

theologian. He could not read the history

of the Hebrew people Avithout feeling as-

sured that God had trained that particular

race for the express purpose of manifesting

His own nature through it to men ; and

this he regarded as the great complement

and key to the lessons which in all other

races man had been taught concerning the

significance of human nature, and of the

otherwise inexplicable yearnings and wants

by which that nature is penetrated. Miss

Wedgwood, in the very striking paper on

Maurice which she has contributed to the

British Quarterly Revietv, has contested

Maurice's reverence for facts, on the ground

that there were a good many facts to

whicli he could not even persuade himself to

pay attention. She refers to the facts from
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which scientific men are supposed to de-

duce almost all their general views of the

meaning of the universe, and I have no
doubt that, if challenged, she could also

illustrate her meaning by the utter indiffer-

ence which Maurice showed to such criti-

cisms as those of Bishop Colenso on the

historical accuracy of the Pentateuch, through

his inability to conceive that the kind of

inaccuracy in the Bible for which Bishop

Colenso contended, had any relevancy at all

to his own conviction that the Bible con-

tains the key to human history and destiny.

Yet I cannot think that Miss Wedgwood is

right in regarding Maurice's indifference to

these facts as significant of a want of rever-

ence for fact in general. So far as I can

judge, it never occurred to him that either

physical science or historical criticism, what-

ever might come of either, could possibly

break down either the truth or the import-

ance of revelation. He did not meddle
very much with either, because he did not

think himself well fitted to do so with effect,

and he had the humblest possible opinion of

his own powers whenever he travelled out of

the range of truths pressing closely upon his

own mind. But though I have often regretted

that he did not pay more attention to the

methods of physical science and of historical

criticism, I cannot say that I think his ne-

glect to do so betrayed the smallest want of

reverence for fact. What it did betray was a

great want of reverence for theories which
he regarded as unintelligible and unjusti-

fiable generalisations from facts which he was
eager to acknowledge. He had no more
behef that the discovery of uniform laws of

phenomena could disprove the possibility of

the supernatural facts recorded in the Bible,

than he had that the discovery of a mass of

inaccurate figures in the Pentateuch could dis-

prove the truth that Moses had been led by
God when he guided his people through
the wilderness to the borders of the promised
land. Indeed he had never entered into

the minds of the men who began life without

any belief except in the uniformity of the

outside world, or the minds of the men who
supposed that the first guarantee of divine

revelation must be the perfect accuracy of

all the figures and minute incidents with
which the memory of that revelation was
mixed up. It is a pity, I think, that he did
not more earnestly endeavour to master both
states of mind, and to say exactly what one
who had entered into those states of mind, but
who held his own faith, might have said.

But his neglect to do so, was, I beheve, due

much more to an excessive indifference to

theory, than to the smallest indifference to

fact. I should say that whenever he thought
any fact established by history, he was dis-

posed even to overestimate its importance.

Consider, for instance, his frank surrender

of his own—to me unintelligible—attach-

ment to the practice of subscription at the

Universities, and to the practice of reading

the Athanasian creed in churches, so soon as

he saw that it was simply impossible to make
men in general accept his own view of the

meaning of both practices. Consider again

his ardent political constitutionalism, which
was wholly founded on his reverence for in-

stitutions which had proved their strength.

Consider further his extreme prudence in

directing the co-operative societies to which

he devoted so much of his time, and the

anxiety with which he strove to keep out

all innovations for which the theorisers or

dreamers amongst his companions con-

tended. Again, to me the charm at once of

such books as " The Prophets and Kings of

the Old Testament," and of such books as

his " Metaphysical and Moral Philosophy,"

depends almost entirely on the love for fact

shown in both, the naked realism with which

he accepts such histories as Jehu's, and the

characteristic fidelity with which he recounts

the teaching of Hobbes or Spinoza, and con-

nects it with the facts of their external lives.

The admiration Maurice always felt for men
who openly confessed themselves in the

wrong—as Mr. Gladstone, for instance, did on

the Maynooth question—was, I believe, really

founded, as he himself said that it was, on

his belief that facts are " angels of the Lord,"

against which it is useless and impious to

struggle. No doubt, like most idealists, he

made at times a long struggle for opinions of

his own, which he had taken for something

more than opinions ; but I do not think he

ever on any subject once realised the rele-

vancy of a fact, without endeavouring to

ascertain its full significance and bearing,

with a humility all his own. " The vesture

of God's own ideas must be facts," he writes

to a son, who had told him how he had heard

it argued that a Christian legend which

appealed to the conscience, might produce

the same result as a Christian fact. " If he

reveals His ideas to us, the revelation must

be through facts. . . I believe the modern pro-

cess of idealising tends to destroy ideas and

facts both, and to leave nothing but a certain

deposit of both. The sensation novel is the

appropriate sink or cesspool for this deposit.

All historical criticism is good, it seems to
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me, just so far as it tests facts, in love and
reverence for facts and for what facts contain;

all is bad and immoral which introduces the

notion that it signifies little whether they

turn out to be facts or no, or the notion that

their reality as facts depends on certain acci-

dents in the narration of them." I think

Maurice's reverence for facts was profound,

but that the facts which he regarded as '•' the

vesture of God's ideas," and not the facts

which he regarded as '• the accidents of the

those to which he accorded

And often, no doubt, he put

thought

weigh
and serious,

grains of

narration," were
this reverence,

by as an unim-
portant '"'acci-

dent in the nar-

ration," what
another may
have held to be
of its essential

character. Now
of course the

most sincere be-

liever in the sa-

credness offacts

as "angels of the

Lord," must
select for himself

which facts are

cardinal and
which are not.

To the man who
believes that he

has to establish

the credit of the

Bible, before he
even thinks of

guiding himself

by it, the cardi-

nal facts will be
the small con-

sistencies or the

small inconsis-

tencies of the

narrative, and he
will postpone all question of learning from it

the mind and character of God, till he is

quite sure that all the human joints and seams
are in perfect order. To Maurice, who never
dreamt of thinking about the Bible from this

point of view, and who certainly held that the
revelation it contained was proved at once
by the strong light it shed on human nature,
and by the fresh power which it bestowed
on human nature, the stress laid on numerical
blunders, on petty historical inconsistencies,
and on the minutiae of the literature gene-
rally, was hardly intelligible. While Colenso
thought Maurice hardly candid, Maurice

FREDERICK DEN
From a Drawing

Colenso hardly sober
and too much inclined to

dust against the testimony of the'soul. How
different were their standards of fact may be
gathered best, perhaps, from the letter in
which Maurice declares that to him the
Book of Isaiah seems lucidity itself com-
pared with Lord Mahon's "Life of Pitt;"
the difference, of course, being that in
Isaiah the reference of everything to the
divine standard is plain, and only the im-
plied human events obscure, while in Lord
Mahon's '' Life of Pitt " the human events

are pretty clearly

determined, and
only the stand-

ard to which his

policy was re-

ferred is wholly

obscure and
am b i g u o u s

.

After all, were
not Maurice's

"facts" the more
important class

of facts of the

two ? Events,

without their

moral motives

and their spiri-

tual influences,

are hardly facts,

and are cer-

tainly unintel-

ligible facts.

The existence

of moral mo-
tives and the

prevalence of

great spiritual

influences are

facts, and facts

of the first

order, even
where the pre-

cise events which proceeded from those mo-

tives and exerted those influences are more

or less ill-defined and left in shadow. In

one of Sir Edward Strachey's very interest-

ing letters he tells his correspondent that

"Maurice said the other day that if we

ignore facts, we change substances for sup-

positions; that which really does stand

under an appearance, for that which we put

under it by our imaginations." No more

weighty or more scientific remark could be

made ; but, of course, the question remains

as to the criterion by which we are to dis-

tinguish the trustworthiness of the appear-

ISON MAURICE.

by S. Lawrence.
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ance. Colenso thought he could distinguish

the untrustworthiness of a history sufficiently

by bringing to light a great number of minor

discrepancies in it. Maurice thought we could

distinguish its trustworthiness as regarded its

main features, by comparing the moral and
spiritual antecedents in one page of the his-

tory with the moral and spiritual consequents

in another, and showing how truly they cor-

responded to each other, and how full of

human nature, and how fully verified by our

own experience, was the connection between

the different stages. For my part I believe

that both are right up to a certain point, but

that Maurice had got hold of immeasurably

the more important criterion of the two.

Perhaps those who have written upon
Maurice have not given enough prominence

to the militant side of his nature. He was
essentially a spiritual knight-errant, and this

was the side of his nature which alone

led him into extravagance. Such expres-

sions as those which were called forth from

him by a narrowly denominational meeting

of " the National Society " are not unfre-

quent in his life, and are quite Quixotic in

their vehemence. " The National Society will

either become a mere dead log or it will be

inspired with a false demoniacal life by a

set of Church clubs, which I do believe will,

ten years hence, have left the Jacobin Club,

and every other, at an immeasurable dis-

tance behind them in the race of wicked-

ness. I speak what I feel—would that

I trembled ten times more than I do at

my own prophecy." And again, in reference

to a pamphlet of his own on the Sabbath day

:

" The working men, and many of my friends,

will suppose that I write it to please the

religious world, which I hope will hate me
more and more, and which I hope to hate

more and more." Such passages abound,

but though they express Maurice's very serious

conviction, that men often do worse things

under the plea of what they call fidelity to

their rehgious, or for that matter to their irre-

ligious, opinions than they would ever dare

to do simply on their own responsibility, yet I

cannot but think that the whole of his horror

of clubs, leagues, sects, denominations, irre-

sponsible associations of every kind, is ex-

pressed much more in the spirit of a knight-

errant who has had to fight against them, al-

most unaided, than in the spirit of sober judg-

ment. He had learnt from the Bible to fight

boldly, and the spirit of the soldier ran through

his whole life. No man was a more generous

enemy when he knew his antagonist. But
no man was a more vehement foe when he

was charging against what he thought—often

hastily—to be a spirit of evil sheltered under
the vague authority of unknown and irre-

sponsible organs. He writes to Mr. Ludlow
that in his opinion the Bible is the history ot

God's conflict with evil, and that it assumes
that evil is not to be crushed out by omni-
potence, but to be vanquished in what may
be called a fair fight. " The question is

whether the unintelligibility of evil and the

omnipotence of God is a reason for not
regarding Him as carrying on a war against

evil, and for not expecting that in that war
evil will be vanquished. I know that there

are some who think so. For God to make
war instead of crushing evil, if it can be
crushed at all, by a simple fiat, is for them a
sinful absurdity. What I say is, that, if it be,

the Bible is from beginning to end an absur-

dity, for it is the book of the wars of the

Lord. It does not define evil, but it assumes

evil ; it assumes evil to be in a will ; it

assumes evil not to be vanquishable by an
omnipotent fiat ; it sets forth a process by
which it has been overcome in a number of

wills ; it teaches us to pray, ' Thy will be

done on earth as it is in heaven,' where it is

done perfectly ; it says that if we pray ac-

cording to God's will, He hears us, and we
shall have the petition which we ask of Him."
And it is as a knight-errant fighting in the

wars of the Lord that Maurice must chiefly be
regarded. At the same time a knight-errant

is not always in a judicial frame of mind, and I

cannot help thinking that when Maurice was
attacking " the religious world," or " the re-

ligious press," or any other anonymous organ

of " religious " notions which seemed to him
profoundly irreligious, he almost forgot that

these people, however they might be hood-

winked by ignoring their individual responsi-

bility, had still the consciences and spirits of

men. " I have heard," he writes in one very

able letter to Sir T. Acland, " of a poor

creature in St. Luke's in a lucid moment
snatching a lady by the arm who was visiting

the asylum, with the exclamation, ' Have you

thanked God for your reason to-day ?
' and

then relapsing into fury. Surely one of

these men [political journalists] might say to

either of us, ' Have you thanked God to-

day for having passed through a debating

society with any portion of your souls unde-

stroyed ? ' and at least to one of us, * Have
you meddled with periodicals, and have you

thanked God that you still think, love, go to

church, and find any one to love you ? '

"

There is all the pent-up wrath here of a man
who felt how full the press of his day was of
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unreal pretension and dishonest judgment,

and doubtless both in that day and in this

there was enough justification for wrath.

Bat it is poured out as the soldier pours out

his wrath on the foe whom he is fighting, not

as the judge passes sentence on. the oft'ender

whose case he has heard. And while the

soldier-hke element in Maurice was one of

the noblest aspects of his nature, it often led

him into extravagant expressions, which he

would, on calmer consideration, have him-

self described as overstrained and- perhaps

uncharitable. For it is possible surely to be

uncharitable to associations or sects, as well

as to individuals. Indeed, he says in one

letter to Archbishop Trench, that " the spirit

dwells in the body, and in each of its mem-
bers as such, and not as individuals. The
spirit in an individual is a fearful contradic-

tion." If that be so, the spirit which unites

men together in any association, however

temporary, is the true bond of that associa-

tion, and if that be on the whole good, which

no man will decide off-hand that it is not, even

though it be anonymous and insufliciently

weighted with responsibility, there must be

uncharitableness in bitterly condemning it.

Maurice, however, had seen so much of the

evil spirit in religious and political coteries

and sects, that he was apt to charge at them

whenever he came upon them, almost as if

they must be spiritual freebooters and foes of

truth and peace. It is for the same reason,

I think, that his many self-accusations seem
to the reader extravagant. He accuses him-

self of being sinful in not taking a more
vivid enjoyment in the works of nature and
the natural life—a matter over which surely

a man has about as litde control as he has

over the fineness or bluntness of his senses

;

of the " vice " of reserve ; of having resisted

God's goodness more than any others of his

fellow-creatures ; . and so forth, in almost

every conceivable way. He had, in fact,

none of that patience and toleration for

what he found deficient in himself, which

Fe'ne'lon presses on us as a duty wherever it

does not cover a really false self-excuse. But
this again is due to the militant spirit

which was so strong in Maurice. He could

not have tilted so chivalrously against all

the moral and spiritual tyrants of the day, if

he had not tilted with still more passionate

fervour against the weaknesses and sins

which he discovered in his own heart. In

his indignation against himself he called

himself cold-blooded. In reality Maurice
had the hot blood of the genuine reformer,

the reformer who begins by assailing himself.

But knight- errant as he was, there was no
caprice or tolerance of caprice in Maurice.
His aggressiveness was the aggressiveness of

spiritual chivalry against the dogmatists who
in his belief had repelled men from Christ,

and nothing shocked him more than the

prospect of obtaining followers for himself at

the cost of the Church and the Church's

Master. His whole teaching was a protest

against the delusion of redemption through

opinion, whether right or wrong, and an
assertion of redemption through the life of

God incarnate in the nature of man. " The
light of the sun is not in you, but out of

you ; and yet you can see everything by it

if you will open your eyes," was the analogy

by which he loved to illustrate the diff'erence

between the power of opinion and the power
of that truth of which even the correctest

opinion is but a faint reflection. He held

this so strongly that he made light even of

the duty of bringing feeling into harmony
with faith. " Faith first and feeling after-

wards is, I believe, the rule which we are

always trying to reverse," he writes ; and

that is one of the keys of his teaching. " In

quietness and confidence is our strength," he

says again, " but not in thinking of quietness

and confidence, or grieving that we have so

little of either." In a word, Maurice was

one of the greatest of those teachers who
have impressed upon us that it is not by

virtue of any conscious state of ours that we

can be redeemed, but by a power which can

dispense, and dispense even for an indefinite

time, with our own recognition of its bene-

ficence; just as the body is restored to health

by influences of the life-giving character of

which we are often quite unaware. Once,

when a lady asked him his belief as to our

recognition of each other hereafter, he re-

plied that that question always made him

say to himself, "Ah, how little we have re-

cognised each other here ! may not that be

the first great step in recognition?" and he

would have applied the same remark in an

even stronger sense to our recognition of the

source of truth. Our recognition of the truth

may be necessary to our own happiness, but

it is the heat and light which proceeds from

it, not our recognition of that heat and light,

which heals us. And we may surely say the

same of Maurice himself. How little did we

recognise him here ; and how much, in spite

of that want of recognition, did he efi"ect for

us ! May it not be the first step in our recog-

nition of him hereafter, that we should under-

stand how httle in reality we ever recognised

him truly here ?



*'I MEAN TO WAIT FOR JACK."
^ Wesson fot 'go'otxs.

By FREDERICK LANGBRIDGE, M.A., Author of "SOxXGs in Sunshine."

OWEET Kate at Wyndham's Dairy, and Jack of Oldham Mill-

Ob, long they woo'd and fond they coo'd, a faithful Jack and Jiil 1

But times were bad for lass and lad, and sadly both confess'd

'Tvvas not the thing to buy the ring before they'd lined the nest.

'.'Courage, lad !
" said Katie. " Yes, we'll have to wait

;

But though, my dear, it's twenty year, I'll take no other mate."

But England wanted Jacky, for war was in the air,

And arms more grim were press'd on him than Katie's bonny pair.

So all through Spain, in rough campaign, he chivied bold Mossoo,

And fired his gun and made him run like fun at Waterloo.

When the lads came round her, Katie bade them pack.

There's girls enow *•' for you to woo ; I mean to wait for Jack."

The grey in Katie's ringlets were mingling with the brown,

When, bump-a- thump, an eager stump came pegging through the town.

" It's me, you see, come back," says he, " except a leg or so
;

And safe and sound here's twenty pound ; so let the parson know."

Jingle, jangle, jingle ! set the bells a-chime,

And health and bliss to love like this that bravely bides its time.

pMusical copyright invested in Messrs. Robert Cocks & Co., New Burlington Street.]

'• Pronounce enoo, as commonly in the ^tidlands.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE AMERICAN BISON.
By C. F. GORDON GUMMING.

AMONG the many sources of grievance

which incite the red men of America to

look with hatred and dread on the white

men who have despoiled them of their birth-

right, none is more valid than the cruelly

wanton wholesale destruction of those vast

herds of buffalo (or, more properly speaking,

American bison*), which, till the Anglo-Saxon
appearedon the scene, aft'orded a never-failing

supply of food for all the Indian tribes, who
deemed their wild cattle to have been spe-

cially provided for their sustenance by the

Great Spirit, and who rarely slew more than
were necessary to supply the tribe with need-
ful food.

How the name of buffalo came to be ap-
plied to a creature so totally unlike the

buffalo of Asia, I am at a loss to imagine ; the

latter, with its slate-coloured hide, low fore-

,• £os Amen'canus.

head, and large retreating horns, being one

of the most docile and humble-looking of

animals, whereas the American bison, though
in truth a timid and inoffensive beast, has an

appearance of the utmost ferocity, derived

from the huge bulk of his forequarters and
head, his shaggy mane and fiery eye. He is

an unwieldy creature, and will stupidly stand

still, apparently never dreaming of danger,

while a score of his fellows are shot down by
his side. Yet at other times he will charge

madly at some object—a man, or, perhaps,

a railway train, rushing onward at full gallop,

with a lumbering, thundering, heavy tr^ad.

Few creatures are more singularly devoid

of the instinct with which most animals are

so largely endowed. Once they have decided

on a line of march nothing will turn them
aside. They will deliberately rush up to the

hunter, or approach danger in almost any
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form that may present itself. In the same
way, should they have occasion to cross a

stream, they plunge in recklessly, and as

likely as not select the very spot where a

dangerous quicksand has formed.

A notable instance of this occurred in

1867, when a herd of about four thousand
bison endeavoured to cross the South Platte

River. The waters were barely two feet in

depth, but quicksands had formed in the

channel, and the foremost ranks of bison

stuck fast and commenced to sink. Those
immediately in the rear, goaded on by the

horns and pressure of those farther back,

pushed onward, trampling over their unlucky
leaders, but only to share their fate, being

immediately drawn into the quicksands

beyond. This terrible struggle continued

till the whole bed of the river, half a mile in

(vidth, was Hterally covered with dead or

5ying bison, and it was estimated fully two
:housand must have perished in the attempt

:o cross the stream.

At the time when the tide of white men
began to pour westward, the bison ranged in

:ountless myriads over the vast plains which
lie between the Rocky Mountains and the

Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. At different

ieasons they migrated from one district to

mother, sometimes in separate herds, at

)ther times so many herds joined company
;hat they formed one vast army, covering
many miles of country. Thus Mr. Black-

nore has told us* how, in the autumn of

1868, while he was crossing the plains on the

ECansas Pacific Railroad, for a distance of up-
vards of a hundred and twenty m.iles, be-

ween Elbsworth and Sheridan, the train

massed through an almost unbroken herd of

)ison. The plains were blackened with
hem, and the train had to stop to allow

musually large herds to pass. A few years

ater, when travelling over the same line of

ailroad, it was a rare sight to see a fev/ herds
)f from ten to twenty bison.

Very similar was his experience in the
southern district between the Arkansas and
I)imarron Rivers. He tells us that in 1872
le travelled over a tract of a hundred miles
outh of Fort Dodge, and was never out of
ight of bison, but in the following autumn,
•n travelling over the same district, he found
he whole country whitened with Tsleached
nd bleaching bones, and did not see bison
buffalo, he calls them, according to American
ustom) till he was well within the Indians'
eserved territory, and then only in scanty

* "Hunting Grounds of the Great "West." Col. Dodge
ad W. Blackmore. ' "'

bands. For tlie remorseless hide-hunters
had ravaged the country, slaughtering whole-
sale, old and young, in season and out of
season. For forty miles along the north
bank of the Arkansas River there was a con-
tmuous line of putrescent carcasses,'rendering
the air pestilential and offensive to a degree.
They lay so thickly strewn that, in one spot
of four acres, Mr. Blackmore counted sixty-
seven carcasses. The hunters had formed a
line of camps along the banks of the river and
had shot down the thirsty creatures when,
night and morning, they came to the river to
drink.

In like manner Colonel Dodge relates how,
in May, 187 1, he drove along "the course of
the Arkansas River, and for a distance of
twenty-five miles his route lay along a broad
valley which was literally alive with countless
small herds of from fifty to two hundred
bison, forming in fact one immense herd.
The whole country appeared one moving
riiass of these shaggy black creatures, travel-

ling slowly to the northward.
On catching sight of so unusual an object

as a horseman, many herds in succession
stampeded and started at full speed directly

tov/ards him, pouring down from the hills, no
longer in separate herds, but in one immense
compact mass of plunging animals, mad with
fright, and irresistible as an avalanche. It was
an awful moment, but the wary hunter waited

till the advancing column was within fifty

yards of him when he fired, and the startled

herd divided and poured onward in two
streams, to right and left of him. This oc-

curred again and again in the course of that

morning's drive, and though he only fired in

self-defence, not being in want of meat, he

nevertheless had twenty-six buffalo tongues

in his waggon ere he reached his destination.

Had he been inclined for butchery, there was

literally no limit to the numbers he might

have slain.

In each of the many minor herds, the

cows and calves are always placed in the

centre, and the bulls form a protecting ring

all round them. When two herds meet and

merge the same arrangement is observed, the

bulls of both parties simply extending them-

selves in a larger circle, so as to form a strong

wall of protection. Strange to say, in the

hour of danger-the cow-mother unhesitatingly

abandons her calf, and leaves it entirely in

charge of the bulls, who fulfil their duty as

most devoted guardians.

Colonel Dodge relates an instance of this,

which was told to him by an eye-witness,

whose attention was attracted by seeing a
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little knot of six or eight bull-bison standing

in a close circle with their heads outwards,

while in a concentric circle, at some fifteen

paces distance, sat at least a dozen large

grey wolves. After a few moments the bulls,

still keeping in a compact mass, started on a

trot to join the main herd, distant about

half a mile. Then it was seen that these

faithful fathers were guarding a poor little

new-born calf, who was scarcely able to walk.

After going about a hundred paces it lay

down, and the bulls formed a circle as before
;

the wolves, who had trotted beside them,

again sat down in an outer circle, anxiously

watching their opportunity. It was too late

in the evening and too far from the camp for

the spectator of this strange scene to linger

till the end, but he felt no doubt that the

little calf had been safely conveyed to his

mother.

It is lamentable to think of the rapidly

approaching extermination of these valuable

creatures. Although the white men have all

along killed them far more recklessly than

the Indians would ever have done, it is only

within the last ten years that the cruel whole-

sale slaughter has been carried on systemati-

cally. In 1872 speculators seem for the first

time to have fully realised the market value

of thf hides, and as birds of prey gather

around the carrion, so did countless needy
adventurers pour in from all quarters, all

bent on the destruction of these great herds

of wild cattle. From that time the luckless

bison were allowed not a moment of rest or

peace. INIerchants at every town along the

different railway lines (the Union Pacific,

Kansas Pacific, and others) furnished am-
munition and outfits to countless hunting

butchers, and established a great trade in

hides. Many of the men thus sent out were
such raw hands that they wounded far more
than they killed, and ruined multitudes of

hides from sheer ignorance ofhow to preserve

them. So, although hundreds of thousands
of skins were sent to market, they probably
did not represent one-fifth of the actual

number of slaughtered beasts, all of which
were slain solely for their hides, and an
incalculable amount of good meat was utterly

wasted.

When this had gone on for about a year,

an effort was made by the merchants to or-

ganize the hunting expeditions on a still

larger scale, and to take measures for the

better preservation of the hides, and for

smoking and curing 'the meat, but even after

this the waste continued to be altogether
appaUing. The official statistics given by

Colonel Dodge present a terrible picture of

ruthless, selfish destruction, of what should
have been protected as State property, for

the fair use of all men. In 1872, he says,

there was apparently no limit to the num-
bers of buftalo in the Arkansas Valley,

they seemed to be everywhere, in countless

throngs. In the autumn of 1873 ^^^ went
over the same ground. Where, in the pre-

vious year, he had seen such vast herds,

there were now myriads of carcasses— the

vast plain, which only a twelvemonth before

teemed with animal life, was transformed to

a dead, putrid desert, the air foul with sick-

ening stench. He travelled ninety miles

ere he found a herd, and even there the

boundary line of the State was picketed with

hunters, guarding the boundary of the Indian

territory, into which they dared not venture.

There seemed to be more hunters than

buffalo.

All along the banks of the South Platte

the enemy were encamped, knowing that in

that thirsty land the herds must come to the

river to drink. Every attempt to approach

the water was the signal for a volley of rifle

bullets, and but for the merciful protection of

night the luckless bison would have had no

chance at all. Even the heaven-sent dark-

ness was of little avail, for the butchers lighted

fires all along the river banks, and fired

guns at intervals to drive back the herds,

so that, though mad with thirst, they were

sometimes kept from approaching the water

for four days and nights.

Thus day and night the miserable creatures

are incessantly harassed. " Every drink of

water, every mouthful of grass, is at the ex-

pense of life. No sooner do they stop to

feed, than the sharp crack of a rifle warns

them to change position. They are driven

from one water-hole to meet death at an-

other." The shooter hides himself in som.e

favourable spot, and fires at the nearest beast.

The others, attracted by the blood, collect

round their wounded comrade. Again the

rifle does its work, and the poor stupid herd

only crowd more wonderingly round the

sufferers, staring in imbecile amazement as

one after another totters and falls. The

game is so near that each shot suffices for one

life, and the number killed is only limited by

the numb'er of animals in the herd, or the

prospect of the hunting party being able to

skin them.

In the beginning of this hide trade the

slaughter was so reckless that multitudes of

bison were left to rot without even an attempt

to skin them. Colonel Dodge states that he
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has himself counted one hundred and twelve

carcasses inside of a semicircle of two hundred

yards radius, all of which had been killed by

one man from the same spot, in less than

three-quarters of an hour !

When the first haphazard slaughter was

abandoned in favour of an organized system

it was found expedient that each hunting

party should consist of four men—one to

shoot, two to skin, and a 'fourth to stretch

the hides, take care of the camp, and cook.

In districts where the game is abundant

more skinners were enlisted. The outfit was

as meagre as could well be conceived : a

couple of blankets to each man, a common
tent, a Dutch oven, a ten-gallon water-keg

(very necessary to men who might have to

camp far from water), a coffee-pot, frying-pan,

and a tin plate and cup for each man consti-

tuted the baggage. The skinning knives did

duty as table knives, and forks or spoons are

superfluous. Nor were the stores supplied

by the merchants luxuries. A few pounds of

coffee and of sugar, a little salt, a few beans,

and a sack of flour, completed the com-

missariat. Of course the meat supply was

unlimited.

Even where preparations were made for

preserving the good flesh, only the tongue

and hind quarters were saved. " The loin,

ribs, hump—all the best and most savoury

parts of the animal—were left to rot, or were

eaten by wolves. In the very large majority

of cases, the whole carcass was left to rot

where it fell." Is it not pitiful to hear of

such wanton and wasteful slaughter and loss

of good meat which, by reasonable care and

judgment, might all have been utilised to

feed the multitudes in other districts ?

The statistics of this massacre, given by

Colonel Dodge, would seem incredible, were

they not so carefully compiled by one so

thoroughly acquainted with his subject. He
finds that in the three years, 1872-73-74, no

less than three million one hundred thousand

bison, at the lowest computation, must have

perished at the hands of white men, to supply

the quantity of hides delivered by the princi-

pal railways, while fully another million must

be estimated as having been taken by the

Hudson Bay Company, the hunters from

Mexico, Colorado, Texas, and certain Indian

tribes, or sent in the form of bufialo robes to

the Western States. In the same period,

various other Indian tribes (seeing their

Heaven-given herds so ruthlessly destroyed)

have striven at least to secure as many hides

as possible for the manufacture of robes, so

they are credited with the slaughter of one

miUion two hundred thousand. Thus a total

of about five and a half miUion of bison are

estimated to have perished in the short space
of three years !— a number not very far short

of that of all the cattle in Great Britain.

While this selfish destruction of a national

food supply was going on, Congress talked a
good deal of the necessity of interfering, but
took no action. It was suggested that at

least these wholesale robbers of public pro-

perty should be heavily taxed, and that the

buffalo pelts might very well be made to pay
a tax of ;^\ on each skin, and that every

pelt not having the Government duty stamp
should be forfeited. Thus the buffalo hide

trade would at least have become a fruitfiil

source of revenue. The subject was, however,

allowed to drop—the property of the State

was all monopolised by a body of adventurers,

and only the railway companies derived large

profits from the freight of enormous packets

of hides.

Meanwhile, " many of the wild Indians of

the plains, deprived of their ordinary suste-

nance, driven to desperation by starvation

(Government rations not being forthcoming),

have taken to the war-path." Many of the

tribes, hitherto friendly to white men, have

joined the hostile Sioux. White men share

in the general suffering. Many a hardy

pioneer and settler, who hitherto has always

counted on a winter store of meat, is now
deprived of this natural resource, and com-

plains bitterly, and with good cause, of the

selfish greed which has destroyed the food

supply of the country.

So early as 1873 this deprivation was

realised, when the harvest in Kansas having

been destroyed by the ravages of grass-

hoppers, troops were sent by Government to

kill meat for the starving families of the

settlers ; but on reaching the hunting-grounds

the soldiers found that the "buffalo-skinners"

had been before them, and had scarcely left

a buffalo in the district.

So the vast herds have vanished from the

Great Plain—melting away like snow before

the summer sun. Already the_ American

bison is well-nigh an extinct animal. The

fact that he has not yet been wholly extermi-

nated is due only to the nature of the ground

where some herds still find refuge, far from

their natural haunts, and in districts well

guarded by Indians. Here for ca few years

longer they may contrive to exist—a poor

handful of refugees, which alone survive to

prove to the Indians and Americans of a

future generation that the tales of their an-

cestors were not altogether fiction.
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A STROLL UP THE BRATHAY.
By HERBERT RIX, B.A.

" T AM half convinced," said Nathaniel
-L Hawthorne, floating in a skiff on the

calm surface of one of those broad rivers of

the West, " that the reflection is indeed the

reality, the real thing which Nature imper-

fectly images to our grosser sense. At any
rate, the disembodied shadow is nearest to the

soul." And the words came to my mind
with new force as I paddled across the head

of Windermere and paused now and then

to gaze downward into the ideal beauty of

that reflected world.

But if the unreal seemed to be the actual,

still more did the actual seem to be unreal.

Any very sudden transition produces some-

thing of this impression of unreality, and this

perfect calm of unruffled lake and of mountains

blue with summer haze, coming so swiftly

upon the rush and delirium of London life,

seemed more like a dream, or some strange

adventure in the Avorld of fancy, than that

which we call " reality."

A solitary gull, white and silent, was sailing

to and fro in stately curves like some brood-

ing spirit of the air, now hovering for a

moment to touch the lake with his webbed
feet, now stooping his neck to snatch a drop
from the surface in mid-flight, and anon
floating far, far away down the glimmering
stretch of waters. High overhead, too high for

any sound to reach the ear, a flock of wild-

duck crossed the sky, travelling painfully in

Indian file with outstretched necks and heavy
plodding flight. A coo of pigeons from a
neighbouring wood, a slumberous murmur of

distant waters, and ever and again, a breath

whispering through a bank of grassy reeds,

served rather to reveal the stillness than to

break it.

I turned the prow up stream where the

Brathay and Rothay come rolling down to-

gether into the head of Windermere. Mea-
dows fringed with " ragged robin " were on
the right, and on the left a low bank of sedge,

decked here and there with tall heads of

yellow and purple iris. Kine grazing along

the river margin scampered away, startled by
the splash of the skulls. Swallows went
skimming to and fro, and gnats played in the

shadow of the trees, seeming, from their

multitude and swiftness, like a mist upon the

surface of the stream. Then a sharp bend to

westward gave a peep of Ambleside with the

old church set prettily upon the hill ; another

bend gave a peep of the Langdale Pikes ; and
finally, a long pull and a strong pull took the

boat past the Croft with its fine beeches and

smoothly shaven lawns, past high banks of

fern and foxglove, and almost beneath the

ivied arches of Brathay Bridge.
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Beyond this point, the Brathay cannot be

explored by water, so I left the boat at Water-

head, took the road across the Rothay, and

passing through the white cottages and rose-

covered porches of Clappersgate, regained

the bridge, and resumed the stream at the

jDoint where I had left it.

And now, before we commence our walk

up the Brathay, let us just sit for a little

while upon this low wall, so prettily tufted

with the pink blossoms and the red-tinted

leaves of herb-robert, and let us Hsten to the

gurgle of the beck as it hurries down among
the mossy stones. Or stny ! let us choose

instead this rocky promon:ory just beyond

the entrance of Brathay Hall, where we can
listen to^ the waters in a louder key, as the
stream sweeps over this line of boulders.
What a seat for a poet ! The very stone on
which we stand is a thing of surpassing beauty,
covered as it is with wild-thyme and golden
hawkweed, like stars shining from a purple
sky. Look down the stream wliere the while
front of old Brathay gleams through the scant
branches of this young .oak ! Look up the
stream where the long vista of oak, birch,

larch, and willow, ends in a vision of moun-
tain peaks capped with filmy clouds and
mantled with a haze of blue ! Look across
the stream at the luxuriance of honeysuckle
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and wild-rose on the further bank ! What
wonder that Lakeland is a land of poets !

And then, when you have drunk your fill of

beauty, follow the river along the Lancashire

side, past Brathay church nestling among the

pines on yonder rock, and along this woodland
path hedged with whortleberries, and over-

shadowed by lofty trees, with glimpses of the

brawling little Brathay all the way.

Emerging from this wood, a stiffish bit of

hill brought me presently to Skelwith Fold.

There are a few cottages here, and in front

of one of them an old labourer was clearing

the nettles and rank weeds with a reaping-

hook.
XXV— 28

" Why is this called Skelwith Fold ? " I

asked him.
" Oo ! it's an auld ancient neame," he

answered, as if that were sufficient expla-

nation for anybody.
" Perhaps it takes its name from some

sheepfold?" I suggested.
" Ay, something o' thaat."

The old man evidently thought, and per-

haps rightly, that clearing nettles was more
important than speculating on the origin of

place-names, so I left him at his work, and

picked my way through a neighbouring b3're

into the field beyond, where, from a big rock

called " Spy HillJ' there is a famous view of
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the Brathay valley. The village of Skehvith

Bridge nestles below, at a distance of some-
thing less than half a mile, its white-washed

cottages gleaming against the dark foliage

behind. Near to the village and a little way
above the bridge is Skehvith Force—a rush of

white foam between wooded banks. On the

left is Lingmoor; on the right, the ragged end
of Loughrigg ; and between the two rise the

Langdale Pikes, cloud-capped. I sat and
watched them—those grand old Pikes!—
changing their mood every moment that I

looked, now angry, now smiling, now distant

and sullen, and then, as the light poured from
a cloud-rift seeming suddenly to come nearer

and nearer till that foaming rill which courses

perennially like a tear down one weather-
beaten cheek, gleamed into distinctness, and
one could trace every wrinkle in the furrowed
brow. Anon the rift would close again, a
grey mist would steal across the scene, and
the "twin brethren" would retire in dignity,

feeling, perhaps, that beneath the genial sun-

shine they had too lightly laid aside their

grandeur. Glorious old Pikes ! how human
you seem to us ! and what friendship the

heart may come to feel for you, perceiving, as

it were, beneath your time-worn faces the

living Spirit of Eternal Nature !

A sharp turn to the right now brought me
down a steep declivity to Skehvith Bridge,

between walls thickly covered with moss,
polypodies, wood sorrel, and masses of blue

heart's-ease. On the way down I overtook a
labourer, and as 'we walked together beneath
the shelter of one umbrella (for one of those

spasms of rain, so frequent here, had just

burst upon us) I asked him if he could
explain why people dwell in cities instead of

coming to live in these beautiful places.

He was sure he hoped they would not come,
he said, for things v/ere dear enough as it was,

and that would make them dearer; it was
hard for labouring people to make ends meet.

" Is rent so high, then ? " I inquired.
" No, sir, t'rent of cottages is terr'ble low,

but victuals is high, and a cart o' coals costes

you one and threepence : a shilling at the

station and threepence for carting. It only
costes you eightpence or ninepence in a
town. The children, too, can't work now till

they've served their time at t' school, unless
they teakes their certificate before, and it isn't

one in twenty does thaat—not in these parts."

From Skehvith Bridge, caring more for

beauty than brevity, I decided to take the
field-path along the north of Elterwater, and
then, rounding the end of that lake, to follow
the course of the Little Langdale Beck to

Fell Foot. So I turned up the lane past the
bobbin-mill, where piles of birch and syca-
more were waiting to be turned and bored and
punched into all manner of spindles, reels,

pegs and other matters
; paused awhile at

Skehvith Force to watch the plunge of the
river between those two bluffs of rock and
the frantic tossing and leaping of the foam
below ; and then passed out into the fields of
standing grass. They were gay, were those
two fields, with hawkweed and marguerites,
vv-hich nodded and laughed together in the
breeze, while red-winged butterflies flitted in
and out among the flowers, and little slim
dragon-flies of the brightest blue went dart-

ing to and fro or hovering on the bending
blossoms. The path led through a coppice
on the margin of Elterwater, fragrant with
meadow-sweet and resplendent with the large

blossoms of the meadow-cranesbill, and then
out into the fields again, with a wall or two
to climb and the Langdale Pikes always in

front, till finally it struck the road and in half

a mile or so brought me to Cohvith Force.

Now Cohvith Force cannot be seen with-

out a guide, not in the least because you
really want one, for the path is perfectly

plain, but because she keeps the key in her
pocket. So I set myself to find this same
guide, for it would not do to pass such a
well-known waterfall without seeing it. She
was not in her cottage, nor was she in her
garden : she was not on the bridge, nor up
the road, nor in the copse. Messengers of

all sorts and shapes and sizes were sent in

search of the guide, till, by-and-by, up she

came, panting in an agony of fear lest she

should lose the chance of a sixpence.

The guide safely conducted me along a

straight and even path to a point where there

was a comfortable seat, whereon she straight-

way plumped down, and left me to my own
devices.

In one respect Cohvith Force is somewhat
disappointing. It is broken into an upper

and a lower fall, and there is no accessible

point from which you can get the combined
effect of the two. Nevertheless, the picture

looking up the stream is very fine, with Wether-

lam just coming in between the banks.

I descended a slippery ladder to the rocks

below, and spent some time there in viewing

the lower reach, while the guide placidly

waited for me above. When 1 rejoined her

I ventured to ask whether, under her guid-

ance, anybody had ever fallen over the preci-

pice into that swirling pool of foam beneath,

and she informed me very calmly that some-

body had. He was a gentleman, it seems
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who was gathering some blackberries, over-

balanced himself, and fell sheer down into

the yawning chasm. A very wonderful part

of the story was that he scrambled out quite

unhurt, only " very pale," But the most
wonderful of all was that, though two young
ladies were with him, neither of them fainted

!

They must have been plucky ones!

The upward course of the stream takes a
sharp bend to the right at this point, so I

did the same, following the road up the

Little Langdale towards Fell Foot. On the

way I stayed for shelter and refreshment at

a little road-side inn, where a number of

minerals and petrifactions were displayed

upon the parlour table.

"What are these?" I asked, drawing the

attention of my hostess to this mineralogical

medley.

"They're what Professor Ruskin calls

^fawsles,' sir, or something o' that nearae."

This was doubtless a slander on Professor

Ruskin's orthoepy. But why " Professor

Ruskin " at all ? I wondered, till I learnt

^ that the great art-critic often came to this

little hostelry—brought parties of friends to

see the Langdales, and called here for a cup
of tea. I could not but wonder what the

Professor thought of the scriptural pictures

with which this apartment was adorned

—

" Joseph and his Brethren " in particular,

who really w^ere illustrated in the most excru-

ciating conflicts of colour that malevolence
itself could have devised.

There was a young quarryman in the

kitchen—an intelligent fellow, with whom I

presently fell into some talk.

Men have to serve seven years in the

quarries, he said, before they get full

wages. They then become " rivers " or
" trimmers," or take to some other depart-

ment of the work, keeping mostly to one
kind, and earn, their pound or two pounds
a week, according as the times go. The
blasting in the quarries makes very cuiious

echoes ; but, talking of echoes, the most
curious are heard when the men hunt on
foot along the fells Avith a pack of hounds

;

it often sounds for all the world as thouohO
there were another pack hunting on the

opposite range.

The mention of this local form of sport

led me to ask about " sport " of another
kind—cock-fighting—was it still carried on
in the Langdales? No, the quarryman re-

plied (and the hostess confirmed the state-

ment), there had been none for eight or ten

years past. At one time, indeed, the Lang-
dales were notorious for this cruel pastime,

and many were the devices used for eluding
.the vigilance of the police. For instance^
the cock-fighters would start off in a cart,
with the police following some distance be-
hind, then change places with confederates
;ound a corner, so that the police followed
the wrong men. Or again, the authorities
would get some inkling of a cock-fight to
come off, and sure enough, on the appointed
day, boys would be seen carrying canvas-
bags such as cock-fighters use to convev the
birds. The police, of course, would be all

agog and follow the boys mile after mile
over moor and fen, only to find, after all,

that the bags held not cocks but kittens, the
cock-fighters, bags, birds, and all, having gone,
of course, in a totally different direction.

And then the landlady went on to tell how,
at six o'clock one morning, a crowd of men
came to her inn, their gaming-birds in the
usual canvas-bags ; how they ate three-

quarters of a cheese and never paid for it

;

how, soon after the men had left, the police

arrived.

" ' Had any cock-fightin' here ? ' says they.
" ' Well,' says I, 'there was some men with

bags ; but I couldn't swear through a bag

;

how could I ?
'

"

Resuming my journey, a rise in the road

soon brought me within sight of Little Lang-
dale Tarn, embosomed in an amphitheatre

of mountains, with becks radiating down
their sides and converging upon the little

lake. And from this point a road between
rough stone walls, draped thickly with parsley-

fern, brought me in due time to the farm-

house at Fell Foot. Here the beck divides,

the right-hand branch leading up to Blea

Tarn and the left-hand to Wrynose Pass ; so,

as I wanted to explore Blea Tarn first, I

asked a rheumatic old farmer who sat upon

the " brigg " whether he thought the people of

the house would take charge of my knapsack.
" Yes, yes," he answered in the broadest

Lancashire ; " I'll carra it till t' hoose, an'

kape it gin ye coom baack."

I found, in fact, that he was himself the

master of Fell Foot ; so I delivered up my
burden to him and started off for Blea Tarn.

Coming within sight of it, the first thing

that strikes one is the disparity between the

scene and the description given in the
'•' Excursion." The valley is too shallow

;

it is more like a saucer than an " urn;" the

" treeless nook" has some seventy or eighty

trees; the "liquid pool" is as black and

forbidding as a pool can be, and cannot be

persuaded to " glitter " even in the brightest

sunlight. It must be remembered, however,
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that the wanderer and the poet did not

approach the valley by this road. They are

supposed, as Wordsworth himself has ex-

plained, to come over Lingmoor out of the

Great Langdale, and if the tourist will take

the trouble to climb to that position, he will

find, as the present writer can testify, that

the phrase, " deep as an urn," is perfectly

accurate from that point of view. i\s to the

other discrepancies, they are partly to be
accounted for by changes due to time and
partly by poetic licence, of which, by his

own confession, Wordsworth has allowed

himself a good deal in the "Excursion."

While I stood taking these mental notes a

coach with tourists from Ambleside drove up
behind me. The tourists alighted to walk
up the hill, and a gentleman of distinguished

appearance addressed himself to me, and
seemed anxious to enter into conversation.

What did I do ? Did I fish ? did I paint ?

I explained that I merely " mooned about ;"

at which he seemed a little puzzled. As we
passed Blea Tarn I pointed it out, since he
did not seem to have noticed it.

" That is Blea Tarn, and yonder is the

cottage of the Solitary. This is the scene oi

the ' Excursion,' you know."
" Oh, indeed ! picnic from Keswick or

UUeswater, I suppose ?
"

From a Photo.]
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" I mean Wordsiuori/i's * Excursion,' " I
\

explained.
j

" Oh ! ah ! Wordsworth," he echoed, in the
j

tone of one who fancied that he had heard
j

the name somewhere. But at this point of

the dialogue he was called upon to remount
the coach, and the tourists were soon rattUng

away through the valley, not one of them so

much as turning his head to look at the cottage.

For my own part I could not be content
without seeing something more than the out-

side thereof, and recalling the passage where
the poet describes himself as glancing from
the window of an upperjroom

—

" On two hujje peaks,
That from some other vale peered into this."

I begged the occupant (a young married

woman with two children) to let me see the

room up-stairs which looked towards the

Pikes. She assured me that the Pikes could

not be seen from any room in the place ; I

persuaded her, however, to let me test the

question for myself, so

—

" We clomb the cottage-stairs

And reached a small apartment dark and low."

She was quite right. The " lofty brethren
"

cannot be seen from any window up-stairs or

down ; in fact, the situation of the dwelling

forbids the idea that the Langdale Pikes

could ever have been seen from any part ot

it, for another mountain intervenes. I further

satisfied myself by dint of a deal of climbing
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that the " stranded ship with keel upturned,"

and the '•' altar-stone " were equally fictions of

the imagination, or were features borrowed
from other localities ; while as to the

—

" Black yew-tree, whose protruded boughs
Darken the silver bosom of the crag,"

the woman at the cottage declared that there

was not a yew-tree in the w^hole valley.

I spent some hours clambering about the

fells which surround this little vale, obtaining

many splendid views of the surrounding
country. Of course I came in for several

showers, and these with the wet moss and
dripping bracken drenched me to the skin.

The people at Fell Foot, however, took pity

on me and kindly agreed to put me up for

the night, so I dried my clothes and was
soon regaling myself on native trout, ham
and eggs, oatcake and rich cream in plenty

;

after which I sat in the old-fashioned kitchen

as the twilight stole on, and listened with a

grave face while the farmer bargained with a

stranger from Broughton in the broadest

dialect about the sale of a white cow. They
found some difficulty in coming to terms, and

were forced finally to go down the road to the

little inn and see if they could get any light

upon the subject there. I did not await

their return but found my way to my bed-

room, and, lulled by the murmur of the beck,

was soon fast asleep.

The next morning I was roused at five

o'clock or thereabouts by the clatter of clogs

over the rough slated floor of the kitchen

below me. The murmur of the water and

the song of birds came pleasantly througli

the cottage casement, and, early as it was,

the sunshine was already brilliant.
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After breakfast I bade my hostess good-day

and took the upward path towards Wrynose.

There were but a few miles of mountain

walk before me, and yet as I turned my back
upon the vale with its little tarn and winding

rivulet, and faced the barren crags of Blake

Rigg, I felt like some hermit about to re-

nounce the world for ever and betake himself

to the wilderness, so strangely does one lose

the sense of proportion' amid the sharp con-

trasts and sudden transitions of this varied

district. On the left of the path runs the

Brathay Beck, and tracing it upward with the

eye, we see where it comes rushing, tumbling,

leaping down from Wrynose Fell. Half a

mile of climbing brings us to a bridge, with

waterfalls above it and waterfalls below, and
a waterfall beneath the very arch. And as I

sat upon the bridge to take breath two rough-

looking fellows came clambering down the

rocks, fierce, haggard, hungry, unshaven, and
dripping with wet. They i^had been to a

haying, they said, in a neighbouring dale, had
lost their way in returning, and had spent the

whole night wandering upon the mountains.

They took the downward path and I the

upward, and as I climbed, the silence deep-

ened, till it was broken only by the tinkling

rills falling from rock to rock and the rei-

terated bleating of one solitary little fell-lamb

which had lost its dam. Still upward by a

zigzag path, now passing behind a bold rock
and now coming out again into full view of

the valley-head, while more than once a
sharp shower followed by a burst of sunshine
seemed to set the mountain all aflame and to

turn the little rills to streams of molten lava.

Higher still, till a rush of cold wind told me
that I was almost at the level of Wrynose
Gap, then straight ahead with Black Crag
upon the right and Wetside Edge upon the

left, and here at last is the " Three-Shire
Stone," where Cumberland, Lancashire, and
Westmoreland clasp hand in hand.
A tiny trickling thread issuing from a peat-

bog is all that is now left of the Brathay ; but
from the same bog there issues another little

rill which after a few hesitating twists and
turns decides to run in the opposite direction

and proves to be one of the many streamlets

which go to form the far-famed Duddon.
" Thriddin^' ^vith sinuous lapse the rushes, through
Dwarf willows gliding, and by ferny brake"

—

goes the streamlet, gathering force and
volume every moment, till at length, where
the path drops by a steep descent down the

other side of Wrynose, the Duddon plunges
down beside it, and foams from rock to rock
by a series of cascades all the way to Wry-
nose Bottom.

Before nightfall I hope to follow that little

river past Cockley Beck with its " cottage

rude and grey," of which Wordsworth sang in

one of the sweetest of his sonnets, past Birks

Brig with its Faerie Chasm, and Seathwaite
with its memories of Wonderful Walker, and
Ulpha Kirk, and Broughtown Tower, and
many another classic spot; but for the present

I pause, and, climbing to a point of vantage,

turn to look back upon the Brathay valley.

There it lies—the whole valley from Langdale
Tarn to Windermere—" beautiful as a wreck
of Paradise "—(or why not beautiful as Para-

dise itself? I for one desire no fairer)—with
its rich foliage glowing in the morning sun,

and the little river winding adown its length,

like that " river which went out of Eden to

water the Garden." Looking down upon it

thus, in its completeness and its beaut}', the

heart instinctively rise? in gratitude and
worship to Him who "sendeth the springs

into the valleys which run among the hills."

WELL KNOWN TO THE POLICE.
31 facial ftubji.

By the riverside VISITOR.

CCATTERED about my district are a^ number of the "well known to the

police " class. Of these it may, of course,

be said with litferal truthfulness, that the
better they are known the less they are

liked. But the feeling towards them indi-

cated by this saying varies in degree of inten-

sity. V/ith the rich and refined it is strong

;

among the poorer and rougher grades of
society it is comparatively mild—and my
district is essentially a poor and rough one.

In it members of the " well known to the

police," and of the "poor but honest" classes,

are apt to get socially mixed; while even the

more pronounced types of the former class,

with whom the poor but honest people will not

mix, are not regarded with the horror or terror

they usually inspire in the minds of classes

farther removed from them. Where habitual

criminals are concerned distance generally

lends fear rather than enchantment to the

view. As a body the " habituals " are no
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doubt rightly labelled dangerous; but indi-

vidually they are, as a rule, contemptible

beings. Scorn rather than fear is the feeling

entertained towards them by those whose fate

it is to have to live near theni, and who,

moreover, have the negative, but in this case

important advantage, of having little or

nothing to lose by them.

A man or woman may be well known to

the police without having been " through

their hands," without being actually, or, at

any rate, technically, a criminal.' They may
be known simply as " suspects," as having

no visible means of support, as being associ-

ated with thieves, or labouring under suspicion

of " fencing "—that is to say, of "receiving

goods, well knowing them to be stolen." Or
they may have only been convicted of drunk-

enness, or crimes of personal violence arising

out of drunkenness—offences which, unfor-

tunately, are not held to cast any very deep

stain upon the characters of those commit-

ting them, it is with such as these latter

that the honest, well-disposed poor, to whom
a low rent is a greater consideration than a

choice of neighbours, are to be found mingling

—the police, however, well knowing '* which

is which " of the two classes.

These relatively milder-mannered sections

of the " well known to the police " class

are, as we have said, scattered all over the

district. But the " habituals," those who
are best known to the police, and with

whom the "force" have the greatest trouble,

are, as a body, congregated together in one

particularly v/arm little street. As a thieves'

quarter this street is an admirable instance

of natural selection. It runs " endways on "

between the broad general high-street of the

district and the narrower special high-street

of the " low " quarter, but stands " bhnd " to

both of them, access to it being gained by
cross-cuts from an adjoining and parallel

street, only a few degrees less warm than

itself. The houses are let out in rooms by
superior landlords, so that each tenant can

profess not to know anything of the business

or movements of the others. A still greater

advantage—from the " habituals' " point of

view—lies in the fact that a tolerably active

person who knows the "runs " can, without re-

sort to the cross-cuts—which in an emergency
might be blocked—make his way into either

of the high-streets, or some other of the net-

work of back streets lying between them.

Outsiders do not care to venture into this

warm spot, and the dwellers in it are more
than content that it should be so. That the

street is particularly dirty, dilapidated, and

miserable-looking, goes without saying. Your
ordinary thief, if he have a slice of luck,

may "do the heavy" while the luck lasts.

He may, after his own fiishion, dress himself

"up to the knocker," live "high" in the

matter of eating and drinking, and lord it in

the public-houses he " uses
;
" but at all

times, alike when flush of money as when
hard up, his home is a scene of the direst

wretchedness.

The adult denizens of our particular street

are, to a man and a woman, "well known to

the police," and in this case the knowledge
is reciprocal. The habituals are not better

known to the police than the police are to

them. They know every " copper"—includ-

ing the plain-clothes men who come upon
the beat—know them not merely by sight,

but know their individual characteristics, if

they have any. They could probably tell

better than the authorities which of the police

are the really "active and intelligent officers."

Here it may, perhaps, be worth while to

mention that it is a common boast among
the criminal classes that even where they do
not know a plain-clothes man as an old

acquaintance, they can always " spot him at

sight." These officers are promoted from

the ranks, and, say the criminals, can never

shake off the policeman manner and bearing,

or the " cook's-march " tramp, which charac-

terizes the force, not only when on but also

when ofi" duty. This fact is by many people

held to place the EngHsh detective at a great

disadvantage, as compared with continental

detectives. If such is the case, the position

has, at any rate, one counterbalancing ad-

vantage. " Rounders"—that is, informers

—

who would not go to a police-office and make

a formal statement to be " took down," will

quietly give "the tip" to a detective who

they know from experience will stick to the

" from information received " line, and not

bring the informer " into it."

In the street of which we are here speak-

ing the plain-clothes men of the division

are frequently to be seen engaged in hunting

up evidence or witnesses, or in executing

search-warrants in connection with cases

tliat are coming off at the courts. But

they very seldom venture on to the ground,

merely " on the prowl." Most of their work

is effected through information received from

"pals " or paramours of offenders, who, either

from motives of revenge or as a means of

playing for safety, " round " upon associates.

Whatever proverb-mongers may say or think,

thieves do not believe that there is honour

among thieves, and their disbelief is fouudcd
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upon experience. The man who, in their

profession, can work single-handed is es-

teemed fortunate. That to pull off a good
thing, it is generally necessary there should

be a number in it, is regarded as a great evil

under the sun, not on account of the dividing

of the spoil which it involves, but because

of the danger of " rounding " that invariably

lies in there being more than one "in the

know."
That the police can tell some curious stories

of those who are well known to them is cer-

tain, and, if the latter class is to be believed,

it is no less certain that some of them could

strange tales unfold about individual members
of the " force." The police and other per-

sons and things connected with the adminis-

tration of justice are naturally common sub-

jects of discourse among the criminal classes,

most of whom are in a position to speak feel-

ingly upon such topics as the idiosyncracies

of magistrates, judges, juries, and the more
notable barristers practising in the criminal

courts. Upon the practical details of prison

discipline, and the moves by which its rigours

may be softened or evaded by the old birds,

or those whose friends are willing and able

to resort to " palm-greasing," they speak with

all the authority of experts.

The " school " occupying our street are a
fairly all-round set. To use a phrase current

among them, they are good for anything, from
robbing a church to killing a man. As a
matter of fact, they have through some of

their number been " in " almost every variety

of crime, from petty larceny to downright
murder. Even to catalogue the whole school

would require more space than is here at

command, but we may take a glance at a
few, who are visible as we make our way
through the street on business purpose bent.

We can look openly and without fear. We
are free of the street. It is known that we
are there on business, that our business is not
" thief-taking," and that we make a point of

abstaining from interference in what is not

our business. Among those out of doors

this morning is one of the chief notables, a

fallen Lucifer of the local pandemonium, A
few years back he reigned supreme among
his fellows. He hectored it over all and
sundry in the "snug little pubs" of the neigh-

bourhood, drinking uninvited out of other

people's pewters, and none daring to say him
nay. He had done twelve months for crip-

pling for life the " chucker-out " of one of

these pubs, and two years for a nearly suc-

cessful attempt to "corpse " a policeman. He
was "big-dog" to a disorderly house, and

when called upon in virtue of his office to

turn out of the establishment those who had
been robbed in it he did not do his spiriting

gently. He figured in the police reports as

the Terror of , and a terrific personage he
certainly was, and more terrific in word than
even in deed. Few who knew him cared to

encounter him, and when any with whom he
sought a quairel were keeping out of his way,
he would go about announcing in the most
horrific phraseology that he would "woller"
in their blood at the earliest opportunity.

Apart from his occupation of bully, his line

was robbery from the person, generally ac-

companied with violence. When garotting

became the mode with gentlemen of his stamp
he adopted it, and thereby began his fall.

One of his exploits in this line was brought

home to him. He was sentenced to a term

of penal servitude and a flogging. An account
of the administration of the latter punishment
appeared in the newspapers, and from this

account it became known that the Terror of

had made the most abject appeals to

be let off, and howled dreadfully under his

castigation. From that hour his glory was
departed, and in the forcibly expletive style

of the locality he was denounced as a cur for

having borne himself so lubberly over his

" back-scratching." In due course he was
liberated upon a ticket-of-leave, and made
straight for his old haunts. The woman with

whom he had been living at the time of his

committal, was at the date of his release co-

habiting with another and younger bully.

Having ascertained this, the "ticket-of-leaver"

went to her lodgings, and, finding her stand-

ing in the doorway, " floored her like a shot."

Hearing her screams, her young man rushed
out, asking " what was up," to which the re-

turned convict replied by recommending him
to say his prayers if he knew any, as he had
not five minutes to live, for he, the speaker,

was going to " woller in his blood up to the

elbows." The younger man, however, proved
himself the better tactician. He answered not

in words, but going upon the principle that

the first blow is half the battle, instantly felled

his man, and in the "rough-and-tumble" fight

that ensued he had the best of it. As a

consequence, the Terror came among his old

acquaintances, not only as a chicken-hearted

fellow who had given tongue under a floggin

but also as one who had been " lad-licked

Others whom he had formerly insulted or

assaulted now " went for him," and whether

it was that flogging and penal servitude had

broken his spirit, or that he had always been a

coward and was now only being found out, cer-
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tain it is that he generally sustained defeat in

his pugiHstic encounters. From being re-

garded with fear he has come to be looked

upon with contempt by the "sloggers" of

the quarter. But that is known only in the

quarter, and, though there he is without

honour, he is still a success in his old occu-

pation of bully. His ferocious appearance

and language are quite sufficient to terrify

any who may be lured into the den to which
he is attached.

A young fellow of about two-and-twenty
stands out rather conspicuously by reason of a

general wholesomeness of appearance, which
is in decided contrast to the sallow and sod-

dened look of most of those around him.

His look of health is attributable to the regu-

lar living of prison life. He has just come
out from " doing two months hard " for fowl-

stealing, which is the line of business he more
particularly affects. He is accounted a first-

class hand at it, but, like the fowls, he occa-

sionally gets caught, having now had three

"little lots" in the way of "doing time."

Other men are lounging about who might

be worth description did space permit. Here
are a couple of " finger-smiths "—pickpockets

—engaged in a rather warm discussion as to

the best ways and means of reaching a certain

surburban race meeting. A little lower down
a " pewterer "—that is to say, a thief whose
speciality is the purloining of publicans' and
milkmen's cans—is exchanging jokes with

a wiry-looking customer, whose line is strip-

ping empty houses, or new buildings, of their
metal fittings. A number of other special
artists, including a reputed burglar, are also
on view. Most thieves do profess to be
specialists, but as a matter of fact they are
generally ready to turn their hands to any-
thing that may crop up in a dishonest way.

Mingling with the men are some of the
women inhabitants of the street. It would
be hard-hearted not to believe that these
poor outcasts have some redeeming traits

of true womanliness in their nature, the cha-

racter of their life and surroundings notwith-

standing. Still it must be admitted that,

speaking broadly, but little good can be said

of them, therefore, perhaps, the least said the

better. Poor things ! where they are trans-

gressors, most of them find that even in this

life, and in a material sense, the way of

transgressors is hard.

All these people are well known to the

poHce, and in one way or another they prey

upon society. They are but types of a class

that is to be numbered by tens of thousands.

Society has to support them. How it might

best deal with them in its own interest is a

problem that we must leave to others to

attempt to solve. Our province for the pre-

sent is to assist others by ofiering some de-

scription, founded upon prolonged opportu-

nities for personal observation, of the charac-

ter of the people and haunts to be dealt with.

ZEBEDEE.

T THINK the Lord would often come to see thee,

Thou generous father ! grudging not thy sons

To strange new service ; no call came to free thee

From, mending nets or netting stronger ones.

Thou wouldst sit bravely, and how patiently !

And maybe, thinking of the Lord, wouldst sing

For joy, that every day thy sons would see

His face and hear His voice in journeying.

I think thou saw'st too—far in after years

—

The sword that pierced thy faithful James's heart ;

While o'er thy lake a vision dim appears

Of what thy favoured John saw ! Ah ! thou wert

What we may be. Or mending nets, or sailing ships-

Brave to endure—swift to obey—calls of Christ's lips

!

MARION BUCHANAN.



EGYPT AFTER THE WAR.
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PART IV.

SATURDAY, February 17//;.—It was not

a very favourable day for our expedition

to Karnak. The sky was cloudy, and the

horrid khamseen, or wind of the desert, was
blowing so strongly that the waters of the

Nile were quite rough. Though moored
firmly under the shelter of a high mud-bank,

we rolled and rocked about very unplea-

santly, and it was almost impossible for the

small boat, in which we were to cross the

river, to come alongside. We therefore walked

a short distance along the bank, and em-
barked at the little creek already referred to.

The clouds of sand from the desert were

terrible, rolling at intervals, like solid walls,

across the Nile, and completely hiding from

view all traces of Thebes, just opposite.

We covered our faces with veils and hand-

kerchiefs as best we could, and hurried our

donkeys along a narrow path, through rich

corn-fields, till we got to the pylon, or gate-

way of the first temple, where the massive

walls afforded us some shelter from the hot

blast. This gateway, standing up straight

and square, and marked with deeply-cut

hieroglyphics, is grand and imposing in ap-

pearance, and at once repaid us for all the

disappointment we had felt with the ruins we
had previously seen from a distance only, or

with those at Luxor amid their Avretched

surroundings. But this was as nothing com-
pared with the great hall of the temple itself,

to which we passed through a mass of ruined

columns, colossi, and obelisks, all lying on
their sides, more or less broken, some being

in quite small pieces. The great hall has

lost its roof, but the one hundred and thirty-

four columns which once supported it, to-

gether with some of the keystones, still

remain. All are elaborately ornamented
with deep, clearly-cut hieroglyphics, looking

as if the mason's chisel had left them but

yesterday. They represent the kings offering

to their gods, and their battles and victories.

One large column has partly fallen, and now
leans sideways into the hall. The gigantic

key-stone, which it still supports, looks as if it

might fall on one's head at any moment, and
reminds one in that respect of the key-stone
in the great arch of the Temple of the Sun,
at Baalbec. The Grand Temple of Karnak
is said to be the finest of all the old Egyptian
monuments, which I can quite believe. I

had not imagined anything half so im-

posing, notwithstanding the descriptions

and pictures I have read and seen. The
hall is about 330 feet long by 170 feet

broad ; the columns 62 feet in height, not

including the plinth and abacus, and 11^ feet

in diameter. These dimensions bring them
so close together that the effect produced is

not so much that of a vast hall supported

by pillars, as of a collection of avenues of

columns. How grand must it all have looked

when filled with the splendid processions and
the pomp and pageantry of the proud priest-

hood of Egypt

!

It was with reluctance that we left the

great hall, in order to see the rest of the

temple. But we were well repaid for our

trouble, though the exploration was long and
fatiguing. In visiting a grand ruin like this,

it always seems a work of drudgery to me to

study the more prosaic details, and to en-

deavour to trace out the faintly-distinguish-

able remains of what were once walls and
chambers, forming part of the main building.

I would so much rather sit still or wander
about in the most beautiful and perfect parts,

trying to fill them in my imagination with

the strange scenes of the past. What tales

the oldest of these columns would tell if they

could only speak, and what light they would
throw on the now obscure history of the suc-

cessive dynasties ! As it is, they do their best

to offer their dumb testimony, and to awaken
and encourage interest and research. First

we were shown the • geographical tablets,

bearing the names of the countries and cities

that had been conquered by one king, and an

avenue of colossal statues, all broken and
partially destroyed. The roof of the sanc-

tuary, a portion of which had fallen, was of a

beautiful cerulean blue, ornamented with

sunk stars, that had evidently at one time

been filled in with gold. They say it is

quite impossible to imitate this wonderful

blue now. In the court outside are two

obelisks, one still upstanding, of red granite,

seventy-five feet high, and one that has fallen

and is broken in pieces. There is a differ-

ence of two hundred and fifty years between

the dates of the hieroglyphics on either side of

these columns, those on one side having been

cut in the reign of Thotmes L, of the eight-

eenth dynasty, and those on the other be-

longing to the reign of Rameses II., of the

nineteenth dynasty. A little farther on there
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are two still larger obelisks, one erect, and
again one that has fallen. The former is the

largest in the world, one hundred and eight

feet in height, and was erected by Hatasoo,

whose name it bears, to the memory of her

father, Thotmes I. How dazzhngly beautiful

must their golden tips have looked against the

dark blue sky in the glorious mid-daysunshine

of Egypt—or perhaps still more so when
illumined by the roseate hues of early dawn,
or lighted up, as with flames of fire, by the

last gleams of the setting sun, or glittering

like silver lighthouses in the cold pale light

of the moon ! Beyond these obelisks was a

terrible mass of ruins, amid which, though
several pylons and a good many columns
remain standings the walls of the various

temples can be only indistinctly traced. We
went round these ruins and the walls of the

outer court till we came to the largest pylon,

to the top of which we clambered with some
difficulty, to get a view of the avenues of

sphinxes, some with a woman's head on a

lion's body, holding between their fore feet a

little statue of Amunoph IH. (probably the

maker of that particular avenue), others being

ordinary sphinxes, and others again crio-

sphinxes, or sphinxes with rams' heads. In
some cases these avenues were more than a

mile long, and were interspersed at intervals

with colossal statues. One of them led right

away to the great obelisks at Luxor, one to

the Nile, one to the desert, and others in dif-

ferent directions. From the summit of the

P3lon, the terrible destruction that has been
wrought by a variety of causes in the mighty
piles beneath was plainly visible. The
result of building eight feet below the level

of the Nile, without making adequate foun-

dations for such an enormous mass, has

been to throw the walls and columns out of

the perpendicular, and to cause the temple
to sink, and its lower portion to be sub-

merged in the nitrous waters of the river,

for many weeks in each year. ]\Iost of the

columns in the great hall, where not sur-

rounded and supported by rubbish, are eaten

away, at a height of from seven to eight feet

from the ground, to such an extent as to make
their condition appear quite dangerous. I

suppose it is only a question of time, and
that all must, sooner or later, fall with a

mighty crash, as others have done before

them. The effects of more than one earth-

quake, an occurrence now unknown in Egypt,
are also plainly visible. Then, too, the

temple has been on several occasions at-

tacked and taken by victorious kings, who
have undone much of the work of their pre-

decessors. And now still the work of de-
struction goes on, in an even more, regular,
though not quite so wholesale a manner.
Tourists and donkey-boys mutilate statues
and mummies, cut out the most precious of
hieroglyphics (perhaps, as has happened be-
fore now, the key to a whole inscription),

and light fires in tombs containing the most
valuable and interesting pictures of ancient
Egyptian life.

After descending from the pylon, we
lunched in the great hall, and strolled about
and sat in shady spots till about four o'clock,

when we went to see the Temple of Rameses
ni,, where Mr. Mispero and his people are
hard at work clearing out the rubbish in front

of the wall, and disclosing fresh hieroglyphics,

both cut and painted. At a short distance

from this spot is the Temple of Maut, where
a hundred and twenty black granite statues

of the lion-headed goddess Ptah were found,

many of which are still lying about on the

ground in a more or less broken state. Two
are at this moment on the shore at Luxor,
waiting to be shipped to Germany, having

been excavated last week only for Prince

Charles of Prussia, who was here recently.

There are a great many of these black statues

at Cairo and Alexandria, and the fact of their

all having come from this place induced the

late Mr. Mariette to undertake fresh excava-

tions and to make further important dis-

coveries.

Mr. Mispero paid me a visit on board the

dahabeeah this evening, and gave me some
interesting particulars of his recent discoveries

in this neighbourhood, which include 0. per-

fect Coptic church, of the fifth century. Last

year he found, beneath a tomb, a lime-

stone sarcophagus, on one corner of which

was a Coptic inscription. Further researcli

led to the discovery of the church itself,

which was approached by a short flight of

brickwork steps. The floor was covered with

tiles, and the walls with bricks, on which

were inscriptions. He also found a tablet,

covered with wax or some hard white sub-

stance, bearing a long inscription of some

three hundred lines, which is supposed to

have formed part of a sermon directed against

jMonophysite heretics.

Sunday, February \Zth.—We went to

church at half-past ten - at the hotel : the

Bishop of Limerick reading the service, and

the doctor of tlie hotel, Cullen by name, the

lessons. Afterwards we went across the

river in our small boat, accompanied by Ach-

met Effendi, who appears to be now quite

cured by the doctor's treatment, and who
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is extremely grateful for the relief affDrded

him. It was a deliciously hot day, and I

{qXX. perfectly well. No one who has not suf-

fered from an affection of the lungs or throat

can know what that expression means, or

can appreciate the luxury of breathing without

conscious effort, and without being painfully

reminded of infirmity by each respiration.

It is a long way to come to attain such bliss
;

but the result is worth the effort.

The birds we saw as we landed were even
more numerous and beautiful than usual.

There were white and black storks, grey

herons, red and yellow-legged ibis, brown
and white striped zigzags, pink flamingoes,

many- coloured kingfishers, hoopoos, and
all sorts of other birds, of the names of

which I am ignorant. On landing, of course

the usual scrimmage took place ; but,

once fairly started, we found we had very

good don-

keys, and
' ambled

along com-
fortab ly

enough
through
the fields of

green corn

just

merable quail which are at present migrating

from the upper parts of the Nile. Now they

are here by hundreds ; soon they will be here

by thousands; and one can easily understand
how, without any special miracle, the Israelites

in the wilderness fed upon them, just as they

fed on the produce of the manna-tree, which
sends out its white gum in drops like hoar
frost.

The little Arab water-carriers, who follow

one on expeditions like that of to-day, bear-

ing porous goulahs on their heads, are very

taking in their ways, though somewhat per-

sistent in their attentions. One of them, a

young girl, with big black soft eyes, who
kept saying, " I, Fatma ; please, good lady,

take poor little Fatma : no father, no

"

mother ; carry water all day long for one piece

bread," was successful in her appeal to me.

I must say that, having once engaged her,

she stuck to me faithfully, and did her best

to keep the others off.

A ride of a few miles brought us, by way of

the artificial lake of Birket Haboo, to the

Temple of Medeenet Haboo; partly built by
Thotmes and partly by Rameses III., with

many additions by later kings. It is a mag-

nificent relic of the governments of ancient

Thebes, and its present remains make it just

possible to realise what the city must have

been thousands of years ago, when it furnished

from its vicinity 20,000 chariots in time of

Avar, before Cambyses conquered and looted

it, and the march of time had transferred the

seat of government to Tanis and Bubastio.

The fallen Colossus ot Kameses.
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^»%*£^r.;

and subsequently to Sais

and Alexandria. The
ruins of the temple are

superb, the carvings and
hieroglyphics wonderful,
having been preserved by
the layers of plaster and
stucco with which they
were covered by succes-

sive Copts and Romans. The view from
the top of the walls and the pylon, to which
we climbed with some difficulty, is very
extensive, and well repaid us for the scramble.
Thebes is so beautifully situated between the

ranges of the Lybian and Arabian Mountains,
and commands so fine a view of the fertile

valley of the Nile, and across the river to

Luxor, that Medeenet Hdboo is quite differ-

ent in this respect from the other temples. It

is wonderful how distance lends enchantment
to the view of Luxor. The mud huts seem
to disappear and lose themselves as if by
magic, while the grand old temple stands out
in all its ancient magnificence. One's ideas

become almost unconsciously revolutionised
here, especially coming, as we have done,
almost direct from Rome, where people learn
to admire and revere all that is ancient of
Roman art, ruins, and remains. Here one
comes to regard the antiquities of Europe as

comparatively modern and uninteresting, and,
almost without knowing it, to despise them.
At Thebes, more than anywhere else, L was
struck with the commonplace character, so
to speak, of the well-built brick walls of the

The Plain of Thebes, from Karnal;

ancient Romans, alongside the grand masonry
of the old Egyptians, and with the puny
insignificance of the Ionic and Doric columns

in the interior of the great hall, as contrasted

with the stern simplicity and size of their

older and larger Egyptian brethren. The
contrast is more remarkable, I think, from

the top of the pylon than from any other

point of view ; for the columns are then seen

in closer juxtaposition, and can therefore be

more easily compared.

From Medeenet Hdboo we rode across

the fertile plain to the colossal statues of

Amunoph III. ; one of which was known as

the " Vocal Memnon," from the sound it was

supposed to emit at the daily rising of the

sun. Whether, after it was broken, the joints

of the stones which had thus become ex-

posed did really emit some sound, owing to

the changes of temperature, and the conse-

quent expansion and contraction of the stone,

or whether the whole thing was an imposition

on the part of the priests, I suppose will never

be known for certain. Reluctantly I am com-

pelled to lean rather to the latter opinion,

there being still the remains of a metallic
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sounding stone in the lap of the figure, and
a hole just behind it quite big enough to

conceal a man. Some of the party climbed
up to get a closer view of this stone, but I

was not sufficiently energetic to do so. It

was too pleasant to sit below and enjoy the

delicious air, and think how delightful it was
to have at last realised one of the dreams of

my childhood, and to have really gazed upon
the obelisk of Luxor and the Colossus of Mem-
non, as I had longed to do ever since I first

read about them when eight or nine years

old. Now I have seen them amid their own
beautiful surroundings, and know what they
are like, in a way that—so stupid am I—no
amount of reading would ever have enabled
me to do.

From the colossi we rode to the temple of

Rameses II., frequently though erroneously

called the Ivlemnonium. The first thing that

strikes one is the gigantic monolithic statue

of Rameses II., in black syenite, estimated

to weigh over a thousand tons, or three times

as much as the grand obelisk at Karnak.
How was it transported to where it now
stands ? How was it damaged and broken
so much as it is, if dynamite and gunpowder
are but recent discoveries? Shall we ever
learn anything on these points fi-om hiero-

glyphics which have yet to be brought to

light, or will it all remain secret until the end
of the w'orld ? The temple itself is vast and
interesting, and contains some clearly cut

hieroglyphics representing the various kings

in the act of making offerings to their gods.

It was a great advantage that we had Achmet
Effendi with us ; for he was well acquainted
with the subject, and explained everything

most ably. Still I must confess that I rather

longed for a kindred spirit to talk to about
these wonders of the past ; for the children

are rather young to appreciate them, and
they are not much in the doctor's line.

Monday, February i^t/i.—Mr. Mispero
had specially recommended me to go and
see a tomb he has only excavated within the

last three or four days, and we had arranged
to make an expedition for this purpose to-day.

Achmet Effendi came onboard at nine o'clock,

soon after which we unmoored the dahabeeah
and went down the river a few miles, whence
we had a long hot ride on donkeys to the
Tombs of the Kings. After the first mile or
two over a few fields and then across a desert,

our way lay up a narrow limestone valley,

without bush, tree, rock, or shelter of any
kind. The rays of the burning sun were
reflected from the hills on either side, and
the atmosphere was altogether so stifling.

that we were only too glad to arrive at Bab-
el-Molook, and to rush into the shelter of

the tomb. First we descended a long way
into the earth, and then found ourselves in a

series of magnificent rock-hewn chambers,
profusely decorated with hieroglyphics, and
with pictures painted in the brightest colours,

which, I suppose, owing to the dryness of

the desert air, are as fresh as if they had only

been executed yesterday. I was immensely
interested in following the different scenes of

domestic life depicted on the walls of the

various apartments, and was tempted to stay

a long time underground, notwithstanding

the stifling air, and the strong and very nasty

smell of bats. The next tomb we saw was
called the Harper's tomb, which, though not

so large as the others, contained some most
interesting hieroglyphics and pictures. There
are hundreds, not to say thousands, of these

tombs in the limestone rocks and mountains

hereabouts. INIany have already been dis-

covered and opened, and have been rifled of

their contents ; but only a few repay the

trouble of the non-antiquarian, there being a

certain superficial similarity between all of

them.

The ride downwards was considerably

pleasanter and quicker then the ascent had
been ; for the donkeys cantered gaily along

this burnt-up valley of desolation till Ave got

to the desert again, where we found some
camels awaiting us. The children and I

each had a ride on one, and found the motion

by no means so unpleasant as we had been

led to expect. It was many years since I had

had any experience of this mode of travelling,

and I had almost forgotten what the sensation

was like. We lunched in the grateful shade

of the temple of Koorneh, surrounded by a

group of camel-men, donkey-boys, curiosity-

dealers, and water-carriers, all eager for a

morsel. Such a crowd you do not often see

here ; and Tadros was obliged to go round

at intervals with a whip to try and disperse

them : but it was of no use ; they returned

almost immediately, just like flies to a bit of

sugar.

The Temple of Koorneh was built by Sethi

I., in memory of his father Rameses I., and

was completed by Rameses II., the Sesostris

of the Greeks. It is not so large as some of

the other temples. The hieroglyphics are

deeply cut, but there is no colour on the

walls. From Koorneh we went to Dayr-el-

Medeeneh, so called from having been in-

habited by the early Christians, the sculp-

tures and painting being much blackened

and spoilt by the fires they used. The hiero-
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glyphics depict the ideas of the ancients as

to the processes through which the human
soul must pass before becoming fit to appear

before Osiris, the special god and judge of

the dead. Mr. Mispero met us here, and

took us to see Dayr-el-bahree, or " the

Northern Convent," a fine temple of marble

or of limestone, white as alabaster, built on

the side of the hill, approached by steps and

terraces through an avenue of sphinxes and

obelisks, and entered by three magnificent

pylons, from which an extensive view is

commanded over the once splendid courts

of the temple and the valley and river of the

Nile, away to the distant, mountains of

Arabia. It was built by Hatasoo, in memory
of her father, Thotmes I. The sculptures

and paintings are specially beautiful. One
representing soldiers marching to or from

battle, and some ships and boats sailing and

being rowed on transparent water, through

which fish of all kinds are seen, is perfectly

wonderful. In one picture the waters repre-

sented are those of the Nile, and there are

none but river fish. In another they are

those of the sea, and all the fish are real sea

fish.

Not far from the Temple of Dayr-el-bahree

we were shown the excavation in which all the

royal mummies that have recently been taken

to the museum at

Boulak v/ere dis-

covered. They fr

had previously
'

been removed
from the grand

sarcophagi in the

vaults

Tombs
Kings,

hidden

safety,

of the

of the

and were

here for

probably
in the time of the

Shepherd Kings.

A steep descent

and an equally

abrupt ascent by
a well-levelled in-

cline, which had
evidently been
prepared for the

passage down-
wards of a sarco-

phagus, took us

into the recently

discovered tomb
of which Mr.
Mispero had told

us, and whicli he

The .Nile by Moonlight

had kindly given us permission to visit.

It contained an enormous carved stone sar-

cophagus, covered with hieroglyphics, that
l>ad been with great labour drawn up from
the depths of tlic earth, and was now wait-

ing in the passage to be hauled out quietly,

lowered down the incline, and conveyed
thence to the river bank, and- so by barge
to Boulak. The chief interest of the dis-

covery, however, lies, not in the sarcopha-
gus itself, important as it is, but in the fact

that the tomb had been used as a Christian

church, and that it is the first perfect specimen
ever discovered. It is completely plastered

with stucco, minutely covered with Coptic
characters, beautifully and clearly chiselled,

and filled in with some red substance ; so
that they are now just as legible as they were
when first executed. Extracts from the Bible

and the tenets of the Coptic religion have
already been deciphered, and the stucco-

work is at this moment being carefully re-

moved in pieces, in order to be put together

again at Cairo, and translated by experts.

Who knows what extraordinary histories these

tablets may not reveal?

The sun was now just sinking behind the

mountains, and we had a long ride before us,

back to the boat, across a desert plain com-
pletely honeycombed with tombs. It would

have been danger-

ous riding in the

dark, but the
donkeys managed
to pick their way
very cleverly,
even when going

at a considerable

pace. Most if

not all of the

tombs have been
opened and rifled

of their contents,

while many are

now occupied by
Arabs, who pre-

fer inhabiting the

spacious resting-

places of the dead

to building fresh

mud hovels for

themselves, at

great labour and
trouble ; for here

there is nothing

but sand, sand,

sand everywhere,

and everything

else has to be
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transported from a distance. The poor crea-

tures must have many a weary journey before

even their frugal wants can be satisfied.

Their living is, I should think, chiefly gained

by acting as guides to visitors to the tombs,

and by the collection and sale of curiosities of

all sorts.

To-night it was very pleasant, sitting on
the upper deck, without a shadow of fear of

cold, listening to Arab love ditties and odes

to the moon, as we glided slowly back to our

old anchorage, or rather to a spot as near to

it as we could get; for Luxor is quite gay and
crowded this evening, four steamers having

arrived in the course of the day. We met

the bi-weekly postal boat, and a steamer
with two English officers and some Egyptian
troops for the Soudan, whither the authorities

seem to be sending extensive reinforcements,

and where trouble is anticipated, owing to

the increasing popularity and power of the

Mahdi. By far the most comfortable way
of going up the Nile is to hire a dahabeeah,
as we have done, thus securing all the com-
fort of a home, and avoiding most of the

penalties of travel : but if you wished to save

time, it would not be a bad plan to make up
your own party and hire the postal boat.

I believe that a new passenger service by
postal-steamers has recently been organized.

Avenue of Sphinxes.

which enables travellers to accomplish the

voyage from Cairo to the First Cataract and
back in exactly a fortnight, including a four

days' stay at Luxor, , for a little over ^20,
everything included. Or it is possible to go
to Luxor and back in eleven days at a propor-

tionately lower rate. The route is by rail as

far as Assiout, whence the steamers start

twice a week, accomplishing the voyage to

Assouan in four days and a-half.

After dinner I mounted a donkey, and went
to see Karnak by moonlight. It was a perfect

night; and as I rode along, alone so to speak,

though surrounded by Arab guards, I had
plenty of time to appreciate the full beauty of

the scene before me, though I think, in fact I

am sure, I should much have enjoyed the

society of a sympathising companion. The
little village half-way between Karnak and
Luxor looked specially beautiful and Orien-

tal, with its white houses half visible in the

moonlight, half hidden by groups of date

and dome palms, and by fragrant creepers.

Just outside the temple, where the moon-
light shone brightest, six white-robed Arabs

were saying their prayers, with many prostra-

tions and genuflexions. Mahommedanism
has a peculiar influence over the lower class

of its votaries, far greater in some respects

than that of Christianity in any of its forms.

The precepts it inculcates are undeniably

good and sound;, and in many cases worthy
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Leaning Column at Karnak.

( To be concluded next month.

^

of imitation, even if we are

unable to accept them as a
whole.

TheTemple of Karnak, in

the cold moonlight, is indeed

a sight to be seen and a thing

to be dreamed of in years to

come. If ever I live to be
old, grey-headed, and rheu-

matic, only able to occupy
an arm-chair by the fire-side,

I feel sure that the remem-
brance of that scene, as I

beheld it to-night, will always

remain in my mind, as that

thing of beauty which is a

joy for ever. The tender but

bright light exhibited all the

exquisite proportions of the

building to perfection, and
seemed to throw a delicate

veil over the scars and
scratches made by the rude

fingers of relentless time, or

by the hand of the spoiler.

Everything seemed more
perfect than in the garish

light of noonday. Columns
appeared to be without crack

or flaw, colossi concealed

their general dilapidation

;

obelisks looked even higher

and more pointed ; the ave-

nue of sphinxes, half-buried

in sand, more grand. All

had an added charm in the

glory of an Egyptian night,

which just now is only like

a softer day, illumined by

myriads of stars.



BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA,

By M. LINSKILL.

Author of "Cleveden," "Hagar," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER XXXII.—WAITING.

"And sometimes I am hopeful as fhe spring-,

And up my fluttering heart is borne aloft,

_

As high and gladsome as the lark at sunrise

;

And then, as though the fowler's shaft had pierced it.

It comes plumb down with such a dead, dead fall."

Philip Van Artevelde.

WAITING, when there is no doubt, no

suspense, is often a very happy attitude

of mind. The mere fact that there is some-

thing worth waiting for precludes all idea of

dulness, or heaviness, or emptiness of life.

Genevieve sat in the little coral-tinted

room ; she had arranged it all with her own
hands that morning, turning her plants to

the sun, and giving them water. Then she

had gone out to the hedgerows down the

fields, and had brought in all manner of

beautiful wild things to deck the place. Long
trailing sprays of greenery hung down from

the brackets, and quivered in the breeze from

the open windows. The canary chirped in

his cage; the pigeons perched upon the

window-sill, and plumed themselves in the

morning sun.

All the forenoon Genevieve waited. It

was Tuesday, the day after the landslip in

Birkrigg Gill. George Kirkoswald was so

sure to come that Genevieve never said to

herself she was sure. She had only to wait

a little, to wait in an untranquil rapture so

keen, so unspeakable, as to lie on the very

verge of pain. Perhaps it would be a little

less keen, a httle less tremulous after she had

seen him again.

It could not be but that some sense of

confusion, something that was near to shame,

should mingle with her rapture. And this

she bore ill, it was so new, so unprecedented

in her mental life.

It was impossible as she sat there that she

should not go back over the events of the

day before. They had made the great grand

crisis -of her existence. The thing that had

given life to her hfe could not happen twice

over.

It had all happened in a moment as it

were ; and so strangely—so very strangely !

No wonder that there should be an element

of pain in the beauty and the rapture of it.

Perhaps the most beautiful moment of all

had been that moment when they had stood

hand in hand in that Eden of pale wild

flowers and blossoming trees ; and when
George had spoken her name in such tender,

gentle tones. " Tell me why, Genevieve ?
"

he had asked. Certainly that was sweeter to

remember than all else beside.

She did not linger upon the sudden shock

that followed, clashing upon the nerve cur-

rents of her frame with such disastrous force.

It had been a very" natural and not uncom-
mon occurrence, so her father had said. The
earth had been loosened by the previous

rains, and it had given way all about the

overhanging rock. Such things were always

happening in these ravines.

The rest was not all pleasant to remember.

A hot blush dyed her face each time, she

recollected the unexpected appearance of

Diana Richmond upon the scene. What
could she think, since she had known nothing

of the events of the few previous moments ?

It would be so difficult to make explanations

to Miss Richmond. " But I will explain,"

the girl said to herself, " I will tell her all the

truth if I can when I see her again."

All that happened after was tinged with

this confusion that had the effect of doubt

and self-reproach. Surely that last word of

hers, " I am yours always, I am yours till I

die," had been spoken too soon, too readily.

There had been no pleading, no effort needed

to win from her a confession of love. She

had yielded at once, without one moment of

reservation. This was not well, it was not

well. Even the child-heroine of " The Swan's

Nest " had known that things should not be

thus.
" The third tim'e, I may bend

''

From my pride and answer,—Pardon—
If he comes to take my love.".

So the morning passed, and so the after-

noon passed. When the evening came there

was a little wonder, a little quietness. Noel

Bartholomew had been at work in his studio

all day, but it had not been a successful day ;

and at the last moment, in a fit of disgust, he

had painted out the work of many days,

knowing as he did it that he would after-

ward repent.

Once, only a week or so before the land-

slip, he had made a discovery that had

caused him to sit in his studio for nearly two

hours without moving.

It has already been intimated that Bar-

tholomew was not a provident man; and

the manner of his life had not been of a

nature to encourage providence. Almost all
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that he knew about his own affairs was that

he had always had enough for his own needs
and the needs of those about him.

Before leaving London, before deciding to

give up his house, and sell the larger part of

his household goods, he had been compelled
to face the fact that his three years of in-

activity had told upon his resources. All

the time he had been living exactly as he
had lived when his productive powers were
greatest. There had been a certain slight

unpleasant shock, a determination to retrench,

and finally a conviction that retrenchment
was not possible in the neighbourhood of

Kensington. So it will be seen that he had
a double motive for choosing to retire to

Murk-Marishes for a time, and for endeavour-
ing to settle down there on a system of living

that should cause him as little anxiety as

possible.

Of all this Genevieve had known nothing
certainly ; but she had guessed enough to

make her mindful of the money which she had
to expend herself, either on dress, or for

household needs. In point of fact her dress

had cost her nothing since she left London

;

and she intended that for some time to come
her personal expenses should be a matter of

extreme care. More than once she remem-
bered little hints of foreboding that had
dropped from her mother's lips.

The discovery that Bartholomew had just

made would have startled his daughter more
seriously than the falling of half the rocks
in the neighbourhood. To put the matter
briefly and plaini}', he knew as he sat there

brooding over the papers in his desk, and
the book in his hand, that unless he made
some special effort, the end of a very short

time would find him penniless.

The word crossed his mind, bringing with
it a sense of absurdity for the moment. The
pictures that bung about his studio would,
if they were finished, bring money enough
for the needs of years.

They were not finished, but it seemed to

him, as he sat looking at them, that nothing
could be easier than to finish two of them
within two months.

It seemed so easy a matter, and so plain,

that he turned away with a smile ; and stir-

ring his studio fire into a blaze he sat there

with his chill hands extended, thinking grate-

fully of the work he had done since he came
to Netherbank. He had been dissatisfied

with it, both with its quantity and its quahty.
But if it had not been done, what would have
been his outlook now ? He hardly cared to

think of that ; indeed he hardly cared to

think of the matter anymore at all. Once
he had decided what was to be done there
was no need to harass himself uselessly.

He did not seem to harass himself He
was not conscious of brooding over his
financial difficulties. But what was it that
had suddenly come upon his too sensitive
brain, pressing there hke a band of iron, and
seldom relaxing its dread pressure ? It was
never relaxed entirely, save when he was
out under the blue heavens where the wind
from the sea could breathe upon his fevered
forehead.

The blow had fallen just when he was most
ill-prepared to bear such a blow. For weeks
before he had been flagging, needing rest

;

yet he had worked eagerly when the mood was
upon him, using up the litde nerve force he had
at the moment instead of letting it accumu-
late awhile. He was still doing the same
thing, or trying to do it, even though the new
pressure on his brain made his own work
seem hateful in his sight. It need hardly be
said that his suftering under these circum-

stances was very great, yet he bore it patiently,

and in strict silence.

Still it was not to be expected that he could

pass through such an experience as this with-

out arousing some suspicion in the mind of

one who watched him so closely as his

daughter watched him. She was conscious

of some new element in his suffering; and
the new element seemed more than ever

patent "on this bright May afternoon, when he

came up from the studio to the little sitting-

room where Genevieve was waiting. He had

just painted out the beautiful and highly-

wrought background that he had put to the

Sir Galahad ; and even as the brush had swept

over the canvas repentance had touched him.

But it was too late ; the under-tints had only

been half dry, and the confusion was hope-

less.

In the morning Genevieve had looked for-

ward to this one hour ofthe afternoon. George

Kirkoswald would be there when her father

came up from his work ; and it would be then

that George would speak, that he would say

how much more had happened in Birkrigg

Gill than the fall ofa piece of rock. Genevieve

had hesitated to speak of all that had passed

herself. How could she speak of it ? How
should she say the words ? She had thought

of it, tried to think how she might bring her-

self to speak ; but her thought had ended in

passionate tears for the dead, loving mother

to v/hom it would have been so easy to speak

and so natural.

But George had not come. Some un-
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expected thing had detained him doubtless
;

and she must go out of doors with her father

now. He was restless, nervous.'

" I must go down to the sea this evening,

dear," he said. " Nothing will give me any

strength or any calmness but the sea."

Genevieve was careful to leave a message

this time, but it was left in vain.

It was quite in vain too that she watched

with eager eyes the road that led down between

the rocks into Soulsgrif Bight. No strong

tall figure came dashing down with a tender

reproach on his lips this evening.

And the next day was as that day had been,

only a little quieter. " It will be my turn to

utter reproaches," Genevieve said to herself

as she sat down to sing over again the songs

she had been asked to sing so often. One of

these was Robin Adair, and Genevieve felt

that she sang it with a better understanding

than before ; a finer feeling for its yearning

and its pathos. She would sing it again to-

morrow when George Kirkoswald came.

But the morrow came, and Genevieve did

not sing Robin Adair. She did not open the

piano at all. She wanted to listen, to listen

for a footstep on the path through the spring-

ing barley.

All day she listened, hardly caring to go
down to the studio lest she should miss one
moment of reassurance. Then she blamed
herself and went. " What wms she thinking

of? What was she fearing ? " she asked her-

self in scorn. What did it matter, to-day, or

to-morrow, this week or the next week ?

What did it matter that she should have to

wait a little ?

So she went on waiting, and the week went
on to its close, quietly, but not painlessly.

Her father's ceaseless questioning and wonder-

ing as to what could have become of Kirk-

oswald was enough for pain. Once he said

he would go up to Usselby to make inquiries,

but Genevieve dissuaded him from going to

Usselby. Not for the world would she have
him go there unless she knew that George was
ill, and unable to come to Netherbank. Of
course, she had distressed herself, thinking

that he might be ill ; but in that case he
would have sent some note or message.

Every morning there had been new flowers

in the little room ; every morning new sun-

shine ; every morning new hopes.

And every evening the sun had gone down
;

and every evening the flowers had drooped.
Had the hopes drooped a little also ?

Genevieve never admitted that they had.

If her faith would not bear so slight a strain

as this, then certainly some heavier strain

would be laid upon it, so that it might grow
to a stronger power of endurance.

CHAPTER XXXIII.—RETROSPECT.

" But had you—oh, with the same perfect brow,
And perfect eyes, and more than perfect mouth.
And the low voice my soul hears, as a bird
The fowler's pipe, and follows to the snare

—

Had you, with these the same, but brought a mind I

Some women do so."
R. Browning.

It need hardly be said that for George
Kirkoswald also the scene in Birkrigg Gill

had repeated itself many times.

All the night that followed upon that

eventful day it seemed to him that he was
passing from an extreme of agony to an
extreme of bliss. If he slept he held a life-

less form that kept silence, though he cried

his most passionate cry. When he awoke
life came back to the dead, pale lips, and
they parted, saying with a sweet solemnity,
" I am yours, I am yours always till I die."

He was glad when the morning came.
He rose early, as he always did, and went
out into the fir-copse, where the sun was
slanting upward from the sea. He was glad,

and the morning air was glad, and the birds

that sang in the branches were glad.

This thing that was in all his thoughts had
not happened as he had always meant it to

happen. There had not been that unburden-

ing of his mind that he had intended there

should be. Genevieve had been too much
unstrung to listen to him then, even if the

presence of Miss Richmond in the Gill had
not put an end to the opportunity.

He had acted on an impulse when he had
asked for a word of promise in that unlikely

moment ; but he was glad now that he had
asked, glad to the last fibre of his being.

The promise had been given, and nothing

could destroy the happiness that had entered

into him by the gift.

The few hours that must elapse before he

could present himself at Netherbank seemed
like so many days. There was not that

patience in his waiting that there had been

in the waiting of Genevieve. "

It was not that he had any dread now.

The worst thing he anticipated was that he

should have to consent to a long engagement.

Noel Bartholomew would not be anxious to

part with his daughter. It seemed like a

bitter cruelty to ask him to part with her at

all. But George had his own plans for

mitigating the cruelty. The painter might

live where he chose to live, but he should

always be made to feel that his real home
was under his daughter's roof. A handsonoe

studio was part of Kirkoswald's idea for the
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restoration of Usselby ; and it was an in-

tention that even Genevieve might not

gainsay.

So George was thinking as he wandered
back to his lonely breakfast. He had an

intense dislike to lonely meals, and it had

been growing upon him of late. Even the idea

that they might soon be no longer lonely was

not very comforting for the present hour.

He was sorely needing some one to whom
he might speak out of his full heart without

reserve.

For one second he thought that his need

was about to be met, but the next instant

disclosed the fact that the man who was

entering his grounds by the wicket gate on

the north wore the Richmond livery. He
came forward, touched his hat respectfully,

delivered a note to the master of Usselby,

and retired.

Perhaps it would be more correct to say a

letter than a note. The envelope was large,

and appeared to be well filled. The address

was in Miss Richmond's clear, firm, im-

portant-looking handwriting.

George Kirkoswald went indoors at once.

His breakfast was ready, it was waiting for

him in his study; but he hardly saw it. He
sat down on a chair near the window and
placed the unopened letter on a table before

him.

It would perhaps hardly be an exaggeration

to say that so far as the appearance of his face

was an index, ten minutes had done the

work of ten years.

He sat there, looking out beyond the

letter to some far-away vacancy that his

narrow room could not bound. His fore-

head was drawn into rugged lines, his dark

eyes had sunk into deeper recesses, his firm

mouth was compressed with something more

than firmness.

He did not think as he sat there. For as

long a time as was possible to him he pur-

posely refrained from thinking.

It never occurred to him to say to himself,

" I will learn the worst at once ; even the

worst may not be so bad as I fear."

Nothing occurred to him that had any

gleam of hope in it. When he could begin

to look about for hope the worst would be

over ; and it had not burst upon him in all

its strength yet. This he knew, but he was

not trying to prepare himself.

The first sign of returning vitality was a

desire to look fully into the nature of his past

mistake, the one great mistake of his life.

He must face the consequence ] but before

he could decide how best to face it he had a

great wish to see clearly the extent of his

wrong-doing.

He had seen it before, but now that he was
farther away from it he thought he could see

it under an altered light. Things would seem
different, and differently seen they might be
differently Judged.
Some who had known of his mistake had

made excuse for him by saying that he was
little more than a boy when he made it.

This was an error. Kirkoswald had been
twenty-seven years of age when he had yielded

to the strange, wild, intoxicating passion that

Diana Richmond had inspired in him.

It had come upon him with a suddenness,

an absoluteness that seemed to turn the whole
current of his being; aside from its true course.

He had used no judgment, nor desired to

use any.

He had had no acquaintance whatever

with Miss Richmond in his boyish days,

though they had been neighbours, so to

speak, and of the same age within a year or

two, Miss Richmond having the advantage.

Kirkoswald had been educated mainly

abroad, and even while he was at Oxford he

had seldom spent his vacations at Usselby.

Soon after taking his degree he had gone

abroad again, and had remained there till

the summer of his twenty-seventh year.

Three weeks after his return his engagement

to Miss Richmond had "been proclaimed with

a curious haste and publicity. Half the

Riding wondered over the unlikely match.

Of course it could be understood. Miss

Richmond's marvellous beauty, and her still

more marvellous powers of fascination, were

acknowledged everywhere. But tb.en every-

where also was it acknowledged that Kirk-

oswald was a man of wide culture, of scholarly

ways of thought, of a poetic appreciation of

life and nature. Did he expect that Miss

Richmond would be a helpmeet for him

here ? Was he anticipating that refined in-

tellectual intercourse which he had declared

in one of his pubhshed poems to be the only

true basis for any bond of friendship or of

love?
Others asked these questions before he

began to ask them for himself. When they

came he thrust them away; again and again

he thrust them away, but again and again

they claimed loudly to be heard.

He was enduring it all over again as he

sat there with the unopened letter before

him. The very handwriting seemed to bring

back that first dawning dread, that first fear

lest he should have mistaken the enthral-

ment of his senses for the strong, fine, spiri-
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tual bond that alone can bind two souls so

that neither shall stumble in the dark ways of

life for the need of that support that such

bonds engage to give.

There had been a long period of suffering

and dismay that he had not been able to

understand at the time. It had succeeded,

by somewhat quick gradations, to the first

phase of wild and passionate admiration.

Even now he barely comprehended it. Day
after day for a whole year had been marked

as it went past by pain, by negation, by un-

satisfied yearnings. In his ignorance, in his

infatuation he had imagined that it was a

fuller love for which he yearned, not know-

ing, not perceiving that Miss Richmond's'

feeling for him was not love at all; not

dreaming that his devotion did but satisfy

her vanity, and help a little to dull her

craving for excitement. She professed to

return his love, but her professions failed to

content him. They were hollow and they

were lifeless, and there came to be a hoUow-

ness and a lifelessness about all their inter-

course that half maddened him for a time.

He had, of course, desired in the beginning

that their marriage should take place as soon

as it conveniently could, but the sudden and

serious illness of Mrs. Richmond had caused

delay. This was fatal. Subsequently, in a way
that was curious to look back upon, the ques-

tion of marriage had Iseen allowed to subside.

It had subsided by tacit, mutual consent.

That was all that could be said. The
engagement remained a fact, but the question

of its fulfilment was consciously held in

abeyance.

When at last he ceased to demand more
from Miss Richmond's affection than she

had to give, he found to his bitter cost that

there was little else he might demand. Large

as his nature was, and wide his acquirement,

he failed to interest her unless he sought to

do so through her vanity. In no other way
could he touch her to any quickness of

response, save by compliment, and the use of

varied skill in flattery. No literature, no art,

no science, no philosophy, could arouse her

to desire to share for an hour in the intellec-

tual life that was to him above all other life.

He strove manfully enough to turn the cur-

rent of such mental power as she had, believ-

ing all the while that the power was there if

it could only be aw^akened, arrested, fixed on
any sufficient and worthy ideas. But the

sole result was an ever-increasing disappoint-

ment, an ever-growing strain and tension, a

never-ceasing dread of a life of jarring and
fretfulness, such as could not fail to be if he

were for ever to go on desiring to live the

higher life by the side of a woman whose
higher nature seemed dead within her, so

dead that even love had failed to evoke one
sign of intellectual vitality, of spiritual sus-

ceptivity.

Strong as George Kirkoswald was, his

strength did not enable him to bear this strain

with impunity. His health failed, and depres-

sion came upon him. He was relieved,

though ashamed of his relief to the very core

of him, when a medical friend in London all

but insisted that he should not spend the

winter of that year in England.

He was surprised when the moment of

parting came. Diana Richmond was all

tenderness, and her manner full of a vague

repentance and regret. He would have

changed his plans, even at the last, if his

word had not been given to his friend some-

what solemnly.

A still greater surprise was in store for him.

He was not prepared for the long and pas-

sionately-worded letters that came to him so

frequently and regularly from the Yorkshire

hills. They awoke all the old passion in

him. Had he been a fool ? he asked him-

self; had he been blind? or was it simply

that he had been exigeani, and unreasonable

in his expectations ?

He came back again. The old experience

awaited him. There was another brief season

of delirium, another chance of marriage hin-

dered by events, another long, long period of

doubt and pain, and final disillusionment.

This was the end. There had been no
other end.

There had been no quarrel. Once, after a

long interval of absence and silence, George
Kirkoswald had written a note to Miss Rich-

mond. He had been for some two or three

months in London, and no correspondence

had passed, the previous intercourse between

them having been of too cold and restricted

a nature to make renewed correspondence

seem needful or desirable. The engagement
had not yet been broken, but it had worn
down, fragment by fragment, until in his eyes

it no longer existed.

George Kirkoswald was about to accom-

pany two friends of his to Rome ; his stay

might be protracted, and before he went he

had a very natural desire to feel himself per-

fectly free, to know that no further allegiance

was expected from him. So it was that he

wrote, briefly and courteously, to Miss Rich-

mond, asking only one thing at her hands,

that she would return his letters.

But Miss Richmond did not return his
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letters, nor did she make any reply to that

last request.

From that day to this—an interval of some
four years— nothing further had passed

between Dian?. Richmond and Kirkoswald.

It had so happened that they had not even

met face to face until they had met in Birkrigg

Gill, George Kirkoswald with Genevieve
Bartholomew's golden hair in his hands.

Was it strange, then, that he should sit

looking at this unopened letter with pain and
dark dread graven on every feature of his

face ?

It was a noble face, even then, though
there was written on it the knowledge of

error and mistake, the consciousness that in

that bygone day he had not been true to the

higher light that was in him ; how untrue he

had been he only saw now that he sat there

looking backward over the things that had
been, with other eyes than his own, the eyes

of the purer soul that was blending with his

in its very highest aspirations.

CHAPTER XXXIV.—" UPON A TRANCED
SUMMER NIGHT."

" We cannot kindle when we will

The fire that in the heart resides.

The spirit bloweth and is still,

In mystery our soul abides ;

—

But tasks, in hours of insight willed,

Can be through hours of gloom fulfilled."

Matthew Arnold.

Not till the noon-day sun shone in upon his

stricken face did George Kirkoswald break

the seal of the letter Miss Richmond had
written to him in the middle of the previous

night.

It was a long letter, and he read it through

to the end, his lips growing white as he read,

his face turning to a more ashen grey.

There is no need that it should be given

in its entirety here. Every page was cha-

racteristic of the writer, of her shallow and
uncharitable judgment, of her self-centred

life and aim, of the strange forcefulness of her

undisciplined mind.
" You are as much my affianced husband

to-day as you were on that day," wrote Miss

Richmond ; "as much as you were when
you were moved to write those numerous and
passionate letters, entreating me to consent

to a speedy marriage. Since seeing you in

Birkrigg Gill to-day I have read every letter

that you ever wrote to me. Have you forgot-

ten them ? If you have forgotten, I will send

you copies of a few of them, a few of those

you wrote when we were first engaged.

Romeo himself had not used a more passionate

warmth of expression, nor had he professed

an intenser adoration, or sworn a more eternal

fidehty. Can ic oe that you have forgotten ?

If it should ue so, be sure that you shall be
reminded, be very sure that you shall not
long plead forgetfulness. If you drive me to

desperation, believe that I can be desperate.
You will learn what a forsaken woman is

capable of doing. Some one else shall kani
it also. Will that suffice ? Do I need to

threaten more plainly ? I write for the pur-

pose of threatening, of threatening you with
the worst, with the most public exposure of
your letters and conduct that I can obtain.

You know how the world will receive it, the

world that believes in you so much, that has
such faith in your chivalrous sense of honour.
I heard a gentleman saying only the other

day that if any man could be said to ' wear
the white flower of a blameless life ' that man
was George Kirkoswald. To this gentleman
I shall turn for the help that I shall need if

you drive me to seek for redress."

There was more than this, much more, but

it was all to the same specious purpose.

Reproaches, threatenings, were mingled with

distorted facts, while other facts were utterly

ignored.

The difficult thing was to find a motive for

all this evil will, this most evident desire to

work mischief and misery.

Not for one moment did George Kirkos-

wald deceive himself, or pain himself by fear-

ing that any grain of unrequited love had

remained in that ungenial soil to spring up
and bear such bitter fruit as this.

If there was no love, then neither could

there be jealous}', so he argued, forgetting

that there is another jealousy

—

" Dead love's harsh heir, jealous pride ;

"

forgetting too that a nature like Diana Rich-

mond's, full of all contradictory passions and

thoughts and emotions, was not a nature to

be judged by any ordinary ways of judgment.

He could not find any motive that seemed

to him strong enough, but he came near to

finding one when he remembered the conflict

that had always existed in her by reason of

her unoccupied life, and the intensity of her

ceaseless demand that life should not only be

interesting, but that it should be dramatically

interesting ; and the demand included in-

sistently diat the interest should centre in

herself.

Qi-jce—it was when he had first discovered

for himself the existence of this conflict—he

had asked her why it was that she should

choose to remain always, or nearly always,

on a bleak Yorkshire upland ; when she

might, now and then, at least, find interest
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and occupation in foreign travel. Her reply

had amazed him.
" I have no wish to travel/' Miss Richmond

had said, " I never had any wish to see any

foreign country, or any foreign person. The
mere idea is distasteful to me. I have no
interest whatever in anything out of England.

You say I can choose. I cannot. If I

could I would live in London. I would
never leave London except to go to some
crowded watering-place for a few weeks in

the summer."
He could remember distinctly how she

had looked when she said that. The expres-

sion on her beautiful face had disclosed an
intense longing for fuller life, human life that

should act and react all about her in con-

centric circles that turned always upon her-

self. Life at Yarrell Croft must have been
something like martyrdom to such a woman.
No wonder that when opportunity came she

should instinctively seek to make the most of

it—the most, though that also meant the

worst.

Opportunity had come now, a wide and
vast opportunity that doubtless promised to

Diana Richmond an almost endless series

of reliefs from the tedious monotony of her

existence at Yarrell Croft.

The first thing that she would expect

would be a visit from George Kirkoswald
himself—a visit that would be made to resolve

itself into a passionate scene. All the old,

dead, hateful passages of his existence would
be torn up again, brought to a ghastly and
galvanised life, divested of the glamour and
the circumstance that had enabled him to

live them out without detecting all their hate-

fulness. Diana herself would play a more
picturesque part, and one more entirely suited

to her nature. Doubtless even now she was
rehearsing it, studying the most effective

attitudes the situation would afford.

And the end—what would the end be ?

Here again George Kirkoswald did not

deceive himself—knowledge left him no room
for self-deception.

The end would be inexorableness, ruthless

impassibility, triumphant defiance.

As far as he might he would spare himself

here, since self-sacrifice in this instance would
be of no avail.

If by going to Yarrell Croft, if by throwing
himself at the feet of Diana Richmond in a
very passion of self-abnegation he could
have induced her to spare, not his peace of
mind, not las happiness, but the happiness of
another, then the sun had not set upon his

despair as it was setting.

For the time being it was despair—the
kind of despair that comes so sharply upon
a man who has held by a high code of

honour, and finds himself enmeshed in cir-

cumstance that gives colour to accusations of

dishonour.

As Diana Richmond knew only too well,

the possession of a stainless name was to

George Kirkoswald above all other posses-

sions. His over-scrupulousness had served

her for an amusement ; his antiquated views

had been burdensome when they had been
comprehensible. It was this knowledge that

had enabled her to strike with so sure an
aim; this insight that made her feel so secure

in the position she had taken.

Let him do what he would he could not
act, as doubtless he would have done if that

letter of hers had never been written.

It is possible that even Miss Richmond
might have been satisfied if she could have
sounded the full depth of the anguish she

had wrought—satisfied, but not touched. No
sight of another's sorrow could rouse her to

sympathy with that sorrow. That he had
found long ago. Anything like a persistent

claim upon her sympathy seemed to harden
her nature utterly against the person who
preferred the claim, and as a rule the hard-

ness resolved itself into anger and annoyance.

It was this knowledge that each had of the

other that lent so keen an emphasis to that

written page.

More than once during the day George
Kirkoswald had risen to his feet and paced
the room in a very passion of rebellion

against the torture he was undergoing. No
note of resignation had been struck within

him yet. The first effect of the sudden and
strong disappointment had been bewilder-

ment. To this succeeded anger, resentment,

a wild desire to meet defiance with defiance.

Why should he not tear that letter into a
thousand shreds, go down to Netherbank on
the next morning, and act and speak there as

he would most certainly have acted and
spoken had he not received it ?

This was the one strong inclination that he
had. Later there came a day when he wished

with all his might that he had acted upon his

inclination.

Had he known less of Diana Richmond,
had he been less strongly persuaded of her

infinite cruelty, he had doubtless done this

thing that he desired to do. As it was he

was overcome of the persuasion.

It was not that he dreaded her cruelty for

himself; but he did dread to feel it falling

through him upon another—another whose
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face in all its pure, spiritual loveliness came
before him now as the face of an accusing

angel What had he done ?

What had he done? And what could

now be done ? In his perplexity he got up

and left his house hardly knowing that he left

it. It was a moonless night ; a dark, clear,

blue night with silver stars shining in their

places as if they reigned only over a world

of utter calmness, utter peace. There was

no sound to break the solemn stillness. The
fir-trees stood still, the birds were still ; the

far-off sea was murmuring at the foot of the

cliffs as if it desired to subdue itself to llie

wide harmony of the night.

It was a long time before any sense of this

harmony wrought itself a way into George
Kirkoswald's soul. He walked about his

ill-kept grounds and out on to the moor with

the cool night air upon his forehead ; but his

brain throbbed on under the ceaseless ques-
tioning to which it could find no answer.
What had he done ? And what might

now be done? Could he do this thing that

seemed as if it were the only thing left for

him to do? Could he go down when the

"When the service was over the people all went down tofjether into .Soulsgnl lliglii.

morning sunshine came to the peaceful little

cottage in the corn-field and say—say to

Genevieve Bartholomew

—

"You have promised to be mine, and I

desire passionately that you will keep your

promise. But another Vv^oman counts me her

affianced husband, and has a thousand proofs

that she does not do so without due reason."

Could he add to this, that, knowing that

other woman's nature, he had had inevitable

doubts, inevitable fears, and that he had

silenced them ?

Could he also say, without a sense of

wrong-doing, that he had intended to disclose

the fact of his previous engagement before

entering into this newer and truer engage-

ment, but that he had failed of his intention ?

If it came to this, he would not say why he

had failed, he would not say that it had been

for want of a fitting opportunity, or that he

had been hindered by his own great love,

which had made him sensitive to the smallest

risk ; or that in the presence of Genevieve

there had been something that had rendered

the confession of a previous engagement to

Diana Richmond all but impossible. He
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would use none of these ways of extenuation.

His tale should be told with all severity of

speech as if an enemy told it.

If it were possible to him to tell it at all he
could tell it best in this manner ; but was it

possible ? Could he compel himself to go
down and confess these things to Genevieve,

and to her father, with the open candour that

circumstance required ? Would not such
candour seem almost brutal in its ruthless-

ness ?

The ruthlessness of it would lie in the fact

that he could see no alleviation to the strange

sorrow that he had brought upon one so en-

tirely innocent, so guileless, so unsuspicious

of evil. He might be able to bear the worst

himself, but could he ask her to bear it with

him ?

That she would consent to brave anything,

he did not doubt, supposing that she had first

decided to accept the offer of a man dis-

honoured to all seeming by a broken promise,

but he knew that her consent would be given

in ignorance. How could she know what
the worst might mean ? How could she have
prevision of the agony of slander, and shame,
and humiliation, that would come ^into her

fair beautiful life, and so mar it that it would
never be the same life again? It must be
his prevision that must spare her, if indeed
she might be spared. It seemed to him that

he had but this to consider,—how he could

spare Genevieve Bartholomew's name from
the breath of slander and detraction.

The future that had lain before him in the

morning, as the landscape below him had
lain with its green pastures and its still waters

smiling in the spring sunshine, had changed
even as the scene had changed. Where all

had been light, and pleasantness, and songs

of birds, and myriad flowers, there was dark-

ness, and obscurity, with no visible pathway
through the overshadowed land. It had been
morning, now it was night, night with him,

even in his very soul.

Was the starry silence entering into that

inner night? He was conscious of change
at last ; conscious of the fact that he was
bearing trouble, and bearing it not well.

There was stillness all about him, and
there came a stillness upon his spirit, making
it possible for him to uplift his downcast face,

to stand there on the edge of the moorland
with his hands clasped together, as if in

strong entreaty.

So he stood a long time, not knowing that

it was long, not knowing that the great dark
expanse of cloud that lay athwart the eastern

horizon was beginning to lift a little from the

sea. When he looked, there was a rose-red
glow upon the distant waters.

It was but a faint glow, yet it flashed a light

into the soul of the man who stood watchino- it.

" So it will be !
" he said, speaking aloud in

his sudden sense of relief. " So it will be ! If

I stand through the night, if I stand firm, and
still, and silent as I have stood through this

night, I shall see the morning."

CHAPTER XXXV.—AN INVITATION.
" And what then should I say ?

Why, truly this : that whatso'er men's plight
There is a better and a worser way,
If their discretion be not overthrown
By force of their calamities."

Philip Van Artevelde.

Though several days had come and gone
in the slow torture of suspense, they had left

no bitterness ; there was yet a smile on the

uplifted face of Genevieve Bartholomew when
Kirkoswald entered the studio at Nether-
bank. It was an eloquent smile, and it said

plainly, " Through it all I have known that

you would come."

No history of these days was written in

her eyes, or upon her forehead ; but Gene-
vieve, looking into George's face, saw certainly

that new records were graven there. She
might not comprehend what she perceived,

but her heart sank swiftly, even at his greet-

ing, comprehending with unerring sureness
the touch of change.

He was not aware of the change. He
did not realise to how great an extent his

solitary strife had darkened his countenance
and wrought its influence upon his manner.

At the first glance at the artist's face, Kirk-
oswald had seen for himself that Noel
Bartholomew was yet 'unaware of the words
that had been spoken in Birkrigg Gill. He
hardly knew whether" he were, or were not,

disappointed. Had Bartholomew asked but
one question, that question had elicited all

that was weighing so heavily on George
Kirkoswald's heart and brain. He had pre-

pared himself to speak if this opportunity
were given. If it were not given he would
not force it, not at least until he could see

the next step beyond.
He knew, only too sadly, that silence

would inevitably lead to misconstruction, mis-

judgment ; but till the truth could be made
plain he must endure to be misjudged.

Even yet, he saw nothing definite before

him. There had been no change without or

within since the night when he had stood

under the stars, and had waited, simply

waited, till the shadows of the night had risen

slowly from the horizon, leaving the rose-red

glow upon the morning sea. ..
'
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The influence of that hour was still upon
him, subduing his impatience, controlling his

too eager desires, modifying the too strong

spirit of rebellion that still stirred within him
at times. The feeling that his duty was to

wait, his task to possess his soul in patience,

was deepening to a conviction.

The one thing above all others that

would tax and strain his patience was the

knowledge that it could not be understood,

and if it were not understood suffering would
be inevitable, not for himself—he was not

thinking of himself now, but of Genevieve.
Any sign that the suffering had begun to fall

upon her vvould have tasked his resolution

severely, but no such sign was given for him
to read. There was a little natural confusion,

a change of colour, a swift flash of recollection

in her glance, but nothing more than this : both
father and daughter had received him with the

simple courteous warmth that had marked his

reception at the cottage from the beginning.
" You will be expected to give an account

of yourself," said Noel Bartholomew, taking

up his brushes again and turning to his easel.

" I should have been prepared to hear some-
thing serious if it had not been for Genevieve.
I wanted to come to look after you, but she
wouldn't let me."

'•' Perhaps Miss Bartholomew may consider

me to be sufliiciently successful in looking
after myself," said George, with a touch of

bitterness in his tone which certainly seemed
to be uncalled for, and which perhaps sur-

prised himself as much as it surprised any-
body else. He was feeling very bitter as he
sat there in the straight-backed chair of

antique oak, where he had placed himself

away from the window, away from Genevieve,
who sat in the light with her golden head
bent over her needle, and her pure, sweet
face bereft of all expression save one of

patient wonder. He had not prepared him-
self for this sudden appreciation of the pain
and loss that would arise out of his position.

The moment was one of trial. Forgive him
if he bore it ill.

Noel Bartholomew's feeling of wonder was
quite equal to that of Genevieve, and his

first thought was, very naturally, the thought
that matters were not going so smoothly be-

tween his daughter and his friend as he had
brought himself to hope they might. The
same idea had occurred to him before during
the past few days. It seemed to be con-
firmed now.
A little silence followed upon George Kirk-

oswald's unexpected reply; but Bartholomew
soon ended it.

•_"I do not know how that may be," he
said

;
*' but we are both of us aware that you

have proved yourself to be very successful in

taking care of others. . . . But I forget, I

was not to thank you."

"No; don't thank me and don't remind
me."

" Very good ; we do not need to remind
ourselves."

Genevieve looked up from her work with
a smile, as if in ratification of her father's

remark. She seemed to have a word ready
to use with the smile ; but it remained un-
spoken, dying into silence, as the smile died
into the look of patience that had been there

before.

" You will begin to wonder why I have
come now," George said at last, speaking in

a tone that might almost be termed abrupt
for him. " I have come with an invitation,

as much from Canon Gabriel as from myself.

The foundation-stone, or memorial-stone, or

whatever it may be, is to be laid at Souls-

grif in a fortnight or so. The Canon will

let you know the exact day."

"The foundation-stone? Do you mean
for the music-room ?" Genevieve exclaimed,

forgetting all in unconcealed delight. " Are
things so far advanced as that ?

"

" Light is dawning upon me," said Bar-

tholomew. "I do not wonder that we
should have seen so little of you. Who is

your architect?"
" A man at York—a Mr. Bush."

"You have been there ?"

"Yes, I was there three days; the last

three days of the past week."

"And the ground has been bought, the

builder chosen, the plans drawn and accepted,

and a ceremony arranged for laying the

foundation-stone ? Canon Gabriel did well

to compliment you on your energy."
" I am glad to have something on which

to expend my energy," said Kirkoswald.
" You find yourself possessed of a super-

fluity?"
" It will seem like boasting if I say ' yes,'

nevertheless it is the truth at present. I

have heard of people who could, by means

of physical exhaustion, arrive at a most de-

sirable and blissful state of mental hebetude.

It is not easy."

"You have been making the experiment?"
" I am still making it. That is one of my

reasons for consenting to the Canon's plea

that there should be a kind of ceremony, so

that he might make a semi-public day of it.

It seems that he has been wishing for such a

day for a long time. He wants to see the
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people of the neighbourhood about him once

again ; he has reasons, so he says. There

is to be luncheon at the Rectory."
" And who is to lay the stone?" Genevieve

asked, looking up from the piece of pale

green satin that she was embroidering. The
light above her seemed to throw the child-

like curves of her mouth and chm mto ex-

quisite relief; and her face was full of the

simple, beautiful, tender regret that was over-

coming her perplexity—regret for the passing

shadow that would so surely pass.

There was no sign that it was passing now
on the face of George Kirkoswald. Gene-
vieve's very natural question had developed

another phase of the incomprehensible change
in him and in his manner. Something that

was almost a frown had suddenly darkened
his forehead, and the lines about his mouth
were compressed as if with bitterness. He
sat silent for awhile, not knowing how to

keep the silence, nor how to break it by
speech that cost so much.

His lips parted presently.

"Canon Gabriel will lay the stone," he
said, with most evident effort.

If he might only have explained—if he
might only have told them that a month
before everything had been arranged in his

own mind on quite other lines—if he might
have said that there had never been for him
the smallest question about the laying of the

stone ; that he had decided that Genevieve
herself should lay it, and that he had in-

tended that her doing so should be taken for

an open declaration of the engagement that

existed between them—if he might have re-

lieved himself of all this, and then have gone
on to the rest, the sudden shock of pain and
disappointment that had come upon him,

leaving him in perplexity, in dread, in an
endless seeming suspense, then it might have
been that he would have had less need to

crave the dull oblivion that comes of utter

weariness. He might have borne the strain

after that, and have borne it not so badly,

having sympathy.
But it might not be, so he had decided,

thinking and hoping that he did well, and at

least knowing surely that he had not come
to his decision through weakness or self-

seekmg, or dread of any pain that might come
upon himself.

Presently he rose to go, but he lingered
about the studio awhile, not seeing the ques-
tioning eyes that were now and then lifted to

his, not wishing to see them, but knowing
that they were Hfted, and understanding the

unspoken words only too plainly. He would

not forget. Some day he would answer them
all, and in answering he would make amends
for the present silence. He was not con-

scious that there was something in himself

that was worse than any silence. Every
moment he betrayed it in his manner. Now,
as always, it was a courteous manner, but

something was missing from it. The fine

openness of its cordiality was gone ; in place

of it there was restraint, carefulness, and an
apparently studious dread of relapsing into

the old natural ways that had been so dan-

gerously full of living charm.

Quite suddenly Kirkoswald stopped beside

the easel. It was a kind of pause that the

others felt, and they felt also the effort that

was in his question.
" Is that Yarrell Croft that you are paint-

ing?" he asked, as if unable to believe the

thing he saw.

Bartholomew smiled. "You are not com-
plimentary to-day," he replied. "Certainly

it is meant for Yarrell Croft. Shall I need to

label it?"
" That will depend upon its destination, I

should say. Pardon me, but what made you
choose to paint such a place ? Is it consi-

dered to be picturesque? "

Again the quiet smile quivered under
Bartholomew's moustache. He felt a sense

of success in that he had aroused his visitor's

interest at last,

" Yarrell Croft is not picturesque, not at

least in my estimation," he said, " and I did

not choose to paint it. I was asked to do so."

" It is a commission ?
"

" Yes : it is a commission."
There was a certain emphasis in the deli-

berateness with which Kirkoswald turned from
the easel and walked to the window that

looked out over the Marishes. He stood

there some time. Matters had been compli-

cated before. Had he unwittingly stumbled
across a new complication ?

Bartholomew also had his thoughts.
" I hardly know why I need trouble myself

to mention the fact," he said, as Kirkoswald
came back again, " but it was not Miss Rich-

mond who asked me to paint the picture, it

was her brother. He asked me to paint

two views of the place, this and a view of the

old gateway in the garden."
" In obedience to the commands of his

sister, doubtless ?
"

" I believe not : indeed I may say that

I have reasons for knowing that it was not so.

Miss Richmond was in London at the time
;

and besides, there was an unmistakable air

of unpremeditatedness about the request."
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" I am glad to hear it," said Kirkoswald,

with as little gladness in his tone as a man
might have.

More than ever Genevieve was puzzled.

It was quite within the range of things that

George Kirkoswald should take an interest

in her father's work. He had always taken

an interest in it ; but it had not seemed to

her that he was in the mood to-day to care

whether a commission had been given by

one person or another.

Some idea connected with this matter had

moved him, this was evident ; but it was also

evident that it had not moved him to forget

the strange coldness and restriction of his

new attitude. It was in his manner to her

father as well as in his manner to herself.

This was not comforting ; nor did it tend

toward a better comprehension of one whose

every word and thought had always seemed

so nobly and simply easy of comprehension.

The change had been irksome, had it been

nothing worse.
" You did not give me any answer about

coming down to Soulsgrif," George said

after another pause, and speaking as if he did

not care much to receive any answer just

then. "I shall see you again, perhaps," he

added. " If I do not, you will see the

Canon, he will have a better acquaintance

with his programme than I have. It is his

affair—the whole of it—not mine."
*' You do not speak as if you were antici-

pating a pleasant affair," said Bartholomew,

with quiet surprise.

" So much the better, since I am not mis-

leading you. But it would be a wiser way
not to speak of it at all, not at present. I

hardly know what I can say truthfully that

I ought to say."

He was shaking hands with Genevieve as

he spoke. Their eyes met for one long

instant, long enough for the revelation of all

that might be revealed at that moment. For

the life of him George Kirkoswald could not

have kept back the truth from the glance he

gave, even had he wished to keep it back,

which could hardly be said of him, utterly at

fault with himself and the world as he was.

Genevieve was half-contented when he turned

away. *' Whatever the change may be it is

not thai change," she said to herself with a

sigh of relief that was half a sob. Then other

thoughts, other emotions, came crowding

quickly one after the other; but that first

thought remained through them all. " It is

not that change," she went on saying to

soothe herself. " It is not that.
' He loves me still,

Let no one dream but that he loves still.'
"

CHAPTER XXXVI.—THE BELLS RING LOUD
WITH GLADSOME POWER.

" I could not choose but love her. I was bom to poet uses,

To love all things set above me, all cf good and all of fair."

Lady Geraldine's Courtship.—'Mks. Browning.

The church at Thurkeld Abbas being

dedicated to St. Peter, and St. Peter's Day
being in June, it was very natural that Canon
Gabriel should choose that day for the small

inaugural festivities that he had desired to

have; and the Canon's lightest wish was law

to George Kirkoswald. There was to be a

service to begin the morning with, that was
why the bells were ringing so gaily up in the

tower.

The little town was all alive by ten o'clock,

flags were streaming across the street in the

hot summer sunshine ; children in gay holiday

garments with faces Iresh as apple-blossom

were running all about the place. Carriages

were coming in from the country, disappear-

ing under the wide archway at the Richmond
Arms. Some of the gigs went down to the

Brown Cow. The gig-people looked quite

as happy as the carriage-people ; and they

were much merrier, if that meant anything.

When the service was over the people all

went down together into Soulsgrif Bight. It

was only a short distance, it seemed too

short to some who hardly knew what it was

to be out of doors on the morning of such a

glad, glorious day as this. All the way by the

roadside the pale wild roses were clustering

in the green hedgerows, the woodbine swayed

with the rose-sprays against the sunny blue

beyond. The tall grasses in the cliff-top

meadows surged to the light breeze, the lark

sung overhead, away out of sight,

"Like a poet hidden
In the light of thought.

Singing hymns unbidden.
Till the world is wrought

To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not."

Naturally the broad stream of people that

came out from the church had separated

into little groups. The Canon was passing

in and out among them, dropping a gentle

word here, an encouraging word there ; think-

ing all the while that to that man, or to that

little child he might speak no other word.

But the thought in nowise saddened him.

Nobody there seemed sad. " The weariness,

the fever, and the fret " of life had been left

behind for a little while.

Mr. Seveine also was doing his best ; he

always did his best, though there were people

at Thurkeld Abbas who snubbed him a little,

because he held himself so cheaply at their

service. He was very much at Mrs. Caton's

service this morning, but Mrs. Caton was
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suffering some disappointment. She did not

care to put up with the Curate while the Canon

had walked for at least five minutes by the

side of that dear, uncertain little Mrs. Damer,

who had such inconvenient attacks of plain-

speaking. The Curate was made to feel the

Canon's indiscretion. Miss Standen was

going down with the Pencefolds, and enjoy-

ing her walk very much. A little way be-

hind them was Mr. Ishmael Crudas, in a

shining new black coat, aggressive white linen

And a pair of very large black kid gloves. It

may be supposed that his individuality suf-

fered, but it did not. There was sufficient

in the man to enable him to carry off more

than this; and even Miss Craven was obliged

to acknowledge it as he walked by her side.

She was angry with him for having dared to

join her on this public occasion, but all the

same she had expected it ; and now that he

was there she was very proud of him, though

not perhaps quite so proud as he was of her.

And, indeed, she looked all but handsome
in the black silk mantle, and pink-trimmed

bonnet that were still so pretty and becom-

ing. Since the dead weight of anxiety had

been lifted a little she had recovered to a

wonderful degree the freshness pf her youth,

and something of the temper of her youth

alsOc It was many a long day since she had

smiled so gladly and freely as she smiled

when George Kirkoswald passed by, raising

his hat, and wishing her a courteous " good
day."

Genevieve and her father were a little in

advance. A tiny girl was crossing the road,

offering a posy of half-blown white wild roses

mingled with scented sprays of blossoming

thyme. The little ones were quick to per-

ceive which were the flowers that pleased

best. Genevieve was stopping to fasten the

posy in her dainty white dress when George
came up ; and at the first glance she saw that

though there was still a sadness in his face it

was not the same sadness that had been there

before. There was no bitterness in it; it

could not be that bitterness, which is almost

always littleness, should stay long in a nature

like his. He shook hands, holding Gene-
vieve's hand in his lingeringly ; and he uttered

his greeting in the warm, quiet, emphatic way
that she had loved in him from the beginning
—it made the mere fact of meeting him some-
thing to be remembered. The girl's heart

bounded as he spoke, and fear departed
swiftly. It was going to be a good day then
after all ! It was only now that she knew
how little she had hoped.
"You will have seen Canon Gabriel,"

George was saying, speaking more especially

to Mr. Bartholomew ;
" and I dare say you

know more than I know. No ? Well, I

suppose there is to be a brief service of some
kind down in the Bight, merely a sort of

dedication of the place to good uses. Then
we are to come back again and have luncheon

at the Rectory. After that there is to be tea

in the school-room at Thurkeld Abbas for the

children and their friends I should

advise you not to stay for the tea," he added

in a lower tone, and turning to Genevieve.
" It will make the day too long, too fatiguing

for 3'ou."

Genevieve only answered by a quick change

of colour, and drooping eyelids. She was

not quite sure that there was not some
danger of tears. It was all so unexpected,

the protecting authoritative tone that was

associated with the first words of his that she

had ever heard, the glance that was so full

of unspeakable meanings, the manner that

was all deference, all tender regard for her,

for her happiness, her comfort. Had she

then doubted, after all ? .... No ; it was

not that, it was not doubt ; but all the same

this new certainty was sweet ; and being un-

hoped for at that moment, it was doubly

precious.

S For Genevieve, as for some others, the top

of Soulsgrif Bank was reached all too quickly.

The people were stirring down in the Bight

;

and flags were flying there also—bunting is

always forthcoming along the coast. Two or

three fishing vessels in the bay, lying at

anchor, were decorated from stem to stern.

When the Canon came in sight at the top of

the bank, with his surpUce flying in the

breezy summer sunshine, a band of music

sent its patriotic strains floating up the cliff

side. " That is ' Rule Britannia,' "
_
said

Canon Gabriel, who had just joined Kirkos-

wald and the Bartholomews. " I mention

it that hereafter I may not be classed with

Dean Hook, who claimed to be acquainted

with two tunes, one was 'God Save the

Queen,' and the other wasn't ; but I believe

no one ever heard him venture the name of

the other."

Quite suddenly there burst upon the throng

of people who Avere coming down the bank,

a full view of the site of the new music-room,

nay, much more than the site. The wall

was some twelve or fourteen feet high on

the seaward side. The ground had been

well chosen, though it was only just out of

the reach of the wild waves that dashed so

often and so madly into the little Bight. It

was a kind of plateau just above the houses
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on the north side. The people would only

have to step from their own door to the door

of this new place of entertainment that was
already the chief topic of conversation among
the fisher-folk. They did not understand

much about it yet ; they were waiting, but

not suspiciously, not disdainfully, as York-

shire folk are apt to wait for the development

of any new thing. Since the brave master of

Usselby had to do with it, it could only be
right and good.

The people were still going downward, the

strains of the music still stealing upward,

mingled a little with the splash of the waves,

and the shouts of children at play by the

water-side. Presently another sound came
grinding into the harmony, the sound of

carriage wheels coming downward with the

crowd. Canon Gabriel turned, wondering a

little that any one should willingly drive down
such a road as that. He ceased all at once

to wonder,
" Did you invite Miss Richmond ? " he

asked, turning with some surprise to George
Kirkoswald.

There was a sudden silence, a sudden pain
3

on George's face there was a sudden and
strange pallor,

" Is it Miss Richmond ? " he said, speaking

in a voice that seemed like a hoarse echo of

his own.

CHAPTER XXXVII,—CONCERNING CHARITY.
" 'Twas well we met once more ; now we must part.
I think we had the chief of all love's joys
Only in knowing that we loved each other."

The Spanish Gipsy.

Perhaps every one of that little foremost

group, except Genevieve, had noticed the

change on George Kirkoswald's face. Ge-
nevieve had turned aside to speak to Ailsie

Drewe, who had a message to give from
Davy. There was a tear on the woman's
cheek. She grieved for the absence of her

little lad on such a day as this.

Looking up Genevieve saw the carriage,

and recognised its occupants. It had stopped
in the shade of the tall cliff. Miss Richmond
was leaning back, holding her parasol daintily.

Cecil was looking round.
" Ought I to go and speak to Miss Rich-

mond, father ? " Genevieve asked, George
had turned with the Canon and Mr, Severne
to ask some question of Mr, Smartt, the

builder. Bartholomew looked perplexed for

a moment, " No," he said, " no, there is no
necessity for that. Miss Richmond will not
remain long in the carriage. You will have
opportunities of speaking to her."

, The people were all streaming toward the

heaps of building material that were lying

about on the rocky plateau under the cliffs.

Mr, Smartt was making explanations. The
room was to be a long L-shaped room. The
main jDortion was to be a music-room, that

could also be used as a school-room, lecture-

room, or reading-room, as occasion demanded.
The transept, if it might be so termed, was
to be shut off by an oak screen. And if the

Archbishop permitted, it was to be used as a
mission-room. The Canon had written to

His Grace of York, but this matter was not
yet settled. On the southern side there was
to be a tiny cottage, to be occupied by some-
one likely to be of use in the place. This
was nearly all that could be definitely pointed

out to the admiring and wondering people.

They were told that the stone-muUioned win-

dow to the north was to be filled with stained

glass \ and that the glass was to have an in-

scription on it, but Mr. Smartt did not know
what the inscription was to be. He believed

that it would pertain to some event that had
happened in Mr, Kirkoswald's family. That
was all that he had to tell.

The memorial-stone was to be placed over

this particular seaward-looking window. It

was a large round-topped tablet

—

" Carved with figures strange and sweet,
All made out of the carver's brain."^

It had been intended to place an inscription

on the stone also, but this intention was held

in abeyance. There was only the date, Mr.

Kirkoswald's initials, and an awkward, empty

space underneath.

A little wooden platform had been raised

outside so that the Canon might stand there

when the stone was lowered into its place.

As soon as his surplice was seen floating above

the crowd there was an instant silence every-

where, a pause before the singing of the hymn
that the choir sang in simple, sweet, child-

like voices.

Some prayers were read, another hymn
sung ; then the great carved tablet was lowered

and set carefully in its place upon the mortal

that the Canon had spread with a new trowel.

After that the stone was declared to be duly

laid; and the little service of commendation

was ended.

At the end of it the Canon stepped forward

again to the edge of the platform. He had

a few words to say—a few words of expla-

nation, of entreaty, of desire that the building

should be a means of helping them all to

fulfil the two great commandments. He
dwelt most upon the second of the two—the

command that there should be brotherhood

among men, and all that brotherhood implies.
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He was growing very earnest as he urged the

simple philosophy of his religion. " Be good,

be loving," he said. " There is much sorrow

in life, much contradiction, but nothing can

contradict the truth or the beauty that comes
of simple goodness, simple lovingness. St.

Paul himself knew of nothing better. He
counted the great grand gift of prophecy

itself less than this gift of human loving-kind-

ness. The gift of prophecy !— think how
glad—glad to the verge of awe, any one
among us standing here to-day would be, if

he were to find himself suddenly admitted

to the goodly fellowship of the prophets, the

seers ; endowed with the gift of foretelling

future events in the splendidly poetic lan-

guage of an Isaiah—language that might

rouse the world from its indolence and luxury,

its worship of wealth, its forgetfulness of God.
A man so dowered would hardly know how
to express his gratitude. And yet St. Paul

counts this power an inferiorpower to the gift

of loving. He says it quite plainly. Nay, he

says much more—he declares that even faith,

faith strong enough to remove mountains,

would count for nothing if he had not love.

*If I have not love, I am nothing.' That is

his own expression."

There was a little rustling now on the edge
of the crowd, and it grew louder, so the Canon
waited. He could not but see the cause of

it all. Kirkoswald saw it too, though he had
stood with bowed head, and eyes downcast
under his dark brooding forehead. It was as

if he felt Miss Richmond coming sweeping
towards the place where they stood ; her bro-

ther by her side, her cream-coloured dress

with all its fringes and ribbons of dark gold

silk quivering and fluttering as she moved.
She was exquisitely dressed. Her bonnet was
of the same colours, ivory-white and dark

shining gold. Her gloves, her parasol, her

fan, had all been chosen to match. Perhaps
she had never looked more beautiful, more
touchingly fascinating than she did as she stood

there among the fisher-folk of Soulsgrif Bight,

listening with downcast eyes and serious face

to the words that were falling from the lips

of the fragile-looking old man who was speak-
ing so directly from his heart.

He went on again as soon as he perceived
that the people were waiting. "I have not
much more to say," he began. "We were
speaking of love, the love that envieth not,

that vaunteth not itself, that is not pufted up,
that doth not behave itself unseemly, that
seeketh not its own. Ah, if we would think of
that awhile !-— the beauty of a human hfe that

was not seeking anything for itself, that was

seeking always to add something to some
other life—some peace, some happiness,

some freedom from care and pain, some
consolation in time of trial, some sympathy
when all the outer world was dark and full of

gloom. What a crown the angels would
see always on the face of the man or woman
who lived so ! It could hardly be necessary

to say that such a one would be not easily

provoked, would be able to bear all things,

endure all things, would believe all things,

hope all things, would rejoice only in the

right, the pure, the for-ever true.

"I have purposely left to the last, one of

the most magnificent clauses of St. Paul's

description of charity,—he declares that it

'thinketh no evil.' I prefer the newer read-

ing, 'taketh not account of evill^ To^what a

height a man must have risen before this

could be said of him—that he could not be

provoked, and that he took no account of any
evil ! Does it seem as if such a one would
be far away from us ? It would not be so.

He would be here among us, living your life,

or living my life. There alone would be the

test of his power of human lovingness—if he
lived among the unloving, among those who
were blind to his love, deaf to his S3'mpathy,

who were unable to understand his life, his

motives, his aim ; who would repay his best

efforts with coldness, neglect, contumely,

humihation.
" Into the life of each one of us there

comes some measure of human evil, human
hardness, human cruelty. Perhaps, unhappily,

some of us must go back to the endurance of

such things to-day. . . Let us think of it

in the hour of our need, of this fine ideal of

St. Paul, the love that taketh not account of
evil."

This was almost the last word. The little

descant had only occupied a few minutes.

The Canon came down from the platform,

Mr. Severne carefully helping him ; the band
began playing the Old Hundredth, the people

began to assort themselves into groups again,

and Genevieve, turning, found herself face to

face with Diana Richmond and her brother.

Miss Richmond put out a pretty cream-

and-gold coloured hand.
" Hov.-are you to-day, Miss Bartholomew?"

she asked with quiet emphasis, and looking

intently into Genevieve's face as she spoke,

as if watching for some sign. Genevieve was
blushing, looking round with confusion. "She
is looking for protection," said Miss Richmond
to herself. But this was not true. The girl

was only looking about to see if by any
chance this might be a fitting opportunity for
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that explanation that she still longed to make.

But the Canon -was coming toward them,

with Mr. Severne ; and Miss Richmond was

speaking of the little address.

"It was so perfect in its way, was it not?"

she was saying in a tone that had something

almost like humility in it. " You would know
better how to express it than I do, the charm
of it, I mean. Is it his style? There is some-

thing—what shall I call it—distinction?

—

that makes the most commonplace thmgs

seem new when they have been repeated by
him."

The Canon came up, looking a little as

if he had not been able to help hearing what
Miss Richmond was saying. Mr. Severne

blushed as if she had spoken of him.

"What am I to say for myself?" Miss

^ Richmond asked in her prettiest way of

Canon Gabriel.
" What am I to say for wjself ? " the old

man said, having a desire to be courteous

as well as truthful,

" Say that you forgot me."
" But that would not be true. I did not

forget you. I thought of you more than once."
" Ah, that sounds terrible ! But go on,

please ; let me know the worst.
"

"The worst is that I invite you—and of

course Mr. Richmond, to go back with us

now to luncheon, if you will be so kind."

The invitation was accepted, a little perhaps
to the Canon's surprise, and certainly to his

regret. Kirkoswald hearing of it felt that an
end had been put to any prospect of enjoy-

ment the day might have had for him. There
would be nothing but dread now ; and a mo-
mentary expectation of some coiip de theatre,

such as Miss Richmond would so well know
how to accomplish on such an occasion as

this. It seemed to him that she must have
come for the purpose, and it was impossible

but that he should watch her every movement,
ponder the lightest word when any word of

hers reached him. Still he was trying not to

think of her, trying with all his might to think

how it might be with a man who had arrived

at that point of taking no account of any evil.

He was not lightly impressed, but any impres-

sion that he once received was not easily

erased. He had no wish that this impression
should be erased. It might help him if it

remained ; and he knew well that he had
never needed any spiritual help in his tem-
poral life more than he needed it just now.

Genevieve had declined Miss Richmond's
. invitation to accept a seat in the carriage,

and Cecil was told to signal to the coachman
to drive back up the cliff before them, Miss

Richmond declaring that she should enjoy the

walk. Mr. Severne, who was growing puz-
zled over things, came to Genevieve's side as

they moved to go. He had been watching
for this opportunity all day. Miss RichmonJ
deliberately turned, and waited for George
Kirkoswald.

" Who exacdy is the master of the feast?"

she asked in her usual low, deliberate tone,

and holding out her hand with the finely

gracious gesture that she knew so well how
to use. " Canon Gabriel ! Ah ; I have
been asking him to tell me why I was not
invited, but he was too polite to tell me the
truth. Now, I command that you tell

me."
" I do not know. I have had little to

do with the affair. I never saw the list of

people who were to be invited."
" No ? That is somewhat strange, is it

not ? Well, I bear no malice."

She said this with such a simple air ; there

was such a look of truth—of almost touching

good-will upon her face, that Kirkoswald was
altogether perplexed. He paused a moment,
thinking of the night under the stars, when
he had only waited, waited silently

Was it well to test the efficacy of speech ?

" This is neither the time nor the place to

discuss grave matters," he said at length,

speaking with effort. " Forgive me if I seem
to have little tact in introducing anything

grave. I will only say a word. It concerns

the letter I received from you. You would
get my reply?"

" Pardon me ; it was no reply."
" No ; you are right there," said George

;

and in truth Miss Richmond was right. The
answer he had sent was little more than an

acknowledgment of the receipt of her letter,

and it had been sent simply because he had
not been able to bring himself to a thing so

discourteous and cowardly as refusal to reply

to a letter written by a woman, though that

woman were his greatest enemy. " You are

right," he said ;
" I wrote too briefly, but I

thought it better to do that than to say any-

thing I might afterward repent having said."

" You are growing cautious," she said with

a smile.
" If only it be not too late," replied George

with meaning. " But I did not allude to the

matter for the pleasure of talking it over.

It occurred to me when you spoke just

now that, perhaps, your coming down here

to-day might imply some change—some mo-
dification of your intention. I thought if

it were so I would make it easy for you to

express the change—that was all. It was
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a hope. If it were a mistaken one you have

only to say so."

Miss Richmond raised her eyes slowly in

their dusky depths ; her crimson lips curved

slightly towards disdain.

" If I understand your hope rightly, it was

most decidedly a mistaken one," she said,

speaking in low yet firln—it might almost be

said bitter tones.

Kirkoswald said no more ; there was no-

thing more to be said just then. The crowd

was going up the hill with them, busy with

its own enjoyment ; the band was playing a

sentimental air with variations. Some one

said it was "Love Not." Mrs. Caton had

secured the Canon's attention at last, or

rather her little daughter, lanthe, had secured

it, which was the same thing. Mr. Bartho-

lomew was giving eminent satisfaction to

Miss Craven by walking on the other side of

Mr. Crudas. A little behind them was Gene-

vieve, and the puzzled, but quite happy, Mr.

Severne. Things were just as they should be

from his point of view.
" Miss Richmond is very handsome, don't

you think so?" he was saying to Genevieve,

reserving in his own mind an opinion that it

was a style of handsomeness he did not like.

He did not care for the dusky beauty of

olive-tints, and purple-black hair. For him
the one beautiful woman was a woman who
looked like embodied sunshine ; and that, it

seemed to him, was just how Miss Bartholo-

mew looked to-day.

Genevieve was a little excited—excited by
surprise and wonder, and a strange, nameless

stirring of nameless fears. She was grateful

to Mr. Severne for remaining so faithfully by
her side, and trying to amuse her, as he was
doing. There was no unhappiness on her

face, and her colour was not coming and
going as it did sometimes. It stayed on her

cheek, and on her lips ; her large-irised,

violet-grey eyes were full of a beautiful tender

light ; and the sunshine caught the golden
ripples of her hair, and the wind played with

it under her wide-brimmed Gainsborough hat,

over which the large white feathers were
drooping. All her dress was white ; she liked

to have it so herself, her father liked it too,

and there was another who had asked her
what she would do if some day she found her-

self prohibited from wearing any but white
dresses ? She remembered the day and the

question. They seemed far away now.
Everything simple, and straight, and com-
prehensible, seemed far away.
They had reached the Rectory by this

time. The luncheon was waiting; some

thirty or forty people sat down. Miss Rich-
mond taking her place at the Canon's right

hand with a charmingly natural gracefulness.

Mr. Severne sat at the other end of the table,

happy because Miss Bartholomew was there

with her father, not too far away for conver-
sation.

It was not particularly interesting con-
versation. Mr. Bartholomew was preoccu-
pied ; Genevieve was watching for some one
who never came—the Canon explained his

absence. Mr. Kirkoswald had had to go
down into the Bight again to consult about
some urgent matter with the builder. Miss
Richmond expressed her regret openly. She
repeated the expression of it before she went
away, and repeated it with so much meaning
and emphasis that the people who were left

behind wondered over it. Was it not all

dead and forgotten, that old affair between
the master of Usselby and the mistress of
Yarrell Croft? Had there not been new
whispers on the wind of late, whispers of

another and a likelier attachment ? The
people who approved of Genevieve were be-

ginning to think a little hardly of George
Kirkoswald. They had imagined him to be
a man who would at least know his own
mind about a thing so important as this ; and
they had not imagined him to be one who
would trifle for an hour in any matter in which
trifling could lead to danger or to pain.

^ ^ ^ ^

A few hours later, when the school-room

tea was over, and the people had all gone
quietly home, George Kirkoswald dragged
himself somewhat wearily up through Murk-
Marishes to the cottage at Netherbank. Mr.
Bartholomew had gone across the fields v/ith

Ishmael Crudas. Genevieve was alone in

the little sitting-room ; she had opened the

casement window that looked out upon the

orchard ; the low sun was streaming through

the leaves of the climbing rose-tree that went
up over the thatch; the pink petals came
floating slowly in over the flower-pots. A
pair of white and pearl-tinted doves had
perched on the window-sill, the one was coo-

mg softly, the other was listening with her

head bent downward, listening steadfastly as

if with a quite human power of attention.

Kirkoswald had intended to go down to

the studio, not knowing that Bartholomew
was not there. His footstep made no sound
on the rank grass. Presently he stopped by
the cottage wall. Had the cooing of the

doves arrested him? Was there any one

there out of sight among the rose-leaves,

speaking softly in the low red light ?
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It was only a few words that he heard,

words spoken gently to gentle living things, as

people will speak sometimes who live much
alone, and are much acquainted with sorrow.

" Do you love each other so ? " the voice

was saying in a musical undertone. " Do
you like to sit there and say loving, comfort-

ing things ? Do you understand each other ?

Do you always understand each other, even

when you are apart and cannot speak ? Have
you faith in one another always ; or is there

no need of faith in that world of yours ? I

wish I knew, I wish I might , know if you

perplex each other, give each other pain ?
"

A minute later Kirkoswald was standing

in the room by Genevieve's side. She did

not know that he had heard any word of

hers. She only saw on his face a great

sorrow, a great resoluteness, a great silence.

Blended with these there was a strong pas-

sionate yearning that she could not but com-
prehend. He would not sit down, though

she asked him to do so.

" I must not stay here," he said in a quiet,

sad way. " I ought not to have come, it

sounds like weakness to say that I could not

help it. But I may say it, since it is the

truth."

Genevieve stood quite calmly opposite to

him. She still wore her white dress ; a great

loop of her shining yellow hair had fallen

over it ; she was looking at him with an infi-

nite wistfulness in her dark beautiful eyes.
" You know that you are perplexing me ?

"

she asked gently, and with an evident effort

after self-command.

"Perplexing you! Do I know it? I

hardly know anything else ; I hardly think of

anything else. Night and day now I am

wondering what you are thinking of me,
how you are feeling towards me ; and if when
all this torture is over you can ever have the

same feeling you have had toward me ? It

is all the cohso*lation I have now, f/iai yoii

have had it. Nothing can take that from me,
the knowledge that you have cared for me."

" And you are thinking that I have
changed ?

"

" Changed ! I am looking at you now
with an almost boundless wonder because of

your changelessness, because of the beauty
of your faith in one who must seem so utterly

faithless, so utterly worthless. And the into-

lerable part of it is that I cannot rightly ask
you to have faith in me. If I could even
ask you to try to keep up your faith I think
the worst would be over. ... I could
wait then, I could endure then."

" And if I say unasked that I will have
faith, will that help you to endure ? " the girl

said, standing there tall, and still, and seem-
ing as if a new nobleness had come into her
nobility.

" If you say that, it will almost do away
with any need for endurance," George
replied with a quick light in his eyes, a quick
expression of relief, of gladness.

" Tiien I will say it ; I say it of my own
accord, that I will have faith in you so long

as you shall need my faith."

" And if circumstance seems strong against

me?"
" I will try to be as strong as circumstance."

So she spoke in a vain confidence, not

knowing that it was vain. How should she

know until circumstance had borne her down
before it as a reed in the marsh borne down
before the wind ?

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

June ist.

Read Psalm xci. and Rom. v. 10 to end.

'

I
''HE greatest joy is often akin to sadness.

-- When we reach the end of a work that

has cost us long and anxious labour, we are

moved more to tears than to laughter. But
in the close of the life of Christ there is

neither sadness nor joy. There is the holi-

est calm. As on a night of storm, when the

clouds break and reveal untroubled depths
of sky and the eternal stars, so at the closing

words from the Cross, " It is finished ; Father,
into Thy hands I commend my spirit," the

thick canopy of sufifermg rolls apart, and we
gaze into a heaven of peace, where all is

still.

Such is the general impression we receive,

but a closer consideration shows us some
deeper lessons. For the last word from the

Cross as associated with the act of dying

throws much light upon the character of our

Lord's death.

We must bear in mind the remarkable

language in which the New Testament de-

scribes the death of Christ as a voluntary

act. We die because we must, but He died

as One who had " power to lay down His
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own life and power to take k again." And
so it is said that " He poured out His soul

unto death "—as conveying an idea of active

rather than passive submission to death.

Death was the crowning act of His obedi-

ence and self-surrender. All the evangelists

employ Avords which imply an act of voHtion.

St. Matthew says, " He yielded up the

ghost," or rather, " He sent forth " or " dis-

charged His spirit
;
" St. Mark and St. Luke,

" He breathed out His spirit
;
" and St.

John, " He surrendered the spirit." Again,
while death is thus regarded as, in a sense,

the voluntary act of Christ, the resurrection

is, on the other hand, described as the act

of the Father. The constant usage of the

Apostles is to the effect that God raised Him
from the dead.

Keeping these thoughts in mind, let us con-

sider the force of the word, "Father, into Thy
hands I commend my spirit," as connected
with the resurrection from the dead.

On the night before the crucifixion Jesus
had offered the sublime prayer, " Father, the

hour is come, glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son
also may glorify Thee, I have finished the

work Thou gavest me to do, and now, O
Father, glorify Thou me with that glory

which I had with Thee before the world
was." Two chief thoughts are here:—(i)

The glory of the Father ; and (2) The glory

of the Son. Both were to be illustrated in

the work of Christ. The Son was to glorify

the Father by acting in the spirit of Sonship
;

and the Father was to glorify the Son by
raising Him to that " glory which He had
with Him before the world was."

The Sonship of Christ is the broad charac-

teristic of His Avork in humanity as our
Second Adam, and the root of our new life

as children of God. The contrast between
the fall and the redemption of man rests on
this point. It is eternally the life of man to

know God and to be towards Him as a son.

It is eternally death for man to be self-

centred, and so outcast. In unbelief and
self-assertion man fell; in obedience and
self-surrender man was restored. The trials

of Christ, whether in the temptation or on
the Cross, concentrate upon the dependence
of the Son on the will of the Father, and take
the form of His yielding confident obedience
even to death. He did this as in our
humanity, and accepting its conditions. We
must therefore realise the weakness as well
as the strength of Jesus. His strength was
faith

; otherwise He became weak, yielding
up all other resources but trust in God the
Father. In this sense He was " crucified

through weakness." He verily " emptied
Himself" of every prerogative when He be-

came a man, and lived simply in the strength

of a Child under the hand of the Father,

and knowing no refuge but the confidence of

a Son. The grandeur of the Cross must
accordingly be regarded as being in a great

measure the manifestation of Sonship, and
thereby the glorifying of the Father, by show-
ing how worthy that Father is to be obeyed
and trusted.

If these things are true, this last word then

reaches the utmost point in the offering of

the Cross. The highest act of Sonship was
surely that one, when with full consciousness

He gave Himself unto death, and with a

distinct exercise of volition submitted to the

assertion of its power over Him. He then

allowed the cloud to roll between Him and
the eternal light. He opened the flood-gates

of His being and let in the rush of the great

darkness. He breathed out the spirit and
fell back into the helplessness of death.

But ere He plunged into the unconscious

depths He uttered with a loud cry this appeal

of Sonship, " Father, into Thy hands I

commend my spirit," and having said this,

He "bowed His head and gave up the

ghost." The utmost act of faith and obe-

dience was accomplished in humanity. All

was rendered in confidence in God. He
through the Eternal Spirit offered Himself a

complete and living sacrifice unto God, and

He did so with the confession of perfect Son-

ship. Was it all to end here ? Or was there

to be any reply from the Father to that confi-

dence of the Son? If Jesus glorified the

name " Father," how was the answer to be

given which was to be the responsive glori-

fying of the Son ? The reply to this ques-

tion we shall consider next Lord's Day even-

ing. In the meantime our minds are fixed

simply on this final act of Sonship in which

Christ yielded Himself wholly to God.

June 8th.

Read Acts ii. 22—36, Philippians ii. r—11.

After He had said, "Father, into Thy
hands I commend my spirit. He bowed his

head and gave up the ghost." The act of

faith and obedience is complete, and Christ

hangs on the Cross dead. The crowd scatter,

leaving the two thieves lingering on in suffer-

ing. The disciples who had been watching

afar off" turn away, half in terror and in

doubt. They are overwhelmed by the spec-

tacle of that death which confounded all

their hopes. They had thought that this

was He who was to have redeemed Israel

;
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but He is dead, and there has been no

Elias to take Him down from the Cross, and

no deliverance. The centurion and the

guard of soldiers continue watching by the

dead body. And then the evening comes

and Joseph receives the helpless corpse,

and buries it in his own sepulchre, and

Pilate takes care that the great stone is

rolled to the mouth of the rock-hewn

tomb, and that it is sealed with the official

seal, and that soldiers are placed to guard it.

The Sabbath comes, and the service goes on

as if nothing had happened. The great day

of the Feast is observed as of old. The crowd

of pilgrims throngs the courts, and the ancient

Psalms are chanted, and the ritual of the

Day of Atonement is fulfilled, and it seems

as if the priests had been right after all, and

that Israel had yet to look for its Messiah.

Was then, that confidence of Him who
called Himself the Son of God, all a dream ?

Is there any such Father as He of whom He
spoke ? Did the voice of that dying prayer

reach no farther than the air stirred by its

accents ? Surely our very life depends on the

answer we give to such questions. What if

there had been no response? What if the

mockery could have been heaped on Him
which fell on those who once cried to Baal,

when from the blue passionless sky, there

was " neither voice, nor any to answer, nor

any that regarded " ? The Son has glorified

the Father, is there any Father at all to glorify

the Son?
Thank God for the answer !

" Thou didst

not leave His soul in hell, neither didst Thou
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption."

Jesus died resting in God, and the response

was the resurrection, when He was "declared

to be the Son of God with power by the resur-

rection from the dead." The joyful cry

passing from lip to lip, and uttered in wonder
and in gladness, *' Christ is risen !

" is the

answer to the prayer, "Glorify Thy Son.

Father, into Thy hands I commend myspirit."

He who had yielded Himself into the hands
of God is glorified of the Father, being
exalted by Him into heavenly places, and
brought to share the glory which He had with
Him before the world was. And yet not
altogether the same glory. For as raised in

our humanity He is no more the Son of God
only. He rises Son of man and Son of God.
This is indeed the mystery of His glorifica-

tion. Because He, the eternal Son, who
thought it not robbery to be equal with God,
*' made Himself of no reputation, and being
found in fashion as a man, had humbled Him-
self, and became obedient unto death, even

the death of the Cross ; Wherefore God also

highly exalted Him, and gave Him a name
which is above every name, that at the name
of Jesus "—the human name associated with
His incarnation—" every knee should bow, o(

things in heaven, and things in earth, and
things under the earth ; and that every tongue
should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father." And because He
thus rises in our humanity. He rises not alone,

but as the First-fruits of the redeemed.
And thus the final word from the Cross

lifts us into the conception of the complete
offering in which Jesus accepted death, but
accepted it with such a voluntary surrender

of His spirit unto God as prepares us for

His triumph over death, and His exaltation

to the riglit hand of God. This is therefore

no mere peaceful death-bed utterance, nor
is it analogous to the prayer of St. Stephen,

when crushed beneath the shower of stones,

he said, " Lord Jesus, receive my spirit." The
cry of Christ was the loud, decisive, crowning
utterance of the Son, in which before yield-

ing himself to death, He committed all to

the Father, resting in perfect sonship on Him
who " would deliver Him, seeing that He had
trusted in Him." "Thus trusting God, He
was not confounded;" and the joy of the

resurrection morning was the answer of God
to that confidence.

June 15TH.

Read Psalm Ixix. i—23, i Peter ii. 19—24.

Humanity, so far as it has been reached by
the gospel at all, has been touched in the

highest measure by the tale of Christ's suffer-

ings. The sorrows of Jesus have laid hold

of this world of sorrow as no other moral or

spiritual power has ever done. However
transcendent the divine wisdom of the gospel

may be, or however marvellous the vision it

presents of an absolutely sinless and perfect

life, yet it has not been so much by the ideal

of truth or purity found in Christ that the

spirit of Christian enthusiasm has been awa-

kened as by " the agony and bloody sweat,

the Cross and passion " of the great Sufferer.

The Cross is indeed an epitome of all spiritual

truth. The evil of sin, the love of God, the

grandeur of duty are all there visibly set

forth. It is God's appeal to heart and con-

science. Yet the Cross was but the final ex-

pression of what was always characteristic of

the life of Christ. He was not " wounded

by our transgressions " at Calvary alone. He
had continually come under the burden of

human woe and been pierced by human
iniquity. The various rays of trial became
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compressed into one burning focus when
Christ died, but they had been present from

the very commencement of His ministry, or

rather from His very cradle in Bethlehem.

So that if the Cross throws h'ght on the hfe of

Christ, no less does His life throw light on
the Cross,

A proof of this is found in the remarkable
application made by St. Matthew of the

solemn words of Isaiah, usually referred to

Christ's death alone, but regarded by him
as receiving fulfilment in Christ's daily

ministry. " When the even was come they

brought unto him many, that were possessed

with devils : and he cast out the spirits with

his word, and healed all that were sick : that

it might be fulfilled which was spoken by
Isaias the prophet, saying, Himself took our

infirmities and bare our sicknesses."

There are three spheres in the life of

Christ in which His taking our infirmities

and bearing our sins or sicknesses hold-

true—each one leading into a deeper range
of suffering.

(i.) He did so in the simplest sense as

sharing the woes incidental to our humanity.

Labour, weariness, hunger, cold, the priva-

tions of poverty and the discipline which falls

on man first as a child, then as a member
of society, may seem slight matters to us, be-

cause we are born into them as our lot. But
when the eternal Son assumed our nature.

He in love submitted to these conditions

that He might redeem us. This may not at

first appear to us in its full significance ; and
yet were some member of the noblest family

in our land to be moved by such a chivalrous

desire to help the wretched as to leave the

luxuries of home and to live as the poor
live, lodging for years in the stifling atmo-
sphere of their squalid dwellings, to wear their

rags, and not shrink from the lowest depths
of their sufferings ; and were all this done for

the avowed purpose of bringing help, sym-
pathy, and deliverance to them, we would at

once recognise such an act as an heroic in-

stance of self-sacrifice. And do we fail to

see the glory of Him " Who for our sakes

became poor," and who put Himself com-
pletely under the burthen of our trials?

Even then in this barest sense of the words
we can see how " He bore our infirmities,"

for as He "humbled Himself," that He
might reach the very lowest and deliver

them. He had necessarily to endure what
they endured.

(2.) Again, St. Matthew records how the
spectacle of human suffering appeared as a
burthen of suffering to Christ Himself. The

evangelist could not have meant that Christ

literally bore our sicknesses, for He did not
become leprous, or palsied, or blind. But
yet such was the visible effect upon Him of

human woe that it seemed as if He Himself
were the sufferer. This was no mere senti-

mental pity. It was the sorrow of holy love

;

and that belongs to a higher range of feeling

than pity. The crowd of strangers gathered
round some street accident feels pity, and
strong men will turn away in very sickness

from the scene. Yet such pity is weak beside

the agony of love, when the wife or mother
receives the patient home. Love then lays

the burden so completely on the heart that

each thrill of pain or interval of relief conveys
its own pang or sense of peace. The love

of Christ was in hke manner too quick and
close for mere pity. He suffered with the

sufferers, and was so visibly affected by what
He saw that they who beheld Him said,

" Himself taketh their sickness and beareth

their infirmities."

(3.) Still further, these words receive their

highest significance Avhen we transfer the

ground of suffering from physical to spiritual

causes, and understand how it was in a similar

sense that " He bore our sins," and that the

iniquities of us all "met on Him." For i£

bodily misery touched Him with acute pain,

how much more must the moral sores of

humanity have affected Him ! His pure eye
pierced to the very depths of evil, and saw it

in its true nature. Sinful as we are we can
somewhat comprehend this sorrow, for there

is no honourable or good man to whom the

disgrace of a dear child would not appear
infinitely worse than any bodily sickness, or

death itself. In proportion to the depth of

his love and his hatred of wickedness would
the tie which bound him to a scoundrel lay

the burden of the child's evil upon his own
spirit. In this sense, but in an infinitely

higher degree, was Christ affected by the sin

of man. He was verily pierced by our
iniquity. " It met on Him." Holy love laid

it upon Him. It was sin that He thus bore,

and we can best understand what was meant
by His bearing it, when we apply to human
evil the same interpretation of the words of

the prophet as was employed by the evan-

gelist to Christ as carrying our sicknesses

and infirmities.

And these sufterinajs of Christ under sin

become the profoundest confession of its great-

ness and its evil. We learn through " that

agony and bloody sweat, that cross and pas-

sion " what sin is to God, for we there see

how it aftected.Him who could in truth say to
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the world, " He that hath seen me hath seen

the Father."

June 22ND.

Read Psalm xxvii., and Luke xi. i—13.

There are many lessons to be gathered

from what we learned last Sunday regarding

the sense in which our Lord came under the

burden of human sufiering and sin.

(i.) Oneobvious lessonis the interestwhich

the Christian Church, as expressing the mind

of its Master, ought to take in the alleviation

of the bodily diseases, and of the social

miseries which affect humanity. - The office

fulfilled by the physician and surgeon, and

the work accomplished by hospitals and

asylums, as well as every enterprise which

deals with social distress, ought to be re-

cognised as essential parts of the work of the

Redeemer's Church on earth. For that

Church is wider than any ecclesiasticism, and

they who are labourers together with God,

are not to be limited to those who are eccle-

siastically appointed. The religion which

seeks a selfish salvation and the assurance of

personal security alone, is not the religion

which Christ came to establish. To be made
like Jesus Christ is true salvation, and when
we share His love, we must also be brought

somewhat into fellowship with the sorrows of

Him who in love came under the burden of

the sicknesses and infirmities of the world.

(2.) We learn from the spectacle of Christ's

spiritual suffering under sin, how loathsome

sin is to God. Not the thunders of Sinai nor

the threatened penalty of eternal death can

convey such a vivid conception of the nature

of evil, as when we behold the disgust and

sorrow with which it affected the Divine Son.

Anger may terrify, but the sorrows of Jesus

convince. Fear of punishment may deter,

but the sufterings of the Lord under sin lead

us to understand what that sin is, as in the

light of God. We also learn how truly it

must be the will of God to deliver us from it.

There are two classes of persons to whom
it may be especially beneficial to regard their

sinfulness as interpreted by the suffering of

Jesus. It is good for those who are disposed

to think hghtly of ungodliness. They accept,

perhaps, certain dogmas about the fall of

man and the corruption of human nature,

and the necessity for an atonement, because

there are texts which can be quoted in proof

of these. But in their secret hearts they dis-

believe their reality, and entertain such

favourable views of what they term " frail

human nature " as to excuse any religious

defects. The cross of Christ is regarded by
Ihem chiefly in its relation to theological

rather than personal requirements. It is

well, therefore, to lead such persons to recog-

nise the sorrows of Christ as essentially sor-

rows over what they themselves are in their

denial of God. When they for a moment
pause and catch a glimpse of that divine

countenance gazing down upon them with a
grief which seems—like an eye in a picture

—

to follow their every movement, and to sad-

den with their every resistance of Him who
would bring them back to their Father, they
can measure the sinfulness of that resistance.

It is the holy sorrow of Jesus which can best

interpret the wickedness of religious in-

difference.

And these sufterings of Jesus under sin

convey an equally important lesson to per-

sons of an opposite character, who feel their

unworthiness so intensely as to make thera

afraid of God. It appears presumption for

them to confess Christ, with their bitter

memories and their consciousness of so much
that is shallow and earthly. But these sor-

rows of Jesus meet all such thoughts with re-

deeming power, for they speak of a deeper
insight into these very evils than the sinful

can ever attain. He understands our wicked-
ness as we never can understand it, and He
knows it to be infinitely worse than we ever

imagined. There is not a pang of remorse
experienced nor a sentence of self-condemna-

tion pronounced by us which is not but the

faintest shadow of the penetrating holiness

with which He has searched sin to its lowest

depths. And yet that very grief of His over

the evil assures us that, in spite of all we
have been and are, He does not despise us,

but so loves us that He sorrows over us and
seeks our return. What He was on earth

Christ is now; and the greatness of His
agony under human sin is the measure of

His desire for human deliverance. The love of

Christ, which made our sin His burden, must
also make it His joy to help and bless us.

June 29TH.

Read Micah vi., Philippians iii. 1—14,

We are familiar with the manner in which

St. Paul represents the death of Christ as

producing a certain death and life in every

believer. " We are buried with Christ." " I

am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live."

" We thus judge that if one died for all, then

all died ; and that He died for all that they

which live should not henceforth live unto

themselves, but unto Him which died for

them and rose again." The sacrifice of

Christ is not therefore an isolated fact, it is a

spiritual and influential power. There is a
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sense in which Christ died to deliver us from

death, and there is another sense in which He
died that we might die also. For certain

moral effects must result from the vital ap-

prehension of what that death of Christ really

conveys. Viewed in one aspect we can

assert that it is solitary, because it is the only

refuge of the sinner. It rendered for us

what we cannot render, and from the sense

of our failure and helplessness we must ever

look up to Him who is our representative

Head, and Priest and King. But viewed in

another aspect, it is not solitary, for it

operates dynamically, as it were, in heart and
conscience, and recreates in us an image and
reflection of itself. It is not a mystery wholly

apart from us, and to be used as a kind of

charm against the anger of God. It esta-

blishes a vital relationship with all whom it

saves. As the effect of light is to banish dark-

ness, or as knowledge destroys ignorance,

so the true apprehension of Jesus Christ and

Him crucified must revolutionise our old

thoughts and ways, until what we once were

ceases to be. Or, again, as it is of the nature

of love to remove suspicion and indifference,

and as the perception of the goodness of

another wins confidence, so when we calcu-

late all that blessed message of divine for-

giveness and love, and truth and hope which

is embodied in the death and resurrection of

Christ, we can see how, of necessity, if vitally

received, it must cause the old sinful nature,

with its unbelief, indifference, and rebellion,

to perish, while it inspires the new life of

trust and selfsurrender to God. We thus at

once " die " and " live."

Recall for a moment the illustration of

these truths which we find in the life of

St. Paul himself. The contrast between
Saul the pupil of Gamaliel, and St. Paul the

servant of the Lord Jesus Christ, is as great

as between two totally different persons.

When we remember the various elements

which formed the character of Saul the per-

secutor, we can understand how literally St.

Paul could look back on what he had been
and say, " in Christ I died," " I have been
crucified with Christ," " I have been buried

in the very grave of Christ." When he ap-

prehended the significance of Christ's death,

he threw aside as a huge mistake all that old

righteousness which he had been labouring

for years to make perfect by the accurate

performance of sacred observances. He had
been trying to win God, but all was reversed,

for in Christ God had won him. All his past

life, its aims, confidences, hopes, utterly

broke dov/n and was regarded by him as

mere refuse, mere rubbish, which he cast

away for ever. His old pride of race with

its caste separations vanished in the light

of God's love to all mankind. His old

zeal for forms and rites and conventional

distinctions appeared a blasphemy against the

freedom of divine grace manifested in the

Redeemer. Saul of Tarsus had ceased to be.

Nevertheless he lived, and his new life was
one recreated in the image of Christ's own
life. Through self-surrender to Jesus Christ,

he was daily " putting on the Lord Jesus."

For " the life he lived in the flesh was by
the faith of the Son of God."

If Christ's grace has any saving influence

over us, we may be assured that it will pro-

duce similar results in our own experience.

The Cross of Christ is not an ingenious

"plan," whereby an escape is provided from

the consequences of sin, while the sin remains

untouched. It is a mighty fact, which, gather-

ing into one vivid expression the very mind
of God towards a sinful world, makes such an

appeal to the spirit that is in man, that in pro-

portion as it is received it must reach down to

the sources from which the sin of man has

proceeded. That is surely a serious misuse

of the grace of God, which would represent

the Cross of Christ as superseding the neces-

sity for our own obedience. And yet there

is a manner of speaking about our having
" no righteousness of our own," which is apt

to lead to this mistake. It is true that we
must have no " righteousness of our own,"

as opposed to, or separate from, that
*' righteousness which is in Christ ;

" yet

the " righteousness which is in Christ " is

made thoroughly " our own," in proportion

as we are vitally saved by Him. It is a

grave error, when the blood of Christ is

spoken of as if it somehow made an ex-

ception in our favour from the eternal

necessity of selfsurrender to God, instead

of being the very power which leads us to

yield self up unto Him. For, as God
becomes revealed to our spirits, through

Jesus Christ, our old views and manner of

life must pass away for ever under the in-

fluence of that glory, even as the mist is

scattered by the rising sun, or as the cold ice

melts at the breath of summer. And if the

life and death of Christ exercise no such in-

fluence, we ought to be suspicious of the

reality of our faith. They who have caught

any inspiration of the life of love as it is in

Jesus Christ must, in proportion to their appre-

hension of its power, " live henceforth not

unto themselves, but unto Him Who died for

them and rose asjain."
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BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

By M. LINSKILL, Author of -'Hagar," "Robert Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER XXXVUI. " NOT VET THE SUN HATH
DRIED HIS THOUGHTFUL TEARS."

" Brutus, I do observe }-ou now of late ;

I have not trora your eyes that gentleness
And show of love as I was wont to have:
You bear too stubborn and too strange a hand
Over your friend that loves you."

Skakespeare, Julius Ccesar.

" T IFE is interesting if not happy," said a

J—' great thinker the other day, and we all

of us admitted the truth and felicity of the

phrase on the instant. We had known it all

the while, but we had been waiting for some
one to say it.

Life is always interesting, because it is

always hopeful.

From the man of highest and most eager

culture, to the last and dullest and most self-

contented Philistine, you will nowhere find a

soul living out its days without hope of some
good it has not yet attained.

We are seldom strong enough to turn round
upon ourselves in times of really great and
desperate trial, and look dispassionately upon
the interest underlying the hour and the

event. It is there. In some cases, doubt-

less, it affords a certain support, but it does

so unconsciously. We should look upon our-

selves as traitors to ourselves, and rightly, if

we had the hardihood to look up from under

the Cross, and say, " This is interesting."

There is something amazing in the alacrity

with which we most of us find an element of

interest in the worst calamities of others. The
daily newspaper sells a double edition when
there is a Tay-Bridge disaster, when a I'r/n-

€ess Alice comes into collision in the Thames,
when a Eurydice with several hundred souls

on board disappears in a snow-squall. These
things are topics of conversation for the social

hour. They have no true silencing awe for

us. We speak of them between remarks on the

latest political blunder and the fineness of the

weather. In a word, we find them interesting.

It is a platitude to say that there are people

who find the affairs— the most untoward
affairs—of their friends and neighbours inter-

esting. It is also a platitude to say that there

are people who have no other interest outside

themselves than this of watching the course

of events in the little world about them, not

watching to sympathy, to help, but to a dull,

mindless curiosity. Yet even these find life

interesting.

Coming back to our own life, if we have
any vision at all, any sense of the picturesque,

the pathetic, the dramatic, we must certainlv
XXV—31

find the past years interesting to look back
upon. No outsider can see the fine and
subtle interweaving of the threads of expe-

rience as we can see them for ourselves. No
stranger can intermeddle with that dead joy
that can be made to live again for you at your
lightest desire; no other heart knows the

bitterness that was in your heart as you walked
through theiire in which your youth perished

—as you fought your way alone through the

floods that overwhelmed the years. No
written record could ever have half the inter-

est that that unwritten record has for you,

and v.'ill for ever have while memory keeps
its greenness.

The past has its interest ; the future a more
keen, and intense, and mystic interest still.

If there is an insipid day it is this one. But we
live it patiently, since it leads on to the next.

So, in patience, in a serene and un-

vexed patience, Genevieve Bartholomew lived

through that summer at Netherbank; the

first summer she spent there, and—the last.

Unhappily it was a wet summer—unhap-

pily for her and for her father
;
perhaps even

more unhappily still for poor Miss Craven.

The sadness was upon all the land. Morn-
ing after morning broke in grey gloom, in

heaviness, in silence. There was no sound

save the plash of rain upon the sodden moss-

filled pastures ; upon the black rotting hay

that was lying in the fields when August

came ; upon the green, backward, unpromis-

ing corn. The harvest was doomed, and it

was the seventh doomed harvest in unbroken

succession.

Was it the weather that was affecting Noel

Bartholomew to so great an extent ? Did he

feel the pressure of the heavy grey, rain-laden

clouds upon his brain? Genevieve knew
that he missed the constant exercise that he

had been accustomed to take ; she missed it

herself; and they agreed that the appetite

for out-door life was capable of causing as

keen suffering as the appetite for daily food

when it came to be denied its legitimate

satisfaction.

So far as his work was concerned, he had

done the best he might do—the best and the

most; but the best was not good, and the

most was far below what he had hoped.

Those summer months, upon which he had

counted so much, were gone by—gone in

suffering, in Comparative unproductiveness.

Want would have stared him in the face if

he had looked that way. But he had not
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looked; he had hoped on bravely, persis-

tently, silently.

This strange trial would pass as others had

passed, if he only stood firm. Had he not

that word of Thackeray's for his consolation,

declaring the possession of genius itself to be

of hardly superior value to the power of

holding on ?

He knew that holding on was not an easy

thing, nor so simple as it might seem ; never-

theless, since it had to be done it were well

to do it quietly.

When he came to think of it, he found a

word of higher authority than Thackeray's, and
older. The thirteenth chapter of the third

book of the " Imitation of Christ " seemed to

have been written for his present need.
" Where is thy faith ?" asked the dead voice

that seems to be speaking so near to us at

times. " Stand firmly and with perseverance

;

take courage and be patient ; cojnfort will

come to thee in due time.'"

In this temper he had waited; in this

temper he had worked when work was pos-

sible. Of late he had put aside all other work,

and had wrought at the view of Yarrell Croft

whenever it was possible so to do. Having
his sketches, it was comparatively mechanical
work ; and it could be done without much
reference to the light. Besides, he had another

motive, a motive that seemed so pitiful to

himself that he kept it out of his own con-

sciousness as much as he could.

The picture, being a commission, would
be paid for as soon as completed ; more
and more as the days went on he became
aware that this was influencing him ; and so

strange was his mental constitution that the

influence was paralyzing rather than stimu-

lating. There were days when he sat, with

his palette set and his brushes before him,

from the morning till the evening unable to

raise his hand to the canvas with any im-

petus from his brain. At such times the

dropping of the dull rain upon the skylight

seemed to him like Nature's tears of sym-
pathy; but it was a sympathy that had no
help in it, no comfort.

As the picture drew slowly toward its

completion he was amused to find that it was
already acquiring a kind of local notoriety.

His strong eftbrt toward an absolute and
inartistic literalness had won for him an ap-
preciation that his idealised "^none," his fine

"Judas," his spiritual " Sir Galahad '' would
never win for him in the neighbourhood of
Murk-Marishes.

Miss Craven had begun to admit to herself

that after all, since it was never too late to

mend, there might be some chance that

Noel Bartholomew would yet become a great

artist, and Mr. Crudas had asked permission

to bring more than one of his friends to see

the admirable accuracy and fidelity with

which every window and door of Yarrell

Crolt had been portrayed, every tree painted

just how and where it stood, every fold of

the distant hills and dales given, and all on
a few feet of canvas.

Here, if anywhere, was a triumph of art

;

and Murk-Marishes at last began to be proud

of the grey unimpressive man who was so

very far from coming up to anybody's idea

of a man of genius.

When the picture was at last finished, when
the last touch of yellow sunny light had been
put upon the hills, the last sweep of purple

mystery upon the dales, a handsome frame

came down from London, and the picture was
placed upon a large easel where it could catch

a fuller light.

" I shall not send it home," Mr. Bartho- •

lomew said to Genevieve, who stood beside

him looking into the picture with rather won-
dering eyes. " I shall write and tell Mr. Rich-

mond that it is completed, and that I should

like him to see it before it is sent to Yarrell

Croft."
" You think he might require some alter-

ation ?
"

" It is possible ; it is possible too that he
may not approve of it. I should hardly like

to have it coming back again to be altered to

suit his taste."

" His taste is for colour ; I think you have
considered it."

" Don't be ironical, dear."
" Mr. Kirkoswald says that I have a gift of

irony if I were to allow myself to develop it."

" Is he afraid of it that he comes so sel-

dom ? " Then seeing the quick change of

colour on his daughter's face, the unmistakable

pain, Bartholomew began to speak of some
other subject; but he did not forget this one.

More than ever he was perplexed by tiie

change in George Kirkoswald.

Something had happened, something that

had turned the man aside from being him-

self. He came and went in fitful ways; his

mood was capricious when he did come.
To-day he would be sad and silent, and
betray a touching and wistful humility, as if

conscious that the impaired and imperfect

friendship had been impaired solely by hma-

self. Another day, and all that would be
changed ; there would be nothing visible

save a kind of inner strenuousness with

hardness of manner and unrest of soul.
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That he was not at one with himself was

but too evident; and Bartholomew knew
enough of the world of men to know that

it was useless to expect him to be whole-

tempered in his ways toward others.

" Poor Brutus with himself at war.
Forgets the shows of love to other men."

George Kirkoswald was not greater than

Brutus here ; and it may be admitted that at

this time he was seeming less self-sustained

than his friends at Netherbank had counted

him to be. But they knew nothing of his

trouble, nothing of the great dread that hung
over him, growing as the days went on ; and
Bartholomew at least did not dream of the

dark disappointment that had come upon
him.

There were days—sad days enough—when
the artist wondered within himself that

a man whose worldly well-being was so

unmistakable as was that of George Kirk-

oswald should find himself so far out of

parallel with the trend of circumstance. It was

barely conceivable to Noel Bartholomew just

then. But nevertheless, none of these things

touched his loyalty, or his faith. All would
be made plain when the moment came.

The music-room was finished by the end
of August—that is to say the roof was on,

and the floor was laid. Kirkoswald's interest

in that had never abated ; and other people's

interest seemed to be growing about his own.

Sir Galahad was working with a will with

a view to his position as conductor of the

entertainments to be given ; and it was very

natural that he should need a good deal of

advice and help from Miss Bartholomew,

seeing that his own musical knowledge was
hardly equal to the demands likely to be

made upon it. It was fortunate that Nether-

bank was within an hour's walk of the Rectory

at Thurkeld Abbas.
" I—I ^don't know what I should have

done if you'd never come to Murk-Marishes !

"

he exclaimed one day. It was characteristic of

him that he was continuously being impressed

afresh by the favourableness of his advantages.

But there was danger just now that he might

be led into mistake concerning the nature of

them.

Genevieve, of course, did not say that it was
probable that if she had never come to Murk-
Marishes, it was also probable that Mr.
Severne's services, as conductor of concerts

at Soulsgrif Bight, might never have been
required. She never mentioned George
Kirkoswald ; and it seemed to Mr. Severne
that the mention of his name by others did

not awaken any very pleasant emotions with-

in her. He was becoming keenly alive to
this and similar facts.

He was becoming alive to everything that

concerned Genevieve Bartholomew.
She could not help being amused sometimes;

but more often she was glad of the brotherly-

seeming interest that descended even to note
the progress of her embroidery. It appeared
as if he cared for nothing better than to sit

and watch her deft white fingers, almost as

white as the lihes that grew to their silken

perfection under them. Mr. Severne did not
wonder that she liked to embroider lilies

better than anything else ; she was so hke a
hly herself; and sometimes when she was
a little sad he could not help wondering if

any gentle silver rain of sorrow ever came
near her. He was thinking of some lines of

Wordsworth's that he had in a little book
which he always carried in his pocket. He
took it out one day—Genevieve was looking

very sad that afternoon—and he turned at

once to the lines he knew so well.
*' That always makes me think of you," he

said, indicating the words as he spoke.
" You have been wretched

;
yet

The silver shower, whose reckless burden weighs
Too heavily upon the lily's head,
Oft leaves a saving moisture at its root."

Genevieve smiled. " What makes you
think I have been wretched ? " she asked.

" Oh, well, I didn't mean that particularly.

Perhaps I don't exactly know what I do
mean. But the verse makes a sort of picture

in my mind—a picture of a tall, beautiful lily,

drooping a little, and all weighed down with

shining drops of rain."

" You are growing poetical !

"

" Am I ? That is because I come so much
to Netherbank."

" Or else because you read this book so

much."
" Is it a nice book, do you think ? Do you

like it? because if you do, keep it— please

keep it. I should so like to know that you

had something of mine."

CHAPTER XXXIX.—"l SAW THIS YOUTH AS HE
DESPAIRING STOOD."

" Fortune has not been kind to me, good friends

;

But let not that deprive me of your loves,

Or of your good report."
Philip Van Artevelde.

OnxE; when George Kirkoswald had not

been at Netherbank for a fortnight or more,

Genevieve had a fancy that he was down in

Soulsgrif Bight, hoping to see her there. She

hardly comprehended the feeling, it was so

strong, so sure, so full of yearning.

It was an August day, dull, grey, windy

;

yet too full of life and movement to be de-
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pressing. There was still no sunshine ; the

haymakers were turning the hay in the sod-

den fields ; the corn was pale and unripe,

some of it was lying on the ground as if an

army had passed over it.

All day Noel Bartholomew had remained

in his studio, working at the second picture

that Cecil Richmond had commissioned him
to paint. The first was still on the large

easel, still standing in the full light. It was
covered with a curtain of old embroidery,

which was lifted from time to time when
neighbours came, asking to see the view of

Yarrell Croft.

It was over a fortnight now since the note

had been written, saying simply that the

picture was finished, and that it awaited Mr.
Richmond's approval.

No answer to that note had been received.
" I suppose he intends to call," Mr. Bar-

tholomew said when Genevieve expressed

some surprise.

" All the same he should have sent a reply.

Simple courtesy required that he should do
so much as that."

But the simple courtesy had not been
forthcoming: and, so far, Mr. Richmond had
not called. It was beginning to be felt as a

slight strain on Bartholomew's already over-

tense nerves. He declined to accompany
Genevieve when she went for her daily walk.

He would rather not be out when Cecil

Richmond did come, he said. If he went
out at all it was after the sun had set, when
the bats were wheeling in the air, and the

night moths quivering over the meadow-lands.
" You will let me persuade you to-day,

father," Genevieve said, when the yearning to

go down to the Bight had grown too strong

to be resisted. " I will write a note for you
;

and we will leave it to be given to Mr. Rich-

mond if he should call while we are out."

Bartholomew's hand was weary, his brain

and his eye were weary. He had upon him
that strong desire to be out under the air of

heaven which grows to such a passionate

intensity when the man who desires it is over-

tasked by the fearful double strain of labour

and anxiety. Yet not even now would he
leave the studio.

" It will not be for long, dear," he said.

" It is imprisonment, but it is not imprison-

ment for life."

" No ! but I wish it had been for a set

term ; then one would have known what to

expect. I feel a sense of oppression every
time Mr. Richmond enters my thoughts. It

is cruelty to you—to both of us."
" If so, it is the cruelty of thoughtlessness."

" Which is as bad as any other cruelty,

and as inexcusable."

There was quite a frown on Genevieve's

pale and usually serene face as she crossed

the barley-field to go down to the Bight alone.

She was going to see Ailsie Drewe, and she

had a strong desire that she might meet Cecil

Richmond as she went.

All the way down the upland the wind was
stirring in the trees, the swift grey clouds

were driving overhead ; there was a purple

depth on the moorland hills. The blue hare-

bells quivered among the bracken in the waste

places by the roadside ; here and there little

tufts of crimson heather nestled among whin
and briar. The bramble-blossom was white

upon the brakes. The whin-chat was knap-

ping away at his song as if he wished to get

as much of it done as was possible before the

night came.

There were a few-stray cottages at the en-

trance to the village. The little gardens
were gay with scarlet turn-cap lilies ; sweet

peas were dropping over the hedges ; nastur-

tiums were climbing among the jessamine
sprays. In the orchards the fruit was matur-
ing on the trees ; the gooseberry-bushes were
bending low under ripe, red loads. The
blackbirds were busy among the currant-

trees. Bees were murmuring and hovering

everywhere.

There was a turn in the road. One of the

tiny thatched cottages, with its front garden
and its back orchard, was down in a green,

leafy hollow to the left. There were children

standing by the wicket-gate, listening, look-

ing, wondering.

Under the willow-tree by the road-side a

young man, with a pale face and long, fair

hair, was playing a violin. As Genevieve
came up one of the children ran out with a

penny, and the young man moved forward to

take it with difficulty. He was very lame :

there was something pathetic in his lameness
;

there was something more pathetic still in the

sudden glow of shame and confusion that

spread over his face as he turned and met
the sympathetic eyes that were fixed on his.

The bow dropped from the strings, and the

violinist moved painfully, yet with some
dignity, away out of sight, disappearing along
a narrow path between two deep hedges of

hawthorn.

Genevieve was curiously impressed. She
had caught the air he was playing, it was
from Mendelssohn's 6"/. Paul, " But the Lord
is mindful of His own.'' It was strange to

hear an air like that played by a street

musician, and played as that was played.
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There were other strange things that came
floating out of the brief scene. The boy's

face—he seemed little more than a boy—was
one that would not soon be forgotten.

It was not only a sad face ; there was
something of surprise in its sadness, some-
thing of disdain, as if he scorned himself for

the thing he did, while wondering that he

could do no other.

Besides, there was a look of race about
the setting of the hazel eyes, about the curv-

ing of the upper lip, about 4he turn of the

head on the shoulders—a look that shabby
clothing could not touch in any way.

No ; Genevieve would not forget him, nor

would she forget his playing. All the

way down into Soulsgrif Bight she heard
the strain. It was as if some one sang the

words :

—

" But the Lord is trwidful of His own : He
remembereth His children."

Yet it was difficult to ignore a certain in-

consistency between the plaintiveness of the

music and the touch of wildness, of irrecon-

cilableness in the manner and appearance of

the musician.

Ailsie Drewe lived on the side of the bay
opposite to the music-room. Genevieve could

see as she went down that the workmen were
still about the place. Some were putting

windows into the new cottage, some were
making a rustic wooden paling to enclose the

garden. There was to be a playground be-

yond ; and some terraces were to be cut with

paths winding away across the cliffs to where
the barren alum shale merged into the green

luxuriance of Birkrigg Gill.

"There'll be no knowin' the place when
all's done," Ailsie Drewe said to Genevieve.
" Mr. Kirkoswald's just been here

;
you'd

meet him, mebbe? He hesn't been gone
more nor half-an-hour ; an' I told him 'at

Soulsgrif Bight 'ud never again be such a

world's-end-of-a-place as it alius had been.

He laughed a bit ; but he didn't laugh nowt
like what he used to. He isn't nut te saay

i' good spirits, miss? "

This was said interrogatively ; but Gene-
vieve did not answer ; and it seemed to

Ailsie Drewe that Miss Bartholomew was
not in particularly good spirits either. It

was strange that people who had no need to

care for the harvest, or for the coming of the

herring, and who had nobody at sea to be
anxious for when the storms came on, should
yet have times of silence and depression.
If Miss Bartholomew had happened to be
Davy's mother there would have been reason
enough for pensiveness and heaviness. . . .

Genevieve did not forget to ask after the

little lad.

"He's in America, miss; at a port they

call New Orleans—so he said in the letter.

You should ha' seen it, but Ah've lent it te

Marget. Ah couldn't read it mysel. Ah got

it last Tuesday ; an' Ah sat leukin' at it all t'

daay, an' cryin' acause Ah couldn't tell one
word 'at my bairn said. An' one doesn't

like takin' a letter like that inta onybody's
hoose te get it read. But Mr. Kirkoswald
com doon toward nightfall, an' Ah took it

across to him, an' he read it off as pat as if

he'd been a lawyer. Eh, but it is something

to be clever like that, miss ; an' my little

Davy 'ud ha' been as clever as onybody's

bairn if Ah could nobbut ha' kept him fra the

sea. But 'twarn't no use. He had to goa."
" I wonder what it is that makes him so

strangely bent upon a sea-going life ? " Gene-
vieve said, remembering the day when he

had gone up to Netherbank to say " good-

bye," and also remembering how she had
divined the child's unspoken feehng of finality

about the act and the word. " He doesn't

seem to care so much for the sea itself," she

added.

Ailsie's brown eyes filled with slow tears.

She sat looking steadfastly away out of the

window, so that the tears might not be seen

to fall ; and a change came into her voice all

at once.
" It's a kind o' fate, miss ; it's no more

nor that, nor no less. It's years agone now
—he was nobbut a bairn o' six or seven when
he used to wake out of his sleep night after

night cryin' out 'at his father wanted him

—

his father 'at he'd never seen. An' nothing

would pacify the bairn ; he'd go on cryin',

' Take me to my father ; he's callin' o' me,

he's waitin' o' me ; he wants me to go wiv

him, mother.' . . . An' Ah know it, miss;

Ah know it ; the little lad '11 ha' te go."

Ailsie stopped, crying bitterly ; and Gene-

vieve cried too, till Ailsie got up and showed

her the little drawer where she kept the boy's

small possessions ; the tools that he had used

when he made the model of the Viking, a

picture-book full of ships that Canon Gabriel

had given to him, his Sunday-school reward

books, a pair of his baby shoes, and a thick,

bright curl of his yellow hair.

" Ah look inta that drawer every night,

miss, afore Ah go te bed ; an' it's alius like

partin' wi' the bairn afresh, an' Ah wonder

where he is, an' if his father's waitin' for him

yet, an' how long he's set to wait . . . That

daay when the Viking went doon i' the Bight

Ah knew 'at my husban' weren't far away fra
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me then. Ah thought mebbe he might hear

me when Ah said, ' It's me 'at '11 ha' te wait

noo, Jamie ; Ah'll ha' te wait all aloan as

13.1)9- as Ah live, an' then Ah'll ha' te come
an', try te find ya both.' I alius think 'at

Ah sail find 'em. Ah've more hope o' that

nor I hev o' seein' Davy again here."

Genevieve went away shortly afterwards
;

but the tears still kept coming unbidden to

her eyes as she went up Soulsgrif Bank in

the grey afternoon light. Mr. Severne, who
was going in and out of some cottages at the

lower end of Thurkeld Abbas, saw the traces

of sorrow, and the picture of Wordsworth's
lily came into his mind again more vividly

than ever. He did not say so ; he did not
sa)'^ much on any subject. He was about
his work now, and he might not leave it even
to see Miss Bartholomew safely as far as

Netherbank. Was he a little hurt that she
did not take his regrets more seriously?

There was no pale, fair-haired violinist

under the willow by the cottage in the lane

now ; but Genevieve, half stopping to look
for him, saw another and a taller figure com-
ing by the narrow pathway under the haw-
thorn hedge. It was George Kirkosvvald, as

she perceived at a glance, and a very brief

space of time brought him to her side. Just
as he came up some shots were fired in the
furzy hill-side pasture close at hand. Gene-
vieve was startled, and the fact that she was
startled helped to account for the sudden
glow of crimson on her face.

" Are you not yet used to that sound ?
"

George asked, glancing over the hedge with
some annoyance as he spoke. " It is Mr.
Richmond," he continued. " I believe there
is a shooting-party at Yairell Croft, so that

you will probably have a chance of getting

accustomed to the guns. But "

Kirkoswald stopped there. He had been
intending to object to the idea of her walking
about the roads and field-ways alone just

now. The thought struck him with bitter-

ness that the privilege of objection was hardly
his.

" You were going to say something," Gene-
vieve asked, timidly lifting her eyes to
George's ; and then he saw, as Mr. Severne
had seen, that there were traces of tears on
her face. It was as if the sight took some-
thmg of strength from him.

_
He did not reply to her question imme-

diately. When he spoke he asked another
question.

" Do you remember that sunny December
day in Soulsgrif Bight?" he said. "It was
the first time you went down after the storm.

We were talking of trouble, and I asked you
if you thought that when trouble came you
could speak of it to me ?

"

" And I said that I could : I remembei
well."

" Then what is it that is troubling you
now ?

"

Genevieve smiled ; it was so easy to tell

him that Ailsie Drewe had unsealed the

fountain of her tears. She did not tell him
what she had suspected herself, that they had
v/aited an excuse for flowing freely. It is

very true that we " blush one way, feel an-

other way, and weep, perhaps, another."

It takes many kinds of darkness to make a
life of sorrow ; but the sorrow may seem one,
and the emotions run into each other in ways
unknown as yet to scientific analysis.

When Ailsie Drewe's pain and fear had
been touched upon»with sympathetic insight,

Genevieve had yet another tale to tell, the

brief story of the boy violinist who had so

quickly made such a strong impression. She
was grieved that between her shyness and his

sudden shame he should have passed beyond
her ken unsolaced, unspoken with, unhelped,
for that he needed help was but too evident.

" And what am I to do if I come across

him ? " asked George with a little amusement
in his interest.

" What would you do if you saw me sing-

ing in the street for bread ?
"

A great tenderness came into the man's
dark, overshadowed eyes, a great lovingness.

" I should take you home," he said, " and
I should try to make your life so fair that

you would forget that it had ever been other

than fair."

" Then think of me if you find my lame
boy wounded by the wayside. I am sure he
is wounded, I am sure he has fallen among
thieves, I am sure the Priest and the Levite

have passed by on the other side, leaving

him half dead."

They were passing through the village of

Murk-Marishes now. The sun had set, the

children were going home ; the blacksmith's

anvil ceased ringing as they passed the forge

at the upper end of the village street. Just

then a great red harvest moon began to rise

over the eastern ridge of the moor. Slowly

the glow of it spread behind the dark, rugged

outline, crimsoning the whole heaven above
;

the trunk of a leafless oak-tree was slanting

athwart its disc, throwing out gaunt, suppli-

cating arms. There was a quietness in the

evening ; but somehow it was a quietness

that was not peace, and was far from any
gladness.
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No word had passed between these two

since that word that had been said on the

evening after the small fete in Soulsgrif

Bight. It seemed far away now, and some-

what overlaid by the various meanings of

subsequent experience. There had been no
change, none that could be indicated, or

alluded to ; but the subtleties of feeling

escape definition, and the result of contra-

dictory emotions is apt to disappoint even

one's own calculation. Genevieve would

probably have found some difficulty in

answering a sudden question a,s to her love,

or her faith, with absolute truthfulness at the

present moment.
It was not that her love was dead, or

dying ; on the contrary, it seemed as if the

roots that were being thrown down into the

pain and uncertainty that surrounded it were

stronger than the lighter fibres that had suf-

ficed for its earlier existence.

Still there was loss, though the loss was
vague and nameless. The clear blue light

was clouded over, and the gloom was a

restriction ; freedom was lost in perplexity,

and trust quivered in the sweeping currents

of uncertain days. The girl was clinging

strongly to that faith of which she had

declared herself to be possessed, but it needed
every effort she was capable of making to

enable her to hold by it steadily.

To the last she would hold by it ; not till

it was torn from her grasp would she let it

She did not fear that it was likely to be so

torn ; all her belief turned toward a sudden
passing away of gloom and pain. It was for

this that she watched, for this that she waited.

At any moment she might meet George
Kirkoswald on the moor, by the sea, in the

village street; and meeting him she might

see at a glance that the cloud was off his

soul, that he was free, that he was the

man he had been on that day, and always

before that day, when he had asked of her a

word of assurance in Birkrigg Gill.

The gloom was there now, on every feature

of his face, in every gesture, in his very gait as

he walked up the lane to the field where the

bearded barley was nodding under the red

moon.
All the way he was silent ; and Genevieve

saw that it was a silence that it would be well

to leave unbroken.

Would slie have been astonished if she had
known that he was thinking of another?—if

she had known further that that other v/as

IMiss Richmond ?

All the way he had been thinking of her,

wondering what would be the last result of
defiance.

Supposing that at this moment he were to

take Genevieve's hand in his as they stood
there under the ash-tree by the stile, and if

he were to tell her all that had passed in

those years of bUndness and mistake, and all

that had happened to bring him into his

present perplexity—how would it be with
him then ?

He seemed to see quite plainly how it

would be. It would be easier for him to

make his confession now than it would have
been at one time. He knew Genevieve
better, and he had a clearer insight into the

largeness of her nature. Besides he had
suftered much, and suffering makes many
hard things easy. Then, too, mere change
in his suftering promised some relief; and he
was sure of sympathy.

Yes, he was sure of sympathy. There
would be a shock, a silence, a great surprise.

His dishonour would be felt to be as a

stain upon her life. Then there would be
a great forgiveness, with an aftermath of

absolute peace so far as Genevieve was con-

cerned.

The temptation was strong, very strong.

He imagined his yielding ; he could see the

fair face beside him growing fairer in the

sudden light of revelation and reconcilement.

The wistful look that had lain in the violet

eyes so long would be there no longer; the

finely curved mouth would smile its own
smile again. Life would be taken up where

it had been broken off ; compensation would

flow into the hours ; and in the days to be

no account should be taken of this temporary

suspension of felicity.

For all this there would be a price to be

paid ; and he told himself that he would have

been prepared to pay it if he might have

known the utmost to which it was likely to

amount ; if he might have known further

that payment would be demanded from him-

self alone.

But again he told himself that, unfortu-

nately, none knew better than he knew of

what jMiss Richmond was capable. Her
threats had been open in part, and dark in

part, but he knew well that she was equal

to persistent fulfilment of them to the last

letter.

There was hardly a house of any note in

the Riding into which she might not creep

with her gracious stealthiness, her softly

uttered venom, her smurching accusations
;

and the mildest of her threats amounted to

this.
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Still, at that moment but a light wind of

thought would have swayed him toward the

risk and the certainty of full disclosure. He
lifted his eyes to Genevieve's face ; there was

a smile there : on her lips there was a small

yet disconcerting civility.

" Will you not come in for a little while? "

she said. " My father will be glad to see

you in his solitary confinement."
" Is he ill ?" George asked with concern.

"No: he is not ill; but he is very likely

to become ill," said Genevieve, proceeding to

explanations.
" I think that very likely the delay is to be

accounted for by the fact you mentioned just

now," she added, " the fact that there is a

shooting party at Yarrell Croft. I say ac-

counted for, but not excused ; though I agree

with my father that there is nothing but

thoughtlessness behind it."

George Kirkoswald did not reply. An
instant conviction had struck him that there

was more than thoughtlessness underlying

the affair.

He seemed to have been prepared for the

thing he heard; to be prepared for more,

though certainly he could not have told

why he had anticipated ill results from such

an exceedingly natural and common circum-

stance as the giving of a commission for a

picture.

Long afterwards he knew that he had
anticipated ill from the beginning. Now
he was not sure that he foresaw only ill.

There might be a clashing of elements that

would leave the air clearer. It might even
be that already he saw a faint gleam upon
the distant sea of darkness over which he
had looked so long, and so patiently, always

waiting for the gleam, always feeling that

it had been promised to him if he would
wait.

Certainly now he would wait a little longer,

long enough to assure himself that the dawn
of better things was at hand ; or that it was
not, and not likely to arise out of the quarter
toward which he was now looking. His firm

impression was that he had seen a promise of
light.

The current of his thought was changed
altogether; and the man himself seemed
changed.

" Tell Mr. Bartholomew that I will be
down in a day or two," he said, raising his

hat, and turning absently, coldly away.
Genevieve went through the clinging barley
wuh a pallid, stony face, and an unutterable
sinking about that poor loving, longing heart
of hers.

CHAPTER XL. " STRIKE AUDIBLY THE
NOBLEST OF YOUR LYRES !

"

" O did he ever live, that lonely man,
Who loved—and music slew not ?

"

Keats, Endymion.

For a week before the giving of the concert

in Soulsgrif Bight there was an excitement
in the air; a very pleasant and innocent
excitement it seemed to be, productive of

courtesies, animations, small vanities, over-

tures, musical and other. Songs were prac-

tised at cottage doors, choruses came swelling

out through the closed shutters of the black-

smith's shop.

Mrs. Caton had kindly insisted upon pro-

viding the little Sunday-school girls who sang
in the Church choir with white mushn dresses

and blue sashes. Mrs. Darner sent a dozen
posies of pink flowers when the evening came.
Others sent. smiles, evergreens, good wishes,

harmonious little compositions of words set

to no music but their own.

If underneath all this there was a special

ground-tone of sorrow anywhere, it was at

Netherbank, which some people counted to

be the very centre and source from whence
all the gladness and goodness were flowing.

An impression had got about that Mr. Kirk-
oswald had certainly been inspired by the

words and ways of another ; and down in the

Bight the fisher-folk said openly that their

gratitude was due as much to Miss Bartholo-

mew as to the master of Usselby Hall.

That they were grateful, and had all man-
ner of pleasant anticipations, was one of

Genevieve's strongest motives for keeping up
a brave bright face before her little world.

Another motive was her father's need of her

bravery. Only once before in his life had
he needed it so much.

All day he had remained in his studio ; the

finished picture of Yarrell Croft on one
easel before him ; the view of the Priory

Garden unfinished on another. He had not

touched the latter. Genevieve had set his

palette, and prepared his mediums, but he

had never moved his hand to touch them.
After a whole long, silent, unexplained

month had passed, Mr. Bartholomew had
written a second note to Cecil Richmond.
He had used much the same terms as on the

first occasion. No word of doubt, of im-

patience had escaped his pen. He merely

begged to remind Mr. Richmond that the

picture was finished and awaitiilg his ap-

proval.

Had he not been so unwise as to have

written that first note, had he sent the picture

home as he w'ould have done but for his own
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considerateness, he had avoided all this

strange and inexplicable pain. But how
could he have foreseen such a turn of affairs

as this ?

A second month had all but gone by now.
The sound of guns had ceased in the

neighbourhood, the heather had bloomed
and was fading, and Bartholomew had not

seen it. Somehow it seemed to this sensi-

tive, nature-loving man, that all his life he
would miss that one year's heather.

What if he should have no other chance of

seeing the heather in bloom upon the purple

hills ?

Beyond doubt in these two months he had
grown more apprehensive, more tremulous,

more shrinkingly alive to dread, and pain, and
evil of every kind. The hours that he should

have spent on the moor when the sun was
setting, or down by the soothing murmurous
sea, where always he had found relief and
uplifting, had been spent in his studio. He
had sat there surrounded by his work, and
the suggestions and associations of work; and
he had sat, brooding, fearing, looking into

the darkness that was upon his life until

brooding had paralyzed him.

So strangely had his power gone from him
that he hesitated to compel himself to touch
the yEnone, the Sir Galahad, or the Judas.

The latter was a long way from being finished

;

the two former were so nearly done that the

work required upon them was of a most deli-

cate kind, and needed judicious and well-

considered handling. Another hindrance lay

in the fact that a great desire had come upon
him to make some radical alterations in the

dress and background of the ^Enone. Only
at Genevieve's entreaties he had deferred his

project. She was trusting that the desire

would pass away.

She knew now plainly that it was need of

money that had compelled him to work at

the commissions given by Mr, Richmond.
For awhile she had been rather glad that he
had had these to fall back upon ; but long
since all gladness had faded out, long since

she had begun to share her father's unspoken
sense of wrong and oppression.

But for his poverty the pictures had gone
into the fire long ago. He had come to hate

them, to hold himself in contempt for having
consented to paint them.
The humiliation of his present position was

intense—complete in its intensity.

Even had there been no question of any
previous acquaintanceship between Miss
Richmond and himself, there was a peculiar

and searching sting in this disdainful silence,

this discourteous refusal to reply by so much
as one word to the two courteous letters that

Bartholomew had written. Both Miss Rich-
mond and her brother would be aware of the
fact that Noel Bartholomew could not walk
over to Yarrell Croft to ask what was the
cause of this contemptuous attitude.

No other subject of thought was possible.

This one thing had wrought itself into every
act and every phase of his life. It was turned
to every possible light, judged by every pos-
sible standard ; it was blamed ; it was ex-

cused ; it was denounced ; it was forgiven.

Anything would have been better to bear
than this. Had the young man come to

Netherbank and said openly, " I do not hke
the pictures," the matter would have been at

an end. Had he even written straightfor-

wardly and said, " I do not now care to have
them," then also there had been no further

suspense or pain. Bartholomew could have
turned himself to some other work with what
strength was left to him. As it was, every

day, every hour was adding to the ill that

had been wrought in the artist's unstrung

and overstrained soul.

Even on this day of the concert he had
been unable to rouse himself. Genevieve
had sat beside him, she had drawn him to

speak out of the overfulness of his heart.

Then she had read to him for awhile; and
all day she had hoped to win him to consent

to go down toSoulsgrif Bight with her in the

evening.

She was still trying to persuade him when
George Kirkoswald came ; he was on his

way down to the Bight. It was six o'clock,

and nearly dark, but no lamp had been

lighted in the studio. " I am not earning

anything to pay for light or fire, or even for

the food I eat," Bartholomew had said just

before he had heard George's footstep on the

orchard pathway. Then he changed his

tone, saying hurriedly, " Not one word of

this to Kirkoswald ; and put on the gayest

dress you have, if you wish to please me."

It was hardly possible to put on a very

gay dress when nearly three miles of rugged

road had to be passed in the late twilight.

Yet Genevieve looked very lovely in her pale

blue clinging cashmere gown with its velvet

trimmings of the same colour. She went

down to the studio when she was dressed

;

and it could hardly be said that she was dis-

appointed to find that George had not

succeeded where she had failed.

" I shall be glad to be alone," Bartholo-

mew had declared to George Kirkoswald.
" If any note or message should come I shall
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be here to receive it. There will be no
delay. If I were down at the music-room I

should be sure that my presence was required

here."

It need hardly be said that Kirkoswald

was perplexed, perplexed to the uttermost.

To him the conduct of Cecil Richmond
seemed simply a cause for annoyance, for

irritation at the worst, if any one were disposed

to be irritated by the action of an individual

so unimportant. His perplexity did not

leave him. All the way down into the Bight

he was wondering whether he could do any-

thing to bring matters to a crisis of some
kind. He was prepared to do anything that

might be done.

He did not speak of it to Genevieve.
Keturah was there in the background, and
Miss Craven. Mr. Crudas was waiting by a

street corner at Thurkeld Abbas.
Mr. Severne being powerfully under the

influence of that general nervousness which
is so afflictive to the amateur mind when it

dares the pains and pleasures of professional

responsibility, had gone down to the Bight
nearly an hour before. His nervousness
did not show itself in any distressing form.

He was waiting at the door of the music-
room to welcome Miss Bartholomew : his

_
crimson blush was framed in a dropping
archway of evergreens, and lighted by a

hundred little lamps of pink pearly glass.

Good wishes were inscribed in holly leaves

upon the walls; great pots of flowers,

clirysanthemums, dahlias, curving ferns,

China-asters, and a few late roses stood all

along the front of the platform. Behind
there was a woven screen of small-leaved ivy

and amaranth.

A few old people had taken their seats

already ; they sat there with solemnly won-
dering faces, and a new gravity in their grave
eyes. When Mr. Kirkoswald came they
stood up, and the old women made curtseys

in the ancient fashion. It was all very im-
pressive so far. Just then the children began
to file out two by two from the door to the

right of the platform. There was no gravity

there. So much white muslin, so many blue
sashes, such a unanimity of pink-and-green
posies could only be displayed with smiles
and bright glances.

.
The door by the platform led through into

the cottage. All was surprise here, even for

Genevieve. The amateurs had not yet ar-

rived
; but there was an elderly woman sitting

by the fire expecting their arrival, a pale, sad
woman, with a neat cap, almost like a
widow's cap, half-concealing her soft red

hair. She had a black dress on, quite new

;

and she spoke in a refined and very quiet

manner when Mr. Kirkoswald turned to her.

"Where is Wilfrid, Mrs. Gordon?" he
asked. " I want to see him for a moment
before the entertainment begins."

" He is in the reading-room, sir," replied

the woman, with an almost anxious defer-

ence. " I believe he is arranging the new
books that came to-day. He was wishing to

see you about some magazines."

George Kirkoswald went away; and Gene-
vieve was left for a few moments alone with
Mrs. Gordon. She had a curious sensation

of recognition, though she knew that she had
not seen the woman nor heard of her before.

She was rather puzzled between her refined

manners and her helpful ways. She arranged
Genevieve's dress, fastened up a stray wave
of her yellow hair with wonderful deftness

and lightness of touch. A little later she
rendered similar services to Mrs. Caton and
Mrs. Pencefold, and also to the two Miss
Damers. No touch was required to give

finish to the appearance of Edil and lanthe
Caton. The tiny creatures stood in their

pink silk frocks as if they had just stepped
out with their expensive little feet from the

latest fashion-book. All the same, they were
pretty children and sweet-tempered.
The terrible moment came at last, Gene-

vieve Bartholomew had not prepared herself

for its terribleness. She had never stood on
a platform before, never found herself uplifted

above a sea of human heads and eyes. It

was only a very small sea after all, and there

was hardly a face there that she did not
know more or less; nevertheless the sense
of exposure, of the vainness of all efforts to

shrink from it, was very trying. Mr. Severne
might be nervous, too, but Genevieve could
not help envying him ; he seemed so much
at home on the platform. He was giving
directions here, whispering irrelevant remarks
there. The little blue-and-white choir was
ranged at the back against the ivy screen.

The ladies sat on the right of the platform

behind the chrysanthemums. The piano was
at the other end, there was a music-stand or

two, and a couple of chairs in the middle.
Altogether the soft pink light fell upon a very
pretty tableau.

The entertainment opened with a four-part

song of Mendelssohn's, ''I^e May-bdls and
the Flotvers.'" It was sung as a glee ; and
Genevieve played the accompaniment. George
Kirkoswald was at some distance from the

platform, standing just where he could see

the pale blue figure, the white moving hands,
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He watched herthe crown of yellow hair.

for awhile, then he sat

—

" Holding his forehead to keep off the burr
Of smothering fancies."

He could not forget the grey, lonely man
whom he had left sitting by the fire at Nether-
bank, and he knew that Genevieve did not
forget. Even from where he sat he could
see the drooping curves about the beautiful

mouth, the shadow of sadness under the

white eyelids, and within the deep dark eyes.

When the glee had been sung, Mrs. Caton
swept forward in a black velvet' dress to the

piano. She played a piece of Schumann's,
an Arabeske ; and she played it with con-

siderable skill. The people seemed to be
wondering over it, caring as much to watch
as to listen. They had not yet arrived at the

point of applauding freely. They were not
sure that it was quite correct to clap their

hands and stamp with their feet on the floor

in such good society as this. There was a
touching tendency on the part of the older

people to repress such manifestations until

they saw that Mr. Kirkoswald was doing
his best to encourage them. Appreciation
gathered slowly to its high-tide after that;

and by the time the first half of the enter-

tainment was over an expression of some-
thing very like enthusiasm had been elicited.

There was a pause, a little interchange of
civilities, approbations, small pleasantries.

Then Mr. Severne made an announcement.
He begged to have the pleasure of introduc-
ing a stranger to the people of Soulsgrif

Bight, a stranger who had come to live among
them, to try to help them, to teach any
grown-up people who might care to come to

him in the evenings for instruction, to give

them books out from the library when they
wanted them ; further than this he was capable
of amusing them, delighting them, as they
would have the immediate pleasure of finding.

Then Mr. Severne turned, and made a
litde gesture of invitation ; and the stranger,

coming slowly and painfully forward, was in-

troduced to the audience as Mr. Stuart.

He stood in the middle of the platform, a
youth of nineteen or so, with long fair hair,

a wan, worn face that had no smile on it,

and hazel eyes that seemed at once wild
and wistful. They were the eyes of the pale
woman in the cottage; and the somewhat
angular oval of the face was the same. It was
a face that Genevieve recognised at a glance.

The first note of his violin, a long-drawn
note of thrilling sweetness, awoke her from
her trance of surprise. She looked down
the room ; George Kirkoswald was waiting

for the look, for the smile, for the expression
of wondering gratitude. He smiled back
again. He was very hajDpy for this one
hour, happier in that he had tried to make
others happier ; and had, in a measure at

least, succeeded.

What is there in the music of the violin

that makes it strike so much more readily
and surely straight to the human heart than
any other music ? It would seem as if its

strings had a humanity of their own, a suffer-

ing, pleading, haunting humanity. Its cries

linger on your ear, its appeals melt you, its

soft singing and sighing tranquillises you in

moments when the aggressive tones of a piano
would drive you to distraction.

All this Wilfrid Stuart understood ; and it

seemed too as if he understood his audience.
The most ignorant of the people sat entranced,

and tears were seen dropping slowly over
furrowed cheeks. A minute or two later and
broad smiles broke under the tears, while

big sea-boots kept time to the tune of " Weel
may the keel row," and " There's nae luck

aboot the hoose." This at any rate was
comprehensible, and to be understood by the

meanest. The house had been brought down
at last.

The next item on the programme was
Genevieve's song. She had never thought

of it since she came on to the platform, and
she was as much overcome by her surprise

as if she had never had the smallest inten-

tion of singing it. She went forward quite

mechanically. Mr. Severne put the music

into her hand ; Mrs. Caton sat down to the

piano, and struck the opening notes boldly.

It was Mrs. Browning's song, T/ie Mask,
that Genevieve had undertaken to sing. The
prelude is brief. Genevieve was hardly ready.

She had to make a great effort to begin the

opening lines

—

" I have a smiling face, she said,

I have a jest for all I meet."

But in singing as in other things it is the first

step that costs, and Genevieve was hardly

aware of any further cost. She could not

help perceiving that from sheer nervousness

she w^as singing better than usual, that her

voice was stronger and freer, and had a fuller

range. She did not look toward the place

where George sat ; if she had done so she

could hardly have seen on his face any indi-

cation of the intensity of his emotion. Not
the smallest vibration of the penetrating voice

escaped him ; its very unevenness of tone

was, in a certain sense, a pleasure to him,

though he felt certainly that the unevenness

arose out of imperfect control over a too-
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perfect sympathy with the touching words of

the song.

" Behind no prison grate, she said.

That bars the sunshine half-a-raile.

Are captives so uncomforted
As souls behind a smile.

God's pity, let us pray, she said,

God's pity, let us pray.

" Ye weep for those who weep, she said.

Ah, fools ! I bid you pass them by.
Go weep for those whose hearts have bled
What time their eyes were dry.

Whom sadder can I say ? she said,
Whom sadder can I say ?

"

All the rest of the concert went by like a

dream for Kirkoswald. The Miss Damers
and Mr. Severne sang a trio ; Wilfrid Stuart

came forward again with his violin, and
was received tumultuously ; then everybody
sang God save the Qjtteen. Congratulations,

thanks, transports, all went by like sounds
that pass when sleep is upon the brain,

leaving only a sense of weariness and con-

fusion. George was glad to get out from the

room, away from the green wreaths, the com-
pliments, the pink lamps, the elaborate

"good nights." Under the quiet stars life

might come to its own again.

CHAPTER XLI.—" I SHOULD HAVE BEEN MORE
STRAKGE, I MUST CONFESS."

" Yes 1 hope may with thy strong desire keep pace,
And I be undeluded, unbetrayed ;

For if of our affections none find grace
In sight of Heaven, then wherefore hath God made
The world which we inhabit ?

"

Michael Angelo.

It was some time before the stars shone
down upon the utter quietness that George
Kirkoswald desired. Not till Thurkeld
Abbas had been passed, and the last parting

word said there, did he feel able to breathe
as freely as he wanted to breathe. He
walked on quite silently for awhile ; Gene-
vieve, walking by his side, was silent too.

He thanked her for her silence presently,

adding, with a touch of humour, "And all

the while I know you are, as young ladies

sometimes say, dying of curiosity."

" No ; I shall never die of curiosity,"

Genevieve replied. " All the same, ' I want
to know.' But first I must congratulate you."

" Upon what felicity ?
"

" The felicity of neatness. You have
managed your little surprise admirably."
"And you are satisfied ?"
•' I am satisfied."

"And you give me credit for obedience ?"

" Implicit obedience."
" It was perhaps more implicit than you

know. You remember the day on which you
saw Wilfrid Stuart, and your injunctions to

me?"
" Distinctly."

" If I was fortunate enough to find him, I

was to take him to Usselby Hall,"
" Did I say that ?

"

" You said much more than that. I was
to do to him as I would to you,"

" I remember. And by way of com-
plying you have made him—what exactly

have you made him ? Music - master to

Soulsgrif Bight ? Curator ? Librarian ? Pro-

fessor of things in general ?"

" All these,"
" Then certainly you have not done to

him as you would have done to me, I

could never have undertaken tasks requiring

such varied ability. ... Is he equal to

your desires ?
"

" More than equal, especially so far as his

music is concerned. He is a pupil of Joa-
chim's,"

" A pupil of Joachim's ! And found play-

ing by the roadside ! " exclaimed Genevieve.
" Even so. But that was the first day that

he had played by the roadside, and I think

it will be the last, poor fellow ! . . . He
owes all to you,"

" Before I question that statement I must
know what happened on that evening of

which you have such a distinct remem-
brance,"

" Very little happened. I went slowly

over the moor by the light of the harvest

moon. The wind rose a little ; it came in

gusts ; one gust brought to me from afar the

faint sound of a violin. Think of it—violin

music on Langbarugh Moor after dark ! I

have no doubt but that I should have taken

it to be the death-song of the Kirkoswalds,

if you had not described the playing of your
prot'cgeP

" And after ?
"

,
" After I had to take some slight trouble to

discover the exact spot from whence the sound
came. It was at a greater distance than I

could have believed. When I did reach it

I found it to be a kind of hollow under the

edge of a heathery crag. Your wild-eyed

youth was sitting on a grey boulder, playing

to himself in the moonlight. There was a

touch of romance about the situation."

" And Mrs, Gordon was not there ? She
is his mother?"

"She is his mother, and she was in London,
poor woman, trying to hide herself, in order

to escape from the wretched treatment of her

second husband. It is a most heartrending

story. The boy told me a little that night

after we got home ; the mother told me a

little more when she came, and I have

guessed the rest. It seems that originally
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she was a kind of upper-servant in an old

Scotch family, and she married a son of the

house against the wish of his people. They
had only this one boy, Wilfrid, and his father

designed him for the Church ; but unfortu-

nately Mr. Stuart did not live past the child's

tenth year. They seem to have been a very

happy little family, with sufficient means,

and the widow was not left in poverty. But

she must needs marry again, and marry a

scoundrel, who has robbed her and her child

of every penny they had, and the boy, in

obedience to his mother's wish,,was making
his way into Scotland, to see if he could

obtain any assistance for her from his father's

relations. His money failed him at York,

and he was intending to attempt the rest of

the journey on foot. Think of it, with his

lameness !

"

" Was he always lame ?"

" No ; his step-father, in a fit of drunkenness,

threw him and his violin from the window of

the house they lived in into the street; some
passers-by picked him up senseless. The
whole story is, unhappily, commonplace
enough in its outlines ; but I fancy there has

been capacity for an uncommon amount of

suffering under it. It is no wonder that the

lad seems as if he could never be reconciled

with the world again."
" Does he care for his mother ? " Gene-

vieve asked.

"He seems to care passionately."
" Then he will soon be reconciled."

There was a pause. Keturah passed in

the clear blue darkness with a seafaring

cousin. " I wonder if she is happy—quite

happy?" Genevieve was thinking to herself.

She could not help thinking also of her own
poor, crushed, and broken love—broken in

seeming if not in truth.

She was as far as ever from understanding

the turnings and driftings of her fate. She
only knew that when she was strongest,

lightest-hearted, there was always most hurt

and pain underneath.

Her one care was to hide the pain ; so that

George Kirkoswald may be forgiven if some-
times he doubted whether any deep pain

existed. This was only sometimes ; at other

times he hoped that there was no under-cur-

rent, that Genevieve's faith was as strong as

she had declared it to be—strong enough,

at least, for peace. His full conviction was
that she would not haye to bear the test

much longer.

So far she had borne it spendidly ; this he
would always remember. He had expected
it of her ; but, nevertheless, he had seen his

expectations fulfilled always with a new
admiration, a new reverence for a nature

so wide, so clear-sighted, so utterly un-

selfish.

No look of fretfulness, of doubt, had ever

met him ; never by a glance had any egotistic

claim been betrayed. The expression of her

face, the tones of her voice, said always, " I

love you, I have faith in you, and, though I

do not understand you, I am trying to wait

patiently until you can make yourself under-

stood."

This had been her attitude. It was her

attitude still, and by its very uneagerness it

added intensity to the things he was already

enduring. A little it bafiled him, a little it

drew him to look into its nature, as if he
would seek some more certain satisfaction for

the yearning tenderness that beset him, that

was always in him, though he set it in such

harsh keeping.

Even yet he would not ask her to con-

tinue her faith in him ; he told himself that

he could not while that dead promise was

held by another woman to have life in it.

To do this would be to add dishonour to

dishonour.

He could never forget—not for an hour—
that an engagement was held to exist, that

he was one of the two parties to it, and that

the other counted every written word to

mean the same thing to-day that it had

meant years before. To him that old false

bond was as the bond of an old false niarriage,

hateful, not binding, yet full of potency for

pain and ill. He knew perfectly well that

Diana Richmond did not expect him to fulfil

that engagement now. But for some reason

of her own, which he could but darkly divine,

it suited her purpose to hold him back by

threats from a marriage with Genevieve Bar-

tholomew. That she had a purpose, that

she chose to hide it in mystery, he was fully

convinced. He was convinced also that the

mystery would be made plain if he would but

wait.

He was sick to the heart of waiting now.

Surely he might say so; surely he might

cover his face with his hands and cry

aloud

—

" I am weary of all this ! I am very weary

!

Genevieve, my child, you will believe that I

am weary?"
She drew a little closer to him under the

shadow of the starlight. She laid one hand

gently upon his arm, and let it rest there.

There was something that was almost a sob

in her voice as she spoke ; it sounded full of

tears.
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" If you are weary, then I am not," she

said. " If you are troubled, if this silence,

this coldness between us troubles you, then I

have no trouble. I can bear it all. Oh, ten

times more than all, since I know certainly

that you are bearing it too !

"

" Did you think, then, that I was not?"

George asked in pained surprise. " What
have you thought of me ? Tell me how I

seem to you. Tell me the worst."

" There is no worst now. The worst is

the sorrow that you have. ... I may not

ask about it ? . . . You would tell me if you

could tell me ?
"

" I ought to have told you all long ago,"

George said passionately. " I ought to have

told you of all my life. It would have been

so easy once. Then it was made impossible,

or I thought it was. Some day—I pray it

may be soon—it will be possible again ; and

then there shall not be a passage in my life

that I will not lay bare before you. You
shall know everything. I have had a

lesson."

They had reached the cottage now. The
barley was standing dark and still on either

hand. A bird flew out from the ivy that was

round the porch.
" Wait a moment," said George, taking the

hand that Genevieve had laid upon the little

railing. " Only a moment. It is so hard to

go when one is happy !"

"You are happier to-night? "Genevieve said

softly. In her heart there was a little wonder,

a strong wish. Why could he not always

be happy ? Why should he entertain those

moods, those silences and darknesses that

came upon him, and remained so persistently ?

It was not difficult to take things, even bitter

things, with a certain " sweet reasonableness "

of outer expression that always helped the

inner life of the soul.

" Yes ; I am happier," George was saying.
" I should always be happy if I were near

you. It is another atmosphere, and I am
another man. You draw me upward. I

believe only in good when I am with

you."
" Then you believe in good always. . . .

I am always with you," said the girl, with a
deeper and more passionate meaning in her
tone and in her accent than the words might
seem to hold. She would have said more,
but it seemed as if her voice failed in the

eftort. Her emotion was stronger and deeper
than she could bear. But surely that impulse
toward further unfoldings was not difficult of

comprehension

!

CHAPTER XLII. BEHIND THE SCENES.

" I speak not as of fact. Our nimble souls
Can spin an insubstantial jniverse
Suiting our mood, and call it possible,
Sooner than see one grain with eye exact,
And give strict record of it. Yet by chance
Our fancies may be truth, and make us seers.

'Tis a rare teeming world, so harvest-full.

Even guessing ignorance may pluck some fruit."
George Eliot, The Spanish Gipsy.

" Life is a series of surprises," said one,

adding, " and would not be worth taking or

keeping if it were not."

The peaceful soul, however, is not in love

with surprises. It likes to foretell the day
and the event. One postal delivery on each

of the six work-days is enough, and more
than enough ; and life has been found to be
possible without the daily newspaper.

Still, let a man guard his life as he may,
the unexpected will happen, especially, some
will say, if it be also the undesired ; and no
calculation can prepare you in any effective

way for what the coming day may bring forth.

If Noel Bartholomew, sitting on that grey

October day in his studio at Netherbank,

could have heard, by telephone, for instance,

all that was passing in the morning-room at

Yarrell Croft, it is easily conceivable that his

surprise might in itself have overcome his

despondency, apart from the circumstantial

value of the thing he heard.

It was a pretty room in the south-west

corner of the house. It had windows look-

ing either way. There were flower-beds in

front; chrysanthemums stood in the dewy
mist ; a few geraniums lingered ; a little mig-

nonette scented the place ; a Gloire de Di-

jon rose or two hung sadly against the window
pane.

There was no sadness inside the room. A
large fire was blazing in the handsome mo-
dern grate; thick rugs were on the floor;

thick rich curtains hung over the windows
and doorways. Everything was ablaze with

lightness, and brightness, and warmth of

colour. You could not turn your head with-

out finding that your eye was arrested by some
picture, some group of fine ornaments, some
display of rich and rare lace, or china, or

embroidery. It might be that the only har-

mony was the harmony of universal magnifi-

cence, but that is by no means to be despised

if it be free from any too obvious discord.

There was no discord there. Miss Rich-

mond herself, though it was but mid-day, was
dressed with an extreme elegance. She had
on a cashmere morning robe with a Persian

pattern on it ; fine muslin ruffles were round

her throat and wrists ; her small slippers were

embroidered. On her head there was a curi-
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ously-shaped black velvet cap, which she was
trying on for the first time. It was the pro-

duction of her new French maid, Felicie, who
stood beside her mistress looking into the

glass that reflected the beautiful face with its

dark overshadowing of purple-black hair and
its deep-set,, lustrous eyes. Few women so

far past their first youth could have borne

the morning light as jNIiss Richmond bore it

;

a fact of which she was very well aware.

"And you think it suits me, Felicie? It

is not too large?" Diana was saying.

" Non, madame. Le chapeau n'est pas

trop grand. II sied parfaitement a madame."
"And you think it looks better as it is?

We thought of having the band embroidered,

you know,"
" Mais il va mieux comme ga. De la

broderie ? non. Quand il sera brode, il perdra

son cachet. II est superbe comme il est, porte

par madame; et
"

But Felicie did not finish her sentence.

The door of the room was thrown wide open
with a bang, and Cecil Richmond rushed in

with a burning spot on each of his pale cheeks

and an open letter in his hand. Seeing that

Felicie was there, he made a sudden effort to

control himself.
" Leave the room," he said to the girl,

speaking as quietly as he could. " I wish to

see Miss Richmond alone." The latter sen-

tence was addressed to his sister rather than
to her maid.

Diana seated herself in the low easy-chair

she had been sitting in before Felicie dis-

turbed her. She was careful about arranging

the lace at the back of it ; she considered

that lace was always becoming. She looked
up at Cecil, who was standing on the rug

before her, too breathless, and apparently

too much stunned, to know exactly how to

begin the thing he wanted to say.

" You like my Leonardo-da-Vinci cap,

Cecil?" she said almost as soon as the won-
dering Fe'licie had closed the door. She had
not taken the cap off. It was new and be-

coming ; therefore it might have its value in

an argument.

Cecil took no notice of the question ; he
was trying to master himself. He remembered
other occasions when he had not mastered
himself, and after which he had had to endure
much remorse.

He held out the letter that was in his hand.
" Look at that," he said to his sister, speaking
in hoarse peremptory tones. '• Read it."

Miss Richmond had seen that it was from
Bartholomew ; but she took it quite coolly,

and glanced over it.

It was the third letter. Like the others, it

was brief and courteous ; but, meaning at to

be final, Bartholomew had expressed himself
a little more urgently. He had added an
expression of surprise that his two previous
letters should have been disregarded.

Diana, having road the note, put it on a
table beside her ; then she folded her beau-
tiful hands complacently upon her knee, look-
ing up at her brother from under her half-

closed eyes, as if the epistle had contained an
invitation to dinner, which she was doubtful
about accepting.

"What is the meaning of it?" the young
man asked briefly.

" Of this note ? It seems to concern a
picture."

" One of the two I told you of when 3-ou

came back from London. I told you that I

had given Bartholomew an order to paint me
two."

" Mere sketches, I understood."
" It doesn't matter what you understood.

There are things I wish to understand now.
. . . You have opened two letters addressed
to me?"

" I have, dear."

"When was it?"
" Oh, some time ago ! I think you were

out shooting when they came."
" Where are they, may I ask ?"

" I put them into the fire."

The sudden flush of crimson seemed to

spread from the burning spots on the young
man's cheek over his entire face and throat

and head. He stood silently. He appeared
to have a dread of himself— of some wild,

unmeasured strength wdthin himself.

"What was your motive?" he asked, still

speaking with as little agitation as he could

use.

Miss Richmond smiled slowly, incompre-

hensibly, irritatingly.

" My dear boy, you have never yet under-

stood any motive of mine," she said. " You
certainly could not understand this. Give

it up."
" If I give it up either you or I must leave

Yarrell Croft."
" You have said so before."
" I have, more than once."
" And more than on-ce you have come to

see that it would not be convenient to either

of us to leave."

" One has to consider more than one's

convenience. Is it convenient to me to have

my letters opened, and read, and burnt with-

out my knowledge ? You have said and done
many intolerable things. I think you have
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touched the limit at last What can I

say to this man ? What excuse can I make ?
"

"Why not tell him the truth?"
" I don't believe you would care if I did."

" Of course I should not care. I should

rather enjoy it."

Again Cecil stood silent, baffled, discom-

fited.

" Do )'^ou know the sort of reputation you

are making for yourself in the neighbour-

hood?" he asked at last, looking down into

the face before him with less of passion and
more of pain than had been there before.

" No," answered Miss Richmond, with

animation; "no, I do not. It is always in-

teresting to hear what people are saying about
one, and it is an interest of which I have
never had my due share. If you know any-

thing, Cecil dear, do tell me !"

" It would have no effect."

" Pardon me, I have just said that it would
have the effect of interesting me."

" It would interest you to know that you
are considered to be developing an eccen-

tricity that shows you to be already on the

extreme verge of sanity ?"

" The extreme verge of sanity ! That is a

nice, neat phrase. Is it your own ?"

Cecil buried his face in his hands for a

moment. What could he say, what could

he do in the teeth of such studied and cruel

elusiveness ?

"Is it my own?" he said bitterly. "It
seems that nothing is my own—not even my
letters. It is maddening, maddening, to be
treated like this ; to be treated like a child

—

nay, worse than any child would be treated

by any honourable woman."
" You are growing eloquent, and you are

speaking better grammar than you usually do
speak," said Miss Richmond, leaning her

head back against the white lace. Then she

took off her velvet cap; it interfered with the

ease of her attitude.

Again Cecil stood silent for a little while.
" And this is all I am to expect from you ?

You will give me no explanation, make no
apology: you will not even give me the satis-

faction of knowing your reasons for acting as

you have done?"
"I have told you thatmy reasons are beyond

your comprehension," said Miss Richmond,
speaking with the same cool deliberateness
that she had used from the beginning.
"You admit, at least, that you had

reasons ?"

" Certainly I had."
" They must have been tolerably strong

ones?"

" They were very strong."
" And you are satisfied with the result?"
" The result has not been reached yet.

I will tell you if it satisfies me when I arrive

at it."

What could there be behind all this ? Cecil

Richmond knew but very little of his sister,

of the real life she had lived underneath the

seeming life. Of her hopes, her fears, her
designs, her disappointments, he knew no-
thing. He had been at school during the

time of her engagement to George Kirk-

oswald ; he had known of it, but he had not
been interested in it ; and he had no definite

idea of the manner in which it had come to

be broken off. He had a vague impression
that his sister had never cared much for

Kirkoswald—that she had never cared much
for any one. Affection was not in her way.
She seemed, more than any woman he knew,
to be capable of living her own life without

support from any other life. There was no-
thing of feminine softness or subjection about
her; nothing that seemed like need of pro-

tection, of any guiding or guarding influence.

In all things she was self-sufficient, and equal

to the emergency of the hour.

He was utterly at a loss now, and it could
hardly be expected of him that he should
take an annoyance like this quite meekly and
quietly, and without making any further effort

to arrive at the mystery involved in it. The
more he considered his perplexity the harder
it was to bear. He hazarded another ques-

tion after a time.
" At least answer me this," he said. "Was

it your intention simply to annoy me? or

have you some spite against Bartholomew?"
" I had no special wish to annoy you,"

replied Diana considerately. " And I have
no spite, as you term it, against your artist.

He is probably a fool ; but if one felt spite-

fully toward all the fools one meets, one
would have no room for any other feeling."

Cecil turned away, pained, indignant, still

baffled.

" May I ask, then, what you are going to

do?" Miss Richmond said, as he opened the

door of the .room.
" I cannot tell you what I am going to do,"

was the reply. " I shall have to consider."

"Do consider—consider well !" said Diana,

rising to her feet, and facing her brother with

new meaning in her expression. " I am
speaking for your good now. Be cautious

;

especially, I would say, be cautious if you
are likely to require any further favours at

my hands."

Cecil remained standing there, changing
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"Sharpe should fetch the picture."

colour quickl}' as he stood. He understood
the threat. Young as he was, he had long
ago placed himself in his sister's power. He
was aware that she had but lately discovered
some debts of his that he had not confided
to her when he had professed to make a
full confession concerning the state of his

affairs. That was when he came of age, and

found to his intense disappoint-

ment that it would take some
years of careful management and
retrenchment to make him the

rich man it had been popularly

supposed that he would be.

Latterly some considerable losses

in the shape of unpaid rents had

followed upon the bad harvests
;

some of the farms were now
unlet ; and Mr. Damer might

have made some rather surpris-

ing disclosures if he had been so

minded.

All this Cecil knew ; and more than once

the fact that he had given a commission for

two expensive pictures had caused him some
slight uneasiness, more especially as he did

not know how expensive they might be,

Still it was, of course, very absurd to sup-

pose that he would be unable to pay for them.

There would be a scene or two between Iiim
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and Diana; that he had been prepared for

from the first. But he was not unaccustomed

to scenes, and he had ceased to be much im-

pressed by them.

The discovery he had made this morning
of his sister's inexpHcable conduct with re-

gard to Bartholomew's letters had complicated

the affair in his mind considerably.

It would have been a relief to him if he

could have taken Diana at her word—if he

could have gone down to the studio at

Netherbank, and told the simple truth. If

he could have done that he might have met
Bartholomew without confusion of face, and
there would have been no need for him to

condescend to subterfuge.

He went into the greenhouse on the upper
terrace, and sat there some time with a cigar

between his lips, considering what he had
really better do now. It seemed to him that

it would be exceedingly difficult to do the

thing he felt he ought to do ; to go down to

Netherbank and say that, owing to a mis-

chance for which he was in nowise respon-

sible, the letters had never reached him.
Suspicion would certainly arise out of this

;

besides, it would be disagreeable.

Presently a happy thought struck him

—

Cecil considered it to be a happy one. There
was a man—Sharpe, the plumber—at work
among the water-pipes in an adjoining con-
servatory. Sharpe's home was at the upper
end of the village of Murk-Marishes. Nothing
would be easier than for him to call at

Netherbank before he came to his work on
the following morning. Sharpe should fetch

the picture, and he should take a message

—

if he blundered over the message so much
the better.

It would be easier to explain away any-
thing that might be said by Sharpe, than
the words of a deliberately-written com-
munication.

CHAPTER XLIII.—DEAD WOODBINE.
" All ray life I still have found,

And I will forget it never,
Every sorrow hath its bound,
And no cross endures for ever."

Lyra Germanica.

/^^ENEVIEVE will always remember that
^-^ October evening. She was sitting be-
side her father in the studio ; sitting quite
silently. The fire was burning low; the
lamp-light threw dim rays among the easels

and canvases ; the wind was sweeping sadly
over the fields, moaning in the chimney and
through the casements. Some dead creepers
were tapping plaintively upon the window-
pane

; the sound was as if some lost creature
v/ere craving help—admittance. Bartholomew^

sat with his face buried in the hands that

rested upon the table. For more than an
hour he had not spoken.

Presently a knock at the studio-door awoke
him from his reverie. It was certainly sur-

prising. Few people came to the studio

;

none came so late.

A sudden feeling that was more like fear

than anything else surged over him as he
opened the door. When he saw that it was
Ambrose Sharpe his fear changed to a new
despondency.

" Come in," he said to the man, who was
murmuring something unintelligibly out there

in the darkness. " Come in. . . . There
is only my daughter here. . . . You were
saying something?"

" It's the picture—Mr. Richmond's pic-

ture," said Ambrose, who had heard about it,

and had also gathered in the village that there

was something in the affair not easy of com-
prehension. It was quite well known that

the painting had been finished for more than

two months, and that Mr. Bartholomew had
been daily expecting its removal. Ambrose
was a little pleased with his errand.

" It's the picture," he said. " Mr. Rich-

mond told me to take it ower wi' me to-mor-

row mornin'. He's been ower thrang''' to

get down, he said. An' he was sure to like

it, sure 't wad be all right."

Bartholomew was pale, and Genevieve felt

that her lip was quivering to the sudden
strange agitation that had come down upon
her father. Pictures that had been sold from

his easel for large sums of money, and had
won wide reputation before leaving the studio,

had been sent away with less einotion than

this.

" I am afraid you will not be able to take

it to Yarrell Croft without assistance," Bar-

tholomew said to the man. " This is the

picture. It is a considerable size, you see."

" It is ; but my word it's a bonny one

!

Why that's Craig's old house, up again Bal-

dersby Mere ; an' there's t' old oak-tree an'

all. It's a despert bonny pictur' ! But as

you say it is sizable ; it'll Idc a matter o' four

feet wide wi' the frame. Still, Ah sail alius

manage as far as our house. An' Ah can

get somebody to help ma to Yarrell wi' 't i'

t' mornin'. Ah sail be startin' hours afore

you get up ; that's why Ah com to-night. . . .

An' iVh sail take care on 't—you may trust

ma for that."

" Certainly, I can trust you," said Bar-

tholomew, helping the man to put a wrapper

round the picture. Then he assisted him
* Thrang (or throng), busy.;
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with it to the gate at the lower end of the

field. Genevieve stood alone in the studio,

wondering, listening to the wind that came
moaning over the marsh \ to the beckoning
fingers that tapped with melancholy sound
upon the window-pane.

It was some time before her father came
back. He was quite pale and calm. Gene-
vieve could see in his face the look of prayer,

of thanksgiving, sent up while he was out

under the stars. But she saw with surprise,

with concern, that there was no sense of

relief visible in him as yet. Had the tension

been too great to be taken off all at once ?

Had his whole being been so set to the minor
airs of pain that even deliverance from pain

could not change the key ?

as

"It

"You are relieved, father ?" she said,

they were preparing to leave the studio

is some satisfaction to you that the picture
has been sent for."

" Yes, I am relieved, child," the artist re-

plied. " But I am oppressed now by the
knowledge that I have borne the strain so
ill. . . . And I think there is some other op-
pression, something that I do not penetrate, or

understand. I cannot feel asif itwereall over."

They went out into the silent night. The
wind swept in gusts from the moor, the clouds
were passing swiftly across the stars, the dead
leaves rustled by in the breeze. Mingled
with these sounds Genevieve seemed all night
to hear the forlorn tapping of the dead, melan-
choly woodbine upon the studio window-pane.

A RISING TIDE.

THE west wind clears the morning,

The sea shines silver-grey
;

The night was long, but fresh and strong

Awakes the breezy day

;

Like smoke that flies across the lift,

The clouds are faint and thin

;

And near and far, along the bar.

The tide comes creeping in.

The dreams of midnight showed me
A life of loneliness,

A stony shore, that knew- no more
The bright wave's soft caress

;

The morning broke, the visions fled,

—

With dawn new hopes begin
;

The light is sweet, and at my feet

The tide comes rolling in.

Over the bare, black boulders

The ocean sweeps and swells
;

Oh, waters wide, ye come to hide

Dull stones and empty shells !

I hear the floods lift up their voice

With loud, triumphant din
;

Sad dreams depart,—rest, doubting heart,

The tide comes foaming in !

SARAH DOUDNEY.

THE CHRISTIAN RULE OF JUSTICE.
By R. W. dale, LL.D. (Birmingham).

BY some ancient moralists Justice was
made to include all human virtues ; the

just man was he who discharged all moral
obligations. Even piety was made a part of
justice, and the impious man was said to be
unjust to the gods. A similar use of the

word is to be found in the Hebrew Scriptures.

The just man of the Psalmists and Prophets is

the man who keeps all divine laws
;
justice is

another name for righteousness, and includes
all kinds of moral and religious excellence.

But it is both common and convenient to

give the word a narrower application. When
a man demands justice he demands his
" rights ;

" and if we give him his rights the
claims of justice are exhausted.

In some cases the obligations of justice
are perfectly plain and definite. A man has
a " right," for instance, to require that we
should pay him in full all the money we owe

him ; we are, therefore, bound, not merely to

pay him when we are able, but to take care

that we are able to pay him. To indulge in

a style of living which touches the very mar-

gin of our income is not only a violation of

the obligations of prudence and self-interest,

it is a violation of the obligations of justice,

even though through a happy chance no
unforeseen and inevitable expenditure lands

us in difficulties which prevent us from

paying our debts. We ought to leave a mar-

gin for misfortunes. To put another man's

money into a risky speculation is itself an act

of dishonesty, even though the venture may
accidentally turn out well and we may be able

to pay him all that we owe him. To be

honest through a fortunate accident is not to

be honest at all.

A man has a right to insist that we should

fulfil the terms of a contract in the sense
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in which we knew that he understood them,

the sense in which we intended or permitted

him to understand them. This holds true

whether the contract is for goods or for

services. It affects master and workman,
manufacturer and merchant, tradesman and
clistomer. It is not enough that we fulfil the

mere letter of the engagement. We are

bound to supply the goods, or to render the

services, or to pay the money, which we
knew the other party to the contract expected

when the contract was entered into. To plead

that we have done everything that the law

requires is nothing to the purpose. The man
who is honest only as far as the law compels
him to be honest is not an honest man.
These are simple cases. The '' rights " on

one side are exactly defined by law or by
contract, and the obligations of justice on the

other side are, therefore, equally definite.

But there are many provinces of life in which
the " rights " are incapable of precise defini-

tion, and in which, therefore, the obligations

of justice are less certain. To tell us to " be
just" is very often to afford very little practi-

cal guidance. We meet the precept with the

answer—"Yes. I wish to be just ; but what
does justice require ?" It may be true, as

moralists teach us, that the rules of justice can
" be laid down with a degree of accuracy of

which moral precepts do not, in any other

instance, admit " ; * but in practical life the

instances are innumerable in which it is

almost as impossible to define the claims of

justice as it is to define the claims of charity.

The most important relations of life in-

volve obligations and "rights " which cannot
be determined either by public legislation or
by mutual agreement. What, for example,
are the "rights " of a wife? What freedom
can she claim on the grounds of mere justice,

in the choice of her friends, in the employ-
ment of her time, in the expenditure of
money? What is the extent, what are the
limits, of the demands she can make on the
time of her husband, on the sacrifice of his

personal tastes, of his friendships, of his

amusements ? Until the "rights" on the side
of the wife are determined, the obligations of
justice on the side of the husband are un-
known. They cannot be determined by law;
all the claims which can be enforced by law-

may be satisfied and the wife may still suffer

flagrant injustice. Nor can all the " rights
"

and " obligations " of husband and wife be
determined by mutual agreement. Marriage
is no doubt founded on voluntary contract,
but the conditions of the contract cannot be

* Dugald Stewart's " Moral Philosophy," page 173.

varied or relaxed at the pleasure of the con-
tracting parties. As soon as a man and
woman are married, duties and obligations

arise from which neither of them can be re-

leased in virtue of a private and preliminary

agreement between them. To use a con-

venient legal term, the relations between hus-

band and wife are not relations of contract

but of status, and any contract which pro-

fessed to exempt either of them from the obli-

gations created by the status would be immoral
and void. Husband and wife have " rights

"

which they cannot surrender; they are under
obligations which no contract can cancel.

It may be said that the relations between
husband and wife involve mutual duties

which cannot be defined in terms of justice
;

and that when either of them begins to insist

on "rights " the ideal beauty of the relation-

ship is lost. In a perfect marriage there is a

frank and unreserved surrender of the life of

each to the other. Love gives everything

and claims nothing ; and if anything were
demanded and conceded as a matter of

justice, the charm of the concession would be
gone. All this is true. But love is some-
times blind in other senses than that in which
the poets have said it. Genuine affection

may, through ignorance, be guilty of grave

injustice. There may be an inordinate and
unconscious egotism and an iniquitous in-

vasion of the "rights" of another even where
there is passionate devotion. In a perfect

marriage the wife will never think of her own
claims, but the husband will never forget

them ; the husband will never assert his own
" rights," but the wife will never encroach on
them. Love will always be eager to give

very much more than can be demanded by
justice ; but only an intelligent and ethically

cultivated love will prevent either husband or

wife from sometimes giving less. But to

define the "rights" which justice must recog-

nise and which love will desire to transcend

is not always easy.

Or, take the relations between parent and
child ; how are we to measure their mutual
claims ? What are the "rights" of the parent?

What are the " rights " of the child ? In this

case, of course, there can be no question of

contract ; and when the legal obligations on
both sides have been met, some of the gravest

difficulties which have embittered the rela-

tions of parents and children remain un-

touched. Within what limits and up to what
age has a parent the "right" to exert any
control over the religious preferences of a

child? Has a Catholic father the "right"

to forbid a boy of seventeen to attend Pro-
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testant worship or read Protestant books ?

Has a Protestant father the " right" to for-

bid a girl of twenty to attend mass or to

correspond with a CathoHc priest ? Has the

clever son of a prosperous merchant a " right

"

to a university education ? Can he complain

of injustice if he is sent from school into the

counting-house ? Has a rich man the " right"

to leave fifty thousand pounds to one son

and only twenty to another, and only ten to

each of his daughters ? Or is he under an

obligation, as a matter of justice, to give each

of his children an equal share of his property?

Brothers and sisters have their rights as

against each other. So have friends. So have

lovers. Old servants have their " rights

"

which a just master will not disregard.

Generous masters have their " rights "which
just servants will be careful to remember and
to honour. But these " rights " are in many
cases extremely indefinite. It is not so easy

as the moralists have taught us to lay down
the rules of justice with any degree of accu-

racy. A man may honestly desire to be just,

but if he cannot exactly measure the " rights
"

of others he will be unable to determine
when the obligations of justice are satisfied.

Christ has given us a rule which will save

us from many difficulties. " Whatsoever ye
would that men should do unto you, even so

do ye also unto them." This is not a scientific

definition of Justice, but a practical rule of

conduct. It is to be taken with those obvious
qualifications which are always necessary in

applying rules of this kind. It is the Chris-

tian form of the ethical law—Be just.

It will secure justice ; it will generally

secure something more. For we are .usually

keen in discovering our own rights, and suffi-

ciently generous in estimating them. Christ

tells us to estimate the rights of others as we
estimate our own. and then to govern our

conduct, not by the claims which we sup-

pose that we have upon them, but by the

claims which they have upon us. In estimat-

ing our duties to other men we are not merely
to make due allowance for the "personal equa-

tion ;" we are to give them the benefit of it.

I do not say that this rule will enable us,

without a great deal of patient thought, to

find a solution for all the perplexing problems
of lile ; but in most cases it will enable us to

discover our duty at once, and in the rest

will put us in the way to discover it.

The rule, if we act upon it, will at least

make us just. We like other men, not only
to pay the money they owe us, but to pay it

punctually and without being worried to pay
it. If we put ourselves in the place of a

retail tradesman with a large number of small
outstanding accoui>ts, we shall see at once
that carelessness and irregularity in paying
small debts may sometimes cause almost as
much trouble and anxiety as not paying them
at all. " Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, even so do ye also unto
them." When we buy goods from other men
we wish them to give us goods of the quality
which they know we expect to receive, and
we like good measure and full weight. When
we engage their services we wish them to

perform to the very best of their ability what-
ever services they have contracted to render.
If they have charge of our property we wish
them to avoid injuring it, and to take as much
care of it as if it were their own. In all such
matters Christ intends us to make what we
know would be our own claims on others the
rule of our conduct towards them.
The rule is admirably simple in relation to

interests and duties of another kind. When
we are ready to take up and to repeat a re-

port to another man's disadvantage, we should
ask whether we should like a similar report

about ourselves to be believed and repeated
on similar evidence. When we are on the
point of condemning a man severely, and
forming a hostile estimate of his general spirit

and character, on the ground of words w4iich

we ourselves have heard him speak, or on
the ground of some unworthy action which
we know he has committed, we should ask
whether we should think it just for other men
to form a summary judgment of our own cha-

racter for similar reasons, and without taking

into account our general conduct. We should
be equally prompt to challenge lighter cen-

sures. We call on a man—a friend—and he
meets us coldly and without sympathy; we
can see clearly enough that he is glad when
we leave him. But are we to feel resentment
and to say that his friendship is fickle, and that

he has no real kindness for us ? Does it never
happen that people forwhom we have a genuine

affection come to us when we are so absorbed
in speculations or inquiries which detach us

for the time from all the affairs and relation-

ships of our common life, or when we are

so completely mastered by anxieties about
our own concerns or the concerns of persons

dependent on us, that we receive them almost

as if they were strangers—are unable to find

our way to them, speak to them as if we had
no interests in common, and dismiss them
with a sense of relief? We call on a stranger,

and he hurries us off with indecent haste. He
is guilty of a fault; but are we to go about the

world saying that he is brutally discourteous ?
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Does it never happen that strangers call upon

tis when our strength is almost exhausted, and

when what strength we have is hardly equal

to inevitable work ; when there are letters to

be written which there is hardly time to write;

when practical questions of great difificulty

and of great importance to ourselves or other

people are pressing for settlement, and every

moment we can command for thinking about

them is precious? And at such times have

we not, in our weariness and impatience,

shown scant courtesy to people for whom in

more fortunate hours we should gladly have

killed the fatted calf? Do none of us speak

rudely, and even with irritation, to most inno-

cent persons when we have just heard that we
have made a bad debt, or after a sleepless

night, through which we have been tormented

with neuralgia, or when we are fighting hard

with the miserable depression caused by a bad
liver? I am not excusing offences committed

in such circumstances; I condemn them. But

should we think it fair for other people to

form an adverse judgment of our general

character on the ground of these occasional

transgressions ? If not, let us remember the

words of Christ :

'•' Whatsoever ye would that

men should do unto you, even so do ye also

unto them." Be just.

There is a very comfnon mistake about the

meaning of the precept. It is sometimes

taken as though it required us to rule our

conduct towards other men by their wishes
;

to do this would often be a folly and a sin. It

really requires us to rule our conduct towards

others by what our wishes would be if we
were in their place ; and this is a very different

matter. In other words, we are to make what

we see are their real interests our own. I have

heard of a foolish father who, when one of his

girls was fourteen or fifteen years old, gave

her the choice of a pony or of remaining

another year or two at school. The child

naturally elected to have the pony, and most

children of her age would do the same.

The father's conduct was ruled by the child's

wishes, and he inflicted on her a grave in-

justice. From what I remember of him I

believe that he knew no better. A sensible

father will not always act according to the

wishes of his children, but will consider how
those wishes would be modified and corrected

if the child had a larger knowledge and a

larger experience of human life. No wise

man would wish to enjoy temporary pleasure

at the cost of lasting injury. We are unjust

to our children if we do not give them the

benefit of our wisdom as well as of our love.

And we are unjust if v/e do not, in applying

this rule of conduct, give to other men who
may be excited by passion, by hope, or by
fear, the benefit of our calmer judgment ; and
if we do not in all cases guide our conduct
towards them by what we may be sure is our

clearer perception of their true interest, even
when this requires us to act in direct oppo-
sition to their most earnest wishes.

The rule may sometimes restrain us from

acts of mischievous good-nature; it may some-
times even nerve us to a stern severity. A
man appeals to me for a testimonial, and I

may have reason to believe that if I give it

him he will have a good chance of securing

an excellent appointment. He is in urgent

need of it, for he has had a great deal of

trouble. There is no harm in him, and I

should be glad to help him. But I am
doubtful, and more than doubtful, whether
he would discliarge the duties of the position

satisfactorily. He says that if I were in his

position and he in mine I should plead hard
for his recommendation. But I have to think

not only of the man himself, but of the people

to whom he wishes me to recommend him.

If I had to make the appointment myself

should I like them to recommend me a man
about W'hose fitness they were uncertain ?

Should I like them to tell me of his merits

and not even to hint at his disqualifications ?

Is it just even to the applicant himself to give

him the support he asks for ? If I were in

his position should I—-if I were a wise and
honest man—wisli to be recommended to a

post the duties of which I was unable to dis-

charge ? Apart altogether from the obliga-

tions of veracity, this "golden rule" may
require me to refuse to support his applica-

tion. This Christian law would diminish the

immorality of testimonials.

Or I may happen to detect a man in some
criminal act. I may discover that he is an
old offender. All the evidence may be in my
hands, and by using it I might send him into

penal servitude. The impulses of compassion
make me shrink from prosecuting him. The
man himself attempts to turn me aside by
appealing to the precept, " Whatsoever
ye would that men should do unto you,

even so do ye also unto them." If I were
in his case and he in mine, should I not

passionately appeal for mercy? Yes; but

this does not decide the question. This very

law may compel me to prosecute. I have to

think, not merely of the individual man, but

of those whom he will wrong if his criminal

course is not arrested. I have to think of the

community whose interests I happen to be in

a position to protect from unknown, unmea-
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sured injury. While the man is at large and
unpunished I cannot tell who may receive

harm. If another man were in my place I

should wish him to prosecute ; and if I am
to serve others as I wish them to serve me I

must send the criminal to gaol.

The "golden rule "is a guarantee of justice.

Justice without generosity is cold and un-

lovely, but men who are conscious of being
generous must not suppose that for them the

rule has no practical value. I have known
people who could be nobly generous, not in

money merely, but in things far more
precious—in aftection, in sympathy, in ap-

preciation of the work and character of their

friends, in the unsparing devotion of time
and thought and labour to the service of

those who attracted their interest, touched
their pity, commanded their confidence. And
yet they could be guilty of atrocious injustice.

For the most part men of this sort have an
inordinate sense of their own importance

;

they carry themselves as though they were
born in the purple. There is a certain regal

manner iil their admiration of the powers
and services and virtues of others. They
bestow their honours with a royal liberality

and grace. But it never seems to occur to

them that those to whom it is their delight to

be generous have any "rights" which mere
justice obliges them to acknowledge. They
are Cnssars in their way—not constitutional

sovereigns; absolute monarchs under no "ob-
ligations" to any man. Like Herod they will

swear to give half their kingdom to any one
that pleases them, and they will keep their

oath ; but like Ahab they will take Naboth's
vineyard if they happen to fancy it, and will

take it without scruple : no Jezebel is neces-
sary to urge them to do it. To make men
of this kind sensible of the fatal defects in

their moral life is a very difficult matter.

They think that they are rich in works of

supererogation, that they have "merit" to

spare for the commonalty of mankind. They
are the very Pharisees of morality; they do
so much more than Justice requires that it

is impossible to persuade them that they do
less. They regard themselves with unquali-

fied moral complacency. There is a delight,

an exhilaration, in speaking generous words
and doing generous deeds to v/hich the man
who is merely just is a stranger. When we.
have given a ten-pound note, which we can
hardly spare, to an old schoolfellow who has
got into trouble, our hearts are flooded with
a certain noble satisfaction. There is no
such after-glow when we have merely paid

our baker's bill. It is much more pleasant to

be generous than to be just ; but it is much
more necessary to be just than to be gene-
rous.

The Christian Revelation is a discipline oi

justice as well as of charity. Men become
unjust through their covetousness ; Christ

has told us that the wealth which we call

ours is not ours but God's, and has taught

us to lay up for ourselves treasures in heaven.

Men are unjust through their ambition ; they
trample on the rights of others in their pas-

sionate desire for rank and reputation ; Christ

quenches the feverish thirst for earthly fame
by revealing to us the possibility of winning
the divine honour.

Men are unjust under the pressure of

anxiety and misfortune ; in trying to save

themselves from calamity and loss they are

reckless of the wrongs they inflict on others

;

Christ has made the surprising discovery that

we can rely on God's sympathy, defence, and
help, through all the chances and changes of

this uncertain life, and has encouraged us to

cast all our care on Him. Men are often

unjust because they form the habit of sup-

posing that if they respect the rights and
meet the claims which are protected and
enforced by law they have done all that

in strict justice can be required of them

:

Christ has warned us that there is a judg-

ment to come, and that when this life is over

we shall be judged by a law more searching

and more equitable, and sustained by more
terrible sanctions, than any that human tri-

bunals can administer.

Above all, Christ has revealed the august

greatness of every man—however obscure

may be his earthly position, and however

helpless he may be to vindicate his personal

rights. We wrong men because we have not

sufficient reverence for them. This is the

root of all injustice. Brigands who will

plunder a palace will leave the unguarded

treasures of a temple untouched ; their super-

stitious reverence for the gods restrains them

from sacrilege. Men who will treat a peasant

with reckless and insulting cruelty will treat

even a fallen prince with the most tender

courtesy. To those who really believe all that

Christ has revealed of the present relations of

every man to God and the infinite possibilities

of righteousness, wisdom, power, and blessed-

ness, which are the inheritance of every man
in Christ, every man will be invested with an

awful greatness which will make an invasion

of his rights an act of irreverence and pro-

fanity. Perfect justice is the fruit of a pro-

found sense of the greatness and sanctity of

human nature.
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ON leaving the Hague a few hours should

be given to the dull university town of

Leyden, unless it has been seen as an after-

noon excursion from the capital. This

melancholy and mildewed little town, which

was the birthplace of Rembrandt, surrounds

the central tower of its Burg—standing in the

grounds of an inn, which exacts payment
from those who visit it. Close by, is the

huge church of St. Pancras—Houglansche
Kerk—of the fifteenth century, containing the

tomb of Van der Werfif, burgomaster during

the famous siege, who ^.nswered the starving

people when they came demanding bread
or surrender, that he had " sworn to defend

the city, and, with God's help, he meant to

keep his oath, but that if his body would
help them to prolong the defence, they might
take it and share it amongst those who were
most hungry." A covered bridge over a

canal leads to the Bredenstrasse, where there

is a picturesque grey stone Stadhuis of the

sixteenth century. It contains the principal

work of Cornelius Engelbrechtsen of Leyden

Market-Place, Haarlem.

(1468— 1533), one of the earliest of Dutch
painters—an altarpiece representing the Cru-
cifixion, with the Sacrifice of Abraham and
Worship of the Brazen Serpent in the side

panels, as symbols of the Atonement : on

the pedestal is a naked body, out of wiiich

springs a tree—the tree of life—and beside

it kneel the donors. The neighbouring

church of St. Peter (1315) contains the tomb
of Boerhave, the physician, whose lectures

in the university were attended by Peter the

Great, and for whom a Chinese mandarin
found "a I'illustre M. Boerhave, medecin,
en Europe," quite sufficient direction.

The University here has fallen into de-

cadence since others were established at

Utrecht, Groningen, and Amsterdam ; but

Leyden is still the most flourishing of the

four. When William of Orange offered the

citizens freedom from taxes, as a reward for

their endurance of the famous siege, they

thanked him, but said they would rather

have a university. Grotius and Cartesius

(Descartes), Arminius and Gomar, were
amongst its professors, and the University

possesses an admirable botanical museum
and a famous collection of Japanese curio-

sities.

The Rhine cuts up the town of Leyden
into endless islands, con-

nected by a hundred and
fifty bridges. On a quiet

canal near the Beesten Markt
is the Museum, which con-

tains the "Last Judgment"
of Lucas van Leyden (1494— 1533), a scholar of Engel-

brechtsen, and one of the

patriarchs ofDutch painting.

A few minutes bring us

from Leyden to Haarlem by
the railway. It crosses an
isthmus between the sea and
a lake which covered the

whole country between Ley-

den, Haarlem, and Amster-

dam till 1839, when it became
troublesome, and the States-

General forthwith, after the

fashion of Holland, voted its

destruction. Enormous en-

gines were at once employed

to drain it by pumping the

water into canals, which

carried it to the sea, and the country was the

richer by a new province.

Haarlem, on the river Spaarne, stands out

distinct in recollection from all other Dutch

towns, for it has the most picturesque market-
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w,... mass,

place in Holland— the Groote Markt— sur-

rounded by quaint houses of var.ed outlnie,

amidst which rises the Groote Kerk of St.

Bavo, a noble cruciform fifteenth-century

building. The interior, how-
ever, is as bare and hideous

as all other Dutch churches.

It contains a monument to

the architect Conrad, designer

of the famous locks of Kat-
wijk, " the defender of Hol-
land against the fury of the

sea and the power of tem-

pests." Behind the choir is

the tomb of the poet Bilder-

dijk, who only died iu 1831,
and near this the grave of

Laurenz Janzoom—the
Coster or Sacristan—who is

asserted in his native town,

but never believed outside it,

to have been the real in-

ventor of printing, as he is

said to have cut out letters

in wood, and taken im-

pressions from them in ink,

as early as 1423. His
partisans also maintain that

whilst he was attending a midnight
praying for patience to endure the ill-

treatment of his enemies, all his implements
were stolen, and that when he found this

out on his return, he died of grief. It is

furtlier declared that the robber was Faust of

Mayence, the brother of Gutemberg, and
that it was thus that the honour of the inven-

tion passed from Holland to Germany, where
Gutemberg produced his invention of move-
able type twelve years later. There is a

statue of the Coster in front of the church,

and, on its north side, his house is preserved

and adorned with his bust.

Amongst a crowd of natives with their

hats on, talking in churcli as in the market-
place, we waited to hear the famous organ of

Christian MuUer (1735—38), and grievously

were we disappointed with its discordant

noises. All the men smoked in church, and
this we saw repeatedly ; but it would be
difficult to say where we ever saw a Dutch-
man with a pipe out of his mouth. Every
man seemed to be systematically smoking
away the few wits he possessed.

Opposite the Groote Kerk is the Stad-

huis, an old palace of the Counts of Hol-
land remodelled. It contains a delightful

little gallery of the works of Franz Hals,

which at once transports the spectator into

of two hundred years ago

—

such is the marvellous variety of life and
vigour impressed into its endless figures of

stalwart officers and handsome young archers

pledging each other at banquet tables and

the Holland

Mill near Amsterdam.

seeming to welcome the visitor with jovial

smiles as he enters the chamber, or of serene

old ladies, " regents " of hospitals, seated at

their council boards. The immense power
of the artist is shov/n in nothing so much as

in the hands, often gloved, dashed in with

instantaneous power, yet always having the

effect of the most consummate finish at a

distance. Behind one of the pictures is the

entrance to the famous " secret-room of

Haarlem," seldom seen, but containing an

inestimable collection of historic relics of the

time of the famous siege of Leyden.
April and May are the best months for

visiting Haarlem, which is the bulb nursery

garden of the world. " Oignons a fleurs
"

are advertised for sale everywhere. Tulips

are more cultivated than any other flowers, as

ministering most to the national craving for

colour ; but times are changed since a single

bulb of the tulip "L'Amiral Liefkenshoch "

sold for 4,500 florins, one of " Viceroy " for

4,200, and one of "Semper Augustus "for

13,000.

Now we entered Amsterdam, to which we
had looked forward as the climax of our tour,

having read of it and pondered upon it as

" the Venice of the north ;" but our expecta-

tions were raised much too high. Anything

more unlike Venice it would be difiicult to

imagine : and there is a terrible want of
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variety and colour : many of the smaller

towns of Holland are far more interesting

and infinitely more picturesque.

A castle was built at Amsterdam in 1204,

but the town only became important in the

sixteenth century. It is situated upon the

influx of the Amstel to the Y, as the arm of

the Zuider Zee which forms the harbour

is called, and it occupies a huge semicircle,

its walls being enclosed by the broad moat,

six and a half miles long, which is known as

Buitensingel. The greater part of the houses

are built on piles, causing Erasmus to say

that the inhabitants lived on trees like rooks.

In the centre of the town is the great square

called Dam, one side of which is occupied

by the handsome Royal Palace—Het Palais

—built by J. van Kampen in 1648. The
Nieuwe Kerk (1408— 1470) contains a num-
ber of monuments to admirals, including those

of Van Ruiter—" immensi tremor oceani "

—

who commanded at the battle of Solbay, and
Van Speyk, who blew himself up with his

ship in 1 83 1, rather than yield to the Belgians.

In the Oude Kerk of 1300 there are more
tombs of admirals. Hard by, in the Nieuwe
Markt, is the picturesque cluster of fifteenth-

century towers called St. Anthonieswaag,

once a city gate and now a weighing-house.

But the great attraction of Amsterdam is

the Picture Gallery of the Trippenhuis, called

the Rijks Museum, and it deserves many
visits. Amongst the portraits in the first

room we were especially attracted by that of

William the Silent in his scull-cap, by Miere-

veld, and of Maria of Utrecht, wife of Johann
van Oldenharneveldt, a peaceful old lady in

a ruff and brown dress edged with fur, by

Moreelse. The two great pictures of the

gallery hang opposite each other. That by
Bartholomew van der Heist, the most famous
of Dutch portrait-painters, represents the

Banquet of the Musqueteers, who thus cele-

brated the Peace of Westphaha, June 18,

1648. It contains twenty-five life-size por-

traits, is the best work of the master, and
was pronounced by Sir Joshua Reynolds to

be the " first picture of portraits in the

world." The canvas is a mirror faithfully

representing a scene of actual life. In the

centre sits the jovial, rollicking Captain de
Wits with his legs crossed. The delicate

imitation of reality is equally shown in the

Rhenish wine-glasses, and in the ham to

which one of the guests is helping himself.

The rival picture is the " Night Watch " of

Rembrandt ( 1 642), representing Captain Frans
BanningKokofPurmerland and his lieutenant

Willem van Ruytenberg of Vlaardingen,

emerging from their watch-house on the

Singel. A joyous troop pursue their leader,

who is in a black dress. A strange light

comes upon the scene, who can tell whence?
Half society has always said that this pic-

ture was the marvel of the world, half that it

is unworthy of its artist; but no one has

ever been quite indifferent to it.

Of the other pictures we must at least

notice, by Nicholas Maas, a thoughtful girl

leaning on a cushion out of a window with apri-

cots beneath ; and by Jan Steen, " the Parrot

Cage," a simple scene of tavern life, in which

the waiting-maid calls to the parrot hanging

aloft, who looks knowingly out of the cage,

whilst all the other persons present go on
with their different employments. In the
" Eve of St. Nicholas," another work of the

same artist, a naughty boy finds a birch rod

in his shoe, and a good little girl, laden with

gifts, is being praised by her mother, whilst

other children are looking up the chimney

by which the discriminating fairy Befana is

supposed to have taken her departure. There
are many beautiful works of Ruysdael, most

at home amongst waterfalls ; a noble Van-
dyke of " William II." as a boy, with his little

bride, Mary Stuart, Charles I.'s daughter, in

a brocaded silver dress ; and the famous

Terburg called " Paternal Advice " (known
in England by its replica at Bridgewater

House), in which a daughter in white

satin is receiving a lecture from her father,

her back turned to the spectator, and her

annoyance, or repentance, only exhibited in

her shoulders. Another famous work of

Terburg is "The Letter," which is being

brought in by a trumpeter to an officer seated

in his uniform, with his young wife kneeling

at his side. Of Gerard Dou Amsterdam
possesses the wonderful " Evening School,"

with four luminous candles, and some
thoroughly Dutch children. A girl is labori-

ously following with her finger the instruc-

tions received and a boy is diligently writing

on a slate. The girl who stands behind,

instructing him, is holding a candle which

throws a second light upon his back, that

upon the table falling on his features, indeed

the painting is often known as the " Picture

of the Four Candles."

Through the labyrinthine quays we found

our way to the Westerhoof to take the after-

noon steamer to Purmerende for an excur-

sion to Broek, " the cleanest village in the

world." Crossing the broad Amstel, the

vessel soon enters a canal, which sometimes

lies at a great depth, nothing being visible

but the tops of masts and pomts of steeples;
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and which then, after passing locks, becomes

level with the tops of the trees and the roofs

of the houses. We left the steamer at T
Schouw, and entered, on a side canal, one of

the Trekschuiten, which, until the time of

railroads, were the usual means of travel—

a

long narrow cabin, encircled by seats, forms

the whole vessel, and is drawn by a horse

ridden by a boy (het-jagerte)—a most agree-

able easy means of locomotion, for move-
ment is absolutely imperceptible.

No place was ever more exaggerated than

Broek. There is really very little- remarkable

in it, except even a greater sense of damp-
ness and ooziness than in the other Dutch
villages. It was autumn and there seemed
no particular attempt to remove the decaying

vegetation or trim the little gardens, or to

sweep up the

dead leaves

upon the path-

ways, yet there

used to be a

law that ]io

animal was to

enter Broek
for fear of its

being pol-
luted. A brick

path winds
amongst the

low wooden
cottages,
painted blue,

green, and
white, and
ends at the

church, with

its miniature

tombstones,

sion to be m;:

to the Island

Zee— a huge

Approach to Alkmaar.

The most interesting excur-

ide from Amsterdam is that

of ]Marken in the Zuider

meadow, where the peasant

women pass their wdiole lives without ever

diamond tiara and gold pins, for our com-
panion, took us to the Helder, and we awoke
next morning at the pleasant little inn of
Du Burg upon a view of boats and nets and
the low lying Island of Texel in the distance.

The boats and the fishermen are extremely
picturesque, but there is nothing else to see,

after the visitor has examined the huge granite
Helder Dyke, the artificial fortification of
north Holland, which contends successfully

to preserve the land against the sea. There is

an admirably managed Naval Institute here.

It was by an expedition from the Helder that

Nova Zembla was discovered, and it was
near this that Admirals Ruyter and Tromp
repulsed the English fleet. Texel, which lies

opposite the Helder, is the first of a chain of

islands—Vlieland, Terschelling, and Ame-
land, which
protect the

entrance of the

Zuider Zee.

The country
near the
Helder is bare

and desolate

in the extreme.

It is all peat,

and the rest of

Holland uses

it as a fuel-

mine. We
crossed it to

Alkmaar,
which struck

us as being

altogether the

prettiest place

in the country

attributes of

Mj^^'/J;

and as possessing all those

cleanliness which are usually given to Broek.

The streets, formed of bricks fitted close toge-

ther, are absolutely spotless, and every house

front shines fresh from the mop or the syringe

their husbands, who with very few excep-

tions are fishermen, see nothing beyond
the fisher-towns of the Zuider Zee, There
are very picturesque costumes here, the

men wearing red woollen shirts, brown
vests, wooden shoes, fur caps, and gold

buttons to their collars and knickerbockers;

the women, embroidered stomachers, which
are handed down from generations, and enor-

mous white caps, lined with brown to show
off the lace, and with a chintz cover for week
days, and their own hair flowing below the

cap over their shoulders and backs.

seeing anything beyond their island, whilst Yet excessive cleanliness has not destroyed

the picturesqueness of the place. The fifth-

teenth century Church of S. Lawrence, of

exquisitely graceful exterior, rises in the

centre of the town, and, in spite of being

hideously defaced inside, has a fine vaulted

roof, a coloured screen, and, in the chancel,

a curious tomb to Florens V., Count of Hol-

land, 1296, though only his heart is buried

there. Near the excellent Hotel du Burg is

a most bewitching almshouse, with an old

tourelle and screen, and a lovely garden in a

court surrounded by clipped lime-trees. And
more charming still is an old weigh-house of

1582, for the cheese, the great manufacture ofAn train, with an old lady, in a
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The Weigh -House, Alkmaar.

the district, for which there is a famous market

every Friday, where capital costumes may be

seen. The rich and gaily painted facade of

the old building, reflected in a clear canal,

is a perfect marvel of beauty and colour ; and
artists should stay here to paint—not the

view given here, but another which we dis-

covered too late—more in front, wdth gable-

ended houses leading up to the principal

building, and all its glowing colours repeated

in the water.

It is three hours' drive from Alkmaar to

Hoorn, a charming old town with bastions,

gardens, and semi-ruined gates. On the

West Poort a relief commemorates the filial

devotion of a poor boy, who arrived here in

1579, laboriously dragging his old mother in

a sledge, when all were flying from the

Spaniards. Opposite the weighing-house for

the cheeses is the State College, which bears

a shield with the arms of England, sustained

by two negroes. It commemorates the fact

that when Van Tromp, defeated the English
squadron, his ships came from Hoorn and
on board were two negroes, who took from
the English flagship the shield which it was
then the custom to fix to the stern of a
vessel, and brought it back here as a trophy.
Hoorn was one of the first places in Holland to

embrace the reformed religion, which spread
from hence all over the country, but now not
above half the inhabitants are Calvinists.

In returning from Alkmaar we stopped
to see Zaandam, quite in the centre of the

land of windmills, of which we counted
eighty as visible from the station alone.

They are of every shade of colour, and
are mounted on poles, on towers, on farm
buildings, and made picturesque by every

conceivable variety of prop, balcony, gal-

lery, and insertion. Zaandam is a very

pretty village on the Zaan which flows into

the Y, with gaily painted houses, and gay
httle gardens, and perpetual movement
to and from its landing-stage. Turning
south from thence, a little entry on the

right leads down some steps and over a

bridge to some cottages on the bank of

a ditch, and inside the last of these is the

tiny venerable hovel where Peter the

Great stayed in 1697 as Peter Michaeloff,

It retains its tiled roof and contains some
old chairs and a box-bed, but unfor-

tunately Peter was only here a week.

The evening of leaving Zaandam we
spent at Utrecht, of which the name is

so well known from the peace which
terminated the war of the Spanish suc-

cession, April II, 17 15. The town was
the great centre of the Jansenists, dissenters

from Roman Catholicism under Jansenius,

Bishop of Ypres, condemned by Alexander
VII. in 1656, at the instigation of the Jesuits.

The doctrines of Jansenius still linger in its

gloomy houses. Every appointment of a

bishop is still announced to the sovereign

pontiff, who as regularly responds by a

Mill at Zaandam.
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•bull of excornmunication,

which is read aloud in the

cathedral, and then im-

mediately put away and
forgotten. Solemn and
sad, but pre-eminently

respectable, Utrecht has

more the aspect of a

decayed German city than

a Dutch town, and so has

its Cathedral of S. Martin

(1254—67), which is only

a magnificent fragment,

with a detached tower

(132 1—82) 338 feet high.

The interior as usual is

ruined by Calvinism and
yellow paint. It contains

the tomb of Admiral van
Gent who fell in the Battle

of Solbay. The nave,

which fell in 1674, has

never been rebuilt. The
S. Pieterskerk (1039) and
S. Janskerk otTer nothing

remarkable, but on a neighbouring canal is

the quaint Paushuizen, or Pope's house,

which was built by Pope Adrian VI, (Adrian

Floriszoom) in 1517. Near this is the pretty

little Archiepiscopal Museum, full of mediseval

relics.

From Utrecht we travelled over sandy flats to

Kampen, near the mouth
of the wide river Yssel,

with three picturesque

gates — Haghen Poort,

Cellebroeders Poort, and
Broeders Poort ; and a

town hall of the sixteenth

century. Here, as fre-

quently elsewhere in Hol-

land, we suffered from
arriving famished at mid-

day. All the inns were

equally inhospitable

:

"The table d'hote is at

4 P.M. ; we cannot and
will not be bothered with

cooking before that, and
there is nothing cold in

the house," " But you
have surely bread and
cheese ? " " Certainly not
—7iothingP

At Zwolle, however, we
found the Kroon an ex-

cellent hotel with an
obliging landlord ; and
Zwolle, the native place

Paushuizen, Utrecht

Cellebroeders Poort, Kampen

of Terburg (1608), is a
charming old town with a
girdle of gardens, a fine

church (externally), and a
noble brick gateway called

the Sassenpoort.

It was more the desire

of seeing something of the

whole country than any-

thing else, and a certain

degree of misplaced con-
fidence in the pleasant

volumes of Harvard, which
took us up from Zwolle,

through Friesland, the

cow- paradise, to Leeu-
warden, its ancient cap-

ital Sad and gloomy as

most other towns of Hol-
land are, Leeuwarden is

sadder and gloomier still.

Its streets are wide and
not otherwise than hand-
some, but they are almost

deserted, and there are no
objects of interest to see unless a leaning

tower can be called so, with a top, like that

at Pisa, inclined the other way, to keep it

from toppling over. An hour's walk from the

town there is said to be a fine still-inhabited

castle, and, if time had allowed, respect for

S. Boniface would have taken us to Mur-
merwoude, where he was
martyred (June 8, 853),
with his fifty-three com-
panions. King Pepin
raised a hermitage on the

spot, and an ancient brick

chapel still exists there.

Here and elsewhere in

Friesland nothing is so

worthy of notice as the

helmets — the golden
helmets of the women

—

costing something equiva-

lent to £2^ or ;^3o,

handed down as heir-

looms, fitting close to the

head, and not allowing

a particle of hair to be

visible.

In the late evening we
went on to Groningen, a

university town with a

good hotel (Seven Pro-

vincen), an enormous
square, and a noble tall

Gothic tower of 1627,

whence the watchman still
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Sassenpoort, at Zwolle.

sounds his bugle. Not far ofif is Midwolde,

where the village church has fine tombs of

Charles Jerome, Baron d'Inhausen and his

wife Anna von Ewsum.
As late as the sixteenth century this pro-

vince was for the most part uninhabited

—

savage and sandy, and over-run by wolves.

But three hundred years of hard work has

transformed it into a fertile country, watered

by canals, and sprinkled with country houses.

Agriculturally it is one of the richest provinces

of the kingdom. This is mostly due to its

possessing a race of peasant-farmers who
never shrink from personal hard work, and

who will continue to direct the plough whilst

they send their sons to the university to study

as lawyers, doctors, or churchmen. These

peasant farmers or boers possess the beklem-

regt, or right of hiring land on an annual

rent which the landlord can never increase.

A peasant can bequeath his right to his heirs,

whether direct or collateral. To the land,

this system is an indescribable advantage,

the cultivators doing their utmost to bring

their lands to perfection, because they are

certain that no one can take away the

advantage from themselves or their descen-

dants.

On leaving Groningen' we traversed the

grey, monotonous, desolate district of the

Drenthe, sprinkled over at intervals by the

might have
Leamington,
the

curious ancient groups of stones called

Hunnebedden, or beds of death (Hun mean-
ing death), beneath which urns of clay con-

taining human ashes have been found. From
Deventer (where there is an old weigh-house

of 1828, and a cathedral of S. Lievin with a

crypt and nave of 1334), time did not allow

us to make an excursion to the great royal

palace of Het Loo, the favourite residence of

the sovereigns. The descriptions in Harvard
rather made us linger unnecessarily at Zut-

phen, a dull town with a brick Groote Kerk
(S. Walpurgis) which has little remaining of

its original twelfth century date, and a rather

picturesque " bit " on the walls, where the
" Waterpoort " crosses the river like a

bridge.

At Arnhem, the Roman Arenacum, once

the residence of the Dukes of Gueldres, and
slill the capital of Guelderland, we seemed
to have left all the characteristics of Holland
behind. Numerous modern villas, which

been built for Cheltenham or

cover the wooded hills above
Rhine. In the Groote Kerk (1452)

is a curious monument of Charles van

Egmont, Ducde Gueldres, 1538, but there is

nothing else to remark upon. We intended

to have made an excursion hence to Cleves,

but desperately wet weather set in, and as

Dutch rain often lasts for weeks together

when it once begins, we were glad to hurry

England-wards, only regretting that we could

not halt at Nymegen, a most picturesque

place, where Charlemagne lived in the old

palace of the Valckhof (or Waalhof, residence

on the Waal) of which a fragment still exists,

with an old baptistery, a Stadhuis of 1534,
and a Groote Kerk containing a noble monu-
ment to Catherine dc Bourbon (1469), wife

of Duke Adolph of Gueldres.

We left Holland disliking its inhabitants

more than those of any country we had ever

visited, without a single recollection of a

kindly word or action received during our

short stay in the country ; but with an un-

pleasant impression of greed, avarice, selfish-

ness, and insolence on the part of all we had
come in contact with. Probably a longer

stay in the country might do much to modify

such an impression, but this was the result of

a fortnight's scamper through it. We felt

also that we should urge our friends by

all means to see the pictures at Rotterdam,

the Hague, and Amsterdam, but to look for

all other characteristics of the Netherlands in

such places as Breda, Dortrecht, Haarlem, a

Alkmaar, and Zwolle.
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I. ARTHUR, THE MYTHIC KING.

MORE than six hundred years ago, an

old monk connected with the Abbey
of St. Albans, sitting down to write his

History of the English, complained that he

was much vexed by the question, put either

by some foolish 'or some envious critic, as to

whether the record of merely secular history

was worthy of the labour and the study of a

Christian man. Full of the lofty conscious-

ness of the value and the sacredness of his-

torical learning, Matthew Paris justified the

task he had undertaken, first by an appeal to

the highest instincts of man, and then by
a quotation of the words of the Psalmist,

" The just shall be had in everlasting remem-
brance." " A man," he said, " who is with-

out learning, and with no care for the memory
of his forefathers, will surely sink to the level

of the beasts. It is upon such a one that

the curse of the Psalmist will rest. 'The
memory of the wicked shall be cut off from

the earth .... but the righteous shall be

in everlasting remembrance. If thou for-

gettest and despisest the departed of past

generations, who will remember thee ? ' " " It

was to keep alive," he adds, " the memory
of the good, and to teach us to abhor the

bad, that all the sacred historians, Moses,

Joseph, Cyprian, Eusebius, Baeda, Prosper,

Marianus Scotus, and other deeped-souled

writers, have handed down to us their

chronicles."

I think it was Carlyle who once said that
" a nation's true Bible was its own history."

However that rnay be, of this, at any rate, I

am sure, that, in taking the subject of these

papers from the records of English history, I

shall be doing no dishonour to that greater

Bible which rightly we reverence as the very

Word of God, if only I can make any one
realise the religious sense of all history, if

only I can succeed in bringing home the fact

of which Matthew Paris was one of the earli-

est witnesses among English historians, and
which, thank God, has never wholly died out

from amongst us, that God is not less a King
over England than He was over Judrea, that

every advance in righteousness and good
citizenship among our people is but another
step forward towards the fulness of the time
when the kingdoms of this world shall have be-

conie the kingdoms of God and of His Christ.

All through the history of the Jewish people,

the haunting sense of a great idea, of the

divine mission of the nation, is never absent
from their records. In the Genesis, the

Exodus, and Deuteronomy, in the Chronicles
of their Judges, Kings, and Prophets, con-
tinually we m.ay hear the echo of the words

—

the refrain, as it were, of a great national

anthem—" We are thy people, O God !

"

But England has had also her sacred mis-

sion in the world. Our country has had her
divine Genesis and Exodus, her Chronicles of
Kings and Prophets. And surely some of us,

at an)' rate, as we have lately read the story

anew, in the pages of Mr. Green's " Making
of England," and his " History of the English

People," cannot but have felt that we, too,

as well as the Jews of old, have been a
" chosen people," that Milton was right after

all when he spoke of " God's Englishmen,"
and that we, each one of us, are only worthy

of our great national heritage in so far as we
show ourselves conscious of the divine sanc-

tion which lies behind it.

I begin this series of sketches of the pro-

phets and kings of England with King Arthur.

I could not well begin with any other name
than his. It is true that there is small proba-

bihty, and very little historical foundation,

for all the stories of heroic deeds which

have gathered round his name. History,

indeed, only tells us that he was a petty

prince of Devon, whose wife, the Guinevere

of romance, was carried off by a king of

North Wales, and scarcely recovered by

treaty after a year's fighting; that he was

murdered by his nephew and buried at

Glastonbury, and that his remains were sup-

posed to have been discovered there in the

time of Henry II. Still one cannot but

believe that there must have been some

noblenesses in a character which have given

him a life beyond the grave, the memory
of which has lingered on in the imagina-

tions of bards and minstrels, to become to

after generations of his countrymen the true

type of all kingly and knightly virtues.

We are all familiar in these days with

Mr. Tennyson's great epic poem, " The
Idylls of the King," where under the sem-

blance of Arthurian legends, the Poet Lau-

reate has told us the Parable of the Human
Soul, its conflicts, temptations, victories,

and final goal. But it is in "The Book
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of King Arthur and his noble Knights of

the Round Table," arranged and modelled

into epic form from contemporary French
and EngUsh ballads and stories, by SirThoraas

Malory, in the reign of Edward IV., that the

true hero and ideal King of English Middle
Age Romance may best be known. How
great was the influence of that great epic, not

only in nourishing the imagination but also

in fashioning the manners of English gentle-

men in the times of the Tudors, we may
gain some hint from the terms in which
Caxton, our great English printer, speaks of

it in the preface to his first printed edition in

the year 1488.

"I have set it down in print," he says, " to the
intent that noble men may see and learn the noble
acts of chivahy, the gentle and virtuous deeds that

some knights used in those days, by which they came
to honour, and how they tiiat were vicious were
punished and oft put to shame and rebuke ; humbly
beseeching all noble lords and ladies, with all other
estates of what estate or degree they been of, that
shall see and read in this said book and work, that they
take the good and honest acts in their remembrance,
and to follow the same. Wherein they shall find
many joyous and pleasant histories and noble and re-

nowned acts of humanity, gentleness, and chivalry.
For herein may be seen noble chivalry, courtesy,
humanity, friendliness, hardiness, love, friendship,

cowardice, murder, hate, virtue and sin. Do after the
good, and leave the evil."

I cannot of course here re-tell the main
incidents of the romance. The legend is far

too long for that. Two episodes, however,
upon which, in effect, the whole scheme of
the poem turns, I may briefly indicate. The
story of the " Founding of the Order of the

Table Round," and " the Quest of the San-
greal," are not without their appropriate
lesson even for our practical and apparently
unheroic nineteenth century life.

I. In the legend of the Knights of the
Round Table, we have symbolised, no doubt,
the good work which was done for the world
of the Middle Ages by the social institutions

of feudalism.

It was to that system that we owe the

recommencement of social life in Europe
after the total breakdown of Roman civilisa-

tion under the repeated inroads of the
Teutonic nations. For although feudalism
was undoubtedly in its main feature antago-
nistic to one of the chief elements of social
order, yet we cannot forget that as a first

step out of barbarism, the spirit of war was
necessary for the very establishment of that
civilisation, whose chief aim ultimately it

would be to make the appeal to that spirit

unnecessary.

During the reign of Charlemagne, for

example, wars were not less, but perhaps,

more, frequent than usual; but then, for the

first time in modern European history, they

were wars undertaken upon, more or less,

fixed principles, and with a direct end in

view. They were no longer the wilful ex-

peditions ofa powerful ruler, prompted simply

by the lust of conquest. They were the de-

terminedendeavour of one who thought he had
the power to effect what he designed, to sup-

press, by the means which in those days were
the most natural and the most effective, those

elements of disorder which he recognised as

fatal to the well-being of society. His method
was probably the only one by which in those

days he could have accomplished his design,

and certainly it bore the merit of success.

By slow degrees the spirit of order makes itself

felt throughout modern Europe. The Feudal
system, which with all its faults had at least

the supreme merit of being a system,

gradually arose out of the bosom of bar-

barism. In many things, as I have said, it

was undoubtedly hostile to social well-being,

but as being the first instance of a visible

organization, it educated the individual in

those ideas of loyalty, veracity, and justice, of

union and confederation, in all those qualities,

in fact, which we sum up in the one word
"chivalry," which alone made the next step

in civilisation possible.

This process of calling social order out of

disorder, and the exhibition of the moral
qualities which alone made that process

possible, is very vividly pictured for us by
Mr. Tennyson in the noble words which he

puts into King Arthur's mouth when describ-

ing to Queen Guinevere the purpose of his

life.

" For when the Romap left us, and their law
Relax'd its hold upon us, and the ways
Were filled with rapine, here and there a deed
Of prowess done redressed a random wrong.
But I was first of all the kings who drew
The knighthood errant of this realm and all

The realms together under me, their Head,
In that fair order of my Table Round,
A glorious company, the flower of men,
To serve as model tor the mighty world.
And be the fair beginning of a time.
I made them lay their hands in mine and swear
To reverence the king, as if he were
Their conscience, and their conscience as their king,
To break the heathen and uphold the Christ,
To ride abroad redressing human wrongs,
To speak no slander, no, nor listen to it,

To honour his own word as if his God's,
To lead sweet lives in purest chastity,

To love one maiden only, cleave to her,

'

And worship her by years of noble deeds.
Until they won her ; for indeed I knew
Of no more subtle master under heaven
Than is the maiden passion for a maid.
Not onlj to keep down the base in man.
But teach high thought, and amiable words
And courtliness, and the desire of fame.
And love of truth, and all that makes a man."

, This ideal of noble manliness one is glad
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to think is not confined to any one age or

time. True, the conditions of life in Eng-

land have all changed since the days when Sir

Thomas jMalory drew his picture of the

ideal Arthur, for the nobles and gentlemen

of the court of Edward IV., or even since

those later times when, " in the spacious days

of Queen Elizabeth," the " Morte d'Arthur "

nourished the souls of that briUiant and high-

tempered generation, of which Raleigh and

Sidney, and Howard and Grenville were the

conspicuous types, in all chivalrous and

gentle discipline.

" The old order changfeth, yielding place to new,

And God fulfils himself in many ways."

The special age of chivalry has passed

away, but chivalry itself has only changed

the outward expression of its character. For

the spirit of chivalry, for all those qualities of

knightly character, for all the nobleness of

nature, all the love of truth and honour, all

the sympathy with human distress, all the

eagerness to champion the just though

weaker cause, all the gentle courtesy of dis-

position which ever graced a. knight of old,

there is still need to-day in England. A
new order of knighthood, vowed like the

knights of Arthur's table,

" To ride abroad redressing human wrongs,"

would still have their work to-day in England.

We may not have our enchanters, or giants,

or dragons as of old, but our nineteenth-

century world is not without its powers of

evil quite as monstrous and devastating as

any of those of the Middle Ages. For indeed,

I trust, there are few men who would dare to

say quite as boldly as did a leading parlia-

mentary orator the other day, " England is

not Utopia. The English are a practical

people bound to look well after their own
interests, who have no roving commission

of knight-errantry ' to ride abroad redressing

human wrongs.' " No ! it is true that Eng-

land may not be Utopia, but it is still truer

that that will be an ill day for England when
chivalry of spirit, that noble inheritance won
for us by the knights of old, shall be sneered

at without protest, as unworthy of the

thoughts of practical Englishmen.

II. To return, however, to the Arthurian

legend. In Malory's £j>ic, as in Mr. Tenny-
son's Idylls, the story of the Quest of the

Sanscreal is no doubt the central incident of

the great romance. While the glory of

Arthur as the chivalric ideal of kingliness

is 3'^et only in its early dawn, the King is

warned by the seer Merlin, how in all the

fair promise of his order there still lies the

seeds of death. The heroes who as " earthly

XXY-33

knights and lovers," in the fields of worldly

chivalry have won for the most part victories

both glorious and easy, fail lamentably when
tried by other tests, as the struggle changes
from an earthly to a spiritual combat, by
which the coming kingdom of true chivalry

can alone be established.

The Quest of the Sangreal brings about
the final severance between good and evil.

The Sangreal, or Holy Grail, according to

the legend, is the dish which held the Pascal

lamb at the Last Supper. Joseph of Arima-
thea, it was said, had gone into the house
when the supper had been eaten, had taken

away the dish, and in it, at the time of the

crucifixion, had received the blood from the

spear wound of Jesus. This dish, "with part

of the blood of our Lord," he had brought

with him to England, and deposited there

in the abbey which he founded at Glaston-

bury. There for many years it had remained
an object of pilgrimage and adoration. Finally,

however, " for the evil of the times," it had
been caught away into the heavens, and only

appeared from time to time in vision to

" virgin hearts in work and will."

The Quest in fact is achieved by the holy

knights alone, one, Sir Galahad

—

" The virgin knight in work and will

"Whose strength is as the strength of ten

Because his heart is pure,"

alone attaining to the Perfect vision,

"and in the strength of this,

Shattering all evil customs everywhere."

Launcelot, after Arthur, the noblest charac-

ter in the romance, pre-eminent among the

knights, attains also to the vision, but on

account of his one great sin, for him the holy

vessel was veiled and covered, so that after-

wards hardly will he believe he saw it—for, as

he tells the king on his return,

"In me lived a sin

So strange, of such a kind, that all of pure.

Noble, and knightly in me twined and clung

Round that one sin, until the wholesome flower

And poisonous grew together, each as each
Not to be plucked asunder .

;
• •

.... and what I saw was veil'd

And cover'd ; and this Quest was not for me."

Such are Mr. Tennyson's words. These

are Sir Thomas Malory's, which I am sure

are not less worth quoting :

—

"Then anon Sir Launcelot waked and got him up

and bethought him what he had seen there, and

whether it were dreams or not. Right so heard he a

voice that said, ' Sir Launcelot, more harder than is

the stone, and more bitter than is the wood, and more

naked and barer than is the leaf of the fig tree, there-

fore go thou from hence, and withdraw thou from

this holy place.' And when Sir Launcelot heard this

he was passing heavy, and wist not what to do, and

so departed, sore weeping, and cursed the time that
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he was born. For then he deemed never to have had
worship more. For those words went to his heart

till that he knew wlierefore he was called so. Then
Sir Launcelot went to the Cross, and found his helm,

his sword taken away. And then he called himself

a very wretch, and most unhappy of all knights ; and
then he said, ' My sin and my wickedness have brought

me unto great dishonour. For when I sought worldly

adventures for worldly desires I ever achieved them,

and had the better in every place, and never was I

discomfit in no quarrel, were it right or wrong. And
now I take upon me the adventure of holy things, and
now I see and understand that mine old sin hindereth

me, and shameth me so that I had no power to stir

nor to speak when the holy blood appeared before me.'

So thus he sorrowed till it was day, and heard the

fowls sing, then somewhat he was comforted. But
when Sir Launcelot missed his horse and his harness
then he wist well God was displeased with him.
Then he departed from the Cross on foot into the

forest, and so by prime he came to an high hill, and
found an hermitage, and an hermit therein, which was
going unto mass. And then Launcelot kneeled down
and cried on our Lord mercy for his wicked works.

So when mass was done Launcelot called him and
prayed him for charity to hear his life. ' With a good
will,' said the good man. 'Sir,' said he, ' be ye of King
Arthur's, court and of the fellowship of the Round
Table ? ' ' Yea, forsooth, and my name is Sir Launce-
lot du Lake, that hath been right well said of, and
now my good fortune is changed, for I am the most
wretch of the world.' The hermit beheld him and had
marvel how he was so abashed. ' Sir,' said the hermit,
* ye ought to thank God more than any knight living ;

for He hath caused you to have more worldly worship
than any knight that now liveth. And for your pre-

sumption to take upon you in deadly sin for to be in

His presence, where His flesh and His blood was,
that caused you ye might not see it with worldly eyes,

for He will not appear where such sinners be, but if

it be unto their great hurt, and unto their great shame.
And there is no knight now living that ought to give

God so great^ thanks as ye ; for He hath given you
beauty and seemliness, and great strength above all

other knights, and therefore ye are all the more be-

holding unto God than any other man to love Him
and dread Him ; for your strength and manhood will

little avail you and God be against you.' "

Of the rest of the knights who went upon
the Quest, the King was a true prophet when
he said

:

" That most of them would follow wandering fires

Lost in the quagmire : lost to me and gone.
And left rae gazing at a barren board,
And a lean Order—scarce return'd a tithe."

And what, we ask, is the interpretation of

the parable ? How was it that the Quest of

the Holy Grail should have become " a sign

to maim the order of the king?"
It has been suggested that in the Quest of

the Sangreal is set forth the misleading power
of superstition in contrast with the sober

practical religion of Arthur himself. The
knights who else might have fulfilled " the

boundless purpose of the king" and saved
the common-weal " with crowning common
sense," in the search for the Grail became
slaves of illusion and seekers after mere
fantastic shapes of superstition. I confess

this does not seem to me quite the true drift

of the parable.

In the Quest of the Grail I would rather

see symbolised that enthusiastic longing for

an ideal life, that craving for sometiiing

beyond the mere material satisfaction of
" earthly things " or of the purely personal in-

terests which is never, probably, quite absent

from any human soul, and which, after all, is

the animating principle of all true religion.

That such a quest should, in the first

instance at any rate, have a disintegrating

eff"ect on existing social conditions, is in

accord with the experience of all history.

It is but a commentary on the words of

Christ himself: " Suppose ye that I am come
to send peace on earth : I came not to send
peace, but a sword." We acknowledge love,

brotherhood, good-will amongst men, to have
been the master-note of His gospel. We
cannot, however, conceal from ourselves that

one result of that message has often been
disunited households, broken friendships,

religious hatred, discord, disunion, division

of all kinds. Yet here we know the sword
was the sign of peace. If the message of

Christ divided men, it was at least a sign that

some men were in earnest about it. If it

brought division into a house, it also brought
energy and activity, it put an end to the fatal

lethargy, to the numbing stupor of indifference

which was eating out the life of men's souls.

And so with the Quest of the Grail.

Rehgious enthusiasm stirring into nobleness

the highest and purest natures, the Galahads
and Percivals, is also, because of its effects on
the meaner spirits, the Gareths and the

Gawains, a disturbing influence in human
affairs : that no doubt is one chief lesson of the

old romance. But the higher lesson still

remains. For us, at any rate, in these

modern days the Quest of the Holy Grail

can only be another name for the Higher Life,

the life of the soul, the perception of the

reality of ideals and the value of enthusiasm.

And indeed is not that the lesson we most
need to learn just now? Is it not with " the

spirit of secularity," that especially our Eng-
lish Christianity needs to combat ?

" We have been perhaps little aware of it "—

I

quote the words of a wise and eloquent writer*

—

"as one is usually little aware of the atmosphere
one has long breathed. We have been aware only ot

energetic industrialism. We have been proud of

our national ' self-help,' of our industry and solvency,

and have taken as but the due reward of these virtues

our good fortune in politics and colonisation. We
have even framed for ourselves a sort of Deuteronomic
religion which is a great comfort to us ; it teaches,

because we are honest and peaceable and industrious,

* Professor Seeley, "Natural Religion," p. 133.
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therefore our Jehovah gives us wealth in abundance,
and our exports and imports swell and our debt
diminishes, and our emigrants people half the globe.
The creed is too primitive ! Ought well-being to be so
absolutely confounded with wealth ? Is life but
livelihood ? We may no doubt^think ourselves happy
in not being misled, like so many nations, by false

ideals. On the other hand have we any ideal at all ?

Does not this eternal question of a livelihood keep us
at a level from which no ideal is visible ? In old
biographies we read of high and generous feelings,

the love of fame, the ambition of great achievements,
not to speak of higher feelings yet. We neither
have such feelings, nor yet any bitter regret to think
that we'cannot have them."

Alas ! I fear that that is only too true a
picture of one side of our English character.

But, thank God, there is another side of
which it is quite as untrue. We have still left

among us something more than the memory
of the old heroic blood. We need not go, as

Professor Seeley says, to the old biographies

to read of " high and generous feelings, the

love of fame, the ambition of great achieve-
ments, not to speak of higher feelings yet."

Who that has read lately the life of Lord
Lawrence—to take an example from only the
latest of English biographies—can doubt it

">

" Here lies Henry Lawrence who tried to do

his duty."—"Here lies John Lawrence who
did his duty to the last,"—are epitaphs—one,
the actual words on the elder brother's simple
grave in front oftheLucknow Residency; the
other, words, not inappropriately suggested,
for the younger brother's tomb in Westminster
Abbey—which may surely serve to remind
us, with all the memories they recall of heroic
endeavour and knightly service, of loyal
sense of honour and reverent protection of
weakness, that we have still left among us
salt enough of ardent and chivalric ideal to
keep the national heart sound.
No !

" God is still in the midst of us,"
God's E?igUshmen have not yet died out,

" Not once or twice in our rough island story
Has path of duty been the way to glory."

And for the rest may I not end with
Mallor>' .?

"Do after the good and leave the evil, and it shall
bring you to good fame and renown AH is
written for our doctrine, and for to beware that we
fall not to vice nor sin, but to exercise and follow
virtue, by the which we may come and attain to good
fame and renown in this life, and after this short and
transitoiylife to come unto everlasting bliss in heaven,
the which Pie grant us that reigneth in heaven, the
blessed Trinity.—Amen."

A. GOSSIP ABOUT ORCHIDS.r\.

By dr. ANDREW WILSON.

73ROBABLY there are no readers to whom
-^ the look of an Orchid flower is entirely

unfamiliar. The curious, and often weird
shape of the flowers of some species, and the

apparent dissimilarity which separates them
from the common flowers which surround us,

combine to render the orchids a literally

marked race of plants. Now and then the

outer world hears of a fabulous price being
paid for a single specimen of a rare orchid

;

and with the ordinary failure of the uninter-

ested mind to understand the attraction

which a special study presents to the student
of nature, remarks the reverse of compli-
mentary are passed upon the folly of men
" esteeming lilies better than gold." Orchid-
growing and orchid-loving are, in fact, two
specialized habits of botanical humanity.
There can be no question, to the scientific

mind at least, of the rich intellectual harvest
—to say nothing of the reward in the shape
of beauty—which awaits the student of this

group of plants. Last of all, when we re-

member that these plants formed a special

study of the great master-mind so lately

removed from our midst, it is only necessary
to mention the name of Charles Darwin and

his labours to read the story the orchids tell,

to insure the belief that the curious flowers

before us present a group of no ordinary
interest, ahke to the botanist and to the

earnest non-technical inquirer into the ways
and works of living nature.

The curious appearance of many of the

orchid flowers is a noteworthy fact. For
example, we know of species which mimic
flies in their outward aspect. Others resem-

ble bees ; the flower of one species is like the

drone bee ; and even the spiders are imitated

by orchid blossoms. Nor is the long and
varied list of mimetic resemblances thus

ended. If we were to hunt through an
orchid album, wherein the flowers were faith-

fully depicted, we should be able to see imi-

tations of grasshoppers in the " columns " or

flower centres of certain species, such as the

Catasehinis. In Trinidad we find a plant,

which, long known as the "butterfly plant,"

from the obvious resemblance of its flowers to

the familiar insects, proves to be an orchid

—

the Oncidmm papilio of botanists. Even the

birds find representatives in the curious forms

and lines of orchid flowers. The swan is

represented in the group Cycnoches ; the dove
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may be detected in the shape of Peristeria

data; and the pehcan-flower, the " Flor de

Pelicano " of native terminology, is another

orchid {Cypripedium irapccanum) belonging

to the well-known " Ladies' Slipper " group.

When we are fm'ther informed that even

humanity's lineaments may be mimicked in

the " Man Orchis " {Aceras anthropophora),

we may well be tempted to re-echo Mr. Dar-

win's words, when he says, " The flowers of

orchids, in their strange and endless variety

of shape, may be compared with the great

vertebrate class of fish, or still more appro-

priately, with tropical Homopterous insects,

which appear to us as if they had been
modelled in the wildest caprice, but this is

no doubt due to our ignorance of their re-

quirements and conditions of life."

An understanding of the orchid flowers may
be readily enough arrived at if we first glance

at the structure of a common flower by way
of instituting a plain comparison between
things known and things unknown. In a

buttercup, for example, we may see the parts

of a flower in their simplest guise. The flower

is a cup, into the formation of which four

'•'whorls," or circles of organs—"leaves," in

reality—enter. Outside there is the calyx,

coloured green, and consisting of five leaves

called sepals. Placed between and inside

the sepals are five yellow leaves, known as

petals, and which form the corolla. This latter

" whorl " forms, of course, the brightly-

coloured part of flowers, although occasion-

ally the green calyx may, as in fuchsia and
Indian cress, become coloured likewise. In-

side the corolla we discover, in the buttercup,

a large number of little yellow bodies, each
like a pin, consisting of a stalk and head, and
named a stamen. The head of the stamen is

called the anther. It is hollow, and contains

the yellow dust, or pollen, with which every
one is familiar, as a product of flower life.

This pollen is necessary. for the fertilisation

of the plant, as we shall presently see. The
fourth and central part of the buttercup flower

is the pistil. It consists, in the buttercup, of a
large number of green bodies called carpels.

In each carpel of the buttercup, we find a
little round structure called an ovule; and
when this ovule is fertilised by the pollen
from the stamens it becomes a seed. The
pistils and stamens of a flower are, there-

fore, its seed-producing parts. "Fertilisa-
tion" is merely that process whereby the
ovule is converted into the seed from which
a new plant will spring; and this being
so, it follows that the essential parts of a
flower are its stamens and pistil. The calyx

and corolla are protective leaves, but the

corolla, by its bright colour, serves to attract

insects for the work of fertilisation. It is

true that insect visitors may be " tempted

by the tooth " to enter flowers, and may be

drawn to their unconscious work of fertilisa-

tion by the store of honey which the flowers

offer for their use and delectation. But leav-

ing aside questions relating to the methods

and modes of attraction, we know as a matter

of fact that most flowers are visited by insects

—some by one species of insects only—and
that such visitation has become a necessity

of plant existence.

Why this should be so finds a ready explana-

tion in the researches of ordinary botany, fol-

lowing up the clue which the philosophy of

that science afforded. When it was observed

that insects industriously visited flowers, and

carried pollen from one flower to another of

the same, or a nearly related species, botan-

ists were led to ask themselves why such an

interchange of pollen was apparently desired

and demanded by nature. Countless contri-

vances, simple and elaborate, exist in flowers

for the clear purpose of securing that a

flower shall not use its own pollen to fertilise

its own ovules ; and that, secondly, its pollen

shall be conveyed by the wind or insects to

other flowers, whilst it, in turn, will be ferti-

lised by the pollen brought from a neighbour-

flower of the same species. The reason for

this " cross-fertilisation " has been found in

the proved fact that, as a rule, we obtain more
seeds and healthier offspring from a cross-

fertilised flower than from one which is " self-

fertilised." Mr. Darwin's researches stand

out prominently in this respect. He showed
conclusively that with certain species of

plants, this cross -fertilisation, so far from

being an occasional occurrence, was an abso-

lute necessity for the production of seeds.

Such a plant as the red-clover, unless visited by
certain insects—the humble-bees—does not

produce seed at all : so that the interchange

of pollen between these clover plants is a

necessity of their life and the continuance of

the race. Fertihsation itself is a readily

understood process. The pollen grains,

placed on the top of the pistil {stigma),

send out little root-like processes in the form

of tubes. These pollen-tubes burrow their

way down the style or neck of the pistil, to

the ovaty below, in which the ovules are

enclosed. Contact of the pollen-tubes with

the ovules now takes place, and the matter

contained in the pollen grain is thus conveyed
to the ovule. As the result of this contact,

the ovule is "fertilised." It is no longer an
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ovule. It has become a " seed," and as such,

when planted in the ground, contains all the

potentialities and powers through which it

will blossom forth, in due season, into the

likeness of its parent.

Now, the preceding remarks, which are

matter of ordinary botanical lore, such as may
be found more fully detailed in a primer of

the science, lead us towards the apprecia-

tion of orchid structure and life. All

flowers are divided into two great classes,

characterized by the number and arrange-

ment of their flower-parts and leaves, as also

by special features of their development.

The " dicotyledons " are the higher plants,

and are represented by all our familiar trees,

shrubs, and flowers, from the oak to the

buttercup. The " monocotyledons " are the

bamboos, palms, lilies, grasses, crocuses,

snowdrops, tulips, &c. ; and in this second

group the orchids find a place. In this latter

group we find, firstly, that the calyx and
corolla are, as a rule, similar in appear-

ance, a fact familiarly seen in the tuhp,

snow-drop, or lily of the valley. There is

not that distinction into the green calyx,

and the coloured corolla, which we see jin

the higher group. Then the orchids and
their allies have their flower parts arranged

in threes, and not in fours or fives as in the

higher plants. Whilst the leaves of the

latter plants have a " net-veined" structure

—

beautifully seen in skeleton leaves—the

orchid leaves, like those of the grasses,

tulips, &c., have their veins running parallel

with one another. Lastly, when the young
plant is being developed, we see only one
" seed-leaf " in the orchids, grasses, &c.,

whilst the higher plants show two " seed-

leaves " in the course of their early history

—

a feature which, indeed, has given them their

name of " dicotyledons."

Turning now to the examination of our

orchis flowers, and taking a common species

as a type, we discover that the outer leaves

which form the " flower " are developed in

two circles or whorls, with three leaves in

each whorl. But a curious modification is

readily seen in the orchid flower, when its

parts are even superficially examined. The
upper or hinder flower leaf of the inner

circle diff"ers materially from the other leaves.

It is frequently divided into distinct portions,

and is known as the labellum. It forms the

lower side of the flower, and, as Mr. Darwin
remarks, forms an appropriate door-mat or

landing-place for the insect visitors of the

flower. Very frequently this labellum is pro-

longed below to form a long tubular appen-

dage. This is the nectary, which secretes

and contains the honey, for the sake of

which, insects will visit the flower. The
stamens vary from one to six in number, but
three stamens form the common provision

of the orchid group. The pistil unites with
the stamens to form a single " column ;" and
the arrangement of the heads of the stamens,
as well as the form of the pollen grains,

deserve special notice. In ordinary plants,

the pollen grains exist separately, and the

pollen in consequence appears as the fine

yellow dust familiar to all. But in the
orchids the pollen rarely exists as a powder.
Its usual condition in the orchid family is

that of association ; the pollen grains ad-

hering to firm, club-shaped masses, called

poUinia by the botanist. Above the stigma

of the pistil to which the pollen is applied in

the work of fertilisation, there is a sticky disc,

called the rosiellu/n, and we shall presently

note the important use which is subserved

by this glutinous part of the flower.

Orchids, like other flowers, then, require

that the ovules contained within their pistil

should be fertilised by the pollen from their

stamens. But it is in this group, with few

exceptions, that the botanist discovers what

may be called the acme of perfection in the

work of "cross-fertilisation." There is no
one group of flowers which has more com-
pletely pressed the insects into its service

than that which forms the subject of remark.

Indeed, the guiding clue to the mysteries,

varieties, and oddities of orchid structure, will

be found in the idea that all the peculiarities

exhibited by those flowers are so many con-

trivances which render " self fertilisation
"

difficult or impossible, as they render " cross-

fertihsation" easy.

If we watch the process of fertilisation in

a common orchid flower, we discover, firstly,

that the bee, which acts the part of a friendly

go-between, alights firstly on the labellum of

the flower. In the Orchis muscula of damp
meadow lands, for example, the process may
be well and conveniently studied. Thus

steadied on the flower-lip, the bee pushes its

head forward into the receptacle at the back

of which lies the stigma. The bee's anxiety

is, of course, to get at the honey contained in

the nectary. Nature, however, may be re-

garded as being in the position of an expert,

who demands on the part of the flower and

from the unconscious insect a certain service,

and who effects this end by causing the insect

to perform the desired work as it troubles

itself to reach the store of sweets offered by

the flower. Thus the insect, in its endeavour
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to gain easy access to the nectary, pushes

against the sticky " rostellum " ah-eady men-

tioned. The result of this action on the part

of the bee is, that one or more of the pollen-

masses will touch its head, and will be firmly

glued thereto by the cement, which " sets
"

like artificial glues, and insures the firm ad-

hesion of the pollen.

As the bee leaves the flower, we see

the two pollen-masses adherent to its head,

and standing vertically, like two abnormal
" horns " thereon. If we push a fine-pointed

pencil into the nectary of the orchis flower,

so as to imitate the action of the bee,

Ave may readily succeed, as Mr. Darwin
showed, in detaching the pollen-masses,

and in bringing them off" attached to the

pencil, as, in nature, they adhere to the in-

sect's head. The bee now leaves the orchis

flower bent on a further mission of sweet-

gathering. But now ensues a singular action

on the part of the pollen-masses. As the bee
left the orchid, these masses stood straight

and erect on its head. But in a little

while—in about 30 seconds in Orchis mus-
cula—through the contraction of the little

adhesive disc of the pollen mass, that mass
is seen to bend downwards and forwards,

"through 90 degrees," as Mr. Darwin puts

it, so as to cause each mass to lie forwards

and to ^Droject almost horizontally on the

insect's head.

What is the meaning, then, of this re-

markable change of attitude? The reply

becomes clear, when we give a moment's
consideration to the position of the organs of
the orchid flower. If we pushed our pencil,

with its attached and erect pollen masses,
into the flower—the pollen-masses thus exist-

ing as they were first derived from the

flower—we should tend simply to replace

them in the niche whence they were taken,

namely, amongst the masses which were
left behind in the flower. But this is evi-

dently a result for which nature does not
bargain. Her design is that the pollen-masses
shall be placed on the pistil of another orchis.

Hence, by causing the droop and change of
position of the pollen-masses on the bee's

head, she insures that as the bee enters
another flower the pollen masses will "charge "

tlie pistil of that fl.ower, and be duly deposited
thereon. And there is yet another important
result obtained by this change of position of
the pollen masses after an interval has elapsed.
If the change took place immediately on the
bee withdrawing its head from the flower, the
insect M'ould be liable to fertilise the pistil of
some other flower of the same plant, which it

would naturally visit next in order. But this

result is exactly that against which nature is

contending. She is, in other words, avoiding
" self-fertilisation," and securing " cross-ferti-

lisation." So long, therefore, as the pollen-mass

remains erect (i.e. during the time the bee is

occupied with the flowers of one and the same
plant) there is no chance of self-fertilisation

;

whilst, on the contrary, by the time the insect

arrives at the next plant the pollen mass will

be ready to discharge its function, Robert
Brown also pointed out that the whole of the

pollen mass will not be pulled off the insect's

head in the fertilisation of one flower. In

other words, a single pollen mass may contain

material enough for the impregnation of many
pistils, and economy in the distribution of the

pollen is thus secured.

Such is the ordinary course of things in

common orchid existence. It will not be
denied that these details are both curious and
interesting. But remarkable as they are,

they form a mere introduction to the veritable

wonders of orchid life. Each species well-

nigh exhibits its own peculiar methods of

securing cross-fertilisation ; and the contri-

vances which are known to the orchid grower
are well-nigh endless in variety and com-
plexity. Take the curious case of a tropical

orchid Coryanthes, for example. Here the

labellum or flower-lip forms a veritable

bucket of water, which drips into it from two
horns. When the bucket is half full, the

water overflows by a spout, which exists at

one side. The uncovered or dry part of the

labellum rests on the bucket and forms a

hollow cavity containing fleshy ridges inside,

and forming two side doors. Well^may Mr.
Darwin tell us that " the most ingenious man,
if he had not witnessed what takes place,

could never have imagined what purpose all .

these parts serve."

Dr. Criiger, however, watching this orchid

in its native haunts, saw crowds of bees
visiting the large and showy blossoms of

this species of orchid. Apparently the

honey in the nectary was not the object

of their search ; for they entered the

chamber which lies above the bucket, and
gnawed the fleshy ridges it contains. As in

a struggling mass of humanity who fight on
the edge of a pond there would be frequent

immersions, so Dr. Criiger saw the bees now
and then fall into the bucket. Of all dis-

asters to insect-life, wet wings must prove

the most serious. Unable to fly, the half-

drowned bees crawled through the only

passage open to them, namely the spout or

overflow. " A continual procession " of the
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half-drowned insects was seen by Dr. Criiger

passing out of the spout. But the passage in

question is a very narrow one, and it is more-

over covered by the " cohimn" formed of the

united pistil and stamens. The resuh is that

the bee, forcing its passage out, first rubs its

back against the sticky stigma whereon

pollen is deposited, and then against the

sticky masses of pollen. On the backs of

the bees which first chance to escape after

their bath, the pollen masses thus become

glued. Visiting another Coryanthcs plant,

the pollen-laden bee is again immersed, but

as it crawls forth through the passage of this

second flower, the pollen-masses will first be

touched by the sticky pistil, will adhere to it,

and cross-fertilisation is thus secured. Any-

thing more ingenious or complex than the

series of arrangements thus detailed, could

not well be imagined.

Equally curious is the case of the Cafa-

sctiun, described by Mr. Darwin as belonging

to a family which he considered " the most

remarkable of all orchids." Here the stamens

and pollen grains occur in one plant and the

pistils on another plant (as in the willow)
;

so that the conveyance of pollen from one

plant to the other is absolutely necessary to

insure the production of seeds. There is

nothing attractive to insects in the pollen-

chamber of the Caiasetum; and moreover,

the sticky disc, v/hich would cause the pollen

grain to adhere to the body of an insect, is

so placed that the insect would not touch it,

even if it entered the chamber. But Cata-

sduin is endowed with a power which per-

fectly compensates for its lack of the characters

of other orchids. The pollen masses possess

each a blunt and sticky point. When the

insect enters the flower it ruptures the edges

of the disc by which the pollen masses ad-

hered together. This action resembles the
touch of a trigger ; for, as the stalks of the
pollen masses are fastened down in a curved
position, and as they are suddenly liberated

by the insect's act, they straighten with remark-
able force, and like arrows may be projected
to a distance of two or three feet. These pol-

len arrows of Oz/rt-i-^/;/;;/ may disturb the insect,

which, flying to another and pistil-bearing

plant with the pollen masses, leaves them on
the pistil of the latter and thus fertilises it.

To enumerate in further detail the many
interesting features which present themselves
before the student of the orchid race, would
be a task beyond our present purpose, as it

is certainly rendered impossible by the plain

considerations connected with limitation of
space. Enough has perhaps been said to

show the liberal mine of intellectual wealth

which may reside within the limits of even a
single family of living beings. The orchids

form only one of countless groups of the

plant world, an acquaintance with whose
history will be found to constitute one of the

highest delights and purest enjoyments of

life. For unless there is something radically

erroneous in man's natural disposition to

love nature and knowledge for their own
sakes, we are only re-echoing words of wisdom
when we assert that the study of the living

forms that surround us should form a part of

the pleasures of us all. It is a poor heart

which never rejoices; and this familiar ex-

pression may be paralleled by that which
declares that it is a dull and abnormal com-
prehension which cannot arise from the study

of living things without feeling the better and
happier for the knowledge that our world

contains so much that is beautiful and good.

IN MEMORIAM.
T HAVE no welcome for thee, smiling Spring !

Thy smile is not for me ; so let me go :

We once were friends, and may be friends again

Thou canst not charm away my present pain:

Alas, my wounded heart ! too well we know

The grief the living suffer from death's sting.

Now will I find me out some leafless tree,

Standing, all smitten, 'midst the verdurous wood

;

And, couching on the wither'd leaves it wore

—

The leaves so joyously it whilom wore

—

Maybe, I'll ease me of my mournful mood,

When Nature thus shall sympathize with me.
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The melancholy message of the morn,

The answering echo of the aching eve,

And all the tracery of the sunny shade

—

The writing by the leafy sunshine made,

Remind me only of my cause to grieve.

Pass by, ye Days ! ye make me more forlorn.

Yet then thy voice the same sad story brings

In muffled repetition, shrouded Night

!

Hush ! whispering winds come from yon sacred ground :

Night's starry eyes gaze on that new-made mound :

And, thinking, thinking on the piteous sight,

I would for me were spread the peace-bird's slumbrous wings !*

A. F. HEATON.
* Psalm Iv. 6.

LIFE AND LETTERS BY THE SEA-SIDE.

By "SHIRLEY."

I.—THE FIRST SPRING MORNING.

MANY years ago I said somewhere—it

was in the Cor/i/ii/l, I fancy, in the

great days when Thackeray was editor, and

used to write his contributors those queer

angular upside-down little notes which one

remembers so well—why don't we have an

edition of his letters with his own illustra-

tions ?—there, or elsewhere, I said, a hundred

years ago, that there is always one particular

day in the year when the spring seems to me
to awake—the first spring morning in fact,

and not by the calendar. The snow has

been gone for weeks, the sun has been

sshining briskly, the pear and the plum are

white with blossom
;
yet the sky remains

hard and stern, and the earth is black and
inhospitable—as if the thought of winter still

chilled her heart. But one morning we wake
unwarned, and we have barely drawn aside

the curtains ere we are aware that the bonds
of death are loosed, that a new life has been
born into the year, and that, like the eyes of

a girl who has begun to love, the blue sky

and the fleecy clouds have strangely softened

?ince nightfall. Spring is abroad upon the

mountains, and her maiden whisper thrills

your pulse !

Ever since then—during the intervening

hundred years or so—I have made a red

cross in my journal on that particular day.

The anniversary of the youthful year is em-
phatically a movable feast. It is as in-

calculable as the caprice of a coquette or the

orbit of a political leader—a Disraeli or a
Gladstone. Sometimes it comes in March,

sometimes in April, sometimes in Ma}'. Once
it surprised us in February ; but it was leap-

year, and possibly the odd day had been
overlooked. Once June was imminent ; but
that year there had been patches of snow iri

our deep glade till May, and poet and farmer
alike had expostulated in vain :

" O sweet
new year delaying long, delaying long, delay
no more." But it turned a deaf Qar to our
charming, and it was well on into August be-

fore the hawthorn was in blossom. The
Tories, to be sure, were in power at the time,

and we never can tell what the clerk of the

weather will do when i/ial happens.
Once more the blessed day has returned,

and what can I do bqtter this balmy morn.-

ing than send a spring greeting to Good
Words and its Editor ? Many happy returns

of this admirable number. Such an astonish-

ing sixpennyworth—so much that is at once
sound, healthy, and cheerful—it has not
hitherto been my luck to meet. We have
had a great deal of controversy lately on the

condition of the people question,—whether
life upon the whole is easier and sweeter for

the great mass of our workers than it was
forty years ago. We have been told all

about the comparative values of bread, and
butcher meat, and
on

., «,wvi rents, and taxes, and so

but not a word has been said about our

cheap literature, and about the novel con-

ditions which have made such a venture as
Good Words possible, and, I hope, profit-

able. Man does not live by bread alone;

and when balancing our gains and losses we
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" The answering echo of the aching eve.
And all the tracery of the sunny shade."

P. 472.
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.
should not fail to take into account the

mental feast which the poorest artisan may
now enjoy for a copper or two. Honour to

Avhom honour is due ; and those who cater

in an honest and friendly spii-it for the enter-

tainment of the teeming masses of our great

cities are among the true benefactors of the

race.

Yet it makes one sad to think to how few

of them, in their vast hives of industry, be-

neath their sable canopies of smoke and fog,

is the message of the spring-time brought.

"I saw," says Heine, " the young Spring God,
large as life, standing on the summit of an

Alp." It is not on the summit of an alp that

I have met the youngster to-day, but in a

deep glade, carpeted with cowslip and ane-

mone, and vocal with woodland song. A
great city lies on the other side of the hill

—

a hill famous in Scottish poetry—but to our

secluded glen the smoke of the factory and
the forge, and the thunder of their traffic, do
not penetrate. Nature is hard at work to be
sure,—but she works in silence; she is making
a New World, but there is no sound of

hammer or of axe. Fair and shapely, and
fashioned by an instinct more inevitable than

fashioned the Temples of Jerusalem or of

Athens, this beautiful new world rises day by
day before our eyes—how often unseen or

unregarded !—until the forbidding blackness

of the wintry earth is covered all over with

summer greenery. Foolish people say that

the age of miracles is past ; how can that be
when the unique miracle of spring is always
with us ? At a time when all the professions

are overcrowded, I often wonder, with Mr.
Gladstone, why some of us do not take to

market gardening. A garden is one of the

best teachers, as it is one of the greatest

enjoyments, in life. For it brings us face to

face with the wonderful processes of growth.
That the earth this spring should be as able

and willing as ever to produce green peas and
young potatoes, and French beans (not to

speak of subtler and more ethereal products),
often touches me, in view of our own decay,
with unspeakable astonishment. It is good
for us, moreover, to make our hands familiar
with the soil from which we have been taken,
and to which we must return. If we come
to love the earth, and to feel that kind, benefi-

cent, and fruitful processes are at work among
the sods, we shall banish a great deal of the
foolish sentimental sadness about mortality
which the Modern Muse affects. Perhaps
indeed a disorderly bit of woodland like ours
is even better and more instructive than a
well-ordered garden or nursery,—we w^atch

Nature at work in her simplest moods and in

her most rustic dress. Here, if anywhere,

the solution of the mystery is to be reached.

The miracle transacts itself, night and morn-

ing, before our eyes ; and (assuming that it

is capable of explanation) we have only oui

own obtuseness to thank if we remain as

ignorant as before.

A charming little volume has been re-

cently issued by Mr. Harrison Weir, the

eminent artist and naturalist, which ought to

be in the brands of every child, old and young,

who wishes to keep a daily record of what is

going on out of doors. It is called "Every
Day in the Country;" and from the ist of

January to the 31st of December, there are

regular entries of the " events " in the animal

and vegetable world, as observed by the

author, as well as characteristic illustrations

of each. On the opposite page blank spaces

are left where you record your own observa-

tions of the advent of bird and flower. Look-

ing over the copy which has been assiduously

posted up by deft little hands this year in

our glen, we learn how much there is to see

within a hundred yards of the dining-room

windows—how many welcomes and farewells,

how many comedies, how many tragedies

even. The winter of 1S83-4 was, as we all

know, a mere pretence. We had a shower

of snow once and again ; but it melted before

mid-day. So that we are not surprised to

learn that on the First of the year a stray

celandine and campion were visible ; that on

the Second the water-ousel (which, strange

to say, Mr. Ruskin has never beheld) was

singing; that on the Fifth there were no
less than twelve flowers on the Gloire de

Dijon ; that on the Ninth, daisies, violets,

and primroses were showing themselves

in the garden borders ; and that by the

Eighteenth the woodland concert had begun
in earnest. Already, this 26th of April,

nearly all the firstlings of the year have

faded. The snowdrop, the crocus, the wood-
anemone, the sweet violet, the winter aconite

have come and a;one. The wood sorrel and
the cowslip, the periwinkle and the prim-

rose are yet in bloom; the glen is still bright

with yellow celandine and crimson campion
;

and in another day or two the woodland
carpet will be blue all over—blue as the

heaven—with hyacinth. In our chilly cli-

mate, as a rule, few of these events " come
off " before May or June ; but this season we
are six weeks earlier than usual. Then the

birds have been busy at their nests for months.

There were eight or nine eggs in the water-

ousel's nest beneath the waterfall before April
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had well begun ; and, while her mate is still

sitting on her first, the male water-hen is

already occupied in building a second. (A
humorous battle between him and a water-

rat has this moment occurred, resulting in

the complete discomfiture of the rat.) Last

night the owl was hooting from a coigne of

vantage above his nest in the ivy, and, if I

am not mistaken, I have heard more than

once the shrill complaint, the curious yelp,

yelp of the young birds. (As we have had a

sharp frost lately, the little unfledged crea-

tures possibly find it chilly.) The cuckoo
has not yet returned from the Riviera, and
only an occasional swallow has been seen

;

but otherwise the woodland season is at its

briskest. The wagtail, the creeper, the wren,,

the robin, the thrush, the missel-thrush, the

blackbird, the starling, the skylark, the yellow-

hammer, the tit, the flycatcher, the chaffinch,

the cushet, are in their best dresses, and hard
at work from daybreak till dark. What with

building of nests, and laying of eggs, and
hunting of worms and grubs and larvee, and
vigilant observation of magpies and carrion

crows and water-rats, and general conversa-

tion, and an occasional irrepressible outburst

of joyful melody, not one of them has an idle

moment. Where does this happiness come
from ? Who has put it into their hearts ?

There are no pessimistic philosophers among
our birds,—merle and mavis are as happy
and hopeful to-day as when they sang in Eden,
while we, who look before and after and sigh

for what is not, are disquieted in vain.

Behold, thou hast made my days as an hand-

breadth ; and nmte age is as nothing before

thee : verily man at his best state is altogether

vanity. Surely eveiy man walketh in a vain

show : surely they are disquieted in vain : he

heapeth up riches and kjioweth not who shall

gather them.

Yet after all is said, and in spite of the

fall and the east wind, this England and
Scotland of ours are very fair and sweet in

the spring-time ; and I do not wonder that

even in' Italy Robert Browning remembered
the Hampshire downs and the Devonshire
aneS „ ^^^ ^^ ^^ .^ England, ^

Now that April's there,

And whoever wakes in England
Sees, some morning unaware.
That the lowest boughs o' the brushwood sheaf
Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf.

While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough,
In England—now !

"

It is thus, and in these manifold, mysterious
beautiful ways, that the miracle of a New
World repeats itself year by year. Were it

not for this ever-fresh childhood of the spring,

the earth, I suppose, would grow old as the

rest of us do. But, like the hero of the
fairy story, it bathes itself in an enchanted
fountain, and so renews its youth. Here as

elsewhere, each of us makes his own choice,

to you the opening of the flowers—to you
the coming of the birds—is the special mes-
sage on which you dwell. For my own part

I do not think there is anything so exquisite

and incredible in all this miraculous season
as the rising and unfolding of the delicate

frond of the fern. There are ferns here on
every hand—brought from every quarter of
Europe. Other travellers bring pictures or
carvings or cameos to remind them of the

pleasant places they have visited ; I am con-
tent with a fern root or two, which may be
carried quite safely in a spare sponge bag,

and which to my mind are even more directly

associative and suggestive. This delicate

asplenium was gathered in the Val Anzasca
in sight of Monte Rosa; that rare polipody is a
native of Monte Christallo in the Dolomites

;

this plant of holly was found on the summit
of the Simplon half buried in the snow, that

in the Fuscherthal on the route across the

Pfaudlscharte to the mighty Pasterze Glacier

;

from the cool depths of the well in the con-

vent courtyard at Padua, where Giotto's fres-

coes are still dimly visible, came this tuft

of fragile maiden-hair—as old perhaps as the

frescoes ; the stately Osmunda is a relic of

an unforgotten visit to Mr. Froude and the

Kerry coast ; the oak and the beech, and the

parsley and the hartstongue, and the hay
scented and the green asplenium marinum
(which first sav/ the light in a cave atColonsay)

are reminiscences of English lake and Western
Island. One or two of them are already

perfectly developed—others have only begun
to stir the soil above their heads. But in each
and all an inscrutable and irresistible force

is at work, a power so potent that even the

hard-trodden sod is moved aside by a slender

needle-like shaft which the faintest breeze

will bend. A miracle, indeed ! before which
science is mute.
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J^UESBAY, February 20///.—We left

Luxor at half-past five a.m., and ran

aground soon after ten, in consequence of

Tadros, with his usual perversity, having

allowed the incompetent pilot, instead of the

good one, to go on board the tug. The
mistake was quickly rectified, and we reached

Keneh soon after noon without further mis-

hap, and without having caught sight of a

crocodile, as we had rather hoped to do.

Having hired some very wretched donkeys
(all the best having been already secured by
a party of American tourists), we rode into

the town, which is situated between two and
three miles from the banks of the river. It

is a large and important place, with good
bazaars and baths, but is chiefly celebrated

for the fact that it contains a large colony of

dancing girls, who go from here to various

parts of Upper Egypt.
The ride to Denderah in the afternoon

was through a fertile country. The temple
itself is very fine, and its roof being still pre-

served, it is in some respects even more in-

teresting than the other ruins we have al-

ready visited. But the smell of the bats by

[

which it is now inhabited was quite over-

powering. It made me feel sick and faint;

and although there was much to detain us,

we were only too glad to escape into the

outer air as quickly as possible, and to be
able to breathe freely once more.

This temple of Denderah is of much later

date than those at Thebes, having been built

in the time of the Ptolemies in connection
with the worship of Athor or Aphrodite,

and completed by the Emperors Tiberius

and Nero. In consequence, the architec-

ture is not so imposing as that of the

more ancient structures ; but it is still very

beautiful ; and the hieroglyphics and paintings

are remarkably clear and well preserved.

Many of the names of the Roman Emperors,
added at a still more recent date, can be
traced ; and there is said to be an excellent

portrait of Cleopatra and Ptolemy Cnssarion,

her son by Julius Caesar. The whole build-

ing is enclosed by a high brick wall, so that

nothing can be seen of it from the outside.

Wednesday, February 21st.—It is extraor

dinary how this life on the Nile grows upon
one, and how soon it comes to be regarded
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as the most natural style of existence imagin-

able. I had always felt inclined to pity

people whom I have heard of as passing

weeks, or even months, on board a dahabeeah,

and had feared that we should find our little

expedition rather monotonous, especially as

we were so small a party ; but, on the con-

trary, each day has been more enjoyable than

the last, our only regret being that it has

brought us, by twenty-four hoars, nearer to

the time when we must bid adieu to our dear

Gazelle. There is a subtle charm in the

atmosphere of the valley of the Nile, which

cannot be described; a spirit of enchant-

ment, which still

lingers where the

great pulse of the

world throbbed
centuries and cen-

turies ago, when
the mighty builders

of these glorious

ruins were born,

and lived, and died,

and w^ere buried.

We got under

way this morning

at half-past five,

but soon afterwards

ran aground, the

reis (as he always

does when he thinks

there is nobody up
and about to look

after him) having

again sent the in-

ferior pilot on board

the steamer. .1

think he finds my
unexpected appear-

ance on deck at all

sorts ofhours rather

disconcerting ; and
on the present oc-

casion he lost no
time in lowering

ence between deep water and shallow; and
we frequently foresee, several minutes before

the bump comes, that we must inevitably go
aground.

We passed Bellianeh without stopping to

make our intended excursion to Abydos,
which would have involved a wearisome ride

to the edge of the desert. The grand old

temple is similar in many respects to those

we have already seen, its one great peculiarity

being that it is almost, if not quite, the only
Egyptian temple in w'hich there is anything

like an arch. In every other case the roof

rests upon immense blocks of stone, laid on

the boat and recti-

fying his mistake

directly he saw me
emerge from the

cabin. His obsti-

nacy in this matter

is most provoking.

It is not only that

the one man does
not know the river,

but he cannot ap-

parently detect the

superficial differ-
A musliorabir.
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the top of columns and pillars, the doorways
and windows being formed in the same way.

Everything is square-shaped, or rather rect-

angular. Indeed, the total absence of curves

may be said to be the most striking charac-

teristic of ancient Egyptian architecture.

The strong north wind, against which we
were being towed, was somewhat cold ; but

the current helped us briskly along, and we
passed dirty Girgeh, and landed at Ekhmeen
early in the afternoon. The French Consul
kindly lent me a beautiful white donkey, and
ive rode or walked all round this most charac-

teristic of oriental towns. The bazaars, though
large, are not particularly interesting; and
our party excited so much curiosity, and was
the object of such close attention, that we
were glad to make our escape from the crowd
we attracted. The more striking features of

the town are the Coptic ruins and the re-

mains of two large convents. Most of the

inhabitants still profess to be Christians,

though they dp not differ at all in outward
appearance from their Mahomedan brethren.

The mushorabirs, or wooden window-lattices,

are here most beautiful. I have not seen

any so finely carved, even in the oldest part

of Old Cairo. Almost every house has one
or more of these graceful overhanging struc-

tures. Many a harem balcony, dirty and
dusty as they all were, I should have liked

to have transferred bodily to England; though
how it would look in our wet foggy climate,

without the sunshine and blue sky, and with-

out the gay colours and bright eyes that

peeped forth from behind, I scarcely know.
Thursday, February 22nd.—After anchor-

ing for the night off Sohag, we resumed our

voyage between five and six this morning;
and were fortunate enough to reach Assiout

at three o'clock, without having run aground.

The bazaars of Assiout are large and well

stocked ; for here the caravans arrive direct

from the interior, laden with ivory, panther

and leopard skins, horns, ostrich-feathers and
eggs, and all the products of the desert, and
take back in exchange cotton fabrics, Man-
chester goods, and Scotch woollen shawls.

I am sorry to say that even the Bedouins are

beginning to wear the latter, instead of enve-
loping their heads in the hoods of their white

bournouses, or covering them with their bright-

coloured striped kefeeychs. It is a deplorable
exchange of the picturesque and beautiful

tor the commonplace but useful. From the
bazaars we rode to see some curious tombs
hewn out of the rocks among the hills near
Assiout. They contain many interesting

hieroglyphics; but I liked best the view

which they command over the town and the

fields and plains of what Dean Stanley has

called " dazzling green." I can think of no
other expression to convey the idea of the

vivid colourof the wide expanse, which seemed
to shine and shimmer like a mass of emeralds,

as the wind swept refreshingly over and lightly

stirred the blades of grass and corn. There
was nothing to break what under ordinary

circumstances would have been the mono-
tony of the scene, save an occasional glimpse

of the waters of the Nile, with here and
there a white sail gliding over their surface,

or of the roofs of an Arab village and the

tops of a grove of palm-trees. The view

from this spot is said to be the prettiest in

Egypt ; and it is certainly quite unique in

character. Dean Stanley, in describing it,

says that the plain "stretches away for miles

on either side, unbroken save for the mud-
villages which lie here and there in the

midst of the verdure, like the marks of a

soiled foot on a rich carpet." I do not quite

agree with the justice of the last simile, for I

think that the villages rather improve than

mar the general beauty of the prospect.

Friday, February z-^rd.—Tadros knocked
at my door at half-past five this morning, to

inform me that Cook's agent had just arrived

on board, with a telegram containing the un-

pleasant information that it would be utterly

impossible for us to continue our voyage

down the river below Minieh. The Masr, a

large river-steamer, had run ashore three days

ago, completely blocking the channel, and it

seemed doubtful when she would be able to

get off again, even if the whole of her cargo

and coals were removed for the purpose of

lightening her. This was a great disappoint-

ment to us ; and the knowledge that our life

on board the dahabeeah was thus to be
brought to such an unexpectedly sudden

conclusion gave a tinge of sadness to the

day's proceedings.

We got under way again at the usual hour,

and soon left behind us the domes and mi-

narets of Assiout, which looked extremely

picturesque in their green setting of palm-

groves. The light of the slowly fading moon,
and the pale pink blush in the . east, heralding

the swift approach of dawn, threw the most
lovely tints on land and water, as we glided

along on the bosom of the Nile. Not long

afterwards we passed Maabdeh, where are

the celebrated crocodile mummy-pits, con-

taining thousands of the embalmed and well-

preserved bodies of those huge creatures.

Some very richly gilt human mummies have

also been found there, besides several interest-
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Tbe Nile at Assiout.

ing Greek manuscripts. The caverns are

not difficult of access, I believe ; but it was
now very early in the morning, and after

our recent experience of Denderah, we did

not feel much inclined to penetrate into

places that are said to be even still more
infested with bats, and which possess in addi-

tion the unenviable reputation of abounding
with other odours of the most noisome de-

scription.

x\bout three o'clock in the afternoon we
saw the towers of Minieh rising in the dis-

tance ; and an hour later, I cannot say that

-.ve had actually dropped our anchor, but
'.ve were moored hard and fast to the bank,
and our dehghtful cruise was really at an
end. Minieh is an important town, with
many big sugar manufactories, and a vast

palace belonging to the Khedive, which I

believe he occasionally occupies in the sum-
mer-time. We landed and walked • about
through the bazaars, and went to see the

rather picturesque old tomb of a sheykh,

• whence we proceeded to the railway station,

to obtain some particulars about our journey

to-morrow. The station-master, though ex-
' tremely polite, was unable to speak a single

word of any language but his ov/n, and the

interview, having to be conducted through the

medium of Tadros, was somewhat tedious,
' especially as he (the station-master) insisted

on entertaining us with pipes and coffee.

!
ScUiirday, February 2\th.—At what hour

i Tadros would have considered it necessary to

call us, had we been leaving by the eight-

.
o'clock train, I cannot imagine ; for although

;
we were not to start until past mid-day, he

began to rout us out before six, and by eight

I

o'clock he had got nearly everything packed

up, leaving us in a more or less comfortless

condition. In fact, it was only by peremptory

insistance that I succeeded in xetaining ray

dressing-bag, and a few writing materials,

and a book. At eleven o'clock his anxiety
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on our behalf reached its climax, and he

worried and fussed to such an extent that we
were fairly driven off like a flock of sheep,

after a somewhat hurried farewell to the dear

Gazelle and all on board. The whole estab-

lishment came with us, except the old reis,

and the sailors, who expressed great regret at

losing us, and said that they wished the voyage

could have lasted three months instead of

only three weeks. I think the occasional

presents of lamb and other delicacies that

had been given them, had possibly something

to do with
these senti-

ments ; though

I am sure they

were sorry to

lose the chil-

dren, whose in-

terest in their

music and danc-

ing they had
highly appre-
ciated. We
brought away
some of their

quaint musical

instruments
with us, as part-

ing gifts. The
reis of the
steamer, on the

other hand,
looked even
more gloomy
and stately than
usual (he was
a Nubian from
Assouan)

;
pro-

bably because,

on account of

his inefficiency

and obstinacy,

I had declined

to give him any-
thing beyond
his bare pay. On donkeys and on foot

our little procession, the extent of which
was due in great measure to the fact that

every parcel or bag, whatever its size, had
its own porter, and every box or larger

package two (carts being scarce in these
parts), wound its way through the streets

and bazaars of the town to the railway
station, which we reached quite an hour
before the time fixed for the departure of the
train, and where we were again regaled with
coffee by the polite station-master.

Mr. Cook had sent down a large carriage

for us ; the rain of yesterday had cooled

the air, and had laid the dust somewhat ; so

that our journey was not altogether half so

unpleasant as we had anticipated. We
reached Boolak-ed-Dakroor at about half-

past seven and found carriages awaiting us,

and a quick cold drive of little more than

half an hour brought us to our old quarters

at Shepheard's Hotel, where, although we
found many new faces, there still remained

several of our old friends to give us a warm
welcome, and to make the after-dinner ga-

thering in our

little sitting-

room very plea-

sant.

Sunday ^ Fe-

bruary 2^th.—
Waking early, I

heard the wind
howling and the

leaves and twigs

of the trees out-

side tapping
against the win-

dow, on opening
which the scene

that presented

itself reminded
me of a March
day in England.

The dust was
flying in clouds,

and the few na-

tives who were
visible were so

tied up in hand-

kerchiefs and
s h a w Is, that
they looked as

if they feared

that their heads

might part com-
pany with their

bodies. Going
to church was

really a matter of much difficulty, the gale

by that time having increased considerably.

Many were the hats we saw careering wildly

about the streets, Avhile a dense sand-storm

from the desert seemed to envelop the

whole city in a sort of yellow cloud, almost

like a November foa; in London. Later on
the wind subsided and the ram began to

descend in torrents, laying the terrible clouds

of dust, which made it almost impossible to

breathe.

On Tuesday afternoon we called on the

Vice-reine, who received us very pleasantly,

A Bedawy.
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and who appeared to be looking forward

with considerable interest to the ball

which was to be given on the following

Thursday at the Opera House, on belialf

of the European relief-fund, established

for the benefit of the poor of Alexandria.

The apartments of the palace are lofty

and handsome, but the furniture is stiff

and formal-looking, and at the time of

our visit was covered with brown hoUand,
which did not improve its appearance.
The Vice-reine, who is only twenty-five

years old, is good looking, though rather

stout, according to our European ideas of

prettiness.

The following morning we went to

breakfast with the Princess Mansour, the

Khedive's sister, whose house I have
already described. The meal was of a
most elaborate description, consisting of

many courses, and partaking more of

the character of a dinner than of a break-

fast, or rather dejeilner. The dining-room
was luxuriously furnished. In the centre

was a large circular velvet carpet, em-
broidered with gold, on which stood an
octangular table, covered with an em-
broidered velvet cloth, on which the break-

fast-service, including napkins worked
with gold thread, was arranged in the

European fashion, a vacant space being

left in the middle for the silver plateaux

containing the successive courses. As

,^- '

" The Obelisk of Hcliopulis.
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affording some idea of the resources of

Cairene culinary art, it may perhaps be
mentioned that we were offered in the

following order, soup, roast-turkey, calves'-

head stuffed with forcemeat, pilau of rice

and raisins, maccaroni cheese, kabobs of

mutton on skewers, asparagus a Ihuile, pan-
cakes, cream-rice-tart, pastry and jam, milk-

of-almonds in a bowl, with pistachio nuts,

eaten with tortoiseshell spoons, and cheese,

followed by dessert, with ices and little cakes,

and ending with coffee, which was served in

another room. On the table itself were
several varieties of Jiors d'cciivre, such as

anchovies, olives, potted meats, a sort of

bitter white sauce, and clotted cream. Cham-
pagne and other wines were handed round.
The party consisted of eight persons, and
the entire meal was served within forty

minutes—remarkably quick work, consider-

ing the length of the menu. Each guest was
provided with a beautifully embroidered
Turkish towel, and water was brought to us

in large silver basins after dinner to wash
our hands in. During our visit we had a
short conversation with the Princess's hus-

band, at his office in the city, by means of the

telephone.

In the afternoon we drove to Abasseeyeh,
to see the soldiers of the new Egyptian
army being drilled, and thence to the village

of Matareeyeh, near the entrance to which,
at a short distance from the road, is what is

called the "Virgin's Tree," a very old syca-

more, beneath the shade of which the Holv
Family are supposed to have rested after

their flight into Egypt. It has been greatly

hacked and disfigured by pilgrims and relic-

hunters, but is now protected by a fence.

Whatever truth there may be in the legend
attached to it, there can be no doubt of the

great age of the tree, which is still alive,

though gnarled and twisted.

We also visited the ostrich farm near the

same village, and saw in the distance the

far-famed solitary obelisk of Heliopolis, said

to be the oldest in Egypt.
On Thursday, March ist, we embarked at

the Kasr-en-neel, at half-past nine, in one of
Cook's steamers, hired for the occasion, and
proceeded up the Nile to Bedreshayn, our
party including Mr. Laurence Oliphant, Mr.
Mackenzie Wallace, Mr. Stanley Poole, and
Lady Wynford. We arrived at our destina-
tion about noon, and started at once on
donkeys for the Apis Mausoleum, passing on
our way the Step Pyramid—the largest oi' the

elevenstanding on the plain of Sakkarah—
and dismounting at the house of the late

M. Mariette, by whom the discovery of the

site of the Serapeum, or outer temple, which
no longer exists, and the Apis Mausoleum,
was made, more than twenty years ago. The
entrance to the Mausoleum is by a long sub-

terranean passage, on each side of which are

chambers containing the sarcophagi of the

sacred bulls that were buried there, the

average size of a sarcophagus being 13 feet

by 7tV feet, with a height of 11 feet, and the

thickness of the granite of which they are

composed from two to three feet. The
Mausoleum, as discovered by M. Mariette,

consisted of three parts, varying considerably

in age, only the third of which, the largest

and most magnificent, is now shown to

visitors. We afterwards visited the tombs of

Tih and of Ptah-hotep, situated respectively

a short distance to the north and south of

the Mausoleum.
The same evening the grand charity ball,

in aid of the poor of Alexandria, to wliich I

have already referred, took place, and was a

most brilliant success. Everybody of impor-

tance in Cairo, whether native or European,
was present, including the Khedive, who wore
only one decoration, that of Knight Grand
Commander of the Star of India, and who
appeared to take great interest in the pro-

ceedings. The ball was opened by a court

quadrille, in which Prince Osraan, represent-

ing the Khedive, danced with Lady Dufferin

;

Lord Dufferin's partner being Madame de
Martino, wife of the Agent and Consul-

Gerieral for Italy. A Scotch reel, organized

and led by Lady Alison, was one of the most
picturesque and interesting features of the

proceedings. All who took part in it, both

ladies and gentlemen, were dressed in com-
plete Highland costume, the music being

performed by the pipers of the Black Watch,
and the necessary space for the dance being

kept by four stalwart sergeants of the same
regiment. The Khedive watched the reel

with the greatest interest, and personally

congratulated Lady Alison upon the success-

ful manner in which it had been performed.

The theatre was prettily decorated with

crimson and gold cloth, and velvet and quan-

tities of flowers, and was lighted partly by
gas and partly by electricity. All the boxes

on the first tier, except that of the Khedive,

were shut in with embroidered muslin screens,

and were reserved for the ladies of the harem,-

who, themselves unseen, were thus enabled

to witness, without taking an acdve part in,

the festivities. The stage was arranged as a

winter-garden, and was profusely ornamented
with exotic and greenhouse plants, the floor
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being covered with Persian, Syrian, and
Turkish carpets, lent for the occasion. Alto-

gether the ball was a complete success,

which must have been very gratifying to

Lady Dufterin, Avho had taken so kind an

interest in it, and had done so much to

secure so satisfactory a result. I do not

know the exact amount realised, but it was
estimated at the time that it would be possible

to hand over something like ;^ 1,500 to the

Alexandria Rehef Fund Committee.

The following day {Friday, March 2nd)

we witnessed a parade of General Graham's
brigade, consisting of the three Highland
regiments now in Cairo, and the 60th Rifles,

in the square in front of the Abdeen Palace

;

and in the afternoon, after paying and re-

ceiving several farewell visits, we took the

train to Alexandria, where we arrived and em-
barked on board the 6'//«Z'i?t?;;z at eleven o'clock.

The attractions of the yacht, after our long

absence, being so great, we were none of us

in a hurry to start, in the afternoon of the

following day, for the pleasant expedition to

Ramleh, which Colonel John had kindly

planned for us. Captain Fitzroy met us on
shore, and we drove along the usual jolting

Egyptian road to what was once the Khe-
dive's palace at Ramleh, but now serves as

barracks for the 42nd Regiment, the harem
having been converted into a hospital for the

use of the British troops stationed in Alex-

andria, who are not very numerous now.
The General and Colonel John had kindly

lent us some horses, so that we were all

able to ride on reaching Ramleh. Our
first step was to inspect the hospital in

the old harem. I should think that sick

English soldiers have rarely found them-
selves in such good quarters before. The
rooms are large and lofty, and are better

arranged, and not so cold as those at the

Citadel Hospital in Cairo. All the patients,

of whom there were a good many, were more
or less convalescent, and looked bright and
cheerful. The hospital faces the sea, and
enjoys a delightful breeze and a great deal

of sunshine. The patients have ^ nice long

verandah to sit in or walk about on, and long

covered passages in which to take exercise

on wet days.

We had a very pleasant ride round Ramleh,
which I had no idea was so large a place, or

contained so many houses and pretty gar-

dens ; but they are just popped down any-
where in the sand, without any system or

settled plan ; and the absence of roads, by
which to get from one villa to another, is a

conspicuous feature of the place. A single

line of railway is laid right through the middle
of the town, which is about two miles long.

Most of the merchants in Alexandria live

here, and even travel backwards and forwards
to breakfast at mid-day. Trains run every
half-hour in either direction, dropping the

passengers almost at their own doors. Such
a long, straggling, unprotected place, so easy
to loot, I never saw. Situated as it is on
the edge of the desert, I wonder the Bedouins
did not take even greater advantage of the

opportunities for pillage and murder than
was actually the case. As a rule, people
who stayed boldly in their houses lost

nothing, while those who deserted them were
robbed of everything. We saw the spots
where the Guards, 46th, and other regiments
were encamped, and were enabled to under-
stand many of the incidents of the war, of

which we had read at the time with interest,

but also without thorough comprehension.
It was not difficult to perceive, for instance,

how young Du Chair had unconsciously
wandered into the enemy's lines, by following

the Damietta branch of the railway, instead

of keeping straight along the main line, ac-

cording to his instructions. Perhaps it may
not have been quite clearly explained to him
that the Ramleh railroad turns off a litfie to

the left, while that to Damietta slightly in-

clines to the right. We had tea at the 46th
mess in Ramleh palace, and I could not

help thinking of the poor Vice-Reine, and
the questions she had asked me about Ram-
leh, and her horror at the idea of returning

to it. She appeared to consider that she and
her friends might all easily have been taken

off in boats, and thus have been saved thak

terrible drive to Ras-el-tin, which seems to

have been the crowning misery to them all

;

overlooking, however, the important points

that her husband had refused to go on boa^d
the English ships for fear of being accused of

deserting his country, that the surf was break-

ing heavily on the shallow shore, and that

any boats attempting to land would have
been exposed to the fire of the forts, and
would probably have been destroyed.

Sunday, March /\,ih.—It was so delightful

sitting on deck, that we all felt reluctant to

start on our proposed expedition to the Meks
forts, which Captain Fitzroy had kindly

promised to show us. A sense of duty,

however, ultimately prevailed over inclination.

It would have been scarcely safe to go other-

wise than in a large party among the Arabs

and Bedouins, who are still very wild and

turbulent. We drove through the town, past

the Mosque and race-course, and the grand-
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stand, where Lord Napier had distributed

the medals to the i8th Royal Irish regiment,

and then, by the worst and shakiest of shaky

roads, through a few cultivated fields into the

open desert, traversed by a single line of

rails running to the Meks quarries, from

which the stone used in the construction of

the breakwater, forts, and most of the mo-
dern buildings in Alexandria was obtained.

The first fort we visited was originally

constructed to protect Alexandria from the

Bedouins, and to command the causeway
leading away to the desert towards Tripoli.

One of the guns is still lying on its back,

as it capsized when Doctor Russell saw
)t fired at some Arabs on the causeway.

Another was still pointed at one of the three

forts, exactly at the end of the causeway.

Some of the officers who were with us tried

to raise the breach-piece, and an Arab
brought a rammer to assist in the operation

;

but fortunately they desisted on being told

by Captain Fitzroy that the gun was still

loaded. Only a short stretch of desert inter-

venes between this fort and the next, which
was terribly knocked to pieces, and over the

door of which are visible the effects of

what is called the " Parson's Shot," it being
reported that, during the bombardment, a

chaplain on board one of men-of-war ob-

tained permission to lay a gun, and did so

with such good effect that the door of the

fort was blown in. The real fort Meks

—

close to the edge of the sea—was in even
worse condition, the

and magazine having

been penetrated by
shot and shell in

every direction. The
water - tank in the

centre was completely

riddled, and one
could not help think-

ing sadly of the suffer-

ings from thirst that

must have been en-

dured by many of

the poor wounded
soldiers, lying under
the burning rays of the
Egyptian summer's
5un. Thegroundhere
was at one time co-

vered with pointed

Nordenfeldt bullets;

but as the price of

these in Alexandria

rose to ten shillings a-

piece after the war,

sea—was m
walls, roofs, casemate

A Door-ivnockcr.

the Arabs naturally collected all they could

find, and there are therefore none to be seen

now. On the other hand, there are plenty of

large pieces of shell, and of whole shells that

have not exploded, the number of the latter

being somewhat remarkable. One of these was
found after the bombardment on the top of a
magazine containing three hundred and fifty

tons of powder. If that had exploded, it is

said that not one stone of Alexandria would
have been left standing on another. The
magazines of each fort were well stored with

shot and shell of the most modern and ap-

proved kind.

We drove back by a road on the other

side of the railway, scarcely better than the

one by which we arrived, passing many Arabs

with camels, and flocks, and herds, while

here and there, close beside us lay shot and
shell, resting on the sand, as evidence of the

former strife.

Mojiday, March ^th.—At eleven o'clock

we went on board the Maliroussa, the Khe-
dive's yacht, which I had often seen before.

The Captain, Hassam Bey, pohtely sent his

second in command round with us, and
offered us the usual coffee, cigarettes, and
sherbert, besides ordering the band of forty

performers to play for our edification. It

must be fearfully expensive to keep up this

yacht for so little purpose, and to maintain

on board a crew of 350 men, and I do not

know how many ofticers.

Notwithstanding the regret that we all felt

at having to break up our pleasant little party

of the last few days,

and the fact that all our

boxes were packed,

ai d that it was really

. to be our last night on
board the yacht for

some months to come,
we contrived to spend
a very cheery evening,

though sad thoughts

would obtrude them-

selves at intervals.

The next morning
(Tuesday, March 6th),

we embarked on
board the Message-
ries steamer Said,

and after a somewhat
rough passage, arrived

on the following Mon-
day at Marseilles,

and thence pro-

ceeded overland to

London.



SUNDAY READINGS.
^or ttuh Sorb's ^jtg.

By the editor.

July 6th.

Read Psalm v. and John vii. 53—viii. 12.

nPHERE are speculative difficulties regard-
-*- ing prayer which would require volumes

for their adequate treatment. It is best,

therefore, not to state them at length in a

brief paper which is intended for practical

help to those who believe in prayer. It

may, however, be said, in passing, that the

objections to prayer are of a kind which, if

granted, only lead to still greater difficulties.

Indeed there are few questions in natural or

revealed religion which, if pushed to their

ultimate conclusions, do not encounter some
contradiction arising from an opposite line of

reasoning. Thus the freedom of the will

seems opposed to the sovereignty of God
;

the existence of evil appears to contradict

His omnipotence and goodness ; and the

promises connected with prayer, in like

manner, apparently run counter to the concep-
tion of Him who knows all our wants Avith-

out our telling them, and of that fixed order

of the universe which cannot be affected by
our supplications. But these seeming con-

tradictions probably arise from our ignorance
of the meeting-point, where they are har-

monized in a higher unity. Standing on one
side of the circumference we imagine that the

radius we perceive going in a certain direction

must be opposed by that which comes from
the other side. But our mistake arises from
failure to see the great centre where they are

all combined, and that through that combina-
tion of apparent opposites the vast circle of
the universe is rendered harmonious and
strong. With our present partial knowledge,
what are we that we dare assert that either

truth must be false because we cannot unite

them in our petty reasoning? We know
that we have freedom of choice, and we know
that the Lord bringeth the counsel of His
will to pass. We know that He understands
all our wants before there is a word upon
our tongue, and governs the universe by law
and not by caprice ; and we also know that
" He is the hearer and answerer of prayer."

Let us, then, leave alone the questions we
cannot, with our present light, fully answer,
and take the attitude of children towards
our Heavenly Father, believing at once in

His knowledge, love, and power, and that

He makes many of His highest blessings
dependent on our asking them from Him.
To the believer in Christ the best answer

to all such doubts is the example and teach-
ing of the Master. There is not much told
us in the Gospels of what we might term the
private life of Christ and of those habits
which were strictly personal. But His habit
of prayer is an exception. We have repeated
allusions to this, and to the many seasons
He spent alone with the Father. It was
"while He was praying" that the Holy Ghost
descended at His baptism, and His last word
on the cross was a prayer. In the midst of the
busiest hours of ministerial activity He used
continually to retire to some quiet mountain
or to the solitude of the desert for the refresh-

ment of prayer. " He went into a solitary

place and there prayed ;
" " He departed

into a mountain to pray;" ** as He was alone
praying," are the notices which ever and
anon occur in the narrative. We read of

how He used thus to spend sometimes the

whole night on the quiet summit of Olivet.

And what temple could compare with that still

oratory ! It was once our privilege to pass a
night there alone beneath the stars, and we
can never forget the impression we then re-

ceived. The paschal moon floated through

the passing clouds, as it had done on that

other paschal week when Christ suffered,

and when He had sought such a solitude as

this to be alone with God. As light after

light went out in the Holy City which lay

beneath us, and all the sounds of busy life

became still, we could, without effort, ima-

gine the time when He had knelt there, and
gazed down on all those scenes which were

so soon to be identified with His passion

—

Gethsemane, the house of Pilate, and Calvary

—and where He " oft'ered up prayers and
supplications with strong- crying and tears."

The intervening centuries seemed for the

moment obliterated, and in the changeless

quiet of earth and sky we almost beheld

Him there, our great High Priest, kneeHng

in that Holy of Holies beneath the open

heaven. We could also realise the beauty

of the connection, when beholding the

grandeur of the dawn as it flushed from the

east and poured its splendour on the grey

walls of Jerusalem, we read how, after the

night of prayer on Olivet, Christ entered the
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Temple, and as the glory of the morning

flashed on the marble pavements and gilded

rafters, He said, " I am the light of the

world ; he that follovveth me shall not walk

in darkness, but have the light of life." The
communion with God on the Mount, and

this Light of God in the crowded Temple,

were at one. It was the harmony of the

peace of prayer with the purity and power of

active life.

There never was a time when the influence of

solitude and of private prayer was more needed
than in this busy age, when " every hour must
sweat its sixty minutes to the death," and when
the noises of earth are so sure to absorb us,

except we study to be ever and anon alone

with God. In one sense, " to labour is to

pray," for all work done unto God is worship.

But such work is possible only when the

motives are kept pure and fresh through

the realisation of the divine Presence. If

the stream of activity is to be preserved

deep and constant it must be fed from the

still lake of meditative devotion far removed
from the din of worldly traffic, and holding in

its surface the reflection of the wide heaven,

whose glory it calms itself to contemplate.

July 13TH.

Read Psalm cxvi. and i Peter iii. i— 16.

Prayer is the most sublime act in which
any creature can be engaged, for he who prays

truly, speaks to God. Any one who may
have lifted his heart during this Lord's day
in supplication can say, " I have this day
been speaking to Almighty God." No sub-

ject, therefore, can be more useful than to

consider how we may be taught to pray, and
there are few things which ought to startle us

more than the emptiness and aimlessness of

a terribly large proportion of our prayers,

St, Peter gives a suggestive warning when
he alludes to causes which may hinder prayer.
" That your prayers," he says " be not hin-

dered," or " cut off," like an arrow which
does not reach the mark. Many people, in-

deed, pray without expecting any other result

than this ineffectual aimlessness. They re-

peat prayers as "a religious duty," which
takes end with its performance, and without
ever thinking of any answer being possible.

And yet how strange is such an attitude when
we recall the greatness of the promises at-

tached to true prayer, or the spirit in which
the saints of God, the psalmists and apostles,

offered their prayers ! Our prayers are, in-

deed, " cut off," as St. Peter says, from their

true issue and purpose; and we may well

ask whether this does not arise from "hin-

drances" created by ourselves.

I. The hindrance may lie in the spirit in

which our prayers are offered. That we
should never think of any answer being given

to our prayers reveals at the outset both in-

sincerity and unbelief. Our Lord says, " All

things whatsoever ye ask in prayer, believing,

ye shall receive." And St, John writes :
" If

we know that He hear us," z.<:. if we are

realising how God is listening to us and ready

to answer us, " we know that we have the

petitions we desired of Him." The book of

Psalms, which is a book of prayers, shows us

the attitude of mind in which its writers

uttered their supplications—" I wait for God ;

my soul doth wait; my hope is in His word."
" In the morning will I direct my prayer

unto Thee and will look up !
" And so we

find that they had constantly to record

how He " had heard their voice and their

supplication." These men were in earnest,

and so their prayers were real prayers. But
when there is the dead-weight of unbelief we
cannot expect an answer. The man who
brought his demoniac child to Christ with

doubt lurking in his appeal received a rebuke.
" Lord, if thou can'st, have mercy on us and
heal my son." " Can'st thou believe ? " was

the reply of Christ. As if He said, " The
difficulty is not in me but in your own heart,"

The spirit in which he came thus hindered

the prayer.

But not only do. we often pray without

expecting an answer, but, what is worse, we
often pray without even wishing it. How
often do people beseech God for the coming
of His kingdom in power whether in their

own hearts or in the world, when such

a change is the very, last thing they really

desire ! If men firmly believed in prayer

being answered, how differently, perhaps how
seldom, would they pray !

2. Again, our prayers may hinder them-

selves, by being for things which it is impos-

sible for God to grant. Thus, to ask for the

joy of God without seeking the God-like

character, or for the rest and peace of Christ

without the grace to take up His yoke and to

learn His spirit ; or for the sense of assurance

without self-surrender to the will and love of

God, is to beg for things which are not

agreeable to His will. For as it is not the

will of God that a man should enjoy a

sense of health while he insists on keeping

disease, so it is impossible for God to give

the sweet experience of a pure conscience or

the unutterable joy of a heart filled with His
love to any except those who are willing to
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be delivered from the evil of their ungodli-

ness and to be led into sympathy with His

own righteous and holy ways.

3. There may also be hindrances to prayer

arising from the character of our daily lives.

It was in relation to this kind of hindrance

that St. Peter was writing when he spoke of

prayer being " cut off." He therefore directs

our attention to the sphere of common duty

as presenting the chief difficulty to our re-

ceiving answers to prayer. And how true is

this ! We may in our better moments ask

sincerely certain good things in prayer, but

if, when we go back to our daily life, we make
no attempt to realise what we have sought,

but allow the evil conversation, or irritable

temper, or selfish greed, or silly vanity to

assert their dominion without a check; if

there is no secret cry to God for help or any

efifort made to keep near Him in spirit, then

we render our prayers so far ineffectual.

" If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord
will not hear me." *' Whatsoever we ask we
receive of Him because we keep His com-
mandments and do those things that are

pleasing in His sight !
" " Why call ye me

Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I

say ? " We must make it possible for God
to bless us. We can never abide in the light

and peace of Christ without sharing His un-

faltering obedience to the will of the Father.

July 2oth.

Read Daniel ix. i—23 and Luke xi. i—13.

Among the many precepts and encourage-

ments to prayer given by our Lord, He
teaches us more than once the necessity for

perseverance, confidence, and watchfulness.

(i.) In the parable of the friend at mid-

night seeking the loaves, and whose request

was granted not because he was a friend but

for his importunity ; and in that other of the

unjust judge who took up the cause of the

poor widow, lest by her continual coming she

should weary him. He puts in the strongest

light the certainty with which God will hear our

prayers if we are earnest. It is an argument
from the lower to the higher. If importunity

could gain so much from a man with whom
friendship reckoned as nothing, or with a

judge who was unjust and selfish, how much
more will our loving Father hear the suppli-

cations of His children? The importunity
is further illustrated by Him when He
describes it as " asking," " seeking,"

"knocking"— each word suggesting in-

creased anxiety and insistance in prayer.

And this importunity is but another term

for earnestness. They who seek God with
the intensity in which the helpless widow
implored the judge to assist her, mean what
they say, and with their whole hearts long
for an answer Their prayers cannot be
formal. And this is in marked contrast to

the manner in which we often make our re-

quests. So little are we in earnest that we
perhaps never give a thought afterwards to

what we have been saying with our lips, and
might be puzzled were He to question us,
" What wouldest thou that I should do to

thee?" If any beggar were to ask alms from
us in a similarly careless spirit, repeating

words of entreaty, but never waiting for any
reply to his petition, we would at once regard
him as an impostor.

(2.) Our Lord also teaches us confidence
in prayer, and that very beautifully, when He
says, " If a son shall ask bread of any of you
that is a father, will he give him a stone ? or

if he ask a fish, will he for a fish give him a
scorpion ? If ye, then, being evil know how
to give good gifts unto your children : how
much more shall your heavenly Father give

the Holy Spirit to them that ask Him ? " By
thus appealing to the parental instinct which
is in man He would make us realise the

certainty of the care of God. He rebukes

our doubt by the question " Do you think

God worse than yourselves ? " And the

confidence which believes in our Heavenly
Father being thus ready to bless us must

also lead to confidence in His knowing
best what are " the good things " which

we require. There may be the greatest

fatherly love in withholding from us what we
ask in ignorance. Just as an earthly parent,

because of his love, would not grant the

request of the child who asked for a stone in-

stead of bread, or for a serpent instead of

fish, so God, who understands our necessities

as we cannot understand them, may be giving

the truest answer to our prayers when He
refuses that which we ask in word. He may
be granting us what our hearts really require,

though the form of the answer, for a time,

runs counter to our expectations. It was

thus that Christ answered the prayer of her

who said, " Grant that these my two sons

may sit the one on Thy right hand and the

other on the left in Thy kingdom." The
prayer was in its form ignorant and foolish.

But in its spirit, it was the expression of

her earnest desire that her sons should be

near Christ and share His glory. And that

deeper desire He answered, though in a form

widely different from her expectations. " Ye
know not what ye ask. Are ye able to drink
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of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be

baptized with the baptism that I am baptized

with ? " Through the discipline of suffering

and the education of their spirits they would
be made partakers of the true glory of Christ,

and be brought really near Him by fellow-

ship with His experiences. This was an
infinitely higher end that what she had
dreamed of when she spoke of thrones and
a kingdom. Afterwards she and her sons

would understand it all, and could thank
Him that it was in His way not theirs, in

the spirit of the prayer and not in the letter,

that He granted the request once made in

ignorance.

July 27TH.

Read Psalm xci. and St. Matt. xxvi. 30—46.

Besides earnestness and confidence in

prayer, our Lord frequently enforces the ne-

cessity of watchfulness ; and He never did so

with greater impressiveness than when He
rose from Gethesemane and reproved the

disciples, who, overcome by the weakness of
the flesh, had fallen asleep at the very time

when He needed most their sympathy. We
can understand somewhat of the reason for

His wish that they should have watched with

Him in His agony. There are some sorrows
which we cannot share with others, and which
must be borne by ourselves alone, yet we
know that there is unspeakable comfort in

having near us even then those who love us,

and who, if they can do no more, can, at least,

watch with us. That Christ intensely craved
for the sympathetic presence of His disciples

is seen in the manner in which He went
thrice to them. And how tender, and yet
how faithful, was Christ's remonstrance with
them when they failed in duty !

" Watch and
pray that ye enter not into temptation; the

spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak."
It is often said that our Lord in His great

pity had framed an excuse for His disciples

when He blamed the weakness of the flesh.

Nay, that " the flesh is weak " is sometimes
pled as an apology for worse faults than
carelessness in prayer. But the weakness
of the flesh is really not offered as an excuse
by Christ. He does not say, " Because the
flesh is weak I cannot blame you," but He
teaches them that as a willing spirit is in-

sufficient and the flesh weak they ought to

have watched and prayed. So far from
palliating the fault. He shows its source in

the weakness of the flesh, and the remedy in

earnestness, watchfulness, and prayer.
And there is something particularly tender

as well as just in this. He would have utterly

crushed the disciples if He had blamed them
for want of love or loyalty. But He does full

justice to their willingness, while He with
perfect truthfulness corrects their fault.

Now this teaching is full of practical im-
portance to us in many situations, when it is

well for us to recognise the true source of

our weakness and the remedy for it, lest we
do injustice to ourselves, become discouraged,

and so fail to obtain the victory over our faults.

1. In reading God's word or in private

prayer we may often be shocked that even
when we are most willing in spirit and anxious

to get good, we discover our hearts filled in a

minute or two with other interests and our
thoughts scattered to the ends of the earth.

Sometimes we are startled in the midst of

our prayers by the humbling sense of frivolity

and wandering of mind. The willing spirit

has for that hour failed us ; and it is strange

if we are not tempted to blame other than

the true cause for such failure. We may,
perhaps, say that "there is no use in us trying

to pray or to be religious," and fancy ourselves

thereby excused. Or we may even go farther

and imagine that there is some mysterious

barrier between us and our God ; that we
would be His children, but that He will not

have us.

2. Again there are seasons of affliction

when the spirit is indeed willing but the flesh

weak, and when, in spite of ourselves, natural

affection turns us ever away from meek sub-

mission to the will of God into irrepressible

longings for the lost. We feel as rebels

rather than children. It is well if at such

times we recognised the true source of the

trial in the weakness of the flesh.

3. Still further—there are those who from
constitutional temperament or bodily illness

are much more liable than others to certain

temptations. One has a tendency to de-

spondency, which no reasoning can prevent :

another is nervous and irritable, and thereby

betrayed into inconsistencies which mar all

peace : another is impulsive and full of

instability. There are also trials to which

old age is peculiarly open, and the increasing

weakness of memory, the incapacity for fixed

attention, and the failure of the powers often

lead to great unhappiness and discourage-

ment. The spirit may be willing but the

flesh is weak. Such persons ought clearly

to recognise the true source of their difficul-

ties as being physical not spiritual, and
ought the more earnestly to lay to heart our

Lord's exhortation, " Watch and pray lest ye

fall into temptation."

A very little carefulness would in all
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probability have prevented the disciples

from falling asleep when Christ asked them

to watch. Even so slight a matter as a change

of position might have been enough. And
it is marvellous how many of the evils I have

alluded to as having their origin in the weak-

ness of the flesh, may be avoided by the

exercise of similar care regarding practical

details.

We complain, for example, of wandering

of thought in prayer. And yet how much
might be accomplished by watchfulness in

regard to such matters as taking the hour for

prayer when we are freshest : by studied

reverence and attention when we approach

Him; by using every means to preserve

fixedness of thought, such as that of re-

peating audibly the words we use, or em-

ploying the aid of forms of prayer. What
an example of effort is given us by Christ

Himself! "Being in an agony. He prayed

the more earnestly." That flesh was surely

" weak " whose sweat was as great drops of

blood. And yet there was no yielding, but

the closer wrestling, until He arose in the

calm of victory. The precise thing He thus

prayed for was not indeed granted even to

Him. " The cup " did not "pass from Him."

But He received the grander gift of impreg-

nable peace in the drinking of it. And so,

too, when we feel the difiiculties of prayer,

let us pray the more earnestly—" Watching "

while we pray. " In everything, by prayer and
supplication, with thanksgiving, let us make
our requests known unto God ;

" and then,

whether we get the very things we ask or

not, we have this promise, " The peace of

God, which passeth all understanding, will

keep your hearts and minds through Christ

Jesus."

A similar watchfulness over natural tem-
perament—by avoiding those scenes and
circumstances which tend to excite us ;

by guarding against any overtaxing of the

mental and physical powers ; and by atten-

tion to bodily health—would prevent many a

spiritual failure.- I am certain that not a
few sad pages in what are called religious

biographies would never have been written,

and that many a bitter and discouraging

experience in the lives of sincere Christians

would never occur, if there had been only a

wiser recognition of the weak flesh and greater

common-sense displayed in attending to such

common details as we have alluded to. We
must "watch" therefore in other matters as

well as prayer, if we hope to gain real vic-

tories over self and sin.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CilAPTER XXII.—SHIFTING THE SCENES.

TRIS had gone to the Rectory, where
-*- she had sometimes taken refuge before

when made to understand that her pre-

sence was not desired, in some specially

troubled state of the Lambford atmosphere.

She was always welcome, without a word

asked, at the Rectory. It was a crowded,

well-worn house, where even necessary ex-

penses had to be pared down ; but a place

for her had never been wanting. The Rector

did consider her a pet lamb of his flock,

though he was occasionally a nttle theatrical

in implying the relation between them. There

was no insincerity in his staginess. He was

only somewhat flourishing and flowery in

speech and action, by nature, which caused

him to be one of the most popular preachers

within a considerable area. Lucy was quite

proud of his eloquence. It had a different

effect on Ludovic, who could not escape the

suspicion that his father was apt to be gran-

diloquent, and that his pathos savoured now
and then of bathos. He knit his brows

sometimes—a strange exertion for King Lud

when he was at home—and wished the

governor could be curter and simpler in his

speech. The Rector's loquacity helped to

seal his son's lips—at the same time the

young fellow knew his father too well not to

be sensible, to his own great comfort, that his

senior was single-minded and whole-hearted

in all the rhetoric he indulged in. Harassed

little Mrs. Acton, born an anxious woman,,

and married on a small income, with a large

family over which to spread the scanty

supply, had no time, as she frequently said

half-plaintively, half-peevishly, for speechify-

ing ; but she still honoured and admired her

husband for doing both what she could and

could not do, and kept a corner in her

crowded heart and mind for one who had

grown up like a child of the family. This

fact was not seriously impaired by the cir-

cumstance that Mrs. Acton—always under
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the necessity of looking at the pounds, shil-

lings, and pence side of the question—had

permitted certain worldly considerations to

come in, where her regard for this outlying

child of hers was concerned. Iris might

prove a boon to her adopted brothers and

sisters. Her antecedents were not all that

could be desired. Lord and Lady Fermor

had been a trial and care to the Rector

throughout his incumbency ; but they were a

peer and peeress all the same, and Miss

Compton, their granddaughter, would inherit

a considerable fortune. No doubt she would
marry suitably, whether her heart might or

might not incline eventually to a distinguished

naval officer, with whom she had been on

intimate terms from childhood. Her early

and constant association with the family of

a clergyman, and a clergyman so much
respected and admired as Mr. Acton was,

afforded ample assurance that she had
escaped any injury from having been brought

up by her poor old grandmother and grand-

father. It was not possible that Iris Comp-
ton could ever forget what she had owed to

the Actons, or lose sight of the boys and girls

of the Rectory, in after life.

Ludovic was thankful to get another and
more disengaged lady to play his accompani-

ments. Lucy hailed gladly the advent of her

friend, and could count on her sincere opinion

with regard to the progress of the choir, and
her interest and help in all the work of the

parish which could fall to a clergywoman,

in the little rubs with the curates, and in the

Acton children's lessons.

Iris, whose life was in the shade, would
have sunned herself, as she had done for-

merly, in the light of such a welcome. Her
spirits would have risen. She would have

become the life of the Rectory while her

visit lasted. But she had received a shock,

and the news travelling fast had already

reached the Rectory, and was disturbing it

too, in a milder degree. There would have

been some doubt and delicacy in discussing

the topic of the hour before Iris Compton, it

Lucy had not felt h-erself bound to come
forward before her friend's arrival, and ex-

plain that Sir William's deplorable marriage
could be nothing to Iris, nothing in the
world. Lucy just kept within the bounds of

confidence in solemnly assuring her listeners,

that she knew for certain that Iris would
never have listened to Sir William Thwaite,
whom, no doubt, Lady Fermor had favoured,
thougli there had not been such a person
as Honor Smith, or though she had never
crossed the gentleman's path and he had stood

firm, instead of tumbhng headlong from the

eminence to which he had been raised.

Thus Iris heard the general sentiment ex-

pressed, with no more reservation than was
likely to be used in any of the country houses
round. Everybody was holding up his or

her hands for the moment, and crying, with

Lady Thwaite, that m'esalliajices were in the

blood—as if family traits, like the best-regu-

lated comets, were bound to return at stated

intervals. The regret was general that the

fellow had ever been taken up in the fashion

he had been, though coming events neither

did nor could cast their shadows before.

Mrs. Acton lamented the loss of White-

hills from a visiting list, which was inevitably

short, for girls who could not go much from

home, and yet ought to see a little society.

She did not even think she could call there

with her subscription-book, if the new Lady
Thwaite proved the dreadful woman she was
represented to be.

The Rector declared it was a highly un-

suitable marriage, which did not recommend
itself to him in any light. He had trusted

that Sir William Thwaite was assuming his

ancestral responsibilities, and preparing to

discharge the obligations of his rank and
position in a manner becoming his—well, he

could not say his birth and education, but

he might put it—with some regard to the

influence of his wealth and rank in the

county. Instead, there was this utterly un-

becoming, rash, ill-omened step, which was

calculated to bring contempt on his order,

and at the same time to heighten, rather than

to decrease, class antagonism.
" I am rather sorry for the poor beggar," said

King Lud standing up for the assailed man

;

"though I do not believe he has any soul for

music. You remember I could not agree

with you on his waltzing, Miss Compton?
Possibly the coming Lady Thwaite has never

seen him waltz. I consider the loss is mutual

—indeed, rather the greater on her side. She
seems to be game all through—a splendid

wife for the last of the great travellers, or the

settler on the remotest verge of civilisation

—

she will be more lost at Whitehills than he

can be, though he should fall back into her

set."

"Don't talk nonsense, my dear boy," in-

sisted Lucy. " He must be a horrible man
to have known anything better, and then to

select a wild woman, a heathen, for his wife.

I don't suppose she was ever so much as

taught her church catechism. I know both

papa and Mr. Venables were refused ad-

mittance to the cottage at Hawley Scrub

—
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at least the}' could never find anybody at

home when they called; could you, papa?"

When Lucy was alone with her friend,

then Lucy caught Iris's hands. '•' It seems

almost wrong to congratulate you on the

dreadful folly of another person ; but oh, I

do, my dear ; I do wish you joy of such a

wonderful escape. I know you never looked

at him or thought of him for a second in such

a light. Who has such good reason to know
that as I ? Iris, it is like a special interpo-

sition of Providence on your behalf."

Iris drew back with a little shiver, and

grew very pale. What if it had been no

special Providence, but simply her doing?

His words were ringing in her ears—that she

had sent him away from her with seven devils,

instead of one, to bear him company.
Lucy entirely misinterpreted Iris's emotion.

" It is hard for you at present, my love, for

we all know Lady Fermor is rather a difficult

person to deal with ; but though old people

do not like to be thwarted in what they have

set their hearts upon, they soon forget, and
she will speedily recognise that you have

been very fortunate, and will be thankful for

it in her own way."
" It is not that," said Iris, twisting and un-

twisting her slim fingers ;
" it is not grand-

mamma, though of course I am very sorry for

having vexed her. But what if I drove him
to it ? It seems a very vain thing for me to

say," added Iris, blushing deeply, "but I

believe he cared for me a great deal more
than I deserve. He was terribly put out in

the hay-field."

" You could not help that, Iris," said Lucy
promptly.

" No, but all of 3'ou, except perhaps your

brother, speak of her as if she were some
shameful creature whom you can hardly bring

yourselves to mention. And I am afraid,"

continued Iris, with her eyes growing moist

and her lips quivering, " when I first heard the

story I did the same. I thought I was doubly
disgraced by being brought into association

with such a woman as Honor Smith. She
was only a little less despicable than he was,

because she did not know any better, and it

did not appear to signify what became of

her."

" No, not that exactly," denied Lucy.
*' I had forgotten the forlorn child, the warm-

hearted girl who used to bring me from her

wanderings in the woods and the downs, any-

thing she thought I might like, and was so

pleased to have it to give to me," said Iris

piteously. " Indeed, Lucy, though she has
the misfortune not to be taught or con-

firmed—though she has not availed her-

self of the privilege of coming to church
—though she is wild, she is not bad,

apart from such lawlessness as her father and
brothers may have taught her. Now what
v/ill become of her—of them both ? Every-

body will turn against them. She will be
separated from the few friends of her own she

has ever had, and if even he does not care

for her, and they are both miserable, I

am to blame for it all," cried Iris, with her

hazel eyes opening wide and her lips falling

apart in the extremity of her distress.
'' My dear child, you are a great deal too

tender-hearted and scrupulous," Lucy told

her decidedly. " It is no business of yours
;

you ought only to be thankful for your own
escape."

" But I was never in any danger," persisted

Iris, " and I am only one rescued to two
ruined."

" Such a one to such a pair !" Lucy ex-

claimed indignantly.

Iris's next words sounded as if they were
in answer to the scornful objection, though
she had neither heard nor heeded it. " There
is something fine in him. He is not mercenary.

He has stood by his promise to his friend to

drink nothing save water ; and she—she is

not wholly bad. Oh ! far from that, when
one thinks how she has been brought up.

She might have had the making of a grand

woman in her. And who made any of us to

differ, Lucy, that we should condemn instead

of being sorry for them ?
"

" But they are not sorry for themselves,

and it is their look out," protested Lucy with

good-humour&d impatience. '" Leave them

to take care of themselves and of each other.

If there be any good in them—I confess it is

not very conspicuous to me—there is no

reason why it should not come out. My
dear, forgive me for laughing and scolding

you a little, but I am so happy on your

account. Lud talked some nonsense about

her being a splendid wife for a traveller or

settler, but that is because men thmk it

necessary to praise courage and daring

wherever they meet them—even King Lud
falls into the affectation—while they don't

hesitate to prefer timidity and humility in

any woman with whom they themselves have

to do. Who prevented Honor Smith from

being taught and confirmed, and from com-

ing to church? I am certain she had every

opportunity, but she chose to be a heathen.

I dare say she will continue so after she is

Lady Thwaite—a fine example for her

household ! I don't know whether even the
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Bishop, dear old soul, could confirm her

privately. Iris, how can you call her good ?
"

" Everybody who is confirmed and comes to

church is not good," Iris defended herself.

" Certainly not, but at least they put

themselves in the way of becoming better.

The last time I heard you speak of Sir

William, when I was over at Lambford, you
never hinted at reserves of nobility and
virtue in his character. Nobility and virtue

in a man who, after the company he has kept

for the last five or six months, sinks himself

and destroys his usefulness for the rest of his

days by marrying the daughter of his under-

keeper—a girl like Honor Smith ! Don't
preach the reverse to me. The man must
always have had low tastes, which is not at

all to be wondered at, and he had never got

quit of them—you may spare yourself your
self-reproaches. Iris, I am surprised that

you can find any pity to waste upon him.

Take my advice and don't do it, dear ; be
wiser and harder-hearted, lest people, who do
not know you, take it upon them to say you
cared a little for him, and are disappointed

by his horrid conduct."
" I don't think you quite understand, Lucy,"

said Iris, in a low, slightly hurt tone. She
was not in a mood to mind what people

said of her, but it pained her to find that her

friend could not sympathise with her in her

tenderest feelings. " It is not that I think he

need have cared much or that I aiu any great

loss."

" My darling, don't say that—I never
thought so," Lucy interrupted her affection-

ately. " The loss of every hope of you might
well be the greatest earthly loss, all but

enough for a man to break his heart about.

For you know papa does not consider—and I

agree with him, that a Christian ought to break
his heart, quite, about any merely earthly

good. But then this man has shamed him-

self and shown that he was a world inferior

to you, not capable of valuing you. I know
you are not vain, the last girl in the world to

be vain, but I think you exaggerate uncon-
sciously here."

On the following day there was some
calming down, except in one gentle heart and
sensitive conscience, of the excitement over
the great event of the week, which as far

transcended the long-talked-of cotillon ball,

or the Whitehills hay-making, as a murder
surpasses in grim interest a cricket-match or a
flower-show. Lucy and Iris strolled together
to a nook which they were pleased to call their

own, in the overgrown Rectory shrubberies.

Iris was trying to enjoy, as she had been

wont to do, a piece of work and a book with

Lucy, feeling all the more bound to be happy,
because hard-working Lucy was making an
hour and a half's leisure, on purpose to spend
it in congenial pursuits with her friend. If

only Iris could have got rid, on the first of the

golden autumnal days, of that doleful burden
of two lives wrecked inadvertently by her

means. Lucy might tell her it was conceited

to think so, but Iris could not cast off the

im.pression. Poor Sir William ! Poor Honor !

Looking at their marriage in every light, Iris

could not believe that there was any chance
of its turning out well.

While the girls sat and worked and read,

with the undercurrent of troubled dreaming on
one side, Lady Thwaite, the coming dowager,

had called at the Rectory. It was a P. P. C.

call. She wished to see the girls., and pre-

ferred going out to them, to having them sent

for to come in to her. Mrs. Acton accom-
panied her, and the group stood for a few

minutes, talkmg idle nothings among the

box and laurel-bushes.

Then there was a summons for I\Irs. Acton
to return to the house, and she made a sign

to Lucy to accompany her. " Lady Thwaite
has something to say to Iris, and we had
better leave them to themselves," the little

woman said somewliat fussily to her daughter,

when they were a few paces off.

Lady Thwaite suddenly stopped the well-

bred nothings. " Do you know what I am
going to do, Iris ?" she inquired directly.

" No," said Iris, a little bewildered and
alarmed. " I thought there was nothing that

could be done. What can you do?"
"For him— nothing, but for myself, I

hope, a good deal," answered the lady

hastily. " I am starting to-morrow morn-
ing for Switzerland, where I shall pass the

rest of the summer. In the autumn I shall

either go to Italy or return as far as Paris,

and spend the winter there."

"You have planned the trip since I saw
you," remarked Iris awkwardly, not knowing
very well what to say.

" Of course. Should you have liked to

have gone with me ? But you would have
been dreadfully hurried in your preparations.

Besides, there would have been no use in

proposing it, for I am convinced Lady Fermor
would never have given her consent. She has

quarrelled with the whole world, including

myself, on account of Sir William's insane

behaviour. We are all aHke in her black

books, as if we would not—some of us at

least—have done our very best to prevent

the catastrophe."
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All the time Lady Thwaite was speaking

slie was thinking to herself, " It is the nice

thing to say to Iris Compton, and I might

have been glad of her company in a way.

Her French has not got the time to rust that

mine has had. But she has shown herself

an unpractical girl. Above all, I might meet
people who would know her name, and have

heard of the Fermors. There might be

revivals of scandal and unpleasant reminis-

cences. I have done my duty all my life, why
am I to pay the penalty of other people's

iniquities ? She has been a fool for herself and

others, and done a great deal of mischief all

round, with her child's face and her goodness.

I am not sure that she is not such an idiot as

to repent, and, what is still worse, to show
her repentance when it is too late, for she

looks dreadfully distressed, and is changing

colour every minute."

But Iris had some spirit left. " Thank
3'ou, Lady Thwaite, I should not like to go

iVom home just now, even though grand-

mamma wished it. It would seem as if I

were running away, either from something I

had done, or from something that was going

to happen," she finished a little vaguely, but

she held up her head, and there was a fine

colour in her cheeks while she spoke.
" You are perfectly right. I am glad that

you see it in that light," said Lady Thwaite
approvingly. " The little gossip which mixes

your name with the affair will soon die out.

I wish the misfortune might end there."

" But is it not possible for everybody to

live it down," said Iris bravely. " Must you

go, Lady Thwaite ?
"

"Yes, indeed. I have had a long trip to

the Continent in my mind ever since Sir

John's death. I was only once abroad, and
that was for my honeymoon. But Sir John
caught cold the second week, and was not

able for sight-seeing, and could not be in-

duced to believe that he would be comfort-

able or could get well till he was at White-

hills again. Oh, yes, I intended to go, but

I did not imagine that I should be driven off

in this fashion ! How I wish that I had
started at once for a change, and moved on
as I felt inclined."

" But could you not help them," inter-

posed Iris anxiously, " Sir William and his

wife ? they will have nobody to stand by them.

You are connected with him
;
you have in-

fluence in society."

" Iris Compton, have you lost your

senses ? what can you mean ? " protested

Lady Thwaite indignantly. "It is bad
enough to think of such a woman in my

place. It is forcing me away from my home
and my friends, but for you to suggest that I

should countenance her!"
" I don't know why you all cry out so

against her," burst from Iris. " It is not fair,

and it is merciless. If she is wild she is not
faster in her rank than Lord Eastbury's
family have gloried in being in theirs. Maudie
and Nanny Hollis have done as many things

to make people state, without a particle of
the excuse that Honor Smith could plead.

You have countenanced Sir William, yet one
would have thought that harder to do."

" It was hard," said Lady Thwaite rue-

fully, " to acknowledge a rude lout in my
husband's and boy's place, and to defer

to him. But I did it ; nobody could say I

failed. Oh, Iris, if you had played your
part, how much harm and sorrow would have
been spared !

"

The reproach, however unmerited, fell in

with Iris's equally gratuitous compunction
and stung her sharply, so sharply that it

helped the inconsistency of human nature to

reassert itself proudly.
" How can you speak so to me, Lady

Thwaite ? was I this man's keeper ? He was
something to you ; he could be nothing to

me."
" Very well, Iris, let us drop the subject,"

said Lady Thwaite, continuing it all the

same, wiiile she composed her ruffled plumes.
" It is true I have no call to blame you, but

neither should you be so foolish and childish

as to suggest that I ought to adopt this ill

—

or well-matched couple. The thing is not

to be thought of for an instant. It would beO ...
improper—wrong. It was quite different in

Sir William's case. He came here a single

man and we might have made something of

him amongst us all, we might have trimmed

and polished him by judicious management.

Don't put up your lip, you little goose," Lady

Thwaite was provoked to add, though she

was no longer out of temper, and was speak-

ing more in sorrow dashed with playfulness,

than in anger. " You will know some day

that men have to be managed for their own
good, as well as for a quiet life and an

honourable position, where women are con-

cerned. But if I were to attempt to take

this Honor Smith up, it would be for no good

either to her or any one else. A woman like

her is beyond being subdued and cultivated.

And for whom should I make the sacrifice—

a

Sir William, a distant, unacknowledged kins-

man of my late husband, and his low-born,

ill-conditioned wife, with her doubtful reputa-

tion—however you may explain it away and
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defend her ? " Lady Thwaite was silent once

more, and then finished with a touch of

natural pathos, "If it had been my boy

grown to be a man, and I had negotiated his

marriage hke a proud mother who would

not have counted the best match in the

country, or the most beautiful, amiable girl,

too good for her son ; and if he had turned

against me, against all his wisest advisers,

though I cannot imagine it of Johnnie, sup-

posing he had lived to become strong and
grown a man ; still, if he had chosen the

worst instead of the best match, I might

have tried to make the most of it and risked

something, or even lost all for him. But that

is a mother's heart; no other heart can be
like a mother's."

Iris might have answered, none save the

heart of that most perfect type of womanhood
in which motherliness is the central human
principle from the beginning. It may be

seen in the little girl who " mothers " in suc-

cession her doll, her kitten, her dog, her

thoughtless schoolboy brother, her selfish

grown-up sister, her exacting, unconscionable

lover, her grumpy husband—until the long

roll at last reaches her first bona-fide baby.

It may be seen in the aged woman whose
last conscious thought is to give others plea-

sure and save them trouble. But Iris re-

mained silent.

" I shall not see you for some time, my
dear girl," said Lady Thwaite, in her most
caressing tones ;

" I hope—nay, I have not

the slightest doubt—that any little misunder-

standing or difference of opinion we may
have had will be entirely forgotten before

then. In the meantime I shall look forward

to our next meeting. We part friends, don't

we, Iris ?
"

"Oh, yes; we part friends," answered
Iris, a little mechanically, and Lady Thwaite
kissed and left her.

Iris clasped her hands and asked herself,

" Why cannot I believe her? She blames
me, to be sure ; but even she does not refuse

to admit that I was free to act as I chose.

Lucy—everybody agrees in that, except grand-

mamma, and I can make allowance for her

liking for Sir William and her wish to get an
establishment for me. Oh ! I don't want an
establishment ; and it is most humiliating to

have one sought out and planned for on my
account. He did not think of things in that

light. However unreasonable and unsuit-

able, he sought me for myself, and implored
me to take him—not Whitehills. Has he
got over it already ? Is this that he has done
getting over it, or will worse come of it, with

two ungovernable, reckless spirits in collision

—not in union? Lady Thwaite fears it, and
so she has taken herself away not to be tor-

tured or shocked by the tragedy."

Iris set herself to brood on all the most
horrible tragedies—the unhappy memories of
which lingered in a remote, primitive county
like Eastwich. There were disappointed lovers

who had shot themselves, dying with the

stain of their life-blood upon their hands.

There were neglected, ill-used women who
had sought the oblivion of strong drink, or

worked themselves into frenzied madness
under the contemplation of their v/rongs.

There were hapless little children who grew
up uncared for and forlorn, bones of conten-

tion instead of links of love between their

miserable fathers and mothers. And who
was it that had first used the defence which
Iris had made so glibly to Lady Thwaite ?

Cain, who slew his brother Abel. She must
have dismissed Sir William, but could she
not have done it so gently, with such
humility instead of pride, with such sym-
pathy and sorrow, that she would have
retained him as her friend ? She might have
helped to win him to what was good and
right, in place of sending him to his destruc-

tion.

One of poor Honor's grave offences, in the

eyes of the Rectory especially, was that she had
not been in the habit of coming to church. But
Sir William had always marched there, taken
his seat in the Whitehills pew, and joined in

the service according to military usage. From
the first day that the banns were published, he
marched Honor to church in his company, on
the ground that they would do nothing in

the dark, and they were not ashamed of

their purpose, which they were bringing to

its legitimate issue. He did not ask her to

sit with him in the Whitehills pew; he
descended the gallery stairs, and sat by her

in one of the humble free seats near the

door, which she had been wont to occupy on
the rare occasions when she had been seen
at church.

He did not enter any protest against her
dress, possibly he did not notice it in the
pitch of furious reaction and defiance which
he had reached, though he knew that she
had refused all gifts from him till she was his

wife. Thus she wore nothing better than

the least rusty of her black gowns, with one
of her gaudy coloured neckerchiefs, and the

concession of a hat over her rough brown
hair. In this guise she still appeared a

handsome, striking-looking Avoman, and there

was no denying that the discharged soldier
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and the poaching scoundrel's daughter

formed a comely, stalwart couple.

The sensation which the pair excited was
be3fond what would have been produced by the

entrance of the Queen and every member of the

royal family into the country church, though

Eastwichwas not behind other English shires

in loyalty. The Rector had difficulty in

keeping his place and countenance, and read-

ing with his usual solemn dramatic effect. If

Lady Fermor had been in her pew she would
almost certainly have spoken out her disap-

proval, to the scandal of the community ; but

the old lady was absent, for which more than

one person felt devoutly thankful.

Iris saw the two from the Rectory pew, and
xfter one startled, wistful glance, in which she

failed to meet the eye of either, a certain

peace stole over her little face. They were
all together in the house of God ; they were
equal in His sight. Would not He make
everything right and bring good out of evil ?

There was one person who ventured to

greet the tabooed bride and bridegroom, from
whom others separated themselves and scat-

tered, as if the couple were uncann}', or car-

ried about with them the seeds of a pestilence.

The daring individual was, of all people, that

modest fellow. King Lud. He went out of
his way to intercept and address Sir Wil-
liam, a piece of attention which met with no
encouragement from its object, and drew
down censure upon the bestower.

"My dear Ludovic," Mrs. Acton remon-
strated with her son afterwards, " what
could induce you to come prominently for-

ward and speak to Sir William Thwaite to-

day? You were not so intimate with him as

to v/arrant that. It would have been no
credit to you if you had been friends, but, I

believe, you were oh little more than speak-
ing terms. This was such a conspicuous,
unnecessary step on your part, my dear boy,
and it looked—it really looked as if you were
lending your countenance to a disgraceful

proceeding which has grieved your father and
me very much. It was affording a bad ex-

ample on your part, also, Ludovic."
"My dear mother!"—Ludovic took the

reprimand with perfect good humour—" I

could not cut the fellow as I saw other people
do, because he was going to marry any
woman in the world he chose to marry.
But before you allow your serenity to be dis-

turbed remember I have no countenance to
lend. I am a poor beggar of a naval lieuten-

ant, a complete nobody, except in your partial

estimation. And as to a bad example, I hope
I may never supply a worse. I must say.

if the governor has no more evil deed than
this to cut him up, he is uncommonly well
off, which, I am willing to add in the most
filial spirit, he deserves to be. King Cophe-
tua may still marry the beggar-maid, I hope."

Iris looked round at Ludovic Acton with
eager pleasure, and she was so soft and kind
to him for the next few days, that if ever there

were danger of friendship passing into love
this was the time.

Sir William Thwaite and Honor Smith were
married, without more trouble, or without
any demonstration of public dissatisfaction,

on the day they had fixed. They went on
no marriage tour, but repaired to Whitehills,

which was likely to aftbrd them as entire

retirement as they could desire or hope to

procure elsewhere.

Iris Compton returned to Lambford about
the same time. For some weeks her grand-
mother shunned her systematically, but, be-

yond the fact of the shunning, the only sign

of Lady Fermor's displeasure was the angry
light in her eyes and the snarling abruptness
of her tones, when she was forced to speak to

Iris. As the inevitable intercourse of daily

life gradually relaxed Lady Fermor's avoid-

ance of her grand-daughter, the old lady be-

gan to let out more of her feelings. But as

yet it was no worse than the first scratches

inflicted by the envenomed talons, and Iris

had known so little of the soft pats of the

velvet paws which frequently precede such

attacks, that she could bear them without

outcry, only with a little inward moan.

CHAPTER XXIII. A RUDE IDYL.

By the time the names had been read for

the third time, and the marriage of Sir

William Thwaite celebrated, September and
St. Partridge's day had arrived, which proved

a boon to the newly married couple, and a

reprieve from that repenting at leisure which

is apt to follow marrying in haste. The
Thwaites were as solitary as any boycotted

household in the wilds of Western Ireland,

and no doubt considerably safer. The very

household at Whitehills had shrunk in the

blidit of the alliance which its master had
formed. Mrs. Cray had fled from the first

unmistakable tokens of the advent of such a

mistress. Mr. Cumberbatch, who knew a

good place when he was in it, and had con-

tracted a certain amount of attachment to Sir

William, in spite of his water-drinking and
the great difterence between him and the

Dean, lingered on till he heard his mistress

allude to him as an old humbug and block-

head, and was directly addressed by her with
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primitive playfulness as "White Choker" and

"Shiny Boots." Freedom from control,

much time to himself, and all sorts of perqui-

sites could not atone for such gross liberties.

So Cumberbatch departed also.

Bill Rogers, with considerable shyness and

doubt as to his powers, was promoted to

" wait " in the butler's place. Whatever

blunders he committed. Sir William made no

sign, and Lady Thwaite was satisfied. Bill

did not care a straw about his own dignity,

though Lady Thwaite would call him
"Bill," as she called her husband "Will,"

and stop him in his duties to recall some
story of their old experience, or to tell him
news of their common acquaintances. But

however led on or laughed at by her, he

never would forget her title, or speak to her

till she spoke to him, and he persisted in

behaving to Sir William with double respect

and deference.

Sir Wilham, like Mr. Burchell, blurted out

an equivalent for "fudge !" and turned awa}',

half in restlessness, half in pain, but the

young groom was staunch in maintaining his

tender discretion and faithful devotion.

Those of the womankind who had not

given in their " warnings " like a flock of

sheep, after Mrs. Cray's great example, turned

out sufficient for the contracting needs of the

household. Lady Thwaite did not take much
notice of them or interfere with them, and

while they made a great many remarks upon
her, she inspired them with a mixture of

wonder and awe, not altogether unlike what

might have happened if she had been a great

lady.

Lady Honor Thwaite's first impression of

Whitehills, seen near at hand and familiarly,

was slightly disparaging, as was that of her

husband when he was introduced to it

by Mr. Mills. Not even the library shook

Lady Thwaite's conviction. It was not true

that she could neither read nor write, as had
been said at the time of her marriage; but

though she could spell through a line of print,

and sign her name in rustic letters, Belles
Lettres had not the smallest attraction for

her. " What a great musty, poky hole

!

What an 'orrid' smell the leather of them
books have ! Why don't you turn 'em all

out, and find room for 'em in the garret, or

kindle a bonfire 'neath 'em. Will? I'm cer-

tain nobody will ever open them mouldy
boards."

In the drawing-room, which the Dowager
Lady Thwaite had lately envied, which Lady
Fermor had contemplated with pride as that

little fool Iris's assured possession, and of

which Iris herself had owned the simple,

stately charm, there was still in the new Lady
Thwaite's mind the same surprised con-

tempt, not unmixed with exultation over those

better things that the Squire's wife had al-

ways enjoyed while she had been but the

daughter of a disreputable keeper. " My
sakes ! it is the hemptiest, dingiest place I

ever seed for a room in a great house. Is

this what you call a fine drawing-room?"
She pulled open the piano and banged the

keys. " The birds in the Scrub do a heap
better than that without teaching or pay."

She walked up to one of the Sir Joshua's :

"What queer washed-out madam is that,

with a muckrake fit for a child in her hand ?

She looks haythenish—she ain't dressed for

her work."
" Would you like some new stuff of furni-

ture, Honor?" asked her husband, only the

more willing to humour her, because she had
come to him at his bidding as she stood.
" You know there's a balance at the banker's

for us to get rid of."

" Oh, speaking for myself, I ain't pertickler

about furniture, as you can tell, lad ; and
what with the keep of father and the gifts

you have insisted on sending to Ted and
young Abe, we'll make a hole in the balance.

But I've been thinking if any of my friends,

my mother's folk, as have heard I'm a squire's

lady, would care to come over, I'd not

like to put them off with a faded shabby

place like this here for a drawing-room.

They would expect to see something tasty

and bright and rich. A cart-load or two of

satins and velvets all the colours of the rain-

bow, might make a difference," considered

Honor reflectively. For such ideas as she

had were sumptuous.
"All right," acquiesced Sir William.

" Write down or tell me what you want, and
I'll send the list to the first upholsterer m
Birkett or Caversham."

" Better say Lon'on when you're at it, and
the man in the shop he can tell, a deal

cleverer than me, what's like to be wanted.

You'll just say fine furniture of all kinds for a

seedy drawing-room."

The roving order was given, and the trans-

formation which Iris had once imagined

as Sir William's doing, became an accom-
plished fact. The upholsterer, quick to take

a hint, made a considerable clearance of the

older-fashioned stupendous lacquer and gor-

geousness, together with all the hideous fan-

tasticalness and incongruity which were yet

to be found in his shop. The fine, dainty old

room at Whitehills became a brand new, more
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expensive,

drawing-room
and meretricious copy of the

at Lambford, Sir William

never put his foot in it if he could help it.

Lady Thwaite said this new state of things

was more like the real article. But she did

not really care for the grandeur she had
evoked, and she could not put up with the

trouble of inhabiting several rooms when one
or at most two would serve her. She fell

back on a dull morning-room which had
been converted into a smoking-room, where
she said she and Will might be tolerably snug
when they were by themselves and happened
to be in the house. Bill Rogers might bring

them their meals there without any to-do

when they wanted them.

At first Lady Thwaite changed her black

gowns for something she held to be more in

keeping with the station to which she had
risen. Her choice of dress was not happier

than her selection of furniture. Stuffs, pat-

terns, dress-makers were all fixed upon at

haphazard, on no conceivable principle ex-

cept that notion of sumptuousness which
she had not been able to indulge hitherto,

and the scrap of fondness for " a high light

"

in a bit of brilliant colour, which had already

existed in Honor Smith's red, orange, and
sky-blue neckerchiefs. Imposed upon here

also by the specious vendors of the wares,

with her gaudy finery ill put on, and so badly

treated that she never wore a gown three

days without looking a full-blown slattern

as well as an outrageous vulgarian, Lady
Thwaite's dress offended even her husband's

half- dormant taste and eye. Fortunately

she soon grew tired of her gay clothes also

and found them highly inconvenient. She
replaced them by adaptations of her old rusty

black "frocks" in purples, bronze, brown,

green, and slate colours, with the bright

neckerchiefs in some silken stuff, as a relief

to the prevaiHng sombreness of the attire.

Thus clad she had the gratification to receive

her husband's congratulations on looking

more like her former self.

Old Abe occasionally invaded the honey-

moon privacy of the young couple, but no-

body else came, with one striking exception.

Mrs. HoUis declared that she had visited so

many squires' wives exactly alike that an
entirely new variety ought to be refreshing,

and it would be hard for her to miss the

much wanted refreshment. The present

Lady Thwaite might prove a great acquisition

in this way, and might be trotted out with

the utmost benefit to her neighbours. Mrs.
Hollis assured

the

xxv-Ss
young woman

Peter," truly enough, that

had not been a bad cha-

racter, only a little wild according to her
station in life. Luckily for the peace of one
corner of Eastwich, the Thwaites were liter-

ally not at home when Mrs. Hollis left her
own and her husband's card for them. In
return she had a singular scrawl written by
Lady Thwaite on her own responsibilit)-.

She was much beholden to Madam Holli.->

for her bits of pasteboard. In the meantime,
during the shooting season, she and Sir

William had not a moment to spare, but
later on if they should be passing Thorn-
brake they would look in.

Mrs. Hollis called the note delicious,

showed it off to her Eastwich relations, and
exhibited it generally, but nothing came of
it. Sir William and his lady were never at

leisure, or they never happened to be passing

Thornbrake.

One other visitor, a 'brave and gentle one
in this case, would fain have entered the

Whitehills gates again, held out the right

hand of fellowship, and done what she could

to bring order out of chaos. But Iris had no
morq power to refrain from abandoning the

couple to their fate, than she had possessed

power to use her hold on the gratitude of

the girl Honor in order to win her to for-

sake " the broad way and the green."

That season's shooting at Whitehills was

on the whole a prolonged, innocent, healthy,

and happy saturnalia. Honor went out every

day with her husband and brought down as

many birds as he did, though he had shot bigger

animals. Old Abe was almost always in at-

tendance, full of solemn importance and cun-

ning delight. Waterpark, like the other higher

functionaries at Whitehills, had thrown up his

commission in disgust. It was characteristic

of Abe that though he boasted continually he

was now free of every covert, water-meadow,

turnip or stubble field on the property, in

the right of his daughter, and could fire his

gun where and when he chose, and dispose

of the products as he liked, at his own table

or in the game-shops in the next town, he

stole and snared and helped others to poach

of nights as much as ever.

Bill Rogers completed the party. No addi-

tional men were wanted for the dogs, guns,

or game-bags. Abe and Honor knew the dogs

and could control them. Each " gun " carried

his or her weapon and bag, seeking no relier',

scouting the bare suggestion of it. Honor

pelted her husband with ridicule when he

proposed to carry her gun and bag, and

it was with some difficulty that the wilful

woman was kept from constituting herself a

beast of burden to the whole party by sling-
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ing all their bags round her neck, and piling

their guns on her shoulder, in order to parade

the strength of which she was so proud. She

had found or fancied that her battered straw

hat interfered with her aim. and had replaced

it sometimes by a cap of her husband's,

sometimes by one of her gipsy handkerchiefs.

The whole party lunched, or rather dined,

together afield, on the most free and easy

terms, but for Bill Rogers, who would always

be minding his manners. However, a meal
al fresco is not like a meal within doors, and
Sir William winced less often abroad than at

home at words Lady Thwaite spoke and acts

she committed. Here it seemed no more than
natural that she should loll against a tree-stem

or by a hedge, and smoke her pipe with the

others ; for Honor possessed the accomplish-

ment of smoking in its unvarnished form,

unlike the fine ladies who nibble cigarettes

and ape, in what they are pleased to consider

a dainty fashion, the habits—not to say vices

of men. Poor Lady Thwaite was more honest,

she smoked a short clay pipe coolly, in the

frankest manner, exactly as men did for a

physical solace after labour. The blue smoke
curling from her full red lips and rising above
her brown face, as she sat with her head flung

back or resting on her hand, perfectly at her
ease, did not seem so out of place when the

green earth was around her, and the fleecy

clouds just tempering the sun in its zenith

overhead.

The little party pursued their game till night-

fall, and trudged home all but dead beat, still

hale and cheery, content with their exploits,

hopeful of what to-morrow held in its lap. It

did not matter much whether the weather
were good or bad, to the hardy company that

could face soaking wet and defy the elements
with marvellous equanimity.

Seen at a little distance, Sir William's shoot-

ing party was unquestionably grotesque, and
excited no end of sarcasm and laughter, yet

it is doubtful whether any other shooting
party in the neighbourhood got as much plea-

sure out of their more civiHsed sport, and had
as good a time of it.

Sometimes Sir William and Lady Thwaite
varied their occupation by a day's fishing, but
here, though she was still more his equal and
busked his flies and baited his line as well as
her own, and softly stroked the water far more
unweariedly, the close companionship proved
less successful. The two were performing a
duet, and the discordant notes, which would
mar the harmony in the end, could be more
plainly heard alre'ady. But it was Honor who
taught Sir William to love his own woods and

,

fields with a passionate fondness which would
last to the day of his death.

It was an evil time for the husband and
wife when even the last days of the pheasant
shooting waned and the chill end of October
gave place to a bleak November, which
began with early black frosts that threatened
to mar the prospects of the hunting field.

At their best they were to the Thwaites a
poor substitute for the shooting. A meet
and a run could hardly be conducted in a
homely family fashion. There were yeo-
man farmers in the field, no doubt, but
the mass of the riders were Sir William's

fellow squires, who, though they had not ob-
jected to his subscription to the hunt, now
showed generally as great a disposition to drop
him, as they had ever displayed an inclination

to take him up. Even if they had done other-

wise he would have resisted their overtures,

for he had passed from neutrality in politics

to bitter radicalism. But it was not pleasant

to encounter old acquaintances and be dis-

missed with compassionate nods, or to see

them turn their heads in other directions.

Sir William could ride, but Lady Thwaite
could not. She had never been on an animal
more dignified than a donkey in her life. The
redoubtable champion of Amazonian feats on
foot among the beasts of the field and the
birds of the air, the fine figure of a woman
walking in her half-gipsy guise, was reduced
to helplessness and sat like a sack of corn in

the saddle. She was not too proud to con-

quer her deficiencies, she had courage enough
to surmount any difficulty, but she showed
herself too impatient to learn slowly and
surely. After one or two premature extra-

ordinary appearances in the hunting field,

and " spills " which made the M. F. H.'s hair

stand on end, Sir William withdrew on his

own account, and induced Honor to absent

herself from the diversion of the season.

Lady Thwaite detested driving. She took
half-a-dozen trials of her carriage, and then
said it made her sick. She had employed it

in order to go to church in state. It served

as a sorry excuse for abstaining, that she
could not ride the distance. It went with-

out saying that she could walk the distance

half-a-dozen times any day, and would have
indignantly rebutted the statement that she

might suffer fatigue by the exertion.

With the falling leaves, the dank mists

which are so conspicuous a feature of East-

wich, and the shortening days, the newly
wedded pair found their open-air resources

largely gone, and were driven within doors.

It was as if the wailing utterances of the
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prophet were sounding afresh, "The summer
is past, the harvest is ended, and ye are not

saved."

Long before his marriage had left him un-

done, Sir Wilham had awakened from his fit

of rage and despair, as he had awakened
many a time from the madness of drink, to

be sensible that Honor Smith was no wife for

him. He knew that he had better cut off

his right hand or pluck out his right eye than

wed her, that such wedlock would certainly

be his, probably her ruin.

But he had also said to hinlself that it was
too late to repent, that he could not leave a

woman who had trusted him in the lurch, that

they must go on and take their chance, and
God have mercy upon them both.

It was incredible at first, besides being ex-

tremely vexatious and humiliating to Sir

William, to find that in so short a time he had
acquired something of the tone of the class

he had renounced and detested. He did his

best to hide the unwished-for acquisition and
crush it out of him, but it rose from its ashes

and forced him to own that, be his principles

what they might, he could never be again what
he had been, before he entered on his inherit-

ance, and moved for a brief space on terms of

equality in more intelligent and cultivated

circles. He might be a social outcast,

doubly repudiated, but he could not return

to his original obscurity and hve and die the

common working man he had started in life,

with his great succession no better than a
wild dream.

When Sir William went back to his books,
to tide over the dull, dark, winter days, he
tried to take Honor with him. He would
read to her what she might care to hear, as

he had read the racing calendar and the

details of the last murder to old Lady
Fermor.

But Honor could not abide books, what-

ever the subject. The very sight of print

was disagreeable to her. She would not have
listened even could Sir William have hit on
registers recording the experience of mighty
hunters and great sportsmen, or the nature-

in-art of those word painters of the woods
and fields, with their teeming life, in which
she had lived. She cared for the things

themselves, but not for the finest reflections

of them. The bare obstacles of his measured
voice, and a style of expression less homely
than she had been accustomed to, would
have been enough to deprive her of all sym-
pathy with the reader.

Lady Thwaite could hardly work unless in

the coarsest make-shift for sewing, and she

hated such woman's work next to listening to

sermons, with which she always confounded
listening to reading.

She moped and wandered about restlessly

and aimlessly, went constantly to her father's

at Hawley Scrub, at the most ill-timed

seasons, and took to visiting her mother's
kindred at the Quarries to pass the time.

Sir William began by accommodating him-
self to his wife's wild habits, for a longer
time than could have been looked for from
him. He had never shirked acknowledging
his father-in-law or even his connections by
marriage at the Quarries. What had he
been that he should treat the roughest fellows

as his inferiors, or behave as if he were
ashamed to be seen in their company ? He
went with Lady Thwaite both in broad day
and under cloud of night, when the fancy took
her, to Hawley Scrub. He showed no pro-

vocation, which was, doubtless, because he
cared too little for his privileges, on seeing,

as he could not fail to see, that old Abe's

ways were unchanged. Lady Thwaite was
more aggrieved than Sir William, and went
so far as to rate her father soundly for trench-

ing on "the rights of things." " These birds

and hares are Will's and mine, father. You
are welcome to a share—your share of them,

but you ought to be content with that. It

ain't serving us fair to make them public

property, or to put them away on the sly to

fill your pocket when you've everything you
could wish and nought stinted to you, and
Will do have come down handsome to the

boys." At other times she took the matter

as an excellent joke, and laughed long and
loud at the contradiction. For Abe himself,

he was always complacent, cunning, and a

trifle cringing.

Neither did Sir William decline to accom-

pany his wife to the Quarries, or to be pre-

sent when the Quarry gossips, men and

women, came to Whitehills, to join in the

family meals, to marvel at the splendour of

Honor's drawing-room, and to soil its flaunt-

ing finery with their hob-nailed boots and

smutty or greasy fingers. Sir William had re-

turned to the ranks of the people, and he must

accept his natural associates. So far as they

were concerned, any momentary sense of feel-

ing abashed, by finding themselves among
surroundings so different from their own,

vanished rapidly before their engrained brain-

less effrontery.

It was in connection with the Quarry folk

that the smouldering discord in the situation

took shape, and threatened to burst into a

blaze. These natives of Eastwich were a
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specially uncouth, violent, debauched set of

people. They had no modesty, else they

would have held back a little even from

Lady Thwaite's boisterous, lavish invitations,

and Sir William's grave endorsement of the

same. The Quarry men and women had
no respect for themselves or for others,

otherwise they would have let the master

of the house alone in his peculiarities. He
did not impose the restraint he put on himself

on any of them. He did not even restrict the

mistress of the house, when, knowing what
her guests liked best, she caused ale and gin,

ram and brandy to flow freely. The mirth

grew fast and furious in consequence, the

talkers shouted, quarrelled, and had occasion-

ally to be dragged asunder, as they were

about to close in hand-to-hand fights. Never
had Whitehills beheld grosser scenes, even
in the drunken days of the Restoration, or

the rude revels of Mediaeval times. But Sir

William was well enough acquainted with

such brawls, though he had never before

known how brutal and sickening they could

present themselves to a sane onlooker, who
endured them while he sought to keep the

peace.

Nevertheless the detachments of Quarry
men were by no means satisfied with being left

to follow their debased inclinations. They
felt affronted with their host or guest, as it

might be, spoiling all true fellowship by not
afibrding a good example in drinking deeply
and steadily. They were secretly enraged
with the man and inclined to vow vengeance
upon him, when with his conscience torment-
ing him and all the higher qualities he pos-

sessed reproaching him, he still doggedly in-

dulged them to the top of their bent.

The women—the greatest gadders from
house to house, the biggest scolds, the most
ragged slatterns, and in self-defence, perhaps,

the most frequent drunkards of all the work-
ing women far and near—turned, too, upon
the man who, though he had a whole cellar

full of drink at his disposal, was not enticing

their men by his abuse of it to spend their

children's bread in the alehouse. What busi-

ness had Honor Smith with a husband who
was not only a titled squire and had made
her Lady Thwaite, but who could not take
a glass like his neighbours? For a young
unmarried woman, she had not been so far

behind her matronly friends. It was not
one glass or two either that would go to

Honor's head ; she need not try to make a
fool of them by coming over them with a pre-
tence of growing proper all of a sudden.

It would have been the last thou^rht which

would have entered Lady Thwaite's mind to

pretend to b^' other than the wild reckless

woman she was. She did not require the

goading and taunting which met her on all

sides from her coarse, stupid, envious cronies,

to display herself in her worst colours, to

defy all implied opposition, including her
husband's.

If these riotous tempters had known it/

they had a powerful ally in Lady Thwaite's
breast. She was not dull as they were ; she
was not book-learned, but she had plenty of
mother wit, as well as an overweening pride

and a passionate temper. She had been ac-

customed, in the days which seemed far off

now, when she had sprung up from a neglected
little girl into a strong, capable woman, to be
a person of importance in her family and
circle. She had not thought often of Sir

William's condescending to marry her. Since
he 'nad told her his story on the evening of
the hay-making, her thought had been to

stand by him and atone to him for the injus-

tice which had been done to him. Her
heart had grown soft to him ; she had been
very happy in those September and October
days in die woods and fields.

But ;'or that very reason Honor had been
quick to Ci-itect the sHghtest sign of what she

must regard as recantation and rue on his

side. She had been galled by the faintest

token of disapprobation and disappointment
from her husband. In place of seeking to

submit to his judgment and to suit herself

to his tastes, she flourished her independence
and opposition in his face and in the faces of

her friends.

He remonstrated with a reservation, be-

cause he knew in his heart what she suspected,

while the suspicion was driving her mad, that

he had no true love and fond admiration for

her, such as might have caused him to over-

look her faults, or to win her from them, by
patient devotion. Her conduct was offend-

ing and incensing him, and the more he grew
offended and incensed the more contumacious
and audacious she became.
The couple took to going their different

ways—rather Sir William sulked and sat alone
in his topsy-turvy, disorderly house of White-
hills, while Lady Thwaite roamed abroad and
pursued her vagaries wherever the vagabond
impulse of the moment drove her. The re-

sult was that she was from home at all hours,

and was frequently to be found in any com-
pany to which he had an objection. When
called in question for her behaviour, she
either asserted her right to do as she chose,

or made a feint of deceiving her husband.
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But she did the last with so brazen a face and

so carelessly, that it looked and sounded as

if she either told falsehoods and cheated for

the mere pleasure of the thing, or sought to

put a fresh insult on Sir William.

The roar and surge of domestic discord

rising and swelling filled the ears of the prin-

cipals in the strife, even of the minor per-

formers in the household contest, so that

they could not distinguish the loud, vehe-

ment condemnation of the world without.

Old Abe remonstrated anxiously, " Lass,

what are ) ou about ? Be you going to spoil

your luck and waste your fine [fortune ? Is

there an evil spirit in you ? No man born

will long stand the treatment you are giving

he. I have seed a man take a stick or a

poker to his wife, and break her head or go

nigh to brain her, for a deal less,"

" Never mind, father. Sir William will not

break my head or brain me. I can take care

of myself, and I'll do what I like. Maybe
there is a devil in me—leastways I'll not

stand his cold looks and sour fault-findings.

Who axed him to leave the fine cattle he

consorted with? Let him go back to them,

if he will have them and their ways."

The crisis could not be long deferred, when
a house only built the other day was already

shaking to its sandy foundation.

CHAPTER XXIV.—THE BEAST WALLOWS IN

THE MIRE.

Lady Thwaite's last transgression had
been to walk over to Hawley Scrub, before

the wintry daybreak, to meet and warn a

brother of the dead Hughie Guild, whom
even the shuffling Abe did not countenance,

and whom Sir William had been roused to

threaten he would hunt out of his plantations

and bring before the justices.

Hughie Guild had perished in his com-
paratively innocent youth, or he might have

been the best of his race— anyhow the re-

maining Guilds were well known to be the

worst livers in the parish, women as well as

men of them were abandoned to shameless

vice. It was only lately that Lady Thwaite had
renewed her acquaintance with the Guilds,

and Sir William had sworn she should not

enter their house, or he would know what to

do. Lady Thwaite, after she had got Zac-

chary Guild out of danger, denied that she

had been near the Guilds' house, and an-

nounced her intention of visiting her most
intimate friend at the Quarries, where Sir

William no longer offered to accompany her.

When there she was plied with jeers and
sneers at Sir William as a pattern-card, a

great hulking reformed water-drinker, and she
was taunted v/ith her subjection to him.

She defended him hotly for a time : "You
are not to say ill of my man Sir William.

He's a deal too good for you and the likes of
you. You are not fit, the best of you, to hold
a candle to him. He have come of gentle-

folks, and he was hand and glove \vith gen-
tlefolks so long as he chose, but he liked his

freedom and he liked me."
She did not care that anybody should

blame him save herself; she only changed
her tone when some persons hinted broadly
that he must have altered his mind, and could
not think very much of her after all. She
was to be pitied, with a husband at once a
squire, and not a roystering squire, but a
nonsuch. Whatever their men were—poor
quarrymen, never out of the ale-house—at

least they were no better than their wives,

and could not indulge in despising them.

Honor cried out she was as good as Will

Thwaite any day, she was no man's slave,

and she began to drink and shout, gossip

and sing snatches of songs. When she re-

turned to Whitehills it was with an unsteady

step, a blazing face, and clouded eyes.

Sir William sat waiting for her in the com-
fortless room, without the vestige of a woman's
presence in it—not a bit of darning, or an

ironing blanket, or a screen hung over with

white clothes, such as had marked his sister

Jen's home. He had discovered by this time

that though Honor had not been at the

Guilds' house, she had gone out at break of

day to keep an appointment with the scoundrel

Zacchary Guild.

The husband was at his post in a white

heat of fury, meaning to charge her with a

violation of all duty to him, an utter dis-

regard of his credit and her own. But the

sight of her, as she stumbled into the room,

gazed at him with half-blank eyes, and broke

into senseless laughter, stopped him. He
stared at her in return with such a look of

wild despair as to penetrate even her dazed

faculties, then she made some foolish excuse

and left him.

When Sir William Thwaite was by himself

he clenched his fists and rose to his feet,

quivering with passion. "It is all over," he

said aloud, " peace and credit are both done

for. I did not mean it when I said I would

return to the ranks of working men, and when

I married that woman I thought she was true

as steel, and would help to keep me true to

myself and her. But I have seen it coming,

and now there is not a grain of hope left. If

you were here, Jen, you would release me
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from my word, and pray to God to forgive

me ; for now, as I am a sinner and mated to

a sinner, there is nought remaining to me but

to drown care, and drink myself bUnd and

deaf and dead to what I have made of my
life."

He staggered to the door as if he were

drunk already, went out into the darkness,

walked to the nearest ale-house, which was

shut up for the night, thundered at the door

there till the amazed and alarmed landlord

granted him admittance. Then, against law

and gospel and Will Thwaite's word to his

dead sister, he sat pouring out and emptying
glass after glass of fiery spirits faster than he
had ever done in his wild youth, till he was
past thinking, past feeling.

Before the week was over the hue and
cry rose that Sir William Thwaite, who had
disappeared from church and market, was
never out of one ale-house or another; that

he was drinking himself into a lunatic asylum
or the grave, in the lowest company ; that he
had become a common brawler, with whom
the police would soon be compelled to inter-

fere. This was what had come of his not being
able to drink his glass of port like a Christian

gentleman and squire. Many people had
pointed out what such unbecoming extrava-

gant abstinence portended, what had been
its origin and what would be its end. It was
but an interlude between a drunken scamp's
fits of debauchery. After the low marriage
he had tumbled into, what further chance was
there of his keeping his pledge, or promise,
or whatever it might be ?

Lady Thwaite was subdued for a time.
" What's come over you, Will ? " she asked
almost timidly, -'you who would not taste

drink, to take to it all of a suddent, and like

a fish. But you needn't go to them ale-

houses and taverns where you are a marked
man. Have your liquor here, where nobody
has any right to forbid you, and you'll have
nobody to quarrel with in your cups."
"What! you don't think I should quarrel

with you, my lady, not though we were two
at a trade?" he said savagely. "Ah, you
don't know me yet. Besides, I prefer taking
my sprees on my own account, and not at

home. We have not pulled so well together
of late that we should risk keeping company
when wit is out. I am not come to the lowest
pass that I should sit in my own house of
Whitehills—the old Thwaites' house, con-
found them, and drink in company with my
vv'ife till we quarrel, and fight, and agree again
like the vilest wretches in the barracks."

" It was only once, Will-" she said with

strange humility for her. " Did you ever hear
of me or know me as a drunken drab—am I

like it?"

But he broke away from her, and she de-

sisted from all further expostulation with him..

Nay, in place of seeking to reclaim and re-

strain him, it appeared as if she were thence-

forth set on goading him on and exasperating

him to the utmost pitch. She pursued her

own course not only without hesitation, she

threw herself in his way, crossed his path, and
defied him when he was more like a mad
animal than a sane human creature.

But Sir William was not left altogether

undefended and uncared for. Go when and
where he liked, to ale-house or tavern, when
he stumbled out of it, he never failed to find

one faithful friend, whether the miserable fellow

knew it or not. Bill Rogers was a sober lad,

though he could indulge at a time in a single

glass or a couple of glasses, but nothing

on earth would induce him to drink with his

master. He turned away his eyes from Sir

William's debasement. He never spoke of

it voluntarily. When assailed with gibes

and mockery, he said stoutly and loyally all

that could be urged in defence of a lapsed

sinner. Bill was constantly hovering shame-
facedly in Sir William's neighbourhood, ready

to offer him his servant's arm if the Squire

would accept it; wary to follow and keep
him in sight, if he waxed furious at being

what he called tracked and spied upon, to

prevent his slipping into pond or ditch, or

lying down in the frost or the wet, on the

withered or sodden grass, and dying a dog's

death.

It was in vain that Sir William stormed
and threatened, " Do you think I wish you
to be ruined as fast and sure as myself, Bill ?

Ain't you a precious sight better chap than

your master ? Don't he know it to his cost?

But he ain't such a selfish brute as to wish
you to pay the piper, and to have your
destruction to answer for, in addition to his

own and that of a few more fools. Come
along, Bill Rogers, and I'll stand you a treat.

We'll swallow something hot and strong.

I'll tip you an old soldier's song, and we'll

have a rare blow out, and make a night of it.

No, you won't ? Then I'll be hanged if you
shall play the flying scout at my expense. I

give you your leave, lad, from this day, with

a month's wages. Who sends you on your
dashed prying errands at my heels? Not
Honor? Much right she has to meddle.
Or is it somebody else whose name I'll never

speak again with my polluted lips? She was
an angel, Bill ; but she wrought my undoing.
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No, no. That is false as the place I'm bound
for. She was as innocent as the babe un-

born, only she could not touch pitch and be

defiled. It was I who was the beast I have

always been."

One day about this time, Sir William was
walking down the middle of Knotley High
Street, as if challenging any man to say his

gait was disorderly, and his dress slovenly,

when he felt a clap on his shoulder.

"Hallo ! Thwaite," cried the insolent voice

of Major Pollock. " I hear you have come
out of your shell, slipped your cable or your

moorings, or what shall we call it ? since I

saw you last. My dear fellow, I like you a

thousand times better for it. I have only

one crow to pluck with you. Why will you
descend to the gutter, and not go to the bad
in good company—that of gentlemen like

your—a-hem ! forefathers ? I assure you
that you would find it more agreeable, ifyou
would only try us, and we should make you
heartily welcome. Come to my den and
have a game at billiards and a glass of beer

or grog, if wine don't suit your stomach."

But Sir William shook him off. " I'll see

you far enough first. Major Pollock. If I'm
going to destruction, and I ain't the one to

deny it, it shall be with humble folk, who
are as low as I ever was ; it shan't be for the

entertainment and profit of them that calls

themselves gentlemen. Whatever I am or

may sink to, me and my mates don't care to

earn a penny, with our tongues in our cheeks,

from our neighbour's sin and shame."
There was another incident in Sir William

Thwaite's history which belonged to this

period. Parliament was dissolved, and a

general election ensued, bringing political

agents and men from a distance, to town
and burgh, to contest interests keenly, and
canvass hotly for votes in houses which the

visitors would not otherwise have entered.

By one of those singular chances, which
nappen at least as frequently in real hfe as in

novels. Will Thwaite's old commanding
officer. Colonel Bell, who had returned from
India, was nearly related to one of the can-

didates for the favour of this section of

Eastwich, and came down with him to Knot-
ley to help his cause.

In examining the lists of voters, the name
of Sir William Thwaite, of Whitehills, soon
turned up. Colonel Bell immediately recog-

nised it, and, upon a few inquiries, found that

che later career of the young man had been
very much what might have been expected
from certain early passages in his life.

The officer hinted his acquaintance with

the baronet in his chrysalis condition ; and
went on to admit that in fact, he was the
colonel who had given Sir William Thwaite
his discharge from her Majesty's service. But
being the soul of honour, and a man who did
not care to present himself in an undignified
light, the gentleman kept to himself the offence
and the impending punishment which had
immediately preceded the discharge. The
inevitable result of his reticence was that he
found himself pressed to accompany the can-
didate, and use the officer's supposed in-

fluence with Sir William, who was understood
to be indifterent to politics, to vote for the
right man.

Colonel Bell yielded against his judgment
to the pressure put upon him, and drove in

a carriage full of ardent electors, who would
take no refusal, to Whitehills.

The visitors experienced more regret for

the deterioration of the fine old place than

for the degradation of the new squire. There
were traces of changed days as the party

drew near the house. Of course. Sir Wil-

liam's dissipation had been of a cheap and
mean order compared with that of some of

his predecessors. He had still an ample
supply of ready money to squander and
work mischief with ; none of the grand old

trees had been felled, the park had not

been used for grazing purposes, and suffi-

cient time had not elapsed for very con-

spicuous signs of downfall in other respects.

No gate was off its hinges, no fence was full

of holes, no path positively overgrown. But

the exquisite dainty trimness of an English

gentleman's place, which had been con-

spicuous in the late Sir John's day, was

wanting. Weeds were cropping up, borders

left ragged, branches broken and untrimmed.

Some cottages which the young squire had

begun to build, in which he had taken an

interest, stood half built, as the masons

had left them on the first of the winter

frosts. In the meantime the builder had

come to grief, and failed to fulfil his con-

tract. But no fresh contract had been en-

tered into, and the uncompleted houses,

like unfulfilled promises, appealed mourn-

fully to the passer-by. There had been

an old-fashioned lamp, since the days of

links and their extinguishers, which, though

seldom used, was left to hang in its place

above the principal gate it was supposed to

grace. Its thick, dim glass had been smashed

recently, and remained in a few jagged frag-

ments in the metal framework. A baker's

van, which ought to have been taken round

to the back of the house, had boldly driven
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up to the front entrance and stopped the way,

as if there were no chance of a dispute with a

vehicle of higher estate. The thin wedge of

neglect and aggression was introduced, and

the rest would follow, until the house became
as great a wreck as its master.

LadyThwaite was abroad, as usual, and, if

she returned in time, did not show her face

amidst the tawdry splendour of her drawing-

room.
Colonel Bell did not think the haggard-

faced man in the rumpled, mud-bespattered

clothes, in which he might have slept for a

week, who reluctantly came in answer to their

summons, was an improvement on his young
sergeant. The latter, in spite of his fits of

excess, had been wont to turn out on parade

scrupulously neat and smart, as became a

gallant soldier.

" How are you, Thwaite ? You see I have

looked you up when I am in the country,"

stammered Colonel Bell a little nervously.
" I have come to ask a favour from you in

renewing our acquaintance. Will you, if you
have no objection, lend your support to my
friend on the hustings and at the poUing-

booth next week?"
Sir William did not take the hand held

out. He stood still, and glared with his

blood-shot eyes at the speaker.
" It wasn't I who ever asked any favour of

you, Colonel Bell, that you should seek a

return from me," he said in a thick, altered

voice. " You have forgotten, sir, or your
wits are wool-gathering. It was my poor
sister Jen. Do you remember her, or was
she too humble a lot to stick in your memory.?
I was told that she went down on her marrow-
bones to you, though she was a proud woman
in her way, was Jen, if you had knowed it;

but you pushed her away, and said discipline

could not be set aside, not though a woman's
heart were to break—as hers was broken by
that date—or a young rascal be doomed to

the gallows, since there was nothing else he
could hope for after that morning's work."

He stopped speaking to a dumbfounded
company, while Colonel Bell, with a face

as red as fire, or his old mufti, muttered

—

" I thought it had been made up, and the

past forgotten," and began to back to the

door.

But Sir William arrested him. " When it

comes to that, you did your duty, old Bell

—

we're meeting as equals to-day, ain't we?
which is more than I ever did. I can't ask
you or your friends to eat or drink with me,
for though we're social equals, you and I

know that would not be fitting. But you're

welcome to my vote, though, bless you ! mv
presence on the hustings would be no credit

to your man. I can slink up with the ruck
to the booth, and give you what Jen herself,

had she been here and a voter, would have
given you freely, man. For though you were
hard we always held you honest, and though
you helped to do for me—that's neither here

nor there, I was going to the dogs anyway,
and would have reached them in the loner

run without your aid, I take it. I have that

faith in you and your choice that I believe it

will be the country's own fault—as it was
mine—if it don't do as well as it deserves

under the rule of tlie likes of you, old Bell!

What a strange character !
" " Who was

Jen
him besides giving

' What on earth had you to do with

him his discharge. Colo-

nel?" "At least we've got his vote, which
was what we wanted," was chorused round
the officer when the party had reached their

carriage.

" Yes, yes, you've got his vote, and I reall)

believe you've me to thank for it," said the

Colonel, wiping his forehead ;
" but I'll be

shot if I undertake such another encounter

on your account, Charlie. That fellow

Thwaite must have been as mad as a hatter

from the beginning. Scrapes ? oh ! of course
;

a fellow like him was safe to be in a thousand
scrapes."

Some of the stories with which the country

was ringing reached Lady Fermor. Then she

assailed her grand-daughter in the privacy of

the old lady's dressing-room. " Have you
heard the news. Iris ? Sir William Thwaite
has broken out, and sits drinking himself to

death with carters and quarrymen, and
tramps, for anything I can tell.'' The speaker

fixed her hollow, gleaming eyes on Iris's face,

and spoke with deUberate calmness. " He and
his beggar- wife are at daggers-drawing, so it is

feared murder may be committed and some-

body hung for it. What do you think of that

for your work, girl? We have all got our

sins to answer for, but I should say that was
something to have on one's conscience."

" It is not my work, and it need not lie

heavy on my conscience," protested Iris,

with her whitening face. But though she

knew she spoke the truth, and would not be

silent, because she was not afraid to main-

tain her innocence in such hearing, when
she got to her room she shed bitter tears.

" Grandmamma accuses me, and Lucy bids

me rejoice in having escaped such a miserable

fate ; and I—what can I do but cry to God
to have mercy on His lost sheep, His lost

children?"





"And it will not be for long."
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CHAPTER XLIV. " EY A CORN-FIELD SIDE,

A-FLUTTER WITH POPPIES."

" A nature o'er-cndowed with opposites
Making a self alternate, where each hour
Was critic of the last, each mood too strong
For tolerance of its fellow in close yoke."

George Eliot : The Spanish Gipsy.

T F the corn in the fields be ever so scant,
-^ there is a little gladness about the har-

vest-time, a little mirth, much picturesque-

ncss, an odour of old associations. In some
of these far - away northern districts the
reapers yet reap with sickles, as they did in

the days of Boaz ; and the maidens follow
after the reapers as the maidens were follow-

ing when Ruth came timidly into the barley-

fields, and when,
" Sick for home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn."

Dorothy Craven's barley-field at Nether-
bank had been partly cut ; the reapers were
still at work at the upper end of the field,

though the sun was already dropping over
the edge of Langbarugh Moor. The young
men and maidens moved in front of the tall

barley that was yet standing, waving its pale
gold against the dark tones of the upland.
Bessy Skirlaugh, in a scarlet shawl that

glowed in the last amber ray, was turning the
corn lightly on to the bands that her seven-
years-old Hannah was twisting; two young
men were tying ; Mark Ossett and his boy
Willie were setting up the sheaves, "stooking"
was the word they used ; and seeing that the
little lad was hardly equal to the task, Mr.
Bartholomew came out from his cottage and
helped for an hour or two from sundown till

after the moon was up. Genevieve with a
light rake helped Miss Craven to gather up
the stray ears from the stubble.

_

" This is idyllic, if you will," said Gene-
vieve, resting on her rake, and pushing her
wide-brimmed hat away from her forehead.

" It is the best thing left on this earth,"
replied the overtasked artist. " If I had my
life to begin again, I would live it out of
doors, let the cost be what it might."

Presently the harvesters went home; the
men with the reaping-hooks over their shoul-
ders, the women with cans, baskets, babies,
bottles, all made up into bundles together.
They stopped a little by the stile to gossip

;

then a woman came up out of the lane in the
moonlight, and along the field-path to where
Genevieve and her father were still sauntering
to and fro.

XXV—36

"You won't know me. I'm Margaret
Sharpe," she said in a pleasant and rather
refined voice, " Ambrose Sharpe's wife. And
my husband's working at Yarrell Croft. He
took the picture home yesterday morning all

right ; and Mr. Richmond said 'at Ambrose
was to tell you 'at he liked it very much."

" Oh, thank you i
" said Mr. Bartholomew,

concealing his amusement, " thank you. I
hope you haven't had to come up from the
village on purpose to bring the message ?

"

" No, sir, no, I haven't. But I told Am-
brose I'd let you know ; so as he mightn't
have to come up here after his day's work.
Good night, sir. . . . There's no message to
take back ?

"

" No, none, thank you. Good night."

A bat came fluttering insanely over the
sloping barley-stooks ; a late bird flew by on
its frightened wing as Mrs. Sharpe went hurry-
ing into the shade.

"This is new experience for you, my
father," Genevieve said, having humour in

her tone.
" It is, child. But—pardon me—I think

we had better not talk of it, I cannot trust

myself to talk of it, not even to you. It is

amusing ; and some day I 7nay laugh at it all.

But I do not think I shall. I have a curious
feeling about it—it is like the oppression
that is in the air before a thunderstorm."
"But after the thunderstorm how good it

is!"

" Yes, it is good for the man who escapes
the lightning stroke."

What was he dreading? Genevieve won-
dered. Was his poverty a greater trouble

to him than she knew ? She thought she

knew the worst. Only that morning, giving

her a small sum for Keturah's wages, he had
smiled and said gravely that his purse was
like the widow's cruse, in that it never quite

failed ; but she knew that more than once
it had all but failed ; and, sadder still, she

also remembered that more than once she had
missed small treasures from the studio ; and
had guessed how they had been packed up an-^l

sent away in her absence. It was a terrible

strait—its full terribleness being someinins;

not to be openly acknowledged even between
themselves. It would have been an added
pang had they known that it was much more
openly spoken of in Murk-Marishes, and in

the hamlets beyond. Keturah's friends made
no mystery of the growing narrowness and
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straitness of things at Netherbank ; and the

neighbourhood was curious about the smallest

matters that happened there now. It was
interesting to see a stately princess with a

fine smile, with golden hair, and cashmere

dresses, and Gainsborough hats, and to be
impelled to wonder how long it was since she

had had a good dinner.

The message brought by Mrs. Sharpe had
its depressing as well as its amusing side. It

was evident to Noel Bartholomew that he
need expect no other message, and there-

fore no payment, until the second picture was
finished and sent home. He would take care

about sending this one home. There should

be no invitation to Mr. Richmond to come
and approve of his work this time. All the

same, Bartholomew said to himself, that so

far as his best skill could insure his success,

there should be no room for disapproval. He
knew himself to be working with more heart

at this second picture : it was promising bet-

ter, and it offered more scope for imagina-

tive work. George Kirkoswald seeing it, ex-

pressed positive delight; and he was not
given to idle exuberance of admiration.

It was not quite a week after the view of

Yarrell Croft had been sent home when
George came down. He had not heard of

its removal ; and nothing was told even to

him of the manner in which Bartholomew's
three letters had been responded to at last.

The garden scene was on the easel. The
ancient archway was completed. The ivy

that covered the pillars threw out wild, care-

less sprays ; the clematis on the trellis was
in its summer stage of creamy, profuse blos-

soming. Beyond the archway there was the

old fountain, the interwoven rose-sj^rays,

some tall, waving grasses. The whole space
of the foreground in front of the gateway,
with the exception of the path, was one mass
of graceful, luxuriant, many-tinted flowers.

Some of these Bartholomew had painted on
the spot ; choosing the few weeks during
which Miss Richmond had been at Danes-
borough, to make his excursions to Yarrell,

otherwise he had intended to make an
autumn scene. He was glad now of the

s-mimer flowers, the white Madonna lilies,

tht crimson Martagon lilies, the great Aura-
tum i;nd Japanese lilies. On the left, some
late purple and amber irises stood among
the broad green leaves ; the tall pale-blue
larkspur—Yarrell Croft was famous for lark-

spurs—stood towering against creamy bushes
of syringa. There were poppies here, fox-

gloves there, with quaint campanulas, and
tufted meadow-sweet. Some of these were

only indicated as yet, and closer examination
showed that the leafier portion of tire work
needed many a long hour of patient labour.

" You ought certainly to send this to the
Academ}'," George said. " There is an
originality about it that could not fail to

make its mark."
" Perhaps Mr. Richmond may choose to

send it," replied the artist, turning to his work
again, and beginning, with a careful hand, to

touch some of the iris leaves with sunlight.

Genevieve was working at her embroidery,

trying to copy some of the poppies in the

painting on to a panel that she was embroid-
ering for a screen. " It is like having perpe-

tual summer beside one," she said, looking up
at the canvas with unaffected pride. " If ever

I give a commission for a picture it shall cer-

tainly be for a garden of summer flowers."

Kirkoswald was making a mental note of

the remark when there came a tapping at

the studio door, Keturah thrusting in her head
at the same moment :

—

" It's Miss Richmond again," she said in a
breathless confidential whisper to Genevieve,
" I showed her inta t' sitting-room, an' I

told her you'd be comin' in a minute ; an' I

didn't tell her 'at Mr. Kirkoswald was here."

Genevieve smiled, but she also blushed
quickly. Why did Keturah think that it

mattered about Miss Richmond knowing who
was there ? She saw that George had heard.

There was a change on his face, a tightening

of the muscles about his mouth.
" I will go up with you, if I may," he said,

" I think it will be better." And Bartholomew
hastened to add that he would follow imme-
diately. Of course Miss Richmond had come
to pay for the picture that had been sent

home ; or at any rate to arrange about the

payment. The idea struck him with a

sudden shame even as it occurred to him.

Was this the lesson that poverty was teaching

him—this low care, this unworthy eager-

ness ? Had he declined so far in so short a

time ? He felt with bitterness that the sense

of unexpected relief was almost an agitation

to him.

Miss Richmond was sitting on the little

chintz-covered sofa when Genevieve went in

with George Kirkoswald. She had arranged

the cushions about her, placed her feet on a

footstool,- and she sat there holding out a

white, languid hand, hardly moving her coral-

red lips in answer to Genevieve's greeting.

She looked at George Kirkoswald with a

quite inscrutable look in her eyes ; even he
could not discern its hidden meaning.

She sat in the same impassive manner
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when Bartholomew went in a moment or two

later. It was as if she had come expecting

to be entertained, to have only to sit and
watch, sit and listen, sit and judge.

" I expected to find you here," she said to

Kirkoswald, with intentness in her tone.

" That was partly why I came. I have not

seen you since that day in Soulsgrif Bight,

when you disappeared so suddenly. . . How
was it ?

"

" How was it that I disappeared ? I think

it was because I had to see Smartt again/'

Kirkoswald replied curtly.
'• How inconvenient of Smartt ! It must

have spoilt your day,—your great day," said

Diana with mild superciliousness. " Think
of having to do without your luncheon, the

climax, as it were ! It fell very flat, I assure

you—if that is a consolation. Didn't you
consider the luncheon a very flat affair. Miss
Bartholomew ?

"

" It was not lively," Genevieve said. "But
for me it was not the great event of the day;
that had come before."

" Of course for you—you are alluding to

the Canon's speech?" Miss Richmond said.

" It was beautiful. It comes back to me like

an echo every now and then—always Just

when I can't listen. Then I seem to hate

the sound of it, to wish that I had never

heard one word that the Canon said. As a

rule, I don't remember such things very long.

But I remember that. It is curious, isn't it,

to remember words like those quite distinctly,

and to feel that they have no power over you?"
" I should say that the mere fact of your

remembering them proves that they have
power," said Bartholomew.

"Should you ? " said Miss Richmond, look-

ing into his grey, weary face with curiosity.

How old the man was seeming ! and how
shabby and strange he looked ! A contemp-
tuous reply had been on her lips, but for once
she held herself in check. Was Bartholomew
ill ? Had some new mental suffering fallen

upon hinr ? It was impossible that her small

experiment could have anything to do with

the change in him—it had been so very
small; and besides, it was over. Some
conflict was going on, even now, so it seemed
to ]\Iiss Richmond, as she sat holding stronger

emotions in restraint than anybody dreamed,
stronger and stranger. Did she know her-

self which was hatred that stirred within her,

and which was love ? She felt isolated as

she sat there in the middle of the little group,

isolated and defrauded. She told herself

that she was not misled by the dark look of

pain that was upon Kirkoswald's great, square

forehead, and in his deep-set eyes. He was
happy enougii, confident enough, self-satis-

fied enough. Anil the pale, yellow-haired
girl beside him—what need had she to be so
pale, to sit there with that look of sadness
and patience about her mouth ? They had
all they wanted, these two. That letter of
hers had had no real effect beyond making
them keep their engagement secret for awhile.

That was something, but it was not enough,
not enough for a wronged and despised
woman. She could do more yet,— she would
do more, she told herself as she sat silently

there, resting her chin upon her white, beauti-

ful hand, and looking out with a placid smile.

In striking any one of the three she would
strike them all, this she knew certainly ; and
more modes than one of striking were within

her reach now.
All this, and more than this, passed with

the swift indefiniteness of thought across her
brain. There had been no long pause when
she spoke again, turning to George Kirk-

oswald :
—

" Do you know I was reading a
volume of your poems yesterday? " she said,

speaking in her usual deliberate and expres-

sive way, a way that made her lightest word
seem important.

George started visibly, as if he had been
stung. " I am sorry you had no more inter-

esting book," he replied, trying to seem as

unconcerned as might be under this unex-

pected attack, for such he felt it to be.

" I could have had no book more interest-

ing to me," Diana said. " I had half-forgot-

ten it. I had entirely forgotten some of the

poems. They seemed to strike me in quite

a new light—especially some of your ballads,

those written in imitation of the ancient

ballads. Of course, you remember them all?

What a wonderful one that long one is, T/ie

Doom of the False Knight. It made my blood

run quite chill."

" It makes mine run chill to think of

having written it," said George, adding exte-

nuatingly, " I was only eighteen years old

when 1 wrote it, if that is any excuse."
" Eighteen ! Really ! What an interesting

boy you must have been," said Miss Rich-

mond, with a smile that, taken together with

the words, roused Genevieve's indignation to

the utmost. " I should like to have known

you then,—at the time when you were writing

such poems as diose about false knights, and

inconvenient lovers imprisoned in moated

castles, and forsaken maidens pining in lofty

towers. I am sure you were more interesting

then than you were later when I knew you

better."
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Almost George Kirkoswald wished, as he
sat there enduring with all the patience he
had, that Miss Richmond would as a matter

of mercy do the worst that it was in her

power to do, then and there.

Unfortunately it had occurred to Diana
also that there might be mercy in such a

course; other things occurred to her, and she

was in no mood to be merciful. She was
decidedly sorry when George Kirkoswald
suddenly rose and prepared to depart.

" Ah ! that is to escape my criticisms,"

she said, putting out her hand with the old,

fine, graceful gesture that he knew. " If you
had remained I had some passages ready to

be quoted, and also a (ew that seem to me to

need elucidation. Never mind : I shall make
you explain them to me another time. . . .

Good-bye. They say authors are never ap-

preciated among their own people; but don't

lorgetthat you have one appreciative reader."

The look of annoyance on Kirkoswald's

face as he went out was almost amusingly
unmistakable.

" I used to think that George was not of

what I have heard him term the genus irri-

tabik," said Miss Richmond, using the Chris-

tian name with even more than her ordinary

deliberateness.
" I am afraid that all people who produce

anything—that is, any really creative work

—

are more or less sensitive about it," replied

Noel Bartholomew.
A pause followed. It was inevitable that

Bartholomew should wonder what judgment
Diana Richmiond had pronounced upon his

work, and whether she was about to give ex-

pression to her judgment now. Quite unin-

tentionally he had made an opening for her

to do so
;
yet he shrank from her opinion as

a man whose eyes have been hurt shrinks

from the flare of gaslight. Still, he waited

for it.

And Diana knew that he waited for it. It

was a little power in her hand, and with the

quick instinct that the people seem always to

have who find pleasure in giving pain, she

divined instantly that the highest refinement

of pain would be an absolute silence on the

subject. If he spoke, she was prepared ; if

he did not, she was prepared also. No ad-

verse criticism of hers could fly so straight to

its mark as a dead silence. She gave em-
phasis to it by leaning back a httle on the

sofa where she sat, and by slowly turning the

rings that were upon her hands, as some
women do when they sit alone and forget

themselves in thought. Was she hesitating

because of Genevieve's presence there ? The

thought struck the girl suddenly, and she felt

a little sorry that it came so late.

"You will excuse me?" she said, turning

gracefully to Miss Richmond. " I will look
after some tea. Our small handmaiden is

not always to be trusted to remember."
Then she w-ent out, and still Miss Rich-

mond sat silently among the cushions, silently

turning the turquoises to the pearls. She
was perhaps unaware of the smile that was
creeping over her face. It was not an en-

couraging smile. Bartholomew felt that it

would be impossible now for him to make
any allusion to his own work. He might
have asked Miss Richmond to go down to

the studio, and see the garden scene ; but
consideration restrained him from doing
that. It was not finished, and he knew too

well the unfavourable impression often pro-

duced upon an undiscerning eye by an un-

completed painting. No, he would be
patient and silent—silent on that subject, at

least ; courtesy required that he sliould try

some other. But Miss Richmond anticipated

him, speaking as if she had been pondering
all the while over his last remark, and w-as

only now ready to reply to it.

" I suppose it is so," she said ; "I suppose
that people who do what is called imagina-

tive work do get over-sensitive. ... I think

they always have miserable lives. Years
ago, when I used to read, I often read bio-

graphies, and things of that kind. I did it

to please another, and it was a kind of task
;

but I did my task, and I have my reward
now, in feeling that I am a little less stupid

than I should have been. Still, I am stupid, I

know. But are clever people happier for being

clever? . . Are jt'?^ happy, for instance ?"

The question was like a shock ; it came
with so much force, so strong an undertone
of feeling. Nothing but a simple, straight-

forward answer was possible to Bartholomew.
"No," he said plainly; "no, I am not

happy."

Miss Richmond was looking at him now
with the look that had been on her face that

day when she had come down to the studio,

a look from which all supercihousness, all

hardness, all defiance was gone, a look that

might have been on the face of any tender,

loving, suffering woman that Bartholomew
had ever seen. Again it moved him to emo-
tion, and again his emotion had something
in it that was akin to dread.

" Neither am I happy," she said, speaking
slowly, yet with agitation. " I am not happy,
and 1 am not good. I might be both ; it is

yet possible to me to be both • I feel that.
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And oh, how I long for these things—for

both these things ! Can you beheve me
when I say so ? It is true; I feel that it is

true. I know surely that if I were simply

happy, with a simple, common kind of happi-

ness such as others have, then I might be

simply good . . . And I could do good,

too. I could make others happier; I should

desire to do that, and I should have some
heart in doing it. . . . You cannot tell how
different it would be if I had hope of some
day being a little less weary^ a little less

lonely, a little less unhappy than I have been

—than I am."
"But, surely, in your position," began the

grey, work-worn, care-stricken artist
—" surely

in your position it is not difficult to be happy

!

You speak of doing good ; it is in your power
to do almost limitless good. You know that as

well, or perhaps better, than I know it; and
you must also know the happiness that comes
of making others happy. It is a platitude I

am saying, perhaps . .
."

*' It is a platitude ; it is worse, it is a delu-

sion," sai4 Miss Richmond. " And I was
not speaking of generalities

;
you knew that.

If I used vague terms I had a definite mean-
ing, and you knew that too. But you chose

to ignore it . . . You say you are not

happy, yet you put happiness away from

yourself as if it were not worth having even
when it is held out to you."

There was a pause, a little clatter of tea-

cups outside the door; then Keturah came in,

round-eyed, smiling, bringing relief on a tea-

tray. But Miss Richmond would not stay for

tea. Genevieve came into the room; Bar-

tholomew went out to see if the carriage was
there, and then Diana went away, silently,

graciously, magnificently, as she had come.
And she left silence behind her; but it

was a loving, understanding silence. She
left disappointment also, to be taken with

the dinner of herbs next day, and for many
days ; but it was not an uncheerful disap-

pointment. And it had its lesson. The
teaching of that time bore fruits of insight

and sympathy after many days.

CHAPTER XLV.—SHALL LIFE SUCCEED IN THAT
IT SEEMS TO FAIL ?

" Oh ! lift me as a wave, a Jeaf, a cloud !

I fall upon the thorns of life ! I bleed !

"

iJHiiLLEY : Ode to the IVest Wutd.

Less than a week after Miss Richmond
and George Kirkoswald had met at Nether-
bank, George received a telegram from York

;

it was from Mrs. Warburton, the wife of his

friend. Her husband had been suddenly

taken ill in London. He was there alone, at

a strange hotel ; and she herself was too ill

to go to him. Within an hour after the

receipt of this message George was on his

way across the moor to Gorthwaite Station,

a small station on a new branch line running
direct to Market Stuclley. He had written a
note which old Charlock was to take to

Netherbank.

It was a sunny November morning when
the note came down. The harvest was
gathered at last, all save a few acres of beans
that stood blackening on the upland slope

here and there. The leafless twigs swayed
lightly in the breeze ; a few dull gold leaves

were on the beeches ; the scarlet rose-hips

brightened the hedgerows; great white whorls

of yarrow flowered in the waste places. It

was winter, but winter at. its best and
mildest.

Noel Bartholomew read the note aloud
;

and he could not but see the change on his

daughter's face ; the fading colour, the look

that was half-disappointment, half some
keener pain. He worked on a little quite

silently, touching the anthers of a white lily

with crumbling red gold ; then, at last, he

spoke.
" If there was anything that you could

tell me, Genevieve, my child, you would

tell me without hesitation ? " he asked

gently.

The quick colour came to the girl's face

She had been standing near the window,

looking out over the hedge of bright green

holly, where the red berries were clustering

and ripening among the leaves. She turned

v/hen her lather spoke, and came near to

where he sat. Her face was full of per-

plexity ; but she raised her eyes unshrink-

ingly to his.

" You are meaning with regard to Mr.

Kirkoswald ? " she said. " If you ask me to

tell you, father, I will tell you all that there

is to be told."

" But you would rather I did not ask ?
"

The girl hesitated.

" You know that silence is not congenial

to me? " she said, looking into his face rather

pleadingly. "That is, silence between you

and me. I have never kept anything from

you before, you believe that ?
"

" I believe that—nay, more than that, I

believe that it is a pain to you now. I am
certain there is pain somewhere, I want to

save you from it, that is all."

" But if I would rather endure it, if I have

a strong reason for wishing to endure it a

little longer, you will not be angry }
"
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*' No ; I will not be angry,"

There was a mildness about this reply that

had a meaning of its own, a meaning that

had to be suffered.

" I hardly meant that, father," Genevieve
said presently. " How could I, since you
have never been angry with me in my life ?

... I meant, will you still trust me ?
"

" Of course, my child, I trust you. And
what is equally to the point, I trust Kirkos-

wald also," said the artist, speaking with some
fervency.

The girl rose, and bent over the grey wan
face tliat was so intent upon the white lilies.

Was there a tear behind the kiss that she
gave ?

" You may trust him, my father
; you may

trust him. I have promised to trust him
always. . . . There, that is a confession. It

is all I have to confess."
" Not quite all, little one," the artist said

with a quiver in his voice. " Not quite all.

He cares for you, that I know, that I have
seen—he cares intensely. And you care for

him, that also, I think I have perceived.

But I want to know one thing, I will ask
only one ; do you care enough for him to feel

that he can make you happy? "

" If he cannot, then 1 cannot be made
happy. If this world holds any happiness
for me apart from the happiness you make
for me, then he has the key of it. I care so
much as that : will that content you ?"

" If you are contented, my darling, if I

know that I may leave you contented and
happy when I go, then I shall live out my
own lew days the more happily for knowing
it. . . . Kiss me again, child. I shall do
some good work to-day."

Was Genevieve a little relieved also?

Canon Gabriel, going over after luncheon
with Mr. Severne, found a lightness in the

atmosphere that he had not expected to

find. Rumours of Bartholomew's unjDrosper-

ousness had reached him, and pained him
;

exaggerated stories of the YaiTell Croft pic-

tures had flashed out of a seeming darkness.

Then when he had questioned Mr. Severne
he had found the curate unwilling to answer,
unwilling rather than unable; and this eva-

siveness had been more susfgestive than any
disclosures that he could have made.

" I think myself that Mr. Bartholomew is

not doing well," the young man had said

Avith a new gravity in his round blue eyes.

But he would not say what made him think
so. He was more observant than people
knew ; and it was not to be expected that

iiis powers of observation should fail him

when he went to Netherbank. He had
understood the meaning of the few small
changes that had been made in the hospi-
talities of the little household far better than
George Kirkoswald had understood them

;

indeed it could hardly be said that the latter

had noticed them in any particular degree.
He was not naturally curious ; and being a
little beyond the reach of Rumour with her
hard eye and malevolent tongue, he had not
been aroused to any suspicion. And indeed
it would have taken a good deal to awaken
him to any fear as to Bartholomew's well-

being. The man's name had been more or

less before the world for so many years, and
had been so invariably associated with the
production of some worthy piece of work,
that it would have been almost impossible to

imagine him in any strait, unless that strait

had been brought about by some inexcusable
waste or extravagance ; and this he knew
well had not been the case. When Kirk-
oswald had thought of Noel Bartholomew's
affairs at all, his thought had mainly taken
the shape of wonder at the man's present
eccentricity in choosing to live in a thatched
cottage with one inadequate maidservant

;

and the word "eccentricity" had covered
all the rest, so far as Kirkoswald was con-
cerned.

In excuse for him—if he need excuse—it

may be said that there had been very little

at Netherbank to awaken suspicions un-
awakened elsewhere. One year had not
wrought any noticeable change in the dainty
arrangements of the little sitting-room ; the

fresh flowers, or green, graceful leaves were
always there ; there was no sadness in the
canary's song ; and the httle place bore the
searching rays of the afternoon sunshine far

better than any of the dusty, shabby rooms
at Usselby could bear it. George Kirkos-
wald had missed nothing from the accustomed
brightness and freshness that he appreciated
so keenly ; and it need hardly be said that

he had missed nothing of brightness or fresh-

ness in Genevieve herself. She had been a

little extra careful in her daintiness, that was
all. The cream-coloured laces that she wore
had been washed and ironed (by her own
hands) a little more frequently; if she had a
shabby gown she wore a pretty muslin apron
with knots of ribbon all about it ; and when
the feather in her hat lost its curl, she filled

the brim with scarlet rowan-berries and
fronds of fern.

This afternoon she had put on a pretty

white muslin cap of her own making, fasten-

ing a knot of rose-hips and a bit of green
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myrtle in the front of it. Another knot of

red berries adorned the front of her dress,

which wa-s of white blanket-serge. She had

taken a little extra pains because of the

happiness that seemed to be floating about

the studio since that conversation in the

morning ; and her father had given her an

extra kiss for her care. Nevertheless she

was a little conscious of her rustic decora-

tions when the Canon went in.

" Altogether, I ieel to-day as if old Winter

were trying to persuade me that he is as

charming as any spring/' the Canon said,

being careful not to make his complmient
too personal. He was relieved ; and relief

is a thing very apt to effervesce and overfill

the cup of satisfaction.

Mr. Severne was admiring the garden-

scene, which Genevieve was explaining to

him. Bartholomew had done painting for

the day, the light of the November afternoon

no longer serving his purpose. And he was
glad to rest, glad to sit and talk with a friend

awhile. It was the best thing that could

come to him in life now. If any change
came to him, if, for instance, Genevieve
should leave him, then he would go and live

a little nearer to Thurkeld Abbas ; so that he
could drop in at the Rectory whenever the

loneliness that would come upon him should
turn to heartache. He had said this to

himself before ; and he thought of it again

now as he drew a wide arm-chair to the fire

for the old man. and stirred the coal into a
blaze. The flames went up, crackling, re-

joicing. The warmth spread outward, min-
gling with fine sympathies

;
quiet, strong

yearnings ; low-toned utterance of the ebb
and flow of thought.

The conversation came round to the
artist's own affairs presently ; but the Canon
only touched lightly upon them, seeing it

was not required of him that he should do
more. " And it is all mistaken, this rumour,
this gossip ? " the old man said. " I am glad

of it, more glad than I can tell you."
" I do not know all that has been said, of

course," Bartholomew replied. " But there

is no truth in this that you tell me you have
heard, none at all. The young man was
thoughtless, careless, forgetful, anything you
will, and perhaps rather wanting in courtesy
at the last. But there was nothing dis-

honourable, nothing. I have told, you all.

And it is all over now, I am working at the

second picture with rather more zest for my
work than I have had for some time. I

hope I shall be able to keep it up through
the winter, till I get some of these other

things finished. If I can i!o that then life

will go a little easier than it has done of
late."

There was a brief pause. Genevieve
seemed to be instructing Sir Galahad, having
a book of biographical sketches adorned with
engravings for a text.

'• His life used to have quite a fascination
for me when I was a child," she was saying.
" It was so full of suffering, and he seemed
to bear it so bravely. Now I do not like to
read it at all, because I cannot help seeing
that he did so much to bring his suffering

upon himself."

Bartholomew smiled, and looked at the
Canon as if struck by some appositeness in

his daughter's words.

"Sometimes it seems as if we all of us
brought our suffering upon ourselves," he
said, speaking in a lower voice than before.

"It is so easy to say, ' Had I not done this

;

had I only done that
!

' But which of us
knows what the end of that different event
would have been ? And small events widen
to such appalling results. I once threw a
stone into the middle of the harbour at Deep-
haven ; it is a wide harbour, and I stood and
watched the circles increasing till they touched
the houses on either side. I never forgot

that. Sometimes in reading biography the

analogy has seemed to me absolutely per-

fect."

" Yes ; that is one reason why biography

is so interesting," replied the Canon; "and
often, at the same time, so intensely sadden-

ing. One can trace cause and effect so

clearly ; and there is indescribable pathos in

the idea that perhaps the man himself who
was tossed in the widening circles of event

was perhaps unaware that any stone had
been dropped into his fate at all. I often

think of some of our popular contemporaries,

and wonder if any of them have any dread

of the inevitable biography. Surely all

lives are not suited to disclosure, not

even when it is a friend who does the

anatomising !

"

" Some of them may dread the truth being

known," said Bartholomew. " But for myself

I have more pity for those of whom the tiuth

never can be told in its integrity ; and who
know that it never can. They live marred

lives ; and the world looks on disapprovingly,

not knowing what it is that mars and hinders,

and perhaps inventing some stupid, blind

theory to account for what it cannot com-

prehend. ... I wished once to take the

biographer's pen in hand myself— that was

years ago. I had a strong desire to tell the
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story of a friend of mine, a young artist

named David Elseker."
" Elseker ! I know the name," said Canon

Gabriel ; " and I think I know where there

are two or three small pictures of his—land-

scapes. To the best of my belief they hang
at Kingsworth Hall, near Bristol. They used

to interest me ; and I have wondered that so

little should be known of the artist."

" Nothing more will ever be known of

him now," said Bartholomew, " It is fifteen

years since he died ; he died at the age of

thirty-four ; and his death depressed me for

weeks, it was so very like a murder to me.
People said he died of consumption ; but I

had my own opinion about that. I had
watched him from the time he was twenty

years old. He was a clerk then in the

custom-house at Deephaven— perhaps it

might be speaking of Deephaven just now
that made me think of him ; his father was
in the same office, so that between the two
they managed to make a very fair income for

people of their position. But they lived up
to it ; and Mrs. Elseker was not a managing
woman ; I could see that, though I knew so

little of them. I only went to Deephaven
now and again for a few weeks' sketching.

That Avas how I got to know David. Morn,
noon, or night, one never [met him without

his sketch-book. I have been told that he
used to take it to the office with him, and
keep it under his desk, so that he might look

at it now and then if he could do nothing

else. Art was really an enthusiasm with him.

I saw that the first time I met him. He
could talk of nothing else; but he talked

truly and earnestly of it, and one never

wearied. I tried hard to persuade him to

stick to the desk, but it was quite in vain.

He used to look at me with his quiet blue

eyes as if I had struck him an undeserved
blow. When he did burn his ships and
come to London, I tried to help him as a
matter of course, but he needed very little

help of mine. He lived in a garret, and he
painted in a garret, for a time ; but it was
not for a long tim.e. He soon made what
was considered to be an artistic success. It

was a small picture, a landscape—he never
painted anything but landscapes ; and by an
unusual piece of justice it got hung on the

line at the Academy. I think I see it now,
a bit of furzy common, a reedy pool, a strag-

gling, white-flowered elder-brake in the mid-
distance, and a soft, creamy, fleecy sky over-

head, seeming as if it were actually sweeping
over the canvas just with the sweep of the

•cumulus on a summer noon. Small and un-

important as it was I have repeatedly seen a
crowd of connoisseurs round it. It was
curious that it didn't sell ; but I was told

that he had put too high a price upon it.

That was rather like him at first. It wasn't
that he cared for money for its own sake,,

though he needed it so much ; but for Art's

sake he didn't wish to sell a picture like that

for the price he might have got for a pot-boiler.
" By that time he had taken a small house

with a studio out Chelsea way ; and he had
written for one of his younger sisters to come
and keep house for him. That was the
beginning of his troubles. I am telling

David's story, not Miss Olive Elseker's, sa
I will only say that the girl drove him nearly

mad by force of sheer perversity and un-
manageableness. He was attempting to per-

suade her to return to Deephaven when the

news came that his father had died quite

suddenly. ... I did not see him for a long
time after that; and when I did see him
again I hardly knew him, he was so shattered,^

so care-worn, so utterly broken. But all the

old fire was there, burning away in his keei:i

blue eyes as fast as ever, consuming him,,

one might say, and say it without exaggera-

tion. He had given up his London studio.

He had gone back to Deephaven, and he
was working there, endeavouring, as an artist

and as a teacher of drawing, to support a
household of six persons, his mother, his

three sisters, himself, and a servant. He
was only seven-and-twenty then ; but he
looked at least ten years older, and no
wonder. I wondered at nothing after I had
been a month at Deephaven ; that was a few

years after his father's death. I went there

for a little change, choosing Deephaven be-

cause David was there, and because he offered

to let me have lodgings in his mother's house,

I beheve he repented of the latter step ; I

know I did ; and I was glad when my month
was over. But it qualified me to write David
Elseker's biography if I had had the trick ot

writing.

" It is of David I am speaking, not of his

family; but since his career as an artist, his

fame, his very life was sacrificed to them, I

cannot ignore them. They must have been
utterly blind to their own interests. But it

was wilful blindness, since I attempted my-
self with all the strength I had to open their

eyes ; to show them that if they would but

bear even a little less hardly upon David's

strength he would have some chance of

rising. I told tliem plainly that he might
rise to almost any height he chose in his own
line ; and that whatever that height mighl
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be they would—as a matter of course—share

the material advantages of it. But it was no

use. David might paint pot-boilers, or he

might paint masterpieces, it was nothing to

them ; but not an hour's peace should be

secured to him by any effort of theirs ; nor

one bill the less handed over to him to be

paid ; though all the while his very soul

sickened at the sight of the worthless work

he had to go on producing in shame and

silence year after year; and though every-

body who had ever heard of hirn was wonder-

ing at his wasted life, his wasted strength,

his wasted talent. It was another case of

' promise ' without performance, they said
;

another instance of mistaken ambition, of

an over-vain self-estimate. All this David
knew, and felt and writhed under. More
than once he made a desperate effort, begin-

ning a picture into which he meant to'put his

best ; but each time some fresh blow came
before he was half-way through, and the

picture had to be abandoned in order that

some miserable piece of commonplace might

be produced on the instant for instant needs.

. . . Telling the story in this crude way it

seems like nothing ; but an intense sadness

underlies it for me. The young fellow was

so keen, so eager, so persistent ; and yet he

was so patient in his long-suffering. ... I

can't tell you about the end. ... I was

glad when 1 heard of it ; knowing certainly

that David would be glad. But I have often

wished that the world could have known but a

little of the truth, the world that misjudged

him, that slandered him when his heart was

aching within him, that crushed him with

its hardness while he was bearing burdens

too heavy to be borne, that turned a cold

face toward him because of his apparent

failure while he was suffering something that

was almost martyrdom in his craving for a

chance of achievement. . . . That is David's

story. It would stand for the experience of

many another, doubtless; and you will agree

with me in saying that the truth, if it could

be spoken, would have but little terror for

such as he.'^

There was a pause while the Canon
reflected.

" No," he said presently; "no, your friend

would probably not have feared the truth;

but I think he would have been one of those

meant by a recent writer, ' those whose
tongues have often faltered and been dumb
from very eagerness of passion, and dread

lest any words, even the best, should spoil

their story.' You seem to regret your in-

ability to write out fully and plainly all that

you discerned. Believe me, it is better un-

written. It would not interest. Men as a
rule shun the records of failure ; while no
book is so popular as the book that tells of a

great success in life. . . . But the little you
have said is hardly more than a side-light

flashed upon your friend's fate. You have
spoken of his broken career rather than of

himself."

" I have nothing to say of himself. I did

not know him. He was hidden under the

clouds, one always felt that. Sometimes I

could not help speculating on what he might
have been. It is certain that he would have

been kindly, human, helpful, patient, since

he managed to be these at the worst. Under
other circumstances it is probable that he

might have had distinction among men, that

he might have talked brilliantly, tor instance,

or acted effectively, or lived his life with a

certain eclat, as some of our modern Art-

princes are doing now. ... 1 know what
you would say, these things are not the

highest. That is true ; and he did not aim

at them, not for a moment ; of that I am
certain. He aimed at nothing save the doing

of the work that it was in hmi to do. The
rest might have followed, or it might not ; it

would not have mattered, so that his life-

work was done. Still frctm the highest

standpoint all might be better as it was. It

might be well that he should fail, well that

he should die. That was all that was said

of him, that he had failed, and died of his

failure. There was a time when I wished

myself to have the French epitaph graven on

his tombstone :

—

" ' Naitre, souft'rir, mourir ; c'est tout mon
histoire.'

"

" Not all his history," said the Canon, "not

all ; only to the end of the first chapter."

There was a deeper glow on Sir Galahad's

face when the two who sat by the tire turned

to the table. He had not been listening to

the story of David Elseker, that was evident.

" I have been listening to Miss Bartholomew,"

he said, speaking as if he were saying some-

thing that he had determined not to con-

ceal. " I have been listening to her all the

while, and I could go on listening. I did

not dream it was so late." When he shook

hands with Genevieve at parting, he said

quite audibly, "I—I shall come again soon.

May I come in the morning next time, before

luncheon? It gets dark so soon, doesn't it ?

It's nearly dark now, you know. . . . You
will let me come in the forenoon when I

come again ?
"
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CHAPTER XLVI. MAY NOT LIKING BE SO

SIMPLE-SWEET ?

" Had she willed it, still had stood the screen
So slijrht, so sure, 'twixt my love and her;

I could fix her face with a guard between,
And find her soul as when friends confer.

Friends—lovers that might have been."
Robert Browning.

There was not much news in the letter

that George Kirkoswald wrote to Mr. Bar-

tholomew from Halkington's Hotel. He
had been sitting up all night with John War-
burton, who had passed through the crisis of

his sudden illness, but was lying very weak
and exhausted in the unfamiliar room. The
only familiar thing about him was the dark,

rugged,tender face of the man who waited upon
his lightest wish with the patience and gentle-

ness of a gentle woman. It was almost worth
while to have been ill, since illness wrought
an experience of human loving - kindness
that it would be good to remember while life

should last.

It was no wonder, then, that the long letter

was all broken and disjointed, that it should
seem to have been written out of much weari-

ness and perplexity. " Yet I could not re-

frain from writing," George said. " It is

nearly four o'clock a.m. Warburton is sleep-

ing the sleep of recovery. The fire is burning
low ; every now and then a great shower of

hail comes rattling down the chinmey, and
upon the window-pane. It is just the sort

of night when one cannot help ' looking
before and after,' and certainly ' pining for

what is not.' All night the stillness has
seemed empty and hollow, and any sound
that broke the lamp-lit silence outside has

seemed like a note of wild unrest. I think

I have never before had such an impatient

desire to be back again in the pine-woods, to

hear the soughing of the wind among the fir-

tree tops, and the surging of the waves down
in Soulsgrif Bight. That reminds me to ask
if Miss Bartholomew will be good enough to

look in upon Mrs. Gordon some fine day?
I am anxious to know if the poor woman is

feeling less miserable ; if she has less dread
of being discovered; and I shall also be glad

to know that her son is looking stronger.

Please tell him that I have selected a number
of new books, and as soon as Warburton is

better we are going to look out some views
to be exhibited by lime-light. Of course I

expect to be back again for the next concert.

I think Severne said he had arranged it for

the 23rd. Yes, certainly I must be back
again before that time. It is long enough
to have to look forward. I have thought
myself not too happy at ijsselby of late, and.

indeed, I have had reasons for thinking so
;

but I know now that it was happiness to be
there—greater happiness than I can know
anywhere else. And it will be greater than
it has been. No experience weakens my
hope of that."

So the letter went on, aimless, discursive,

as letters always are when the people who
write them keep just outside everything they

are longing most to say. If George might
have added a postscript for Genevieve, bid-

ding her read between the lines of this in-

effective writing, then perhaps he would have
been happier, and Genevieve would have been
happier too, for the letter was not satisfying.

It was a chill, grey morning, with long,

low boomings of wind in the distance, as if a

storm threatened. Genevieve thought of

little Davy Drewe ; she always thought of

him when the weather was wild at sea. His
little model of The Viki/ig stood there on the

bracket over the bookcase, still and straight,

though the strongest gust swept the ivy on
the thatch outside ; the leaves shivered on
the pane; the Prince sat silent on his perch

;

the fire burned low and dim ; George's letter

was lying in Genevieve's lap. She had read it

twice through; but the second reading yielded

no life, no sympathy, no warmth. There
was no answer to the strong cry for human
nearness and intercourse that had gone up
so often from that little room of late. The
days were better when such cries had no
meaning, when each hour brought sufficient

for the needs of the hour. It was not all

good, that tasting of the fruit of the tree of

knowledge. Tilings could no more be as if

she had never touched that fatal tree.

It could hardly be said that it was want of

faith that beset her soul.. " I trust him," the

girl said to herself, " I trust him wholly. I

am not so low that I should have doubt or

fear. It is not that ; it is that I need him,

that I want to hear him speak, to hear him
speak to me, to see his eyes looking into

mine with all the truth and all the meaning
of all life in them. I am forgetting his face

;

i
I cannot picture him in the darkness that is

j

everywhere. I cannot see him smile, and I

!
cannot see the frown that comes upon his

;
forehead even when his eyes are all alight with

laughter. ... Ah ! to think that it should

be so, that one should be nothing alone,

nothing apart, that he should be there, I here,

and each of us no more than

' The divided half of such
A friendship as had master'd Time.'

But it is not mastering time; it is not master-

ing circumstance ; it is not yet complete
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enough, nor round enough. . . . George, if

you were here now I would speak ; at all

risks I would speak, and I would compel
you to speak. And you should know that

my love is great enough, great enough for

love's greatest destiny—a perfect sacrifice.

There are times when I feel that it is written,

and I love you enough to know that I can read

the writing when it is held down to me. . . .

If I read it I shall obey it ; I shall not fail."

A ray of sun shone out between the clouds;

a kind, good face, all smiles and premature

blushes, passed the window in haste. It was
Mr. Severne, and Genevieve was smiling in

response even as he entered the room.
" I—I asked you if I might come in the

forenoon, you know," he said, speaking even

more nervously than usual. " I know you are

always busy; but you didn't say I mightn't

come, ... Is Mr. Bartholomew out this

fine morning ?"

" No ; he is in the studio. We will go to

him. But is it a iine morning ? I thought

it was so cold, so dull till just now?"
" Yes, till just now. The sun shone

out exactly as I was getting over the stile,

and I took it for a good sign. I couldn't

help doing that, you know. I always like

the sun to shine out like that when—well,

when I am doing anything important."
" Is it an important thing to make a ciU

at Netherbank ? " Genevieve asked. She
was already feeling brighter, more genial,

because of this genial face and voice that she

had come to like so much. She was trying

to stir the fire into an appearance of greater

hospitality. Perhaps it would be better not
to disturb her father in the middle of his

morning's work, Mr, Severne was talking,

meanwhile, rather glad of the noise that Gene-
vieve was compelled to make.

" Yes," he said, " it has always been an
important thing to me to come to Nether-
bank. I remember the first time that I came

;

I was awfully nervous about it. And you
were good ! I was laughing away like any-

thing in about two minutes, and had forgotten

all about my dread. I never met anybody
who had the art of putting people at their

ease as you have."
" I thank vou," said Genevieve, smiling.

" Then, will you be quite at ease now? Will

you sit there, please ? I am going to work
at my embroidery a little, since you are here

to talk to me, or read to me, or sing to me.
I never touch my needle now when I am
alone. I am not happy enough for that."

Mr. Severne laughed. " Well, that is

puzzling !
" he said.

'• Is it ? It need not be. Needlework
doesn't occupy one's brain in the least ; it

leaves one at liberty to brood over all manner
of things. I always think the women who
can sit and sew quite contentedly for hours
together, with no one to speak to, must be
delightfully happy women."
The curate kept silence for a little while,

blushing, thinking, looking up now and then
with a pained, perturbed look that Gene-
vieve could not understand.

" Do you know I've been more than ever
afraid lately that you weren't happy?" he
said in a low voice that seemed to be broken
by its own weight of sympathy. " And it

has made me unhappy to think of it. I

couldn't have borne to think of it at all if I

hadn't wished—if I hadn't hoped that, per-

haps—perhaps—something might come to

make you happier. ... I have thought of

it almost always lately, almost ceaselessly.

. ... It seems too much to hope. It is

too much; but I couldn't help it; I couldn't

put the hope away, not till I asked you, not

till you had said yourself that it couldn't be.

. . . Must you say that, do you think ? Is

it impossible that I should ever make you
happier ? Is it . .

."

It was only a little exclamation from Gene-
vieve that had stopped him, a little cry of

surprise, and pain, and self-reproach.

"Oh, Mr. Severne!" she said, her eyes

wide with distress, her lips tremulous. "Have
I been so stupid ? so cruel? Believe that I

did not know, that I did not see. How
could I—how could I know or dream of it ?

. ... I am afraid that I was caring—that I

was thinking only of some one else. . . .

But, oh, I am sorry—you will believe that I

am sorry ?"

There was silence again in the little room
—a long silence. There was no blush on Mr.

Severne's face when he spoke again.

" I know you did not see," he said, speak-

ing quite calmly, quite strongly, and with a

greater self-possession than had ever been

his before—" I know that you did not dream

of it. And so far from being cruel, your

kindness has been so great, so beautiful, that

I have wondered at it always. It has been

the greatest joy that I have ever known. . . .

It will always be that. . , , I know I hardly

need ask you—you will be just the same to

me ? This—tliis mistake that I have made
will not come between us? You will not

blame me, nor be cold to me?"
" It shall never come between us !

" said

Genevieve, holding out her hand. It was

trembling ; her eyes were full of tears, " If
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it make any change it will be a change toward

greater friendliness, a better understanding.

And I think—let me say it, though it may
seem harsh just now—I think that you will

understand yourself better. You will find

that it is a sister's love you want from me, a

sister's care, a sister's friendliness. You miss

these; I have always felt that—that you were

missing your home sympathies. Then try

to think that this is home. Come more
often, and talk more freely on any subject

you will. It will be better so ; we shall

forget this sooner."
" But I shall not want to forget," said Mr.

Severne, lifung his grave blue eyes ; and
Genevieve saw that there was a new light in

them, a new power. Whatever pain had
struck him, the force of it had turned to

spiritual strength even as it fell. " I shall not
want to forget. There will be no sorrow in

it by-and-by ; that is, not much, not if you
will be just the same to me, and try to care

for me, as you say, as a sister would care. . . I

shall be very happy. . . . But I should like

to know that you were a little happier too."
" And I shall be ; believe that. I am not

so—so self-sufficing as I used to be," said

Genevieve, remembering and growing sadder.
" Only this morning when you came I was
feeling lonely, and I was glad to see you

—

very glad."
" Were you ?—were you really ? . . . But

I can't be of any use," said Mr. Severne, his

voice dropping to a more despondent tone.

He could not help having his own thoughts

about things. If Mr. Kirkoswald were at the

root of Miss Bartholomew's unhappiness, he
could have no hope of being helpful in such
a matter as that. He could only stand ready
—a little on one side, but always so that he
could be ready when the moment came. He
had an instinctive feeling that the moment
would come—the moment when he might
be of use, when he could put all that pure, un-
selfish love of his into some small act that

nobody would notice. Perhaps Genevieve
might notice it. If she did, she would offer

him thanks—sweet thanks, with sweet smiles;

but she would never know. No, she would
never know all that her words of that day had
meant to him. All the way as he went home
with his heartache and his sense of failure he
was picturing to himself his future life, his

future work, his future silence. There would
be silence all the way quite on to the end

;

but there would be peace underlying it.

Even now he was not what people call

wretched—not utterly wretched. His sorrow
would remain, but it would pass onward and

upward into joy. It was as if he stood by a

newly-made grave, thinking of the flowers that

would grow there when the time of flowers had
come—passion-flowers of faith and prayer,

with chanted praise instead of songs of birds

—music that should pass the night till the

breaking of another and a fairer morning.

CHAP. XLVII.—THE SONG THAT ENID SANG.

" We shall part no more in the wind and the rain,

Where thy last farewell was said
;

But perhaps I shall meet thee and know thee again.

When the sea gives up her dead."
Jean Ingelow.

The hoarse thunder of the winter wind came
nearer and louder, the dead leaves went by
sweeping and whirling into the upper air;

the desolate roar of the sea at the foot of the

cliffs came ever and ever more distinctly to

the heart that listened and was sad.

Noel Bartholomew sat before his easel^

working mechanically, all through the storm.

He might not stay to feel the depression

upon his spirit ; he might not stay for the

winter darkness that seemed to bring an un-

willingness and unfitness of its own ; he might

not stav for a nerveless hand, nor for a brain

weighed upon, oppressed with dread, over-

wrought with anxiety.

Genevieve sat beside him all through the

day ; and more than once half through the

long, chill November night. She was work-

ing at her embroidery, and with a purpose in

her working now. There had been a little

scene, half sad, half amusing, one morning.

The postman had brought a cheque repre-

senting the three panels for the screen that

Genevieve had been embroidering all through

the summer.
" You have sold them I

" Mr. Bartholomew

exclaimed ; surprised, pained, incredulous.

" Yes, my father, I have sold them. What
will Mrs. Caton say ?

"

" It will hardly matter about Mrs. Caton,"

the artist replied bitterly. Then he tried to

recover himself, or to seem as if he did.

" Does Mrs. Caton represent the world for

you now ? " he asked, speaking in a gentley

and more natural way.
" Yes, to a certain extent. She seems to

have her hand on the pulse of it very finely.

But since she interprets it, it cannot after all

be such a very evil world. If she knew that

I had sold my lily-panel, and had received

something like fourpence farthing an hour for

my work, with the materials thrown in, she

would begin to be good tome from that very

moment."
" You think she would pity you ?

"

"There is a pity which is akin to love !

"
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" And there is a pity which is akin to con-

tempt."
" So there is, father ; and happy are the

people who need no pity at all," Genevieve

said, trying bravely to keep the sadness out

of her face. " Perhaps we shall not need it

always, and if we should, we will try to bear

it. . . . Shall I sing to you a little while you

sit there?" she continued, placing a chair for

him by the fire, and opening the piano.

" Shall I sing you the song that Enid sang in

the day of her broken fortunes ? I will be

.Enid, and you shall be Earl Yniol.

" Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel with smile or frown
;

With that wild wheel we go not up or down ;

Our hoard is little, but our hearts are great.

" Smile and we smile, the lords of many lands
;

Frown and we smile, the lords of our own hands ;

For man is man and master of his tate."

Genevieve sang on to the end of the song

resolutely, but she was grieved for the expres-

sion of her father's face, for the quiver of his

lip. She had not known that he had looked

at the cheque, knowing that he looked upon
an answer to a passionate, half-despairing

prayer, prayed in the night while she was

sleeping. It was an answer—an answer

granted with a special and unlooked-for

trial in the very granting. Such answers

come to us all at times, baffling the heart

that yearns only to be grateful, to understand

its own gratitude. Like other trials, it is a

trial of faith, and needs to be met with non-

reasoning steadfastness of trust as in a wise

and wide-seeing Father. The trial passes,

peace comes, and perhaps light with the peace.

It is then that one has grief if faith has failed

in the hour pre-arranged for its testing.

Noel Bartholomew's faith had all but

failed him, though he had striven manfully to

support it. But such strife is hard when the

pulse beats low with failing strength, and

when the soul is left to wrestle alone, un-

ministered to by any man or angel. The
angels do not always come. Sometimes they

come, but unawares, and we know them only

when they have departed.

Out of this root of pain Bartholomew's

faith grew again. Though the relief that had
come to him was very far from being full

relief, it was sufficient to deliver him for a

time from the haunting dread of actual want
that had been present with him so continu-

ously of late. He could bear to feel himself

growing weaker, sadder, more and more un-

hopeful, bat he could not bear to see the

thinner oval of his daughter's face, nor to see

the wan whiteness that was stealing upon her

lip and cheek. Now he had hope that such

changes as these would at least be arrested.

The storm went on, and the d-ays went on,

until at last the garden-picture was com-
pleted. Bartholomew was not satibfied with
it, but it was less unsatisfactory to him than
the other had been. The Canon and Mr.
Severne came in just after it had been placed
in its frame. It stood there, a great glow of
summer light, summer feeling, summer colour.

" I like it here," the Canon said, " and I

should probably like it on the walls of the

Academy, but I have some doubt about its

looking well at Yarrell Croft. There will be
nothing ds'rk enough, sober enough, to throw
it up. Don't you feel concerned about the

effect of it there ?
"

" Yes, I am concerned enough," the poor
artist said, feeling that his unprofitable

anxiety on that head was a very small thing

beside the other anxieties that he had. He
could hardly care much about the eftect of

his work with Genevieve sitting there so

pale and wearied-looking. She was sitting

near the table, helping Mr. Severne to write

out a programme for the concert. It only

wanted ten days now to the twenty-third.
" And you think Mr. Kirkoswald will be

home by that time ? " Sir Galahad was say-

ing, looking up with the wistful light that had
never gone from his face since '' t/iaf day,''

as he called it in his own mind. He had
not spoken of it—he would never speak of

it, Genevieve had no fear; she had only a

little sorrow, only a great regard. Nay, it

was more than regard; it was love, and he

knew that it was love. Some day perhaps it

would satisfy him. Meantime if he were not

satisfied, then neither was he sorrowful. The
peace that had always been visible in him,

visible through all his blushes and mistakes,

his smiles, his hesitations, his awkwardnesses,

was more than ever visible now ; and the old

man seemed to watch his face with a great

tenderness. He knew what had happened,

and Noel Bartholomew knew it too ; but it

was Sir Galahad himself who turned all

regret, all embarrassment into simple, quiet,

open acquiescence.
" It is good of you to let me come, and to

be so kind to me, ' he said to Mr. Bartholo-

mew, as he shook hands and went out into

the dull wintry weather that was upon land

and sea.

The picture was sent home that same
evening. Sharpe took it, with Keturah's

brother, Johnny Glead, to help him. Very

little emotion went with this second and

larger work. There could be no pleasure

connected with it, with the idea of its recep-

tion, its appreciation.
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" It seems almost amazing when you think

of it," Genevieve said, " that one man should

work for another, think so much of his

thought for another, give so much of his life,

and yet make so little impression upon that

other's mind."
" It is strange," said Bartholomew, "and

it is only painters and sculptors who know
how strange it is. It must be quite different

with authors. They have their personal

friends, their critics, and their public to think

of, to write up to, or down to ; while an
artist who has a commission has only the one
man to think of; and every touch being made,
more or less, with a view to that man's taste,

he cannot help thinking of him, though all

the while the patron may hardly even remem-
ber the painter's name."
The inevitable exhaustion followed upon

the completion of the work. There was no-

thing to be done but some patient wailing,

which is often the hardest task a human being
can have. It was very hard in this instance,

so hard that the father and daughter began
to count the hours of every day almost as

anxiously as they counted the few shillings

that were left to them. No word passed

the lip of either concerning the master of

Yarrell Croft. He had again sent a message
—a message precisely similar to the one he
had sent before. " Mr. Richmond said I

was to tell you that he liked the picture very

well." That was all. Bartholomew looked
into his daughter's face when he heard it,

with a look that was curiously mingled and
confused. There was wonder in it, and
amusement, with a little disdain, and not a
little hopelessness. The girl's lip quivered.

" We shall always know better now how it

is with the poor, father," she said with a
faint pain in her tone.

Bartholomew paused awhile before he
replied ; then he said

—

"Yes, when it is all over I may perhaps be
grateful to Mr. Richmond for having opened
my eyes. I feel as if I had lived a blinded

life till now, blinded to all real suffering,

real pressure of anxiety, to the existence of

such a thing as actual oppression."

A few more days went on. A little more
hunger, a little more need of the common
necessaries of life had to be endured, and
was endured bravely. The fire was carefully

kept low, though the weather was chill and
windy. Keturah was considerately kept
patient, but it was not difficult to keep her

patient. She moved about with a new quiet-

ness, as if the sorrow and strain that was in

the house were a kind of sickness. And she

knew as well as any one knew that the next
moment that came might put an end to this

strange trial. There was something almost
pathetic in the way she sat or stood with her

eyes fixed on a certain point of the edge of
the moor. If Mr. Richmond came over that

way she could see him pass between the two
stunted trees that grew one on either side of

the path, and it would be something delight-

ful to have to run down to the studio, or into

the little sitting-room, with the news that

Deliverance, as represented by Cecil Rich-
mond, was coming through the whin and
heather of Langbarugh Moor. The watch-

ing was weary work, but she would have her

reward if she might watch to any such good
purpose as this.

But in the event there came a morning
when the last shilling had to be sent to

Thurkeld Abbas for bread. Keturah went
down to buy it, and as soon as she had gone
Bartholomew sat down with a white resolute

face to his daughter's writing-table.
" Must you do it?" Genevieve said, stoop-

ing to kiss the lined, troubled forehead.
" Yes," he replied ;

" yes, I must do it. I

must write to Mr. Richmond. . . . You see the

alternative would not fliU upon myself alone."

When the afternoon came Bartholomew
consented to go out of doors. He would go
anywhere now; he would do anything. Of
course he would go down to Soulsgrif Bight

if his daughter wanted to go there. Perhaps
the sea-breeze would lift the pressure from
his brain a little. Something was weighing

there very heavily. It almost seemed as if

the dull wind-swept sky itself had a ponder-

ousness that could be felt. The air was
heavy and chill ; the dead grasses that were
whitening in the hedgerows bent and shivered

to the breeze ; the great grey sea swept across

the bay from point to point in wild ceaseless

unrest. The day seemed full of sadness, of

unhopefulness, and the harsh boding scream
of the sea-gulls wheeling beyond the edge of

the cliffs struck cruelly upon the ear when
the hands were stretched out supplicatingly

to Nature for a little comfort, a little sooth-

ing, a little promise for the days to be.

There were only a few people about in the

Bight. One or two were looking out

anxiously over the rocky beach to the north.

The tide was rising. Right across where the

white edges of the waves gleamed against the

dark clifts there was a solitary figure, a

woman's figure apparently. " Were they

watching her ? Was there any fear ? " Bar-

tholomew asked of an ancient mariner who
was leaning over the edge of the quay.
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" Noa, sir, there's

said tlie man, " not unless

nought to be feared,"

she worsens on't

Ya'U be knawin' whea it is ? Ya'll ken

it's Ailsie Drewe?"
" Ailsie !—It is Ailsie!" Genevieve ex-

claimed; then she hesitated, fearing to ask

the question that was upon her lip. But the

old man needed no questioning. He had
all the eagerness of his class to be the fast to

tell a tale of sadness. This was sad enough,

and it was also a little strange. " It is like

as if we'd all on us expected it," the old man
said, "knawin' 'at Ailsie was expectin' it

neet an' daay, an' leuked out for t' poastman
ivery mornin', storrm or no storrm, wiv a

feace as white as driven snaw. She niver

kind o' settled te nought till t' poastman had

turned his back te goa up t' bank yonder.

An' then ten daays agone she had a dream.

She says it warn't no dream, but she were

wakkened out of her sleep Aviv a plash o'

water, an' a great sudden light 'at she said

was no shine o' the sun, nor o' the moon, but

were a great sea-shine, an' a boat far out upon
it wi' little Davy an' his father makkin' for

some hills 'at were all aglow wi' the light 'at

struck up oot o' the sea . . . Ah saay my-
self 'at it would ha' been better if she'd niver

heerd nought no more. She were calm an'

quiet all that daay, as calm as if she'd been

lift up to heaven a bit, an' let doon agen.
" But 'twas all ower next daay. A letter

com fra the owners—there was a little book
in it—an' the letter told how Davy had had
a desper't fight for his life. The ship had
struck on a reef, somewheres oot foreign, an'

the little fellow had knocked aboot all neet

among the breakers in a tool-chest ; but

t' chest were empty when it washed up i' the

mornin' . . . 'Twas ower much for poor

Ailsie, that was. Mr. Stuart, him up at the

readin'-room yonder, read the letter for her,

an' she sat still as a steane when he read it,

an' she niver shed no tear. She's niver shed

noan yet, so they saay. But ivery tide, day-

leet or dark, she walks out there, up an'

doon amang the rocks leuking for the little

lad . . . She's leuking now. Ah reckon

she'll be goin' on leuking."

The dull grey sky was growing greyer, the

chill wind more chill than before; the sea-

gulls came flapping overhead, crying with

hoarse cries. Yet still the dark figure wan-
dered up and down among the rocks where

the cruel sea was crawling to the cliffs be-

yond. Noel Bartholomew and his daughter

went on over the wreck-strewn sands—the

wide house of mourning that Nature offered

to the bereaved woman for her use ; veiling

her light meanwhile, and draping the dark
cliffs in purple shadow.

There was almost a smile on the mother's
wan face, in the grey dreamy eyes—dreamy
with looking out over unseen distances.

She had made no attempt to provide herself

with any change of dress. Herplaided shawl
was over her head, her coloured print gown
fluttered in the wind.

" Ya'll be come for the little book," she
said, speaking in a tone that was milder and
more gentle than she was wont to use. " I've

left it at home ; but Ah'll get it for you next

time you come if t' tide be up. Ah'll be sure

to get it. 'Twas so said i' the letter '"at the

laady was te hev it. . . . Davy had said that

;

an' they put it i' the letter."

" Perhaps you would like to keep it ?

"

Genevieve began, speaking sympathetically

;

but Ailsie quickly interrupted her.

" Keep it ! Oh, whisht, miss, whisht !

Ah'd niver keep it. Davy '11 ask aboot it

—

he's sure te ask when Ah find him. An Ah'm
boun' te find him. The sea's boun' te give

up her dead. It gave Davy up before, you
know, an' then he came back te life. An'

Ah'd like to be here when he's given up
again. So Ah can't goa an' get the little book
now you see, miss—not till t' tide's over

t' Kirkmaister's stean yonder. Then Ah'll

goa."

And all the while the great white waves

were sweeping upward, always upward, leap-

ing and dashing hungrily upon the big brown

boulders that stood together in stern resist-

ance at the foot of Soulsgrif Ness.

Genevieve tried to comfort the poor woman
a little, but she seemed as one who did not

need comfort, as if she did not even hear it.

She went on talking herself, softly, wearily;

and in a very little time it seemed as if she

had always talked so, always looked out over

the sea with eyes that had no vision in them.

Leaving her there, a solitary figure watch-

ing and waiting among the dark rocks where

the white sea was rushing and sweeping, they

went up to the reading-room. There was

warmth there and rest and cheeriness. Some
half-dozen men and lads of the place were

enjoying the unwonted luxury of pictorial

newspapers. One ©r two were deep in un-

likely books. Wilfrid Stuart was arranging

the platform for the coming concert—it was

to be on the next evening but one. There

was a decided change in the appearance of

the violinist of the cottage-door. He came

quickly forward, moving with the help ot a

stick. There was a smile on his face, the

wildness had all but gone from his eyes. It
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was easy to see that reconciliation had at

least begun.
" Mr. Kirkoswald asked us to come in and

see how you were getting on," Bartholomew

said ;
" but I suppose you will have heard

from himself by this time ?
''

" Yes, I have heard," said the young man.
" I had a letter this morning with a parcel of

books and magazines. I am glad that Mr.

Kirkoswald will be here for the concert . . .

Would you like to see the ivy-wreaths that

my mother is making? "

CHAPTER XLVIII.—"turn THY WILD WHEEL
thro' SUNSHINE, STORM, AND CLOUD."

" Round me too the night
In ever-nearing' circle weaves her shade.

I see her veil draw soft across the day,

I feel her slowly chilling- breath invade
The cheeks grown thin, the brown hair sprent with grey

;

I feel her finger light

Laid pausefully upon life's headlung train ;

—

1 he foot less prompt to meet the morning dew.
The heart less boundinpc at emotion new,

And hope, once crush'd, less quick to spring again."
Matthew Arnold.

When Genevieve came down from her little

room under the thatch on the morning of the

concert-day her eyes were alight with a new
anticipation. It was not the evening's success

for which she was so eager, but the morning's

pleasure. There was a hoar frost upon the

land.

A cup of tea, some dry toast was waiting.
" Tliey've only looked at the tray," Keturah
said to herself a few minutes later, when she

saw her master and mistress going out arm-

in-arm, stepping from a cottage door into a

wide, still realm of perfect and unearthly-

seeming beauty. The trees stood as if moved
to a conscious calmness by their own exceed-

ing loveliness ; every bough, every twig made
you feel as if you had never in your lifetime

noticed the perfectness of form and curve dis-

played by a branching tree. The rime was

everywhere, on the tiniest point of the tiniest

briar-leaf ; and the undertones of colour struck

through the thin diamond encrustation with

an altogether new and delicate tenderness of

tint and tone.

They went down to the studio by the grassy

orchard ways, brushing sparkling crystals from

the undergrowth at every step. Genevieve's

while pigeons were wheeling up against the

blue-grey monotone of the sky. All else was
motionless. The studio was full of a steady

and admirable light for painting. It had to

be concentrated a little on the spot where
the easel stood with the "Sir Galahad " upon
it. It was many weeks since Bartholomew
had touched the fine spiritual-looking head
before him. He was a little surprised by it;

more tl;an a little glad. Yet it seemed like

another man's work—something with which
he had no right to trifle.

Genevieve watched his face as he stood

looking into the soft, blue, upturned eyes on
the canvas. Her hand was still within her

father's arrn ; when she saw that he was glad

she let her cheek rest affectionately upon his

shoulder.
" The morning rime is good," she said with

an apparent irrelevance.

" All beauty is good," replied the artist.

" I wonder when man will surprise the last

secret of beauty. We are far from it yet

—

the best of us."

" But it is something to be seeking."
" Yes ; it is something. It is much to the

man who has found the right clue. Till now
I have been wandering on without a clue.

Yet even in wandering I trust I did what it

was given to me to do."

Genevieve stood silent a moment ; her

heart was beating a little, as if she herself was

on the verge of discovery of some larger law.

.... Then there came a sound into the

silence.

" There—run, dear—that is the postman's

horn," said Bartholomew, with a sudden grey-

ness passing across his face.

Genevieve came back in a minute or two
smiling, almost breathless, holding a letter

aloft.

" Here is the Richmond crest !
" she said.

" A cross patonce, azure, between four etoiles
;

and the Richmond motto

—

^ Fides prcestantior

aiiro.^ Let me be mercenary, and hope that

the Richmond cheque is equally imposing !

"

Bartholomew's hand trembled in a very

evident manner as he took the note. There
was no responsive smile on his grey face ; no
sign of relief. It was characteristic of him
that he looked about for a paper-knife, and
cut the envelope with an unusual deliberate-

ness. He read the note silently. Then he sat

down, not lifting his eyes to his daughter's face.

" Don't say that the cheque is not there,

father !" Genevieve said, coming round to

where h^- sat, and stroking his thin grey hair

in a tender, loving way.
" Read the note, little one," the father said,

handing it to her. It was a very brief note.

If it were cruel, it was not elaborate cruelty.

If it were hard and unseeing, the hardness

was not prolonged. If it struck like a blow,

the blow was quickly dealt.
'^ Ihave received your /et/er," Mr. Richmond

wrote. " T/ie pictures are very good, but the

price is more than I expected. Will you take

them back ? I think you zvould be able to dis-

pose of thn/ii"
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Genevieve put her arm round her father's

neck, and drew his face to hers and kissed

him.
* * * *

The worst of the sickening shock was over

when they began to speak of it.

" You will have noticed that Mr. Richmond
has not mentioned his sister's name," Bar-

tholomew said.

"Yes," replied Genevieve; "and I also

remember that Miss Richmond did not allude

to the pictures that day when she met Mr.

Kirkoswald here. I do not think that she

has alluded to them at all."

" What inference do you draw ?"

" That there is not perfect confidence in

this matter between the brother and sister."

" So I think ; and so I fear."

" You fear ?
"

*' Yes. Miss Richmond's pride alone would
have saved us such a stroke as this."

In writing to Cecil Richmond Bartholomew
had, of course, mentioned the price of the

pictures. The view of Yarrell Croft was to

be fifty guineas, the garden-scene seventy.

"But it is so little !
" Genevieve had said.

" You would have put double that price upon
them if you had sent them to London."

This was true ; and the knowledge that it

was true did much to relieve the keenness of
the overwhelming blow that had fallen ; and
it did something toward raising a suspicion

of complications underneath the aftair that

neither Noel Bartholomew nor his daughter
might do more than suspect. Yet, as was
natural, the man wearied himself with try-

ing to arrive at some solution of this strange

turn of events. He was altogether weary and
heart-sick.

" I am quite incapable of discerning what
it will be wisest to do now," he said. " I

have never before had to contend with cir-

cumstances like this, with a nature like this.

I am baffled utterly."

In the end he wrote again to Mr. Rich-
mond, simply explaining that he could not
expect to find a purchaser for pictures that

were so entirely of the nature of portraiture.

Few men would care to buy a matter-of-fact

representation of another man's house, another
man's grounds. He was sorry to seem dis-

obliging, but he could not do this thing that

was asked of him. Then, with a painful

effort, he added, " My present circumstances
do not permit of it. And as to reducing the
price of the pictures, that would be virtually

to admit that I had valued them too highly at

first. You are probably aware how far this

is from being the fact."

XXV-37

That was all. The letter was sent to the
post, and then again Bartholomew and his

daughter set themselves to wait with patience.

A new quietness, a new yieldingness seemed to

have come down upon the poor fate-torn artist.

When the evening came he consented, without
hesitation, to go down with his daughter to

the music-room.
" I would go if it were only as a matter of

gratitude, dear," he said, speaking as lightly

and gaily as he might do. "Think of it— if

I had been alone through all this ! What
should I have done ?"

" I don't know what you would have done,"
replied Genevieve, stroking the thin nervous
hand she held, and speaking with a responsive
gaiety ;

" I don't know what you would have
done, since you are a man. A woman would
have opened her piano, and would have sung
' Thy wheel and thee we neither love nor
hate.'

"

"And all the while her heart would have
been breaking."

" Sir Walter Scott says that ' a woman's
heart takes a long time o' breaking.'

"

" So he does, but he is careful to make the

addition, ' That's according to the stuff they're

made o', sir.'

"

" Then since mine is made of very strong

stufl;' I will go and dress. ... I shall be
ready in ten minutes, my father."

* * * *

The wreaths were all in their places—ivy for

friendship, laurel for ambition, with here and
there a glowing red chrysanthemum, blushing

because it must always say, " I love." There
was some dark yew there also, and a spray

or two of cypress. The soft lamplight had

been streaming down some time when Noel
Bartholomew and his daughter went into the

music-room. Mrs. Caton was arranging the

girls on the platform. She had taken the

children under her especial protection, and

had provided each little girl with a warm dark-

red frock for the winter concert-evenings
;

whereupon Mrs. Damer had said that Mrs.

Caton was grov/ing quite sensible; and Miss

Standen had added that slie hoped sensible-

ness was like charity, and began at home.
These small amenities of speech in nowise

interfered with the amenity of the general

eftect of things. Two or three more young

ladies had been invited, who could sing pretty

songs and wear pretty dresses. One of them
looked like a tall straight daffodil, with its

petals arranged as multitudinous frills. A
little stout lady beside her had the appearance

of a toilet pincusJiion, with her deep white

flounce and underskirt of pale pink. Mrs,
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Caton had besought everybody to look up

their old evening dresses, and to put them on

when they came to sing. She was quite sure

the fisher-folk of Soulsgrif Bight would take

it as a compliment. A belief in pleasing and

eflective colour was one of the chief articles

of her social creed. It was an insult to your

neighbourhood to wear a gown that the eye

could not rest upon with pleasure, or sooth-

ing, or satisfaction. And Mrs. Caton was a

consistent woman.
Genevieve went smiling up to the platform

in her white serge dress. She had a double

band of plain black velvet round her head,

confining her yellow rippling hair after the

manner seen on Greek coins. Mr. Severne

had offered her his arm, and he went with

her across the back of the platform to where

George Kirkoswald stood talking to AVilfrid

Stuart about some violin-music. George did

not know that Genevieve had come. He
was intending to walk a little way up the

Bank when this last arrangement was made
;

and notv here was a clear penetrating voice

close beside him, saying, with a little quiver

in it, " How do you do, Mr. Kirkoswald ?"

He started visibly as he turned. " I have

only been home two hours," he said, taking

Genevieve's hand in his for a moment. He
said the words as if he meant them for an

apology ; but none was needed now that he

Avas there, looking into her eyes alone, trying

to read at a glance the history of the days.

There was nothing that was difficult of inter-

pretation. Love can always be read, and
faith, and joy—these being simple things and

good. It is sorrow that is complex, and mean
motive, and evil will.

The concert began with a trio, Mrs.

Caton and Miss Damer at the piano, while

Wilfrid Stuart played the violin. It was some
music of Donizetti's—the overture to Lucia

di Lammermoor—and it was being played

very effectively, so the people thought who
were listening, and who were capable of

judging. They were not all listening. Gene-
vieve was sitting on a chair, half hidden by
the piano, thinking what a curious meeting

it had been, meeting hands and meeting

glances on a raised platform, with pink lights

shining down, and green wreaths whispering

fidelity. Agatha Damer was sitting on the

other side of her, in a dress of willow-green

embroidered with white silk daisies. George
Kirkoswald stood behind, between the two
chairs, carried away on the quivering notes

of the violin, lifted into realms of resolute

hoping, determined defying." Quite unknown
to himself his hand had grasped the back of

Genevieve's chair—he was grasping it as if

he had caught and conquered his life's

greatest enemy, overcome his last and most
invincible difficulty.

The moment of imagined victory is often

the moment of real defeat. George was still

in the height of his rapt mood when the

door of the music-room turned on its hinge.

It was Miss Richmond who entered, moving
gracefully forward to the concluding strains

of the overture. There was no vacant seat in

front, but Noel Bartholomew rose from his in-

stantly. Felicie, who accompanied her mis-

tress, retired to the farther end of the room.

There was no one there but was wondering

what strange vagary had possessed Miss

Richmond to come down from Yarrell Croft

on a midwinter evening in order to be present

at an entertainment which hardly pretended to

be above the " penny-reading " class. She

was dressed from head to foot in rich, costly

furs, but the room being warm she threw her

mantle aside, displaying a handsome violet-

tinted dress adorned with lace and ribbons.

Yet it was not her dress, but herself, that

made a presence in the room—an oppressive

presence for some, though she sat so quietly,

and listened so attentively, resting her chin

on her white hand, as she did everywhere,

and leaning forward, with an apparent un-

consciousness of herself, of her beaut}^, of

her dress, that made her seem to be the

most absolutely picturesque woman that ever

breathed. Even Noel Bartholomew standing

there at a little distance, said to himself, " If

I could paint Miss Richmond as she sits at

the present moment, I should win the ap-

plause of the world for the production of a

new type of feminine beauty and character."

Doubtless such a picture would have been

in a measure new. It is seldom that a woman
is at once so beautiful, so strong, so varied,

so capable of evil, so desirous of good, as

Diana Richmond appeared to be as she sat

there, listening to Mr. Severne as he sang

The Lost Chord ; to Agatha Damer when she

sang Forgive ajid Forget ; to Genevieve, who
sang Schubert's Adieu. Wilfrid Stuart came
in between with his violin ; and Mrs. Caton

swept the keys of the pianoforte with quite

new force of execution since Miss Richmond
was there to listen. It was w^ell known in

the neighbourhood that Miss Richmond was

no musician ; and say that how you will, \ou

speak of the absence of a power not always

fully understood. That the music in you is

quite mute is much as if you said, " I have

not learnt to speak the thing I should like to

utter."
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All the evening George Kirkoswald re-

mained on the platform; he would not again

desert his post, be the post ever so trifling.

He stood with folded arms between the piano

and the screen of red-berried holly, tall, erect,

seeming as if he frowned more in thoughtful-

ness than in sadness, or perplexity. More
than once he looked towards where Miss

Richmond sat with her beautiful upturned

face, and her white eyelids dropping over

dark, inscrutable eyes. He felt tliat he had
more strength within himself than he had had

when he met those eyes before. ,

The concert came to an end at last, though

the programme had not been a brief one.

Noel Bartholomew came forward and shook

hands with Miss Richmond, who thanked

him with a quiet and intent graciousness for

giving up his seat. That was the mood she

was in— a quiet, graceful, courteous mood,
that seemed all the quieter because no one

could help divining the strong meanings and

yearnings that were deliberately subdued and
hidden underneath. They were only half-

hidden. Every glance and gesture betrayed

them. If she turned her head it was as if

she cried out for sympathy.

The people were going out. Genevieve
went with Mrs. Caton into the inner room to

put on her hat and cloak. When George
Kirkoswald came up to where Bartholomew
stood listening to Miss Richmond, she was
saying, " I am waiting for your daughter.

She will accept a seat in the carriage this

evening, it is so cold." Then she turned to

George, holding out her pretty hand, " You
will persuade Miss Bartholomew, will you
not? Though it is so moonhght and so

lovely the air is very chill."

Genevieve did not need much persuasion.

There was a little of the old authoritativeness

in George's glance. " You will accept Miss

Richmond's kindness," he said, with quiet

emphasis.

He went with them to the carriage. Felicie

was there with rugs and shawls. The moon
was shining down with its fullest, frostiest

shining. Genevieve had taken her seat;

IMiss Richmond stood hesitating, with one
foot on the step. She was looking upward

;

the soft light was on her face and in her

wistful eyes.

"I had something to say," she began,
speaking gently and slowly. " What was it?

Why should people always have to put things

into words ? I wish one might be under-

stood without words !"

"I wonder if I do understand?" Kirk-

oswald said. He could not speak plainly,

and Miss Richmond knew that he could not.
Yet he felt her mood through his own. She
was changing, relenting. She wished him to

be happy ; she wished to try to offer him
recompense for the long, dull, aching misery
that she had caused him. All this passed
through his mind in a single flash of thought,
but he could not utter it. Miss Richmond
was getting into the carriage without making
any sign that he could interpret. "I shall

come over to Yarrell," he said. " I shall

come purposely to see if you have remem-
bered what it was that you wanted to say to

me to-night."

The carriage went slowly up the cliff-side.

Bartholomew and Kirkoswald followed, talk-

ing, as men will talk, of anjthing and every-
thmg so that it be not the thing nearest to

them at the moment. Bartholomew could
not help feeling both perplexed and disap-

pointed. He had been so certain that the

coming of Miss Richmond to Soulsgrif Bight
had in some way been connected with the

circumstances that were pressing so heavily

upon himself. She had come to disclaim any
influence over her brother— to decline to be
responsible for him or for his actions : there

were many side-motives that she might have
had. It Avas not uncharacteristic of her to

choose a place and time so singular for any
communication that she might have to make.
But when opportunity came she had taken

no advantage of it. And Bartholomew knew
that it was not for him to do so. Diana
Richmond had had nothing to do with the

transactions between her brother and himself.

And Miss Richmond made no mention of

the matter during the drive home. Gene-
vieve waited expectantly ; she spoke of her

father, of his work, but she did not succeed

in eliciting any response that would have

made it easy for her to go at once to the

heart of this strange involution of things that

was testing her father's strength so far. But

before the carriage stopped at Netherbank,

Genevieve was certain that Diana Rich-

mond's impassiveness in the matter was a

conscious and deliberate impassiveness.
" Miss Richmond knows it all," she said to

her father next morning, as he sat there with

the clear light shining down upon him, and

upon the work that he could not touch.

"There is something behind that we cannot

see. But we shall see if we wait."

" Do you know what waiting means,

child?"
" Yes ; at least I think I do. And by way

of preparing for the worst I have given Ke-

turah a week's holiday."
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There was no exclamation, no expostula-

tory remark, Bartholomew had arrived at

the point when a man becomes aware that ex-

postulation is idle, and exclamation frivolous.

He accepted, with a keen pang, the idea that

his daughter must light his kitchen fire, pre-

pare his dinner, and sweep his room. The
only thing that made the idea supportable

was the thought of compensation. He had

a theory tliat a time of sadness and trial is

usually followed by a time of peace and satis-

faction.

" I have only to think of George Herbert
when I am trying to handle Keturah's broom
in the morning," Genevieve said. They were
sitting in the firelight. The day had gone,

and after much persuasion Keturah had gone
too, but not witliout tears and protestations.

"You are thinking of Herbert's poem?"
Bartholomew asked.

" Yes :—
' Who sweeps a room as for Thy law,

Makes that and the action fine.'

So I shall sweep conscientiously; and if I am
.awkward I shall think of Natalie Narishkin."

" And it will not be for long, dear."
" But you are not thinking that I am

-speaking of it because I mind it, father ? In-

deed you should know me better than that.

No one enjoys new experiences and, experi-

ments more than I do ; I enjoy them for their

own sake. , . And there is more behind this,"

Genevieve added, with a change of tone.
" Yes, there is more behind," Bartholomew

replied. " Through all this trial I have felt

that it was a permission to taste a little of

the cup of pain as it is mixed for others.

Think of the people who all their life long

live as we are living now—in fear, in uncer-

tainty, and on the very verge of want. One
finds the secret of such sorrow. It is not

hunger, nor the dread of death by hunger.

It is the continued mental anxiety, never
lifted, never relaxed. , . . May God help but

one such sufferer for my suffering and my
prayer to-night," he added reverently, as a
fresh gust of wind dashed a shower of sleety

hail upon the window-pane.
* * * *

It was not the delicate, rarely-seen rime
tliat whitened and brightened the world next
morning, but the effect of the light showers
of snow that had fallen during the frosty night

was almost equally beautiful. If it were less

mystic, more pronounced, it was also less

evanescent.

Genevieve dressed herself in the chill twi-

light with a decided feeling of novelty and
amusement. She would have no part to act

for her father's cheering and sympathy. An
old tennis-apron was carefully pinned on.
" I think I shall carry a duster in the pocket
permanently," she said to herself, with a
smile. Then, in a graver mood, she sat down
to glance for a few moments over the pages
of a book that was lying on the table :—

" O righteous Father, and ever to be praised, the
hour is come that Thy servant is to be proved.

" O beloved Father, meet and right it is that in

this hour Thy servant should sutler something for

Thy salve.

"O Father, evermore to be honoured, the hour is

come which from all eternity Thou didst foreknow
should come ; that for a short time Thy servant

should outwardly be oppressed, but inwardly should
ever live with Thee."

How small everything seemed when it was
set in such alight as that ! How trivial these

crosses and labours were ! She could only

go down-stairs yearning to put her best

strength into each moment as it came; to

do whatever her hand found to do with all

the might that was in her.

These were the words that went on echoing,

"Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do," They
seemed to be in the frosty air that was coming
in at the open door. It was the orchard-door.

Her father had gone down to the studio

then ! She would follow him at once. Doubt-
less he was attempting some deed that she

must disallow—lighting the studio fire, per-

haps, or cleanirfig the grate.

All the way down under the rugged snow-

laden apple-trees Genevieve went, smiling

and prematurely scolding. A young spruce-

fir threw its strong, snowy arms across the

doorway, yet Genevieve could see that the

door was open. There was a little porch of

trellis-work, with some dark, bright ivy clus-

tering about it; and underneath .... what
was the meaning of the thing that she saw
underneath ?

What might it mean to see standing there,

leaning back against the little porch, two
large pictures in handsome brightly-gilded

frames ? One on either side they stood,

only half under cover.

At the first glance Genevieve saw that they

were the Yarrell Croft pictures.

At the second glance she saw the hand
that had painted them lying outstretched

across the floor, the grey head that had con-

ceived them lying upon the fallen arm. The
face was downward .... the dark, prostrate

figure stirless ....
But one cry—but one great, piercing cry

went up through the silence

—

" J/y /af/icr ! my father! my father'
Would God J had diedfor theer



AMONG THE PEEBLESSHIRE HILLS.
By the editor.

WE have all heard the saying of the man
of Peebles, "I ha'e been to Paris, and

I ken Peebles, and it's Peebles for plee-

shure!" This verdict is somewhat different

from that of Lord Cockburn, " As quiet as

Peebles or the grave ! " We agree with both

conclusions. We can well understand the

preference for Peebles over Paris entertained

by the wearied soul on his return after an
" excursion " to the brilliant French city.

How utterly confounded must he have felt

when he found himself launched into the

whirl of " doing " endless galleries, churches,

boulevards, museums, within the prescribed

three days ! What a night-mare impression

must he have carried back of gilded res-

taurants with their crowd of gargons with

cropped hair, and unintelligible jabber ; of

cafe-chantants, and of the ceaseless loss of

money in an unknown coinage ! And we
can also understand Lord Cockburn's sense

of the stupidity of the slumberous little town,
in whose daily annals the chasing of a cat

by a dog used to form an event.

But it is not of Peebles, but of the solitary

Highlands of Peeblesshire that we mean to

write ; and we assert that for a nerve-bracing

holiday, and for such enjoyment as springs

from an abounding sense of renewed vigour

in thew and sinew, there is nothing better

than the wide freedom of such a pastoral

region as is to be found there. It is no small

advantage for one whose daily lot lies, as

ours does, within the smoky atmosphere of

Glasgow, to exchange the roar of commerce,
by means of a two-hours' journey by rail,

for the bleat of sheep and the scream of the

curlew, and to breathe an atmosphere puri-

fied to an altitude of eight hundred feet

above the sea. There is much "pleeshure" in

this alone. People in London can doubtless

enjoy exquisite excursions into the umbra-
geous quiet of Kent, or have a bath in fresh

sea-air or sea-water at Brighton or Hastings.

But such changes are not to be compared
to the swift passage from the din of streets to

those solitary sheep-walks. Not only do you
look out on the ancient peace of "nature un-

detiled," but you have also the advantage of

getting among people who are living in a

world whose interests are as different from
yours as those of the dwellers in Shetland or

the Faroe Islands. For we require change
of mental as well as physical surroundings,

and the stalwart shepherd tending his "hirsel"

or working his sagacious collies on the hill-

side has nothing in common with merchant
or manufacture.

This region has another advantage. It is

almost unknown to tourists, and there is as

yet scarcely " a villa " erected for summer
visitors.

Far be it from me to give these Southern
Highlands of Scotland any preference over
the Northern, or, indeed, over any true moun-
tain-land. It is only as humble, though re-

spectable, members of the great confraternity

which embraces the Alps and Himalayas, Ben
Nevis and Snowdon, that I would claim some
recognition for Broad Law and Culter Fell.

It is in that part of Peeblesshire, where I assert

the greatest amount of " pleeshure " can be
had, that the chain of hills stretching across

Scotland from St. Abb's Head to the sea-

wall of Galloway attains its greatest altitude.

There Broad Law, Dollar Law, and Culter

Fell rise to heights of from 2,400 to 2,700

feet, and look down on green pastoral glens,

watered by the upper reaches and tributaries

of the Tweed and here and there edged with

farm-lands.

The Southern Highlands are, indeed, quite

different from our own Highlands, where

Gaelic and Grandeur reign supreme. Here
there is no varying outline of shattered peak

and gloomy scaur, no jagged sky-line, no rocky

precipice. The hills swell into bulky forms,

majestic in their wavy massiveness. They
are strong and dignified, with their broad

folds sv\'eeping up in graceful lines, like the

billows of a mighty sea ; but they are want-

ing in that rugged splendour of rock and corry

which especially characterizes the Western

Highlands. They accordingly present a tamer

surface for the play of light and shade. The
passing shadow, or spear-like shaft of sunlight,

may wander across " Hope" or "Fell," and

fine effects are produced by the changing

tints of bracken or heather ; but there is little

of that wondrous intricacy and subtlety of

colour which make Ben Venue and Glen Coe

a study for the artist. There every tuft of

heather fringing the projecting boulders be-

comes a lurking-place for delicate tints ; each

rocky face presents an edge to catch a clearer

warmth, or to shelter a deeper shadow. The

burns and glens of the two regions are also

different. A true Highland burn runs in

ceaseless W3.terfalls along a course sunk deep

under overhanging cliffs and thickets of hazel
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and birch. To climb its bed is to visit hiding-

places of untold beauty, where ferns and ivies

and grey roots and soft mosses, dappled with

lights breaking through the roof of copse,

surround the pools, into which the stream

tumbles in foam. The burns in Peeblesshire,

on the contrary, run in rapids, but have

scarcely ever a fall. They are open streams

with grassy banks. You can trace their
'" wan water" for miles without a break.

There is, indeed, somethiiig characteristic

of the difTerence between Celt and Low-
lander to be discovered in the contrasts which
their respective hill-countries present. The
north has all the strong mobility of feeling, the

quick passion, " the love of loves, the hate

of hates " which belong to its people. The
ceaseless variety, the giace as well as stormy
wildness of the Celtic mountains are wanting
in the southern. There is a respectable but

prosaic monotony of bigness about the latter

not unlike the cautious nature of its people.

Mr. Buckle could find here an illustration of

his historical theory. The calculating man-
ner in which the burns manage to get along

without a tumble; the utilitarianism in which
the hills lend their lower ground to turnips

and potatoes, while they grow upon their

slopes no useless brushwood nor exquisite

clusters of natural birch or ancient pine, but
are patched and blistered over with walled

plantations of spindly larch, soon to be sold

as railway sleepers : all this is in marked
contrast to Highland habits of hill and glen.

There is a chivalrous passion in the rapid

flush with which the northern mountains on
a sudden dress themselves in all the colours

of the tartan, and as suddenly gloom into

storm. There is nothing " douce " or utili-

tarian about them. They share the senti-

ments of Rob Roy rather than Bailie Nicol

Jarvie as to the nature of trade value.

Yet the hills of Peeblesshire have their own
grandeur, and the people have their own
great merits. But these merits or demerits
are not the merits or demerits of the Celt.

There is an honest independence and a
sturdy determination among them which if

put to proof reveals the fire of the old Border
spirit. I have also seldom met more intelli-

gent and thoughtful men than some of the

labourers and shepherds among these hills.

But you can scarcely rouse the man of Peebles-
shire into the use of any strong expression of
emotion as you can rouse the Highlander.
Describe to him the most grievous murder,
and he will reply, " That was surely no verra
wise-like!" If it is raining in torrents, he
will tell you " It's raither saft." Contrast

this with an actual scene in an Highland
steamer. As she approaches a certain pier

a shock-headed drover rushes up to the

bridge in violent haste and pushing himself

on to the utmost verge of the paddle-box,
which rises and falls with the lift of the sea,

he shouts in Gaelic against the wind, and
apparently addressing at large the audience
ashore, "Is Red Murdoch there?" There
is no answer, and he again yells, "Is Red
Murrachy not there?" "No," replies a
cautious voice, " Red Murdoch went away
an hour ago." " Every curse be on Red
Murrachy!" In an instant the shouter had
subsided, and, on inquiry, the cause of the

outburst was found to be disappointment at

not getting a " lift " home in Red Murrachy's
cart ! A respected minister, who is also

a Peeblesshire laird, told me the follow-

ing story illustrative of the matter-of-fact

manner of the people. There was an old

invalid man on Tweedside who was tended by
a faithful Abigail. Like many frail persons
he was always anticipating his own speedy
demise. "I'm thinkin', Nancy," he said one
day, " that it canna be lang noo. I feel as if

this verra nicht the end wud cam." " Indeed,
laird," said the attendant, " if it were the

Lord's will it wad be real convenient, for the

coo's gaen to calve, and I dinna weel see hoo
I am to tend on ye baith !

" This, however,
can be matched, I am bound to say, by
another story lately told to me, the scene of
which lay in the Perthshire Highlands. The
minister had gone to see a dying parishioner,

and when he reached the cottage he found
the family bathed in tears. " Is he worse ?

"

he asked. " Oh, sir, he's just deein'," was
the reply given in an agony of sorrow.

Looking towards the " box-bed " where the

sufferer lay, he was astonished to see two
men bending over it. " What are they doing
there ? " " Eh, sir, they're just shaving
him !

" " Shaving him !
" said the minister

in amazement, "can they not let the poor
man die in peace ?' " It's far easier noo !

"

was the strange answer which mingled with

the sobbing.

What days of joy are these when the first

escape is made from town and when on the

bright May-day we can till our lungs with

such air " as angels breathe," and 'when the

first long stretch is taken up some of the

great brown hills ! The young lambs are

then frisking over the close-nibbled grasses

on the lea, and the glossy crows flash their

wings as they tug some muscular worm from
his lair. The Scotch firs, their branches
glowing with a metallic lustre, stand grandly
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out against the blue sky, as we pass on to the

higher slopes where the brackens are begin-

ning to unfold the green fronds from their

curled and shaggy stalks. And now we are

joined by the screaming " whaup," as the

curlew is here called, and by the plover, who
sweeps down in circles to avert us from intrud-

ing on his brooding mate. Higher up, among
the heather—still black as winter—we stir the
*' whirring gor-cock " into flight ; and higher

still we go, till the summit is reached, with

inky peat - hags, and stiff bent, bleached
with storm. Then how glorious is the view
over the wide sea of hills, each one recalling

some memory of former summers I There is

Cardon^ on whose crest we gathered bunches
of coral-scarlet cloudberry ; and there the

long sweep of Broad Law, from whose kingly

crest, carpeted with thick mosses of grey-

green such as " High Art" might long to imi-

tate, we had looked down on St. Mary's
Loch, and across to Ettrick Forest, and to

the Minchmuir (sacred to dear Dr. John
Brown) and to the twin Eildons which gaze
on Abbotsford. And there beside Broad Law
towers that other height that overlooks

Manor Water, with Sir Gordian's Kirk, and
where nestles the veritable cottage of " The
Black Dwarf." '' He was a queer cross body,"
said an old gentleman who knew him when
a boy, " and many a fright he gave me."

These scenes are ever varying in beauty
with the change of season. For in autumn
these same hillsides become a sea of bloom-
ing heather, which at every plunge of the

foot sends up a honey-scented cloud of

flower dust. And still later, their glory is

not lessened when the first touch of frost has
tinted the brackens into russet and yellow,

which, mingled with the brown of the heath
and the green of the rushes, produce effects

rich as the colouring of a pheasant's breast.

Then the rowans, too, are in their splendour,
their scarlet clusters being even eclipsed

by the marvellous hues of their leafage.

Each tree becomes then a " burnins: bush "

of pale flame and fiery red.

The charm of Tweedside is, however, the

human interest which clings to every hill and
glen. Poetry and prose, legend and history,

lie scattered along its course. It is in some
respects the home of the romance and chi-

valry of Scotland. We are carried a long way
back as we look out on these heights, now
clothed with heather, and recall the time
when they formed part of the great Caledo-
nian Forest and were the haunts of the deer
and wild boar. If such authorities as Mr.
Skene and ProfessorVeitch are to be followed

we are at the very centre of many of the
Arthurian legends. Here the Cymri had
urged their failing strength against Pict and
Angle and Saxon. The Cymric names
which still survive speak of the time when
Welsh was the native language, and the
"rings " or circular camps formed on the
high places by the glens, bring us back to
the period when the early Britons who had
once felt the length of the Roman sword,
watched the signals which betokened the
approach of their new foes. Down there at
Drummelzier, "where Powsail joins the
Tweed," is the traditional grave of the
wizard Merlin. Amid the tangled forests on
these hills had he wandered half-crazed and
half-inspired. And near this same Powsail
had he met Kentigern—a marvellous meeting
—the last of the old heathen prophets and
the first preacher of the new faith !

The district is also thickly strewn with the
ruins of a later but not less romantic time,
when every little "laird" set up as a chief,

and had his " Peel," or fortalice, from which
he waged incessant warfare with his neigh-
bours. In spite of the chivalry which ro-

mance rightly attributes to these daring Bor-
derers, we cannot be too thankful for the

exchange from feudal heroism to the rule of
county police. Life must have been in-

tolerable in those " good old " times. Stand-
ing near Merliii's grave we can count, within
a radius of about two miles, the ruins of
eight Peels, which were httle better than
nests of robbers. Drummelzier Castle, the

nearest of them all, was the home of a family

of the name of Tweedie, which spent its

existence in assaulting its neighbours. The
Records of the Privy Council contain re-

peated complaints against them, for " dinging

with grievous strakes " this man, and " for

cutting off the lugges " of that other. Indeed,
the whole country side seems to have been
alive with quarrel. Life in these square

little towers must have been also as uncom-
fortable as it was insecure. Poets may draw
fascinating pictures of the dining-halls, where
the wassail-bowl was passed and the smoking
venison was carved, but only persons who
were all day in the open air, and who were

blessed with nerveless frames, could have

endured the close and foul atmosphere that

must have prevailed in these small thick-

walled and ill-lit chambers, their floors strewn

with damp rushes, huge dogs growling and
gnawing the bones that had been pitched to

them, while master and servant, huntsman

and cow-herd all gathered at the same long

table, and let loose their ravenous appetites
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on the steaming con-

tents of the pewter

or wooden trenchers.

A walk up Tweedside from
DrummelziertoTweedsmuir, and
then by Tala and Meggat Water
to St. Mary's Loch, embraces some of the

best scenery and the most interesting places

in this part of the county, and we can-

not do better than take it. The Tweed,
more of a stream than a river, lies quite open
throughout its course from Drummelzier to

the mossy well, where it rises among the

green hills above Moffat Dale. Scarcely a

bush fringes its banks to catch the line of the

angler. The hills that immediately enclose

the valley are not always picturesque in colour

or in form. The finest " bits " are to be
found in the glens which open eastwards,

and the grandest walks are to be enjoyed by

Logan Water.

with it

There

penetratmg these,

and reaching along

from ridge to ridge

behind the wall of hill that

looks down on Tweed. Yet
it is the Tweed that carries

the story of the land and its people,

is scarcely a glen or ancient house
which has not its old ballad or story. As we
pass Mossfennan we seem to hear the old

story how

—

" The king rode round the Merecleuch Head
Wi' spotted hounds and spaniels three,

Then lichted doon at Mossfennan yett,

A little below the Logan Lee."

On the other side of the stream opens the

picturesque Stanhope Glen, near whose head

can be traced part of the " Catrail," or great

dyke, built by the Picts as a defence against

the Cymri of Strathclyde. About a mile farther

up three trees on a flat field near the river
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mark the spot where stood Linkumdoddie,

made famous in the immortal song of Burns :

" Willie Wastle dwalt on Tweed,
The spot they ca'd it Linkumdoddie."

We have tried in vain to discover whether

there ever had been an actual Willie Wastle,

or whether Burns, on some of his journeys

to Dumfries, tickled by the funny name of

the place, had created the picture of the

weaver and his wife. But what a marvellous

description is that of the wife ! It is quite a

study in idiomatic, untranslateable Scotch :

" She's how-hougU'd, she's hcin-shinn'd,

Ae limpin leg a hand-breed shorter ;

She's twisted right, she's twisted left.

To balance fair in ilka quarter ;

She has a lump upon her breast.

The twin o' that upon her shouther ;

Sic a wife as "Willie had,

I wadna gie a button for her.

" Auld baudrans by the ingle sits

An' w'i' her loof her face a-washin'

;

But AVillie's wife is no sae trig.

She dights her grunzie wi' a hushion
;

Her walie nieves like midden creels.

Her face wad 'fyle the Logan Water
;

Sic a wife," &c.

Burns evidently knew the locality, for there is

the " Logan Water," a trickling rivulet fall-

ing into Tweed from the fine open Logan
Lea on the opposite side.

Another couple of miles brings us—past

the spot where stood Chapel Kingledoors,
built by the early missionary St. Cuthbert

—

to Polmood. The new house stands on the

site of the famous old mansion of the Hunters.
The ancient yew-trees in front are now the

only survivors of that past—commemorated in

the ballad of " Young Polmood,'' and which

''^'

,..">-'-

~1!S^

Drummelzier.

Hogg has made the subject of one of his

Border Tales—when the Scottish king came
from Meggat Forest to hunt by Tweed.
These yews are of an age which makes it

possible that the handle of many a battle-

axe may have been taken from them. They
must also have seen the gathering of the

horsemen in the early morning of June, when
Murray, Prince Charlie's secretary, was ar-

rested, as he was taking shelter in Polmood,
whose mistress was his own sister. Murray,
himself a Peeblesshire laird, is no honour to

his county. No name became more exe-

crated by the Jacobites than his, who saved
his life by turning informer. The weird
ballad " Murray and Cumberland's Descent
into Hell," displays the intensity of this

hatred.

Another turn of the road brings us to the

Crook Inn, the liltle hostelry where William

Black ends " The Adventures of a Phaeton '^

with the climax of all good novels—an avowal

of love and a happy engagement.

And now the upper reaches of the Tweed
assume a new character. The heather dis-

appears from the hills, and all is green and
soft, fold behind fold and intensely pastoral.

In the middle-foreground, not far from where

the keep of the ancient Frizzels or Frasers of

Oliver stood, there rises from the summit of

a wooded knoll the pretty spire of the parish

church of Tweedsmuir. It was a tlelight to

worship there in the warm days of summer,

when the stalwart shepherds, in rough, home-
spun clothes, with plaid on shoulder and

crook in hand, gathered at the " kirk-yett,"

waiting till the last tinkle of the bell put an

end to the " crack,'' shepherd greeting shep-
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herd coming from distant cots in lonely

glens. A more intelligent or sturdier con-

gregation it would be difficult to find. Here
they have given up the old custom of bring-

ing their collies with them to church, as is

still done in many similar parishes. Strange

stories are told of the scenes which occur on
such occasions in some of the churches among
the Cheviots. It is related that when the

late Principal Lee was preaching in a pas-

toral district he was surprised that none of

his congregation rose when he pronounced
the benediction. When he asked the reason

he was informed that it was " tae cheat the

dowgs ; for when we used to stan' they made
sic a yaff-yaffin' at the thocht that they were

to get oot that we never stan' noo, just to

keep them quate." Another story is related

of how an old minister in the Cheviots used,

when excited in the pulpit, to raise his voice

to a loud half whimper, half whine. One day

a shepherd had brought with him a young
collie, who became so thrilled by the high

note of the preacher that he also broke out

in a quaver so like the other that the minister

stopped short. " Put out that collie ! " he

said angrily. The shepherd, equally angry,

seized the animal by the neck and, as he

dragged him down the passage, sent back the

growling retort at the pulpit, " It was yersel'

begoud (began) it !

"

There is in the churchyard a stone with a

touching inscription commemorating the

death of one of the many Covenanters who
belonged to this region. He was escaping

from Claverhouse's dragoons, and flying for

his life up a pass which leads out of the deep

gorge a few miles off, called the " Devil's

Beef Tub." When he reached the Col, being

of weak chest, he became utterly exhausted

and begged his companion to push on. In

a few nioments the dragoons had overtaken

him and he was a dead man !

Here leaving Tweed, wandering up among
the green hills, we turn aside up Tala Water,

—to reach Meggat and so on to St. Mary's

Loch. Tala, with its tributary the Gameshope,
is perhaps the wildest and most picturesque of

all the Peeblesshire glens. The sketch which

is given, in our full-page picture, is taken near

the opening of the true glen. The finer scenery

is farther on, where the hills rise on the

steepest angle at which it seems possible for

soil to rest or sheep to graze, and where they

consequently present a surface so wrinkled

with sheep tracks as to resemble the wave-

lets, each following each, on a summer sea.

At the head of the glen, where Tala Linn
tumbles from rock to rock and from basin to

basin for about 250 feet, the Gameshope
joins it, rising in its loch

—

" The mist-filled urn that shimmering lies,

Dark grey amid the moors."

And here too the rough track winds up
across the Col to the head of Meggat Water,

that stretches downfor some seven miles, wide,

green, solitary, to Henderland and the quiet

sheet of St. Mary's Loch. This was one of

the royal forests, to which the kindly Stewarts

used to come to hunt, staying at their lodge

of Cramalt—that square tower still standing

in its strength half-way down the glen.

" Forest " was probably a true descri})tion

of what the country then was. That it

was full of game is witnessed by the record

how James V., accompanied by many gen-

tlemen, went " to Meggatland, in the quilk

bounds was slaine at that tyme aughteine

scoir of deir." Now it is one of the greenest

and loneliest of valleys. The quiet of its

hills is disturbed by no sound save the bleat

of the sheep and the song of the stream.

It is touched throughout with that feeling

so marvellously expressed by Wordsworth in

lines which give the very soul of the Border

glens :

—

" Meek loveliness is round thee spread,
A softness still and holy

;

The grojce of forest charms decayed,
And pastoral melancholy."

Let no one pass through these glens with-

out making the acquaintance of the shep-

herds. The herds' houses that are passed

here and there, near the roaring burns, may
seem humble enough, and the rosy bairns, that

rush out at the doors amid the cackle of dis-

turbed poultry, may be as shy as wild deer,

but there is a hospitable frankness in the

gude-wife, and when his natural reserve is

overcome, there is a reflective intelligence

discovered in the shepherd which makes it

worth while knowing him. Never, except

among the Bedouin tribes to the east of the

Dead Sea, have I seen such specimens of

open-air vigour as some of these shepherds

present. Look at that tall fellow, supple and
straight, his naturally sand-coloured hair and
beard bleached into paler shades by ex-

posure to wind and storm. Every lock is

curled and knotted by the crisp breezes.

Watch him as he strides up the hill with

long steady pace, or bends over the scythe,

and with mighty sweep mows the rushy mea-
dows, and tell me if you do not envy that

magnificent physique.

At the foot of Meggat, near the modern
farmhouse of Henderland, there is a round

plantation, which marks the site of Cockburn's
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Castle. In the middle of tlie wood stands an
old grave-stone, on which is engraven a sword,

and, round the edge, the inscription runs,
" Here lyes Perys Cockburn and his .wife

Marjorie."' Let historical criticism say what
it may, I prefer the traditional belief that this

is the grave of that brave Borderer Cockburn
whom the king hung, not without deceit,

over the gate of his own castle. The most
touching of all ballads is that which com-
memorates the sorrow of the widow when
all alone she buried her lord and master.

' I scw'd his sheet, making my mane ;

I watch'd his corpse, myself alane,
I watch'd his body night and day

;

No living creature came that way.
I took his body on my back,
And whiles I gaed and whiles I sat

;

I digged a grave, and laid him in,

And happed him wi' the sod sae green.
But think na ye my heart was sair.

When I laid in the moul' his yellow hair ;

O think na ye my heart war wae
"When I turned aboot away to gae ?

Nae livin' man I'll love again,
Since that my lovely knight is slain ;

Wi' ae lock o' his yellow hair,

I'll charm my heart for ever mair."

And now our v/alk, as far as Peeblessln're is

concerned, must end, for we here cross into
Selkirkshire, and there is St. Mary's Loch
and Yarrow, and the Loch o' the Lowes

—

centres all of poetry and song, which would
require a volume to describe. The first

time we took this walk we ended the day
at the famous hostelry of Tibbie Shiels, the
"howf" of Christopher North and Walter
Scott and Lockhart, and of the immortal
Ettrick Shepherd. Tibbie was then alive, and,
though blind with age, was full of intelligence.

It was curious to see how her mind moved
more in that old past than the present. We
were speaking to her about the Ettrick Shep-
herd's family, whom we had lately seen. ''Ay,"
she replied, " young Maister Hogg sent me a
copy o' his faither's works, and I thocht it

real kind in him. Had it been Jeaines himsel'

I wadna hae thocht sae muckle about it, for

I kent him that weel, but it was uncommon
kind o' Maister Hogg."

IN THE GLEN.

THE fairy folk had frosted o'er the glen,

And set with jewels ev'ry blade of grass
;

The snow lay drifted in the niches, when
A glory rarefied the crystal pass.

Two reeds that clung together by a pool,

Ice-bound were held apart, estranged and cool

;

" How weak together !
" said I, and my heart

Thought its own thought, and sighed, " How weak apart !"

HERMIOXE.

MOHAMMEDAN MAHDIS.
By Professor W. ROBERTSON SMITH, LL.D.

FIRST PAPER.

DURING the last few months every one

has been speaking of the Mahdi, but

comparatively few, it is safe to say, have con-

nected any precise idea with the title assumed
by Sheikh Mohammed of Dongola, or have

had before their minds in using that title the

remarkable passages in the past history of

Islam, which the name of Mahdi calls up to

the Oriental student. And, singularly enough,

uncertainty as to the true meaning of a word
which is far from uncommon in Arabic authors

has not been confined to persons ignorant of

Arabic. For as the name of the Mahdi is

written in ordinary Arabic books, that is with-

out the points marking the vowels, it is pos-

sible to read and explain it in more than one
way. A writer in the Times, who may be

safely identified with an Arabic scholar of

most distinguished eminence, has recently

proposed to speak, not of the Mahdi, but of

the Muhdi, and interprets the word as mean-

ing "the guide," the spiritual and inspired

guide, that is, of the followers of Islam. It

is well therefore to observe at the outset that

it can be shown conclusively that this view,

though supported by an eminent scholar, is

certainly Avrong. Without going into ques-

tions of grammar it is enough to say that

the decision between the current pronun-

ciation and that proposed in the 7'l//hs can

be made at once, if the word is found in

verse, by the simple process of scansion.

Now there are abundance of verses in which

the Mahdi is spoken of, and they prove that
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the current pronunciation is correct.* They
prove, also, that the word is the passive par-

ticiple of a verb meaning to guide, and the

Mahdi therefore is not the guide of the faith-

ful, but he who is himself guided by divine

grace and inspiration. The simple meaning

of the word being thus fixed, let us proceed

to ask what history has to tell regarding

the ideas which Moslems connect with the

notion of the divinely-guided chief, and the

influence which these ideas have long exer-

cised on the populations of the Mohammedan
world.

The notion of the Mahdi is no part of the

original scheme of Mohammedanism. Accord-

ing to Mohammedan language, in which the

s^uidance is a synonym for the revelation em-

bodied in the Koran, the name of the rightly-

guided ow^iX strictly to mean one who is guided

by the heavenly book. It might, therefore,

be applied to any prophet, for the eternal and

uncreated Koran, the Word of God in heaven,

was the source from which all the prophets

from Adam to Mohammed derived their reve-

lation. Before Mohammed the number of

prophets was enormous; Moslem tradition

generally reckons them at 124,000. But

none of these had any function that is not

covered by the function of Mohammed, or

anything to tell which is not summed up in

the final and complete revelation given to

him. Mohammed is the seal of the pro-

phets, and his Koran is identified with the

archetypal heavenly book, which was the

source of all earlier revelation, and can never

need to be supplemented by a new prophecy.

According to Mohammedan doctrine, in its

strictly orthodox form, the man who seeks

divine guidance must look for it in the Koran.

From the death of Mohammed onward to

the day of judgment the God of Islam is as

remote from contact with man as the god of

philosophical deism, but while the deist seeks

his knowledge of the distant God from reason

the Moslem seeks it from the Koran.

Mohammed took his view of revelation from

a very superficial acquaintance with Judaism

and Christianity. The possession of sacred

books appeared to him to be the character-

istic advantage over paganism which these

faiths possessed, and he desired to give to

his own followers a revelation which should

be to them what the Old and New Testa-

ments were to the followers of Moses and

Jesus. These books were the monuments of

the work of the old prophets, and it never

occurred to him that a new prophet could
• So in Abdo '1-Wahid's " History of the Almohades " (by

Dozy), 2nd edit., p. 135, last line but one, and again in a line

af Sodeif quoted in Ahlwardt's " Klfachri," p. xlv.

have any other function than to frame a new
book. He knew too little to understand that

neither the seers of the Old Testament nor
Jesus—for to Mohammed Jesus, too, is simply

one of the prophets—had ever conceived
their function to be to give to their followers

such a code of faith and life as Islam has in

the Koran. The prophets of the Old Testa-

ment looked on themselves as parts of a

continual series of messengers from God to

man; the relation of Israel to Jehovah did not

depend on a finished book, but was an urt-

broken living and personal relation. When
prophecy had ceased Israel began to live by
a written code, the Pentateuchal law; but

even under the law the Jews looked forward

to a renewal of the prophetic succession, or

to the coming of a lilessianic age governed

by a king inspired by the divine Spirit. And
so, too, in Christianity, the gospel is a final

revelation, not in the sense tlaat it makes
further intercourse between God and man
unnecessary, but only because it raises that

intercourse to its final and satisfactory form.

The doctrine of the continual presence of the

Spirit in the Church is as necessary a part of

Christianity as the doctrine of the finished

work of the Redeemer.
Thus when Mohammed copied from Ju-

daism and Christianity the idea of a book, and

thought that this book supplied all that reli-

gion required, he omitted the very elements

in the earlier religions which gave them their

enduring power to quicken and sustain the

hearts of men. So long as Mohammed him-

self was in the midst of the Moslems, and

God could be directly approached through

him, the qualities of a living faith were pre-

sent in Islam, and the baldness of its theo-

retical deism was not felt. When the prophet

died the Moslems were left with an autho-

ritative exposition of doctrine and of law, with

a strong conviction of the truth of their reli-

gion and of its victorious destiny; but the

living cord which connected the community

of faith with its divine Sovereign had been

snapped asunder, and was never to be re-

newed. The Moslems could neither look,

like the Jews, for a continuance or a revival

of prophecy, nor, like the Christians, could

they feel that through the indvk'ening of

the Spirit heaven still stood in personal

contact with earth. A religion of this kind,

in which God has departed from among
men, and has only left His law behind, in

which the supreme object of faith stands

so far aloof that even the prayers addressed

to Him are little more than formal praises,

leaves one whole side of man's religious wants
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untouched, and the historian may safely pre-

dict that if it Hves and spreads over any great

society of man, it will do so only by taking

up elements that really belong to very dif-

ferent systems of faith.

The absence of any way of personal access

to and contact with God, which makes
Alohammedanism the barest and coldest of
all religions, was not very much felt at first.

On the one hand, the true Arab is singularly

lacking in religious sensibility. No race of
men, above the rank of savages, appears to

feel the need for a religion so-little as the
Bedouins. The ultimate success of Mo-
hammed himself had been much more poli-

tical than religious. He was most truly a
prophet before the flight to Medina; and then,

when he spoke only in the power of his faith,

from an intense conviction of the one moral
government of the world and of the supreme
reality of the day of judgment, he found few
followers. At Medina a new sphere opened
itself to him. He was called to speak in the

name of God as a judge in the affairs of daily

life. The lawless Arabs, too proud to yield

to a human authority, were willing to submit
to a divine sentence, which laid them under
jio humiliating sense of subjection to a brother
man. The need for some supreme authority

was clamant
;
yet no authority of merely

human sanction could have secured obedi-

ence. Mohammed's enthusiasm was but one
side of his character—the other,,which became
year by year the most prominent side, was a
great practical shrewdness and much tact in

•dealing with men. Without these gifts the

name of prophet would have served him little,

with them it made him in a few years the real

king of Arabia, with every regal power, but
without the name and state of a kinsr, which
the Arabs had never long consented to en-

dure. The success of the Moslem state

created a faith and an enthusiasm which no
spiritual arguments could have produced.
Few men had believed in the preacher of

Mecca, but all Arabia gathered round the

Lord Ox Medina, and that not wholly by force

or from fear, but m part at least in genuine
conviction that a religion must be true which
had produced such palpable and solid results.

The death of Mohammed imperilled for a

moment the State, and therefore also the

Paith of Islam. But the Moslem leaders were
strong men, and held their course victoriously

.against a rebellion before which weaker chief-

tains would have sunk. And very soon the

conquest of Syria, of Africa, and of Irak, the

spoils of the Greeks and the Persians, the

elevation of the Arab nation into the greatest

conquering power in the world, dissipated the
last doubts of the half-converted tribes as to
the truth of a religion which had given them
evenin this life rewards which their wildest
imaginations had never pictured.
The period of prosperous conquest that

followed on the death of Mohammed so fully
satisfied every aspiration of the Arabs tlia't

it left them little time or inclination to think
about the shortcomings of their new religion,
even if they had had more disposition than
they really possessed for looking seriously at
the spiritual problems of life. A religion
excellent for the battle-field Mohammed "had
certainly given them. Fatalism, which in a
decaying state of society saps all effort, and
produces a deathlike inactivity, has always
proved a stimulus to the vigour of an active
and warlike race. Great soldiers have com-
monly something of the fatalist. And in

Mohammedanism fatalism was associated
with the persuasion that death on the battle-

field in the cause of Islam was the sure way
of entrance to a heaven which embraced in

its delights precisely the same sensual enjoy-

ments as reward the victorious soldier after a
successful campaign. To this it must be
added that the religious observances of the

Koran are closely allied to the forms of
military discipline. They have the same pre-

cision, regularity, and simplicity as the rules

of a camp. The armies of Islam then had
little occasion to doubt that the prophet had
given to them a true and perfect religion.

But the very successes of Islam soon ex-

posed the new religion to fresh and more try-

ing tests. The vast conquests of the Arabs
had to be organized; the Arabs themselves,

loaded with wealth beyond the dreams of

avarice, raised in a short generation from the

narrow life of the desert to dominion over the

fairest regions of the East, had to learn the

laws and habits of a wholly new life. The
great Caliph Omar, v/ho did so much for the

consolidation of the new empire, strove hard

to preserve among the conquerors the simple

type of martial life which was most easily

reconciled with the institutions he accepted

as divine. But it was impossible in the long

run to make the Moslems a mere army, or to

preserve the primitive system which divitled

the rewards of victory between all soldiers of

the true faith, and forbade the individual

Moslem to acquire landed property in the

conquered regions. The growth of a great

empire brought with it the growth of social

inequalities, the conflict of private interests,

the struggles of private ambition. Very soon

the Moslem world ceased to present the
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spectacle of united and disciplined devotion

to a great cause, of the equality of all the

faithful under a divine law. There was no-

thinsr religious about the dominion of Islam

except the enthusiasm which carried the

Arabs on to victory or death ; the empire,

once conquered, became a prey to the most

ordinary human ambition, not rendered more
respectable by a hypocritical assumption of

religious zeal. Old tribal feuds burned as

fiercely as in the days of ignorance, the ances-

tral authority of ancient families proved

stronger than the authority of religion, the

lands of Islam were ravaged by contending

factions, the kingdom of Allah and his pro-

phet became the heritage of men who might

claim indeed to be the successors of Mo-
hammed, but were really sovereigns of the

familiar and unchanging type of Eastern des-

potism. To the religious mind—and there

were religious minds even among the Arabs

— it was no longer possible to dwell with

complacency on a society which professed to

be the community of the true faith, but was

really no more than a new oriental kingdom
of the most worldly type.

One of the most interesting points in the

history of early Mohammedanism is the rise

of the Khawarij or Nonconformists, soldiers

of the faith who felt that the new empire was

forsaking the paths of a religious kingdom,

who refused to be the subjects of a state

religious only in name, and who strove with

all the constancy and all the vehemence of

English Puritanism to adhere to the ideal of

the first days of militant Islam.

But if the Islam of the Caliphate was felt

to be a failure even by Arabs, much less

could it satisfy the ideals and aspirations

of the subject races who were not them-

selves of Arab blood. The religion of the

conquerors was accepted by vast numbers
of the conquered, not only in the Semitic

lands, where the process of fusion with the

victorious race was comparatively easy, but

in Africa and Persia, among races all whose
ideas were diametrically opposed to those of

Arabia, and whom the true-born Arabs de-

spised and treated as slaves. The old faiths

of these races had not strength enough to

stand up against the enormous moral weight

that was given by the first victories of Islam,

and yet, though they accepted the Prophet
and the Koran, it was quite impossible that

these foreign and subject peoples should

become in point of religion homogeneous
with their conquerors. Orthodox Islam was
a very difterent religion to the men whom it

had made masters, and to the men whom it

had made slaves. The latter had become
Mohammedans under the overpowering prac-

tical proofs that God was with the armies of

Islam, but the Islam which they adopted per-

force from their conquerors was not the same
thing to them as to their victors. Their con-

version might insure their admission to Para-

dise, but it did not make their lot upon earth

less intolerable.

The oppressed nations, then, demanded
something more from their religion than a
law book whose precepts were daily set at

nought, and a day of judgment which lay on
the other side of the grave. If God has given

his law upon earth, He surely means it to be
executed on earth. The princes and rulers

who neglect that law cannot be governors of

God's appointment. And yet in the divine

plan a righteous king is surely the necessary

complement of a righteous law. Can the

God who has given the one, have wholly

neglected to provide the other ?

Arguments such as these could not fail to

suggest themselves to many who groaned
under the reign of universal violence, and
their natural outcome was the expectation of

a Messiah to cure the corruptions of Islam,

The doctrine of the Messiah among the Jews
had, in fact, taken shape under very similar

conditions. I here speak, let me explain,

not of Messianic hopes in the larger sense,

but of that very definite picture of a right-

eous and victorious king, reigning on earth,

but reigning with divine might and wisdom,
which is so fully drawn in the Jewish Apoca-
lyptic literature. The Messianic hopes of

the Jews in this limitation took form under

the domination of Pharisaism, the religious

system most closely allied to that of Moham-
med. It was, indeed, f^rom Pharisaism, and
not from the Old Testament, that Mohammed
took his notion of revelation, and probably

also his doctrine of the resurrection and last

judgment. In both systems there was the

same attempt to build a living religion on a

mere code of law, and both systems, there-

fore, were exposed to the same failure as soon

as it became plain that the heads and rulers

of the commonwealth cared nothing for the

divine law. It was the failure of the Hasmo-
nean princes to rule as servants of God and

his Torah that threw back the Jews on the

old prophetic ideal of the true king, and .led

them to reshape that ideal in a picture of the

righteous and all-conquering Messiah. The
failure of the Caliphs to reign as the true suc-

cessors of the Prophet made room in Hke

manner for the rise of INIessianic ideas in

Islam ; but while the Jews found the materials
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and the justification for these ideas in their

own sacred books, the Moslem Messiah had

to be borrowed from ahen faiths, partly from

Judaism, partly from the old ideas of the

Persian race. The oldest and simplest form of

these Messianic hopes appears to have been

an expectation of the return of the Prophet

Mohammed, which was preached in Egypt by

a man of Jewish origin, Abdallah ibn Saba,

as early as the Caliphate of Othman. Another

old form of the doctrine, which an un-

doubtedly spurious tradition sought to base

upon an utterance of Mohammed himself,

accepted Jesus as the Messiah who should

appear before the day of judgment to con-

vert the Christians to Islam, destroy the

Antichrist, and bring in a reign of universal

prosperity. A minaret of the great mosque
of Damascus has for many centuries been
pointed out as the place where "Jesus the

son of Mary " shall descend at the end of

the world.

But the chief home of Messianic ideas was
in Persia. Among the ancient Persians

something of divinity had always attached to

the person of the king ; in fact they went so

far as to hold an incarnation of the Godhead
in the person of the reigning prince. To
men trained in these ideas, the prophet-king

of Medina was intelligible enough ; but that

he should die and leave only a law behind

him, to be administered by sovereigns who
were men like any other, was a view with

which they could not fall in. The Persians,

moreover, were strict legitimists, their king

must reign in right of descent ; and so in

accepting the Prophet they not only de-

manded as the head of their religion a man
of like prerogatives to Mohammed, but

claimed that he must be of Mohammed's
family, or at least of the house of Ali, the

lieutenant of the Prophet's own choice. These
views received a definite direction from the

tragical fate of Mohammed's son-in-law Ali,

and his grand-son Hosein. The life of Ali was
little fitted to make him a national idol, but

his death was more thought of than his life,

and the Shia, or " party " of Ali, became the

national party of the Persian race. According
to the Shiites, the dignity of Imam, or head
of the true faith, was inherent in the house of

the Prophet and the line of Ali. Opinions
differed as to the exact line of succession, as

to which living member of that house was at

any moment the true Imam and spiritual

head of all Moslems ; but in all branches ot

the Shia, the fundamental principle was the

same, and in all there was a disposition,

carried out in varying degrees, to elevate

Ali himself and the Imams, his successors, to

more tlian human dignity, and to regard
them as equipped with miraculous powers
and as veritable representatives of God on
earth.

The descendants of Ali were not unwilling

to lend themselves to this belief whenever it

seemed possible to aim, by the aid of Persian
fanaticism, at overthrowing their rivals and
seating themselves on the throne of empire.
Countless rebellions took place in this way,
and the descendants of the Prophet became
a source of continual danger to the Omayyad
and even to the Abbasid Caliphs. The
natural result of this was that they were con-

stantly suspected and often cruelly persecuted.

Their sufferings served their cause better

than any virtues could have done, and
exalted them in the popular mind to the

rank of saintly martyrs of supernatural merit.

Their influence depended but little on their

personal qualities. To the Persians the

sheikhs of the house of Ali were the repre-

sentatives of an idea v/hich made hundreds

of thousands of the warriors of Khorasan
ready to shed their blood for a foreigner

whom they had never seen.

Nay, such was the strength of this idea that

at length it did not even require a real living

person to attach itself to. It was not always

possible to find an actual member of the

house of Ali to represent the perilous dignity

of the Imam. But the enthusiastic faith of

the Persians was persuaded that the true Imam
could never cease to exist, though he might

be concealed from the eyes of men. In the

darkest times God's sovereignty on earth was

represented by the Hidden Imam, who in due

time would appear to conduct his followers

to victory and fill the world with righteous-

ness.

The Hidden Imam of the Shia is the Shiite

Mahdi, and both ideas appear for the first

time in connection with a son of Ali, younger

than the famous Hasan and Hosein, and

known in history as Mo!iammed ibn al

Hanafiya, or son of the Hanafite mother,

to distinguish him from his brothers, the

sons of Fatima, daughter of the Prophet.

Like so many more of the Shiite heroes,

Mohammed, the son of Ali, plays but a small

part in actual history. He is described as a

man of amiable but retiring character, beloved

by the people, but little inclined to make
political capital of his birth and reputation.

But for a short time he was brought forward

as the nominal head ot the Shia movement

bv the ferocious and ambitious Mokhtar, one

of the stormiest characters in the stormy
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period that lies between the death of Moawiya
and the re-establishment of the unity of the

empire by Abdalmelik. Mokhtar, who had

tried all parties, finally professed Shiite prin-

ciples as those most likely to serve his am-

bition, proclaimed himself the avenger of the

blood of Ali, and, by a combination of war-

like ability and impudent jugglery addressed

to the superstitions of his party, was for a

short time at the head of a very formidable

faction in Irak. It suited his schemes to

proclaim Mohammed as prince of the faithful

and to describe himself as his lieutenant, and
the throne-name which he chose for his puppet

was that of the Mahdi. Mohammed seems

never to have much liked his association with

Mokhtar, and on the fall of the latter he sank

quietly into private life in the Hijaz, far from

the battle-ground of his party. But many
Shiites continued to hold that he alone knew
and had handed down to his successors the

true doctrine of the Imamate, while others

refused to believe in his death and taught

that he had only withdrawn to Mt, Radhwa,
near Mecca, where he still lived, like Frederic

Barbarossa in the German legend, guarded

by a lion and a tiger, nourished by two springs

flowing with water and honey, and biding the

time when he should reappear to fill the

world with righteousness.

The title of Al-Mahdi, given by Mokhtar to

Mohammed ibn Hanafiya, appears to have

been quite new, and it is very doubtful

whether, on using it, he meant to ascribe to

his puppet Imam the supernatural character

which, in its later usage, the name implies.

The poets of the Omayyad period seem to

use the word as an epithet of the very worldly

Caliphs of the time, who certainly put forth

no pretensions analogous to those of the

Shiite Imam. The executive head of a state

which professed to be guarded by the divine

word embodied in the Koran might quite well

be called " the divinely-guided prince." It

•was presumably the growth of the legends

about Mohammed ibn al Hanafiya that made
the term Mahdi acquire a distinctly Messianic

sense. In this sense it could hardly be used

by any one save a pronounced Shiite. When
the third Caliph of the house of Abbas took

Al-Madhi as his throne-name, he w^as probably

influenced by the Shiite connections of his

family, which was supposed to have inherited

by testament the rights of Ibn Hanafiya and
leaned for a time to Shia views ; but to the

more orthodox Mohammedans this throne-

name can only have appeared a pious title

expressive of his submission to the divine

law.

Among the Shiites themselves the doctrine

of the Hidden Imam could not fully develop
itself so long as there was a living and visible

man of the house of Ali to look up to as the

true Imam kept out of his rights by the

false Caliphs. We have seen that the Shiites

were not always at one as to the line of

descent of the true Imam. But before the

close of the ninth century all the leading

divisions of the party had ceased to be able

to point to a living and visible head, and the

opinion of the great mass of Shiites in the

present day is that the last true Imam was the

twelfth in number, by name Mohammed,
who disappeared mysteriously in the year

879. From this time the doctrine of the

Hidden Imam became a necessary part

of the Shiite faith, without which the sect

could no longer continue to exist. Accord-
ingly the Shiites who acknowledge twelve

Imams give the name of Mahdi to the last

of these, who according to the Persians is

the Mohammed just mentioned, and it is he

whom they look for to reappear as their

Messiah.

Extravagant as the Shiite doctrine of the

Imamate and the Mahdi must appear to a

Western mind, we see clearly enough that^

like all religious ideas which have played a

considerable part in the world's history, it

derived its strength from the fact that it did

in its own fantastic way appeal to a real

religious need of the human soul. In de-

manding a divine leader as well as a divine

book the Shiites hit the weak point of

Mohammed's system, a weak point which he

himself had overlooked, and which indeed was

not prominent so long as Islam had a living

prophet as well as a sacred book. The cry

for a divine leader was but one expression of

the cry for a God nearer to man than the

deism of Mohammed allowed. In one way
or other the mass of Moslem populations

have always striven to break through the rigid

barrier which Mohammed set up between the

human and the divine. It is this effort which

on the one hand has filled Islam with magical

superstitions and reintroduced something

very like polytheism in the honours paid to

saints, and on the other hand has based on

the bare system of the Koran a totally incon-

gruous structure of pantheistic mysticism

such as we find among the Sufis.

Without some modification or some foreign

supplement Mohammedanism seems scarcely

able to exist, unless perhaps during a period

of incessant holy wars. This is well seen in

the example of the Wahhaby reformation,

which was a serious and for a time most sue-
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cessful attempt to restore the original linea-

ments of pure Moslem deism. So long as it

was a militant system, with the sword ever in

its hand, Wahhabism did wonders. But it

crumbled away into a wretched and hypo-
critical tyranny as soon as its warlike career

was checked. Its influence has scarcely en-

dured for a century, and it never had a real

hold on any but its own soldiers.

Having thus traced the growth of the
doctrine of the Mahdi as it forms part of
the official theology of the Persian Shia, we
must reserve for another month some account
of the part which the same idea has played
in the Western parts of Islam. We shall

then be introduced to historical events of a
much more stirring kind than anything in

the present paper.

THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO CHILDREN.
^omc glwonnt of tokat has bctn ione in glibtrpool.

By J. F. COLLIER.

THERE are no means of comparing the

charities of one great town with those

of another, and therefore, in saying a few

words about Liverpool charities in general,

before referring to the special subject of this

article, I am instituting no comparisons. But
the Liverpool charities are numerous and
well organized. To prevent waste in the cost

of collection, the greater part of them allow

their funds to be collected by the Central

Relief Society. From the returns of this So-

ciety, it appears that it collects and distributes

subscriptions to seventy-seven different chari-

ties, the amount being of late years in round
numbers about ^^22,000 a year j of these

seventy-seven charities, twenty were devoted
entirely to children, including an infirmary, a
convalescent home, orphanages, day nurse-

ries, training ships, and other charities of a
less important kind which are intended to

smooth the lives of poor children and to make
them better members of society. A great

number of children of the poor in Liverpool
are in fact taken charge of by societies of one
sort or another, from the moment they are

born in the lying-in hospital, to the time they

leave the board or other schools and get

employment for themselves.

The compulsory powers of the Education
Act are in force in Liverpool, and therefore

every child is supposed to go to school for

some part of each day. If these powers were
strictly carried into effect, it is difficult to

believe that the condition of the miserable
ill-fed and filthy half-naked children which
now swarm in some of the streets could be
as bad as it is. They could not be received
into any school in that condition, and, if sent,

inquiries would be made, and publicity would
shame the parents in most cases into better

treatment. It is a matter of common obser-
XXV—38

vation to people who have to do with ele-

mentary schools that the fact of sending a
child to school has a good moral efiect upon
the parents; they do not like exposure, they
do not like to see their children looking
worse than those of their neighbours, and
they make an effort where it is possible to

do so, even at some sacrifice to themselves,
to send their children better clothed and
more cleanly than they would have been if

they had simply remained in the street. But
there is a class of men and women in all

large towns, and notably in Liverpool, who
cannot be reached by the school board, or,

indeed, by any other beneficial agency. Their
children's names are indeed generally on the

roll of some school, but it is a mere matter
of form. They cannot all be sent to truant

schools, and owing to the objection to board
schools by some religious denominations, the

schools of those denominations become too

full, and they are obliged to rely on a per-

centage of the scholars staying away, in order

to keep the schools going at all ; thus large

numbers of children may be seen in the

courts, alleys, and gutters of large towns
whose parents are able to defy the school

board.

Many of those parents have the vices of

civilisation grafted on the habits of savages.

Order, regularity, and cleanliness are odious

to them ; they believe in nothing but force,

nothing but the policeman and the prospect

of the prison influences them. They quarrel

and fight amongst themselves, almost invaria-

bly drink, and spend their lives in alternate

bouts of violent excitement and the lassitude

consequent on it. Steady work is impossible

under such circumstances, and indeed steady

work, or steadiness of any kind, is most re-

pugnant to their feelings. The children of
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^veek have sent out their children to beg, while able-

bodied men and women are to be found neglecting all

work and compelling their children to support them

by begging. In many cases the children are kept out

till after midnight, as their parents have learned that

the later the hour and the worse the weather, the

larger the alms. Investigation has happily brought

to light some cases of real distress in which it was

possible to afford relief, but the greatest difficulty is

experienced in cases of fraudulent and professional

begging.

Appended to the report are a number of
" specimen cases," illustrating the working of

the Society; a few are quoted, as they bring

home to the mind the real state of things the

Society has to meet, and their mode of deal-

ing with it, better than anything else.

Case 19. A little lad of seven was subjected to

various forms of ill-usage from his father, the mother
being in prison for stealing ; in this stealing she was
associated with one of her sons, now committed to a

Reformatory. This little fellow of seven would dare

the dangers of sleeping out of doors rather than go

home to such a father. The boy came to the Shelter

swarming with vermin, and almost stupefied from ill-

treatment, and when, after a time, he was taken back

to his father by the Superintendent, the father refused

to receive him, using at the same time veiy violent

and blasphemous language. For this desertion the

Guardians, at the instigation of the Society, prose-

cuted, and the man was sent to hard labour for four-

teen days, but upon coming out of prison he fetched

the boy from the workhouse and told him to go and

beg "his own bit." The child did beg, but the

Superintendent discovered him, brought him before

the magistrate, and the boy is now committed to

Beacon Lane Industiial School.

Case 22. Boy of eight habitually selling papers

at 10.30 at nigat and later. Visitation proved the

case to be one of poverty, as the mother was a widow
in bad health, with only 4s. from the parish, and left

with five children to support. The ages are fourteen,

nine, eight, and twins four. Being the widow of a

seaman, application was made for help to the Sea-

men's Orphanage. The application resulted in a

grant of 20s. per month. The gentleman who re-

ported this case was so gratified with results that he

became a subscriber, and promises to look after the

boy.

Case 28. A girl of nine was sent out with a

starved baby, of eighteen months, to beg. The case

was reported by us to the parish, with a view to

prosecution, and was also visited personally. The
parish would not prosecute, but our persistent efforts

put a stop to the exposure of the child, and we were

able to give the address to school board officers,

who were wanting the people for payment of the girl's

board at Park Lane Day Industrial School. The
wretched, drunken mother, deaf to all our entreaties,

persisted in sending this girl out to beg the wherewithal

for drink. The girl and a companion attempted to

rob a till at a pubhc-house, both were charged before

the magistrate, and both were committed to St.

Anne's Industrial School, until sixteen years of age.

The case is still followed up by the Ladies' Temper-
ance Association.

Case 29. Girl of nine, wild, uncared for, and un-
taught, came begging to the Shelter, case was visited

and mother cautioned over and over again, but to no

purpose. From the dangerous practice of begging

at night near the Sailors' Home, the poor girl

took to stealing, was caught in the act, and our

evidence, confirmed by the school board, being satis-

factory to the magistrate, her career was stopped by

committal to St. Anne's Industrial School. The
squalor and drunkenness by which the case was sur-

rounded was pitiable in the extreme.

Case 94. A complete gutter child of seven was
brought at midnight. She was frightened when put

into a bath, and very much astonished to see her hard

black hands become white under the influence of soap

and water. Her mother was dead, her father had
deserted her, her sisters and brothers had drifted away,

and she just dropped into the houses of neighbours

for her bite of food. If a neighbour would let her

lie on the floor, well and good, if not, closets or

cellars had to do. She was admitted to Shaw Street

Emigration Home.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the

Society is earnest and active in its work, that

it has important co-operators, and that in a

great many cases it has been instrumental in

removing children from horrible surround-

ings and lives of pain, dirt, and hopeless-

ness, to the better atmosphere of " Homes "

and schools and emigration ; but that is not

the only way in which it has worked. The
very fact that their way of life and their

mode of treating their families is looked into

has a great moral effect upon the thriftless

poor. Where apparent neglect is only the

result of poverty they get sympathy and

assistance from kind people, who are only

too glad to do a little which will break down
the barrier between the well-to-do and the

poor. It is quite touching to hear of the

patience with which the interference and

remonstrances of the Society are in most

cases received. Poor people with a nuniber

of children lead very helpless, hopeless,

bewildered lives ; they live from day to day

;

illness or the caprice of an employer may
bring them almost to starvation any day. They

are glad of any sympathy, and when they see

a well-dressed lady or man at their door they

know it means help in some shape.

What may be the result of the Society's

work in the future, what is to be done when
Reformatories and industrial schools are full,

whether the people will consent to be taxed

because parents will not do their duty, whether

this Society's proceedings form a step towards

socialism—these are considerations which I

will not deal with now. If the Society goes

on in the way in which it has begun it can

hardly fail to bring comparative happiness to

many a miserable child, and do a public ser-

vice by assisting the wild young outcasts of

our streets to become better members of the

community.
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By JAMES G. BERTRAM, Author of the "Harvest of the Ska," etc.

FIRST PAPER.

No fish has bulked so largely in literature

or law as the salmon. At least one
substantial volume, many pamphlets, several

Acts of Parliament, and a hundred Blue-

books have been devoted to "the venison of

the waters." As for papers in magazines
treating of fish of the salmon kind, their

name is legion ; while in the newspapers of

the period, for one article devoted to tlie

herring—important as it is from a commer-
cial and scientific point of view— at least a

dozen have been devoted to the salmon.

The reason of this, as it has been often ex-

plained, is that, according to the popular

saying, what is the property of everybody
belongs in reality to nobody. The herring is

so plentiful that we can at all times procure

one for a penny, and occasionally even for

less. But the salmon is a fish of value.

Taking the marketable stock overhead, each
individual salmon requires a pound to pur-

chase, while in seasons of scarcity it costs

about five times that sum. A fine clean-

run Saliiio salar, pound weight for pound
weight, is worth more money than a prime
South Down sheep. It is not long since a

choice salmon of the river Tay, weighing

6;^ lbs., was sold by a London fish salesman,

for his Perthshire customer, at three shillings

per pound weight : that, let it be noted, was
the wholesale price and gave a good return.

By way of comparison, it may here be stated,

that for the nine guineas obtained for that

fish, three most excellent sheep might have
been purchased, which when ready for sale

would have yielded about 200 lbs. of excel-

lent mutton. At the retail prices charged
by fish merchants in London, the salmon
under notice would probably be sold at not

less than five shillings a pound weight.

For more than sixty years the salmon has
formed a never-ceasing theme of controversy.

Constantly watched from its cradle to its

grave, every step in its adventurous life has

been carefully noted and chronicled. The
ova have been again and again nursed into

life under the observant eyes of persons

accustomed to the solution of problems in

natural history. The "par" controversy has
been settled to the satisfaction of all but a
few persons who are determined neither to

believe what they might any day see with

their own eyes, or through the eyes of people
|

not less observant, and probably more intel-

ligent, than themselves. The little par—now
known to be the young of the Salf/io salar—
was at one time thought by many persons
to be a distinct fish. That idea has been
difficult to uproot, although Mr. Shaw, a
gamekeeper in the employment of the Duke
of Bucclcuch, long ago demonstrated the,

problem from both ends of the question, by
some ingenious experiments. First of all he
sliowed that par were young salmon; but
that fact being hotly disputed, he then proved
his case in another way by showing that the
salmon was the parent of the par. In spite,

however, of the labours of Mr. Shaw, a
good many stubborn people would not be
convinced, and declined to believe that a
par becomes a smolt, and that a smolt grows
into a salmon.

The par controversy, whilst it raged, pos-

sessed many features of interest. It seemed
passing strange that the par, which was
thought to be an inhabitant of our salmon
streams all the year round, should ever

attain the dimensions of a salmon. " It

is impossible," was the general chorus,

"because any fish which becomes a salmon
must, first of all, visit the sea." The smolt,

it was freely admitted, becomes " a fish "

—

to use a Tweedside definition — as it is

furnished with scales, and is known to pos-

sess that instinct which leads it to the sea;

but the par, being without scales, and never

being known (so it was supposed) to quit

the quiet waters in which it had been nursed

into life, was dogmatically claimed to be a

par, and nothing but a par. When, however,

the facts of par-life were mastered, and it

had been demonstrated that the tiny fish in

question ultimately became transformed, that

the marks it bore came in due time to be

covered with scales, and was just then as

good a smolt as any other in the water, some
persons who wisely accepted the discovery

wondered how it was they had previously

failed to notice the fact; whilst others shook

their wiser heads and declared it was not so,

and could never be so, and that a par was
nothing but a par, and would certainly re-

main a par for all time to come.

It was not till a salmon nursery had been

set a-going at Stormontfield, on the river

Tay, which \s ^ar excellence the salmon river
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of Scotland, that the par problem was, day

by day, solved before all the world. It is a

somewhat interesting feature of the natural

history of most fishes that it is possible to

breed them under artificial conditions. What
has been designated by the French " pisci-

culture " is an art as ancient as civilisation.

In China, thousands of years ago, the ova of

different fishes were collected from the streams

of that country and laid carefully in ponds and
other places to hatch and grow, till the fish

became fit for use as food. This practice still

continues. In these latter days the eggs of

fish have been directly exuded from the ani-

mals, and have been nursed into life with the

most complete success. Nothing is easier.

Let a female salmon be captured just as she

is on the eve of spawning, and let her be de-

prived of her ova by a slight pressure : let

a male fish be taken under similar circum-

stances and be similarly treated; let its milt

be then carefully mixed with the eggs of the

female. After all this has been accomplished

let the fecundated ova be placed in some
gently moving water well protected from their

numerous enemies, and the result will be
that in about a hundred and twenty days,

according to temperature, the young salmon
will burst the fragile walls of their prison and
grow into table- fish, should they have the

chance given them of so long life.

The salmon nursery at Stormontfield

—

which, by the way, is now being discon-

tinued in favour of another place— was
not, however, instituted for the precise pur-

pose of solving the problems by which the

natural history of the salmon was beset, but

rather with the intention of adding to the

powers of production of the great stream.

How far it has aided in the way of increasing

the salmon population of the Tay has never

been exactly determined. For a period of a
quarter of a century thousands of well-grown

smolts have been annually reared at Stor-

montfield, while the rental of the river has in

that time grown apace, but whether from the

wise legislation which now governs the salmon
rivers or the aid afforded by the nursery at

Stormontfield we cannot say. The rental of

the stream has, however, so increased that

it h now more than double what it was at

the beginning of the experiment.

At the Stormontfield salmon nursery the

old question of whether or not a par was in

reality a smolt in the first phase of its growth,
was speedily settled in the affirmative. Not
only so, but other discoveries of equal im-
portance in the earlier stages of the natural

history of the fish were made. It was

found, for instance, that one half only of a
brood of young salmon became smolts at

the end of one year from the date at which
they were hatched, the other moiety of the

brood remaining in the condition of par for

another year ! This is a feature of salmon
growth of which no explanation can be
offered. That // certainly is so, is about all

we can say. The two divisions of fish are in

no way different from each other, they consist

of males and females indiscriminately. Nor
has this curious system of migration any
connection widi the size of the fish which
have been artificially spawned for behoof of

the nurser)^ It may, however, render the

progress of the par plainer to the reader if

we indicate the dates at which the various

changes take place. Say, then, that the

fecundated ova are laid down in the boxes

at Stormontfield about the beginning of

December ; the eggs will be hatched before

the middle of March, and the young fish

will be known as par, and all of them will

remain in the par stage of their life for a

period of twelve months. By the end of

that time one half of the brood will have

become covered with scales and imbued with

the migratory instinct. Day after day they

will exhibit their eagerness to visit the salt-

water by leaping out of the ponds ; the

other moiety of the brood will, however,

evince no desire for any change, but remain
quietly in the par stage for another year.

Meantime we shall assume that the smolts

have been liberated and allowed to find their

way to "ocean's green domain," in which it

is said they grow with such rajoidity as to be-

come grilse of large dimensions before their

remaining brothers and sisters have yet been
invested with that armour of scales which is

held to be the insignia of the smolt.

In 1863 what appeared to be careful ex-

periments were made in order to ascertain

the ratio of salmon growth. During the

course of the inquiry some extraordinary

results were arrived at, and, as the fish were
marked by careful men, there is no reason to

throw doubt on the facts then reported by
Mr. Robert Buist, the superintendent of the

Tay fisheries, and Peter Marshall, the in-

tendant of the ponds. These facts were, that

a marked smolt about the size of a man's
finger had between the 24th of May and the

i6th of August attained to a weight of 9 lbs.

;

other fish weighing respectively 5 lbs., t,^ lbs.,

and 7 lbs. were also taken. These salmon
were without the dead fin, of which the smolts

taken for experiment had been deprived, so

that when captured they might be readily
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identified. The number of smolts marked,

however, was only sixty-four, a very small

number indeed when the mortality which

attends salmon life comes to be considered.

Those who have studied the salmon as an

object of natural history are inclined to throw

doubt on these experiments, just because

they think it an impossibility that so many
as four fish out of the sixty-four which were

marked could be captured; "that number
means about seven in the hundred," they

•say, " and no such percentage of young

salmon ever live to revisit their native

Avaters." The mortality attendant on salmon-

life, especially in the case of the young fish,

has always been understood to be very high
;

some experts, indeed, have calculated it at a

rate which does not give more than 2 per

cent, of surviving marketable fish, and in

view of such calculations the results of Mr.

Buist's experiments seem not a little remark-

able. They are not, however, without cor-

roboration, for others w^ho have made experi-

ments in salmon growth have obtained similar

evidence of the rapid rate at which the smolt

increases in size and weight. The growth of

the grilse and the salmon have, also, at various

times been tested by various inteUigent per-

oons, and the bulk of evidence tends to show
ihat all these fish grow at a very rapid rate.

It is difficult to determine the age of

any particular salmon. As has ah-cady been
related, one half of a brood does not com-
mence to grow till they are two years old, at

which time, the other half of the same hatch-

ing, and from the same parents, maybe salmon
of goodly size, and of co isiderable money
value. Various estimates have been made
of the ages of salmon, but taking the mean
weights of the experiments, in which we have
the greatest confidence, we are inclined to set

down the average rate of growth as being not
less than 6 lbs. per annum, and in rivers

which are not overcrowded, and in which
food is plentiful, it may be two or three

pounds more. One fact of salmon economy
should always be kept in mind ; viz. that a
given expanse of water will only feed and
breed a given number of fish. When there are

too many they will be light and lean ; when
too few, they will become large and heavy.

The salmon, as well as most other fish, are

wonderfully fruitful, and have been endowed
with the power of multiplying their kind by
tens of thousands. In the case of the salmon

[Salino saiar) a. female weighing 25 lbs. will

probably yield as many as 20,000 eggs.

Few of these eggs yield fish, and of the fish

that do see the light of day only a very

small percentage ever become productive,

eggs and young being constantly preyed upon

by a legion of enemies.

PRINCESS ALICE.

By Professor. TAYLOR, D.D., One of Her Majesty's Chaplains.

IN its English garb, this book* is a tribute

of affection to the memory of a sister, by

the illustrious lady, the translator of the

Memoir which gives narrative connection to

the letters. It is also, on the part of the

Queen, one of many proofs of confidence in

the loyalty and attachment of her people,

and affords an additional and welcome in-

sight into the attractions and charm of the

domestic life, of which the Prince Consort was

50 much the centre and source. It justly

counts on the deep and lasting affection in

which the memory of the Princess is held by

all classes of her countrymen. Although

many years have since elapsed, it is re-

membered how she stood by the Queen in

her bereavement, and how almost every-

thing was then due to the extraordinary

fortitude and devotion of the girl Princess.

* " Alice, Grand Duchess of Hesse, Princess of Great
Sritaiu and Ireland " (London : John i\iurray).

The letters, which are thus given to the

EngUsh-speaking world, were written after

her marriage to His Royal Highness, Prince

Louis of Hesse, and date from her adopted

country.

Her establishment at Darmstadt was ar-

ranged on an unpretending scale. The house

itself was inconveniently small. But it was

with the resolution to make light of difficulties,

and to adapt herself cheerfully to her sur-

roundings, that the Princess entered her new

home. Early hours, method, and strict

economy prevailed from the outset. " We get

up at seven, with candles, every morning."

In summer, the hour was six. Breakfast

followed at eight, luncheon at twelve, and

dinner at four; the intervals being so occupied

that not a moment of the day was wasted.

Soon, a larger house was felt to be necessary,

and was built, as much as possible, in accord-

ance with English ideas. Her English house,
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as it was affectionately regarded, continued

to be her home during the subsequent years

of her too brief career. It was a source of

much comfort, and the occasion of great

additional labour and anxiety; for with en-

larged accommodation, social duties hitherto

impossible became imperative, and entailed

increased expenditure.

Frank disclosures show that the family life

bore a strong resemblance, in its thrifty ways
and expedients, and also in its embarrassments
and restraints, to that of other well-regulated

households of lower degree. These discom-
forts, however, were borne with alacrity, and
without detracting from her ideal of life. It

was part of that ideal, that her home ways
should be entirely free from various petty

deceptions of which society is tolerant, and
that she should be true woman and mother,

irrespective of all considerations of rank and
conventional usage. Reality, simplicity, and
naturalness were, accordingly, characteristics

of her domestic rule. What was itself right,

wise, loving to do, she strove to do ; it might
be, to take her children out to walk, to give

them lessons, to make their dresses, or, at a

pinch, to act as nurse. " You will be amused
when I tell you that old Amelung is coming
to sleep with baby, and take charge of him

;

but she is too old and out of practice to be
able to wash and dress him, morning and
evening besides, so I do that, and it is of

course a great assistance to all my being

able to do it, and I don't mind the trouble."

She was sustained in this course by the

counsel and loving gifts that continued to

reach her, from her old home. Frequent visits

to it, on the invitation of the Queen, were,

indeed, a much-needed restorative, and were
hailed with inexpressible delight. She loved

Germany, was proud of its people, and appre-

ciated their noble qualities ; but the home to

which her heart instinctively and with ever-

increasing fondness turned, was the " dear,

dear home" of her childhood and youth.

There was always a touch of home-sickness
" after dear England, Balmoral, and all at

home."
This independence was an application of

principles, which she had acquired in youth,

and which told her that social distinctions

had no intrinsic merit. She considered the

lot of private individuals to be, on the whole,
the best. She was not enamoured of what
she terms " the cold circle of court people,"

and was thankful that her husband did not
wear a crown. " I feel so entirely as you do,

on the difference of rank, and how all im-

portant it is for princes and princesses to

know that they are nothing better nor above
others, save through their own merit." In
this spirit she sought to educate her children.
" I strive to bring them up totally free from
pride of their position, which is nothing save
what their personal worth can make it." What
she dreaded most for them was, not physical,

but moral evil. Her constant endeavour was
that they should " take nothing but the
recollection of love and happiness from their

home with them into the world's fight ; " and
in the close, personal relations in which she
stood to her children, she realised the im-

portant fact, that children educate their

parents. Owing to the same truthfulness and
breadth of nature, her relation also to her
servants was marked by an entire absence of

superciliousness. It was altogether so just,

as to be true alike to their common human-
ity and the difference in their position. They
were treated at all times with unaffected con-
sideration ; as friends, if worthy of friendship,

and in the event of sickness or distress, with
heartfelt solicitude. They and their children,

some fifty in all, were annually assembled to

share with the royal children the gifts of the

Christmas-tree, on that brightest of German
festivals ; and poor Jager, who fell ill and
died in the service, had a tree to himself, in

his own room, shortly before his death. The
faithful servant was regarded as, in reality, a

friend, and the loss of such an one was more
felt than that of many a relation who was
scarcely known.

Noted in childhood for her quick sympathy
and considerateness, she had grown into a

woman, capable of extraordinary self-denial

and devotion to duty, with many resources

of organization. These qualities were, for

the first time, fully developed by the events

of the wars of iS66, and 1870— i, which,

subjected her somewhat anxious and nervous

temperament to the severest strain. To
one constituted as the Princess was, benefi-

cent action was a necessity. As became
her youth and inexperience, her first efforts

were tentative. But within little more than

a year after her marriage, she visited the

Town Hospital, with a settled purpose in

view, and had become patroness of a ladies'"

institution, which had for its object to lend

out linen to poor, respectable women, during

their confinement. How deep her interest

was in its success, her account of a visit ta

one of these poor women will show: "At
length, through a dirty court-yard, up a dark

ladder into one little room, where lay in one

bed the poor woman and her baby \ in the

room four other children, the husband, two
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PRINCESS ALICE.

[From a portrait, by permission of the Queen.]

Other beds, and a stove. But it did not smell
bad, nor was it dirty. I sent Christa down
with the children, then with the husband
cooked something for the woman ; arranged
her bed a little, took the baby for her, bathed
its eyes—for they were so bad, poor little

thing !—and did odds and ends for her."

Another year had barely elapsed, before
she had put herself at the head of a move-
ment to provide a special asylum for idiots.

The money difficulty in the way was formid-
able, but was surmounted by the introduction
of the peculiarly English expedient of a
bazaar, which, thanks to the Princess's per-
sonal influence and tact, turned out to be a suc-

cess, on what was probably uncongenial soil.

The internecine character of the war of

1866, between Prussia and the States of the

German Confederation, made itself fully felt

in the Grand-Ducal family circle— Prince

Louis and his brother. Prince Henry, being

engaged on opposite sides. While it was

still impending, the Princess records, with a

fitful gleam of playfulness, v\'hich her fears be-

lied, how she bought a travelling bag for her

husband, on the principle that to carry an

umbrella will keep off the rain ! In spite of

the precaution, midsummer foimd her in the

midst of preparations, almost distracted by
the character of the conflict, " brother against

brother, and friend against friend," and the

endless demands for linen, rags, lint, and
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other necessaries of sanguinary strife. How
nearly it touched herself, personally, may be

understood from the fact, that three days

after the birth of one of her children, her

husband had gone into action at Aschaffen-

burg, on the Main, whence the guns could be

heard at Darmstadt. One result of the war
was the formation of the "Ladies' Union,"
with the Princess as President. Its main
object was to train nurses, and to supply

them, wherever nursing was required, among
all classes during peace, and to the army in

war. The membership rose in two years to

2,500. It was characteristic of the Prin-

cess, that in this case, as in that of the

Asylum for Idiots, membership was quite

irrespective of creed. Her belief was, that

the impulses and principles which are com-
mon to mankind, constituted the right basis

of societies which were formed for the ser-

vice of humanity, in the widest sense ; and
in this belief she persevered. About the

same time, she initiated an important move-
ment for the encouragement of female

industry, with the result that a saleroom,
" The Alice Bazaar," for the sale of articles

of needlework, &c., became a permanent
institution.

Preparations for the Franco-German war
of 1870— I only partially suspended these

efforts, which by that time had borne fruit,

that was gratefully appreciated, in the trained

nurses who were available when the war
broke out. The times were such as taxed

her strength to the utmost, while they wrung
her feelings, by a constant sense of dread
and a succession of indescribably painful

scenes. She was aware that her husband,
and many other much-loved relatives and
friends were constantly under fire, in the

tremendous battles by which the war was
signalised, and she describes herself as living,

" in fear and trembling, from one battle to

another." In reality, her energy and forti-

tude, as well as public spirit and devotion,

were almost incredible. Day after day, trains

were bringing up their freight of disabled

soldiery. The hospitals and ambulances
were crowded, and the very air smelt of

wounds. Muffled drums, accompanying the

dead to their last resting-places, filled the

night with dismal sounds. Privation and
heart-rending sorrow and distress abounded.
Wounded soldiers, despairing widows, desti-

tute wives and orphans seemed to increase

without end, and appealed for help. Through-
out the whole of this terrible time, her hand
and presence were everywhere, extemporis-

ing and superintending means of relief. She

visited the hospitals daily, made her palace

the headquarters of committees of aid, and
converted part of it into a depot of necessaries

for the sick and wounded. But bravely as

she bore up under all, the miseries of war
had entered into her soul. Pronouncing it

to be " the greatest scourge this world knows,"
her prayer was that she might not live to see

such a war again. Determined, doubtless,

by the dire effects and course of this war,

her powers of organization took practical

shape, in three distinct institutions : the
" Alice Hospital," a training school and
home for nurses; the " Alice Society for the

Education and Employment of AVomen,"
supplemented temporarily by the " Alice

Lyceum," which attempted, chiefly by means
of lectures, to give a scientific culture to

women ; and an " Orphan Asylum." The
alleviation of suffering of all kinds, to which
she seemed, by a signal providence, from an
early age, to be specially destined, and the

improvement of the condition of the poor
were now, and continued to be, the main
object for which she lived.

Within the space of six years she had
lived through two Wars, in which all the

interests most dear" to her were deeply in-

volved. During the whole of that period

her family circle had remained intact. In

1873, the first break took place, in the in-

most circle of her love, when little Prince

Fritz, while playing' almost in his mother's

sight and presence, fell out of window, and
was killed. The trials through which she

passed in 1878 are in the recollection of all,

when her husband and five of her children

were laid down with diphtheria, and when she

herself, after nursing all, and losing one, suc-

cumbed to the same fatal mala.dy. With so

chequered an experience, it is not surprising

that she had learned to look with a chastened

spirit on all that this life has to offer. In-

tensely happy in her home life, there was a

vein of pensiveness in her happiness. As
time advanced, her estimate of life grew
more and more serious, until she habitu-

ally regarded it as a short and solemn

space of time, meant for work and not for

pleasure, where labours and duties were ever

to be kept in view. Her language on this

point is often very striking, lofty and earnest

in tone, and betokening intense conviction.

And yet, as a life of incessant, practical good-

ness and usefulness proves, there was, in

this view, nothing morbid.

The key to her character and the nature

of her work and history are really to be found,

in the strength of the personal ties that bound
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her, in filial affection, to the Prince Consort,

her father. The impression made by his

death was indelible. Nothing can be more
loucliing than the constant, tender, almost

passionate love, with which she turns in these

betters, to her surviving parent ; now seeming
to cling to her for protection and rest, and
again, to be herself exerting strength, to com-
fort and sustain the widowed Mother and
and Queen. But in respect of the Prince

Consort, her filial love had been transfigured

by death, and was become a kind of govern-

ing, spiritual force. The 14th December,
1 86 1, became the central date in her history,

just as he himself had become almost the cen-

tral fact of her existence. It formed the water-

shed of her experience. The " good old

times " ran down from this point on the

further side, while on this side, the current of

hfe had ever since been overshadowed by
that first and greatest sorrow. Nor did the

anniversary ot" the day ever return without

awakening the deepest emotions. Her yearn-

ing for him was akin to home-sickness. With
him, everything came to be associated. Her
idea of his life, as a sacrifice to duty, was
the example which she strove, through daily

tasks and trials, to follow. She had no
stronger aspiration than to be worthier such
a father ; and the older she grew, the more
perfect became his image. In the moment
of dissolution his was her latest thought, his

name, " Papa," the last word on her lips. He
was thus a sacred presence seldom absent
from her thoughts, whom any one of a thou-

sand circumstances, a picture or a piece of

music could recall, the guide and protector

of her career, whose influence was the stimulus

to noble eflbrt, and incentive to duty. He
was, in reality, the living impulse in her

education, in her sense of duty, and, next to

her faith in Christ, even in her religion; for in

him she comprehended how to die was gain,

how it was gain for one so pure and good to

be taken away from witnessing evil. Thus, her

intellectual development proceeded largely

from moral and emotional sources — the

strongest root of all being this personal tie or

attachment. She whom great public sacri-

fices, such as were incurred in the Crimean
war, moved only as others, was almost trans-

formed into another being, by the loss of One
whose personality had become an essential

part, indeed the centre, of her life. Nor was
this all. He was for her, a real link with

the spiritual world, between the present and

the future
;
practically a pledge of a future,

a mighty support of faith, and a substantial

guarantee for religion itself. Once, indeed,
she essayed, it would appear, a purely in-

tellectual excursus into the domains of
speculative theology, under the direction of
Strauss, the celebrated neologian and littei'a-

teur. But the agnostic fabric which she
reared in the course of it, was shattered by
the first great reality of experience with which
it came into collision—the mysterious in-

stincts of the mother in her own heart, brood-
ing over the untimely death of her son. It

was probably the only instance in which she
was untrue to that practical side of her nature,

where her chief strength lay. It was merely
an incident, however, and was succeeded by
a stiller, deeper and stronger faith—the faith

of her childhood, if possible more childlike,

simple, and full of 'trust, as the fruit of trial

and inward' struggle.

As time went on, the future became more
intensely real. It rendered the sorrow and
struggle of life endurable. Natural laws and
phenomena suggested its brighter skies, and
inculcated contentment and hope. " The
future world seems so like a real home, for

there are so many dear ones to meet again."
" Each year brings us nearer to the Wieder-

seben (reunion with the dead)." A living

trust in God was, indeed, the stay and strength

of her life.

The book eschews politics. It was per-

haps unavoidable that it should be pervaded

by an undertone of sadness. The turning

point in the Princess's life was a great sorrow

and irreparable loss. Earnestness itself, she

lived through great and critical times, and
had her full share of trial and bereave-

ments.

It deals mainly with the practical and
domestic side of her life. There were, how-

ever, other aspects. Its contents show that

her feeling for nature was true and keen, that

she delighted in art, and that her taste for

reading was always kept up. Lectures, con-

certs, and dramatic representations profit-

ably beguiled the evenings of anxious and

laborious day. Altogether it presents us

with the picture of a noble-minded, brave-

hearted woman, who knew how to combine

naturalness, simplicity, and true human feel-

ing with princely station, and who performed

its arduous duties, under trying circun>

stances, with infinite grace, courage, and self-

denial.



LIFE AND LETTERS BY THE SEA-SIDE.

By " S.HIRLEY."

II,—SUiMMER SADNESS.

I
DO not think

we can do
any very

good
work—
work in-

volving
V really

hard
thinking

— during

su m mer.

There is

a bucolic

lassitude
"'"^

^'-^--^=-^K>r;^-s^~/."--=^ that af^

fects the
mind as well as the body in the leafy month
of June. June and December, to be sure, have
been very much alike of late years—any bal-
ance for the better being perhaps in favour of
the latter. But what I mean is "that when the
thermometer is over 70'' intellectual labour
becomes a burden, and the result is not for

"S-

edification. Nothing wortli preserving has
been written anywhere in Africa that I know
of. Has any magnum opus been produced
in the vicinity of the P^quator? The great
religions no doubt have been brought to us
from the East ; but fervent heat is not in-

compatible with a certain mystical fervour.

Islamism and Buddhism are like ostrich egj^s

which the sun and the desert sand hatch be-
tween them. The temperate zone, in short, has
been the mother of whatever is immortal in

mind. We say that one race has richer in-

tellectual endowments than another; what
we really mean is that it belongs to a latitude

and longitude where mental exercise is pos-
sible, and perhaps enjoyable. To speak of

exertion, indeed, under any circumstances as
being enjoyable, opens up, however, another
burning question. Some of us, I am afraid,

incline to believe that indolence is natural

to men, and that it was the normal condition
of our race in that golden age to which we
look back with regret. The hurry-skurry of

our present life is certainly forced and un-
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iiatiiraL To the Englishman to whom Sport,

v.'hether on the cricket-ground or in the

liunting-field, among the Alps or along the

river bank, has become a second nature, the

unreasonableness of violent exercise is not so

immediately apparent as it is to the Italian

or the Frenchman. " The mysteries of woods
and rivers "—which to our ancestors meant
all that a deer forest, a grouse moor, a salmon
pool, or a sea-trout loch means to us

—

appealed to the Teutonic imagination with

peculiar force. The Saxon passion for the

chase is possibly indeed to be attributed to

the exacting conditions of a northern climate,

where cold and darkness must be defied, and
the stock of caloric needed for comfort

requires to be constantly replenished. But
that labour as

such has any-

thing to re- ^^-—

•commend it is

a quite obvi-

ous misunder-
standing. The
original Para-

dise of our

lace was a

place of rest,

from w h i c h

our fii r s t

parents were

driven into a

world against

which the
curse of labour

had been pro-

nounced—" In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread, till thou return unto the

ground." And a place of rest likewise is

the Paradise to which each of us looks for-

ward.
" There's a rest that remains for the people of God,

And I've had troubles enough for one,"

as Robert Browning sings.

These are the sort of reflections that

naturally occur to a writer of books in the

waim July weather which we are now enjoy-

ing for a brief spell after a sad month of wind
and rain. The portable easy-chair has been
placed under the spreading branches of a

walnut-tree which has stood where it stands

for the last three hundred years. A pile of

books are scattered about on the grass, and
a bulky manuscript lies upon the gipsy table.

But it is no good—we resolutely refuse to put

the pen in the ink-bottle.

A few weeks ago the inquiries we are

making into the character and motives of

one of the few really great men of whom

i^

no special biography has been written, were
full of interest ; somehow, since the ther-

mometer approached 80° in the shade the

virtue has gone out of them. What's Hecuba
to us, or we to Hecuba ?

" Leave us alone ! Time drivetVi onward fast
And in a little while our lips are dumb.
Leave us alone ! What pleasure can we havj
To war with evil ? Ls there any peace
In ever climbing up the climbing wave ?

"

It is a matter of immense moment to retain
' as we grow old a varied- hold upon life.

When we have entered the fifties we get, as

It were, a new horizon. The comparative
values are so completely altered that a fresh

currency is needed. What used to seem
solid ground becomes phantasmal—the stuff

of which dreams are made. The uprooting

of old associa-

tions and early

limitations is

often a peril-

ous process.

"Vanitas vani-

tatum, omnia
vanitas." If

we would not

lapse into

sheer cynicism

it is very

necessary that

we should
keep some of

our illusions.

When we find

the walls of the

universe, as we
esteemed them, melting into thin air at every

turn, a sense of immense uncertainty and
insecurity assails us. Our confidence is

shaken—as in a city riddled by earthquake.

Whether it is better for us or worse (as crea-

tures accountable to a Supreme Judge whose

verdict will be given hereafter—under quite

other conditions) I do not stay to inquire ; I

am looking at the matter only from the

homely standpoint of the merely mundane
critic. But there can be no doubt that the

man of fifty or sixty, whose attention is con-

centrated with eager curiosity upon any in-

quiry, however microscopical or whimsical, is

the man who, during what remains of life, will

extract most positive good out of it. It has

been said that whoever has no knowledge of

whist is laying up for himself a miserable old

age. This is only putting the fact with a some-

what truculent directness. The man who
allows his interests to drop away from him

when he begins to feel that he has taken the

downward turn (which leads inevitably to

—
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what we know) will be in very much the same
predicament as the man who allowed his

friends to drop away from him when he

fancied that he would not need them any
more. We can hardly make new friends

after middle life, nor can we strike out new
lines of work or enjoyment. There are

elderly people I meet every day who excite

a gentle ripple of laughter among the

younger members of our society when they

begin to discourse upon what is known
as their favourite fad. For my own part

(though some of them are ten years older

than I am) I cannot look at them with-

out envy. These hale old gentlemen are

so fresh !—age does not wither them nor
custom stale. Unfortunately the rest of the

quotation is inapplicable— their " infinite

variety " being confined to one foible apiece.

Jones's craze (as the youngsters irreverently

term it) is genealogy;—there is only one break
in the chain which takes his family back in

a direct line to an early Welsh king, and this

he is always on the very point of supplying.

Poor old fellow, he will go down to his grave
without finding the missing link, and pro-

bably without learning that it is well for him
that he does not find it. His occupation
gone, life would become utterly colourless.

Brown has no personal ambition to gratify,

but he cherishes a highly abstract theory

about the necessary connection between a
comes and a co!/iitaius,a.wd he has gone through
half the manuscripts in the Register House
and the British Museum to prove that the
single adverse decision (it is unfortunately

:i^^

dead against him) might be explained away,

if we could only recover certain documents
which were certainly destroyed (if they ever

existed) not less than three centuries ago.

These are our genealogists ; but we have
our archaeologists, our ornithologists, our

entomologists, our horticulturists—alias brisk

and cheery as boys. Ever to seek and never
to find—the quest still retaining its attraction—that, I take it, is about as good a definition

of human happiness as it is possible to hazard.

Dear, dusty, dried-up mummies ! I figure

you to myself sometimes under the simili-

tude of the lusty lover on Keats's imperish-

able urn :

—

" Bold lover, never, never canst tliou kiss,
I'ho' winning near the goal—3et do not grieve

;

-She cannot fade, tho' thou hast not thy bliss.
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair !

"

I trust, therefore, that my unconquerable
disinclination to proceed with my own special

'] piece of work at this moment is to be attri-

1 buted only to the heat, and not to any per-

j
manent alienation. It will all come right

by-and-by, let us hope—with the fall of the

leaf, and the first snug blaze in the parlour

of a frosty evening ; though, to be sure, a
scrap of fire in the grate, summer and winter

all the year round, never comes amiss

now. Are the summers really colder; or

is it only that as we grow old we need
more warmth to drive the chill out of our
bones? There are some men whose con-

versation as surely drifts to a fixed point

as the needle turns to the pole. The roads

may vary, but the goal is still the same—the

attraction which forces them to repeat once
more thai anecdote which we know by
heart, or to fight that battle over again

which has been fought so often before,

being apparently irresistible. We may
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smile ruefully at the Doctor's

Joe Millers, or at the Colonel's

everlasting charge with Sir

Charles; but how many

threadbare times

,<«"•?
.,,^«?"<?r.?F^>;s->r-.^

of us begin to feel that

we too are

into the rut

!

to-d

getting

thoughts

My
y,

as on many
other days —
try as hard as

I can to resist

the weakness
—7<:'/// turn to

the cheerless-

ness of old age,

wi// insist on
regarding it from
the dismal side.

It is not merely
that the vigour, the

elasticity, the romance
of life are gone, but that

the mellow wisdom, the wise

charity, the wide sympathies which
we had been led to understand would accom-
pany advanced age, have failed to show
themselves. Long experience has ;w/ attained

to somewhat of prophetic strain. On the

contrary, the soul all round is thinner and
more arid than it was, while the picturesque

lights and shadows of the dawning fancy are

merged in one cheerless and unnoticeable

grey. The sunset of the soul wears none of

the pageantry which lights up the sunset sky.

There are exceptions no doubt, and we may
admit that the tender sagacity and gentleness

of touch of William Thackeray and Charles

Lamb and Arthur Helps and John Brown are

long in being learned
—

'tis a second nature

scarcely quite formed till the hair is grey, and
the brow furrowed. But these are the excep-

tions, and the gradual exhaustion of the soil

of the mind— I do not speak of any absolute

failure of intellectual faculty—it is negative

rather than positive decay to which I allude

—the incapacity to receive impressions which
were once vivid and vital—is one of those

hard facts of human life which would be uni-

versally admitted, if there were any sincerity

in our literature.

Such feelings as these, it may be said,

are out of

place at this

>Iluiu^til)Uj±*^

fancy that the conventional asso-

ciations with the seasons are

curiously misplaced. There
is something inquisitorial

about the searclwng

blaze of summer.
It is like the

fierce light which
beats about
the throne,
striking piti-

lessly into the

dark corners

and obscure

recesses of

the conscience.

Heine saw the

young Spring-
God— I quoted

the passage the

other day— radiant,

dorable. standinc:
on the summit of an Alp.

A lovely picture ! Yet many
of us who will not own that we are

cursed by any over-morbid sensibilities, find

ourselves willing, nay, eager, to delay his com-
ing. One would put a drag on every month
of the waning year if one could. Winter
may be grim and inclement ; but it does not

take us to task, does not require us to ex-

amine ourselves, does not mark a new de-

parture as the spring does. The opening

buds are the saddest moralists, the severest

critics. To the very young, indeed, they

may whisper of a good time coming, but to

the old they speak of the departed year. The
25th of March used to be the first day of the

year, and it had a real and not a merely

arbitrary claim to the distinction. T!ie old

year had truly passed away, and a new one
was being ushered in. Under our present

classification there is an awkward interreg-

num. The old year dies in December, but

the new year makes no sign till long after the

ist of Januar)'. That is why the spring is

sad : it is a true Anniversary, reminding us

with painful distinctness of duties unfulfilled,

of work unfinished, of ambitions more or less

modest ungratified. The 25th of March is the

great annual Day of Reckoning, when we are

called before the inner tribunal to render

happy
peaceful
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of our ambiiio7i. So Mr. Ruskin says. For

the russet leaves of autumn I would, for my
part, be inclined to substitute the firstlings of

the spring—the violet, the wood-sorrel, the

anemone. Here is another year visibly dead
and gone, and we are no farther on than we
were at its birth. It is no wonder that a sort

of hopelessness should take possession of the

man who feels at fifty that he can do no
better than he has done, and that every new
year now must diminish the vigour of mind
and body.

If we had done tlie best possible—had
written prose
like Thackeray,

poetry like
Tennyson, had
been as brilliant

as Huxley or as

profound as

Hamilton— I am
not sure that

the feelinos with

which we should

regard our past

life would be

sensibly diffe-

rent. With the

exception of one
or two com-
placent Philis-

tines, there are

few men, how-
ever nominally

successful, who
do not feel that

they have failed.

It is not success

that makes the

retrospect toler-

able ; it is sym-
pathy, charity,

love—call it what we choose—the sentiment

that has raised us above ourselves, and enabled

us now and again to sink the " Ego " out of

sight. Absolute success, in a world such

as ours, is not within the reach of any
one ; the Lord Chancellor has come no
nearer to it than you or I. He may have

earned a bigger wage ; but that is all—with a

little trumpery notoriety thrown in, by way
of seasoning. The something in the world
amiss, which we hope will be righted by-and-

by, curses all our efforts after completeness.

The material on which we work is faulty.

But, as I have said, the nearest approach to

success (in the sense in which I use the

word) is attained by him who, in the lines

of Coleridge, " loveth best all things both

great and small." The naturalist who, by
patient sympathy, is able to win the confidence

of the shy creatures of the woods and fields,

has gained— I don't say a purer happiness,

but—a more intimate relation to something

solid and durable in the universe, than the

great scholar, the great lawyer, the great

philosopher, to say nothing of the frothy

poet and the flashy rhetorician. The trea-

sure thus gathered is not perishable; it has

been laid away where moth and rust do not

corrupt, and thieves do not break through and
steal; and if, like Rossetti's Blessed Damozel,

we are ever

permitted, from
an outpost of the

heavenh- citv, to

look back upon
our modest
earth, we shall

find that this is

the cord which
joins the two,

a cord whose
strands are
woven out of the

tender and un-

selfish emotions
of the soul :

—

" And so the whole
round earth is

every way
Bound by gold

chains about the
feet of God."

The Midsum-
Nighfs

Dream is a fairy

legend through

which the moon-
light streams

;

but along with

its exquisite fool-

ing it shows at every turn a deep and pene-

trating insight into actual life.

" For never anything can come amiss
When simpleness and duty tender it,"

is one of those sweet and noble sentences

which are so entirely characteristic of the

sweet and noble and liberal-minded Shake-

speare. Dutiful, simple, and unselfish ser-

vice—the service of the humblest love

—

shines out of the past as nothing else sliines.

All else passes away, but this grows brighter

and brighter as the years slip past us into

the irrevocable past. I remember an old

Highland lady, very plain in her looks, very

provincial in her manners, very shabby
in her dress, very narrow and obsolete in

her religious fashions, but now around
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whose head in memory an aureole gleams,

as in a Raphael picture of Saint or Madonna,
because of this simpleness of love. She was

waited upon by an old retainer of the house,

who, except that he had had little or no
''schooling," was just his mistress's marrow
—as true, as simple, as intrinsically loyal.

Ungainly gestures, absurd little tricks of

manner, a fantastic theology, are clean wiped

out of the retrospect ; but this unselfish

fidelity, this tender faithfulness is indelible.

You remember, I dare say, our brilliant Lady
Teazle ? Beautiful as the day, as clever and
brightly auda-

cious a little

woman as ever

breathed, yet be-

cause she was
entirely and con-

stitutionally self-

seeking, the mere
memory of her

already grows
fainter than a

dream. For the

one is pinch-

beck, the other

true metal, which
time cannot cor-

rode.

The day is

nearly over, and
the birds in our

narrow glen are

singing their
Evensong. The
Woodland Ves-

pers are as pure

as any that as-

cend to heaven,

and I should

feel it a greater

compliment to be on good terms with

these feathered minstrels than with a good
many of my fellow- creatures. The ex-

quisite croon of the wood-pigeon is better

than th-e best of old ballads. It is a note

that must have been learnt before envy,

hatred, malice, and uncharitableness first

visited our planet. The pitiful plaint of the

curlew is the wail of a lost spirit ; but the

coo of the cushat, in its pure and confident

tenderness, is even yet not unmeet for Para-

dise. Then there are two or three timid

water-hens among the sedges by the burn-

side, who are now nearly tame, and with

whom I hope to cultivate a still closer inti-

macy when they have got their little ones
fairly started in life. They have had a
XXV-39

hard fight to bring them up so far. There
were eight to begin with—downy little brats,

black as coal, with great patches of red on
their prodigious bills. They insisted on
leaving the nest before they were well out
of the shell, and got stuck in holes and
washed away by spates, so that their num-
bers were quickly reduced. To see the

old ones rushing into the water, fishing up
weeds and insects, and feeding the little

mites on the bank, was one of the prettiest

sights imaginable. And to add to his

worries, the male bird had forthwith to

begin the con-

struction in mid-

stream of a new
nest for the re-

ception of the

youngsters — a

work w h i c h
ought to have
been completed

at an earlier date,

I suspect, and
before the little

ones had been
allowed to get

scattered about

a bad world
where unmerci-

ful rats and felo-

nious magpies
abound. Now
the owl begins

to declaim from
the ivy (the poet

must have had
a singularly un-

musical ear who
first formulated

that weird ex-

postulation into

the conventional " Tuwhit, tuwhoo ") —
why or wherefore who can tell ? Does
he hoot the impostor and the charlatan,

or, like our popular assemblies, is his un-

musical protest directed against those only

who are honest enough to speak the truth ?

" What song the Sirens sang, or what name
Achilles assumed when he hid himself

among women, though puzzling questions,

are not beyond all conjecture." But the

Bohemia of the woods and fields is still

almost a terra incognita to us, and we
have as little real communion with these

"poor relations " who have been placed on

our own special planet as if they occupied

Arcturus or Orion. There must be a mistake

somewhere.



SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor,

AUGUST 3RD.

Read Proverbs viii. 12, to end, St. John xiv. 15, to end.

WE have been taught since childhood to

express our belief not only in God
the Father Almiglity and in Jesus Christ His
only begotton Son, our Lord, but also in the

Holy Ghost. Nevertheless, there is perhaps
no truth of equal importance which is so

commonly overlooked as that we are now
living under the dispensation of the Holy
Spirit. The Fatherhood of God and the re-

demption by Christ occupy central places in

the teaching of the Church and in the con-

scious apprehension of Christian people ; but

there is not an equally vivid realisation of the

presence and power of the Holy Ghost.

This may appear the more wonderful
when we recall the position which the gift of

the Holy Spirit occupies in Scripture. For
the outpourmg of the Holy Ghost was the

subject of prophecy in the Old Testament,
and that He would baptize with the Holy
Ghost and with fire, was the distinctive feature

of the ministry of Christ, as proclaimed by
John the Baptist. So valuable was this

gift of the Holy Ghost that our Lord said

it was expedient that He Himself should

depart in order that the Comforter might
come. The coming of the Holy Ghost was
at once the sign and the result of His own
ascension and glorification. The Acts of the

Apostles may be regarded as the very gospel

of the Holy Ghost, for it is the glowing
narrative of His power and presence in the

Church. The Apostolic Chuich was recog-

nised as being the Temple of the Holy Ghost.

Through the acknowledged influence of the

Spirit were the varied ministries of the Church
appointed, and the apostles were sent forth

to one country and forbidden of the Holy
Ghost to enter anodier. The graces and
gifts of the Spirit were the visible adornment
of all believers. The all-conquering force,

the sanctity and enthusiasm which possessed

these men and women, and made them
mighty to the pulling down of strongholds,

proceeded from the indwelling of the Holy
Ghost. This was " the unspeakable gift"

for which they rendered continual thanks-

giving. The gospel which was preached
was effectual because it was preached " with

the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven,"

and " in demonstration of the Spirit and
in power." When we thus touch, however

briefly, on some of the salient features of
the New Testament dispensation, we must
acknowledge that the abiding presence and
influence of the Holy Ghost were recog-

nised, honoured, and depended upon in

an infinitely greater degree than we find

them in the Church of the present day. The
confession, " I believe in the Holy Ghost,"

which has frequently such little practical

meaning for us, was then a central and
vitalising truth. It inspired faith, hope,

courage, and was the rich treasury fronu

which the believers were furnished with all

good thoughts, words, and works.

So great is the contrast between the faith

of the early and modern Church that many
Christian people now scarcely believe that as

the Father is a Person and the Son is a Per-

son so the Holy Ghost is a Person. There
are, indeed, many passages in Scripture where
the phrase, "Spirit" or " Spirit of God," sig-

nifies little more than an element of character.

As we speak of the spirit of meekness or the

spirit of freedom or of science, so in such

cases the term " Spirit of God " or " Spirit of

Christ " may be justly interpreted as meaning
the character of God or of Christ as reflected

in the human soul. There are also many
metaphorical passages in which the spirit of

wisdom is pictured as " crying aloud," and as
" being from everlasting," or where love is

set forth as acting or suffering, rejoicing or

sorrowing. And founding on such usages

some persons practically deny the personality

of the Holy Ghost, and understand by the

Spirit of God or of Christ no more than

the influences of the divine character in

man.
But we cannot read the New Testament

or study the history of the Church of God
without feeling that this is a most dangerous

misunderstanding. There we find the Holy
Ghost set forth, not as an effect but as an
agent, not as kind of character, but as He
Who produces the character. So marketlly is

this the case that mistake seems impossible.

It was thus that in the most solemn hour of

His life, during His last words to His dis-

ciples, Christ spoke not of spiritual qualities,

but of One whom He would send from the

Father; Who was to receive from Christ and
give to them ; Who was to abide with them

;

Who was to be a convincer, not a con-

viction ; a quickener, and not a life. So was

it that we find His promise historically ful-
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filled. The works and teaching of Christ's

life were all completed when the disciples

met in the upper room in Jerusalem on the

morning of Pentecost. Whatever moral in-

fluence His truth or His life might of them-

selves convey, was already present. Yet

for many days subsequent to the ascension

of Christ the disciples waited without either

preaching or labouring. The world required

the proclamation of the good news. Why
did they remain idle? They had all the

intormation they required, and .yet not one

of them broke the silence which had been

imposed on them. They were tarrying

for the promised outpouring of the Holy
Ghost; and as if for ever to confound the

error of those who might deny His distinct

agency and personality, suddenly He came,

and eye and ear and spiritual changes of the

most graphic and decided nature witnessed

to the power of this living and divine Agent.

It came, like the rushing of a mighty wind,

loud and strong, while no tempest blew, till

the room was filled with sound, and then

the eye beheld the visible image of His
presence on every disciple, and lo ! all of

them were changed men. Here was surely

more than the waking of a new affection. It

was the presence and power of Him who is the

Lord and Giver of light, life, and conviction.

We are also possessed of evidence which
is earlier than any gospel or epistle. The
Sacrament of Baptism is older than either,

and the Formula of Baptism v/hich has come
from the lips of Christ, and has been in use

probably since Pentecost, so conjoins the

Holy Ghost with the Father and Son, that

into Him as into the Father and Son, every

believer is baptized.

We cannot enlarge further on the grounds
on which our faith in the personality of the

Holy Ghost rests. We but touch on the

evidence in order to enforce the practical

conclusion that we should pray for the Holy
Ghost, realise more constantly His presence

and power in the Church, and rejoice in the

infinite possibilities of all victory and sanctity

for ourselves and for all men, of which His
presence is the pledge.

AUGUST lOTH.

Read Joel ii. 28, to end, Acts i. 1—14.

We touched last Lord's Day on the ques-

tion of the personality of the Holy Ghost,

and alluded to the marvellous occurrence

at Pentecost, when the disciples received
" the unspeakable gift " which had been pro-

mised by Christ. " Ye shall receive power."
He promised, not new truth or new intor-

mation, but such power as would give life,

light, and sanctity, with a1i the consequent
energy and influence wiiich marked the
change from what the disciples had been
before Pentecost, as mere scholars and timid
followers, into what they became afterwards,

as the heroic apostles of the faith.

They had previously possessed all that we
might have thought necessary for their mis-

sion. They had been with Christ during His
whole ministry. Their ears had listened to

His parables, and had caught each accent, as
truth after truth fell freshly from His lips.

Their eyes had beheld Him in many scenes
of humiliation and of glory. They had
seen " His agony and bloody sweat, His
Cross and passion." They had been wit-

nesses of His resurrection and ascension.

They had learned from His own lips the

meaning of His sufferings, for had not their

" hearts burned within them as He expounded
unto them in all the Scriptures the things

concerning Himself?" They had been the

subjects of His. personal training. He had
checked the fiery zeal of St. James and St. John,
had taught the rash St. Peter his own weakness,

and had delivered the hesitating St. Thomas
from his doubts. What did they require

more ? They believed in Christ, they loved

Christ, and were intimately acquainted Avith

all the facts and doctrines of His life, death,

and resurrection. What lacked they yet ?

They needed pozcer. The comparison has

more than once been made to the change
which takes place when the spark of fire

developes the power that thunders from the

gun. The black powder seems harmless as

common dust, and the iron cannon and bolt

of steel are in themselves silent and cold.

But the touch of fire developes that mys-

terious element we call " power," so that

earth and heaven are shaken by its discharge.

So, too, was it at Pentecost. All the materials

were there prepared, the work of Christ was
finished, and the truth, and the men to \)X0-

claim the truth, were ready. But it required

the baptism of fire to develope power, and to

change these weak men into the impassioned

and victorious evangelists who were to con-

vert the world. Whatever marvellous signs

may have accompanied that outpouring of the

Spirit, whatever exceptional gifts, like those

of si)eaking with tongues or the working of

miracles, may have been vouchsafed, yet the

central and characteristic endowment was

spiritual power— embracing the lite, convic-

tion, might, and enthusiasm which trans-
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formed the believers into conquerors of the

world.

And it is this gift of spiritual power
through the Holy Ghost that the Church
requires now above all other gifts. It is not

so much increased instruction that is needed
as new life ; not new dogmas, but deeper

conviction. No Church system can itself

supply our wants. We have been long

enough engaged in disputes as to the best

ecclesiastical machinery or the most authori-

tative form of government and of worship.

These disputes have helped us but little

in the strife against the evil of the world and
of our own hearts. When all is done that

dogma or ecclesiasticism can of themselves

accomplish we are made only the more con-

scious of the need of what no external arrange-

ments can secure—the power of the Holy
Ghost, to flash conviction, to inspire devo-

tion, to elevate and sanctify the aims, and to

give us living men who shall be witnesses

everywhere for the love and self-sacrifice of

their Lord, It is this gift of power which we
also need chiefly for our own hearts, so that

the good seed which has been sown there

since childhood may take root and grow, and
that convictions which are now feeble may
become all-mastering. Christian service can

be a joy only when it is the effect of a love

that has been vitalised into supremacy over

the lower affections and passions.

And if the gift of the Spirit is our great

need, so is the power of the Holy Ghost our

great hope. When all seems cold, dead,

and ineffectual ; when much seems doing

and but little accomplished ; when Churches
appear moving in an orbit which touches not

the actual wants and sufferings of society
;

when missionary progress looks slow and
hesitating ; then how good is it simply to look

up to God and to pray for the Holy Ghost.

What happened at Pentecost can be repeated

even now, and through the inspiration of

divine life a new era may dawn on the world.

The breath of life which changes barren

winter into spring, and thrills all nature with

a pulse of fruitful energy, is but a type of

that higher life which He promises to bestow
on them who seek Him. It is well that we
should be taught our own weakness if it leads

us the more completely to wait upon Him
who is the Giver of all life and power and
victory.

August 17TH.

Read Psalm xxvii., and i Cor. ii.

It is the office of the Holy Spirit to impart

spiritual life. We are all familiar with the

manner in which our Lord describes this as

a new birth, or a being "born from above."

This new life brings with it admission into a

range of higher affinities and interests than

belong to the natural life of man. Our
Lord distinguishes the natural and spiritual

when He says, " That which is born of the

flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the

Spirit is Spirit." And St. Paul lays such

emphasis on it that he draws a striking

parallel. For even as the lower animals are

excluded by their nature from entering into

the kingdom of human interest, with its intel-

lectual and moral enjoyments, and must

possess the nature of man before they can

understand "the things of a man;" so he

asserts there is no entrance into the kingdom
of God except through the Spirit of God. It

was thus that Christ met the question of

Nicodemus. The kingdom of God was there

incarnated in what Christ was. But to enter

into that mind of Christ, so as to understand

His glory, Nicodemus must share the liie of

Christ. He must be " born from above."

The teaching of Scripture on this subject

is consistent and unhesitating. The higher

life cannot be attained by any culture of the

natural life, or evolved out of merely human
elements. It is imparted, not developed.

As all physical life is derived from life,

so the life of God cannot be produced

from the natural life of man. It is "from

above."

Our own experience may teach us the same
truth. For if to enter the kingdom of God
is to come under the influence of " the things

of God," to appreciate their glory and share

their power; if it is to see sin in some degree

as God sees it ; to love as He loves ; and,

in short, to be in fellowship with His mind,

then no oae who knows society will for a

moment assert that this is common or natural.

A brief acquaintance with human beings will

satisfy the most sceptical that while every

man ought to be in sympathy with the right,

and to love and obey God, very few are

convinced either of sin or of righteousness.
'• We ought to love the highest when we
see it;" but we do not love God. And
when we turn our examination in upon our-

selves we find further confirmation of what

Scripture declares. We cannot by any effort

of will reach the life of love and holiness as

it is in Christ. If any one doubts this, the

best proof will be discovered in making a

practical attempt. To all such I would

reply, "Try it. Try to love God with all

your heart, and your neighbour as yourself,

and to attain to that ideal which was in
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Christ
! " The endeavour will teach you as

nothing else can, your need of that mys-

terious girt of life.

I will not, however, enlarge on this doctrine

I would rather seek to remove some misun-

derstandings regarding it.

There is a way, not uncommon, of repre-

senting this truth, which makes it repulsive,

invests it with terror, and is often associated

with much fanaticism. The glorious saying

of Christ, " Ye must be born from above,"

instead of being regarded as the very hope of

humanity, is then degraded into a- threat, and
made even an instrument of despair. The
infinite good-will of God is converted into a

shocking and arbitrary fatalism.

(i.) There are those who so teach this

doctrine as to destroy human responsibility

—leading to the objection that if this life is

the gift of God no one can be blamed for not

possessing it. To this it may be replied, that

while mystery surrounds the beginning of all

life, and while there is a sense in which in

every instance, physical as well as moral, life

may be regarded as the gift of God, yet there

are conditions on which it depends both for

its commencement and growth, which are

within our power. The farmer who casts seed

into the ground has no power to quicken that

seed. He but submits the seed to the con-

ditions under which God's law promises to

bestow life, and leaves it there. The hus-

bandman who grafts the branch into the

tree conforms to the conditions necessary for

the reproduction of life in a new form. It

is similar in things spiritual. We can never

get spiritual life by arguing or thinking about
It. But in this, as in the instances quoted,
we must be "fellow-workers together with

God." So it was that when Nicodemus
asked Christ, " How can these things be ?

"

He did not proceed to a disquisition on
regeneration, but preached the gospel of

God's love. In other words, He brought
Nicodemus under those influences through

which spiritual life is imparted. It is

parallel to that other statement, " To them
that received Him, to them gave He power
to become sons of God."^ We must get into

the right soil, be willing to come out of the

darkness into the light, and yield ourselves

to the love and grace of God. These are

the conditions of spiritual Hfe and growth.

There never yet was an instance of a man
being condemned for not having life, who
was willing to receive that life. For God is

far more anxious to bless us than we are to be
blessed. His spirit is daily striving with

us. But " this is the condemnation, that

light is come into the world, and men love

darkness rather than light because their

deeds are evil." " Ye will not come unto
me, that ye might have life."

(2.) We must also separate this truth from
the fanatical use made of it by those who
insist on every regenerate person knowing
the day or hour when they were changed,
or who require that a certain experience be
passed through before true life can be reached.

This is foolish. A mail may be conscious

that he is alive, though he cannot tell either

the date or manner of his birth. And the

one question of importance is, whether we
are alive or dead to the love and claims of

God. If I have a firm belief in the reality

of sudden conversion, I have as firm a belief

in spiritual life being in many cases imper-

ceptible in its commencement. Christian

baptism is a witness to this.

(3.) Others object to the whole doctrine of

regeneration as casting dishonour on human
nature. No doubt there have been those

who have indulged in most exaggerated and
false representations of the "natural man,"
founded generally on a misuse of some of St.

Paul's arguments. We must recognise every

good gift of human love and genius as from

God. But it appears to me that the most
encouraging of all statements and the most

ennobling hope of humanity is that word of

Christ, " Ye must be born from above." It

would be a lowering of our humanity had
He said, " God has no higher purpose for

you than that you should remain as you are.

Your destiny can never go beyond the

culture of your present powers. Be happy,

and congratulate yourselves on the high

platform of intelligence you have reached !

"

It seems surely to be infinitely more hopeful

and a greater honouring of humanity to say,

" You must share the very life of God, and

advance for ever in likeness to the All-Holy

One. I insist on your becoming like myself,

and entering into fellowship with the

Divine." A boundless possibility of growth

is thus opened up when God is made the

"all in all" of our future. And we must

remember that the " must be " from the lips

of Christ includes a "may be" to every

man. He would not reveal the law except

it were possible to obey it. For every com-

mand of God is practically a promise. And
when He says, " Ye must be born again,"

He implicitly assumes that one and all

of those for whom Me died may be " born

from above," and share forever the life of the

spirits of the just made perfect, yea, the

very life of Christ.
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August 24TH.

Road Isaiah vi., and i Peter i. 13, to end.

The result of spiritual life and light upon
character is holiness. Holiness is more than

morality. Every holy man is moral, but the

moral man is not necessarily a holy man.
There is implied in holiness the knowledge
and love of God, and thereby conformity to

what God is. The seraphim who cry, "Holy,
holy, hoi)*-, Lord God Almighty !" are filled

with adoring wonder as they gaze on the

glory of Him with Whom there is no dark-

ness. Through that adoring gaze they them-

selves become holy ; and all creatures who
spiritually apprehead what God is, and enter

into fellowship with Him, rise into a higher

range than is embraced by the term morality.

They become God-like. And so it is that

the measure of spiritual attainment is Divine

perfection. " Be ye holy, for I am holy."
" Be ye perfect, as your Father which is in

heaven is perfect."

Holiness is thus the great end and purpose
of redemption, for it is the restoration of

man to God.
That is a narrow and ignorant representa-

tion of the truth which regards holiness as

being merely an evidence of our justification.

It is rather the very purpose of justification.

Mental and bodily activity are undoubtedly a

sign of life, but they are worth more than that.

They are of the nature of life. And this re-

ducing of holiness to an evidence of salvation

is one of those evil fruits of that selfish theo-

logy which makes personal security the chief

blessing of religion. True religion, like sound
health, should make us forget self and the

signs and symptoms of our being spiritually

ahve. Holiness, as springing from the love

of God and conformity to His character, must
be always more occupied with God than with

its own feelings about Him.
And it is our spiritual blindness which pre-

vents us seeing the grandeur of the divine

purpose that is involved in the statement,
*' This is the will of God, even your sanctifi-

cation." When we consider it thoughtfully we
shall perceive that if holiness is the very
glory of God, then the most loving purpose
of God towards humanity is that we should
become like Himself. When we gaze on
the material world we discover nothing which
^ not perfect, according to its place and
order. The starry heavens in their majestic

obedience to law ; the lily of the field

more splendid than Solomon; every sea-

son fulfilhng its functions; every organism

in its marvellous mechanism—all are perfect

of their kind. Can we then imagine that the

will of God in reference to the greatest of all

His creatures should be imperfection ? Is it

possible that while order reigns in the phy-

sical universe, it should be God's will that

confusion should be the destiny of the moral

world ? We should therefore rejoice in

finding that not only is perfection put be-

fore us in Scripture, but that the standard

which is set forth for man as redeemed in

Christ, is God Himself. We may say it with

all reverence that it is like Him whose
name is love, to insist on nothing less than

that we should be like Himself, holy as

He is holy. And there is something, also,

indicative of the greatness of man in the

possible fulfilment of such a purpose. For
while all material things attain their perfec-

tion in unconscious obedience to laws that

have been imposed from without, it is not so

with man. An appeal is made to his will,

and the end involved in his sanctification is

the free choice of the good for its own sake,

and the sharing of the very thoughts and joy

of Him who is the Alpha and Omega of all

perfection.

But the very greatness of such a destiny

may seem discouraging to us who are con-

scious of nothing but imperfection. Such

ends may well appear too high for their

attainment by men encompassed as we are

by failure and weakness. We must not,

however, forget that there are degrees of

perfection, and that while we shall never

reach that height of divine glory which must
for all eternity be the subject of our aspira-

tion, that yet there is such a thing as perfect

seeking as well as perfect achievement. Tliere

is a perfection for the germ as well as for the

mature tree, for the bud as well as for the

fruit. Between the dead and the living there

is a difference of kind ; but between child-

hood and age there is but a difference of

growth. There may be a perfect meeting

of the mind of God in the first cry, " Have
mercy upon me, a sinner," as well as in the

triumphant note of victory, " I have finished

my course." St. Paul says, " as many of

you as be perfect be of this mind," when he

had been describing how, although " he had
not attained nor was already perfect," that

one thing he did, " leaving the things that

are behind," he pressed towards the mark.

And St. John could say, " Now are we the

sons of God," although he was compelled to

add, " it doth not yet appear what we shall

be."

And we may derive encouragement from
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realising that " it is the will of God" that we
should be holy. For then in all our desires

after better things and in all our struggles

against evil we are in harmony with His will.

We are on His side, as it were, and He is on
ours. We may, therefore, have confidence

that He who thus wills our good is able to sus-

tain us in our endeavour after its attainment.

AUGUST 3 1 ST.

Read Joshua i. i

—

a, and Philippians iii. 7—15.

To those who deal merely with the letter

of the New Testament, without actually

living the Christian life, there must often

appear considerable confusion, if not con-

tradiction of statement. At one time we
are represented as saved by faith without
works, and again told that faith without
works is dead ; now it is as if we could do
nothing, and again as if all depended on our-

selves ; now it would appear as if we were
already saved, again as if we had to work
out our own salvation. But in real life both
aspects of these different truths are har-

monized.
Any one accustomed to the language of

grace might meet St. Paul's exhortation to
*' work out our own salvation " with the asser-

tion that salvation has been already finished

in Christ. And in one sense it has, for in

His life and death we have the ground and
substance of salvation. In Him we have
complete forgiveness, and in His mind and
spirit we have that kind of life in the attain-

ing of which lies life eternal. Nothing can
be added by us to either of these. And yet

it is equally true that we have to " work out
our ov/n salvation." For he who apprehends
the grace of Christ finds that it is but the
first touching of the "unsearchable riches"'

which must become his. He is like the

Israelites who, when they had gained the
Land Of Promise,had yet "to arise and possess
themselves of it in its length and breadth."
With the liveliest apprehension of the glory
and fulness of Christ there must also come
the lowliest sense of personal imperfection,
and the necessity for anxiety and watchful
progress.

But St. Paul does more than exhort us to

Avork out our own salvation. He gives us a
reason for our doing so, which apparently
runs counter to the idea of it being our work
at all when he tells us that it is " God that
worketh in us to will and to do of His good
pleasure." He speaks very boldly, there is

no fine fencing of the case as between God's

sovereignty and the freedom of man's will.

While one school of theology would put
emphasis on the one clause which speaks of
God, and another school on the clause which
speaks of man, St. Paul unites them both,
making the power of God the very reason for

the earnest acting of man.
(i.) He thus gives us a lesson in humility,

inculcating that sense of dependence which
is the true source of strength. " When I am
weak, then am I strong," was his own ex-

perience. When he was most cast upon God
he gained his greatest triumph. Self-will

he found weakness, while in the obedience
which follows rather than leads he dis-

covered guidance to duty and power to
fulfil it.

(2.) He also gives us infinite encour-

agement amid many perplexities. There
are two spheres of Christian duty-—an inner

and an outer. The one refers to will, the

other to action, and the former is more diffi-

cult than the latter. " To do " is compara-
tively easy. We c^n "give our goods to

feed the poor, and our body to be burned,"

and yet may all the while be conscious of

the contrast between the external act and
that inner world of motive which we cannot

by any volition bring into harmony with the

love and will of God. The hardest of all

questions is how this unseen world of per-

sonal feeling is to be put right. Now, St.

Paul meets this difficulty when he tells us

that God works in us to will aright as well

as to act aright, and that we need not there-

fore be discouraged as if everything lay upon
ourselves alone. And wlien • he adds that

God does this of "His good pleasure," he

does not mean caprice. There can be no-

thing arbitrary with God, who is the author

of law and order. It is not as if it were said,

" Work as you may, it will only come to be in

the end as it was first ordained of God," thus

m^aking us mere things instead of voluntary

beings. Quite otherwise is the encouraging

truth here given us. For it is God's good
pleasure that we should be saved—and it is

His desire to " perfect that which concerns

us." Everything is thus put on a firm

foundation. For no command could be more
disheartening than to be told to work out

our salvation for ourselves. All is changed

when we know that God works in us and
with us. It is with the knowledge that God
works with him that the husbandman casts

his seed into the ground and waits with con-

fidence for the harvest. And it is not as being

alone but as fellow-workers together with

God, that we can give ourselves to the
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greater task of our own salvation, and feel

strong even when facing the terrible pro-

blems of our inner life, when we are assured

that it is His good pleasure to work in us to

will as well as to do. We may thus possess

the right motives for which we long, while

we fulfil the outward actions to which duty
directs us.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAP. XXV. LADY THWAITE's LAST PRANK.

SPRING had come, with violets and daf-

fodils adorning the anniversary of the

time when Sir William Thwaite had taken

possession of Whitehills.

Iris Compton had been spending the morn-
ing with Lucy Acton at the Rectory, had re-

mained to luncheon, and was walking back

alone to Lambford. She had always been
fond of country walks, like most healthy,

happy English girls, but after she had grown
up Lady Fermor laid certain restrictions on

her grand-daughter. Unless she had Lucy
Acton or some other companion with her.

Iris must be content to confine her ex-

peditions to the park, or the Lambford
v.oods, or the home farm.

Latterly Iris had been only too willing to

comply with the obligation. The truth was

she had an almost morbid terror of meeting

Sir William or Lady Thwaite, as she heard

of them now, when they had become the

scandal of the parish. " 1 should feel as if

I must die of shame if I saw him as they say

he is often to be seen now. And what if she

were to come up and speak to me ? I could

not refuse to answer, and what should I say?"

This day showed an exception to Iris's

usual habits, for Lucy Acton had been

unexpectedly prevented from bearing her

friend company on the road between the

Rectory and Lambford. However, the way
did not lead past any of the Whitehills

gates, and the afternoon was perhaps the

least likely time for awkward encounters.

Still Iris quickened her pace in the slight

spring mist which was beginning to de-

scend upon the pastures, with their daisies

and marsh-marigolds, their colts and lambs.

But though the mist might strike human
beings as lending a touch of dimness and
sadness to the spring landscape, it did not

so much as subdue the larks carolling in the

hazy air, or the rooks hovering over the

equally hazy earth.

Iris started a little, scolding herself for her

folly, when she saw a man's figure turn the

corner of the hedge-row—on which, as in

autumn, thousands of floating gossamers were

softening the sharp outlines of the boughs.

The man was walking steadily along on his

proper business, no doubt. He was a
biggish fellow, young and active by his

gait, carrying nothing save a whip in thp

hand, with which he was carelessly cutting at

the hedge. As he drew near Iris, she recog-

nised that he was a groom from some of the

neighbouring country houses, apparently going

an errand on foot.

Iris did not look at the man again till he
left the footpath to make way for her. Then
some intangible peculiarity in the air and
gait of the young man in buskins, with the

dark frock-coat and the cockade on his hat,

caused her to look up suddenly in his face,

while her heart began to throb violently.

The man was seeking to push past Iris,

while at the same time he pulled out a hand-

kerchief, and buried his face in it, as if in

preparation for a sneeze or cough. The move-
ment did not conceal the poppy-red which rose

and burnt through the brown skin of the

cheeks up to the rim of the hat, or stifle a

noise of sobbing, or giggling, or both, that had
become audible.

Iris had not a moment left to think that

one of the meetings she dreaded had come to

pass, but so oddly and incomprehensibly that

natural instinct got the victory. She caught

the retreating figure by the arm and clutched

it. If the person thus stopped had exerted

any force, the interruption could have easily

been brought to an end; but something stayed

the strong, rough arm, and after the slightest

struggle its owner stood motionless, while

Iris cried out in her trouble, " Honor ! Lady
Thwaite ! why are you in this absurd dress ?

What are you going to do ? Surely this is

the height of indiscretion."
" What do it matter to you how I dress,

Miss Compton?" Honor tmed to answer with

hard defiance. " You ain't a friend of mine.

You would not own me or come nigh me.

What does it signify to you whether I'm mad
or not ? Let me go."
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"Surely this is the height of indiscretion."

" No ; since we have met, not till you tell

me where you are going in this outrageous
guise ; whether Sir William—your husband
knows," gasped Iris.

" What business have you or any other
woman to come 'atween me and my hus-
band ? to seek to know our afitairs ? No,
miss, I'm obliged to you. for desiring to

satisfy your curiosity, but if you don't take
off your hand I'll be forced to free myself,

and I don't want to hurt you."
'' I know you don't," said Iris, pressing

close to the desperate woman, instead of
drawing away from her. "You were fond of
me, long ago. We were both fond of each
other, if we had been suffered to grow up

friends. You came to me with your little

presents—I was thinking of one last night,

bunches of dry sea-grapes, that I might put

them into my fire and hear them go off like

a succession of small shots—don't you re-

member ? They were all given for such a

little service. I, a child, was amazed at your

generosity. Oh ! Lady Thwaite, it is not

curiosity ; it is not even a spirit of inter-

ference ; but, indeed, you don't know, you
can't guess, what people will think and say

if they see you like this."

"I don't care what they say; let 'em.

I am sorry—a little—that you should think

bad of me, but for the rest of the world they

may think and say what they please," said
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Honor scornfully, in spite of a little soften-

ing to begin with, as she switched the hedge
wiih the whip in her disengaged hand.

" But Sir William will care. Men—the

best of them—cannot stand harm said of the

women who are near and dear to them,"

pleaded Iris.

" You seem to know," said Lady Thwaite,

taking refuge in insolence, and tossing her

head till she had nearly lost her chimney-pot

hat. " But I've always said I ain't any man's

slave, and what is more, I ain't going to be.

I don't believe he minds ; and what right

have he to meddle when I don't set eyes upon
him for nigh a week at a time, because he is

living in one ale-house or another, sitting

swilling ale or brandy with all the low raff

he can find to drink with him at his expense,

making a sot of hisself worse than a brute

beast? What do you think of that, Idiss

Compton, in a man as boasted of your ac-

quaintance once on a day?"
"I think it is the saddest, most terrible

story I have ever known," said Iris, with a

shudder and eyes full of grief and horror.
" But will it mend the wrong for you to be so

reckless ?"

" I ain't doing anything so far amiss,"

asserted Lady Thwaite sullenly ;
" I have

only helped myself to Bill Rogers's best suit

for a change and a bit of a lark in my dull

life. Being a lady—even when a woman can
do as she likes, and ain't yoked to a gentle-

man, or bothered by gentlefolks' notice—don't

turn out the fun it promised. Life at Hawley
Scrub were a deal livelier and fuller of things

happening. Bill won't heed my making free

with his clothes—even his best groom's suit;

he ain't an unfriendly chap, except that he's

stuck up with solemn notions of duty, and
full of starch of manners, and nonsense. If

it had been anybody save you, miss, I would
have challenged him or her to deny that I

set off a groom's livery," insisted Lady
Thwaite, with a jaunty pose of her fine figure

and handsome face. " I'm cock-sure you
never would have knowed me from a man, if

summat had not possessed you to stare right

into my face. It ain't the first time I've guised

in men's clothes, though I did it for a pur-

pose then, and I did not try it on in broad day-

light before. Women has done it sometimes.
Miss Compton, you know, and run off to sea
or to the wars before the trick was discovered

;

but there ain't no such luck in store for me,
and this ain't the right rig, or a very good fit

neither. Bill ain't my build, I'm nearer
Will's."

She stopped abruptly. She had been run-

ning on in flippant chatter, while Iris stood
looking at her in piteous wonder. Now
when the truant turned her head aside. Iris

spoke again still more firmly. " I believe

you are wearing this coat to-day for a pur-

pose, Lady Thwaite. It cannot be a good
purpose. I beseech you to stop before it is

too late."

"There ain't no use in stopping," said

Honor doggedly. " You cannot prevent me
doing my will. But I'll tell you the truth of

my own accord, since you seem to care what
becomes of me, which others as might, don't

no longer. He's been at home and asleep

all the morning, and he'll get up as cross as

a bear afore he goes off again. But I've

stole a march upon him," with a shade of

triumph and cunning in her tone. " He
forgot hisself the last time we had words

—

which were no farther gone than late last

night, and swore he would lock me up if I

went near Guild's folk again. It were Satan

reproving sin, after the company he has been
keeping. I will see every Guild—man and
woman if I like, for the sake of one as bore

the name and worshipped the ground I trod

on, instead of taking me up and casting me
down, and being ashamed ot me like a stuck-

up fine gentleman, for all he pretended to be
one of the people. 1 was afeard he might

be about by this time and see me from his

winder, or the terrace, and give chase, and
demean hisself to lift his hand to a woman,
though I don't take no pride in belonging to

the weaker sex. I ain't entitled to. I'm as

strong as most men, but Will is more than

my match. So I borrowed Bill's toggery

without leave, and now I am bound either for

Guild's cottage, where they'll take me in

however I like to come, and make me as bad
as theirselves I dare say—but they will not

look down on me ; or maybe I'll go to

Hawley Scrub, as the fancy takes me, I

were always a fanciful lass, if you'll believe

me. Father's from home over at Birkett;

but the pond's there where Will and me first

set eyes on each other, after I had drawed
him out. It will take me in too, never fear,

and make no words about it, and there will

be none to pull me out. What do you say to

that. Miss Compton?" with a more desperate

gleam in her grey eyes.

"I say 'never,' Honor," cried Iris, tight-

ening her clasp on the woman with the heav-

ing breast under the man's coat. " What

!

you have still some feeling for your husband,

I believe you love him in your inmost soul,

and you would lay f/iaf on him—his and your

shame, with a separation worse than if you
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were dead ? Or you would fling your death

at his door and bring the crime of murder to

sit on his pillow. I would rather suffer

the cruellest injury, I would sooner die a

thousand innocent deaths in obedience to

God's summons, than rush into His presence

uncalled for and unprepared. Oh ! woman,
how could you think for an instant of doing

such wrong ?
"

Honor flinched at the cry, her flashing eyes

fell, her hand shook, she writhed uneasily in

Iris's hold. " Don't be so hard on me. Miss

Compton," she protested ;
" I ain't given to

thinking. I was wild with him and myself,

and I just did the first thing that came into

my head. But I didn't mean to hurt him
like that. What can I do ? It is past help

now," she said with returning recklessness.
'' I'll go my ways where nobody will ever find

me, and nobody will know whether I'm dead
or alive, and, what's more, nobody will care,

unless it may be father, in a sort."

" That is not true," said Iris. " I should

care ; Sir William would care most of all. He
did care for you and chose you and went out

of his place to marry you. I need not fear to

offend you by saying it, for everybody knows
it, you among the rest, and it should soften

instead of hardening your heart, and make
you proud instead of angry. I dare say you
have tried him, though you might not always

knov/ it or mean it, and he has tried you.

But though there is strife between you and
miserable wrong and trouble, there is not the

worst so that neither can forgive and forget

—

so that you may not go back to him and both
think better of it and be happy yet," pleaded

Iris, with the great tenderness and charity

which have in them something of the

divine.

Lady Thwaite's heart melted in its per-

versity, and it was with a groan she said,

flinging down the whip and striking her

hands together, " I can't—I can't. Happi-
ness ain't for him and me. I daren't face

him like this ; he's mad now when he's roused.

I put on Bill Rogers's clothes half for a lark,

half to finish our misery somehow. You do
be good and kind, but I have seen how you
looked when you knowed me. You belong
to the gentlefolks, and Will is part gentleman
in spite of hisself. I can tell now how he'll

take it. I'll not witness his hate and disgust

—that is what it has come to—neither will I

ax him to forgive me; it ain't in me. I can't

go back."
" Yes, yoii can ; for his sake if not for your

own. It is his and your last chance ; I am
sure of it. I will go back with you. I am

not frightened for his anger. We arc not far

from Whitehills, and I shall still get home
to Lambford without keeping grandmamma
waiting."

The brave soul made a hasty little prac-

tical calculation, which was by no means
uncalled for.

Lady Thwaite was still more shaken in her
mind by Miss Compton's magnanimous offer.

Little as Honor knew, she was sensible, not
only that Iris Compton was in the deepest
earnest, but that she must feel convinced the

fate, for life and death, of two of her fellow

mortals hung in the balance, before she made
the proposal.

" It would make a sight of difference,"

Honor allowed hesitatingly, " if the likes of

you showed you didn't mind being seen
with me, in what was either a poor bit of a
frolic, or a fit of moon-struck madness, I can't

rightly tell which it were myself. If you did

me the honour—I know it is an honour,

though I ben't mannerly— of bearing me
company, and calling at Whitehills, he might

change his tune, for I know he thought a deal

of you, though you gave him the sack—served

him right," exclaimed Honor hotly. " What
call had he to even hisself to you, who
weren't his price at no hand? He were like

me and my folk—he could tell that when he

came to his senses ; and he never let your

name pass his lips save once after he drew

up with me. But it do seem mean like to

let you, as is a real lady, lower yourself for

them that ain't worth it."

Lady Thwaite still hung back, her better

nature reasserting itself.

" Never mind me ; I am not lowering my-

self; and you are worth—every human crea-

ture is worth, oh ! how infinitely more in God's

sight
!

" urged Iris, fearing the loss of the

advantage she had gained. " Come, Lady
Thwaite," she w^ent on, as if she were im-

patient to go, " we have no time to spare.

You can understand that I must not keep

Lady Fermor waiting dinner."

" And you are in a mighty haste in case

anybody should come along the road and

light on we two, and me in a man's clothes,"

said Lady Thwaite a little sarcastically, even

while she turned and walked with a curious

mixture of affront, humility, and pettishness

beside Iris,

" I confess I am," said Iris frankly ; and

her candour was another point in favour ot

her suit.

" I'll tell you what we'll do, miss," said

Lady Thwaite more briskly, when they had

gone a little way. " If my master ain't about,
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we'll go round by one of them side doors, or

by one of them ground-floor winders, as is

often left open handy, and I'll slip in, and
nobody will be the wiser. If Bill have

missed his best clothes, he won't peach on

me, I know, and I'll promise you afore we
part. Miss Compton, I'll not go a-larking no
more. I'll try, as sure as death I'll try, to

stay more at home, though a great empty
house, and a man brought home like a log

or a bull of Bashan, ain't much of an induce-

ment to keep house, which I weren't used to,

and didn't pretend to ; and he knowed it

before he married me. But I'll not provoke
him more than I can help, and maybe he'll

grow steadier with the summ.er, and the fish-

ing, and the shooting season all coming on."
" I hope it with all my heart," said Iris

fervently ; but she stopped short at the same
time, and stood with her fine little head held

up. " If I go with you. Lady Thwaite, you
shan't steal into your husband's house, by a
back door or an open window, like a thief or

a dog. You'll go in by the principal entrance

and the hall, in the most open way ; and
you'll walk straight to Sir William if he is at

home. I shall be at your elbow to bear you
out in your tale, or to speak for you, if you
won't or can't do it for yourself. It is not

much you will have to say. ' I went out on
a foolish frolic because I was very unhappy,
too unhappy to know well what I was about

;

but I soon found how silly and wrong I had
been. I have come back at once to tell you
all about it, if you will listen to me, and to

ask you to pardon me, for we all need pardon,

erring as we do every hour of our lives.'

Surely that is not very hard to say?"
Honor bit her lipi, and plucked at the

buttons on her coat, but she made no farther

opposition.

The strange couple walked quickly in the

direction of Whitehills. They were fortunate

in meeting few wayfarers ; none recognised

Lady Thwaite in her masquerade. Of those

who guessed Iris's identity nobody was
disengaged or sharp enough to think it odd
that Miss Compton should walk with a groom
behind her. For Honor fell a pace or two
back when the first two-legged animal came
in sight, and determinedly kept the second
rank till they both reached their destination.

CHAPTER XXVI.—BEAUTY AT THE FEET OF
THE BEAST.

It was thus that Iris entered the great gates

of Whitehills again. She was under too
severe a strain, too far carried out of herself,

to notice, as Colonel Bell and his companions

had been quick to observe, the gradual but
sure growth of dilapidation, of indiff'erence and
neglect, which would soon amount to declared
war against every manifestation of the orderly

and beautiful. In the whole history of White-
hills, stretching back to the Norman inva-

sion, a more apparently ill-matched pair

never drew near the manor-house—the slender

gentlewoman with the child-like, flower-like

face, in her quiet grey serge walking-dress,

the vision of whom, including her perfect

womanly kindness, had once burst like a re-

velation on Sir WiUiam, and the groom, who
looked so odd and incongruous from the

moment he drew back and drooped his head
with something of a hang-dog air.

The hall door stood open, Iris went in and
paused for her companion to take the lead»
" You must show the way in your own house.

Lady Thwaite."

Thus spurred on, however gently, Honor
started forward with a muttered, " As I'm in

for it, the sooner it's over the better." She
made a dash through a side passage and
turned the handle of a closed door. It was
that of the comfortless, unhomely room which
she had made the living room of herself and
her husband.

Iris had no time or power to make com-
parisons. Yet she received a general impres-

sion of the shabbiness and sluttishness of the

room, contrasted as it was in the background
of her imagination with the spacious width
and gentle breeding of the entrance hall,

the library, and the drawing-room with its

broad and deep lights and shadows, its Sir

Joshuas, its Flemish carved chimney-piece.

Sir William was sitting lolling and smoking
over the unremoved relics of a meal which
had been breakfast and dinner in one. His
features were swollen and blurred, his fine

eyes like burnt-out fires
;
yet he did not look

so much bloated, as ghastly with the fierce

pursuit of fiery oblivion and an untimely

end. He stared in a puzzled, stupid way at

the semblance of Bill Rogers, who was not

Bill ; but who else he was Sir William could
not at the moment tell ; and when he looked

past the groom and recognised Iris Compton
standing there, he started to his feet, pulled

the pipe from his mouth and stared wildly,

with a recoil like that of a man who sees a
visitant from another world and cannot bear

the unnatural contact, but is ready to cry as

of old, " Depart from me, for I am a sinful

man."
Then Iris spoke for Lady Thwaite almost

word for word as she had dictated, except

that she had to say one sentence on her own
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behalf, to account for her presence there :
" I

have come with Lady Thwaite, Sir WilHam ; I

trust you will forgive the intrusion ;
" as she

spoke she caught Honor again by the sleeve

and, letting her hand slip down, clasped in

her slim white fingers the brown fist already

clenched in swelling mortification and rising

wrath.

His brow grew black, as full intelligence

returned to him. " Did she—that creature

aping a man—dare to ask you to plead for

her?" he growled out.
" No, Sir William. I met your wife by

chance, I knew her even in that absurd dress

and hailed her. She and I were old friends.

I begged her to give up a foolish, it might

be a fatal, adventure—I offered to go back
with her and speak to you. It was all my
doing," said Iris steadily.

" Then, Miss ^Compton," he cried, flinging

out his hand as if to part the two, " you
are nigh as idiotic as she is. Why don't

Lady Fermor take care of you, since you
can't look after yourself? Do you know
what that woman there has been doing, and
what sort she is, when you stand there clasp-

ing hands with her? Do you know what
this house has grown to? What I am?
What I was before I ever saw you? a low

dog of a drunken, riotous soldier under
sentence of the lash like the brute I was and
am."

Iris became as pale as death, but she did

not move. It was Lady Thwaite who
snatched her hand away and darted forward,

crying out, " Will, you shall never beUe and
shame )'Ourself in my hearing, and I not

contradict you, look on me as you may.

What although the pig-headed fools wanted
to lash you, it was them as were the brutes

and not you." She was without her hat, and
her abundant hair, which had been tucked

up in its crown, had fallen down, her cheeks

were flushed, her eyes sparkling, her white

teeth showing. She looked no longer like

the mockery of a man, but like a beautiful

wild Amazon. Before he knew what she was
about, she had thrown herself upon his neck
and dragged down his collar. ''See, Miss

Compton, if that ain't the scar of a brave

soldier as fought his country's battles, and
deserved more from her than he ever got.

And there is the mark of a bullet wound in

his breast as took a close shave of his lungs,

and of another sword-cut across his arm
which he had when he was carrying out

wounded men under fire. Though the

authorities had done what they wanted, and
scored his young back with base lashes, I

know you'll never think they could have
scored out them honourable marks, as he'll

bear to the day of his death."
" Hold off. Honor—shut up, woman ; what

have you to do with me and my scratches ?
"

said Sir William hoarsely as he shook him-
self free, but the voice was less strident, the

action less violent. There was relenting in

his impatience and confusion in his face.

" Yes, I know," said Iris, and though her

voice shook the tone was yet clear and sweet.
" Whatever you two have come through, or

done, however low you have been brought, he
has been a gallant soldier, a brave and true

man, and you are a generous woman. Oh !

then, then, why will you die?" she broke
down a little, and in spite of herself the tears

began to stream from her eyes, so that she

put up her hands to hide them.
" Don't, miss, don't," implored Lady

Thwaite.
" For mercy's sake don't. Miss Compton,"

besought Sir William. " She ought not to

have brought you here. She does not always

know what she is doing, poor wretch, any
more than I do myself. We must get you
out of this here at once. Don't cry for the

like of us,"
*' And what though I cried my eyes out ?

"

protested Iris indignantly and despairingly,

letting her hands fall from her wet face.

"What would it matter? a poor, weak,

selfish girl like me ? Do you not believe I

would do anything—anything in the world,

that I would kneel down to you and beg you

to sufter yourselves to be saved, if that would

do any good? But to think that the wisdom

of all the ages has come down to enlighten

us, and the blood of the Holiest has been

shed to purify us, and we may have God if

we will and heaven for the asking, and we
will not ! We may rise above our dull,

miserable selves, and our evil companions

and sin-stained dwellings to the home and

the company of our Maker and Father and

Saviour, and of the angels and all the just

and gentle who ever breathed and struggled

and conquered before us. But we turn our

backs and choose to sink into even deeper

defilement, till we perish here, whatever

divine pity may do for us yonder. Oh ! it

is pitiable, terrible ! God have mercy on our

horrible ingratitude, stubbornness, and un-

belief." She stood wringing her hands in

the bitterness of her heart, associating herself

with her hearers, reproaching herself as if she

were the greatest sinner of all.

Lady Thwaite drew aside, touched, tamed,

tremblini? a little as if she were under the in-
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fluence of a half-comprehended spell. But
Sir William was shaken to the \'ery centre of

his moral being. He too stood silent for a

few seconds opposite Iris, with his head bent,

his arms hanging down and the sweat drops
gathering on his forehead. Then he spoke
low but distinctly in spite of the thrill and
vibration of great agitation.

" Miss Compton, I gave a promise to my
sister Jen, the bravest, faithfulest woman that

ever lived, save one like her. My sister was
but a poor woman who had done for me all

my life. She was lying on her dying bed,

dying of her last hard fight to serve me. She
asked but one favour which I was fain to

grant, that I should never again touch the

drink which took away my wits. You know
what my word has been worth, but if you
will take it at its lowest value, I'll give it

once more, and God help me to keep it. I

am aware of what I am saying and doing,

and I know that I have fallen back to the

mouth of the pit, that I have raised anew a

devil and clothed it with my very flesh so

that it can thirst and crave, and madden and
sicken me, to loose my grip. But if there is

any of the man left in me, if God has not
forsaken me utterly, I'll rise and throttle my
enemy, thinking of your tears and prayers."

" Think of something a whole earth and
heaven higher," she cried; " think of Him on
the blood-stained cross, and of the God-Man
on the great white throne."

" I was taught the story when I was a

little chap by Jen," he said. " I was not bred
an ignorant heathen, the more guilt and
shame to me. But, Miss Compton, a saint

may help a sinner to read between the lines

of his Bible and understand his Maker's ways,

so the thought of you may help me. As for

poor Honor there, she was never a woman
given over to drink as I have been. If I led

you to think it of her I deceived you unknow-
ingly. My head is in a whirl and I was
never a speechifier—not great at words even
when my heart was in my mouth. I want
you to hear me say before her that I believe

I have had little patience with her from the

beginning. I am sure I was mortal hard
upon her after I took to drink again."

" That's enough, Will, more than enough,"
cried Honor passionately. " I hate to hear
you accusing of yourself—I won't have it

—

you may do it to me but not to another, and
you know I ain't all that I should be myself,

I ain't good as gold like her there—every
inch of her."

" Then we must clear her out of this the

first thing, that will be better than blessing

her for entering our doors," he said, leaving

the room.

The moment Iris's errand was done and
the strain on her relaxed, though she was con-
vinced she had acted rightly, and felt humbly
thankful that she had done it, she began to

realise the awkwardness of the situation, stand-

ing in that room, beside the strange woman
shrinking now in the man's clothes she had
borrowed, even without the account to be ren-

dered to Lady Fermor which stared Iris in

the face all the time. She was sensible Sir

William was right, and that she should be
gone.

Lady Thwaite would have asked Iris to

take some refreshment, but the hostess did

not know how to make the request, at such a

time to such a guest. With a quick percep-

tion of the difticulty. Iris went to the table,

took up a biscuit, and began to eat. " I

had luncheon at the Rectory, but I am too

late for afternoon tea at home. No, thanks

;

you must not get fresh tea or coffee for me,
Lady Thwaite ; this biscuit will do perfectly.

I must go at once, to be in time for dinner."

In the meantime the spring mist had so

condensed as to be falling down in drizzling

rain.

" I don't mind it, I assure you," Iris as-

serted. " I have an umbrella ; I am accus-

tomed to be out in wet weather, and it does
not hurt me. We are quite near." She
hardly knew what she was saying.

Sir William came back at that moment to

tell her he had ordered the carriage, and Bill

Rogers would see her home. He did not

offer her either his escort or his wife's.

When it came to the mention of Bill, whom
she had personified, Lady Thwaite had just

enough perception to turn scarlet, and make
a quick retreat to avoid meeting her double,

in her husband's and Miss Compton's pre-

sence ; or lest any of the other servants

should catch a glimpse of her ladyship in her

odd garments before their master and the first

"real lady" who had crossed the threshold,

since its mistress came to Whitehills.

Sir William went with Iris to the hall-door.
" Miss Compton," he said, " whatever may
come of this, it ain't words that can make a

fit acknowledgment for what you've sought

to do to-day; words are idle. Only God can
reward you, though He may well have for-

saken me, and He may not listen even when
I call down blessings on your head."

" God never forsakes," she said. " A mo-
ther may forget her child, but He will not

forsake. God bless you and Llonor, your

wife, Sir William."
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He hesitated whether to leave Bill as be-

yond comparison the worthier of the two

men, to put her into the carriage, but she

ended the doubt, which she had not guessed,

by holding out her hand to Sir William.

She drove away in the clouding-over after-

noon, as she had disappeared in the gathering

darkness on the first evening that he had

heard of her existence—the polar star of his

life, which had come so near and yet gone

so far from him.

Something of the glory of self-forgetfulness

and self-sacrifice was still kindling up Iris's

little face, though it blanched visibly every

moment before the anticipated encounter with

Lady Fermor ; something of the glow of that

noblest enthusiasm which for the time breaks

down social barriers was yet bracing her

nerves and warming her heart, when she

alighted before the hall-door at Lambford,

and stood a moment to thank Bill. " You
are William, our little housemaid's brother,"

she said brightly. " Jenny is a good girl and

a good servant, and so I am sure are you.

Such servants are beyond price. Let me
thank you again, and say how sorry I am for

bringing you out and getting you wet."

Bill louted low like an ancient squire,

"You have nothing to thank me for, miss,"

he managed to say. " It would have been a

rare pleasure to sit on the box, with such as

you inside, though it had been raining cats

and dogs, which it is only a spring shower that

don't hurt a bit. But if I might make bold and

take the liberty, I would thank you, miss, and

so would everybody as cares for as good a

master as ever lived, and nobody's enemy
but his own, to this day; and a mistress that

ain't anything like right-down wicious, bless

you, only restless and full of jibbing and

bolting, because she weren't ever broken in or

trained to go in harness. If you will forgive

me, miss, for saying so much, since Jenny
has told me the kind young lady you are,

you may care to hear what a comfort it

is to a stupid block as ain't much good, to

find the likes of you showing mercy and hold-

ing out your hand to his betters."

Iris did not preach what she would not

practise. She carried the head that was

beginning to ache, and the heart to flutter,

and the little white face where they would

meet no pity from Lady Fermor.

The old woman, in her shawls and wraps,

was already in the dining-room, sitting at the

head of the table, though the second dinner-

bell had not rung. She had been fuming

over Iris's unusually prolonged absence, and

had stolen a march upon her in order to con-

vict her of being too late. Lady Fermor was
in an additional wrath with the cook for not
having the dinner ready before the appointed
hour. "Good heavens, child! where have you
been?" she demanded angrily. " I thought

you had run away, and upon my word you
look like it; onl}'," she added cynically,
" when the members of our family run away
they are not like the lost halfpenny—they

never come back again."
" I am very sorry I have made you anxious,

grandmamma. I am glad you have not waited

for me," began Iris a little breathlessly.
" If you think I was anxious about your

white kitten's face you are very much mis-

taken. I was only anxious for our credit,

which, being brittle ware, needs to be carefully

handled. No, I have not waited for you;
why sho'uld I ? But where have you been
dawdling? Out with it. A lad would have

spoken at once, and though he had been at

more mischief, at least it would have been

in manly scrapes, not wretched girlish trifling

and pottering."
" I was at Whitehifls."
" At Whitehifls ! Are you crazy?" cried

Lady Fermor incredulously.
" No. I went there with Lady Thwaite."
" Lady Thwaite ! Wliat ! has she returned ?

I thought she was still in Rome. And what

the dickens did she mean by carrymg you

there? To cloak her own hypocrisy and

greed in going into low company. Of course,

1 should have forbidden it if anybody had

thought it worth while to ask my leave. It

was the height of impertinence in Lady

Thwaite to take you anywhere without getting

my consent. Iris, you are even sillier and

more stupid than I could have iraaginetl you.

I must bestir myself in my old age and tie

you to my apron-string."
" I was not with that Lady Thwaite," said

Iris, with dry lips; "not with your Lady

Thwaite, Sir John's widow ; she has not come

home that I know of. I was with Sir Wfl-

liam's wile."

"Girl!" exclaimed Lady Fermor, striking

the table with her closed hand, and said no

more.
" Grandmamma, I could not help it. I

met her as I was coming home Irom the

Rectory. I knew her though she was in man's

clothes—I am sorry to say—in her groom's

clothes. I had to stop her. She admitted

two things—she was going to the Guilds—
I don't know if you remember them ;

they

are the worst family in the parish, and I had

just heard the Actons say that the very worst

Guild of all, the man Sir WiUiam Thwaite
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threatens to bring before the justices, has

been boasting in the village that he could get

Lady Thwaite to come to him at any place,

at any hour, by a wag of his finger, because

she was once to have married his brother

Hughie, and because she has set herself

against her husband. She was either going

to the Guilds to compromise herself beyond
redemption, or she would have drowned her-

self in the pond at Hawley Scrub. I could

not walk past and let her go on. You know
I could not, if it was possible for me to help

her. I got her to return home with me, and
I think that she and Sir William have made
up their quarrel, and may do better yet. He
sent the carriage home with me. That is all."

" All ! I should say it was," gasped Lady
Fermor in one of the furies which were re-

strained perforce, and were so mdch more
terrible for their restraint, because they con-

tended with the weakness of age, and made
her look like a devil-possessed mummy gnash-

ing her teeth, but unable to do more. " How
dare you come to me with such a vile story?

What had you to do with these people,

unless, indeed, you were at the bottom of

all this mischief and misery ? Like the wilful,

insolent chit you were, you drove the fellow

to a low barbarian of a wife and to drink.

You lost your one chance
;
you made me

the laughing-stock of the neighbourhood, and
I bore it without lifting my hand to strike you,

or turning you from my doors. As if that

were not enough, and too much, for my poor
patience, you go and make friends with this

creature of the highways and hedges. You
are not deterred from meeting her, like the dis-

grace to her sex that she is, in man's clothes.

And where any other girl of your rank who
made any pretence to delicacy—to common
decency, would have felt shocked, or pre-

tended it, at least, and would have crossed to

the other side of the road, and looked in the

air or on the ground till the woman passed

by, you chose to be hail-fellow well-met with

her." Lady Fermor paused for a moment ex-

hausted.

Iris tried to strike in, " I knew her when
I was a little girl. It was very foolish and
wrong of her to put on men's clothes. I

was shocked ; but Nanny Hollis once wore
her younger brother's clothes, and walked
through the village with Maudie. Mr. Hollis

was not told, but her mother did nothing save
laugh, and you only called Nanny a pickle of a
girl," Iris ventured wistfully to remind her
grandmother.

"Nanny Hollis was not a married woman,
and her brother's clothes were ditferent from :

a groom's," said Lady Fermor truly enough
in her sternness. " I hope you are not such
an utter imbecile as to fail to see that there

is one law for a family like the Hollises

and another for the scum of the earth. But
you didn't rush off and hide your face

;
you

turned and went with the depraved gipsy to

the wretched man whom she had inveigled,

who had wanted you, whom you had §ent to

his ruin."

" It was to save her and him from the last

sin and misery," urged Iris, forgetting the

prohibition to cast pearls before swine. "If
I had anything to do with their wretchedness,

I was the more bound to aid them."
" Child, I sometimes wonder whether you

have been sent to torment me before my time,

whether you speak and act simply for the

purpose of exasperating me, or whether it

is all done out of pure fatuousness of mind.
I can tell you that you have enough to do to

look after yourself, without inviting all the

vagabonds and blackguards in the country to

hang on by your skirts. Do you know what
the thing that pious puritans and ninnies call

' a good name,' means ? Do you know what
it is worth in the eyes of the fools and hypo-
crites of this world? Are you aware that

you have come into the world with a smirched
shred of a name, in spite of your airs and
scruples—though you seem to have cast aside

the last of your detestable goody-goodiness?
Why, the women of your family who lived

before you, and were as strong drink to your
milk and water, played away your good
name before you were born. I have told

you it was not to be trifled with, and that it

was little I could do for you or your mother
before you—so little that, though she was a
harmless fool, I was fain to dispose of her to

the first scamp, with the show of a good rental,

who would take her off my hands."
" Oh ! grandmamma, for mercy's sake

don't say such things," implored Iris, putting

her hands upon her ears.

But the old w^oman caught the hands and
pulled them down. " Ask Tom Mildmay's
wife what she thinks of you, and whether she

would invite you to pay her a visit enfamille,

though her boys are still in petticoats and
her girls in short frocks and pinafores. Was it

for such a one—whose name is as shaky as a
tottering tree, whose fame has been breathed

upon, though she herself may creep about as

if she were begging folks' pardon, and get-

ting up good deeds—to go within a mile of Sir

William Thwaite, with his randy beggar wife,

and their disreputable house and doings ?

Mrs. Hollis—even Nanny and Maudie, might
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go for their amusement, and laugh themselves

out of the adventure. Mrs. Acton and the

girl Lucy, or any other clergyman's wife

and daughter, might hand in tracts—it is

their business—wipe the dust from their feet

and nothing be thought or said. But for you,

girl ! even I can hardly believe that you went
from any other motive than a secret hankering

after the miserable fellow you thought fit to

reject last year. There, that is the bell at last.

It ought to have rung half an hour ago, and Til

pay out Fordham and the rest for it. I"ra

old, and Fermor is a wreck, but I am not

come to the pass of being either neglected or

bullied by my servants, or, for that matter,

by my grand-daughter. You may stay up-

stairs and have your dinner sent to you.

Your company gives me little pleasure at any
time, and I am not forced to bear it when
you have made it intolerable to me. If

starving on bread and water would be likely

to do you any good, you may be sure I should

try it, but I know to my cost the conceit and
self-assurance of young people in this genera-

tion, and that if you have not stout stomachs,

you have the capacity of mules for sticking to

your point. I don't mean to give you the

consolation of making yourself a martyr at

my expense. Besides, I'm a good grand-

mother, Miss Compton," with another snarl

under an ugly grin, " I don't wish to set

servants and people talking of you, so long
as I can prevent it, for when all is said and
done, I dare say you will go the way of those

who came before you. It is in the blood."

With this hideous, scornful prophecy, Iris,

too crushed and aghast almost to be sensible

of her deliverance, was at liberty to flee from
lier accuser.

CHAPTER XXVII.—THE ANGEL OF DEATH
SMITES TWICE.

While Sir William Thwaite was still under
the constraining influence of Iris Compton's
appeal, a thought struck him. " Why should
we not leave this place, my lass?" he said,

addressing Honor, while the two sat together,

hot with excitement, yet shivering with mo-
mentary re-action, physically wretched and
uncomfortable, shy, affronted, neither united
nor disunited, on the evening of the day that

Iris had been to Whitehills. " Why should
we not get rid of Whitehills ? " He looked
round him with more of loathing disgust than
sad yearning—the last was for the woods and
fields, the blue horizon which had grown
familiar to him, the far-reaching, yet often

pale, dim sky. '• It's little good we've been
and done here. We'll go to some new land,
XXV—40

such as I've read of, as rude as its colonists,

we'll break it and ourselves in together. We'll
hold it against the wild beasts and the wild
men, till we've tamed them and ourselves,

which is like to be the harder job," he ended
with a heavy sigh.

" Oh ! shall we. Will ? " cried Honor, with
the first cry of real joy and eagerness which
she had uttered for many a day. " That will

be grand—a life worth living. That will be
a thousand times better than shooting and
hooking harmless beasts and birds and fishes

here. I had a notion of the kind when
father and I were going to 'Merica—an out-

of-the-way bit, I think they called Kansas.
But father's nigh done, and young Abe and
me, we didn't sort together over well when
he was at home. I doubted he would not
care for the hills and plains and woods ; he
would mind a deal more trying his luck at

the diggings, or even at the cards which
Eastwich folk play in houses like this, and in

hovels like ours at Hawley Scrub, you know,
Will, from the time the players can hold the

pasteboard. But I'll work and dig, and plant

and build, as well as shoot with you, and be
your fit mate. I can kindle a fire and boil a

kettle, and bake and roast, and wash and dry,

and rough-darn for you, and you'll want
nought else out there. We'll leave books and
fine manners behind us."

" So be it," he said, after an instant's pause,

while he looked a little drearily into the fire.

" And you'll never more regret them.

Will," she pressed him with hungry eyes,

" you'll never fret after them, or think it

would have been better if you had knowed
how to keep still an idle gentleman among
fine gentlemen and ladies in England ? You
might have done it without crossing the seas,

without setting your hand to work or going

out with your gun to fill the pot and keep

you and me from starving."

" It will be for you to keep me from

fretting. Honor," he tried to say more lightly,

" to make me feel that what is is best, to teach

me, as I'm sure you will, that I could never

do without you," and she was satisfied for

the moment.
So it soon came to be roughly understood

that Sir William had pulled up sufficiently

to decree that the saturnalia should come to

an end, so far as the place was concerned, at

least. Sir William would have sold White-

hills, had it been in his power ; as it was, the

house was to be let. He and Lady Thwaite

were going away—not to the Continent to

retrench, not to German baths to drink mineral

waters, not to Monte Carlo to play—but to
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the wilds of America, in company with old

Abe Smith, where the whole party would

doubtless soon sink into the gulphs of ob-

livion provided for the lower class of sinners.

And if the couple did not send home an heir

in the course of years, Whitehills would pass

into the Court of Chancery, to be stranded

there till a fresh sprout, refined or rude,

from the family tree of the Thwaites could

spring up.

Sir William had severed himself from the

squirearchy some time before, so that their

interest in him had begun to die out, after

the first burst of reprobation, though they

still felt a concern for Whitehills, which he

was not going to carry away with him. Be-

sides, the attention of the neighbourhood was
drawn to another quarter at the time, by the

additional news that old Lord Fermor was
dying at last. He had been far longer dead
to the world than Sir William Thwaite had
been, but the peer had this claim, that he

had been one of themselves from first to last,

and that his career fifty years before had been
notably before a greater public—not much to

its edification. Neither was it to the edifi-

cation of Eastham that so many stories of

him were revived as he Lay on his death-bed,

and even found their way into the newspapers

again, until poor Iris Compton dreaded to

cut one open, and looked fearfully at the first

words of every local paragraph. She had a dis-

tressed consciousness that her neighbours of

every degree pushed certain journals out of

sight whenever she happened to come across

the papers—in the village post-office, thrown

down on a carriage cushion, spread out on a

Knotley shop counter.

Lady Fermor had always been her hus-

band's head nurse in his serious attacks of

illness, and she continued punctual in her

attendance on him till death released her

from her post, for the last day and night

she never quitted his bedroom. Iris was not

permitted to enter, but all who came and
went from tlTe serai-darkness and the muffled

sounds, into daylight and natural noise, ap-

peared with disturbed or scared faces. Even
Soames, in her reticence and composure,

broke down a little, and murmured she

wondered Lady Fermor could stand it. She
did not think she herself couki—not though
it were for a pension—Soames's one idea of a

bribe.

The incident leaked out from other sources

that Lord Fermor, who was pronounced un-

conscious, while he retained his powers of

speech had been calling for his wife, with

hardly an interval of silence, throughout his

protracted death-struggle. Sometimes he
spoke in a voice of piteous entreaty, some-
times of abject terror, sometimes of hoarse
reproach, sometimes of sharp summons. But
however the tones might vary, there was
never an alteration in the name, it was
always that of his master spirit, his temptress,
the curse of his life.

She kept answering in her loud, bold voice.

At first she said, " I'm here, Fermor," as if

she would rouse him to the factof her presence.
Then she cried, " I'm coming, I'm coming,
Fermor." At last she fell into, " I'll follow,

never doubt, I'll follow, Fermor," with a
kind of fierce impatience and determination
ringing out in reply to the feeble call. When
all was still. Lady Fermor came down-stairs
with a face almost as pinched and grey as

the face in the room above, but makuig no
other sign.

Iris looked at her grandmother with gene-
rous, tender longing. Could the stout heart

have gone through the awful ordeal without
being melted ? Would not the aged new-
made widow suffer a word of sympathy from
one of her last descendants, the sole de-

scendant of him who was gone?
The Rector, who had been waiting in the

house, had followed Lady Fermor down-
stairs. He advanced and said, " My dear
and venerable friend, our dear departed friend

has left us full of years,'' he had almost added
" and full of honours," but stopped in time,

a little awkwardly. " He has been long

spared to us, we must not refuse to give him
up, though our human hearts may bleed. We
look to you—the greatest sufferer of us all

—

for an example of fortitude. Dear Lady
Fermor, he is not lost but gone before. You
must not give way."

She looked at the speaker, with the self-

command that had never faltered, and a super-

cilious expression, as if she were tempted to

say, " Don't I know all that already ? Can't I

tell beforehand what you and your cloth are

prepared to whisper into my ear?" But

when she opened her mouth it was to make
another remark. "When my lord was at

his best, he was a man, and not a milk-sop,"

she said, with emphasis. Then she went on
in a lower key, " It would have been better

for him to have been taken away before he

became a burden to himself and others."

With the next breath she observed briskly to

her speechless coadjutor, "Come, we have a

great deal of business on our hands. I sent

last night for Metcalfe," naming the family

lawyer. " Has he come or written ? Tom
Mildmay—I beg his pardon—the present
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Lord Fermor, must be telegraphed for.

The funeral arrangements ought to be made
mimediately."

The dowager Lady Fermor gave no thought

to rest or seclusion. The world had always

ranked with her, if not before, certainly im-

mediately after, the flesh and the devil. The
world was of signal importance to her still,

and she had been fond of business in her

prime. Even in its grimmest aspect, and
under the burden of her years, she looked to

it for solace and abstraction.
" She must miss and mourn for him in her

own way," Iris said to herself slowly. She
was not wanted in the busy days which fol-

lowed. She wandered away by herself, or

sat seeking to recall the few kindnesses her

grandfather had shown her. With a little

hesitation, lest her grandmother should

object to the gentle tribute. Iris gathered

and arranged the flowers which were to lie

on his bed and on his coffin, as the last

dutiful service she could render him.

Lady Fermor would not be persuaded to

remain away from the funeral. She tottered

on Iris's arm by choice from the mourning
coach to the church, and then to the mouth
of the vault to look down with dry eyes on
Lord Fermor's final resting-place, in the

niche next to that in which her own worn-out

body would soon lie.

At the reading of the will, when Iris was
again present with her grandmother, it was
found, as most of those interested were pre-

viously aware, that by the agreement with

Tom Mildmay, Lambford was still secured

to Lady Fermor as a residence during the

few years she could survive. In addition to

her furniture Lord Fermor bequeathed to his

widow the remnant of the fortune which was
at his disposal, apart from the entailed estates.

The bequest was practically unconditional,

for the slight mention of his grand-daughter
Iris's name, though it was coupled with a
recommendation, still left the succession

entirely a matter of Lady Fermor's will and
pleasure. She had caused it to be written

that the testator devised such and such
property for her use during her life-time, and
on her death for the use of their grand-

daughter, Iris Elizabeth Compton, or to be
disposed of in any other way which Lady
Fermor should see fit.

Iris was thus left dependent on her grand-
mother. The girl had never conceived of

any other disposal of Lord Fermor's means,
than that he had executed. Brought up
under the sole control of Lady Fermor,
accustomed to her precedence in everything,

it appeared but natural and right that to her

should continue tlie sovereign power.

Later in the afternoon of the funeral day,

not only the new Lord Fermor but the new
dowager continued still closeted with busi-

ness men lingering over trifles which were
pronounced of moment, and which held a
fascination both for the heir and his natural

enemy with whom he was too prudent a man
to quarrel, preferring to maintain towards her

his old attitude of cold politeness and armed
neutrality. Iris sat alone in the drawing-
room amidst the pompous space and tarnished

gorgeousness which seemed to mock at the

narrow bounds of a coffin and the must
glittering tinsel that could deck a coffin lid.

She was at the farthest window, to which she

most frequently retreated. She was yielding

herself up to that sense of the emptiness of

the dwelling, and the hoUowness of life itself,

which is apt to haunt any sensitive imagina-

tive mind, in a household from which its dead

has been taken away to be buried out of

sight, even when there has been no anguish

of spirit in the rending of near ties. Then
one of the servants came to her with a mes-

sage. A lady had been inquiring several

times that day at the nearest lodge, which

was a short distance from the house. She

had been asking for Miss Compton in refer-

ence to the possibility of seeing her. The
lady was at the lodge now, waiting till Miss

Compton should be told.

Iris thouglit of Lucy and her affectionate

sympathy. The lodge-keeper was a stranger,

who had taken service at Lambford only the

other day. He and his wife might not recog-

nise the Rector's daughter ; and no doubt

it was from reluctance to intrude at such a

time, that even Lucy had not come on to the

house.

Iris looked at her v/atch—there was time

enough to spare before the first dinner bell

rang, even if Lady Fermor did not eat her

dinner, for once, in her dressing-room. She

ran up for her hat and jacket and hurried to

the lodge. It was a wild windy day, during

which showers of hail had repeatedly pelted

down the petals of the wild cherry blossom

and scattered Uiem about the walks. A blast

came scurrying along faster than Iris walked,

so that she could only distinguish a tall

figure, surely taller than Lucy, standing

looking out for her at the lodge-house door.

The figure stepped forward to meet Iris. It

was not Lucy Acton, it was Lady Thwaite.

Iris felt vexed and troubled. On this day

of all days she would least like to annoy

Lady Fermor. This was not a time and
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place for Lady Thwaite to appear, when Iris

could no more invite her up to the house
than she could have bidden Sir William

attend the recent funeral. It was something,

however, that her ladyship was dressed with

much greater propriety than on the last occa-

sion when Iris had seen her. In fact, Lady
Thwaite was clad more in accordance with

the station to which Sir William had raised

her, than Iris had yet known her to be. Honor
wore a fur-lined travelling cloak wrapped
round her to protect her from the driving

wind and hail, and she had on a fur cap to

match, which sheltered her head and became
her. But, after all, the most suitable dress

could not do much to qualify an unauthorised

and undesirable visit.

" You do not care to see me, Miss Comp-
ton," cried Lady Thwaite, speaking first,

" but I could not go without one more look

at you."
" Are you going so soon ? " answered Iris,

startled. " I thought you were not to sail

till next month, when the season would be
more advanced, and you might depend on
better weather."

" Father and I are getting too weary," said

Lady Thwaite, with a little smile ;
" besides,

one can never tell how many more oppor-

tunities there may be. I thought there might
be a likelier chance of seeing you this after-

noon than later, when other great folks be
come to comfort you, and when Lady Fermor
is able to take her ride in her carriage again."

"Perhaps," said Iris, doubtfully; then she

said more readily, in the goodness of her

heart, " It was kind of you to wish to bid

me good-bye, and I am sure you will not be
offended if I cannot stay long talking to you.

You know poor Lord Fermor was only buried
this morning, and I must not fret Lady
Fermor to-day by being out of the way,
should she want me."

"No, to be sure," Honor admitted frankly.

"But, my sakes ! how tied up you are, and
what a little delicate creature—if you will

forgive me for saying so—you do look in your
black. You are not much above my shoulder
if we were to measure, miss."

" I believe it without measuring," said Iris

with a faint smile ;
" more than that, as I am

not very little— I am as tall as Miss Acton,
for instance—you must be a big woman,
big and strong, fit to face and conquer the

world."
" Ah ! but it was you as faced and conquered

me and Will, when I durst not have done it

to him, not though he is my master. Now,
weren't that strange ? a delicate, dainty young

lady as couldn't shoulder or fire a gun, not to

save your life, but you could face the wild
beasteses which he said him and me were
when the drink were in him and the roA-e on
me !

"

"It was not I," said Iris; "it was the
good that was deep down in your own hearts;

it was the spirit of goodness striving with
your spirits. If I helped you by a word or
a look that is my great reward. Oh ! Lady
Thwaite, see that good overcomes. Fight
and pray for yourself and your husband, and
may God bless and prosper you in the land
to which you are going."

" That's a kind wish, Miss Compton, and
I'm main indebted to you for it and for all

that went before it," said Honor less restlessly

and flightily, in a more subdued, earnest

tone. "Surely I'll do my best, if—if he
comes to me of his own free will, if he shows
me beyond mistake that there is none as is

like me to him, none—not even an angel

from heaven as can come between us two."

And again, with one of the quick revulsions

natural to her moods, the craving for supre-

macy, the exacting tyranny of a proud and
passionate temper flashed from her grey eyes.

"Sir William has gone to you; he has

shown you that already," said Iris a little

wearily, as she remembered with self-reproach

afterwards. " Don't play with your newly-
found peace ; don't be captious and plague

your husband with idle suspicions. I cannot
tell—I am speaking from what I imagine

and what I have read, but I believe if you
would keep a man you must trust him." She
was in haste to get back. " Good-bye,
Honor ; I will not say farewell, for although

we shall be far apart, there is no saying but
that we may meet again."

Iris did not know how far she would be, in

time to come,*;from this early friend and late

claimant on her pity and charity. The girl

could not guess under what different con-

ditions the two would meet again, as she

hurried home, feeling that on this day she

ought not to be abroad, ought not to be en-

gaged in the most innocent unpremeditated

interview of which her grandmother would
disapprove. It seemed to her as if Honor
Thwaite and her husband were melting away
from her view, fast sinking beneath the

horizon, gone together for their new chance

and their united struggle in a fresh country,

while she remained forlorn, standing by her

colours, facing Lady Fermor and the world.

Under the circumstances, Iris heard no-

thing from the world without, of Lady lliwaite

and Sir William for the next ten days, when
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an appalling piece of intelligence startled and
shocked her.

On the very morning following Lady
Thwaite's visit to Iris, Sir William, to his un-

bounded surprise, dismay and anger, found

his wife's place vacant and herself gone with-

out leave. She had left a letter for him
primitively queer in caligraphy, orthography,

and syntax generally, still queerer in sense,

but eminently characteristic of the wayward
woman :

—

" Dear Will Thwaite,—By'the time this

retches you and finds you all well, father and
me, we will have saled for 'Merica. We,
leastways I, for father did no more than I

bid he, 'ave stolen a march on you and are

starting in the small 'ours so as train may
retch Liverpole in time for us to sale in a

himmigrant vessel as is to leve old England
a month before the vessell in which you wos
to take our births. The reson why. Will, is

that I wishes to leave you free to make your

chice anew. I am sensible as our marrage

do not have ansered so far, and I have been a

truble and a burden to you—druv you back
to the wild curses of your youth. All that

may be ended, I hop so, with all my hart for

your sake, still more than for my own ; but

1 'ave made up my mind. Will Thwaite, you
shall not be forced to keep to your bond.

If you prefers to stay on at Whitehills with-

out the cumbrance I have been to you, if you
would lick to go back to the ranks of the fine

laddies and genlemen as you're entitled to

walk in, this here is to say you can and
welcome. Even though I had not done you
enuff harm already, I am not the womman
to hold a man against the grain. But, Will,

if you do care, the rod is before you as

before me. You have not to do, but to come
on in the next ship, as us spoke on, and
father and me will be awaiting of you at New
York. I can take caire of myself, as you
know, and father, too, both ; so no more at

present, and I am your servant to command
or your loving wife as you will.

Honor Thwaite."

Sir William Thwaite was not a meek man
by nature. Events had left him full of

honest compunction and desire to amend his

ways, no doubt, but he was also sore, worried,

and irritable.

He took great umbrage at this last very in-

convenient and unseemly freak of Honor's.
He did not distrust her word or even her

motive, but her plea of offering him the

freedom which was not hers to give, and of

testing his love, did not touch him, as it

might have appealed to his heart had there
been more of true love than of mere kindness
and pity for her there. He fell back on the
charge of deceit and falsehood which he had
been forced to bring against her from the first.

She had promised to do her best, she had
been elated and filled with sanguine anticipa-

tions of the wilds of Western America, and
what had her good intentions and extrava-

gant hopes come to ? He predicted it would
be always thus, she would be wrong-headed,
perverse and crafty, if not treacherous, to the
close of the chapter.

But he would circumvent her, if possible.

She was not fit to take care of herself. Abe
was no proper protector for his daughter and
another man's wife. She had taken away
enough money for two steerage berths, which
would throw her into company the least

capable of restraining and shielding her,

while he did not believe she had sufficient

means for the maintenance of herself and her

father on landing.

Sir William set off, within an hour of get-

ting his wife's letter, in pursuit of her. He
hoped to arrive in Liverpool before the emi-

grant ship had sailed, to go on board of her

the first thing, and intercept the fugitives.

He would either induce his wife to return and
wait for the vessel on which he had originally

fixed, or he would insist on taking his passage

in her ship, and sailing with her and her

father.

When Sir William arrived, he found not

only that the ship was out of the INIersey, but

that the pilot had returned, and there was no
hope of his overtaking her. Indeed, she had

gone even before Lady Thwaite arrived, but

her ladyship had been equal to the occasion,

and was so resolute in her purpose that she

had hired a boat and followed in time to be

taken on board when the pilot was dismissed.

There was no good in rushing to Ireland, for

the ship was not to touch there. Much dis-

pleased and disheartened, Sir William stayed

on for a time at the first railway hotel he had

entered. He made inquiries about the next

vessel to sail for America, and settled to go

with a screw steamer in the course of the

following week, without returning to White-

hills to show " his diminished face " there.

He would leave all the concluding arrange-

ments, as to the letting of the house, and the

supplying him from time to time with funds,

to Mr. Mills, and he would write and summon
Bill Rogers, who was to be his fellow voyager.

The weather was now fine, even balmy for

the season, the equinoctial gales had blown
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by. Sir William had not so much as the

sardonic satisfaction of reflecting that Honor
in her first experience of sea sickness might

be ruing her wilfulness in giving him the

slip—she had hardly ever been ill in her life

before—and that subdued by circumstances

she might miss him, and repent of her rash

separation from him.

The forsaken husband was loitering about

the docks, when he became aware of a cer-

tain ferment and stir among the dockyard

labourers. He heard fragments of seafaring

talk ; one old man said to another, " There a'

been nothin' like it, Ben, sin' the last runnin'

down off the Kent coast, or the sinkin' of the

Princess Alice in the Thames."
"Took her right in the waist, Joe,"

answered his mate, " and clipped her there

so that her were not only stove in, but

parted midship and went down in two bits,

one after t'other like two stones. There
weren't no time to sing out for help, even if

t'other vessel hadn't sailed on, as fast as she

could run, and never looked behind her. Not
more than a couple of boats could be got

down, and they do say nine-tenths of the

whole lot of them poor people are in Davy's

locker by this time."

"Right of sea-way, do you say? That
ain't a question will be tackled in our day,

Joe, not till lords and ladies and princes

and princesses 'ave had their turn of cluster-

ing like bees about the gangway with their

screams horful, as them that a' heerd do tell.

Bless ee ! What do the sinking of an immi-

grant ship or two, 'cause of want of rule of

right of sea-way, make to the Lords and
Commons?"

Sir William stood as if nailed to the spot,

with his heart failing him for fear of what
had befallen some unhappy voyagers. He
could make out the talk to refer to a collision

of ships at sea, with great loss of life. On
inquiry he learnt a few more details : that

right of way, which may be even more fatally

neglected or misunderstood on water than
on land, had been disregarded or blundered
over once again. Two vessels—the one
foreign the other an English emigrant ship

—

had run foul of each other in a fog off the

Welsh coast. The foreigner had drawn off

little injured, and sailed away like a cowardly
depredator and wanton murderer. The
emigrant ship had suddenly parted midships,
settled, and sunk, before more than a couple
of boats could be lowered and put off. Of a
great living freight sailing along widiout a
dream of danger—no storm in the sky, no
heaving, tossing sea, neither rocks norbreakers

ahead, the mother country still in sight—the
mass had perished.

The words " emigrant ship " caused Sir

William to clench his teeth to keep in a cry.

The name ? There was no doubt of it. The
name was that of the vessel in which his wife

and her father had sailed. But still there
was a glimmer of hope. Two boat-loads of
passengers had escaped. Boats from other
ships on the same course might have picked
up such of the shipwrecked men and women
as could swim, or keep themselves afloat for a
space, in a sea " as calm as a pond." Nay,
it was reported that some persons in the
emigrant ship at the moment of collision

had leapt on board the other vessel, which
had taken itself off.

There was no printed list as yet of the
passengers saved, but it would be published
as soon as authentic intelligence could be
procured ; and there would be no difficulty

in reaching the little village on the Welsh
coast, the nearest point to the scene of the

accident.

Sir WiUiam made one in a terror-stricken,

half-despairing little crowd of relations and
friends. Scarcely recovered from the pang
of temporary parting, they hurried in hot
haste to the locality of the disaster to ascer-

tain if the parting had been for ever in this

world, and to exchange the j^assing pang for

the weeping, which would not be comforted,
for those who were not.

The tale conveyed to Liverpool was found
substantially correct. There was still great

uncertainty with regard to the fate of indi-

viduals ; but the many bodies already washed
on shore served not merely as grievous con-
firmation to the heavy loss of life, but bore
melancholy testmrony to the final chapter in

the history of not a few men and women.
Sir William received his answer in the

first ghastly row of corpses he inspected. It

came to him in the spectacle of a drowned
young woman of fine physique, with a mar-
riage ring on the third finger of one brown
hand. She had on a dark dress, with which
had been worn a bright-coloured neckerchief
still knotted about the throat. The rich

colour had been washed out of the cheeks
and lips, the grey eyes looked up without

speculation in their congealed depths. But
there was no disfiguring mark on the still

face, and there was eternal jDeace in the breast

which heaved no longer. He had followed

her full of justifiable anger, but there was no
room for anger or for anything save immea-
surable sorrow when he overtook her. Of
what use had been the splendid strength
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which had not preserved the brave hfe for a

little hour ? She had saved another from a

more dangerous pond than that pond-like

sea, but she could not save herself. Why
had he not been at hand to repay the life

she had given back to him ? Was it always

to be thus in his history, that the women
who saved him were to suffer and die as

their part in the salvation ?

Old Abe's body was not to be found, and
without waiting to search for it. Sir William

did indeed carry home his wife to Whitehills,

but it was in her coffin. There was a great

talk, much scandal, and some pity excited by
her untimely end. There was a funeral at

Whitehills to which some of Sir William's

neighbours and social equals—among them
Mr. Hollis—came uninvited, and to which he

himself bade those of the Quarry men who
had been Honor's relations and friends. But
though the widower, silent and stern in his

suffering, ordered that the late LadyThwaite's

remaining kindred and former associates

should return with him to the house and have

refreshments set before them, he himself did

not eat or drink with them, and he took his

last leave of his guests on the thresliold.

" You were no true friends to Lady
Thwaite," he said coldly; "she owned it at

the last. You know she quitted the country

without saying good-bye to one of you.

You are no friends of mine that I should

ever seek to see you again—still I have had
you here to-da,y, because blood is thicker

than water, and because, admitting my own
misdoings, I bear no ill-will to you. And if

you can point out at any time a way in which
I can really help you, I will do it, for her sake

who was a link between us, since she, my
wife, counted kin with you."

The Quarry folk departed, discomfited and
affronted. They wanted none of his help,

or his sauce either. What was he to come

it over them wi;a his taunts and lectures?
they blustered amongat themselves. They
supposed they were not to have another
blow out when old Abe's carcase cast up.
He was to be buried like a dog. But they
would not suffer it. They would bury old
Abe like one of themselves, and drink them-
selves blind in his honour, to shame the
turn-coat sijuire, with his wet and his dry
bouts, his sinning and repenting.

But in spite of Sir William's efforts and
offers of reward the remains of old Abe never
" cast up," so as to be disposed of honourably
or dishonourably. He either slept as quietly
as many another at the bottom of the sea, or
his un-identified body filled a pauper's grave,
or it was just possible he escaped, and
vanished into obscurity. He had the secre-

tiveness, love of mystery, intrigue, and sensa-

tion, the restlessness and fitfulness inherited

from an ancient migratory, predatory race.

He had transmitted some of these traits to

his daughter, intermingled with the head-
strong impulses of a warmer, more faithful

heart, and a more generous temper, a union
more perilous than the tendencies taken
singly.

If Abe did survive the destruction of the

Geoffrey Hudson, his dislike of being looked
after, cared for, or, as he would have con-

sidered, shelved, and perhaps his apprehen-

sion of Sir William's anger, because Abe had
abetted his daughter and furthered the

scheme which had cost her life, prevented

the old man from ever reporting himself to

his son-in-law, and claiming his assistance.

Like a waif, or the wild, hairy creature of

the woods, which the httle ex-gamekeeper

had first appeared to the master on whom he

had preyed, Abe drifted away into oblivion,

replaced, as his predecessors the squatters

had been, by more reasonable and steadier

sons of the soil.

BANNOCKBURN.
T HEARD beneath my feet tlie sharp clear ring

Of grinding rail and wheel,

I felt, as on we sped with rush and swing,

The carriage sway and reel.

Outside, the metals on the other track

Like two thin hghts were seen ;

Ahead, the signals, in a ground of black,

Ghmmer'd red, white, and green.

I saw from windows, as if hung in air,

'Mid handles gleaming white,

Pointsmen that clutch'd and drew the levers there,

And set the points aright.

At times from out the dark there roar'd and crash'd

With sudden whistle blast

An engine, and a gleaming head-hght flash'd

A moment, then shot past

;

But not until I saw, as in a land

Misty with whirling steam,

Driver and stoker on the foot-plate stand

Ghostlike, as in a dream.
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Then all my thoughts began to wander out

To meet the march of time,

With all his triumphs poets rave about

And prophesy in rhyme

:

The higher man, the broader laws to be

;

The life of larger powers,

A furlong farther from the moaning sea

Of what to-day is ours.

Till, fraught with wonder at such Atlas-toil,

Wherever I might turn,

A voice said, " We are passing sacred soil,

The Field of Baunockburn."

"The Field of Bannockburn," that name to me
Came like a spell of might,

I rose and put the window down, to see

That glorious spot by night.

Ahead, the dark, as in a sudden breeze,

Went swaying up and down ;

Behind, but faint and dim, by twos and threes,

The lights of Stirling town.

To right and left I shot an eager glance

;

A heavy, murky wall

Rose up, and spread a drear and cold expanse

Of darkness over all :

Not over aU ; for, when the stoker drew

The furnace doors apart,

A shaft of light rose upward, and shot through

The clouds like some huge dart.

Then I drew back, but as I took my seat

My former dream was gone ;

The iron music underneath my feet

Sang with another tone.

The roar of wheel on rail had now become
One long continuous tread

Of thirty thousand men by trump and drum
To battle sternly led.

The engine's whistle was the trumpet shout,

The mighty battle cry,

Calling on men to sternly face about.

And for their country die.

My blood was up. I saw the standard shake

Its folds upon the breeze.

And men from out the heavy columns break
And fall upon their knees.

I saw the glitter of an axe on high.

And keen to overwhelm,

Flash like a sudden bolt from out the sky,

And crush a shining helm ;

A war-steed rearmg with his nostrils burst,

And eye-balls gleaming white.

Rush from beneath his falling rider, first

^ Fruit of the coming fight;

Then rolling onward full of death and doom,
A flood of chivalry.

Led on by streaming flags that rose like spume
Shook from a roaring sea

;

A billowy sea of steeds and riders grim

Mail'd to the very lips

—

Each one the bearer of some doom, like him
In the Apocalypse.

A sound of cutting hoofs that mar and smite

The turf ; a long deep roar,

As if a muffled ocean smote by night

Upon an unseen shore !

From right to left with trumpet blast and blare,

A gleam of English steel

Sweeping on thirty thousand Scotchmen there,

On fire from head to heel

!

On, on they came. At last they reach the pits,

A quiver and a shock

Breaks through the front rank, as a river splits

Upon a stubborn rock.

Then with one shout that quiver'd with its wrath

Our Scottish lions leapt.

And, like a torrent from its mountain path,

Down on the foe they swept.

A clash of sword and spear, of shield on shield.

The flash of eye to eye.

Wherein was but one thought, to keep the field,

Or losing it to die !

So went the storm of battle fever red

From thinning rank to rank
;

The careless earth beneath the heaps of dead

Their life-blood slowly drank.

A waver through the English hosts, and then,

\ Like some retreating sea,

They fled and, fleeing, left their heaps of slain.

And Scotland once more free.

Hark ! that long shout from thousands as they yearn

To make their hearts as one,

That shout has made this Field of Bannockburn

Another Marathon

!

I wake up from my dream. I hear no more
The battle-shout prevail.

Nor underneath my feet the rush and roar

Of wheels upon the rail.

Far other music now is mine again

;

The battle clangours cease.

With all the wiser years that proffer men
The white results of peace.

For lo ! I hear on either side of me
The busy tramp of feet.

And, like a lower lane of stars, I see

The lights of Princes Street.

ALEXANDER ANDERSON.
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CHAPTER XLIX. —" VICTORIOUS IN A STRIFE

WHERE ONCE HE FAILED."

" Formerly
He turned his face upon me quick enough
If I said * lather.' Now, I might cry loud."

E. B. Browning.

DO people, when they lose their presence

of mind, always do the thing that they

ought not to have done? May hot a service-

able instinct take the place of the lost inind ?

Surely the impulses that come of a life-long

habit of right feeling, sensible thinking, can-

not always be wrong when called in at a crisis.

It seems probable that many a one who gets

credit for presence of mind in an emergency
might be willing to confess that mind had
nothing to do with the matter at all. A
shock, a stun, scattered senses, a passionate

desire to be doing something— that is all

that can be remembered, though the people

praise you ever so loudly.

Genevieve Bartholomew remembered no-

thing afterwards but the sight of the dark,

still form lying on the studio floor between
Che returned pictures.

Though she forgot all else she could

never forget that. She did not know that

she had called to her father in despairing,

beseeching tones, imploring him to speak
;

that she had tried to lift the grey head from

the floor, that finding herself unable to

<io- more than that, she had placed it on a

cushion, and had covered the still prostrate

figure with rugs. This was all done in

the first moment of distraction and terror.

Then the girl went flying through the or-

chard, and away up the snow-covered field-

paths to Hunsgarth Haggs, just as she had
dressed herself for her morning's work ; she

had not stayed even to snatch a hat or shawl.

But the keen frosty air had no chillness in it

;

the sun rising silently upon the earth had no
beauty. The whole w-orld had only one

vision—a vision of a dark figure lying lifeless,

and left alone.

Her hands were clasped : she was praying

passionately and audibly as she went upward.

But her voice ceased presently. When she

reached the Haggs she could not speak at all.

She could only stand there, white, breathless,

stricken with horror, and pointing downward
toward Netherbank.

" It is your father ? " Dorothy Craven said,

taking the skirl's half-frozen hand. " I'll be

ready in a minute."
XXV—a. I

"Come—come now! . . . And your boy,
Hanson, he will go for a doctor. . . . Come,
oh, come now !

"

They went down together. Miss Craven
and Genevieve, running, hurrying breath-

lessly across the fields. Old Joseph Craven
came to the brow of the hill. " Eh, but it's

her," he said, smiling in his gentle, unmeaning
way. " It's her \vi' the bonny gold hair. She
sudn't ha' come out wi' that bonny hair when
the snaw's all white upon Langbarugh Moor."
No change had passed upon the prostrate

man—none that could be discerned by a

glance ; but Genevieve perceived, with an
intense thrill of joy, that the pulse gave faint

signs of a faint vitality. She chafed the thin

hands tenderly, and bathed the helpless head.

Dorothy had brought some brandy, and she
set herself to administer it with a slow and
cautious persistency that had its reward
at last. The grey, weary eyes unclosed, the

ashen lips parted—there was a moment of

recompense for many moments of ill.

Full life came back slowly. Privation had
told upon the man's strength more than he
himself knew. But by-and-by, when Gene-
vieve had lighted the fire and drawn the sofa

forward, he was able to reach it. He was
lying there when Dr. Armitage came ; Doro-
thy had gone up to look alter things in the

cottage. The two pictures had been put

away out of sight ; the studio had been made
to look tidy and cheerful, to seem warm and

comfortable. There was not much, save the

look on Genevieve Bartholomew's face, to

give extraneous evidence as to the stun and
agony that the morning had brought.

Dr. Armitage was a man whom it was

good to have near you in such a moment.
Mrs. Caton was in the habit of saying that he

was the most unprofessional professional man
she had ever seen. This may be conceded

so far as his manner went. Though you had

stood by a dozen sick-beds with him, you did

not associate him with the sickness, or with

the gloom, but rather with all alleviating

things—the smiles, the small pleasantries,

the newest bit of lively news, the first hope

he had given you, the last laugh he had had

over your too fearful despondency. If he-

hid been widi you in a dark moment, you

only remembered his skill, his ipiiet strength,

his unfailing sympathy.

He was a tall, grey-haired man, with a look

of out-door life upon his russet cheek. He
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had met Genevieve many a time by the bed-

sides of the poor people of Murk-Marishes
;

and he came into the studio with the air of

an old friend.

" Good morning, Miss Bartholomew," he

said, shaking hands heartily, and making the

most of his opportunity for reading her face.

" I'm rather sorry to have a patient at Nether-

bank. I suppose you are finding that you
are hardly yet acclimatised. Certainly this

cold weather is very trying."

Then he sat down with a careless swing in

one of the uncomfortable antique chairs near

the sofa. Bartholomew was sitting up, lean-

ing forward in a tired, weary way. " I feel

very much ashamed of myself," he said smiling,

and looking more wan for the smile. " To
think of my having brought you out here at

this time of day !

"

It was a perplexing case for a doctor ; and
one that required careful thought before any
satisfactory diagnosis could be arrived at.

The prostration of strength was only too evi-

dent ; and the fact that there had been a
sudden m.ental shock was evident also—this

Bartholomew himself confessed, as he felt

bound to do ; while Genevieve sat by him,
holding his hand, and trying to keep back
the slow, hot tears that came to her relief.

" It will all come out, I am afraid," the

artist said with quivering lips. " I would
keep it quiet if I could ; but the man who
brought the pictures back, and put them
down at my door this morning, will hardly

keep such a matter secret. I fancy he was
a Thurkeld Abbas man."
"Did he say anything, father?" Gene-

vieve asked with white lips, and eyes that yet

looked through a mist of tears.

" Yes, dear ; he had a message, a brief

message to give. ' Mr. Richmond's comjDli-

ments, an' he's sent them pictur's back.'

That was all the man said, but he looked
more. I shall not soon forget his look. If

ever man was ashamed of his errand, he was
ashamed. There was another man in the

lane below, I think; indeed there must have
been. The pictures are too large to have
been brought even from the village by one
man. . . . But I cannot tell. I was feeling

faint. I had not slept all night ; and I had
come down here to see if the air would revive

me. I had only just come when I heard a
knock at the door. The pictures were stand-

ing there, and the man with them. That is

ill I remember. It was a kind of climax, I sup-

pose, the insult and the humiliation coming
But it is over now.after long anxiety.

shall be all right in an hour or two.

" Say a day or two, or a week or two," said
Dr. Armitage. " I am not given to saying
things likely to depress people, but I want
you to take care of yourself a little, that is all.

I shall look to Miss Bartholomew for help if

I have to enforce obedience."
" You do not mean to say that if I can

work, I may not ?
"

" I mean to say that )'0U may not work,
that you may not think, and that you must
take an abundance of extra nourishment. . .

I shall speak to Miss Bartholomew about
that before I go."

Dr. Armitage made no comment concern-
ing the confidences that had been made to

him. Comment was not in his way. He was
not a silent man, but he was capable of silence,

especially if anything impressed him. If he
were impressed now, he did not say so, but
he sat with a certain look on his face which
spoke very eloquently of private opinions.

This thing that he had heard was not all new
to him : it was new to no one in the neigh-

bourhood of Murk-Marishes, and he was not

sorry to see and hear the painful truth for

himself. He knew that he had stepped as

it were into the very middle of a piece of

tragic circumstance, but he asked no ques-

tions as to the beginning, and he could wait

for the end. It was enough for him that he
was in possession of the facts as they stood
at present.

" It is the insult, the humiliation," the

artist had said ; but Dr. Armitage made his

own additions to this. To him, as to all other

doctors, many questions not medical were
presented for consideration ; and though no
man could be less given to interference, he
was not a man to put aside an obvious duty

because it happened not to be, strictly speak-

ing, a professional duty. It appeared to him
that such a one was before him now.

" You will understand me," he said to

Genevieve as she went with him up the

orchard. " I do not desire to know anything

more than I know already. But it seems to

me, that placed as you are at present, I

ought to try to be of some use to you. I

mention it to you rather than to your father

because he must not be harassed. Keep
him from thinking of this atiair as much as

possible."
" You are not alarmed for him now ?

"

Genevieve asked, with a sudden new anxiety

coming into her eyes, a sudden flush of fear

spreading over her white face.

There was a perceptible pause.
" I think it only my duty to say to you

that the attack of this morning has been of a
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more critical nature than I admitted while

speaking to your father. . . I do not say this

to alarm you ; but to impress upon you the

fact that he will require to be careful. He
ought to have absolute rest from anxiety. As
soon as he is fit for work I shall encourage

him to begin at once, and it may be that he
will throw off all this much more easily than I

think. So I repeat, don't be alarmed, and
spare him all the mental disquietude he may
be spared. . . . Now you will understand

more clearly why it is that I Avant you to

have some help. And since I have no time

to spare, pardon my brevity. Would you like

to have Mr. Kirkoswald's advice in this

matter? If so I will ride round that way; or

would you prefer that I should call at the

Rectory as I pass, and ask Canon Gabriel to

come over ?
"

A quick blush that was more of pain than of

maiden shame surged over Genevieve's cheek.
" It will be easier for you to call at the

Rectory," she said in quiet, indifferent tones.

The doctor smiled, then he said "good-
bye " in his hearty, cheery fashion, and rode

off, thinking it pitiful that a woman so young,

so beautiful, so regal-looking, should be
buried in such a place as that, and buried

under such a weight of sorrow too. " If I

were Kirkoswald she shouldn't stay there

another week," he said to himself. " But
after all, the rumour that mentions the two
names in a breath may be only an idle one.

Rumour has been very busy about Nether-

bank of late. The picture affair is an odd
one, but easy to be seen through. It is no
question of price—the idea is absurd. Think
of young Richmond caring for fifty guineas

more or less ! It is only too evident that the

paintings don't give satisfaction—and poor
Bartholomew can't be expected to see that,

much less to admit it. ... I wonder what
he'll do ? The most dignified thing would
be to put the pictures into the fire, and never

mention them again. I should like to see

them first though."

So the doctor was thinking as he went
down between the white, sparkling hedgerows.

Genevieve had stopped for a moment in the

kitchen to speak to Miss Craven, who was
going home. " I must go," she said ;

" I've
.

left the milk stannin' in the pails, I hadn't

even got it siled. But I'll be back afore

long. An' Keturah'll be here afore I get

down again."
'* You have sent for her ?

"

" Of course I've sent for her. I've sent

Hanson, an' he'll fetch some groceries an'

things back with him, an' leave 'em here as

he passes. He doesn't know but what you've
sent for 'em, so don't you say 'at you didn't.

An' what are you cryin' for? It'll be all

right." Then Dorothy laughed, but the tears

came into her own eyes as she did so.
" It's alius the poor 'at helps the poor,"

she said, clasping Genevieve's proflered hand.
"You've done me many a good turn afore to-

day, an' I make no doubt but you'll do me
many another. Not 'at I'm doin' aught now
with an eye to what you'll do when you're
mistress o' Usselby Hall."

" Oh ! don't say that, Miss Craven, don't
even think it, please," the girl begged. She
was crimsoning through her tears ; her lips

were tremulous. " Perhaps it will never be.

I do not think it will ever be. But I will

not forget—I will never forget that you have
been my friend when I had no other."

Then she went swiftly down the orchard
again. The sun was shining clearly now

;

diamonds were dropping from the apple

-

boughs, the red rose-hips were gleaming
through the white snow; the birds went
fluttering timidly away out of the ivy that was
upon the little porch. In the open doorway
her father was standing.

The girl's heart leapt and bounded with a

great joy.
" Oh, I am glad ! I am very glad ; but is

it wise, father ? " she said, going up to him,

putting her two hands on his shoulders, and
holding up her smiling, trembling lips to be
kissed. " You are to obey—-you are to obey
me : Dr. Armitage siys so. And I order a

sofa, with cushions, and the new novel that

Mr. Kirkoswald brought, and the cups of tea

that are going to be brought by-and-by. Oh,

come in, come in ; and let us be glad together,

and happy together. . . Try to look happier,

my father !

"

It was not simple unhappiness, simple de-

spondency that was written on Bartholomew's

face ; and Genevieve was quick to perceive

that it was not. There was a new look there,

a deeper gravity, a deeper quiet.

And in his heart there was a feeling that

his studio where the two pictures stood was a

room where some dead thing was lying.

"Is there a fire in the sitting-room?" he

asked.
'' Yes," Genevieve replied. " There is a

good fire. Miss Craven has made it. And
there is your easy-chair; and Prince Camaral-

zanian is singing as if he had some special

reason for singing. You will go there ? It

will be better. . . Siiall I lock the studio door?"
" Yes, dear ; lock it, please ; and put the

blinds down."
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CHAPTER L. WORDS WHICH LIFT UP ONE
CORNER OF THE VEIL.

"The Divine charity, of which the Cup of the Communion
is the emblem, belongs to the whole Church. To recover

that Holy Cup, that real Life-blood of the Redeemer, is a
quest worthy of all the chivalry of our time, worthy of all the

courage of Lancelot, worthy of all the purity of Galahad."
' DisAN Stanley.

They went up the orchard together, the

father's pale thin hand within the daughter's

arm. Some of Genevieve's doves were wheel-

ing about over the apple boughs ; the two
white ones were cooing on the window-sill.

Within there was a yellow rose-tree in bloom
;

it had only one rose, but that was something

in late November ; and the sunshine upon
its creamy petals seemed to crown it for

reward.

They sat down by the fire; Genevieve on
a footstool at her father's feet, her head
resting upon his knee. It was a time to be
silent ; but the silence was eloquent in its

sympathy, its comfort, its perfect under-

standing.

Relief from a great strain, a great and
sudden shock, is happiness in itself. That
one may be at peace is matter for a gratitude

that is almost rapture.

Presently Keturah came. There was a
tear glistening in her round surprised eyes

;

but she wiped it quickly away because Joe
Hanson was therewith Miss Craven's butter-

basket full of packages ; and also because
Canon Gabriel was coming along the path-

way through the field. The old man seemed
paler and more fragile than ever as he entered

the little sitting-room where Bartholomew sat

holding his chill hands to the fire.

" I shall leave you to entertain each other,"

Genevieve said. " I am going to make some
beef tea. Then I shall come and expect to

be entertained in recognition of my services.

. . . Father, you will not let Canon Gabriel

miss my chattering tongue !

"

" Then don't stay long enough to be
missed, dear," said the artist, speaking as if

it were a pain to him to miss her at all. He
looked up at the Canon as the door closed,

and the Canon understood the look.
" The wind is tempered for you, my friend,"

the old man said, seating himself opposite to

Bartholomew.
" Yes : but the wind is a little rough," said

the younger man. Then, after a i^ause, he
added, " Tell me how much you know about
its roughness ?

"

" How much I know ! Well, you re-

member how much I knew when we spoke
ot this matter before—was it a fortnight ago ?

. • . I have heard nothing further until

this morning, until Dr. Armitage poured his

indignation into my ears."

" He was indignant? . . . Sorrow is not

all sorrow. The man who has but the sym-
pathy of one friend is not left without assur-

ance."
" You can feel that ? Then one need not

sorrow for you as one sorrows for those who
have no hope. . . . All the same, this trial

must have its own keenness."
" It seemed to have until this morning."
" And since?"

Bartholomew paused before he replied.

He was recalling the events that had hap-

pened to him since daylight had spread

across the frosty skies.

" Since the stroke fell, I have not for one
moment recognised the weight of it," he said.

" I had no time to recognise it before un-

consciousness came down ; and since that I

have had no inclination to dwell upon it.

. . . Genevieve is feeling it far more than I

am. Feeling seems almost dead within me
at present ; but it is not so with her. She is

enduring at the highest point of endurance.

If you can say one word to help her, then,

for Heaven's sake, say it before you go."

Almost as he spoke Genevieve came in,

bringing a little china tray with a china cup
full of beef tea.

" Was there ever anything so dainty ?

"

she said, kneeling on one knee, and turning

the tray so that the morsels of dry toast

should lie under her father's hand. . . .

" And now I am going to talk to Canon
Gabriel," she added, seating herself on her

own little chair in front of the fire. She still

had her tennis-apron on with its embroidered
spray of clematis all across it. Her cap had
been thrown aside some time during the

morning. She leaned her head back against

the chair ; her lips quivered, her eyes closed

wearily ; then the tears began to drop slowly

over her face. They would not be kept back
any longer now.
They were quite silent tears ; and seeing

that they were tears of relief the Canon made
no effort to check them. He took Gene-
vieve's hand in his, and stroked it gently and
tenderly as he would have stroked the hand
of a sick child.

*' It has all been so strange !
" she said

presently, speaking out of the middle of her

own resume of things. " It has been so un-

expected, so unaccountable, so unforgivable !

"

"Unforgivable?" the Canon repeated,

lifting his fine spiritual face with a look of

surprise. " Are you finding yourself unable

to forgive ?
"
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" Yes ;
" said the girl, seeming as if the

question had roused her to a newer and more
passionate pain. Yes : I must tell the

truth, it will do me good to tell the truth,

since it hurts me to keep it. I am feeling

full of unforgivingness, full of bitterness, full

of resentmentc They have been so hard,

these people. There was the long silence,

the refusal to answer my father's letters,

though he wrote so quietly, so patiently

;

that was an insult that was difficult to bear
;

nay, it was more than that, it was an oppres-

sion. They could not know that we wanted
the money to buy bread ; but they must have
known that my father did not paint pictures

to amuse himself. And now this last blow,

this worst wrong, this worst injustice, could
they h^ve done it in a more cruel and sting-

ing way ? . . . . The deed was theirs, the

stroke that laid my father low ; but it is not
their mercy that has brought him back to

life, not their goodness that gave him back
to me. Can I ever forget? Can I ever for-

give .'*... But help me, help me if you can
;

for it is such a misery as I have never known,
this hardness that is in me, this indignation,

this ceaseless sense of embittered feeline:.

Thoughts pass through my brain that I dare
not look at, dare not acknowledge even to

myself. . . . Deliver me from them ; deliver

me if you can. Say something to make me
feel as if I could forgive !

"

" You want to forgive, then? " the old man
asked, speaking very quietly.

" Yes," the girl said, clasping her hands,
trying to keep back a fresh flow of tears.
'* Yes ; I do want to forgive them, I would
if I could. And I want to do it now before

the sense of wrong wears itself out. There
is no virtue in the forgiveness that comes of

forgetfulness."

" Then it is because you know forgive-

ness to be a duty that you desire to arrive

at it ?
"

" It is only partly that," Genevieve said.

" But, of course, I believe that it is a duty.

I have always thought that forgiveness of a

person who had grievously and deliberately

injured another, and had never repented of

the injury, was the hardest duty the Christian

creed demands."
"And you know my opinion, that it is as

it were the very core and centre of practical

Christianity ?
"

*' Yes : I have not forgotten the day in

Soulsgrif Bight. All this morning the words
have been ringing in my ears, ' The love that

taketh not account of evil.' But let me speak

the truth, let me confess that I am not

to belong to

only taking account of evil, I am overcome
of it."

" Let me speak, dear,'' Bartholomew inter-

posed. He was sitting listening (juietly, his

clasped hands resting upon the arm of his

chair. " Let me speak. I think, being a
little excited, you are dis[)osed to exaggerate
your ill-feeling. Let me ask one (question.

If it were in your power to do any injury to

either Mr. Richmond or to his sister, would
you do it? Take time to reply."

"Would I injure them?" Genevieve ex-

claimed, taking no time at all. " No; cer-

tainly. You knew that, my father, before you
asked. Unforgiveness does not mean a
desire for revenge. If any opportunity for

doing them a kindness were to come in my
way, I should probably be even more anxious
to do it than if they had never hurt us or
pained us at all. Sometimes I think that

persistent revenge is dying out from amonj;
human passions. It seems
Greek literature."

"I fear that is taking too favourable a view
of matters," said the Canon. " I am afraid

that with the uncultivated, the isolated,

revenge may still acquire power enough to

become a monomania."
Bartholomew looked at hiin intently as he

spoke. Was there any hidden meaning bear-

ing upon present events underlying tlie

Canon's words ? Did he remember the re-

marks he had made months ago concerning
the conflicting passions and emotions written

on the face of the Judas, remarks made even
while discerning an unintended likeness in

the features and expression of the lace on the

canvas? " It is like Miss Richmoml !
" Mr.

Severne had said ; and no one had contra-

dicted him.
" Perhaps you are right," Genevieve said,,

answering Canon Gabriel. " But you will

believe that I am not revengehil, that I

have no desire to see my father's wrongs
avenged in any way."

" What do you desire ? " asked the Canon.
" What is your highest and strongest wish ?"

"My highest wish of all is thai Miss Ricli-

mond, or Mr. Richmond, or both of them,

together, might come down and say, * We
are sorry for all this pain.'

"

"And what excuse, what motive would
you wish them to urge for having caused the

pain?" asked Barllioiomew.
" i would wish them to tell the trutli,.

whatever the truth may be. If all is as I

suspect. Miss Richmond would say, being in

a regretful and human mood, ' I have come
down to explain, to tell you that my brother
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gave these commissions thoughtlessly, that

our silence was the result of an habitual

carelessness about small things that do not

concern ourselves ; that not understanding

the value of works of art, and considering the

price of the pictures to be above their worth,

we returned them, not dreaming for a

moment that it would really matter to Mr.
Bartholomew whether we kept them or not

;

and that now we have discovered that our
carelessness and aloofness has caused you
distress, we are anxious to make such atone-

ment as we may.' . . . There ! you have my
highest notion of the good that could come
out of all this evil,"

" And from that time there would be no
more unforgivingness ?

"

" There would be no more unforgiving-

ness. There ^vould be comprehension, with

a high admiration on my part for the man or

woman who could confess to having erred in

understanding."
'' Then my advice," said the Canon, " is

simply this, that you should suppose that the

Richmonds would do all that you dream
might be done if their human culture had been
such as to lead them to the conception of it.

For my own part I have little but pity for

them m this matter, supposing it all to be as

you say ; and I think it very probable that

your suppositions may be correct. They are
not so low down in the scale of humanity,
but they must feel a great deal more than
they seem to feel. I pity them, the uneasy
remorse they must have, that they will

certainly have when they hear of your father's

illness ; the consciousness of an essential

vulgarity in their deed; the utter unsatis-

factoriness of such a victory as they probably
imagine themselves to have gained. Pitying
them, I could only pray for them, as one
prays for all those who despitefuUy use one.
Try that—prayer for them. Pray not only
that you may be enabled to forgive them,
but that you may see the result of your
prayers for their welfare in their continued
prosperit)', their continued safet)^, their in-

creased happiness, their additional peace.
Pray for their worldly good first ; then for
then- higher good. It is not impossible in
the providence of God that you should be
permitted to see the outcome of prayers
made from such a motive as yours would be.
That once discerned you will no longer find
yourself praying for power to forgive."

Even as the old man spoke it seemed as if

the wild waves of intolerant impulse were
stilled a little. It was easier to think kindly
of the people who had caused all this suffer-

ing ; easier to believe that her father might
come out from it unhurt, perhaps even with
no smell of fire upon his garment.

" It is always so," said the Canon, in

answer to some remark of Genevieve's. " It

is always so. Christ speaking to His dis-

ciples spoke of two conditions on which their

prayers should be answered. His followers

were to have faith, and they were to forgive.

" ''AndwJwi ye standpraying, forgive, ifye
Jiave aught against any'

" And we all of us have the feeling within

ourselves that when we are at peace with the

world it is far easier to enter into the peace
that is between God and our own souls—that

is, or may be—it is never broken by Plim.
" But I did not come only to try to com-

fort you with words/' the old man went on,

not hesitating, not speaking with difficulty,

but with a beautiful ease and tranquillity of

manner. " I came to try to help, if help

may be. I need hardly ask you to let me
try, if you consider that my friendship entitles

me to the privilege. ... In the first place,

do you not think that I might call upon the

Richmonds, and either explain, or ask them
to exjilain? I propose this at a venture, not
knowing what you may be wishing or intend-

ing to do."
" I have had no time to intend anything

yet," replied Bartholomew. " But I could
hardly bear that any friend of mine should go
to Yarrell in my name, and entreat the Rich-
monds to take the pictures now. . . . No,
that could never be. . . . Besides, there is

another reason," he continued. Then he
stopped. He could not say that he did not

dare to think of one so aged, so frail, so

sensitive, exposing himself to the excitement
and annoyance of such an interview as that

would probably be. If any one went to

Yarrell Croft, it should be Kirkoswald, who
was stronger, more astute, and would be
better able to meet the Richmonds on their

own ground.
Perhaps the Canon misunderstood the

sudden pause, the silence; he did not urge
his offer of help. " If there is anything I

can do you will not hesitate to ask me," he
said. " And since that matter is disposed

of, I will pass on to the next. Have you
sold the Judas, the original head, I mean ?

"

No," said Bartholomew, smilino* One
does not expect to sell pictures in Murk-
Marishes. Besides, that was only a study."

" But as you know, a most masterly study.

I have felt motions of covetousness since the

first moment I saw it. Am I asking too

much in asking you to let me have it ?
"
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" Certainly I will let you have it if you

have taken a fancy to it. . . . You must

leave it a little while though, till I get the

head of the figure finished. I mean to finish

it now."
There was a Httle friendly difference about

the price ; but the Canon knew the value of

his purchase too well to take it at Bartho-

lomew's own inadequate appraisement. Of
course the artist understood the old man's

motive in buying it just now ; but the Canon
did not divine to the full all that his small

act meant. Genevieve knew, and Dorothy

Craven knew, and perhaps Keturah might

guess, since there was no more any need for

anxiety concerning the daily bread. It was

as if a great weight had been lifted off from

every heart under the roof of the thatched

cottage ; a weight that no man nor woman
may appreciate until they have staggered

along under it for weary days, and wearier

nights ; until they have learnt that a failing

pulse means a failing hope, a failing enter-

prise, a failure of the very desire for life itself.

But the lesson once learnt is not forgotten,

and the human being who has it in remem-
brance looks out over God's world with eyes

that see farther and penetrate deeper, than

the eyes of the man whose worst earthly trial

is the incompetency of his cook. Some
knowledge is power, and some knowledge is

light, and there is a knowledge that is as

purifying as fire from off the altar.

CHAPTER LI. •' LET JOY BREAK WITH THE
STORM."

" O sorrow, wilt thou rule my blood,
Be sometimes lovely, like a bride,

And put thy harsher moods aside
If tliou wilt have me wise and good."

Ill Me7iiC7-iaiii.

That same November afternoon closed in

darkly and heavily ; a wide band of gleaming

light stretched right across the outer sea-

edge j the sullen curtain above dropped its

fringe into the silver. There was light shin-

ing somewhere—there is always light some-
where, be the day ever so dark where one
sits drooping for the need of sun.

Though there was no sunshine at Nether-

bank Genevieve was not drooping. She was
sitting beside her father. The Prince was
silent on his perch. The snow was thawing

fast away
;

great waterdrops were trickling

down from the eaves, making the ivy-leaves

and the bare brown stems of the honey-

suckle quiver under the heavy dropping.

The sound of the gurglings and babblings of

the tiny runlets came even to the fireside of

the little room in the stubble-field.

" It is really like living in a tent," Gene-
vieve said, breaking in upon the long quiet.

People do not care to talk who have only

just come through the storm. The rush of

the tempest is still in their ears, with the

sound of the wind that had swept tliem on
to the rocks of fateful circumstance. They
are glad to sit by safe fires, to brood in silence

upon the danger overpast.

To Noel Bartholomew it seemed already

as if the events of the morning had happened
weeks ago. The anxiety had gone from his

face, the nervous apprehensiveness from his

manner. What apprehensiveness was left to

him now was for his daughter. Had the

pain passed from his soul only to fall into

hers ? Her little irrelevant remarks did not

deceive him. Her care to put on a pretty

dress, to arrange a dainty tea-table did not

confuse his perception of things. The phy-

siognomy of sorrow is unmistakable to eyes

trained by sorrow ; and you shall not need to

tell your tale to one acquainted with grief.

All the afternoon he had thought .only of

her, of that hope that was half a dread

that he had had concerning her in the spring

;

that had been deferred so strangely all

through the summer ; and now was appa-

rently passing out of all recognition as a

distinct idea. He had not understood ; he

had only once asked his daughter if there

was anything that he might understand ; and
her reply had for the moment almost satis-

fied him. It was not so long ago, only a

few weeks since she had said, " Silence is

not congenial to me ; but I would rather

keep silence in this instance \ and you may
trust hi7n. too. I know that you may trust

him."

That day also had been put farther back

for Bartholomew by the stress and strain of

intervening circumstance. His own feeling

in the matter, his perfect trust, his perfect

patience, was half-forgotten. What if after

all he had to go, to leave his child friendless,

penniless, and alone ? What then ? . . . .

There was a great silence in the man's heart,

the silence of an inexpressible anguish.

Even as he endured it he was watching

her as she moved about the room,- placing

the lamp on the bracket between the windows,

lifting the yellow rose-tree to the table, draw-

ing the curtains, arranging the tea-cups, stir-

ring the fire into a blaze. The great grey

cloud curtain was descending now, dashing

in wild rain-drops upon the window pane

;

the chill wind was coming gustily up from

the sea. It was the sort of night when

people awake afresh to appreciation of their
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comforts, their protections, their alleviations.

However unsatisfactory their surroundings

may be at other times they become satisfac-

tory by such sharp contrast as memory, in-

spired by rough elements, can present to

most people on occasion.
" What a dismal night for those who are

compelled to be out !
" Genevieve was saying.

Her eye had fallen upon the little Vikitig,

Was poor Ailsie out ? Was she there wander-

ing up and down among the rough, dark

stones, where the white foam was breaking ?

There also, there was trouble, and up at

Hunsgarth Haggs there was trouble. Dorothy
Craven's face had gone back to the old thin-

ness and paleness that it had worn before

that gleam of brightness had struck her path

;

and though she made no complaint Gene-
vieve knew that hope was dead or dying

Avithin her. Had George Kirkoswald for-

gotten Miss Craven ?

Had he forgotten other things ? What was
he thinking? How was he bearing now?
Was he still weary of endurance, was he still

feeling weary of long silence, long restraint ?

" If you are weary, then I am not weary,"

Genevieve had said, only a few weeks before.
" Could she say the same thing now ? " she

asked herself, and the answer was, " No, if

he ask me now I must say I am weary, I am
very weary, and my heart cries out unceas-

ingly that you would put an end to its weari-

ness."

She had not seen George since the evening
of the concert. It was only four days, but

it was long enough for surprise, for pain—

a

pain that had been felt through all the other

sorrows that had come thronging into the

days. It was worse to bear because he had
been so kind, so full of tenderness on that

evening. All the strong passionate love

within her had gathered itself up to meet the

renewed shows of love in him. She had had
a feeling of coming good, coming joy. Her
soul had borne itself receptively. She had
waited for a shower of blessing ; but instead

there had been a very hailstorm of trials and
wrongs and consequent sufferings. But the

one help, the one countenance that would
have given support above all others had been
wanting, and it was httle wonder that all the

other pain was understruck by emptiness and
aching.

She had had no time to brood over these

things in silence ; and it was well that she

had not. But there was time enough for a

yearning between the pouring out of cups of

tea, for a cry of unsatisfied love while arrang-

ing the cushions of her father's chair, and

stooping to stroke the grey tired head thai

seemed to be bowed with a new pathos evevy

time she looked at it. She had put his cup
of tea on her own little table by his side ; the

rain was still rattling wildly on the window-
pane ; mingled with its dashing there was a
sound of quick footsteps, of a sharp, decided
knocking; Keturah's voice was answering

George Kirkoswald.-

He came in, seeming now as always, to

fill the narrow room, to fill it with strength,

and power, and protection against all harm
and ill. It was impossible that any shadow
of doubt, of distrust, of displeasure should

linger in his presence. Some strong and
fine individuality in the man attested the

moral purity and rarity of the atmosphere
about him. There was a distressed surprise

on his face this evening ; and the lines in his

forehead and about his mouth were eloquent

of the working of some fervid and absorbing

emotion.

He hardly spoke in his surprise. Bartho-

lomew's lip quivered humorously under his

grey moustache. "And when she came
back the dog was a-laughing," he said, offer-

ing his hand to Kirkoswald's strong warm
grasp. " That is a quotation from the an-

tique mythological poem known as ' Mother
Hubbard. '

"

" So I perceive," said Kirkoswald. " And
you are equal to quotation ? " he asked, look-

ing into the grey stricken face before him,

seeing there evidence enough that the tale

that had been told to him by Dr. Armitage
had not been overcharged with colour.

" Have you dined ? Will you have a cup
of tea?" Genevieve asked, looking up with

a pale pink colour flitting across her cheek,

and the bright light of a new gladness in her

eyes.

" I had my dinner at one o'clock," George
said. " I dined in the refreshment-room at

York Station. I shall be very glad of a cup
of tea if you will give me one."

" You have been to York again ? " Bartho-

lomew asked.
" Yes : I went there three days ago, the

day after the concert. Poor Warburton has

had a relapse," said George. He did not add
that Mrs. Warburton had telegraphed a little

prematurely in her fright and concern. Her
husband had spoken so warmly of his friend

that her first thought had turned toward him
in a moment of sudden dread and perplexity.

She had begged to be forgiven. She was in

a strange place, strange to her ; and she felt

lonely and unnerved when her husband was

ill. " I am happy when I only know that
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you are on your Avay to us," she had said

with a tear of thankfulness in her eyes.

" Then you have not been to Usselby

yet ? " said Bartholomew.
" No : I have not been home," George

replied, going to the table for the cup of tea

that Genevieve Avas pouring out for him.
" I met Armitage at Gorthwaite Station, he

was on his way to Market-Studley. He told

me to tell you that it might be afternoon to-

morrow before he found his way to Nether-

bank."

There was a pause, Genevieve was sitting

in her own low chair with the firelight on her

face ; her hand was on the arm of her father's

chair.

" I suppose Dr. Armitage would tell you
more than that ? " she said, looking up at

George, with the recollection of the storm and
terror of the morning in her eyes, and speak-

ing with a pathetic vibration in her voice.

"Yes," replied Kirkoswald, the look of

compression coming back to his lips swiftly,

and the lines on his forehead drawing them-

selves together in a way that was curious to

see. *' Yes ; he told me more than that ; he

told me all that a discreet doctor might tell

even to his patient's closest friend. He had
evidently made up his mind how much he
might say, and how much he must leave un-

said ; and no indiscretion of mine tempted
him beyond his line. 1 dare say I didn't use

as much judgment in putting my questions

as I might have done. I was too—too much
surprised."

"You will find yourself more at liberty

here," said Bartholomew, looking up quietly,

openly. "There is nothing in this matter
that need be kept secret from you."

And nothing was kept secret, nothing but
the terribleness of the strain of actual want,

the long-continued insufficiency of food, and
the distressing pressure caused by a few
small debts. All else was laid open, dis-

closed without exaggeration, without bitter-

ness, but with every expression of a keen
surprise, a still keener perplexity.

" It is the absence of motive, or rather the

obscurity of motive, that exercises- me," said

Noel Bartholomew.
"Every one who knows the story will

explain it for himself," interposed Genevieve.
" And the general explanation will be that

the pictures have not given satisfaction."

" Will it be considered a satisfactory way
of expressing dissatisfaction, the sending of

the pictures back again without a word of

previous warning?" asked Bartholomew,
" the sending a man to put them down at the

painter's door before the day had fairly

broken ?
"

The depth of Noel Bartholomew's suffer-

ing, the intensity of the anguish he was
enduring and hiding, had not betrayed itself

before. It was betrayed now, not in the

words used in asking these questions, but in

the tone of unutterable cruciation in which
he spoke.

He leaned his head back against his chair,

pallid, exhausted. Was that terrible uncon-

sciousness coming down upon him again ?

Genevieve rose to her feet, and put her arm
about the tired, trouble-stricken head. Then
she pressed her pale lips upon the hot aching

forehead.

"It cannot happen again, my father," she

said, in low soft tones. " It is over, and other

things are over, and we shall see, believe me,
my father, we shall see a long light and peace

for this strife and darkness. Believe, beUeve
that we shall yet see compensation,"

Kirkoswald sat silently, silently thinking,

silently wondering. His own temperament
was poetic, and therefore artistic in a sense,

enabling him to comprehend where some
would have been confounded. He knew
well enough that the brain that expends itself

in search of beauty, in search of the last ex-

pression and effect of beauty, will have no
life left wherewith to live the common life,

the life of endurance of human hardness, of

human shortsightedness, of human greed, of

human self-seeking. It was not incompre-

hensible to him that this man should be

unable to meet an amount of insolence, of

humiliation, that a commoner man would

have passed by with a smile of contempt. It

was not incomprehensible to him, though he

did not know the worst, that this blow

should have struck straight to the root of life

itself. Perhaps he comprehended it all too

plainly for his peace of mind. Not that he

was thinking of his peace of mind then ; on

the contrary his resolution was leading him

into the thick of the strife.

His time had come, his time for action,

for strong determination, for a fight that

could but end in freedom, be the fray ever

so dark and desperate, so he said to himself

as he sat there thinking.

" You will know that I am at your service,"

he said presently, "and you will know that

my words are not idle words. Action in this

matter is unavoidable now, in the name of

the common rights of humanity it is unavoid-

able. . . . Forgive me for saying, perhaps

prematurely, that action is my duty as well

as my privilege."
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There was another pause. " I think I

agree with you that some movement is desir-

able," said Bartholomew, who had recovered

himself, and was leaning forward with his

hands clasped in the old way on the arm of

his chair. " I had resolved upon some step.

I thought of you first; then I thought of

Montacute, the lawyer at Thurkeld Abbas.

You will know him ? Years ago we were

friends in a certain sense. I know him to

be an upright man."
"As upright as a pillar of granite, and as

hard."
" Is that your view of him ? It was never

mine," said the artist. " I thought him
human above all the lawyers I had ever

known. I have a firm impression that in

this matter he would deal humanly."
" What could he do ?

"

Bartholomew smiled. " I know no more
than a child what he could do. But I know
that if skill or knowledge could avail, these

things would not be wanting. Do you know
Montacute at all? He used to amaze me.
I always thought of him as a man who could

twine an Act of Parliament round his little

finger with a smile. But it would have had
to be a very bad act. A right cause was
safe in his hands always."

Kirkoswald did not reply at once. After

a time he said, " Perhaps I do not know the

man as you know him. Our affairs have
always been in the hands of Waterland of

Market-Studley ; and, of course, I have left

them there. Once or twice Mr. Montacute
has had to do with matters of ours that were
involved, as legal matters always are involved,

and I have never known aught of him but

the uprightness you speak of. All the same,
he impressed me as having an immense and
intense inilexibility."

"Uprightness must always be inflexible."

"True ! And, of course, you neither desire

nor require deviation. All you want is jus-

tice, or rather equity, but the latter is more
difficult of obtainment than the former."

The poor artist closed his eyes wearily.

He would have been glad if he might have
closed them altogether upon this irksome
entanglement, the first entanglement of the

kind that he had ever known. For him all

discord had a taint of lowness, an element of

commonness, of coarseness. It seemed as

if this thing were entering into his inner life,

making havoc there. He was but wanting
justice, yet if he got it, would it not seem as a
kind of revenge, a kind of victory that would
be more humiliating than any failure ? Oh,
how weary he was of it all ! And here was

this strong unwearied man begging with kind
earnestness that he might take the burden,

that he might fight the battle.

" You shall do as you will," he said, at

last, in answer to a plea of Kirkoswald's.

Genevieve had gone out to speak to Keturah
about some supper for her father; the two
men went on talking, planning. Bartho-

lomew was a little anxious about the quiet

conducting of the matter. When Genevieve
came back again, pale, yet smiling, looking

up with sweet tired eyes, George was saying

—

" Trust me, what I do, I will do quietly.

I hope I shall be able to come down to-

morrow evening, and tell you that the affair

is settled one way or another. Don't think

about it now ; if you can, put it away, or if

you must think of it, think of it as some
one else's affair, something with which you
have no concern."

To himself he added, "And when that is

settled there will be another matter to be

settled." He looked up with the thought, the

resolution in his eyes ; and Genevieve under-

stood it, or thought that she understood. He
was saying again to her, as he had said to her

father, " Trust me," and he was silently

adding, " Trust me for more than this, for

more than a small effort to help a friend.

Trust me through the silence, trust me
through the darkness, trust me for life, trust

me for love. I will not fail you."

And plainly as a look could answer, the

look in Genevieve's deep dark eyes said, " I

know, I know certainly that you will not fail

me."
All the evening George Kirkoswald lingered

there by the cottage fireside. He liked the

brightness, the pleasantness, the warm poetic

human life.

" I always, think this is the most homelike
home I know," he said, looking round upon
the well-filled bookseJves, the pale coral-

tinted walls, the pretty bright chintzes, the

{qw ornaments, the many evidences of artistic

instincts and occupations. Genevieve had
on a dark warm-tinted dress which made her

look fairer than ever ; and her lovely shining

hair seemed to light up the place where she

sat. Kirkoswald could almost see the tired

look fading away from her face. The sunni-

ness came back to her spirit ; the little

quick, bright sayings that he loved so much
to hear fell from her lips as they had been
used to do. It was as if months of dre:.ri-

ness and weariness had been blotted out in

the sudden warmth of this new and unspoken
understanding.

Even Bartholomew felt and understood
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something of it ; the influence came to him as

an alleviation. If the morning had been

dark, surely the evening was bright and good
;

surely it held a promise of brightness and
goodness to come.

It was like listening to music, to something

that had opened with crashing chords, and
wild clanging dissonances. Then when the

brain was wearied, and the ear deafened and
pained to the uttermost, all had changed.

Here was a sweet fire-side song; a few

bars of a restful, mystic harmony that soothed

like a wind-harp, and had power to uplift as

well as to tranquillise. The parting words
were said to this accompaniment.
When Kirkoswald had gone the music fell

a little, the strain had loneliness in it, the last

cadence dropped into the moaning wind,

and went sighing across the rain-swept fields

sadly, tremblingly.

CHAPTER LII. "thus I ENTERED, AND THUS
I GO."

" Bear up, my soul, a little longer yet,

A little longer to thy purpose cling."
Worsley's Odyssey.

George Kirkoswald looked very resolute

as he walked over the corner of Langbarugh
Moor that frowned darkly between Usselby
Hall and Yarrell Croft. It was the day
after the day that had been so sadly eventful

at Netherbank. The rain was over. There
was a sunny grey-white mist lying upon the

Marishes. Beyond there was a grey sea, with
dark-hulled ships moving north and south.

To his dismay, George saw that there

were two or three carriages drawn up in the

yard at the back of Yarrell Croft. " There
are people there, then," he said to himself

somewhat impatiently. Nevertheless, he
went in. The big drawing-room was hot; it

was half-full of people who had come over
to luncheon. They were talking, laughing.

Diana was in a new mood. Her colour rose

when George went in, and a quick, pleased
light shot into her eyes.

" Now I call this provoking," she said.
** If I had asked you to come you would
have declined. Don't take the trouble to be
polite ; but since you are here, sit down, and
try to be sociable for once. Do you know
that you are getting a dreadful character for

unsociableness?"

All this was rather terrible to George.
"• I think, then, that it will be only honest

to say that I came on business," he replied,

looking very intently into Miss Richmond's
face, and speaking so that his admission
could be distinctly heard. A curious little

pause in the general conversation followed,
compelling him to add, " But don't let me
intrude either my business or myself. I

will come again. Will it suit you if I come
to-morrow about this time?

"

" It will suit me well ; eminently well.

After so much pleasure—I may even call it

dissipation—at Yarrell, to-morrow will be a day
of dulness, of unendurable reaction. Come
to-morrow by all means. Only let me say,

I don't believe in your business. Our pos-
sessions don't touch. There is Birkrigg
Beck between. Are your going to propose a
division of the beck .? or of the stones at the
bottom of it ?

"

" I will not go into the question to-day,"

George said. He was a little amazed at

Miss Richmond's unusual mood Had she
mistaken his errand ? Had she guessed it

rightly? It would have been only natural if

she had guessed it ; and if so, if this were
the cause of the strange change in her, what
was underlying her conduct towards Bar-

tholomew—/;^r conduct, George said to him-
self always, never dreaming of referring any
decisive motive to the well-dressed and well-

contented young man who was teaching

bagatelle to three pretty frilled and flounced

girls in the recess by the window. George
watched him wonderingly, and somewhat
compassionately. " It was not Cecil's doing,

that act of yesterday morning," he said to

himself as he sat Ustening to Mrs. Aylmer's

advanced views on feminine suftrage. He
listened patiently for awhile ; then, hoping

that he had done all that was required of

him, he went away.

He was in considerable perplexity as he

went; his disappointment was not his only.

Should he go down to Netherbank for the

purpose of explaining that an untoward chance

had hindered him from fulfilling his inten-

tions? It seemed hardly worth while to

risk the producing of a depressing effect

when, in all probability, he would be able to

go down on the following evening with relief

on his lips, and satisfaction. He would have

been glad enough to go down, so glad that

he looked for selfishness in his desires, and

seemed to find it. Since he coukl take down
with him nothing to put an end to any pain, or

any sore feeling, then why need he go at all ?

He would wait. Waiting was difficult; so

surely it would be right and wise.

He was in a different mood when he entered

the drawing-room at Yarrell on the following

afternoon; and Miss Richmond was in another

mood also. He was prepared for a sterner

strife, a more prolonged eftbrt, than he had
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at first anticipated. Thinking over things in

the silence of the night he had come certainly

to the conclusion that Diana Richmond was

prepared for conflict of some kind.

As was natural to her, she had in the first

instance considered her dress carefully, not

considering what would be the proper thing

for a woman approaching middle age to wear

in her own house as a morning dress. Such
an idea would be the last likely to occur to

her. It was not that she was ignorant—this

by no means ; but she was defiant, and had
a passion for effective colour. This after-

noon she wore a dress of richly tinted Indian

silk, relieved by masses of dark, changeful

velvet. There was some fine old lace round
the throat, and an enamelled cross fastened

it in front. Her beautiful hands were half-

covered with jewels.

Kirkoswald was tolerably free from per-

sonal vanity, but he could hardly help feel-

ing as he entered the room that his shabby
loose grey coat was of the nature of a solecism.

Miss Richmond was sitting there in her low

chair with a mass of white lace arranged

carelessly upon it, so that her dark head was
thrown into relief; her eyes had a heightened

brilliancy, her cheeks a touch of colour.

Though it was so early, he could hardly

help the feeling that she had been waiting

for him, expecting him.

His task might have seemed even more
difficult than it did seem, if he had known
how long she had been waiting for this

present moment. She had just been saying

to herself, " I have waited for it for years. I

have desired it passionately."

The usual greetings were said, the usual

remarks made on the changefulness of the

weather. Diana all the while was watching
George carefully, admiring the look of reso-

luteness on his face ; there was resoluteness

even in the way he sat on his chair. She
smiled a little as she watched.

" I shall begin to believe in your business,

after all," she said presently. She spoke
with the studied deliberateness she always

used, so that no word of hers ever seemed
to be said with too great ease or lightness.

" I think you can hardly refuse to believe

in it, either in the existence of it or in the

importance of it," George replied. Then he
added in a more conciliatory tone, " Indeed,
I am suie you will not refuse to consider the

matter. You know something of it already,

of course. I am speaking of the two pictures

that Mr. Bartholomew has painted for your
brother."

The changes that passed over Diana's

face were very slight. Her eyelids drooped
a little, as if she would see Kirkoswald's face

more clearly ; her under lip was drawn in.

Presently she leaned forward, resting her

fine oval chin on her white hand.
" I thought the matter had brought yon

here," she said. " I knew that yesterday . . .

How was it that Mr. Bartholomew could not

come himself.?"
" He could hardly have done that. Pardon

me, but your own perception will enable you
to see why he could not come on such an
errand, even supposing that he had been
well enough to do so. You will have heard

of his illness ?"

" I heard yesterday that he was ill. I heard

this morning that he was walking in the field

near his house."
" Probably. All the same, the attack was

a serious one. Dr. Armitage is of opinion

that had Bartholomew been alone at the

time he would not have recovered."
" Poor man ! . . . What was the cause

of it ? " asked Miss Richmond, using an

inexpressiveness of tone and manner that

was admirable under the circumstances.

Kirkoswald paused. How could he ex-

plain to a nature like this the depth, the

intensity of the suffering endured by a man
endowed as Bartholomew was endowed, with

a temperament of such hyper-sensitiveness^

that an idle or unthinking word would lower

his mental tone for days? How could he
make her to see the intimate connection

between such a man and his work, a connec-

tion so close that the mere careless mention

of anything he had done would sting himi

like a cut with a fine lash ? The difficulty

of the task seemed insuperable.

"Since you ask me what was the cause of

his illness, I must, of course, believe that you
do not even guess. ... It was the return,

of the pictures in a manner so unexpected,,

so inconsiderate, that struck him the blow
from which he has not yet recovered, from,

which he may never quite recover."

There was a noticeable pause before Miss

Richmond smiled. She did, however, smile^

and incredulously.
" How tragic ! " she said at last.

George compressed his lips, and succeeded

in his effort to be silent.

" What is that quotation one often sees ?
'"

Diana said ; "something like

—

' What great events from little causes spring !

'

It used to be in one of my lesson-books."
" Does this seem to you a little cause ?

"

" Eminently little."
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" The whole matter seems to you a small

one ?
"

Diana smiled again. " You have lost none
of your old diplomatic talent," she said.

Then a change toward something of hard-

ness, of defiance, crept into the curves about

her mouth, and she added :
" The matter is

small in one way ; ask any one whether they

would not consider the incident a trifling

one in the life of a man like Noel Bartho-

lomew. But it is not small in another

way . . ."

Miss Richmond paused here. Her eyes

seemed to fill with a deeper darkness, her

lips to meet with a fuller strength. Her utter-

ance was more than ever deliberate, studied,

inexpressive.
" It is not a small matter to me to feel

that advantage has been taken of my brother's

inexperience," she said, watching Kirkos-

wald through her half-closed eyes with a

curious intentness.

George started in his chair visibly. A
dark colour spread over his face, a light like

flame shot from his eyes.

"You believe that? You believe that of

him—of Noel Bartholomew? Are you . .
."

" Am I mad? Well, no; I think not. It

seems to me that it is because I am so sane

that I refuse to be imposed upon."

"Then it is the price? I would not believe

it ; I could not, since the pictures seemed to

me to be w^orth so much more than the price

asked. Even to myself I have insisted that

you did not consider them to be satisfactory.

That is what every one is considering."

"And you are afraid that his reputation

svill suffer ?
"

" Not for a moment. Such reputation as

he has will not be touched by any expe-

rience he may happen to have at Murk-
Marishes."

" That is precisely what I said to Cecil . . .

By the way, let me take the opportunity of

explaining that whatever blame there may be
in the matter is mine, not my brother's. He
is a fool in such things. He acted foolishly

in the first instance, in giving any com-
mission whatever, and, though he does not

admit it, I am fully convinced that the com-
missions were extorted by means of undue
influence, or rather undue pressure. Cecil

does not admit this, as I have said, but

neither does he deny it, and on these tw^o

facts, undue pressure and exorbitant price, I

shall take my stand. And let me say plainly,

it will save time—I mean to fight the battle

to the end."

George was silent a moment. The colour

had gone out of his face; even his lips were
pale.

" It will help to enliven a winter at Yarrell
Croft," he said, knowing that he sent his

small arrow to the white.
" It will," Diana replied. "I was dread-

ing the tedium of the next four months."
"And nothing will move you, nothing will

touch you—not even Dr. Armitage's declara-

tion that another such shock might be fatal ?"

" That sounds very commonplace."
Again Kirkoswald was silenced by hard-

ness, elusiveness, impassibility. He broke
the silence presently.

" Before I pass on to another matter," he
said, " there are one or two small points that

I should be glad to have explained. May I

ask why you have not made some of these

objections sooner—for instance, when the first

picture was finished ? You saw the size of

it
;
you must have had some idea of the

value of it. AVhy did you not speak then?"
Diana smiled. " This is new," she said.

" It is a long time since I have been put
through such a catechism as this."

" You are not bound to answer my ques-

tions if you find them inconvenient."
" Thank vou ; then we will let the matter

drop."

"You wish it? You will not think of the

pain you are causing? You will not even

consent to any compromise ?
"

" Not now. . . . Since you know so much
of the Bartholomews and their affairs, you

will be aware that my brother wrote, endea-

vouring to eftect a compromise ?
"

" Hardly that ! I beg your pardon, but I

believe that the letter was simply a request

that Mr. Bartholomew would take the pictures

back, and try to dispose of them."

"That was an opening, of course," said

Diana.
" Then it should have been more straight-

forward."
" A quality you do not lack."

" Thank you ; I seem to need it at present."

" I do not dislike it," said Miss Richmond
languidly. " But you spoke of another

matter. Will you not bring your straight-

forwardness to bear upon that?"

"You anticipate it, of course," said George,

feeling as if he were entering upon a mere

formality that admitted of neither desire nor

fear. " It concerns the letter you wrote to

me a few months ago, after you had dis-

covered that an engagement existed between

Miss Bartholomew and myself."

" An engagement ! . . . This is interest-

ing. May I congratulate you
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" It would give me extreme pleasure to

feel that you could do so sincerely," George
said, Avondering, half-hoping, betraying him-

self needlessly.

Diana laughed, a long, low, rippling laugh

that had something almost like enchantment
in it. Yet it was sufficiently disillusionising.

" I perceive," he said. " Forgive the mis-

take."
" One might forgive you anything

;
you

are so credulous, so easily imposed upon.

You are just what you always were."

As Miss Richmond spoke she took out

from a fold of her dress a small morocco
case, opened it, and looked at it awhile

intently. Then she looked up at George
again.

" And yet you are altered in appearance,"
she said, coolly comparing the portrait in her

hand with the original. "You are much older-

looking; you are darker, you are less hand-
some. In these things you have lost. What
is it that you have gained?"

" A friend might hope, wisdom."
" A friend ! Yes, probably. I suppose

you will hardly count me amongst your
friends ?"

'• Then it is because you place yourself

outside," said George, feeling that there was
truth in the thing he said. Even as he sat

there he knew that he sat in the presence of
a strong nature with all its best strength

perverted, turned aside from all that was
Iruman and womanly, poisoned by vanity,

warped by selfishness, paralyzed by one ex-

perience, the experience of an enervating,

and blinding, and hardening prosperity. That
there was humanity underneath, if it might
but be reached, he was persuaded even yet.

But he knew too well that he might never
reach it

;
perhaps no merely human influence

might avail. Still, it was not as if he con-

fronted a stone, a thing that had no heart or

soul. Then there would have been no hope.
A remote and half-dead hope was better than
none.

" You have given me credit for straight-

forwardness," he said ;
" let me continue to

deserve it. I have failed in one errand that

brought me here, and the failure is very hard
to bear—very hard, and very painful, when
I think of the possible consequence. But
it must pass, it seems, since nothing that I

have urged has availed. . . . My other
motive lor coming, as I have said, concerns
the letter you wrote to me. I have erred ; I

have been unwise in that I took note of it at

all.
_

I do not wish to be rude, but I am
feeling conscience-stricken as regards another

just now. At the same time I trust I am
capable of consideration for you. Will you
be equally considerate toward me? Will

you return to me the portrait you were look-

ing at just now, with another that I think

you have, and my letters ? It is not too
much to ask under the circumstances. It

would have shown greater wisdom had I

come to you long ago ; I am bitterly con-
scious of that. But now that I have come,
you will hardly refuse me. And, of course,

you will understand that it is not the portraits

I care for, nor even the satisfaction of re-

ceiving my letters, but all that your act of

returning these things will include."
" You would then feel quite free ? " Miss

Richmond asked quietly.

" I should feel quite free, and I should
feel that you had withdrawn the threats you
used."

" Those threats disturbed you ?
"

George's heart sank within him.
" They could hardly do less than that,"

he said with a smile that was not quite free

from bitterness.

There was another pause. Miss Richmond
turned her head a little, so that she looked
into the fire. The expression on her face

was the expression of a woman quiet, pleased,

gratified. It was hardly a smile that was
playing about her lips ; but it was certainly a
look of placid, pleasurable expectancy.

"It seems a very small thing, this that you
ask," she said, musingly.

" It is very small."
" And yet it implies so much !

"

" What exactly does it imply to you ?

"

George asked, as if with a new grasp on the

matter.

Diana smiled, a smile that showed full

appreciation of the import of the question.

Then the smile died from her face quite sud-

denly.
" I do not know all that it might imply,"

she said. " Life is so complicated. Nothing
turns as one would wish it to turn. Things
have the very contrary effect to that one in-

tends them to have."
" There is much truth in that," George

replied, imagining again that he had per-

ceived some tone of relenting in her voice.
" The only safeguard one has is to live one's

own life as simply as may be; and not to

dare to try the effect of design upon the

events of other lives."

Diana looked up at George musingly.
" The old habit !

" she said. " Preaching
at me, and preaching impossibilities. But
tell me what you meant just now when you
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said that you repented not having come
sooner? What difference can it have made
to you, since you admit that you are engaged

to Miss Bartholomew ?
"

George hesitated a moment. Let the issue

of this interview be as it might there should

be explanation between himself and Gene-
vieve that evening ; and before he slept Bar-

tholomew himself should be told all. This

being firmly settled it could hardly be very

necessary for him to be guarded in this con-

versation with Miss Richmond. Perhaps
frankness might have an influence that cau-

tion would fail to have ; and frankness was
always easy ; while caution in the exactly

right degree was often an extremely difficult

thing.

So it was that George Kirkoswald came to

tell the story of the past six months of

silence, of suftering, of suspense, to Diana
Richmond. He hardly mentioned Gene-
vieve's name. " It has been as if no word
had ever been said between us," George
declared, " and I have left her to judge of

my conduct as she chose, knowing that she

could never judge uncharitably of any human
being."

Miss Richmond listened very quietly, very

attentively. Was there any compunction in

her at all when George told her of the shock,

the stun, that her letter had given him,

coming as it had done, into the day that was
to have been one of the happiest days of his

life? Did she perceive any desire to be
honourable, to be patient, to do well and
wisely in his long restraint, his long waiting

for some light to show him the next step

onward ? "I have seen so many lives, so

many causes wrecked by impatience," he
continued, " that I set myself at all costs to

wait, to do nothing that I should afterwards

repent of having done. But as I have said,

I repent now of the thing that has seemed
to me a virtue. You remember that day
when I spoke to you in Soulsgrif Bight ? I

should have come to you again at a more
suitable moment. . . . But regret is idle

now. I have only to ask you to withdraw
the letter you wrote to me, and to return

mine. I think you will not refuse me now."
Diana looked up with one of her most in-

expressive looks on her face.

" And if I do refuse ?" she said.

" Then I must tell you clearly and plainly

that it will make no difference in mv deed.

I shall explain everything to Miss Bar-

tholomew, and to her father, and abide by
the result."

With an exquisite grace of movement Miss

Richmond rose and crossed the room. There
was a davenport near the window which she
unlocked, taking from it a packet of letters.

Her diamond rings flashed, her dress rustled

imposingly as she came back. George saw
at a glance that they were his own letters that

she had in her hand. He had prevailed.

He sat down again quite silent in his relief,

his satisfaction.

Another brief moment, and his emotion
rose up tremulously. Miss Richmond had
taken out two letters from the rest, and un-

folded them. To his great dismay she began
reading some passages aloud.

" Believe me, my own queen, when I say
that my love for you is as changeless as my
love of life itself, and far more sweet to me,"
she read in low, soft tones. "The days when
I do not see you are dead, empty, divided

days. When I am with you, holding your
hand in mine, feeling secure of ' the crown
and comfort of my life, your favour,' then,

and then only, do I live any real life. Apart
from you I have no vitality. All my old in-

terests are dead, utterly dead. I cannot even
take up the old books; if I do I find nothing

in them. Do what I may

—

' Only I discern
Infinite passion, and tlie pain
Of finite hearto tliat yearn.' "

Kirkoswald's pale lips parted:

—

" Will you not spare me ? " he asked

hoarsely. " This can do no good."
" I only wished to remind you that I have

some ground to stand upon," said Miss Rich-

mond, speaking in the same gentle tones.

" And you mean to stand upon it ?
"

" I do."

Kirkoswald rose to his feet, "Then it will

be better that I should say no more. . . .

But let me ask you one thing. Will you tell

me what is your motive for all this ? I do

not deceive myself for one moment by sup-

posing that you still care for me."
" Then it will hardly trouble you if I tell

you that I never did really care for you. I

did not always know it ; but I know it now."
" Then, why, why since you never cared

for me enough to have suffered yourself from

any deed of mine, why should you take plea-

sure in making me suffer? I cannot under-

stand it. What is your motive ? What do

you wish to do ? What do you wish me to

do ?
"

" I wish you to go and explain to Miss

Bartholomew."
"Then assuredly you will have your wish!"

said George, offering his hand, and saying

"good day" with something that it v/ould
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be an understatement to call decision of

manner.
*- * *

Miss Richmond remained standing for a

moment or two after Kirkoswald had left the

house. Her white hands were clasped lightly,

her eyes half-closed, her brows knitted as if

in perplexity. This was an expression seen

on her face but rarely. Diana Richmond
was seldom perplexed.

"So far I am foiled again," she said,

speaking half-aloud. "Are they fools, all of

them, that they will not see ? " ... Then,
while she still stood quietly there, the draw-

ing-room door was thrown wide open again.

A tall, white, fur-clad figure entered with a

fine grace of bearing and movement ; and
bringing an element of some strong half-

spiritual emotion into the atmosphere.
" Miss Bartholomew," said Kendle, in his

most pompous manner. Then he closed the

door. The two women were left facing each
other, greeting each other with smiles, and
quiet, graceful courtesies.

CHAPTER LIIL- AND TO MAKE IDOLS, AND
TO FIND THEM CLAY."

"Yet God thee save, and mayst thou have
A lady to thy mind,

More woman-proud and half as true
As one thou leav'st behind !

And God me take with Him to dwell

—

Eor Him I cannot love too well,

As I have loved ray kind."
Mrs. Browning.

The quietness at Netherbank had not been
broken during the two days that had passed
since George Kirkoswald's offer of interven-

tion. When the evening of the next day
closed in, the day on which George had
found the drawing-room at Yarrell full of

people, Noel Bartholomew had betrayed a
little expectancy, a little eagerness. Gene-
vieve had opened the piano ; she had filled

the big china bowl with fresh green moss,
scarlet holly-berries, pale gold chestnutleaves.

There were some ferns in a tall vase ; some
rare engravings on the small table-easel. A
friend of Genevieve's, Mrs. Winterford, had
sent her some photographs from Venice, they
had only come by post that morning ; and
they were lying on the table, waiting to be
talked over, admired. ... Was it because
no one came to admire them that the even-
ing seemed so long, and that the quiet of it

grew to be oppressive ?

" I hope Mrs. Warburton has not tele-

graphed for Mr. Kirkoswald again," Gene-
vieve said, gathering up the engravings and
putting them back into the portfolio. The
remembrance of the previous evening was in

her eyes, it had been there all day, filling

them with the glad, tender light of hope ; it

lay under the white lids like a shadow now.
It was after nine o'clock. There was no
longer any probability that George would come
down from Usselby. The old look of weari-

ness had taken the place of the expectancy
that had been visible on Bartholomew's face

all the afternoon.
" No," he said, in answer to Genevieve's

remarks, " no, it is not that. It is nothing
so painless as that. He is delaying to come,
because coming can only be painful. I wish
he knew that I am prepared !

"

Next morning brought a little hopefulness,

as morning almost always does; but as the
day wore on it died down again, dying into

perplexity, into some inevitable soreness of

heart. It was nothing to Kirkoswald ; at any
rate, it was very little. The man was busied
with his own affairs; his free, fine outdoor life

lifted him up above the small strains and
stresses of ordinary existence. It was not
to be expected of him that he could under-
stand that great and sudden quietness which
had come down into the little sitting-room at

the mere offer he had made. . . . Then all

at once Bartholomew turned round upon
himself with blame and contempt and self-

reproach. He was undeserving of that last

and best good, a true, unswerving, and loyal

friend.

The night had been a sleepless one for

him ; his heavy eyes, his wan thin face, told

of an ever-increasing sleeplessness. And
sleep during the day was impossible to him

;

nevertheless, he consented to go and lie

down for awhile, if Genevieve would be
obedient, and consent to go for a walk.

Then if Kirkoswald came, or Dr. Armitage,
Bartholomew would be there to receive them.

Genevieve went out reluctantly. It was
just after their early dinner. The day was
cold and uninviting; the land looked dreary;
the long reedy marsh stretched darkly away
round the curve of the upland. She had put
on her long paletot of warm white fur, and
her little oval white fur hat, yet she could
hardly help shivering at first as she met the

keen breeze that was coming up from the
north, sweeping over the bent and broken
sedges that were grouped so gracefully together
in the standing pools. A few lean startled

yearlings looked up with wondering brown
eyes as she passed ; the water-wagtails went
skimming about. A blackbird was thrusting

his yellow bill into a tempting scarlet rose-

hip.

Genevieve had less mind than usual for
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these things to-day. The worn hopelessness

of her father's face haunted her as she went
by field and farm ; the wrong, the oppression

he was enduring came back upon her with an
almost overwhelming sense of its strangeness,

its incomprehensibleness. A dozen words, if

they might but be spoken, would at least

make things straight and plain. If circum-

stance remained hard and bitter, it would
surely be better to bear, being understood.

Then a great desire came upon her strongly

and suddenly. She was not so far from Birk-

rigg Gill now. Why should she not pass

through it, go up to Yarrell Croft, and speak
with Miss Richmond face to face about this

unprecedented thing herself?

The girl stood still a moment, turning from
white to crimson in the working of her own
strong emotion. She remembered that

George Kirkoswald had undertaken to act as

mediator ; but it was not impossible that he
had failed, as her father feared? "I can find

out if he has failed, or if he has succeeded
;

and either way I can do no harm by calling,"

Genevieve said to herself. "I am not afraid

of Miss Richmond ; she has always been
courteous to me ; sometimes she has been
kind ; and, though I do not understand her,

I have always felt as if I wanted to under-
stand her. I will go now. I will certainly

go. It maybe that I shall say nothing when
I get there; but I will go and find if there is

anydiing to be said."

Her purpose gathered strength as she went
on ; and her impulse seemed no longer an
impulse, but a sane and sensible measure,
which she ought to have thought of much
sooner. It seemed to her eminently probable
that ten minutes of simple and kindly and
straightforward conversation would explain
everything, bring everything to a peaceful and
satisfactory conclusion.

So it was that less than a quarter of an
hour after George Kirkoswald had left the

drawing-room at Yarrell Croft, Genevieve
Bartholomew entered, with her strong purpose,

her yearning human loving-kindness, written

plainly on her face. Miss Richmond's eyes
were radiant with the unexpected satisfaction.

" This is really kind of you, to come so

far to see me on such a dull day," she said,

with quiet cordiality. " Come nearer to the

fire ; take the chair that George has just left.

. . . You would meet him? " she said, with
studied indifference. " He has just gone."

"Mr. Kirkoswald! No; I did not meet
him," Genevieve said, changing colour, in

spite of all effort. Then she paused awhile.

When she spoke again there was a new calm-
XXV—42

ness on her face. " Let me be candid, since
you thank me for coming," she said. "Per-
haps if I had met Mr. Kirkoswald I should
not have come. I think his errand and mine
would be the same."

" His errand !" Miss Richmond exclaimed,
looking up as if she were rather at a loss.

" Oh ! you are alluding to the little affair

between your father and Cecil." Then with
an exquisite turn of her shapely head. Miss
Richmond let her eye fall upon the velvet-

covered table that was between Miss Bar-
tholomew and herself. Genevieve's eye
naturally followed hers. The morocco case,

with George Kirkoswald's photograph, was
lying there open ; the letter that Diana had
read aloud was open also, and close to Gene-
vieve. The merest glance at that distinctive

handwriting was enough. Two small heaps
of letters were carelessly spread out behind.

"Do you think that a good likeness?"

Miss Richmond said, handing the case to

Genevieve. It was a little foreign case, with

pockets for cartes-de-visite.

"I do not know if it is good," Genevieve
said simply. There was a mist before her

eyes. It was not the mist of tears, and it

passed away in a moment or two. "I hardly

know if it is good," she repeated. "It seems

to have been taken some time ago, when Mr.

Kirkoswald was young."
" When he was young !

" exclaimed Miss

Richmond, laughing a low, cool, deliberate

laugh. " Oh, that is good ! I must tell him

that! ... It was only taken a month after

we were engaged. There are two others in

the pocket that he had taken afterwards in

Paris. I do not like them. You can look at

them if you care to do so. I never care to

look at photographs myself. They either teil

one nothing, or something that is not true.

If I had seen George's photographs before I

saw himself I should never have cared for

him. There is such a look of sternness, one

might almost call it hardness, about his mouth

when it comes to be photographed ; and a

certain expression, half-disdainful, half what

I call consequential, that he undoubtedly has

sometimes, but very seldom. Why should it

always come out in a photograph ?"

Was Miss Richmond soliloquising in

mercy, in malevolence, in utter indifference ?

Genevieve did not know. Had something

struck her, wounded her, taken her strength?

Was she blinded ? Had some sudden mad-

ness touched her brain, filling her soul with a

sickening, crushing, cruel delusion?

She rose to her feet, white, pallid as the

she wore. Her great dark violetgarment
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eyes were dilated till they seemed as if they

saw nothing. She stood there tall, and still,

and stricken.

"It is true, this you say?" she asked,

speaking in a strange, quiet, yet bewildered

undertone.

Miss Richmond rose too; for the moment
she was half-alarmed, and she stood there

asking herself what was the worst, the utmost

thing she had said. . . . That utmost thing

was true, true to the last letter; and she said

so, regretfully, as if the thing gave her pain

in the utterance.

Genevieve grasped the back of her chair.

She was still standing, still pale and motion-

less. She had no power to move. She was
not thinking ; she was only trying to stand

strong and firm for the moment, without

losing consciousness, without betraying her-

self. She hardly knew that her wide beautiful

eyes were slowly filling with tears ; she made
no effort to check them. Her lip quivered

with the word that came.

"You know that I am hurt?" she said,

in a simple, child-like way, speaking as if in

the sudden stun she were moved to turn for

sympathy to the hand that had dealt the

blow.

Miss Richmond made no reply. She, too,

was pale, and there was a look of controlled

disquietude on her face. The strife of good
and ill was strong within her at that moment.
She had been prepared for the infliction of

pain when the moment came, but not for

such a manifestation of pain as this.

Genevieve was still standing before her,

the tears still in her eyes, as if the chili of>

her heart had frozen them there for ever.

She was looking through her tears, beyond
them, beyond the purple hills that bounded
the horizon. Was she trying to look beyond
and behind this hour that had so surely

struck its darkness through the hours to be ?

"I must go now," she said, turning to Miss
Richmond, and speaking as one who comes
slowly back again to a life that has been sus-

pended, " I must go to my father."

She went out almost silently, hardly know-
ing the Way she took. The great gates

clanged into their places again ; some sheep
were bleating rather piteously on the moor-
land above. A big brown retriever came out
from among the bushes, and looked up into the

sad human eyes that' were passing by as if he
divined all the sadness, and all its meaning;
but the girl took no notice of him. She
noted nothing. She went hurrying on.

Five minutes after she had left the draw-
ing-room at Yarrell, Miss Richmond sent

Kendle out to find her, to bring her back; he
was to desire her earnestly to come back for

a moment or two. But Kendle was unable

to overtake Miss Bartholomew. The man
imagined that she had gone by the moor

;

but she was nowhere on the upland. She
had gone homeward as she had come, by the

dead, dark, marish reeds.

All the way she went by the dark marishes.

The wintry twilight was coming down quickly,

icily. A lurid crimson flush was fading in

the west. The trees stood still, the withered

drooping sedges were still ; the birds were

silent. One great pale star stood shining in

the lonely heavens.

Presently she came to a road that crossed

her path, a road that led down from Usselby

into Soulsgrif Bight. Once, not so long ago,

she had been passing through the marsh in

the early morning, singing as she went out of

the gladness, the Hghtness, the fulness of her

heart, making for herself a little tune to the

words that were ringing in her ears :

—

" I must not scorn myself, he loves me still

;

Let no one dream but that he loves me still."

Surely it was but yesterday ! She had been
singing aloud, freely, gladly, unrestrain-

edly. Then, suddenly, at the turn of the

road she had met a tall, stern figure close

at hand. He had heard, that was evident

;

and the gay glad song of assurance had
turned to a silent and painful blush of maiden
shame.

Surely it was but yesterday ! And now ?

.... Now the girl stood by a stunted black-

thorn bush and held it so that the thorns

passed into her hand till the pain was greater

than she could bear. So she kept back the

tears that would have betrayed her soul's

anguish to her father.

Then, again, she went rapidly on by the

dim ways ; and as she went there came to her,

like an echo from afar, some words that

Canon Gabriel had spoken one evening to

the people in the music-room at Soulsgrif

Bight. He had been speaking of St. Peter,

of his attempt to walk on the waves to his

Master, walking as on the earth till he had
looked round upon the wild waters that were

raging on every side. Then his faith had
failed. Had he looked steadfastly at the

Master only, he had never felt himself begin-

ning to sink.

It was so in many a crisis, the Canon had
gone on to say in simple words. A man's

sole chance of outliving the storm might lie

in his ability to look above and beyond the

terrible stress of it. . . . The truth, the help

of this came mercifully just now when it was
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wanted. She would not look, she would not

think, not yet, not till strength came for look-

ing and thinking. . . . Would it ever come ?

A chill sighing gust of wind came up from
the sea through the gathering darkness ; it

went away up to the moor carrying with it a

half-uttered cry, •' Will it ever come ? Will

it ever come? Will there ever again be any
life to be lived with desire for life's con-

tinuance ?
"

She reached the stile at Netherbank at last.

Mr, Severne was just coming away from the

cottage. He stopped for a moment, half-

surprised, wholly pleased.

"I beg pardon, but I don't think you
ought to be out so late on these cold even-

ings," he said, when his greeting was done,
speaking kindly, tenderly as a brother might.

"Do y6u care?" Genevieve replied,

speaking in strange new tones, tones that

were a little excited, a little wild. " Do you
care, do you still care ? I wonder that you
should care so long. But, perhaps, it is

only seeming, only mockery. I could under-

stand that. I cannot understand in any other

way."

Mr. Severne could hardly see her face in

the darkness ; but he could not fail to recog-

nise some change, some development of life's

fitful fever. Was it her father's trouble that

was trying her thus ?

" What makes you suspect me of insin-

cerity ? " he asked, speaking gently, yet

breathing more quickly under the intensity of

his own emotion.
" I don't suspect you more than others.

I don't suspect anybody. It is not suspicion
;

it is knowledge, new knowledge of the world,

of life, of all things—the good glad life that

I have so delighted in, the beautiful world
that I have loved so keenly. Oh ! try to see

it—try to see it for what it is ! Believe cer-

tainly that it

—

' Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help from pain.'

But, there, I am preaching to you, when
you should be preaching to me. Come and
preach to me, but not to-morrow, not for a

long time ; not for a long, long time. Then
come and say something to help me, come
and say anything you will."

She discerned the change in Mr. Severne's
voice when he spoke again, the intonation of
disappointment.

" I am not to come to Netherbank at

present ? " he asked.
" Come in the morning," Genevieve said,

still speaking as if she hardly knew the thing
she uttered. " Come and try to make me
good as you are ; help me to bear trouble as
you bear it. Be my brother, and be very
wise, and be very patient, and be good to me
—oh ! be good to me ! There is no one
else, my father must not know. There is no
one else who may see me weak, and wilful,

and overpowered in the fight as you may."
There was a pause. A good many thoughts

were passing through Mr. Severne's brain;

and if there was effort in the next remark he
made, there was for him no irrelevancy.

" Perhaps I ought to have told you before

that Mr. Kirkoswald is with your father," he
said, as if the remembrance had just struck

him.
" He is there now ? Good-bye, then.

And come again when you care to come.
And when you come, be true ! be true ! If

the world may have one true thing in it, oh !

be true !

"

Genevieve went swiftly across the stubble-

field. There were lights in the cottage win-
dows; the ivy dropped in long clustering

sprays ; the birds flew out tremulously. The
one lonely star was still shining ; an unspoken
cry went far beyond it, a cry for help in the

sore strife—only for help that she might not

fail, help that she might be strong for the

moment, help that she might not betray her-

self in the presence of him who had betrayed

her life's whole faith, its utmost trust, its last

bound and possibility of love. " Help for a

little while !
" she said, " and then, then I

will lie still. All my life long I shall need

only to be still .... still between dawn
and dark, still between dark and dawn ....
nothing can break the stillness."

VILLAGE WEDDING BELLS.

RING on, ring on, ye wedding bells

There's a duty rests with you
;

The joy you make is a joy that tells

Of hearts that are brave and true.

The times are hard for simple folk; .

They're oft in stormy weather

;

But a man and wife must pull through life,

And breast the waves together.

One side of life is dark as night;

The other is clear as day.

In doing right you keep to the light.

And the dark will pass away.
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Though times be hard for simple folk,

And we mourn the ills of fate,

The rule for man is, do what he can.

He must learn to work and wait.

Behind the cloud's a silver light,

A joy for the faithful heart.

Then plight your troth by a solemn oath,

To be true till death do part.

It's not in vain the wedding bells

Ring joy on the wedding day
;

Though the battle's nigh, yet hopes are high.

And hearts are merry and gay.

Ring on, ring on, ye wedding bells !

There's a duty rests with you
;

The joy you make is a joy that tells

Of hearts that are brave and true.

JOHN HUNT.

A HOLIDAY AFLOAT.
By the Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."

T HAD long heard of the house-boat, and
* had once seen it (as you see it here, my
readers, in a sketch done by a girl little older
than many of you, but already a notable
English artist). It lies, summer after summer,
moored in a tiny bay on our river Thames

;

and twice it had been offered to me for a
week's occupation by its kindly owner, but I

never was able to go. When at last I found
I could go, I was as ready to "jump for joy

"

—had that feat been possible at my age—as
any of you young people. To live in a house-
boat on the broad river, with a safe barricade
of water between you and the outside world—to fish out of your parlour door, and if you
-wanted to wash your hands, to let down jugs
with a string from your bedroom window

;

moreover, to have unlimited sunrises and
sunsets, to sleep with the " lap-lap " of a

flowing stream in your ears, to waken with

the songs of birds from the trees of the shore

—what could be more delightful ? Nothing,

except perhaps "camping out" mider the

stars, which might also be a trifle damp and
uncomfortable.

No dampness here. More than comfort

—

actual beauty. When I Avent down to look

at it, in early spring, and the kind owner
showed it with pride—pardonable pride—

I

found the house-boat adorned with Walter

Crane's drawings and William Morris's furni-

ture, perfectly c^sthetic in its decorations,

and as convenient as a well-appointed yacht.

Also, there was a feeling about it, as if
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Our Arrival.

the possessor loved it, and loved to make
people happy in it. There were mottoes

from Shakspere, Shelley, Keats, Milton, in

every room, and pictures on every wall,

besides the perpetual pictures outside—

a

gallery of ever-changing loveliness.

I came home enthusiastic, and immediately

set about choosing "a lot of girls," as many
as the boat would hold, to share it. Only
girls ; any elderly person, except the inevit-

able one, myself, would, we agreed, have

spoiled all. I did not choose my girls for

outside qualities, though some of them were

pretty enough too—but for good temper,

good sense, and a cheerful spirit, determined

to make the best of everything ; and face the

worst—if necessary. These were the qualities

I looked for—and found.

protector, Katie's

father, whom I .shall

call Adam, after

Shakspere's Adam
in As yoii like if,

whom he resembles

in everything but

age.

Six girls afloat

!

And very much
afloat they were,

swimming like

ducks—no, let us

say swans—on a

sea of sunshiny

felicity. As we
drove from our last

railway station

—

Maidenhead—our open omnibus, filled w'ith

bright-faced girls, seemed quite to interest the

inhabitants. Reaching the open country, that

lovely Thames valley which all English

artists know, our ringing laughter at every

small joke startled the still July afternoon,

and made the birds dart quickly out of the

hedgerows. Such hedgerows, full of wild

briar roses, pink and deep red, honey-

suckle, traveller's joy, and dozens of other

flowers.

" There it is ! There is the house-boat !

"

cried Kitty, who had seen it before, having

been with me when we investigated it domes-
tically,

" Hurrah ! we have nearly reached it

—

our 'appy 'ome," exclaimed Meum and
Tuum, standing up in the carriage together.

I shall not paint their portraits nor tell their
:

Two of the Katherines followed their ex-

names, except to mention the curious fact ' ample ; indeed we should have lookeil a

that three out of the six \itxt Katherines. We ! most ill-behaved party, only fortunately there

had, therefore, to distinguish them as Kitty, :
was no one to see us, except one labourer

Kath, and Katie, the latter being our little
|

lazily sitting on a mowing machine which

maid-of-all-work—our coachman's daughter. :
was slowly cutting down all the pride of the

The other three

were the artist,

whose name is

public property,

and two girls, spe-

cially mine, whom
I shall designate as

Meum and Tuum.
All were between
fifteen and twenty-

five—happy age !

and all still walked
"in maiden medi-

tation fancy free,"

so we had not a
man among us !

Except our sole
Our Departure.
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flowery meadow through which we drove to

the river side.

There she lay, the Pinafore, and beside

her the Bib, a little boat, which was to be

our sole link with the outside world. In it

sat the owner, who had patiently awaited us

there two hours, and whose portrait I should

like to paint, if only to show you a bachelor

—an old bachelor you girls would call him

—

who has neither grown selfish nor cynical,

who knows how to use his money without

abusing it, and who does use a good part of

it, in making other people happy.

The Pinafore is his hobby. He built it on

the top of a barge, under his own directions,

and from his own design. It consists of a

saloon at one end, combination kitchen and

dining-room at the other, and four cabins

between, with two berths in each. A real

little house, and well might we call it our

happy home—for a week.

Our host showed us all over it once more,

pointed out every possible arrangement for

our comfort, partook of a hasty cup of tea,

and then drove back in our empty omnibus
Londonwards, deeply commiserated by us

whom he left behind in his little Paradise.

The first meal ! Its liveliness was only

equalled by the celerity with which it dis-

appeared. And then came several important

questions.
" Business before pleasure ! Choose your

room-mates, girls, and then arrange your

rooms. It is the fashion on board the Pi7ia-

fore to do everything for yourselves. When
all is ready we will take a row in the sunset,

and then come back to bed."

Which would have been a pleasant busi-

ness, if some of them had had to sleep in

beds of their own making !

" Ma'am," said Katie, who was beside me
when I peeped into one cabin, which was

one confused heap, " hadn't I better do the

rooms? The young ladies don't quite

understand it."

Katie, the best of little housemaids, was
heartily thanked, and her offer accepted.
" But, girls, remember it is for the first and
last time. After to-night you must learn to

do your rooms yourselves."

So we threw overboard the practical for

the poetical, and, like Hiawatha, went sailing

towards the sunset in dreamy delight.

What a sunset it was ! The river with its

flowery banks, rushy islands, and tree-fringed

back-waters, was dyed all colours, accord-

ing to the changing colour of the sky.

Such green mounds of trees, dark woods
on either side ! everything full of rich summer

life, from the stately pair of swans sailing

about, with their six grey cygnets after them,

to the water-hen scuttling among the reeds,

the willow-wren singing among the bushes,

and the wary rat darting into his hole as we
passed. All was beauty and peace.

" The cares that infest the day
Did fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away."

My five girls could all handle an oar, and

how they did enjoy their row ! The two

youngest took it by turns, and at least suc-

ceeded in "catching crabs" with much
dexterity and hilarity.

On and on, till we were stopped by a lock

—the three evils of the Thames are locks,

weirs, and lashers. So we turned, and let

ourselves drift back with the current, Novv^

and then we "hugged" the bank, and
gathered thence a huge handful of purple

loosestrife, blue and white bugloss, meadow-
sweet, forget-me-not ; or we floated over

great beds of water-lilies, yellow or white,

which grew on a quiet little back-water,

where we nearly got stranded in a shoal and

pierced with a snag. But " a miss is as good

as a mile," said we, and were more careful

another time.

The sun had long set, and the moon was

setting—the young moon, like a silver boat

—when we re-entered our " happy home "

for supper and bed ; the second speedily

following the first, for various excellent

reasons, one being that the supper-table

was required for Adam's couch. He had his

choice whether to sleep on it or under it, and
preferred the latter as being " more like a four-

poster." Adam is by nature almost as silent

as his horses, but his few remarks, terse, dry,

and shrewd, often pass into family proverbs.

So all the Pinafore's crew sank into repose,

except one, who has an occasional bad habit

of lying awake " till the day breaks and the

shadows flee away." How gloriously it did

break, that dawn on the Thames 1 and how
strange were the river sounds—the chirping

of birds and the lowing of cattle mingling

with other mysterious noises, afterwards dis-

covered to be the tapping of swans' beaks

agaiiiSt the barge, and the water-rats careering

ab^'Ut underneath it. Nevertheless at last

s'eep came, and with it the power to face and

enjoy another new day,

A holiday is never the worse when there

runs through it a stratum—a very thin stra-

tum—of work. So the two working-bees,

author and artist, decided to be put ashore

after breakfast and left under two trees, with

their several tasks, while the others enjoyed
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themselves, till dinner-time, when we expected
friends who were to row about ten miles to

spend the day with us.

Dinner reminds me of our domestic com-
missariat—which, considering that food for

eight or ten hungry people does not grow on
every bush, was important. Groceries and
other stores we brought with us, but bread,

milk, butter, fruit, and vegetables, we had to

get from the inn opposite, which also sent us

our meat ready-cooked, it being impossible

to roast a joint on board the Pinafore. Fresh
water too we had to get from the inn pump
—river water not being wholesome for drink-

ing. Great fun were those endless journeys,

for we were all thirsty souls, and all, even
Adam, teetotallers. The amount of water
and milk we got through was such that some
one suggested it would save trouble to fetch the

cow on board. The kindly landlady bade us
" gather our fruit for ourselves," so we often

brought home a boat-load of valuable food

—

potatoes, peas, crisp lettuces pulled up by the

roots and eaten as rabbits eat them ; also

raspberries, cherries, and currants. It was
almost as good as shooting or fishing one's

dinner. And, by-the-bye, the sight of the

fish jumping up round the boat brought the

saddest look to Adam's amiable countenance.
"If I had but a rod and line, ma'am, I'd

catch them for dinner."

And very nasty they might have been

—

river fish generally are—yet politeness would
have obliged us to eat them, so perhaps all

was for the best.

After a mirthful day our guests departed,

and, to rest their arms, my five girls decided
to stretch their legs and take a walk on shore.
" Let's have a race," said the biggest and
the most beautiful. As she tucked up her

skirts she looked a real Atalanta. The second
in height, and only a trifle less in grace and
activity, did the same, and off they started,

up what seemed a solitary road, when lo

!

suddenly appeared two young Oxford men,
book in hand ! What they thought of the

apparition of these two fair athletes, and the

three other girls behind, all of whom col-

lapsed suddenly into decorum, will never be
known. But I doubt if they read much for

the next ten minutes.

The race thus stopped, we thought we
would go into the village churchyard, where
two old men were soberly making hay of

the grass cut over the graves. Thence we
passed into a quiet wood, and finally came
home—hungry, as usual—to supper, and so

concluded our second day.

No, not concluded. About eleven p.m.

happened a most dramatic incident. A sud-
den and violent bump caused the Pinafore
to shake from stem to stern, and woke us all

up. Some declared they heard a voice ex-
claim, " Hallo, Bill ! where are you going
to ? " and others vowed they heard a great
rattling at what we entitled our "front door."
Adam was vehemently called, and he and
his mistress, in rather hasty toilettes, care-
fully examined every corner; but all was
safe. Then we looked out, in case there had
been an accident, but nothing could be seen,
the river flowed on, empty, dark, and still.

I entered the cabin where five maidens, all

in nocturnal white, stood congregated to-

gether in a group, not unlike the daughters
of Niobe, and took their evidence. How-
ever, as the mystery, whatever it was, could
not be solved, we all went to bed. And
Adam having, with his usual cautious fidelity,

poked into every place that a thief, or even
a fly could enter, made the brief remark,
" Pirates," and retired again to his—table.

The only result of this remarkable episode
was that about eight the next morning, find-

ing a solemn silence in the cabins instead of

the usual tremendous chatter, I went to look
at my girls, and found them all five lying last

asleep, " like tops." As it was a pelting wet
morning, ^\•ith the wind blowing after a

fashion which required all one's imagination

to make believe that our dwelling was quite

steady, this infringement of my Mede-and-
Persian rule—eight o'clock breakfast—was
less important. But I said remorselessly,
" This must never happen again." Nor did it.

Their laziness lost my girls the great ex-

citement of the day. A sudden outcry from

Adam of " The boat ! the boat !
" revealed

the alarming sight of our little -Z?//* having got

unmoored, drifting away calmly at her own
sweet will down stream ! For a moment
Adam looked as if he intended to swim after

her, then changed his mind and halloed wit'v.

all his strength. Female voices joined the

chorus. At first we were in despair, for at

this hour, and on such a wet morning, there

was not a soul to be seen at the hotel

garden or ferry. A last agonising shout we
made, and then saw a man rush out, evidently

thinking somebody was drowning. He caught

the position—and the boat, which in another

minute or two would have drifted past, and

brought her back to us in triumph.

After this we settled down, thankful that

things were no worse—except a dreary down-

pour and a wind that rattled every door and
1 _r r.._:i ,i ii: T'U^ „;..1^»window of our frail dwelling,

countenances fell.

The girls'
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Now, though the happiest days of my Hfe

are spent among young people, I have always

found that a certain amount of law and order

is as good for them as for myself, else we get

demoralised. So instead of hanging about and
moaning, wondering when it would clear up,

and if it didn't clear up what we should do, I

set everybody to do something. Two cleaned

the bedrooms and exulted over the dust

they swept away, another wrote home letters,

and a fourth gave us delightful music on the

harmonium. The artist had, of course, her

own proper work, the result of which you
here behold. And when about noon the sky

cleared, and grew into a lovely July day,

breezy and bright, with white clouds career-

ing about, we felt we had earned our felicity.

Still it was too stormy to row much, so we
investigated the shore on either side. First

the Abbey, beside which was the hotel and
its farmyard, splendid hay-stacks almost

touching the ancient ruins, which date from

the time of King John ; then, after the im-

portant interval of tea, came a long walk on
Ihe opposite bank, where, protected from the

wind by three umbrellas, the party sat ad-

miring the scene, and themselves making a

charming picture not painted at present. And
lastly, as if to reward our cheerful patience,

after sunset the wind sank, and in the clear

west, in the midst of a brilliant twilight, sat

the crescent moon.
" We must have another row !

" and so we
had, until twilight melted into dark.

The third morning came, and by eight

o'clock the house-boat was as noisy as a mag-
pie's nest. We had arranged for a long ex-

pedition, with a boatman who knew each

lock, weir, lasher—every danger on the

river, and leaving to him all the care of the

voyage, were determined to enjoy ourselves

solely.

Our morning row was delightful, but brief,

since the girls and the boat had to sit for

their portraits, as they here appear, the young
artist having afterwards done herself—from

memory—sitting in the bow. But we had
scarcely reached home when there came the

most awful downpour. I had warned them
of this, reading in the Times that a "depres-
sion" was travelling over from America—all

our bad weather does come from America

—

but of course they didn't believe it. Even
now, though the sky was a leaden grey, and
the river, loo, bubbling all over with the sheets

of rain which pelted on our flat roof, and our
" front garden " and " back garden "—as we
called the two ends of the barge, used, one
as a scullery, the other as a drawing-room

—

were soaking with wet, my five girls would
hardly believe in their hard lot.

" It must, it will clear !
" persisted they,

but it did not clear for six mortal hours. We
soon ceased to lament, and rejoiced that we
were safe under cover. We made the best of

our afternoon—we read, we drew, we played
games

,
then we took to music, and sang,

or tried to sing, some catches and rounds.

Finally our eldest gave us Mendelssohn on
the little harmonium, and our youngest, in

her clear, fresh, pathetic voice, sang us

Schubert's songs from Wilhelm Meister, till a
boat-load of soaked, white-jacketed youths

was seen to stop under the opposite bank,

listening to the Lurlei-like strains. (N.B.

—

I hope it did not cause their deaths from
rheumatic fever.)

But the worst times come to an end if you
can only wait long enough, and by seven p.m.

we looked out on a cloudless sky and a shining

river. Ere we started for another sunset

row Adam said briefly, " There's fish for sup-

per, ma'am." He too had utilised the wet
day, and behold ! a dozen small dace, caught

by some fishing tackle he had borrowed,

were swimming in a bucket, alike indifferent

to the hook they had swallowed and the

prospect of being speedily fried. But Adam's
pride in his piscatory exploit was a little

lessened an hour after, when we found him,

with mingled laughter and anxiety, gazing after

a majestic swan, which had swallowed the

baited hook and then swam away, carrying

rod and line after him. It took a long chase

to recover both, but they were recovered
;

and so, we concluded, was the swan, for he
reappeared shortly after as lively as ever, and
ate the food we threw out to him with his usual

dignity and grace. These swans, of whom
our artist has taken some portraits, are the

pride and ornament of the Thames. They
belong to the Thames Conservancy Corpora-
tion, and no one is allowed to molest or

destroy them. They sail about like kings

and queens, followed by their families, and
are petted and fed and admired till they be-

come quite tame. They used to gather round
our boat and eat out of the girls' hands, and
their graceful motions were a delight to behold.

The last day had now come, at least our

last whole day— Friday. We resolved to

make the most of it, by going up the river in

the forenoon and down it in the afternoon,

taking with us a frugal meal of bread and
butter, milk, and cherries, also the towing

rope, in case rowing up stream should be
too difticult and too long a business. There
is a towing-path all the way along the
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Thames, at one side or other, and we used

often to see a young man, or even a girl, or

sometimes both, amicably harnessed together,

pulling along a whole boatful of people with

the greatest ease. We thought the towing,

if necessary, would be great fun for the after-

dinner row.

Our morning row was a failure, being much
too "genteel." The river flowed between

civilised shores, dotted with splendid villas.

Its banks were elegantly boarded in for pro-

menades, its very boat-houses were palatial

residences. No osiers, rushes, and lovely

water plants; the very water-lilies looked

cultivated. We agreed that our own bit of
river was much the best, and that not a single

house-boat—we passed half-a-dozen at least

—was half so pretty or so commodious as

our Pinafore. Content and hungry, we came
back to it, determined to eat our dinner in

ten minutes, and be off again ; but fate inter-

vened.
" Listen ! that's surely thunder ! And how

black the river looks ! It is bubbling, too, all

over ! Hark !

"

Crash, crash, and down came the rain,

regular thunder rain, continuing without a
moment's pause for three hours. Drenched

The Bib and its Crew.

boat-loads of unlucky pleasure-seekers kept

passing our windows, struggling for the hos-

pitable inn opposite.
" Still, yesterday evening was lovely ; to-

night may be the same," said the girls, de-

termined to keep up their spirits. And when
at last the rain did actually cease, and a bit

of blue sky appeared—" enough to make a

cat a jacket"-—they set to work baling out

and drying the boat, protesting the while that

the occupation was " delightful."

Fortune favours the brave. It was seven

o'clock before we were able to start ; but

that last row was the loveliest we had. - Such

a sunset 1 such views I of osier beds, and

islands of tall rushes, and masses of wood-

land, and smooth, green parks with huge

century-old trees, and noisy weirs, and dark,

silent locks ! We had now grown fearless,

or desperate, and determined to go through

two locks. Some of us, I think, would have

liked to go right on to London 1 drifting con-

tentedly down the rapid stream. But motherly

wisdom, seeing the sun fast sinking and the

twilight darkening, insisted on turning home-

wards, and was obeyed.

Only once, when the crimson sunset re-

flected in the river from behind a fringe of

low trees, made a picture too lovely to resist,

our artist implored to be " dropped," as was
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her habit ; which being impossible at that

hour, we compromised by " lying to" for half

an hour, while she painted, or tried to paint,

in the dim light. We sang a quantity of old

songs, duets and glees. In the pauses the

corncrake put in his note from the shore,

and one or two other birds wakened up with

a sleepy chirp ; then all sank into silence,

and there were only the quiet river and the

quiet sky, up which the crescent moon was
sailing, brighter and brighter. I think, how-
ever long my girls may live, and whatever
vicissitudes they may go through, they will

never forget that night.

It was not evening but actual night, when
we reached our "'appy 'ome." Adam was
anxiously watching. We had his little

daughtei; on board with us.

" Did you think anything had happened

—

that we were all drowned ?
"

" Yes, ma'am, I did," said he briefly.

Poor Adam, shut up in his floating prison,

had evidently not spent the happiest of

evenings, but we had ; and—it was our last.

About eleven or so, when the magpie's nest

had all sunk into silence, I saw the loveliest

moon-set. The large bright crescent close

upon the horizon shone in a cloudless western
sky, and was reflected in the river, with a gulf

of darkness between. After watching it for

several minutes, determined to see the last

of it, I went back into my cabin, and took

up a book—"Essays" by Miss Thackeray.

One "On Friendship" interested and touched
me so much that I read it to the end, then
started up and rushed to the window. It

was too late. My moon had set ! Only a faint

circle of light in the sky, and another fainter

still on the river, showed where she had been.

I went back to bed, a little sad at heart

and vexed with myself for having missed the

lovely sight by about a minute, after having
sat up on purpose to watch it. Too late,

too late ! Why cannot one always do, not only

the right thing, but at the right time ?

My girls had apparently discovered this

secret. Long before even I was stirring, though
old birds are usually early birds, I heard a

great clatter and chatter in the parlour or

saloon. It was our two " little ones," broom
in hand, with their dresses tucked up,

cleaning and sweeping, throwing about tea

leaves, taking up rugs, dusting tables and
chairs, washing china, and in short fairly

turning the house, or house-boat, out of

windows. The delighted laughter with which
they watched the dirt and ddbris sail down
the river, a floating island of rubbish, was
quite infectious.

" No, no, we can't eat any breakfast till we
have done our work. We are determined to

leave the parlour as clean and beautiful as

we found it."

With which noble sentiment I entirely

coincided.

After breakfast there were the cabins to be
put in order, and all the packing to be done.

It was eleven before we felt free to enjoy

ourselves, and then the sky looked so threat-

ening that I protested against the long expe-

dition which had been planned. Suppose it

rained—in fact it had rained a little—and we
all got wet through and had to start for our

long railway journey without any possibility

of drying ourselves. So, in deference to the

prudent mother, who never denied them any-

thing she could help, the good girls cheer-

fully gave up their expedition, and we spent

a delightful hour or two in paddling about
close at home and gathering water-lilies.

This last proceeding was not so easy as it

looked. Water-lilies have such thick strong

stalks, and grow in such deep water, that in

plucking them one is apt to overbalance the

boat, especially if fully laden. We had to

land half of our crew on an osier island,

while the others floated about, guiding them-
selves with the boat-hook, and cautiously

grasping at the dazzling white blossoms and
plate-like leaves which covered the surface

of the water for many yards. A risky pro-

ceeding it always is—gathering water-lilies
;

but when gathered, what a handful—nay,

armful—of beauty and perfume they are

!

We got back not a minute too soon; and had
scarcely sat down to dinner, our last dinner

—

at which we laughed much, perhaps to keep
our spirits up—when flash ! crack ! the storm

was upon us—and a more fearful thunder-

storm I never saw. The river was one boiling

sheet of splashing rain ; the clouds were black

as night; between them and the water the

forked lightning danced ; and once, when
after a loud clap of thunder, a column of

white smoke burst out from the wood oppo-
site, we felt sure the bolt had fallen.

For two whole hours the storm raged
;

and then, just as we were wondering if the

carriage would venture to come for us, and
how we should accomplish our seven miles'

drive without being drenched to the skin,

the rain ceased, the blue sky appeared, and
the world looked, as the world feels after the

thunderstorm in Beethoven's Pastoral Sym-
phony.

And so, with contented, thankful hearts,

although a little melancholy, and Avith the

very tune of the reapers' thanksgiving song
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out of the said symphony ringing in our ears,

we left our sweet little house-boat and our

beautiful Thames and went our several ways
homeward.

" We may never in all our lives have such
anotherweek," said one of the girls mournfully.
Which is very possible ; but, ought we not

to be glad that we ever had it at all ?

HOW WE FIND OUT THE SHAPE AND SIZE

OF THE EARTH.
By professor A, H. GREEN.

A KNOWLEDGE of the real sKape of the

earth on which we dwell was reached only

by slow degrees. Men very soon got an inkling

that the earth was in some Avay or other

round. The "round world" of the Psalmist,

and the views held on this subject by the

Greeks of the Homeric age show how pre-

valent the notion had become at a very

early date. It is a notion that naturally sug-

gests itself when we cast our eyes across the

sea from the top of a ship's mast or over a

broad plain from a lofty summit, for the space

visible to us is always bounded by a circle.

But the roundness that was at first assigned

to the earth was very different from that

which it really possesses. The portion of the

sea that we see from a mast-head looks like

a round flat plate, and men, who had not yet

learned to distrust the evidence of their senses,

naturally came to the conclusion that the

earth as a whole had the same shape.

Guided wholly by sense, and not yet trained

to abstract reasoning, they overlooked the

fact that a large round plate would look

circular to an eye placed above it only if the

spectator were near its centre. Or if this had
occurred to them, the objection carried no
weight, because each man never moving far

from home and feeling the great importance

which the country he belonged to possessed

for himself, was firmly convinced that that

country occupied the commanding position

of the centre certainly of the world, probably

of the universe at large.

The hackneyed proof that the earth is

not flat is now taught in every Board school,

and nowadays when ships put out straight to

sea with hulls rising high above the water and
towering masts, it may be verified by every

visitor to a seaport town. But in the days

when as a rule the sailor hugged the coast

fearing to lose sight of land, and low-masted

galleys were the rule, there were not so many
opportunities of noting that a vessel did not

go out of sight all at once, but that the hull

disappeared first, then the yards, and that the

top of the mast remained visible after these

had vanished and was lost to view last of all.

Still it must occasionally have hap-
pened that the home-sick voyager, when he
spied at last the temple perched on the top
of a lofty cliff which furnished the land-mark
he had so often strained his eyes to descry,

was struck by the fact that the roof came into

sight before the basement, and that the whole
was full in view long before he could dis-

tinguish the town below in which his home lay.

Thus men came to realise that the earth

was not a round plate but a round ball. When
this conclusion was first arrived at we do not

know, but the fact was accepted as generally

in the time of Plato as in our own day

;

perhaps even more generally, for we have no
record of a Greek sceptic who was prepared

to stake a large sum that a crucial experiment

would prove the earth to be flat, and made
difficulties about paying when he lost his

wager. But there was yet more to be learnt

before the earth's figure could be finally

settled. There are many kinds of round balls,

cricket balls and foot balls for instance. A
cricket ball is a sphere, that is, every point

on its surface is at the same distance from a

point within it called its centre, the constant

distance being called the radius. This would

not be true of most foot balls, probably of

none after a hard-fought match.

Now the fact that the line which bounds

our view at sea, the horizon as it is called, is

a circle not at one or two places but every-

where, points to the conclusion that the

earth is much nearer a cricket ball than a

foot ball in shape. For take a well-made

cricket ball and a glass funnel big enough for

the ball to lie in it ; hold the ball in the hand

and place the funnel upon it. The funnel

will touch the ball all round ; and if we sup-

pose an eye placed at the summit of the

cone of the funnel, it would evidently see the

part of the ball inside the line along which

the funnel touched the ball, and would not

see any part of the ball outside this Hne.

This line is the horizon for an eye in such a

position. Smear a little paint on the inside

of the funnel and again apply it to the ball,

the paint will make a mark along the hne of
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contact, and this mark will be a circle. And
it will be a circle to tuhatever part of the hall

thefunnel be applied. If we were to make the

same experiment with a foot ball it is quite

clear that we should require different shaped

funnels for different parts of the ball : we
might get circular horizons on some parts, but

not all over : some of our horizons would be
oval, and others of very irregular curved
shapes. Now it can be proved by geometry
that there is only one surface which will give

circular horizons all over when treated in this

way, and that surface is a sphere.

The fact then that the horizon is circular

as far as the eye can judge cveryiuhere on the

earth, shows that the earth is spherical or

very nearly spherical in shape. Of course we
cannot pretend to say that the horizon is an
exact circle, and therefore the earth may not

be an exact sphere ; but the horizon is cer-

tainly not very far from being a circle, and
hence we cannot be very far out if we assume
the earth to be a sphere.

And now how big is this sphere? To ex-

plain how it is measured, I must use language

savouring of " the mathematics," and there-

fore calculated to terrify the ordinary reader.

But, gentle reader, lay aside, I beg, any fear

that you may feel on this head. You would
be much insulted if I hinted that you could

not do a sum in Addition or Subtraction
;

you might perhaps take it ill if I doubted
your mastery of the " Rule of Three ;" well,

the amount of mathematics I must inflict on
you is very little worse than Addition and
Subtraction, and is certainly not so formidable

as many a sum in " Double Rule of Three."

First we shall have to deal with two kinds

of quantities, lines and angles. Lines present

no difficulty \ they are measured in miles, feet,

inches, and so on. Angles, though not so

familiar, are measured quite as simply. Sup-

pose the edge of your watch face was divided

into 360 equal parts instead of into 60, and
that each part was called a degree : suppose

both hands at XII : in 5 minutes' time the

minute hand will have passed over 30 of the

divisions or through 30 degrees, and we
simply say that the angle between the two

positions of the minute hand contains, or is,

30 degrees; the corresponding angle at 20

minutes past 12 is 120 degrees, and so on.

Each degree is further subdivided into 60
equal parts called minutes.
Now for a little bit more of these formidable

mathematics. Draw on a sheet of paper a

triangle, and put A, B, C at the three corners :

this triangle has three sides, and three angles
;

we call the angle between the lines B A and

C A shortly BAG, putting the letter A, where
the two bounding lines B A, G A meet, /;/ the

middle. New suppose A, B, G are three

towns, and we want to find out how far they
are apart. We can walk from B to G and
measure the distance with a tape, but there

are broad rivers which prevent us walking
from B to A and from G to A. For all that we
can find the distance between the towns.

We ha\e a large brass circle the edge of

which is divided into 360 degrees : a tele-

scope moves round on a pivot placed at the

centre of the circle. We stand at B (Fig. i)

and direct the telescope to C, and note
which division of the circle it covers, say the

32nd: we turn the telescope round till we
can see A through it ; it now covers the 65th
division. We have turned the telescope

through 2,3 degrees, and this is the size of the

angle G B A. We then go to G, and in the

same way measure the angle B G A.

We now know the length of the side B G,

and the size of the two angles G B A, B G A.
We can now, merely by doing a sum, find the

lengths of A B, and A G. What that sum is

the curious reader may learn from works on
Trigonometry ; if he has no leaning that way,
he must take the statement on faith. He
must also be prepared to believe that we can
in this way determine the distances B A, B G
much more exactly than by measuring them
with a tape. Next suppose that D, E, and
F (Fig. 2) are other towns, and that we
measure in exactly the same way as before

the size of the angles A G D, G A D. We
have found the length of A G, and by doing
exactly the same kind of sum as before, we
can find the lengths of A D and D G. By
making the same kind of observation at A
and D we can find the lengths of A E and
D E ; and by carrying our instrument to D
and E, we can find the lengths of E F and
D F. So we may go on till we have deter-

mined the lengths of the sides of a network
of triangles reaching over any extent of

country. We call the process a "Trigono-
metrical Survey."
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Calculations of a similar nature will enable

us to determine the length of a long straight

line C M running in any direction, say due
north and south, across the network. Note
that, to do this, we have had to use our

measuring tape

only once, viz. to

measure the dis-

tance from B to

C ; all the rest

has been done by
measuring angles

and doing sums.

There is a great

advantage in this,

for it is extremely

difficult to mea-
sure the length of

a line exactly with

a tape; angles on
the other hand
can be measured
with great accu-

of

can

the

be

whole operation,

with ? A tape ?

racy, and
course we
insure that

sums shall

worked correctly.

The line B C
with which we
start is called a

"base line," and
though it is not

obvious at first sight why it should be
so, the accurate measurement of this base

line is about the most difficult part of the

What shall we measure
It will stretch. A wooden

rod ? It will warp. A metal rod ? It

will be longer on a hot than on a cold

day. These and many other difficulties

present themselves, but by proper precau-

tions they can be got over. The accuracy

with which base lines can be measured
and the whole of. the work carried out

can be tested in various ways, of which
the following is an example. In the Trigo-

nometrical Survey of Great Britain several

base lines were measured, one on Hounslow
Heath was about five miles long, and another

measured on the flat sandy margin of Lough
Foyle was nearly eight miles long. Starting

from the base on Hounslow Heath the net-

work of triangles was carried northwards over
England, thrown across the Irish Sea, and
continued over Ireland up to Lough Foyle,

and the measured base there was made a side

of the last triangle. Step by step the lengths

of the sides of the successive triangles were

worked out, and if the observations had been
accurately made and the sums correctly

worked, the answer to the last sum ought to

be the length of the Lough Foyle base.
This answer differed from the measured
length only by as near as may be two and a
half inches. Do not we use a similar check
every day when we want to learn what our
expenses have been? Railway fare, cab
hire, what we spent in this shop and what in

that, we try to recollect, and add the amounts
together. To be sure we have overlooked no
item, we count the money in our i)ocket and
subtract it from what we had when we
started. As far as the writer's experience
goes, the two figures seldom agree anything
like so closely as the calculated and measured
lengths of the Lough Foyle base. Checks of

this kind are constantly applied during the

progress of the survey, and thereby any
errors of observation or calculation are

detected and the highest accuracy is in-

sured.

In order to bridge over the Irish Sea the

observation of angles had to be made on
hills high enough to be visible from one
another across the water. By means of a
mirror on one hilltop the light of the sun is

flashed across to another hilltop, and the

aerial triangles are bounded by rays of light

which shoot across from the mirror on one
summit into the telescope on the other.

Snowdon and Precelly in Wales, Scafell in

England, Slieve Donard and some high points

on the Wicklow Mountains in Ireland were
among the stations used for this purpose. The
side of one triangle reaching from Scafell

to Slieve Donard was in miles long.

In this way then we can determine the

length of a long straight line on the earth's

surface. But we cannot girdle the whole of

the earth with a chain of triangles, and we
must now inquire how knowing the length of

a long line on the surface enables us to find

out the size of the earth. A little bit more
mathematics will be necessary. Suppose the

line we have determined runs north and south

and that A and B are its extremities, and
that O (Fig. 3) is the centre of the earth.

If we could ascertain in any way the size of

the angle A O B, we could find the length of

A O by doing a very easy sum, we should

simply have to divide the length of A B by
the number of degrees in A O B, and multi-

ply the result by 53-1",,-.

But this does not seem to bring us much
nearer to a result, for how are we to find out

the size of the angle A O B? In this way
it may be done. Let S be a star, draw the
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lines A S, B S, and draw O A, O B upwards

to C and D : then it is known that

The number of degrees in the two angles

A O B and A S B equals the number of

degrees in the two angles CAS and D B S.*

Further reflect that

the star is very far off

indeed, and that for

this reason the angle

ABB must be very

small indeed. It is

easy to convince one's

self of this. Fix two
pins in the wall of a

room a quarter of an
inch apart and tie a

string to each ; stand

a little way off, pull

the strings tight hold-

ing the ends together,

and mark on a sheet

of paper the angle

between them
;
go a

little farther from the

wall and do the same;
the angle is smaller

than before ; the far-

ther you go away from

the wall the smaller

does the angle between
the strings become,
and by the time you
have reached the other

Fig-. 3. side of the room, it is

very small indeed,

though still measureable. If the room be 1

7

feet across, the length of the strings is about
800 times the distance between the pins, and
it would require a very carefully constructed

instrument to measure the angle between
them. But AS is many thousand million times

A B. How inconceivably minute then must
the angle A S B be ! Really it is many times

smaller than the smallest angle that we can

measure with our best instruments. We may
therefore leave the angle altogether out of

our calculations, and this amounts to saying

that

The number of degrees in the angle A O B
is equal to the number of degrees in the

two angles C A S and D B S.

We shall know then the size of A O B,
if we can find the size of C A S and DBS.

Things now begin to look more hopeful;
instead of an angle whose point lies at the

earth's centre, we have to deal with two

* If S lies to the right of B D or the left of A C, we must
read the difference between the number of degrees in C A S
and the number of degrees in D B S.

angles whose points lie on the surface. And
these angles can be easily measured. If I

hang a plumb line C A over A, it will point

straight to O. I can also take a telescope

A E, turning round a pivot at A, and turn it

till it points straight to the star. The angle

between the plumb line and the telescope

can then be measured on a circular ring C E,

whose centre is at A and which is divided

into degrees. The line A C points to the

spot in the heavens directly over our head,

and this is called the Zenith : hence the

angle C A E is called the " Zenith diFtance
"

of the star S. We have supposed A B to

run from north to south, and hence the

angles C A S, D B S are measured when the

star is due north or due south of us. In such

a case these angles are called " meridian'-'

zenith distances."

All we have to do then is to measure the

meridian zenith distances of the same star* at

A and B : add together the number of

degrees in these two angles ; divide A B by
their sumf and multiply the quotient by

53-iij. The answer is the radius of the earth.

In this way we find out that the distance

from the centre to the surface of the earth is

not far from 4,000 miles. We shall find it

useful to recollect that if A B is a mile, the

angle A O B is nearly one minute.

We have been going on all along on the

supposition that the earth is exactly a sphere.

If this be the case, it will not matter where

A B is taken on the surface. Wherever our

measurements are made, whether near the

poles, near the equator, or at interme-

diate spots, if A B is a mile, the sum, or

difference as the case may be, of the meridian

zenith distances of the star at A and at B will

always be the same, nearly one minute. It

will be worth while to check our assumption

by seeing if this is the case; when trial is

made, it is found that it does make a differ-

ence in what part of the earth's surface A B
lies. We measure the. meridian zenith dis-

tance of a star at A ; we then walk south-

wards till we reach a spot B, where the

meridian zenith distance of the same star is

one minute less, or one minute greater, as

the case may be, than at A. We find, if we
are near the pole, that the distance between

A and B is greater than a mile; if we are near

the equator, thatitisless thanamile. Theearth

is not an exact sphere, and a line on its sur-

face running direct from pole to pole is not

an exact circle. We could roughly represent

* Meridian, mid-day, because the sun is due south at twelve

o'clock.
r , T-N

+ Or by their difference, if S lies to the right of B D or the

left of AC.
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the shape of this Hne by supposing it is to be
made of a number of little pieces of different

circles joined together. The circles of which
each piece formed a part would all have
radii of different lengths and different

centres, and the radii of the different circles

passed fromwould grow shorter as we

Fig. 4.

either pole to the equator. In Fig. 4 the

radii of the circles which form the little bits

of the surface at E, A. B, P would be E F,

A G, B H, and P K ; F, G, H and K being

their centres, and all the centres would be on
the dotted curve F G H K. More careful

calculation proves that the line from pole to

pole approaches still more closely in shape to

the half of an oval-shaped curve called an
ellipse, whose shape is shown in Fig. 4 by
P B A E Q. If C is the centre, P one pole,

E a point on the equator, C P is called the

polar radius or axis, and its length is 3,949
miles ; C E is the equatorial radius and its

length is 3,962 miles.''"- The poles are there-

fore 13 miles nearer than the equator to the

earth's centre.

So much for the shape of a line running
over the earth's surface direct from pole to

pole. The next point is to determine the

shape of a line, like the equator, running all

round the earth from east to west. By
methods very similar to that already described

it is found that these lines are exact circles.

If the earth were sawed in two, the saw being

held parallel to the equator, it would not

matter where the cut was rnade, it would
always be a circle.

This being so, we can form a surface such
as that of the earth by taking half-ellipse

P E Q and turning it round its shortest

diameter P Q ; for every line running from

* The reader must carefully bear in mind that the differ-

ence between the equatorial and polar radii is very much
exaggerated in the figure. If the curve had been drawn in

the true proportions, it could not have been distinguished by
the eye from a circle.

pole to pole will be an ellipse, and, since all

points such as B, A, E describe circles, all

lines running round it from east to west will

be circles. Such a surface is called in

Geometry an Oblate Spheroid of Revolution,
the word " oblate " denoting that it is flat-

tened at the poles.

It must be mentioned that the latest cal-

culations seem to point to the conclusion
that the equator is not a perfect circle but is

itself an ellipse. There is, however, very
much uncertainty at present on this point;
and even if the result should turn out to be
correct, the equator differs very little indeed
from a circle, for its longest diameter would
be only about one-third of a mile longer than
the shortest diameter, and one-third of a mile
in 4,000 miles does not amount to much.
One more point must be noticed and we

have done. The earth we have been speak-
ing of differs in one respect from the actual

earth on which we live. It is an earth in

which every valley and all the deep basins in

which the oceans lie have been exalted and
every mountain and hill has been laid low.

But the difference between this ideal earth

and the earth as it is, is far less than would
at first appear. The surface of the solid part

would be some mile and three-quarters below
the present sea level, and it would be covered
by an ocean of a uniform depth of about a
mile ; the differences in shape then between
the actual and ideal earth are altogether

insignificant when compared with the radius

of 4,000 miles.

On paper all this looks, at least I hope I

have succeeded in making it look, very simple,

but it is quite otherwise in practice. A part,

only a very small part, of the difficulties

which present themselves at the very outset

in measuring a base line has been hinted at.

The whole process is thickly beset with dif-

ficulties of a similar character, difficulties

arising from the imperfect construction of

instruments, from the habitual practice which

instruments have of getting out of adjust-

ment, from the mistakes which all observers

are liable to make, and a host of suchlike

sources, and this necessitates an elaborate

system of checks and the employment of the

most tedious mathematical calculations so as

to eliminate as far as possible every error.

The marvellous accuracy which is attained at

last is proved both by the close agreement

which obtains between the results of inde-

pendent calculations, and also by the fact

that other methods totally different from that

described here lead to almost exactly the

same conclusion as to the shape of the earth.



REST.

By MINNIE AMES.

T OVE came floating o'er the waters of life's calm untroubled sea,

Flashing in the morning sunlight; " Rise," He said, "and follow me."

" Lord," I cried, " the flowers thou gavest, they are claiming all my care.

Love, I cannot rise and leave them, never flowers were half so fair."

Then the decoy freshness vanished, and the fierce unpitying heat

Smote upon my tender blossoms ; laid them dying at my feet.

Love came near me, in the shadows of the evening, cold and grey,

'• Let the dead their own dead bury. Rise," He said, "and come awa^^''

" Lord," I cried, " yet still there lingers the rich perfume of their breath.

Though my flowers were fair in living, they are sweeter still in death."

And the evening shadows deepened to the blackness of the night,

And, the darkness gently piercing, came a ray of Love's own light.
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" Lord," I cried, " oh, take my blossoms, take my weariness and i);iin

;

Take my loneliness and longing, only give me peace again."

Then He drew me—oh, how gently—to the shelter of His breast.

" Child," He said, " I take thy sorrow ; thou shalt have thy perfect rest."

Still, I have it, passing onward through a scene, each step more fair;

All my joy in Him is springing, all my gladness He doth share.

And though gently, days unfolding sometimes pain and sorrow bring,

Yet the Hand, that gives them to me, first doth rob them of their sting.

THE ISLE OF SPICY BREEZES.
By henry \V. LUCY.

"X "X /"E sighted Ceylon early in the morning,
* * and throughout a summer day, with

the sea like glass and the sky sapphire, we
skirted the island, passing poor Point de
Galle, now shorn of its glory, and making for

Colombo, which within the past two years

has inherited the advantage and distinction

of being the port of call for the P. and O.
steamers. Passengers familiar with Bishop
Heber's hymn went sniffing about in search

of the " Spicy breezes that blow soft o'er

Ceylon's isle," and were evidently disap-

pointed at not realising the dream of early

infancy. But the Bishop knew what he was
writing about, and the spicy breezes are due
to no effort of the imagination or exigency of

rhyme. Captain Atkinson, of the Verona,

tells me he has sniffed the spicy breezes
when steaming fifty miles off the island. It

all depends upon the state of the weather in

Ceylon and the direction of the wind.

Point de Galle was abandoned as a port of

call because it lies exposed to the ocean, and
with the south-west monsoon is too lively a
XXV-43

place for vessels lying at anchor, still less for

those taking in cargo. There is a break-

water at Colombo which, though it seems to

lie low, answers for order and affords safe and
convenient anchorage to the largest steamers.

We landed in the early morning, Adam's
Peak, forty miles off, shining in clear outline

against the golden sky, through which the

sun was rising.

We crossed the harbour in a catamaran, a

kind of gondola of which the Cingalese have

obtained the monopoly, and are likely to

keep it. The craft consists, to begin with,

of the log of a tree roughly hollowed out.

On this is built a structure of pole and canvas,

which is in no part broader than two feet, and

tapers to the ends, which are on the average

20 feet apart. It is clear that a boat on this

plan would not float, a difficulty triumphantly

overcome by attaching to it, by two arched

poles 10 or 12 feet long, a heavy spar, which

floats on the water. This balances the cata-

maran and makes it seaworthy in moderately

fine weather. Should the catamaran be
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caught in a stiff breeze, the proceedings of

the captain and crew are simple and effi-

cacious. If it is what they call a " two-

piecey-man breeze," two men climb over the

arched poles and, descending on to the spar,

sit there, regardless of the raging sea. If it

is a " three-piecey-man breeze," the require-

ments of the occasion are uncomplainingly

met. In a big catamaran, with large sail

hoisted, scudding before the monsoon, as

many as nine men have been counted hold-

ing on to the spar, apparently half the time

under water.

Our boatmen, favoured by quiet weather,

sat one in the bow and the other in the stern,

and rapidly paddled us ashore. They were
fine-looking fellows, with a full measure of

the national love of jewellery and gay clothes.

Both had massive ear-rings, apparently of

gold, and one wore a silver bracelet on his

wrist.

All the people in Ceylon, from babes just
" feeling their feet " to old men and women,
their steps tottering on the brink of the grave,

wear gold and silver ornaments. They even
invent new places for carrying them, and it is

no uncommon thing to see a Cingalese belle

with the top of her ears covered with gold

plate or wire, a large pair of rings pendant
from the lobes of the ear, a gold or silver

circlet round her hair, her nose adorned with

rings, bracelets on her wrists, rings on her
fingers, and silver plates on her toes. This
is the perfection of adornment ; but in one or

other of the fashions, or in several of them,

the Cingalese woman, of whatever station in

life, is set forth. I saw running out of a

house a sturdy little boy two years of age
who had nothing on but a silver key fastened

round his waist by a girdle of silver wire.

The men take their pleasure less expensively.

They delight in gold ear-rings and rings, but
beyond this are content to entrust the re-

commendation of their personal appearance
to a fine tortoise-shell comb of circular shape,

set on the crown of their heads, with the

ends towards the forehead. The men evi-

dently pride themselves on their hair, which
is generally drawn back from their forehead
and tied in a neat knot at the back. As
they wear earrings, and not always whiskers
or moustache, it is not easy at first sight to

distinguish man from woman.
The funereal gharry does not make its

appearance at Colombo, the public being
served by a conveyance something like a dog-
cart on four wheels, with an awning, indispens-
able protection against the tropical sun. They
are very cheap. I had one for three hours, for

which I was charged two rupees, a little over
three shillings, and Avas overwhelmed with

thanks for a trifling and evidently unexpected
poiirhoire. The horses are poor creatures,

the real draught animal of Ceylon being a
plump and well-shaped little bullock. These
are yoked singly or in pairs to light waggons
roofed with dried palm-leaves, and can upon
occasion get up quite a respectable trot.

They are artistically branded, characters

being stamped all over their sides. It is

pretty to see a crawler—a light, palm-thatched

waggon, drawn by a pictorial bullock, driven

by a man in a red turban and white robes

—

hailed by a native, who gets in behind, sits

on the floor, with his feet dangling down, and
is trotted off.

Bishop Heber's well-known description of

Ceylon as a place

—

" Where every prospect pleases.
And only man is vile,"

is open to criticism on both assertions. There

is much in Colombo which does not please,

the town for the most part being squalid,

dirty, and ill kept, the streets flanked by
hovels, comparison with which is to be found

only in the south-west of Ireland. On the

other hand, both men and women, particularly

the latter, are strikingly handsome. It is

not only their flashing black eyes, their well-

shaped faces, or their graceful drapery that

please the eye. They have the rarer gift of

graceful carriage. A Ceylon girl walks like

a young empress, if empresses are particularly

good walkers. I use the simile in despair,

since I do not know anything in common
Western life that equals or approaches the

manner of the commonest Ceylon woman in

moving about the streets. It is the custom

in the island to engage women as street-

sweepers, and in the matter of what Mr.

Turveydrop called deportment, it is a liberal

education to watch one of them swaying

the long, flexible brush of bamboo twigs.

Both men and women chew the betel-nut,

which incidentally serves the purpose attained

by other means by young girls in Japan,

giving a red tint to their lips, an eftect in

some cases by no means unbecoming. In

the country districts the men wear nothing

but a pair of earrings and a narrow loin

cloth. Taken in conjunction with the tall

palms, leafless for 20 or 30 feet, and then

breaking out into a tuft of green leaves,

they realise, with gratifying fidelity, the

picture on the cover of the Juvenile Mis-

sionary Magazi7ie. In towns, and near them,

men dress generally in a single robe, thrown

about them with infinite grace. One colour
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frequently recurring in the gay procession

was a dead gold, which, set against the tawny

flesh and the straight, lithe figure, was a

constant refreshment to the eye.

The first thing people do on arriving at

Colombo is to take the train for Kandy ; for

which slight Colombo may find consolation

'in the reflection that if Kandy were the point

of arrival visitors would rush off to the rail-

way-station to catch the earliest train for

Colombo. There is nothing particular to

see at Kandy, certainly nothing more than at

Colombo, unless it be the Botanical Gardens.

But the journey through the country is well

worth taking, and affords a convenient oppor-

tunity of seeing the island. This is not

marred by any undue rapidity on the part of

the train, which takes four hours and a quarter

to do the seventy-two miles. It should be

added that the gradient is for half the way
very steep, clambering the hills, and present-

ing a splendid view of the country. I sup-

pose Ceylon is green all the year round.

Certainly nothing could surpass its -verdure

in mid December. At Kandy rain falls on
about two hundred days in the year, the

annual rainfall being 85 inches. This is a

bountiful supply; but the peculiar good
fortune of Ceylon is that it is pretty equally

divided throughout the year. Unlike India,

the island knows no alternations of wet or

dry seasons, with the earth green for so many
months and bare brown for so many more.

In October and November the north-east

monsoon is blowing, and in June, when the

south-west monsoon is taking its turn, the

rains are heaviest. The dry season, such as

it is, happens in February and March. But
even then the earth is at no distant intervals

refreshed with genial showers.

Ceylon, like some other members of the

colonial family, has seen better days. For
some years past its coffee crop has been un-

remunerative, and it is said many of the plan-

tations are heavily mortgaged. This year the

hearts of the planters are cheered by brighter

results. There is more coft'ee, but prices are

low, and on the whole planters are inclined

with increased assiduity to extend the growth
of the cinchona. This tree, from whose bark

quinine is made, was only a few years ago

introduced into the island, and great things

are looked for from it. Tea is still steadily

grown, and holds its high place in the market.

Kice is another product, of which there are

abundant signs on the journey from Colombo
to Kandy. The hillsides for miles, far as

the eye can reach, are carved out in terraces,

on whose level the rice is sown. The water

running down from the upper hills is dex-
terously trapped, and abundantly supplies

each step of the terrace, an immense boon to

the planter.

As the train slowly mounts the steep ascent,

on the level height of which stands the capital

of the old Kandian kings, the view grows in

beauty, sometimes closely verging on gran-

deur. Below, a great dip in the circle of hills,,

is the green valley, with the water on the rice

fields glistening in the sun. Beyond is a range
of hills, ever varying in shape as the train

creeps higher ; and all the way, sometimes-
within reach of hand, is a tropical wood, rich

with cocoanut and banana-trees, glowing v/ith

the blood-red hybiscus, fair with countless

wild flowers, and cool with fern-clad rocks,

down which musically trickles the bountiful

water.

Kandy is a pretty town, with its white

roads, its green foliage, its flowers, its lake,

and its sentinel guard of mountains. In the

native quarter, though the streets are broader,

the houses and shops are not much better

than in Colombo. Anything in the shape of

four walls and a roof will do for the Cinga-

lese to live in. The look of the streets is

further damaged by the widely-spread ap-

pearance of shut-up tenements. When the

Cingalese family go forth to their daily work
they put up a shutter in the place where the

door ought to be, and all that is needful is

done. There being no windows to the

houses, a row, when thus shut up, looks like

an agglomeration of deserted sheds.

The artisans of Kandy turn out some
simple brass-work and a curious kind of

pottery. These are soon examined, and

Kandy, from a tourist's point of view, lives

chiefly on the beauty of its Botanic Gardens.

These are situated in the suburb called Pera-

deniya, and are reached by a drive of nearly

four miles along the high-road to Colombo.

We drove out early in the morning, long be-

fore the sun was in full blaze. We met a long

stream of men and women hurrying into town

carrying baskets of vegetables and fruit and

bundles of packets. The principal industry

on the long stretch of road appears to be the

barbers'. There was a barber's shop at every

few hundred yards, a low shed, in which a man
was squatted on the floor beside the imple-

ments of his art awaiting custom—sometimes,

with better luck, actually engaged on a job.

The process is a little peculiar. Artist and

subject squat on the ground face to face and

knee to knee, the artist pulling the subject's

head about as his convenience may require.

As frequently as not the Cingalese does not
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squat on the ground, but, stooping down,

hangs his weight on his knees with onl)' his

feet on the ground. I saw two acquaint-

ances meet on the high-road. After an inter-

change of salutation they both sank down in

this position, and, putting up their umbrellas,

prepared for a morning's gossip.

Kandy being the principal object of attrac-

tion for the British and American tourist, has

suffered the consequent demoralisation of

the floating inhabitants. Boys and men hang
about the door of the hotel in search of any
odd job that shall look like work and bring

in annas. Another art, brought to curiously

high perfection, is that of mutually helping

each other to prey upon the foreigner. Being

told that a small boy hanging about the hotel

was a useful guide, well up in botany and
arboriculture, I engaged him for the da)-^, and
at once discovered that he was utterly useless.

"What's that?" I asked him, pointing to

a curious white flower.

" A kind of flower," he replied with perfect

confidence, and brimming over with self-satis-

faction at coming out successfully from an
early test.

" What's that ? " I asked a little later, indi-

cating an unfamiliar member of the palm
family.

" A kind of tree," he promptly answered.

One of his minor triumphs was to point

out what he called " a bunyan .tree," mean-
ing a banyan; and once, when we heard

a familiar whistle and roar, he, with a wave
of his hand towards the passing object, said,

" A train." All of which made us glad we had
taken a guide.

He accompanied us to Lady Horton's
Walk, and had not gone many paces when
we were joined by another youth, whom
our guide genially introduced, and who ac-

companied us on the walk, confirming the

younger one as to this being " a kind of

flower " and that " a kind of tree." When
we got back to the hotel our budding courier

said, with a patronising wave of the hand,
" You give him something ? " I said I

would do so with great pleasure, and con-

sulted him as to the precise amount, explain-

ing that I had meant to present him with

a rupee for himself, and expressing my ap-

preciation of his generosity in desiring to

share it with his companion. Hereupon the

youth's advocacy of his friend's claim ab-

ruptly cooled, and I heard nothing more on
the subject. Something better still happened
on driving to the station. The coachman
drove off without waiting for his fare. Pre-

sently, when we were seated in the carriage.

he sent a friend for his fare, and the friend

asked for something for himself for conveying

the money !

The Botanic Gardens cover nearly a
hundred and fifty acres of land, and stand
fifteen hundred feet above the sea. The
climate is admirably suited for garden cul-

tivation, being hot, moist, and very equable.

I learn from Dr. Triraen, the director, that

the mean annual temperature is about 77°,
April and May being the hottest and De-
cember the coldest months. The gardens
were established sixty years ago, being partly

formed out of a royal park attached to

the palace of the kings of Kandy. They
are beautifully situated, lying within a loop
of the river, musically named Mahaweli,
which surrounds them on all sides, except

the south, where they are bounded by the

high-road. We took our guide with us, but

the little impostor was stopped at the gates,

as he knew he would be. This is done
on the principle of division of plunder.

The attendants within the gardens have
the perquisite of showing strangers round,

and brook no rival near the throne. It is a

nuisance, greatly marring the pleasure of

strolling through the gardens, for one cannot

take a turn without being accosted by one
of these men wanting to sell a handbook, to
" show the fernery," or presenting a flower

or specimen of fruit, with a too obvious eye

for annas.

The gardens are, however, quite good
enough to compensate for petty annoy
ances of this kind. Whilst rare specimens

of tree and plant are lovingly cultivated, the

original beauty of the ground, its undulating

sweep, and in some spots its virgin jungle,

are left undisturbed. , Always there is the

flowing river, with the view caught here and
there of the satinwood bridge that crosses it

like a network of gossamer. Following the

various walks there are found nearly all the

choice trees of the tropics. Within view of

the gateway is a magnilicent group of palms,

planted more than forty years ago, containing

within its area all the native species and
many specimens of foreign lands. Here is

the tahpot, the aloe of palms, which flowers

but once and then dies. Continuing the

round of the gardens we come upon the

palm of Central America, from the leaves of

which the Panama hat is made. Here is the

upas-tree of Java with considerably more
than three branches, and none of them cut

down. Here is a magnificent clump of

bamboo, spreading outward at the top like

a bouquet. If any one cares to sit out a long
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summer day they may see these grow at the

rate of a foot in twenty-four hours—half an

inch per hour.

On the left of the pathway are three

mighty trunks, dead to themselves, but

living outside with what looks, at a short

distance, like masses of ivy, but is a flower-

ing creeper, gemmed with a pale violet

blossom. Here is the indiarubber-tree and
importations from Perak which yield gutta-

percha. Here, their branches almost inter-

mingling, are the Himalayan cypress, the

pencil-cedar of Bermuda, the Norfolk Island

pine, and the champak of India, sacred in the

eyes of the faithful. Here is the coco-de-mer,

the Columbus of tree-fruit, which, found

floating on the India Ocean or washed up

on the shores of Ceylon, was for two centuries

a mystery to man, till its home was found

among the least known islands of the Sey-

chelles group. The growth of the tree is as

slow as its offspring is adventurous, putting

forth a single leaf a year, and so taking

something like an eternity to reach its normal

height of a hundred feet. Here is the candle-

tree of Central America, with its fruit hanging

down like tallow-dips ten to the pound.

Here is a banyan-tree, whose branches cast a
shadow two hundred feet in diameter. Here
is the Ceylon ironwood-tree, beautiful in life

with its sweet-scented flowers, its leaves,

born blood-red growing into green above and
white below, and in its death useful for

household purposes. Here is a tree local to

Ceylon, whose leaves serve with cabinet-

makers the purposes of sand-paper ; and
here—the glory of the gardens— is a long

avenue of palms, whose stems run up, round
and smooth as if turned by a lathe, and are

suddenly crowned at the top with a coronet

of fan-like leaves.

Everywhere there are flowers and sweet

scent, and here and there, up trees of

dark green foliage, one comes upon boys
beating with sticks at branches, from which
fall fruit, the colour of peaches, and some-
thing similar in size and shape. As they

fall they split, disclosing the dark brown
nutmeg bound in the scarlet meshes of the

mace. Many of these plants and trees

are to be seen carefully nourished under
glass at Kevv ; but they look infinitely better

at home in the clear atmosphere and under
the sunny skies of the tropics.

THE "STATE SOCIALISTS."

THIS title is somewhat misleading; for those

to whom it is applied, and who cheer-

fully accept the appellation, are so far from

being Socialists, in the ordinary sense of the

word, that the name Defenders of Society on

Church and State Principles would convey a

more correct idea of their aims and purposes

to English readers. Properly speaking they

are Conservative would-be saviours of society,

who see no other means of escape from the

present social dilemma, but in a firm alliance

between Crown and Altar for the purpose of

regenerating society. Huber, described in

a former paper (Good Words, December,

18S2), the Privy Councillor Wagener, and
Rudolf Meyer, the well-knov/n historian

of the " fourth estate " (by which he means
the working classes), had formed at one time

the triumvirate of religious Conservatives,

who thus tried to " save the Republic." The
Court chaplain Stocker and Pastor Todt may
be regarded as the clerical representatives of

the same party.

In 1878 Wagener published a pamphlet,

not under his own name, on the solution of

the social question " from the practical stand-

point of an experienced statesman." I.t con-

tains the fundamental doctrines of the party.

and a few extracts from it will be all the more in-

teresting from the fact that the writer is, or was,

z. persona gi-aia with the German Chancellor.

Modern Socialism, according to Wagener,

is the third act of " that great European

tragedy of fate," the French revolution. The
leading idea of that revolutionary movement
all along has been to extend the possession of

liberty and property. Nothing can avert the

coming catastrophe but timely reforms like

those in England, where social politics in

favour of the working classes have prevented

the latter from regarding society and the

State as their natural enemies. The monarchy

of the future to be strong must be rooted in

the heart of the people. Such was the policy

of great Prussian rulers like Frederick II.

and statesmen like Stein. A strong " social

kingdom " alone can save society ; for a

powerful government can afford holding itself

aloof from petty interests, and thus becomes

the natural protector of the weak and poor.

1-loyalty in France fell because of its alliance

with the doomed nobility. Modern Royalism,

leaning for its support on cotton lords and

speculating baronets, will fare no better, for

its fate is linked to an industrial aristocracy,

the fall of which, too, is certain.
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At present, indead, socialistic schemes ap-

pear in the form ot nebular theories, where the

obscurity often serves the purpose of veiling

deep designs for the " liquidation of society."

What is wanted is a department of labour,

appointed as part of a powerful administration.

Such a department of government would treat

the social question as urgent, and prepare

an independent programme to deal with it

thoroughly and energetically. It would col-

lect trustworthy and impartial inquiries into

the natural capacities and requirements of

the labour power of the country, and bring

about a proper adjustment in the relationship

between capital and labour.

In the meantime its province would be to

insure the protection of health and security

• against accidents for the employed, the limi-

tation of Sunday labour and the employment
of women and children in factories, the ap-

pointment of factory inspectors, the fixing of

a normal day of labour, the estabhshment of

conciliation courts, and the resuscitation and
modern adaptation of the ancient guild sys-

tem. As only the State has the power for

•effecting such sweeping changes, those who
would promote them are properly called State

-Socialists.

This form of State Socialism, or, as it is

:sometimes called, " Royal Socialism," was, at

the time, not only approved of in highest

-quarters, but also acted upon, and in this

lies the chief interest of the movement.
Side by side with this " Royal Socialism," or

Socialistic Csesarism, we have a kind of Chris-

tian Socialist Clericalism, which finds its ex-

pression in the speeches and pamphlets of the

Court chaplain Stocker, and in the more solid

works of Pastor Todt. The history of this

clerical section of the Conservative Socialist

party, which was soon divided into two
streams, one of which has been lost since in

the sand, is rather interesting, and the infor-

mation here given is taken entirely from

original documents obtained by the present

writer from the parties concerned. It materi-

ally helps us to follow up the history of Chris-

tian Socialism to the present day. Of Todt's

principal work we shall speak later on. Here
it is sufficient to remark that, owing to its

appearance at a time when the Socialist craze

in Germany was at its height, it naturally

found many readers among religious people.

The author was appealed to by his sympa-
thizers to found a society to carry his theory
into practice. He accepted the invitation

and addressed himself to Stocker, whom he
had previously known, and who at that time
was staying with the Emperor at Gastein,

as Court chaplain. Stocker expressed his

willingness to join and even to feel his way
with the Court, but this was not easy.

An association was formed and soon gained
adherents in " Christian circles." It called

itself the " Central Union for Social Reform
on a Religious Constitutional Monarchical
basis." It sent forth an appeal to the clergy,

reminding them that the hour had come for

the Church to bestir itself to meet the social

crisis with the spiritual weapons at its com-
mand, as an Evangefical body. Two fun-

damental principles are laid down in the

programme, one indicating the duties of the

State, the other those of the Church.
1. That thorough reforms have become

necessary in order to inspire the enfranchised

masses with confidence towards the Govern-
ment.

2. That the solution of the social question

is impossible without the co-operation of the

moral and religious factors, and the Church's
recognition of the just demands of the fourth

estate (the working men).
The appeal met with a ready response, and

for a time all went on smoothlv. Soon, how-
ever, an incident occurred which had a damag-
ing effect on the further development of the

movement. A certain Griineberg, who after-

wards proved to be an impostor, but gave
himself out as a converted social democrat,

prevailed on Stocker to hold a public discus-

sion in which he, Griineberg, was to confront

his former colleagues in open controversy.

The meeting was convened, not without some
misgivings on the part of the promoters, when
Griineberg's utter incapacity to meet the

arguments of the social democrats turned it

into a fiasco, though Stocker came to the

rescue. Most, the opponent whom Griine-

berg had thus ineffectually confronted, ex-

pressed his willingness to meet more compe-
tent antagonists, and other public meetings

were arranged accordingly. The result of

this was the collection of a small band of

labourers round Stocker, and it was felt desir-

able with this nucleus to found a " Christian

Social Labour Party," distinct from, but in

full sympathy with, the original association.

The latter continued to address itself to the

ruling classes, the former to the labour popu-
lation of Berlin. But Todt and his friends

felt themselves much hampered in their eftbrts

by the prejudice created against their body
by the incident referred to, which brought

the Christian SociaHsts generally into discredit.

Stocker resigned accordingly in May, 1878,

and notified his action publicly, and after

that the two societies for a time existed side
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by side, practically represented by the same
organ, the State Sociaiist.

The law against the Socialists had a dis-

couraging effect on the efforts of Todt's

party. His book was denounced by the

Chancellor in the Diet. Stocker, indeed, was
characterized on that occasion by the same
authority as a "terrible" person. But we
imagine the popularity of the Court chap-

lain has not permanently suffered in conse-

quence. Even the Christian Social Labour
party seems to have found favour in the eyes

of the Great Chancellor and his' Royal Master,

for its deputation, headed by Stocker him-

self, has been graciously received on the

occasion of the Emperor's birthday since.

The Christian Socialist, like many similar

publications, has had ill fortune from the

beginning. After a season of prolonged

suffering from intellectual and financial de-

pletion it expired in March, 1882, in the fifth

year of its existence. The following are its

dying words :

" The committee find it necessary to dis-

continue the State Socialist at the close of

this quarter, as the further development of

the Christian social movement requires other

instruments for its propaganda."

It has been succeeded by the Christian

Social Correspondence, the new organ of the

party for " agitatorial purposes." At the

same time a change has taken place in

the external organization of the Christian

social party. Its two branches have merged
into one " Central Association for Christian

Social Reform," with Stocker and Professor

Adolf Wagner for its Presidents. At a

late general meeting of this society Todt is

reported to have said, that now Prince Bis-

marck had taken in hand the economic
measures demanded by the society their work
was nearly over.

Having given a rapid sketch of the history

of the movement we may now proceed to

give a short account of what may be called

the two collateral branches, of the Christian

social movement.
The object of Todt's volume is to state

in an unprejudiced form the principles of

Socialism generally, and German Socialism in

particular; to compare the principles of the

social democratic party with those of the New
Testament, and after stating the social prin-

ciples contained in the latter, to gather from

them the respective duties of society, the

State, and the Church, in the settlement of

the social question. Socialism, he says, is

the " Effort to reconcile, by the establishment

of a new social and economic order of things,

the keenly felt contradiction between the actual
condition of society, and the social ideal as
conceived by certain sections of the com-
munity."

He partly admits that, from the Christian
standpoint, the existence of this contradiction
must be acknowledged, so that " every active
Christian, sincere in his belief, must have a
vein of socialism in him; whilst every socialist,

however ill disposed towards positive Chris-
tianity and the Church, bears about him
unconsciously something of the principles of
Christianity."

The practical objects of modern Socialism
are reduced under three heads by Todt :

—

Republicatiism, as aftecting the State ; Com-
mutiis?n, as affecting social economy ; and
Atheism, as touching religion.

We may pass over the first and last, the
former being a subject unsuitable for these

pages, the latter being naturally excluded
from consideration in a paper on Christian

Socialism.

The communistic idea, says Todt, which
underlies all socialistic schemes, takes for

granted that much evil exists in our present

social arrangements ; that its root is selfish-

ness and its remedy the opposite of selfish-

ness, i.e. solidarity of human interests. This

statement, he remarks, is quite consistent

with gospel teaching. In fact the social

constitution of the early Christian Church
rested on such a common basis, although the

communism of the primitive Christians was

only partial and purely voluntary, the result

of individual enthusiasm as opposed to the

retention of individual rights of property.

The expansion of the communistic idea im-

plies two leading principles and their con-

sequences :— I. The triad liberty, equality, and
fraternity. 2. The transformation of private

ownership in land and the instruments of

production into collective property. From
these follow :—3. The demand for associative,

or co-operative production, which would have

for its results—4. The abolition of the wages

system in favour of a more complete enjoy-

ment of the results of labour by the labourer,

and with it—5. The removal of the evils

complained of, and the consummation of

human happiness.

Todt, like Charles Kingsley and others,

has no difficulty in showing that liberty,

equality, and fraternity, are ideas not only

reconcilable with, but the outcome of, the

Christian idea, though, as he shows, not

always practically realised in Christian society.

He also shows that the institution of private

property in some of its abuses was objected to
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often enough in the mediaeval Church and

by some of the early reformers, and adds that

it originates in heathen egotism and finds its

sanctions in Roman rather than Germanic
Christian law.

But the compulsory abolition of the one
system in favour of the other finds no en-

couragement whatever in the pages of the

New Testament. If an " associative " com-
munity with collective property, and on co-

operative principles, is possible at all, it must

be one where the Christian principle of self-

denial is paramount, not otherwise. But
this must be voluntary.

Still, he maintains, something has to be
done in the meantime by way of protecting

the weak, and it is the duty of the State to

vatch over the welfare of those classes who
cannot improve and develop unaided. The
Church more especially must be on the

alert. Passive inaction, timid indifference,

and want of tactical skill in deahng with the

social question, he complains, have been the

characteristic faults ofEvangelical Churchmen.
Hence the electoral successes of Socialists in

Protestant districts. Henceforth by direct

and indirect efforts in improving the condi-

tion of the working classes, by insisting on the

duties of the rich to regard property as a

committed trust, and opposing the corroding

tendencies of an ungodly and self-indulgent

Mammonism in both, the Church must help

in repairing social disorders. Hence the

importance of an effective propaganda for the

diffusion of Christian social ideas.

Agitation in the ranks of clerical officialism

is not a common phenomenon. But the

Christian social party of Germany has pro-

duced an agitator of this description in the

person of the Court chaplain Stocker.

Stocker has many enemies and also many
warm friends and admirers, and it is natural

that he should be overmuch praised by the one,

or blamed too severely by the other. He is

called the " Tartuffe in social politics" by
the former, and the " Pearl of the German
people " by the latter ; but a well-known
writer on social subjects who has full

personal knowledge of the man, and whose
official position is a security for his unbiassed

judgment, assures us that Stocker is deserving

of high esteem, and would be far more useful

and effective as a social reformer if he was
not a Protestant clergyman ; for it is one of

the misfortunes of Germany that her Protes-

tant clergy have scarcely any social influence.

There is no doubt, however, on this point,

that Stocker has the right qualifications for

a pubhc orator. His inflammatory speeches

are listened to with enthusiasm by his own
party, and his pamphlets, short, pithy, and
direct, command general attention. With
a demagogue's readiness Stocker popularizes

the social politics and humanitarian theories

of Wagener and Todt, without adding any-

thing materially of his own. Latterly he
has gained upon the Berlin public by his

anti-Semitic agitation, whilst his fulmina-

tions against the Bourgeoisie and the Liberal

press gain for him the sympathies of the

Conservative party, by whose influence he
obtained a place in the House of Represen-
tatives. The Christian social party under
his leadership count now seven thousand
members, most of whom reside in Berlin.

We have read and re-read a very large

number of Stocker's speeches, with a view to

get a clear idea of his social views, but can-

not help being disappointed with the absence

of clear and defined statements. Stocker

never gets beyond vague generalities and
rhetorical phrases, appeals to patriotism,

bursts of religious enthusiasm, and demands
for social reforms introduced by State

authority, without troubling himself much as

to the manner in which they can be practi-

cally accomplished.

Instead, therefore, of giving a detailed ac-

count of Stocker's opinions, we prefer passing

on to the last of the Christian Socialists to be
mentioned, the friend and latterly the fellow-

worker of Stocker, Adolf Wagner, the learned

Professor of Political Economy in the Uni-
versity of Berlin. Wagner is what few of the

Christian Socialists whom we have been con-

sidering claim to be, a recognised master in

the science of Political Economy. As a

young man of twenty-three, he had already

sufficiently distinguished himself to receive a

call as Professor of Political Economy in the

newly-founded Academy of Commerce in

Vienna. The celebrated Roscher reckons
him among the best experts of Germany in

matters of finance and banking, and his pub-
lished works, as well as his previous successes

as a teacher in several German universities,

have gained for him a well-earned fame.

Moreover, Wagner is a politician of note, and
his eloquence and learning have all along

vigorously supported the several attempts of

Prince Bismarck to introduce economic
measures, such as the reform of taxation, the

tobacco monopoly, and general compulsory

insurance for the good of the working classes.

It is not Wagner's fault if they have failed in

consequence of party manoeuvres and other

causes which we need not dwell upon here.

In Wagner's suggestions for social reform we
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have something more than humanitarian aspi-

rations and vague statements. We have the

recondite utterances of the economist, and

with him Christian SociaUsm enters into what

may be termed the scientific stage, and
comes within the range of practical social

politics.

In a speech published ten years ago, before

a mixed assembly of churchmen in the Royal
Garrison Church of Berlin, Wagner formu-

lated forcibly and fearlessly his opinions on
this subject. Endorsing some of the social-

istic criticisms on the evils of competition, and
giving a partial and guarded support to some
of the demands for State help, he concludes

by saying that the true

remedy for the present

social discontent lies

in voluntary conces-

sions on the part of

the privileged classes

rather than in changes
enforced by authority.

On the other liand, he
is opposed to the sys-

tem of laissez /aire,

laissez allcr, and the

extravagant notions of

the Manchester school

on this head. His criti-

cism is mainly directed

against the tendency
of regarding \X\tpresent

state of things as ne-

cessary

natural laws,

of dwelling on the

state of things as it

things

according to

instead

ought to be according

to a higher moral law. Pastor Todt

According to the

ethical aspect of economic laws property
is regarded in the light of a trust rather than

an absolute possession, and self-indulgent

luxury of the few at the expense of the

many is a wrong done to society. Wagner
condemns severely the irresponsible abuse
of the rights of property in land when the

unearned increment of value only ministers to

private advantage. He notes the dangerous
tendency of our times towards increasing the

gulf between wealth and poverty, which in-

tensifies class antagonisms. He laments
the alarming accumulation of large capital

without corresponding benefit to those who
are mainly instrumental in creating it. He
shows how it becomes more and more diffi-

cult for the wage-earning classes to raise

themselveSj and how they of all sections of

society draw the least advantage from pro-
gress in the technical arts.

There are three ways,for ameliorating their

condition, he says, the reactiofiary, the radical,

and the reformatory methods. He rejects

the former two in favour of the last. " Re-
form," he says, " is neither subversive, nor stag-

nant, nor retrogressive;" i.e. in other words it

is progressive without being revolutionary. He
examines the various projects we have already
mentioned for improving mankind, and after

showing their advantages and disadvantages
comes to speak of his own specific proposals.

Among them may be mentioned :

—

A. The establishment of independent
productive associa-

tions, not supported
by the State, but en-

joying legal protec-

tion. He would also

extend the principle of

co-operation to some
branches of the^ public

service as an experi-

ment and example.

B. He points out

the desirability of

:

(i) Raising the nor-

mal price of labour,

not by authorit}', as is

sometimes demanded
by State Socialists, but
through tlie instrumen-

tality of labour boards

and arbitration courts,

fixing a fair day's wage
for a fair day's work.

(2) Compulsory in-

surance until, as in the

case of compulsory

education, the benefits

of the system are appreciated by the masses,

of the population. As it would extend over

all classes, the burden on the poor would be

comparatively light.

(3) Factory laws for sanitary protection

of labourers, specially women and children.

(4) Reduction of the cost of articles of con-

sumption by means of distributive stores.

(5) The intellectual, moral, and religious

elevation of the lower orders.

(6) The partial abolition of indirect taxa-

tion, the levying of progressive income tax

and succession duties, and other similar legis-

lative measures introduced voluntarily by the

ruling classe-s to conciliate those below, and

thus by a caritaiive system— d. term first intro-

duced into text books on Political Econo-

mists bv Wagner—to secure social pe^ce.
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" The lesson taught by history through-

out," he remarks justly enough, " is this, that

by means of such timely reforms social revo-

lutions may be averted. If by such sacrifices

of the wealthy it is possible to ease the

shoulders of the poor no time ought to be lost

in making the attempt." " I am clear on this

head," he concludes, " that I have not sug-

gested what may be called a solution of the

social question. Such a solution, in the

proper sense of the word, is impossible.

Poverty and wretchedness, need and penury,

competency and affluence, these differences

of fortune will always coexist side by side in

the world independently of real merits and
personal faults. But it is our duty to lessen

the resulting evils and existing inequalities

to the best of our power. This is possible to

a very large extent. When we shall have
accomplished this, then we shall have done
what it was our bounden duty to perform.

Thus much may be expected of us, neither

less nor more."

With these words of truth and soberness

of the latest, if not the last and certainly not
the least of Christian Socialists, we may
appropriately bring this paper to a close.

M. KAUFMANN.

THE SALMON.
its Jlatttntl nnb Qrcfluomic ^)i3tor2.

SECOND PAPER.

IN our first paper we spoke of the salmon as

an object of natural history, we shall now
say something about it as an article of com-
merce. Excluding pars and smolts, we may
assume each salmon to weigh an average of

20 lbs. and to be of the value of one pound
sterling. It is not to be wondered at, there-

fore, that the salmon has been long a fish of

great commercial importance. To be in

possession of an acre or two of water on a
good salmon river means a few hundreds a

year. The assessed rental of the river Tay
will probably this year amount to ;^2 2,000,

a sum which represents the capture of a large

number of fish. Most of the " commercial
fisheries," that is, places where the salmon
are taken by means of nets, are annually put
up to auction, and one or two of the stations

on the Tay are worth from one to three thou-

sand pounds per annum. To provide a rental

of ;^2 2,000 it is necessary to capture every

year sixty-five or seventy thousand fish in

order to pay the cost of fishing, the sum agreed

upon for rental, and the interest on the cost of

fishing gear, as well as to admit of the lessees

obtaining a profit for their own labours and
intelligence. Salmon fishing is at all times a

lottery. When the rental is being fixed it

cannot be known whether the fish will be
plentiful or scarce. If the supply is short the

engagements of the lessee, even with very
high prices, may not be met by the take of

the season ; if, on the other hand, the supply
proves a plentiful one, the markets become
glutted, the prices fall, and the profits of the

lessees are diminished.

The chief mode of capturing salmon is by
means of a net and coble. The net is piled

on the stern, and as the Httle boat is rowed

out the net falls into the water. The men
work the boat out and in, in semicircular

fashion. Sometimes a long tow-rope is used,

and the nets are hauled in by the fishermen,

and their contents abstracted., The fish,

being killed and weighed, are then packed
and dispatched by the first train to their

destination, which is chiefly, so far as Scottish

salmon are concerned, the great market of

Billingsgate. Salmon are caught in various

other ways, there being still on some parts

of the coasts what are called stake-nets, and
other fixed nets as well. Angling for sal-

mon is also indulged in at every oppor-

tunity. In Scotland there are various ar-

rangements made by which anglers, " for

a consideration," can obtain leave to kill

all they can. On Loch Tay, one of

the most picturesque sheets of water to be
found in Scotland, salmon-fishing begins

on the 5th of February, and continues

till about the end of May. The hotel-

keepers arrange the terms of fishing, the cost

being considerable. The dues for a boat are

at the rate of ;j^5 a week, besides the wages
of two boatmen.
The economy of a salmon river deserves

attention. The stream forms but a highway
for the fish from the sea to the breeding-beds,

and from the breeding-beds to the sea. It is

in the smaller tributaries which feed the

larger river that the fish find their procreant

cradle, and it is sufficiently obvious that

if there were no breeding -grounds there

would be no salmon. It is not a little re-

markable, however, that the men who afford

to the sahiion "redds" for their ova and a
safe nursery for their young, seldom obtain

any greater reward than the "honour of the
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fishing district till the annual

thing." The men who own the commercial
waters, which are much nearer the sea than

the breeding-waters, get nearly all the fish.

Let us take as an example the river Tay,
which takes its rise in Loch Tay, which,

again, is fed by the Dochart, a river which
flows out of the loch of that name, under
the shadow of the mighty Ben More. The
Tay is fed by a countless number of tribu-

taries, most of which are above the Bridge of

Perth; but the more valuable commercial
fishing-stations are situated below the fair

city, and thus it comes to pass that the men
who may be said to contribute the fish to

the river seldom or ever see them again after

they have left their breeding-beds. Even
a fair share of the angling is in some seasons

denied to them, for it occasionally occurs

that the salmon cannot reach the head-
waters of a

close-time has arrived.

On the river Tay there are, or, at any rate,

there were two years ago, a hundred and
thirty-two commercial fishing stations, em-
ploying about a hundred and eighty nets.

These fisheries, it may be explained, are not
all worked continuously, as several of them
are in the hands of one " tacksman ;

" whilst

it is useless to fish at one or two of them ex-

cept on Monday morning, by which time the

fish have worked their way pretty far up the

river. Several hundred men—as many as seven
hundred it has been calculated—find employ-
ment during the fishing season on the Tay,
thirty persons being sometimes employed at

one station. The wages must therefore

amount to a considerable sum, although the

fishing only lasts for, let us say, twenty-six

weeks. If the wages paid be taken at

the average of 12s. a week including "fish

money," it will be seen that the total amount
expended will be considerably over ;^io,ooo
for the .period of tjje fishery. Fishing for

salmon on the Tay, which we continue to

take as an illustrative river, is throughout
competitive, each fishing station, to use a

homely phrase, being worked " on its own
hook." If the fishing system were to be
changed to that of co-operation the wages
would not exceed a third of the amount
now paid, because the capture of the salmon
could be effected at three or four stations,

and, speaking in the interests of the salmon
lairds, no more fish need then be taken than

would find at once a ready sale. A shilling

telegram would' indicate the state of the mar-

kets, and if these were overstocked, then the

labours of capture might cease for a period.

The river could be more intelligently fished

than is the case at present, when each lessee
secures every fish that he can find, in order
to prevent its passing into the nets of his

neighbours ; and the incomes derived per
annum for a period extending, say over twelve
years, could be taken as a basis on which
to award shares ; the proprietors of angling
water and those who aftbrd to the fish their

procreant cradle could be liberally dealt
with, whilst the questions of poaching and
pollution could be still more efiectually

battled with.

Apropos of salmon poaching and salmon
poachers, there are few who know the number
of fish thus killed. It was calculated by
Mr. Russel, author of "The Salmon," that on
the Tweed alone, probably twenty thousand
salmon fall a prey to the poachers during
the close time. The most pitiful circum-
stance of salmon poaching lies in the fact,

that the season selected by the poachers in
which to engage in their unlawful occupa-
tion, is the very period during which these
fish are of greatest value. A salmon is cer-

tainly never more valuable than when it is

about to fulfil the grandest instinct of its

nature, namely, the multipHcation of its kind.

Much sympathy is from time to time evinced
for the poaching fraternity. The writer does
not share in it ; the poacher, as a rule, is a
pitiful scoundrel who makes a " trade " of

poaching. One could have a degree of

sympathy for a man who captured a salmon
or shot a hare for behoof of a hungry family

;

but none for the professional poacher, who
sends the produce of his night's work to

market. There are hereditary poachers all

along Tweed side, men and boys, and even
women, whose fathers, grandfathers and great-

grandfathers were fond of "a fish." The
writer can recollect a time when nearly

every family within hail of the river had a
kippered salmon or two in store for winter

use. At one period, poaching was a pastime,

and "burning the water" was the form in

which it was usually indulged, the lairds

themselves, if not taking a part in the play,

winking at the sin on the part of their servants

and tenants. Now poaching is a "profes-

sion," and, in our view, a loathsome one.

It is a somewhat remarkable fact in the

economy of our salmon rivers, that the mor-

tality which has resulted from the "salmon dis-

ease " has not in any way decreased the stock

of saleable salmon. Although, in all likeli-

hood, over a hundred thousand fish have

fallen a prey to the epidemic of Saprolegnia

Ferax, yet the market supplies instead

of having diminished have increased, the
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season 1S83 having been the most fruitful we
have experienced in the course of the last

dozen years, whilst the present season, so far

as it has gone, looks as if it would be nearly

as fruitful. In the face of "the disease"

the Tay rent-roll has been considerably

improved. It is just possible, however, as a

large number of the salmon which had to be
destroyed were spawning fish, that the takes

of next year may be sensibly diminished, as

the ova of the last four or five seasons will

only then be arriving at the maturity of table

fish. Were all the eggs deposited by the

breeding salmon to hatch out, and all the

fish to live and thrive, a score of twenty-

five pound fish would yield as many eggs as

would suffice to stock the Tay, which it has
been computed yields from fifty to eighty

thousand salmon every year, and contains

in its waters, according to the calculations of

experts, something like a quarter of a million

of fish, ranging in weight from five or six

ounces to fifty pounds.

In England, the privileges of salmon fishers

are more extensively recognised, the river

as a rule being open to all comers who
choose to provide themselves with the au-
thority of a license to fish, either by means
of nets or rods. But salmon in English rivers

is a comparatively scarce fish, and although
there are over a hundred and twenty streams
south of the Border, which yield or should
yield bountiful supplies of salmon, the total

quantity makes really no great show, when
compared with the yield of our Scottish rivers,

not to speak of the supply which is con-
tributed by the seas and waters of the

Emerald Isle—estimated by the Irish fishery

inspectors at over half a million sterling per
annum. No ofificial statistics of the salmon
catch of the United Kingdom are taken, but
judging so far as we can by the quantities of

fish sent to market, the annual value of the
salmon caught in the seas and rivers of this

country cannot be less than one million

sterling per annum.
JAMES G. BERTRAM.

MOHAMMEDAN MAHDIS.
By Professor W. ROBERTSON SMITH, LL.D.

SECOND PAPER.

"\ "^ /"E have seen in the last paper how the
* '' belief in the Mahdi or Hidden Imam

first sprang up among the Iranian Shia, in a
form which is still part of Persian religion.

We are now to look at the way in which
the notion of the Mahdi influenced other

parts of the Mohammedan world.

The Shiite doctrines, viewed as a whole,

presented so many extravagances repulsive

to any race that was out of sympathy with

Persian thought, and the Shiites themselves

displayed so much fierce bigotry and national

intolerance, that the partisans of Ali never

had any real chance of bringing the whole
Moslem world to their side. Their greatest

victory was the overthrow of the Omayyads
in favour of the Abbasids, who, though not

descendants of Ali, were of the near kin of

the Prophet, and were supposed to have in-

herited by testament the sacred rights of the

descendants of Mohammed ibn al Hanafiya.
But when they came to the throne the

Abbasids found it necessary to break with

the Shia if they were not to lose their influ-

ence over the rest of Islam, and they soon
became as bitter foes of the house of Ah as

their predecessors had been.
But while Shiite views in their integrity

could not find universal acceptance, the

Messianic doctrine of the Hidden Imam was
well calculated to exercise a widespread

influence. Towards the close of the ninth

century, at the time when this doctrine had
taken full shape, the internal disorders of the

empire and the miseries of its subjects had
reached a pitch which made men everywhere

despair of existing institutions, and look with

eagerness for the hope of a supernatural

deliverer. The doctrine of the Mahdi, though

Shiite in origin, might be easily put in a

shape not too closely dependent on Shiite

principles, and it was not very difficult to

persuade men that the Prophet himself had
foretold the coming of a righteous leader to

bring in the Moslem millennium.

It is difficult, and often impossible, to trace

the hidden channels by which such a beUef as

this spreads through Eastern countries. Ori-

ental despotism leaves no room for public

life and gives no freedom to public opinion,

but it is powerless to suppress the secret pro-

pagation of revolutionary ideas. An Eastern

revolution gives no sign till it is on the point

of breaking out; but the total absence of

visible movements of discontent is never a

proof that society is not permeated in all di-

rections by the emissaries of a secret propa-

ganda and leavened with the most revolu-
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tionary ideas. A state of things in which all

popular movements must be ripened under
ground is extremely favourable to the opera-

tions of the subtle, plausible, persistent in-

triguers who are never lacking in Oriental

countries. The wildest doctrines, the most
visionary schemes find credence and support
where they have never to stand the test of

open discussion, but are passed on from
man to man with all the attractive mystery of

secret initiation, and can be recommended to

each disciple by precisely that argument which
is most likely to affect him. ' Above all, it

is possible that in this underhand way a

movement may acquire great and victorious

force, without, so to speak, having anything

whatever behind it. When the armies of

Khorasan were sweeping the Omayyads be-

fore them, the Abbasids, in whose name they

fought, were living an obscure life in a remote
corner of Syria. The victory was gained be-

fore they had once presented themselves to

their soldiers, and those who fought for them
did not, for the most part, know so much as

the names of the men whom they were about
to raise to the greatest throne in the world.

All this was accomplished by secret emis-

sanes, by a long-continued propaganda, which
had adroitly contrived to make Ibrahim the

Imam and his family a centre round which
all the religious and political fanaticism of

the Persians could gather. If so much could

be done in the name of an obscure house,

which had no more than a most fanciful

claim to the sympathies of the Shia, there

was no reason why a sufficiently adroit and
unscrupulous band of intriguers might not do
as much in the name of a mere fiction, in

the name of the Hidden Imam.
The first to conceive this bold idea was a

Persian from Susiana, Abdallah al Kaddah,
the son of INIairaun. Abdallah was a man of

scholarly attainments, by profession an oculist,

and at the same time an accomplished juggler

—a useful power to an intriguer in the credulous

East. He belonged to the Ismaili branch of

the Shia, but at heart he was an absolute

NihiHst, without faith in God or man, and
knowing no other laws of action than hatred

of Arab rule, and the principle that it was
the privilege of the man of knowledge and
insight to befool and enslave the ignorant.

The Ismailians in his time had no longer a

visible head, but the doctrine of the Hidden
Imam, which he defended with persuasive

arguments, was precisely adapted to his deep-

laid plans. But it was not enough for him
to be head of a Shiite party. His schemes

demanded the formation of a great secret

society, which should gradually undermine
the whole empire, and prepare a general re-

volution and the overthrow of Islam. This
society was organized in nine successive
grades of initiation. Those who had only
the lower grades were allowed to believe in

the Mahdi or Hidden Imam, the hope ofwhose
coming was the best lever to work on the
common people. But apt disciples were gra-

dually prepared to reject the Koran altogether,

and finally they were led on, in a most cun-
ningly-devisetl progress, to esteem all religions

alike and devote themselves consciously to the

task of bringing the sovereignty of the world
into the hands of the true philosophers, who
could free themselves from adherence to those
religious forms which, in every nation, had
meaning and use only for the blinded crowd.
By this series of stages Abdallah was able

to gather into his society men of all ranks
and opinions. His best helpers were Zoro-
astrians, philosophic freethinkers, dualists, and
others already hostile to Islam ; but he could
use emissaries of every stage, and when these

days, as they were called, addressed them-
selves to the common people they were ac-

customed to wear an aspect of ascetic piety,

and preach nothing more profound than the

hope of a coming redeemer. Abdallah knew
that his work could not be ripe in his own lile-

time, but he left behind him on his death a

son, Ahmed, who succeeded him as Grand
Master of the order, and the work still went
on. In Ahmed's days the society had its

first great success. A day sent to labour

among the oppressed and despised peasantry

of Babylonia converted a whole village, and
what was of more consequence, found in one
of the peasants a leader, Hamdan-Karmat,
whom he could trust with its deepest secrets,

and whose capacity won the whole district to

the cause. In due time Hamdan himself

became the great day of the region. He
acquired unbounded influence, succeeded in

arming his followers, and at length proclaimed

a communistic system, freedom from all the

burdens of prayer and fasting, and the right

of the peasantry to rise and plunder their

masters. The secret society had developed

into the organization of a formidable peasant

war. The movement spread far beyond Baby-

lonia; the Caliphs were powerless before it.

For two centuries the dreaded Carmathians

were the scourge of the East ; they pillaged

Mecca, and bore away the black ston-e, hoping

thereby to give the Moslem faith its death-

blow, and throughout Syria, Irak, and Arabia

nothing was able to stand before them.

But this was but one part of the success of
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the great plans of Abdallah al Kaddah. The
missionaries, or days, were at work in the

West as well as in the East, and one of them,

who betook himself to the Berber tribe of

Ketama, in the province of '' //ustan tine, and
began by teaching their children to read,

acquired an absolute influence over the simple

race ; then he declared himself a follower of

Ali, and called them to battle in the name of

his cause, promising them all the good things

of time and eternity. The war was a suc-

cessful one ; the throne of the Aghlabite
sovereigns of North Africa was overthrown,
and the Grand Master of the Ismailian so-

ciety, a descendant of Abdallah, was called to

the head of the victorious movement, and
proclaimed Caliph under the title of the

Mahdi. To justify his dignity he concealed his

real descent, and claimed to be sprung from
Ali and his wife Fatima, the daughter of the

Prophet, and hence the dynasty which owed
its origin to the far-reaching schemes of the

obscure oculist and juggler is known in history

by the name of the Fatimite Caliphate. The
first seat of empire was at Mahdiya, on the

Tunisian coast. Sixty years later Egypt was
conquered, and the capital removed to Cairo,

where the power of the Fatimites was not
wholly extinct till near the close of the

twelfth century. In its highest prime the

empire extended as far as the Euphrates
;

the Carmathians acknowledged the Fatimite
Caliph, and paid him tribute, and in the year

1058 the Fatimite Mostansir was even for a
moment proclaimed at Baghdad.
The rise of the Fatimite empire is the

most singular example which history presents

of the power of religious fanaticism directed

by conscious and unblushing imposture. The
Grand Masters of the Ismailians were de-
ceivers, not enthusiasts, and when they had
reached the throne they still played the same
double part. In Mahdiya or in Cairo they

appeared sincere though not orthodox Mo-
hammedans, yet all the time they were
secretly encouraging the communistic Car-

mathians in enterprises directed against the

very existence of Islam. The surprising

thing is that this career of profound duplicity

was successfully carried on from generation
to generation. The bubble never burst, but
the religious empire of the Mahdi simply
passed by degrees into an ordinary Oriental
despotism, and fell by the usual process of
decay which ultimately saps every Eastern
dynasty.

^
It may well be doubted whether

the East is so much changed as to render it

impossible—apart from European interference

—for similar schemes to succeed even in our

own day. Those who know Islam best are
least disposed to set a limit to the possi-

bihties of its slumbering forces, or to dogma-
tise as to the real character of movements
of which we can observe only the most super-

ficial aspects.

One generalisation, however, may safely be
made on an observation of the whole course

of the history of Islam. In the Mohammedan
East every great popular movement is quite

certain to present itself as a religious move-
ment. The chaotic state of all society, and
the total absence alike of popular national

institutions and of fixed hereditary distinc-

tions of rank, make religious organization the

only possible means of uniting large masses
of men in the pursuit of a common aim.

Individual tribes or local communities have
their own local patriotism ; but a wider union
is impossible except on religious grounds,

and can acquire political importance only by
the aid of religious enthusiasm. The poli-

tical ideas of Islam are all religious, and in

their original form are thoroughly democratic.

The actual government of the countries of

Islam, on the contrary, has been almost from
the first absolute despotism, and so the rally-

ing cry against an oppressive despotism has

always been that the existing government is

a godless government, which has forsaken

the laws of true religion. The revolutionary

leaders must, therefore, present themselves

as zealous for the true faith and the sacred

law. They can acquire reputation with the

people only by presenting themselves as

pious men, with an insight into the divine

ordinances, and they can provide a revolu-

tionary organization only by making them-

selves the heads of a religious society. Such
a society forms, in able hands, the best

vehicle for a secret propaganda, and the

most effective organization for a movement
which can at any moment assume a directly

political form.

This being so, it is not surprising that the

belief in the coming Mahdi has supplied for

many centuries what may be almost called

the stereotyped form of popular risings among
Mohammedan nations, and that the history

of the Fatimite empire has been often re-

peated on a smaller scale. Every influential

religious personage has temptations to play a

pohtical role, and every political adventurer

who cannot hope to rise in the common path

of court intrigue or military ursurpation must
necessarily clothe his ambition in the disguise

of religion. The attempts of would-be pro-

phets and Messiahs have little success against

a strong central government, but to a weak
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Oriental government they have ahvays been
a serious danger. And since the idea of the

Mahdi has long ceased to be confined to the

Sliia, and has a great hold of all parts of the

Moslem world, false Messiahs have risen

throughout the length and breadth of Islam.

Nowhere, however, have rehgious revolu-

tions been more frequent or formidable than

in North Africa, whose fierce tribes are pecu-
liarly susceptible to religious influences, and
are always much under the control of holy

men. The part which the holy sheikhs, mora-
bitin or marabouts, played in tlie conflict of

Algeria with France is known to every one
;

it is perhaps less well known that it is the

same word, corrupted in another way in

Spanish mouths, which gave its name to the

great empire of the Almoravides, which held

Morocco and Spain in the eleventh century

of our era. But for our present purpose
we must be content to look at only one
of the religious revolutions of North Africa,

and may choose the case of the origin of
the empire of the Almohades, who succeeded
the Almoravide dynasty, and furnished some
of the greatest princes of Moslem Spain.

The Mahdi of the Almohades was a Ber-

ber of the tribe of INIasmuda, in the mountains
of Morocco, by name Mohammed ibn Tumert.
In his youth he was noted for piety and a

love for study. His piety was of the super-

stitious Berber type ; no man lighted so many
candles before the shrines ; and as he grew
up he was occupied with astrolog)' and occult

sciences, as well as with the study of theo-

logy. As a zealous student of the sacred

law he not only visited Africa, but travelled

into Spain, and ultimately as far as Baghdad.
There he became acquainted with the doc-

trines of the great Mohammedan schoolman,
Al-Ashari, the man who secured the victory

of orthodoxy over the freethinkers by taking

philosophy into the service of faith. The
school of Ashari was more than a hundred
years old when Ibn Tumert came to the

East, but nothing was known of it in the

conservative West. The young Berber re-

ceived the new method of orthodoxy with

avidity; he became an expert dialectician

and a learned fakir or theological lawyer, and
as he travelled slowly homewards to the far

West he signaHsed himself wherever he
stopped by denouncing breaches of the law,

and enforcing a stricter morality. In the

Moslem system there is not much difference

between a teacher of ethics and a volunteer

police magistrate ; and a man who went about

the streets without a commission from the

Government, smashing wine-pots, breaking

instruments of music, and challenging women
who appeared with uncovered face, was no
doubt very zealous in a good cause, but was
extremely likely to get into trouble with the

Gallios in authority. Ibn Tumert was ahvays
receiving orders to move on from town
to town ; even on shipboard, we are told,

his moral lectures once grew so tiresome

that the sailors flung him overboard. But
his zeal acquired him reputation with the

common people, and as he gradually ap-

proached his native place he began to be a
man of mark with the populace, and in the

eyes of the government a man not only

troublesome but dangerous. None of the

orthodox doctors was a match for him in dis-

putation ; he taught law gratuitously to all

who sought guidance ; he was distinguished

by two sure marks of holiness—the meanness
of his dress and ascetic habits, and to the

circle of his inner associates he affected

supernatural knowledge and a possession of

the secrets of the future. At length he
reached Tlemgen, and here, although as yet

he pretended to be no more than a pious

doctor, he acquired so absolute a command
over the minds of the people that no one

dared to disobey him.

One night, as Abdo'l Wahid tells us, when
he was holding his usual reception at a

mosque outside the gate, he missed a regular

visitor, and on inquiry was told that he was

in prison. "Then," says the historian, "he
arose straightway and asked one of those

present to walk before him till he reached the

gate of the city. Then he knocked loudly

at the gate and demanded entrance, and the

porter hastened to open it without parley,

though if the prince of the town had asked

entrance at such an hour he would have

been refused. So he went on to the prison,

and all the gaolers gathered round him,

eager to touch and kiss his garment. And
he cried, ' Ho, such an one,' and the pri-

soner answered him; then he cried, 'Come
forth

!

' and the man came forth, while the

gaolers stood looking on as if boiling water

had been poured over them."

Equally bold was Ibn Tumert's conduct in

Morocco itself, at the court of the Almoravide

Ah ibn Jusuf, where he and his followers

ventured openly to chide and almost to assault

the sister of the prince for riding in the

street with uncovered face. At first sight,

one is tempted to admire this conduct and

fancy that such holy courage is a proof of

sincerity. In point of fact, however, Ibn

Tumert knew very well what he was doing.

His whole campaign in favour of righteous-
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ness was part of a deliberate scheme, and he

had taken the measure of the weak and pious

Ahnoravide prince. AH could not bear the

idea of using violence against a man who
was so good a Moslem and whom no one
could prove a heretic, and Ibn Tumert's

courage, like a great deal of Oriental courage

and religious devotion, was nothing more
than successful insolence. Of course the

time came at last when the government was
forced to interfere; but when the order for

his arrest was sent forth, the agitator was
already safe in the wild country of his own
tribe and was ready to throw off the mask.

Still, of course, keeping up all the signs of a

holy ascetic and maintaining his influence

alike by his legal teaching and by the exer-

cise of occult arts, he began to send out his

missionaries in all quarters, to stir men's

souls by legends of the coming Mahdi, and
as soon as the Masmudan tribes were lea-

vened by this teaching he proclaimed that

he himself was the sinless Messiah, and made
open war on the Almoravid dynasty. The
contest was long and bloody, and the final

victory did not fall to Ibn Tumert himself, but

to his trusted lieutenant and successor Abdal-

mumin. The progress of the war need not

be traced ; it ended in seating Abdalmumin
on the throne of Spain as well as of Africa;

but there are one or two points interesting

to notice in their bearing on present events.

Having once acquired a supernatural repu-

tation, Ibn Tumert was able to keep his hold

on the Berbers through the seven years of his

life that followed his proclamation as Mahdi,
and to do this in spite of many grave reverses

and many acts of cruelty against his own
followers. If half the things told of him by
Ibn Athir are true, Ibn Tumert was as savage,

unscrupulous, and treacherous a hypocrite as

ever lived; and even if there be exaggeration

in some of the stories, it remains quite certain

that he was no enthusiast, but a cold-blooded

impostor at the head of an army of dupes.

Yet he not only gained the loyalty of the

Berbers, but retained it to the last and trans-

mitted it to his successor amidst the most
trying difficulties. This is a fact which has

many parallels in Eastern history, and it

ought to make us cautious in assuming that

a few reverses or a brief lapse of time is

necessarily sufficient to make an Eastern im-

posture harmless.

There are depths of social misery, and they
have not seldom been sounded by the un-
happy populations of the East, in which the

wildest and vaguest hopes are grasped at as

the only alternative to despair. In such

cases men are not disposed to look very
closely at the credentials of any one who
promises them divine help, and though an
honest enthusiast might be sacrificed in the

revulsion of feeling after a defeat, a cunning
intriguer can generally turn the suspicious-

ness and cruel temper which are engendered
by long oppression away from himself and
against such of his allies as began to doubt
his mission. The role of an Eastern Messiah
does not even demand any high political or

military faculty. The motive force of the

movement is not derived from the leader's

personal character or ideas, but from the

sense of oppression, swiftly changing to an

eager enthusiasm of revenge, as soon as the

suftering tribes have found a common centre

to rally round.

The few periods of really good government,

that is of benevolent and humane despotism,

which the East has enjoyed, have been due

not to the heads of religious risings but to

captains trained in the discipline of a camp.

To the historical observer an Eastern move-
ment of religious patriotism is always sus-

picious. It is certain to be bloody and
cruel, and it is very unlikely to contain any

elements of lasting reform. Its strength is

that of a destroying force ; it can endure

defeat and struggle against hope with the

vehemence of despair, but success is fatal to

it. For when it ceases to be fanatical it

ceases to be strong. It represents no political

principle, its force is the blind force of a

downtrodden mass turning against its oppres-

sors, and its leaders, if they a-'e not 'gr^orant

fanatics, are—and this is the morj iikei)' case

—cold-blooded and selfish dissemblers. It is

hard to produce a movement of real political

vitality out of nations which for at least a

thousand years have had no political life, or

to evolve a national constitution out of the

elements of a secret society.

Certainly not every reUgious leader in the

East has belonged to the class of which the

Fatimite and Almohade Mahdis are typical

examples. If space permitted one could

draw a very different picture from so recent

an example as Bab, the martyr Mahdi of

modern Persia, whose pure and gentle en-

thusiasm was tinged with no political ambi-

tion and no bloodthirsty fanaticism. But

such a movement as Babism would not have

been possible in most parts of Islam, and

even in Persia it never had a chance of per-

manent success. The course of history has

no evidence to offer in favour of the idea that

the renovation of the Moslem nations can

arise from any form of Mohammedan revival.
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Then the fields grew green with springing com,
And some with flowers were bright

;

And each day came with an earUer dawn,
And a fuller, sweeter light.

So the year grew older noon by noon,

Till the reapers came one day,

And in the light of a harvest-moon

They bore the sheaves away.

But one field lay fiom the rest apart.

All silent, lone, and dead ;

And the rude share ribbed its quivering heart

Till all its hfe had fled.

And never a blade, and never a flower

On its silent ridges stirred ;

The sunshine called, and the passing shower

—

It answered never a word.

It seemed as if some curse of ill

Were brooding in the air.

Yet the fallow field did the Master's will

Though never a blade it bare
;

For it turned its furrowed face to heaven.

Catching the light and rain :

It was keeping its Sabbath—one in seven

—

That it might grow rich again.

And the fallow field had its harvest-moon,

Reaping a golden spoil
;

And it learned in its ever-brightening noon
That rest for God was toil.

HENRY BURTON'.



SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

September 7th.

Read Jonah iii., and St. Alark i. i—13.

THERE are two extremes into which

religious teachers sometimes fall. One
is the preaching of a religion of terror as a

necessary means to peace. Such preachers

imagine that the true method of bringing

men to Christ, is first to rouse such a sense

of danger as may frighten them into the ac-

ceptance of the Saviour. The appeal that is

made is frequently to the most selfish in-

stincts, and the kind of security which is

offered is not less frequently an essentially

selfish sense of safety. The other extreme

is that which is expressed by the prophet

when he describes those who " preach peace,

peace, where there is no peace." Instead of

representing the love of God as being so

holy that He insists on men being right in

order to be blessed, there is set forth a kind

of love which is so colourless that it ought

to be called good-natured rather than true.

The truth is to be found in neither ex-

treme. Terror, like bodily pain, has its un-

doubted uses, for it indicates something
wrong in our moral or spiritual condition.

It draws attention to a danger which might

otherwise escape detection. And as there

are only two conditions—the state of health

and that of death—when the body is free

from the sense of discomfort, so it is only

the spiritually healthy or the spiritually dead
soul which is without the element of moral

pain that so frequently takes the shape of

fear. On the other hand, we cannot declare

too fully the love of God ; but we must ever

remember that " this is the love of God, that

we should keep His commandments." His
love can be satisfied with nothing less than

spiritual health. It is at one with eternal

righteousness. And it is thus that Christ con-

stantly insists upon repentance as essential to

life. It was with the cry " Repent " that John
the Baptist prepared the way for Him; and

, the call to repentance was the first message
which He commissioned His disciples to

^ deliver. That call assumed that there was
something wrong in the society and in the

individuals that were addressed. It was an
exhortation to a change of mind, to new
thoughts, motives, and aspirations. It also

assumed that men were responsible for that

change. They were commanded to pass from

the one condition to the other, from wrong

to right, from being lost to being saved, from

death to life.

There are many characteristics of true re-

pentance which may be gathered from the

word of God and from experience.

(i.) It must be inward. External actions

are morally valueless if they spring from false

motives. The giving the body to be burned
or the bestowal of all the goods to feed the

poor are worth nothing if prompted by vanity

;

while even a cup of cold water granted from

love to Christ is priceless.

(2.) The consciousness of God must always

enter into true penitence. There may be
great mental suftering connected with sin

without any sense of God. The stings of

conscience, the self-disgust, the remorse, the

despair, which often track the career of the

depraved, have in themselves no necessary

meeting of the mind of God. When a man
acts wrongly he may fancy that he repents

when he means no more than regret at the

injury caused to his interests, or at the suffer-

ing which he has brought on himself or

others. There is a sorrow too which " works

death." The sensual egoist may taste a

melancholy and gloom which turn all life's

joys into Dead Sea apples

—

,
" Love, fame, ambition, avarice

—
'tis the same,

Each idle, and all ill, and none the worst."

But the true penitent goes higher than self,

or society, or any worldly consequences.

He cries, "Against Thee, Thee only have

I sinned." He sees that God is right and
that he has been wrong ; that God is His

Creator, His Father, and His King, and that

he has been a rebel and is guilty before Him.
The thought of self is lost in the thought of

God.

(3.) It is the evil of sin rather than its con-

sequences that fills him with horror. It is

the sin which he finds in him as a terrible

possession from which he cries to be de-

livered ; the sin that belongs to thought,

motive, and affection, as well as the sins of

action of which memory speaks. His prayer

is therefore for something more than pardon.
" Create in me a clean heart, O God, and

renew a right spirit within me."

(4.) Repentance leads to complete self-

surrender to God. There is no reservation as

in the case of the Pharisees, who yielded strict

obedience as regards the anise and mint of ob-

servance while they kept whole departments

of life for self-indulgence. The reformation
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of one bad habit may in fact blind a man to

others that are allowed full sway, except he
is willing to let the light of God in on all

his thoughts and ways. "My son, give me
thine heart," is a demand Avhich reaches to

the very citadel of our being. And in true

repentance all is surrendered—not one posi-

tion alone, while others are kept closed

against Him ; but everything is given up
with the earnest desire that He who is our

lawful King should reign over us and subdue
us completely to Himself. • '

September 14TH.

Read Isaiah i. i—20, Romans ii. i— ir .

One of the chief influences leading to re-

pentance is said to be the goodness of God.
This is illustrated in many ways in Scripture.

That goodness is described by St. Paul as

" forbearance and long-suffering."

These terms are very suggestive, because

they imply man's freedom as well as the

divine tenderness. If men were no more
than stones, or incapable of moral choice, like

the beasts that perish, there would be no
room for long-suffering. We cannot speak of

forbearing with a clod of earth ; but it is not

so with the child, who can resist or yield to

our wishes. And when the goodness of God
is represented as forbearing with men, it

shows that He meets in us what He does

not find in sun, moon, or star, for they cannot
try His patience or grieve His love. They
are the unquestioning servants of His all-

directing power. But as He has endowed us

with wills to choose the good, or to refuse it,

He does not force our obedience as He com-
pels a planet, but seeks our obedience even

as a father with his child. He does not

shape our affections as He moulds a crystal.

He comes to the heart by the only way in

which it can be approached. Through His
own love He wins the response of love.

It is not the same thing to Him whether we
are holy or wicked, saints or devils. He
cares for us, and the measure of His good-will

may be found in His forbearance and long-

suftering. Our salvation is, therefore, not a

question of mere power, such as is exerted

over material objects. Omnipotence in that

sense cannot be thought of here, for it is a

matter of moral influence, and the only power
to affect the end in view is the infinite good-
ness of God.

This goodness of God, in the general sense

of the term, is a fact of experience as well

as a truth of Scripture. The universe is full

of His glory. Everywhere and always, wide as

knowledge, con-the farthest reach of our
tinuous as is the length of human experience,
this marvellous care of God is found without
flaw or blemish. Like the great ocean, which
fills every cranny of the sea-shore and touches
the tiniest coral, or moves the sweetest sea-
flower with the same tide which spreads with
irresistible might along a continent, so does
the all-pervading goodness of God sweep in
from the remotest system till it embraces every
object, every law, the vastest, the minutest,,
with the same spotless perfection of govern-
ment. Except where sin, that fruit of volun-
tary resistance, has left its mark, there is not
a blot in the unsullied field of this universe of
His. When we reflect on it, and for a mo-
ment realise the grandeur of this truth, it is

marvellous that we do not break out into a
" Hallelujah," because we are His creatures.

Whose wisdom and tender mercies are thus
found in all his works.

But when we think of the divine goodness
in His dealings with men new elements are at

once suggested, and these are expressed nega-
tively by " His forbearance and long-suffering,"

and positively by the revelation of Himself in

Christ. Let us consider these in one or two
lights.

(i.) Remember His perfect knowledge of

every man. Even the lowest, the poorest,

the loneliest man on earth can say, " Thou
hast searched me and tried me. Thou art

acquainted with all my thoughts. There is

not a word on my tongue but thou knowest
it altogether." If it seems difficult for us to

believe in such knowledge it would surely be
more difficult to believe the opposite, ^nd to

suppose that there was any creature of whom
God was ignorant. It may seem too high for

us to understand it, but it is true.

(2.) Think of His holy hatred of sin, and
then imagine all that He has beheld in human
history ! Recall the centuries before the

flood ; or the history of Israel with its resist-

ance and unbelief; or that of the Church of

God since— the Middle Ages, with their

cruelty, the Modern Church with its sec-

tarianism, pride, avarice. Contemplate what
it is the living God sees at this hour in every

city of Christendom, and say if His for-

bearance is not marvellous ! Or if we look

back each on his own history since childhood

and remember all that He has been to us,

and what we have been to Him,—the lessons

we have received in joy and in sorrow, and
our impenitence, unprofitableness, and un-

belief; how much it has been in spite of us-

that we have been led on to better things

—

we may well acknowledge His long-suftering.
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With some life may appear as a long battle

against Him; with others it has been un-

broken thoughtlessness and self-indulgence,

and with others shameful unfaithfulness to

untold opportunities. And now as He still

blesses us when we deserve it not, we must
surely feel how kind the Lord is.

(3.) And we may reahse it more fully when
we look at the still more constraining form

in which His good-will has been expressed.

For as if when all other methods had proved
inadequate, when nature with its unbroken
tale of wisdom and order, and when the

Law and Prophets had failed to utter the

mercy of God in language sufficiently arti-

culate, then Christ came that in the living

movements of incarnate Love, visibly af-

fected by all that man is in his sin and
sorrow, we might know what the Father feels.

He lived among all conditions of men, among
the ignorant, depraved, the poor and diseased,

the rich and luxurious. He dealt \vith

Herod, and Caiaphas, and Pilate, as well as

with publicans and sinners ; but towards all

He manifested the same holy goodness,

which if wounded by transgression, also

showed equally His will and power to save
;

and which embraced all in a divine atmo-

sphere of purest, tenderest righteousness. And
His death for men was the seal of His testi-

mony. No one can gaze up to that cross

without feeling that whatever else is true, it

is certain that He is not willing that any

should perish, but rather that all should

come to repentance.

(4.) And the very purpose of it all is that

we turn to God in self-surrender. The good-

ness of God is to lead to repentance. If

He bears long with us because He does

not wish to part with us, then His very

long-suffering with any individual is a token

of good-will. Sometimes we imagine that we
are entitled to patience, or that patience

signifies divine indifference. That can never

be. We must be delivered from sin or

lose the life whose very nature is blessed-

ness. Disease and health cannot be con-

joined. Sin must bring its consequences,

however long they may be delayed. If order

is eternal in the physical world, no less is it

eternal in the spiritual. And just as nature

ever re-establishes any equilibrium that may
have been disturbed, and even through de-

structive forces restores stability, so we may
be assured that in the moral world a like

principle holds with stricter force. " Heaven
and earth may pass away," but the word of
that law which blesses righteousness and
condemns evil is unalterable. Let no one

therefore " despise the riches of God's for-

bearance and long-suffering," but rather re-

cognise in that goodness the very power
which leads to repentance.

September 2ist.

Read Psalm li., and i Johni.

The subject which we will consider this

evening is the confession of sin. It is closely

connected with repentance, and it is put in

a very clear light by St, John in the well-

known passage :
" If we say we have no sin,

we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in

us. If we confess our sins, He is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us

from all unrighteousness."

At first sight these words seem to make
forgiveness so consequent on the acknow-
ledgment of sin as to supersede the necessity

for the work of Christ, which we have been
taught to regard as the one ground of our
salvation. A fuller consideration of the true

import of confession will remove this misap-

prehension.

St. John had been showing that it is eternal

life to be in fellowship with the Father and the

Son. This "fellowship" he further explains

by representing it as being " in the light," as

God is light. The salvation of a spiritual

being must be nothing less than bringing

him to be right spiritually, by inspiring right

views, sympathies, and affections. Now the

purpose of God in Christ is to lead us to

have fellowship with Himself, and, howevei
feebly it may be attained, that we should to

some extent see things as He sees them,

hating what He hates, and loving what He
loves.

Confession of sin to be true must, there-

fore, be something more than the setting

forth a catalogue, however complete, of our

omissions and transgressions. It must arise

from such a perception of what sin is,

beholding it in the light of God, as will

make us confess it to be sinful. There
is a confession which does not imply any
necessary meeting of the mind of the Father,

nor any saving repentance, and it is often

accepted as sufficient by Protestant and
Romanist alike. The Romanist who fancies

that he has made adequate confession when
he tells the priest all the bad actions or bad
thoughts of which his conscience accuses

him, or the Protestant who expects forgive-

ness if he can only draw up in prayer to God
an accurate account of his offences, equally

mistake the nature of the divine requirement.

Such avowals may be quite consistent with

the most irreligious convictions, for they may
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arise from utterly wrong motives—like the

confession of the criminal, who hopes thereby
to mitigate his sentence—and may be rendered
without the slightest perception of evil as

God would have us see it. There is no in-

trinsic connection between a statement of so

many wrong deeds and fellowship with God.
A parent might bring a child to acknowledge
a lie, and yet that acknowledgment might be
rendered in such a cold and unfeeling spirit

as to prove shocking blindness in the child

to the nature of falsehood. The admission in

word would under such circumstances be no
satisfaction, for what the parent seeks is some
fellowship with himself in his hatred of dis-

honour. In like manner the acknowledgment
by us that we have done what God has for-

bidden, or have come short of what He en-

joins, may be of a totally different character

from the confession of theman who has brought
himself into the light of God, and can say

"Amen" from the heart to His just condemna-
tion of evil. He, as it were, agrees with the

mind of God. He has " fellowship with the

Father and the Son." When this takes place

then we can understand how it is faithful

and just in God to forgive sins, and to

cleanse from all unrighteousness. For it is

just this which God has always been seeking.

It was to produce such right thoughts that

Christ came and died. He taught us what
sin is to God by His own "agony and bloody
sweat, by His Cross and passion." When we
sincerely repent we pass from death to life,

from darkness to light. We go, so to speak,

over to God's side, and are reconciled to

Him, for we are reconciled to His holiness,

justice, and truth.

We would not, however, lessen hereby the

necessity for self-examination and for the

sum'raoning before conscience and before

God those offences of which we have been
guilty. Religion may evaporate into senti-

mentalism except we deal with actual facts.

Nor would we deny the use which may be
found in confessing sin to any wise and godly

brother-man, be he priest or layman, when
conscience may be troubled with painful

anxiety. Scripture recognises the benefit of

being sometimes guided or advised by those

who have spiritual insight. It is suggestive,

however, of the nature of such help that all

the cases of confession recorded in the Word
of God are not to priests but to prophets, in

other words to men of God who were fitted

by character rather than office to deal with

the sinful.

Now when we pass from the general state-

ments made by St. John regarding the

characteristics of true confession to those
instances of sincere penitence which occur
in Scripture, we at once recognise the
presence of that " fellowship " with the
Father which is the basis of the Apostle's
teaching. Let us take two instances. In
the Old Testament we find it in that which
is emphatically the Psalm of Penitence,
where David pours forth his broken-hearted
acknowledgment of iniquity. *' Against thee
only have I sinned," he says, "and done
this evil in Thy sight, that thou mightest
be justified when thou speakest and be clear
when thou judgest." He thus justified God's
judgment on himself. He says '"Amen" to

it as being a right judgment. He avows
God to be "clear" in condemning him.
And in harmony with this his whole cry is

not so much for deliverance from the conse-
quences of his sin, as from the sin itself,

which had become his very hell. He feels

that he is but " one pollution," and he can
be satisfied with nothing short of " truth in

the inward parts," a clean heart and a right

spirit.

In like manner the thief on the cross, who
is the New Testament type of penitence,

meets the mind of God, as we saw when
considering the incident in connection with

the Third Word from the Cross. The con-
fession, " I receive the due reward of my ini-

quities," as combined with his fear of God
and his humble but deep faith in Christ, is a
marvellous response to the mind of the Father.

He then saw himself in the light of God and
confessed his sin under a sense of its exceed-

ing sinfulness.

Such confession of sin Is not easy. We
can attain to it only as we know God. For
It is light which reveals darkness. It is the

pure who understand the vilenessof impurity.

No one ever knew what the sin of the world

really is as the holy Christ knew it. And
if He rejoices over the first cry of penitence,

though it should be no more than " God
have mercy upon me a sinner," He will

also deepen that knowledge by leading into

fuller fellowship with Himself. At the best

we never can confess sin as we ought. But

He has confessed it, who through our sin

was the Man of Sorrows and who by our sins

was pierced unto death. To receive Ilim

is to accept that witness as true; and when
we surrender ourselves to Him He will

" perfect that which concerns us," and cleanse

us from every synipathy with the wrong. If

we thus confess sin He is indeed " faithful

and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse

us from all unrighteousness."
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September 28th.

Read Psalm csiii., and i Cor. i. 17 to end.

Power is perhaps the last quality which we

would attribute to Him whose glory was

meekness, love, humility, and truth. It is

also not easily associated with that scene

where "He was crucified through weakness."

And yet St. Paul speaks of Christ as pre-

eminently "the power of God," and de-

scribes the Cross as " the power of God unto

salvation."

If science were asked to illustrate the

power of God she would give a very different

answer from that of St. Paul, and yet her

answer would be a true one also. Unfolding

the vast roll of her discoveries and telling

her wondrous tale of magnitude and power,

she would reply, " The power of God ! My
loftiest calculations scarcely touch the skirts

of His infinite greatness and glory."

But, however overwhelming the concep-

tion which might thus be conveyed, there is

another display of power, though of a difte-

rent kind from that of which the material

universe speaks, which is higher and more
awe-inspiring in proportion as the moral

world transcends the physical.

For the power which is exerted in raising

a weight from the ground is totally different

from that which is required to lift a sorrow

from the heart. The power which can create

a star belongs to another order from that

which can inspire the love of a child, or can

touch conscience with new convictions.

The power of him who can hurl the dart or

bend the iron is dissimilar from his who
can influence the opinions, elevate the tastes,

touch the affections, and purify the sym-

pathies of his brother man. The power of

hand and eye which enables the sculptor to

shape " a thing of beauty " is wholly diffe-

rent from the strength of character which

can suffer all trial rather than betray a

brother.

Now, these different views of power have

been revealed in the two spheres of the

material and moral world, in both of which
God has manifested His glory. There is the

one kind of power exercised in the creation

and sustenance of mighty systems and in the

reign of physical law ; but if we would behold
the power of goodness, the greatness of

divine patience and mercy, and the strength

of righteousness, we must lift our eyes to

another region. The qualities of mercy and
holiness cannot be expressed in the terms of

arithmetic, or be weighed and measured as

we calculate the forces and magnitudes of

bodies. Nature cannot declare these. The
path of moral glory is one which " the vul-

ture's eye hath not seen . . . the depth saith.

It is not in me: and the sea saith. It is not

with me. It cannot be gotten for gold, neither

shall silver be weighed for the price thereof."

When we turn to the deepest, highest, and
most awing revelation of God, we must look

not to the marvels of earth and sky, but to

the sphere of heart, mind, and spirit—to the

world of character in short—and when we
examine this for the most wondrous exempli-

fication of the divine goodness, we re-

cognise the truth of what St. Paul asserts

when he terms Jesus Christ the power of

God.
There are many lights in which the power

of Christ might be viewed. There is often,

for example, as much power revealed in

what one cannot do, as in the opposite. It

is power and not weakness which prevents

the man of honour from uttering a falsehood,

which makes it impossible for the judge to

pronounce an unjust sentence, or which

makes death preferable to apostacy. And
we find the greatness of Christ similarly tested

in manifold ways, from the temptation in the

wilderness, when He was held by the strong

ties of sonship from asserting that kingdom
of self, independent of God, which promised

relief from suffering at the cost of duty,

on to Calvary, where His own will was
rendered wholly up to God, and the path of

obedience accepted although leading to the

Cross.

We see in like manner the unassailable

strength of the holiness of God. As we
behold Christ in contact with the sin of the

world, the Cross becomes in this light the

measure of our evil, and of the ineffable

power of divine sanctity and love.

But the kind of power to which St. Paul

especially alluded when he spoke of Christ as

" The power of God," was His power to

save. To save man by restoring him to

God, and thereby to the ideal of his nature,

is very different from removing him out of a

place called hell into another place called

heaven. It cannot be accomplished by any

external change, for it is the restoration of

our affections, sympathies, obedience, and
hopes to their true objects. And Jesus

Christ is really the power of God for these

ends. For if love cannot be produced in

any other way than by the commanding
influence of a love which wins the being -, if

the heart cannot be purified except as it is

cleansed from all sympathy with evil; if

conscience cannot be delivered from the fear
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and burden of guilt, but by an act of free

mercy ; if despair cannot be removed except

by the awakening of strong assured hope ; if

admiration and desire for the right are

inspired only by the vision of the supremely

good ; if spiritual darkness needs light, and
weakness needs grace : then at every turn we
can recognise how truly Jesus Christ is " the

power of God and the wisdom of God." For
it is His love which has constrained the love of

the redeemed, His humility which has abased
;

their pride, His life which has inspired their
j

devotion, His forgiveness, grace and presence

which have sustained them from the first

moments of spiritual infancy to the full

stature of the saints in light. He it is who
has brought man home to God in the truest

sense. It is this mighty power of His glory

which has created anew the vast world of the

intelligent universe, which in a nobler order
than what keeps sun and moon and stars in

plastic obedience, evokes the willing sub-

mission and the ceaseless worship of the

spirits of the just made perfect, who obey
because they love, and who serve in the

liberty of continual joy.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc

CHAPTER XXVIII.—A FUGITIVE IN BROAD DAY.

THE fugitive was not Sir William, he stayed

on at Whitehills as if he meant to stay

there for the rest of his life. He had given up
his scheme of emigration, and after his short

scandalous outbreak and his wife's death,

settled down as he had done on his arrival

in the neighbourhood. But though he had
made no inroads to speak of on his fortune

during his brief prodigal madness, he took no

steps to reorganize or replenish the ranks of

his household, which had fallen into still

further disorder, and been diminished to the

last degree in the prospect of Sir William

and Lady Thwaite's leaving the country. In

fact Sir William's establishment now con-

sisted of an old woman, with a girl to help

her, and Bill Rogers. With this the master

of the house appeared satisfied, leading as he

did the life of a recluse.

This went on for nearly two years. Mr.

Mills came down on business occasionally,

and tried to prove his client's reformation

and his own trust in its permanency, by seek-

ing to draw out Sir William afresh, and by
endeavouring to interest him in county

matters, and in his duties as a landlord. So
far as that went Sir William was amenable to

influence. While he read more than ever,

he strove harder to lay himself open to every

source of intelligent observation and occupa-

tion around him, and to comply with all the

obligations that could reasonably be required

of him. He began to rebuild the half-finished

houses, he dabbled in the allotment system,

he showed interest in the decisions of the

justices. He met his neighbours again on

public occasions, and displayed to them

something of the dearly bought obhviousness

and blunt superiority to manners and fashions

generally, which were partly the results of

passing a second time through the fires of

remorse and unappeasable regret.

But Sir William's complacence ended there,

though the most of his neighbours would
have been well enough pleased to have

granted him further grace, even venturing to

re-admit him to the sanctuary of their homes.
These magnates were coming round to the

conclusion that Sir William had sown his

wild oats in one crop ; that it was all the

result of his miserable marriage; but now
that he had got a deliverance from his low-

born wife, he was living once more as quietly

and soberly as a judge. He had escapee"

with the skin of his teeth from all his perils

and it was the duty of every good Christian

and good neighbour, after a sufticient interval

had passed to test his reformation, to welcome

back the prodigal, and encourage him in the

way he should go.

But Sir William declined every social over-

ture, not so much rudely as with a calm per-

sistence that foiled and wore out the most

persevering endeavours. He did not even

make the exceptions he had allowed himself

three years before. Lady Thwaite, Sir John's

widow, had returned from Rome long ago

;

but though Sir William's carriages and the

produce of his hot-houses were once more at

her disposal, no little notes, clever manoeuvres,

or frank advances would induce him either

to go to her at Netherton, or to authorise

her interference in the domestic economy of

Whitehills.

The cool overtures which old Lady Ferraor

made to Sir William to renew his intercourse
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with Lambford fared still worse. There was

3, rumour that he not only declined all her

invitations, but passed her carriage with a

bow, though its mistress hailed him in a

voice which might have been heard a mile

off. What better could have been expected

from the plain man with whom she had

played like a wicked, hoary-headed enchan-

tress, whom she had beguiled with lures

which her grand-daughter disowned?
Sir William was never seen within the

Rectory, though he had resumed his at-

tendance at church, had gone to vestry meet-

ings, and was ready with help for the parish

poor when it was called for.

If Sir WiUiam enjoyed the respite from

neighbourly visiting, there was another per-

son, the last he would have exposed to suffer

on his account, who was punished for his

remissness. Old Lady Fermor, who had
formerly simply neglected Iris, and who
had shown some capacity of toleration

where what the girl's grandmother classed as

fanaticism and obstinacy of temper were con-

cerned, now set upon her grand-daughter day

after day, taunted her with barbarous taunts,

vouchsafed the agreeable information that

Iris's father had ended hy despising and
detesting her mother, and added to it the

comfortable sequel that the Hon. Mrs.

Compton had cared nothing for her child,

and had thrown it a dead weight upon her

mother. Lady Fermor reverted shamelessly

to the shameful passages in her own life, in

the hearing of the pure ears that tingled with

horror and affront. She dwelt on hereditary

taints and hereditary spotted reputations until

Iris grew sick with loathing at the infamy in

\vhich she felt hopelessly entangled, in spite

of her utter revolt against its foulness and
baseness. She cried day and night to the

God of righteousness, Who has declared it is

not His will that because the fathers have

eaten sour grapes the children's teeth shall

be set on edge. '• Lord, thou wilt hold me
up. Thou wilt sooner send the Angel of

Death to set me free," prayed the poor girl.

Lady Fermor's last deliberate, well-nigh

insane sin against the grand-daughter thus

in her power was that she threw Iris in the

way of Major Pollock, who continued after

Lord Fermor's death the one constant male
habitue of the house. All her life long Iris

had experienced an extreme repugnance and
positive dread of this man. He was a dis-

grace to the town of Knotley, which yet

tolerated the blackleg because of the prestige

of his original rank, his supposed knowledge
of the great world (on the evil side), and his

connection with such a house as Lambford.
There was hardly a redeeming trait to be
discovered among his leers and sneers, his

cheatery, effrontery and profanity. Iris's

recoil was the instinctive shrinking of good
from unmixed evil over which it has no
power. Yet it was for this man, old enough
to be Iris's father, brutalised by a lengthened

career of vice and debauchery, impoverished

by such riot as was within his reach, that

Lady Fermor now affected to destine her

grandchild

!

The mistress of Lambford, as it seemed,
half in cruel jest, half in more cruel earnest,

in the frenzy which had taken possession of

her, ceased to encourage any other visitor at

the house. She refused to let Iris go to

Lady Thwaiteat Netherton, or to the Actons
at the Rectory, compelling her to sit and
talk with the worst of companions, and to

make herself conspicuous by walking, riding,

and driving with this reprobate, till the girl

was half mad with fright and disgust.

There are exhausted states of the bodily

constitution which medical men assert are

favourable to' the sowing of the seeds of

disease. In the same way there are de-

pressed conditions of the mind after it has

been subjected to prolonged trial, when it

loses its capacity to balance probabilities, and
readily falls a victim to panics. People who
remembered Iris's mother during her last

visit to Lambford began to remark that her

daughter was acquiring the same harassed,

hunted look, which, if it settled down on her

face, would go far to spoil its sweet, bright

beauty. Why, she was not twenty-three

years of age, yet she was fast losing colour

and flesh, and would be faded and pinched

before she had attained the fulness of woman-
hood. Lucy Acton was vexed by the change,

but she could do nothing, even if her hands
had not been very full with a contumacious
curate, a twist in the smooth running of her

Dorcas Society, and a proposal for pauper

boarding out where her pauper children were
concerned.

Lady Fermor only noticed the alteration

in her grand-daughter's looks to make use of

it in her gibes. " Well, Iris, you were a poor

enough affair at the best, but I think I had
a right to expect that you would keep what
little looks you had till you were turned five-

and-twenty= I was as young as ever at five-

and-forty. But I see I must look sharp and
dispose of you while I can, before you go
off entirely, since I wish no old maids left on
my hands, even though I could live to pro-

vide for them—which I won't, girl; there are
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more to profit by my savings, on which you
have got your eye, no doubt, than you. I

have had httle to do with the Dugdales and
Powells, but they are my grand-children too,

all the same. My lord left what he could at

my discretion, and I can tell you he cared

more for my blood than his own. He would
have preferred a dog of mine to a child of

his first wife's—if she had borne him one. It

(.lid not matter greatly to him that his blood

flowed in your veins. He took my view of

you as a troublesome, perverse minx of a

girl. If there had been a likely lad among
the Dugdales and Powells, I should have
sent all you brats of girls to the right-about,

but my ill-fortune has followed me through

two generations, with troops of useless girls

as my sole descendants. However, if you
think I am going to make an eldest grandson

of you, then you are mightily mistaken. It is

no matter that I don't believe I should know
a Dugdale or a Powell girl if I saw her. I

suppose they all take after their maternal

grandfather, and are a flat-footed, round-

nosed, blinking-eyed set."

" I have never seen them," said Iris,

faintly.

" I dare say not," exclaimed her grand-

mother, scornfully. "Do you think they

count you a relation of theirs? They may
condone what they are pleased to consider

my offences, because I can do something for

them if I choose ; but what on earth should

induce them to forget that you are the wild

Lord Termor's grand-daughter, while they

are the grandchildren of that wronged saint

Bennet of Hyndcoomb."
*•' Grandmamma," said Iris, with a gasp,

" I have never sought to stand in my cousins'

way. If there is any wrong to be redressed

then for mercy's sake let it be done, and
don't mind me."

"And, pray, what do you intend should

become of you?" retorted Lady Fermor, in

place of being softened, more contemptuous

than ever. " I dare say you are mean enough

—good girls are generally sneaky—to think

of becoming a pensioner on Tom Mildmay,

the new lord, whose aunt I superseded.

Child, it is not in nature. He barely tolerates

you, and his wife hates you like poison."

" I shall not be a pensioner on anybody,"

said Iris, with grave determination and more

spirit.

"And what position do you hold to me,

may I ask?" demanded her grandmother,

with mock deference. " I have plenty of

holes to put my money in without them, ever

becoming filled up. It is not a pure pleasure

for me to provide for a girl, and endure her
namby-pamby, priggish company after she has
disobeyed and offended me, and spoilt a
finer fellow than she was worthy of, according
to the dictates of her conscience and religion,

of course. No, no, I see nothing for it but
that I should hand you over to old Pollock.
He may be better able to manage you tlian

a poor doting woman over fourscore years
can aspire to do," with a sudden assumption
of extreme age and weakness.

Still the probabilities, if Iris Compton had
only been able to take them intoconsideralion,

were all against Lady Fermor's going farther

than to threaten her grand-daughter with this

last horrible injury. It was a free country,
in which no woman could be compelled to
marry any man, good or bad, against her will.

Public opinion would cry out against Latly
Fermor, and although she had defied it in

her prime, in the strength of her will and
passion, she was not likely to set it at nought
for so small a gain as the punishment and
degradation of a refractory descendant. Lady
Fermor had always kept her eyes open with
regard to worldly advantages and disadvan-
tages. Major Pollock had none of the first

to recommend him, and the chance was, as

the old Jady well knew, that if she were so
reckless and if she possessed the power to

bring about a disgraceful, unsuitable marriage

between him and Iris, she would find him
the most impudent and inveterate parasite

a tie of relationship ever permitted to fasten

on the head of a house.

But Iris was no longer able to reason on
the dangers which she wildly exaggerated.

Her home was becoming intolerable to her.

It needed but one more indignity and fore-

stalling of future misery to drive her to ex-

treme measures.

Lady Fermor had gone for her afternoon

drive to Knotley when rain came on. She

made her coachman stop at Major Pollock's

door. She said she feared the wet, and was
too stiff" to alight. She would sit there and
have a cup of tea handed to her by the gen-

tleman of the house, who had come out to

attend his patroness. But her grandmotlier

ordered Iris to alight, and go in with Major
Pollock, and sit down with him at his table.

Iris could not escape compliance, unless

she was prepared to engage in a discreditable

contention in the public street. She was

forced to cross the threshold which no re-

spectable woman in any class was in the

habit of passing. She did not tarry above a

few minutes. Even Major Pollock seemed

put out, and did not urge her to sit down
;
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but when she came back, pale and trembling,

her grandmother had another order to give

her. Iris was to take the carriage-umbrella

and go on and do what shopping Lady
Fermor wished to have done, while she drove

slowly after her grand-daughter—till Iifis could

re-enter the carriage. Would Major Pollock

be so good as to accompany Miss Compton,
ho]d the umbrella above her head, and
lend her his arm, as she had not been strong

lately, and was not looking well ?

In vain Iris protested she could hold the

umbrella and walk by herself perfectly well.

She was compelled to parade the streets

—

empty because of the rain, but commanded
by a double row of windows—and enter shop
after shop with her escort.

He was not the man to fail long in pre-

suming on his opportunities, though he was
likely to make a more correct estimate of the

situation, and to calculate, without grossly

blundering, the length and breadth of Lady
Fermor's old-standing favour for him, and
dislike to her grand-daughter. " Upon my
word, Miss Compton, this is nice and cosy

to have you tucked like an unruly chick

under my arm, and to be sent to go messages
with you turtle-dove fashion. We must be

better friends. Come, I prophesied we should,

when you paid me a compliment at your ball

an age ago. I don't think you've paid me
another till to-day, but better late than never,

when the old lady is so jollily set on our

friendship. There is no saying where it may
end. Why don't we make common cause?

and I'll fight your battles with my old terma-

gant. Better broken ships thari none, young
lady. I am not the only reformed scamp in

the neighbourhood, but there is a distinction

which my lady is able to appreciate. While

a certain gentleman is safe to go on sulking

to the end of the chapter, I'm at your feet

whenever you condescend to hold out your

hand to me. And though you're young and
fair, and an angel, and all that sort of bosh,

and Lord and Lady Fermor's grand-daughter,

which is more to the purpose, and entitles

you to some line, by Jove ! you owe me
compensation for past airs. Miss Compton."
When Iris got into the carriage and it

drove off, leaving Major Pollock behind, she

heard Lady Fermor chuckle, " I have given

the Knotley gossips something to talk about.

The women in our family never missed
affording ground for talk. The public owe
us a vote of thanks on that account, and if I

have taken down a little of your squeamish-
ness and high-mindedness. Miss Compton,
you ought to be obliged to me also."

Iris was silent. She entered no protest,

she heard no further word. She was pressing

her hands to her forehead and taking a des-

perate resolution. " I am of age, I am my
own mistress with any little gain that implies.

It cannot be right to live on with grand-

mamma and tempt her to behave to me as

she has done, to compass, if that were pos-

sible, her shocking suggestion. I cannot die

when I wish. I cannot go to the Actons, I

should only compromise the Rector and
Lucy, entangle them in a family quarrel, and
if they were to take my part, form a bad
precedent for all the family quarrels in the

parish. Lucy does not know, and how could

I ever pollute her mind as mine has been
polluted ? Will it ever be clean, fearless

and God-trusting again.? Lucy would advise,

me to stay on with grandmamma and be

good, and seek to do her good. Ah ! it is

not so easy to be good and do good as Lucy
imagines. She would laugh at the mention

of Maj or Pollock as a child's bogie. She would
charge me to be patient where patience is of no
avail. I cannot speak to Ada, Lady Thwaite,

she would dislike getting into an awkward pre-

dicament, interfering between relations, help-

ing to make mischief—as if there were any

lett to be made—between a grandmother and
a grand-daughter whom the grandmother has

brought up; and Lady Thwaite would be

right, according to the sound of the thing.

Grandmamma is so very old that nobody
would believe what power she retains as she

sits there. It seems doubly heartless to turn

upon her and abandon her to hired servants.

If the other Lady Thwaite, poor Honor, had
lived and remained at Whitehills, she would
have dared to come over to Lambford
and beard grandmamma, fetch me away
before her face and lavish upon me all

the poor shelter she could provide. I must

go away from them all, I must earn my
own bread. Surely I can do it if thou-

sands of women earn theirs. But I shall

tell grandmamma first. I don't know if

she will seek to prevent me, except to

maintain her rule ; but if she should shut

me up, then it will be time enough to think

of fleeing like a culprit in secret and in the

dark."

Secrecy and darkness were utterly foreign

to Iris's nature. They were among the

bugbears which she would abhor and shun to

her dying day. Therefore she arranged for

her departure from Lambford, not so much in

an orderly and methodical manner, but on
principles of her own which took even her

graceless old enemy by surprise, much more
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so than if the unhappy girl had absconded
under cloud of night.

She spent a wakeful night for the most
part packing sueh clothes, books, and trifling

possessions as she felt entitled to take with

her. But she scrupulously and tenderly re-

spected her grandmother's times for sleep

and breakfast. " Grandmamma must be
refreshed and at her best," the rebel said.
*' She may feel my going in a way, she may
be stirred up to oppose me. I must take

care to do her no harm." Therefore it was
at high noon that Iris, in her linen morning
gown and straw hat, 'with her dust cloak

over her arm, knocked and sought permission

to speak with Lady Fermor.

The room according to its wont was bare

of all beautiful and youthful associations,

though supplied with every luxury. Lady
Fermor sat muffled up in the glare of the

mingled sunlight and firelight, which on

another would have fallen fiercely, but in her

only aroused a grateful torpid warmth, while

it lit up with ghastly illumination her

shrivelled parchment skin, pronounced brows

and false teeth and hair. She was revolving

old memories and twirling her thumbs, and
at first only bestowed a supercilious glance

on her grand-daughter.

Lady Fermor was roused to attention by
the thrill in Iris's voice when she said, with

all the calmness she could command, " I am
going away, grandmamma. I do not see

how we can live together any longer. I am
very sorry that I have not been more of a

comfort,and pleasure to you; but since it is

not so, and our differences are becoming
worse every day, it is better for me to quit

Lambford."
"And this is all the thanks I get for

having brought you up, Iris Compton, this is

all your gratitude ? " said Lady Fermor,

leaning back in her easy- chair and crossing

her hands in her lap.

Iris might have inquired what she had

received to be grateful for which her grand-

mother could have decently kept back. But

she was of another mind. '* I am not un-

grateful, I know you have had a great deal

of trouble with me," she said humbly, " and

my heart is sore that it should end like

this."

" I don't want any of your whining and
cant," said Lady Fermor fiercely. " I wash

my hands of you from this day. I don't

care what becomes of you, and you may go

where you will for me. You know, and I know,

it won't be an honest road long, least of all

after such vile ingratitude. I have only one

stipulation to make, since it is your modest
little game to set out on your travels in broad
day and call as much attention to the pro-

ceedings as possible
;
you shan't leave Lamb-

ford in tlie guise of a beirgar, or a mock
nurse in an hospital, or a sister in a nunnery,
or whatever other silly example you may
choose to follow, and so bring further dis-

grace upon me. You'll be so good as to

leave this house dressed like a lady, and you
will do me the favour of making use of the

carriage to the train. I suppose you mean
to journey by rail and not on foot like an
ordinary vagabond-?"

Iris went back to her room, and with fingers

that would hardly do her will, changed her

dress for the last elaborate costume in dove-

coloured cashmere and silk, which her grand-

mother had ordered for her.

As Iris was doing Lady Fermor's bidding,

Soames made a solemn mufllled appeal for

admittance. She brought on a salver an

open cheque for fifty pounds and a slip of

paper on which was written, " This is the

last you shall have from me. Make the

best or the worst you can of it. Don't dis-

turb me by further leave-takings, I have had
enough of them, and I don't choose they

should spoil my luncheon."

Iris took up the cheque and put it down
again. It was her grandfather's money and

yet she felt as if it burnt her fingers. She

looked wistfully in Soames's face.

" I have to go back to ray lady instantly

in case what has happened should be too

much for her," said the woman in a strictly

official tone, taking her stand on being on

duty, " Good-bye, miss. If I may be so

bold, I wish you an 'appy journey."
_

On the whole Soames was relieved by

Iris's going away, but she did not wish to

know more of the step, since the know-

ledge might get her into a scrape. Her

greedy eyes grudged the grand-daughter of

the house the large cheque, but the maid

must not imperil the annuity for which she

had already paid dearly.

The suspicion that Miss Compton might

be going away for good, remained confined

to the cold and cautious breast of Soames.

The other servants were baffled and put on a

false scent by the circumstances of the dress,

the carriage,* and the hour, under which Iris

set out. The old cook, the footman, whose

life Iris had saved, Jenny Rogers, who was

her young mistress's special favourite, all

supposed, anil kindly welcomed the supposi-

tion, that some sudden visiting expedition

had been fixed on by Lady Fermor for her
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grand-daughter. " She will be all the better

for it, poor dear young lady," they settled

cordially among themselves. " She leads a

deal harder life than any of us, that she do,

and she has not been looking well of late,

but a change will set her up." Thus it hap-

pened that Iris, the friendliest of human
beings, departed from the place which had
been her home for nearly the whole of her

young life, without a tear shed for her sake,

without a caress, or a blessing, or a God-
speed, beyond Soames's ceremonious mea-
sured good wishes.

Though it had been her own doing that

she should go like this, she was impressed

by the desolation of the step she was taking,

while it lacked the engrossing excitement of

a clandestine adventure shrouded in gloom
that might be dispersed at any moment with

the escapade discovered and arrested.

Iris had not taken advantage of age, or

betrayed a trust or transmitted a legacy of

bewilderment, doubt, or even terror to the

dwellers at Lambford. But did nobody
care what became of her ? Was there not

one to ask where she was going—a lonely

girl into the wide world ? It was unreason-

able in her to put such questions when
actually nobody save her grandmother and
Soames had any suspicion of the true nature

of the case. Poor Lucy would be grieved and
perhaps hurt beyond propitiation, because
the advice which she gave so glibly had not

been sought. The Rector and Mrs. Acton,

too, might blame Iris, and resent her lack of

confidence in them. Yet, it had been a
hard struggle for her to be silent under the

desire of saving them a hopeless contest

with Lady Fermor, above all when it would
seem like a clerical and parental obligation

laid on them to enforce the old lady's autho-

rity, though their hearts should be with Iris

in her distress. As for King Lud he had
been gone on a long cruise, and though his

ship was again in harbour he had not yet

returned to the Rectory.

It was a grey cloudy day, with soft subdued
light and shade, and the birds singing as they
do in such a premature long-drawn-out
gloaming, when Iris in her solitary state drove
along the wide grass-bordered roads, through
the pastures and downs and occasional corn-
fields. She had selected—with a sense of
strangeness in having the privilege of selec-

tion—Cavesham instead of Knotley for her
station, because of a violent apprehension
which still harassed her, and caused her to

shrink with a nervous horror from the most
distant chance of encountering Major Pollock,

though she had no just cause to fear the
encounter. He could not stop her flight.

It would not even matter though he should
convey to her grandmother the information

that he had seen her departure.

While Iris avoided Major Pollock, she
could not altogether shake off a delusion,

though she knew it to be a delusion. She
fancied that the people whom she passed
were looking at her ; that they were sur-

prised to see her alone, and wondered why
she came to Cavesham, instead of the usual

station for the Lambford household ; that

they were suspecting a family quarrel, and
watching with idle yet oppressive curiosity

her every movement.
She had no doubt what she would do to

begin with, for her mind, naturally courageous,

quick and fertile in resource, had decided
promptly within a few minutes of her having
come to the conclusion that she must act for

herself and go away from Lambford.
Iris was unacquainted with her cousins, the

Dugdales and Powells, and her grandmother
had told her, what was too probable, that they

would not acknowledge her as a relation.

She knew her other cousin, the present Lord
Fermor ; she was conscious that he had been
politely passive in his bearing towards her,

but unless in the last necessity she would not
appeal to him, though she believed that in

spite of some faults and his wife's influence, he
was on the whole an upright, tolerably humane
man. She could not commit the last wrong
against her grandmother which would be
implied in Iris's addressing herself to Lady
Fermor's natural enemy and claiming his

protection. Lady Fermor, whatever she had
done, remained Iris's mother's mother, her
nearest relative, the guardian of her childhood
and youth, as the old woman had so often

reminded the girl lately with cruel reproaches.

Nothing could do away with that obligation,

which entered like iron into Iris's soul, so
that under the sharp smarting of the wound
there was litde probability of her forgetting

a duty which, according to her notions, was
still paramount.

Iris was shut up to one course. Her old

friend. Miss Burrage, had a sister in London
who kept a boarding-house in -which the girl

and her governess had once lived for a few
days. Iris would go to Fitzroy Square, to

Mrs. Haigh, who knew all about Iris Comp-
ton, and would surely receive her without

difficulty. Perhaps Mrs. Haigh would help
Iris to look about and find some way of work-
ing for her living, since fifty pounds and the

small sum left of her last quarter's allowance
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would not last for ever. It did not strike

Iris that there would be anything degrading

in entering the great army of workers, though

she had the sense to anticipate that there

might be much that was not agreeable, but

trying and full of drudgery. She even failed

to see that Lady Fermor was certain to regard

the project with the utmost hostility. On
the contrary, the wanderer sought to pacify

her tender conscience, and the aching long-

ing of her affectionate heart, by telling herself

that she might soon write to Lucy Acton,

when the Rector, if he saw fit, could inform

Lady Fermor that Iris was well, and able to

maintain herself.

But Iris, in her ignorance, thought less of

these questions than of the strangeness of her

solitude and independence as she left the

carriage and entered the station, took out her

ticket for London, and paced up and down
the most secluded end of the platform. Did
the man in the ticket office recognise her, and
regard it as odd that she should be travelling

alone, which she had never done before ?

Was the station master keeping his eye upon
her, or did he direct the porters to do it ?

She saw one of her fellow travellers, a harmless-

looking middle-class woman, surreptitiously

reading the address on Iris's portmanteau.

It might be to gratify idle curiosity, at the

same time the action was suspicious. Yet
why should she mind, even though what

she dreaded, next to being followed by Major
Pollock, came to pass, and some of her

personal acquaintances, Lady Thwaite, or

oRe of the HoUises, or even an officer from

Birkett, were to appear through the archway ?

But was Iris really going away from Lamb-
ford, from Eastham, from country sights and
sounds, and all she had ever known and
loved? She stooped, as she pondered over

what seemed still impossible, and gathered

a daisy that grew on the railway bank. Was
she bound for the great city, with its swarm-

ing population, in which she would be the

merest unit? Or was it no more than a

vexed, confused dream, from which she

should awaken presently ?

Iris's perturbed half-incredulous reflections

were brought to an end by the arrival of the

train. Amidst the little stir of arriving and
departing passengers, she stepped into an

empty carriage and seated herself, but rose

the next moment and stood in the doorway,

impelled by the recollection that since there

was no one to look after the luggage she

ought to attend to it. Nothing had been

left on the platform, the train was moving,

and she drew back just as she caught a

glimpse of a familiar face, the owner of which
was coming leisurely into the station. The
face was the homely but trustworthy visage

of Jenny Rogers's brother Bill, Sir William
Thwaite's man-servant.

Then the engine steamed off, carrying the

travellers fast into the unknown, and the

marvel of the expedition, the adventure of it,

began to seize hold of the brave spirit, to

fascinate and excite it, at the same time that

a great trust in the Father of the fatherless,

and the Brother of all His desolate brothers

and sisters, rose in her soul and stilled its

tribulation,

CHAPTER XXIX,—REPARATION.

Lady Fermor ' gave no token of miss-

ing the girl who had been her companion
for the last twenty years. The old lady

awoke and breakfasted, read the newspapers
or got Soaraes to read them to her, took

her stroll on the terrace, ate her luncheon,

had her afternoon drive, her nap, her din-

ner, her evening game of dcarte if Major
Pollock dropped in, or, failing him, con-

descended to a game at cribbage with

Soames, retired to bed, and slept apparently

without a care on her mind or a feather's

weight on her conscience. She had always

boasted that though she was fond of company
in her day, she could suffice for herself: and

now it looked like it. To the few visitors

who made a point of inquiring for her, she

merely alluded to Iris's absence without

stating its cause or term ; and when it was

Lady Fermor's will to keep Jier own coun-

sel not many people would venture to dis-

pute the point with her. Even Lucy with

the rest of the Acton family and Lady
Thwaite, who were the most surprised and

perplexed at the unexpected, unexplained,

undefined visit somewhere, to somebody,

which Iris was paying, submitted to be kept

for a while in ignorance. The mystery,

however, began to make itself felt, and

within a fortnight of the event Lady Fer-

mor's tranquillity was disturbed, and she

was assailed and called to account in her

own house, which ought to have been her

castle.

Lady Fermor had returned from her after-

noon drive, and had gone into her drawing-

room for half an hour, when a message was

brought to her from a former friend, wlio had

arrived at the frame of mind when forms

and ceremonies were indifferent to him. Sir

William Thwaite bade a servant tell Lady

Fermor that lie wished to see her, and had

not the suavity to add, " By her ladyship's
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leave," or " If the call is convenient for her,"

notwithstanding that he had long ceased to

be a daily visitor at Lambford. He had not

been there since the night of Miss Compton's

ball. He had not spoken to Lady Fermor
since she left him in a rage, in the teeth of a

thunder-storm, after her last visit to White-

hills. He had been a husband and a

widower in the interval.

As the message was delivered to the

venerable woman her sunken eyes gave a

warlike flash, and she managed to sit erect

after she had snapped out the two words,

"Admit him." Strife, and not peace, was
her natural element. In spite of her years,

a tough encounter, a rousing contention, a
battle of words were mare acceptable to her

than sluggish rest.

Sir William came to his former haunt, look-

ing too stern to be lightly discomposed and
discomfited. He gave a hurried glance

round while he was mechanically saying
" Good morning " to his former ally ; and
the sternness was intensified on a face which,

when it was not lit up with a smile, had
always been more the type of a certain form

of comely strength, than of sunshine and
sweetness.

" It is a treat to see you nowadays. Sir

William," said Lady Fermor tentatively, mo-
tioning him to a seat beside her.

But he did not sit down, and he did not

answer her, save by telling his errand with

brutal straightforwardness. " Where is Miss
Compton, Lady Fermor?"

" Why do you ask ?" she parried his ques-

tion with the utmost coolness and intrepidity,

while her eyes twinkled maliciously.
" Because I am determined to know," he

answered after an instant's pause.
" And by what right do you claim to be

made acquainted with my grand-daughter's

whereabouts?" she repeated her counter-

challenge. " Really, Sir William, you were
always an original, and at one time, I believe,

I rather liked your originality, but that time

is past, and there are limits even to good
things."

Her sarcasm did not ruffle his mood ; he
had ceased to wince at the prick of such
weapons, and he was also able to proclaim a
right which in his eyes was all-sufficient to

authorise his presence and interrogation.
" You were v.-illing to give her and her hap-
piness iftto my keeping once. Is not that

enough to entitle me to ask what has come
to her?"

" Very little has come to her, as you say,

that I know of," answered Lady Fermor with

an insolent criticism of his English, and with

exasperating nonchalance. " If she had many
rejected lovers it would be an awkward pre-

cedent to establish, that each man might
come and bore me with his curiosity to hear

the last news of his old flame. But she was
not much of a belle, poor thing ! and, to tell

the truth, I do not know that she had the

glory of dismissing any suitor save one ; tliere-

fore, I do not mind saying to you that I know
nothing about her."

" It ain't possible," he cried hotly ;
" she

was in your care. Women of your class don't

let girls go out into the world on their own
hook, to do what they like, without having

somebody to look after them. Your notion

is, that girls cannot take care of themselves

no more than if they were babies."

"And I dare say we are right," she inter-

jected briskly.

" And you make and keep them helpless,"

he went on without appearing to pay any
attention to her, " till they are too delicate

and dainty to stand on their own feet and
make their own way. I know she isn't like

that, and I haven't such a bad opinion of

the world as to think that there are many,
either gentle or simple, that would harm
her. But it ain't kind or considerate that

she should be exposed to what another young
lady could not face ; and though she may not

be right down harmed, she may be frightened

and worried. Lady Fermor, I insist on your
giving me satisfaction."

" In my day it was gentlemen who gave
each other satisfaction," said Lady Fermor
airily ; "a good manly custom which, like

some other customs not half so bad as they

were called, has passed away—but let them
go, they served my time. I assure you. Sir

William, I am not accountable for the young
lady in whom you are pleased to take so

deep an interest. I am sorry not to have it

in my power to say she returns it, or would
thank you for it," with a little mocking, pal-

sied bow to her listener. " She took our

relations, hers and mine, into her own hands.

According to your definition, she assumed
the privilege of the lower orders. She said

it was better we should part ; she could not

stay any longer with me. I am too old a

woman to pretend to fight with disobedient,

undutiful girls, or boys either, even though
they are my grandchildren. She said she

would go, and she went—there is the long and
the short of it."

" Before it came to that, my lady, you had
something to answer for," said Sir William,

gulping down what was sticking in his throat.
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" Now, don't you think this is getting tire-

some?" suggested Lady Fermor. "I have
told you the truth, which, whatever you may
believe, you have no earthly call to swagger

here and demand from me. May I beg you
to spare me your reflections on it, and to cut

short your visit? Don't you see, man, I

have come in from a drive, and am tired ?"

" I cannot help it," he protested, but in

the middle of the rudeness he pushed a foot-

stool under her feet, and caught up a cushion

to place at her back. Remembering former

services of the same kind, rendered under dif-

ferent circumstances and highly valued then,

the wicked old face twitched and softened a

little, though it relapsed the next moment
into its malice and hardness.

" You don't mean to say you let her go

like that ? " he persisted, still standing like

an avenging giant before a hard-hearted

witch. " You never asked her where she was
to turn to ? You are not acquainted with any

friend she might' seek ?
"

" No," she had the coarseness and cruelty

to answer him, "it is not always advisable to

ask too many questions. We women are not

often without friends at Iris's age, and we
don't always care to publish the road we
mean to follow."

"It is a shameful lie !" he said, speaking

his mind without the slightest reservation,

while his fresh-coloured face darkened to a

dusky red, and the veins on his forehead,

within the curves of chestnut hair, stood out

knotted like whipcord. " By George, if you

were a man, though j^ou were a prince, I

would not stand to hear it. You are an old

woman and my lady, but I say you have

spoken an infamous slander against your

own flesh and blood, as much above you as

heaven is above earth. Where is your natural

womanly feeling, your mother's heart, Lady
Fermor ?

"

Something in his air and attitude smote

the rock of her nature on which his words

had struck in vain. She shrank and cowered

a httle, and collapsed into the feebleness of

her years.
" Don't," she implored, " don't you curse

me ;
you are like—like a friend I had once.

Never mind who it was. I saw the likeness

the first day we met, and took a fancy for

you, and did my best to serve you. I don't

deserve this treatment from you, Thwaite,

but I am ready to give you satisfaction—all

the satisfaction I can. That goose of a girl

you think so much of, though she don't care

a straw for you, and she ain't worth your

trouble—well, let that be—she never told me

Avhere she was going, and I am not bound to

know ; but she is no more fit to carry out a
plot than that Spanish ass, Don Quixote.
She behaved like a simpleton, as you may be
sure. Her baggage was addressed to the

care of a sister of a canting, mischief-

making governess the child once had, and
her ticket was taken to London. She had
money for her board for three months.
I can give you the address if you care to

have it, though I don't see what good it will

do you now. Sir William, will you go and
leave me alone in peace, and don't come
back to haunt me in another person's guise

on my dying bed ?
"

" No, I want to do something better than

that," he said, half with lingering fury, half

in gruff relenting and concession to their oki

friendly relations, " You say you took a

fancy for me, and meant well by me. I am
willing to believe you, though it was a fancy

which played me strange tricks, and went
far to my undoing. I was not ungrateful,

whatever you may think. I take it you have

not so many true friends to call your own at

the close of your long life, that you should

shake off this one, and she your grand-

daughter, as good as gold, or even a rough,

little-worth fellow like me. Why in the

name of goodness should you not go after

Miss Compton, find her, and be a loving

grandmother to her, as I am sure she would

be a loving child to you, if you would let

her?"
" Because it ain't in me, Thwaite," replied

her ladyship with returning coolness and

candour. " You must be a bad reader of

character, if you cannot decipher that.

' Loving grandmother,' indeed ! Bah ! I

leave that to your tame old body who has

kissed her faithless tyrant's feet, and run

after her prodigal sons and fast daughters,

until in the evening of her days she is con-

tent to sit chirping and snivelling over her

mischievous brats of grandchildren.
"_

He was not to be diverted from his aim.

" You say Miss Compton has the payment

of her board, among people you disapprove

of, for a month or two. What is she to do

then ? Will you let her feel herself forsaken

by man ?—not by God. You cannot touch

her there." He broke off in a low tone

with a mixture of reverence and tenderness

—the true chivalrous devotion, very different

from any species of love poor Lady Fermor

had ever given or taken, shining in his blue

eyes. " You do not intend Lord Termor's

grand - daughter to beg her board from

strangers, or to hire herself out for a wage,
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do you? though she might count it no
dishonour to make service honourable by
discharging it."

" She has chosen her course, and she must
abide by it—ay, and eat the fruit of her

folly," argued the old woman, before she

changed her cue, and suddenly made a con-

cession. " If I do anything more for Iris

Compton, it will be as a favour to you,

Thwaite. The hussy—or the angel, if you
prefer it, shall owe my forgiveness to you.

That will be something for her pride to

swallow, though I fear you have lost the

spirit to cast it in her teeth."

Powerful as Sir William's championship
had been, this was not exactly true. It was
a fact that Lady Fermor, like most women
of strong passions, had possessed little

natural affection. The passions had burnt

themselves out, and in their ashes there were
few elements for the growth of the domestic
charities. Still there were bounds to her

callousness and vindictiveness. Lady Fer-

mor had driven this girl, as Sir William
had put it, from the dignity and ease of

Lambford, to beg her bread or to hire her-

self out for a wage. In the end the old

woman might not be unwilling, for more
reasons than one, to yield to his advocacy,
giving it all the credit in order to save

her own consistency ; while underneath the

veil she appeased her grisly ghost of a con-

science.
" Thanks," he said shortly ; and then,

fearing to displease her and turn her from
her cautious admission, he forced himself to

protest, "I'll stand no end indebted to you
if you do this kindness to yourself and Miss
Compton at my bidding. But what you
mean to do you ought to set about quickly."

" You are in a great hurry, Thwaite," ob-

served Lady Fermor sarcastically. " I sup-

pose you see that I have my bonnet on my
head, and you think I shall be ready to stir

my old bones, and rise and run after a flighty

fool of twenty or thereabouts. INIuch obliged

for your consideration for my age and in-

firmities. You had better order the carriage

back at once, and ride on before, and get a
ticket for London, and let me start napless

and dinnerless. I should arrive dizzy and
starving before midnight. I dare say I might
knock about for a bed ; or if I found my
way to Fitzroy Square, perhaps my good
grand-daughter would have the common
humanity to lend me hers for what remained
of the night."

"You are talking nonsense," he said

bluntly, staring at her, " but you will go up

to London and seek out Miss Compton

—

won't you ?
"

" I may if you will be my escort. I have
never been accustomed to travel without a
squire," she said with a kind of ghastly

coquetry. " When I was younger, a good
deal younger, I used to have half-a-dozen

sparks and beaux at my disposal. As it is,

I arn not so strong and nimble as Iris

Compton. Bythe-bye, I'm not at all sure

that she will give in, and consent to put
herself under my wing again. Disobedience
is a virulent as well as a common complaint
nowadays. I shall need all the foreign sup-

port I can get. Yours may not be very
available in this case, but it is better than

none. To be sure, my young lady may have
eaten her leek and changed her mind, while

another person has had time and reason

enough to alter his opinion. I shan't blame
him, though I am reduced to wonder whether
he has attacked me out of a spirit of contra-

diction and devilry, or from mere mawkish
magnanimity, pity, and such-like stuff."

She looked at him sharply. He returned

her glance coldly, and dismissed her wonder
with a formal, "Good afternoon. Lady Fer-

mor. I shall see you to London if you like,

at whatever time you fix," as he left her.

That night Bill Rogers was considerably

impressed by finding himself put in authority

at Whitehills, while his master held himself

in readiness to start any day for London.

CHAPTER XXX.—YOUTH STRIVES.

Iris had reached London in safety, she

had found Mrs. Haigh, a fat, florid, over-

dressed woman, hospitable, and friendly in

a way. But Iris had not found another

Miss Burrage—it would have been un-

reasonable to expect it in the matron who
was in an extraordinary flutter of mingled

pride and alarm at having Lord and Lady
Fermor's grand-daughter again under her

own roof. Iris's presence lent a glorious

distinction to the upper middle-class board-

ing-house, but it might be drawing down
upon the hostess the wrath of " the combined
aristocracy," because of aiding and abetting

insubordination in their ranks and desertion

from their leaders.

Iris had said honestly, " I am sorry to say

grandmamma and I have not been happy
together lately, Mrs. Haigh. Perhaps my
dear old friend, Miss Burrage, may have said

something long ago which will help you to

understand matters. I don't mean that I am
not to blame. No doubt I have failed in

tact and patience, and a thousand things,
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but the painful fact remains that we have
not got on well together. Now I have left

Lambford with Lady Fermor's knowledge,
and come up to town to ask if you will

take me in, till I see what is to become of
me."
Of course Mrs. Haigh would take Iris in.

What mistress of a boarding establishment,

unless she were a very exceptional person,

would refuse to receive a peer's grand-daughter,

looking as Iris looked, wearing the dress she
wore, even if there had not .been the old
family connection of which Mrs. Haigh had
boasted for the last fifteen years ?

Mrs. Haigh was soon satisfied that Iris

was neither impecunious in the meantime,
nor possessed by any romantic delusion of

throwing herself on the devotion of ancient

allies and living on air, her dignity, and their

worshipping commiseration. When this im-

portant little item was agreeably settled to

Mrs. Haigh's practical mind, she had nothing
to disturb her but the apprehension of Lady
Fermor's displeasure and that vague horror

of the wrath of the combined aristocracy

which was not without its breathless charm, like

the coveted terror produced by an exciting

ghost story. Certainly Mrs. Haigh was
aware that Lady Fermor had been a very

formidable, unmanageable person, though
she ought by this time to be in her dotage.

But whether doting or not, surely she would
rather have her grand-daughter in Fitzroy

Square, with highly respectable people of

whom her ladyship knew something, than

wandering through the world without cha-

peron or companion. Lady Fermor ought
rather to feel relieved and grateful when she

heard Mrs. Haigh's name mentioned as a
temporary guardian for Miss Compton.

Having persuaded herself of this, Mrs.
Haigh was at liberty to rejoice in the acqui-

sition to her circle, even though her reason

whispered it could not be permanent. Its

reflected eclat might long survive its actual

existence, and while it lasted the mistress of

the house could load Iris with overpowering
attentions.

Iris was vexed that Mrs. Haigh would con-

stantly speak of her and to her as " Lady
Fermor's grand-daughter." The excellent

woman would even betray at once her ignor-

ance and vanity, by bestowing on Iris a handle
to her name to which she was not entitled.

Mrs. Haigh always called Iris the Honourable
Miss Compton, and considered it foolish mo-
desty and shyness—perhaps a little hauteur in

disguise, when the girl first hinted, and then

tiaid plainly, that neither the Herald's Office

XXV-4S

nor Debrett would authorise the use of such
a privilege.

Iris was still more wounded when she had
reason to suspect that Mrs. Haigh, in her
incessant reference to Lambford and Lady
Fermor, did not refrain from imparting in

mysterious whispers to chosen members of

her circle the scandals with which the name
had been associated, or else by nods and
shrugs and hinted innuendoes refrcslied

her ladies' and gcntlomeu's memories on the
subject. She was irreproachable in her own
morals, yet she seemed to take a warped
pride in what she was pleased to view as
aristocratic iniquities.

These ladies and gentlemen were per-

fectly respectable, better-class paisionnaircs.

Though the ladies had the priority by cour-
teous phrase, the gentlemen were really the
ruling power in the establisliment, as they
still are in the world. Whether married or
single, from the bachelor confidential clerk

in a tremendously great banking establish-

ment to the retired clergyman and half-pay

officer, they all paid board in full ; and as

they were the members of the establishment

who were the most out of the house during the

day, they were supposed to give least trouble

to their hostess, while they were also the

most profitable boarders. It was for the

gentlemen's appetite and tastes that Mrs.

Haigh in reality catered most sedulously ; it

was the gentlemen's evening rubber that she

guarded from interruption most carefully.

Some of the spinsters were ladies in re-

duced circumstances, and paid Mrs. Haigli

a smaller board for rooms nearer the sky, and
for inferior attendance generally, with which,

in strict justice and logic, these half-indigent

gentlewomen ought to have been contented.

But in point of fact they employed a con-

siderable amount of their time in jealous

inspection of the better position of their

neighbours, and muttered grumblings over

their own wants, or in high-f:iluting, osten

tatious professions of indifference to cir-

cumstances, or else in judicious, assiduous

attentions to their better-off companions

—

attentions which had their reward.

To the single ladies, more than all the

other inhabitants of the house. Iris's advent

was a windfall. For once the spinsters lelt

equal to the men and to the married women.
The other maidens, however ancient, shared

in the fuss made about this girl, as if it

had been a tribute to the whole body

of unprotected females. In return for tlie

homage paid to her—or rather to Lady

Fermor's grand-daughter—Iris made figura-
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tively a series of courteous bows, and sought

to possess her soul in patience Uke a princess

on a royal progress. But, although in her

faith, hope, and charity, which, after all the

sneers liberally launched at these graces and

their Christian origin, are as trustworthy

touchstones as any that have yet been found

for use in the motley crowd of life. Iris had

no doubt that there was more than sufficient

to respect, like, and inspire interest in her

fellow-boarders, if one only knew them better,

and held the clue to the true life beneath the

conventional ; still, looking only on the

surface, she did not find anything to attract

her particularly in any of the members of the

large family under Mrs. Haigh's roof.

Iris vfixs not overwhelmingly impressed by
the rich, stiffened, silent, white-haired clerk

of so great a banking-house, that even

its first clerk was surrounded by a nimbus
of golden influence and responsibility. She

did not yield to the lively fascinations

of Captain Boscawen, who knew all the

gossip of the best society, and being affable,

gallant, and chatty, was a favourite with

most of the ladies. She was not even greatly

touched by the Rev. Edward Calcott, a

younger man than the first two heroes. He
had been forced to retire from his vicar's

charge on account of an abiding relaxed

throat and weak chest, and was, therefore,

as a clergyman and a confirmed invalid, in-

vested with the double attributes of spiritual

director and object of tender sympathy to

every soft heart. Iris was sorry for him

;

but her heart was not so soft in this quarter

as to prevent her perceiving that he was both

self-conscious and self-indulgent ; so she left

the nursing of him to his wife, and kept her

spiritual concerns out of his reach.

Iris was not more won by the ladies

—

from bluff Mrs. Judge Penfold, who, arguing

from her title, had appropriated her husband's

office as well as the reins of his phaeton,

down to little Mrs. Rugely, the inconsolable

pretty young widow, who, to the envy of the

remaining men, sat bereft at the Rev.
Edward's feet, yet was able to take the

deepest interest in the exact fit of her widow's
gown and the becoming shape of her bon-
net, and pensively asked her friends' advice

whether scarlet flowers were not admissible

after the first stage of mourning was past.

Her lost love had always preferred her with

scarlet, and entire black was really too trying

for a brunette complexion.
Iris had received a blow in finding Mrs.

Haigh so unlike Miss Burrage, and the blow
was not softened, neither was the likeness

increased, on the only occasion when the

girl spoke of her best friend to that friend's

sister. Mrs. Haigh twinkled away a facile

tear, indeed, and expressed her thankfulness

for having had her dear Emily in Mrs. Haigh's
house, to be waited upon by her during the

good soul's last illness.

" It was a great privilege, Miss Compton
;

you who knew her, and who, I may say, was
her pet pupil, can guess how uncomplaining,
considerate, even cheerful, she was to the

very last."

But Mrs. Haigh was honest in her thick-

skinnedness, and absence of deep or delicate

or abiding feeling. She added innocently

enough in the next breath : "It was a mercy
the illness was short, for it saved the dear
saint a great deal of suffering ; and to have
had her lying long here, or even lingering on,

neither ill nor well, unfit for duty, without

a sufficient provision for her needs, a burden
to herself and others—as, between ourselves,

I think Mr. Calcott is sometimes, when he
murmurs so at his chimney smoking, and
objects to the piano being played after certain

hours—would have been more than I could

have undertaken, with my husband and chil-

dren and the care of a boarding-house on my
hands. When one comes to think of it

all," reflected Mrs. Haigh with a species of

complacency, " darling Emily was not suited

for this world. She was an excellent crea-

ture, but she was painfully plain from a girl.

She had ability and accomplishments ; but

she had no manners that I could see, though,

of course, we know she lived in the best

society. She could not relish what most people

enjoy; to dress what I call well became a

bore to her. She was not fond of shopping

or calling or dining out, and hardly cared

for a box or a stall at the opera or the

theatre, unless the play or the opera, as well

as the singers and actors, chanced to be
exceptional. She pottered about more than

she was able among hum-drum, fallen-down

people she had known long ago, or sick or

poor people. She had a regard for out-of-

the-way churches and eccentric clergymen

that few people save herself had heard of or

cared for. Put her down with a book she

liked and her work, and the world held

little more attraction for her. No, poor dear

Emily was not a woman for this world. She
was a woman to be overlooked and slighted

—

which she did not mind, for she had rather a

lack of spirit and proper pride. She was apt

to be smiled at, for she had her little pecu-

liarities, dear soul ! though she was my sister

—and jostled against and trampled upon, as
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the world goes. I trust she is far better off

where she has gone, poor love."
" She was a woman of whom the world

was not worthy, Mrs. Haigh," said Iris hotly.

To compare Miss Burrage to Mr. Calcott !

To have been capable of thinking of her as a

possible burden, and so finding her prema-
ture death in one light a boon, instead of

wrestlins: with God that the loved presence

might be spared for a season, and yearning

to keep it here so long as life lingered in the

feeble frame, and sense and love on the peace-

ful, wasted brow and lips ! What would not Iris

have given to have seen her old friend's dear

face again, though it had come but in a vision

of the night, to have heard her wise, gentle

counsel, though it had been only in a dream

!

Iris was not disappointed in Mr. Haigh as

she was in Mrs. Haigh. He was only Miss
Burrage's brother-in-law, by Mrs. Haigh's

election, not a member of Miss Burrage's

family, of the same father and mother, and
of kindred blood. Besides, Iris had retained

a dim recollection of him—more correct in all

respects than her early vision of his wife as a

lively, handsomeyoungmatron, who had petted

her and been very affectionate to Miss Burrage.

Mr. Haigh was the cipher that Iris had
always remembered him. He sat at the foot

of the table and did the principal carving.

He kept the gentlemen company when the

ladies had retired. He was safe for a partner

at w'hist, unless somebody else wished to

make up the party. He could serve as a

tolerable second when the boarders happened
to be musical and a second was in request.

He dabbled a little in art, so as to have the

ejitr'ee to a few studios, and afford the benefit

of his opinion to any amateur artist in the

house. He had the same intangible con-

nection with the theatres and opera-houses,

so that he could always procure tickets, boxes

and stalls, and predict what a play would

turn out, when the mass of the public was
helpless and voiceless. Mr. Haigh had been

educated abroad, and possessed an additional

advantage, of which he was rather vain. He
was tolerably conversant with several Euro-

pean languages. He could serve on a pinch

as an amateur courier by anticipation to in-

experienced projectors of continental tours.

In any other position, Mr. Haigh might

have been a purely ornamental member of

society, but as the spouse of a lady who kept

an upper-class boarding-house, he was almost

the right man in the right place—while Iris

had never imagined she would get anything

more than a host's gentlemanlike notice from

Mr. Haigh.

But Mrs. Haigh had children who were
also Miss Burrage's nephews and nieces.

They were all at school save one, Juliana, or

Ju-ju, the eldest daughter, a girl of nineteen,
to whom Iris turned eagerly. But, alas !

Ju-ju was more like her well-bred lymphatic
father than her mother—far less her aunt.

Ju-ju's chief end in life seemed to be to com-
ply with all the obligations of the most finished

young ladyhood in the fashion of the day,

under such difiiculties as limited means and
the necessity for the family's keeping boarders
implied. Ju-ju took her stand on her father's

and mother's claims to gentility as educated
people, the children of a clergyman of the

Church of England on the one hand, and a
captain in the army on the other. She
ignored the items that Mrs, Haigh had been
a governess like her sister and that Mr. Haigh
had failed in succession as a barrister, an
operatic singer, an artist and a playwright.

Ju-ju was inchned to make out that her

father and mother kept a boarding-house for

their private pleasure. She did nothing save

sit embroidering the artistic, elaborate em-
broidery of the hour, and attend to her toilet

to the minutest details of the rosette on her

French shoe, and the extra button on her

profusely buttoned glove.

She was neither pretty nor plain, though
she had a good figure, and felt the more per-

suaded on that account that dress was of the

first consequence to her.

Iris Compton contemplated Ju-ju from a

puzzled mental and moral distance, with the

puzzle deepened by the fact that the girl was
Miss Burrage's niece. How could personal

enjoyment and the idlest trifles engross her

wholly ? What was she thinking of when she

sat calmly applying herself for so many hours

to this costly fancy work, while her mother,

behind backs, was really cumbered with the

care of her servants, the burden of house-

keeping for a large, disconnected, troublesome

family, and the worry of account books wiiich

frequently refused to "square"? And what

became of all the splendid and delicate em-

broidery, of which only a few finished speci-

mens appeared in the shape of table-covers

and cushions in the drawing-room? Did

Ju-ju simply work it to train and gratify her

hand and eye, and then wantonly destroy it,

or did she bestow it as presents on all her

absent friends ?

Iris found out the enigma at the same time

that she hit upon a little opening for her own
unprovided-for future, which was beginning

to weigh heavily upon her mind.

In vain had Iris asked Mrs. Haigh's advice
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about what she ought to do to earn a Httle

money. Mrs. Haigh was convinced that Iris's

illustrious relations would not permit such an

indignity. Miss Compton would only require

to hint to them that her coffers were be-

coming empty to have them filled again to

overflowing.

In vain Iris frankly approached the subject

with some of the other ladies—counting on
them as a sort of informal women's friendly

society. She was always stopped by their

smiling and pooh-poohing her. They would
not have their peer's grand-daughter pulled

down from her pedestal, or else they regarded

her prospects with regard to working for her

bread as so hopeless, that they preferred not

to discuss them with her. In fact they told

her it was lowering herself to hint at such

an alternative, almost as much as if she were

to propose to borrow money from them.

At the same time Iris found to her dismay

that life in a Fitzroy Square boarding-house,

apart from the board, was a great deal dearer

than life at Lanibford. Everybody over-

dressed, punctiliously, with studied variety for

dinner. In the light of Mrs. Judge Penfold's

brocade and diamonds the one day and velvet

and pearls the next; Mrs. Rugely's diaphanous

black and jet, or gold ; and Ju-ju Haigh's

earnestly thought out, subtle harmonies in

strange, wonderful stuffs and tints from art-

shops, her beads from Venice, her amber
and filigree work from Damascus—all bought
in London town, for Ju-ju had been no
traveller— Iris was more than outshone.

In such a white India muslin, with tur-

quoise ornaments, as had dazzled Sir Wil-

liam Thwaite, or in such a blue silk, fes-

tooned with hops, as would have been voted

decidedly " swellish " by the Hollises at

Thornbrake, and pronounced perfectly ex-

quisite by the Actons at the Rectory,

she knew she looked shabbily, stalely mono-
tonous in costume.

Iris had the impression that she was play-

ing at being a grand demoiselle in an effemi-

nate, luxurious, extravagant court. She tried

to resist, but she was a young woman with-

out a home, and had to yield something to

what Mrs. Haigh called " the rules of the

house." She was forced, like the poor
ladies, to waste a great deal of time in con-

triving small transparent devices, for her

dress to pass muster among the elaborate

shifting toilets of the company.
It was on an errand to procure some not

too costly, gauzy transformation, that Iris,

who had from the first claimed the liberty of

walking out by herself without becoming a

mutual drag and fetter either on Mrs. Haigh
or Ju-ju, visited such a monster shop of all

wares as is a remarkable feature of the

London of to-day. It was a little of an en-

terprise even for so fearless a girl as Iris to

enter one of the many doors, fall into a
stream of purchasers, pass down the streets

of counters and be bewildered by the different

departments of the business in story after

story, of the blocks of buildings.

Iris felt so small and so swallowed up,

that she uttered a little cry of pleasure when
she discovered Ju-ju Haigh at a counter on
which the exquisite materials for some of her

embroidery were displayed.

Ju-ju could not be said to return the com-
pliment by sharing in the gratification. She
reddened and had a constrained air while

the girls exchanged half-a-dozen words. Iris

would have passed on, but the crush of

buyers and sellers was great here, and she

could not advance many steps before one of

the elder shop-women, or ladies of the estab-

lishment as they prefer to be called, came to

Miss Haigh and delivered a courteous verbal

message, " If the piece be done by next
week, madam " (old-fashioned modes of

address have acquired fresh life and new
associations in connection with London
shops), " Mrs. Cree says it will be in time

enough for the Countess.."

Ju-ju met Iris's surprised eyes and imme-
diately turned aside, crimsoning from brow
to throat, through the pearl powder which
she and young Mrs. Rugely and elderly

Mrs. Judge Penfold and Mrs. Haigh and
poor Miss Swan, the poorest of the poor ladies,

did not hesitate to use, though as yet they

stopped short of rouge.

But Ju-ju showed no further inclination to

be left alone ; on the contrary she hurried

over her business, offered Iris her valuable

aid in a purchase, and seemed even anxiously

desirous of bearing Miss Compton company
in her walk home.
The motive was soon explained. Whenever

the girls got into the quieter streets, Ju-ju

spoke with almost painful earnestness :
" You

have found me out, jMiss Compton, without

being able to help it. I embroider at home
for Mr. Blackburn's art department. I dare

say you have observed that I work rather

closely, though embroidery is a pleasure to

me also. Other people in the house have

noticed it, though of course nobody asks

any questions. My mother can only afford

me a small allowance. I could not dress

and go out like other girls, if I had not

an additional income. I assure you many
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girls design or embroider on private com-
missions, which are the best, as they are for

friends, or for the art schools where the girls

have been taught, or for art departments in

some of the great shops, and nobody outside

is any wiser. The rage for art work is such
a boon to people who would not think of

working in any other fashion. Art work
can be done by any lady without loss of caste,

and if you will believe me, many ladies do it

for pay who are in no want of money, as I

am sorry to say I am. Some of these are

connected with the nobility as you are, and,
for the most part, they do not care though
it is known they embroider for money. They
laugh and boast of it, and are as proud of
their earnings as if they were sums gained at

Monte Carlo, or the payment of wagers, or

the prices of books or pictures which the

girls had written or painted. But it is a
different thing when working is a necessity.

I don't think I should work if 1 had a

good allowance or a rich father," admitted

Ju-ju, " and I believe in my case, it is cer-

tainly much better to say nothing about it.

So, Miss Compton, I shall be very much
obliged if you will not mention what
has come to your knowledge to-day—not
even to my mother, though 1 need not say

she is aware of my arrangement and has

given her full consent to it."

This was a revelation to Iris, but she did

not stop to inquire if the game were worth
the candle. She did not v/eigh against each
other the false pride of girls like Ju-ju Haigh,
who eked out their means and supplied them-
selves with foolish extravagances by labouring

in strict secrecy for tinsel—not bread ; and
the childish vanity of the wealthy aristo-

cratic girls who vaunted their uncalled-for

achievements in the shape of working, at

will, for a few sovereigns, twice the number
of which the workwomen wasted every day

they lived. It just crossed Iris's mind thai

there was a performance resembling this on
the part of the ladies of the French noblesse

before the great revolution, when dainty fingers

ostentatiously unravelled gold thread in lace

which had decorated coats of husbands or

brothers, or sons, and sold it as bullion. But
she drew no inference from the comparison.

Iris did not even speculate how it comes
that to work at art designs and marvels of

embroidery, can be more honourable tlian to

work at the homeliest useful work, which is of

still greater necessity to the welfare of the

world than the coin with which the primitive

toil is remunerated; she only thought that

she too could do this art work, while she

might not be fit for any other. She had
delighted as a simple matter of taste, when
she was a girl at case, in the revival of art

embroidery. She had practised it with
enthusiasm, and had attained some local
eminence by her performances. She had
watched Ju-ju's achievements with intelligent
admiration, and had been able to offer her
available suggestions and help sometimes.
Now Iris ventured to propose, a little breath-
lessly in her excitement, "Could I do any-
thing for Blackburn's ? Would they care
to employ me? I should be glad—thankful
if they would try me. I need not say I

would do my best to give them satisfaction."

Ju-ju received the proposal more graciously
and encouragingly than her mother and the
other ladies had met Iris's candid statements
of the obligation on her to find work and
wages. Ju-ju, confident in her own skill and
experience, feared no competition in her
special province, while she was ready to

clutch at another example to prove that lady-
like girls, even girls connected with the
nobility, freely adopted her calling.

Ju-ju readily undertook to communicate
with Blackburn and exhibit some specimens
of Iris's capability as a nineteenth-century
Arachne. Mrs. Haigh shook her head and
was troubled by the anomaly, but Ju-ju had
sufficient influence over her mother to pre-

vent her doing more.
Blackburn was a genius in his line, he

kept all the strings to his bow and all the

arteries of his vast organization under his

personal inspection and control. He had
found the secret of success, in the path which
he had struck out, to lie in universal applica-

bility and novelty. He had boasted that

he could furnish on due notice whatever the

heart ofman or woman could desire—whether
the customer were a prince or a princess, a

dock labourer or a charwoman, and he had
reclaimed his pledge by providing an ele-

phant within four-and-twenty hours of its

being asked for on one extraordinary occasion.

He was proud of his last development in an
aristocratic art region. He magnanimously
enjoyed solacing the idleness of rich, the

sorrows of poor gentility, that would never

recognise him and his, in spite of his celebrity

and wealth, as the equals and privileged

associates of its members. He relislied

highly as Fouche (.lid, counting iii his pay

sprigs of the nobility, who were also among
the chief purchasers of his rarest and cost-

liest adaptations from Worth.

Iris did not know how much she owed
again to her grandfather and grandmother,
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when, to her great relief and something like

hapjDy bewilderment, she found herself at once

approved of and appointed on Blackburn's

staff. She was even intrusted with very

valuable materials, including an idea of a

screen in three panels, with a suitable moral,

by a world-known artist, the cartoon to be

destroyed as soon as a single copy was worked.

One panel displayed Arachne " in her earlier

humanity, carried away by conceit in her

weaving; the second gave the cowering foolish

weaver-woman brought face to face with the

great goddess Minerva, whom she had dared

to challenge to a trial of skill ; and the third

represented Minerva looking down in su-

preme contempt on the humble spider and
her web, all that remained of the presumptuous

Arachne " and the product of her loom. Long
afterwards Iris was wont to view that trophy

of bold, true, delicate if formal lines, traced

in softest, richest silks, with many mingled

feelings. In the meantime it was a con-

genial occupation, as well as a bracing eftbrt

at independence, for Iris to work faithfully

and lovingly at the great artist's fancy.

Iris needed this help for her heart and
mind, her faith and patience, while the summer
was yet young, since every day the weather

was growing warmer and the season drawing

nearer to its climax. The garden in Fitzroy

Square, which had been a pleasant oasis in

the dreary desert of stone and lime when
Iris came, became prematurely sere, yellow,

and brown in its lack of country freshness,

country freedom, country wholesomeness of

gradual, bountiful growth and decay.

The society of the boarding-house had lost

its strangeness to Iris, but it had also become
more and more irksome with a constant re-

minder that she was out of her element among
people whom she neither judged, nor con-

demned, nor despised, but not one of whom
bore much more than a human, national, toler-

ably civilised affinity to her, in her nature,

beliefs, and habits.

Many of the residents in the house were
going away with Ju-ju Haigh to pay visits

to the sea-side, to Normandy, or the Enga-
dine. Iris's choice of society, such as it was,

began to narrow just as she had a craving for

it to widen. She would be left almost alone

in the white dusty streets by the time she

thirsted intensely for a quiet, sandy-coloured
country road running along a reddish, purplish

green stretch of common or down, the shade
of trees, the cool ripple of water, the yellow
corn-fields ripening to harvest.

The figure of an old woman, loveless and
unloved in her solitary age, sitting at home

in her cheerless great house, or driving out

by herself in her close carriage on her mono*
tonous round, had reproached Iris, from the

first, many a time. The reproach was more
than half morbid, for Lady Fermor had never
shown that she cared forher grand-daughter'g

company and she had driven Iris from her,

by persecution and panic, which might have
worn the girl into her grave, or carried her to

a mad-house.

CHAPTER XXXr.—AGE PLEADS.

Iris had been out for a little more air and
a saunter in the greater space of Regent's

Park, when just as she re-entered the house she

met Mrs. Haigh in such a state of conster-

nation that the girl's roused imagination could

fancy no smaller calamities had occurred than

the kitchen chimney on fire to the destruction

of the eight-o'clock dinner, or the first clerk

in the great banking-house having announced
his intention to set up an establishment of

his own. But Mrs. Haigh speedily un-

deceived her. " Oh, my dear Miss Comp-
ton, she is here. Lady Fermor is here, and
I dared not attempt to deceive her about your

being with us ; indeed, she did not ask, she

simply said, ' Take me to Miss Compton,'
and she walked straight into the drawing-

room, dismissing me with a nod, and staring

about her without troubling to return the

bows of the assembled ladies to whom I

gave her a general introduction. They have
all left the room, and she is sitting there

alone, for Haigh has declined to have any-

thing to do with her. I am afraid you must
go to her and find out what she wants. If it

is anything reasonable, if she wishes to board
here along with you, I will do my best,

though I do not know if Mrs. Judge Penfold

and the rest will consent to be ignored, even
by a viscountess—your grandfather was a

viscount, wasn't he, dear Miss Compton?
not an earl, as I am always inclined to make
him—when they are all private ladies. If

she thinks your board too high, though the

times are terribly expensive "

" I do not think that will be the reason of

her coming, Mrs. Haigh. I shall go to her at

once."

The thought of her grandmother away
from Lambford from which she had not stirred

for a dozen years, had a great effect on Iris.

Whatever the person most concerned may
have felt, it was a shock to her descen-

dant when she saw the aged woman rooted

up from all her old surroundings. Iris had
been accustomed to think of her grandmother

as about as stationary and constant in hei
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attributes and actions as the fixed stars.

Therefore the contrast was great of finding

Lady Fermor seated uncomfortably in a chair

which was the opposite of her own at Lamb-
ford, with Mrs. Rugely's easel at one side and
Mrs. Calcott's basket heaped with the babies'

socks and pinafores which she was always
manufacturing for charitable bazaars on the

other, and Mrs. Judge Penfold's dog barking
and Ju-ju's kitten putting up its tail as if

to assail the intruder. Iris's heart smote
her, and she advanced quickly to her per-

secutress, c-ying out, " Oh ! grandmamma,
I am sorry I have given you so much trouble,

if you have come up to town on my account."

"You maybe sorry," said Lady Fermor
emphatically, extending two fingers to her

grand-daughter. " I have come a long journey
on your account. I am here to fetch you
away, so you had better get ready as soon as

possible, and not keep me waiting longer than

you can help. The carriage is at the door."

Iris was taken aback. This was not like

the scoffing leave to go, which had been
granted to her in their last meeting. To re-

turn to Lambford, though she had not been
very happy in Fitzroy Square, was never what
Iris had intended ; all the old objections to

her residence with her grandmother, which
had grown unbearable, might still remain in

full force. The loathed apparition of Major
Pollock, of which she had got rid lately,

seemed to rise again before her and make her

flesh creep. For anything Iris knew he might
have come up with her grandmother to

London, he might be in the carriage outside,

ready to spring upon her, in a figure. She
could not resign herself again to the old

tyranny, the old taunts and indignities which
had threatened to thrust her on the most
miserable fate that could befall a woman; not

for her native air and the place and the

jDeople she had known and loved so long, not

for Lucy Acton, who had expressed herself

by letter as dubious of the step Iris had
taken, even while condoling with her most
sincerely on the causes which had led to it,

could Iris make so bootless a sacrifice. But
the assurance of the shrivelled-up wreck of

a woman before her staggered Iris, and
caused her to hesitate what to say or do.

Lady Fermor delivered herself of a gesture

of impatience and called out harshly, "Have
I not stooped enough, girl? Would you have

me humble myself in the dirt to tell you I'll

never mention poor old Pollock's name to

you again ? If you had not been a prim,

scared idiot, you would have known it was

not in earnest. I have got one of my other

grand-daughters, Marianne Dugdale, to be a
companion for you. I have taken a house in

Kensington that you may spend a few weeks
in town, before all the world is gone, in a
manner more befitting your antecedents.
Afterwards I am thinking of a little trip to

Buxton or Scarborough or Scotland— 1 am
not too stiff to accomplish it—and let you two
girls have the benefit of it. I dare say you
will turn up your noses, because Buxton is

not Spa or Homburg, and Scarborough Com-
piegne, or any other French place frequented
by the ex- empress, and Scotland Norway.
But I can tell you, when I was young a girl

would have counted such an excursion an
opening for making her fortune and a wonder-
ful stroke of good luck."

" It is kind of you to put yourself about,"

faltered Iris, not at all sure how her words
would be taken, " We are much obliged to

you. If I could only flatter niyself you
wanted me, you really wanted me, grand-
mamma." said Iris, with a more uncon-
trollable break in her voice.

" Oh ! as to that," said Lady Fermor,
carelessly shaking out her sable-lined cloak,

and giving a twitch to the strings of a new
and striking lilac satin bonnet, " I got on
very well by myself. You need not flatter

yourself that you are of so much conse-

quence. It was Thwaite, who came over and
dug into me to go and see after you," with

a keen glance at Iris.

" It was very good of Sir WiUiam to think

of me," said Iris simply.
'" Oh ! yes, we're all kind and good now,

when you've had your swing, and we're ready

to look over and make the best of a girl's

incredible folly. Thwaite brought Marianne
Dugdale and me to town, but you need not

thank him for it. I imagine he has taken a

fancy to Marianne, and though she's a goose,

like the rest of her kind, she won't be so

goosey, perverse, and infatuated as to hold

out against lawful authority, and a thousand

advantages far beyond what she could hope

for. By-the-bye, I hope Marianne's having

stepped into your shoes, both with regard to

Lambford and Whitehills, will not interfere

with your throwing down your arms, and

submitting to your natural superior," wound
up Lady Fermor, fixing Iris with a wily,

glittering eye.
" No, no," said Iris hastily, falling into the

trap forthwith, lifting up her head involuntarily,

unconscious of a bright spot rising on each

cheek. "Why should it? But there are

some other things to be thought of.'"

" Out with them. Am I to go down on
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my knees to beg your pardon ?" with a feeble

movement to rise from her chair. " I have

long thought the world was upside down, and

this will only be the reversal of our natural

position. Come, let me get over it as soon

as possible. I should not mind it, if my old

knees were not so rheumatic".
" Grandmamma, I beseech you don't,"

implored Iris, in terror lest Lady Fermor
should carry out her horrible mockery. " How
could you think or say such a thing ? I only

wished to tell you that I have paid my board,

and Mrs. Haigh has made arrangements for

me remaining much longer. I cannot help

disappointing her perhaps, but I ought not to

let her suffer otherwise."
" Humph ! very impertinent in her to have

anything to say to you at all, and still more
impertinent to go on forming plans without

consulting your friends, but we must take

that with the rest. I'll settle with the lodg-

ing or boarding-house keeper, or whatever

she is. Any more stipulations?
"

" I have taken in work, art work, from

Blackburn's, and I have expensive materials

to account for, as well as the piece I under-

took to embroider."

"Good gracious. Iris! wereyoumad? How
could you disgrace yourself, and me, in such

a manner ? " cried Lady Fermor, stumbling

to her feet. " You might have gone on the

boards with less scandal, if ever such an act

of low-lifed absurdity come to light. We
must drive instantly to the shop, and buy up
all you had to do with—only buying up will

stop the man's mouth, and though it were
half the shop the sacrifice must be made.
When I engage in a thing I go through with

it. But your vagary is likely to cost me a

pretty penny. Miss Compton, in addition to

aching bones. You had better think twice

—

or rather I hope you will be off my hands be-

fore you engage in another. After the good
education you had—even though that woman
Burrage was a fanatic—to descend to the

gutter by taking in work from a public shop !"

It was plain that in Lady Fermor's old-

fashioned estimation, art need levi^ork was not

a whit better than white seam ; and she con-

sidered that Iris Compton had let herself

sink, in the course of six or eight weeks, to

the level of a shirt-maker or slop-worker.

It was like a dream to Iris to find herself

snatched away from Fitzroy Square. She
left Mrs. Haigh in a manner consoled by the

spectacle of the coroneted carriage at the

door, and the undying recollection that Lady
Fermor had called in person for her grand-

daughter, though her ladyship had not be-

haved quite so well on the occasion as

might have been hoped for from a viscountess.

It was not so much as if the present—it

was rather as if therecent past—were a dream,
when Iris found herself sitting in her old

place, listening to the old high-handed talk and
vituperation. But as Iris told herself, what
could she have done after the chief grievance

was removed, and her grandmother had bound
herself to keep the peace, than return to her

duty, and wear again the yoke of her youth ?

The house which Lady Fermor had taken

off its former tenant's hands, for the last few

weeks of the season, was at Kensington Gore.

It was beyond the precincts of Belgravia, and
beyond the Knightsbridge art studios and the

barracks, which, following the example of the

ubiquitous mews, invade select territories.

Its windows did not give a false idea, as

they looked full on the refreshment and
refuge of the grand old leafy gardens. The
glittering pinnacles of the Queen and coun-

try's memorial to a good prince, with his

other monument, the huge ugly dome of the

Albert Hall, promising unlimited music, and
the pile upon pile of the second national

museum, offering numberless antiquities, pic-

tures, the Raphael cartoons, were all close

at hand. So was the Row, with its mid-day

horses and riders, and so was Hyde Park
with its afternoon stream of carriages, and
not very far off was the Broad Walk, that

noblest avenue in which old court beauties,

fair French e/nigrees, the world of fashion and
letters, once came to see and be seen, to sun

themselves, and shine as lesser luminaries,

reflecting welcome rays on the obscure world

crowding to gape and stare at the town lions.

Iris had never before lived in such a

charmed region, where the hours might well

seem 100 short for the attractions which

claimed them ; but she hardly noticed it, at

first, she was so full of excitement and anxiety

about her cousin, Marianne Dugdale. Lady
Fermor had been plagued by i&w scruples

in calling this other grandchild to her side,

but Iris retained a pained recollection of

what her grandmother had said with regard

to the light in which the Dugdales and
the Powells must regard her, Iris. They
might owe some charity to their grand-

mother, but they owed none to her. She
was only a rival claimant for Lady Fermor's

bounty, the grand-daughter of the man who
had foully wronged their grandfather. It was

a case of family guilt and alienation which

could hardly be repaired even between the

harmless representatives of succeeding gene-

rations.
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CHAPTER LIV.—A FIRESIDE SCENE.

/"^ENEVIEVE went into the little lamp-
^-^ lit sitting-room. Her father was there,

leaning forward in his chair in the old wearied
way. George rose quickly to place another
chair for her. Then all at once with a great

rush there came back upon her brain the

reasons she had had for going to Yarrell Croft,

the weeks of pain, the unanswered letters,

the returned pictures. Was it possible that she
had forgotten—even for an instant? When
she realised that for nearly two hours she had
never once thought of all this strange trouble

that had fallen into her father's life, her for-

getfulness, her seeming selfishness smote
her like a treachery ; and the fact that she
had been preoccupied became a motive for

such strong self-blame that her mind was for

a moment drawn away from the thing that

had caused preoccupation.

She sat there quite still, quite silent, while

George told of the unsuccessfulness of his

visit. He did not go into details or repeat

Miss Richmond's words. He confined him-
self almost entirely to an admission of the

fact that he had failed in his enterprise, and
to a few remarks expressive of surprise at his

failure. As he spoke he was watching Gene-
vieve withevenmore than his usual intentness,

and with some concern. He had detected

the change that a few hours had written on
her face.

Her father's e3'es were not undiscerning.
" Change your dress, dear, and be as quick

as you can—tea will be here in ten minutes.

Then I shall scold you ; and after that I

shall make out a list of distances which you
may not pass. You are exhausted. I can

see that plainly."

In a very few minutes Genevieve came
down. She was passing into another mood
now. There was a calmer and stronger look

on her face, a look as when one recognises a

new condition of things that changes all the

old for ever ; and, though she was still pale,

her paleness was not pallor, as it had been.

She had put on a pink dress, rather a gayer

dress than she would have chosen to wear

under the thatched roof if her store had not

been getting low ; but she had chosen it to

please her father—partly to please hmi, and
partly for that inscrutable reason which not

even a woman can define, but which is never-

theless existent; a reason that makes -itself

XXV—46

felt most decisively in the negations of an
absolute poverty, Sarfor KcSiir/us anil mo-
dern rcstheticism notwithstanding, the " Clo-
thes-philosophy" is as far from being under-
stood as ever,

A woman does not need to understand it

;

it is enough for her, ami often more than
enough, that she has clear instincts. Gene-
vieve's own instincts were very clear, but she
did not always obey them, and they were
used to being thwarted. The fact that she
was unusually well-dressed this evening was
supporting rather than annoying, as under
other circumstances it might have been. She
had brushed her yellow, rippling hair into a
more careless and artistic arrangement ; her

deep, dark eyes were bright, antl expressive

of new and inexplicable meanings. Her
gracious and graceful ways were filled with a

new intensity. Every moment seemed to be
a moment of fuller life—fuller meaning than

the last. It was as if you could hear the life

of the hour as the flame of existence went
upward.

" And now tell me where you have been
this afternoon ?" her father said, when Keturah

had finally disappeared. " The scolding I

promised you shall remain in abeyance since

you do not seem to be the worse for your

four-hours' walk. , . . You have been listen-

ing to Wilfred Stuart's violin, of that I feel

assured. You look as if you were listening

to it 3-et."

" Will you ask him to come up and play

for me to-morrow ?"

" Then you have not been there?"
" No ; I have not been there. . . . / /lave

been to Yarrell Croft."

There was a noticeable silence ; each man
had his fears.

" You are a very curious child," said Bar-

tholomew presently. He looked up with a

grave look on his face as he spoke. " Now
and then I feel moved to a fresh thankfulness

that you are so good. If you had not been

good you would have been
"

"Very bad?"
" No ; but very troublesome, because so

incalculable. I never seem to know what

you will do next."

" Do you ever fear?"
" No ; I do not need to fear. But, all the

same, tell me what took you to Yarrell Croft ?
"

" An impulse."

"That, of course; and the impulse con-
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cerned the pictures ; that, of course, also.

How long had Mr. Kirkoswald been gone

when you got there?"

"About a quarter of an hour," said Gene-

vieve, looking up at George with a direct and
unflinching gaze, which he perceived to be

not without bitterness, not without sadness,

not without a consummate disdain. It was
only a look, but an entire revelation was in

it. He knew now that there was nothing

left to be revealed by him. Was his cup full

at last?
" I need hardly ask any more questions,"

Bartholomew said, clasping his hands wearily

on the arm of his chair. " If you had had
any message of peace you would not have

kept it till now. . . . Let the matter drop,

then ; let us be for this one night as if it did

not exist. . . . Perhaps I have been foolish

—

stupid. I think I feel a little as if my brain

were overgrown by the mosses of Murk-
Marishes."

" Would it enhven your brain if you were

to go and have a cigar in the kitchen, father?

Think how long it is since Keturah has had
the pleasure of your company—and your

smoke ; and remember how she delights in

the latter."

"Which you do not?"
" Not in-doors ; but out-of-doors, as you

know, I can endure to any extent."

" I perceive you wish me to go."
" Which does credit to the acuteness of a

moss-grown perception."

Bartholomew went away, wondering not a

little, but there was no wonder working in

George Kirkoswald's brain. He was standing

near the fire, resting one arm on the edge of

the mantel-shelf. His face was calm, and
somewhat pale ; his deep-set eyes were filled

with heaviness, and pain, and perplexity.

He lifted them as Genevieve came and stood

before him. He was intensely conscious of

the soft sweep of her dress, the droop of her

shining hair, of the new tenseness of her every

movement.
"Will you not sit down?" he said, placing

her chair nearer the fire.

" No ; thank you. I will stand," she re-

plied, clasping her hands with an apparent

lightness, and letting them fall before her. " It

will not be for long. I have only a few words
to say, and I perceive that it will be less dif-

ficult to say them than I had anticipated. . . .

You are prepared for them ?"

She spoke without bitterness, without hard-

ness ; but the eftbrt she used was apparent

in every breath she drew—in every intonation

of every word. At the last she had almost

failed in her utterance, yet she looked into

the face before her coldly and steadily.
" I am not prepared for anything," George

replied, speaking with an emotion almost as
evident as her own. " I have been trying to

prepare myself, but I have failed. ... Of
course, I know what it is that you want to

say. You have learnt from Miss Richmond
that once—some years ago—I was engaged
to her. ... I can only hope that she has
told you the whole of the matter; not a part

only. . . . And since you have heard her ver-

sion of it, you will hardly refuse to hear mine

;

that is, so much of it as I can tell you ?"

Genevieve stood listening to him, pale^,

patient, courteous.

"Pardon me, I have not heard Miss Rich-
mond's version of the matter," she said,

speaking with dignity. " And I would prefer

not to hear yours. I should be glad—it would
be a relief to me— if I might know no more
than I know now. No peace could come
of it. There could only be confusion, per-

plexity. Forgive me for saying that I have
had enough of these."

George stood looking silently into the fire

for a few moments. Then he lifted his face

and spoke again.
" It would be a pity if misunderstanding

should deepen between us for the need of a

few words," he said. "And since I know
that I have been to blame, since my error has

struck me in a way I never expected it to

strike, you will let me speak for myself. A
criminal may do that."

He went on to speak ; he told the story of

his life's mistake as it had repeated itself to

him on that day when he had received Diana
Richmond's letter. Then he spoke of the

letter itself, and of all that had happened
since ; of his own silence, his own suftering,

his own suspense ; last of all, of his own love

—his passionate, yearning, unresting love.

" Such love is not so common in the world,"

he said, " that a man or woman should trifle

with it when it is given. You shall fir^d a

thousand lives that are being lived out to

the last without once for one hour having

been uplifted by such love as mine is for you.

I have been to blame, but it is not until one

has erred, and deeply, that one finds

—

' The want of one kind heart

To love what's well, and to forgive what's ill
,

In us.'

And you must see that my error has been of

the understanding. Is a man wholly respon-

sible for the woven, tangled web he calls his

life? But responsible or not, will you not

take my life' as it is?' the man said with
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a great tenderness breathing across his words.
" Will you not take it as it is with all its past

mistakes, its present imperfections ? Will

such a love as mine cover nothing? I tell

you truly I have never loved before ; not

with any love of heart to heart, of soul to soul,

of spirit to spirit. There is another love,

which is of the senses wholl}', and that love I

have known ; but I tell you in sorrow that I

have known it only to wonder at it, to be
perplexed, appalled by its unsatisfyingness, its

incapacity to afford a man's soul one hour
of any true rest or peace. Having known it

thus, could I fail to know the higher love

when it came? could I fail to bend before

it in reverence—in a great and solemn and
glad gratitude? My life since I have known
you has been what it never was before, what
it can never be again, if this day's event has

wrought any change in a love I trusted would
never change while hfe should last."

So he pled, but even as he spoke his heart

failed him, and a cruel burning flush of pain

came over his face as he noted the still reso-

lute look on the face before him. Was it

possible that now, when explanation had been
made, when all was confessed—repented of,

when there was no longer any mystery, any
doubt, any hindrance, was it possible that

now he should find that he had touched the

end—the end of his life's last hope and its

best? This could not be, he went on plead-

ing. Had he no perception of the fact that

his persistence at that moment was a mistake ?

Did no voice whisper to him that Gene-
vieve was still suffering under the first shock
of finding suddenly that he had loved another

—loved passionately, and v/ith duration in his

passion, for so Miss Richmond had implied

in that quietly-uttered admission of hers?

Blow upon blow had fallen. Genevieve
did not doubt anything he said now, but he

had not denied aught that Diana Richmond
had said ; he had merely added further facts.

It was true that he had loved her—that he

had loved her long ; and his love had changed,

had died out utterly, leaving him capable of

loving again with equal strength, equal

passion—why not equal mutability?

That he could change, that he could love

now one woman and now another, was not a

thing that a nature like Genevieve Bartholo-

mew's could recognise with light equanimity.
" I do not doubt one word that you have

said," she replied in answer to a question he
had asked. She was still trying to speak

quietly, dispassionately ; but she felt that her

quietness was turning to stoniness by reason

of the force it needed. " I do not doubt

you," she said, "and I do not blame you.
I blame no one but myself."

" Then, since you do not doubt me, what
is it that is to come between us now?"

" I am Iioping that nothing need come be-
tween us," Genevieve replied, lifting her beau-
titul face and raising her eyes to his, so that
he could not fail to see the large sincerity

written there. "That was why I asked my
father to leave me for awhile, that I might
ask you to be to him all that you have ever
been—a friend, a strength, a satisfaction.

It may not be for long—I hope it will not.

I mean to try to persuade him to leave this

neighbourhood as soon as may be. Mean-
while will you come as usual ? I ask it as a
favour. Another thing that I would ask is,

that you should say nothing to him of what
has happened to-day."

Kirkoswald could not mistake her mean-
ing. Why would he not accept her proposi-

tion, or at least seem to accept it ? Why,
since he had waited so long, could he not set

himself to wait and to watch for a little longer ?

" I could not do what you ask," he said,

his voice faltering and breaking as he spoke.
" I have not strength enough for that. . . .

Genevieve, have you forgotten? . . . Did I

not tell you, did I not warn you that your
faith in me might be tried to the uttermost ?

It has been tried to the uttermost I know. . .
."

"And beyond," said Genevieve, with trem-

bling, vibrating tones in her decisive words.

"Beyond the uttermost; and it endured to

the last. ... Is it my doing that it has been
suddenly struck dead?"

" And your love with it ?"

" And my love with it."

There was a long silence in the little zoom.

George turned and buried his face in his

hands. The fire burnt low; the lamp was

dim. Genevieve still stood by the table,

growing paler and paler; feeling the gulf

growing wider and wider. It had widened

with every wild unwilling word she had
uttered

;
yet it was as if every sentence im-

pelled her to the utterance of another that

should be more final, more determined, more'

pitiless than the last. What was it that had

come upon her? AVhat strange perversity?

What unprecedented and wayward inexor-

ableness? Had he turned at that moment,

had he taken her hand in his and drawn her

to his side with tender force, he had met with

little resistance.

Her love dead ! It had never yearned and

trembled toward him so passionately, so fer-

vidly as it did at that moment. Had it not

been for that word that she had said she had
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fallen at his feet as he stood there, and she

had cried aloud to him, and her cry had been

for forgiveness.

He spoke again presently. The flush of

pain had gone from his face ; he was paler,

stronger, calmer.
" Let me ask you one thing," he said.

" Have you any fear now that Miss Rich-

mond may carry out her threats ? Do you
dread that?"

Genevieve smiled. The question roused

all the waywardness, the bitterness in her

again.

"Can you imagine it?" she said. "Can
you ever imagine that I should dread any-

thing Miss Richmond might choose to say ?

Is not my name as fair in the world's ears as

Diana Richmond's name? Would not any

word or deed of mine justify itself before men
as readily as any word or deed of hers ? Does
one then live a blameless life for nothing ?

... I have never yet needed to dread the

breath of slander and detraction ; let me
pray that I never shall

!"

This was but an added sting. He might

have known it all, he told himself; he might

have trusted that so Genevieve Bartholomew

would have met any possibility of being mis-

understood. Having nothing to risk, nothing

to dread, she could not have met it otherwise.

So he argued now, not forgetting that he had

used another argument not so long ago. Still

he had tried to do right. He could only say

sadly, bitterly

—

*' I might have known it—I might have

known it !"

" Yes ; I think you might have known so

much as that," Genevieve said with quivering

lips. "Had I known how things were I

might have asked that you should have had
faith in me."

" I had faith in you. My error arose out

of my not perceiving that a ten times larger

faith would not have been misplaced," George

said, speaking with a new and more vehement
earnestness. " I perceived later. What I

did not know then I know now. I know it

now ; and you say that it is too late. . . .

But you will unsay it—you will unsay that

one word. Let all else stand if you will, but

not that; do not say that you cannot forgive

—that you cannot forget. . . . You say that

your love for me is dead ; that cannot be

—

it cannot be. It may seem so to you, but it

cannot be so. No true love dies, not here

nor otherwhere. . . . Tell me, Genevieve,

tell me that it was your pain—the pain I had
caused you, that stung you into saying that."

He had come a little nearer to her as he

spoke ; his eyes were lifted to hers, intense

with yearning, with wistfulness, with an infi-

nite humility. His lip trembled as he said

the last sentence, which was so directly and
closely near to the truth that Genevieve's

eyes quivered under her eyelids as she heard
it. Yet still the day's pain was upon her ; it

had struck through her whole being, warping

her mental fibre, turning her from her better

and truer, her wiser and tenderer self. When
she saw a hand held out to take hers—held

out in loving beseechingness, she lifted her

eyes from it to George's face with something

of disdain. Was it disdain? Could it have

been aught else ? Could it have been fear

for instance—fear of love's strong domi-

nation ? George did not ask. Wounded,
pierced to the very heart of him, he drew
back.

" I will urge you no more," he said.

And the reply came swiftly.

" Then I thank you."

CHAPTER LV.
—" IS ALL OUR FIRE OF SHIP-

WRECK \VOOD?"

Continually, and through all other sounds,

Dr. Armitage's words were repeating them-

selves in Genevieve's hearing. " Keep your

father from mental disquiet," he had said;

but it was not easy now to discern how far

Noel Bartholomew might be suffering from

disquietude. With every fresh turn of thought

or event, it seemed to his daughter as ifsome
noticeable degree of anxiety slipped away
from him ; leaving him, not himself as she

had known him of late, but a more tranquil

and less sensitive self. He was not apathetic,

but he was unconcerned, and his manner was

as the manner of one freed from care for

evermore.

All the evening, after George Kirkoswald

went away, Genevieve set herself to the per-

fecting of a finer sympathy between her own
mood and her father's. This was what was
left to her; and she knew it, and was not

unthankful.
" Then nothing passed between you and

Miss Richmond about the pictures ? " Bar-

tholomew asked when they had been sitting

alone awhile.
" Nothing. When I knew that Mr. Kirk-

oswald had been there I did not say any

more."
" That was wise."
" And you have made up your mind to see

Mr. Montacute ?
"

" Yes : I am going over to Thurkeld

Abbas to-morrow."
" To-morrow, my father ! Think of Dr.
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Armitage. He entreated you to be careful

for a little v/hile."

" I am very careful .... I know what
he meant, he meant that I was to keep quiet.

I could hardly be quieter than I am ; and I

think this affair cannot harm me further. I

don't know that I feel resigned, but I feel

curiously regardless. ... I shall simply take
Montacute's advice, whatever it may be. I

shall leave the thing in his hands entirely.

Nothing could be less exciting."

This seemed eminently reasonable ; and
her father's manner was so full of a new
composure that she felt its influence upon
herself, through all the wild tumult that was
surging within her.

It was Genevieve's doing that they sat so
late. She worked awhile at her embroidery,
talking all the time, thinking, suffering all the
time ; stitching down wild tender words with
the pale silk that made the rose-petals, send-
ing long leaf-lances charged with bitter

repentance all across the dark gold groiand.

All her life through that piece of handiwork
would stand for so many hours of restrained

agony, of brave successful effort to smile, and
talk, and read, and sing, as if no great dark-
ness had come down to mar and cloud her
life, while life should remain. The singing
was hardest of all, but her father asked it of
her, and she would not refuse him aught that

might be done. It was no matter for the
cost of the doing. Sing me Jiodiu Adair,
Bartholomew said, and though every word
struck through her brain with the sharpness
of steel, she sang it to the end.

"Where's all the Joy and mirth
Made this town a heaven on earth ?

Ohj.they're all fled with thee,

Robin Adair 1"

Her voice thrilled on, clear, sweet, pene-
trating ; full of passion as of pathos. It was
the song that George had liked best of all

her songs, and the one she had Hked best to

sing to him. Was it possible that she would
never sing it to him any more ? Would no
kind night-wind carry the words up the sloping

fields, and away across Langbarugh JMoor to

Usselby? The wind had done so much as that

for Wilfrid Stuart; and the boy's path had
been by still waters ever since. Might it not be
again .? Might it not so happen that George
should be out on the moor—what so likely ?

and might not words of such pain and in-

tensity reach even to him ? " Listen, listen,"

she was saying underneath, " Listen."

" What when the play was o'er.

What made my heart so sore,

Oh, it was parting with
Kobin Adair."

Then she went on

—

" But now thou'rt roUl to mo,
/ Robin Adair."

Cold
!
he had been cold many a thne, cold,

and strange, antl absent, and incomprehen-
sible. And she had loved liim through it

all; and the coldness had been hardly a pain
because of the faith and understanding that
she had brought to meet it. . . .

" Oh, if he
would but come back again, and be only cold
to me ! " the girl said, clasping her hands
together when the last chord was touched.

It \yas nearly midnight before she was
alone in her own little room under the thatch.
She moved about quietly for awhile, till her
father should be asleep, throwing her pink
dress aside, wrapping herself in a white dress-
ing gown.

" Anon she shook her head,
And showered the rippled ringlets to her knee."

Would she ever take any pleasure in her
golden hair again, since he who had so praised
it would have no praise for her any more ?

That was his own word. " Nevetany more."
Ah, why had she led him to say it? Why
had she driven him to say it ? What dark
spirit of cruelty had entered into her to

tempt her from herself, to tempt her from her

love ?

" My love that I said was dead !

" she

cried, in a subdued whisper, standing with

clasped hands, in the moonlight that came
streaming through the window in the roof.

" I said that it was dead, George ; but I said

it with lips that were cold and chill for the lie

they used. Forgive it, forgive it ! It was
my first untruth : it shall be the last. Come
back and say that you forgive it ; or come
and say that you will not forgive it, that you
will hokl me in disdain for it always. Only
come back again ! Only come back again !

You may look down on me, and scorn me,

and be hard to me
;
you may crush me with

a word, with a frown
;

)-ou may strike me
with that quick strong glance of yours, but

never leave me. . . . George, George,

George, how could you leave me i*

"

Along time she stood there; she could

hear .the faint gusty sighing of the wind as it

came up out of the sea ; she could hear the

long low ceaseless roll of the waves at the

foot of the cliffs. Nothing had changed.

Nothing was as it had been before. Was she

passing through some kind of dream or

trance ? Was it all a dekvsion that had been

sent to her to test her strength ? Would she

wake up to-morrow, and find that she had

had a vision in the night, a visio of dark-

ness, of pain, of love's bereavement a visioa
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sent to witness to the value and meaning of

love? To-morrow! It was to-morrow now
;

it was to-day ; it was yesterday ! There was

no more any division of time ; there was

nothing but

—

" One long dreary everlasting now l"
,

to be lived as human life may be lived when

the wheel is broken at the cistern ; to be

lived mutely, and desolately, yet always

enduringly. That alone was left to be

attained, a strong, silent, passionate endur-

ance ; acceptance of a life that no man nor

woman might henceforth comprehend, that

none might dare or care to comprehend. . . .

This then was the thing that human beings

called loneliness, one where two had been
;

a thick darkness where had been a great

lender light ; a coldness where had been a

fervid, tremulous, palpitating warmth of love

and hfe. This then was the dreaded thing

that men named loneness !

The winter night was half gone before she

threw herself wearied and exhausted on the

little white bed, over which the moonbeams
were sinking slowly to the floor. The sound

of the first cock-crow came from the farm on

the hillside. Another day had begun. Was
she glad ? No ; nor sorry. . The days might

come and go, the years might come and go,

but they might no more bring any gladness

to a human heart that nothing could make
glad. The sun would shine again—what

would the sunshine be like now ? Would it

have joy in it? Would it have sadness ? . . .

The waning descending moon was better, the

sighing wind from the sea was better, the

restful darkness that came into the little room
was better. . . . By-and-by there came quiet,

but it was quiet that had no peace in it, no

true easefulness ; and there was silence, but

the silence was broken by murmured words.
" Him or death, death or him," the girl said

wearily, speaking in the sleep that is death's

twin sister. Then she moved a little, and
hei lips parted yet again, saying sadly, " Death
or him !

"

CHAPTER LVI.—" I HAVE MORE CARE TO STAY
THAN WILL TO GO."

Could it really be said that Genevieve
wakened to her sorrow when the morning
came? Had she slept? Is it sleep to lie

conscious of pain— conscious with a be-

numbed yet intense consciousness that can-

not strive nor cry, that cannot gauge the

depth of one's anguish, that cannot turn

from it, that cannot bring one thought to

alleviate it ; that can only lie stir-less, help-

less, confused with all hurrying irrelevant

confusions, tortured and exhausted by all

dark and impossible complications. ... Is

this to sleep ?

If it be not sleep, neither is it waking.

Dreams come, lights and shadows fall, voices

cry out of the darkness, figures flit to and
fro. The dream world is as the waking
world. One wild disquiet pervades and
dominates them both.

There was a new tenderness in Genevieve's

manner when she came down-stairs. He
was there then, her father ! He was not

lying prostrate on some dark plain as she

had seen him in the night„ He was there,

and he was speaking, smiling quietly; he was

not silent, with his face downward upon his

arm. Ah, how she had striven in her unrest-

ful sleep to raise that grey fallen head ! Her
arm was yet aching with her striving, aching

as if it would ache for evermore with the vain

effort. She might well stroke the grey hairs

lovingly, and kiss the pale lips tenderly. He
was there. Though all else was gone, she

had her father.

It was a wild, bleak morning. Dark rain-

clouds were moving heavily above the moor-

land ridge. Though you had no sadness of

your own, the sadness that was upon the

land was sufficient for depression, discourage-

ment, unhopefulness of heart. The very

struggling and tossing of the bare boughs

against the sky gave you a sense of desolate-

ness—of wild, imploring desolateness, that

might not be comforted nor stayed till the

wind having done its worst went down.

It would surely go down, that rough north

wind that came from the sea. Would the

wilder wind of sorrow go down when its

work was done ?

What would be left when it had gone

down ?

A fallen tree with its branch yet green ?

A ship on its first voyage, stranded on a

rock in mid-ocean ?

A human heart wounded to be healed no

more till its beating had done ?

The grey morning went on silently, sun-

lessly, " I shall not go over to Thurkeld

Abbas till the postman has been," Bartholo-

mew had said. The coming of the mild

pleasant little man who brought the letters was

an agitation now, and the sight of an envelope

in his hand a reason for painful nervous ex-

citement.

He had only one letter this morning. _ It

was for Genevieve, and it was from her friend

and godmother, Mrs. Winterford, the lady

who had sent the photographs from Venice.
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She was coming home, she said ; and she

wanted Genevieve to go to her for a few

weeks if it were possible.
" At any rate you will come to me for

Christmas, dear," Mrs. Winterford said. " I

know your father will spare you if he can.

He will remember that I have never spent a

Christmas alone at Havilands yet. I con-

sider it my duty to be there ; but I do not

like to think of being there with no one to

help to cheer me, to keep me up to my respon-

sibilities. You will come, dear? I need not

tempt you with a description of packages of

bric-a-brac to be unpacked and delighted in.

It is for my sake you will come. It is for

your own sake that I want to have you."

Genevieve gave the letter to her father

silently, and he read it in silence.

" You must not refuse this, Genevieve
dear," he said unhesitatingly.

" I must go to Havilands, and leave you
here alone?"

" No ; I will go with you as far as London,
and remain there till you are ready to come
back ; then we will come back together."

A great sadness came down suddenly into

the girl's face, a great weariness into eyes

that had been weary before. This was no
time to urge the plan that she had had in her

brain last night, to explain her desire that

they might leave the neighbourhood ofMurk-
Marishes as soon as it were possible to leave

it, and come back to it no more, neither to-

gether nor apart. Had she desired it ? Did
she desire it now ? Was not the sigh that

she checked almost a gasp, almost a sob, a

stifled protest against the idea of leaving

Netherbank for one hour of one day ?

Her first impulse—-she had all but acted

upon it—was to put her hand gently, en-

treatingly upon her father's arm, to say, " I

cannot go to Havilands. I cannot go away
from here. You will not insist, you will

yield this once, you will be good and kind

to me as you have always been, you will

not ask me to go away ?
"

Then glancing at the white weary face,

remembering all the strain, the fret, the pres-

sure of the life he had lived of late, that he

was living now, her heart smote her with her

own selfishness. What could be better than

that he should go for awhile? Even- to have

some change, some stir to look forward to,

would be good for him and right for him.

What was there in her own life that she

should think or care for the comings or the

goings of it? Havilands or Netherbank,

what did it matter, since one step would be

upon the corn - field no more ? So she

asked herself, straining her ear inlcnUy for

the step that miglit fall there at any moment.
But it did not lall. Her listening was in

vain. Her yearning, beating, impassioned Iieart

might as well have been still. If any other
heart was beating in response, there was
Langbarugh ]\Ioor frowning darkly between;
and the black stony upland was a small
barrier to that raised by one false forbidding
glance.

Only a glance ; only one cold word fol-

lowing the glance, and that word

—

' Not from the heart beneath

—

'Twas a bubble bom of breath.
Neither sneer nor vaunt,
Nor reproach nor taunt

;

yet potent for ill as is the keen sword-edge
that divides life from life in some unlooked-
for moment.
"We will go if you wish it, father," Gene-

vieve said ;
" but I need not write to-day.

We will talk over it in the evening, and the

letter can be written to-morrow. Perhaps
when you have seen ^Nlr. !Montacute you will

know better when you would wish to go."
" I should not wish to go till nearer Christ-

mas," Bartholomew said. '• This matter will

be settled by that time, and the yEnone will

be finished. It is because of my sorrowful

and forsaken JEnone that I wish to go to

London."
The lone ^none ! Genevieve had half-

forgotten the sweet, complaining, disconsolate

ficrure that was down there in the closed

studio. Was it only four days since it had

been closed ? It was like four weeks, or four

months. There was a hush upon the place.

The gloom that had fallen tliere was not

uplifted.

Genevieve went in ; then she stood for

awhile, silently watching the wind -riven

clouds, the bare tossing branches, but not

thinking of them. She was thinking of

nothing. The strange chill, the strange quiet

in a place where there had been so much
warmth, so much life, so much love ; where

glance had answered glance, flashing a life's

devotion across the fireside; where words

had been spoken that seemed to germinate

on the moment ; where silences had passed

surcharged with meanings of more imperative

power than any that eloquence had created
;

the hush, the emptiness coming after these

was like the dropping of thick darkness that

could be felt into the middle of a sunny

summer's day. Life itself seemed arrested.

The thing that had been an ecstasy was

reduced to a drear repentance.

It was easy to understand the.'Enone now.

Genevieve stood before the canvas with a
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new appreciation, a new reverence. The
sorrow of the white-robed maiden, who stood

there amid the wandering ivy and the vine,

was no more an overdrawn and incompre-

hensible sorrow. " I know now," Genevieve

said, speaking half-audibly, as people do speak

in the extremes of life, " I know now what

moved you to cry to those far Ionian hills, to

cry aloud

—

' O happy Heaven, how canst thou see my face ?

O happy earth, how canst thou bear my weight?
death, death, death, thou ever-floating cloud,

There are enough unhappy on this earth,

Pass by the happy souls, that love to live :

1 pray thee pass before my light of life.

And shadow all my soul, that I may die.'

But I would not die—no, I would not die

;

nor would. I care to sing so, to ' build up all

my sorrow with my song,' unless I knew that

my song might reach and touch him who
made the sorrow. . . . Did he make it?

. . . Was it his doing ? Was it mine ? Is

there any undoing ? . . . George, George

;

if I built up my sorrow, if I built it into

poem, or picture, or book, and if it made you
see, then would you relent ? Would you
unsay that word? Would you come back
and hold out your hand to me again with

that tender look on your face, and that

greater tenderness in your voice, that was
there only yesterday ? . . . But I may not

do it. I have no art nor talent to use for

winning you back. I have only love, only a

true, strong love. You said certainly that

love that is true does not die here nor other-

where ; then why leave a living love like

mine to live on for ever in pain ? You have
wounded me—you or another. You had
hurt me, and crushed me, and in my agony
I cried out ; but you might have known that

I cried untruly, as men have done on torture

wheels not worse than mine. Now that I

recall the thing I said, is it possible that you
will not hear me ? Is it too late ? Are you
hardening yourself in your pride ? Is that

look growing on your face tliat she spoke of

yesterday, speaking as one who had full right

to speak, to speak admiringly or slightingly,

as a woman may when all is sure. Ah, how
it struck me, and crushed me ! And yet, yet

you will not understand ; I feel and know in

my heart that you will not understand

—

' And from that time to this I am alone
And I shall be alone until I die,'

because you will not understand. It is op-

pressing me more with every hour that goes
by, the feeling that you will not stoop again

to put your hand in mine, to look into my
eyes and see there that the bitterness born
of a moment's delirium has gone for ever."

A long time the girl stood there before the

canvas, where a sorrow so closely akin to her

own had been portrayed. She grew calmer as

the moments went by, calmer and stronger

and more reasonable.

"I am not myself," she said. ''I have
tasted the sweetness of love, its full rapture,

its passionate joy; now its cruel madness has

come upon me, and I am not myself. If I

were I should try to find the uses ofmy pain, to

find if it were a sacrifice demanded of me, or

a piece of wilful, unacceptable, self-created

misery. I see no good in this yet ; no
greatness in it yet ; no plan in it yet. If it

were a true sacrifice it would yield these and
more than these. ... If I wait, will it yield

aught? If I have patience, will the mystery of

this pain of mine be no more mysterious ?

If I have not patience I shall not see: I

shall not hear. Only when the soul is still,

may it hear the wind-harp of the spirit of

peace."

While Genevieve was thinking, striving,

passing from suffering to suffering, her father

was going slowly by field and road to

Thurkeld Abbas, missing Mr. Severne, who
was going to Netherbank by the way. No
agitations beset Bartholomew as he went; the

grey day did not sadden him ; the tossing

trees awoke no chord of desolateness in his

heart or brain. He was quiet. " I am
quieter than I remember to have been these

twenty years," he said to himself as he went,

feeling that it was a somewhat curious effect

for so tumultuous a trouble to have wrought.

Altogether, things were strange, strange but

not unpleasant, not unsatisfactory in a

certain sense. " If the day were fine, I

should be fancying myself young again," he
went on. The strain of living seemed relaxed

within him. He was conscious again of that

feeling to which he could give no name. Was
it content, a grey, placid content? What-
ever it was, it was not pain, nor dread.
" Perhaps it is a kind of foretaste of the

mood that old age will bring," he continued.
" It is only fair that age should bring back
some of the satisfactions of youth ; and there

is no greater satisfaction than a permanent
tranquillity."

It was in this mood that he entered the

house beyond the church where Mr. Monta-

cute lived and had his office, if such it might

be termed. With a somewhat rare abnega-

tion the grim oppressiveness of an ordinary

lawyer's oflice had been softened away.

There was an inner room beyond a round-

topped arch, and whether or no the usual

tin-boxes and red-tape tied parcels might lie
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beyond the heavy curtains that fell to the

floor, no uninitiated man or woman might
guess ; but no such evidence of a large and
aristocratic practice obtruded themselves

upon his clients' sight. The outer room
might have been described as a library.

There were bookcases in it, and an old-

fashioned comfortable sofa or two between
the writing-tables. The windows were cur-

tained, the floors were carpeted, the walls

were not destitute of pictures. You sat dov/n

with a sigh of relief from any nervous tremors

that might have taken possession of your soul

as you went up the somewhat gloomy stair.

Mr. I\Iontacute was an old man, pro-

bably nearer seventy than sixty now. He
was tall, slim, erect, white-haired, not unim-
posing. An accident had deprived him of

the sight of one of his eyes, and he was
learned enough to tell you

—

"In what Greek or Latin name
The visual nerve was withered to the root,"

though but little perceptible change had
I come upon " the unspotted crystal." It was

the right eye. You noticed a ditTerence, a

want of expression ; and Mr. Montacute was

careful always to seat himself so that the

expressionless eye was nearest to you. By
so doing he gained an air of imperturbability

that would have been priceless to some men.

He remembered Bartholomew distinctly

;

indeed he slightly resented the idea that

forgetfulness had been possible.

" I seldom forget a name ; I never forget

a face," said the old man, with considerable

dignity of tone and manner. Then he sat

down in a very upright chair, and listened to
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all that Bartholomew had to say. Now and

then he interrupted the artist to ask a ques-

tion, but very seldom. He was evidently

gathering up his mind to precisely the same
conclusion as other people had gathered

theirs. The pictures had not been approved.
*' It is an awkward affair," he said, keeping

the imperturbable side of his face toward

Bartholomew, "and, pardon me, I must say

that I think you were careless in the first

instance. You should undoubtedly have

made some more definite agreement."
*' I perceive that now," replied the artist

quietly. " But I can only say for myself that

I have not been accustomed to make binding

agreements. I have received many com-
missions. Nine times out of ten people have

named a price which they did not wish me
to exceed. I need hardly say that in no case

have I ever touched the extreme limit, how-

ever narrow that limit might be. When no
price was fixed, I have understood that it

was immaterial."
" I should say that it was quite immaterial

in this case," rejoined Mr. Montacute.
" Then what should you consider to be

Mr. Richmond's motive for the course he

has taken ?
"

" Ah ! there I cannot answer you," said

the old man, turning his expressive eye

searchingly upon the painter. " There I

cannot answer ; but I should have thought

that you would have arrived at some con-

clusion yourself on that point."

Bartholomew was silent. He had arrived

at nothing that would bear the definiteness

of words. Was his hope failing him a little?

Was this professional questioning, this cautious

answering, quite what he expected ? What
had he expected ? He hardly knew. He
was beginning to wish that he had not come,
that he had set himself to bear his wrong,

not seeking such redress as might or might

not be found in English law or equity.

"You perceive, doubtless, that it is an
affair that may be looked at from two points

of view?" Mr. Montacute began again in

his serene, formal way.
" I should say that it might be looked at

from twenty points of view," Bartholomew
said, speaking the impatient words without
impatience of manner. " Every one who
looks at it at all will do so from the little

corner where he stands. I wanted to know
how it seemed to you ; and I think I per-

ceive how it seems."

It was seeming different to the artist him-
self now. The colour and turn of the law-

yer's mind struck upon his own hyper-sensi-

tive receptiveness darkly. He had been a
fool ; and his rectitude not above suspicion :

that was how the matter stood now in this

absence of sympathetic insight, in this pre-

sence of legal impassibility.

" It would be easy for me to say how I

look upon the affair," Mr. Montacute replied,

speaking with more consciousness of a wide
aiid exact vocabulary than desire to con-
ciliate a client. "If, as it seems, you want
my advice, I can give it briefly. Let con-
ciliatory measures be tried. If you like I

will write to Mr. Richmond, proposing an
interview between him and myself."

"I should wish to leave the thing entirely

in your hands, if you will have it so left."

" Then certainly you may leave it, and I

will do the best I can," said Mr. Montacute
with a sudden graciousness of manner, and
assuredly he could be gracious when he chose.
" I will see Mr. Richmond, and you may
expect to hear from me in a few days," he
added, turning his expressive eye upon the
artist as he rose to go, with a greater amica-
bleness in it than before. Yet there was no
assurance for Bartholomew to take away
with him, no sense of any vital human help-

fulness, of any desire to avert or assuage
suffering. A coldly negative conduct of the

matter to some end that should seem fitting

in Mr. Montacute's sight was all that he
need expect.

Noel Bartholomew went home as he had
come, quietly, composedly ; but the lightness,

the hopefulness, had gone from his quiet.

Had he hoped_more than he knew, that he
should thus be so near to disappointment ?

It was only some two hours past noon,

but over in the west there was already a
look of evening. The wind drove the clouds

aside, gleams of wild, flitting sunlight shot

through, bringing out the colours of the grey

upland, the reds and yellows of the fractured

scaurs on the moorland edge, the green

whin-brakes, the grey-white sheep, the ver-

dant ivy that clung to the stems of the sparse

trees. The smoke of the turf-fire up at

Hunsgarth Haggs was curling against a mass
of blue-black cumulus. A horseman was
coming down the road, but the dappled grey

was not Kirkoswald's. A moment later,

Bartholomew perceived that it was Ishmael
Crudas who was coming down from the

Haggs ; and he waited at the stile to pass a

word or two with Miss Craven's faithful and
patient admirer.

" Noo ; what Ah's glad to see ya oot

agean !" shouted Mr. Crudas heartily, and
with considerable satisfaction in his tone.
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He was dismounting, fastening his horse to

the post at the side of the stile.

"Ah's coniin' in," he said. "That is if

3'a've nea objections ?"

Bartholomew smiled his disclaim of objec-

tions. " We shall be glad to see you. Come
in and have some dinner. My daughter will

be delighted."
" Dinner !

" exclaimed Mr. Crudas shrilly.

^'Why Ah's aboot ready for my tea. I alius

gets my dinner atween eleven an' twelve.

An' Ah's ready for 't an' all, Ah can tell you.

When ya've had yer break'ast by five o'clock,

a twelve-o'clock dinner comes nean ower sharp

upon ya."
" I should say not, indeed," replied Bar-

tholomew, opening the cottage door and
leading the way into the little room where

the table was set in the dainty fashion ob-

served at Netherbank.
Many a long day after that Mr. Crudas

told of his amaze at finding a dinner-

table decorated with "a few bessy-bairn-

worts,* and cattijugs,t stuck into a bit o'

moss ; an' all manner o' bits o' breckon

an' green ivin i' lang narra glasses i'stead

o' tumblers o' good yall." There was

a jug of mild ale on the table which Mr.

Crudas was asked to accept for his refresh-

ment. Genevieve poured some out for him.
" Thank ya, miss," he said. Then he put

down his empty glass. " Despert poor stuff,''

he remarked with cool surprise. " I isn't goin'

to stop," he went on, turning to Bartholomew.
" Ah nobbut com' in to ask a bit o' favour o'

ya. Ah want a pictur' painted to hing up,

ya knaw ; to hing i' t' parlour, if ya think ya

could make a bit o' tahme to dea ma one.

. . . What saay ya? "

" I shall be very glad," said Bartholomew,

restraining his smiles, feeling in the heart of

him that this new commission was an ex-

pression of sympathy under the mischances

wrought by the old ; and, perhaps, also a

delicate way of oft'ering practical help in a

moment that he knew only too well was

understood everywhere to be a somewhat
critical moment for himself and his daughter.
" I should be glad to paint a picture for

you," Noel Bartholomew said, speaking quite

truthfully. " What sort of pictures do you

care for most ? Have you anything in your

mind's eye that you could describe to

me ?
"

" Ay, Ah can see 't as well as if 'twas dean.

Ah want ya to paint me an' t' beast— t'

Kessenmas beast 'at Ah 's fattenin'. . An' a

• Bessy-bairaworts = daisies.

* Cattijugs = rose-hips.

beauty he is, as fine as owt i' t' three Ridin's.

Ah just want ya to take him as he stands, an'

me wi' my hand U])on him ; an' when ya've

painted him ya sail hev as fine a cut ov his

sirloin for yer Kessenmas dinner as iver ya
sat. doon tea. An' as for t' price o' t'

thing, its neither here nor there. . . . Noo :

what saay ya ?
"

It must certainly be admitted that poor
Bartholomew was a little at a loss to know
what to say.

" I am very sorr}'," he began, " but do you
know that I have never painted an animal in

my life, not even in my landscape pictures ?

Animal painting is, as it were, a separate

branch of art, and requires a special training."

" You dean't saay so ? " said Mr. Crudas,

evidently much disappointed. " Noo, Ah
thowt you were up te onything. Ah sud ha'

liked yon beast to hing up i' t' parlour."

"Have it photographed," suggested Bar-

tholomew.
" Naay : Ah care nought aboot them

things. Ah like a bit o' culler. But what

isn't to be, isn't, sea they saay."
" You wouldn't care for a portrait of your-

self without the animal ?
"

" Yis, Ah sud," replied Mr. Crudas,

brightening in a rather wonderful way. " Yis,

Ah sud like to ha' mysel' painted vary weel.

There's woss-like folks aboot, Ah reckon.

An' there's Dorothy, noo Dorothy wad mak'

a viewsome pictur'. Paint her an' all if

she'll let ya. Mebbe she wean't. She's as

awk'ard as owt. She wants you to be talkin'

tiv her ageiin. Miss Bartholomew. She was

as different as could be, one bit ; an' 'twas

your doin', Ah know ; an' Ah got started wi'

wall-papers an' things doon at Swarthcliff,

an' all was gettin' smartened up nicely. But

Ah've no heart to go on wi' sike things noo.

. . . An' it's nowt but pride on her; it's

been nowt but pride all through."

This was true, and Genevieve admitted as

much ; but even pride was easier to under-

stand now ; all things that might come in the

way of a true and faithful and yearning love

were easier to understand.
" It was not so much any word of mine

that influenced Miss Craven," Genevieve said.

" Circumstance did more to incline her to-

ward yielding than I did. If she were more

prosperous, she would be less reluctant."

" Accordin' to mah waay o' seein' things

her troubles sud make her all the readier to

gi' waay. What for need s/ie be frightened

o' what folks says ? If she cared for me as

much as Ah care for her, she'd let 'em talk

I

till they were lired, an' then begin again.
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Her Sunday clothes 'ud fit no worse, Ah
warrant ya."

Having given his commissions, and ar-

ranged about coming to sit for his portrait,

]\Ir. Crudas went away. It was easy to see

that he was not ill-pleased with himself and

his idea. He went along the field path

swinging his arms, whistling a while, then

singing as he went. It was a verse of the

old song that he sang always.

" He turned his face un":© the wa',

And death was with him dealin'

;

Adieu, adieu, my dear friends a',_

And be kind to Barbara Allan."

CHAPTER LVn.—" I KNOW THE TRACES OF
THE ANCIENT FLAME."

That infinite need of the soul, which is

love, is an elemental force which may awaken
and develop under very varying conditions of

intercourse.

The love of Dante for Beatrice will, to all

time, stand as typical of the highest human
love. It was a passionate love—passioiiate

enough to yield rapture and ecstasy " to the

utmost limit of beatitude." And it was faith-

ful—faithful even unto death.

Yet, so far as may be discerned, " Beatrice

never so much as knew of the pure, lofty,

ideal love she had inspired."

Does it need always the imagination of a

Dante to enable a man or woman to worship

for a whole life long in silence, in patience,

in a spiritual, immaterial consciousness of the

finest and most far-reaching sympathy ?

A whole life long ! ay, and beyond that.

Though one may be gone by that grave which
is the gate of heaven the one that is left may
live on in a faithful, pure, exalted communion
that it might have been less easy to establish

permanently between two souls burdened and
clouded by the intervention of material as-

sociation.

Love that is truly love is spiritual affinity,

puissant, dominating, serenely satisfying.

" So, though this alone were left to me,
there need not be despair," George Kirkos-
vvald said to himself, walking upon the cliffs

by the grey, inimitable sea. " Though this

alone—a lifelong unspoken devotion were
left, it would be better than the arid blank-
ness that was before.

' I feel it when I sorrow most,
'Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all.'

There need not be despair," he said, know-
ing within himself that his despairing mood
was passing on into some mood less wildly

intolerable.

Only a few days had gone by—a few dark

corroding days of isolation, of failure of heart,

of crushing desolateness. This was the first

day of anything that could be termed re-

bound ; the first day of reawakened hopeful-

ness. George did not know it for hopeful-

ness. It seemed no more than resignation.

He had not forgotten Genevieve's request
—not for a moment had he forgotten it. In
making it she had made an acknowledgment
that was priceless to him now.

" Be to him what you have always been

—

a friend, a strength, a satisfaction," she had
said; and the words removed from their con-

text were of an abiding value.
" If I may be her father's friend, it can

hardly be that she will count me her own
enemy," he said, with a feeling akin to con-

tentment.

Nevertheless, the first moment of meeting
had little of contentment in it. The December
twilight was coming down; Genevieve sat

alone in the little sitting-room by a bright

pine'vood fire. She was lying wearily in her

father's chair ; the Prince was chirping fit-

fully ; the yellow rose-tree was dropping its

petals ; the clock was ticking with audible

monotony. She knew the footstep, the knock
upon the door. Her heart that had been
beating so faintly stood still.

" I am sorry my father is out," she said,

standing there tall and straight, and beautiful

and cold. " But he will not be long. He
has only gone down to the village to see a

poor man who is ill. If you can wait a little

it will be a pleasure to him to find you here."

Though he knew her so well, he was yet

half-amazed at the strength-in-weakness that

was so visible in her voice and manner. And
he perceived for himself that the half of

her strength was the strength that is always

in truth. It was indeed of her father that she

was thinking.
" Certainly I will wait," George Kirkoswald

said, seating himself in the chair she had
indicated in her graceful, courteous way. " I

was wanting to see you. Severne tells me that

the Canon wishes to have the next concert in

the school-room at Murk-Marishes. I suppose

it will be well to have one there now and
again ?

"

" Yes : I think so," Genevieve answered,

speaking without embarrassment or difficulty.

She had on an old dress of pale grey-green

cashmere : her little coral necklace was about

her throat ; her soft yellow hair shone in the

flickering firelight. " I think it will be well

to attempt some kind of entertainment there,"

she said. " The room is small and shabby

and depressing in the extreme ; but there are
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old people and invalids in ]\Iurk-j\Iarishes

who cannot get down to Soulsgrif Bight.

We should think of these a little."

She spoke as if there were nothing else to

be spoken of, or thought of; as if the village

concert had been the uppermost thing in her

mind, as if neither day nor night had brought

any regret, any pain.

That serene philosophic look was still upon
George's face, and Genevieve saw it there.

His voice too was quiet, composed, dis-

passionate.

"Do you suppose that the people really

care much for the entertainments ? " he asked,

speaking as men speak of things that are far

from them at the moment.
" I believe they care more than we can

ever know, or imagine, or believe," Genevieve

replied, with an energy that was perhaps

above the occasion. " A concert is some-

thing that they look forward to, and look back

upon in a way that is touching in the extreme.

I never hoped to come so near to them as a

verse of a song has brought me."

There was a pause.
" May I ask which of your songs it is that

they care for especially?" George asked, re-

pressing all sign of interest, and betraying an

involuntary hardness in his effort.

" It is ' The Land d the Leai; " Genevieve

replied ; her voice faltered a little as she said

the words. " They understand that

—

' There's nae sorrow there, Jean,
There's neither cold nor care, Jean,
The da}' is aj-e fair

In the land o' the leal.'

That covers their view of the hereafter ; and

it is sufficient for many of them. It seemed
rather pitiable at first ; now I am glad when a

woman reminds me, with patient face and
tearful eyes, that after a little while there will

be neither cold nor hunger, nor any cafe."

" What exactly do you take to be the

meaning of the Scotch word ' leal ' ?
"

" I am not quite sure about it," was the

reply. " I take it to mean loyal, faithful,

true of heart," she said, trying to speak so

that her words should seem to hold no special

meaning. " But I cannot be sure. It ex-

plains itself to me, and to them—at least to

some among them. They understand things

that neither they nor I can define."

" Shall you sing that song at the next

concert ?
"

" I think so."

There was another pause — an interval

lying between many things that might have

been. Love, passionate love, that might have

been one, was there divided. Recollection

came across all emotion, and pride, and
pain ; striking, chilling, condemning-
The coldness of manner that comes of an

exceeding great pain is a more severe cold-

ness than any you shall find. The look on
George Kirkoswald's face seemed an utterly

ruthless look to the eyes that watched him.

The blank pitilessness of it struck upon the

girl's heart like a chill. An icy wind often

gives strength to the fainting.

" Shall you come to the concert ? " she

asked, looking up at him with a look as calm

as his own, and speaking in a voice free from

any tremor of expectancy.

"No," was the reply, made with an ap-

parently studious carelessness. " No ; I am
thinking of going to Cairo."

It was twilight : he could not see the sud-

den pallor, the sudden look, as of one stricken

afresh, that came into the girl's face. He
could not gauge the silence to its last depth.

One word of hers—one brief, sweet cry of

pain, and he had been at her feet, craving

forgiveness there, entreating passionately that

she would resist the deathless love that was

in him no more. Why did he wait for the

cry, for the word, since he could only feel

that the breathless silence was full of cries ?

Was he remembering that word of his own,

"I will urge you no more?" Was it her

reply that was ringing in his ears so wildly,

" Then I thank you ?
"

The silence was broken by other sounds :

there were noises outside in the twilight.

Bartholomew had met Canon Gabriel by the

sick-bed in the village; Sir Galahad had

failed to come for him at the time he had

promised to come, so a message had been

left— j\Ir. Severn e was to bring the trap up to

Netherbank. The Canon had been persuaded

to come back Avith Bartholomew for a cup of

tea.

" I expect you to make me a cup of very

good tea," said the old man, taking Gene-

vieve's hands in both his own, and looking

tenderly into her. pale face. Keturah had

brought in the lamp, and was bustling in and

out with the tea-cups. Bartholomew and

George were talking by the fire. Opportunity

was gone. Life was overpowering, and

strangely confusing.

CHAPTER LVIII.—"LATE, LATE, SO LATE !"

" Yes, I am thinking of taking a holiday,"

Kirkoswald was saying. " It must seem

very absurd to you to hear me say so;

but I am feeling tired, very tired. For some

days past life has seemed almost burdensome

because of the very weariness of living it. I
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suppose it is the dull December skies coming

after the dull November fogs."

"A clear frosty morning would change

your plans then, I hope," Bartholomew

replied. Genevieve was pouring out tea

:

the Canon was by her side.

" Is this your father's cup ? " George said,

coming up to her and looking into the still

white face with some compassion, some sur-

prise.

" It would probably take something more
than a frosty morning to make me change

my plans," he said, answering Bartholomew
;

" but of course they are not unalterable, , . .

Sometimes I wish that I had been a little less

master of my own fate," he added in a grave,

wearied way.
" I have often found that feeling," said the

Canon. " I have often found that the man
who is free looks upon the man who is bound
hand and foot with something like envy. . . .

It is not incomprehensible. The man who is

bound is usually bound to something that is

to him a motive and a purpose in life."

"And is therefore in possession of one of

heaven's best gifts— if indeed it be not the

best gift of all, said George. " I afrree with

Carlyle that there is 'folly in that impossible

precept, Ktiow thyself, till it be translated into

this partially possible one. Know w/iai thou

canst work at.'

"

" And are you wishing to impress us with

the idea that your life is an idle one ?" asked

Canon Gabriel, who had met Kirkoswald in

the by-ways of life rather frequently during

the past ten days.
" No, I am not idle ; happily for myself,

or unhappily, I am constitutionally incapable

of actual do-nothingness. But that is not the

thing I mean. The man I envy is the man
whose whole soul is absorbed in the idea

that he has a work to do here on this earth,

and that he cannot die till he has done it.

That man has something to hve for. The
ordinary cares and pains and disappointments

of- life hardly touch him except when they

touch his life-work. And if Fate beat him
off from it for awhile, he comes back to it

with his immense and vital energy bent upon
it a thousand-fold."

" How many men have you found living

so ? " asked the Canon.
"How many? I cannot tell you. One

does not always recognise them. They have
no time to sound their trumpet in the market-

place, and the market-place knows nothing

of them as a rule."

There was a brief pause. The pinewood
fire crackled cheerily, the canary stirred in

his cage and gave a Httle chirp. Genevieve
sat by her father's chair, silent, pale; that

great stillness was yet upon her face.
" Have you nothing to say to all this ?

"

asked Canon Gabriel, coming a little nearer
to where she sat, and looking into her face

anxiously, wonderingly.
" No," she said, " I have nothing to say;

Some women are intrusted with a messac;e of
their own to deliver—some few, not happy
women for the most part, I should infer,

except they be happy in the utterance given
them. For the rest, we are contented, or

ought to be, if we may but minister to one
to whom a clear message has been given."

Her father lifted his face slowly as she

spoke : there was a new depth, a new solem-

nity in it.

" Are you thinking of me ? " he asked.
" Are you speaking of me as of one to whom
a clear message has been given ? . . . Then
let me speak the truth—it will do me good
to speak it, since the knowledge of it is a
burden. I have been asking, praying, that

a message from God might be given for me
to deliver to my fellow-men from the day I

first began to desire to work to good purpose

that my prayer has not been
until this day. Now, after thirty years of

work I see

answered.
" You, who understand me, will not think I

am speaking egotistically if I say that I believe

that the gift that men call ' genius ' has been
mine. The man who possesses it can hardly

be mistaken about his possession. If he speaks

of it in the world's ears, his words are counted
vanity. It is no more vanity to him than

if he said, ' ]\Iy hair is brown,' or ' My eyes

are black.' He knows that he is no more to

be credited with his genius than with his

dark eyes. Yet to be conscious of the one
is inevitable knowledge, to be conscious of

the other is gross egotism.
" I only admit my consciousness now that

I may show you all my suffering, and that I

may prove to you that I am not mistaken in

my conclusions.
" God gives genius. Carlyle's definition

that ' genius is the clearer presence of God
Most High in the soul of man ' is the nearest

and truest definition I have yet found."
" And it is the truest you will find," said

Canon Gabriel, turning his pale fragile face

towards Bartholomew with a flush of fervour

coming upon it even as he spoke. " There,

it has always seemed to me, that the secret

of that inspiration which men call creative

power must for ever lie. A man's soul is a

temple, a temple with an altar, and above
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that altar broods the dove of the Spirit of

God. There, in that inner Spirit-temi)le, a

man may listen for the still small voice whose
lightest whisper may inspire, and in so listen-

ing alone can he come to know himself ' a

sounding instrument,' struck and moved to

sounding by Invisible Hands."
"He may listen," said Bartholomew, be-

ginning to speak again in the same strangely

solemn way, "or he may refuse to listen. If

he refuse to listen there he may not hear that

voice otherwhere, but though he refuse to

hear he will yet not be in silence. There

are other spirits, other voices, other inspira-

tions. They seem identical. But presently,

in confusion and bewilderment of soul, the

man finds himself possessed ; the light within

him has become darkness, the ecstasy of

reason superseded becomes the foolishness

of reason vitiated. If any impulse come to

his creative power at all, it comes fitfully and
in doubt. It may rule him strongly, and
impel him to create things fair in the sight of

men, but in his own heart there will be the

knowledge that his highest insight is baffled

and outdone.
" I have the thought within me that a

keener discipline of suffering in earlier life

would have lifted me into higher regions of

living and thinking, would have raised me
above the desire for material comforts and

surroundings, would have shown me that the

only true beauty is spiritual beauty—such

beauty as may so touch the chords of a man's

soul here in time that they shall vibrate on
into eternity.

" This it might have been given me to do,

but it has not been given. And the loss lies

wiih me. I did not live the highest life I might

have lived. When suffering did come, coming

as bereavement, I bore it ill. I sank under it.

But for this child of mine I had gone down
utterly.

" Now suffering of another kind has

touched me, and the touch is as that of the

Fingers that were laid upon the eyes of the

man who had been blind from his birth.

'Whereas I was blind, now I see,' and the

conviction comes strongly that it is too late.

It is "iven me to see as in a vision the

things that belonged to my peace. I see them,

but not now. I behold them, but not nigh.

" The message I have missed was never

the highest message of all. I had never

stood before iny kind as the priest of the

Church of Christ stands, offering only pure

spiritual blessings. Nor had I ever stood as

the poet stands, upon ' the flaming bounds of

Space and Time,' upborne by the seraph-wings

of ecstasy, speaking from out the burning
bush of his own fervid and overpowering
emotion. My appeal had been of another
nature

;
yet, but little lower, so it seems to me.

" Had I been stricken as others are

stricken, with the intense consciousness that

comes by experience of man's inhumanity to

man, then I had had a burden. I had cried

aloud ; my message had been a passionate

demand for a wider and greater and grander
humanity, a humanity that had not only
drawn heart to heart, but had impelled each
individual soul onward from human love tea
closer and fuller understanding of that love
which is divine.

" The very elements of humanity have yet

to be studied and acquired by the great

majority of us who boast of the large outlines

of our human culture.
" Years ago I read a book, and one sen-

tence in it made my heart leap within me.
It was this :

—

" 'No man who loves his kind can in these days
rest content with waiting as a seivant upon human
misery, when it is in so many cases, possible to anti-

cipate and avert it.'

" Had I been in a sort of Rip Van "Winkle

sleep, and awakened upon a later era than

my own ? Were there things going on all

round me, outside my recognition, of which

I was unaware ? Was it true that there was

a new human alertness abroad", a new and
more perfect charity, a new and diviner en-

thusiasm of compassion ? Was it true that

the old Juggernaut wheels of selfish indifter-

ence had ceased to roll on over the hungry,

the naked, the sick of heart and soul?
" For days, nay weeks, I lived in a won-

dering hopefulness, trying to discern the signs

of the altered times, lifting my face that I

might catch some refreshing from the breath

that had come from the four winds of heaven

to breathe upon slain sympathies that they

might live.

" But, need I say it? I watched to my own
despair. I watched—need I tell you what I

saw in my watching ? Need I show you the

followers of the Man of Sorrows ; need I ask

you to look at the disciples of Him who was

scourged, crowned with thorns, and nailed to

a bitter cross ?

" I watched, and I saw in my watching

streets of palaces in tlie towns, and over the

country stately palaces in stateliest isolation

everywhere. And I knew the life of the

people who lived in these. I had tasted of

their luxury, I ha'd sat in their chairs of silken

damask, and passed beyond their velvet cur-

tains ; I had eaten of their costly food, and
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I had drunk of their costUer wine 3 I knew
the pace of their splendid horses, and the

ease of their imposing carriages. All this,

and more, I knew ; and as I watched in my
awakened eagerness there came a voice across

the centuries speaking sadly, wearily :

—

" ' The Son ofMan hath not -where to lay His Head I

'

"In the streets, in the shops of jewellers

and dealers in luxury of all kinds, places that

were crowded with rank and fashion, and

beauty and indifference, and strength and
selfishness, I heard above all other sounds

that same voice speaking—speaking solemnly,

coramandingly :

—

" ' Sell that thou hast, aiid give to the poor, and
come andfollow Me.''

"Crowding after these—the richest, the

highest of the land, I saw the millions who
follow on behind them as closely as they

may, struggling each one to get nearer and

yet nearer to some ever-advancing standard

of living. Success led but to desire for suc-

cess. There was no time, no thought left for

other desires. Their life of hurry, of restless-

ness, seemed but as one long fever. Fever

is pain, pain is sacrifice, but to whom do men
offer this sacrifice of the best they have to

give ? To Him who spent whole long nights

on the solitary mountain-top alone with His

Father?—or to the INIoloch of modern luxury,

whose reward is a vengeance unknown to

blinded eyes, undreamt of by hearts hardened

by softness of living.

" And again as I watched there came that

voice above the world's wild din :

—

" ' IVhen thou makest a feast, call the poor, for
they cannot recompense thee : thou shall he recom-

pensed at the resurrection,^

" The poor ! Could it be that there were

any poor left in the land ?

" Then I turned in my watching, and I

saw the homes where live the hunger-stricken

who hide their hunger and their half-naked-

ness in silence and in shame. There I found

the widow with her white face marred with

weeping, worn with alternations of hoping

and despairing, with her fatherless children

born but to cry for bread, and to die

needing it. There I found sickness left

unvisited, old age left unsolaced, sin left

unwarned, patient long-suffering left unre-

cognised, strong pure hopes left to wither

and die in despair, great eftbrts left to fail for

the need of a helping hand, talent left in a

painful and useless obscurity for the lack of

ground whereon to stand, and genius itself

left to hurl its natural scorn in the face of a

hard and careless world steeped to the lips

in its own refined sensualities. All this I

saw, and again as I turned that piercing voice

came thrilling passionately in my ears :

—

"
' Inasmuch asye did it tiot to one of the least of

these, ye did it not to Me.'

" That was years ago. I turned from the

sight, from the sound, but I did not turn

from it the same man.
" Only to-day have I realised the meaning

of all I saw, of all I heard ; only to-day,

when hard experience has touched me with

her icy finger.

" Now, if any art of mine might ever speak
again, its message would be clear—at the

least it would be clear. And till the day of

my death it would have but one burden, and
that burden would be an appeal to man for

man his brother, a plea that Christian charity

might have reconsideration, a cry that the

vast aggregate resources of a mighty nation

might be brought to bear upon that nation's

still-existing wants and wrongs and miseries

and pains. ' A better world,' the people

say, pardonably forgetting that Christ conse-

crated this by coming, to it, and left it that

His followers might make it better.

" Let them look to it when the King shall

gather the nations ; let them look to it when
He shall divide His own with one unclouded
and irradiating glance.

" But nay, if it may be, let us look now,
such of us as have time. For myself, I am
fain to gather up the fragments that remain,

that nothing be lost."
•:<• ->:• n- *

The low grave voice stopped. It was as

if one near death had made a confession that

he had been greatly wanting to make. Gene-
vieve had never heard her father speak of

himself, of his own inner life, of his convic-

tions or want of convictions, as he had spoken
now. Even so far as the principles of his

art went he had been wont to use a reserve

that was almost silence ; and she knew that

his best work had been the result of pro-

cesses of thought well-nigh unconscious, and
therefore inexplicable in words. She had
thought of him as one without the analytic

gift. He had lived by instinct, as it were,

and now it seemed that his work had been
done by instinct too. He had disclaimed the

higher inspiration. Instinct might be pure

and true, but it was not inspiration. His
past career was not satisfactory now that he
had come to look back upon it. Where
exactly was he standing at present ? And
now that light had come, where might he not

stand in the future? She was conscious of a

new reverence—reverence for the man to be
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even while she looked somewhat anxiously

upon the man he was.

Mr. Severne came presently, bringinpj a

quite new element into the thought-stilled

atmosphere. His boyish blushes and excuses

were not unwelcome—they were never un-

welcome at Netherbank.
"I had to go down into Soulsgrif, you

know," he said, " and my watch is wrong.

It was thirteen minutes before the clock in

the hall this morning, and the hall clock was
seven minutes behind the church ; and now
look at it—it's just a quarter to twelve ! . . .

What time is it really? Half-past six. Oh,
I say !

"

Mr. Severne drank a cup of cold tea, and
ruined the wires of Prince Camaralzaman's
cage by trying to get a big piece of sugar in

between, then he and the Canon went pway.

The dog-cart was standing near the stile, the

stars were coming out, the wind had gone
down. " Are you going too ? " Bartholomew
asked of George, who seemed as if he were
preparing to take his departure.

" Yes," he said. " I think I've got a head-

ache, but I don't know, it's so long since I

had one." He was looking at Genevieve as

he spoke. The great stillness on her face

had moved him, and she knew that he was
moved. His voice faltered, the pitiless look

had gone from his eyes.
" When do you leave Usselby ?" asked the

artist. " Have you any fixed time ?
"

" No, it is not fixed exactly. I thought

of going some time this week."
" Come down again before you leave us."

There was a Uttle silence : two glances met
for a moment, one half sad, wholly wearied

;

the other pleading and still.

" Shall I come down again, Miss Bartho-
lomew ?

"

•

And the answer came simply, yieldingly

—

"Yes, come to Netherbank again before

you go away."

CHAPTER LIX. " WHAT I DID NOT WELL,
I MEANT WELL."

No one could have written the letter that

Mr. Montacute wrote to Bartholomew, except
]\Ir, Montacute himself. As a piece of tes-

timony to the truth that the style is of the

man it was complete.

It was not a discourteous letter ; even
under provocation Mr. Montacute was rarely

known to descend to anything that could be
termed discourtesy. He never forgot that he
was a gentleman ; his clients seldom forgot

that he was also a lawyer.
" I have seen Mr. Richmond," he wrote,
XXV—47

'

"and I have also seen Miss Richmond; and
having heard their version of the affair I can
only repeat more emphatically than before
that the circumstances are difficult and
embarrassing. There is no disposition on
their part towards anything that could be
spoken of as injustice. Tliey are prepaied
to do all that they can reasonably be ex-

pected to do.

"Having given consideraljle thouglit to

the matter, and hoping that if it can be
arranged without further proceedings it may
be more agreeable to you, I have suggested
that the affair should be settled by arbitration.

Mr. Richmond has consented to abide by
the decision of any competent person. It

remains for you to consent, or to refuse to

consent, to this proposition."
" Then assuredly I refuse," said Bartholo-

mew, speaking with ashy lips, as he put the

letter down. " Arbitration ! Where will they

find an artist who will agree to put a sunset

sky into a scale, and determine its value in

money by the uncertain and dubitable test of

his own opinion, his own ability? What man
who had ever painted a picture himself

would dream of attempting to put a mar-
ket-price upon the painting of a group of

Madonna lilies, if he knew that the man who
had painted them had put his own price

there? No—assuredly no ! Let them do their

worst. Again and again I say ' no ' to that

mode of chaffering over any work of mine !

"

So he spoke in that first moment of surprise,

and bitterness, and agitation—an agitation

that was even greater than it seemed to be,

and more exhausting. He had not expected

that the man whom he had asked in all good
faith to help him in his strait, would have

contrived to make him feel that he, and he

alone, had been to blame. Instead of help-

fulness additional pain had come. Yet even

now he could be thankful that he had not to

bear his pain without companionship. His

daughter sat beside him silently—silently

soothing him, silently sympathising. Not
till the first burst of indignation was over did

she venture any word of her own. That

word was surprising when it did come.
" Give your consent, my father," she said,

stroking the thin nervous hand. " Give it at

once, and unconditionally."

Bartholomew looked into her face with

astonishment.

''Can you quite understand the meaning

of your advice?" he asked.
" I think I can. If you refuse, it will be

said that you are afraid that your Mork will

not stand the test."
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" No artistic work that ever was done

would stand the chilHng test of deliberate

and intentional disparagement. Conscien-

tious as those pictures are there is an atmo-

phere about them already through which I

cannot penetrate myself—an atmosphere of

gloom, of heaviness. The charm of a picture,

as of a poem, is too delicate a thing to bear

the cold, shallow glance of a man prejudiced

beforehand by the very circumstances under

which he is requested to do his judging.

Think of the fate of Keats's * Endymion ' for

years after the Edinburgh Revietv had poured

out its ' shallow ribaldries ' upon the man

;

bidding him go back to his gallipots, since a

starved apothecary was better than a starved

poet,—not that I would presume to name my
own name in the same breath with the name
of Keats ; but let your work stand on what
level it may, the same rule holds good, the

rule that one voice that blames has the

strength of ten that praise— of ten ? ay of

ten thousand !

"

" But what of ten thousand, if there were

so many in Murk-Marishes, what of them all

to you? "

" I cannot explain all that it is to me,"

said the artist, feeling very sore at heart under

this new humiliation. But it was a humili-

ation that had to be drained to the dregs.

He had to write his letter to Mr. Montacute
—a stupid, blundering, self-betraying letter

he made it. And he had to consent that

the pictures should be taken to Mr. Monta-
cute's office to be weighed in the balances

there by an artist who was to come from
York for the purpose. Surely here at length

was the last ingenuity of a pitiless fate.

When the pictures had gone, Bartholomew
went into his studio again, and set his palette,

and drew his ^none forward to the light.

Genevieve wondered a little at the still reso-

luteness visible on his grey face. It was not

his use and wont to begin working in a mood
like this.

" Shall you make the alterations you once
thought of making, father?"

" No, dear. I am only anxious now to get

it done—this and the two others."
" You will not take them with you to Lon-

don ?
"

" No, I shall make arrangements for their

being sent up afterwards. ... If it should

be necessary for you to remember, I intend to

send them to Messrs. Meyer and Calanson's,

in New Bond Street."

There was a pause—it was only momen-
tary, not long enough for the recognition of

any feeling of chillness or dread.

" As if you were likely to forget !
" Gene-

vieve said lightly, yet watching closely.
" I am very likely to forget," was the

emphatic reply.

It was a bright sunny winter's day, and
Bartholomew worked on persistently. Gene-
vieve sat by him, sometimes talking, some-
times reading to him, sometimes silently

working. " It is like old times," she said

once, standing beside her father, who was
touching the white lights on the robe of the

Greek maiden.

"Yes," he said, " it is a little. It would be
still more like old times if Mr. Kirkoswald
were to come in."

" He will come before he goes away,"'

Genevieve replied, feeling glad that her
father could not see the hot crimson tide

that flooded her face and throat. But he
heard the tremulousness in her voice, and
changed the question that had been on his

lips.

" I should think he would be at the enter-

tainment to-morrow evening ?
"

" He said that he should not."

"But he intended going away at once
when he said that."

" Perhaps he may have gone, after all,"

Genevieve replied, a sinking of heart being

noticeable in her tone.
" No, I don't think he has gone ; and I

should not be surprised if he changed his

intention. He did not seem in the most
decided of minds about going."

" It may be so; but I have an impression

that he will not be at the concert."

The impression deepened when the morn-
ing came ; and hope strove with it unprevail-

ingly. The day was bright and calm, as

most of the days of that week had been ; and
Bartholomew sat before his easel from the

first moment of sufficient light, changing his

work as weariness of eye and hand came on,

and feeling considerably relieved when Mr,

Crudas came in for an hour after dinner to

sit for his portrait. Mr. Crudas had had the

good sense to come in his rough grey cloth
' coat. The only change he had made was
the discarding of his gingham neckerchief for

a blue silk one with '•' bird's eye " spots.

The strong characteristics of his head and

face, the abundant silver-grey hair, the fresh,

hale complexion, the deep, keen, searching

eye were not uninspiring to a man whose feel-

ing for the lines of human character was at

least as well-developed as his eye for human
beauty.

Genevieve was in the studio when Ishmael

Crudas came. "You will be taking the
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opportunity to go for a walk, dear," her father

said, setting another palette, and choosing

fresh brushes. Mr. Crudas was looking on
with the amused interest of the uninitiated.

"Ay, what she nobbut leuks dowly,"-' said

Ishmael. Then apparently remembering
something suddenly, he turned to her ques-

tioningly, " You'll be a bit doon aboot Mr.
Kirkoswald mebbe. Ha' ya heerd owt hoc
he is te-daay ?

"

" Is Mr. Kirkoswald ill ? " Bartholomew
asked, glancing toward his daughter, and
making an instant effort to spare her.

" You deant knaw ? " said Mr. Crudas in

amazement. " Why, you're buried i' this

spot ! You hear nowt. It's fowr daays sen

I heerd tell 'at ]\Ir. Kirkoswald had getten t'

fever. There's them 'at says he's reeght

sarved ; he sud ha' kept oot o' sike spots."
" He has been in some house where there

was fever.?"
" Ay ! all t' last week he was in an' oot

among them Scaifes and Nunnelys ; an'

they hev it as bad as they can hev it. Young
Joe Scaife's dead. He deed o' Saturday."

" They live in Thurkeld Abbas ?
"

" Ay, doon at t' bottom end yonder."

Bartholomew went up the orchard with his

daughter, holding her hand within his arm
silently ; he could feel her tremulousness, he

could understand her sudden weakness.

"Will you not go and lie down, dear;

instead of going for a walk ?
"

" No, my father. I would rather be out of

doors."
" You will not go through Thurkeld

Abbas ?
"

" Not if you do not wish it."

" Go up and see Dorothy Craven, little

one. She will know. And as soon as Mr.
Crudas has gone I will go up to Usselby at

once, and make inquiries. I do not feel

unhopeful.. He is so strong ; and he has

lived his life so temperately."
" Do you remember the last evening he

was here ?
"

" I remember only too well now. It

struck me then that I had never heard him
complain of physical weariness before."

Bartholomew was obliged to go back to

his sitter ; and so for a time Genevieve went
up to her own room. This was the third

sudden shock that had come upon her in a

little more than three weeks.

For a time it seemed as if her strongest

feehng was the feeling of remorse that came
over her. She knew only too well that a

man despondent, downcast, with the strings

• Dowly—delicate.

of life hanging " soundless and slack," is a
tenfold easier prey to any disease, to any
chill, than the man in whose veins life flows
with the vigour that comes of the spirit's

fervour of life.

Then, too, he had been reckless ; this she
could not doubt, translating some words of
Canon Gabriel's by the light of Ishmael
Crudas's words. He had not cared about
the risk he had run since there was no one
else to care. . . . Now perhaps he might
never know that her caring had been pas-
sionate beyond the bounds of pain. If one
told him, he might not hear; if he heard, it

might be as if he heard not.

The knowledge that she could now do
nothing was insupportable. Only last even-
ing she had said to herself that when he came
down she would undo all that she had done
on that fatal evening. She would tell him
that she had understood, that she had for-

given, that she even had sympathy for him
because of all that he had suffered. . . .

Now she sat there knowing that he would
not come down. She might wait, but in

vain ; she might listen, but in vain. She
might pray, would that be in vain also ?

Prayer is never made in vain ; and no
man lives the life of prayer uncertain of its

certainty. Not this answer to this prayer,

nor that answer to that, shall convince you

;

but the slow result of time and trial.

Prayer is sacrifice, and though that answer
that you look for may never come, no sacri-

fice is offered vainly. Not all the incense-

smoke goes upward. It descends upon the

man who carries the burning censer of prayer;

it enwraps him ; the cloud rises between him
and the rude, wild world ; and its influence

comes upon him for soothing and for calm.

There is a thrilling ecstasy of prayer in

mercy granted : it comes swiftly ; it stays

fitfully. There is a hallowed calm of prayer

denied : it comes slowly ; it comes after long

wrestling, after sore strife ; but it departs not

at all. " He hath done all things well." So
we see ; so we learn to rest ; assured that

what He does must be always well.

* * >;:
** *

An hour later Bartholomew tapped at the

door of his daughter's room. He had a

note in his hand. " It is from Mr. Severne,

dear. The boy who brought it has gone, he

did not wait for an answer."

Genevieve glanced over it hurriedly. " I

had forgotten," she said. " The entertain-

ment is this evening, and Mr. Severne begs

me not to fail him ; so many others have

excused themselves."
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" But you cannot go, dear !

"

" I think I can, father. It is nothing, no
trouble I mean. And it will be good to be

doing something. . . . Are you going up to

Usselby ?
"

" Yes. If you go to the village I will go
round that way, and leave you at the school-

room. Mr. Severne will see you safely

home."
" But you will not stay at Usselby ?

"

" No, dear, for your sake, I will not

;

otherwise my place would have been by his

bedside so long as any one was needed
there."

The remainder of the evening passed as a

dream passes. When Genevieve went into

the shabby schoolroom at Murk-Marishes it

was fast filling with eager people, who did

not mind the smoky paraffin lamps, nor the

dusty brick floor. No attempt had been
made to decorate the ink-stained walls.

There were a few flowers about the extem-
porised platform. Mrs. Caton had lent her

piano, which was a very good one ; and
Wilfrid Stuart had come up with his violin.

There would be no lack of music and song,

no lack of listeners, no lack of anything but

the one voice, the one glance, the one pre-

sence that gave charm and gladness to all

the rest.
'•' How can I sing to-night ?

"

Genevieve said to herself, going down to the

farther end of the dim room to speak to

Ailsie Drewe. Ailsie curtsied, and smiled

the wan, unmeaning smile that was almost

always on her face now. " You'll be singing

that song, miss, ' The Land o' the Leal ? '

"

she said. " I asked Mr. Kirkoswald to tell

you to sing it ; an' he said he would ; but

mebbe he's forgot, bein' badly. But you'll

sing it, miss, all the same ? My little Davy
was ' good an' fair,' an' I like to think he's

waitin'. I like to hear ya saay so i' the

song."
" Then I will sing it if I can," Genevieve

said. Two or three women were standing

near, listening, waiting for a word. The
girl looked at them with wearied, wistful

eyes.
" I am glad to sing anything, to say any-

thing, if I may but help you to bear your
troubles a little," she said, speaking in a
voice that was hardly more than a low clear

whisper. " Troubles are very bad to bear
sometimes, are they not ? They come so

quickly and so thickly, one has hardly time
to get over one stroke before the next falls

;

and it is so difficult for us to see any loving-

ness in it all at the time. We cannot see it

then; it is impossible. We can only wait,

and try to hope ; and even trying to hope
is not easy. . . . Nothing is easy that is

good. You will think that I am not com-
forting you if I tell you that life that is

all pain, all suffering, all labour, all humilia-
tion, all misunderstanding, is the best life of

all. But it is so. I am learning to per-

ceive that it is so, that it must be so, since

it was the life that Christ chose to live.

You know He might have been rich, and
powerful, and have had the highest rank, and
all the ease and luxury and importance that

belong to rank and wealth. But He would
have none of these things. He chose to

live with poor people, fishermen, and such-
like ; to live as they live, suffer as they suffer,

because He knew that even He could not be
quite humanly perfect if he did not suffer

human sufferings. That is why we have to

try to follow in His footsteps, to tread with

bleeding feet over the same rough pathways,

because He would have us perfect too. It

may be that only He can see the crown of

thorns that He has placed upon the brow of

each one of us here ; but He does see, and
He knows the sharp pressure of it. . . . He
will take it away by-and-by. Jf we only

endure to the end He Himself will take it

away. If we come to stand bef )re the great

white throne, having come there through

great tribulation. He will give us other crowns
for these of wounding thorn."

A few minutes later, Mr. Severne came in

with Mrs. Caton and a group of ladies who
had met at her house ; and then, almost
immediately, the concert began. It was a

very pleasant and successful concert, the

people thought, who were taking part in it.

The listeners were always pleised, always

grateful. It would have been hard to say

whether " The Death of Nelson," or " The
Brave Old Teincrai?'e," was the more popular.

The audience had risen on each occasion to

a decided if unconventional encore. "Sing it

ower again!" demanded an elderly farmer

from the moor edge. " Ay, let's hev that

ower again
!

" was the cry of support from

the back benches. Accordingly the songs

had to be repeated, to the gre t gratification

of the singers. To have obtained an encore

at Murk-Marishes was an honour to be
rightly understood by no or,e outside the

Ridings.

For Genevieve the only restful and sooth-

ing part of the programme vas the violin-

playing of Wilfrid Stuart. He had never

played better, never with a more infinite

pathos. Was he thinking of one who might

even then be lying on the m sty outer verge
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of life ? It was as if the music came to him
from afar ; his face was the face of one who
listened, listened through sounds of pain and
sorrow for other sounds that were echoing

beyond. Was he interpreting those other

sounds? Were they messages of peace?
Had some one spoken, saying

—

"Write above thy cross this inscription:
* Be not afraid ; only believed

"

"And I am trying not to be afraid," Gene-
vieve said to Mr. Severne as they went up
by the starlit ways to Netherbank. She had
spoken unreservedly of her sorrow, as her

nature was j and something of her own re-

morse she had confessed also. But nothina;

was clear to him ; and he did not ask that

anything should be made clear. He was
walking by contented ways. To-night he
was happy ; this trust and confidence made
him happier ; and perhaps a certain purpose
that was in him added to the feeling. He
did not disclose his purpose till they reached
the stile.

"You will come in for a little while?"
Genevieve asked. "I expect that my father

will have come back from Usselby by this

time."
" Shall I come in ? I wonder ! Will it

be wise ? " INIr. Severne said musingly, as if

he spoke to himself. " I think I will not.

I will say ' good-bye ' to you here."
" Why say it so solemnly ?

"

"Was I saying it solemnly? Perhaps I

feel solemn. I think I do, in a way."
" But you are not unhappy ?

"

" No ; I am not unhappy," replied Sir

Galahad with unusual readiness. " I am
very happy. I have been growing happier

for a long time. Life is very pleasant, very

good."
" Life lived with Canon Gabriel must be

good," Genevieve said, recognising quickly

the source of this new happiness.
" Yes ; it has been. I have always known

that, always felt it."

" Why are you speaking of it as past ?
"

" Am I doing so ? I did not know. I

hope it is not past; but one cannot tell."

" One cannot tell for long. But you are

going back to it now. Surely that contents

you for the present?"
" It would content me if it were so," i\Ir.

Severne said. " But though I am not going

back to it nov/, I am not discontented. As I

told you, I am very haj^py."

" You are not going back ?
"

" Not to-night."

"Then you are going to Usselby ?" Gene-

vieve said, with a sudden feeling of mingled
envy and satisfaction. The latter element
changed in a moment to regret.

" Yes: I am going there," he said ; "Canon
Gabriel has given me permission to go. I

had trouble in persuading him ; but he con-
sented at last. . . . You will believe that I

am glad to go ?
"

Genevieve was silent for a time.

"Yes; I believe that," she said presently.

"I should be glad to go myself; but I am
not glad that you should go."

"Are you not? . . . I—I thought you
would be very glad ! There is no one else

;

and I cannot bear to think of him lying there

with no one but Jael and old Charlock near
him."

" You are sure, then, that he is very ill ?
"

the girl asked in quivering tones.
" I am afraid he is. . . . Dr. Armitage

doesn't say much; but what he does say

. . But I must be off. . . .

I take any—any message, or any-

isn t assurmg
Can
thing?"

Genevieve stood there a long time with

her hand on the stile. She was quite silent.

It seemed as if the tumult in her heart made
words impossible. A dozen little sentences

were chosen, and rejected for one reason or

another. What could she say ?

" Come with me to the door, and I will

give you something that will speak for me,"

she said presently. Then she brought out

the freshest spray of myrtle that the plant in

the window afforded. " Will you take that ?

Will you tell Mr. Kirkoswald that I asked

you to give it to him ? . . . He will under-

stand."

Did Sir Galahad understand ? He put the

piece of myrtle carefully into the bag he was

carrying. The lamplight from the window
shone full on his upturned face, full into his

wondering blue eyes.

"Good-night," he said, holding out his

hand, keeping Genevieve's hand in his for

one moment. " Good-night, and good-bye."
" Good-bye for the present."

" Yes ; only for the present !
" he said

with a great, glad, spiritual light coming into

his face. " Thank you for saying that, it is

onlyfor the present!
"

Genevieve stood a few moments in the

calm, solitary starlight that was upon all the

land. She heard his footsteps dying upon

the upland. A soft sighing wind, gentle as 3

spirit's breath, stirred the ivy, it swept by

like a whisper, saying, " Only for the pre-

sent."



FAR FROM THE BEATEN TRACK.
^ifc iit a Cottasr.

By j . E. PANTON, Author of " Pictures of
Rural Life," etc.

T T would be difficult, verily, to find a more dcso-
-^ late spot than our cottage. It rests, solitary

and alone, on a curious hump in the heath, looking

over the wide-spreading landscape that stretches

away, away, until it is lost, as it seems to us, among
the hills that stand, noble, unchangeable, and grand,

between it and the distant sea.

But although the ocean is very far off, some twelve or

fourteen miles as the crow flies, we can, at times, hear the

mysterious moan of the ground-sea as it heaves to and fro

on the pebbly beach, and foretells unerringly the rising of

the wind, that before morning dawns will come rushing

lieadlong up the valley, screaming andwhistHng finely as it

throws itself against our walls, and shrieking round
the chimneys, while it casts upon our brown thatch

and in at our latticed windows some of its vast

burden of moisture, that enters everywhere unbid-

den, causes the walls and the rough stone floor to

suddenly become wet, and accumulates in the worn
places near the hearthstone, making puddles in

which the children sail walnut shells gaily, or

wickedly inveigle Madam Pussy to walk, thus

wetting sadly her four immaculate white shoes, of

which she and we are perhaps a little unduly

proud.

It is curious to watch how the wind lulls almost

as swiftly as it rose, and how the vast white sheets

of fog fill the whole space between us and the hills

until we appear looking down upon a fluffy field of cotton wool, with queer blacjc shadows
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here and there thrown in to accentuate the

whiteness ; and we can hardly chide those who
turn from the melancholy depressing silence

of the fog, half believmg that thus revisit the

earth, and in such forms as this, the souls of

those many sailors who have fallen victims to

the rough mighty play of the great breakers

on the iron-armed coast.

Itrequires small imagination to form figures

out of the wall-like mist that lies before our

windows like a beleaguering army, ready to

engulf us ; and we are glad when it is time

to light the dim strongly-smelling paraffine

lamp, and draw the checked blue-and-white

curtain that hangs in damp folds over the

window that somehow or other admits al-

most as much of the fog as we are fain to

believe it keeps out.

But perhaps when we draw the curtain once

more and look out on the waking world,

the picture before us will well repay us for

the depressing sadness of the night before.

It is September ; there is a dehcious feeling

in the air like new wine fresh from an ice-

house, flecks of rosy cloud-like substances lie

in the purple hollows on the hillsides, and
all along the crest of the range before us,

deep white masses of last night's damp fog

slowly creep higher and higher, which, as the

day grows older, disappear entirely, sailing

aw-ay like small ships afloat on an azure

summer sea. The heath glitters under the

rising sun, until every small bush or twig

seems to possess its own particular chain of

jewels. The purple flowers are just giving

over, yet enough remain to show how glorious

has been the autumn raiment, and the yellow

blossoming French furze yet has some traces

of the ample golden dowry she brought to

her bridal in the quiet moorland.

Our rough brown thatch, made as it is out

of thick clumps of heather, is literally steaming

as the sun gains power, and gives us a fore-

taste of what it will be in the turnips about

twelve o'clock; and we don our thickest

boots and gaiters as we remember with a

shudder the unpleasant manner in which the

big swede or turnip leaves fill with water and

turn over on us as we tramp through them
in pursuit of our friends the partridges,

closely accompanied by our dogs, who be-

come entirely difterent creatures the moment
the "first " comes in, and the guns are taken

down from the well-filled rack on the wide

mantelpiece in the kitchen, where we love to

sit and watch our Iriend the gamekeeper

clean them the while we talk, and the blue

peat smoke climbs slowly up the wide chim-

ney into the clear air. So straight, and in

so broad a manner is this same chimney
constructed, that we do not need to. open
the door to see what manner of weather it

will be, but can look straight up and gaze
upon the twinkling stars, or watch the clouds
hurrying over the sky in a manner that does
not suggest pleasing prospects for the coming
day.

Sometimes in the early morning we see the
small roe-deer trotting regularly past our cot-

tage away into the open heath, where they

spend the day, returning as regularly at night

for shelter among the trees behind us; and
sometimes in the winter months, as we sit

quiet for a few moments before going to bed,

we can hear the foxes bark, standing on bur-

rows in the heath and answering one another

in the way puppies do, and much as if the)-

were warning each other as to the locality

chosen for the INIeet, and laying plans how
best to avoid the hounds when they are out

scouring the country.

In spring the work at our cottage seems
indeed unending, for all nature then is even

fuller of interest, if possible, than at any

other time ; and then we perceive the use of

the elevated position of our cottage, for no
one can cross the heath, or wander therein,

stopping suspiciously to investigate birds'-

nests, or low-growing tufts of "fuzzy," as our

keeper calls the gorse, without attracting the

polite attention of any one who may be in-

habiting our country residence, and who is

on the look out for poachers, or any of those

delightful gentry who, possessed of a curious

nondescript creature called a lurcher, wander

as it would seem aimlessly, or in pursuit of

natural history studies, but who are capable

of sweeping oft" a pheasant from her nest in a

net and pocketing all her eggs, which they

sell to any one who is base enough to buy

them, for setting and hatching under the safe

and motherly hen. And as just before the

cottage, hidden except to those who know the

locality, lies the small decoy pond, it is cer-

tainly necessary for some one to be here who
can keep an eye on the landscape, and see

that nobody enters the clump of alder-trees

that look so very uninteresting to a passer-by,

but that really hide the home and resting-

place of many a wild bird that either remains

here for shelter from the rough weather out-

side, or even at times breeds here and brings

up her family quite respectably.

In the spring the peace and quiet of the

place are irresistible ; and if we enter silently,

and as silently peer between the screens of

furze and dried reed, behind which we wait

in winter to shoot the birds as they fly over,
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we can notice a good deal of the vie i?iti?ne

of the birds, and see either teal or wild-

duck with their " trip " of small ones ; or

else watch the water-hens scatter about

;

sometimes hurrying to their nests or young

ones, sometimes basking in the sunshine and

preening their feathers carefully, as if they

were preparing for a tea-party or a presenta-

tion at court. The decoy itself is too fair a

spot, too replete with interest of all kinds, to

be really the place of destruction it is. Traces

still remain of the old style of " sport," in

the wide tunnels covered by wire up which

the birds used to be driven by a dog specially

trained for the purpose, or by a man appear-

ing suddenly just as they sailed to the mouth

of the tunnel ; this having the desired effect

of hurrying them to destruction ; but now
they are " tolled in," or attracted by the tame
birds reared and kept there, and are taught

to " use " the pond, by being fed regularly at

the sides as soon as they begin to appear, on
barley or corn, falling victims in due time to

the guns of those who stand hidden behind

the tall screens, through which in spring we
can look unperceived at the domestic arrange-

ments of the water-fowl ] standing on softest,

deepest moss, on which our footsteps are not

heard ; and noting at the same time, the

lovely pink sheet of water-weed before us, the

golden-brown hue on the alder, and scenting

the aromatic odour of the bog-myrtle, that

seems to contend with the spear for the

honour of fringing the hem of the pond.
We who can hardly bear to see the de-

struction of the birds we have known, as it

seems to us from the egg, can never make up
our minds to share with our friend the game-
keeper the delights of a good morning's

sport at the small decoy ; w-e remember sen-

timentally the beautiful blue eggs of the teal

that we discovered in a spear-bed, and took
home and placed under a bantam hen, whose
motherly devotion and pride in the small

creatures we can never forget ; or the vigorous
way in which she scolded and pecked at us,

when we went lovingly to see if she had
hatched out yet, or if she had had no luck.

We cannot help recollecting the joy when
one of the dogs found the black-cock's nest,

or rather the nest belonging to his wife, the

grey-hen—nor the amusement -we obtained

from the black-cock himself, who took up
his abode on the arms of a stunted oak-tree,

as if on guard while she sat, uttering to him-
self at times the curious harsh cry that sounds
as if he wished to wage war on all his friends

around. And so when the fiat goes out for

one of the celebrated day's shootings, to ob-

tain an invitation to which is as good as a

prize to most of the youths around, we make
our way into the open heath, where there is

yet another pond ; where if the ice be on
the mere we enjoy an afternoon's skating,

while just as the sun suddenly beams like an
immense red wafer stuck firmly on a grey

expanse of paper, w4ien the whole sheet of

frozen water as suddenly attains a roseate

hue, when the chill air becomes chiller, and
the furze bushes that had thawed in the

middle of the day become stiff and stark once

more, we hear the quick reports of gun
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after gun ; ard towards our pond come fly-

ing, helter-skelter, whole flocks of wild-fowl,

that at first are decidedly disorganized, yet

finally resolve themselves into wedge-like

battalions and make away for the river, a

couple or three miles awav, hoping for rest

there until the decoy is once more free from

their tormentors.

In spring and summer in the big decoy

can be often seen wild-fowl resting close

under the spear ; water-hens disporting them-

selves in the centre of the pond, while a

meditative heron stands looking at them for

awhile, ere making for the mouth of the har-

bour, where is the heronry, and where he

and his fellows fish the tides as regularly as

do the fishermen, who look upon them with

evil eyes, and declare they destroy and eat

so much that they ought one and all to be

exterminated ; but in winter there is nothing

to bring them inland, and the whole place is

given over to the skaters, who once used to

gather there in companies, now all separated,

some by distance, some by death, some by
harsh and bitter feelings. Still as we look the

whole scene rises again like a dream from the

mist : we can almost scent the hot cakes from

"Bennett's," widi which we always came pro-

vided for luncheon. We hear the musical

ring of the skates ; very far above us v/e hear

the quarcck, quarcck, quarcck of the ducks as

they pass, and then the scene changes

:

darkness falls, a big chill moon gazes down
on the silent place, and in the night the frost

gives, and we look upon quite a sea of waters

when we open our blinds and
come to see what _^_ _^ ___ _^
manner of ^ _ _ =-i^Bi^S^^^?^=^-tfl^?=f "-

day it is. ^^^^ '

^

Perhaps one of the greatest claims about
our cottage is the fact that the interests around
it seem ever changing, and that we come or go
as it seems best to us. If we have the heath

in front, is there not just at our back a
wondrous silent wood, where we come yet

again on another pond? In this one there

are no birds, but if we lean over the bridge

carefully, we can watch quantities of fish,

small ones

or big, that

attract
otters, who
have liter-

ally made
for them-
selves a

pathway
worn in

the rough
grass, as

they come
with a
wonderful
regularity
to feed at

rn ir

and even-

ing on any
fish that

they can
catch,
sometimes
themselves

being way-

tgtspsr
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laid and killed because of the harm they do,

and also because of the beautiful soft coat

they wear, and which we long to possess for

our own adornment. Here, too, is the real

work of our gamekeeper carried on, for in

sundry well-watched, closely-guarded corners

he raises his many pheasants and partridges,

assiduously tending them until they are

old enough to do for themselves ; when
they are turned out in a vain attempt to

render them a httle less like the barn-door

fowls who have brought them up and cannot
quite make out some of their peculiarities.

On the boughs of some of the trees in the

wood can be occasionally seen dummy phea-

sants, so extremely unlike life and so very

wooden in their appearance, that we cannot
understand how it is that they are able to

deceive such cute hands as the poachers
are ; but they do—perhaps owing to the

darkness of the night and the consciousness

of their evil actions—and often a shot at one
of these effigies brings the keeper down upon
the poacher before he has got over his as-

tonishment at seeing the bird still erect on
his perch after receiving a good charge into

his wooden body.
But the gamekeeper's children lead us away

from the birds and show us many a secret

storehouse of flowers that we might perchance
have otherwise passed by ; we climb a mossy
dell, covered thick in last year's leaves, and
where anemones lift up their wan, white

faces abundantly, and the bolder hyacinth

spreads his spear-like foliage, that often

enough comes up with a dead leaf struck

through his leaf, which he wears like a curious

single necklace ; and we lean over and look

suddenly down into the home of the daffo-

dils. Never in any corner of England,
surely, do these graceful flowers abound and
flourish as they do here, and it is worth quite

a journey to see them, in their own native

place, as we see them in our wood, more
especially if a soft south-west wind is rioting

along, driving the clouds over the sky, and
giving a wonderful chequered eftect as their

shadows are thrown over the dancing golden
flowers at our feet.

Only watch them sway first this way and
now that ; is it not like a fairy court, bowing
as the queen passes, invisible to all eyes save
their own? First the deep yellow of the outer

dress is apparent ; then the primrose-hued
petticoat is displayed just a little, and all the

time we are impressed by the notion that the

flowers enjoy as much as we do the lovely

spring weather and the sense of hfe and
growing bigger that they are experiencing

;

so exhilarating are their movements, so full

of joy and innocent delight are their graceful

forms ! Under yonder hedge grow white,

beautiful violets, that Vt'ould never have been
seen had they not thrown out such a powerful
scent as we pass ; and then we have cow-
slips and oxlips with which to fill our baskets,

that in turn give place to the somewhat
proud and supercilious foxgloves, that the

children call " poppies," because they pop
loudly when blown into, and which they

firmly believe are worn by the foxes as paw-
coverings, and they look vindictively at the

earth in the wood, where, at early dawn,
glimpses can be got of mamma fox playing

with her cubs, and enjoying mightily some
of the chickens that she may have stolen

from our cottage hen-yard only the night

before.

It is astonishing how much our children

know of bird and beast and flowers. Living

always as they do far from other human
interests, they are thrown on nature's help
alone for any amusements they may obtain.

The boys very rarely go very far from
home. A gamekeeper is born, not made,
and once the love of the country is fairly

engraved on the soul of a boy, it is useless

to try and turn his mind from the land, for

he will never be fit for anything beyond it,

but will only make a very indifferent any-

thing else than a worker at the occupation

to which he was born and in which he was
brought up.

It is astonishing what power inanimate
things obtain over the mind of man ; once
fall in love with the sea, and what can ever

replace it in our hearts ? Nothing. It is for

ever calling us ; through the calm of a sum-
mer night we hear it above every other quiet

sound ; in the winter we picture it to our-

selves in its thousand and one moods ; and
after being apart from it for any length of

time, it is only the veriest shame that prevents

us casting ourselves on the sand and touching

the waves as they come towards us, so glad

are we to know we can see its beautiful face

again. It is the most perfect ofcompanions,

and never palls ; but it is a subtle creature

too, and so possesses itself of our inmost soul

that we are never really happy unless we are

within reach of the truest and most sympathiz-

ing friend we possess.

This, too, extends itself to some natures to

the land. None can understand it perhaps

who has not experienced it ; but it entirely

accounts for the way in which, year after

year, farmers persistently lose money, simply

because fields and pastures that they have
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known from their youth are more to them,

have more to give them of perfect happi-

ness, than riches and plenty have among
houses and in cities or in countries that they

do not know.
Autumn is coming to our cottage near the

wood ; the leaves are beginning to change.

Early in the morning dew lies heavily on the

great sunflowers by the door, and drenches

us as we put aside the wide-mouthed monthly
roses round the porch. Presently the trees

will be bare, and we shall be able to see the
lake behind us, with the swan lazily resting

among the brown, harmonious reeds ; the

tiny island will gleam golden in the thin

pale sunshine. Our friend the keeper will

be busy from morning until night with the

dogs and guns and the big parties from the

squire. Another daughter is going to service

in the little town over the moor, where the

big grey square tower of the church is appa-

rent as we stand on the well-whitened door-

step taking a last look at the lovely view

belore us. And winter will soon be coming

too
;
yet as we turn our back on our cottage

we know that seasons come, each bearing

their own appointed work in their arms for

our comfort and occupation, and that, return

when we may—and may it be soon—we shall

find all this much as we leave it to-day. True,

the keeper may be changed individually,

but still some keeper will be there. Nature,

ever young and beautiful, will still have

pictures to display to us. Nay, if we never

go there again, what would it matter ? ^\'e

should still know that, whatever happened,

we still possess, still must always possess,

our cottage near a wood.
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WHEN the prophet of the Hebrews, some
six-and-tvventy hundred years ago,

thundered forth his stirring " Go through !

go through the gates ! prepare a way, hft up

a standard for the people !
" it may, without

irreverence, be doubted if he foresaw how
literally his charge would be fulfilled by one of

his own race in the seventeenth century of the

Christian era. The story of how it was done
may perhaps be worth retelling, since many
subjects of lesser moment have found more
chroniclers.

It was in 1290 that gates, which in England
had long been ominously creaking on their

hinges, were deliberately swung to, and bolted

and barred by Church and State on the un-

happy Jews, who on that bleak November
day stood shivering along the coast. " Thy
waves and thy billows have passed over me "

must have lost in tender allegory and gained

some added force of literalness that wintry

afternoon. Scarce any of the descendants of

that exodus can have had share in the return.

Of such of the refugees as reached the oppo-
site ports few found foothold, and fewer still

asylum. The most, and perhaps they were
the most fortunate of the fifteen thousand,

were quick in gaining foreign graves. Those
who made for the nearest neighbouring shores

of France, forgetful, or perhaps ignorant, of

the recent experiences of their French
brethren under Philip Augustus, lived on to

earn a like knowledge for themselves, and to

undergo, a few years later, another expulsion

under Philip the Fair. Over the German
States the Imperial eagle of Rome no longer

brooded, now to protect and now to prey on
its victims ; the struggle between the free

cities and the multitudinous petty princelings

was working to its climax, but whether at

bitter strife, or whether jDausing for a brief

while to recruit their powers, landgrave and
burgher, on one subject, were always of one
mind. To plunder at need or to persecute

at leisure, Jews were held to be handy and
fair game for either side.

Far northward or far southward that ragged
English mob were hardly fit to travel. Some
remnant, perhaps, made effort to reach the

semi-barbarous settlements in Russia and
Poland, but few can have been sanguine
enough to set out for distant Spain in hope
of a welcome but rarely accorded to such
very poor relations. And even in the Penin-
sula the security which the Jews had hitherto

experienced had by this date received several

severe shocks. Two centuries later and the

tide of civilisation had rolled definitely and
drearily back on the soil which Jews had
largely helped to cultivate, and left it bare.

Yet a little longer and Portugal, become a

province of Spain, had followed the cruel

fashions of its suzerain, and by the close of

the sixteenth century a new settlement of the

dispossessed Spanish and Portuguese Jews
had been formed in Holland, and Amsterdam
was growing into a strange Dutch likeness of

a new Jerusalem.

Holland alone among the nations at this

period gave a welcome to all citizens in the

spirit of Virgil's famous line, " Tros Rutiibcsve

fiiat, 7111II0 discriminc habebo." And the refu-

gees, who at this date claimed the hospitality

of the States, were of a sort to make the

Dutch in love with their own unfashionable

virtue of religious tolerance. Under Moorish
sway, for centuries, commerce had been but

one of the pursuits open to the Jews and
followed by the Jews of the Peninsula, and
thus it was a crowd, not of financiers and
traders only or chiefly, but of cultivated

scholars, physicians, statesmen, and land-

owners, whom Catholic bigotry sent from
those shores. The thin disguise of new
Christians was soon thrown off by these Jews,

and they became to real Christians, to such
men as Vossius and Caspar Barlseus, who
welcomed them and made friends of them, a
revelation of Judaism.

It was after the great auto-da-fe oi 'j^mndiry,

1605, that Joseph ben Israel, with a host

of other Jews, broken in health and broken
in fortune, left the land which bigotry

and persecution had made hideous to them,
and joined the peaceful and prosperous

settlement in Amsterdam. The youngest of

ben Israel's transplanted family was the year-

old Manasseh, who had been born a few
months before their flight, in Lisbon. He
seems to have been from the first a promising

and intelligent lad, and his tutor, one Isaac

Uziel, who was a minister of the congre-

gation, and a somewhat famous mathematician
and physician to boot, formed a high opinion

of his abilities. He did not, however, live

to see them verified ; when Manasseh was
but eighteen the Rabbi died, and his clever

pupil was thought worthy to be appointed to

the vacated ofiice. It was an honoured and
an honourable, but scarcely a lucrative
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post, to which Manasseh thus succeeded, and
the problem of living soon became further

complicated by an early marriage and a
young family. Manasseh had to cast about

him for supplementary means of support, and
he presently found it in the establishment of

a printing press. Whether the t}-pe gave
impetus to the pen, or whether the pen had
inspired the idea of the press, is hard to

decide ; but it is, at least, certain that before

he was twenty-five, Manasseh had found con-

genial work and plenty of it. tie taught and
he preached, and both in the school-room

and in the pulpit he was useful and eftective,

but it was in his library that he felt really

happy and at home. Manasseh was a born

scholar and an omnivorous reader, bound to

develop into a prolific, if not a profound
writer. The work which first established his

fame bears traces of this, and is, in point of

fact, less of a composition than a compilation.

The first part of this book, "The Conciliator,"

was published in 1632, after five years'labour

had been expended on it, and it is computed
to contain quotations from, or references to,

over 200 Hebrew, and 50 Latin and Greek
authors. Its object was to harmonise {con-

ciliador) conflicting passages in the Penta-

teuch, and it was written in Spanish, although

it could have been composed with equal

facility in any one of half-a-dozen other

languages, for Manasseh was a most accom-
plished linguist.

Although not the first book which was
issued from his press, for a completely edited

prayer-book and a Hebrew grammar had
been published in 1627, "The Conciliator"

was the first work that attracted the attention

of the learned world to the Amsterdam
Rabbi. Manasseh had the advantage of

literary connections of his own, through his

wife, who was a great-granddaughter of

Abarbanel—that same Isaac Abarbanel, the

scholar and patriot, who in 1490 headed the

deputation to Ferdinand and Isabella, which

was so dramatically cut short by Torquemada.
Like "The Conciliator," all Manasseh's sub-

sequent literary ventures met with ready

appreciation, but with more appreciation, it

would seem, than solid result, for his means
appear to have been always insufficient for

his modest wants, and in 1640 we find him
seriously contemplating emigration to Brazil

on a trading venture. Two members of his

congregation, which, as a body, does not seem
to have acted liberally towards him, came
forward, however, at this crisis in his affairs,

and conferred a benefit all round by establish-

ing a college and appointing Manasseh the

principal, willi an adequate salary. This
ready use of some portion of their wealth
has made the brothers Pcreira more dis-

tinguished than for its possession. Still, it

must not be inferred that Manasseh had
been, up to this date, a friendless, if a some-
what impecunious student, only that, as is

rather perhaps the wont of poor prophets in

their own country, his admirers had had to

come from the outer before they reached
the inner circle. He had certainly achieved a
European celebrity in the Republic of letters

before his friends at Amsterdam had dis-

covered much more than the fact that he
printed very superior prayer-books. He
had won over, amongst others, the prejudiced

author of the "Law of Nations," to own him,

a Jew, for a familiar friend, before some of

the wealthier heads of his own congregation

had claimed a like privilege, and Grotius,

then Swedish ambassador at Paris, was
actually writing to him and proffering friendly

service, at the very time that the Amster-
dam congregation were calmly receiving

his enforced farewells. There was some-
tiiing of irony in the situation, but Manasseh,
like Maimonides, had no littleness of dis-

position, no inflammable self-love quick to

take fire ; he loved his people truly enough
to understand them and to make allowances,

had even, perhaps, some humorous percep-

tion of the national obtuseness to native

talent unarrayed in purple and fine linen, or

until duly recognised by the wearers of such.

Set free, by the liberality of Abraham
and Isaac Pereira, from the pressure of every-

day cares, Manasseh again devoted himself

to his books, and turned out a succession of

treatises. History, Philosophy, Theology,

he attacked them all in turn, and there is,

perhaps, something besides rapidity of exe-

cution which suggests an idea of manufacture

in most of his works. A treatise which he

published about 1650, and which attracted

very wide notice, significantly illustrated his

rather fatal facility for ready writing. The
treatise was entitled " The Hope of Israel,"

and sought to prove no less than that some

aborigines in America, whose very existence

was doubtful, were lineal descendants of the

lost ten tribes. The Hope itself seems to

have rested on no more solid foundation

than a traveller's tale of savages met with in

the wilds, who included something that

sounded like the 37^12; (Shemarg *) in their

vernacular. The story was quickly translated

into several languages, but it was almost as

quicklydisproved, and Manasseh's deductions

• Short declaration of belief in Unity (Dcut. vi. 4).
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from it were subsequently rather roughly

criticised. Truth to say, the accumulated

stores of his mind were ground down and
sifted and sown broadcast in somewhat care-

less and indigestible masses, and their

general character gives an uncomfortable

impression of machine-work rather than of

hand-work. But the proportion of what he

wrote was as nothing compared to what he

contemplated writing. And perhaps those

never-written books of his would have
proved the most readable ; he might have
shown us himself, his wise, tolerant, enthu-

siastic self, in them. But instead we possess

in his shelves on shelves of published com-
pilations of dead men's minds, only duly

labelled and catalogued selections from
learned mummies.
The dream of his authorship was to com-

pose a " Heroic History," a significant title

which shadows forth the worthy record he
would have delighted in compiling from
Jewish annals. It is as well, perhaps, that

the title is all we have of the work, for he
was too good an idealist to prove a good
historian. He cared too much and he knew
too much, to write a reliable or a readable

history of his people. To him, as to many
of us, Robert Browning's words might be
applied

—

"So you saw yourself as you wislied you were

—

As you might have been, as 3'ou cannot be

—

Earth here rebuked by Olympus there,
And grew content in j'our poor degree." *

He, at any rate, had good reason to grow
" content in his degree," for he was destined
to make an epoch in the " Heroic History,"

instead of being, as he " wished he were,"
the reciter, and probably the prosy reciter, of

several. Certain it is that great scholar, suc-

cessful preacher, and voluminous writer as was
Manasseh ben Israel, it was not till he was
fifty years old that he found his real vocation.

He had felt at it for years, his books were more
or less blind gropings after it, his friendships

with the eminent and highly-placed person-

ages of his time were all unconscious means
to a conscious end, and his very character
was a factor in his gradually formed purpose.
His whole life had been an upholding of the
" standard ;

" publicists who sneered at the

ostentatious rich Jew, priests who railed at

the degraded poor Jew, were each bound to

recognise in Manasseh a Jew of another type:
one poor yet self-respecting, sought after yet
unostentatious, conservative yet cosmopoli-
tan, learned yet undogmatic. They might
question if this Amsterdam Rabbi were sui

generis, but they were at least willing to see
• "Old Pictures from Florence."

if he were in essentials what he claimed to

be, fairly representative of the fairly treated

members of his race. So the " way was pre-

pared " by the " standard " being raised.

Which, of the many long-closed gates, was
to open for the people to pass through ?

Manasseh looked around on Europe. He
sought a safe and secure resting-place for the

tribe of wandering foot and weary heart,

where, no longer weary and wandering, they

might cease to be "tribal." He sought a

place where '•' protection " should not be
given as a sordid bribe, nor conferred as a

fickle favour, but claimed as an inalienable

right to be shared in common Avith all law-

abiding citizens. His thoughts turned for a
while on Sweden, and there was some cor-

respondence to that end with the young
Queen Christina, but this failing, or falling

through, his hopes were almost at once defi-

nitely directed towards England, It was a

wise selection and a happy one, and the

course of events, and the time and the temper
of the people seemed all upon his side. The
faithless Stuart king had but lately expiated

his hateful, harmful weakness on the scaffold,

and sentiment was far as yet from setting

the nimbus of saint and martyr on his hand-

some, treacherous head. The echoes of John
Hampden's brave voice seemed still vi-

brating in the air, and Englishmen, but freshly

reminded of their rights, were growing keen

and eager in the scenting out of wrongs;

quick to discover, and fierce to redress evils

which had long lain rooted and rotting and
unheeded. The pompous insouciance of the

first Stuart king, the frivolous insouciance of

the second, were being resented now in inevi-

table reaction ; the court no longer led the

fashion, the people had come to the front

and were grown grimly, even grotesquely in

earnest. The very fashion of speaking seems

to have changed with the new need for

strong, terse expression. Men greeted each

otherwith old-fashioned Bible greetings; they

named their children after those " great ones

gone," or with even quainter effect in some
simple selected Bible phrase ; the very

tones of the Prophets seemed to resound in

Whitehall, and Englishmen to have become,

in a wide unsensational sense, not men only

of the sword, or of the plough, but men of

the Book, and that Book the Bible. Liberty

of conscience, equality before the law for all

religious denominations, had been the un-

conditional demand of that wonderful army
of Independents, and although the Catholics

Avere the immediate cause and object of this

appeal, yet Manasseh, watching events from
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the calm standpoint of a keenly interested

onlooker, thought he discerned in the listen-

ing attitude of the English Parliament, a

favourable omen of the attention he desired

to claim for his clients, since it was not

alone for political, but for religious rights he

meant to plead.

He did not, however, actually come to

England till 1655, when the way had been

already prepared by correspondence and

petition forpersonal intercession. His "Hope
of Israel " had been forwarded to Cromwell

so early as 1650; petitions praying for the

readmission of Jews to England with full

rights of worship, of burial, and of commerce
secured to them, had been laid before

the Long and the Rump Parliament, and

Manasseh had now in hand, and approaching

completion, a less elaborate and more mi-

passioned composition than usual, entitled

" Vindiciae Judseorum." A powerful and un-

expected advocate of Jewish claims presently

came forward in the person of Edward
Nicholas, the private secretary of the Pro-

tector. This large-minded and enlightened

gentleman had the courage to publish an

elaborate appeal for, and defence of, the Jews,
" the most honourable people in the world,"

as he st3ded them, " a people chosen by God
and protected by God." The pamphlet was

headed, "Apology for the Honourable Nation

of the Jews and all the Sons of Israel," and

Nicholas' arguments aroused nosmall amount
of attention and discussion. It was even

whispered that Cromwell had had a share in

the authorship ; but if this had been so, un-

doubtedly he who " stood bare, not cased in

euphemistic coat of mail," but who "grap-

pled like a giant, face to face, heart to heart,

with the naked truth of things," ^' would

have unhesitatingly avowed it. His was not

the sort of nature to shirk responsibilities

nor to lack the courage of his opinions.

There can be no doubt that, from first to

last, Cromwell was strongly in favour of

Jewish claims being allowed, and just as

little doubt is there that there was never any

tinge or taint of " secret favouring " about

his sayings or his doings on the subject. The
part, and all things considered the very un-

popular part, he took in the subsequent

debates, had, of course, to be accounted for

by minds not quick to understand such simple

motive power as justice, generosity, or sym-

pathy, and both now and later the wildest

accusations were levelled against the Pro-

tector. That he was, unsuspected, himself

of Jewish descent, and had designs on the

I
• " On Heroes," Lect. vi. " The hero as king," p. 342.

long vacant Messiahship of his interesting

kinsfolk, was not the most malignant, though

it was perhaps among the most absurd of

these tales. " The man is without a soul,"

writes Carlylc, " that can look into the great

soul of a man, radiant with the splendours of

very heaven, and see nothing there but the

shadow of his own mean darkness." '' There
must have been, if this view be correct, a

good many particularly materialistic bodies

going about at that epoch in English history

when the Protector of England took upon
himself the unpopular burden of being also

the Protector of the Jews.
There had been some opposition on the

part of his family to overcome, some tender

timid forebodings, which events subsequently

justified, to dispel, before Manasseh was free

to set out for England, but in the late

autumn of 1655! we find him with two or

three companions safely settled in lodgings

in the Strand. An address to the Protector

was personally presented by Manasseh, whilst

a more detailed declaration to the Common-
wealth was simultaneously published. Very

remarkable are both these documents.

Neither in the personal petition to Cromwell,

nor in the more elaborate argument addressed

to the Parliament, is there the slightest

approach to the ad miscricordiain style. The
whole case is stated with dignity, and pleaded

without passion, and throughout justice

rather than favour forms the staple of the

demand. The " clemency " and " high-

mindedness " of Cromwell are certainly taken

for granted, but equally is assumed the

worthiness of the clients who make an appeal

to these qualities. Manasseh makes also a

strong point of the Profit, which the Jews

are likely to prove to their hosts, naively

recognising the fact that " Profit is a most

powerful motive which all the world prefers

above all other things ;" and " therefore deal-

ing with that point first." He dwells on the

"ability," and "industry," and "naturall

instinct " of the Jews for " merchandizing,"

and for " contributing new inventions,"which

extra aptitude, in a somewhat optimistic

spirit, he moralizes, may have been given to

them for their " protection in their wander-

ings," since " wheresoever they go to dwell,

there presently the traficq begins to flourish."

Read in the light of some recent literature,

one or two of Manasseh's arguments might

almost be termed prophetic. Far-sighted,

however, and wide-seeing as was our Amster-

dam Rabbi, he could certainly not have fore-

• "Cromwell," vol. ii., p. 359-

+ Some chroniclers fix it so early as 1653.
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told that more than two hundred years later

his race would be taunted in the same breath

for being a "wandering" and "homeless

tribe," and for remaining a " settled " and
" parasitic " people in their adopted countries;

yet are not such ingenious, and ungenerous,

and inconsistent taunts answered by anticipa-

tions in the following paragraph ?

—

" The love that men ordinarily bear to their own
country, and the desire they have to end their lives

where they had their beginning, is the cause that

most strangers, having gotten riches where they are in

a foreign land, are commonly taken in a desire to

return to their native soil, and there peaceably to

enjoy their estate ; so that as they were a help to the

places where they lived and negotiated while they

remained there, so when they depart from thence,

they carry all away and spoile them of their wealth ;

transporting all into their own native country: but

with the Jews, the case is farre different, for where the

Jews are once kindly receaved, they make a firm reso-

lution never to depart from thence, seeing they have

no proper place of their own ; and so they are always

with their goods in the cities where they live, a

perpetual benefitt to all payments."*

Manasseh goes on to quote Holy Writ, to

show that to " seek for the peace," and to

*' pray for the peace of the city whither ye

are led captive,"! was from remote times a

loyal duty enjoined on Jews ; and so he makes
perhaps another point against that thorough-

going historian of our day, who would have

disposed of the People and the Book, the

Jews and the Old Testament together, in the

course of a magazine article. To prove that

uncompromising loyalty has among Jews

the added force of a religious obligation,

Manasseh mentions the fact that the ruling

dynasty is always prayed for by upstanding

congregations in every Jewish place of wor-

ship, and he makes history give its evidence

to show that this is no mere lip loyalty, but

that the obligation has been over and over

again faithfully fulfilled. He quotes numer-

ous instancesinproof of this ; beginning from

the time, 900 years e.c.e., when the Jerusalem

Jews, High Priest at their head, went forth

to defy Alexander, and to own staunch allegi-

ance to discrowned Darius, till those recent

civil wars in Spain, when the Jews of Burgos

manfully held that city against the conqueror,

Henry of Transtamare, in defence of their

conquered, but liege lord, Pedro. |

Of all the simply silly slanders, such, for in-

stance, as the kneading Passover biscuits with

the blood of Christian children, from which

his people had suffered, Manasseh disposes

shortly, with brief and distinct denial
;

perti-

nently reminding Englishmen, however, that

the like absurd accusations crop up in the

* From "Declaration to the Commonwealth of England."
+ Jeremiah, ch. xxix. 7. X In 1369.

early history of the Church, when the " very

same ancient scandalls was cast of old upon
the innocent Christians."

With the more serious, because less abso-

lutely untruthful charge of " usury," Manasseh
deals as boldly, urging even no extenuating

plea, but frankly admitting the practice to be
" infamous." But characteristically, he pro-

ceeds to express an opinion, that " inasmuch

as no man is bound to give his goods to

another, so is he not bound to let it out but

for his own occasions and profit," "only,"

and this he adds emphatically

—

"It must be done with moderation, that the usury

be not biting or exorbitant. . . . The sacred Scrip-

ture, which allows usury with him that is not of the

same religion, forbids absolutely the robbing of all

men, whatsoever religion they be of. In our law it

is a greater sinne to rob or defraud a stranger, than

if I did it to one of my owne profession ; a Jew is

bound to shew his charity to all men ; he hath a

precept, not to abhorre an Idumean or an Egyptian

;

and yet another, that he shall love and protect a

stranger that comes to live in his land. If notwith-

standing, there be some that do contrary to this, they

do it not as Jewes simply but as wicked Jewes."

The Appeal made, as it could scarcely fail

to do, a profound impression ; an impression

which was helped not a little by the presence

and character of the pleader. And the whole

question of the return of the Jews to England

was presently submitted to the nation for its

decision.

The clergy were dead against the measure,

and, it is said, " raged like fanatics against the

Jews as an accursed nation." And then it

was that Cromwell, true to his highest con-

victions, stood up to speak in their defence.

On the ground of policy, he temperately

urged the desirability of adding thrifty, law-

respecting, and enterprising citizens to the

national stock ; and on the higher ground of

duty, he passionately pleaded the unpopular

cause of religious and social toleration. He
deprecated the principle that, the claims of

morality being satisfied, any men or any body
of men, on the score of race, of origin, or of

religion (" tribal mark " had not at that date

been suggested), should be excluded from

full fellowship with other men. " I have

never heard a man speak so splendidly in my
life," is the recorded opinion of one of the

audience, and it is a matter of intense regret

that this famous speech of Cromwell's has

not been preserved. Its eloquence, however,

failed of effect, so far as its whole and im-

mediate object was concerned. The gates

were no more than shaken on their rusting

hinges—not quite yet were the people freely

to " pass through."

Tlie decision of the Council of State was
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deferred, and some authorities even allege

that it was presently pronounced against the

readmission of the Jews to England. The
known and avowed favour of the Protector

sufficed, nevertheless, to induce the few Jews
who had come with, or in the train of, Ma-
nasseh to remain, and others gradually, and
by degrees, and without any especial notice

being taken of them, ventured to follow. The
creaking old gates were certainly ajar, and
wider and wider they opened, and fainter and
fainter, from friction of unrestrained inter-

course, grew each dull rust and stain of

prejudice till that good day, within living

memories, when the barriers were definitely

and altogether flung down. And on their

ruins a new and healthy human growth sprang

quickly up, '" taking root downwards, and
bearing fruit upwards," spreading wide

enough in its vigorous luxuriance to cover up

all the old bad past. And by this time it has
happily grown imi)ervious to any wanton un-
friendly touch which would thrust its kindly
shade aside and once again lay those ugly
ruins bare.

^
Manasseh, however, like so many of us,

had to be content to sow seed which he was
destined never to see ripen. His petitions

were presented in 1655, his " Vindici:\: Juda:o-
rum" was completed and handed in some time
in 1656, andin the early winter of 1657, on his

journey homewards, he died. His missio-n

had not fulfilled itself in the complete trium-

phant way he had hoped, but life " fulfils

itself in many ways," and one part at any
rate, perhaps the most important part of the
Hebrew prophet's charge, had been both
poetically and prosaically carried out by this

seventeenth-century Dutch Jew. He had
" lifted up a standard for his people."

KATIE MAGNUS.

**LET LOVE ABIDE."
In the gardens at Bramsbill an ancient wedding-ring was dug up. The posy engraved upon it is, " Let love abide."

SEE the house in dreams, and know tne charm that haunts each silent room
Where Lely's beauties smile and glow, and triumph in immortal bloom

;

And old dead loves and joys of yore come back to live their lives once more.

I

Deep in the ivy on the walls, the peacock sinks his purple breast

;

The place is full of wild bird-calls, and pigeons coo themselves to rest,

While tunefully, through rush and brake, the streamlets trickle to the lake.

Across the long grey terrace sweeps the subtle scent of orange flowers,

And through the stately portal creeps a sigh from honeysuckle bowers,

To blend, in chambers dim and vast, with fainter sweets of summers past.

Do shadows of the days of old still linger in the garden ways?.

Long hidden, deep beneath the mould, they found a ring of other days,

And faith, and hope, and memory cling about that simple wedding-ring.

It bears a posy quaint and sweet (and well the graven letters wear),

" Let love abide,"—the words are meet for those who pray love's endless prayer
j

The old heart-language, sung or sighed, for ever speaks, "Let love abide."

Oh, noble mansion, proud and old, and beautiful in shade or shine,

Age after age your walls enfold the treasures of an ancient line !

And yet—let time take all the rest, if love abide, for love is best.

SARAH DOUDNEV.

THE LAW OF LIFE IN CHRIST JESUS.

By the Rev. A. GOODRICH.

AMID the" many shades of meaning in

which the term law is used we may
distinguish two—the legal and scientific. The
lesal meaning we have in such phrases as,

XXV—48

" the laws of our country," in which the word

law designates a rule set forth by authority

and enforced by sanctions. The scientific

meanmg we have in such phrases as the " laws
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of nature," in which the word law designates

an observed order of facts, or a force regularly

operating. Both meanings unite in the idea

of regularity or uniformity.

A careful reading of the seventh and eighth

chapters of the Epistle to the Romans will

disclose the fact that the apostle, possibly

unconsciously, used the term law in both

these senses. When he speaks of the law

of Moses he uses the term law manifestly in

its legal sense. But when, e.g., he says, " I

find then a law, that when I would do good
evil is present with me," he uses the word
law in its scientific sense. There is ncrsuch

utterance set forth by authority and enforced

by sanctions, as when we would do good evil

is present with us. But there is this order of

facts constantly recurring. This presence of

evil when we would do good is, in certain

conditions, so much the established order, so

much the regular succession of things, that

we may call it a law. " For the law of the

spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me
free from the law of sin and death ; " in these

words again we have the term law used in its

scientific sense. It cannot be here used in

its legal sense, for it was quite contrary to

the apostle's thought to call the law of INIoses

a law of life, and, free as he was in speaking

of the Mosaic law, he would never have
spoken of it as a law of sin and death. The
scientific meaning of the term law gives the

sense of the passage. The law of the spirit

of life in Christ Jesus, i.e., the regular order

of facts which the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus calls into existence, hath made me free

from the law of sin and death, i.e., the regular

order of facts which the power of sin and
death calls into existence. The higher super-

natural force of the gospel, regularly operat-

ing in the direction of life, hath made me
free from the lower force of sin, regularly

operating in the direction of death. The
higher law has subordinated the "lower law.

The apostle thus puts forth the gospel as

an instance of the great principle which holds

all being in life and order, viz., the operation

of law and the subordination of the lo\\;er by
the higher law. By this principle nature

maintams its exquisite balance and beautiful

order. Every drop of water is an example
of certain chemical laws subordinating cer-

tain mechanical laws. Every plant and every
animal maintain their being by the higher

law of their life subordinating certain mecha-
nical and chemical laws. Our civiUsation

advances only as we come to know the laws
environing us, and become expert in adjust-

ing and subordinating them so as to produce

new and useful results. The great triumph
of civilisation, the steam-engine, be it in pro-

pelhng the ship or speeding away Avith the
train, is but a human combination of mecha-
nical and dynamical laws, so as to subordinate
and so far free the vessel or train from the
first law of motion, or the vis inertice. of matter.

In Hke manner the spiritual life is maintained
by the subordination of the lower law of sin

by the higher law of the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus,

But to be more explicit. The earth re-

volving round the sun has, like all bodies
revolving round a centre, a tendency to fly

off from its centre, which doing it would go
crashing through the heavens, destroying and
being destroyed. But from the destructive

power of this centrifugal force the earth is

made free by the operation of another force,

the centripetal, which draws the earth to its

centre. The life of the earth is thus main-
tained by the subordination of one law to

another. The tendency of man is to fly off

from the orbit of duty to which God has

appointed him, which to man as to the earth

would be darkness and destruction to self

and to others. But when man comes under
the attracting power of Christ Jesus, the sun
of righteousness, another force, the spirit of

life, comes into regular operation in his being,

subordinating his natural tendency, and keep-

ing him in the appointed orbit of his being.
" The law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus

hath made him free from the law of sin and
death,"

From this view of the Christian life some
things follow. It is plain therefrom that the

life in Christ Jesus is one of freedom from

the law of sin : freedom not from the temp-
tations to sin, not from being overtaken in

the fault, but from the law of sin, the dominant,

regular operation of sin. We so speak in

analogous cases. A diseased man places

himself under the care of the physician, who,

contriving to bring certain laws of healing

into play, makes the man free from the law

of disease and death. The man, it is known,
is still very feeble, he is subject now and
then to twinges of pain, perhaps he is attacked

by slight forms of the disease, nevertheless,

the disease being arrested, and the order of

health being operative within him, so that in

due time he will be perfectly healthy, he is

rightly pronounced to be cured, freed, in this

particular, from the law of disease and death.

So, though in the soul of man, animated by

the spirit of life in Christ Jesus, there is a

painful weakness in the attainment of spiritual

graces ; though by temptation from within or
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from without, he may be overtaken in the

fault, the man nevertheless, his mortal disease

being arrested, and the forces of spiritual

health being in regular play within him, is

free from the law of sin and death. In due
time, through the operation of the law of life,

he will be absolutely free from all spiritual

weakness, and presented faultless before the

presence of Christ's glory ; he will for ever-

more do the will of the Father with the ease

and completeness of perfect spiritual health

and strength.

It also follows from the view before us,

that the life in Christ Jesus is most orderly.
" The wind bloweth where it listeth, so is every

one that is born of the Spirit." " Having
predestinated us unto the adoption of chil-

dren by Jesus Christ to himself, according to

the good pleasure of His will." From these

and similar passages, some have drawn in-

ferences contrary to the view of the Christian

life now before us. They have spoken of

God's working in the kingdom of peace as

irregular and capricious. They have con-

founded sovereignty with arbitrariness, the

good pleasure of God's will with caprice.

This confusion of thought has involved them
in serious practical error, such as standing

outside the kingdom, waiting for some great

sermon, or some exciting service, or some
unusual experience, or some wondrous wave
of spiritual influence which should bear them
irresistibly into the kingdom. The view of

the Christian life as the law of the spirit of

life in Christ Jesus, rebukes all such. This

view is not opposed to those Scriptures which

teach that the life in Christ is supernatural,

mysterious,' sovereign ; but from the life in

Christ Jesus it does vigorously exclude the

notions of caprice and irregularity. Surely

the kingdom of grace is no less orderly than

the kingdom of nature. In both there is the

wind that bloweth where it listeth, there are

phenomena whose law is not yet known by
us, but that those phenomena have their law,

that the wind, e.g., in both kingdoms has its

law, few will deny. There is a uniformity of

order, a regularity of sequence in the kingdom
of grace as well as in the kingdom of nature.

If in either we would win the crown, we must

strive lawfully. If in either we would be

freed from the law of death, it must be by

the operation of the law of life. If we would

become men in Christ Jesus, healthy and

vigorous, we must breathe a pure atmosphere

of prayer, we must feed daily upon the bread

of life, we must take liberal exercise in good

Avorks. If we neglect these laws, our spiritual

man can no more be healthy and vigorous

than can our physical man if we fail to breathe
a pure atmosphere and to eat wholesome
food. Delivered from the law of Moses, we
are thus in deepest, divinest sense under law.
" Our gospel establishes law." " It is the
perfect law of liberty." It is the " law of the
spirit of life in Christ Jesus" freeing us from
" the law of sin and death."

And because the life in Christ Jesus is thus
under law, it is most secure and serene. If

our life in Christ were in any measure subject
to caprice, how could we have any sense of

security ? I once heard a scientific friend

speak in the praises of science something like

the following :—When in the pursuit of
science, I see that the infinitely complex
phenomena of nature are held and rukd by
laws invariable in their operation ; when I see

that even sets of phenomena, which at first

sight appeared most irregular, are found upon
closer observation to be also under law

;

when I observe how surely and exactly, with-

out one hair's breadth of deviation, the same
phenomena are repeated under the same
circumstances ; when thus I see order, uni-

formity, invariability in all the workings of

nature, I have great calm and confidence, for

the element of chance, a constant source of

fear, is eliminated. This witness is true

:

there is indeed a peace coming from the

knowledge of the divine order of nature,

especially when we recognise in the laws of

nature, not the operation of an impersonal

force, but the regular working of the Heavenly
Father, who works in tlie same way all

through the ages, because what He has once

done has been best done and cannot be

amended, and so in the same circumstances

must it again and again and yet again be

repeated.

Now we have seen that the apostle in

speaking of the Christian life as the law of

the spirit of life in Christ Jesus, uses the

term law according to scientific usage, for

uniformity of operation. After the manner,

therefore, of the scientific friend we may say:

When we observe that all through the Chris-

tian ages the invariable result of a soul being

united by a living faith to Jesus Christ, is its

receiving the forgiveness of sins and the spirit

of life ; when we also observe that this s[)irit

of life in the soul of men ever works most

uniformly in the direction of freeing the soul

from sin and death ; when we still furtlier

observe that this spirit of life works in the

Soul with ever-increasing power, slowly and

with some checks, it may be, yet surely and

persistently taking deeper and yet deeper

hold of the being ; when we thus observe
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uniformity, continuity in the workings of

God's grace, we also have cahii and con-

fidence, for the element of chance, a con-

stant source of fear, is eliminated from our

spiritual life. We have a very blessed sense

of security and serenity. We now see that it

is contrary to law that he that believeth

should perish, and according to law that he
that believeth should have everlasting life

;

contrary to law that siii should reign over him
that hath the spirit of life, and according to

law that he that hath the spirit of life should

abide for ever. " Sin shall not have dominion
over you, for ye are not under law but under
grace," said the apostle, meaning by law the

Mosaic law. But using the term law in the

sense before us, we may say. Sin shall not have
dominion over you, for in the deepest, divinest

sense ye are under law, because under grace.

From the view of the Christian life before

us, it follows also that union with Christ is

absolutely necessary unto life. The law of

the spirit of life is in Christ Jesus. Imagine
a circle—that circle, however, is vaster far

than most imagine—filled with the grace and
truth, the spirit and power of Christ Jesus.

It is only within this circle that the law of the

spirit-life exists and operates. If a person

will stand outside this circle, as every one
does who rejects Christ's truth and grace, he

stands outside the sweep of the blessed law

of life, and how can he live? If a person

enter the circle, as every one does in the

measure in which he receives the truth and
grace of Christ, he comes under the power of

the law of life, and how can he die ? This

requirement of faith in Christ Jesus in order
to our coming under the power of the law
of the spirit of life, is no requirement which
may or may not be dispensed with ; it is no
clever expedient or happy thought to meet an
emergency. It is a law existent in and
flowing out of the very nature of the case,

just as it is a law that we have physical life

only as we dwell in and breathe the atmo-
sphere. Death to the unbeliever is not an
arbitrary penalty ; it is a direct consequent, a
necessary effect of his unbelief. If we enter-

tain the hope of the salvation of the righteous

pagan, it is because either in this life they

discerned and received the truth with which
Christ Jesus identified himself, when he said,

" I am the truth," or because in the world to

come the truth is preached to and received by
such spirits in prison. He who believes in

the ultimate salvation of every individual

soul, misses, it seems, the significance of

many facts, but he appreciates the order of

facts or law that binds salvation to the soul's

union with Christ, since he affirms that every

soul will be saved, because all who do not
here, will hereafter receive Christ Jesus. The
law of life being thus inseparable from Christ,

God is not harsh or severe in publishing the

word, which really exists whether He publish

it or not, " He that beUeveth on the Son hath
everlasting life, and he that believeth not the

Son shall not see life." The promise and the

warning are both of the gospel. As says

Browning

—

" I spoke as I saw,
I report as a man ma}' of God's work—all's Love, yet all's

Law."

LIFE AND LETTERS BY THE SEA-SIDE.
By " SHIRLEY."

IIL—THE QUEST FOR THE OSMUNDA.

I
COULD not help asking myself, as I

mounted the hillside this morning—Is it

possible that life can be more perfect any-

where than it is among these Western Islands

during the summer and autumn months ? I

am staying at a little inn which looks out

across the stormy sound where the fugitive

Bruce was driven by stress of v.-eather into

his ertemy's stronghoM—as we learn from
that altogether delightful and authentic

history, " The Lord of the Isles." We have
been recently assured by Mr. Matthew Arnold
that Sir Walter's poem is not poetry, and that

it is only old-fashioned people without any
ear for music who can admire the jingle of

his rough-and-ready rhymes. Surely, this is

the merest fatuity of criticism. I am certain

at least that every yachtsman and fisherman

will tell us that the run from Skye to Arran
in the Fourth Canto is one of the breeziest bits

of writing in the language ; that nowhere else

has the joy and gladness and sparkling merri-

ment of "Old Ocean" been more rhythmi-

cally rendered. And I should like to know
where we shall find stronger and more
dramatic action than at the interview in the

old castle over yonder, between the aged

Abbot of lona and the outlawed king :

—

" De Bruce, thy sacrilegious blow
Hath at God's altar slain th}- foe,

—

O'ermastered yet by high behest,

I bless thee, aud thou shall be blest !

"

We had our trout rods v/ith us ; but fishing

was only a subordinate and incidental sport

to-day ; we were in quest of nobler game.
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The old Ross-shire shepherd had solemnly

assured us while we were smoking a pipe in

the harness-room the day before (it was a

wild day of wind and rain, and we had

turned the harness-room into a smoking-

room pro temp), that the great Osmunda
Regalis was to be found in profusion within

five miles of the inn door. There was a

stream in the heart of the hills along which

it grew in thickets—as high as a man's head,

he said. His directions were rather indefinite,

and his Gaelic abnormally vague ; but we
could not doubt that somewhere among the

hills round about—two feet, or four feet, or

six feet high—the Royal Fern was to be

found. To some of us the news that this

noble plant, which in a few years will be as

rare as the Great Auk, if not as extinct as the

Dodo, might be seen in a state of nature

within easy walking distance, was great news,

and caused such a thrill of excitement as the

discovery of a big nugget causes to a colony

of Australian or Californian diggers. In this

age of grandmotherly legislation, when the

Home Secretary has become a sort of head

nurse, and we are drilled without mercy

or pity into virtue and happiness, I am
astonished that a Bill to protect wild flowers,

and to punish their unscrupulous enemies,

has not been thought of. There is a statute

for the protection of wild birds ; and, between

ourselves, wild birds are by no means so

innocent as v/ild flowers. Gulls, solan geese,

herons, and various other sea and water

fowl have prodigious appetites, and when

they get among a shoal of young fry work

wholesale havoc. Still the Act is a good one

—only I should like to see it extended. The
brute who shot the last Great Auk on our

coast cannot have been more hopelessly

wicked than the wretches who extirpated the

Killarney fern. The bones of the Great Auk
may still be seen in our museums (the skele-

ton is as costly a rarity as an Aldine or an

Elzevir); but what a splendid fellow he must

have been in the water—through which he

could dive with the ease that a swallow wings

its way through the air ! It is a thousand

pities that the Act for the Protection of Wild

Birds came a few years too late, and after he

had been finally worried out of existence.

But unless some such Act as I suggest is

speedily passed, we shall be familiar with the

Osmunda and its kindred only as we are

familiar with the Great Auk and the Dodo.

The poacher who is found on the public

highway with a hare or a pheasant up his

coat-sleeve is sharply punished^-as he

deserves to be, no doubt ; but the rascal who

has stolen the only root of Woodsia hyper-

borea in a county escapes scot-free. What is

a hare or a pheasant more or less in com-
parison with a crested lastrea or a i)lant of

Cystopto'is nioniaua ? When we nationalise

the land we shall, I suppose, have neither

deer nor hare, grouse nor pheasant ; and
when in addition we have cut down our last

wild rose and uprooted our last fern, we shall

have reached a dead level of dulness that

cannot in any direction, it is to be hoped,
prove obnoxious to republican simplicity.

In the meantime, however, in the remoter
islands the Osmunda continues to flourish

;

and, inspired by the shepherd's narrative, \vc

started this morning on a voyage of discovery.

The long sea-loch or fiord is, perhaps, the

most attractive and characteristic feature of

our Adantic seaboard. Brilliantly blue, it

winds among purple heather or greenest

bracken. This is a bracken country—from
the water edge to the hill-top we wade
through a forest of fern. The turf beneath

the wavy branches is short and sweet, and
here the blue hare burrows and the curlew

rests. Thewhaup, indeed, is the ge/iius loci.

Night by night, if we are wakeful, we hear its

melancholy wail, a wail in which all the pa-

thetic loneliness of solitary places finds voice.

" The wild buck bells from ferny brake,"

and the rabbits scuttle past our feet. Below

us the water is enchantingly blue and breezy,

and when we reach the summit the great Ben
More range opens away to the Atlantic.

We keep to the hill-path that leads to the

upper loch. It skirts the moor, crossing

many a deep gorge where the burn leaps

from ledge to ledge, and where, among birch

and hazel bushes, and the red berries of the

mountain ash, the pensive Lady Fern spreads

fan-like her drooping fronds.
" Where the copsewood is the greenest,

Where the fountain glistens sheenust.

Where the morning dew lies longest,

There the Lady Fern grows strongest."

There are oak and beech and lilmy ferns

besides, and wonderful patches of green and

yellow and orange moss ; a black cock

rushes up like a rocket ; a spotted snake

steals away among the stones ; but we search

in vain for the Osmunda. Has our shepherd,

with his natural Gaelic afi'ability, and Celtic

anxiety to please, sent us on a wild-goose

chase after all ?

One of us knows of a perennial spring

among the heather ; and there, on a natural

terrace that faces the cloud-capped ]iQn

More, we lunch royally on whisky and oat-

cake—a few marmalade sandwiches being

provided fur the weaker brethren. It is the
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unexpected that always happens, says Lord
Beaconsfield ; and it is quite true that the

big moments of life are not announced before-

hand, or ushered in by any preliminary

flourish of trumpets. There is no overture

to our opera, no prologue to our play. When
least looked for, what we had vainly and
eagerly pursued steals quietly in. We had
been on this very spot before, more than

once; we were satisfied that no fern rarer

than a marsh or a mountain lastrea was to

be found in the neighbourhood ; and all at

once, as we sauntered about with pipe and
cigar—lo the Osmunda ! One or two dwarf-

ish plants were growing along the open
stream ; but following them into the copse-

wood which fringes the burn, where it dashes

through a cleft in the hillside, we came upon
it at last in all its glory. We had seen it at

Muckross ; we had seen it at Derreen ; we
had seen it at Oronsay ; but we had never

j

seen anything like this. As we picked our

way up the slippery staircase it fairly met

above our heads. In this inviolate solitude,

where, since the creation of the world, it had
probably never been disturbed,- it had at-

tained positively tree-like dimensions. It

was possible now, as we gazed at the glorious

sweep of its spreading branches, to under-

stand the enthusiasm which it has roused.

The poor Auk has left the world without ever

an elegy ; but even if the Osmunda should

finally perish by the hands of miserable

Cockneys, it has lived long enough for fame.

It is enshrined in imperishable poetry, pre-

served in some of the most monumental verse

that even Wordsworth has written.

" Flower or water-weed too fair,

Either to be divided from the place
On which it grew, or to be left alone
To its own beauty. Many such there arc.

Fair ferns and flowers, and chiefly that tall fern,

So stately, of the queen Osmunda named
;

Plant lovelier in its own retired abode
On Grassmere's beach, than Naiad bj- the side
Of Grecian brook, or Lady of the Mere,
Sole sitting by the shores of old romance."

Think of that ! Is not that Immortality ?

Was finer epitaph ever composed for poet's

Laura or Beatrice or Lycidas ? What great

general or statesman or orator would not be
happy to be so commemorated ?

"Ah," said one of our party, who has a
fancy for being in the minority, " I detest all

your popular favourites. It seems to me
that you are bewitched—the victims of some
malign enchantment. What a spectacle at

this very moment do we present to a scan-

dalised and astonished universe ! Our high

Abbot of Unreason !— and the whole com-
munity, like a pack of frantic Moenads, danc-

ing and piping and fiddling after him to

destruction ! A mad world, my masters !

But on this Osmunda question I go, as it

happens, with the majority."

Up till this moment the morning had been
breathlessly calm, and even our most invete-

rate angler was content to leave his rod in

its cover. But now clouds have gathered,

and a fresh bre.eze is rising. The tempt-

ing change of weather is, of course, irre-

sistible, and we clamber up the hillside

to the loch. We are just in time. Scarcely

has the boat been launched before the big

trout begin to bite. We drift along the

northern shore within a cast of the ivied

rocks, which rise sheer from the water.

Among the huge boulders which cover the

bottom, and occasionally show above the

surface, the sweetest and gamest of the loch

trout lie. The breeze has risen to a gale, and
delicate steering is required. But Angus
knows his ground, and we work back and
forward in first-rate style—at every second

or third cast raising a good -sized trout,

which, as often as not, swallows the fly (a

Zulu is as deadly as any) with hungry avidity.

An hour or two of such fishing in a wild

Highland loch in a gale of wind (with an

occasional sea-trout where the swollen stream

enters the loch) is about as good a time as

a modest-minded angler can desire.

Then we walk home in a beatified twi-

light—Angus being dispatched across the

hill with some of the biggest fish—for these

mountain trout should be cooked and eaten

without delay. The homeward talk in the

twilight turns, as is meet, upon trout and
flies and ferns. Is a Zulu or a worm-fly the

deadliest lure ? Would Mr. Ruskin be good
enough to supply a new classification for ferns

as well as for flowers ? Can anything be more
absurd than the present system—which puts

the beech and the oak and the common
polypody together ? Is the passion for ferns,

like the passion for mountains, of modern
growth } Was not the bracken once a sacred

flower—regarded with a certain mysterious

awe ? Who is the old herbalist who de-

clares that its root, "boiled in oil, "makes
very profitable ointments to heal wounds,"

and is, moreover, " good for them that have

ill spleens " ? How much is fancy and how
much is fact in the legend that on one night

only of the year was its mystic seed made
visible to mortals? And stay—is not this

the very night when the miraculous vision

was vouchsafed ?

" But on St. John's mysterious night,

Sacred to many a wizard spell.

The hour when, first to human sight

Confest, the mystic feru seed fell."



PASSING MORVEN.
July 31, 1883.

T~^OWN Mull's dark sound, from port to port,

The vessel holds upon her May

:

From green Lochaline's wooded shore,

To yonder castle-crowned bay.

And silent, 'mid a motley throng

Of strangers, on her deck I stand :

Watching, with thoughts unutterable,

The glory of the gliding land.

O land of ^lorven ! dearer far

To me than fairest spot of earth

:

land on which my eyes first looked,

The land that gave ray fathers birth.

Scanning to-day thy winding shores,

Although as through a haze of tears,

1 feel anew thy wondrous spell.

Rich heir-loom of a hundred years.

I see the kirk-crowned sward of Kiel,

The old grey cross against the sky

:

The eastward-ordered grassy graves.

Where holy generations lie.

I seem to see in visions fair.

The summer Sundays long ago

;

The little church—his kingly head

Stooping te pass its lintel low.

I hear the old, familiar sounds

That broke, but did not mar the calm •

The clear, sweet piping of the lark,

The plaintive cadence of the Psalm.

But past the shores of Achabeig,
By craggy Dhucraig—Achnahaw—

By Savary's beach and wooded knoll

We swiftly sweep, and nearer draw

To where, the midmost channel reached,

Blest Fuinary I behold once more :

The double gables, flanked with trees,

The gleaming arch above the door.

And ev'ry spot on which I gaze,

From sandy beach to cairn-topped Ben,
Islands and cottage, fields and burns.

Green Fingal's bill, the bridge, the glen :

All—all—to-day but speak to me.
Of that bright past for ever fled,

Of him whose presence haunts them all

A year past numbered with the dead.

Lo—the "Grey Isles ! "—our paddles forge

Through rushing tides a track of foam,

The sullen shores of JMull are gained.

And I once more have lost my home.

JOHN MACLEOD.

MEN AND MOUNTAINS.
(Short (Ehuptcvs of (Stoiss ^jistors.

NO. I.

SOME years ago I fell into a crevasse on
the Mer de Glace—not at all a place

where such accidents usually occur. With
me were my son, a pupil, and a guide ; and
we had foregathered with a pleasant party—

a

French gentleman, well known not only at

Chamonix and Geneva, but in London, as a
painter of Alpine scenery, his daughter, who
had already been up jSIont Blanc, a young
lady friend of hers, and a bonne. The guide
with the young men was a little ahead, I

talking to the Frenchman came next, the

girls were in the rear ; when suddenly we
heard a scream, and looking round saw only
two girls gesticulating wildly. Of course we
rushed back, and as I ran I saw the bonne ap-

parently sinking into the earth. An instant

more, and I was up to the hips in the same cre-

vasse into which she had fallen. Fortunately,

the snow was closely packed, and neither

of us fell through into space : but in pulling

me out they gave my weak knee such a
wrench that my mountaineering was over for

that year; and from Chamonix I went by
diligence to Geneva, and thence to Gersau.

Here, during my enforced idleness, I amused
myself with reading a big illustrated Swiss

history of Switzerland. The result is given

in the following pages.

Swiss history must always be interesting

;

and just now, when they tell us that Switzer-

land will be the battle-field in the next struggle

between France and Germany, and may pos-

sibly at the end of that long-talked-of war
be divided between those two powers and
Italy, it is specially interesting to note why
Burgundy, which was to have been a barrier

between France and Germany, proved a
failure. What a difference such a barrier

would have made to the culture and progress

of Europe

!

Of course it is her mountains that built up
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Switzerland into what she is, that enabled her three " met and founded the Federation.
to hold her own against fearful odds, and to ! All round the lake there are pleasant places.

become a power in

Europe at a

time when
f i s t-

i -c- —
^

the Germans call

It) was the only

ackn owledged

and every one has its history. It is there,

and not in the Oberland, that the
human interest of Switzerland is

concentrated. Men won't fi^ht

for ice fields and moraines

;

even merry Swiss boys
must have food; and
remember, Mr. Tourist,

that some of the places

you so much admire

—

" villages with fields

and houses close ta

the glacier's edge "

—

owe, if not their existence, at least their

prosperity, to you and those like you. Why,
Chamonix, for instance, was barely known

—

just a poor monastery of Benedictines, till

Wjndham and Pocock "discovered" it in

1739 It is exactly the same in Scotland; the
great fights with England were fought not up
in the far Highlands, but just where the

country is hilly enough to help its defenders
without being so barren as not to give them

Opposite Griitli.

law. Her moun-
tains were her

bulwarks; but not !
sufficient sustenance.

the mountains
;

Swiss freedom, then, was cradled on the

that autumn tour-
|

shores of the Lake of Lucerne. It is rousfh

ists love to run :
ground to a man fresh from the Lower Rhine

about amongst, or the plains of France; but it is not like the
bare rocks and torrent-seamed marshes of the
Valais. You may go for days without seeing
a snow-peak, and for glaciers, you must get
up the Rigi to have a look at them. Looking
down from little Gersau towards Lucerne, I

am always reminded of the Patterdale end of
Derwentwater. It is not that the mountains
are the same shape. Pilatus, who blocks up

Swiss freedom
owes nothing to

Grindelwald, or Zermatt, or Chamonix.
" Peaks, passes, and glaciers " are very fine,

and it is good to get as much of them as you
can—they are such a thorough change from

home; but Swiss independence was not

nursed among them; it grew up, thousands

of feet below the snow line, in the rich little
j

the Lucerne Lake, is like himself and none
valleys of Schwytz, Uri, and Unterwalden.

j

else. But leaving Pilatus out, the rest of
Glaciers I like very much, but I like men

j

my view has something Patterdaleish about
better; and so, my mountaineering being '

it. What the other arm of the lake—the Uri
stopped, I decided to end my tour with a few branch, from Brunnen to Fluelen—answers
quiet days somewhere on the Lake of the to in England I cannot tell you. It is

Four Cantons, either at Lucerne itself, or at
,

grander than anything we have to show,
Gersau, which till iSi 7 was a little indepen-

;
Imagine the highest jDart of the Clifton

dent canton of some
1,500 souls, with a ter-

ritory as big as St.

James's Park (plus a
slice of the mountain
on each side) ; or at

Brunnen, where Stauf-

facher was building
the house that made
Governor Gessler so
angry; or at Sonnen-
berg, on the cliff above
Griitli, where " the Grutli.

rocks (higher, and with
the Salisbury strata

sometimes wildly con-

torted, sometimes car-

ried along in narrow
horizontal bands like

courses of brickwork)

continued for some
three miles, with only

one or two little gaps,

where a few fields and a

village and a torrent

behind just manage to
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find room. The Griitli side is the finer ; but,
j

teries at Cliur in the Graubunden, at Geneva,
opposite, where Tell sprang ashore when
they had cut his bonds that he might steer

them in the storm, it is almost equally grand
;

though man's works—the military road run-

ning on to the St. Gothard, which the Swiss

made when the annexation of Savoy forced

them to draw their different cantons together,

IS significant

have been

and in the Valais ; and it

that Switzerland proper should
Christianised not from these Welsh or

Romance parts, but by men from a dis-

tance. Christianity in those days meant
monasteries ; and very soon the great

hermitage, Einsiedein, arose, in rivalry of
and the new railway which is to meet that that named after St. Gall, as well as a crowd
which runs through the St. Gothard tunnel

—take off from its wildness.

But if you stay about the lake and care

at all for Swiss history, you will be sure to go
a little farther and see for yourself some of

the famous battle-fields. Why, you cannot
take the homeward line from Lucerne to

Berne without passing Sempach
;
you can

hardly go from Zug to Schwytz without see- ' the monks were good landlords ; next, being
ing the Egeri Lake, on which is men of peace, they did not often

of lesser monasteries, which contrived to

bring much of the neighbouring country into

dependence on them. Contrived, did I say?
Nay; those were days in which no little

man or little place could stand alone, every-

body for protection's sake made himself some
stronger man's vassal ; and vassalage to an
abbey was popular for two reasons—first.

Fluel

the pass of Morgarten.

It is an old story, but

shall try to tell it again,

picking a few new facts

(new to me, and per-

haps to some of you)

out of the large volume
of Swiss history, which

has been my conso-

lation during these

rains.

Switzerland at the

beginning of the four-

teenth century (at least

that part with which
we are concerned) was

under the Counts of

Habsburg, ancestors of the present royal

family of Austria. When we speak of its

earliest inhabitants, we must not think of

those Helvetii whom Ccesar so mercilessly

cut up. They no doubt inhabited the more
open parts—from Berne westward, for in-

stance. Their pile villages and other remains

are found abundantly in the great peat-bogs

to the east of Bienne Lake. But Swiss archaeo-

logists are of opinion, from the absence of

any traces of man, that great part of what
I have called the cradle of Switzerland

was uninhabited till near the close of the

fifth century, when Alemanni, flying from the

Franks, settled here and there where they

found soil to till and water to drink. A
century later Christianitywas brought amongst
them by Columbanus and Gallus (St. Gall),

Irish missionaries, who seem in Switzerland

to have had the same fancy for the most
outlying places which their brethren of

lona had in the Highlands. This was long

after there were bishoprics and fat monas-

call out their vassals to do
battle for them. The Ger-

mans, however, were
never so religious as

the English or the

Franks, and the

Church never had so

much power among
them as it had else-

where. Side by side

with the monasteries

grew up the nobles

—

many of them at first

lay-stewards of some
monastery ; and a
good deal of Church
land passed into their

The great kingdom of Burgundy, one
fragments of Charlemagne's huge
though taking in Savoy and Western

Switzerland, did not reach so far east as the

Lake of Lucerne; besides, great as it was for

a time, it was re-absorbed into the German
Empire less than a hundred and fifty years

after its foundation. And, whether it was king-

dom or empire, of course, from their position,

these nobles were practically independent of

it. Otho and other emperors might batter

down the holds of robber-knights along Rhine

and Danube, but they could not get at Kyburg
and Lensberg and Regensberg and suchlike

fastnesses. On the Wiilpelsberg, near Brugg,

just where the Aar and Reuss meet, lay the

ruins of the once-famous Roman settlement of

Vindonissa ; the name is still preserved in the

wretched village of Vindisch. The position

is strong—the Romans had an eye to strate-

gic positions; and one Radbod, brother of

Bishop Werner of Strasburg, thought he

would build a castle there and become a

hands.

of the

empire
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Count like the rest. He did so (in 1018),

and named it Habsburg, the hawk's castle.

His descendants were shrewd fellows, who
managed to keep well with monks and
peasants, while taking care to enrich them-

selves. One Rudolf, born in 121S, found

himself, by conquests and intermarriages

(" tu, felix Austria, nube " was true even then)

heir to nearly all Eastern Switzerland. One
of his last annexations was the Uetliberg, near

Zurich, Freiherr Liithold's stronghold. This

Liithold looked on Zurich as his natural

prey. The Zurichers wanted to place them-

selves under his protection ; but he replied :

" My good fellows, you're in my hands
already as completely as fishes are in a net.

Let me see you trying to get out, that's all."

So the Zurichers turned to him of Habsburg,
and he undertook to be their liege-lord.

Now Liithold was a great hunter, and always

went afield with twelve white horses and
twelve white dogs, hunting boars and deer

when he did not, for a change, take to harry-

ing the Zurichers. So Rudolf prepared him
likewise twelve white horses and twelve white

dogs and, waiting till Liithold had got well

into the valley, rode up the Uetliberg pur-

sued (by arrangement, of course) by a large

body of Zurichers. The warders thought it

was their master driven home by the justly-

angered townsmen ; they opened the gates,

and Rudolf dashed in, followed indeed by the

Zurichers—but not as enemies. Very soon

after Rudolf was elected Emperor of Ger-

many. He owed his election mainly to the

Prince-bishop of Cologne, who had heard of

Tell's Chapel.

his piety in giving up his horse to a poor
priest who was carrying the Sacrament to a

dying man, and who also, no doubt, had
heard of his cleverness and prowess. His
son, Albert (murdered at Konigsfelden), was
a very different character. Under him
oppression throve. His stewards {Vogte)

Gessler at Altorf, Landenberg at Sarnen,

&c., were cruel tyrants who prepared the

land for revolt ; so that the raising of the

Habsburgs to the empire was indirectly the

cause of Swiss freedom. Even a good
emperor could not know all that went on in

such out-of-the-way corners of the empire
;

and Albert was not a good emperor.

Werner Stauffacher's new house was " the

last feather on the camel's back." " Whose
is this house ? " asked Gessler in a rage.

" It is my Lord's of Austria," was the meek
reply ;

" I'm only tenant." " I don't mean
peasants to build houses without my leave,

just as if they were noblemen," snarled

Gessler as he rode off. But Stauffacher's

wife had heard it, and she cried :
" Why,

Werner, you don't mean to put up with

that ! When there's no justice to be had, one
must help one's self. Have not you got any
friends near, in Uri or Unterwalden ? For
God's sake go and look them up, and see

what's to be done. What are you men of

the mountain worth, if we mothers are to

bring up our babies to be slaves to the

foreigner? " So spake Margaretta Herlobig,

whom the Swiss to this day reverence as
" the mother of the Federation." If it is

your lot to be near by on Ascension Day, go to

the little chapel on the Tellen-platte, and
you'll be sure to hear all about her in the

sermon that's preached

there.

Of course, Stauflacher

went off, and meeting
with Walter Fiirst, of

Uri, and young Arnold
von Melchthal, of Un-
terwalden, bemoaned
with them the Austrian

oppression, and they

agreed to bring each ten

sure friends to the

Griitli, the smallest of

the little gaps which I

have described as lying

between the cliffs round

the Uri Lake. The
thirty-three met at night,

and swore "to be free

like our fathers ; to drive

out the Vdgte and their

men ; but still to hold to the Empire, and not

to rob the house of Habsburg of its posses-

wn
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sions." This was in December, 1307, and
by New Year's Day the three Forest Cantons
had thrown off the yoke ; and, as

Emperor Albert was murdered in

1308, they fortunately had
time to consolidate their

freedom.

Of Tell and his connec-

tion with the revolt I won't

say anything. They tell us ,

he is a " myth ; " his arrow-

story is found alike in old

Iceland sagas and in tales

still told among the Kirghiz.

INIythical folks do get mixed
up with true history ; King
Arthur is doubtful, but

there is no doubt about

the long struggle between
Briton and Saxon with

which his name is con-

nected. Some say William

Wallace is a myth ; others,

like Mr. Freeman, give us a

Wallace so unlike him we
used to believe in that we'd

rather have none. The
matter of Tell seems very

uncertain ; the chief fact in

his lavour

chapel was
one
date

myth.

generation

given

is that the

founded only Schiller's stone

after the

for his death. ]\Iyth or no
the Swiss have shown their regard

for Schiller's drama by putting up in huge
gold letters on the Wytenstein, an insu-

lated crag at the opening of the Uri Lake,

Dem Saeager Tells die Urkantone, 1859.

The Empire now passed out of the Habs-
burgers' hands, and so, in 131 5, it was
Archduke Leopold (the Counts had risen in

rank) who gathered a great army, not only

off his own lands, but from Schaffhausen, Zug,

Aargau, Lucerne, &c., and laid his plans for

a simultaneous invasion of the Forest Cantons
from three several points. " You're taking

desperate pains to get in," remarked his

court jester; " did it ever strike you to

consider how you are to get out ? " He
himself, with the pick of his army, chose the

pass between the Egeri Lake and the Mor-
garten Mountains, just the only one which the

Confederates had never thought of defend-

ing. Happily for them, Henry of Hiinoberg,

leader of the Austrian advanced guard at Arth,

shot an arrow into the Schwyt-z lines warn-

ing them to be at Morgarten on St. 0th-

mar's day. There was barely time to get

there; and the 600 Schwytzers, 300 Unter-

walden men, and 400 men of Uri, seemed
such a handful against Leopold's 20,000.

Just beyond the frontier they were
"-^^^ met by fifty banished Schwytzers

"\ who had begged to be al-

lowed to join in the expedi-

tion, but had been thrust

aside with the reply: "Be-
cause danger threatens we
must not, therefore, break
our laws." These now did

.--;> good service. Tliey showed
- ,

the enemy's whereabouts,

^j; and led the way to a vast

/ pile of rocks and tree-

trunks which they had
made above the narrowest
part of the pass. On came
the Austrian host, ail order

lost, tor only two knights

could ride abreast, and the

foot who formed the rear

never tried to keep rank

;

when suddenly on the heads
of the foremost it rained

rocks and trees, and amid
the wild confusion the fifty

outlaws, quickly followed

by the rest, rushed down
the hillside, laying about

them with bill-hook, axe,

and that specially Swiss

weapon, the " morning star." There was

no escape, for their own foot blocked up
the rear. Many dashed into the lake and
were drowned ; some dismounted and tried

to run away up hill, but were easily over-

taken by their nimble foes. About 1,500

knights and men-at-arms, the two Gesslers,

and Landenberg among them, were slain,

Leopold narrowly escaping. The Confede-

rates only lost sixteen men. Of course the

fifty were reinstated in their civic rights
;

and the Lucerners also, coming up a day

too late to help their Archduke, got a severe

beating from the CxDnfederates.

Eighteen years later, Lucerne sought to

join the Federation. The nobles round

were indignant, and there was a strong

Austrian party in the town who met one

night at the Tailors' guildhouse and arranged

to murder the chief of the opposite party.

They caught a boy listening, and made
him take an oath not to say a word to

any living soul. The boy ran oft" to the

Butchers' guild, and standing before the

fireplace, cried :
" O fireplace, fireplace, what

a terrible business this is that I've got to

tell you ! I mustn't tell it to any living
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soul, but do you hear it, and take pity on
our poor tovvn." The men who were drink-

ing round thought he was mad, and were for

kicking him out ; but they soon saw the

matter was serious, and, going to the Schul-

theiss, they got him and the townsfolk to-

gether and seized the Austrian sympathisers.

It was made death from thenceforth for

any Lucerner to attempt to sever his town
from the Federation.

And now we
must run

some
what

farther

off. As
you come
from Neuchatel
to Berne, you can't

help seeing, at the head
of J. J. Rousseau's Bienne Lake, the castle of

Nydau. It is now a government salt-ware-

house, with " the bear " painted large on its

front, as if in mockery of its old lords, here-

ditary foes of the free city of Berne. For
Berne had from very early times been a free

imperial city, in close alliance with Solothurn

(Soleure), though it did not join the Federa-
tion till quite the middle of the fourteenth

century. Berne, I am sorry to say, was as en-

croaching and. tyrannical as any noble. Free
cities can be tyrannical, I assure you. Up till

1 7 98 it kept Aargau and Vaud in close sujjjec-

tion; and at the time of which I write (1339)
no wonder the Count of Nydau and his neigh-

bour lords took alarm. Some, like Erlach,

Count of Reichenbach and Spiez, made

themselves burghers of Berne, for the sake of

holding with the strongest. But the majority

took counsel, got allies out of Swabia, Savoy,

and Burgundy, and came on with 3,000 men-
at-arms and 15,000 foot, vowing to raze the

free city to the ground. Then Erlach

did a bold thing; coming to the lord of

Nydau he claimed, by the laws of chivalry,

the right to go and help his " fellow-towns-

men." "Go," said Nydau. "I can well

spare one like you. Why, I've got 700
coroneted helmets and 1,200 knights

with me. What's one man to me ?
"

"I'll try to show you what one man
may be," said Erlach, and off he

went and was chosen general by
the Bernese. "I'll take the office

(said he) only on condition that

you free fellows obey me to the

letter." He posted his little

army (with the Solothurn

aUies and 900 volunteers from

the Forest Cantons) on a hill

near Laupen, which little

place Nydau was besieging.

You see the ground, with the

white monument that marks
the fight, from the line

between Berne and Freiburg.

The volunteers begged to be

allowed to tackle the knights,

jg- the Bernese were to fall on
^'-i t^ j-]-,g infantry. First they pelted

them well with stones, from

hand and sling; then Erlach

drove down ariiong them a

number of iron-bound war-

chariots with scythes at their

wheels. These threw the whole

infantry into disorder ; and
then one good charge put

them to flight. Meanwhile
the Forest-men were hard pressed by the

knights; but when the Bernese came and
took them in the flank, banner after banner

went down, Nydau was killed, twenty-

taken, and the mailed chivalry

get off as fast as they could,

back triumphant ; and, Wash-

ington-like, gave up his dictatorship next

day. This battle in the west over Burgun-

dians, forms a good pendant to IMorgarten in

the east over Austria. It vastly increased

the power of Berne, which went on annexing

town after town, castle after castle ; once very

nearly succeeding in conquering Freiburg.

With Laupen I may end the first of these

sketches of Swiss history ; only adding that,

a few years after, Zug andGIarus both joined

one banners
were glad to

Erlach came
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the Federation. Zug, a strong Austrian

arsenal, wanted to be faithful to its masters

;

and, hard pressed between Zurich and the

Forest Cantons, sent to Archduke Albert to

say it could only hold out a fortnight.

Albert was talking to his falconer, and went

on discussing his hawks whilst throwing in a

word now and then to the envoys. "God
help us. Lord Duke," said they, "if you think

more of your birds than of us." "Oh, you

must surrender, must you ? Well, surrender

away; it will be only one more town for me to

take from those peasant fellows." The
Zug folks at once joined the Federa-

Archduke Albert

never able to recover either Zug or any other

place from the peasant fellows.

I am sorry that Erlach came to a bad end.

His daughter married a scapegrace, who some
twenty years after the battle of Laupen came
worrying to have his debts paid. The old man
reproached him with his loose life, when the

wretch took down Erlach's two-handed sword
and cut him down with it. He then ran off

Crersau.

to the woods, and was never more heard of.

How much luck there is, in families as in

men. The Erlachs are still extant like the

Habsburgs, but they never rose above simple

counts ; the present one lives in his castle of

Spiez. If you go by boat from Thun to

Interlaken, stop at Spiez, and lunch at the

princely hotel, which the Count has built

close to the water's edge. Better still, stay

there the night; get the beautiful evenmg

glow on the Oberland range and walk next

morning up the Niesen—a curiosity among

mountains ; for despite its height it has m
summer (owing to its position, far away from

glaciers), not a trace of snow. Its richness will

remind you of what I said at the begmnmg,

that glaciers do not breed heroes; such thrive

best in the middle land, rich but not level.

HENRY STUART FAGAN.

IN devoting a special paper to the sub-

ject of the Potato Disease, my hope is

to be enabled to give a clear idea of its

causes in language as little encumbered with

technicalities as possible. Perhaps little

further in reference to it than what is al-

THE POTATO DISEASE.
31 practical ^tuij)

ready known will ever be discovered. The

main point is that this knowledge should

become more widely diffused among farmers

and agriculturists than is as yet the case.

We might then expect more substantial

practical results in crops much freer of dis-
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Fig. I.—Potato Mould, highly
magnified.

ease, perhaps ultimately almost clear of it.

Every one must admit the importance of such
a gain of food in a populous country. It is

worth while making an effort to attain a

result like that ; and it lies with the farmers

of the land to give effect in their systems of

culture to those discoveries which have been
made by scientific men as to the best means
of restricting and preventing the disease. He
who succeeds in saving food from destruction

is as much a benefactor of the race as he
who makes two grains of corn to grow where
only one grew before.

Against a good
man many shafts

of envy and ma-
lice are levelled.

Against a whole-

some plant comes
a whole army of

plunderers. The
potato has been
specially unfortu-

nate. About a

dozen different

parasitic plants

have been de-

scribed as prey-

ing on it, while whole hosts of insects

attack it—Colorado beetles and the like.

The disease is occasioned, however, by
two distinct fungi of microscopic size; the

one producing a spindle-shaped spore at

the end of each minute thread that branches

out into the air, the other characterized

by knot-like swellings of these branches

and roundish spores attached to the tips.

Both work together in seeking to de-

stroy the potato ; but for all practical pur-

poses we may regard the latter of these as

the cause of the disease and restrict our

remarks accordingly. This destructive para-

site is known as Pcronospora bifcstans. It is

a minute kind of mould, having very fine

root-like threads that run all througla the

interior of the leaves, haulms, and tubers of

infected plants. These threads possess the

power of destroying the starch and other sub-

stances in the tissues of the potato and using

them for their own growth. Thus the po-
tato is destroyed and the disease goes on.

But, of course, this blight could not spread
from pknt to plant, from field to field,

could not be found all over countries and
continents, unless there was something more
than these little threads creeping through
the interior tissues of the potato. You are

already aware that tiny branches are sent

through the pores of the leaf into the air

which bear fruit at their tips. This fruit is

of two kinds. In the one case it consists of
a simple spore, which, when it falls on a
potato-leaf, sends a fine little thread through
a pore of the leaf into the interior, and then
goes ahead growing all through the plant.

In the other case, the matter is still worse.
When the fruit is ripe and dew or rain falls

on it, it bursts and sets free a swarm of very
minute bodies, generally from half-a-dozen

to a dozen, each of which is furnished with
two lash-like threads, and is, in fact, amoving
spore similar to that described in my article

Fig. 2.—Fruit produced at tips of Fungus.

a filature fruit, inside which the mobile spores can be seen.
b Fruit that has burst and discharging the moving spores.
c Moving spore very much enlarged.

in Good Words of last November, in con-
nection with the white rust on the cabbage.
It swims about energetically in moisture like

an animalcule for at least half an hour, when
it quietens down, and if it has alighted on a
potato leaf sends a little thread into that leaf

and extends its destructive operations through
the plant as in the case of the simple spore.

In about eighteen hours these internal threads

succeed in sending out branches into the air

and perfecting fruit again at each tip. It

will be readily understood from this how it

comes that the disease spreads so rapidly.

One square line of the under surface of a
potato leaf is calculated to be capable of

producing 3,270 fruits, each of these yielding

at least six of the bodies with lash-like

threads, so that we have 19,620 seeds from
that one-eighth of an inch square. I think

I have made it clear what countless myriads
can be produced in this way from one single

germ, and how it is that the disease goes
on so rapidly. • The spores are not only
diffused in moisture, but are carried about
by the wind for long distances in every

direction. They are so small and so light

and so numerous that they cannot fail to be
disseminated in many ways. IMr. W. G.
Smith, one of our greatest English authorities

on this subject, who some years ago made
in this connection a most important dis-

covery, to which I shall refer immediately,

says, with reference to the countless ways in

which these spores are carried about :

—

"Suppose a fox or hare runs through a field

of infected plants, and then goes ofi" to non-

infected districts, he will carry tens of thou-
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sands of spores in his coat. Suppose a bird
alights amongst infected potatoes, when that

bird flies off he will carry tens of thousands
of spores in his wings, and discharge them
into the air as he sails over the country or
the sea. The innumerable beedes, flies,

moths, butterflies, and grubs found amongst
potato plants commonly swarm with spores."

The brown spots on the potato haulm and
leaf are produced by the little bodies with

the lash-like threads. By placing a quantity
of these in a drop of waiter on the leaves,

stems, and tubers under an air-tight glass, the

brown spots will be produced and the pro-

gress of the disease can be traced. The
brown spots will not appear until the little

bodies are brought into contact with the

potato, thus showing that these do not result

from the disease, but that they produce it.

But how are the germs of this destructive

little plant preserved from year to year?
Neither the simple spore nor the tiny moving
bodies can be supposed to be able to survive

the cold and wet of winter, and the delicate

threads which they produce can hardly with-

stand onsets of weather which destroy the

leaves and the haulms. Under favourable

conditions these threads may live over the

winter, and resume their activity with the

return of milder weather; and some bota-

nists have considered this sufficient to ac-

count for the survival of the fungus from year
to year. But such prolonged life in the case of
these threads is a rare occurrence, partaking

more of the character of accident than of na-
tural law. In the case of the wheat-mildew
and the white cabbage-rust the existence of

a " resting spore " was referred to, that is a
spore constructed for the very purpose of

surviving from season to season. It seemed
reasonable to suppose that the potato mould
was indebted to some similar mode of repro-

duction for its perennial continuance, but till

1875 no such resting spore had ever been
observed in connection with it. In that year,

however, a great flood of light was thrown on
the whole subject through one of those for-

tunate accidents that are only turned to ac-

count by skilled and observant men. Early
in that summer what was considered a new
potato disease made its appearance. Mr. W.
G. Smith's attention was directed to this cir-

cumstance, and his investigations led him
to the conclusion that it was only the old

enemy after all. A more important result of

his inquiries was the discovery of the resting

spores, and in fact the whole life-history of

the peronospora. To become thoroughly

acquainted with such a life-history is a great

victory in the struggle with the foe. A
hope of ultimate triumph begins to dawn,
nor does such a hope ai)pear baseless when
we consider what has been accomplished in
other fields of research. For instance, the
souring of wine, the turning of alcohol into
vinegar, and the spoiling of vinegar itself were
known to be occasioned by a minute fungus,
and a remedy was found by one of "tlie

greatest of French scientific men, Pasteur.
In other cases similar success has crowned
human endeavour. Shall man be ever baffled
and beaten by this potato mould—this tiny
foe, the life-history of which he now knows
so well? Better things are surely to be
hoped of the race.

Mr. W. G. Smith discovered after long and
careful investigations that two kinds of small

Fig. 3.

—

a Bladder-like bodies on the threads that
run through the tissues of the potato plant.

b Mature resting spore. (Highly magnified.)

microscopic bladders make their appearance
on the root-like threads that ramify through
the interior of the diseased potato plant.

These two kinds of bladders differ in size, the

smaller one being equivalent in function with

the stamens of a flowering plant, and the

larger ones with the pistils. If one of the

smaller bladders comes into contact with one
of the larger, it sends out a very short tube,

through which its contents are transferred into

the other, and then it shrivels and perishes.

This larger one now matures into a resting

spore in the same way as the ovary of a

flower becomes the perfect fruit. When this

resting spore is ripe it separates from the de-

licate threadlets, and lies free among the cells

of the tissue of the potato plant. These
resting spores are not fugitive and unsub-

stantial bodies, like the spores proiluced at

the tips of the flocculence on the leaf, but be-

come at length dense, hard, dark, and covered

with reticulated warts. You must recollect,

however, that they are exceedingly small

—

only to be seen under a powerful microscope.

The leaves and haulm of the potato decay

during winter, but these resting spores survive,

and are washed by the rains into the soil.

When the proper season comes round they

burst, expelling a number of moving spores,

or germinate in the damp earth, or on any

ordinary natural substance on which they
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chance to rest, sending out threads, which

produce simple spores and moving spores of

the same kind as those on the ordinary floc-

culence of the diseased potato-leaf. It has

been proved that they may be dormant for at

least three years, and then wake up to their

work. These resting spores are very abun-

dant in the old exhausted seed potatoes in

the autumn, at the time when the crop is

lifted. They are equally common in decayed

potato refuse. Farmers have often unwit-

tingly done everything possible to facilitate

the progress of the disease. Many of them,

laudably desirous of making the most of

everything, have the haulms, decaying tubers,

and other refuse of their potato crops re-

moved to their manure heaps, where they rot

and become manure. But the little resting

spores do not rot ; they lie quiet with all their

vitality shut up in them till the spring, and
when the farmer has his manure spread thick

over his potato fields he is sowing broadcast

myriads of these little germs, which will yet

grow up in a mischievous crop. If he feeds

his stock with unboiled diseased potatoes

he is only taking another way of preserving

the germs. Boiling destroys, however, the

vitality of the resting spores. On the other

Fig. 4.—The Development of the Resting- Spore of the Potato Fungus.

a Resting spore discharging bladder full of mobile spores, i Bladder breaking up. c Moving spores free.
</" Energetic." e "Settling." _/ Germinating. ^ Germination of resting spore.

hana, if he allows the decaying haulms to lie

about his fields the resting spores will be

washed into the soil, and into ditches and
drains, and such moist situations are espe-

cially favourable for their preservation and
germination. It is thus of first importance

that the diseased tubers given to cattle should

always be thoroughly boiled, and the other

refuse of potato fields effectually destroyed by
burning. In this way the resting spores are

killed. Further, as they have been proved
-to be able to survive for at least three years,

potato crops should never be planted in the

same ground unless at intervals of four or

five years. If the farmer were to adopt these

precautions he would at least have the con-

sciousness that he had done his duty, and
that, so far as lay with him, he had taken the

steps requisite to prevent disease. If all the

farmers of the country were to adopt such
precautions there can, I think, be little doubt
that the disease would be greatly reduced,

and would finally become, in all probability,

nearly extinct. But all farmers are very un-

likely to prove so wise. Many will stick with

false conservatism to their old ways ; many
will be too wise in their own conceit to pay
any attention to this nonsense—as they think

it—about spores. Most of them will never

read anything about the subject at all. The
report of the select committee of the House
of Commons on the potato crop was pub-
lished in 1880, and is to be had at a very low
price

;
yet among scores of farmers whom I

have met since then I have only known one
who possessed a copy. This is partly owing
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no doubt to the difficulty in sifting the wheat
from the chaff, in forming a correct estimate

of the value or worthlessness of the opinions

expressed. Without special knowledge one
is apt to be bewildered by the conflicting

evidence. Then the language used by scien-

tinc witnesses, simple as it may seem to them,

becomes something like a hard nut to crack

for practical farmers. There is besides the

English horror of the man who farms by
books, "and—then think of it—by parlia-

mentary blue-books." I have striven hard

to be plain, so that men without any special

scientific knowledge may comprehend the

facts. I shall now give shortly a few sug-

gestions as to the cultivation of potatoes that

may prove useful in checking the disease.

I deal now not so much, it must be recol-

lected, with ascertained facts as with proba-

bilities that are worth testing.

In the first place it would seem that all

varieties of the potato become more liable to

attacks of the disease after cultivation for a

number of years. The champion, for instance,

has at present great disease-resisting powers
;

but in a few years it may be expected that it

will lose this quahty and become as subject

to the attacks of the fungus as any other

variety. It is hence of importance that new
varieties should be introduced as much as

possible, and that farmers should avail them-
selves of every opportunity of obtaining such
raised from the true seed. Great care should
further be exercised in the selection of the

tubers for planting.

It is not by any means clear whether the

planting of potatoes whole, or cut into sets, is

preferable. The experience of practical men
on this point would be very valuable. It has

been recommended that when the potatoes

are cut, the sets should be dusted over with

dry quicklime in powder, or scorched on the

surface with a hot iron ; but it remains to be

seen whether this would prove of any con-
siderable eftect as a means of warding off the
disease.

As many resting spores usually exist in

ordinary farmyard manure, it seems a very
objectionable system to plant potatoes directly

on such manure, as thus everything is done
to facilitate contact with the germs of the
disease. It would appear to be better to
have the manure thoroughly incorporated
with the soil before the potatoes are planted.
To have the potatoes ripe early in the

season seems to be an important matter.
The spores of the fungus rarely appear before

July or August, and to have the potatoes ripe

before these spores, might serve to keep the
crop clear of the disease. The fungus has
its season of development, which in all pro-
bability depends on the weather, and not so
much on the state of advancement of the
potato. Varieties of potato that ripen early

ought always to be preferred.

The storage of potatoes during winter has
very rarely been properly attended to. They
would be kept in a healthier condition, and
thus be enabled to resist attacks of the disease,

were they laid up in a cool and perfectly dry
place, instead of being huddled into moist
pits as is usually the case.

To sum up : to destroy the resting spores

as effectually as possible, to choose the best

and earliest varieties of potato, and to keep
the seed tubers healthy during winter, are the

main points to be aimed at. Were these

properly attended to, the disease would in all

likelihood dwindle to insignificance in a few

years or disappear, perhaps not so myste-

riously as it came, but at all events with satis-

factory results in the increased production of

food, with all the accompanying advantages

that such a desirable consummation would

bring to the farmer and the general commu-
nity alike.

R. TURNER.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST,
gl (fttobcrn ^"lomancc.

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER XXXII.—MARIANNE DUGDALE.

A NY faint hopes of amnesty which Iris
•^"^ might have entertained were extin-

guished, her face fell and was dyed with a

crimson blush of shame and confusion, at the

reception she met with from Marianne Dug-
dale. The young lady had been riding with

some country companions who had turned up
XXV-40

in town, opportunely for her. She had come
back almost simultaneously with her grand-

mother and Iris, so that iSIiss Dugdale was

still standing in the hall, holding up her

habit with one hand and releasing herself

from the burden of her hat in the hot weather

with the other, when Lady Fermor called

out, " Are you there, Marianne ? Come here,

I have brought you Iris Compton. Let me
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see if you two cousins have any look of each

other."

Marianne turned round and showed a

short but well-balanced, well-carried figure, a

face from which all the dusky, not particularly

tidy hair, was swept back from the good fore-

head, a pair of the darkest brown, keenly

inquiring, nay, haughtily challenging eyes,

an ivory complexion, as if pale with passion,

a straight nose, a mouth so shaped to pout

that one could hardly conceive it pacifically

straight, or drooping lugubriously at the

corners.

Marianne Dugdale was one of the pale

roses so much in fashion, well set in thorns,

if ever rose were so set. She made a queer

half-mocking little bow, touched the tips of

Iris's fingers with her own, and saying de-

cidedly, " There is not a shade of likeness

between us, Granny," turned away and ran

lightly up a flight of stairs.

" How she detests me, at first sight

!

Though I cannot help it, I need not wonder
at it." Iris took the manner of the reception

to herself, in distress and humiliation, and
asked in nervous apprehension with what
show of friendship and enjoyment the two

could live together, and go out together,

certainly for the next month or two, possibly

for years ?

For half a week Iris remained disabused

of the impression that she was an object of

half-righteous, half-vindictive abhorrence to

Marianne Dugdale, who was watching every-

thing Iris did and said with a hawk-like

alertness which Iris felt far transcended her

own mortified well-nigh timid inspection of

her cousin.

The first thing that shook Iris's belief in her

kinswoman's role, was her observation of the

inherent youthfulness which clung to Mari-

anne Dugdale. Iris knew they were much
of the same age, but she had been feeling a

woman for years now, she was certain she

presented no such juvenile traits as were
constantly peeping out in Marianne Dugdale,
and largely qualifying a nature that even in

early womanhood was sharp, shrewd, and
full of self-reliance. There was the oddest

mixture, the result of early forcing and con-

temporaneous neglect, of strength and weak-
ness, boldness and shyness, confidence and
distrust, tenacity and collapse, in the little

square-shouldered person who was to divide

with Iris the claims of the young ladies of

the family and the filial duties of grand-

children to Lady Fermor, both in the house
at Kensington Gate and elsewhere. The
double temperament and training betrayed

itself even in Marianne Dugdale's physique.

Her little chubby hands were dimpled like a

child's, and while they were tolerably useless

in some things—notably in woman's work,

in others they displayed the dexterity of an
intelligent mechanic. The owner of the

hands had been very irregularly educated,

but she had a scientific, particularly a mecha-
nical bias. She preferred mathematics and
chemistry to history and literature, while she

had a side for fiction and poetry ; with a

greater resemblance to men than to women
in this respect, she relished an opportunity of

working with wire and wood; she bored and
whittled like a boy

;
put all the bells right in

the house at Kensington Gore without the

assistance of a workman, to the amazement,
amounting to consternation, of the strictly

conventional London men-servants and
maid-servants ; rectified the unevenness of

various articles of furniture, and set straight

every picture that Avas hung wrong by a hair's

breadth.

Her voice, in the style of her hands, was
furnished with a singular variety of tones,

some of them strident and self-assertive

enough, others—mostly addressed to chil-

dren and animals—wonderfully winning and
sweet, full of childlike vibrations,_and an irre-

sistibly coaxing ring.

But Marianne Dugdale's attitude to her

grandmother, Lady Fermor, was the most
puzzling and characteristic of any. In one
sense the girl openly defied the formidable

old woman and took the control of herself,

Marianne Dugdale, into her own hands, where

she had been early accustomed to keep it„

She proposed to do in London and at Lamb-
ford exactly what she had done in her

flither's country house, in the depths of

Devonshire—and that was, very much what

she liked.

In another sense the strong, ardent, re-

joicing youth of the girl!,had an underlying

fund of generosity and pity for the old

woman's position, fighting against infirmity

on the brink of the grave. After a conspicu-

ously self-willed action or flippant speech,

Marianne Dugdale would suddenly turn, as

if moved by a different spring, and speak the

gentlest words she had uttered that day,

refrain from resenting a jeering rejoinder,

refuse to be held back by any chilling re-

pulse from offering soft, cherishing aid to the

stout-hearted, thankless rebel against her own
needs and other people's devices.

Iris looked from one to another in marvel

to see how Lady Feruior would stand it—the
open, scarcely seemly, contradiction—the
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sudden sweet, tender amends, and if anybody
had presumed to observe and applaud the

relentuig, the likelihood was that Marianne
Dugdale would have gone off at a tangent,

harder, sharper, more dogged than ever.

Lady Fermor's looks and words offered a

new field of conjecture to Iris. There was
a strange, suspicious forbearance and ob-

liviousness about Lady Fermor's dealing with

INIarianne Dugdale's behaviour, Avhich Iris

suspected was made up of new sensations

—

considerable amusement, and, an abiding

conviction that in spite of all the restiveness

and waywardness, she, Lady Fermor, was
mistress of Marianne Dugdale, and could

easily crush her opposition whether in great

matters or small. There was no coherence

as yet in the warring qualities in the girl's

disposition, no principle of steadfastness to

enable her to pull herself together and resist

any impulse, whether for good or evil, ad-

visedly and to the end. She was physically

fearless to daring, but she might prove

morally weak as water.

Iris was not thinking of herself, but she

was as a still, deep stream, obeying a great

law, which, however ruffled, could not be

diverted from its course and was full of re-

served power.

Marianne Dugdale was like a brawling

brook, spending itself in foam and noise,

rushing hither and thither, in wandering

channels, either to lose name and identity,

or to discover itself suddenly turned aside,

and notwithstanding its raving, carried where

it would not, to serve some foreign purpose

for which it had not the slightest inclination.

Iris arrived at the sound conclusion that,

however indifferent or even averse to her a

girl like this might be, it was hardly probable

that she would figure in the light of an

avenger of hereditary injuries. Marianne was

not made of the stuff that constitutes an old

supporter of the Vendetta, or a modern
Nihilist.

It was on the occasion of Lady Fermor's

persistently twitting Iris, according to an old

bad habit, which their recent compact had

not interfered with, that Marianne Dugdale

abruptly declared herself on the side of her

cousin, called her " Iris " in those accents

which when they were friendly at all, sounded

as if they came fresh from a warm, true

heart, and might wile a bird from a tree.

She walked over to Iris's side, where she sat

in one of the windows looking out across the

crowded traffic of the road to the grand

alleys of the gardens. Marianne knelt, or

as she would have called it. in her scorn of

sentin:ientality, "plumped," down before her
cousin, leant her crossed arms against the
frame in which Iris was working at the
Arachne, amidst altered surroundings, and
began to chat over the events of the day in

which the girls were mutually interested.

The action was the nearest approach to a
caress in which the least caressing of girls

was likely to indulge. It was also a pretty,

unaffected movement, at once confidential

and implying more or less voluntary alle-

giance.

Iris welcomed it gladly, and with as much
cordiality as it was wise to display to a wild
bird that might take alarm and start off on
the smallest provocation.

Lady Fermor had never known the love of

woman to woman, and had been as incredu-

lous of it as many men are, or pretend to be.

She had never looked upon her own sex
otherwise than with a mixture of dislike, sus-

picion, and contempt, as natural enemies and
rivals, or as poor inferiors. She now regarded

the little group before her with a snort of

exasperated scepticism. '"Well done, young
ladies !" she said sardonically, as she rose

from her chair with an effort ;
" the pose is

very pretty, but it is wasted upon me. You
ought to keep it for Ics jeimes i?igenucs like

yourselves. Oh dear, no ! don't, I beg of

you, disturb yourselves on my account," as

she stumbled and recovered herself on the

way to the door, and both of her grand-

daughters were starting up to her assistance.

" I hear Soames coming to tell me I ought

to be lying down ; but if she proposes to hug

me, or even to kiss my hand, I'll dismiss her

on the spot. I make it a principle not to

encourage humbug."
"Don't be too affectionate, Charlotte, or

I'll kick yer," Marianne quoted audibly from
" Oliver Twist." Then, as the door closed,

she appealed to her cousin. "Now, Iris,

you've known Granny a great deal longer

than I have, but I have seen enough of her

to dare you to contradict me, if you are in

the habit of speaking the truth, when I say

she is an abominable old woman."
Iris looked down into the clear, searching,

imperious eyes fixed on hers, then before she

answered looked away into the green gar-

dens. Happy little children played there

from morning till night. Invalids in Bath

chairs were pulled along, that the sick folk

might look with their dim, faded eyes at the

sunny sky and the flowery earth, and know

summer had come again, and dream for a

brief moment that health and strength were

not fled for ever. Men of business, pursued
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by cares and worries undertaken for women
and children, trudged home from their offices.

Lovers sat on the benches, and looked into

each others' eyes, and exchanged a word now
and then, as if they had sat there since

Adam and Eve walked in the garden of

Eden, and could be content to sit there for

ever. Iris left her needle sticking in her

work, clasping her hands, and spoke piteously,

" She belongs to other times and other man-
ners, so that we cannot judge her and her

temptations. She has lost all she loved

and honoured, and she does not care any

more for love and honour." Her voice fell

as if this were, what indeed it was, the

crown of human wretchedness.

A passing shade of awe crossed Marianne
Dugdale's dauntless face, but she did not re-

frain from proclaiming triumphantly, "Then
Iris Compton, we can be friends. I agree

with what you say. She is a miserable, old,

old Granny, and sometimes I would give

anything to help her. But I was trying you
to see if you were goody-goody, as she said.

She told me it was because of your goody-

goodiness you ran away ; and if you had
begun to preach to me about reverence, and
the duty and privilege of respecting and
loving that dreadful old woman—though she

is a poor old soul all the same, to whom we
have the misfortune to be related—I should

have given you up at once, since I won't be
preached to. Luckily Granny, however hor-

rible otherwise, never tries on that ; and, like

her, I make a principle of never encouraging

humbugs."
" Everybody is not a humbug who does

not go about proclaiming all the truth, who
even keeps back as much of it as is possible

sometimes. You would not expose a wound
to shock your fellow-creatures," remonstrated
Iris.

"No—yes. You are talking of a different

thing. I shall always speak the truth—

I

have never told lies. I should not know how
to hold my tongue. And you—you were not

altogether silent in your conduct ; I mean
when you ran away. Ah ! I have you there.

Iris."

Iris winced before this very plain speak-
ing. " I thought I was forced to leave

grandmamma," she said, " but I did not go
clandestinely. I dare say she told you that

also ; for whatever she has done, she is a
truthful woman, Marianne. It was not a
pleasant experience. I do not like to speak
or think of it, and I do not care to speak ill

of Lady Fermor when I am eating her bread.

Remember, she has brought me up. I have

lived with her all my life, as you have not

done."
" The more shame to her, then, to speak

to you as she did a little while ago—as she is

constantly doing," asserted Marianne Dug-
dale roundly, " and the more fool you to let

her. I shan't run away, see if I shall. I

shall stay as long as she will keep me, or

till I make the place too hot to hold me, since

I have come—for the good of the other girls,

and because papa scolded and mamma cried

about our poverty. But she shan't take me
off or put me down, or domineer over me,

you notice. Iris. I will manage better ; and

neither shall she ride rough-shod over you

any more if I am here," declared Marianne,

in the tone of a gallant little cavalier who
means to fight in defence of his lady. "You
are really a great deal too good for her, in-

stead of thinking only of yourself and preach-

ing to every other person in the goody-goody

fashion I feared, and have been looking out

for every day since you came. But it is not

true
;
you are quite an honest, reasonable,

jolly girl. I shall do what seems best to me,

and you will do what you think proper, and
if Granny will only consent to behave her-

self tolerably for an old woman, we'll do all

we can for her."
" I am much obliged to you, my dear

cousin," Iris was forced to laugh, " but you
must not mind me. Lady Fermor and I

understand each other, and I am not often

vexed by what she says. People at her age

are privileged. It is only her way of joking.

You must mind yourself. You may not find

it so easy for you as you suppose, though I

need not say I will do all I can to help

you."
" I do not see how there can be any diffi-

culty," said Marianne, a little offended in

her extravagant independence and self-con-

fidence, as she rose to her feet and prepared

to stroll away. " I have always got my own
way ; at least, almost always. Papa is con-

stantly up to his ears in business, and a very

bad business it is, with the agricultural in-

terest gone to the dogs. Mamma is too lazy,

and reads too many novels to take the

trouble to call me to order. She never had

a mother of her own—at least the one she

had was as good as none ; and her father

was soured with his misfortunes, so that her

spirit was broken when she was still a girl

;

but I am not going to lose my spirit. The
other girls, Cathie and Chattie, are younger

than I am, and I rule them instead of them

ruling me. There are the boys, to be sure,"

said Marianne, with a momentary pause.
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"I thought you had no brothers."
" Oh no ! not brothers, but as good

—

rather better—five coushis ; Tom and Ned,
and Dick and Harry, and Charhe. Tom
and Ned are going to India, and Dick and
Harry are at Cambridge. Dick is to be a
barrister, and Harry an engineer. Charhe
has had thoughts of the Church. The rest

of the boys say he has plenty of 'jaw ' if his

mind were made up, but I don't beUeve he
ever will make it up. My mind is made up
that he will choke on the Thirty-nine Ar-
ticles. He is the only sop among our boys,
and he is dreadfully spoony on Cathie, which
is a great bore both to her and the whole of

us ; to me more than anybody else, for I was
understood to look after them and keep them
from running into mischief—at least till Sir

George came home."
"What a responsibility!" exclaimed Iris,

with proper sympathy ; " and who are all

these boys you have on your mind ?
"

'•' Of course sons of papa's brother. Sir

George, out in India. He has been a widower
ever so long, and sent all the boys home
when they were young to papa and mamma's
care. She and papa were glad to have them,

both for their own sakes—since boys are so

much nicer than girls, and because their

father, Uncle George, is a great swell in the

civil service, who can not only make good
allowances to his sons, but is coming back to

provide for us all when his time is out ; only

he may die, no doubt, or marry again, or do
something out there before he is able to

think what he is about. I have been a great

deal more with the boys than the girls. Even
Cathie, the sister next me, is three years

younger than I—a soft little mortal, who
can't say bo ! to a goose, or to Charlie. I

flatter myself I can play cricket, and take a

fence, and drive, and row, and chaff. Boys
v/ill chaff and criticize, but I didn't often

give in to them, I assure you."

These were advantages of education of

which Iris could not boast ; before which,

with their results, she must often sit dumb,
though she had not been used to regarding

herself, or to being regarded by others, as a

particularly weak and helpless young woman.

CHAPTER XXXIII.—LADY FERMOR'S YOUNS
PEOPLE.

There was a budding phase of life of

which Iris in her isolation had known little

or nothing. Except at the Rectory she had

scarcely come into familiar contact with a

gay, accessible, yet engrossed and restless,

group of young people Uke herself. And

life at the Rectory had consisted simply of a
family party, into which Iris was admitted by'
special favour. It was her fortune in the
weeks spent at Kensington Gore to form one
in a cluster of young people of more varied
elements, not relatetl, not like, for the most
part only recently known to each other, yet
who seemed suddenly, in spite of what might
have been regarded as insurmountable bar-

riers, to wax well acquainted, and to a certain
extent intimate. The result was produced
largely by the freemasonry of youth, and by
a certain simplicity of character which dis-

tinguished more than one of the number.
Perhaps something was due also to that

curious fusing influence of London, or any
other great city, on individuals who, however
dissimilar otherwise, resemble each other in

having been brought together unexpectedly,
and making a common experiment in a new,
complex, manifold life. The group was so
far well matched that it consisted of two
girls and two young men—Iris Compton and
Marianne Dugdale, Sir William Thwaite and
Ludovic Acton.

Ludovic was doing nothing more heroic

at this time than studying the science of the

sea and its ships, with their work and war-

fare, at Greenwich Hospital, converted into

a^college for aspiring able-bodied lieutenants,

as well as for more juvenile naval recruits.

Iris and Sir WiUiam Thwaite met as friends

of old standing, and they also met more as

contemporaries and equals than they had ever

done before. Iris had fallen into the habit,

in the past, of classing him among middle-

aged and elderly people. Doubtless this

was the consequence of the gravity and
formality of manner conspicuous in a man
bent on fulfilling his obligations to society

while doubtful of his power to fulfil them.

It surprised Iris to hear Marianne Dug-
dale, who, after she had found her tongue,

was frank and free in expressing her opinions

on every subject, mention Sir William casu-

ally as " a nice young fellow."

" Oh ! I know what you are thinking of,"

Marianne cried, in answer to Iris's bewil-

dered look. " He was not always a gentle-

man, and he made a foolish marriage, and

went to the bad for a time. I know all

about him," continued Marianne. " But what

of that when he has redeemed his character ?

Down where I come from we would say lie

could not help the first, and he was very

much to be pitied for the second. Men
are not perfect. If they are manly, honest

fellows, and do their best, we need not

wonder though some of them kave a fail or
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two. We may be glad when they can pick

themselves up again, as they do after a spill

in the hunting-field, and we should be ready

to lend them a hand, and expect them to

give us another, if we come to grief. Oh !

we are not so starched and severe, and, upon

my word, I do not think we are the worse

Christians for it down in my part of Devon-

shire. Neither are we such prigs of scholars

or such very fine ladies and gentlemen as to

refuse to forgive a man for a false particle,

or even for a verb or an adjective out of

joint, or because he keeps on his hat, or

does not take off his muddy boots, or bolts

his knife, or puts his feet on the chimney-

piece—not that Su" William Thwaite commits

these enormities to my knowledge ; I merely

used the similes to give point to my asser-

tions. What would a host of them signify if

he were a man and a gentleman at heart, as I

am sure he is ? Yes ; I know all about him,

and I say he is a nice young fellow, fairly

handsome^ with a fine carriage. He is not

stupid a bit, for he has told me ever so many
things I wished to hear about India, where
Tom and Ned are going."

Whatever Marianne Dugdale had learnt

she had certainly not been informed that the

squire of Whitehills had been a rejected suitor

of hei cousin's, an amount of ignorance for

which Iris was thankful, and that she

earnestly trusted would receive no enlighten-

ment.

Lady Fermor had made a supererogatory

statement that Sir William entertained a

fancy for her other grand-daughter. Mari-

anne on her part openly professed an interest

in him. Iris, too, had an interest, different

in origin and kind, which included thoughts

of poor Honor Smith, and a wonder whether
she were altogether forgotten. Iris tried to

look at Sir William in a new light and with

impartial eyes. He was certainly a young
man, not over thirty, although he looked old

for his age ; strong and comely too, in spite

of a certain way-worn look, a trace of trouble,

and a shade of sternness, which lent him a

kind of dignity. Yes, there was a homely
dignity about him ; and his manners, though
blunt and unsophisticated, were no longer

laboured and artificial. Other and infinitely

heavier considerations had totally outweighed
social dogmas, and from the moment that he
had regained his liberty in this respect, the

man and the gentleman at heart shone out
in his words and actions. Iris was able to

comprehend how a young gentlewoman, a
little rustic herself, rather masculine, after

the fashion of the generation, in temper and

training, with a natural impatience and
scorn of forms and ceremonies, should frater-

nise with Sir William, and hold him in sincere

esteem, in defiance of what carping people
persistently remembered and chronicled

against him.

It was impossible for Sir William not to

respond within limits to the generosity and
kindness of this girl, as he had done long

ago without bounds in more difficult circum-

stances, to the generosity and kindness of

another girl. It was therefore quite true that

he was on very good terms with Marianne
Dugdale, to the extent of submitting to be
chaffed by her, as if it were a pleasure to

him, and of bluffly chaffing her in return, as

he had never dreamt of chaffing Iris Comp-
ton. It was perfectly possible that some-
thing serious might come out of these terms.

But Iris soon discovered that another

puppet was to play his part in the little

drama, a puppet v/ith such strength of feel-

ings, hopes, and wishes, that he threatened

to produce a serious complication of the plot.

Ludovic Acton had been at Greenwich before

the date of Lady Fermor's arrival in London.
He had been commanded both by his mother
and Lucy to call immediately on his father's

most difficult parishioner. Being greatly

under female commanders from the moment
he put his foot on shore, he had reported

himself at Kensington Gore before Iris was
transplanted there. He had done it in the

way of duty, and with the usual failure of

poetic justice in the affairs of men, in the

very act of filial, fraternal, and neighbourly

good-will he found himself, as he had soon

to own with a groan, " completely done for."

King Lud had happened to pay his first,

visit while Lady Fermor was not out of her

room, when he was handed over to a won-
derful dark-eyed girl, with a little mouth, a

square chin, a square yet symmetrical figure

and habited in a sort of workwoman's
blouse, in which she did not seem to feel the

least put out. She stepped briskly from the

conservatory, where she had been knitting

her brows and pouting her lips over the dila-

pidated rock-work, the rolled-up tarpaulin

which ought to have shaded the roof, the

syringes which would not spout water, the

sickly plants ravaged by the green fly. She
scarcely waited to hear his name, and to

listen to his modest explanations and apo-

logies for intruding on an unknown young
lady, before she told him

—

" Oh ! I know who you are " (it is a

wonder she did not say, " I know all about .

you"). "You are the son of the Rector
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down at Lambford. Your people said you
^vould call, and I am glad, because sailors

are handy, and you may be able to help me.
Come and see the disgraceful wreck of a

London conservatory."

King Lud went and saw and worked with

]\Iarianne Dugdale for half an hour, and did

not conquer, unless in the trifles of nailing

up some of the higher dropping-down cork

rock-work, erecting the tarpaulin in its

proper place, clearing out the pipes of the

syringes and playing them on the astonished

green fly. As if that were not enough for the

entomological specimens, Marianne gave her

order, " Smoke, Mr. Acton, smoke."
King Lud, too, complied forthwith, consol-

ing himself for having to light and puff" a cigar

in such a presence by the true conviction

that those pretty fresh lips, frank and fearless

as they were, had never been soiled by so

much as a cigarette, for the country Amazon
of high degree is more innocent and unso-

phisticated than the same Amazon belonging

to the town. He was conquered himself,

hard hit, beaten to the wall at the first bout.

He had never seen such eyes, or worked in

company with such clean baby fingers. He
had never met a girl so genuine, so original,

so unconscious, so bright. He might have

added he had never been so warmly con-

gratulated for small achievements, or so

soundly rated for sundry little mistakes com-
mitted in the height and flatter of his

admiration.

In his entire subjugation her Majesty's

ofiicer called again at Kensington Gore on
the following day, under the poor pretext of

renewing his smoking operations against the

green fly. On his second call Ludovic saw
Lady Fermor, and she who had never been
deficient in hospitality to young men made
him free of the house during her stay in town.

She did not withdraw this permission as she

might have done, when she found that the

Rector's son availed himself of it on every

possible and impossible occasion, until his

visits to town must have made a tremendous
inroad on his studies at Greenwich. In fact

it came to this, that King Lud, who had been
heretofore the most diligent and devoted

member of his profession, appeared to be

living in the College at Greenwich for the

sole purpose of paying court to somebody in

a house at Kensington Gore.

Lady Fermor was very old, but she was
neither blind nor deaf to the extent of these

infirmities interfering seriously with her in-

tercourse with her fellows. She was not

a fool and she had other plans and pro-

jects for her grandchild, but she was "a
cool hand " and a bold player. She was fond
of a fiiir field and no favour in the game of
life, and it is to be feared she had downright
satisfaction in making mischief between men
and women. She let Ludovic Acton call or
come to dinner or form one of the escorts to
the girls as he and they chose. Lady Fermor
let ]\Iarianne Dugdale talk to the lieutenant
by the hour, satisfying her inquisitiveness,

which was immense, about all the ships he
had been in, and all the service he had seen,
about the North S.\a and the Coast of Africa,

about the dockyards at home, about iiis expe-
rience of the different modes and rules for

cricket and foot-ball and lawn-tennis.

Lady Fermor never interfered. She seemed
to suffer the young people to take their swing
in the easiest, most inconsiderate manner.
Yet when Iris came to think of it afterwards,

she could not recall one occasion when the

old woman, apparently doing nothing, had
not so held the shuttle and chequered,
twisted, turned back and directed anew the

threads which were to weave the pattern in

the web of destiny, that Marianne Dugdale,
who imagined herself a free agent, did not

stay at home when she had promised to go
out, walk with Sir William when the arrange-

ment had been that she should walk with Mr.
Acton, did not wear the one man's flowers

and sing the one man's songs when she had
accepted the other's bouquets and undertaken

to warble his ditties.

The policy might be Machiavellian, yet it

was simple enough, and it had a foundation

prepared for it in a headstrong girl, calling

out for her own way and getting it, but

swerving aside and giving in because she

had still those troublesome commodities, a

conscience and a heart, not to speak of a

vanity and a temper even more susceptible

and easily played upon. She had also a large

supply of what old-fashioned books call

"forwardness," which owned no control,

and could be reckoned on to influence Mari-

anne according to the principle on which

some pigs and donkeys are driven, if one

may be forgiven the inelegance of the simile

—start them with their faces due north and

they are safe to back due south.

Still more ready-made material for an

enemy of Marianne Dugdale's to employ to

her detriment, was to be found in the fact that

she was a born coquette. Without doubt

her rearing among the tribe of boys who were

as good as brothers, yet who were not

brothers, gave early stimulus and scope to

the bent, for she liked attention, not from
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one squire alone, but from all who came
within her orbit. Without thinking what she

was doing, without any conscious motive,

especially without a set aim to an end,

Marianne had an instinctive, exquisite enjoy-

ment, inscrutable to Iris, in smiling and frown-

ing, praising and blaming, pleasing and teas-

ing, coaxing and vexing, now Sir William,

now Ludovic Acton. This was done in a

manner calculated to set the two young men,
who had always been on civil terms, and
when left to themselves were growing
friendlier every day, as much by the ears

as if they had both been their tormentor's

devoted slaves.

That one of the gentlemen was Marianne
Dugdale's devoted slave neither she nor any
one else could long deny, while she was in-

flicting alternate ecstasy and misery upon
him. But jesting at scars because she had
never felt a wound, Marianne did not mind
the responsibihty in the least ; if anything it

added zest to her entertainment. Thus she

never ceased laughing at poor King Lud's

moon of a face and his tow-coloured hair,

apparently without any clear and forcible

conviction that these, not strictly pictur-

esque attributes, belonged to a brave, honest

gentleman on whom it was a shame and dis-

grace for any woman to inflict an mmeces-
sary pang.

In her thoughtlessness, her gaiety and
kindness degenerated into careless selfishness

and positive cruelty. Iris could utter no
protest, though her heart waxed hot within

her ; because there were considerations which
stopped her mouth, and because Marianne
would not be preached to, and must be
taught neither by precept nor example, but

by what is frequently the grimmest, as it is

certainly the most efficient, teacher of all,

bitter experience. Hers was really a fine,

open, even loyally affectionate nature, but in

the meantime it was in a state of chaos not
cosmos. There was no reign of duty in

the soul, no supreme sovereignty tending to

bring every thought and affection into noble
subjection, though she had been baptized and
confirmed, and believed herself a Christian.

It was a lively surprise to Iris at first, when
King Lud presented himself day after day at

Kensington Gore without a single musical
instrument in his pocket, and never asking
for music more than once in the twenty-four
hours, since Marianne Dugdale, though she
could sing like a lark when she chose, was
only moderately fond of the joyous science
and had been heard to speak disparagingly
of musical men.

Accordingly Ludovic Acton was resentful

to the verge of repressed fury when Iris

referred without malice to his stock of musical

instruments, and expressed innocent surprise

that he no longer cared to accompany any-
body on the piano. " Why did you say that ?

"

he took her to task as if she had been one of his

sisters, and with as much indignation as if she
had accused him of conduct unbecoming an
officer and a gentleman. " I am not fonder
of music than other fellows." Then in answer
to her " Oh ! Ludovic," " I mean than other

fellows who have idle time on their hands
which they do not well know how to get rid

of. I say, Iris—Miss Compton, it was rather

nasty of you, I mean it was hard upon me, to

bring up that about my flutes and guitars. I

am sick of them and shall have a private sale

the next time I am afloat. You have heard
her—Miss Dugdale, laugh at caterwauling

fellows, and no poor beggar likes to be ar^

object of ridicule in his set."

The season was approaching its close when
Lady Fermor came up to town, and she made
that an excuse for no formal bringing out of

her grand-daughters. However, they came
in for the fag-end of the gaieties, which were
still fresh and agreeable to them. Country
neighbours of Marianne Dugdale's fortunately

in town, and one or two Eastwich families that

had condoned Lady Fermor's offences long

ago, supported the two girls, stopped them
when they were driving with Lady Fermor
in the park, off'ered in the persons of the

matrons to chaperon the cousins, and invited

or procured invitations for them to the last

plays, operas, flower shows, breakfasts, and
balls. These invitations by Lady Fermor's

desire included Sir WilHam Thwaite and Mr»
Acton.

Iris waltzed again, as a matter of course,

with Sir William, and if either remembered
the former occasion he or she made no sign.

It was no business of hers, neither did she

know it at the timfe, but one of the balls

happened at a great house which had given

a similar rout years before, when a member
of the present company had stood among
the rabble round the door and envied the

very footman whose flesh-coloured calves

were so much at home on those stairs, and
asked despairingly whether he could ever

be at ease in such regions ?

Now, so far as that went, he was as undis-

turbed in mind as when he traversed the old

barrack yards, and sometimes Iris Compton
hung upon his arm, but the spirit of the

dream was changed.
In addition to the good things of the
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season, there were many sights for Lady
Fermor's young people to see, and this

business they prosecuted with commendable
assiduity and considerable satisfaction. The
last would have been still greater if there

had been no such disturbing element as the

rival claims of Sir William and King Lud,
with the rapidly developing moon-struck

madness of the lieutenant.

Still there were exacting, engrossing hot

days and nights when there was always

something to be done which could not be

put off, W'hether it were an excursion to Kew
or Richmond, an old-fashioned survey of

the Tower or the Mint or the Mansion
House, services at Westminster or St. Paul's,

visits to the ladies' and the strangers' galleries

in St. Stephen's, an enterprising hunt for

old china, dawdling at Morris's or Burnet's,

distributions of prizes for window gardening

under difficulties, mornings at the crack

training school for nurses, the Hospital for

Incurables, the last best creche. It was a

marvellous jumble, and though Iris was
tempted to think the unlooked-for holiday

was alloyed by the sport which ^Marianne

Dugdale could not resist making with her

two Samsons, perhaps without it the whirl

would have lacked some of the eternal

play of human passion and warfare of

mortal hfe. There would have been a

certain spice to the intercourse absent if it

had not been for the sentiment that mani-

festly pervaded the contending factions.

To say nothing of the under-currents which

might be doing their own work, there was

something rousing in the spirit of indigna-

tion which filled Iris when she saw one or

other of the victims specially ill-used.

Iris, without a severe analysis of motives,

acted as consoler to each of the young men
in turn ; for wounded pride, and mortified

masterfulness, and sheer irritation caused by
an exasperating process, require soothing, as

well as outraged love.

But Iris was angriest and sorriest for

Ludovic Acton. Sir William might put in a

claim as having borne the brunt of repeated

disappointments and trials, but he had learnt

at last to wear a calm front to the world.

And if he were proposing again to marry on

the prompting of a third person, after all he

had suffered, because a suitable alliance was

desirable for a man in his position, then there

was a good deal that was incorrigible in his

conduct which, though it encountered loss,

could not command sympathy.

Sometimes Marianne took it into her un-

accountable vagrant fancy to take umbrage

at all the three others, and would as good a"

quarrel with them so far as they would let her.

It was then a pitiable case with the poor
fellow, who gave himself up to uncalled-for

self-reproaches and desperate apprehensions
because of his mistress's inexplicable dis-

pleasure. But in spite of his groans, there

was a considerable amount of fraternisation

between the deserted members of the party,

and a good deal of pensive and humorous
enjoyment—not so much in airing their

grievance, for they were too true and too
much inclined to be attached to Marianne
Dugdale to take that course, but in endur-
ing her capricious humour and the temporary
banishment from her good-will and merry
conversation. When the affair was hopeless

the company would let her go oft" by herself

as she insisted on doing, stamping about
the back drawing-room or sulking in the

conservatory ; while those in disgrace would
linger apart in the farthest window, or would
pluck up spirit and take it upon them to get

their hats and stroll across the road to the ad-

joining gardens. There the three would walk

up and down beneath the trees, carefully

keeping in sight of the house lest Marianne
should return to her right mind in a twink-

ling, as was her wont, forgive them in a

body without telling them their offence, and
come out after her brief eclipse, the blithest

of them all.

The promenaders would talk of Lambford
and Eastwich assiduously. It was then that

Iris found out how Sir William had come to

know and to love every hazel copse and
sunny sloping field and rushy brake on

Whitehills. She and Ludovic who had been

brought up in the parish were not better

acquainted with its dear old holes and corners

or fonder of them than this comparative

new-comer. Neither could she fail to per-

ceive, little as it was intruded upon her, the

interest he had learnt to take in the people,

especially in those who were most dependent

on the consideration of their neighbours, how
much sympathy he had for them, what good

sense and good feeling and dry humour into

the bargain he showed when he talked of

them, how attentively he listened to every

suggestion on their behalf.

And how many notable books he had

been reading ! Books of which King Lud
had not even heard the names, books which

she had longed for, but had not yet been

able to procure. To think that Sir William, to

whom she had tentatively lent "Tom Brown's

School- Days," to encourage a literary appetite

in its infancv. should have got in advance
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of her in sundry original, intelligent investi-

gations he had instituted, mostly in the track

of natural history ! His occasional half-eager,

half-thoughtful references to those experi-

ments sounded as if he might live to attain

some distinction among the students of nature.

What advances he had made in true man-
hood ! How he was casting off the slough

of the lower animal ! How fast he was
growing in his solitary Hfe at Whitehills

!

What would Honor have thought of him if

she had lived to see him now? Ah! poor

Honor, her life could hardly have been his

gain. Her death was part of his emancipa-

tion. But if she saw it all from beyond the

golden gate, would she not be more than

content ?

CHAPTER XXXIV.—GREENWICH AND THE
ACADEMY.

King Lud was almost frantic with delight

on account of an ovation which was to be
paid to him—not by the multitudes of the

citv which his great namesake is said to have
founded, but by two or three quite private

and obscure persons, one of whom, a square-

shouldered little individual with a strong

dash of the child still in her wilful girlhood,

had turned the unfortunate fellow's head.

His friends, with Marianne Dugdale among
them, were to go down to Greenwich to

spend an afternoon there under his leader-

ship and drink tea in his room. Lady Ter-

mor too declared herself equal to the effort,

even though it had been a dinner in the

Trafalgar.

The day was as fine as could have been
wished for " a family party," as Lady Fermor
called it, complaining that there was a danger
of its being as dull as family parties generally

were. They drove down to the dirty little

old town of Elizabethan and naval memories
and made their way to the grand terrace

before Queen Mary's and Sir Christopher

Wren's Hospital, which time's changes have
converted into a college. Everybody's spirits

rose. How could he or she help it under the

inspiring influence of the blue sky and the

wide flowing river—the great watery highway
to the largest city in the world ? A brown
''streak" turned up with silver, it swayed
and rippled and throbbed, with its fringes of
tall masts and flapping sails, from Gravesend
to Wapping, its Isle of Dogs converted into

a custom-house station, its Deptford ringing

with hammers as when Peter the Great
riveted a bolt there, its Woolwich Marshes
be mding the Arsenal where Woolwich In-

fants u.e ciadled and rocked. Barges laden

with hay and coals crept lazily along with
the sunlight red in their umber-coloured sails.

Steamers churned the water as they darted
by, puffing out grey smoke and wreaths
of white vapour. Here was the column
erected to the gallant young Frenchman
Bellot, who earned the gratitude of a foreign

nation by the fruitless attempt to discover its

lost heroes beyond the terrible barriers of

everlasting snows and huge glittering icebergs.

He left half his tale untold, but there was
a living man—sandy-haired, moon-faced, large

limbed, standing there, among the every-day
group, who, if he were permitted to leave out
his own doings, could add something to the

fascinating ghastly story.

Within the big domed building was the

Painted Hall, with the portraits of all the

Captains bold of whom the best artist in

their day could leave tokens. There were
Drake and Blake, Rodney and Anson,
Cloudesley Shovel and Benbow, and in a
shrine by himself the various representations

of " Harry Bluff," of whom, when he was a

fearless middy, the old salts had sworn

—

" One day he'd lead the van ;

"

and here he was, from the maimed lad still

foremost in the fray, to the man with many
orders on his breast dying in the cockpit of

the Vidory.

For once King Lud was the most favoured
of men in his surroundings and he rose to the

occasion. He descanted, all the more tell-

ingly that it was with modesty and sincerity,

on the true glory of his profession, its ad-

ventures, exposure, self-denial, and self-

sacrifice. Who could think of the advantages
of a good English estate, even of a fine old

English manor-house a\id an ancient title, at

such a moment? Not Marianne Dugdale,
who was entranced with all she saw and
heard, until she envied the little boys climb-

ing the rigging of the training-ship and the

very invalids in the floating hospital of the

DreadiwugJit. She had the difierent parts

of the vessels, the science of their steering, the

method of their logs, the movements of their

compasses explained to her. She did not
tire of hearing the curious details of their

flags and signals, she was not at rest till she

had walked across the park where Greenwich
Fair was wont to be held, as far as the

Observatory, to have her watch set by the

great dial, and she honoured the lieutenant

by appointing him to conduct the operation.

Iris and Sir William were strolling among
the English elms and Spanish chestnuts, past

the railed-in stump of a tree garlanded with
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ivy, which is said to have been a stripling

when WiUiam and his Normans conquered
Saxon England, to One-tree Hill in order not
to miss the second of the three finest views of

London, rising dimly out of the haze and
extending in a grand sweep from the water
towers of the Crystal Palace to those cupolas
of Sir Christopher Wren's, while all the time

the faint hoarse murmur of the terrible mill

which grinds—not corn, but human hearts

and brains, was heard without ceasinsz,

uttering its fit accompaniment to the scene.

As for Lady Fermor she was long ago under
the sleepless guardianship of Soaraes, being

made as comfortable as circumstances would
permit in the lieutenant's room.

King Lud might live to perform more
lion-like actions than he had yet accomplished.
He might be a full-blown admiral, with his

sandy hair powdered with white, while he
halted on one knee after the fashion of Hora-
tius Codes, from spent shot or baser rheuma-
tism; but it was hardly Hkely that he would
ever spend a happier afternoon than that

which Lady Fermor and her party passed
with him at Greenwich.

Everybody awarded a tribute of praise to

the owner of the room in the Hospital Col-

lege for his expert contrivances where space
and convenience were concerned. Every-

body turned over his books and admired the

flowers—Kent dahlias and gladioli, fragrant

jessamine and heliotrope, with which Ludovic
had promptly provided himself to do honour
to the occasion, and to dispose lavishly on
every side, in order to embellish his plain

bachelor's quarters and poor lieutenant's

equipage.

Sir William Thwaite leant his back against

the chimney-piece, thinking honourably and
humbly how nice and pretty it all looked,

wondering how Acton could manage it, if he
were naturally "a dab " at arranging his cabin,

or if the inspiration came with the visit of his

queen to his small lodging? He—Sir Wil-

liam—did not believe he could have done
anything like it, to save his life, with all

the will in the world, and the accumulated
materials at Whitehills. The only time the

place had been en fete in his day, Sir John's

widow was in command, and she had pro-

duced nothing so spontaneous and refreshing

as this ; but it was too late to take a lesson.

Lady Fermor had the seat of honour—the

single easy-chair in which the lieutenant was

wont to lounge, smoke, and read. The two
girls lingered by the high window looking

down on the water, with its never-ending

charm.

The little sobering sense wliich was left in

King Lud was all but ravished from him by
Marianne's gracious ofler to make tea, assert-

ing brightly that it was just like doing it for
" our boys at home," and summoning him, as

if he had been her special boy, to stand at

her elbow with the camp-kettle—in itself a
pleasant curiosity to her.

The close and collapse of tlie gala—for all

happy things come to an end here, and not
a few of them, alas ! collai)se in the very
process of enjoyment— was brought about
by the intervention of I^ady Fermor. I'^-cn

she had been taken captive for the moment
by the fresh, heroic, homely elements of the

entertainment, to the extent of being subdued
by them for a little while. But when the

party were taking a final saunter down the

Painted Hall, in which the shadows were
gathering, so that the painted warriors were
growing obscure on their stations, and only
one flaming yellow and red picture, indicat-

ing a ship on fire, stood out from the dull

darkness of the others, like a portent of

evil, Richard was himself again.

Marianne Dugdale was walking as if in a

dream, wonderfully silent for her, with her

brown eyes a little downcast, beside Ludovic
Acton, who, though he wore no uniform,

seemed for the moment transformed—sandy
hair, shyness, softness to women and all, into

one of the heroes on the walls stepped out of

the canvas, and reflecting glory on one proud
girl.

Lady Fermor was stamping along by the

aid of her stick on Marianne's other side.

Suddenly she raised her harsh, highly-pitched

voice, and at the same time cast a meaning,

satirical glance at her grand-daughter. " I

think I miss a picture which ought to have

been here too— that of blubbering Black-

eyed Susan, following her truant ' sweet Wil-

liam ' on board the fleet in the Downs."
Marianne started, wide-awake, flushing to

the roots of her hair. " Oh ! she was an

odious creature," she said. " Thank good-

ness, she is not here. Lidecd, I think a

sailor should have nothing to do with

miserable, whimpering sweethearts and wives.

His ship should be his mistress, as a priest

should be wedded to his flock."

" My dear ]\Iarianne, I never knew you

had adopted the doctrines of the Roman
Catholic Church," remonstrated Iris, laugh-

ing at her friend's vehemence, and feeling

for King Lud, at once lifted from a pinnacle

of exultation and dashed into the depths of

despair.

His very rival commiserated him. *' I
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thought bhie jackets carried all before them
when they went a-wooing," said Sir William,

without any suspicion of cynicism.
" They are no better than red jackets, or

any other jackets," answered Marianne rather

testily than with an implied compliment.

Very hkely she had forgotten Sir William's

former connection with the army, and in

good truth he had no reason to recall it with

pride; but the most sensible men are silly

on some points, so he blushed a shade with

gratification, though he maintained magnani-
mously, "You don't mean to say any woman
could have resisted the French chap com-
memorated out yonder, or the boy whose
statue we saw in marble, the great statesman's

son, who spoke of his mother and his native

town, and how happy they would be to wel-

come him home, when he lay a-dying through

volunteering to carry succour to the forts in

the rebellion ? That was before my time

;

but I've some notion what it meant. Sup-

posing either of them had lived to come
back and lay his laurels at a woman's feet,

do you suppose she would have spurned
them?"
"The laurels have to be gathered first,"

said Marianne dryly ;
" and when I come to

think of it, I am sick of what people call the

pomp and circumstance of glorious war.

What did all these battles and all these

bloodthirsty commodores and rear-admirals

come to ? I mean what lasting good did they

do, unless to their blustering, strutting selves?

Who were really the better for them ? I

believe it would be easier to say who were
a great deal the worse. What hearts they

broke ! How many widows and orphans
they made ! I think I shall go in for the

Quakers and the bloodless victories of

peace."

"But some men must fight that peace
may be preserved, and the helpless defended
from injury," remonstrated King Lud, re-

covering from the vicious snub administered
to him, with the attendant amazement and
discomfiture. " A sailor's life is far from all

fighting, especially in these days. Our squa-

drons lie along many a shore to check more
powerful rascals than slave-dealers. We
crush, in their infancy, aggressions and out-

rages to which the barbarities of the slave-

trade are a trifle."

"A sort of water-police," said Marianne
contemptuously.

" And sailors are still finding new lands
and helping to civilise wild states," suggested
Iris a little injudiciously.

" Not in my opinion," alleged Marianne,

with her neat little nose in the air. " My
conviction is, that frigates and gun-boats
float about in disgraceful idleness, in order
to keep up the taxes, which papa is always
groaning over. Besides, we must maintain
a navy which is no longer wanted, in order
to provide genteel sinecures for the younger
sons of gentlemen—fellows who cannot get

along on shore. For my part I would rather

herd sheep in Australia or hunt ostriches in

Africa, or turn a vulgar, respectable shop-

keeper at home."
The attack was so outrageous that it be-

came laughable. The eclipse of the sun
might nevertheless have come to one person
through a girl's spirit of contradiction and
craven susceptibility to ridicule.

But to the others the sun declined in its

ordinary fashion as they skirted the shoulder
of Blackheath with its girdle of villas. It

was a mere sunset, but it was such a sun-
set as the neighbourhood of London renders
unrivalled in its kind. Iris was compelled
to acknowledge that the misty flats of East-

wich, or of Holland itself for that matter,

could do nothing to those marvellous shades
of saffron and gold, faint coral, dusky sorrel,

the dim lilac of the autumn crocus, and a
grey steely blue. Was there something hu-

man in the pathetic glory of the skies above
the great city of vast wealth and grinding

poverty, foulest sin and fairest righteousness,

many crimes and many sorrows, much noble-
ness, much holiness, and much innocent,

grateful gladness ? Did the groans and curses,

tears and sighs, smiles and laughter, go up
from tens of thousands of hearths to paint

themselves in that solemn, subdued glow ?

The Academy was not yet shut ; and out
of many visits one stood out in the remem-
brance of the little company that so often

met together in these weeks. They had all

been tolerably united in their criticism. They
had agreed that English landscape-painting

held its own as in the days of Gainsborough
and Constable and old Crome; that the

mantle of Sir David Wilkie still fell, here and
there, on the painters of the ruggedness and
the humour, the exquisite tenderness of pea-

sant life with its homely affections. These
were no more sordid and petty now, to

the hands that could draw and the eyes

that could read them, than they were nearly

a century ago to the brave, gentle son of the

Fife manse. Heroism quailed a little before

the cynicism of the generation, but pic-

turesqueness and passion made a vigorous,

stand against the learned affectation of burn-

ing incense to colour and form, and rejecting^
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all humanity as devoid of dignity and interest

unless it came in the shape of pagan myths,
sensuous and sensual, petrified in their

passion, cold in their exaggerated repose,

because the faith and heart of man have
alike forsaken them.

One at least of the visitors was sorry, with

a yearning regret and a shamed mortification,

that the sacred art which once made Italy,

Flanders, and Spain glorious—on which men
spent their lives—into which they could then

throw their hearts—was so feebly and scantily

represented in Christian England. Iris was
inclined to ask, will there come a renaissance

here also ? and will the Christ on His cross,

the Virgin Mother, and the noble army of

martyrs replace once more Apollo and Venus
with their votaries ?

Most people will allow that it becomes in

time weary work for eyes and brains to study

even the flower of the year's pictures. But
it is not so universal an axiom to the many,
to learn that it is possible for bodily fatigue

to end in crossness of temper even with the

young and strong, the ardent and intelligent.

Will it be believed that Marianne Dugdale,

after having entered with much enthusiasm

on this as on other rounds, by the time she

felt a falling to pieces of tlie backbone, a

heaviness and ache of the brows, a slight

swimming of the eyes, and giddiness of the

brain, was about as much out of humour as

could be said of an impatient-tempered girl

who, if she were not arrested in time, would
develop, without fail, into a hard as well as a

true, a fiery no less than a warm-hearted

vixen ?

As it was, however, Marianne commenced
to snap up her companions' harmless remarks
and execute half-comical, childish growls at

which no one ventured to laugh, to flout the

others, to flounce about by herself.

Soothing was tried in vain, compromises
were disdainfully rejected, proposals to bring

the day's visit—the final visit to the Academy,
to a summary close scouted at, humble sug-

gestions ofan adjournment to the refreshment-

room for a glass of claret and a slice of

chicken, or a cup of tea and a stale bun,

treated as a positive insult. When it came
to this pass, Marianne's adherents drew dis-

creetly apart, freed her from their observation,

and sought to occupy themselves with what
remained of their morning's work. Only
King Lud was too miserable to accomplish

the assumption, or practise the restraint of

indifference. He feared his mistress might

be ill, for it was quite possible that Marianne

would only display her bodily distress in this

perplexing, mental fashion. He knew at least

that she was unhappy for the moment, and
he could not endure the thought of abandon-
ing her to her unhappiness. He followed
her at a respectful distance, patiently waiting
for any sign of relenting and recovery, when
he would gladly take upon himself the blame
of having been stupid, tiresome and posi-

tively cruel in inciting an unfortunate girl

to do too much and exert herself till she was
half dead.

Iris and Sir William were together at the
farther end of the room. He was pausing
and brightening at some Indian scenes,

showing his companion where the cane brake
or the mangrove swamp was trustworthy or

at fault, explaining the native costumes and
indicating the castes. He stopped at the occa-

sional portraits of military officers as pointedly

as if he were going to salute them and be-
came excited and exultant over the likeness of

one who had been a chief in Sir William's cam-
paign. It was clear that he bore no malice
against the service, that the disgrace with

which it had threatened him had faded away
from his mind, from the time that he had
confessed and acknowledged the justice of

the sentence. It was the scar on his neck
and breast, and the sword cut across his

arm, which for a moment burnt again with

the proud consciousness that he too had
been a soldier, and had fought and bled for

England and his colours.

Unexpectedly the couple came upon a

picture hung low which they had not observed

on their previous visits. It was not a striking

picture in size and situation, or in more than

a moderate degree of artistic merit. It was

the subject which arrested the two gazers,

paled their checks, dimmed their eyes, brought

a quiver to their compressed lips. The
painter unknown to fame had represented a

drowned woman, washed gently enough on a

pebbly shore by the rippling waves of a sea

no longer raging in the fury of a storm.

The limbs, those of a fine, strong young

woman, were disposed decently and peace-

fully, as if a friend's hand had laid them to

rest; the face turned up to the summer sky

was unmarred in its still serenity. The head

lay cushioned as it were on the wealth of

brown hair which had broken loose and

streamed like so much seaweed back from

the bare brow and blanched cheeks. So iiad

Honor lain on the Welsh beach. The
thoughts of both spectators flew back to

tlie disaster. Then the attention of the

pair became concentrated and iascinated

by a likeness — a double likeness. It was
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not wonderful that with their minds full

of a similar catastrophe and its victim, Sir

William and Iris should see a resemblance to

the late Lady Thwaite in everything, save in

the rich warm colouring which, to be sure,

the cold sea and colder death had already

stolen from her cheeks and lips before the

husband was called upon to identify the

body of his wife. But there was no reason

why either of the two looking fixedly and

. silently at the picture, should simultane-

ously, as if by contact of thought, detect traits,

the same as those with which they were
familiar in a living face in that very room.
Sir William and Iris had never before com-
pared Honor Smith to Marianne Dugdale.

Size, colouring, circumstances were all so

different, that the comparison sounded absurd

even now, yet there were the friends of both,

marking it decidedly and unmistakably until

the eyes which had been averted, looked
into each other and claimed the wondering
admission. " You see it also ? Poor Honor
and Miss Dugdale !

" exclaimed Sir William,

half under his breath; " I never once thought

of it before.''

" Nor I," responded Iris, as low as if she

were exchanging secrets with him.

They did not say another word. She
glanced at him and seemed to find a shadow
of half-superstitious awe on his manly, ruddy
face. Was he revolving the curious unde-

fined law, that what has been shall be again,

on which gamblers base their calculations

—

the unexplained but acknowledged fact that,

in the history of men as of nations, events

often repeat themselves, against all reason,

against all warning, in a mysterious, well-nigh

gruesome, fashion ? Was he judging rashly

that it was vain for him to struggle against

his fate ? Did he seek to persuade himself

that in this direction after all, might lie at

once the atonement for his past errors, and
the building up of a new and higher cha-

racLer?

When Iris and Sir William rejoined

Marianne Dugdale, she had so far come to

herself as to suffer the companionship of

the faithful lieutenant, and was no longer

treating him worse than dog or mouse before

she could consent to dote on him for

ever. But the union was not indissoluble.

Sir William Thwaite approached her with a
forcible appeal and a pathetic reverence
exoressed in an eager concern for her welfare—"Are you tired out, Miss Dugdale? will

you not allow me to find a seat for you ? I

will manage it, never fear, though I have to

turn out by force that stout old gentleman,

and that puppy-dog of a lad on the next
sofa. I see you have your fan, let me fan

you. I have a long, strong, steady arm ; I

could work a flail or a punkah without much
effort. After you're a bit rested and refreshed,

we'll drive straight home and do no more to-

day."

Iris knew that Sir William was moved by
the recollection of his dead wife, whom he
was confounding in a manner with Marianne
Dugdale. But Ludovic Acton had no such
clue to the problem. He was compelled to

believe that his passive rival had suddenly
become active and dead in earnest ; while

he was at the same time—from the support
of Lady Fermor, doubtless—so well assured
of the success of his suit, that he was already

appropriating the tone of an accepted, pri-

vileged lover. He was proceeding to take

care of Marianne, to control, and even gently

reproach her, in a manner which she would
certainly not have stood from another person,

however much his unbounded devotion might
have entitled him to forbearance. But, alas,

alas ! Marianne was not offended or aggrieved
in this instance; she smoothed down her

ruffled plumes and submitted with a good
grace to be looked after and comforted. She
glanced with shy, puzzled inquiry into Sir

William's intent face. Her compunction for

something like a child's naughtiness, her
swift brightening up again were for Sir William
and not for King Lud. She was a woman,
therefore she was caught by novelty and
mystery ; she was a woman, so she was fickle

as the inconstant wind. She looked ready
to be wooed and won by the altered aspect
of the suitor whom Lady Fermor had pro-

vided for her grand-daughter, as King Lud
had known all along to his sorrow and dread.

CHAPTER XXXV.—ON THE BORDERS.

London was fast becoming a high-class

social desert, a hot wilderness to be aban-
doned to its tradespeople and its poor ; even
they were contemplating excursions to Mar-
gate, and tramps to the hop gardens.

Lady Fermor was about to carry out the

second part of her programme, and to save

herself from the danger of being left to the

insipid society of two " bread-and-butter

misses," she determined to journey by short

stages as far as the neighbourhood of the

first Scotch moor with unlet shootings to

which the young men in her train might

be induced to accompany her. No doubt

Ludovic Acton was in daily expectation of

an appointment to a ship, and might have to

leave at a moment's notice, but in the mean-
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time he served as well as another. The old

despotic schemer, whose excess of worldly

wisdom sometimes led her astray, was of

opinion that the poor lieutenant with his

frantic passion, at which she was able to jeer

and laugh, served in some degree as a foil and
stimulus to Sir William in what must prove
his suit.

King Lud had not given up in despair.

No man worthy of the name will easily do
so, when the prize to be resigned is the

centre of his fondest hopes and aspirations.

He had fallen out and made it up again

with Marianne Dugdale many times since

the day at the Academy. He was still not

without a lingering hope that the privilege of

travelling with her might do something for

his cause. At least it affoRied desperately

delightful opportunities for being at once the

happiest and the most miserable fellow in the

world, happy with a delirious satisfaction in the

mere consciousness of being in her presence,

of watching her and serving her—miserable

in knowing how soon the close proximity to

bliss would come to an end any way, and
what a grievous probability existed that by
indulging his inclinations and feasting his

passion, he would only reap additional dis-

appointment and wretchedness in the end :

when the suspense was over, Marianne was
Lady Thwaite presiding at Whitehills, and
he a broken-hearted lieutenant far at sea.

In the beginning of the trip. King Lud's

star was in the ascendant. Marianne was
radiant and gracious in the enjoyment of

all the pleasurable excitement and constant

change of scene characteristic of an excur-

sion such as she had never taken before.

Since it was conducted to suit the require-

ments of a woman of Lady Fermor's position

and age, there was not the slightest strain on
any young person's powers. Indeed Marianne
used her Englishwoman's privilege of grum-

bling, simply because she had that most charm-

ing of all Adventures of a Phaeton running in

her head, and was possessed by a rueful per-

suasion that she too could have driven many
a mile under sunshine and shower, and the

merry moonlight ; and if she had not been

equal to playing on a guitar and singing

appropriate songs under difficulties, she

would at least have been quite fit for the

gay scramble at bezique and the judicious

balancing of two encroachers on her freedom

at the end of the day. But even a journey

in first-class railway carriages by short stages

was not to be despised, when the destination

oft he travellers was the land of the riioun-

tain and the flood, of romance and canniness.

The shortness of the stages and the breaking
of the ].)rogress by a day's rest occasionally,

to enable Lady Fermor to dine deliberately

at her usual hour, to go to bed early and rise

late, in order to recruit her forces, also per-

mitted exploring strolls in every direction,

and subordinate excursions' in the interest of

the younger members of the party. Thus the

banks of the Severn were visited, the ancient

streets of Chester perambulated, a raid made
into North Wales, and merry Carlisle with its

castle and cathedral learnt off by heart. The
travellers were then not far from the Scotch
borders ; and the final halting-place, the

heathery wells of Moffat, did not lie much
beyond the Marches. But unluckily Lady
Fermor caught cold, with a little cough,
which teased her in the next stage of her

journey, so that she adopted the resolution

of stopping short and staying for a couple

of nights at an old-fashioned inn in which
she recollected having been fairly served

many years before. It lay at the junction

of the sister countries and had originally stood

on a great coach road a good deal frequented

in its time. But since the establishment of

railways and new routes, and the withdrawal

of the coaches from the old tracks, nearly the

whole of the traffic had departed from the

place ; still the old inn stood, and continued

a house of lodging and entertainment for

man and beast on a new foundation, its

later energies having been directed to aftbrd-

ing board and lodging to families seeking a

summer retreat, and to furnishing a resort

for the anglers who frequented the " becks
"

and " burns " in the vicinity.

Lady Fermor declared that her old plain

comfortable rooms, which were fortunately

vacant, had not fallen off appreciably, and

that she was satisfied she could have all she

wanted, till a little rest enabled her to get

rid of her cold.

It was a matter of congratulation to Iris

and Marianne especially that they should

make this halt in an out-of-the-way corner,

and begin their acquaintance with Scotland

by an entrance which might be made on

foot, and was not much frequented to the

destruction of all original traits and native

simplicity and individuality.

As for the male animal, usually so im-

patient of delay and restive under what is a

purely soothing and agreeable element to the

female, the two young men were in that

normal condition which occurs or ought to

occur to a man only once in his life. Tliey

were at the beck and call of the wonn-n
;

the young fellows were meek and docile.
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ready lo assent cheerfully to any arrange-

ment, eager to display themselves in their

best colours as they would never be again.

For anything more, Sir William showed him-

self less drawn to IMarianne when she was
full of glee and enthusiasm, than when the

shadow of a trouble, however groundless and
self-made, hung over her. He left her to a

considerable extent to enchant or plague

King Lud, who was thus still hovering on

the confines of gaining or losing the prize of

his life, while Sir William nursed Lady Ter-

mor, made his own observations, or walked

about soberly with INIiss Compton.
There was something of quaint dignity in

the rural aspect of the inn. It was a steep-

roofed stone house of considerable preten-

sions. The walls were rough - dashed and
whitewashed, and further covered by honey-

suckle in blossom, and the first " red red

rose " of Scotland which the English visitors

had seen. They w^ere told the house was
an old Border mansion-house, much more
recent in date than the crumbling grey

towers and towns they had recently seen in

Cumberland, but still old enough to have

been beheld by Prince Charlie, had he looked

that way in his memorable marches to and
from Carlisle. The house stood in a rough

paddock shaded by a few gnarled old trees,

and the whole lay in the shelter of the four

sentinels—Skiddaw and Scafell rising to the

south, with Criffell and the Lead Hills start-

ing up to the north.

The party had private rooms, and so did

not come in contact with possible dukes and
probable bagmen, chatty or frigid, kindly

or selfish old and young ladies. But Iris

and Marianne made their own of a modest
yet frank young chambermaid, the daughter

of a neighbouring Scotch ploughman. She
had lived all her life in the vicinity, and
could tell her eager questioners the local

names and identify to their satisfaction

the merest purple crown of every peak and
the misty flash of all the " wan waters " far

and near. She was more intelligent than the

generality of her compeers in England—the

three hundred years or so of parish schools

in Scotland having had their effect on the

brains of the population. She took evident

pride in her birth-place and country, and
proceeded, on a little solicitation, to pour
forth all the old stories which had gathered
round a famous locality. " It was a weel
kenned part aince, mem. A hanlle bonnie
English leddies and wilfu' English lads

sought it out; whiles there were Scotch leddies

and gentlemen came in secret as far as

the bounds o' Dumfriesshire and Kirkcud-
brightshire, and rode cockin' awa' in braid

day. But there was nae needcessity for the

like o' them taking sic a tramp, they just did

it to be neebour-like. What for did they
come, young leddies, are you askin'? Losh !

div you no ken this was ane o' the toons'*

—my faither ay maintains it was the chief

—

where rin-awa' marriages were ca'd aff", the

knot tied and the couple buckled, so that

neither faither nor mither nor law-lord, nor

minister o' the kirk, nor the king hissel' could

rieve man and wife asunder again."
" Oh ! how nice ! how funny ! " cried

Marianne, " that we should have come by
chance to such an inn. Tell us about these

run-away marriages, Jeannie. Did any happen
in your time ? Did you ever see one ?

"

while Iris prepared to listen with interest and
amusement.

" Weel, I cannot just say I have, mem,"
Jeannie was forced to admit, a little crest-fallen

at having to fail "fine, lichtsome English

young leddies" in such an important jDarti-

cular as would have been supplied by her

having been an eye-witness to the deed,

and so able to give personal evidence with

regard to all that happened. " Leastways
I have never seen sic grand turnouts as

I have heard my faither and mither, and still

mair, my grandraither, wha's living to this

day with a' her wits aboot her, crack about
to their cronies mony a time. Sic marriages

hae been going out o' fashion amang gentle-

folks for mair than ae generation. But I

hae seen a wheen ploughman billies, after

a hirmg-market, the warse o' drink for the

maist part, and as mony tawpies o' field

workers—bondagers, folk ca' them here—and
servant lasses, gang afore auld Fernie who
had learnt the trade when it was fiourishin',

and still wasna unwillin' to win a shilliu'

or twa by trying the auld trick, though the

ministers on ilka side, o' a' denominations,

are wild now against it and fit to rug the

head aff onybody that does siccan work.

And, mem, it wasna a' fun," continued

Jeannie solemnly, for like a good conscien-

tious lass she was exercised in mind by
the minister's condemnation, every time it

recurred to her memory. " Fule lads and
silly lasses have been carried aff their feet, and
had to find them again an' rue their madness
ower late. I hae seen a puir lad that wasna
villain enough tae forsake even the licht lass

that hadna been ill tae coort, and was his

* The term " toon " is used freely in primitive Scotch for
any better sort of house—larm-bouse or mansion-house, as
well as for a *' burgh-toon."
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married wife from the moment they had joined

liands, come up next morning, a' shaking, to

the fi.irm toon where I was heving in service,

to seek liis wife an' hae to be telled whilk o'

the glaiket lasses was she ; and I mind a daft

lassie, fit to greet her heart oot, because she

had to gang her ways—for life, mind ye, mem,
wi' a lad she neitlier kenned nor cared for,

seein' that she had only drawn up wi' him the

day afore, for naething save to vex her ain

lad, whom slie had quarrelled wi' nae further

gane than the market morniu'."
'' Ah ! that was bad," said Marianne, dis-

appointed in her turn. " I am afraid your

ministers are right, and runaway marriages

are not what they should be."
" Weel,"said Jeannie, with \\tx amorpatricz

and her Scotch lotiic resistmg even her

loyalty to her minister, " I'm thinkin' there's

something to be said on baith sides. The
brawest bridegroom I saw here was nae mair

than a writer laddie, an' he run awa' wi' his

auld maister's dochter—a lassie wi' siller.

But her faither was dead and she was a saft

snool, and had a lang-headed brither who
wanted to keep the siller in the family—that

was to him and his bairns, sae he was guardin'

her day and night an' would hae hindered

her frae being married ava, and they said the

writer lad, whether he had the siller in his ee

or no, was douce and decent, and would be

gude enough till her—far better than her ain

flesh an' blude. Noo wasna that a deliver-

ance wrocht by a rin-awa' marriage?" de-

manded Jeannie triumphantly. " My granny

minds o' a sair fracaw aboot a wicket yerl

whom naething would serve but that hisgenty*

bit dochter should marry as auld an' grand

an' wicket a sinner as hissel'. Her true love

would na see the shamefu' sacrifice sae he up

and fled wi' the lass. He was a sailor or a

sodger lad—ane o' the twa, I forget whilk, a

bonn.ie, brave young man, and he brocht the

lassie here. They had but to say twa words

to be beyond the power o' ony faithers, to

belong to ane anither as was ordained, so that

she could follow the drum or sail the seas

wi' him, and only death micht part them."
" Come, this is better," cried Marianne

with a bright colour in her pale cheeks.
" Tell us more about it, Jeannie. What
excitement there must have been ! Did the

couple come dashing up to the door, their

ho'rses covered with foam, and the parents

and guardians in hot pursuit ?
"

" Na, that wasna the way ilka day. Sic

wild wark and desperate risks were not tried

often, though I hae heard o' horses bein' shot

X'XV— =io

* From the French sentille.

dead frae the foremost carriage, and drivers

bribed to lame the puir senseless beasts, or

to tint the road and whummle owor their

cargy in the middle o' a peat bog, that took
ilka man, that trieil to stand uj), to the houghs
in water-holes, wi' nae means o' gelliu' on, ex-

cept by shank's naigie. But whiles, as in the

story I'm tellin', the faither was sac close that

the lovers daured nae drive up to the front

door lest they should beowertaken afore they

were made one. Tliey left their empty chaise

in a dip o' the road mair than a mile awa', as

gin there had been a break-down. The
driver galloped on his best horse—and they

said it cast ilka shoe within the mile—to gie

warning here, while the pair turned into a
road—Cambus Road, and jinked by a foot-

path to the auld Cambus doocot, that as a*

the world kens is jist ower the Borders. There
was in this parish a mass-John—that I suld

be so far left to mysel' as to gie him sic a

name, for he was a godly minister o' the

gospel, in days to come. But he didna set his

face against rinawa' marriages in his youth,

leecensed and placed though he was. What
suld hinder him frae hurrying out to meet and
marry the lad and lass in the doocot, as gin

they had been twa doos ? They were yoked
thegither as sure and fast as if they had been

a leddy and gentleman surrounded by a

proud and blythe wedding company, in a fine

house, and blessed by a man wha had may-

be christened her and catecheesed him. The
driver and the leddy 's maid, wha had come wi'

her mistress, served for witnesses. There

was a wild set at Cambus Ha' at the time,

but they were aye hearty and hospitable, and

were gude to weddingers, whom they wadna
thwart, sin' some o' theirsel's had made rin-

awa' marriages, wi' sraa' credit, if the truth

were told. Ony way the Cambus Ha' family

took in the fugitives and gave them quarter

for the nicht. They cam' ower here the

next day to face the yerl, wha cursed and

blackguarded them ; but kennin' he could do

nae mair, though he lived to be a hunder,

suffered them to tak' the high road, while he

took the laigh."

"I dare say he thought better of it, and

was reconciled to his daughter in the end,"

said Iris demurely; "we are not so clever

on our si le of the Border as you are on

yours, Jeannie."

"So I hae heard say, mem. But the

feck o' the couples were mair crafty than to

let it be touch and go like that ; whiles they

would come dressed up sae as their ain

mithers could hardly hae kenned them, or

they would travel here by opposite roads
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and at different times. The bridegroom by

hissel' or wi' a frien' would ride by a coach,

and the bride would come, sometimes her

lee-lane—eh ! but she maun hae had a stout

heart and a hantle faith in her lad—it micht

be in the dead o' nicht, by anither."

" And how did they do it, Jeannie ? out

of church, without a regular clergyman

always. Did they never forget their prayer-

books and the rings ? " pressed Marianne,

with the keenest curiosity.

" Prayer-books ! " cried Jeannie, her trim

figure, in its dark stuff gown, white cap and
apron, swelling at the very word. " We
haena had a service-book sin' auld Jenny
Geddes flung her stule at the head o' the

minister for dauring to pray in the kirk aff

printed paper. As for the ring, it is but the

bridegroom's giftie to the bride ; it can be
given at ony time. Na, we're no married wi'

nngs.

"What are you married with then, in

the name of wonder? Did you ever hear

anything like it, Iris ? " cried Marianne, as

at an incredible but surpassingly ludicrous

joke. " I dare say you don't vow to love,

honour, and obey your husbands, when you
take them for better, for worse ?

"

" Na," said Jeannie again with a canny
sense of humour, " we say as little as we
can, baith lads and lasses. Ye ken that least

said is sunest mended. But there are waur
husbands and wives than some you'll find in

Scotland, mem."
" I believe you," said Marianne. " I

think you are a remarkable people, with

charming institutions. If I ever marry, I'll

come and do it in Scotland. But in order

that I may know what I'm about, you must
tell me what really takes place, what you can
find to say, when it can be said, in so few
words, either in a church or a house, or a
' doocot,' or wherever you may find your-

selves."

" Weel," said Jeannie, slightly offended
by the tone and the laughter, and defending
herself with some dignity, " we dinna believe

that the Lord's confined to temples made wi'

hands. We think the earth is His and the

fulness thereof, and that His een are open
to what's doing ower the whole world where
ilka place is His temple. When all is richt

and in order for a Scotch waddin', our
minister puts up a bit prayer out o' his head,
and there's a sma' discoorse, o' his own coni-

position," Jeannie explained with emphasis,
as if she set great store on the originality of
the performance. " The discoorse may last

for ten or twenty minutes ; then there's

another prayer at the end. But the cere-
mony itsel' which does the business needna
tak' three minutes."

•' Then what on earth does it consist of?
It sounds exceedingly like the waving of a
magician's wand."

" Na, there's nae magic aboot it. It's

just the speerin' and answerin' o' twa reason-
able questions. The minister, or it micht
be anither man in a rinawa' marriage, asks

the lad afore ane or twa witnesses, will he
tak' this woman to be his lawfu' wedded wife,

and he says ' Yes,' or he only boos if he's

blate. Syne the minister speers at the lass

if she'll tak' this man to be her lawfu' wed-
ded husband, and she curtshies. Then the
minister or the man ackin for him says,
' Join hands,' and the twa cleek their fingers

thegither. Neist the minister or the man
proclaims, ' What God has joined letna man
put asunder,' and that's a', unless the signing

o' the lines that certifies the fac'."

" Do you mean to say you marry as an
anonymous man and woman ? Do you not
even say ' M ' or ' N ' ? " inquired Marianne,
still full of interest and diversion.

" What's your wull, mem ? " Jeannie ques-

tioned in her turn, using an ancient phrase
which signified that she had not the most
distant idea what her interrogator meant.

" It is not my will, it is yours to marry in

this odd mysterious fashion."
" I beg your pardon, mem, but there can

be nae mystery—or mockery either, about
honest folk," protested Jeannie indignantly.

She felt strongly on such subjects as her

nationality and her kirk, and had a settled

conviction that she did well to be angry
when they were attacked.

Iris interposed as a peace-maker. " We
only wished to know if you used no Christian

name, such as Jeannie or Donald, in your
marriage service."

" Donald is a Hielant name," said Jeannie
a little disdainfully. " We hae nae Donalds
among our Lowland Scotch—ony way none
here awa on the Borders. Na, we mention
no names, at least we were na wont to bring

them into the ceremony, though some new-
fangled ministers say baith names, and would
put it to me as Jean Maxwell, whether I

would take Tam Riddel or Allan Elliot for

my man ?
"

Apparently Jeannie had not the guile to

use assumed names for her illustration, since

she coloured violently, and added that she

did not think the new fashion " sae mannerly

and modest " as the old. " But there's the

mistress's ring o' the bell. She'll say I've
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been clamerin' instead of minding my wark,

and deed she'll no be far wrang," cried Jean-

nie in self-condemnation, as she caught up
her broom and dust-pan and made a hasty

retreat to the door, before Marianne could

call after her

—

" Say we kept you for the enlarging of our

ideas. It is quite true, and she may put it

in the bill."

Marianne Dugdale was much struck and
greatly enlivened by what she had heard of

the runaway marriages, once of frequent

occurrence in the house, and of the simplicity

of the ceremony of marriage according to the

Presbyterian Church of Scotland. She ran

the two subjects together, and mixed them

up inextricably in her mind, while she retailed

the information she had got from the cham-

ber-maid, with great gratification, for the edi-

fication of the whole party. The topic was

a promising one, full of sentimental interest,

and yet fertile in jokes. Even the quietest

and shyest person there, not to say the

oldest, who was never behind with her joke,

but as being a little of an invaHd at present

resigned herself to performing the part of a

listener, could not resist expressing an opinion,

and calling forth a laugh. But none was so full

of the stories as Marianne Dugdale. Even
after the girls had retired for the night she

kept reminding Iris, " what throbbing temples

and beating hearts must have sought refuge in

these rooms ! I wonder if no bride ever gave

in at the last moment, fainted dead away, or

said she would go back as she came, and try

to be patient, and obey the law."
" A runaway marriage was not breaking

the law—the law of the land, I mean, that

went with the couple," said Iris. " I think,

like sensible Jeannie, that in extreme cases

the remedy was open to trial. I have no

doubt that the law existed for these, and to

prevent weak women being hardly dealt with.

It strikes me that there was a certain manli-

ness and honesty in the law, though, ofcourse,

it might be much abused."
" Of course," echoed Marianne, without

having paid much attention to what her

companion had said, " Don't you think it

would be dreadful, horrible, to marry without

love, Iris, even if the man were not a high-

handed sinner, such as the girl described?"

Iris had never heard Marianne speak so

seriously before, and even yet she was not

sure that a jest might not lurk beneath the

seriousness, till her cousin added in a tone of

suppressed excitement

—

" I would not do it for all the world ; I

know it would be a terrible danger for rae.

It is another thing with you. I believe you
would be good, and do your best under any
circumstances. But I— Iris, did it never

strike you that there was something of

—

granny in me ? " Marianne broke oft" and
asked in a low tone with a slight shudder, but

looking Iris full in the face all the time, as it

to surprise her answer.
" No, no, nothing at all," said Iris, startled

and shocked, " except that it goes without

saying we are both of her blood, and in some
physical points— features, tones of voice, tricks

of gesture, we may bear a resemblance to

her, as doubtless we do to each other," added
Iris, seeking to widen the chain of relation-

ship to which she was referring.

" Ah ! I know better," said Marianne,

drawing a long breath. " I am hot-blooded,

impulsive, headstrong, as she has been. I,

too, could be brought to stand at bay, and

to break through every obstacle in the path

of my will. I know I am a weaker woman
than she is, but sometimes I think it is not

only because hers is the stronger nature, but

because I am really like granny, that she

can turn ana twist and make a tool of mc.

I see perfectly well what she is about all the

time, how she is touching every sensitive

spot in my composition, stirring me up and

egging me on to be vain, heartless, and trea-

cherous. But I cannot resist her—I defy

myself to do it. It is the same as bringing

fire to tinder. I kindle up in a blaze in

a moment, and become a puppet to be played

oft" according to her pleasure. It is easy to

guess what you will say, that I can strive

and watch, and pray to hold my own, but

I am afraid I cannot. There is some sym-

pathy between us. No, don't let us speak

of it any longer. Iris, for even to allude to

it in a whisper seems to make it a greater

reality, and to render me more in her power."

This impatient and, as it seemed, cowardly

turning of Marianne's back on a cause for

apprehension, with the avoidance of all

present reflection and future resolution on

the point, was a new practice to Iris Compton.

She had faced each foe that stood in her

path, whether or not she had been worsted

in the contest.

But there was no room at this date for

rational remonstrance with Marianne Dug-

dale. The moment her humour changeil,

which it was apt to do in the twinkling of an

eye, she would put her small hands over her

shell-like ears and call out pettishly she was

not to be preached to, though she had just

challenged and almost solicited the sernoon.

She would prefer to advance partially blind-
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folded to threatened destruction, rather than

endure the sharp pain, acute self-reproach,

and mental trouble of opening her eyes,

counting the cost, and making a determined

stand and an abiding choice as to what was

to be her conduct and fate. At the same
time poor little square-shouldered Marianne
was far less unstable by nature than from
defective training and untoward circum-

stances.

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

October 5th.
Read Isaiah Iviii., and i Corinthians xiii.

T^rE have probably all experienced moods
* * when we feel weary of the endless

warfare of different ecclesiastical parties, and
when we are willing to exchange almost any
form of opinion for some good work accom-
plished, or for some virtue of gentleness or

charity that has been attained. Such moods
often lead us to understand better the real

purpose of religion and to put at their true

value many of the disputes which occupy the

interests of the religious world, but which
are not of the essence of Christianity. We
are then brought to think of the will of the

Master, and of how He must regard the

state of Christendom.

That warfare of some kind should charac-

terize the advance of the kingdom of Christ,

is plainly taught us by Plimself ; but it may
be well to inquire of what nature ought that

warfare to be. When Christ says, " To
him that overcometh will I give to sit on
my throne—even as I overcame, and am
set down of the Father upon His throne,"

we may ask, what is it that He wishes us to

overcome ? What is the contest to which He
calls the Church and the individual ? We
shall this evening consider this question in

reference to Churches.

There can be no doubt as to the inten-

sity of the warfare which has raged within

the Church of God, and which rages at this

moment between the different sections into

which the Church has been divided. With-
out going to other lands we have abundant
proof of this at home. No language can well

exaggerate the keenness with which the strife

of religious parties has been urged in our own
country for centuries. It has not been confined
to a contention between the various denomi-
nations into which the Protestant Church has
been divided. The evil spirit of schism, in

the sense in which St. Paul condemned it,

has frequently been as violent within the same
communion, as against those who do not
belong to it. There can be no doubt as to

the enormous expenditure of energy, learn-

ing, zeal, money, and of temper also on the

part of different factions for the special

dogma, form of worship, or of government
which they have adopted. Sometimes it is

in regard to the polity of the Church, whether

its government should be by bishops or

presbyters, or whether either of these are

necessary; sometimes it is about the relation-

ship of Church and State ; or it is about the

terms of some article in a creed ; or about the

forms and attitudes to be employed in wor-

ship ; or about the use or non-use of a prayer-

book in the Service of the house of God.
And on matters like these we have beheld
not only the community, but even families

split up into bitter sections, and millions of

money spent, and tons of literature dissemi-

nated, in support of the opposing claims. To
such a length has it gone that the interest

with which this clergyman or that, this con-

gregation or that is primarily regarded, refers

not unfrequently to the side which may be
taken by them in some such ephemeral dis-

pute.

Now if this picture is even ai:)proximatcly

true, we may ask whether such points as

these are tlie issues that are at stake wlien

Christ says, " To him that overcometh will

I give to sit with me on my throne." For
consider for a moment the nature of a
contest between Church parties. It is not

a struggle against vice or immorality or

infidelity. It is not a competition in the

attempt to nn'iigate the sufferings of the

poor or the sick. It is as between my under-

standing of a verse of Scripture and yours

;

between the form of Church Service I am
accustomed to and the one you prefer ; or

between perhaps nothing more than the

influences of different associations and pre-

judices. Now, suppose that one party should

be able to outstrip its competitor, and that

one section of the Church should succeed in

eliminating another. Suppose tliat the so-

called " Evangelicals " are able to crush the

so-called "Broad Church," or that the Broad
Churchman vanquishes the " High Church-
man ; " suppose the Dissenter should gain
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his point against the State Churchman, or that

the State Churchman should banish the Dis-
senter from the field ; I ask whether any or
all of these victories can be the kind of
victory that is intended by Christ when He
says, " To him that overcomelh will I give

to sit upon my throne " ? Are not these
various contentions destructive of the true

idea of the Church as a body with many
members and embracing a vast variety of
form and function? Do not tliese absorbing
conflicts present side issues for the zeal of
the Church instead of the aims that are vital ?

For if but a very small ])roportion of the

devotion given to these minor points were
but expended on the moral and ]jhysical

evils which affect society ; if our keenest
anxieties were bestowed on the ignorance
and vice which are degrading vast masses of

the population ; if the miserable houses and
miserable lives which are the disgrace of our
civilisation received but half the attention

now given to our various Shibboleths, then
•we should have some victories for which we
might thank God. But it is the shame of
our Christianity that it has treated duties in

the inverse ratio of their importance. We
can have no doubt as to what the will of

Christ is in regard to the relative importance
of the practical and theoretical. For He
indicates the kind of victory He seeks at our
hands when He says, "Even as I overcame."
The work of Christ was not the promulga-
tion of a series of abstract theological propo-
sitions for the intellectual assent of all men
of all ages. He did not set up any sharply

defined ecclesiastical system to be alone
binding and authoritative for all times and
countries. His contest was essentially with

the evil and suffering of the world. His
victory was that of love sacrificing self for

the good of man. His struggle was against

the sins and sorrows, the passions, hatreds,

class distinctions, and ecclesiastical bigotries

which cursed the time in which He lived.

It was man that He loved and not any
party. It was pride and unlovingness He
opposed and not any sect. It was God
the Father He glorified, and in that great

Name He went forth to win back the lost

children. And it was just such a grand
"enthusiasm of humanity" which gave to

the early Church its victories—an enthusiasm

fired by the belief that man is redeemed,
and burning with the desire to bring all the

healing, love, hope, and courage which the

eternal life and victory of Christ inspired to

bear upon the many-sided wants of society.

And men felt the power of a Church life like

that, which could change poor slaves and the
outcasts of heathen vice into heroic martyrs
and saintly confessors.

Now when we weigh, however casually,
the meaning of all this, does not the eccle-
siastical history of Europe aj^pear in strange
contrast? And iloes not liie possible vic-

tory of one Church party or another in the
many conflicts which at this hour affect

so greatly the interests of Christians seem to
be really quite beside the one question for
the solution of which the Christian Church
exists ?

OCTOnER I2TH.
Read Mienh vi. 1—8, ami i\Iatthew vii. i,i, to end.

_
Last Sunday evening we considered the

kind of victory which Christ seeks His Cliurch
to win. This evening we shall apply the
same principle to the individual Christian.

Wlien we turn from Churches to persons
we find that certain aims are often set

before the mind as being of the essence of
religion, which have only a secondary relation

to it. We may take one or two illustrations

of what is thus meant.
(x.) There is the mistake of the pietist,

who identifies religion with his feelings and
experiences. Salvation is with him security

after death, on account of certain opinions

held by him respecting the atonement of our
blessed Lord ; and as the evidence of these

opinions—or as he terms them, his " faith
"

—being genuine is found by him in the sense

of " peace" which he enjoys, he endeavours
accordingly to maintain a hot-house growth
of certain feelings, on the presence of which
he leans for assurance. Of this character is

the luxurious piety of many useless men and
women, who, if their every-day life be tried

by the standard of the Christian spirit as

revealed in Jesus, painfully surprise us by the

contrast therein presented. For how intoler-

ant and harsh in their judgment of others

are such persons frequently found ! how bitter

in their antipathies and petulant in their

tempers ! They are almost impossible com-
panions for their equals, and exacting towards

their inferiors. The mind of Christ, which

is of the essence of His religion, is not,

therefore, necessarily attained by the pietist

we have described, and to that extent he is

unchristian.

{2.) Of another class is the formalist. Ilis

religion consists in the "soundness" of his

belief in Church or creed, in priest or pres

byter. He attends with regularity and be-

coming reverence upon all the recognised

"duties of religion." He maybe enthusiastic

as to ritual, or keen in its condemnation.
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Nevertheless it would sometimes be difficult

to determine in common life whether the

man is a worshipper of the holy, loving,

pure, self-sacrificing Saviour, or a worshipper

of fashion, social influence, material comfort,

and success, or it may be of Mammon and
of that accustomed " order of things," which

does not disturb the "goods " that he would
" keep in peace."

(3.) Or the religion of another may prac-

tically consist in the interest which attaches

to speculative opinion, to the questions sug-

gested by Reason and Faith, the relation of

Science to Revelation, or to matters of criti-

cism and evidence.

Now, without multiplying instances, it

would be foolish to deny that each of these

types of character presents aspects which are

not without religious value. The region of

feeling and sentiment, the sphere of dogmatic
11 uth or of worship, the outworks of criticism

and evidence, have each an important func-

tion to fulfil in the kingdom of God.
Nevertheless the true conflict of the Chris-

tian soldier, and the victory which is essen-

tially the one that is recognised and crowned
by Christ, belong to a different field and to

another warfare. It is in the sphere of cha-

racter, in the growth and activity of the

Cliristian spirit, that the real conquests of

the Christian are won. Church and dogma
may be closely connected with the quicken-

ing and fostering of that spirit, but if they

produce it not then they fail of the true ends
of religion. We are to overcome even as

Christ overcame, and that must be by living

out the Christ-like character. If that is not

in a measure reached, then no occasional fits

of pious feeling, no degree of faultlessness in

creed or observance, no amount of intellectual

acumen or of " insight " can be taken as a

substitute for the " one thing needful."

Character is the great demand of the gospel,

and to produce it the gospel is the one great

power. It was to make us sons of God,
like Himself, that Christ came, and " If any
man have not the spirit of Christ he is none
of His."

And so when it is asked, What is that which
we are to overcome in order to be set down
with Christ upon His throne ? the answer to

the individual is similar to that which is

given to the Church. It is your own evil

and the evil you are finding in the world
around you that you are to vanquish. It

must therefore be yours to seek after the per-

sonal fruits of the Spirit, such as love, gentle-

ness, considerateness, and peace, and in

doing so to overcome irritability, vanity,

and selfishness. It must be yours also to

endeavour to do good to others, and for that

end to overcome sloth, false delicacy, and
pride. You need not look to the ends of

the earth, or to the world beyond the grave,

for the opportunities of saintship. Every-
day life, your fireside, your business., will

afford ample scope for a noble struggle and
a glorious victory. A man's spiritual foes

are, indeed, most frequently " those of his

own household," discovered in the difficulty

of dealing with the common details of life in

a truly generous, patient, and Christian si:)irit.

And such a victory cannot be gained with-

out Christ. It is the love of Christ which
can alone inspire the desire so to live, and
His grace can alone give the power to live

it. But we must beware of substituting in

the name of Christ a religion which is but
the reflection of our own selfishness and un-

faithfulness. If we are to be " set down by
Christ on His throne " it can only be by
fighting His battle, through sharing His
mind and character, and thus possessing His
joy.

October iqth.

Read Job xxiii., and i Peter i. i—g.

Is it possible to love a person whom we have
never seen, or who has not been seen on earth

for eighteen centuries ? We may admire the

character or writings and rejoice in the noble
histories of the great men of the past, but it

would be an unwarrantable stretch of lan-

guage to assert that we loved Plato or Shake-
speare with such an absorbing passion that it

was the thought of their presence which
cheered us in our sorrows, and the conscious-

ness of their approval which inspired our
virtue. This would be worse than paradoxical.

And yet it is such language as this, used in

the soberest manner, which has expressed the

sentiments of believers towards Jesus Christ,
" Whom having not seen, ye love ; in whom,
though now ye see Him not, yet believing, ye
rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory."

The form of expression used by St. Peter

is suggestive, when he says " in Whom
believing." We do not base the distinction

between believing Christ and believing in

Christ altogether on a verbalism. It rests

on a wider foundation. For there is a
common distinction between believing what
a man says and believing in the man who says

it. In the former sense we may accept the

teaching of Christ and acknowledge the

unapproachable excellence of His doctrine ;

we may also, in a similar sense, believe all

that is said about Christ and of His claims.

But it is a different kind of faith to beheve in
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Him, for it implies a certain experience of His
guidance and grace. Taking a familiar illus-

tration, we may distinguish between the his-

torical fliith of the student who is acquainted

with the life and character of Napoleon, and
who may accept his ideas as authoritative,

from that kind of faith in the man possessed

by the soldiers who fought under his com-
mand. They may have known little of his

policy, but they had the enthusiasm of such

faith in their leader as made them ready

to brave shot and shell in obedience to his

will. This may help us to understand the

character of that glowing faith in Jesus Christ

which transcends belief in a theology and
becomes a transforming power in life and

character. For it is trust in a Person, who is

alive and cares for us, who is our Shepherd,

Saviour, and Friend. It is that which trans-

lates an abstract creed into a commanding
enthusiasm. If it is precious to say," I believe

in the incarnation, or the atonement, or the

resurrection," it seems infinitely more so to

have such abstract doctrines vitalized by
changing the creed into the more personal

one—"I believe in Jesus Christ,who lived and

died and rose again, and is alive for evermore.

Who is now reigning over us and all men, to

Whom I can unburden every desire, and

Whose path I will follow, however dark and
mysterious it may now appear."

And Christian life is more than faith,

** Whom having not seen, ye love," wrote St.

Peter to the believers of the dispersion who,

unlike himself, had never beheld Jesus of

Nazareth. The best test of faith is to

measure the extent to which it has led us

thus to love Christ. When that love comes
in with power it changes our motives and
revolutioniees our aims. Money, pleasure,

position, influence, sit no longer on the

throne. " To us to live is Christ." What-

ever is contrary to His will, will then affect

us as with a shock of pain ; we then instinc-

tively care for the advance of His Kingdom,
and the poor, the ignorant, the suffering, for

whom He died, cannot be treated with

indifference. Such love becomes" our very

nature. It possesses us, it vitalizes our

sympathies, kindles our enthusiasm, con-

secrates our lives. And yet it is all the

while love to a Person whom we have never

seen. The paradox becomes a fact 'of ex-

perience. The invisible Lord is more really

present to the soul that loves Him than

ear^thly father, or mother, or wife, or child.

Some may feel as if all this were a

fanaticism and a dream. They may say,

"No practical man, far less any man of

scientific training, can receive this as TIS

religion. He may confess the exalted morality
and accept the hopes of the gospel, but in

this world of fact, it is impossible to expect
one to have, as the chief motive for all his

conduct, love to Jesus Christ, Who is in^

visible."

One fact howeverwe do know, that when we
turn to the loveliest lives this earth has seen,

to the gentle and wise, the pure and devoted,
the sweet maidens, the manly soldiers and
heroes of the Cross, who have been the very
flower of our humanity, we discover that what
inspired and sustained and sanctified them,
was their love to the invisible Lord. And
this is the secret power which consecrates

the service of every one now, who " counting
not his own life dear to him," labours for

the redemption of humanity from sin and
selfishness to the knowledge and joy of God.
You cannot account for the undying enthu-

siasm of the Church as she sends forth her

labourers into all lands, on any other ground
than unquenchable love to Christ. And in

other spheres we see its power burning with

an intensity still more arresting. So have we
beheld it amid poverty and weakness, and
the agonies of mortal suffering, giving an
intelligent and calm patience, a sense of

strength, and a blessed hope which death

itself could not assail. Love for the unseen

Saviour may be a paradox, but it is also one

of the most potent factors in actual life.

October 26th.

Read Psalm cilv., and Ephesians iii. 8, to end.

The reign of law or universal order implies

a unity of principle so complete that we are

justified in looking for the universal in tlie

particular. It was because he could calcu-

late on the universal applicability of the

principle discovered in a minor incident that

Newton expounded the law which deter-

mines the course of the planets. It is the

security of this method of reasoning which

often makes analogy our sole instrument for

constructing a theory of the next life. We
believe God works on principle ; and when

we have discovered the principle of His

activity in one sphere of interest, we are

emboldened to rise into a survey of other

possible worlds where similar laws prevail.

The permanent facts of ethics or of social

hfe may thus be regarded as indicative

of higher relationships, for a moral instinct

ought to be as sure an index of law as

the swing of a pendulum or the shape of

a rain-drop. Family life, which is the basis
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of social life, is as much a fact of nature, or,

in other words, a principle of God's govern-

ment, as the law of gravitation. The names
parent and child, brother and sister, which

belong to the primary social nucleus, express

principles which widen out into the larger

organisms of city, nation, and race ; so that

in every home we can behold a microcosm,

or little world, governed by laws which
reach to the very throne of God. We feel

warranted to rise from the earthly relation-

ship to the heavenly, and can say with con-

fidence, " Our Father which art in heaven,"

finding in our earthly thoughts of fatherhood

a true prophecy of the eternal. For if these

earthly ties are the work of God they reveal

principles that cannot perish. There is

therefore nothing to startle us in the saying of

St. Paul, " The Father, of whom the whole
family," or rather " every family in heaven
and earth is named."
Two thoughts, among many, are suggested,

(i.) Separation, and (2.) Unity. Some are

in heaven and some on earth, but the whole
belong to the family of Him who is the

one Father.

(i.) There are few families in whose ranks

there are no gaps. Most of us can under-

stand what it means to see places empty, the

occupants having passed " wdthin the veil."

And we still feel bound to them. They are

"our" father or mother, "our" brother or

sister, " my " husband or wife still. And
we believe that they also feel similarly to-

wards us. He who kindled those earthly

aff"ections which have been the source of so

much good, could not have done so merely
to quench them for ever after the few years

of their existence here. We can have no
doubt that they who live still, also love still.

We can therefore feel the beauty of the

phrase, "the whole family in heaven and on
earth." Indeed, as we grow older the family

in heaven seems the more real as well as the

larger. There are many firesides at which
the thoughts of those who are yet seated

round the hearth are more with those who
have entered into their rest than with the

friends, however precious, who remain.

But the sadness of separation is not the

only burden which those who remain have to

carry. There is no one who has deeply
loved another, and who has felt the closeness

of the links which have bound soul to soul,

to whom the fact of being parted does not
suggest other and sometimes most trying

reflections. We cannot but wonder regard-

ing the conditions of the life which is now
theirs. Where are they now? Whart are

they doing ? What are they feeling ? The
mother asks it about the little child which
has been taken from her arms to be educated
in a higher school and under an infinitely

better guidance. The child asks it regard-

ing the parent without whom it once seemed
impossible to live. The husband or wife asks

it about the one who but yesterday shared
their every care. Such thoughts press upon
us whether we will it or not. In vain do we
cry to our beloved ones for an answer to our
questionings—" Do you ever think of us

now? Do you love us still as you loved us

then?" All is indeed terribly silent. Cus-
tom and time may with their healing ministry

deaden the first keenness of our sufferings,

and may even lend a placid and chastened
grace to the sadness they conceal but cannot
cure. And yet the gaps are there, and the

old mystery still lingers beside the grave.

(2.) But, thank God, there is another side

presented, when we read of unbroken unity

in the words, "The whole family in heaven
and on earth." If there is separation, there

is continuity. And this unity is based on
His own eternal Fatherhood. Every family

on earth has been constituted in virtue of

that great name " Father," with which we call

upon God as the source of all our blessed-

ness. And that name is the foundation on
which we build our hopes of the continuance

of the same blessedness for ever. For if it is

God who has made the earthly home so pre-

cious, and given to the parent the cliild that

nestles in the breast, and given to the child

the parent who is its gentle protector; if it is

He who has inspired the love which unites the

members of the family here in ties that death

cannot sever : we may rest assured that all

which belongs to the unseen worlc] will be in

harmony with what He has thus bestowed in

this present world—which is God's world as

truly as that other that we call heaven.

And so it is that tlie earthly names which
are so dear ought to lead us up to that one
Name, from which they derive their signifi-

cance, and as we say " Father " we can rest

in peace as to all else. For it is the same
Hand which guides us here that is guiding

them there, who have gone from us. It is

the same loving and wise Will which gives us

our good things richly to enjoy, that is sus-

taining and meeting in higher and richer

ways the wants of those who have entered on
a far gra»ider range of existence. If there is

separation, there is also unity—perfect unity

—for every family in heaven and on earth is

named after the one Father, and all rest

equally on the same good and perfect Will.
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BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

By M. LIXSKILL.
Author of "Cleteden," " Hagar," "RonF.in- Holt's Illusion," etc.

CHAPTER LX. A VESPER DELL.

GENERAL sympathy is apt to be a very

disproportionate and unreasoning thing;

but all the same we acknowledge it to be

priceless when we need either its condolence

or its congratulation. Whether a great joy be

yours or a great sorrow, you shall find your

heart expanding to a general and genial fellow-

feeling if the felicity be yours to win the same.

Not only in the wide district known as

LIurk-Marishes, but far beyond, the know-

ledge that the master of Usselby was laid

low by sickness awoke a spontaneous and

intensely anxious interest—an interest that

seemed almost unaccountable on the surface

of it. It was hardly more than a year since

he had come to settle in the neighbourhood,

and he had not made himself especially

prominent in any way. It might truly be

said of him that if his right hand had done

any good his left hand was unaware of it.

What is that subtle sign by which souls

recognise their peers ? What is that strange

personal attraction which is so much move

than personal? What is there in the com-

plex depths of human character, human
nature, that betrays, without word or deed,

the elevation of soul which is the habitual

breath, of this man's life or of that? All

against our will we are reduced to the con-

fession of Shakespeare's Lucretia :

" I think him so, because I think him so."

Though the December days were bright

and keen, they yet dragged heavily at Nether-

bank. Noel Bartholomew was working per-

sistently ; not all his wearing anxiety for his

friend might stay him from working. It was

as if he were impelled by some motive out-

side his own consciousness. Not till the

last hour of sufficient light had gone by did he

lay aside his palette, and make his way rapidly

over the bleak, lone heights of Langbarugh

Moor to Usselby. He might not enter

—

Dr. Armitage had forbidden that ; but the

daily message was something—whether it

came from Mr. Severne or from George Kirk-

oswald himself, it was something. Oftenest

it came from the latter, and then the painter's

heart was made glad, and the gladness passed

from him to another heart. Frequently Gene-

vieve stood on the edge of the moor above

the house while her father was making his

inquiries, waiting there patiently, watching

XXV—SI

the dim window whc/c tlic light burned, and
watching prayerfully. Had not her cross its

inscription ? " Be not afraid !

"

But the days were fast coming when her

faith's whole strength was to be tested. The
crisis was at hand. Dr. Armitage rede to

Usselby three times daily, and three times

daily his words went abroad over the country-

side. They amounted to the same each time

:

"The crisis is at hand; a few days, a few

hours may decide."

"Decide what? His life or death, and
my life or death ?" Genevieve said to herself

passionately when the words were repeated

to her. "If he die his death will be at my
door, and I cannot know it and live. There
will be a curse upon my forehead ; his voice

will cry from the ground, and from the heaven

above me there will come the cry, 'What hast

thou done ? '

"

What had she done ?

Her mental attitude on that evening after

her return from Yarrell was a surprise, a

mystery to herself even yet. The develoj)-

ment of a new phase of her own character

had astonished her, and that that phase

should have been one of scorn and hardness

was surely sufficient for a pain. It seemed

now as if nothing could ever wholly do away

with the recollections of that evening's bitter-

ness. If the wound were healed ever so

happily, would not the scars remain ? Sup-

posing this crisis passed, and passed as she

hoped and prayed, then would there nc/t

still be a certain aloofness, born of the fear

of recurrence, to be dreaded ? Was a restored

love, a restored friendship, ever (juite the

same as one that had needed no restoring?

These were no idle questions.

" Forgiveness may be spoken with the ton^e,
Forgiveness may be written with the pen,"

and the forgiveness may be full and precious,

even sweet—sweet in the memory for ever-

more. But behind there will lie that other

memory, tiie memory of the thing that made
forgiveness necessary. It is not in human
power to erase the heart's records, and the

wise man prays unceasingly that the records

of no heart may be the darker for any word

or deed of his.

It had, of course, been impossible for

Genevieve to go to Havilands. She was

sorrv, and Mrs. Wintcrford was sorry; but it

might not be. There were other reasons

besides the illness of George Kirkoswald.
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No letter had come from Mr. Montacute.

Bartholomew had heard incidentally that

Mr. Witherby, the artist who was to come
from York, had not been able to come at

the appointed time ; but he had promised to

give his opinion soon after Christmas. It

was Christmas now. Christmas Day was

over, gone by in a gloom and suspense that

cast its shadow over the neighbourhood. But

Bartholomew was not feeling impatient for

Mr. Witherby's decision. He was trying not

to think of the matter at all. It could only

be pain, excessive pain, excessive humilia-

tion ; but something might be taken from

his pain, or something might be added to it,

and it was in the nature of the man to dread

the latter with a shrinking, unrelieved, and
daily-growing dread.

Yet he suffered his dread in unbroken

silence, in perfect-seeming calmness. His
devotion to his work accounted in part for

his power to control all outward manifesta-

tion of inward discomposure. The "/Enone"
was finished at last, and downcast though

the man might be, he could not resist the

thrill of satisfaction that came to him one

morning when he drew the curtain aside after

refraining resolutely from doing so for some
days. His satisfaction was of a curious and
mingled kind. It was all but impersonal.

That a thing of beauty had been created to

be a joy for ever was more to him than the

fact that he had created it. That wan, sweet,

uplifted face, sorrowful with a touching and
lonely sorrow, suggestive with an infinite

suggestiveness, would utter things too deep
for words when the hand that had painted it

was at rest for evermore. That the picture

—though it was not faultless—was yet a

noble and impressive picture he could not

fail to see. The perfect colouring, tender

and delicate and pure ; the fine modelling
;

the exquisite gradations of tone, the graceful

importance of the composition were not

things that a man might achieve, remaining

ignorant of his achievement. Yet no touch

of pride rnarred his emotion, and the glow of

gladness was but a transitory thing. Inevit-

ably reaction set in, and sadness came down,
brooding like a mist athwart the face and
figure of the golden-haired and beautiful-

browed ''^none."
A day or two later he stood before his

completed "Judas." This also -was a full-

length figure, standing
'•' Beneath the olive's moon-pierced shade,"

not far from the place where his Master was
even then kneeling in that last agony in the

garden.

On the face of the Judas also there was an
agony; though the kiss was not yet given,

there was agony, an agony of doubt, of

temptation, that was all but overwhelming.
The price—the thirty pieces of silver—was
in his hand ; but he had not yet earned his

price. He had yet to earn it, this he knew,
and of this knowledge was born the anguisk
on his face, an anguish that a man might be
constrained to pity though he might never
pardon the pitiless deed that came of that

deliberation. The picture was powerful, fas-

cinating rather than beautiful. The pale,

intellectual, inscrutable face was a face to

haunt you in any hour of life when you might
be open to opposing influences. Yet, though
it haunted you to torture, you would be con-

scious of yearning toward it, yearning to save
the man from himself, from the aftermatli ot

his own traitorous deed. Having once seen

Bartholomew's Judas, you never forgot that

the man who betrayed his Master had im-

mediately found his remorse to be greater

than he could bear. . . . Not every traitor

has the grace to go out and hang himself.

There were a few touches to be put to the

Sir Galahad. This was only a head on a

canvas some thirty inches square. So much
of the " mortal armour " as was visible, had
been carefully copied from an antique corse-

let that adorned the studio. The bronze

casque was thrown into relief by a back-

ground of greenish-grey, deepening in tone

as it neared the bottom of the canvas. The
uplifted face was of a clear, soft brownness
that added immensely to the vivid, lilelike

effect of the picture. It was hardly more
than a portrait ; but it was, of course, an
idealised portrait. The blue eyes were a little

less blue than Mr. Severne's eyes, but the

expression was his—his in his highest and
gravest moments. The light brown mous-
tache was there, half-concealing a mouth
that was always pathetic when the face was
in repose. The painter had made it touch-

ingly pathetic; and the spirituality of the

picture was as the spirituality of the poem, a

thing to move a man against his coldest and
earthiest will.

Bartholomew was sitting before it, looking

into it, passing the points of his brushes

between his fingers listlessly.

" Shall you finish it to-day, father ?

"

Genevieve asked.
" I don't know, dear, ... I don't feel

like touching it."

It was the last day of the old year, and it

had a sadness not all its own for the artist

and his daughter. Dr. Armitage had pro-
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mised to come round by Netherbank on his

return from his first visit to Usselby ; he had
not come yet, and the suspense was growing

as the moments went on. The doctor had
thought it quite probable that he might have
something decisive to say ; but he had given

no opinion as to the nature of that decisive-

ness. He had tried to make his manner as

neutral as his words ; but he had not suc-

ceeded in this. We always know more than

we discern ; and it seemed to Genevieve

that she already heard him pronouncing that

last fatal sentence that he would pronounce

so clearly, so straightforwardly, and yet with

such undertones of sympathy. These under-

tones had been there all through for her.

Once, meeting Dr. Armitage in the lane

whilst her eyes were still wet with the fruitless

tears, she had urged in wild abandonment

—

" Make him well again, Dr. Armitage.

Save him, for my sake, save him !

"

And she would never forget the tones in

which the answer came

—

"I wish I could ! I wish I could promise

you. But believe that I will do my best."

He always did his best, and he always

knew when others did their best, and gave

them credit for it generously.
" If ]\Ir. Kirkoswald recovers, as I trust he

will," he said one evening, "his recovery will

be largely due to Mr. Severne's nursing ; I

may say to his devotion. I have not

often seen anything like it. He seems able

to do without sleep for a quite unlimited

period."

The morning wore on ; and about noon
the weather changed. The sky darkened

suddenly, the wind rose, showers of biting

sleet came driving up from the north-east.

Work had not seemed possible before, and it

was less possible now.
" I will go up to Usselby," Bartholomew

said. *' I must go. I cannot endure this

any longer."
" You will let me go with you ? " Gene-

vieve said, pleadingly.
" In this storm, my child, and with that

thin white face ? It is out of the question.

But trust me. I will not keep you in sus-

pense one moment longer than is inevitable.

Be quiet, little one ; be good, as good and

quiet as you have been all through."
" Tell me honestly what you are thinking

now, my father ?
"

" You will beheve in my honesty ?
"

" To the last letter."

" Then during the past hour I have been

possessed by a hopefulness for which I cannot

account. It seems like vision, like sight.

Scenes come before me, and stay, and George
is in them always."

The sleety hail was rattling upon the win-
dows when he went out ; the trees were toss-

ing against a dark sky that broke here and
there, letting tlirougli a cold steely glare that

was worse than the darkness. All the way
across Langbarugh Moor he had to contend
against tlie bitter weather that had come to

rave about the last hours of the dying year.

Old Jael answered his muflled knock.
" T' doctor's here," she said. " He's been
here all t' dairy; an' there's noii chatinge,

not yet. But there'll be chaiinge afore long,

Ah reckon. T' fever's aboot as high as it

can be ; an' he's been wanderin' all t' neet

—

wanderin' on aboot you an' miss, for t' most
part; an' thinkin' he heerd her singin'. Ah
guess 'twas another sort o' singin' he heerd,

and it made me shiver when he talked on it.

I've heerd it mysel' i' this hoose afore to-

daay, and it bodes noa good. There's alius

somebody lies a dark dyke to wade after it."

The old woman spoke in hard tones and
with dry eyes ; but the drawn lines about

her mouth, the hollow in her furrowed cheeks

had only come there lately. There is a dif-

ferent grief to each of us, and misapprehen-

sion is easy.

They were standing at the door, a little

sheltered by the projecting archway.
" I suppose I may not come in, since Dr.

Arrnitaafe is aa;ainstit?" Bartholomew said.

" But if change is imminent I cannot go back

yet awhile."
" There's t' greenhoose doon at t' bottom

o' t' garden," Jael said. " It's nobbut a little

spot, an' it's cram full o' new plants ; but

it's warm. Ben's doon there potterin' aboot

efter t' fire noo. Ya mud stop m there a bit."

Bartholomew sauntered up and down rather

disconsolately amongst the unarranged plants.

It was a dismal little place at present ; still,

silent, oppressive. The dark clouds went on

gathering ; the night was coming down.

Patience was not difficult, but it was ap-

palling. The hopeful visions had deserted

him. There were voices in the gusty wind

that went shivering and wuthering by. Great

cold rain-drops began to fall upon the

glass relentlessly. Then, after two hours of

dreary waiting, there was a welcome sound

of footsteps ui)on the gravel path, . . . Was
it welcome ?

It was Dr. Armitage who opened the door.

" This is lively !
" he said in cheerful tones as

he came into the dim silent little spot.

" Where are you } Oh, there ! . . . No,

don't thank me." Bartholomew was shaking
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hands with him. " Thank God !
" he was

saying, " and thank jw/ for all that you have

done." The doctor had said no word of

Kirkoswald yet, but his tone had told nearly

all that might be told. " Small thanks are

due to me,"' he replied. " Vou will have to

thank that young curate i'S much for his

obedience to orders as anything. But come
away out of this. I have my cart here. I

shall be glad of your company home."
" And the danger is over ?

"

" The danger is over. My patient is

asleep ; and the fever has subsided rapidly.

... If all goes well he will be as hungry as

a hunter by this time to-morrow."

There was a white figure standing watching

by the stile when the doctor's dog-cart began

to descend the road that led down from the

moor ; but the figure fled swiftly, hearing

voices on the wind. Genevieve knew that

it was her father and Dr. Armitage who were

coming down together ; but she could not

wait there for the news they might be bring-

ing. " Is it life ? Is it, is it death ? " she

said half-audibly, standing in the firelight with

clasped hands and bowed head. She was
trembling violently when her father came
in ; her eyes were looking out toward him
eagerly, wildly, almost uncomprehendingly;

her strength was gone. She put out her two

hands, and fell into his arms with a cry.

"Tell me the worst, my father."

Then he kissed her, again and again he

kissed her.

" There is no worst, my darling. There
is no worst; . . . God has been very good."

* *

There is no thankfulness like the thank-

fulness of relief. There is no quiet like the

quiet that comes when long and intense

anxiety is at an end, and the end is the end

we have wished and prayed for.

Both Bartholomew and his daughter had
had more of dread and less of hope than

they quite knew. We never do know the

full depths of a suspense until the end of

suspense has declared itself, and upon no
man does the shock of the worst come so

hardly as upon him who has believed himself

prepared to face it.

As life passes on, the great deliverances

are received more and more quietly, more
and more with hidden, abiding gratitude. It

is the unworn, the untried who are overjoyed,

and who hold that the terror that is past can

have none like to it. Every spring prepares

for winter ; and though each calamity has

its limit, you shall not discern how near the

boundary of the next calamity lies to this.

Next day, New Year's Day it was, Noel
Bartholomew went up once more across the

moor and through the tossing pinewoods.
He was alone again, the day being too cold
and threatening to admit of his having the

satisfaction of his daughter's company. He
had promised that he would go back again

as quickly as possible.
" I have only come up to wish Mr.

Kirkoswald a happy New Year," he said to

Jael. " And, of course, my good wishes

include Mr. Severne. . . . You will tell them
both ?

"

" Ay, Ah'U tell 'em noo," said Jael, more
gratified than she was able to show. " Ah'U
tell 'em noo. Mebbe he'll send ya a word or

two back. He's as peart ''' as owt."
" He," of course, was always her master;

but her master was asleep just now ; and the

message that came was written on a slip of

paper by the patient watcher who was still at

George Kirkosvvald's bedside.
" Thank you very much," Sir Galahad

said, " and I know I may send Mr. Kirk-

oswald's thanks as well as mine ; and his

best wishes for the New Year. I seem to

feel sure that it will be a happy year for all

of us. I never felt sure in this way before.

. . . Please tell Miss Bartholomew, with my
kind regards, that Mr. Kirkoswald is doing

as well as possible—Dr. Armitage says so.

I am wondering if I shall get down to church

for the Epiphany. I should so much like to

offer the Thanksgiving myself, and to offer it

on that day."

So Ernest Severne wrote, not dreaming
that when the day of light came he would be
at the Rectory, lying there in the stillness

and darkness of his own room, stricken with

fever, sorely stricken
;
yet—so far—as fully

conscious as he was wholly undismayed.
The stroke had seemed to fall suddenly.

No one had noticed any change in him, not

even George Kirkoswald, whose deep grati-

tude was growing with every hour of his con-

valescence. More than gratitude was grow-

ing. That indefinite charm of mingled
boyishness and goodness, and simplicity and
self-abnegation which had won the young
curate friends everywhere, had won for him
all the affectionate regard that was needful

for the foundation of a strong and lasting

friendship between himself and Kirkoswald.

It was a friendship that was in its earliest

stage as yet.

" I only know that there is something I

want to keep alive, something I dread to

lose," George said two or three days after

* Peart = alert, lively.
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the critical moment of his own ilhiess had
gone by. And less than an hour after he
had so said he perceived to his utter dismay
that Mr. Severne was lying back in the big

arm-chair that he used always, pallid, faint,

and only half conscious. Jael came quickly.

Ben saddled his master's horse and went
hurrying down in the dim evening light for

Dr. Armitage. The doctor saw at a glance
how it was. The faintness was over, and the

shivering fit that had followed was over, but
other signs were written only too plainly.

He knew it all himself; he had seen too
many fever cases of late not to know,

" I am not afraid," he said, " and the

Canon is not afraid ; so you will let me go
home—to the Rectory, I mean, now while I

may go." And though Dr. Armitage objected,

and George Kirkoswald besought him to

remain, he went on pleading. " Let me go
home to my own room. I do not wish to

seem obstinate ; but please let me go home !

"

And so when the morning came he was
taken to the Rectory, back to his own sombre
room, that was all hung with dark blue, and
where all his own small treasures had been
arranged to his satisfaction. The two narrow
windows looked northward. The sun was
shining on the paddock below when he went
in ; the shadows of the leafless trees stirreil

on the grass, birds were piping cheerily.

" This is good," he said, his parched lips

parting into a smile. " This is good. I have
always said the birds in the Rectory trees

sang more sweetly than any other birds. I

wanted to hear them. I wanted to see the

field with the sunshine on it again. . . . Now
I have all I wanted : it is very good."

For a day or two Dr. Armitage hoped that

his first impression had been a mistaken one.

The young man lay so calm, so still, and
bore the pain and the strong thirst that was
upon him so uncomplainingly, that his nervous

system was quieter far than George Kirk-

oswald's had been ; and this gave a better

chance, and offered a straw for hopefulness

to catch. But it was no more than a straw
;

to be utterly consumed in that dread fever-

flame that was burning away the youth's life

so quickly—so quickly and yet so quietly, so

silently.

Unfortunately, his mother, who was a

widow, had gone abroad, and had taken her

two daughters with her. They had been at

Nice, at JNIontpellier; then Mrs. Severne had
written a hasty note saying, that having met
some friends they were going over the Pyre-

nees into Spain. She would write again, she

had said ; but no other letter had come yet.

So it was that just at that moment Mr.
Severne was hardly sure of their exact where-
abouts. Letters were written, telegrams scut,

but no answer came.
There was no lack of nurses : half-a-dozen

women out of the little hamlet volunteered to

come, and two were chosen ; but the Canon
seldom left the bedside except when duty
called him away. Tiie old man sat there, or

knelt there by day and by night. If [)rayer

might avail prayer should not be wanting
;

but every plea was ended as the Master
ended His :

—

" Not my will, but thine."

Delirium set in fitfully at first ; conscious-
ness came flickeringly between : one merged
into the other in strange and unaccountable
ways.

" Do you know me, Ernest ? " the Canon
said to him in the evening of the day he had
desired to keep as a day of thanksgiving for

the recovery of another. A little while before

he had not known the face that was bent

over him so anxiously ; but now a calmer
mood had come, and the Canon was fain to

speak a little while he might. " Do you
know me, my son?" he asked, with pale,

patient lips, and eyes dim with watching.

And the younger man smiled, putting out lus

hand.
" We shall always know each other," he

said. " And I think I shall find and know
your other son—we shall wait for you
together."

*

" You will not have long to wait," the old

man rejoined with the calmness of one who
trusts death for all that life has denied.

" No ; I think it will not be long. . . .

When I say ' good-bye ' to you I shall say it

as s/ie said it, only for this present. You will

see her. . . . You will tell her I did not

forget ?

"

'" Genevieve ?—Yes ; I will tell her," the

Canon said, still holding the hot hands in his

own cool palm. " She was here to-day with

her father—I would not let them come in
;

but I saw them for a moment, and 1 had to

turn the child away from- the door with her

eyes full of tears."

" Tears !
" said Sir Galahad, with the old

look of wonder coming into his round blue

eyes. " Why should she cry ? Why should

it be sorrow ? Oh ! tell her—tell them all

that death is not sorrowful. . . . Why have

we made it so ? Why do people think of it

with dread, when it is so beautiful, so fair, so

calm a thing? . . . Three nights ago I heard

the wings of the x\ngel of Death auout my
bed, rushing with tlie rhythm and sweep of
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music ; and there was a Face I could not see,

and a Voice I could not hear—not clearly.

. . . But when the time comes I shall see

plainly, and the Voice will speak distinctly,

and I shall go

—

I shall go with Him. Can
you think that is a sorrow ?

"

The Canon's lips trembled as he spoke

—

" It does not seem sorrowful to me," he

said, " But I am old, and full of years ; and

I shall be glad to be at rest. . . . But

you. . .
."

" Does it take years to make one weary ?

I have been weary a long time ; and I have

wished for rest a long time. Now I am going

where there will be no more weariness."

Then the blue eyes closed as if in sleep

for a little while, but the lips went on mur-

muring half unconsciously at intervals.

" You will tell her," he said. " You will

tell her about the lilies. I planted them for

her; they are in the shrubbery, down where
the larkspurs grow. When they are in bloom
she will come and gather them, and take

them home. Tell her I would have taken

them. I meant to take them to her. I

planted them all for her. And there are

some lilies-of-the-valley, too. Roses of

Sharon and lilies-of-the-valley. ... A fountain

of gardens, a well of living waters, and streams

from Lebanon. . , . Awake! O north wind,

and come, thou south, and blow upon my
garden

!

"

And still the fever increased, and delirium

increased with it, but the visions were the

same, the same peace was in them, the same
simple, spiritual beauty.

And on to the end it was the same. Not
once might fear touch him ; not once might

dismay enter into him.

Though the Valley of the Shadow of

Death be dark, if He walk with us there, in

Whose Right Hand are the morning stars

that sing together, and in Whose Eyes is the

radiance of that love that led to the Cross

and the grave, we shall not fear the dark-

ness.

It was midnight when the Bridegroom
came. He came with seeming suddenness.
There was no one there but Canon Gabriel.

The old man knelt, holding the still hands
in his, praying, listening, watching.

" There is the bell ior evening service,"

the dying lips said quietly. ... I must go
now. ... I am glad I have a clean surplice.

I will rise and go . . .
."

CHAPTER LXI.—SAPPHIRES AND AGATES.

Though it was winter time it seemed as

if all nature lent itself to the peace, the calm,

the beauty that gathered about the new-
made grave in the churchyard by the
Rectory.

On the very day when it was made the
widowed mother came and stood there with
new tears on her face, and hopes in her
heart newly dead. Her daughters were near
her to comfort her; and she knew that other

sons in other lands sorrowed with her, and
for her. Yet, though these were left, her

tears went on flowing for the one who was
taken, the one who was the youngest of them
all, and whose life had seemed fullest of fair

and high promise.

There was comfort in Canon Gabriel's

presence, comfort, and healing and peace.

"I cannot feel as if he were dead," the old

man said in his gentle sympathetic way,
walking up and down with Mrs. Severne
over the green turf at the bottom of the

churchyard. There was a little stream run-

ning by ; a bold, bright-eyed robin was chirp-

ing on the briar-sprays that swept the water

;

a blackbird piped his short winter note in

the boughs of a tall alder-tree ; the bushes of

rosemary in the graveyard were fresh and
green ; the golden yews were tinted with

russet red. There was life everywhere, and
promise of life to be.

" This is nature's sleep," the Canon said,

" and his sleep is like to it. There is no
violent break in the passing year. There is

change, but there is also visible continuity.

The night of death, such death as his, is but
as the summer night when the sun scarce

dips below the horizon for an hour. When
the sunset ended, and when the sunrise

began, you shall hardly know though you
watch ever so closely."

When Mrs. Severne- went away she took
with her, to her great consolation, the por-

trait of her son that Mr. Bartholomew had
painted. It was a gift from George Kirkos-

wald, and the Canon added another small

gift ; the latter was a piece of folded paper.
" It is only an old man's thought done

into words," he said ; " but it is one that

may soothe you a little when the privilege of

trying to do so is mine no longer."

The thought had come in the silence of

the night. It was meant for no eye but hers;

yet if it have comfort for any other it may be
written here.

"In Memoriam.

"E. S.

" Yea, weep for awhile, let the hot, slow tears fall sadly.
Since Jesus wept by the grave where Lazarus lay

;

For now by a new-made grave stand many weeping—

,

Hush ! let us grieve ; speak not of solace to-day.
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" When the time to be healed shall come wc will not refuse
healing,

Gently, and sweetly, shall memorj' come to us then,
Bearing: with hands wide-folded the fragrant amaranth,
Flowerets of deeds done never for praise of men.

" Fair white roses of love, and balms of compassion.
Tendrils of pity that clung to the homeless and poor,

Violets of graceiul liumility, seeking tlie shadow.
Passion-flowers plucked from the Cross whore he learnt

to enUure.

" We will lovingly whisper of deeds done in secret and
silence.

Of wretchedness sought in the haunts where the wretched
hide.

Of sorrow relieved, of sorrow foreseen and averted,
Of Christ-like sympathj-, ceaseless, and priceless, and

wide.

" Beauteous his life was, and beauteous too was the passing
From life that now is to the life that for ever shall be

;

We mourn him, they welcome, the angels who dwell in that
City,

And sing to the sound of the harp by the crystal sea."

It was some days before the Canon was
able to go over to Netherbank, The bright

cahii weather hngered on ; a daisy or two
studded the hedgerows ; the catkins on the

akler-trees turned to purple in the sun ; the

pale heads of last year's grasses were bowed
gracefully; the red oak-leaves rustled and
whispered together. Were they whispering

sympathy? There was a smile on the face

of the old man when he went into the studio

down the orchard. And there was change
in his voice too. Who does not know that

strange touching intonation that comes into

voices that have been silenced by bereave-

ment? The unspoken words vibrate through

the spoken ones ; other meanings flash across

the commonplace thing that is uttered.
" Dr. Armitage gave me permission to

come ; he thought that it would be better

than your coming to me," the old man said,

taking the chair that Genevieve placed for

him by the fire. Here was all the old sweet

life again, with all its old daintiness, its old

homeliness. Sorrows had come and gone;
and changes and chances had happened

;

but the changes had changed nothing. Gene-
vieve's soft subdued smile, the pretty pink

flush of pleasure that had come with the

Canon's coming, and her great crown of

shining golden hair seemed to take all the

idea of mournfulness from her black dress.

" There are so many things I want to know,"

the Canon went on, " so many things I want

to say, that I could not keep away any longer

than I was compelled. And first of all I

want to know about Mr. Kirkoswald. The
doctor's bulktins perplex me."

*• You know that the worst is over ?

"

Bartholomew said.

" Yes ; I know so much as that ; but I

also gather that his recovery is slow and

disa):ipointing."
*' Do you wonder that it should be so ?

"

the artist asked. " Do you think it has been
no shock to him, this terrible sequence to
his own illness ? I have not seen him ; but
I can well understand that his trouble is

very great."

" You think it is that, then, that hinders
his convalescence?"

" I fear so."
'• Then I shall ask Dr. Armitage if I may

not go to Usselby to-morrow. 1 have mes-
sages that can Jiardly fail to be messages of
peace," said the Canon, with the gentle smile
coming over his beautiful face again. . . .

" But why do you say ' terrible ?
' ri;cre has

been no terror. There is none now."
Bartholomew paused. " I suppose I used

the word thoughtlessly," he said, '* since the
terribleness that may undoubtedly be con-
nected with the idea of death has never
rooted itself as an impression in my mind.
I will not say that I have not known dread

;

but I think it is certainly true that God
permits the fear of death when it is intended
that a man should live, and takes it away
when it is intended that he shall die."

" You speak as if it were going from your-
self?"

" It has gone."

Genevieve laid her hand on her father's

arm, and looked into his eyes. There was
only affection there, and patient endurance,

and a quiet light lighting these to new
beauty.

" I will not say I long for death," the

artist went on. "There are many reasons

why I should not desire it yet. But since

—

since that morning the idea of it has been
very present with me. And, like all ideas

that remain persistently, it has grown and
widened within me till it fills a large space."

" Is it the idea of death that has so

widened?" the Canon asked; "oris it the

idea of what is beyond ?
"

" Mainly of what is beyond. The passing

is a mere falling asleep. We die daily.

Sleep is as mysterious as death. I do not

say that death is not mysterious; the life

after death is more full of mystery still ; and

no new ray of light is ever thrown there. But

I think that since we human beings have

done much by our dark and ignorant con-

ceptions to invest the life to come with human
alarms and misgivings, it is only fitting that

we should now try to disencumber the spiri-

tual ground of the old tangled overgrowths

of childish terrorism, and low speculative

ideas of the vengeance of a God whose wrath

has been preached to us till we cannot, dare

not, grasp the thesis of His love. Putting
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aside for the moment the accepted views of

the sure and certain hope of the Christian

creed, I think that the merest gHmpse into

the vastnesses of the universal order of things

assures to us a wider—and if I may say it

—

a more attractive and congenial futurity than

most theologians venture to promise us. To
the ordinary human mind the contemplation

of such beatitude as that set before us in the

Apocalypse is not—let me confess it—made
without a certain shrinking, a certain awe, a

certain sense of the overwhelmingness of that

perpetual spiritual altitude to be maintained

beyond the gates of pearl. There are men
and women, and these not the worst, who
are daunted rather than drawn, dismayed

rather than encouraged ; and it seems to me
that so long as humanity is human that abso-

lute transformation will be yearned for only

by the few."
" Only by the few," said Canon Gabriel

with a sudden light and comprehension.
" Many are called, but only the few enter

into that inner court of the Kingdom of

Heaven where they rest not day nor night

from adoration."

"And you think there may be outer

courts ?
"

" I am assured that there are many, many
mansions ; and I am assured that one star

differeth from another star in glory. ... I

fear there has been, as you say, a good deal

of mistaken conception as regards the future

life ; doubdess it yet exists ; and though all

controversy on the subject must end pretty

nearly where it began, something certainly

might be done to put new life into ideas so

overlaid by the old conventional phrases as

to have lost all semblance of vigour and
truth."

" I have suffered from those phrases all

my life," said Bartholomew ; " my soul's

health has suffered ; and I believe that

millions of people, if they would confess the

truth, would admit the same. It is even so

with many texts of tlie Scripture itself. They
have been repeated so often, and in such
mindless, reckless ways, that they have come
to have no meaning in them."

"Yes," said tl>e Canon. "I have often

wondered what exactly is the nature of the
comfort derived by many people from the
magnificent declaration

—

' We know that when He shall appear, we shall be
like Him.'

Which of us has the joy in that that he might
have ? Which of us remembers that to be

—

humanly speaking—as we believe Christ to

be now, will be to have not only a spirit, a
distinct individual spirit of one's own, but
also an intellect, with all the known attri-

butes of intellectual knowledge, and desire for

knowledge ; thought, and power to use
thought ; will, and power to exercise will

;

affection, and desire to expend and receive

affection ; and all these increased and height-

ened to a degree we do not dream of here.

And could any one for a moment imagine it

possible that a being so endowed with the

powers of life would have no social and intel-

lectual life to put such powers into requisi-

tion? Is it conceivable that no services

save services of song would be demanded of

him ? Growth and advancement and achieve-

ment will surely be expected of us there, as

here ; and these things mean effort and ac~

tion, and response to ever-increasing depths

and heights of Divine influence. ... It hath

not entered into the heart of man, that full

conception of what will be, it can never enter

here, but assuredly we might open our minds,

and not be afraid to open them to such con-

ceptions as even human reason may attain

by the light of the Spirit, and reverent effort

to arrive at the truer and fuller meaning of

such revelation as has been made. It is

within the grasp of the least vivid under-

standing to believe that

—

' There shall never be one lost good! What was, shall live as
before

;

The evil is null, is nought, is silence implying sound
;

What was good, shall be good, with, for evil, so much good
more :

On the earth the broken arcs; in the heaven a perfect
round,

' All we have willed or hoped or dreamed of good, shall exist

;

Not its semblance, but itself; no beauty, nor good, nor
power.

Whose voice has gone forth, but each survives for the melo-
dist

When eternity affirms the conception of an hour.' "

Genevieve was listening, thinking. It was
becoming easier to recognise the fact that

that other world, that other life, was only a

continuance of this. He who had so recently

gone had just slipped quietly and peacefully

away, as some people like to do when they

are going on a journey. " If he were to

come back again, ' I should not feel it to be

strange,' " she said to herself. She was sor-

rowing with a deep and silent sorrow, know-

ing that she had lost that rare possession, a

true and faithful and loyal friend. His face

came before her always just as she had seen

it last when he stood in the light that fell

from the cottage window. If she stood on

the steps in the evening now she could always

see it there. If she spoke, she felt he heard.

It was impossible not to see that there had

been sacrifice, wiUing, loving, ready sacrifice.
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He had given all that a man may give—his

life—and he had laid it down for his friend,

for his two friends. " It was as much for

my sake as for yours, George," she said, "for

yours as much as for mine." It was in the

silence and loneliness of the night that she
spoke to herself. Life was very lonely now,
very full of negations and misgivings. Only
hope remained, vibrating through the days,

running in and out like a silken thread of

blue all across the grey web that Fate was
weaving. The next shuttle might be filled

with strands of gold and silver; the pattern

might be changed to a shining arabesque of

fruits and flowers. It is good sometimes to

think what may be. It is never good to

refuse to see aught but ill. The fearful are

seldom brave, seldom patient. Hope is the

very centre and mainspring of long-suffer-

ance. No beatitude was pronounced to the

despairing.

CHAPTER LXII.- I HAVE DARED AND DONE.
SO NOW I WILL TRY TO SLEEP.

Genevieve's hope was not deferred to the

point of heart-sickness. As the clear, cold

January days went on, the messages from
Usselby became more and more buoyant and
gladdening. George was able to sit up all

day ; to read for hours at a time ; to write

letters. With the first mild February morn-
ing came the news that Dr. Armitage had
said that his patient would be out on the

moors before the end of another week.

Netherbank was not far from the moors.
Let but a few more weeks pass, and the

wild cherry would be in bloom, and the crab

apple-trees, and Birkrigg Gill would be ankle-

deep with wild-flowers again ; and musical
with birds as wild as the flowers were. And
the cuckoo would be there upon the hills

above, calling, calling, never weary of calling

to the spring.

Was it really only a year, nay, much less

than a year, since that day when George had
held her hands in his with a warm, strong,

passionate grasp ; and had looked into her

eyes beseechingly, and had asked her for her

love, for her whole life's love, and she had
answered, "I am yours, I am yours always

till I die " ? Was it possible that it was less

than ten months ago ?

She had lived a life since then ; and learnt

a life's lessons.

Her love that was only then dawning, only

then awakening to the consciousness of the

bliss and pain of love, had fathomed all the

mystic depths of love's anguish since that

day. Was the day of compensation at hand ?

Would she now know the heights as she had
known the depths—the heights of loves
hope, love's gain, love's ecstasy? It could
hardly be that her anticipations were unrea-
sonable. It was in tlie nature of things that
the one extreme should assure the other.
Every night had its day; every winter its spring

;

every ebbing tide its free full flowing. No

;

her hope could not be unreasonable. She
might cherish it in patience, in the calm and
ample region of trust, in the divine strength

commg uponof faith. The springtide was
the land

; it had already come in the heart of

Genevieve Bartholomew.
So every budding snowdrop was welcome

;

and every spear of the daffodil left a new
joy. The prophetic little celandine, spread-
ing Its golden stars to tlie pale sun, was a
thing to be mused over with rapture
And the rajjture was doubly rapturous in

that it had not to be enjoyed alone. Noel
Bartholomew's quiet artistic receptivity of
the promise that was in the very air was
something almost solemn in the silent depths
of it. His work was done. He was only
waiting now for the decision that was to
come through Mr. Montacute ; and though he
still kept silence Genevieve was beginning to

perceive that the waiting was unfortunate.

More and more he shrank from any mention
of the matter, even to her

;
yet she perceived

that he was brooding over it The change
on his face, the sudden greyness, the sudden
strangeness in his eyes, the tightening of the

muscles about his mouth if any one spoke of
it, betrayed the fact that there was yet some
hidden dread, some fear of further stings and
arrows still in the hands of outrageous fortune.

As much as possible she remained with him,

drawing his attention to other and brighter

things. And she had the satisfaction of

feeling that she was not wholly unsuccessful.

One day, it was the last day of January,

he had gone down to the studio quite early

in the morning, going sdently, and with a

certain suddenness ; and when Genevieve

went down later she found that he had begun
a sketch in oil of a picture he meant to j)aint

on a large scale. The sketch was full of life,

and vigour, and pathos. Genevieve saw at

a glance that it was the outcome of inspira-

tion, of that fuller and higher light of which

her father had spoken so solemnly, and yet

so sadly. There was nothing to awaken
sadness in this sketch of the Good Samaritan.

The rough, dark, stony background was indi-

cated. In the foreground tlicre was the

Samaritan himself, an elderly rugged figure

with no beauty save the beauty of a divine
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compassion on his face. He was supporting

the wounded man—too badly wounded to

ride even that patient-looking beast without

support. The figures were both half-nude,

the Samaritan having evidently shared his

own garments with the half-dead traveller,

whose head was thrown back on his kindly

neighbour's shoulder, and whose pallid face

was yet expressive of consciousness, of satis-

faction, of gratitude for deliverance. There
was even a smile on the lips ; and the half-

closed eyes had peace in them, and know-
ledge of safety and succour.

There was slight attempt to teach any new
or direct lesson ; but no man looking into

the picture, even into .the sketch already

made for the picture, would look there with-

out receiving, unconsciously it might be,

some fresh impulse to stir and elevate his

idea of his duty toward his neighbour.

And not only of his duty, but of his high

privilege, perhaps even also of the great joy

and gladness that might be his if he willed.

If there be a pure happiness in this world

that happiness assuredly lies within the lines

of the acts of mercy.

The sketch was begun one day, completed
the next, that is widi such completeness as

was necessary to Noel Bartholomew's pur-

pose. It was dated Saturday, February ist.

" I shall begin the picture as soon as I

come back from London," he said, putting

the easel with the wet canvas upon it into a

safe corner. It was hardly yet twilight ; but

the best of the day was gone. It was a

satisfaction to Mr. Bartholomew that it had
not gone by unprofitably ; and it was a sort

of satisfaction that Genevieve knew to be

particularly grateful to him. The healing

and soothing that he found in his work was
the best of all soothing, or at any rate next

best to that that came to him in the voices

from the hills, and from the large lone sea.

"You will go out for a walk, father?"

Genevieve said as they lingered over their

cup of afternoon tea. Dr. Armitage had left

his cheery message. A package had come
from Mrs. Winterford during the day con-

taining a chalice-shaped vase of rose-red

Venetian glass, and some beautiful Burano
lace. Then a precious little note had come
from Canon Gabriel, who had been to

Usselby, and had gone back to the Rectory
so glad, so satisfied, that his gladness had
run over, filling another cup. It was a red-

letter day; and the close of it was gratitude

and peace, peace within and peace without,

with Nature's great stillness brooding over

all in sympathy.

They went out of doors together, the father

and daughter. There was a young moon,
the merest rim of silver in a luminous arctic

heaven of dark blue ether, deepening to

indigo above, paling and changing to dusky
daffodil yellow below. The stars were
coming out one by one. The landscape
stood in still mystic darkness against the

clear sky. Not a tree stirred, not a sound
broke the silence till suddenly a woodlark
burst into song as full, as perfect, as sweet,

as touching as the song of any nightingale

that ever poured her plaintive anthem across

the valley-glades of the south. For a minute
or two the artist was perplexed, believing

that it was the nightingale's song he heard;
then he remembered, and recognised the

note that came from the leafless whitethorn

overhead.

He stood quite close to the foot of the

tree; his daughter's hand was on his arm;
they listened almost breathlessly.

Keats's "Ode to a Nightingale" Shelley's

poem " To the Skylark," must seem strangely

far-fetched and over-elaborated pieces of

sentiment to one who has never felt his

whole being overpowered, his whole nature

merged, in the ecstasy of a bird's song.

It is ecstasy in the daytime : it is double
ecstasy in the night when the world is still,

when darkness is upon the land, when the

bird sings only to God and to you—to you
alone of all the living breathing miUions upon
the earth.

Still the woodlark sang on, singing his

thrilling, rippling, half-glad, half-plaintive song,

burdened with meanings unutterable, unut-

terable and incomprehensible, yet turning

surely upon the things that belong to the rest

to be, its certain sweet acceptableness, its

undreamed depths of beauty and satisfying-

ness.

" Now one feels," Bartholomew said softly,

" how Keats must have suffered in his brief

life before he could have written that ode.

Poets are said to be ' cradled into poetry by
wrong.' I think one has to be cradled into

full appreciation of poetry by suftering of

some kind. Who that did not long for rest

would care for this ?

' Darkling- 1 listen ; and for many a time
I have been half in love with easeful death,

Call'd him soft names in many a mused rhyme.
To take into the air my quiet breath ;

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstasy !

Still would'st thou sing, and I have ears in vain—
To thy high requiem become a sod.'

"

"And you are tired, father; or you would

not care for it so much just now," Genevieve
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said. They were going homeward in the

still starlight.
'•' Yes," Bartholomew acknowledged—" I

am tired; I am very tired."

"It is partly because of your sleeplessness.

If I lie awake for two or three hours I am
wearied. And you lose whole nights, one
after another. ... I wish you did not sleep

so badly, father !

"

"Then remember your wish, dear, when
you know that I am sleeping better."

* * * *

The next morning, Sunday morning, though
it was but February, yet had all the attributes

that George Herbert strung so finely together.

It was sweet, and cool, and calm, and bright

—calm as only Sunday morning in the

country can be. Assuredly if there be on earth

any foretaste of heaven it is then and there.

Bartholomew got up early ; he had had
another night of absolute sleeplessness, and
the daylight had been welcome ; the sweet

clear sunshine spreading across the blueness

of the morning was more welcome still. The
doves came whirring and wheeling down

;

there was a sudden flitting of wings across

the window-pane \ a soft mavis note came
from the thatch. The sparrows were darting

vigorously hither and thither ; the snowdrops
hung straight and white and still. Down in

the village the blue-white smoke was begin-

ning to curl against sea and sky.

The artist sauntered along the field ; it was
to lie fallow this year, Miss Craven had

decreed, and the weeds among the dead

stubble were promising finely. A daisy or

two studded the grassy edges of the lands
;

the swallow-wort was still sleeping on the

shady side of the hedgerow near the stile;

rich, green, changeful mosses were spreading

everywhere.

The perfect stillness was broken presently.

There was a footstep in the lane, a figure

coming upward from the village. " It is not

any one I know," Bartholomew said to him-

self as a tall dark young man came swiftly

nearer. Then the artist turned, sauntering

back along the field until he heard the step

upon the path behind him. The young man
had a letter in his hand.

" It is from j\Ir. Montacute," he said

politely, giving it to Bartholomew. "I
ought to have brought it over last night when
I left the office ; but when I got home I

found my mother ill, and I was not able to

leave her. ... I hope the it^^ hours' delay

will make no difi"erence ?
"

" None at all," said Mr. Bartholomew, who
had hardly heard the explanation. He spoke

in a curiously absent way. "It can make no
difference. Thank you for bringing it over
this morning."

" There is not, of course, much time lost,"

added the young man, turning away. " Mr.
^Vitl•lerby did not come to our ofhce till

yesterday afternoon. Good morning."
For some minutes Bartholomew stood

there between Isiiss Craven's weed-grown
acres, holding the unopened note in his hand,
looking out across the great stretch of sapphire
sea that was beyond the green cliff-tops. Far
off in the distance he could see the red-tiled

roofs of Swarthcliff beginning to glitter in the

morning sun. " Bright-blue, bright-green,

bright-red," he said to himself. " To render

that with any truth one would certainly fliU

into crudeness, wliile the word is simply

sacrilege applied to the scene itself."

Who does not know the way in which
thought seems persistently to wrest itself

from some boding momentous thing, and
turn to any irrelevant trifle that may offer

itself? There is no great hour of our life

that has not its small associations. It you
sit by a dying bed you shall see the pattern

on the coverlet ; and while you wait for the

word that is to decide your whole life's fate

you shall see grotesque faces in the fire so

distinctly that they become graven on your

mind's eye for evermore.

A great flood of song from the sycamore-

tree by the opposite gate seemed to arouse

Bartholomew for a moment, to remind liim

that the unopened letter was still in his hand.

He looked at it. " Mr. Montacute's hand-

writing is very excellent," he said, turning

back again, and sauntering toward tlie stile.

It was a thrush that was singing its spring

prelude in the leafless sycamore. It hardly

stayed its song while Bartholomew passed

underneath, going upward between the great

dark whin-bushes, and the straggling briar-

sprays where the last-year's leaves still lin-

gered in tones of dusky gold and crimson and

green. Genevieve, looking out from her

little window under the thatch, was glad to

see him going up to the moor in the still

Sunday sunshine. " He will come back with

some appetite for his breakfast this morning,"

she said as she stood coiling the lengths of

her rippling golden hair. Presently she

paused, stooping to the window again, watch-

ing her father as if drawn to watch him by

some new and sudden springing of new affec-

tion. So she stood till the dark figure went

up over the ridge and disappeared in llie

yellow sunlight that was upon the moorland

hills above the sapphire sea.
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"The people who watched when Moses
went up to the Mount of God must have seen

him disappear so," the girl said reverently.

She was still standing by the window in the

thatch.

If the silence had been great on the hill-

side, it was sublime upon the heights of

Langbarugh Moor. The leagues of brown
heather stretched darkly away on every

side ; the stalks of the tall dead weeds
stood still and beautiful ; dark whin-brakes

broke the monotony of space and line ; the

great grey boulders were there, looking

white in the sunshine. There was a slight

haze upon the far landward distances, giving

that sense of mystery, of something more than

is seen, which is necessary to man's fullest

enjoyment everywhere.

Bartholomew went slowly onward, his foot

falling softly upon the tufts of bent grass that

were by the side of the stony road. He was
walking carefully, as if not wishing to break

that solemn stillness. There was not even

a bird's song to break it ; nor one thread

of curling smoke for a sign of human life.

" Certainly this is perfect," Noel Bartholo-

mew said, stopping for a moment on the

top of a heathery ridge, beyond which a narrow

stony valley sloped to the south-west. The
road led across the end of the valley ; but

the artist turned a little to the left, and sat

down upon one of the grey scarred stones,

with his feet upon the moss and the small

beautiful bent grass that grows between the

heather.

The unopened letter was still in his hand.
" I wish I could write as well as Montacute
does !

" he said musingly. " It is a separate

distinction in a man's life to have a hand-

writing like that. It is like having a good
name, or a reputation for some special skilful-

ness."

Still he did not open the letter. It was
sealed ; and the seal bore Mr. Montacute's
crest, a defiant-looking eagle with a scroll in

its beak. So far Bartholomew had made no
attempt to break the seal. Whatever it

might be that deterred him, it was some
sufficiently strong and prevailing thing.

He was still sitting upon the low grey
stone, leaning back against a projecting

bank of heather and grass, noting the russet-

red of the withered heath-bells of the year
that had been, and the pink-tipped petals of
the one daisy near him of the year that now
was. He watched the daisy long, watching
it as Dante Rossetti must hav£ w^atched his

"woodspurge with the^cup of three," recog-

nising its apparent simplicity, its real com-

plexity, its infinite mystery of being. The
little flower, with its fringe of petals and its

yellow centre, was to the full as incomprehen-
sible as the fate that had driven him on to

dread the opening of a letter that was certain

at least to be written in courteous terms. So
thinking, he gathered the pink-tipped daisy.

Then, at last, he essayed to open the letter.

Through all other thoughts and enjoyments,

and quick vivid impressions, he had been
steadily recognising the fact that the moment
must come. His face grew rigid to his own
consciousness ; his grey lips closed firmly

;

his hand was upon the envelope. . . . What
was it that arrested him, stayed him ? . . . .

Was it a sudden cry close at hand ? It was
only a plover's cry, a long sharply-wailing

note, " Weke-aye-woeke ! Weke-aye-woeke !

"

After a little while the beautiful thing with

its curling crest ; and its white and green,

and blue-black feathers, came tumbHng by
in its insane flight, like a bird with broken
wings and uncertain instincts about its des-

tination. Presently there came another and
another, and the wailing melancholy cry

seemed to come from every part of the lone

wide moor, " Weke-aye-woeke ! Weke-aye-
woeke !

"

No other sound could have broken the

stillness so greatly, and yet have harmonized
with it so completely. Bartholomew sat

with his thin nervous hand upon the letter

;

close to him a tall red spiral dock was quiver-

ing slightly in the hardly-perceptible air that

stirred upon the upland. Was there any re-

freshment in the air for the grey pallid man who
was lying with his head among the withered

heather-bells ? Did he still feel the charm of

that wild plaintive cry that was upon the

moorland hills about him everywhere ?

All through the day the plovers went on
crying in the soft sunshine, " Weke-aye-

woeke ! weke-aye-woeke ! weke-aye-woeke !

"

CHAPTER LXIII.— "FULL IN THE SMILE OF

THE BLUE FIRMAMENT."

The sound of the church bells came peal-

ing across the Marishes as the clock struck

ten, bursting upon the still sunny air like a

psalm of joy and gladness. Genevieve Avas

out among the snowdrops and the rich, green,

bursting leaves of the lilies. She had thrown

a little shawl of cream-white wool over her

black silk dress ; her straw garden hat was
in her hand.

"What can ha' got the master?" said

Keturah, coming to the door with her sur-

prised eyes more surprised than ever. "D'ya
think he's gone to Usselby Hall?"
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" That, precisely, is what I am thinking,"

Genevieve replied, with a sweet, patient,

satisfied smile. " And I am also thinking

that I will come in and have some breakfast,

since it is too late now to go to church."

The breakfast was soon over ; then Gene-
vieve sat down and read the services for the

day. It was the second morning of the

month, and the psalms began with a burst

of thanksgiving that seemed like an echo of

the gladness that had come upon the land

with the sound of the pealing bells. The
bells had ceased now ; silence reigned once
more, silence broken only by the rush of

wings and the carolling of sweet, grateful,

praise-giving birds.

Then again Genevieve went out, and
sauntered up and down from the tiny garden
to the stile at the end of the weedy stubble-

field. No fear touched her, no impatience.

The longer her father stayed the more certain

was it that he stayed at Usselby. What so easy

to understand as George Kirkoswald's glad-

ness to have him, and eagerness to keep
him ? What so good and pleasant to the

imagination as the meeting of those two, her

father and—her friend ?

" That is what he will be always," she said

to herself, sitting down on the top step of

the stile. The celandine was wide open to

the sun now. The crowing of the cock in

the farmyard at Hunsgarth came dreamily

through the air; the pigeons were pecking

about in the stubble. Far away in the blue

distance a few white-sailed ships were seen.
" That is what he will always be," she

went on saying ;
" a friend who will help

me, and teach me, and make my life fuller

and sweeter, and more complete, than a

lonely life can ever be." It amazed her

now to think how contented she had been

ivith her loneliness once ; how little she

had cared for that finer and more perfect

sympathy and confidence for which she

yearned now. She had hardly yet tasted of

this greater good ; not once had there been

an hour ot unreserve, of communion ot

thought and feeling, of that subtle interchange

of the best elements of two natures, that

" running of two souls into one," which is

the essence of all worthy and valuable human
intercourse everywhere. This was yet to be.

Genevieve had no doubts now. Up to tlie

measure of her capacity she could gauge his.

She knew that there was more in him, more

of character, of power, of goodness, than he

had ever made evident by word or deed.

And she was not overestimating him. She

had not always counted him perfect. Lut

but erased the dark
but Genevieve was
steadily to a fuller

for this illness of his which had drawn her
entirely to tenderness, to forgiveness, it is

possible that tlie misgivings she had had
might have crystallised and taken form.
She knew that she had blamed him in her
own mind for his want of trust and confi-

dence in her ; nay, she had blamed him
openly, and had told him openly that he had
failed—failed in insight, failed to give her

credit for that larger grasp of things which is

not always denied to a woman.
And for a long time she had been unable

to shake off the effects of that shock she
had received in the drawing-room at Yarrell

Croft. Time and thought—the softened

thought that had come when George Kirk-
oswald was lying on the border-lands of

his existence—had all

vestige of that day
;

making up her mind
and more com{)lete erasure of all the marks
and stains that that experience had left.

" It will be better to speak of it," slie

said as she sat there, looking up at the

little white sunny clouds that were drifting

slowly away. " It will be better to tell him
that now I understand, now I see how he

could be drawn for awhile to one like that,

and then find out that he had been drawn by

an illusion, that his soul was untouched, his

spirit uninfluenced, his truer and higher self

left lonelier than ever. All f/iaf 1 will tell

him; and I will ask him to forgive—to for-

give me, to forgive her. I can forgive her

myselfnow, since God has been so very good."

Yet, even as she sat there, she knew that

she had come to her power of forgiveness by
hard strife—strife of thought and prayer and

meditation. The thing that Diana Richmond
had done on that day had seemed so utterly

dark when it came to be visible all round,

that for a long time no comprehension of it

had been possible. Of course Genevieve

knew now; she could not help perceiving

that Miss Richmond's attempt to create the

impression that an engagement between her-

self and George still existed, must have been

an act of pure malevolence, with no idea

behind it that the deed would avail for aught

but the production of discord and trouble,

and the wreck of happiness. And it had

been so cleverly done, with such ease and

lightness, with so few touches, and these so

slight and dexterous, that it could not yet be

contemplated without amaze. Not a word

too much had been said ; but no word had

been' omitted that was needful to the full

effect Diana Richmond had aimed at. And
then the little master-stroke ofapparent regret-
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fulness, of hesitation, of something that was

ahiiost sympathy with the grief she was so

unwiUingly causing—it was impossible to

withhold the admiration due to that, . . .

The sensation of admiring a stroke directed

against one's self is a curious one, and pre-

cludes permanent embitterment.

As for that other cause of unforgivingness

—the return of the two pictures, and all that

that deed had entailed—surely the time of

grace and condonation had come. Though
the end had not been quite touched, and
though her father yet had his times of appre-

hension, it was doubtless a nervous appre-

hension, a feeling born of the past suffering,

the past keen humiliation with its painful

sequence of shattered nerves and broken

health. It could not be that there was any

real ill to be dreaded now. Mr. Witherby

would come, he would take a few pounds

from the price of each picture for concilia-

tion's sake, and then all the pain and annoy-

ance would be over. There would be
nothing that could make any new difficulties

in the way of forgiving and forgetting.

So Genevieve Bartholomew was thinking

as she sat there in the calm Sunday sunshine.

It was evident now that her father was going

to stay at Usselby for dinner. She knew
that there was no one who could have come
over with a note or message except old Ben
Charlock, and it was quite within the possi-

bility of things that Ben would raise some
objection if he were asked to go so far for so

slight a reason on a Sunday morning. " Be-

sides, my father will be sure that I shall

guess all about it," she said to herself, open-

ing a copy of the " Spiritual Voices " that

was lying in her lap, and turning to its

pages for that aliment which the soul needs

day by day as certainly as the body needs

the bread by which it lives.

And still upon Langbarugh Moor the sun

was shining softly, and the weeds and the

white dead grasses were glittering and quiver-

ing in the light air. Now and then a bird stirred

in the whin-brake ; a wood-pigeon swept by
to the fir-copse; always the plovers went on
crying, crying sadly, calling wildly, drifting

hither and thither on uncertain, erratic wing.

No other sound broke the wondrous stillness

as the hours of noon went by. The peace

that was on the upland was as the peace
that is in the space between two worlds.

When the shadows were beginning to

lengthen a tall dark figure came slowly up
between the stunted oak-trees that made a

landmark on the north-west of the moor—

a

graceful, noticeable figure, richly dressed,

and moving slowly, languidly, as became the

languid afternoon.

It was Diana Richmond. What made the

Sunday a heavier day than other days at

Yarrell Croft ? What hint of early training,

of hereditary instinct, of striving spirit, pre-

vailed to the point of producing weariness,

discomfort, dissatisfaction with all things that

were or had been ?

Nothing could have been more out of

keeping with the dreary barren moorland
than the appearance of Miss Richmond, as

she swept between the sombre whin-brakes

and the great scarred boulders that seemed
to speak so plainly of some ancient cata-

clysm, some clashing of Nature's strongest

forces. They did not speak to her ; nothing

spoke to her up there. The monotony
of Langbarugh Moor was as the mono-
tony of her own drawing-room ; and the moor
had the disadvantage of being less becoming
as a background to a figure dressed with all

the finish and elegance that the toilette of a
fashionably-dressed woman demands. Still

there was room to move, and to a woman
who can move gracefully movement is a

pleasure though there be no witness of her

gracefulness. Diana Richmond liked to

know that if any one had been there her rich

bronze silk dress, with its trimmings of velvet

of the same changeful colour, was a thing in

perfect taste. She liked to watch it chang-

ing froqn green to gold in the sunlight, and
deepening to a bronzed brown where it fell

into shadow ; and she was aware that her

large Rembrandt hat, which was made of the

same velvet, and trimmed with curling fea-

thers of the same varying tints, was almost a

picture of itself. These were new satisfac-

tions, and they added to the old—the old

pride, the old pleasure in her own great

beauty. Surely to be very beautiful must
be to have little left to desire in this world !

This was not always Miss Richmond's
opinion, it was not her. opinion this afternoon

as she walked alone on the edge of the moor-
land. Her brother had gone to stay for a

few days at Burland Brooms, where Sir John
Burland lived, who was a widower, and who
was—so the world was saying, a warm ad-

mirer of Miss Richmond's. But nothing

within her had responded to his admiration

so far. " It is strange," she said, half-audibly,

"it is strange even to myself that I should

never have cared truly but for one man, and
that that one man should be an insignificant-

looking artist of no particular birth, and no
particular attractiveness. It is stranger still

that I can move him to neither love nor hate,
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to neither liking nor scorn. I have moved
other men to all these ; but him I cannot
touch. If fate should give me the power to

crush him to his death, I should not move
him from his cold indifference."

She was still sweeping languidly onward
over the moor, treading on the little edges of

turf, listening to the rustling sound of her silk

dress upon the dead yellow bracken. Why
should she go onward ? Why should she go
back ? When she stopped a moment on the

overhanging brow of the moor, she perceived

that she had already gone as far as it would
be Avise to go with the sun so low upon the

purple hills in the distance. She was nearer

now to Usselby Hall than she was to Yarrell

Croft. What if she were to meet George
Kirkoswald? She had heard that he might
go out for awhile any day now, if he chose.

She had no particular wish to meet him,

neither had she any dread of meeting him.

A woman who is mistress of the elusive can
hold her own under any circumstances.

She gave a little sigh as she gathered up
some folds of her dress and turned to go.

Even an encounter with Kirkoswald might
have been better than this dreary solitude.

Going back is always dreary when you are

alone. Miss Richmond lingered a moment.
The little, rough heathery valley, with the

grey boulders all down its sides seeming as

if they must topple over, was close at her

left. The low sun caught the upper edge of

it, making a margin of gold. Something
there, just between the gold and the purple-

brown, arrested her, something that was lying

half-across one of the whitest and smallest of

the rough scarred stones.

It was a figure—certainly it was a dark
figure that was lying so stirlessly there.

It was not far away, and Miss Richmond's
sight was good, exceptionally good, though
she never confessed it ; holding firm belief

that shortsightedness and blue blood were
inseparable concomitants. There was nothing

so vulgar, so certainly plebeian, as the ability

to recognise a friend across the street.

Nevertheless Diana Richmond smiled as

she stood there, though the width of two
streets was between her and the friend who
had arrested her attention.

She saw plainly that it was none other than

Noel Bartholomew, who had fallen asleep in

the still sunshine of the Sunday afternoon.

So it was that she smiled; wondering in what
seemly and graceful and delicate way she

might awaken him.

Already she was moving toward him with

a sw-eet, soft smile on her curved lips, a faint

blush on her cheek, and a glad subdued light

in her beautifd eyes. Perhaps the mere
rustle of her silken folds u])on the withered
heather would sullice to awaken him from his
sleep.

She came nearer, near enough to see the
placid, easeful look that was almost a
smile upon the face of the sleeping man.
The yellow sunlight lingered upon it, so that
no unusual pallor was there. Was it the
sunlight that made him look so noble, so
beautiful, so grand ? Was it the sunlight that

had taken away all trace of care, all record
of contact with human lowness, and narrow-
ness, and hardness ? Was it the light of this

evcry-day sun that had so lifted him, even in

seeming, so far above himself, above her
recognition of him, above her power of com-
prehension, and appreciation ?

Perhaps he might be dreaming. Who
could say through what worlds a soul like his

might not wander when sleep freed it for

awhile from the bounds of physical existence ?

Who could say what converse this man's
spirit might be holding even as his body lay

there upon the barren moor ?

Such was the presence of him as he lay

that even Diana Richmond was moved to

thoughts like these. The complacent smile

faded from her lips imperceptibly. She sat

down on a stone near him^ gently, quietly,

as if fearing to awaken him.

Some time she sat watching there. She
did not dream once of what he might think

if he were to awaken, and find her there

by his side. She did not try for one moment
to imagine what she should say or do, or how
she should look when he awakened.
Long aftcrw^ards she knew that from the

first moment when she had seen his face, she

had had no thought of his awakening. Yet
she could never tell when or how fear had
entered into her heart. Was it fear? It was

so soft a thing, so beautiful, and it came so

gently. This could not be fear.

Still she sat watching there. The sunlight

had left the face, left it in paleness and wan-

ness ; but still in great and reverent nobleness.

His head was lying back upon the dead

heather; the grey hair stirred in the light

wind that came like a sigh across the moor.

In his hand there was a letter— an un-

opened letter ; and upon it a daisy—one

little closed, tlrooping, pink-tipped daisy.
^

Presently Miss Richmond, still moving

widi all gentleness and quietness, knelt down

by his side. Then she called him softly by

his name.
" Will you not speak to me?" she said in
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a soft whisper, and with hps ahiiost as palUd

as the lips before her. " Will you not speak

one word ? Will you not let me tell you all

the truth ? If you will let me tell you all,

then I will go away. I will never see you

any more. I will never vex you any more.

Then she waited, listened ; but the only

answer was the cry of a solitary plover far off

across the moor.

As she waited she read the superscription

on the letter ; and she recognised Mr. Monta-

cute's handwriting. She herself had received

a letter exactly similar in appearance only

the evening before. And Diana Richmond
recognised more than the lawyer's hand-

writing. . . . She knelt there as a man
might kneel by the friend he had slain by

an ill-calculated blow in a moment of sudden

anger. She had not the excuse of anger

;

but the excuse of love. She uttered no cry.

She was struck far beyond the display of

passionate emotion.

And still the sun went on sinking : it was

behind the hill-top now ; and darkness was

coming up from the dark lone sea. She

must do something. What could she do ?

she asked herself, feeling yet no stir of terror

though she was alone there, on Langbarugh

Moor with one who might not stir nor speak.

At last she touched the hand—the hand

near to her that held the dead daisy j and it

was a very terrible thing to touch.

When she rose to her feet she reeled as

with a sudden faintness, but the light breeze

came with the effect of an ice-cold wind

;

and she shuddered, and the faintness passed.

She must leave him—leave him lying there;

and she must go to Usselby. She was nearer

to George Kirkoswald's home than to her

own ; and some other unrecognised reason-

ings, or rather instincts, influenced her to

this decision. She would go there, and

then—what would happen then ? . . . Miss

Richmond could see no farther at that

moment.
She stood awhile with her face buried in

her hands : and presently with a great effort

she stooped and kissed the broad forehead

from which the wind was lifting the grey

hair. Then she took the little withered

daisy with its limp stalk, hiding it in her

dress as she turned and fled. And as she

went the plover cried again upon the moor-

land ; and the wailing, plaintive note followed

her like the cry of some dark, accusing spirit

whose voice would be in her ears for ever-

more. All the way, by whin-brake and briar-

brake, and down by the pine-woods of Usselby,

that cry still came. To her life's end it would

come, and it would be full of pain, and dark
terror, and mingled accusations and threaten-

ings. To her life's end the plover's note
would be to her what the scent of the Basil-

plant must have been always to those brothers

of Florence—a thing that no self-banishment

nor other self-inflicted suffering might deprive

of its remorseless power.

And while Diana Richmond was hurrying

downward from the moor with white stricken

face and trembling form, Genevieve Bartholo-

mew was leisurely drawing the curtains, and
lighting the lamps, and placing her own little

table by her father's chair. " Surely he will

come back to me for his cup of afternoon

tea," she was saying. "He can never think

that Jael's tea is as good as mine. ... I

shall scold him a little when he comes back."

CHAPTER LXIV.—" THITHER OUR PATH LIES:

WIND WE UP THE HEIGHTS."

There is often something that is both
delightful and memorable about the state of

convalescence. Men unused to illness find

recovery from illness to be bewilderingly

pleasant, and are sometimes tempted to

make the most of it. For this, however,

certain conditions are indispensable. A
quiet sunny house between the moor and the

sea is good ; a comfortable reading-chair,

and an abundance of books, new and old,

are good : to have perfect peace of mind
about your worldly affairs is good ; and to

know that there is some one whose greatest

earthly desire is your recovery is also good.

But even these are not all-suflficient. Soli-

tude is apt to pall at such times ; and to

have no mother or sister, no wife or daughter

for your ministering angel, does not tempt

you to linger in a state of which the chief

delight is the delight of being ministered to.

Still, even under these conditions, convales-

cence is not without its satisfactions.

That bright, calm Sunday had certainly

seemed to George Kirkoswald to be

—

" One of those heavenly days that cannot die."

Though he had not been out of doors he

had sat by windows open to the pine-woods,

and the Marishes, and the dark, lone, blue

sea, where the white sails were flitting. Sea-

gulls had come up, flapping by on heavy

wing, resting in great flocks upon the newly-

ploughed lands ; busy sparrows were darting

about the gardens with swift unanimous
whirr; the white-edged holly-trees shone out

against the ancient yews ; the first soft, sweet

thrush note came up from the boughs of the

mulberry-tree, and at times a tiny wren piped
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as he flew from shrub to shrub on tlie green
terraces.

_To_ be able to lie quite still, listening,
thinking, dreaming, yielding to the influence
of the day and the hour, is to attain one of
the highest peaks of earthly felicity. Words-
worth attained it, and, what is more, he kept
it, lived in it. That is the secret of his charm
for us who are hurrying through the burden
and heat of the day, and to whom the prim-
rose by the river's brim is not even a yellow
primrose, but the cachet of a great political

party.

All the forenoon George had tried to read
;

in the afternoon he had permitted himself to

write a letter—the first letter he had written
to Genevieve Bartholomew.

For days past the yearning to write, to

pour out all that he had to say, had been
growing within him. He told himself that

it would be both better and easier to write

than to wait and speak face to face. He
could express himself, his love, his sorrow,
his hope, more fully if he might put them all

on paper; and he was just in the mood to do
it now. His illness had been like a sharp
dividing line in his life. On the one side

there were all the old mistakes^ the old suffer-

ings and emptinesses. The one good thing on
that other side was the day in Birkrigg Gill

\

and the influence of that day was above and
outside the line that severed all else. Nothinsr
that had happened had really lessened or

impaired it. He knew that now—he had
known it all through his illness. Even in

his saddest and most desponding moments
Genevieve's face had come before him just

as he had seen it last on that evening when
he had spoken of going abroad. The sudden
pallor, the sudden silence, the sudden intense

yet subdued emotion had had more meaning
for him later than at the time. And he could
never forget the look that had been on her
face and m her eyes when he had said, with
a twofold meaning in his words

—

" Shall I come down again, Miss Bartho-

lomew?"
And she had replied—

•

" Yes ; come again before you go away."

Even as she spoke he had known that her

generous, truthful words had prevented his

going at all ; and he had known also that

this was not the most they had done. Her
simple desire, so simply expressed, had meant
a thousand things to him since then, and
each one of them was as precious as it was
nameless and undefined. All this, and more,

was behind the mood that he was in as he
sat there writing, pouring out his highest and
XXV—52

best and most passionate aspirations with
the full certainty that they would be untlcr-
stood and responded to.

" I've writ all day, yet told you nothing,"

he said, thinking he was near the end of his
letter. But that was a long way from the
end. Not till the light began to fade, and
Jael came in with a cup of tea and a pair of
candles, was the envelope sealed and put
ready for Noel B:irtholomew to take down
to Netherbank the next day.

This was hardly done when the heavy
knocker sounded upon the hall door, clang-
ing with a wild impetuousness that was
strangely startling on such a day, and at such
an hour. George rose to his feet as by an
impulse of alarm ; and Jael and old Ben went
to the door together. The dim passages
seemed to be filled with a great and sudden
dread.

From the door of his own room George
Kirkoswald saw that it was Miss Richmond
who stood there in the dark blue twilight.

" What is it?" he said gently, going up to

her, taking her hand, and drawing her into

the "House. " What has happened ? Someone
is ill. Come in here—into my study. You
are ill yourself. Pray come in !

"

For a moment Diana only looked into his

face with eyes set in terror, and pallid lips

that tried to speak, and could not. Her
features were distorted, her hair was dropping
down over her dress, her hands were clasped

tightly together. Words came at last, broken,

imploring, half-coherent words.
" Send them," she said. '•' Send your

people to the moor. . . . You will let them
bring him here ? . . . You will let them bring

him to your house ?
"

" It is your brother? " George said, plac-

ing her in a chair, and standing by her, ready

to soothe and support her if he might. "It

is Cecil ? Is he ill ? Whereabouts on the

moor is he ? But I will go myself, and you
shall stay here. Tell me, if you can, exactly

where he is?"
" It is not Cecil," Miss Richmond said,

with increase of consciousness, increase of

agony in her expression. " It is not Cecil.

... I could wish that it were. ... It is

—

it is Noel Bartholomew. It is he. And lie

is dead. He is lying there alone. And ne

is dead !

"

No response was made. A minute or twc

later George Kirkoswald and Charlock went

hurrying up to the top of Langbarugh Moor
in the still evening together. The young
crescent moon was hanging in the clejr sky :
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the plovers were still wailing upon the up-

land. There was no other sound, only the

wailing of the plovers.

CHAPTER LXV. "EXPECTING STILL HIS

ADVENT HOME."

The people whose business and gladness

it has been to help in the progress of hu-

manity by means of things written, have
written much of human love. First has

come the love between man and woman

—

first and last. Then something has been
said—not too much—of the love of a mother
for her children. The love that may be, that

often is, between father and daughter has

been, comparatively speaking, neglected.

Cordelia is less popular as a heroine than

Juliet, Ophelia, or Desdemona.
And yet this love is very precious, very

potent. Though a woman know no other

love, she shall yet lack none of love's best

beatitudes.

So long as there is one to whom she may
say " Father," so long that name shall stand
between her and ill she then may not even
dream of; so long will protection be hers,

and sheltering care ; so long will thert;' be
one to understand and believe in her; to

defend if defence be needed; to spare her all

that no woman who stands alone may ever

be spared till humanity shall have touched
the beginning of a new spiritual era.

While he is there—the father—all that his

presence means so far as contact with the

outer world is concerned, may be unrecog-
nised. It is when he is gone that awakening
comes, and amazement ; then that a woman
learns to cry in anguish, " O what men dare
do ! what men may do ! what men daily do !

not knowing what they do !

"

Nof knowing what they do, not caring

what they do, so they may but live their own
narrow, self-bounded life untouched by any
consequence of their deed upon other lives.

But even while the father is still in the

house, still in his own chair, at his own fire-

side, it is felt to the full that it is good to

have him there. The merest imagination

picturing the empty chair shall strike you
with the force of steel.

All that soft, bright Sunday Noel Bar-

tholomew's chair by the fireside at Nether-
bank had been unoccupied : and more than
once, as the day went on, the look of it had
touched upon Genevieve's heart strangely

for the moment, bringing slight chills, caus-

ing vague shadows, and sending far-darting

thought out into the sombre and subtle re-

gions of fateful mystery.

It was not thought that could be dwelt
upon or handled. Half our mental discur-
siveness is of too quick and elusive a kind to
be grasped, or followed, or reduced to exact
thinking.

Many a sudden-seeming shock has found
us half-prepared, not knowing how we were
prepared. The unintelligible and invisible

makes itself intelligible by moments at a
time ; so, when we know it not, it attests

itself to us, and we feel for ever afterward
that the actual, as we see it and know it, is

not a fixed quantity; and the circumscribing
lines of material knowledge come to be per-

plexingly uncertain.

It is when we are thus weighed upon by
impending event that we make such patheti-

cally unconscious efforts to ignore its pre-

ponderance. The little acts of life are done
more carefully, as if to make sure that they
matter much. A woman finds herself singing

a light-hearted little song unawares, or hum-
ming over a favourite waltz ; a man goes
about whistling ; or he chooses a better cigar,

and smokes it with attention to his enjoy-

ment. We have all of us tried to cheat
ourselves so on occasion.

Genevieve had time and opportunity for

many little self-deceptions. It was Keturah's
" Sunday out ;" and, as usual, she had stayed

to tea, so that Genevieve was quite alone

from the middle of the afternoon—alone, but

not till after dark in any loneliness. Then
it was that she began to murmur little tunes

softly, and to walk up and down the tiny

room from the door to the window listen-

ingly. Her father would be quite aware that

she was alone, with no human being within

half-a-mile of the cottage.

When the sun had really gone down, and
the silver moon was up, gusts of wind began
to come round the house; and they came
rather wildly, and there was a chillness in

the air which was sufficient excuse for piling

up the pine-knots till they blazed in the

cheeriest fashion they knew of. Prince

Camaralzaman woke up to Genevieve's sing-

ing, and joined in with a sleepy chirp or

two ; the kettle was joining in with a will.

The little tea-table was still by the arm-chair,

with the cup and saucer of real crown-Derby
upon the tray. This had been Miss Craven's

gift to Mr. Bartholomew on his birthday, and
it had been given with the express desire

that it should not be " kept to look at."

As a matter of course, all causes possible

and impossible that might underlie her

father's long absence entered into Gene-

vieve's brain as she paced the little room in
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her growing loneliness. The one great dread
that seemed to be taking root was the dread
that some change, some relapse, had come
upon George Kirkoswald. This was but

natural, and it was consistent. If there was
any darker dread it would surely be kept
behind.

Still the time went on. The young moon
sank over the edge of Langbarugh ]\Ioor

;

the gusts swept up the reedy Marishes ; the

kitchen clock ticked loudly, monotonously.
Would nothing break that strange stillness,

that heavy silence?

Ah ! there, at last, there was a footstep on
the stubble-field. Genevieve drew the cur-

tain back so as to throw a light outside
;

then she ran to the door, and stood peering
into the darkness made visible.

" It is you, my father? It is you ?" she
cried, with the gladness of a little child, and
holding out her two white hands to the dark
figure that was coming nearer. ... It had
come, ami was grasping her liands with a
strong, kind grasp, and \yas leading her into
the house, understanding, pitying all her
sudden silence, her wordlc-s wonder and
dismay.

" You did not expect to see me, my
child?" Canon Gabriel said, speaking with a
new and grave gentleness. " But come in,

dear ; come in. The evening is very chill

;

come in-doors."

THE STORY OF JOHN WYCLIF.
By Professor A. F. MITCHELL, D.D., St. Andrews.

I. HIS BIRTH AND TRAINING.

IN the extreme north of the great county

of York, on the bank of the winding

Tees, just below its junction with the Greta,

there rises a rocky wood-crowned height with

a modest mansion-house on its southern

slope, said to hide within its modern shell

remains of one more ancient and imposing.

It bears the name of Wy-cliffe, or Water- Cliff,

and gives its name to the neighbouring village

and parish, whose old Gothic church with flat

roof and ivy-covered walls is situated on the

green sward by the river-side. According to

tradition it was in this parish, either in its

old manor-house, or in the now extinct hamlet

of Spresswell, that John De Wyclif*—one of

England's greatest sons, truest patriots, and

most fearless Christian teachers—first saw the

light, and in its modern rectory is now to be

found one of the most authentic portraits of

him, exhibiting those clear-cut features, "pierc-

ing eye, firm-set lips, and mantling smile,"

which are familiar to all acquainted with his

story. His older biographers have named 1324

as the year of his birth, but more recent and

careful investigators have come to the con-

clusion that that event must have taken place

some years sooner, certainly not later than

1320. Of his early training nothing definite

is known, but, in all probability, he received

the rudiments of his education from the

parish priest or family chaplain. In the four-

teenth century youths seem to have gone up
* There are said to be no fewer than twenty-eight ways of

spelling the name. The two most in vogue at present arc

Wiclif, adopted by Lechler, and Wyclif by the .Wyclif

Society. Lechler's work has been admirably translated by the

late Principal Lorimcr.

to the English Universities at an earlier age
than is now customary, and to have been left

to acquire there some of the branches which
now they would be expected to master before

leaving school. His biographers suppose

that it was in his fifteenth or sixteenth year

that Wyclif left the home of his childhood,

and some of them will have it, left it never

to revisit it. But we cannot think that its

scenery and story, and pure Saxon speech,

would have been so deeply engraven on his

memory, as his writings show them to have

been, if he had finally left it at so early a

date, nor that anything had then or for a

good while after occurred which could lead

his kinsfolk to withdraw their countenance

from one of such talent and promise.

The College at Oxford where the young

Yorkshireman laid the foundation of his

future eminence was probably that of Balliol.

It had been founded for northern students by

a family living in the same district as his

own, and numbered among its alumni in the

first half of that century more than one of

the name of Wyclif. No doubt he continued

in it till he took his degree in Arts, and some

will have it till he rose to be its Warden.

But the facts brought to light by Lechler

seem to show that at that time Balliol Hall

was but poorly endowed, and that its alumni,

however they might have distinguished them-

selves, were expected after taking their degree

to leave and make room for others.

Merton College was at that time one of die

best endowed in the University and had long

been favoured with a race of gifted teachers

and alumni. Friar Bacon, Duns Scotus,
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Occhani, Bur-

ley, the Precep-

tor of Edward
III., Estwood,

the astronomer,

and Bradvvar-

dine, the pro-

found mathe-
matician and
theologian, had
given to it a

renown in all

the more im-

portant studies

of their age.

Though it was
distinctively a
southern college

we can hardly

think that a
northern e r—
"second to none
in philosophy,

and in scholastic

studies incom-

p a r ab 1 e,"—
would have been
refused admit-

tance to it then,

any more than

Duns Scotus in

the previous
century. We
think that Lechler is right in identifying the
" John Wyclif," who was Seneschal in Merton
in 1356, with our Reformer, and not with

AVycclyve of Mayfield. And if he did not

enter in time to enjoy, as D'Aubigne' supposes,

the prelections of Bradwardine, he was there

while that great teacher lived in the memories
of his pupils, and was so indoctrinated in his

principles that to the last there was no one
to whom in theological opinion he came
nearer than the profound author of the
" De causa Dei contra Pelagium." In this

congenial society he extended his knowledge
of mathematics and astronomy, mastered the

intricacies of civil, canon, and English law,

and prosecuted with all the ardour of his

soul" the study of scholastic philosophy

and theology. Then, too, if not at an
earlier date, he was brought practically under
the influence of the truth as it is in Jesus.

Even though we may not ascribe to him the

tract on "The Last Age of the Church,"
we cannot doubt that the mysterious visi-

tation which swept away nearly half the

population of England roused him, as it did

many, to more serious thought. He may have

Wycliff Ch

passed through no such

crisis as Augustine, Brad-

wardine, or Luther, but the stirrings of a
life higher than that of intellect had begun

and were more and more to show their reality

and power.

The theologians with whose writings Wyclif

then became acquainted were, besides Brad-

wardine, the four Doctors of the Latin Church

and Grossetete Fitzralph, who wrote a not-

able treatise against the errors of the Arme-
nians, and contended both in Oxford and

his diocese of Armagh against the corrup-

tion and deceit of the friars. How far in

after life he may have become acquainted

with "Piers Plowman's Vision," or its author,

who strove as hard by his poetry as Wyclif by

his teaching and preaching, to forward the

cause of truth and righteousness, we do not

know. There is one, however, whose work

as a preacher and a translator of Scripture

was more similar to his own, and who, as

that work was carried on in the very district

of Yorkshire to which he belonged, and ere

yet he had left it, can hardly have been

unknown to him. This was Richard Rolle,
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termed the Hermit of Hampole, from his

residence in that monastery in his later years,

but who has lately been shown to have passed
the earher years of his Hfe as a hermit and
lay preacher in Richmondshire, traversing

the district, visiting the sick, consoling the

sorrowing and bereaved, assisting in tlie

services of the church, and preaching as he
had opportunity the unsearchable riches of

Christ with winninsr tenderness and in

terms so evangelical that the orthodox, who
looked upon him as a saint, afiirmed that

"evil men of Lollardy " "had corrupted his

writings after his deatli."

II.—HIS YKARS OF QUIET WORK AT OXFORD.

The period which followed the completion
of his studies was probably the happiest, and
certainly not the least useful, in Wyclit's event-

ful life. In it he comes more clearly into

WvclifF Church—Interior.

view. In 1361 he is found in the honourable

office of Warden of Balliol Hall, and before

the close of the year he was presented by the

Fellows to the rectory of Fylinghaw, in the

diocese of Lincoln. The appointment was

not meant to draw him away from the Uni-

versity, but to enable him to prosecute his

work in it with greater comfort ; and he

generally continued to reside in Oxford, and

to give himself with thorough devotcdness to

the work of teaching in the schools and

preaching in the pulpit. Lechler, to whom
we owe by far the best biography of him,

tells us that thirty-eight of his Latin sermons,

still preserved in MSS., belong to this period

of his life, when he was mainly occupied with

those philosophic studies, the results of which

he embodied in several large treatises, still also

preserved in manuscript. According to his

account it was soir.e time between 1363 and
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1366 that he took the degree in theology,

which then constituted the only right to teach

or profess that science in its full compass.

From that time onward he occupied himself

exclusively with the teaching of it in its

scholastic as well as in its biblical form, and,

possibly for the benefit of his students, he

drew up the first outlines of the two great

theological works, the " Trialogus " and the
" Summa Theologize," which he was only

able to elaborate and put into final shape

towards the close of his laborious life. Lechler

is also inclined to hold that he began, at an
earlier period of his academic life than is

generally supposed, to gather round him a

band of devoted scholars^ who went through

the long theological course of that day under
his guidance, and were afterwards either re-

tained to aid him in academic work, or were
sent out into the surrounding dioceses, bare-

footed and clad in long russet robe, as

travelling preachers, to supply the deficiencies

of the secular priests, and to preach a simpler

and more living Christianity than was then

current among the wandering friars. In the

first stage of its existence, at least, he says

that the members of the band were men who
had passed through a University course, and
been admitted to priests' orders. They may
have been coarse in manners and of humble
attainments, for that was the case with too
many of the ordinary priesthood in that age

;

but they were in earnest about religion, and
commended themselves by their varied mi-

nistries to those- who were so. At a later

period, when the hostility of the bishops was
aroused, it is likely that they were generally

laymen, and resembled more closely the lay

preachers of the ancient Waldenses and
modern Methodists, and possibly, like the

former, they confined themselves in their

exercises to the reading and explaining of

Scripture, and so gave occasion to their

founder from time to time to prepare trans-

lations of detached parts of the New Testa-

ment, and expository discourses on them.

For some years after resigning the Warden-
ship of Balliol the Reformer had occupied
rooms in Queen's College, but in 1365 he
removed to Canterbury Hall, having been
selected as Warden by the founder, when he
deemed it necessary to make some changes
m the original constitution of the house.
Some of the ruthless antagonists of the old
traditions regarding him will have it that in

this case his biographers have confounded
him with his less celebrated namesake already
mentioned. But all available information

goes to prove that Wycclyve of Mayfield was

not a person of any eminence, or one who
had taken any academic degree, unless pos-

sibly that of Bachelor of Arts. The references

in the Reformer's own writings, as well as

the testimony of his contemporaries, Wode-
ford and the monk who compiled the " St.

Alban's Chronicle," suffice to settle the matter
of fact beyond all question. Still one
may hesitate to accept the assertion of the

latter, that it was because of the rash and
heretical opinions he ventilated that he was
afterwards ejected from the office, no less

than the insinuation of the former, that it

was because of his ejection that he soon
after committed himself to opinions at

variance with the teaching of the Church.
The Reformer was not permitted long to

enjoy this new office in peace. After the

death of his patron, the displaced monks
appealed to the new Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and Wyclif had to engage in a long and
harassing contest, first ia the Archbishop's

Court and then in that of the Pope, in de-

fence of his position. Events, of a more
public nature, too, about the same time

forced him from the academic seclusion in

which hitherto he had been content to live

and work.

III.—HIS WORK AS A PATRIOT AND
POLITICIAN.

The year 1363, observed as a sort of jubilee

in honour of the completion of the fiftieth

year of the reigning sovereign, was a very

notable one in the history of England.
Edward III. and his chivalrous son, the

Black Prince, were then in the height of their

glory. Their victories in France had gained

for them nearly a third of that fair land.

Scotland also had again been humbled, and
three suppliant kings were then at the English

court. But to hold the conquests that had
been gained overtaxed the resources of the

kingdom, and the concluding decade of

Edward's reign was as disastrous as the pre-

ceding period had been glorious. Misfortune

followed on misfortune till almost all was
lost that could be lost. Its naval power, on
which especially the country prided itself,

received a blow from which it did not recover

for a long time to come. The crisis, how-
ever, served in a singular degree to call forth

the national feeling, and to unite all ranks

—

sovereign and subject, Norman and Saxon,

yeoman, burgher, and peasant—in defence ot

the national unity and independence against

the insolent claims and extortions of the

Papal Curia at Avignon, and some of the

state ecclesiastical at home who made com-
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mon cause with it. Wyclif was forced to the
forefront as the representative of this national
uprising. He grasped as no other did its

real_ meaning, set it resolutely on an inde-
feasible basis, and laboured with might and
main to carry it to all its legitimate results.

Three stages may be noted in the struggle
then begun. The first—in 1365 and 1366—was niainly directed against the claims
of the French pope. Either enraged by the
renewal of the statutes of provisors and
premunire, or presuming on the waning
fortunes of the king, he presented a demand
for the tribute promised by King John,
when he disgracefully consented to hold
his kingdom as a iief of the Holy See.
The Parliament, whose advice the king
took care to solicit in this grave emer-
gency, replied with unanimity that "neither
King John nor any other king had power to

place his realm and people under such thral-

dom without consent of Parliament, which
had neither been asked nor given," and they
determined that if the Pope should attempt
by formal process or in any other way to

enforce his claim, he should be resisted by
king and people with all their puissance.
Lechler supposes that Wyclif was a member
of this Parliament, either as representing his

University or the clergy of his Archdeaconry,
or as the PecuUaris dericiis regis summoned to

give advice to the council or the Parliament
in the emergency. However that may be, it

admits of no question that he was challenged
by name to defend the action of the king
and Parliament by an anonymous monk who
ventured to assail it. He courageously ac-

cepted the challenge, and it is admitted by
one who is no indiscriminate admirer of his

actings that he displayed in his answer " the

abihty of a sound logician, the learning of an
educated lawyer, with the theologian's rever-

ence for the Church " of which he professed

himself an obedient son. He adroitly shifted

from his own shoulders the main burden of

argument and laid it on those of the temporal
Lords, whose reasonings in the recent Parlia-

ment he professed simply to report. The
reasonings, whether real or imaginary, were
vigorous, and in all respects worthy of the

descendants of the bold barons who had
stood for their liberties even against their

sovereign, and were not likely to yield to a

priest what they had refused to him.

The second stage in the struggle came in

137 1, when the ParHament arraigned the

conduct of the Lords spiritual themselves,

and complained that not content with their

ecclesiastical offices and benefices, they

engrossed to themselves all the more im-
portant ofiices of state to the injury of the
laity, and the alienation of their own minds
from the proper duties of their sacred.calling.
They were not really ministers of Chris't,
watching over the souls entrusted to their
care, but '' lawyers, statesmen, and architects
in thin disguise, with a large share of the
vices of the laymen and nobles with whom
they mingled," yet left in great measure free
irom the burdens of military service and taxa-
tion which at that time pressed so heavily on
these. And so while they deprived the laity
of offices which more fairly belonged to them,
other prelates, with nominal dioceses inparti-
bus ijifiddium, had to be sent out by the Pope
who, instead of going to preach the gospel
and act as pastors there, to live and if need
be, to die for Christ, "hopped about in

England to hallow men's altars and creep
among curators and confess people against
the law," and to supply the lack of service
on the part of their immediate chief pastors.

According to the author of " Piers Plow-
man's Vision," who was a vigorous labourer
in the same cause as the Reformer

—

" Ever}' bishop that beareth cross by that he is holden
Through his province for to pass to show himself,
Telling them and teaching tfaera in Trinity to believe
And feeding them with ghostly food and giving where

it needeth."

There were noble exceptions to the preva-
lent degeneracy in a Bradwardine and a Fitz-

lalph, and some in humbler place. But, as
Langlands hints, there were too many priests

and prelates " emblaunched with fair words,
and with fair clothes, and as lambs they
looken, and as wolves they lyven." Wyclif
attacks them still more scathingly. Li one
treatise he adverts to the incompatibility of
such offices with the teaching of the fathers,

the apostles, and our Lord himself; and in

another he testifies that such occupations

interfered with habits of devotion, thoughtful-

ness and study, so that preaching of the

gospel, visitation of the afflicted, and relieving

of the poor, were neglected, and they them-
selves became so steeped in worklliness us to

be utterly disqualified for rebuking it in

others. The practice had grown up in times

of ignorance, and had been allowed to in-

crease while the barons were with the King
and the Prince in France exposing them-

selves to peril and danger in the service ol

their country, and it was surely reasonable

that on their return they should look for that

share of the honours and emoluments of llie

state which naturally belonged to them. The

movement, it has been said, was premature,
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but it was a righteous one, and sure in the

end to be adopted, and it would have been for

the interest of the Church itself that its rulers

should not obstruct or delay it, as for a long

time they did.

The third stage of the struggle was reached

in 1376-77. The Duke of Lancaster having

failed in his conduct of the war, and the

country being exhausted by its long continu-

ance, a truce was agreed on between France

and England, and commissioners from both

countries met at Bruges to treat of the con-

ditions of a permanent peace. Commissioners

were also sent to negotiate with the repre-

sentatives of the Pope for an effectual remedy
to the grievances of which the nation had so

often complained in vain. The name of our

Reformer stands second on the list of these

commissioners. This was the only oppor-

tunity he had of coming into closer acquaint-

ance with ecclesiastics who were high in the

confidence of the Pope, and his biographers

will have it that his visit to this great em-
porium of Northern Europe w'as to him what
his visit to Rome was to Luther. At all events

he was but partially successful in his negotia-

{To be conchided next month.

^

tions, and soon returned home to afifirm more
confidently than ever that " the proud worldly
priest of Rome was the most cursed of clippers

and purse-kervers." At Bruges he formed or

strengthened his acquaintance with the Duke
of Lancaster, and probably he owed to him
the only further preferments he received—the

prebend of Aust in the church of Westbury
and the Rectory of Lutterworth, where his

last days were spent.

Li the Parliament of 1376 advantage was
taken of the duke's absence and unpopularity

to form a coalition against him. The clerical

party so far yielded to the convictions of

the Commons as to join in a remonstrance
against the Papal exactions and provisions, in

return for which they secured their end in

removing from office some of the most
obnoxious of the Duke's friends, and joining

some of themselves with him in the Council

of Regency. But soon after his return he
regained his influence, and though this Parlia-

ment continued to be termed the good Parlia-

ment, but little permanent good came of it,

in restraining the appointment of aliens to

benefices.

SHETLAND AND ITS PEOPLE.
By sheriff RAMPINI.

TWO o'clock in the morning, but it is as

bright as day. The sea is like a sheet

of burnished glass. The sky is clear and
unclouded. A rosy light, increasing every

moment, gilds the top of the distant hills. Over
earth, sea, and sky has fallen a silence deep

as death, broken only by the monotonous
plash of our steamboat paddles, or the plain-

tive cry of a solitary gull flying low across the

surface of the water. From the deck of the

good ship, St. Magnus, we watch the fast-

enlarging landscape. We have left the Fair

Isle, with its traditions of the wreck of the

Spanish Armada, far behind. We have come
safely through the seething waters of Sum-
burgh Roost. We have passed the island of

Mousa, with its Pictish Broch, like a gigantic

dice-box. Before us is the flashing light, now
red, now white, of Kirkabister lighthouse.

On the other side of the bay, and a little to

the left, the Knab, a conical mass of weathered
rock and sun-browned verdure, guards the

entrance to Lerwick harbour ; and right

athwart our bows, the dim light in their win-

dows twinkling as if only half awake, are

the grey gables and towering chimneys of

the houses of the new town of Lerwick. A
few minutes later and the hoarse roar of the

steam whistle and the noise of the falling

anchor indicate our arrival in Bressay Sound.
We are lying in an apparently land-locked

bay, formed by the island of Bressay and the

mainland, within whose spacious harbour— it

is nearly three miles long and from a mile to

a mile and a half in width—the most formid-

able naval armament that the world ever saw
might find ample room and verge enough.

Fleets of all nations have ere now covered
its waters. Here lay King Hakon Hakonson
with the navy of Norway, on the unfortunate

expedition which terminated in his defeat at

Largs in 1263. Twice in the seventeenth

century, in 1653 and again in 1655, two
English fleets, the one of ninety-four and the

other of ninety-two sail, have rested within

it. In 1 86 1 it was visited by the Channel
Fleet; in 18S3 by the Reserve Squadron;
and summer after summer for centuries, in

gradually decreasing numbers it must be con-

fessed, the Dutch fishing fleet has enlivened its

waters with brown-sailed busses and gaudily-

painted " booms " and sturdy luggers, from
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rigging,

a Sun-

day forenoon,

red shirts and
canvas trousers,

and water-proof pet-

ticoats and heavy fish-

ing-boots may be seen fluttering

and drying in the sunshine. Once a great

battle was fought here. In the summer
of 1640 a convoy of four Dutch men-of-war

was lying in the Sound, awaiting the return

of their spice-fleet from the East Indies, -when

it was suddenly pounced upon by a formid-

able flotilla of ten Spanish vessels. A terrible

fight ensued. Two of the Dutchmen
were sunk, another was run ashore and blown

up by her crew ; the fourth fell into the hands

of the enemy. On two other occasions the

Dutch fishing-fleet was burned by the French

within its waters ; and once—it was in 1778

—

it is said a suspicious-looking craft was seen

making for its entrance, whose rakish rig and

saucy bearing excited the strongest apprehen-

sions in the Lerwigians' minds. Nor were

their fears lessened w^hen they discovered that

it was the celebrated privateer Paul Jones

himself, at that time the scourge and terror

of all the British coast. As the news spread

tlie whole inhabitants of the little town—they

numbered barely a thousand—turned out to

see the stranger. The lumbering old cannon

of the fort, not yet known by the name of
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Fort Charlotte, which had been placed there

by Oliver Cromwell, and the rusty guns of

the battery were got into readiness to give

him a warm reception ; and all the women in

the town, in scarlet petticoats of Shetland
" wadmal," flocked to the Knab to gratify

their curiosity—perhaps, also, to be out of

danger's way. But as they gazed and better

gazed the brig was seen to slacken sail; then all

of a sudden she tacked about, and before the

astonished islanders could make out what she

was after she was off with a fair breeze to the

south. To this day it is believed that it was
the women's scarlet petticoats that -did it.

Paul Jones had mistaken them for brave

soldiers of King George, and had thought

twice before attacking so strongly garrisoned

a port.

In 1S32 the first steam-vessel appeared off

the Shetland coast, causing great alarm to the

islanders, who not unnaturally took it for a

ship on fire. It was not, however, till fifteen

years later that the secluded inhabitants of

the more northern islands were first introduced

to vessels propelled by steam. " In the sum-
mer of 1847," says Dr. Cowie, in his excel-

lent " Guide to Shetland, " the late ]\Ir.

Arthur Anderson, then candidate for the re-

presentation of the county, entered a certain

voe in Yell in his steam-yacht. Some noise

was occasioned by blowing off steam. Two
unsophisticated islanders, who were engaged
picking limpets on the sea-shore, surveyed
the fire-ship in blank astonishment. At length

the more strong-minded of the two handed
his snuff"-horn to his terrified companion, with

the exhortation, ' Oh ! Jamie, Jamie, tak'

doo a snuff, for doo'll snuff nae mair wi' me
till we snuff together in glory

!

' He had
concluded the great day of wrath had come,
and that on board the steamer was the angel

blowing the last trumpet."

But now, with steam communication with

Scotland thrice a week in summer and twice

in winter, and a little restless local steamer,

ever on the move round the islands, darting

into bays and voes and creeks, the ideas of

the islanders have expanded. And with the

spread of enlightenment and education has
been developed a spirit of energy, self-re-

liance, and emulation, which is not the least

remarkable of the characteristics of the new
Shetland, which is fast obliterating all the

landmarks of the past.

Nowhere, perhaps, is this progress more
visible than in the town of Lerwick itself.

Originally a trading port of the Dutch fishing-

fleet, its first house was built only two hun-
dred years ago. In iSoo its population was

1,300 ; in 18S1 it counted 3,854 inhabitants.

With its main streets paved with Bressay

flags, its steep lanes, crowded with houses,

leading to the newer town on the Hill Head,
its shops hung with Fair Isle hosiery, and
with never a carriage or any wheeled vehicle

larger than a country mail-gig, rumbling over

its stony streets, the appearance of Lerwick
may fairly be claim.ed to be unique. It more
closely resembles a foreign town, Reykjavik
in Iceland, or some out-of-the-way bourg in

the Netherlands. As for its street scenes

they are without a parallel in any other part

of her Majesty's dominions. Shaggy ponies,

bearing straw panniers, called "maisies,"

laden with potatoes and poultry, eggs, and
other country produce ; women bent double
under huge baskets of peats, their heads
covered with dirty shawls, and their in-toed

feet encased in sandals of untanned hide

called "rivlins," knitting, like their sisters

of Jersey, industriously as they go ; others,

with similar " keysies," from out of one of

which peeps the fair-haired head of a child,

whilst from another emerge the four legs of a

new-born calf; men with circular nets over

their shoulders, on their way to the Docks
to fish for sillocks ; here a group of fishermen

in tarpauHn suits and sou'wester hats, calmly

smoking their pipes while their women un-

load the boat, and attach it to the wharf;

there a crowd of bare-legged children, boys
and girls, playing cricket with three stones

for wickets, in the middle of the highway.

Anon, a herd of native sheep, black, white,

grey, and moorat, coming into town to be
shipped on board the Si. Magnus ; or a flock

of geese stalking gravely across the path of

the passer-by, or a band of scavenger ducks
picking up the garbage from the gutters of

the side walks. Then the soft patois of the

natives, the use of dii and dee for thou and
thee, and yea and nay for yes and no in

ordinary conversation, the Norsenames above
the shop doors, the keen, clear-cut features

of the men, and the refined beauty of many
of the children ; all these things give a Scan-

dinavian colouring to the scene, which, like

the odour of peat-rick which pervades the

whole, is not displeasing to the southern

tourist. The truth is, that despite the four

hundred years that have attached them to

the crown of Scotland, the Shetlanders are

still Norse to the core. Old Norse customs

still prevail, old Norse words form the basis

of their speech. The names of their lochs

and farms and hills and valleys are Norse.

There are as many sorters in the Shetland

place-names as in Norway itself. Gords,
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dales, nesses, and wicks are as common in

the one country as in the other. Even the
name of the principal town, Lcirvik, the
Clay-bay, is the same as that of an existing

Norwegian village.

The inherent Scandinavianism of the Shet-
lander, v;hich leads him to repudiate the
appellation of Scotchman, and to cherish in

secret the old customs and superstitions of
his ancestors, asserts itself yearly in the high
jinks with which he continues to honour tlie

old Holy days of Yule. Until within the

last two or three years he pertinaciously

adhered to the old style in his observance of

these festivities. On Christmas Eve, New
Year's Eve, and Uphelya,—the twenty-fourth
day after Yule, and that on which the Holy
or holidays are supposed to be " up,"—the

youths of Lerwick, attired in fantastic dresses,

go " guising " about the town in bands, visit-

mg their friends and acquaintances and re-

producing in miniature the carnival of more
southern climes. On one or other of these

occasions a torchlight procession forms part

of the revelry. Formerly blazing tar-barrels

were dragged about the town, and afterwards,

with the first break of morning, dashed over
the Knab into the sea. But this ancient and
dangerous custom has very properly been dis-

continued. The dresses of the guisers are

often ofthe most expensive and fanciful descrip-

tion. Highlanders, Spanish cavaliers, negro
minstrels, soldiers in the peaked caps, kersey-

mere breeches and scarlet coats turned up with
buff of the reign of George H., Robin Hoods,
and Maid Marians, are found in the motley
throng. Some with aboldness worthy of Aristo-

phanes himself, caricature the dress, the walk,

or some other eccentricity of leading person-

ages in the town ; others—for the spirit of "the
Happy Land " has reached these hyperborean
regions—make pleasant game of well-known
political characters. Each band of guisers

has its fiddler, who walks before it, playing
" Scalloway Lasses," or " the Foula Reel," or

"the Nippin' Grund," or some other archaic

tune. Thus conducted and blowing a horn to

give notice of their approach, the maskers enter

the doors of all houses which they find open,

dance a measure with the inmates, partake of

and offer refreshment, and then depart to

repeat the same courtesies elsewhei'e. At
daylight the horn of the Most Worthy Grand
Guiser, a mysterious personage, whose per-

sonality and functions are enveloped in the

deepest concealment, is heard summoning all

the bands to end their revels, and when, in

the cold grey dawn of the winter morning,

the worthy citizens of Lerwick awake to

pursue their wonted avocations, not a trace
remains of the saturnalia of the night
before.

How it happens tliat in a busy, bustling,

go-ahead i:)lace like Lerwick, these vestiges
of long by-gone years can still exist and
flourish, is only to be accounted for by the
immense hold which they retain upon the
affections of every true and leal-hearted

Shetlander. In the rural districts, of course,

where the wear and tear of life is so small
that centenarianism is a matter of every-day
occurrence, old customs, old superstitions,

and old prejudices are as natural as the
lichens which cover the weathered rocks, and
the mosses that grow on the roof of the

crofter's cottage. Every district in Shetland
has its own peculiarities as well as its own
nickname. The Weisdale people are said by
Low in his Tour* to be the most superstitious

in the islands. The last remains of the old
udallers are to be found amongst the " peerie

(small) lairds" of Fladdabister. The Cun-
ningsburgh folk are "by all accounts the

wildest in Shetland," and their inhosjMtalit}-

was in 1774—the stigma has long since been
removed—proverbial. " It's mirk in the

chimney, but light on the heath ; it is

time for the stranger to be gone," was
the formula by which they were wont to

inform a guest that he had outstayed his

welcome. In Papa Stour, till within the last

thirty or forty years, the sword dance, de-

scribed by Sir Walter Scott in his " Pirate,"

was regularly performed during the winter

evenings. In Unst—the garden of Shetland

—a sort of circular dance, in which a dozen

persons held each other by the hand while
" one of the company sang a Norn Visick,"

was a common diversion of the "daft days "

of Christmas. As for the inhabitants of

Foula—the Thule of Tacitus—the most

secluded of all the hundred islands which

compose the Shetland Archipelago, towards

the end of the last century their language was
still Norse. Even at the present day, re-

mains of old Scandinavian songs and rhymes

which have ages ago been forgotten by all

but the successors of Noma of the Fitful

Head, are yet to be found amongst them.

"Most or all of these tales are relative to the

history of Norway; they seem to know little

of the rest of Europe but by name ; Nor-

wegian transactions they have at their fingers'

ends." Not more than a generation ago, the

favourite amusement of these islanders on

the Sunday afternoon was "putting the stone."

• George Low's " Tour through Orkney and Shetland in
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While the young men made trial of their

strength, the elders sat by as spectators, en-

couraging the competitors, like their proto-

types in the Sagas, by "reciting the ancient

matches," and, in true heroic style, lamenting

the degeneracy of their sons. If these poor
Foula men were Norsemen and Pagans at

heart, the fault, certainly, did not lie with them.

They never saw a clergyman oftener than

once or twice in the year. They are better off

now, having a resident catechist of their

own. They hardly ever saw a stranger;

when they did, they scarcely knew how much
to make of him. They loaded Low and his

companion with fish, fowls, milk, butter and
eggs ; and when he offered to pay for what
they had received " they were much affronted,

and told me no such thing ever happened
in Foula as to pay for eatables." Their
sole industry, up to a recent period, was
collecting the feathers and eggs of the

myriads of wild fowls from which the island

derived its name. With a rope fastened to

his waist, the fowler was lowered by his

companions some thirty or forty fathoms
down the face of the cliff. It was as danger-

ous a trade as that of the samphire-gatherer

of Dover. But the Foula-man v/as bred up
from his infancy to look upon death by
falling over the cliffs as his natural lot. " My
father gaed before ; my gutcher (grandfather)

gaed before him, and I must expect to go
over the Sneug too," he would say. And
over the Sneug, 1,369 feet high, he would
almost as a matter of course one day finally

disappear.

All fishing communities are superstitious,

but the Shetlander has an additional title to

be so in his Norse descent. Old myths still

linger in out-of-the-way localities, influencing

the motions and moulding the conduct of

many a fisher family. Lays such as the

Eddie Rune-song of Odin, and the Arthur
Knight song, or Nightmare Incantation, of

which Dr. John Leyden, in his " Complaint
of Scotland," had only " heard two lines that

were made the frequent themes of specula-

tion by mythologists," *' are yet handed down
by oral tradition from mother to son.

As for the domestic superstitions of the

Shetlanders, they are of precisely the same
type as those found in other isolated and un-
educated communities. A belief in trows,

elves, mermen, and mermaidens is universal.

Wraiths and portents receive implicit cre-

dence. Many of the survivors of the great
storm of 20th July, 1881, assert that "they

* See a series of recent articles on the Scottish, Slietlandic,
and Germanic Water Tales by Karl Blind, in The Contem-
porary Review.

owed their safety to the warnings they had
received. A woman washing her husband's

clothes in a burn sees his trousers fill with

water, and infers from that an intimation of

his approaching death.

The last executions for witchcraft in Shet-

land were in the beginning of the last cen-

tury, when Barbara Tulloch and her daughter

Ellen King were burned alive on the Gal-

lowshill of Scalloway. A famous " vizard "

of former days, who shared the same fate,

was known by the name of Luggie, and dwelt

on a little hill called the Knop of Kebister,

a few miles north of Lerwick. " Like his

countrymen in modern days," says Dr. Cowie,
" he drew his harvest from the sea, but, un-

like them, the calling exposed him to none
of the dangers of the deep." For whenever
he wanted fish he dropped his line through a

hole in the Knowe, and drew up his fish

ready cooked at some subterranean fire.

" This," says Brand, the worthy missionary

of 1700, "was certainly done by the agency

of evil spirits, with whom he was in contact

and covenant; but the economy of the King-

dom of Darkness is very wonderful, and little

known to us." Spey wives and dealers in

charms and incantations still ply a roaring

trade. There are drunken old hags in Ler-

wick itself who earn their livelihood by im-

posing upon the credulity of ignorant sailors

and silly servant-girls.

The influence of the evil eye is as well

known in Shetland as in other parts of the

world. But to rank an evil tongue in the

same category of malefic potency is a refine-

ment in superstition unknown to the folk-

lore of the majority of people. " Nobody
must praise a child or anything they set

a value on, for if anything evil afterwards be-

falls it," this will be attributed to the tongue

that spoke of it. This was called "fore-

speaking," and persons so forespoken Could

only be loosed from their enchantment by
being washed in a water of which the con-

coction is kept a profound secret. A relic of

Popery seems to linger in the superstition

which formerly restrained some of the lower

classes from eating or drinking on Sunday till

after divine service. But it is difficult to

find either rhyme or reason for the belief

that, if two infants that have got no teeth

meet in the same room, one of them will die

immediately after. To have one's way
crossed, particularly by the minister, when
you go a-fishing is reckoned unlucky. At

funerals in the country districts it was usual to

lift three clods and fling them one by one

after the corpse. Many of the old peopln



SHETLAND AND ITS PEOPLE.
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^

still
collect

wreck or

iftwood
which

ake their

coffins, a custom
which doubtless

originated more in

necessity than in senti-

ment.
Old Zetland, it must be admitted, was

infinitely more picturesque than modern Shet-

land. It is difficult for even the most imagi-

native of minds to invest Avith an air of ro-

mance such prosaic bodies and personages
as parochial boards, commissioners of police,

inspectors of poor, and the modern school-

board dominie. Even the parish minister of

modern times lacks that racy flavour, redo-

lent of the soil, which made his predecessor
of seventy or eighty years ago the prophet,

priest, and king of his district. As for the

precentor of the period, he is a colourless

creature compared to his forerunner of the

last generation. A quaint story is told of

one of these worthies in an outlying district

of the Mainland. There had been a wreck,
and as the cargo was a valuable one, a diver
had been sent for from the south. He and
his diving-bell, an invention which had never
before been seen, were objects of the greatest

curiosity to all the country-side. The diver
himself was a good-looking young fellow, and
he speedily captivated the heart of the local

heiress, who insisted, much to the chagrin of
her family, on marrying him. Accordingly,
one Sunday when the congregation were as-

sembled in the kirk of Lunnasting, the pre-

centor rose to publish the banns. "Silence,"

he cried, " in the kirk of Lunnasting! There
is a purpose of marriage atwixt wir " (our)
" Leddy of L ''•• and " (naming the

diver), " dooker and diver and head contriver

o' that wonderfu' thing the in-jine !"

If those habits and conditions of life which
Sir Walter Scott has idealised and exagge-

rated in the " Pirate," ever indeed existed, no
trace of them can be found in our more re-

fined and certainly more practical days.

* Heiresses in tiicir own riljlit. anil the wives of the larper
proprietors were always dig^i&edi)y the courtesy title of Lady.
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The udaller no longer sits in his sealskin-

covered chair, framed all of massive oak by
some Hambm'g carpenter, amidst the jovial

warmth and plenty of the mansion-house of

Burgh -Westra. His days are now passed on
a smoke-stained deal settle in a rude stone

cabin with a turf roof, and the smoke, per-

chance, escaping through a hole in the thatch.

No longer "dressed in blue coat of antique

cut, lined with scarlet, and laced and looped
with gold down to the seams and buttons

and along the ample cuffs," he now wears, a

chimne3'-pot hat, a short black jacket without

buttons, a pair of trousers once black, but
now grown white and baggy at the knees,

and in all likelihood a pair of rivlins on his

feet. His daughters, clad in silks and adorned
with pearls, no longer cap verses with Claud
Halcro, or pass their time in dalliance with

JMordaunt Merton or with Cleveland. They
are dressed in coarse grey winsey, and on
holidays in the brightest shades of blue or

purple merino. They doff their shoes and
stockings on their Sunday trudges to the

parish kirk. Their hair is redolent of mar-
row pomade, and all their clothing smells

of the peat-rick of their ancestral home-
stead.

For long after Shetland had come into

the possession of the Scottish crown the old

Norwegian laws and the Scandinavian
machinery for the administration of justice

continued to be upheld within it. The truth

was, people were not very certain that Nor-
way might not exercise its right of redemp-
tion, pay off the marriage debt for which it

was mortgaged and restore it to its original

position as an appanage of the Scandinavian
crown. The ancient Law-ting or Parliament
of Zetland had its principal place of session

on a small holm in the Loch of Tingwall,

about six miles from Lerwick. The Thing
was always held in the open air. The Great
Fowd or Lagman of Zetland, the principal

executive and judicial officer of the islands,

presided, and round him, seated on stone

seats, were clustered the inferior Fowds,
and the Rancelmen or lower executive

officers. To this primitive assembly came
all the udallers or freeholders of the Fowdrie
on horseback, bearing themselves with the

dignity and gravity which the importance
of the occasion required. As there was
no room for more than a limited number of
ihem on the holm, the rest congregated on
the shore of the loch. But the injury which
the depasturing of so many horses on the

adjoining lands occasioned was so great, that

the proprietors had to be recompensed by

a grant of the scat or land-tax from the
neighbouring parishes of Quarff and Dun-
rossness.* When the Thing, sitting as a
court of justice, had condemned a criminal

to death, it is said that a curious Scandi-
navian custom still gave him a chance of

life. He was permitted to run the gauntlet

between a double line formed by the specta-

tors. If he reached the church, which was
about two or three hundred yards off, in

safety, his life was spared. But he seldom
got so far alive. Whatever was the result,

the vox popiill was always regarded as the

vox Dei. The execution of the decrees of

the Law-ting and of the inferior courts of the

district Fowds, was entrusted to Rancelmen,
called in Orkney Law-right men, who in

addition to their duties as bailiffs or sheriff-

officers, as we should now call them, per-

formed many of the functions nowappropriated
to the ruling elders of the Kirk of Scotland

in the various parishes throughout the island.

When, on the attachment of the islands to

the Stewart-lands, or private domain of the

Scottish King in 1614, on the forefaulting of

Patrick, Earl of Orkney, their superior, the

Great Fowd was superseded by the King's

Chamberlain or Steward-depute, the services of

these Rancelmen were still retained ; and in

the country-acts still extant, very minute and
at the same time very primitive regulations

are laid down for their guidance. t They
were to inquire into the lives and conversa-

tion of families, whether there was any discord

or unbecoming carriage betwixt man and
wife, parent and child, master and servant,

or any other unchristian or unlawful practice

in the family. They were to prevent all

quarrels and scoldings so far as w'as in their

power, " by commanding the contending

parties to the peace," and if they persisted to

report them to the Fiscal or Clerk of Court.

They were to see that the poor were

taken care of in their respective quarters,

and not suffered to stray abroad. They were

to allow no beggars or thiggers (sorners)

from other parishes to pass through their

bounds. They were to try all dogs in their

quarters and see that none kept dogs without

authority from the Bailie. They were to

inquire anent all persons using any manner
of witchcraft, charm, or any other abominable

devilish superstition, and faithfully inform

against them that they might be brought to

condign punishment. They were to examine

all tradesmen within their bounds and see

* " Zetland Directory," i86r, p. 133.
t Corapend. of the Country Acts, App. to "Historical

Description of Zetland," by Ihomas Gifford, of Ousta, 1733,

p. 90.
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i^:.:: izzw s^:.^z sufficient work ani uii no:

impose upon any in tlieir prices. Lastly,

they were admonished that as they were
entrusted with a power of inspecting tlie lives

an^ manners of others, so their own lives and
conversation should be exemplars for good

;

and " take care " added the Act, with a simple

and solemn earnestness that has a "flavour of

the antique world," " that j-ou are not found
guilt)- of these faults yourselves that you are

called to reprove in others ; if you should,

your punishment shall be double to theirs."

Records such as tliese illustrate better than

any laboured description what manner of

men the fathers and grandfathers of the

preseat race of Shetlanders were. They do
more. They throw light upon some of the

most mark^ characteristics of the present

generafaon. They reflect the simplicity, the

-jatWuIness, the hospitality, the kindliness of

their disposition ; their law-abiding nature,

their respect for all in authorit}-, their affec-

tion for their " Old Rock," its habits, its cus-
toms and its traditions. They reflect also
their \-ices, their indolence, thriftlessness and
untruthfulness—vices, which perhaps the
stranger who confines ''

''t to Shetland
to Len\-ick and its n. rhood alone,
may not readily perceive, but which are not
imknown in the less explored districts of the
country-. Yet if such %nces are to be laid to
the charge of the Shetland crofter, we must
make ample allowance for the centuries of
oppression of which he has been the victim.

Crushed by monopolists, the thrall of the

demoralising Track system, ever harassed and
burdened with debt to landlord and to mer-
chant, it is to his honour that it can still.be

alleged that now, as in the past, crime is

almost unknown in the Shetland Islands.

THE PARSOX'S COMFORTER.
5t par.ingraph fertnt ^ifr.

-J-K ; : :
- : ' ;-? about his daily ways

.

"_,
' -" ': rubles in his head,

. '-_^-i 1.-; Z__.; --_i reads andpraj-s,

eside the sufferer's chair, the dying bed.

"."I'hste'eT the ? e-cret skeleton may be

—

r:u::. ;!::-./.. :r debt—that keeps within

'"

'
';-

V :-
"' :.rson comes, the owner turns the ke}',

- . . _ ,. efs him out to *' squeak and gibber
""

there.

It see~s - -^liiibiity unguessed

—

Or little bome in ndnd, if haply known

—

Tlhat he who cheers in trouble al the rest

May now and then have troubles of his

own.

A'2.5 ! God knows, he has his foe to fight,

r-Iis do^t-atomy, severe and grim

;

A'/. : -l-.^rs claim Ms comfort as of right,

Bat, hapless parson ] who shall comfort Mm

?

A ftieaad ihe has to whom he may repair

((Besides that One who carries all our grief),

And when his load is more than he can bear

He seeks his comforter, and fi.nd5 relief.

He finds a cottage, very poor and smal.

The meanest tenement where all are mean ;

Yei decency ainid order rnaiik it all :

—

Hae pannes aire bi^it, the step severe Ij
dteam.

He lifts the latch—^his comforter is there,

Propt in the bed, where now for weeks she

stays.

Or, haply, seated knitting in her chair.

If tMs be one of those rare " better days."

A tiny woman, stunted, bent, and thin :

Her features sharp with pain that always

wakes;
The nimble band she holds the needles in

_

Is warped and wrenched by dire rheumatic

aches.

Sometimes she gets a grateful change of

pain.

Sometimes for half a day she ruits her

bed

;

And—Ijing, sitting, crawled to be^ -g^i-in

—

Always she knits : her needles are her

bread.

Too well she knows what 'tis a meal to miss.

Often the grate has not a coal of fire

;

She has no hope of better things than

this:

The future darkens, suffering grows more

dire.

Where will they take her, if betide it should

Her stiffened hand the needles cannot ply?

Not to the workhouse—God isver;

He knows her weakness—He v. jer

die.
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The udaller no longer sits in his sealskin-

covered chair, framed all of massive oak by
some Hamburg carpenter, amidst the jovial

warmth and plenty of the mansion-house of

Burgh -Westra. His days are now passed on
a smoke-stained deal settle in a rude stone

cabin with a turf roof, and the smoke, per-

chance, escaping through a hole in the thatch.

No longer " dressed in blue coat of antique

cut, lined with scarlet, and laced and looped
with gold down to the seams and buttons

and along the ample cuffs," he now wears, a
chimney-pot hat, a short black jacket without

buttons, a pair of trousers once black, but
now grown white and baggy at the knees,

and in all likelihood a pair of rivlins on his

feet. His daughters, clad in silks and adorned
with pearls, no longer cap verses with Claud
Halcro, or pass their time in dalliance with

INIordaunt Merton or with Cleveland. They
are dressed in coarse grey winsey, and on
holidays in the brightest shades of blue or

purple merino. They doff their shoes and
stockings on their Sunday trudges to the

parish kirk. Their hair is redolent of mar-
row pomade, and all their clothing smells

of the peat-rick of their ancestral home-
stead.

For long after Shetland had come into

the possession of the Scottish crown the old

Norwegian laws and the Scandinavian
machinery for the administration of justice

continued to be upheld within it. The truth

was, people were not very certain that Nor-
way might not exercise its right of redemp-
tion, pay off the marriage debt for which it

was mortgaged and restore it to its original

position as an appanage of the Scandinavian
crown. The ancient Law-ting or Parliament
of Zetland had its principal place of session

on a small holm in the Loch of Tingwall,

about six miles from Lerwick. The Thing
was always held in the open air. The Great
Fowd or Lagman of Zetland, the principal

executive and judicial officer of the islands,

presided, and round him, seated on stone

seats, were clustered the inferior Fowds,
and the Rancelmen or lower executive

officers. To this primitive assembly came
all the udallers or freeholders of the Fowdrie
on horseback, bearing themselves with the

dignity and gravity which the importance
of the occasion required. As there was
no room for more than a limited number of

ihem on the holm, the rest congregated on
the shore of the loch. But the injury w^iich

the depasturing of so many horses on the

adjoining lands occasioned was so great, that

the proprietors had to be recompensed by

a grant of the scat or land-tax from the

neighbouring parishes of Quarff and Dun-
rossness.* When the Thing, sitting as a
court of justice, had condemned a criminal

to death, it is said that a curious Scandi-
navian custom still gave him a chance of

life. He was permitted to run the gauntlet

between a double line formed by the specta-

tors. If he reached the church, which was
about two or three hundred yards off, in

safety, his life was spared. But he seldom
got so far alive. Whatever was the result,

the vox populi was always regarded as the

vox Dei. The execution of the decrees of

the Law-ting and of the inferior courts of the

district Fowds, w-as entrusted to Rancelmen,
called in Orkney Law-right men, who in

addition to their duties as bailitts or sheriff-

officers, as we should now call them, per-

formed many of the functions nowappropriated

to the ruling elders of the Kirk of Scotland

in the various parishes throughout the island.

When, on the attachment of the islands to

the Stewart-lands, or private domain of the

Scottish King in 1614, on the forefaulting of

Patrick, Earl of Orkney, their superior, the

Great Fowd was superseded by the King's

Chamberlain orSteward-depute,theservices of

these Rancelmen were still retained ; and in

the country-acts still extant, very minute and
at the same time very primitive regulations

are laid down for their guidance. t They
were to inquire into the lives and conversa-

tion of families, whether there was any discord

or unbecoming carriage betwixt man and
wife, parent and child, master and servant,

or any other unchristian or unlawful practice

in the family. They were to prevent all

quarrels and scoldings so far as was in their

power, " by commanding the contending

parties to the peace," and if they persisted to

report them to the Fiscal or Clerk of Court.

They were to see that the poor were

taken care of in their respective quarters,

and not suffered to stray abroad. They were

to allow no beggars or thiggers (sorners)

from other parishes to pass through their

bounds. They were to try all dogs in their

quarters and see that none kept dogs without

authority from the Bailie. They were to

inquire anent all persons using any manner
of witchcraft, charm, or any other abominable

devilish superstition, and faithfully inform

against them that they might be brought to

condign punishment. They were to examine

all tradesmen within their bounds and see

* " Zetland Directory," 1861, p. 133.

t Compend. of the Countrj' Acts, App. to "Historical
Description of Zetland," by Ihoraas Gifford, of Ousta, 1733,

p. 90.
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that they made sufficient work and did not
impose upon any in their prices. Lastly,

they were admonished that as they were
entrusted with a power of inspecting the lives

and manners of others, so their own lives and
conversation should be exemplars for good

;

and " take care " added the Act, with a simple

and solem.n earnestness that has a "flavour of

the antique world," " that you are not found
guilty of these faults yourselves that you are

called to reprove in others ; if you should,

your punishment shall be double to theirs."

Records such as these illustrate better than

any laboured description what manner of

men the fathers and grandfathers of the

present race of Shetlanders were. They do
more. They throw light upon some of the

most marked characteristics of the present

generation. They reflect the simplicity, the

truthfulness, the hospitality, the kindliness of

their disposition ; their law-abiding nature,

their respect for all in authority, their affec-

tion for their" Old Rock," its habits, its cus-

toms and its traditions. They reflect also
their vices, their indolence, thrililcssness and
untruthfulness—vices, which perhaps the
stranger who confmes his visit to Shetland
to Lerwick and its neighbourhood alone,

may not readily perceive, but which are not
unknown in the less explored districts of the

country. Yet if such vices are to be laid to

the charge of the Shetland crofter, we must
make ample allowance for the centuries of
oppression of which he has been the victim.

Crushed by monopolists, the thrall of the

demoralising Truck system, ever harassed and
burdened with debt to landlord and to mer-
chant, it is to his honour that it can still, be
alleged that now, as in the past, crime is

almost unknown in the Shetland Islands.

THE PARSON'S COMFORTER.

THE parson goes about his daily ways

With all the parish troubles in his head

And takes his Bible out, and reads and prays

Beside the sufferer's chair, the dying bed.

gV llhotogntplt from llift.

He lifts the latch—his comforter is there,

Propt in the bed, where now for weeks she

stays.

Or, haply, seated knitting in her chair,

If this be one of those rare "better days."

Whate'er the secret skeleton may be

—

Doubt, drink, or debt—that keeps within

his lair.

When parson comes, the owner turns the key,

And let's him out to " squeak and gibber"

there.

It seems a possibility unguessed

—

Or little borne in mind, if haply known

—

That he who cheers in trouble all the rest

May now and then have troubles of his

own.

Alas ! God knows, he has his foe to fight.

His closet- atomy, severe and grim
;

All others claim his comfort as of right.

But, hapless parson ! who shall comfort /n'm ?

A friend he has to whom he may repair

(Besides that One who carries all our grief),

And when his load is more than he can bear

He seeks his comforter, and finds relief.

He finds a cottage, very poor and small,

The meanest tenement where all are mean;

Yet decency and order mark it all :

—

The panes are bright, the step severely

clean.

A tiny woman, stunted, bent, and thin

;

Her features sharp with pain that always

wakes

;

The nimble hand she holds the needles in

Is warped and wrenched by dire rheumatic

aches.

grateful change ofSometimes she gets a

pain,

Sometimes for half a day she quits her

bed
;

And—lying, sitting, crawled to bed again

—

Always she knits : her needles are her

bread<

Too well she knows what 'tis a meal to miss,

Often the grate has not a coal of fire
;

She has no hope of better things than

this

:

The future darkens, suffering grows more

dire.

Where will they take her, if betide it should

Her stiffened hand the needles cannot ply?

Not to the workhouse—God is very good
;

He knows her weakness—He will let her

die.

W9SS-
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Sometimes, but seldom, neighbours hear her

moan,
Wrung by some sudden stress of fiercer

pain
;

Often they hear her pray, but none has

known,
No single soul has heard her lips complain.

The parson enters, and a gracious smile

Over the poor pinched features brightly

grows
She lets the needles rest a little while

:

'' You're kindly welcome, sir !

"—ah ! that

he knows.

He takes the Book, and opens at the place

—

No need to ask her which her favourite

psalm
;

And, as he reads, upon her tortured face

There comes a holy rapture, deep and calm.

She murmurs softly with him as he reads

(She can repeat the Psalter through at will)

:

" He feeds me in green pastures, and He leads, 1

He leads me forth beside the waters still,
f

"Yea, through death's shadowy valley though
I tread,

I will not fear, for Thou dost show the way;
Thy holy oil is poured upon my head,
Thy loving-kindness follows me for aye."

The reading's done, and now the prayer is

said

;

He bids farewell, and leaves her to her
pain

;

But grace and blessing on his soul are shed-
He goes forth comforted and strong again.

He takes his way, on divers errands bound,
Abler to plead, and warn, and comfort

woes

;

That is the darkest house on all his round.
And yet, be sure, the happiest house he

knows.

Will it not ease, poor soul, thy restless bed.
And make thee more content, if that can be.

To know that from thy suffering balm is shed
That comforts him who comes to comfort

thee?

FREDERICK LANGBRIDGE.

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

November 2nd.

Read Psalm xsvii. i— ii, and i John iii. i—lo.

'"PHE works of God are usually accom-
-L plished by slow processes. Few, if

any, great results, either in the -natural or

spiritual world, are ever rapidly attained.

Doubtless God, by a mere stroke of omni-

potence, could at once have created this

globe completely prepared as the theatre of

human history. Yet by no such instantaneous

fiat of the Almighty Will was this accom-
plished, but by gradual changes, stretching

throughout vast cycles. Nay, those things in

nature which seem to be sudden are but the

startling effects of causes long at work. The
lightning flash reveals the store of electricity

which has been long accumulating in the

atmosphere.

We find the same slow method of working

in the history of redemption. After the fall

of man the progress was gradual up to the

incarnation of Christ. And by no single

stroke of omnipotence, but by the same long

and complicated action of a multitude of

forces, is the final fruition of God's glorious

kingdom on earth being now attained.

Now, what holds true of the material world

and of the history of the Church applies

equally to the growth of individual character.

For the grand result of spiritual perfectness

is an inconceivably higher end, and one which

necessarily implies more of slow culture than

the forming of a star or the development of

any physical organism. Undoubtedly it may
be said that God in His omnipotence could

make a sinner become a full-grown saint at

once, and, by an arbitrary stroke of power,

render slow growth unnecessary. But it

never has been so. No one by a single

bound leaps into a fully developed condition

either of sin or holiness. The beginning of i

the true life may be sudden, but never its

increase. We are at first "babes in Christ;"

but of the most advanced saint the world

has ever seen it can be said,
—

" It doth not

yet appear what he shall be."

St. John puts the beginning and the end-
^

ing both betore us. " Now are we the sons

of God ;" and the end is, " We shall be like

Jesus Christ." Between that beginning and

end there is a wide gulf; but the true mea-

sure of the Christian heritage is to be found

in its fruition. Just as the mature tree repre-

sents best the real value of the seedling, so

it is only when we look to the ideal of son-
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ship as it is in Christ, that we can under-
stand the " love the Father liath bestowed
upon us in caUing us His children."'

The statement, " Noiv are 7ve the sous of
God" is the foundation on which the seijuence
of blessing rests. For the difterence between
the feeble commencement of the true life

and its full growth is one of degree not of
kind. As in all life, there is a continuity
of growth from first to last \vhich always
bears similar characteristics. Even when
the soft eye of green shows itself above the

ground, it can be said, " If this is oa/:, not
weed ; then, ' though it does not yet ap-
pear what it shall be,' still, its nature is

to ripen through the centuries into the

gnarled strength of the majestic tree." Same-
ness in the kind of life is the one necessary
condition. So is it in the higher region of
the Spirit. " If children, then heirs, heirs of

God and joint-heirs with Christ." If " now
we are the sons of God," then, "when Christ

appears, we shall be like Him; for we shall

see Him as He is."

The question, therefore, on which hangs
the long sequence of blessedness or misery
is simply this—Have we or have we not
the life characteristic of God's children ? Is

the Spirit of adoption in any real sense shed
abroad in our hearts ?

Now, without discussing the doctrine of

regeneration, we may indicate some of those

evidences of the Spirit of Sonship which may
be accepted as elementary tests of Christian

character.

There is evidently implied in such a life

the awaking of some response to the Father-

hood of God. Thus, it is said, " Because
we are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit

of His Son into our hearts, crying, Abba,
Father." The love of the Father must
quicken the life of love in the hearts of all

who receive Him ; and the righteous and
holy will of the Father must draw forth the

response of their obedience. As the flower

turns itself to the sun, whose warmth has

nourished all its beauty, so there must be a

responsive turning towards God in all those

over whom His love has exercised a real in-

fluence. The thought of God, however
feebly, is working in such a heart. Some
symptoms, however faltering, of obedience

and confidence and loving desire must be
there. Life cannot be inoperative—it must
grow, and that growth is in an increasing

response of faith and love to what has been

revealed of the Father in His Son Jesus

Christ.

If this be so, it ought not to be so difiicult

XXV-53

to recognise the presence in us of the Spirit
of Sonship. We can generally tell who the
persons are whom we love, and the objects
which command our obecliencc. It ought
not, therefore, to be impossible or even dilfi-

cult for us to see whether the Spirit of Son-
ship is ours or not.

NOVEMRER QTH.

Read Tsalm xxvii. 23 to end, and Revelations xx\. 1—7.

Last Lord's day evening we considered
the life of Sonship as the condition on which
that sequence of divine promise rests which
speaks of our sharing the future glory of
Christ ; and we touched on some of those
evidences which indicate the presence of
that life of Sonship, But St. John meets a
difficulty which naturally occurs when he
suggests the great contrast which this life

may present in its feeble beginning to the
grand fruition of its destiny, in our being
like Christ at His appearing. The Spirit of

Sonship, as it exists in the best of us, may
be so beset with weakness and failure as to

seem irreconcilable with so glorious a future.

Life is, indeed, full of contradictions to such
hopes, both in its outward forms and inner

history. When Lazarus lay at the rich man's
gate covered with sores there was notliing in

his external circumstances to betoken the

destiny of one who was soon to be borne by
angels to the feast of God. And the contrast

is still more striking when we look at inward

realities, and measure ourselves by the sub-

lime hope of the gospel. Is it conceivable,

we ask with wonder, that we, whose lives

are blurred with manifold inconsistencies,

can be " heirs of God and joint heifs with

Christ"? ^^'ith most of us the flame of

spiritual life flickers rather than burns; is it

possible that it can ever blaze into the fulness

that is in Christ, or that the love of God,
which is now so faintly realised, shall one
day absorb all other loves in its sunlike

strength ? Verily, the contrast is so tre-

mendous that the promise may well appear

a dream. And yet it is not so. The difference

is one only of degree. A few years obliterate

the contrast between the babe and the philo-

soi)her. The infant child of a monarch,

however feeble, is yet his heir. It may not

yet appear "what he shall be;" but, if a

son, then he is from the cradle an heir ol

empire. And so the contrasts of the pre-

sent with the future do not invaliiiate the

blessed hopes of the child of God. If a

son, he is already "an heir, an heir of God,

and joint-heir with Jesus Christ."
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And yet what an inconceivably glorious

end is that which is thus suggested !

There is truly nothing Httle in man. His

destiny is awfully great, whether it be the

greatness of unspeakable good, or the great-

ness of unspeakable evil. We must grow in

character for ever, whether upward toward

God, reflecting more and more His infinite

perfectness, or sink downward in the terrible

increase of sin and corruption. In one light

this growth is slow, for eternity alone can

measure it ; but in another sense it may be

rapid and intense. Yet, whichever way we
take it, man's future is of sublime proportions.

If it can be said of the saint, "Verily it

doth not yet appear what he shall be," there

is a sense as emphatic in which it can

be said of the sinner also. There may be an

eternity of Wrong as there is of Right ; and
except for the intervention of influences, in

this world or the next, sufiicient to arrest and
change such a course, this life may be the

commencement of an endless development

of either the one or the other. This thought

of growth in character is an overwhelming

one. There is a downward progress in evil

which often startles us here by its rapidity

;

is It possible to imagine the growth of such

a career, ""leasured not by time but by
eternity? If even during the short span of

man's existence on earth we have seen the

germs of indulgence, or sensuality, or false-

hood, sown in youth, grow^ into the terrible

fruit of a depraved manhood ; if but a few

brief years are all that is necessary so to

ripen evil that one who lately was an in-

nocent babe may become the hardened

criminal, the curse and shame of all who
know' him; then it does certainly " not yet

•appear " what that same character may be-

come when eternity is the measure of its

advance. There is a time in the history of

the worst when they are horrified at the

thought of actions they afterwards perpetrate.
" Is thy servant a dog that he should do
this?" was spoken at the beginning of a

career which ended in worse deeds. World-
liness, unbelief, selfishness, lust, passion, dis-

honesty, are sins which in their beginning

may assume forms so feeble that we scarce

suspect the terrible harvest which lies hid in

those seeds. Yet let us be assured that

whatever the character may be which we
adopt, that character has in itself a powder to

grow and grow infinitely. " Be not deceived,

whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also

reap ; he that soweth to the flesh shall of the

flesh reap corruption ; he that soweth to the

Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting."

A soul thus dowried with the tremendous
necessity of existence, and left to itself to

wreak the consequences of its own wicked
character in an ever-increasing tide of moral
confusion and wrong, presents the conception
of a hell which needs no physical torment to

increase its misery. That even such may at

some time change is " the larger hope " which
every loving heart must wish to entertain.

Yet enough remains to make us pray lest, in

the dreadful sense of such a career as I have
indicated, it can be said of any of us, " //

do//i 7iot yet appear luhat that man or woman
may beeome f"

And not less awful in its sublimity is the

destiny of the redeemed,—" to be made like

Christ ;" to be spotless as He is spotless ; to

love purely as He loves ; to meet the Father
in the response of Christ's unclouded Son-
ship; nay, to grow for ever into fuller thoughts
of God, into closer fellowship with the divine

Mind, and into richer measures of spiritual

perfectness. If now we are sons of God, we
have already entered on a path which
stretches on to this unending fruition. Verily
" it doth not yet appear what we shall be

"

when this shall be realised—centuries after

this ; when all this dream of life shall have
been left behind, like a speck on the horizon

of memory, and we have sailed far over the

eternal sea. Scared}' can we link our very

selves to a time when we are to be one with

the spirits of the just made perfect, and
sharers of the infinite future of Deity Him-
self; but it will only be then, when "the end
is come, and God is all and in all," that we
shall understand the glorious purpose of God
in Christ, and the manner of that love the

Father hath bestowed on us in calling us

His children. Then we shall comprehend
the grandeur of this gift of humanity, which
embraces such glorious possibilities.

November i6th.

Read Psalm xvi., and Romans viii. i— 17.

What is taught bj^ St. John regarding our

"now being sons of God "and "our becoming
like Christ at His appearing," is put by St.

Paul in a similar light, when he says, " If

children, then heirs, heirs of God and joint-

heirs with Christ."

Now what does this phrase, " heirs of

God," really imply ?

It is evident that St. Paul does not in-

tend us to identify the term " heirs of God "

with ideas borrowed from earthly life, in

which a son succeeds to the property of a

father upon his decease. To be " heirs of
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God '' must mean something more spiritual,

intimate, and personal than could bebestowed
by any external possession, such as the
heritage of all this wondrous universe of
order and beauty. To possess God must
also imply more than authority over nature

;

for any atheist or devil might obtain such
mastery over physical law as to be able to

wield its forces for his own purposes. Still

further, while it may be true that none except
the iDure in heart can possess the loveliness

of earth and sky, or taste that, joy in the

beauty of common things which is denied to

the hardened and depraved, yet it would be
too narrow an interpretation of St. Paul's

words to apply them even to this enjoyment
of external glory. All such heritages may or

may not belong to the child of God, but it

is evident that the bestowal of countless

%vorlds would not express what he meant.
That which St. Paul emphatically connects
witla our being "sons of God" is not the

possession of what God has, but of God
Himself, and he explains his statement by
pointing to Christ and saying, "we are joint-

j

heirs " with Him. He thereby teaches us
j

that even as Christ possessed God, so may
!

we through a similar spirit of sonship pos- !

sess the Father. The two words, "Son,"
*' Father," are made to interpret one
another. The way to the Father can only

be through the Son, for it is as sons that

we can alone understand and enjoy the

Fatherhood of God. The one channel,

again, through which the Fatherhood of God
can reveal itself, is by creating and meeting

the response of sonship. Therefore to be
" a son of God " is to be at once made
an " heir of God," for it is that which puts us

in possession of Him. The two go together,

even as the gift of eyesight put Bartimeus at

once in possession of the landscape. Spiritual

fitness is the one key to spiritual possession.

The true artist thus possesses the great picture

more really than the proprietor, who may be

devoid of the artistic eye. The one man
gets all that the picture is really good for

;

the other has little more than the canvas

and oils.

But when we consider St. Paul's statement

more closely, we may ask, how is it possible

to possess God? How can the creature

possess the Creator, or the finite possess the

Infinite?

Now there are two senses in which we can

call another person " ours." There is the

sense in which the master holds his slave, or

the parent can control the child. It was in

this external sense that Pilate possessed

Christ when he asked, " Knowest thou not
that I have power to crucify thee, and have
power to release thee?" So too did Nero
l)0sscss St. Paul when the apostle lay chained
in Rome. They each held their victim in

their hands. Yet in neither case was there
any true possession of Christ or of St. Paul.

Herod might have kept Christ in chains for

years, but as long as there was mutual anti-

pathy, no external circumstance could give

him possession of the Divine.

The other sense in which we can possess a
person is through love, whcrcljy we have sym-
pathetic apprehension of what they are. It was
in this sense St. Paul possessed Christ when
he said, "Tome to live is Christ;" "The love

of Christ has constrained me ;
" when " rooted

and grounded in love," he was able " to com-
prehend with all saints what is the breadth
and length and depth and height, and to

know the love of Christ which passeth know-
ledge," and so was "filled with all the fulness

of God." For love is the solvent which
mingles soul with soul. Through loving

sympathy nature interpenetrates nature, and
thought leaps out to thought, and one per-

son can possess another. It is in this

way that we can understand the close-

ness of the connection, " If children, then

heirs." Through childlike love St. John
possessed God and found in that possession

his eternal life. It is through such love,

ever seeing more and more of the Divine

glory, that the saints possess God for ever.

They are continually being led into fuller

realisation of "His unsearchable riches " and
into a deeper apprehension of His glory.

It is in the light of such thoughts that we
can also understand the negative statement

of St. Paul, "' If any man have not the spirit

of Christ he is none of His." There is one
eternal good for man, and that is to know
God and to be in fellowship with the ever-

lasting righteousness, truth, and love. Ami
there is only one way of reaching that

good, and that is by our becoming as little

Children, possessing the life of Sonship as

it is in Christ Jesus. That life Jesus came
to the world to bestow ; and there is but one

condition for its reception :
" To all who

receive Him, to them gives He power to

become sons of God."

November 23RD.

Read Psalm Ixxii., and Revelations vii. 9 to end.

It is said of the living creatures in

the Book of Revelation, which seem to

represent creation, that " they rest not day
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nor night, saying, Holy, holy, hoiy.'' It is

again said of the spirits of the righteous that

" they rest from their labours, and their

works do follow them."

These two statements, taken together,

seem to express the double aspect of the

blessedness of heaven as found in rest and
ceaseless occupation. For the rest of an
intelligent being can never be the rest of

stolid lethargy. To sink into unconscious

sleep, undisturbed by thought or aspiration,

would be moral and intellectual death. No
one can enjoy unconsciousness. If the saints

rest from their labours, yet their works do
follow them. There is a suggestive distinc-

tion here. We are taught that their painful

struggles, languors, and fatigues will be past,

for all that is iaiplied in " labour "—the ex-

hausting strain, the wrestlings against oppo-

sition, the burden of decay and feebleness

—

will then cease. Here the faithful servants

of Christ know the power of a rebellious

will and the tenacity of evil habits. "They
groan, being burdened." But they shall

rest from such labours, when every spot and
blemish shall have been removed, and they are

made like Christ Himself. There will then be

no more any grief over wanderings of heart,

or a languid love ; no more the disturbing of

unholy thoughts or the overtakings of passion.

No alloy of wickedness will mix itself in the

pure gold of perfect fellowship with the mind
of God, for " nothing that defileth " shall

enter there. There shall no longer be the

thirst of unsatisfied desire, for all that are

athirst shall drink of the water of life freely.

There shall be no more clouds of conceal-

ment, for " there will be no night there." The
painful doubt, child of imj^erfect knowledge,

shall have vanished when "they know even

as they are known."
They will also have rest from the trying

discipline involved in their earthly education.

Sorrov/ and chastisement, the sick-bed and
bodily pain, the weight of weakness and the

dishonour of decay and corruption will be
past. The feeble body will not clog the

wing of soaring thought, nor the pangs of

physical agony cause the strong man to bend
as a child. Nor will there be any more
death with its sore partings. Blessed, verily,

" are the dead who die in the Lord," that

they may thus rest from all their labours.

But with this rest from labour there is also

continual activity, for " they rest not day
nor night." We read of " the rest of God ;"

yet we know that His rest is consistent with

endless working. " God rested the seventh

day," when the confusion of chaos and the

vast movements of formative change gave
place to the wide peace and beauty of uni-

versal order. And in a similar sense, while

the saints of God shall rest from all that

labour which is implied in the struggle

towards perfect harmony with the holy and
loving, yet that perfection, when attained,

will be but the fulness of vast spiritual

power and unburdened energy. For if we
remove the weights which now hinder us in

our spiritual activities, then exertion will

become most perfect rest. It is rest for the

eye when it dwells on perfect beauty; it is rest

for the ear when it is filled with purest

harmony; it is rest for the heart when all its

affections are satisfied; it is rest for the intel-

lect when it has grasped the truth, and revels

in the perception of its manifold apprecia-

tions. And thus, too, it is rest for our being

when it has discovered what meets its crav-

ings, and a field where it may expatiate

without weariness or distraction. And yet

such rest as this is the very fulness of

activity.

November 30TH.

Read Ezckicl xxvii. i—14, and i Corinthians sv. 19—28.

In discussing the blessedness of those who
being sons of God are called into the eternal

inheritance of the Saints, we have been com-
pelled to touch on the darker side of the

picture which refers to the destiny of the

wicked. If we have learned that there is

nothing arbitrary in connecting the posses-

sion of God with the spirit of sonship, we are

bound to ask whether there are not spiritual

laws which suggest as close a connection

between the evil man and future misery.

This is not a question of " reward and
punishment " in the common acceptance of

these terms. We believe that much confu-

sion has arisen from the employment of

expressions which we associate with the dis-

cipline of school or of civil life, to represent

consequences which are not imposed from

without but are involved in the very nature

of things.

This question of the future destiny of the

wicked has of recent years awakened exceed-

ingly anxious thought. The difference is

indeed remarkable between the attitude of

mind in which it is now regarded from what

prevailed a generation or two ago. Then
the most frightful representations of future

torment and the most arbitrary conceptions

of reward and punishment were received

without a qualm. The Christian conscience

would now be shocked by much of the teach-

ing which was accepted by our good fore-
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fathers without hesitation. Among the many
reasons for this humaner instinct which pre-

vails we beHeve that one of the chief causes
is to be found in the change that has passed
over the theology of tlie country. At one
time it was the Sovereigntv of God—His
power to do as He pleases—which was chiefly

inculcated. Now there is the higher concep-
tion of the Divine character as determining
the exercise of Sovereignty. It is not arbi-

trary power, but the rigliteous love that

wields the power, which we are called to adore.

Sometimes, however, we feel that assertions

are made on this dark question of the future

which betray great lack of thoughtfulness.

The ditiiculties that surround it cannot unfor-

tunately be swept away at the bidding of mere
generous sentiment.

Our own sympathies are very decidedly on
the side of " the larger hope." As we fall

back on Him whose name is love, we believe

that all that is possible will be done in eter-

nity as well as in time for the well-being of

every creature, and that instead of the greatest

pain it will be the least which is consistent

with the good of the universe that will be in-

flicted. In this light we recognise with

thankfulness the hints which occur in Scrip-

ture of a time when "God shall be all in

all," and when every enemy shall have been
destroyed, and when " all things," " both

which are in heaven and on earth," shall have

been " gathered together in Christ." We
also recognise with gratitude the clearer con-

ceptions we have gained in modern times of

the term "eternal" as employed by the

Evangelists.

Nevertheless it is ^vell to recognise the

true difficulties of the question, independent

of those connected with the interpretation

of texts.

(i.) We have no difficulty in rejecting

that popular conception of future punish-

ment which represents infinite and eternal

torment as being the penalty fixed by God
for some definite act or acts of sin done in

this life. It would be easy to illustrate the

dreadful applications which may be made of

such views. Quotations might be adduced

of things said and written by good men re-

garding the persons who were thus to suffer

—ignorant heathen and even non-elect infants

—which coukl not fail to shock us. But no

one surely who thinks seriously on such a

subject can believe that the principle on

which God acts is to execute the verdict of

an unending existence in ceaseless and un-

speakable torment on every one found guilty

of certain transgressions or omissions in

this brief life below. All that is best in us,

and therefore all that is in us most like

God Himself, rises in rebellion against so
hideous a creed. Were this all, we would
have little difficulty in denying the possibility

of such principles determining the destiny

of any man, woman, or child.

(2.) IJut the real dilficulty lies elsewhere,
and refers not to the eternity of punishment,
but to the continuance of sin. When we
grant freedom of choice to man, we must ac-

cept the risk of his choosing evil instead of

good. He does so in this life. We see him
growing worse in this world, in spite of every
deterring influence. Is it not at least con-
ceivable that such a career may continue ?

Being a free agent, man cannot be treated as

a mere thing, or be moulded as a piece of

clay is shaped. And if man does accept

evil instead of good, and if he resists every

influence which would lead to repentance,

then, as long as that condition lasts, he must
carry with him his own hell. If it is con-

ceivable that there should be " a place of

repentance " found even for such a man some
time in the infinite future, no less is it at

least conceivable that having successfully

resisted God for so long he may do so for

ever. In view of such considerations, we
ought humbly and reverently to express our

hopes, without indulging in wild assertions

as to what we think " must be," because we
have formed a picture to ourselves of what

we deem the universe ought to be. Living

in God's world here we are met by too many
terrible facts of sin and consequent misery,

and of men hardening themselves against

His will, to warrant our constructing, on
merely antecedent reasoning, the vision of an

absolutely happy universe, or insisting, with

a generous dogmatism, that there is no room
for any hesitation in acknowledging the neces-

sity for universal redemption.

(3.) Nevertheless, while recognising these

difficulties, I think we are permitted to fall

back with reverent hearts on the "larger

hope" of "a restitution of all things." We
know that the Lord reigns, and all His

acts are done in righteousness and truth.

We also know that His name is love, and

that we cannot measure the possibilities

which that name implies. We see, even in

the material advance of the universe from

lower to higher types, that a law of i)rogress

towards perfection everywhere prevails. So

that, if clouds and darkness do curtain the

sky, we may yet look hopefully to the far

horizon, and catch with gladness the gleams

where God may be making for Himself " an
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awful rose of dawn." Baffled as we may be

by difficulties, yet it is surely allowable to

yield to the instinct of that Christian love

which He Himself has kindled ; and if we

can do no more, we can at least cast our
burden upon Him

—

"... falling- with our weight of cares
Upon the great world's altar-stairs,

That slope thro' darkness up to God."J

LIFE AND LETTERS BY THE SEA-SIDE.
By " SHIRLEY."

IV.—WITH THE SEA-SWALLOWS.

A SAD tragedy took place last night, we
hear,—the mother Merganser was shot.

We had seen her often upon the loch with

her tiny brood behind her, oaring swiftly

and deftly from side to side. No one had
meddled with her on the loch ; but yesterday

she had made up her mind to take her little

ones down the stream to the sea, and she

had been discovered by some rustic sports-

man who had valiantly then and there

brought her maternal solicitudes to a close.

Would the little waifs be able to shift for

themselves ? How did they feel in the great,

big. unknown world, as they huddled in

among the rushes without guide or guardian?

Would they all die of hunger and fright, while

waiting in vain for the mother who does not

return ? Possibly these and similar reflec-

tions did not occur to the mind of the enter-

prising sportsman—more's the pity.

And yet, to do him justice, the man was
not much worse than his neighbours, I dare

say. It is hard to justify sport, but Mr.
Ruskin is quite wrong in his passionate in-

vective against sportsmen. We all know
that fishing and shooting do not harden the

heart or sear the conscience, and that in

point of fact the most ardent sportsmen are

to be found among the most tender-hearted

men. To be logical and consistent, no doubt
tliey ought to be cruel and blood-thirsty;

but fortunately, as Mr. Ruskin knows, human
nature is superbly illogical and splendidly

inconsistent. It is not merely that they do
not beat their wives or swear at their mothers-
in-law ; their kindliness is positive, not nega-

tive. Izaak Walton and Charles St. John,
for instance, have the most direct and catholic

sympathy with the innocent creatures of

wood, and field, and river. Yet, when their

blood is up—nay, even in cold blood—they
think no more of landing a trout or stalking

a stag than does the merest Red Indian. I

never knew a finer, gentler, or sweeter nature
than St. John's : and I venture to say that

the books of that delightful naturalist are the

soundest and healthiest reading we can give

our boys. If they imbibe his spirit they will

learn how to reconcile what appear at first

sight to be inconsistent qualities—how it is

possible, even in sport, to be high-minded
and chivalrous. For sport is one thing and
butchery another ; and instead of shooting
the poor maternal goosander, St. John would
have watched her perilous journey down the
stream with infinite sympathy and delight,

and given her a helping hand if he could.

And how the deft ways and the pleasant,

crafty wiles of the little goosanders would
have sparkled in his pages !

There is not a breath of air in the sky,

not a single mare's tail even ; not by hook
or crook to-day could a trout be tempted to
rise; so we put our rods aside and saunter

down to the beach. It is a pleasant shore

—

the yellowest of yellow sand, brown tangle,

and then the cool, fresh, intense blue of the

sea. The oyster-catcher flits with shrill

whistle round the point ; the warier whaup
keeps farther out. One, two, three, four

herons are standing at intervals, like sentries,

along the rocks, each at his favourite post.

With hoarse croak, the chronic Darwinian
development of some primeval influenza, and
slow-flapping pinions, the unwieldy creatures

rise as we approach. I do not love the

heron ; it seems to me that there is some-
thing cynical and sardonic in his expression

—a natural ironic reserve which experience
has only served to confirm. But the sand-
pipers, and the oyster-catchers, and even the

curlews, with their ridiculously long bills

(which, one would fancy, must be immensely
in the way of anything like familiar inter-

course or close friendship) form an altogether

agreeable and delightful society.

Push the boat out, and we shall make our
way to the Delectable Islands in the middle
of the Sound. Tis a long pull, but the skiff

is light as an egg-shell, and the tide runs
strongly with us. As we cross the bay a
whaup is startled from the shore and comes
just within range. A snap shot brings him
down—quite an event, for the whaup is the
shyest and wariest of birds. Our Delectable
Islands are merely a few jagged reefs of grey,
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weather-beaten rock, with patches of coarse
grass, among which a populous colony of the

black-headed tern have established their nur-

series. The nests (if nests they can be
called) are now empty, and only one or two
downy little morsels are to be found, lurking

among the long grass. The whole colony,

young and old, are on the wing, and wheel
clamorously round our heads. Between the

islands the tide runs like a river—a famous
fishing-ground for saithe and lythe. But the

only fisher at present is a round-faced, in-

quisitive seal, who persistently follows the

boat until we fire a cartridge over his head.

Then he drops away, and we see him no
more. There are a family-party of half-a-

dozen oyster-catchers on the outermost reef,

and as the taxidermist of our party needs a

specimen for stuffing, a shot is fired. Amid
deafening clamour (for the terns almost pitch

themselves into our faces), one falls upon the

water. But he is only winged, and when we
approach to pick him up dives as a duck or

a guillemot would dive, reappearing on the

surface after a long interval, quite a hundred
yards off. I had never heard of the oyster-

catcher (who is not one of the web-footed

race) diving in this masterly fashion, and it

was a surprise to us all. Is it possible that

extremity of peril suddenly developes a dor-

mant talent ? We fired at him again, but he

dived with the shot ; and a third cartridge

was needed before we secured him. The
oyster-catcher is a brilliant little bird—his

red, white, and black telling effectively

against the blue of sea or sky.

By this time the day was beginning to

wane. We had a plunge into the clear spark-

ling water, an a/ fresco tea, and then we
hoisted an artist's umbrella (for a fresh breeze

had risen as the twilight fell), and drifted

back leisurely to the mainland. It was a

perfect night ; day still lingered upon the

summit' of Ben More, but the shadows had
gathered round about us. There was not a

sound, save the occasional wail of a curlew

passing high overhead, or the twitter of a

belated sand-piper.

Yet even on such a night, there is not, I

think, absolute silence upon the sea. For

the ocean is never at rest ; and the beating

of its mighty heart is audible in the deadest

calm. Deep calls unto deep. There is surely

something strangely impressive in an ever-

lasting ebb and flow which, like the swing of

the pendulum, is adjusted with delicate nicety

and absolute precision. But this chrono-

meter that beats through the ages—was it set

agoing once for all at the beginning, or is it

periodically wound up ? The will of mortal
ineii did not I'Ci^ct it, iicitJtcr shall oblivion ercr

lav it to sleep. There is the fact—make
of it what we like. For my own part, I ilo

not think that Greek or Latin sage, French
Renan or English Matthew Arnold has said

anything much better about the mystery than

was said by the Sheik of an obscure Arab
tribe thousands of years ago. Our New
Testament is very beautiful; but there are

glimpses of insight, felicities of expression, ii\

the Old, which, considering the time and the-

])eople, are even more surprising—especially

from a purely literary point of view. The
eternal God is thy refuge, and miderneath are

the everlasting arms. How did Moses rise

to this height ? All round about there was
darkness — thick darkness— darkness that

might be felt : yet on one favoured spot the

light was absolute and unconditioned. May
we not say that it is this intense imaginative

vision that is the unique element in the early

history of the chosen people ?

The newspapers have arrived during our
voyage, and what between Egypt itself and
tl:e more than Egyptian darkness of the

peers, the prospects of the Monarchy are

thought to be gloomy in the extreme ^ The
British Constitution is on its last legs. Be
it so. Whether indeed we have lost the

faculty for governing ourselves and others

v/hich our fathers possessed remains to be

seen. But the end must come some time.

We cannot hope to escape the paralysis which-

has attacked, one after the other, the ruling

races of the world. Meantime, however,

there are big trout in Morar, and the Atlantic

ebbs and flows through the Sound as it did

before the British Constitution was set up,

and as it will continue to do after it is taken

down and put away in the museum where

we keep our antiquities. What shadows we
are and 7vhat shadozvs ^ve pursue! So the

great Mr. Burke remarked ; but Mr, Burke

lived before the Burgh Police Bill was passed;

and with the Burgh Police Bill positive

history begins. Shadows indeed ! when we
have a telegraph wire right round the globe,

and a telephone next door, and the whole

tittle-tattle of the universe ready for us every

morning with our muffins. There are grum-

blers everywhere and in every age ; but even

the Mummy who had helped to raise the

Pyramids was forced to confess with a blush

that his countrymen had no knowledge of

Ponnener's lozenges or Brandreth's pills.*

• Even' reader will recollect the rross-exnniination of tlui

Mummy in Edgar Foe's story ; and " Ponnener's lozenircs

.-ind Brandreth's pills " are, 1 imagine, the Yankee i(|Tiival.nt

for Parr's pills and HoUoway's ointment.



HE STUDY WINDOW.
BETHAM-EDWARDS,

Author of

"A Winter with

THE Swallows,"

ETC.

gl cSttittittcr (Song.

"\ "\ ^Et-COME, welcome, green leaves, so discreetly hiding

Neighbours' prying glances, curious gossips sidling;

Once more come to screen me with your sunny arras,

Shut out idle pryings, peeps that fret and harass !

Welcome, welcome, green leaves, Nature's airy curtain !

Now indeed I feel alone, privacy is certain.

Veiled my study window, from keen looks pursuing, .

None but little birds to peer and see what I am doing

!

All day long they flutter round this upper story,

Where my neighbours' chestnuts make a July glory.

Let them peep and welcome, harmless their espying,

Little wiser are they, certes, for their prying.

Welcome, welcome, green leaves, best gift of the summer

Hid from quizzing neighbours, now I'm in good-humour,

Now the pen moves freely till October scatters

All these green defences, rends my curtain into tatters

!



^ (Ltlintcr ^ong.

C NO\V-FLAKES, soft veilli^s

Window and paling,

Come now and screen me

From eyes watching keenly.

Shut out the neighbours

Eyeing my labours

;

Let none get an inkling

Of what I'm thinking,

My pen move in languor,

Dash off in anger,

Poetic minds fire me,

Great causes inspire me,

And the sparrows only

Watch the student lonelv,

Twitter and chatter,

And say, "What's the matter?"

»
*-v-

"V-



AMONG THE TRAPPISTS.

31 ©limpsc of i:ifc nt ^c |30rt Ixt §-Ah\i.

By Surgeon - General H. L. COWEN.*

'T'^'HE monastic order of Trappists—

a

^ branch of the Cistercian—possesses

monasteries in many parts of Europe, one,

composed of German brethren, being in

Turkey. Some of these estabHshments are

agricultural or industrial associations ; others

are reformatories for juvenile delinquents

;

while some have been instituted for effecting

works that might be dangerous to health and
life, such as draining marshy lands where the

fatal malaria broods.

The Monastery of La Trappe du Port du
Salut, the subject of the present description,

stands near the village of Entrammes, at Port

Raingeard, on the river Mayenne, on the

borders of Maine, Anjou, and Brittany. Its

site has been most picturesquely chosen in a

charming nook, where the stream having
rapidly passed through some rocky cliffs sud-

denly expands, and flows slowly through rich

pasture-lands. With its church, farms, water-

mill, cattle-sheds, gardens, and orchards, the

whole settlement looks like a hamlet sur-

rounded with an enclosure {cloture) marking
the limits of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction. A
narrow passage between two high walls leads

to the entrance-gate, bearing the inscription,
" Hie est Portus Salutis,"—" Here is the

haven of safety." A long chain with an iron

cross for a handle being pulled and a bell

rung, a porter opens a wicket, bows his head
down to his knees—the obligatory salutation

of the Trappist—and in silence awaits the

ringer's interrogation. The latter may have
come simply from curiosity, or he may be a

traveller seeking for shelter and hospitality, a

beggar asking alms, or even a wrong-doer
in search of an as)'lum ; he may be rich or

poor, Christian, Jew, or Mohammedan^no
matter ! the porter at once grants admittance,

conducts him to the guests' reception-room,
and summons the hostelier.

A monk in white robes appears, his head
shaven with the exception of a ring of hair,

lie bows as did the porter. If the visitor

only contemplates a stay of a few hours no for-

mality is gone through ; a meal and refresh-

ments are offered, and he is conducted over
the monastery. But if he proposes to sleep

* The writer is greatly indebted for the substance of the
information this article contains, to his friend, Professor
E. S., who has resided in the monastery of Le Port du Salut,
both as a guest and as a temporary secretary to its abbot,
Dom. H. JM.

there, the monk, whose rules are to conside?

that every guest has been guided to the place

by our Lord Himself, says, " I must worship
in your person Jesus Christ, suffering and ask-

ing hospitality
;
pray do not heed what I am

about to do." He then falls prostrate on the

ground, and so remains for a short time, in

silent devotion. After this he leads the way
to an adjoining room, and requests the visitor

to Avrite his name in a book, open here, as

elsewhere in France, for the inspection of the

police. The entry made, the father hostelier

I

(as he is called) reads from " The Imitation

1' of Jesus Christ " the first passage that attracts

I

his eye. In the case of our informant it was,
" I come to you, my son, because you have
called me." But whatever the text may be,

he adds, " Let these words form the subject

of your meditations during your stay at La
Trappe."

The Coinmimmite is the name of the monks'
private buildings, where no strangers are per-

mitted to penetrate, except by special per-

mission and accompanied by a father. Here
perpetual silence is prescribed, save during

the times of religious service, and the visitor

is warned that in his tour around the domicile

he is to kneel, pray, and make the sign of the

cross when and where he sees his companion
do so. This proceeding would at first sight

seem to exclude from the monastery all non-

Roman Catholics. The member of any re-

ligious communion, however, is welcome,
provided he pays a certain deference to the

rules, and as the Trappist guide walks in ad-

vance, and never turns round to observe how
his guest is engaged, all derehctions in minor
matters are purposely allowed to escape his

notice. Were it otherwise, he would at once
retrace his steps, lead the way to the entrance-

door, show the visitor out, and without ut-

tering a single word, bow and leave him
there.

The church is a part of the CommunaiitCj

and is plain in architecture and simple in

ornamentation. Here it is that each Trappist

is brought to die. Whenever any monk is in

the throes of death, an assistant of the hos-

pital runs about the monastery striking with

a stick on a board. At that well-known sum-
mons the brethren flock to the church, where
their dying brother has been already laid on
ashes strewn on the stones in the shape of a
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bumlle of straw,

every face, and

cross, and covered with a

A solemn joy lights up
the Trappist passes away amid the thanks-
giving of his companions who envy his happi-
ness. It is the finis corcnat oj^us of his life-

work.

The Trappist must always be ready for the

grave, and as he is to be buried in his re-

ligious vestments, so he is bound to sleep in

those same vestments, even to the extent of

keeping his shoes on. The dormitory is

common to all, the abbot included. The
beds are made of quilted straw,- as hard as a

board, and are separated by a wooden parti-

tion, without doors, reaching more than half-

way to the ceiling. There is not the least

distinction of accommodation. The Superior

rests not more luxuriously than the brethren,

because equality rules here as elsewhere in

the monastery. For La Trappe is a republic

governed by a Chapter, the abbot being only

the executive for all temporal affairs, and
wielding absolute power in spiritual matters

alone. But although he holds authority

from the see of Rome, yet he is elected by
the brethren, who may if they choose elevate

the humblest official of the monastery.

There are no menial occupations, as the

world esteems them, inside the religious

houses of the order. The commonest duties

may be performed by inmates of the highest

social rank.

The Chapter House answers the double
purpose of a hall for meetings and of a read-

ing-room. The Chapter assembles daily at

5 A.M.—the fathers in their white gowns, the

brethren in their brown ones—in order to

discuss any matter, temporal or spiritual, in-

teresting to the general community. When
the secular busmess of the day has been

gone through the abbot says, " Let us speak

concerning our rules," implying that any

derelictions which may have occurred during

the past twenty-four hours are to be con-

sidered. Then all the monks in succession,

as they may have occasion, accuse themselves

of any neglect, even the most trivial. One
may say, " Reverend Father," addressing the

abbot, ''
I accidentally dropped my tools

when working;" another, "I did not bow
low enough when Brother Joseph passed

me ;
" a third, " I saw that Brother Antony

carried a load that was too heavy, and I did

not assist him." These and suchlike self-ac-

cusations may seem puerile, but they lead up

to the preservation of some of the essential

precepts of the order, unremitting attention

while at labour, deferential demeanour and

Christian courtesy towards brethren.

But if any brother may have omitted to
mention derelictions of which he himself was
not aware it then devolves upon his com-
panions, with the view of maintaining rules,

on the observance of which the hajipiness of
all is concerned, to state to the abbot what
those faults may have been. For instance,

one will say, " AVhcn Brother Simeon comes
to the Chapter he sometimes Ibrgcts to make
the sign for the brethren who stood up on
his arrival to sit down again, and yesterday
Brother Peter remained standing for one
hour, until another brother came in and
made the sign to be seated." Thus warned
Brother Simeon rises and kisses the infor-

mant, thanking him in this way for kindly

reproving him. Tliese accusations arc con-
sidered by the brethren as showing their zeal

for reciprocal improvement.
The Trappist is bound to make the abbot

acquainted at once with everything that

occurs within the precinct of the monastery,

and minutiD2 of the most trifling and some-
times even ludicrous nature must be reported

without delay. To the same ear, and in

private, must also be communicated those

confessions in which personal feelings

—

even against himself—are concerned. To
quote a single instance. It once so happened
that a brother of Le Port du Salut took a dis-

like to Dom. H. M., the abbot, and came to

tell him of it.

" Reverend Father, I am very unhappy."
" Why so, brother ?

"

" Reverend Father, I cannot bear the

sight of you."
" Why so ?

"

" I do not know ; but when I see you, I

feel hatred towards you, and it destroys my
peace of mind."

" It is a temptation as bad, but not worse,

than any other," replied the abbot ;
" beai

it patiently ; do not heed it ; and whenever

you feel it again, come at once and tell me,

and especially warn me if I say or do any-

thing that displeases you."

The common belief that Trappists never

speak is altogether erroneous. They tlo

speak at stated times antl under certain

conditions, and they make use besides of

most expressive signs, each of which is sym-

bolical. Thus joining the fingers of both

hands at a right angle, imitating as it doci

the roof of a house, means /loiise ; touching

the forehead signifies the abbot ; the chin, a

stranger; the heart, a brother; the eyes, to

j/iY/,-and so on with some hundreds of like

signs invented by Abbe de Ranee, the

founder of the order. Trappists converse in
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this manner with amazing rapidity, and may
be heard laughing heartily at the comicality

of a story told entirely by signs. Strange to

say, there is no austere gloom about the

Trappist. His face invariably bears the

stamp of serenity, often that of half-subdued

gaiety. The life he leads is nevertheless a

very hard one. No fire is allowed in the

winter except in the chaiiffoir or stove-room,

and there the monks are permitted during

excessive cold weather to come in for fifteen

minutes only, the man nearest the stove

yielding his place to the new-comer. The
chauffoir and the hospital are the only artifi-

cially heated apartments in the building.

The Trappist takes but one meal and a

slight refection per day. He is the strictest

of all vegetarians, for he is not allowed to

partake of any other food except milk and

cheese. From the 14th of September to the

Saturday in Passion week, he must not even

touch milk. Vegetables cooked in water

with a little salt, together with some cider

apples, pears and almonds, being all that is

permitted him, and during that long period

he takes food but once daily. The diet is

not precisely the same in all monasteries,

certain modifications being authorised, ac-

cording to the produce of the monastic lands.

Thus at Le Port du Salut they brew and
drink beer, and at other places where wine is

made, they use that in very limited quanti-

ties, largely diluted with water.

Trappists wait in turn at table upon their

brethren. No one, not even the abbot, is to

ask for anything for himself, but each monk
is bound to see that those seated on either

side of him get everything they are entitled

to, and to give notice of any omission

by giving a slight tap upon the table and
pointing with the finger to the neglected

brother.

Any monk arriving in the refectory after

grace prostrates himself in the middle of the

room and remains there until the abbot
knocks with a small hammer and thus libe-

rates him. A graver punishment is inflicted

now and again at the conclusion of duiner.

The culprit, so called, lies flat on the stones

across the doorway, and each brother and
guest is compelled to step over him as he
makes his exit. I say guest advisedly, for it

is the privilege of all who receive hospitality

at La Trappe to dine once—not oftener—in

tJie monks' refectory. During meals one of

the brotherhood reads aloud, in accordance
with Cistercian practice.

The dinner at Le Port du Salut consists

generally of vegetable soup, salad without

oil, whole-meal bread, cheese, and a modicum
of light beer. Though the cooking is of the

plainest description the quality of the vege-

tables is excellent, and the cheese has become
quite famous. The meal never lasts longer

than twenty minutes, and when over, all

remaining scraps are distributed to the poor

assembled at the gate. Six hundred pounds
weight of bread and several casks of soup are

also distributed weekly, besides what the

abbot may send to any sick person in the

vicinity.

The ailing Trappist is allowed to indulge

in what is called Le Soulagement, viz. two

eggs taken early in the morning. In cases of

very severe illness, and when under medical

treatment in the hospital, animal food may be

used ; but the attachment to rules is so great

that the authority of the Superiors has fre-

quently to be exercised in order to enforce

the doctor's prescription. Li the words of

Father Martin, the attendant of the hospital,

" When a Trappist consents to eat meat he

is at death's very door."

The cemetery is surrounded on all sides by
the buildings of the Communante, so that from

every window the monks may see their last

resting-place. The graves are indicated by a"

slight rising of the grass and by a cross bear-

ing the saint's name assumed by the brother

on \i\% profession. Nothing else is recorded

save his age and the date of his death.

Threescore years and ten seem to be the

minimum of life at La Trappe, and astonish-

ing as this longevity may appear /r/wti/a^/i?,

it is more so when one considers that the

vocation of most postulants has been deter-

mined by a desire to separate themselves

from a world, in which they had previously

lost their peace of soul and their bodily

health.

Under the regularity of monastic life, its

labour, its tranquillity, and either despite

the severity of the diet or in virtue of it, it

is wonderful how soon the dejected and

feeble become restored to health. Out of

fifteen novices, statistics show that only one

remains to be what is called a profcs, the

other fourteen leaving the monastery before

the expiration of two years. A touching

custom may be here mentioned. Trappists

are told in their Chapter meeting, " Brethren,

one of us has lost a father (or any other

relation) ; let us pray for the departed soul."

But none know the name of the bereft

brother.

After having taken vows as a profes the

Trappist holds a co-proprietorship in the

buildinirs and lands of the association and
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iiiust live and die in the monastery. Death
is his goal and best hope. In order to

remind him of it, a grave is al\va)S ready in

the cemetery ; but the belief is altogether

erroneous that each Trappist digs his own
grave. ^Vilen the earth yawning for the dead
has been filled another pit is opened l>y any
one orderedfor the fask. Each Trappist then

comes and prays by the side of this grave

which may be his own. Neither do Trap-

pists when they meet each other say,

" Brother, we must die," as is also generally

accredited to them. This is, we think, the

salute of the disciples of Bruno at La Grande
Chartreuse.

The farm buildings of Le Port du Salut

are many and various, including sheds for

cattle, a corn-mill, and looms for the manu-
facture of the woollen and cotton clothing

the monks wear. There is much land, out-

side as well as inside the walls of the precinct,

which the monks cultivate, and they may be

often seen in their full robes, despite the heat

of the summer, working steadfastly in the

fields, and the abbot harder than any of

them.

During the twenty-four hours ofan ordinary

working day the Trappist is thus employed.

He rises generally at two a.m., but on feast

days at midnight or at one o'clock in the

morning according to the importance of the

festival. He immediately goes to church,

which is shrouded in darkness, except the

liglit that gHmmers from the small lamps

perpetually burning before the altar as in all

Roman Catholic churches. The first service

continues until three o'clock ; at that hour

and with the last words of the hymn all the

monks prostrate themselves on the stones

and remain in silent meditation during tliirty

minutes. The nave is then lighted and the

chants are resumed until five a.m., when
masses commence. The number of hours

given to liturgic office*^ is, on an average,

seven per day. Singing, but in a peculiar

way, forms a part of the worship. All the

musical notes are long and of equal duration,

and this because the Trappist must sing

hymns "for.the love of God, and not for his

own delectation." Moreover, he must exert

his voice to its utmost, and this being pro-

longed at intervals during seven hours per

diem proves a greater fatigue than even

manual labour.

The distribution of the labour takes place

every day under the superintendence of the

abbot, the prior, and the cellerier, the last-

named official having the care of all the tem-

poralities of the place, and being permitted,

like the Superior, to hold intercourse with

the outer world. The cellc'rier stands in('.;:ed

in the same relation to the monastery as docs
a su])ercargo to a ship.

Labour is regular or occasional. To the

first the brethren are definitely appointed,

and their work is every day the same ; llic

latter, which is mainly agricultural, is allotted

by the Superior according to age, physical

condition, and aptitude, but it is imperative

that every monk niiisl participate in tiuimial

labour. Even a guest may, if he pleases,

claim, what is considered as a privilege, three

hours of work a ilay.

After dinner the Trappist gives one hour

to rest, but the maximum never exceeds sever*

hours, and on feast days is materially reduced

by earlier rising. The mid-day siesta over,

labour continues until a quarter to five o'clock,

which is the hour of refection. Then comes
the last religious oftke of the day, tiie

'' Salve Regina," at which guests as well as

brethren are expected to assist. The last

word of the hymn at this service is the last

word of the day. It is called " The Time of

the Great Silence." Monks and guests then

leave the church, smothering the sound of

their footsteps as much as possible, and

noiselessly retire to their respective resting-

places ; lights are put out, except in case uf

special ))ermission of the abbot, and a ilcath-

like quiet and gloom reigns everywhere

throughout the habitation.

The life of guests at Le Port du Salut

difiers from that of a Trappist. There is a

parlour, common to all, with a fire burning in

it during winter, but each one sleeps in a sepa-

rate cell, and has three meals a day ; he may
eat eggs from Easter until September, ami

have his vegetables cooked with butter. Last,

though not least, his wants are attended to,

and his cell swept and cleaned by the father

and the brother of the hostelerie, who are

also at liberty to hold conversation witli

him.

A guest may stay in the monastery for

three days without giving any particulars of

himself, for fourteen days if he chooses to

disclose who and what he is, and for as much

as three months if his circumstances seem to

need it. After that time, if he be pour, he

may be sent away to another monastery at

the cost of the senders ; but the abbot is free

to extend a guest's visit to any duration.

Trappisls are most useful citi/ens. Tlicy

perform, per head, more labour than any

farmer ; they expend upon t'neir own main-

tenance tlie very minimum necessary to sup-

port existence; they undertake, at the cost of
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their lives, works of great public utility, such

as the draining of the extensive marshes of

Les Dombes, in the south of France, and of

La Metidja, at Staoueli, near Algiers, which

they are converting into fruitful fields. As
horticulturists, agriculturists, dairymen, mil-

lers, and breeders of cattle they are un-

rivalled; for men whose faith is that to work
is to pray, cannot fail to excel those with

whom work is, if even necessary, a tiresome

obligation. Lastly, in all new establishments,

the Trappist only considers his monastery

founded when a dead brother has taken pos-

session of the land and lies buried in the

first open grave.

Such is the real life of the Trappists. It is

apparently a happy one ; and it is with feel-

ings of deep regret and of friendly remem-
brance that the departing guest, as he reaches

a turning of the road and sees the steeple of

the monastery of Le Port du Salut disappear,

stands for a moment to cast a last look upon
that peaceful abode ere he wends his v.'ay

again into the wide, wide world.

MOLES AND MOLE CATCHING
By JAMES PUR\^S.

r^EORGE SAND, in '' Mauprat," inci-
^^ dentally describes a mole catcher in

her native place. Berry, and, short though
the description is, we at once see it has been
done on the spot. In her sympnlhetic style

she depicts the man whose business it was to

purge the houses and fields of rats, weasels,
and polecats, who travelled alone and on
foot through every part of the country where
the farmers had the good sense to appreciate
his talents. He was everywhere well received,
in the chateau as in the hut, and his trade

had been practised with honesty
and success by his ancestors for

generations. He received ready
lodging wherever he went, and
had work secured for every day
in the year. He reappeared at

fixed intervals at all places which
he had passed the preceding

year, and was accompanied by
the same dog and the same long

sword, and he was cautious not to

repeat in one house what news or

gossip he had heard in another.

In the south of Scotland or north of Eng-
land some thirty or forty years ago, the mole
catc]:er led a similar life. He lived in the

farm-house till his work was done, and gene-

rally slept in the stable-loft above the farm

horses, where the night's rest was disturbed

only by the squeaking of mice and rats, and
the horses crunching their food and rattling

their halter-chains in the treviss. His visit

was looked for twice a year, in spring and
midsummer, and he travelled sixty or eighty

miles south, working his way by short stages

and staying a week at a time at some farms
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until he bad killed what moles he could in

the infected fields. In his homeward journey

later on he would again make a brief stay. In

this manner he would take the north news
south and the south news north, and bring

information to farmers about the latest im-

provements in agriculture, or what their wives

loved better, a good gossip about the farmers

they only knew by name. In this not un-

pleasant way nine months of the year would
be spent until winter set in, when he mended
his old and made new traps, and followed the

other occupations that a clever-handed man
like a mole catcher generally has. He can

kill rats, ferret rabbits, train a dog, rear phea-

sants, and clip horses, and so a mole catcher,

like the mole, seldom or never starves. Things

are now greatly changed. My authority, old

Jim Black, states that the "blasted" railway

has done away with those journeys, in which

he made the bulk of his money, as it has done
away with a lot of canny nooks of roadside inns

whichused toliveand thrive on the stage-coach

and road traffic. In a confidential mood he

lets slip what may be a stronger and more
convincing reason. He has never made a six

months' journey since, for, as he phrases it,

" he got married, and so had to give it up."

A mole catcher's opinions of marriage are not

without interest; in a quiet, ruminating way

—

the result of ordmary villagers' experience—he

adds :
" Wives are feared a man gets another

sweetheart in six months' time away fra' hame.

I'll no say that they're jealous-minded, but

they dinna like their man to be long away.

Faigs, no, man ; wives are curious creatures."

A mole catcher is a picturesque personage,

more interesting in his life and surroundings

than many better-known or prettier types of

life. He can hold his own with many game-

keepers, and the country characters which

abound where leaves are green and fields are

ploughed and waters clear, though he has

nothing more terrible to hide in the earth than

a wooden trap, and all the skill he possesses

is his own experience of cunning. He fol-

lows his work as silent as the moles them-

selves, and his humble earnestness would

stand many a preacher in good stead. We
might with a little wit make fun of his old

clothes, his leather gaiters, his soiled knees,

his battered hat, and rough hands, and com-

pare him to a scarecrow ; but the moment we

talk to him we find what a store of strange

observations have been gathered up by those

cute eyes, observations which his wife at night

by the fireside alone shares, and we begin to

consider what an immense debt we dwellers

in cities owe this rustic for keeping down the

moles and preserving the crops. As you
travel on the highway you sec the rude mole
catcher down on his knees at work, with
his hands in the soil blessing the ground by
playing havoc with the black vermin ; and
wherever the marks of his knees have been the

land prospers and grows green in spring. His
hands are so stiff with rheumatics that they
can hardly close, and his eyes are always among
his feet, " as if," he says with a wan smile,
" he was in search of hall"-a-crown he had lost

in his young days." Yet in fact his occupa-
tion is an artificial one, and has been brought
about by high farming and game preservation.
" Weasels," he remarks, " destroy moles like

smoke. God has aye one vermin to keep
down another !

" The gamekeepers having

destroyed many weasels, artificial means have
to be taken to destroy moles. Looking from
the window of a railway carriage at the soli-

tary figure on the fields, you would think he
has about the most lonely and wearisome
work on the face of the earth ; but old Jim
says, " 'Slim, 1 never weary, I'm aye seeing

something new. Faith, the moles 'U no allow

one to be idle or weary. So, I wliiles think

my auld watch has ta'en fright an' leaped an

hour or two, the time flees by so quick. You
set a man to kill moles, an', faith, he'll

never weary." " It's fine," continued he,

and the remark was that of a healthy man,
" it's fine to be tired at nights after a long

and a hard day's work, and to fa' asleej) as

your check kisses the pillow. A hard day's

work has a good night's rest." Any open-air

work like mole catching makes one sane-

minded and moderate in thought, and gives

one a natural life.

The mole catcher's work takes him and

keeps him among the fields all day long. He
passes from field to field and from farm to

farm, byway ot " slaps " or stiles, without ever

using the high-roads or by-roads. He has

greater knowledge of the fields in conse-

quence than any other rustic. He may work

for days on end without enjoying a chat at

Iris work ; the only characters he may come
across being tlie ploughman with one foot

in the furrow and taken up with his plough-

shares and his steaming horses, or gangs of

women field-workers stretched across the

field in a row, gathering with hand hoes the

dry weeds brought to the surface by the horse

harrows; these maysalute himwithdull staring

eyes and a pause in work, and probably a

"Good day," and a few wortls of pari.^h

gossip. Lut catching moles is really ex-

citing, and vvill keep any man alive with in-

terest, especially if he is paid to do it. It is
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at first sisrht difficult to understandO
why mole catching should not be-

come sport for gentlemen, moles

being ranged under the same cate-

gory with rabbits, i.e. vermin. Cer-

tainly mole catching would breed

patience and 'cuteness in our landed esquires,

for it is as good as a game at chess to check

the movements of a quick-witted mole.

Is the mole the farmers friend or the

farmer's enemy? This is a debatable point

on which there is considerable difference of

opinion. The mole devours very vast num-
bers of worms and grubs, which, if they were

not so destroyed, might prove as destructive

as the mole ; the mole catcher's opinion is,

that it does terrible destruction in arable

fields ; that when the seed is taking root and
quickening in the earth the mole, by its runs

and its holes, covers and destroys an im-

mense amount \ and that the subterranean

galleries giving too much air and too little

of the sap of the earth leave the seed

dry and moistless. In this way much seed,

which represents human food, is destroyed,

and mole catchers deserve the thanks of

the farmers and the State, and have earned
that approval which those have who made
two or three blades of corn to grow where
none would have grown but for their skill.

The defenders of moles urge in their favour

that they are the cheapest subsoil-drainers a

farmer can have, as they work without wages,

that they keep the prolific worms within

reasonable bounds, and that they, in some
mysterious way, prevent foot-rot in sheep.

On arable farms moles are a pest.

" He passes from field to field."

It was early in " proud pied " April when
I spent the better part of a day in the com-
pany of a mole catcher at work. The spirit

and warmth of returning spring were felt by
the earth and the trees. The trees were

juicy with the returning sap, and the rustle

of the branches blown with the breeze had
the fresh, quickening sound of spring, and
the lark seemed to rejoice in the sun and the

warm west wind. The moss at the tree-

roots was springier and yielded to the touch,

as if spring had got hold of the tendrils and
sent them rejoicing to the foot of man.
It was a warm day after the cold and the

rain—a day to sit on a rustic stile with

the grassy footpath dotted with rich glow-

ing primroses and homely daisies, red and

white, for a prospect, and to open one's

heart in careless talk. One felt with the

force of personal experience that spring,

with leaps and bounds, was making the earth

young again. The fields and pasture lands

were rejoicing more than my heart was.

The water in the ditches seemed to have a

fresh sound, the hedges were budding, the

winter wheat in the red loam was growing
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green, and the gorse alongside the ditch was
in full bloom. The only figures in view

-were bending women heaping weeds together

with their hoes on the field slopes, and the

west wind that blew mild kept their grey

clothes tight about them, and rounded their

flexual figures into academic forms. Gorse

in fresh full bloom is our finest spring colour;

its spring flourish makes up for its dulness

and prickly touch the rest of the year. It

has about the most delicate yellow tinge of

all wild flowers, and its rough, unaffected

its surroundings—the hills or the downs, or
babbling water-courses or stony soil.

The mole catcher was working in zigzag

fashion across the field, and watching iiim for

a few minutes I noticed he did not raise his

eyes from the ground, straighten his back, or
rest himself on his spade, like other labourers.

It was a sandy field, about half a mile dis-

tant from the sea, and the roar of the breakers

and the voices of sea-gulls and curlews and tlie

whistling trill of the sand-pi2)ers were in the

air. In the soil of the

honesty makes it peculiarly appropriate to
|
tield one's

^f
'

"
feet made
deep im-

prints. Car-

rots were sown In it, and on stooping down

and scraping with one's fore-finger in the soil

the seed was visible, throwing off" numerous

tiny branch roots. Thence our eyes turned to

the worms, to their life-long enemy, the mole,

and to the worker's occupation, mole catch-

ing. Realism with the mole catcher is fiction

to us. l\Ioles are among the most interesting

vermin, and you would find half a day spent

with the mole catcher at his work on the

fields among the most romantic hours ever

spent in the country. This I venture to say,

although a wise old country woman declared,

XXV-S4

ilic m^lc catcher at u jio..

" I canna see what you could see in fol-

lowing a mole catcher a' day long;" but

she could not see with my eyes.

The mole can easily draw double its own
weight in below the ground, and seven times

its own weight on the level surface—like one

o'clock, as Jim says. It requires more water

than food, and runs long distances under-

ground to drains and ditches, and will, if need

be, puddle a hole or sink a well for water to

lodge in. It travels a considerable distance

in a day, and runs as quickly backwards as

forwards. It is very active and 'cute, and

burrows out of sight in a moment. A vora-

cious eater, when it gets its belly filled and a

good drink of water, it goes to bed, Jim says,

like a little pig. Its nose is delicate and

soft and sharp, and few animals have a
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keener smell ; it is said to smell a worm
three feet distant in the solid earth, work its

way towards the surface, snatch the worm,

and pop backwards to the burrow. In a

run you can observe small openings where

the mole has deviated in search of worms,

and popped backwards to the run. The worms
have an intuitive terror of moles; by their sen-

sitive sense of the earth's motions they feel the

moles burrowing, and crawl as fast as they

can in terror from the mole's pursuit. Like

a rabbit the mole smells the hand of man at

the traps or the earth, so the mole catcher

carries a piece of wood like a carpenter's

foot-rule, whereby he presses the earth level

in the runs, and sometimes, though rarely, he

carries a wisp of barley straw, so that the

smell of the human hand is not communi-

cated. Popular belief will have the mole

blind, and there is a number of old country

rhymes of false wisdom, e.g.—
" If the mole could see as well as it could bear.

It would keep the world a' in a steer."

The old phrase speaks of being as blind as

a mole, but a mole is not blind ; its eyes are

like two small black spots, set well back be-

tween its head and its shoulders, and it can

project them and as quickly draw them
back.

The mole's natural life is spent below the

earth, and it only comes to the surface in

search of food or water, or to cross a road. It

runs zig-zag whenever it can get the smallest

insect or grub, and seldom goes a yard in a

straight 'direction, except in the main run,

and it can turn itself in the run like a worm.
It runs every six hours, and strange to say,

runs more actively about the witching hour of

midnight than during the whole day, and

then it makes the greatest destruction of the

slumbering worms. It is a striking fact that

if this voracious animal be imprisoned with-

out food for twelve hours it will die of sheer

starvation. When the ground is covered

with snow it burrows most, and is most active,

and in rainy weather, when the worms rejoice

in the earth, " any amount " of moles, old Jim
says, can be caught.

The mole is a splendid architect and sure

builder. It constructs perfect subterranean

galleries. The nest is a wonderful build-

ing, bearing immediately above it as much
earth thrown up as would fill a moderately-

sized wheel-barrow. The soil roof of the

nest is so strong that an ox may with

safety stand on it, in spite of its being sur-

rounded and intersected by runs, by which
the family can separately escape in case

of sudden danger. In one I saw there

were at least, within a foot from the nest, four

main runs, and these main runs again had
three immediate branch runs towards the
nest from thfe wheat-field, making twelve
within two feet of the nest, while there were
many escape runs towards the surface for

hiding. A favourite place for nests is about
old broad hedge-roots, where the moles have
plenty of room, and where their nests are

concealed by the undergrowth, which again

protects their surface runs from being trampled

by the hoofs of horses or cattle. And the

moles nesting on either side of the hedge
stick religiously to their own side of the field.

Between the nest and the water there is a
main run, and to an inexperienced eye its

only distinguishing feature is that it is some-
what more direct than the other runs. But
the mole catcher observes it in an instant,

and he catches most moles there at the time

when the moles are returning home from their

food or water. It is wonderful how the moles
find their long ways home, and it is remark-

able the distance they travel every twenty-four

hours, in the ins and outs and confusing

number of intersected runs. Moles multiply

very fast ; they pair for the season, and breed

four or five times every year ; and they are

among the few animals which have prepon-

derance of males. Their young run about

shortly after they are born, and are taught to

run in the main run first, the parents leading

the way. The mole is said to be affectionate,

and to brave death for its offspring or its

mate, and to be found sometimes starved to

death beside a trapped mate. It prefers dry

loam or sandy soil, and does not much
frequent stift" clay soil, which is both wet and
cold, and difficult to burrow in. For every

one that is to be found in clay soil ten will

be found in dry loam. And it is a noteworthy

fact, if true, as it is said to be, that there are

no moles in Ireland.

A mole catcher requires considerable skill

and cunning. To set the trap is the smallest

part
;

you could do that in
.
ten minutes,

though you only saw it once done. The
point is, where to set it, and with what bait,

if any, and how to arrange the earth about

the holes. My friend the mole catcher tells

me " you have to be as 'cute as you can," and
on pressing him further he unconsciously

repeats himself, " you have to be as 'cute as

you can, and use your wits." Experience is

his great teacher, until he has an unfailing

instinct, or, as he says in old English, " prac-

tice makes profiteness." A mole will throw

the trap out of the earth in anger, or it may
scent the trap and fill it up with earth to
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prevent the trigger going off, and then run
backwards, giving warning toothers. Jim let

me see such a trap just taken from the ground,

and he pointed out what I would have taken

years to notice—the glossiness of the mole's

skin on the wood pin or trigger, where
the mole had burrowed underneath and
thrown up the earth, and the marks of its

feet where it had so scratched on the ground
to get underneath the trap. " He's an old

dog, a great scoundrel, I warrant you, sir,"

old Jim said, on his knees, "a very 'cute

gentleman." In another empty trap just

lifted he showed me a worm, half eaten, lying

below it, and said the mole, when it was
feasting itself, had just discovered the trap,

and then let the worm drop, and bolted along

the run as fast as its legs could carry it. In

this case Jim clogged the holes of the run

firmly up with earth, and taking the half-eaten

worm tied it on to the trap, so that, he said,

the mole coming cautiously to the earth, and
smelling the worm, will come slap through

the earth into the trap, and be fairly caught

at last. A mole that leaves a worm half

eaten and takes to flight is certainly terrified.

Old Jim never holds the moles too cheap

;

he gives them credit for as much cunning

as he possesses himself. He uses at the

proper seasons a little dry grass, such as the

mole carries for its nest, so that smelling the

grass " it will be thinking," as he says, " to

enjoy itself, and get a bit o' fine bedding and
nesting this time," play slap against the grass

hanging from the trigger, set it off, and be

trapped. " Experience teaches a man heaps

o' things. One has to be 'cute how to lead

these 'cute scoundrels on to destruction.

They are sly gentlemen." Sometimes they

are caught by the snout. They present a

pitiable appearance with their small legs

outstretched, and their noses pinky red

against their black bodies. They are easily

killed, a very slight touch on the head

with a hard substance puts them out of

pain. The slack earth plugged up against

the run at each end of the trap often de-

ceives them, or, as he vigorously says, " they

play pop at the earth, and they are no more
in a jiffey, as the saying is." But the trap

gives them little pain, and strangles them m
a moment.

" A mole is all life, 'cute, a quick little

devil," said old Jim. And then, alter a

deliberate pause, he looked me in the face

and said, " It knows what it's about, I can

tell you. It works most when we're all

asleep ; when we don't know whether our

heads or our heels ?je uppermost it's work-

ing death among tiie worms. Gosh ! he's

never idle, he never tires." A great dodge
is that no light must be let into the run
where the trap is set ; the holes in the trap
top must be carelully covered up. The
slightest gleam of dayhght arouses the mole's
suspicions, and he observes it in an instant.

Another dodge is not to let the wood trigger,

—which, being pressed against by the mole,
causes the trap to sj)ring and so strangle the

mole with the twine, -remain uncovered.
The mole-catcher spat on it, so that the light,

sandy soil should atlhere, and looking up in

my face remarked, with a confidential nod
and wink, "As the byword says, an old
dog for the hard road." On observing the

ground being newly thrown up by a mole
on forming a new run, a mole catcher slips

gently on tip-toe to the leeward of the mole,

and suddenly pounces on it. One has to

tread softly, not because the mole actually

hears the sound of the falling foot, but that it

is very sensitive to the vibrations of the earth

produced by walking. It can smell a man
from the windward. Quick as lightning on
reaching the spot the mole catcher puts one
foot in the run between him and the mole, so

as to prevent it running backwards into the

run and escaping ; and with his long, narrow
spade he pierces the ground where its move-
ments were last observed, and unerringly

shovels the mole and earth on to the sur-

face. This is the most exciting part in his

work, and he does it with great glee, and
sometimes he will catch three moles in this

way. I saw him catch one, and he cried

exultingly through high spirits, as he tipped

up the earth and the mole with his sword-like

spade, " Come on like the tlowers o' May !

"

The cleverest thing he did was to skin a

dead mole. He had tlie head and feet dis-

severed, and the skin stripped off the animal

in, as he said, "two jiffies." He gave the

big blade of his pocket-knife two or three

scrapes alongside his boot by way of sharpen-

ing it, then he held the body in his hand

and looking at it earnestly with his head

aside, with four quick, sharp, snick, snicking

sounds the legs were off and fell to the

ground ; he then pressed his left hand firmly

round its body, and with two sharp cuts its

head and neck were to the ground, and in a

twinkling the skin was strijjped from the body.

It was very cleverly done. Taking the skm
in one hand he ran it cpiickly two or three

times between his other hand, clasped, so

as to strip the skin of fleas. This dor>c,

he took his well-seasoned meerschaum pipe

from his waistcoat pocket, which his daughter,
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a dairy-maid to a baronet in the parish, had

given him, and after lighting the tobacco

he placed a tin cover over the pipe-head to

protect the burning tobacco against the wind,

though certainly a tin cover on a meerschaum

pipe looked odd. And as he smoked and

coughed and spat about his feet he said the

most wonderful thing of all is that he could

go back blindfold or in the dark and visit in

regular rotation each of the twenty traps we
had passed. But that I did not quite believe.

My experience is that a mole catcher is, of

all rustic workmen, the most communicative.

The reason may probably be it is so very

seldom any one condescends to notice him
or talk to him about what he knows best

—

his occupation ; and some way or other he

is generally an odd, wayward man whom the

villagers think an idler. It is said by parish

and village cynics—and they form a large

proportion of the population — that mole
catching is another name for poaching ; and
that if the mole catcher's spring vans were

searched, there would be found, below the

straw, more hares and pheasants than dead
moles. I cannot say whether this be true or

not, never having had occasion to search their

vans ; but to me their talk is interesting and
true, as all talk is which is based on ex-

perience, though the villagers tell me in a

side way they would " stuff one's head with

a parcel o' lies." It is stuffing that agrees

with me, and I wish I could get more of it.

His talk held me captive. Whether he
told the truth or not I liked to hear him
talk about the " 'cute little devils o' moles."

His voice rings in my ears yet ; his eager

eyes, his sucking lips as he drew away at his

tobacco-pipe, and his vigorous voice were at

least pleasant facts. When I got him fairly

started on the subject he talked, as the vil-

lagers say, ''like a book;" and when he

talked I was as silent as a book.

To succeed as a mole catcher depends
on " one's naturalness," he says, " there's

no rule o' thumb wi' 't : there's no highflying

cuts wi' 't but 'cuteness
—'cuteness,"and that

'* it stands to the face o' things it canuo' be
taught." His son, Young Jim, who also

follows the calling, boasts that Old Jim can

kill moles "wi' the face o' day, wi' anymoital
man on the face o' God's earth, wi' any white

man, an' my certes! that's a big word." In

the old man's emphatic way he says, " there's

no use o' speaking ;" and then he talks volubly

of the moles, w^orms, and traps, and the copped
hills, and the long experience of his own eyes,

that are to him of enduring interest.

MEN AND MOUNTAINS.
^hovt QThaptcvs of ^toiss g:jistov2.

NO. II.

NOT far from Sempach, on the other side

of the lake, that side along which the

Berne and Lucerne Railway runs, is the

Giiglers' mound, or Englishmen's barrow.

Rich country that enough, with its fine beech
woods, its good crops and wonderfully sub-

stantial wooden houses. So the " Free Com-
panions" thought, when, during the truce

after Poitiers, Charles the Wise bribed them
to give a little respite to his miserable

kingdom. One band threatened Basel, but

retreated at the sight of 2,000 Berners, all in

white shirts with " the bear" on their breasts.

Another band swept through the Aargau.
They were under Ingram de Coucy, son-in-

law of Edward III. His mother, daughter of

the Leopold who was beaten at Morgarten,
had Alsace and the Aargau for her dowry.
These De Coucy claimed as her heir ; but the

Aargau would none of him : so he invaded
it, many English knights, besides plenty of

foreigners of the Sir Walter Manny sort, joining

him. From their pointed helmets the Swiss
called them Gilgkrs, and in Balmer's picture a

most disreputable lot they look—fat of course
(" John Bull " always is so painted abroad)
and hung round with strings of ducks, fowls,

and sausages, as if they had been dressing

up for Father Christmas ; driving withal lots

of fat pigs and lean goats before them. In
her distress Austria turned to the Federation
for help; and Zurich, Berne, and Lucerne sent

their troops at once, the Forest cantons (I

am sorry to say) selfishly holding back,
saying :

" the Giiglers can never get near us."

The English were beaten (though the Bishop
of Basel, angry with Berne for seizing one of

his towns, had joined them with 500 men).
After two defeats, De Coucy fell back into

Alsace, leaving all his pigs, ducks, &c., be-

hind ; and the Englishmen's barrow, near
Biittisholz, contains, they say, the bones of

the Giiglers who were slain in one of these

battles (1375).
But this was only a little by-play. The

desperate struggle took place at that Sempach
of which I have just spoken (1386). Under
Archduke Leopold II., Austria determined
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to make one more effort to regain its old

power. This time Berne held aloof (these

divisions seldom seem to have hurt the Swiss)

;

she had an excuse, for she was cut off from

the rest by the Entlebuch valley, owned by the

lord of Thorberg, and by the Willisau, whose
Count was her enemy, while close in her rear

lay Freiburg, the fast friend of Austria. So

the rest of the Federation went on alone,

hurrying to defend Zurich, against which

Leopold made a feint, his real intention

being to march up the Sempach valley, right

on Lucerne. It was a glorious sight, says

the Chronicler, to see the Austrian host come
on, the horse in front, as at Morgarten, ban-

ners flying, armour flashing, the Duke himself

the handsomest man in his army. Out of

very scorn they had mown off the ripening

corn and had fed and littered their horses

with it ; and some of them rode up to the

gate of Sempach and asked for " breakfast

for the mowers." " Take care," cried a towns-

man, " or the Confederates will give you such

a breakfast as you've no stomach for. Don't

drop your spoons out of your hands while

eating it." When Count Hasenburg, who
had already fought the Forest men, suggested

that their work would not be all play, the

rest cried him down saying :
" What can you

expect from Hare's castle (Hasenburg) but a

hare's heart ?
"

Leopold, however, was not quite so foolish

as his knights. It was clear that horses could

not get at the Confederates, so he made his

men dismount and, taking their long sixteen-

foot lances, form in close column. On the

column went, forcing the Forest men before

it by its very weight, and if light- armed in-

fantry had been at hand to take them in

flank, the Confederates must have been

cut to pieces. As it was, the Swiss couldn't

get at their foes. " Break the wooden
handles," shouted an Uri man, but it was

no good; as fast as a lance was broken,

another from behind supplied its place,

and sixty Swiss — a great number out of

their little army—had fallen, when Arnold

of Winkelried, crying, "Take care of my
wife and children, and I'll make a passage

for you," rushed on, seized in both arms a

sheaf of lances, forced himself upon them,

and falling, bore them down to the ground.

His friends swarmed in over his body, and

the day was won. The long lances were

only an encumbrance in hand-to-hand fight,

while the short swords and clubs and bills

of the Swiss dealt destruction in the ever-

widening breach. Another body of volun-

teers, coming up at the same moment, in-

creased the dismay of the Austrians. Leopold
thrice led his knights to the cliarge ; and then,

when they fled on all sides, rushed into tlie

midst of the foes and fell, lie had brave
men on his side ; the banneret of Zofinircn,

for mstance, wounded to death, tore up
his flag and heUl the broken staff in iiis

teeth, fighting widi both hands as long as
life lasted. But individual valour was of no
avail ; the knights fled, ami wlien they came
to where their horses ought to have been,
the cowardly grooms had ridden off with

them. The infantry, as usual, did nothing
;

we don't this time even hear of their having
been cut to pieces. Several hundred counts
were among the slain ; fifteen banners and
the Archduke's coat of mail were taken, and
so was the iron collar with spikes inside, which
the Austrians had intended for the Sc/iul-

theiss of Lucerne, who himself was killed just

as the victory was won.
If you go from Lucerne home by the

Briinig pass (and it is better than the railway)

you should stop at Stanz and see Winkelried's

statue and what is left of his house ; and get

some one to read to you Herwegh's poem,
" Der Freiheit eine Gasse." Naturally, the

Austrians were very angry; and Archduke
Albert sought, two years after, to avenge

on the Glarus men their share in Sempach.

Glarus is all one big valley, into which

6,GOO Austrians forced their way before

there had been time to send news to the

Federation. Matthew Ambuel, the head-

man, gathered a few hundred men and tried

to stand his ground, adopting the Morgarten

tactics ; but perhaps the country was more

suited for cavalry. Ten times the hand-

ful of Glarus men was broken and dispersed,

each time retreating mountain-wards. As

they were making their eleventh stand, they

heard the Swiss war-cry re-echoed from the

rocks, until it seemed to come from thousands

of throats. It was only fifty Schwytzers who

had heard what was doing and hastened to

give help ; fortunately, the Austrians did not

see them, but, deceived by the sound, broke

and fled; the bridge over the Linth gave

way under them, and the men-at-arms, in

their usual helplessness, were mercilessly

cut to pieces— 2,500 were left on the field.

At the village of Nafels, half-way on from

the gloomy Wallenstadt lake to Glarus, they

keep the first Thursday in April the anni-

versary of perhaps the most desperate, tiiough

not the most world-famed of Swiss battles

for freedom.

I said their divisions seldom hurt the Swiss

—that was perhaps true on Swiss ground,
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certainly not on Italian. Their first effort to

get hold of Bellinzona, the key to the country

of which the St. Gothard is the keyhole,

resulted in an ignominious defeat at Arbedo.

They had bought the place and its valley,

the Livinenthal, of the German Emperor for

2,400 florins; but the Dukes of Milan, its

real owners, would not agree to the bargain,

and, while Schuyz was quarrelling with Uri,

fell on and defeated them both. But this

check (1422) was more than compensated by

the coming in of the Graubunden (Grisons

—

so called because when the league was signed

(1424) the snow lay deep on the mountains)

;

and this defection of what was really a part

of the Tyrol (Upper Rhetia) incensed the Aus-

trians more than anything, so much so that they

even deigned to seek French help against the

Confederates. Times in France then (1444)
were much as they had been after Poitiers.

At last there was peace with England, and
nothing pleased the French so much as the

idea of getting rid of the loose troops whose
plundering was worse than actual war. So
the Dauphin Louis was sent, some say with

12,000, others with 20,000 " Armagnacs " to

help the Austrians. The Dauphin was threat-

ening Basel (which had become a Confederate

town) when the Confederates (some 1,600

strong) hurried along the Miinsterthal—you
know it, if you've gone by rail from Basel to

Bienne along the banks of the little Birs with

its green meadows and stern castle-crowned

rocks, and its villages where they still call

the red wine Switzers' blood. They drove

before them 4,000 French, and, wild with

victory, swam the Birs, rained upon by French
shot, and forced their way to St. Jacob's

chapel, where they fortified themselves. That
passage had cost them a third of their number.
Louis, admiring their bravery, wished to offer

them terms, but the Austrian Knight of

Morsberg managed to persuade him to "let

the peasant dogs die," as he expressed it.

After three unsuccessful charges the French
set the chapel on fire, and at last the Con-
federates all fell, save ten who ran away,
only to meet sentence of death at home for

deserting their fellows. The Knight of

Landskron, near Basel, who had been guide
to the Armagnacs, rode over the field that

evening makmg sport of the slain heroes.
" Now," cried he, as his horse plunged amid
the blood, " we're bathing in roses." " Take
one of the roses then, and see how you hke
it," said a voice from among the corpses, and
straightway a big stone hit Landskron so

shrewdly on the head that he died three days
after. It was Arnold Schick, of Uri, who, mor-

tally wounded, gathered up all his strength

when he heard the taunt,and sent that forcible

answer to it. Louis had had enough ; he made
peace with the Federation, and took himself
off. This Swiss Thermopylae (they had many
Bannockburns) was as good as a victory to

the Confederates ; they seized the Thurgau,
(as they had done the Aargau before) and
made it one of those dependencies which (as

I said) I am afraid they treated quite as

harshly as ever nobles or abbots did. Of the

Burgundian war I need not say much ; we
have often read how Charles the Bold lost

battle after battle, and finally his life. The
story is less pleasing than that of the former

victories. The Swiss were tools in the hands
of Louis XL, who as Dauphin had had a taste

of their bravery at the Birs, and who wanted
to ruin Charles. The Austrians, too, had
their reasons for wishing Burgundy to fall to

pieces. So the Swiss, on the pretext that

Charles was making his army dangerously

strong, invaded Burgundy ; and Charles, as

soon as he had finished conquering Lorraine

(his idea was to have a " middle kingdom "

from Holland to the Alps, dividing France
and Germany) gathered his host at Besangon,
and marched to Granson on the Neuchatel
Lake. Flere a garrison of 500 Swiss was
betrayed to him ; he hanged or drowned
every man of them, including the monks who
came as chaplains. Justly 'enraged, the

Federation gathered its whole strength, and
with 24,000 men fell upon Charles unawares
and defeated him utterly. The booty was
something fabulous ; Burgundy, taking taxes

from all the rich Netherland towns, was
then the richest power in Europe. The
spoil was valued at a quarter of a million.

You may calculate what that would be worth
now. The big diamonds—one is now in

the Pope's tiara, another was long the glory

of the French regalia — were among the

valuables. The Duke's throne was valued at

11,000 gulden; all his plate, his silver bed-

stead, his wonderfully illuminated prayer-book,

were taken, besides 1,000,000 gulden in his

treasure chest, 10.000 horses, and a propor-

tionate quantity of all kinds of stores. No
wonder the Swiss never recovered Granson

;

there were long and bitter quarrels about the

division of the booty, and the coming in of so

much wealth amongst a simple people de-

moralised them sadly, and led the way to their

becoming the chief mercenaries of Europe.

Less than four months after Granson came
Morat, preluded by a little act of heroism, of

which the Swiss make as much as the old

Romans did of Horatius keeping the bridge.
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More than half a century before, Neuchatel
(Neuenburg) and her count had found it

advisable to put themselves under the pro-

tection of Berne, and so had got linked on to

the Federation. The Neuenburgers therefore

were now afield, among them one J^icques

Baillod. One day this man saw a horde of

plundering Biirgundians making for the

bridge across the little river Zihl which joins

the Neuchatel and Bienne Lakes. Springing

forward, he drew his double-handed sword,

and not only held the way but slew so many
of the foe that a panic seized them, and
they ran off. A medal was struck with the

motto, "Ein Mann ein Heer" (one man is

worth an army), and was given to Baillod, a

strange motto (by the way) for a French-

speaking Neuchateller.

At Morat, as at Granson, Charles was
taken by surprise. All day he had kept his

troops in order expecting a battle; but just

when he drew off", the Swiss fell on his

jflank, threw his men into confusion,, and,

though he fought desperately, even when
none stood their ground except his body-

guard, he was at last swept away in the saiive

qui pent. It was not many who could save

themselves. Fifteen thousand fell, many
drowned in the little lake or smothered in

its muddy banks. The Confederates gave

no quarter. '• Revenge for those hanged
before Granson," was the cry ; and the kill-

ing went on as the rout swept past quaint little

Morat town, with its arcaded streets, miles

away to the south-west. " Grausam wie zu

Murten " (grim as at Morat) became a Swiss

proverb. You know all about the pyramid

of bones, destroyed by the French revolu-

tionary soldiers, of which Byron managed to

get enough to make what he calls " the

quarter of a hero," Napoleon I. went over

Morat field, and remarked to some Swiss

officers :
" If we ever have to fight you here

again, you may be sure we shan't put the

lake in our line of retreat." The marble

obelisk, set up fifty years ago by Frei-

burg, attributes the victory to " concordia

paintm." Certainly Freiburg was then, for

a wonder, at one with Berne ; and they

signalised their amity immediately after the

fight by jointly falling on and "annexing"

the Pays de Vaud. But, as I said, one does

not think of Morat as one does of Mor-

garten. The Swiss had a big army; and

they were not on their own ground. I'he

war was of their seeking, and that makes all

the difference. Those whom one pities are

the poor Burgundian rank and file,' whose

bones and armour the fishermen still bring

up now and then from the depths of the
lake.

Six months after came Nancy, where
Charles, having lost his treasure at Gransoii,
and his honour at Morat, lost his life

—

drowned in a half-frozen ditch which he had
set his horse to leap across. The part of the
Swiss at Nancy was but small ; Charles was
fighting against Duke Renatus of Lorraine

;

the Confederates would not come as allies,

but they let Renatus hire 6,000 mercenaries.
Charles was easily beaten. Cauipobasso, his

Italian general, had just betrayed him. His
presentiment of defeat was so strong tliat, as
he was mounting his charger, he gave his

last will to a trusty servant. In the rout his

horse leapt short of the bank, and as he was
getting out of the ditch die Castellan of St.

Die came by and wounded him. "Save the

Duke of Burgundy," cried he ; but St. Did
was deaf, and thinking he said " Long live

the Duke," beat him back into the freezing

water. Next morning he was found naketi,

and half-eaten by dogs and wolves.

The Swiss League was now respected
abroad; they were rich; Louis XI. paid

them 100,000 gulden as their share when he
took poor Burgundy as his prey. But i)rimi-

tive simplicity was gone ; the heroes of the

Forest cantons would not have owned their

fifteenth century representatives— lawless,

greedy,dissolute, corrupted by foreign service,

unable to take to peaceful work at home.
Robbery became so frequent that the Federa-

tion passed a law that a man should be hung
for stealing the value of the lialter. But the

change did not come on without protest.

What one man can do, not only in heading

a popular rising, but in the far harder work of

stemming a people's degradation, is shown by

the work of Niklaus Leuenbrugger von der

Fliie. Brother Klaus, he is called—never

St. Klaus, though he has been canonized,

and his bones are to be seen at Sachseln by

the little lake of Sarnen, between Lucerne

and the Briinig, in a glass case over the

high altar. There, instead of his heart, is a

jewelled cross, and on the breast-bone hang

military orders, and other decorations of

which pilgrims have stripped themselves.

But better than jewels is tiie memory of him

in his countrymen's hearts. Scarcely a cut-

tage thereabouts in which you won't see his

portrait, just as you find Luther's in the

Saxon miners' huts, and O'Conncll's or

Father Mathew's in Munster cabins.

Klaus was for fifty years simply a good

ordinary man, serving his time as a soldier

and then doing his duty at home. He
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then "left the world," fixing his hermitage

at a wild spot in the Melchthal (the name,
valley, and home of one of " the three

men of Grutli"). His fame soon spread;

people came from all sides to take counsel

of him in difficulties. There began to be
talk of miracles ; some said that he lived for

months on nothing but the Holy Communion.
But the real miracle was when, in 148 1, he

walked into the Rathhaus, at Stanz, and
said :

" Men, you were strong because you
were united. Are you going now to throw
everything away for the sake of paltry booty ?

Will you listen to foreign advice which is

given to ruin you? Will you keep out of

your League towns whose citizens have fought

and died beside you for fear they should
claim a share of the spoil ? Far be all this

from you ; for it means the ruin of the League."
Simple words, but they told, coming from
such a man who had nothing to gain by what
he said. The Confederates had been at

daggers drawn about the division of the

Granson booty ; they had put it off for four

years, hoping that, as time cooled them, it

might be settled without bloodshed. That
they did not fight about it and by so doing
break up the whole Federation, was owing
to Brother Klaus. Do stay at Sachseln, if

you can, and see his relics ; and don't smile

at the quaint wooden figure, dressed up in

his veritable robes, which is kept for the

edification of pilgrims. It does tend to edifi-

cation, if coming to his shrine makes them
try to be like him.

And thus you have two acts in the drama
of Swiss history, her stand against Austria

and her conquest of the Burgundians, both
proving my theory that it is not the high-Alp

folk, stunted for the most part like the plants

that grow on the moraines, but the stout

well-fed men of the lower Alps and middle
valleys who were the fathers of Swiss inde-

pendence. HENRY STUART FAGAN.

{To be concluded next month.')

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.
By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne Jacqueline," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER XXXVI. A RAINY DAY.

THE next morning rose with such a raw,

white Scotch mist or drizzling rain as

to catch everybody in the throat worse than

her cold had caught Lady Fermor, and to

forbid preliminary strolls and seats on the

border moors. The two young men tried

them on several occasions, only to return

thoroughly soaked, to be sent to the lower

regions, where, as Marianne Dugdale de-

clared, the pedestrians were turned before a

slow fire. Even in fine weather these moors
are bleak in August, for the bloom of the

broom is past, and the first purple of the

heather is growing brown, before the burst of

September red ling which lends the final glow
to the wilderness. It was hard to be assailed

by the Scotch weather-fiend before the party

had done more than set foot in Scotland.

Marianne Dugdale was crusty when she

came down to breakfast in the inn parlour,

where Lady Fermor sent Soames to pour out

tea and play propriety at the table with the

young people. " Nobody shall say that I

have not looked after you. After what I've

seen and known, I trust nobody," the old

lady told her nieces insultingly.
" Quite right, granny. We've all heard

evil doers are evil dreaders," retorted Mari-
anne recklessly, while Iris crimsoned and
hurried out of hearing.

Marianne's temper was not improved by a

somewhat agitated announcement from King
Lud that he must leave them and start by
the night train. He had not heard from the

Admiralty, but there were letters from the

Rectory, where he ought to have been weeks
before. The mother had been ill ; and even
without that obligation his last days on shore

were due to those at home. They were too

kind to complain, but he should not have
failed them.

No, of course not. Good little boys
could not play truant for any length of time,

Marianne told him scornfully, while she

crumbled down the bit of oat -cake with

which she had provided herself, but could

not eat. But how any one could leave his

friends in the lurch she could not under-

stand, she went on tartly. It would have

been bad enough to have deserted them
before they had reached their destination,

but it was mean to go in such weather.

He brightened up a little, and said ear-

nestly, " You must be aware I have no
choice, Miss Dugdale." And then the big,

sandy-haired, full-faced lieutenant, the diver

among sharks and the defier of polar bears,

positively blushed like a girl when he went

on :
" But I may comfort myself—may I not ?

—with the selfish hope that I shall be missed

—ahttle.?"
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" You arc wrong, Jeannie, altogether wrong."

*' Not unless by Iris or Lady Ferrnor or

Sir William," Marianne assured him coolly.
" I never flatter a man's vanity, Wc can
really get on very well without you—can we
not, Sir William?"

"If you like to put it so. Miss Dugdale,"
said Sir William a little awkwardly, and so

deliberately that Marianne could have shaken
him, to have roused the man into greater

alacrity.

Ludovic Acton had deferred his departure

till he should have to encounter the chill and
darkness of midnight in such weather, in

order—infatuated fellow—that he might have

ten or twelve hours more to sun and scorch

himself in the flame that was consuming him.

Marianne proposed to repay him by render*-

ing these hours one prolonged pcrioil ot

bitterness, till it was just possible the cruel

cauterisation of his wound might be com-
plete and prove effectual, and the last boon
be granted to him of departing limp and
spiritless, but cured, if he were capable of

cure, of a misplaced attachment to an unfeel-

ing, ungrateful girl.

It was a blank, disconsolate day for belated

travellers at a country inn ; a day to order a

smoky fire to be lit, (Iraw the scanty curtains,

and aim at the severe discharge of duty, and
the acquisition of a rampant sense of self-

righteousness, by writing off a dozen letters

—

long due ; to collapse into calling for refresh-

ments, to yawn and dawdle and tell idle

stories, and finally to sour and ferment into
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quarrelling with might and main, and get a

little heat and vigour" into life in that way.

Marianne tried none of these plans, for

she did not deign to quarrel with King Lud

;

it was not her cue to dispute with Sir Wil-

liam, except in spurts of uncontrollable ex-

asperation ; she had a notion that Iris would

not wrangle with her, and Lad}' Fermor was

not visible all the morning.

Marianne lugged Sir William into the

passage to play battledore and shuttlecock

by means of ancient implements for the

game, which she had discovered in some
corner; but found that he had to be
taught, and though he insisted that he was
good for rackets, he made no progress in

catching and returning the mounted bunch
of feathers. She sat down to backgammon
with him, and found, to her disgust, that he
could not only beat her to sticks, but did it

without ceremony, with a wooden-headed
adherence to the rules of the game, and a

quiet grin of masculine superiority, which
were beyond bearing. She rummaged out of

her trunk silks and worsteds, and set him to

wind them for her, as Lady Thwaite had
once done before. But either Sir William was
now a more adroit master of the situation, or

Marianne was not such an adept in taking

amusement out of her neighbour's blunders.

Marianne asked her victim to read a guide-

book aloud while she worked ; but he read,

according to his custom, in a stentorian

voice, so that everybody in the room had
the benefit of the performance. It ceased to

be private, as she had intended, and the

publicity did not suit her, since she had a
little weakness for monopolising men's notice

—a weakness which this day had become
an urgent necessity to her. In the end,

between worry and the noise her squire made
in obeying her last behest, her head began
to ache violently. Then it became evident
that Marianne was in a state of nervous
weariness and crossness, which, to her ex-

treme mortification, caused her to be viewed
as an object of pity, rather than of repre-

hension.

There was more sorrow than anger in King
Lud's kind eyes, and the sorrow smote Mari-
anne Dugdale, so that she was barely able
to persist in the line of behaviour she had
adopted towards him and other people.
She was extremely offended by Iris's offer

of eau-de-cologne for her headache, the
more so, perhaps, that Iris had been con-
versing for the last three-quarters of an hour,
in the most natural, unaffected manner cer-

tainly, but still on confidential terms, with

Ludovic Acton, on scraps of Rectory news
and on his probable destination when he
should get a ship. Iris had no right to such
information as Marianne had not cared to

seek. To sum up the sufferings of Mari-
anne's dog-in-the-manger mood, she began
to grow frightened at Sir William, whom she
had only looked upon as a temporary ser-

vant to suit her purpose. She had raised

up a spirit with which she could not cope,
and that she did not understand. His
looks and tones had changed to rueful,

unbounded forbearance and repressed ten-

derness, as she had known them change on
the morning at the Academy. Marianne
could not comprehend it, and her ignorance
abashed her for the moment in her perversity.

Iris believed that his heart was meltincr and
thrilhng because he was thinking of his dead
wife, poor, wild Honor, to whom, in the
person of this capricious, captious, yet withal

generous and warm-hearted girl, he might be
called on in some sort to atone for his errors.

And all the time Iris was as sure as she
could be of the result of any human act,

that if Sir William Thwaite were led on and
suffered, by the contrivance of Lady Fermor
and the folly of Marianne Dugdale, to ac-

complish the reparation which had more than
once flashed across his mind, it would not
only be a repetition of his former grievous

blunder, it would be the consummation of

the misfortunes of his chequered life.

Luncheon was welcome by way of variety,

and still more dinner, with Lady Fermor
declaring herself recruited in spite of the

weather. Appearances brightened still more
with coffee. Lady Fermor was at her best,

chatty, with a rasping good-humour, inclined

to encourage the young people in any form
of diversion, though she still declared herself

unfit for her usual game of cards. " But
you boys and girls may set a-going games for

yourselves. What games we had long ago,

when we were not too wise or grand or

goody-goody to play games ! Old-fashioned,

homely riddles and forfeits, when I was a
very small child, charades, tableaux, not to

speak of private theatricals for our own
benefit, without any shoddy pretence of help-

ing charities or entertaining paupers. Why,
Marianne, are you so down in the mouth
with one day's rain that you cannot even get

up a sham Penny Reading?"
There had been a reaction from Marianne's

exhaustion belore this speech, a return to

the restless excitement of the morning,

deepened, as in the case of all relapses. But
it was Lady Fermor's goad v.-hich sent the
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girl beyond all bounds of discretion and
delicacy.

"Thank you, granny, for the suggestion,

which I'll take leave to improve upon,"
cried Marianne with flaming cheeks and
flashing eyes. " Ladies and gentlemen, we
shall act one of the runaway marriages,

for which this place was once famous. It

will be a play in a single scene, ami the

words are so few that nobody need pretend

not to be equal to learning his or her part."

" Bravo !
" exclaimed Lady Fermor, with

the baleful fires in her sunken eyes leaping

up for an instant ; "if you are able to carry

out the idea. But who will bell the cat?

Who will assume the principal parts, and

play bride and bridegroom ?
"

" I, said the sparrow," quoted Marianne,

with an assumption of sparrow-like pertness,

" I will play the bride, and I choose Sir

William for my bridegroom."

It was a bold speech, and seemed to take

the person most concerned by storm. "How
am I to thank you for your condescension,

Miss Dugdale?" he said with an agitation

and seriousness which were startling, and

caused even Marianne to look put out and

to pause for a moment in her recklessness.

" Oh, by acting as well as you can,"

she said hastily. " I ask nothing further.

I can coach you ; I can coach everybody.

I heard all about it from the maid. Some-

body has to ask the bride and bridegroom if

* Barkis is willin',' and then we have only to

say ' yes ' or ' boo,' which seems to be letting

us off by an easier method than speaking

—

even in a monosyllable. But what can 'boo'

mean? I understand, and am able to say,

' bo ' to a goose "—with a fleeting, impatient

glance at King Lud, sitting back m a corner,

with a sudden lividness ot cheek and lip, yet

with the self-control of a gentleman and an

officer. " But I confess ' boo ' beats me."
" It means ' nod,' Marianne. Couldn't

you guess it by the corresponding word

'curtshey'?" said Iris, speaking with an

effort, as if she were forcing herself to join

in the conversation. " But if I were you I

would not bow to such a bad jest. I think

you might find a better game."
" Oh, we are too demure to go through

with a marriage even in a play," said Lady

Fermor with suppressed rage because her

opinion was disregarded, "Or is it sour

grapes, because the chief roles are appro-

priated?"
" And the smallest and silliest of us can

nod easily enough," maintained Marianne,

so that Iris was silenced.

Sir William glanced at her with a quick,

disturbed inquiry ; but 'he could not read
her face or her heart

" Acton "—Lady Fermor turnetl ruthlessly

to the lieutenant—"you are glum enough to

play the owl or the parson
; you'll dig the

grave—no, I did not mean that—you'll per-

form the ceremony."
"Thanks, Lady Fermor"— he choked

down his feelings—" but I am not qualified

to take my father's place."
" I'll teach you," insisted Marianne flip-

pantly ;
" you have only to utter three simple

sentences. You ask whether the man will

take the woman and the woman the man for

husband and wife
;
you bid them join hamls,

and then declare no power in heaven or on
earth is ever to part them. Surely you can
remember that."

" Don't spoil sport, Acton," enjoined Lady
Fermor in her deep gutturals. " We have

no substitute, unless we call in the inn-

keeper—honest man I as they say in his

country—and he may not be able to see a

joke. You know you have to punch a hole

in a Scotchman's head before you can get a

joke into it. Never shirk what you've got

to do, however much against the grain. I

thought that was part of a sailor's creed."

" So it is," said the badgered man, raising

his head and pulling himself together. " I'll

do what you want. Don't fear that I shall

spoil sport. Miss Dugdale—Lady Fermor."

"Are you all mad?" implored Iris; but

she spoke in a low tone, and nobody, unless

Sir William, heard her.

"Be off, Marianne," urged Lady Fermor,

entering into the si)irit of the unseemly

frolic, as she had entered into many another

of the same ilescription. " It won't be

hard for you to dress in character, since

there are no white silks or satins, or veils

or orange-blossoms, required here. Your

travelling dress will do, and Thwaite need

not change his coat. Your cousin Iris will

not object to bring you in, and stay as a

spectator, unless she hohls that the bride's

shoes are hers by prior right— is she so many
months the senior or the junior of the two?

I forget which—and ought not to be filled

by other feet. I'll ai range where the men

shall stand."

Marianne went out of the room, willi Iris

following her, sure enough ; but Iris did not

overtake her cousin as she ran up-stairs

before she had passed Jeannie, the chamber-

maid, smilingly making room for her. The

young lady had a roguish whisper for hei

humble ally. " Jeanme, I'm coming down
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again to be married. The house has not lost

its spell."

"Eh! Megsty me!" cried Jeannie, in-

stinctively setting down the jug of hot water

she was carrying for some gentleman's toddy,

that she might not scald herself or any other

person in the height of her excitement. But
Miss Dugdale had already gone into her

room, followed by the other young lady,

looking " that taken up " that she did not

notice Jeannie,

In reality Iris was moved to the depths of

her soul. The moment she was alone with

her cousin Iris went up to the little actress

and poured forth, for her benefit, such a

torrent of passionate upbraiding as the

gentlest lips will utter when the heart is

stirred with poignant sympathy, and the

honourable spirit outraged by what is unfair

and ungenerous. " How could you, ]\Iari-

anne Dugdale—how could you have the

heart? You may not care for him a bit;

but you see how he cares for you, and if

you had any pity, any womanly feeling, you
would spare him. It is only acting, of

course, and there might be no great harm
in that; but it is brutal—yes, brutal, to get

up such a farce, knowing what he is suffering.

I cannot tell whether you are making a fool

of Sir William also ; but you have no right to

do that either," said Iris, holding up her head
and flushing rosy red. " He is a man who,
though he is not much older than ourselves,

has had great troubles and sorrows. The
knowledge of that alone should keep the

most thoughtless girl from harming him

—

perhaps in a way she cannot guess. I could
never have believed it of you, Marianne."
Iris ended, exhausted by her vehement de-

againstfence of her friends and protest

wrong.

Marianne stared with big brown eyes,

tried to laugh, turned away her head, to hide
her changing colour and drooping eyelids,

and cried out ironically

—

" Well, this is a tirade from a quiet-going
young lady ! " At last she sat down, crossed
her arms, and faced her flushed, overcome
accuser. " So I don't care a straw for King
Lud, and I have a sneaking kindness for Sir

William, or rather for his place and title, I dare
say. I am going to sell myself for a little

rank and wealth, as thousands of girls have
done before me. That is the way of it—is

it? Will you tell me just one thing. Iris?

What business has Mr. Acton to go away in

such detestable weather, as if to face the
elements—in the rhetorical phrase, at their

very dismallest—is a great deal better than

a comfortable enough inn with our company ?

He has no summons from the Admiralty
compelling him to start on the instant ; he
has to get up a story of his mother's being
ill and wanting him, and it can't refuse its

mamsie's lightest whim, pretty dear !"

" Oh, Marianne ! how can you be so hor
ribly unreasonable and unkind?" Iris said

again with fresh wonder and wrath. " It is

not why should Ludovic go, but why should
he have stayed so long, in consideration of the

little he has got for all he has given ? He is

a good son and brother, however little you
may be capable of valuing such a character,

and Mrs. Acton is a good mother, who
would not grudge her boy his happiness, or
make an outcry about her health for the pur-

pose of recalling him. You cannot imagine
how much he is thought of, how he is waited
and wearied for at the Rectory. And he is

going to sea and may never come back. Be-
fore he knew you he had a happy and honour-
able life before him, and he loves his people,
which you seem to think rather a flaw in his

character. To-day may be the last time we
shall see him in this world—dear old King
Lud ! whom I have liked and respected, boy
and man. How I should mourn for him ! But
how will you look, and what will you say, if

you are told next winter or next summer that

his ship has gone down to the bottom of the

sea, like the Captain and the Eurydice and
the Aiala7ita, and that he has gone down
to the depths with it, or that he has died
far from home in some foreign hospital ?

"

However she might look then, there could
be no question as to how she looked
now ; she looked Avhite as a sheet and
trembled like an aspen, and what she said

was the strange outbreak :
" Yet he will give

his mother the last word, the last look, which
ought to be mine."
Then she put up her little hand to her

face, and
" Like summer tempest came her tears."

The storm was as short-lived as it was vio-

lent, and even while Iris looked on in dis-

may at the effect of her words, the big drops
ceased to rattle down, the chest left off

heaving with sobs, while Marianne began to

accuse herself piteously, passionately, laugh-

ingly, for extremes are always meeting. " I

am a wretch of a girl, and he's the dearest,

best of fellows, as gallant a man as ever

stepped, as true as steel, as tender as only

the best men can be. And what did you
take me for, that you could think I preferred

Sir William Thwaite, who has risen in the

world, and been wild, and is reformed, and
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is well enough in his way ? 15iit what ilrown-

ing women did he save ? What shipwrecked
crew did he rescue ? What torpedoes did he

help to launch at the peril of his precious

life— like — like Jove scattering thunder-

bolts ?
"

Iris looked up in sheer bewiUlcrment at

this extravagant laudation. She was temptetl

to put in the reservation :
" Where had he

the opportunity, though he, too, fought and
bled for his country ? And are there not

spiritual conflicts and conquest? hartler and
nobler by far than any physical warfare and
victory? ' But she had not the chance, for it

was Marianne's turn to speak, and she was

making abundant use of the privilege.

"There is one good deetl I have done
him, I have saved him from the consequences

of an unworthy choice," she said, her voice,

which had sounded shrilly eager and exultant

an instant before, suddenly sinking in despair.

" No, Marianne. He does not think so
;

he never will. I have known him since we
were children. I know how hard it is to

offend Ludovic Acton, how lenient he is to

offenders, how sure to forgive," represented

Iris earnestly.
" Yes, he will think he has made a fortu-

nate escape, after to-day," persisted Mari-

anne dolefully. " No man could bear what

he has had to bear and forget it."

" But you mean to make it up with him
before he goes ? You won't go on now with

this stupid, coarse play, surely, surely, Mari-

anne ?" besought Iris.

l^.Iarianne shook her head in wilful determi-

nation to suffer the worst penalty she had

brought upon herself, and with a perverse

doggedness which was characteristic of the

girl :
" I cannot ; it is too late. It would

make no difference now. Besides, we are

not on terms to admit of an explanation, and

I dare say he will be thankful in years to come
that there never has been a ghost of an

engagement, or even of a mutual understand-

ing between us," she said sadly. " I would

not let him speak, or grant him the least

satisfaction. It was a game in the begin-

ning, though it has ended in earnest. Oh
dear ! I liked it so much while it lasted—to

feel my power, and know I could make every-

thing blight or dark to him by a word, a

look. It was dreadfully inconsiderate and

selfish to him, no doubt, and I ^lall be pun-

ished as I deserve."

Iris was altogether taken aback, though

she had not been without her suspicions.

She protested that Marianne would punish at

least one other person as well as herself, tlie

innocent with the guillv

Wont you say, or

And Iris i)lcadc{l,

let me say, that you
iiave thought better of it, and cannot carry

out lliis absurd, unbecoming mimicry of a
marriage ? That will be some compensation
to Luilovic before he goes, and lie may un-

derstand—may suspect."
" No, no," cried Marianne, starting up in

a fresh access of wilfulness and waywardness,
" I am not going to crave mercy from any
man, or seek to call him back. Besides, I

amcertain that granny would begin to jeerand
taunt me till I became possessed, and then

my last error wouKl be worse than my first.

Let us act the marriage and have done with

tlie whole thing. I believe he has renounced
me already in his heart ; let him have the

comfort—the sop to his pride, poor fellow,

of doing it in so many words. After I have
treated him as I have done, and gone so far,

1 owe him his revenge, and do you think I'll

stint him in it?"

Marianne in perfect sincerity doubled in

the argument, and twisted it round to make
herself and everybody miserable in an in-

genious fashion of her own, which is yet not

altogether uncommon.
In any imminent danger in which Iris

had ever seen a fellow creature, her im-

mediate instinct had always been to save

the threatened victim—to save at Iris's ex-

pense if need were—as when she controlled

her natural recoil and held close the se-

vered artery in her servant's wrist, as when

she walked back to Whitehills with Lady
Thwaite dressed in a groom's cloilies and

faced a man whom she had reason to know
she had deeply ottended, and whom all her

friends and neighbours were then denouncing

as a drunken ruffian. The instinct did not

fail to assert itself at this juncture. " Let

me act the bride," she said with quiet deter-

mination. " It will be all the same who takes

the part in a piece of child's play that neither

Sir William nor I need mind, and it will save

you and Ludovic Acton from a last misunder-

standing, which, though it is only about a silly

joke, may separate you for life."

Marianne hesrtatetl, with changing colour

and i)arted lips. Her susceptible pride and

fiery temper had been up in arms a moment

before. She had forbidden a compromise,

yet she might snatch at a reprieve. Her

decision would be very much a matter of

chance, as were many of the resolutions she

formed in her honest but unregulated mind.

In the meantime Iris, awaiting .Marianne's

answer, frightened to look at her for fear of

influencing her, looking on the fioor instead,

^P^^l^W
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was calling King Lud her brother in her heart

and remembering all that his family had done

for her—Iris Compton. She was thinking of

Marianne's affectionate championship soon

after they had become acquainted, and what

a different world it had been to a lonely

girl, when she had found a bright, frank

young companion, generous and lovable even

in her transparent follies, constantly by her

side. Iris was thinking of Sir William and

the debt he had already paid to Lady Fermor,

and the other debt he had paid to Honor.

Iris's mind was even recurring to old stories

and old wrongs in which her ancestor had
been the wrong-doer and Marianne Dugdale's

the sufferer of the wrong.
" What an excellent idea ! " cried Marianne

suddenly. "You can play the bride, as you

say, as well as I. They will not suppose that

I have drawn back—only that we have agreed

to change places. Indeed, as our hats and

travelling dresses are alike, and the light is

none of the best, if we had not been so differ-

ent in height, they might not have known the

one from the other," she ended with a little

uncertain laugh, beginning to recover her

courage and spirits. " I wonder if he will give

a great start and gape, forget all I told him,

and not be able to proceed widi the ceremony?

Won't he look dreadfully foolish ? But I shall

not have vexed him—the very last thing. Iris,

it was taking a despicable advantage of me
to work upon my feelings and pretend he

would not come back safe and sound—

a

great, strong, fearless fellow like King Lud,

twice as big as our boys at home, with a face

like a full moon. Yes, indeed, it is true ; but

I hate small faces in men, I think they cannot

be too big every way. He has so often

gone away, and always returned like a bad
half-penny. I wonder how and when we
shall meet next," melting into tenderness, but

rushing off at a tangent the next moment.
" He can never be so base as to forget ' the

girl he left behind him.' Remember, I shall

be fit to kill you if he should jilt me, after

what you have made me tell you. In the

meantime I'll play that tune in my own
honour, every day that I can reach a piano
till he come back. Must he stay away
months ? A whole year or more ? The man
should not have made me so accustomed to

his firesome ways. How will the time pass

without them? Shall I grow sick with hope
deferred ? And do all the girls in my position

complain of the cruelty of the Queen and the

Lord High Admiral ? Who would have said

I should be a spoon ? How our boys would
laugh, and even Cathie and Chattie would

giggle. But they shan't know a syllable till

he is a captain and able to propose for me to

granny or papa in due form. I suppose that

will not be till he has made a pot of money,
poor fellow, to keep me with; but if the ruling

powers continue long obdurate, we'll know
what to do, we'll run straight away to Scot-

land. Then we'll have to go into sea-side

lodgings and be caretul of our coals and
never allow ourselves an extra pair of boots.

Will you still acknowledge us, Iris ? you
ought to, for you have been at the bottom
of the mischief—even though granny has no-

thing more to say to us. By the way, we
must not keep her waiting any longer. She
will not stand the further delay of this mar-

riage.

Iris was hardly listening now as they pro-

ceeded to put on their travelling jackets and
hats of brown tweed, with which they had
provided themselves in preparation for what
they had been pleased to consider the arctic

climate of Scotland. " What a dress for a
bride !

" cried Marianne in lively disgust.

" But it is a runaway bride," said Iris.

" Yes, but depend upon it if she ran away
of her own accord, she had some respect lor

her own feehngs and those of her bridegroom,

and put a bridal touch somewhere to her

dress. Besides, my dear child, there must
be something to mark the difference between
us—in our parts. Here, take this bunch of

wet bridal roses—I dare say they are the de-

scendants of Jacobite roses—which Jeannie

brought me from the kailyard. Roses are

later in the north than in the south; we are

not travelled girls, so we may speak of Scot-

land and England—all we know, as north and
south. Fasten the flowers in your jacket."

Iris did as she was bidden to please

Marianne, and get the sooner done with the

foolish play. The couple hurried down-stairs

arm-in-arm and entered the room sp abruptly

that it was not difficult to picture an angry

father at their back.

Somebody had drawn a table before the

corner where Ludovic sat, looking grim. Sir

William was standing beside it with a curious

mixture of affront— as if doing something

preposterous—and wistful yearning and pain

in his face.

Lady Fermor sat still in the chair which

she had before occupied, but she must have

rung for Soames in order to enable her maid

to enjoy the little entertainment, for the long,

lank functionary was range'd behind her

mistress's chair.

The room was dark from the state

of the weather, and the old-fashioned little
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marriage

gotten something

windows ; besides the company were not
quick enough to take up at once the cue
of the roses with which Marianne had
obligingly supplied them. Iris had volun-

teered to act her part, and was doing what
she needed to do with a growing reluctance

which became so nearly insupportable, that

she could not stop to think what she was
about, but must hasten through it, behaving
like a creature in a dream.

Marianne took the initiative, as she was
always disposed to do. She walked straight

up to Sir William. There she paused for a

second. In truth she was not at all clear

how the office of giving away a runaway
bride was performed in the strange Scotch

She was afraid Jeannie had for-

Marianne had to use her

own judgment ; she wisely confined herself to

dumb show. She simply dropped Iris's arm
and retreated, leaving her cousin standing by
Sir William,

King Lud leant forward confounded, yet

eager as at an unlooked-for release from a

piece of sport which had galled him like a

wanton insult, a real irreparable injury.

Lady Fermor put up her hand to her eyes,

as if to clear her sight, and let it fall again,

sitting upright, with her eyes glittering, and
nodding her head, as if she were the person

called upon to bow her consent.

Sir William flushed scarlet, and looked,

like a man driven wild, from one to the

other. He could read nothing in Iris's little

face ; it was blank, like that of one forcing

herself to stifle every warring inclination and
go on with an ordeal.

" Proceed with the marriage, Mr. Acton

;

there is the bride," muttered Marianne ex

officio, with a little quiver, partly of laughter,

partly of another feeling, in her voice.

Ludovic Acton started up to obey his

mistress's behest, while life was once more
opening out before him with hope and love

and joy among its possibilities. Why had

he been such a fool ? This acting a mar-

riage was nothing, the merest jest, when
Marianne Dugdale was not to play the bride

to another bridegroom than himself. It was

no worse than fifty charades and tableaux

vivants, in which he had taken part. If it

had been so. Iris Compton, good little Iris,

whom he knew so well and could depend on

entirely, would not have been in it. He stood

behind the table facing Sir William and Iris,

and tried to respond to Marianne's appeal,

and to do credit to what she had told him

when he had utterly mistaken her intention.

He looked imploringly at her for inspiration

instead of at the pair before him. He sought
to recall the sentences she had repeated to
him. If he made a verbal mistake it would
be forgiven in an actur who had only oiirc

heard his part.

"Will you take this woman for your wife?"
Marianne, who had drawn nearer the

coui)le, turned prompter again—this lime on
bel.alf of Sir William, wiih the pantomime of
an emphatic nod, but he took them all by
surprise, sj)eaking out distinctly and so loudly
as to sound rouglily, " I will."

" Will you take this man for yuur hus-
band ?

"

" Boo, or ' curtshey,' Iris," whispered
Marianne mischievously. Iris smiled slightly

as at a dimly apprehended, far-away bit of
fun, and inclined her head.

The impromptu parson looked despairingly

at Marianne, who in answering despair

clasped her hands, shaking her head re-

proachfully at the same time.
" Join hands," cried Ludovic.
Sir William put out his hand and grasped

Iris's in so tight a clasp ihat^it half roused
her. She made a little motion to draw her

crushed fingers away. He was the better

actor of the two certainly, but he overacted

his part. Iris was so far recalled to herself

that she became aware of a stir at the room
door. Glancing in that direction she saw, to

her vague distress, it had been left open and
pushed slightly ajar, and that there was quite

a group of people on the threshold, the most
of them seeking to see without being seen.

Jeannie, the chambermaid, formed one bash- •

ful spectatress ; another gazer was the land-

lord, a thick-set, shock-headed man, who
still wore mine host's conventional red

waistcoat. But he was not skulking, what-

ever his companions might be; he held a

candlestick with a lit candle in his hand, for

the rainy gloaming was fast deepening into

mirk. He looked e.xcitcd, as if he wanted

to come in and either interfere with the

performance or join in it.

Apparently Lady Fermor had also detected

the intruders, for she called out, " There, that

will do," and sure enough the group melted

and vanished, pulling the door close behind

them. But her ladyship, who was in high

glee, might not so much intend to give a

reprimand as to say the scene had been

sufficiently representi.d ; for she added iinuie-

diately afterwards, addressing her own party,

" We need not mind signing the register or

the bride's ' lines.' Ujjon my word it has been

a very pretty wcdtling. Let mc congratulate

you, Thwaite and Iris—that is my part of
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the performance, and a very pleasant part it

is, I can tell you. You have given us a good

notion of what a runaway marriage is like.

I suppose, Iris, you thought, after all, you

were the fittest match for the bridegroom."

The hands so lately joined had already

dropped asunder. Sir William remained stand-

ing alone by the table, as if he were trying to

reason with himself, to get rid of a momentary
hallucination, to cast off a disordering, mad-
dening impression. He did not go near

Lady Fermor. He hardly suffered himself

to throw a look after Iris as she rejoined

Marianne.
" How stupid you were, Mr. Acton,"

Marianne accused King Lud. " It was I,

not you, who married them. I must ask

Jeannie if that is correct, and if a woman can

marry a couple in this improper little Scot-

land."

Iris left the room with Marianne to put off

their out-of-doors habiliments. As the girls

did so, the roses fell unheeded from Iris's

jacket on the floor, and would have lain there

to be trampled under foot if Sir William had
not stepped forward, stooped, and picked

them up.

When the cousins came back the subject

of the acted marriage was dropped as if by
common consent. The talk had turned upon
the lieutenant's departure, the hour for which
was drawing near. He had engaged a trap

from the innkeeper to take him through

the rain and darkness to the nearest station,

a few miles off. He was far brighter and
more animated than he had been all the day,

while Marianne Dugdale, on the contrary,

became somewhat silent, only emitting an

occasional little jet of contradiction and
sauciness. He announced confidently that

he expected to see them all again before he
sailed, and nobody deprived him of the hope
or forbade hira the privilege. If he wrung
Marianne's hand in saying good-bye, nobody
could see and censure the deed, since she

did not wrench her fingers away—for that

matter she had not flouted him for the last

five minutes ; but if she cried herself to sleep

and bemoaned her former perversity and
cruelty, it was in the silence and solitude of

her room.
Iris thought it was charity to everybody to

adopt Lady Fermor's early hours this night.

A sudden sobriety which was almost oppres-

sive, the natural result of contending emo-
tions and of King Lud's going, had fallen upon
the young people. As for herself she desired

nothing better than to be able to recall un-

disturbed the whole events of the day, in-

cluding the grotesque farce in which she had
been involved. When she had thought it all

over she would dismiss it from her mind at

once and for ever.

The dismissal was not quite so easy as
Iris had anticipated. She felt haunted by
the foolish play; she tossed on her bed
sleepless and feverish. When she did drop
asleep, she dreamt she had married Sir William
Thwaite in earnest without intending it, and
what was worse, she had not asked his leave
and he had not spoken one word, or given a
single glance, in renewal of his passionate
love-making and proposal to her in the hay-
field at Whitehills four years before. Nay, he
had seemed at every crisis to turn—with what-
ever mixed motives—to Marianne Dugdale.
At last Iris slept soundly ; but even then

she was disturbed by the business of the

inn, or by the figments of her own imagination.

She thought she heard some one calling her
name loudly and urgently, and when she
started up in bed and listened and failed to

distinguish a voice speaking to her, she
seemed to hear the noise ot wheels driving

rapidly from the door.

CHAPTER XXXVII.—THE BEAST RISES UP
A PRINCE.

Iris slept late after a troubled night, and
when she awoke and looked at her watch she

could take nothing into account save that she

had been shockingly lazy; though the sun was
shining brightly enough, after the rain, to

tempt all exemplary travellers to be up and
abroad on unfamiliar ground. Iris grudged
losing the bright morning, and she grudged
still more keeping Marianne Dugdale, Sir

William Thwaite, and Soames hanging about
till she should choose to appear for breakfast.

She had no time to spare for more than the

general confusion with which the incidents

of the past day—especially if they have been
of an unusual character and crowded together

—are apt to present themselves to people

on their first awakening from a few hours'

welcome oblivion.

Iris for once took refuge in self-evasion, for

she had a half-formed notion, after her dim,

partly-remembered dreams, that she too had
acted rashly and foolishly in what had passed,

though it was no more than in being guilty of

an appearance of evil in yielding to figure in

an indiscreet, not too delicate parody of a

solemn service. She might well feel pro-

voked and mortified by discovering that she

had put herself—unless her companions were

considerate and forbearing—and when had
Lady Fermor been either the one or the other?
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—in an awkward, embarrassing position?
It was not to be tliought that nobody would
ever allude to the rainy day at the inn on
the Borders, and the amusement to which
the party had resorted in order to spur on
the lagging hours. If such allusions were
made, what was she— or when it came to

that what was Sir William—to think ?

When Iris ran down-stairs, half unwilling to

face her companions, and yet eager to have
the meeting over, she believed she was later

than she had suspected. The maid Jeannie,
standing at one of the doors on the landing,

withdrew into tlie room, as if ashamed for

Iris's credit to encounter her at such an hour,
and unwilling to detain her, while another
servant, Iris fancied, looked at her with titter-

ing significance.

But what was Iris's surprise when she
entered the inn parlour and found it empty,
with breakfast only laid for one ! She rang
the bell in a little trepidation, for she was
conscious that j\Iarianne was capable of
playing her a trick, though Iris considered it

would be especially unkind and undeserved
this morning.

As another instance of the unexpected
happening, the landlord chose to wait in

person, bringing in the dish of trout as his

excuse for his presence. " Where are the

others? "Iris inquired without waiting for the

departure of the single rustic young waiter,

who was also favouring her with his attentions

and showing no hurry in depositing and
arranging the lea and coffee service so as to

satisfy a scrupulous taste. " Have they all

breakfasted and gone cut ? I am afraid I

am very late," and Iris tried to smile instead

of feeling absurdly disconcerted.

The landlord did not hasten to answer her

with civil fluency. He began staring at her

in silence, " Do you not know, miss, they

are gone ? " he said at last cautiously.

" Gone !
" exclaimed Iris, not able to be-

lieve her ears. " Ah ! for a morning's excur-

sion, I suppose," she took heart to exclaim.

"But Lady Termor never drives out before

luncheon, and Mrs. Soames cannot have left

her."
" The leddy and her maid and the other

young leddy went first," said the landlord

with precision. " The gentleman only left

about an hour syne."
" An hour ago? Where have they gone ?

When are they coming back ? " cried Iris in

unrestrained bewilderment.

"That I cannot take it upon me to say,

miss—you should know better than me.

But I apprehend you're in error on one point.

XXV—55

You seem to think all your party went the

same gate, nigh hand together ?
"

Iris noddctl, her tongue refused its ofTico.

The man looked a respectable man, and was
respectful enough in his manner, but the
wariness with which he conducted the con-
versation was remarkable, ami there was in

his tone the slightest shade of irony not un-
mixed with dry humour— if she could have
recognised it—andadegrce of perplexity. It

was as if he suspected her of still playing a
part, and had no objection to let her see he
suspected her.

" Now, you're wrang there, begging your
pardon. First there was the young gentle-

man who took the trap to catch the last train

overnight, but I think you were with the four

when he set out. Syne, not long past the

sma' hours, between four and five o'clock,

when the rain was still spittin', afore the inn

was richt astir, the auld leddy sent for me
and but to be aff to meet the first train,

though it was a fell-like fatigue for a woman
at her time of life. Her body-woman was
dressed and ready like her mistress, but the

young leddy seemed laither to quit her pilly.

She did not come down till the chaise was at

the door, and then she made such a colly-

shangie calling out for somebody after she

was in the carriage, and wanting to stop and
go back, that she was like to wauken the

whole house. But the auld leddy maistered

the lassie— that I shoukl speak so unman-
nerly—and drove off in spite of her. lastly,"

and mine host looked still more curiously at

Iris from under his eyebrows, " there was the

tilled gentleman, who did not appear to have

been disturbcil any more than yourself, miss,

for he just came quietly down at his usual

hour. It was only after he found that so

many of the party were gone that he wrote a

letter or two in haste—sending off one by a

messenger, asked for a time-table, and left to

meet the mid-day train. He did not speak to

me of coming back when he paid his share of

the bill—what was left after the auld leddy

cleared the score—though he may have men-

tioned it otherwise, as it is what one would

expect," the speaker observed meditatively.

" However, he left a bit parcel for you in my
hands," the inn-keeper went on briskly, as if

the truth might lie in this nut-shell, extracting

a small packet from his waistcoat pocket anil

placing It ostentatiously before Iris; "and it

need be no secret that it was he wrat one of

the letters which were left for you that I

jalouse you have not seen." He bustled t

)

bring two letters from where they were stuck

conspicuously in a card-rack on the chimney-
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piece and, laying them on her plate, left her

at last with evident reluctance and disap-

pointment at her reticence. In any other

circumstances Iris would have been amused

by the worthy man's inquisitiveness, and by

the mingled shrewdness and simplicity with

which he betrayed that he had been specu-

lating on her affairs, and putting two and two

together in order to bring out the sum of them
to his satisfaction. But she was far past such

amusement. She sat for a moment, before

opening the letters, staring at them mechani-

cally with a stunned sensation. The one

was in her grandmother's big, blurred, shaken

hand-writing, the other displayed the square

upright characters which Sir William

Thwaite's pen was wont to produce.

Iris tore open her grandmother's letter

first. It contained only a few lines :

—

" Dear Iris,—I am glad you have come
to your senses at last, though I must own
you took me—and I presume more than me
—by surprise. However, when that person

was perfectly agreeable, there is no more to

be said. All's well that ends well. As I think

you and Sir William had better be left to

yourselves like other young fools, for your

honeymoon, I have taken myself and Mari-

anne Dugdale off with the greatest expedition.

You ought to give me credit for my youthful

activity. I trust to see you when you go to

Whitehills, and I have returned to Lambford.
" I remain your affectionate grandmother,

"Marianne Fermor.

'• P.S.—As Scotch marriages properly at-

tested, which yours can easily be, are quite

legal, if I were you and Thwaite I should

not put myself to the trouble and expense of

a re-marriage with the benefit of clergy,

favours, and cake, and a crowd of idle on-

lookers. In fact, these re-marriages are often

great mistakes, mere sources of confusion

and misconception, so the less you have to

do with them, in my opinion, the better; but

please yourselves.—M. F."

Here at least were basest betrayal and
desertion ; whether premeditated, or the in-

stant relentless improvement of an unfortu-

nate opportunity for gaining an end and
paying back the opposition to an imperious
will, Iris could not tell, then or ever. She
thrust back the paper with trembling fingers

into the envelope. As she turned it over
she looked beyond the handwriting and read
the address, it was to

—

" Lady Thwaite,
of Whitehills."

She flung down the letter as if it stung her.

While she did so a vision of Honor who had
last borne the title rose before her. Poor
Honor, who had so scandalised the public,

had she ever acted more imprudently, or felt

so degraded and disgraced as Iris did upon
this miserable morning ?

Iris read the address of the other letter

before she opened it, and it gave her a grain

of comfort, for it bore the familiar direction

to IMiss Compton.

" Madam," Sir William must have written

first in his massive letters, then he had
squeezed in " Dear" at the edge, as if con-

scious, on reading over the note, that he
was warranted, nay bound, in exchange of

confidence, to use the friendly prefix in cold

blood. " I am confounded by Lady Fermor's
unexpected departure. I feel that she has
taken a gross advantage of you by represent-

ing in another light what I can never presume
to regard as anything more than your having
been induced to lend your countenance to a
frolic of Miss Dugdale's. Perhaps Lady
Fermor means this last act as something of

the same kind ; but a frolic which I am
sorely afraid must inconvenience and distress

you, for the time, is too much of a good
thing. I have come to the conclusion that

the best I can do for your relief is not

to stay here a moment longer. I will go
away instantly and await your pleasure else-

where. Perhaps I had better stop at Dum-
fries in place of following Lady Fermor to

Moffat. It sounds too much that you should
wish to write to me, but if it is necessary, I

shall get the letter at the post-office there.

You have done so much for me and mine in

the past, that I think you will do me the

justice of believing that I would die rather

than vex you—far less intrude upon and
insult you. " Your obedient servant,

" William Thwaite."

Here was no treachery, and if she were

forsaken the deed was done out of manly,

grateful, jealous care for her best interests

—

as a faithful brother would shield his sister.

It was clear that the letter had been written

in agitation and with anxious pains, no less

than with earnestness of purpose. The strong

characters had not faltered, but there were

erasures, as if he had found difficulty in

expressing himself. Iris was both comforted

and troubled by the letter—comforted that

her old friend, as she had come to consider

him, was not destined to fall lamentably in

her estimation by becoming her deadliest toe.
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On the contrary, he was as innocent as herself,

and he was judging wisely and acting truly in

the painful dilemma into which they were
both brought by Lady Fermor's wicked will

and their own weakness. Still, however in-

consistent, she could not help wasting a

regret on the utter extinction of his early

feelings for her. His love had not appeared
wise or suitable, or even seemly to her

—

nobody had felt that more strongly than she

herself had felt it in those days. Still the

knowledge of the destruction, root and
branch, of the old desperate regard cost her

a pang.

But there was another communication from
Sir William besides the letter, which he had
possibly intended to be all, till something had
occurred to him at the last moment that

had caused him to turn, make up the packet,

and intrust it to the landlord. When Iris

unfastened the paper she stared at the con-

tents stupidly for a moment, while her colour

went and came in mute amazed protest. He
had enclosed two ten-pound notes—probably

the greater part of the money he had about

him—in a cover, on which he had written in

pencil, "Will you do me the honour to

accept this loan in case you should want

it?"
" In case she should want it "—as she read

the sentence, she realised the truth fully for

the first time. She had been left behind,

abandoned in what the people of the house

might well view as compromising circum-

stances, a young woman alone in a strange

inn, on the borders of a strange country. And
whether she should determine to follow her

grandmother, upbraid her with her barbarity

and insist on her undoing her part of the

play ; or attempt the return journey by her-

self over more than half the length of Eng-

land to seek the protection of Mrs. Haigh

;

or throw herself on the old friendship of the

Actons at the Rectory—her slender purse

would have been unequal to the demands
either of the shorter or the longer expedition,

since Marianne Dugdale, having spent her

own quarter's salary, had freely borrowed

from Iris. She would have been without

the means of paying her expenses in any

direction had it not been for the humanity

of Sir William Thwaite.

Iris felt humbled and distracted, unable to

fix what she should do, yet aware that she

must do something without loss of time. She

tried to swallow her breakfast as the first

necessary task to be performed. Then she,

too, studied the time-bill, but shrank uncon-

querably from the possibihty of encountering

Sir William at the little way-side station. The
landlord had spoken of the mid-day train,

apparently not many trains stopped at this

out-oi'-lhe-way junction, and he might not
be gone by the time she reached the i)lace.

As she began to recover from the blow
and her natural presence of mind and i)owcr
of resource returned to her, it struck her that

the obviously sensible course for her to i)ur-

sue was to stay where she was, till she had
contradicted to the people of the house the

false impression they had received. Some of

them, from whatever cause, had been wit-

nesses to the carrying out of the ill-timed

jest—in keeping wiih the old reputation of

the house. The misconception of the in-

habitants was deepened by their knowledge
that irregular, but at the same time lawful,

marriages could still be performed within

their precincts, as for that matter within the

entire bountls of Scotland. Above all their

credulity was imposed upon by the coarsely

cruel conduct of Lady Fermor.
As Iris retlected, her courage and even

her spirits, though they had been greatly

tried, revived a little. In spite of the out-

rageous interpretation which Laily Fermor had

chosen to put upon the story, it was simply pre-

posterous. Nobotly could treat it seriously

for a moment. Neither the pretended bride

nor bridegroom was in earnest, antl as little

was King Lud who spoke the words, or

Marianne Dugdale who prompted them. She

was at the bottom of the practical joke, and

yet she had strangely, though not without

protest, according to the inn-keeper, gone

over to the enemy. Of course no reasonable

person could attach the slightest importance

to the scandal.

Iris did not sufier her heart to fiill before

the disheartening recollection of the limited

number of reasonable persons in the world,

and the sorrowful comprehension that the bare

breath of the most incredible scandal is

baleful, even where the sins of the fathers

are not visited on the children.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.—THE LAW OF THE LAND.

The landlord had appeared to lay himseU

out for Iris's confidence, but he had not

uttered his suspicions in so many words. Iris

had not inherited her grandmother's pro-

pensity of invariably choosing men for her

advisers. It would be doubly disagreeable

for Iris to try to make a man measure the

extent of the hue piece of folly—-as mere

folly. Yet she wanleil a mouth-piece to tell

it to all who would listen. Her security lay

in the immediate publication of the iruiii,
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and her inclination pointed to the bright 3'et

douce girl Jeannie, who had spoken only too

graphically and amusingly of the Border

marriages to the English young ladies.

Iris walking restlessly about the room saw
from the end window Jeannie, in her morning

calicot wrapper, linen apron and bare arms,

carrying a great basket full of wrung-out

clothes to spread over a washing green. Iris

took a swift resolve to go out and talk to the

girl and tell her the truth, which she would

surely convey to her master and mistress.

Iris found Jeannie busily employed on a

haugh or strip of meadow by the side of one

of those rapid, white and brown, brawling

streamlets, " the bonnie burnies," with their

endless songs, which are among the chief

delights of the north country. Though the

brook was swollen by the rains of yesterday,

so that every slippery stepping-stone was

covered, and its clear water rendered turbid,

yet it did its best to flash in the sunshine

and " jouk " round each corner.

Jeannie glanced up from her occupation

and made one of the " curtsheys," which,

unless in remote country places, and among
very primitive people, form now the depth

of respectful greeting reserved solely for

royalty.

Iris had grown nervous, or else Jeannie

was really shyer than she had been before,

and the single look which she gave was not

directed so much to the visitor's face as to

her uncovered left hand. Was Jeannie look-

ing in vain for that " bit giftie " of a wed-

ding-ring, which, though it does not always

play a part in the Scotch marriage ceremony,

is always bestowed as the first token from

the husband to the wife, and in this light is

regarded as a proof of marriage and univer-

sally worn till death in Scotland as well as

in England. " Oh ! what a miserable day it

was yesterday, Jeannie," began Iris, referring

to the weather.
" Did you think sae, my leddy ? " in-

quired Jeannie, as if there could be two
opinions on the subject, while she completed
laying out a row of towels on the grass.

"Did you not think so? Have you so

much worse weather?" Then Iris added
hastily, with regard to the changed form of

address which Jeannie had used, that had
struck the listener's roused ear. " But I'm

not * my lady,' only my grandmother, the

old lady who left early this morning, is

entitled to be spoken to in that way."
** As you like, mem," said Jeannie slowly

and doubtfully. "You should ken best ; it is

for you to tak' your choice how you're to be

ca'd. For the weather, weel, whiles we've deep
snaw in the winter, and sleet as late as April,

and rain—no' drizzlin' but poorin' in buckets
fu', with spates in the burn tiN it rins ower a'

the haugh, and the beasts are flooded in the

byre and the stable, and we're keepit in the

hoose for twa or three days at a time. But
I was meaning that it is often the mind that

makes the weather to folk ; the sun will

be shinin' for sonic when there's nocht but
cluds for others—div you no think sae, mem ?

In that case yesterday michtna hae been sae

dowie a day to you."

Jeannie, in spite of her momentary bashful-

ness,was not unwilling to approach the subject

Iris wished to discuss. In fact, the girl was
dying to pick up some crumbs of informa-

tion if the young lady would drop them. The
whole house was on the alert in reference to

the supposed marriage which had taken place,

and in addition to Jeannie's craving for a

share in an exceptional and half-forbidden

experience, the friendly heart pitied " the

bonnie young leddy, left her lee lane the

day after her marriage, by her very man."
This was the great and not to be admired
eccentricity in the proceedings which had
puzzled and exercised the minds of the

inn household, and of such boarders and
customers as were privileged to be privately

informed of the occurrence. It was not un-
usual for the bride or the bridegroom ex-

pectant to make their entrances on the scene
separately, as Jeannie had told Iris and
Marianne, but it had been the good old

custom that they should make their exit in

company.
" Yesterday was dowie, if that means un-

happy, to me, Jeannie," admitted Iris with
tears in her eyes, " and I am bemoaning it

at the present moment, though I trust it will

not be for long."
" Gude forfend, mem," Jeannie said so

solemnly that Iris felt she must beat about
the bush no longer.

" What do you think we were so tired of

ourselves and of everything else, and so silly

as to do, yesterday, in the gloaming ?
"

" I think I ken, mem," said Jeannie with

a slightly reproachful accent. It appeared
to her that Iris was not approaching the

subject in a proper spirit. It seemed as if

the young lady was trying, from what motive
it would be hard to say, to throw dust in

Jeannie's wide-awake eyes, and pass off an
incredible version of the story on a lass who
had heard all about the grand old runaway
marriages from her grandmother and her

father and mother, who had herself seen
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humble, discreditable editions of the originals.

More than that, Jeannie had been told some-
thing of what was going to take place by the

other franker young lady. Then the servant-

girl had rushed off and informed her master

and mistress, as in duty bound. Afterwards

she had gone back with them and others and
stood at the door of the room, and had heard

and seen the couple take each other for man
and wife, and join hands before witnesses in

due form, till the old lady, who did not look

offended either, put an end to the spectacle.

Jeannie was " ill-pleased " by what struck

her as levity on the part of Iris, by her

trifling with the truth, to which she, Jeannie,

could swear, if need were. She commenced
re-wringing the drops of water from the next

towel with all the strength she possessed.

As she did so she said something plainly, to

show she would not be taken in ; for why
need the bride come to Jeannie and pretend

to confide in her, if the young lady was

to begin by speaking deceitfully?

" The ither miss telled me as she passed

me on the stair that there was going to be a

marriage—I thocht she said she was going

to be married hersel', but I maun hae taen

her up wTang. An' I telled the maister, as

I behoved to do, and him and me and ithers

in the house stood at the door and sa\v the

waddin'. I may hae ta'en a liberty, mem,
but I did ye nae wrang, for there was nae-

body pursuing to track you, and the mair

witnesses the better for you and yours. It

is only when the couple is like to be caught

in the act, or when there's mischief in the

wind, that sic a business is done hidUns."
" But, Jeannie, there was no marriage," in-

sisted Iris. " We were all in jest ; we were

only making a little play out of your mar-

riages.

" Dinna tell me that grown-up men and
women, educate leddies and gentlemen,

would play sic a fule trick here," cried Jean-

nie incredulously, and well-nigh disdainfully.

She took up a pillow-case, and, holding it

up high, shook it as if in protestation, till

she brought down a shower of glistening

drops upon her brown hair and ruddy face.

Then she dropped her bare brown arms by

her side and said severely

—

" It's nae matter o' mine if ony titled leddy

likes to lee—I beg your pardon, mem, I

micht hae fund a safter word, but I'm no

used to cringing ony mair than to dooble

tongues. My folk's a' honest and steady,

though they're only puir working men and

women, no sae muckle as a runawa' marriage

after a feein' market amang the whole lot o'

us, as the minister kens. I put it to you,
mem—my leddy, I should say," Jeannie cor-

rected herself with malicious punctiliousness,
*' though it may not be your wull to tak' your
title for a time, how can I or onybody in his

or her senses credit that you were a' daffin'

wi' ane anither at a wild game ? It was hardly

fit for bairns, though it could be said for

them, forae thing, they wouldna ken its danger.

But, if you were just wilin' awa' the close o' a
rainy day, what for did the lave o' the players

melt awa' at aince like a snaw ba' and gang
their wa's here and there, and leave you and
anither to bear the wyte? Weel-a-wat it

would hae been but richt and kind if he had
bidden still to bear his new-made wife com-
pany ; however, there's an odds in the man-
ners o' gentle and simple, and he may hae
gone on a richt gude errand, and be back
again like a shot," continued Jeannie, re-

covering her good-humour as she built up
her edifice to her satisfaction.

" You are wrong, Jeannie, altogether

wrong," was all Iris could say.

"Maybe sae," answered Jeannie cautiously,

not liking contradiction, but certainly doubt-

ful where this ill-fitting, loose stone couldcome
into the building. "There was them that

telled me when he came down in the mornin'

and fund the feck of his friends gane, and

saw the letter for you—the ane wi' the proper

address—he grew as red as fire, and there

was a glint in his een like a man who has

gotten his heart's desire—be it a croon, or a

lass, or a lad bairn. Neist he grew as

white as death, and there were draps o' swate

on his brow, as he gripped the table after the

fashion o' a man who is riven in twa in his

contention wi' his deadUest enemy. S>Tie he

strachtened hissel' and gae a sech, and said

he was ganging immediately. He wrat a

letter or twa, and sent afif a messenger express

wi' ane and laid the ither down, and cried

for the time-table, paid the lawin' and walked

oot without looking ower his shouther for his

breakfast. But when he was as far as the

yett what did he do afore he gaed ? " asked

Jeannie, resuming her tone of superior know-

ledge and settled conviction. " He cam'

back and pat up siller—you'll no hinder the

maister frae kennin' what he was taking care

o'—and left it, like a canny young gudeman,

for the use o' his young gudewife, though he

did not ca' her sae, in case he should be

detained long- than they foresaw, till he

cam' back to i^i. 1 her. What raak' you o'

that, mem? Is that part o' a fule play? My
leddy, it is neither fair nor wise to seek to

darken the truth, the deil—that I should
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name him—only kens wherefore, even to a

stranger lass, your inferior in warldly sta-

tion, who yet would never harm you, but

would stand up for you if she got the chance,

and you needed her countenance."
" Woman ! " said Iris in the vehemence of

her remonstrance and the extremity of the

moment, " I would not depart from the truth

to save my life, any more than you would,

and if you are a happy girl in being able to

boast of the virtue of your kindred, it should

not make you hard to others less fortunate.

If you, a girl like myself, will not believe me,
where can I hope to find trust ?

"

Overcome by the successive shocks of the

morning Iris could only restrain by a great

effort the sob that rose to her throat and the

tears to her eyes.

Jeannie's sharp eyes took in the signs, and
the really kind heart of the girl, under her

sturdy independence and shrewd observation,

was touched.
'' Na, dinna greet, my leddy, or mem, as

you please, I'll believe onything reasonable

you like to tell me, and gif there has been
ony fause or base trick played upon you, I'll

do my best to see you richted, though I'm
but a servant lass, and sae will the maister

and the mistress, which is mair to the pur-

pose. I'm free to own they werena averse

to me speerin' the ins and outs o' the story, if

you gied me the chance. But if a living soul

is to do you ony gude, mem, you maun speak
oot, and keep naething back that has to do
wi' the case."

Iris could recognise the common-sense of

the recommendation, and in the circum-

stances she felt she had better meet Jeannie's

advances. After all, however much Iris's

shrinking delicacy and the prejudices of her

education recoiled from bestowing the confi-

dence, there might well be worse confidants

and counsellors than peasant-bred Jeannie,

with her perfect candour, honest maidenli-

ness, warm heart, and reacly wit.

" It was as I said, Jeannie. ]\Iiss Dugdale,
my cousin, proposed to act one of your
runaway marriages, and went to dress as a
runaway bride. But I did not like the play,

and I liked it least of all for her, because she
and one of the gentlemen—the taller and
fairer of the two—are sweethearts, though
she had never let him know that she cared
for him ; indeed, she had been teasing and
vexing him all the morning."

Jeannie was intensely interested and ap-
preciative. "Biting and scarting are Scotch
folks wooin'," she said. " The young leddy
maun hae a drap o' gude Scotch blude in her

veins. There's mony a Maggie has ' cuist

her head and looked fu' skeich ' to begin wi'.

But you mauna stand and wear yoursel' oot,

when you may hae eneuch afore you." And
Jeannie nimbly emptied out her basket, turned
it over, and made Iris sit down upon it. It

did not signify that Jeannie was in danger of
losing the best of the morning for bleaching
and '•' withering '' her " claes." Such a cause
—the last grand marriage that was ever likely

to be enacted in the inn, about which there

might be trouble in time to come—even the

mistress must allow, justified the wasted
sunshine.

" It was not the man she liked in that way
she had arranged should be the mock bride-

groom." Iris struggled gallantly to tell the

story.

" Na, I could guess that," commented
Jeannie from her own experience and
maidenly instinct.

" Mr. Acton—her real lover, I mean—was
much hurt, and as he had to go off last night

to see his family and join his ship—he is a
sailor—there would have been no time for a
reconciliation, and I fancied the thoughtless

offence might have parted the two for ever."
" For certain," chimed in Jeannie deci-

sively. " If the chield had ony spunk. Eh !

but she maun hae been a wilfu' heedless

lassie."

*• I said I would be the bride instead of

Miss Dugdale."
" It was very gude o' you, mem, very gude,

but unco fule-hardy," declared Jeannie with

her characteristic plain speaking. " Them
that devised the mischief ocht to hae run the

risk and borne the brunt."
" We had not the slightest idea, and I

cannot see it yet, that there was the least

danger, or that there could be a mistake

when none of us, neither bride nor bride-

groom, nor the gentleman who consented to

say the words which you use in your marriage

ceremony, m.eant anything by it."

" Then what for did they a' slip awa' like a

knotless thread and leave you and the titled

gentleman, who maun hae been the bride-

groom,—'deed I seed him in the character wi'

my ain een, and a braw bonnie bridegroom
he looked—to suffer the scaithe and the

scorn ? " questioned Jea-nnie with natural

unmasked impatience.
" It was the old lady—Lady Fermor, who

is grandmother both to me and Miss Dugdale,

that did it, and this is the painful part of the

story," confessed Iris with furious blushes.
" She has a great friendship for—for Sir

William Thwaite—you know his name already.
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She wished greatly that there should be a
marriage between—between him and either

of her grand-daughters— first one and then
the other, but she has not been able to bring
it about. I suppose, but I cannot tell, that

she suddenly thought when the temptation
met her, for I cannot believe she brought us

all this distance to lead us into a snare,"

cried Iris, wringing her hands, " she would
make the jest look like earnest, deceive Sir

William and frighten ^liss Dugdale and me
into imagining there was nothing left for us

but to be married truly."

" Oh, the auld bizzum ! forgive me, mem,
since she is your granny, but it is a sair pity

when the auld, who suld be thinking o'a better

place, hae neither conscience nor mercy, and
are fit to sacrifice their bairns and their

bairns' bairns if it will but compass some
warldly plan of their ain. But what for did

the other young leddy forsake you when you
had done her sic a service ?

"

" I cannot tell, Jeannie," said Iris sadly.
'' But I think Lady Fermor and her maid
must have misled my cousin up to the last

moment and then forced her away. If so,

she will never rest till she finds me out, I can

trust her for that."

" You'll no think me impident, mem,"
said Jeannie gravely, " gin I say I canna a'-

thegither comprehend, though I dinna mis-

doobt your word. But I maun hae a' the

airts and pairts o' the story to gie to them
that may help you. There were letters left

for you—one o' them directed to Leddy
Thwaite, you opened baith, as gin you were

free to do't—more by token, the gentleman

sent you money for your use."

It was unmistakable that Jeannie, though

genuinely indignant on Iris's account because

of what the young lady had told the girl, still

clung with a certain faith to the marriage,

partly because of the perplexing contradic-

tions she had alluded to, partly from a

natural reluctance to find that her first, and it

might be her last, example of a real grand

runaway marriage was likely to end in

smoke.
Iris sat aghast at these fresh complica-

tions. Were the meshes of the net closing

round her ? But she would strive to the

last to break through them.

"The letter addressed to Lady Thwaite

was in my grandmother's handwriting. I

knew the handwriting and looked no farther.

I never doubted it was written to me."
" It was a thoosand pities you tore open

the envelope, for a written word gangs far in

law. It makes nae odds what you did wi't,

though you hae burnt it to aes, for a dizzen
folk could swear to the direction, ami you
daured na deny you opened and read the

letter."

"But it was not Sir William who addrcsscil
it," argued Iris with a faint blush, " I could
understand the name would be of moment
then. Think, Jeannie, anybody might write

a letter to you calling you by a name which
the writer had no right to give you, and you
might open the letter by mistake, but the un-
warrantable name would signify nothing,

could not implicate you."

"You forget, mem, the ither proofs,"

said Jeannie, who had the logical head and
the good parish schooling of many of her

nation.
'' I have a letter from Sir William Thwaite,

mentioning the marriage as a frolic and
addressed to me as Miss Compton. Will that

letter not contradict the other? "

" Weel, it suld do something," granted

cautious Jeannie. " But what aboot the

money for your use, mem ?
"

" He sent it to me as a loan lest Lady
Fermor should have gone away and left me
without caring to ascertain whether I had

enough in my purse to pay my railway fare

in following her, or in going back to my
other friends in England. The precaution

was justifiable," said Iris, flashing out in the

middle of her patient humility and holding

up her fine little head in the old style. " We
had many expenses when we were in town.

I had lent Miss Dugdale part of my last

quarter's allowance and I had not got the

money for the next quarter— I was nearly

penniless."

"The heartless, hard-fisted auld sorry,"

cried Jeannie, unable to restrain herself or

even to offer an apology for her freedom of

speech. " Even a servant lass like me, gin

she be wise, has maistly a pund or twa in

the savings bank, or a couple o' croons in

her kist to fa' back upon. But you puir

young leddies, who mustna mint at working

for your ain hands, are often as helpless as

bairns, and mair hardly dealt wi' by evil

paurents. Weel, mem, I hae you noo. I

can follow your tale, though as sure's death

it's gey daft-like, still it's within the boonds

o' possibility, and it's no aye the daftest lass

that gits into trouble. For my pairt I believe

you ilka v.ord, and sae micht jurymen and

judge, if it were ivcr to get into a coort,

though the auld ledily and her maid were to

take fause aiths—as you may swear the t' ain

wouldna stick at, and though the direction

o' the letter and the money and a' were
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biocht in. But losh ! mem, it wasplayin' wi'

fire to play at a Border marriage, on the very

spot, as gin the spirit o' the place possessetl

you. The mere word o't micht stick to you

and bleck you to your deein' day. What
modest lass—be she o' the highest degree,

would care to gang into a coort and be

speered and back-speered by sniggering cun-

ning blackguards o' lawyers, aboot sic a job?

The bare word o' the scandal would stick

to her."
•' But the story's far too absurd for a court

—who would carry it there ? not even Lady
Ferraor," pled Iris.

" You dinna ken," said Jeannie, who pre-

ferred to look at all sides of a question, and

rather inclined to take the dark side, " one

can never tell how bools will row or what

ferlies may come to pass. It micht be a score

or fifty years hence, when maist who could

'lae telled the truth were gane, gin you had

married and had bairns, and ony money were

to be left to them, or to yoursel', and there

were ither claimants for the siller who heard

a sough lingering here o' what happened last

nicht, heth ! it micht cost your lads and

lasses their birthricht and cast shame on their

mither in her grave."
" Oh, Jeannie, don't be a prophet of evil,"

implored Iris ; " and surely there is no need

to look so far forward."
" 'Deed, that is just what there is need o',

and a far outlook is a grand thing. Could

you no mak' it up among yoursel's," suggested

Jeannie, feeling her own responsibility and
striving to give the most discreet advice to

the young English lady who had been so

simple in her uprightness and was so gentle

in her tribulation. "The titled gentleman

seems to be a manfu' mindfu' chap and a

kind lad, taking it into account that he was

made a cat's paw o' as weel as you, by the

auld leddy; for I fancy he wasna seeking

the price o' either o' you twa young leddies.

I say naething o' his being a grand match,

though when a' else is richt, siller and a laird-

ship and a Sir before his name are God's

gifts and no to be lichtly despised by ony
prudent young leddy. He's faur frae ill

faured and you're a rale bonnie, civil-spoken

young leddy, gin you'll let me say sae. You
would mak' a braw youngcouple—your granny

was no far wrang there. Noo, you're baith

in the scrape, could you no think ower't and
gin there be nae ither lad or lass standin'

between, which maks a fell odds, could you
twa no draw thegither and mak' the best o'

what has happened ? Whiles a prudent mar-
riage is no the warst, and they say

—

' Happy's the 'coin'
That's no long o' doin'.' "

" Jeannie I
" cried Iris, starting up as if

the girl had been suborned by Lady Fermor
to betray her grand-daughter's confidence
which she had forced herself to give. " How
can you say such a thing, after I had pro-

posed to be my cousin's substitute, as if I

were off'ering myself to Sir William and
throwing myself at the head of the man I

rejected with scorn years ago ?" persisted Iris,

betrayed into casting down the last barrier

of reserve she had jealously guarded.
" Keep me !

" retorted Jeannie, " here's

another cat louped out o' the poke, no that it

mak's ony great differ that I can see, except

to prove the heart's gudeness o' the fine lad.

Canny ! mem, you're under nae obligation to

mind what I say, and troth I dinna ken that

I would do what I bade you, mysel'. But I

maun mak' you aware of something mair

bearing on this wark. I spoke to you aboot
my auld granny who has a' her wits aboot
her and minds fine yet o' the grand runawa'

marriages lang syne. She bides wi' a single

woman, a niece, a' her ain bairns being dead
lang s) ne, in a hoosie by the roadside—the

road that leads to the station. Granny's an
ill sleeper, and in summer she often gets up
by scriech o' day, and puts on her duds

—

she's fit for that yet—and creeps to the door
for a breath o' the caller mornin' air. She
was at the door this morning when the chaise

wi' your leddy granny passed, driving to the

station, and my granny has sent for me sin

syne. She thinks she kenned the auld leddy.

Granny had time to look at her, for the horse

next the hoosie had gotten a stane in ane o'

its fore feet, and the driver drew up and
lichted down to pick it oot, jist forenent

granny. And the auld leddy stood up and
lent oot and banned him. Granny will hae
it she kenned baith the face—though it was
a hantle aulder, and the vice as weel as the

rampaging way. Granny says it was a leddy

wha run awa' frae her man, and came wi' a

lord as ill as hersel' to be buckled thegither

on the Borders. But the man wha married

the couples then resisted. He said it was
clean against the law o' Scotland. Had the

twa been bachelor and maid, or widower and
widow, he could have jined them sae as

nae man could lowse them, but he couldna

an' he wouldna, and it would be as muckle
as his place was worth, for him to marry
siccan a couple. For the auld marriage

law o' Scotland was to aid the helpless and
defend the wake, but never to paunder to

sin."
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BETWEEN THE HEATHER AND THE NORTHERN SEA.

AUTHOR OF "

CHAPTER LXVI.—IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

•T^HEY went into the little room where the
-L pine knots were blazing; the tea-tray

standing by the arm-chair cosily; the foot-
stool drawn quite near,

" You shall sit there," Genevieve said to the
Canon, moving the chair forward in- nervous
unconsciousness. "And tell me what has
brought you to Netherbank on Sunday even-
ing during service-time—tell me quickly,
please?"

She spoke strangely, trying to speak quietly,
trying to speak lightly. Her lips quivered,
not knowing whether they should smile or
no.

" It is a little out of the usual order of
things, is it not ? " said the Canon, taking her
two hands in his. She had knelt down by
his side, and was resting with one elbow on
the broad arm of the chair. Kneeling so she
could look into the old man's face, and try

to read all that he might hesitate to speak.

Assuredly he had that to say which might
make him hesitate.

" It is a little out of the usual order of
things," he said, keeping the girl's hands in

his, and looking outwards, beyond the

boundary of anything he saw. *' My new
curate, Mr. Summerhayes, is taking the even-

ing service entirely, and that is not usual.

I happened to have stayed at home, and that

is not usual. Then there came a visitor to

the Rectory, and the visitor was Mr. Kirkos-

wald. ... It has all been unusual."
" Mr. Kirkoswald !

" exclaimed Genevieve,
for the moment surprised out of all fear.

" He is able to go out ?
"

" He has been out this evening for the

first time."
" Why should he have chosen to go out in

the evening?" the girl asked, conscious again

of hidden dread, and some bewilderment.
" He did not choose, dear. He went on

an errand of mercy."
Then, for the first time, the Canon looked

into Genevieve's eyes, while she looked into

his, reading there nothing to put an end to

fear.

There was a distinct and impressive

pause. The flames of the fire went u]) with

a rhythmical beating; the clock ticked

audibly, the Canon's grasp tightened upon
the girl's white hands.

"And that errand of mercy concerned
XXV—56
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me?" she said at last, turning her beautiful
dark eyes, and her pale, nncly-cut face to-
ward the old man again.

_

" Yes, my child," ho said, feeling and know-
mg that he need dread no scene ; that the
woman who knelt at his feet was one who
might have gone to her death as Agnes and
Perpetua went to theirs ; and who therefore
might meet the tidings of the death of him
who was nearest and dearest to her with
something of the same courage with which she
would have met the sentence of her own death,
with something of the same martyr heroism,
something of the same Christian fortitude.

"Yes, my child," he said, " it concerns
you, even as it concerns himself. His emo-
tion was such that he could not conic here
to-night. He asked me to come. . . . He
has asked me more than that. ... He has
asked me if I would be to you a friend ....
a f:ither."

So it was that knowledge came—the know-
ledge that she had no other father.

* * ••.;
i!. i}

No cry went upward. No word broke the

silence.

" I tell you, hopeless grief is passionless ;

That only men incredulous ot desp.iir,

Half-taught in anguisli, throui;li the midnight air
lieat upward to God's throne in loud access
Oi shrifkinjf and reproach."

For a long time Genevieve lay with her
head on Canon Gabriel's arm, stricken, but

not unconscious ; bereaved, yet knowing all

that she might then know of her bereavement.
All that she might know then. No bereaved
woman ever knows all in that first moment
when death has but just closed the eyes that

were ever open to watch and giianl her, but

just sealed the lips that were ever eloquent

at her need.

It is Time—Time, tlie healer of other

griefs, that tears open this wound afresh at

every point of contact with a hard and blind,

a self-seeking and ungenerous worhl.

The arrangement is merciful. If foresight

were added to the anguish of loss, then were

grief beyond consolation,

that denies consciousness of

that one form lying peacefully in ihe arujs

of Azrael is most merciful.

After a lime Genevieve raised her head

and looked with tearless eyes into the Canon's

face again, and spoke with quivering lips

—

"I have not misumlcrstooil?" blic said,

speaking as people speak who awake from

Tiie arrangement
aught save
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the eftectof some anesthetic thathas confused

the senses and changed the voice. " I have

not misunderstood; my father is . .
."

" Your father has fallen asleep, my child."

And even as the old man spoke, the words

that Noel Bartholomew had used only the

night before came as if she heard them again

—

"Remember your wish, dear, when you
know that I am sleeping better."

Had he known ? Had he felt that such

great weariness as his, weariness of life, of

work, of pain, of disappointment, had he felt

that such weariness was significant of coming
rest ? Even as she asked herself the ques-

tion she knew that he had felt it ; that he had
known it long. He had prepared himself

for this quiet falling asleep.

She did not ask more questions ; but
Canon Gabriel wisely thought that it would
be better to tell her then all that there was to

be told, then while her stun was greater than

her sorrow; then before sensitiveness to the

sound of her father's name, to the mention
ofaught connected with him, had come upon
her, as so surely it would come.

She listened very patiently while the Canon
told his tale, heightening the halo of quiet

spiritual beauty that was about it. She spoke
of her own last sight of her father, of how she

had watched him going up to the moor,
gliding away out of the shadow into the full

light of the morning sun. She had known
nothing of the letter that had been in his

hand. The Canon told her of it, and she
felt its significance as a factor in the thing

that had happened. None could know as

she knew how her father had shrunk from
all save the gentlest and kindest human
intercourse ; how he had suffered from even
the unthinking, and how any signs of evil

will had preyed upon him " like night fires

on a heath." None could know as she knew
;

yet both Canon Gabriel and George Kirkos-
wald had partly perceived the meaning and
weight of that one small incident. The letter

was in Kirkoswald's liands now, and it was
still unopened, the Canon told her.

"Then it shall remain unopened," she
replied. " Since he never knew what it con-
tained, I will never know. It shall not be
opened; and they shall know that it was
never opened."

" You are speaking of Mr. Richmond ?
"

" I am speaking of all who have done this,"

the girl said, rising to her feet and uplifting
her clasped hands passionately. " I am
speaking of all who have done this—who have
done my father to death. . . . There is a
word, I will not use it, but all my life I shall

know that there is no other word. . . . My
father! my father! my father! all my life

that word will ring in my ears at the thought

of you !

"

Yet no tears came. Her eyes were be-

ginning to ache and burn with the hot un-

shed tears that were behind them ; and her

hands were very chill. The Canon took them
again in his, and drew her gently to his side.

" Sit down, dear," he said with that gentle

loftiness in his persuasive voice that none
could hear and resist. "Sit down beside

me, and let us speak of him—of your father.

Let us think together of what he would say

to us if he might come back for an hour. If,

as it is thought, he fell asleep quite early this

morning, this day will have been to him
better than ten thousand days of such exist-

ence as ours. Think if he could com.e back
ennobled in heart and brain, illumined, en-

rapt in the atmosphere of that world where
life is love ; upraised far, far above all that

bound, and warped, and narrowed his vision

here ; imagine him hereby us, listening to us,

replying to us. . . . Can you think what
reply he would make to that bitter cry you
uttered just now .?

"

No answer came. Genevieve's white lips

were closed in pain. Only her eyes betrayed

that she had heard, that she understood.
" Would he not remind us," the Canon

went on, " of that last word uttered on the

Cross eighteen hundred years ago, yet echo-

ing across the world till now for our ex-

ample :

—

'Father, forgive them; for they know not what
they do !

'

So your father might speak in large pity

and comprehension of Tw/r weakness, of your
excusable feeling. I cannot think that that

feeling would be his. Had he not gone away,
had he merely had an attack this morning
similar to the one he had before, and then
recovered, I cannot believe that he would
for a moment have blamed any one. I think

he knew himself to be less strong than others

believed him to be ; I think Dr. Armitage
feared some such sudden-seeming event as

this for him. It is more than probable that

he had had a sleepless night ; he went out

without having tasted food of any kind ; and
he climbed to the last height of Langbarugh
Moor. What so certain as exhaustion ? What
so likely as consequent sudden failure of

vitality .? . . . And what so painful to him
now as to know that you are entertaining a

wrong and unjust impression; to perceive, as

he may indeed perceive, that the beauty, the

stillness, the goodness that was about him on
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that sunny hill-top to the last moment, is all

unnoted by you ; that you are not thankful

that he had no pain or fear ; that he was,

and, in a moment, was not, for God took

him ? How can we know what angels came
and ministered to him there, closing his eyes

in peace, and filling his spirit with peace,

and bearing him away to be for ever in that

peace that passeth all understanding ? And
is all this nothing to you, my child ? Can
you turn from it and see only a dark, embitter-

ing consequence of human error and mistake?

At the worst it has been mistake. And have

you no pity for those who have made it ? If

they should, unfortunately and unhappil}'-,

take the same view that you are taking, does

not your heart burn within you even now to

go and comfort them ? Do you not yearn

to make them see how all their error and
perversity and want of charity has been

changed in the crucible—the crux— of God's

loving-kindness till it has turned to peace,

and rest and perfect spiritual beauty? . . .

Do not think that I under-estimate the pain

of parting. I, who have said so many fare-

wells, am not hkely to do that. But it is

not all pain, dear; and it is none of it bitter-

ness ; even to you this should not, it must
not, be bitterness."

Genevieve listened, still with that look of

something that was almost stupor on her

face : it seemed to be deepening there. She
kissed the old man's hand when he had
spoken, then she looked into his eyes again.

" I will try to be good," she said simply.
" I will try to be very good ; and I will re-

member all that you have said. . . . But

you will not leave me, Canon Gabriel ? You
will not leave me here ? . . . You will take

me to Usselby ? . . . You will let me see him
—you will let me sit beside him to-night ?

"

" I will certainly not leave you here, my
child," the Canon said. " And for the rest,

I have arranged it all with Mr. Kirkoswald.

I cannot take you to Usselby to-night ; that

would not be possible ; but you shall go

there to-morrow. You are to go home with

me now, if you will be so good, so kind to

an old man as to let him have the privilege

of taking care of you for awhile. ... I have

left instructions about your room with my
housekeeper^ Mrs. Knottingley ; and the cab

that brought me here will be back again

directly. I told the man to come in an liour.

Can you be ready ? And your little maid,

she will come with you, she will be useful

and helpful to you, and she will not be a

stranger. It Avas Mrs. Knottingley who
thought of that."

Fortunately Kcturah came in wliilst they
were still speaking, and the Canon went to
her and told her all that might be toKl, .iik!

gave her such instructions as were needful.
Genevieve gave none. She did not move
nor speak. When the Canon came back
and sat down again she listened, sitting

beside him, pale and placiil and still. The
little table was there v/ith the tea-tray on it ;

the kettle was on the hearth ; the fiie was
dying down sadly, as if it knew that it would
be re-lighted no more. All about the room
the household treasures were lying, the pic-

tures, the books, the flowers, the music. Were
they all stricken with some strange change
that they looked so? Surely such things

vary in expression, and respond to. our own
mood ! It was no hardship to leave these

now. Keturah came in with swollen, tearful

face, bringing Genevieve's cloak and hat, and
she stayed to put them on, wondering at her

mistress's unstained face, and bright, tearless,

expressionless eyes. " Did she see anything

with those eyes ? " the girl wondered. " Was
she hearing anything, understanding any-

thmg?"
They went out all together into the blue

starlit night, Genevieve leaning on Canon
Gabriel's arm. He felt the shudder that

shook her whole frame when Keturah locked

the cottage door, turning the key with a loud

cHck. That one shudder was the only sign.

As she went along the stubble-field her

whole life there came back as in the flash that

comes to the drowning man—her life and
another life. . . . And this was the end,

this sudden going forth in the darkness of

the night with comparative strangers to seek

a home in a strange house ; whilst he—he

was there, f;ir off among the pine-woods

—

nay, beyond the pine-woods, beyond the

stars above them, gone beyond all touch and

reach of hers for evermore.

What wonder that deep down in her heart

there should be the cry

—

'^ All Thy waves and storms are gone over

me. The wafers compass me about, a'cn to the

soul ; the depth is closed u/^on me; the weeds

are wrapped about my head."

CHAPTER LXVII.—" LADY, YOU UrrER MAD-

NESS AND NOT SORROW."

There is in this north country of ours a

proverb which says that " A bad tale gangs

faster afoot than a good tale gangs a-horse-

back." The sorrowful news of Noel Bar-

tholomew's ileath must have been conveyed

by all swift means possible. liy nine o'clock

on Monday morning it was everywhere.

M!
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Now that he was gone where unldndness

might pain him nevermore, nothing save kind

words were said.

All that had been counted so inadequate

in him was praised as the natural simplicity

and humility of genius in all ages. His want

of manner became genuine unaffectedness
;

his occasional brusqueness of speech was

recognised as manful honesty ; hisunsociable-

ness was admitted to be the natural love of

reclusive ways of living common to all workers

or thinkers to whom work and thought are

realities of life. One-half of that sacred wine

of charity and sympathy which was poured

out to the memory of the dead man would

have made his life dear to him—so dear that

he had desired to live on, to work on,

" Not go to heaven, but linger here,

Here on my earth, earth's every man my friend."

Did he hear now ? Did he know?
There were people who would have given

much to see him back again, had it been but

for one half-hour. Those path&tic eyes

were not without power now that they were

closed not to be opened again till the shadows
flee away in the light of the Resurrection

Morning.
This February day was, as the day before

had been, bright, and sunny, and unusually

mild. Not a twig stirred as George Kirkos-

wald rode down from Usselby to inquire how
Genevieve was. Ke did not stay long at the

Rectory. The Canon had not seen Gene-
vieve since the previous evening. He could

only say that he feared that the night had
gone hardly with her. She had not slept

;

and no tears had come to her relief.

" I promised to bring her to Usselby to-

day," the old man went on to say. " I must
keep my promise, and I think it may be well

for her to see him. But I doubt—you will

excuse my saying it—1 doubt if she will be
equal to seeing you."

" I should not dream of expecting it,"

George said. He was looking pale, and
thin, and worn, and he was still very weak.
The events of the previous day had shattered

him, as they could not fail to have done.
Yet it was easy to see even now that his

illness and his sorrow had not been all loss.

There was surely gain in the clearer light

that was in his dark, deep-set eyes ; in the

look of larger peacefulness that was upon his

broad thought-hned forehead, in the finer

sympathy that was written in the lines about
his firm mouth. The Canon could not but
wonder and be glad as he watched him riding

away from the Rector3%

He rode back quietly, deciding as he went

that when he reached the moor he would
take the bridle path to the right and go to

Yarrell to ask how Miss Richmond was.

He had left her last night with Jael when
he went out, but she had gone almost imme-
diately. He had heard nothing of her since,

and her face had haunted him persistently,

coming through and between all the other

haunting sights and sounds that had shadowed
his experience in the few hours that had
intervened.

He would never forget. To the end of

his life he would see that still, placid figure

lying on the moorland, with the noble face

upturned to the luminous sky where the

young moon was gleaming with almost daz-

zling brilliance, and the silver stars shining

in the clear radiant ether. And for him, as

for another, the plover's cry would henceforth

have one meaning : a meaning that no
words and no other sounds might express

with the same piercingly-cadenced exactness.

Was he surprised, or was he not surprised,

when he rode over the brow of Langbarugh
Moor to find that Diana Richmond was
there, not twenty yards away from the road

that led across the ridge ? She turned and
stood still, \vaiting therewith her black dress

dropped upon the heather, and her white face

uplifted as the face of one who pleads with a

judge for mercy. George dismounted, and
held out his hand.

" I was coming to Yarrell," he said, speak-

ing gently and kindly. " I have been anxious

to know how you were, very anxious. I was
not able to come over last night."

The only answer was a half-uncomprehend-

ing stare from eyes that were heavy with long

weeping. George could see now that the

white face before him had a strangely stricken

look. It was not difficult to understand.

For a woman who had so seldom seen death

in any form the shock of yesterday must have

been very terrible—all the more terrible be-

cause of her connection with the events of the

past few weeks. He remembered
;
yet he

felt only pity, and only pity was in his look.
" I was coming to you," she said, speaking

as if her voice had been pitched in some
other key since he heard it last ; changed to

something natural, yet, in a sense unnatural,

because sincere and true and tuned to accord

with the realities of pain. "I was coming to

you," she said ; "not to yourhouse—not there

;

but near it. I wanted to see you. I could

not have slept again if I had not seen you."
" I need hardly say that if there is anything

I can do, you may command me," George
replied. One of his first and strongest in-
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stincts was the instinct that prompted him
always to help any woman who might be in

need of help. It was as natural to him as

to breathe. The fact that between Diana
Richmond and himself there had been rela-

tions not of the pleasantest did but make him
more consciously anxious to be of use to her

if he might. Therefore it was that he said

so sincerely, " You may command me. . . .

Cecil, I know, is not at home."
" No, and if he were it would not matter,"

Diana replied. " Cecil cannot help me. . . .

No one can help me."
" If you are in trouble, and I fear you

are," George replied, turning to look into her
face again, and speaking with that authorita-

tive kindness that sits upon some men so

naturally, *' perhaps it would comfort you, do
you some good, even to speak of it. ...
Don't think I am curious or inquisitive."

" I think nothing of that kind," interposed

Diana. " I must speak of it. I must speak
of it all, or go mad. This is no exaggeration.

My brain has reeled, my consciousness has

been shaken ; more than once since last

night I have been so near the borderland of

madness that I have taken a book and tried

to read to see if I could still understand the

speech and meaning of sane men ... I

know something of these things—of mono-
mania. It has been in the family for gene-

rations—the tendency to dwell upon one idea

till no other was possible. ... I do not say

this to excuse myself, to win your sympathy.

I say it to explain myself, my reason for

coming here. I do not wish to go mad,
therefore I would not brood alone over things

that may make me mad. ... I want you to

listen ; that is all I want. I want you to be
patient whilst I . . . whilst I tell you how I

came to murder the man I loved."

Miss Richmond paused. They had been
walking onward slowly ; now she stopped

and turned, looking into George Kirkoswald's

face with conscious, grief-filled, earnest eyes

—eyes that had no madness in them, though

he looked for some, hearing the thing she said.

She understood. " No," she went on, " I am
quite sane. I think I must be saner than

I have ever been, since I see my life so

clearly. It has always seemed a confused

life. I have drifted on in the dark from one

rock to another. Now it is as if daylight

had come, and shown me all I had passed

over ; or as if some one had watched me,

and then had written my life that I might see

what it had been. I see it as clearly as

that, and the sight is— I cannot tell you

what it is. When I think of words that face

comes ; it comes as I saw it yesterday, as I

shall always see it—white, and cold, and
grand, and dead. You will believe that then
words have no meaning."
They were still standing there in the soft

sunshine. George had his hand on his horse's
bridle, and at moments Bcvis was impatient.

" Would it not be better if I were to go
back with you to Yarrell ? " he asked. " You
are looking tired. It would be wiser of you
to go home. You shall tell me all there."

" Let me tell you here," Diana said wist-

fully, and turning as if to go toward the place
where she had sat so long the day before.
" Let me speak here where the end came

—

the end of my deed. It may be that he can
hear : it may be that he will forgive. All

night I have been asking him to forgive. I

dare ask no other forgiveness till I feel his."

They had come to the edge of the valley

on the moor at last, the place where her

attention had been arrested only a few hours
before. She could see the stone lying in the

sun. There was the little grassy knoll from
whence /ieha.d plucked the pink-tipped daisy.

Miss Richmond kept the withered daisy.

She sat down at some distance from the

stone, but she could see it as she sat, and
her eyes were drawn there half against her

will, while George led his horse a few yards

away and fastened the bridle to the stump of a

dead thorn-tree. Then he came back and
sat down on the heather opposite to where

Diana Richmond was sitting.

She sat silently for awhile. It was difficult

to begin again, and George was half fearing,

half hoping, that she might change her mind.

The thing she had to say, whatever it might

be, would undo nothing that had been done.

Confession is not reparation. Yet there were

things that Miss Richmond might make plain

if she could do no more.

There was no smile on her face when she

began speaking again ; the same stricken look

was there, the same intense earnestness, and

in her words the same grave directness.

"You are very good," she said, looking

into George's face. " I have always known
that, always felt it ; sometimes I have hated

you for it. Now I am glad of it, since it

makes you patient, and sympalhctic, and for-

giving. Just now you are dreading to hear

what I have to say, and yet you are sitting

there as if there were nothing you desired so

much as to hear me begin at the beginning

of my life, and tell you every trivial and hate-

ful detail of it all on to the end. . . . The

end was yesterday.
" I will only go back to the beginning of
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that end, but that will take me back over

one-and-twenty years, back to the time when

I was a wilful, unthinking, yet intensely-

loving woman of seventeen. I had iiever

loved till then : I have never loved since.

Plays and novels count it a virtue in a woman
that she never loves but once, and is true to

one love for her whole long lifetime. I may
claim credit then for one virtue. But I was

true against my will. I would have loved

you if I could. But though Noel Bartholo-

mew was married, and though I never saw

him, I never forgot him, I never ceased

to care for him, and to care passionately.

And somehow I had always the feehng that

my chance of winning him was not ended.
' He had never loved me, never cared for

me, and I have thought sometimes that it

was his indifference that drew me to love

him so wildly, so madly. . . . Once, it was

before I knew that he was engaged to Clarice

Brook, 1 told him here, on this very moor,

that if I could not have his love I should die.

I had no shame when I said it, and for that

I have had no shame since. ... If I had

been a weak woman instead of a strong one,

I should assuredly have died.

"I need say no more of that time. I need
not tell you that he was kind, and gentle, and
honourable, and silent.

" When I heard of his wife's death I

thanked heaven. Then it seemed to me that

I might believe in a special Providence, a

Providence that yet meant good towards me.
" And once again I thanked Heaven ; it

was when Noel Bartholomew came back to

Murk-Marishes. I had been growing old,

and my looks had begun to fade. In one
week I grew young again, and, let me say it,

more beautiful than I had ever been. A
woman does not see when she is beautiful

;

she feels it. I felt myself growing beautiful

again, and I felt myself capable of growing

good.
" But the first time I met Noel Bartholo-

mew—it was in his own house—my heart

sank swiftly. He had loved, and his love

was not dead. It would never die.

" And my love would never die.

" Instead of dying, it began to live as it

had never lived before. It had always been
a strong love; now it grew all at once to

be a passionate love, or rather a passionate

pam, a passionate suftering. You will

wonder why it was so. You will ask yourself

what there was about Noel Bartholomew to

win the affection of such a one as I am ? If

you asked me I could not answer you. If I

said it was his goodness, you would smile. If

I said it was his kindness, you would not

understand. No man ever does understand

;

and yet it is the one thing that a woman can

never resist—simple, thoughtful, unwearied,

and unfailing kindness.
" His kindness to me was only a sugges-

tion of what it might have been if he had loved

me. That was where the pain was ; the sug-

gestion was so sweet, so haunting, so discon-

tenting. . . . And yet I would rather have

had his unkindness than the kindness of any

man I have ever known.
"And every time I saw him afresh the

pain grew, and the trouble grew, and my love

grew ; it grew to recklessness. More than

once I all but told him of my love. I did

tell him, only just not so directly that he had
to refuse it in so many words. And yet he

did refuse it, and he stung me, maddened
me by his coldness, his calmness, his gentle,

imperturbable apathy. Oh ! how it stung

me, when I was so willing to give up all for

him ! If he had asked me I would have

gone to live under that thatched roof, and

never once have hesitated to do it. And
yet he would not even stoop to take anything

I had to offer. He could not, and I saw

that he^ could not, and I grew more utterly

reckless with every week that went by.

"There are certain days that stand out

above the other days. There was the day when
the stone was laid in Soulsgrif Bight. I went

down all gentleness and love and new
humility, and filled with new yearnings.

When I saw him there among the crowd my
heart almost stood still. For a moment I

was afraid of him coming to me, afraid to

hear his voice, afraid to touch his hand. But

he did not come; he remained standing aloof,

talking to farm-folks and to fisher-folks, and

for a long time he was as if I had not been

there. Then he passed me, raising his hat as he

passed, and sending me a cold glance that

went through me like a shiver ; and before I

was aware of it all my love and gentleness

was turned to a wild desire to be revenged, to

give pain, to have satisfaction of some kind.

It was his coldness, his aloofness, that

changed me. I had borne so much ; I was

bearing so much then.

" When I first heard that his daughter had

won your love—it was long before that day

when I met her and you in Birkrigg Gill—

I

was glad—glad to the bottom of my heart.

Now, I thought, he will be alone and lonely,

now he will turn to me. But that hope died

as soon as it was born, and the thought that

others were happy all round me while I was

left so miserably unhappy, was a constant
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goad, driving me on to do things I had never
intended to do. It was in that mood I

wrote that letter to yoU; and in that mood I

answered you on that day in Soulsgrif Bight.

"I had another motive for doing some of

the things I have done ; it has influenced me
all through. It arose out of the idea that if

Noel Bartholomew knew me better, he could
not but learn to care for me more. I wanted
to bring him to me, to liear him ask me for

something, some explanation, some decision.

If I could but bring him oftener to my side,

let the errand be what it might, I should know
how to make the most of it. If he asked a

favour I should know how to delay the

granting of it ; I should know how to yield

at last ; I should know how to make my
yielding effective.

" Caring so much as he did care for his

daughter, I felt certain that, for her sake,

he would come, that he would desire to

know all the truth as to that long-past en-

gagement. I did not dream that you would
keep silence, or that the stupid world would
keep silence. But I have noted that the

\vorld's silences are often as malignant in

their results as its wildest speech.

"All the summer I watched for his com-
ing; but he never came. I learnt afterwards

that he had even taken advantage of the few

days I was absent to come over and take

such sketches as were needful for the pictures

Cecil had asked him to paint.

" From the first I was glad about those

pictures.

" I am telling you all—I am telling you the

worst ; I am telling you that I am a woman
capable of deliberate evil-will ; I may even

say that I believe there is in me an innate

tendency to wrong-doing rather than to right;

but am I all evil ? , . . Say that I am not.

I have known hours of inward strife, hours

of relenting, hours when I have been afraid

of myself, aghast at unexpected results. Tell

me that I am not so evil all through, so utterly

beyond hope, as I seem to myself to be !

"

Miss Richmond paused, and she looked

into George Kirkoswald's face ; but hef

sudden question found him unprepared.

He was dismayed and perplexed ; and yet

his dismay was half-pity, half-compassion.

He did not speak ; but Miss Richmond saw

the look on his face, and went on again.

" Yes, I was glad from the first moment
about those commissions," she said. " A
whole series of suggestions hung about the

idea that he was doing something that must

bring us into contact of some kind ; the kind

might be made to depend on my will—or so

I thought. But I never decided on any par-
ticular course ; I let mailers drift—unly
giving them a lillle turn this way or that when
the chance came. But nothing happened as
1 expected it would iiappen.

" You know that I destroyed Mr. Ikir-

tholonicw's letters to Cecil? ... No? . . .

\\W\, I did. There were three of llicni. I

had the same motive. It was not to keoji

Noel Bartholomew in suspense, but to bring
him to Yarrell—to bring liim there alone.

He never came.

"The silence then was terrible. He was
silent, and you were silent, and I ditl not
know what was going on anywhere. I only
believed that you were all together, all in sym-
pathy, in felicity, and the thought maile me feel

as if the only end of my loneliness and misery
would be fever and delirium.

" That was how I came to send the pic-

tures back. Cecil did not know till afterwards,

and he was furious ; but his fury availed no-

thing. Let me say it now, Cecil has been
blameless all through, and he will suffer when
he knows all. But his suffering will be nothing

to mine—nothing. Mine can never end.

"You know all the rest; you know that

on that day when you came to Yarrell to

plead for your friend your plea was unsuc-

cessful. You did not know tlie madness, the

weariness, the disappointment that was con-

suming me. Had /le come ... But I

cannot think of it ... I dare not think of

it . . . He will come no more. That is

all I know : he will come no more. I cannot

realise it. I have to keep on saying it . . .

I shall never see him any more.
" On that same day, when I was in that

same mood, his daughter came. You know
what happened then ?

"

" Yes," George said, speaking calmly.

"Yes; I know. Do not let any thought of

that distress you."
" No ; that will not distress me— not now,"

Diana replied. " 1 can never now have but

one distress. ... I only nK-ntion it to tell

you that then again my motive was the same

—to bring him to Yarrell, to hear him spcik,

and question, and pleail in his quiet way. Does

it seem small, pitiful, inadequate ? Then you

do not know yet what love is, if auglit seem

small to you that can touch it in any way.

" It is pitiful, it is inadequate—it is worse

than tliese in tlie liglu of yesterday. But

remember that yesterday hatl not then

dawned ; remember that. I could not dream

of yesterday.
" Can yt)u even faintly understand now

how 1 was driven on Irom point to point,
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goaded into fighting a battle over two paint-

ings that were precious to me because they

were his work? Did you really think that I

cared for the price ? The price of the two

of them was less than the price of the last

new dress I had from Paris.

" I came at last to feel that if I might not

have his love I would have his hate. Was I

passing on to hatred myself ? or is perverted

love a worse thing than hatred ? Indiffer-

ence I could not know, nor forgetfulness.

" At any moment, from first to last, one
word from him, and I had fallen at his feet

in regret, in remorse, in passionate desire to

atone for all I had done.
" And now all possibility of atonement is

gone.
" Have you any pity left for me ? Can

you think of yesterday, of the fate that drew
me, half against my will, from my own draw-

ing-room to the top of Langbarugh Moor,
drew me there, face to face with the man I

had loved so passionately, and who lay there

with his death-warrant in his hand so peace-
fully—can you think of it, and not pity me,

• knowing that I know that it was my own
hand that signed the deed ?

"And yet I do not want your pity; I did not
come here to ask for that. I came to dis-

burden myself of all this, to see if I might
breathe more freely when I had spoken. . . .

No, I do not want your pity. ... I want
nothing you can give. . . . Yet you might
forgive me—you might forgive me the harm
I have done to you. ... To feel that you
forgave me would ease my mind a little—it

would ease me from this pain, and wretched-
ness, and racking misery a httle."

Miss Richmond had spoken with calm-
ness, and yet her voice had betrayed more of

the reality of her suffering than her words
had done. She sat there now, twining her
hands together with a grasp and movement
that was almost convulsive. No doubt of
the depth of her misery entered George's
brain for a moment. His thought was other-

wise engaged, as it could not fail to be;
indeed, he was so greatly bewildered that he
could hardly free himself to declare that for-

giveness which was asked of him.
" Of course," he replied, " of course, if it is

needful for me to say in so many words that

I forgive you any pain you may have caused
me, 1 will say it, and, I may add, that I can
say it all the more readily and truly, because
since you have spoken so plainly I cannot
but understand. If you had not spoken, I

confess that comprehension would have been
difficult. All through I have been puzzled.

pained ; and now I am pained for you ; but
what can I say to comfort you ?"

" What do prison chaplains say to men
condemned to die ?

"

" I cannot even imagine," George replied.
" But it is certain that they must speak
differently to different men, and it must be
easier far to speak to such as acknowledge
their wrong-doing, and are filled with sorrow
for it. But the comparison was not mine,

and I do not for a moment accept it. There
is no analogy whatever. If we were to be
punished for the consequences of all our errors,

then were we indeed a miserable race. And
as for this sad, final consequence we speak
of, I can tell you, for your comfort, that he
who is lying there in my house has known
for some time past that the end might come
even as suddenly as it has come. Dr. Armi-
tage has told me that. I did not know it

;

would that I had ! I would that I had but

known it myself !

"

" Supposing that to be so—I do not doubt
it—supposing his life to have been one of

those that hang on a thread, yet see how the

thread holds together in cases where there is

peace, and freedom from anxiety and from
all harassing things 1 . , . And Noel Bar-

tholomew's first attack happened on that

morning when the pictures were returned."
" I believe that was the first."

"And he has had none since— not till

yesterday?"
" Not to my knowledge."
" Then to my dying hour I shall know

that the snapping of the thread was my
deed."

George Kirkoswald was silent a moment.
With all possible desire to speak " large,

divine, and comfortable words," he knew
that there could be no divinity in words that

were not truthful. On the face of it there

seemed only too much probability that this

self-accusation of Miss Richmond's did not

arise from an exaggerated view of the matter.

And yet who could say ?
"

" It is impossible to say," he answered. " I

know that even the uncertainty must be a

most terrible thing to you, and I would that I

might assure you that nothing that you have

done could have had anything to do with the

failure of his health; but you perceive I can-

not do that. I can only say that no man or

woman may foresee the result of the smallest

and most trivial-seeming action. A spoken

word, a sentence in a letter, may have con-

sequences we cannot even dream of. Our
o>wn acts pass beyond our own control, and
take on a separate existence, and how far our
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responsibility may extend we cannot tell.

We may blame ourselves for things of which
the very angels hold us innocent. Where
we know we are not innocent, we need not,

thank Pleaven ! sink to despair. The sacri-

fices of God are a broken spirit, and no spirit

was ever yet broken by the weight of what
was counted as but venial sin. A great fall,

or what seems such to us, is very often the

beginning of any real spiritual rising."

An almost imperceptible light moved like

a flash across IMiss Richmond's face as George
Kirkoswald said the last sentence.

"You think that?" she said. " You can

say that though you are thinking of me?''
" Yes," George replied, looking up with

the consciousness of the weight of the mo-
ment in his eyes. " Yes, I can say that.

Will you let me say more — will you let

me say that I think your whole nature has

needed some such powerful and determining

influence as this ? Hitherto there has been

no crisis in your life, nothing to awaken, to

test your powers, nothing to bring you face

to face with the stern realities of existence.

. . . Your experience has been all of one

kind, and therefore it is all the more likely

that this sudden and trying calamity will, in

the end, make for your peace."

Miss Richmond sat in silence for another

minute or two ; then she rose to her feet,

and stood looking out with eyes that were

slowly filling with tears toward the spot

where the dark figure had lain but yesterday.

" Thank you," she said at last, holding

out her hand as she spoke. " Thank you.

... If it all comes back again—if it is

more than I can bear, will you let me write ?"

" I shall be glad if you will write," George

replied, remembering all the loneliness and

desolateness of her life. " If you will let me,

I shall be glad to be your friend so long as

you may need my friendliness."

They parted then, Miss Richmond pre-

ferring to walk back over the moor alone.

All the way the hot tears were dropping over

her face, all the way the soothing words were

ringing through her brain, all the way that

seed-germ of higher hope was falling more

deeply into the ground prepared for it. As

yet it was no more than that, a tiny germ

that might grow, and unfold, and make for

good.

CHAPTER LXVIII.—THE DAY SO PLACID IN

ITS GOING.

They had done all that might be done to

make the stately yet shabby room seemly for

the august Presence which had entered there.

Jael, and the women who helped her, were
of such as hand on the old traditions, and
nothing was neglected. The crimson dra-

peries of the room were replaced by wliitc
;

white coverlets were folded in conventional

ways • the toilet-glass was shrouded in fine

white linen. The flowers that George Kirk-

oswald had procured with such difficulty

were disposed everywhere. He had arrangctl

these himself; feeling a very agony of regret

that this small service of love should be the

last. . . If he might only have known !

When he saw the carriage coming, bring-

ing Canon Gabriel and Genevieve from the

Rectory, George went out resolutely to the

greenhouses at the bottom of the garden.

No sight or sound of him should disturb

her; and as he went he thanked God ear-

nestly that she was not alone.

Canon Gabriel went into the room where
Noel Bartholomew was lying ; he went first,

leaving Genevieve without the door for a

moment or two ; then he led her there to

the side of the bed ; and they knelt together

for awhile. Genevieve was calm, but the

strength to look on the dead face was not yet

hers. She was alone when the strength came.

Though the white curtains were drawn the

room was yet filled with light, a soft, reverent,

pure white light that helped to beautify every-

thing it fell upon.

The face of Noel Bartholomew needed no

adventitious aid. It was as a sculptor's

dream of all that might be grand or great in

humanity.

It has been said that it is not till after

death that the real character of a man is

made visible in the countenance; not till

that low strife which makes the mind little

for the moment is over. All that has been

best in a man is confirmed, attested ; all that

has been less than the best is done away.

When Death has laid "his sovereign,

soothing hand " upon the features he leaves

there a royal serenity of aspect. It is as if

he said, " Though you knew it not, this man
was noble, and had a noble power. All

that life darkened, I, Death, make visible to

your eyes."

Not yet had Genevieve Bartholomew shed

any tear. In this first moment she shed

none. This seemed no place for tears. Her

first thought was, "Is this my father? Can

he look so?"
Eor some time she stood there with clasped

hands and bowed head, not thinking, not

praying, only looking into that still, and

calm, and noble face.

The scent of the white violets that were
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strewn about the pillow, of the great rich

spires of white hyacinth that were every-

where, came to her like part of that which

filled the room, that grand, great presence

that was yet beautiful, that was wholly

peaceful.

Outside in the sunny air the birds were

chirping and singing ; that was the only

sound, and it was the sound that the sleeping

man had loved above all others ; the sound

that more than any had made him to be
" in love with easeful Death." It was as if

she could still hear him saying,

"Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain."

Even so he had ceased to be, not upon
the dark midnight, but upon the still sunny

Sunday morning ; at a time, and in a place

where one lower than he might have been

moved to desire to cease to be.

It was not till the thought came to her

that she might not remain there much longer

that any chord of grief was struck. She knelt

again then, kneeling so that she could see

the face. "Must I leave you, my father?"

she said, speaking with white, quivering lips.

*' Must I leave you, not to see you any more?
.... And you have not spoken to me. . . .

not once. ... I want to hear you speak

again, my father, but once again." She spoke

softly, and as she spoke, her voice changed

;

sobs broke it, the slow hot tears began to

fall.

For a long time she knelt there ; and the

passion of weeping had its way, weeping
which heals the heart's bruises in such myste-

rious ways, and with such effectiveness that

the worst grief is never the same again as

when it was dry and hard and tearless.

Genevieve's sorrow had never been hard,

there was no hardness in her nature ; and
this loss was not of a kind to bring hardness.

Neither was there fear of any kind ; nor any
dark dread of the silent land whither her

father had gone.

He seemed very near to her as she knelt

there. The knowledge that you can put out
your hand and touch the face that is so close

to yours if you will, is incompatible with the
idea that he whom you may touch cannot
hear you, or know of your existence.

Is there not always the idea that those
who have but just gone cannot yet have
gone \er}' far?

Other thoughts came, other questions,

other desires, such as may not be written
;

then at last the moment of parting came. It

might have been terrible ; but that yearning,
aching sadness had no terror in it. The sting

of death had been taken away, the victorious

grave was as the open gate of heaven.
The day when they laid him in his grave

was a grey, quiet, sombre day. The sun did
not shine upon it. Nature had no smile that

morning ; instead she dropped a few quiet

tears, and her deep-drawn sighs came shiver-

ing downward from the moor, stirring the

leafless boughs to a mournful movement that

was like a gesture of sympathetic sadness.

Noel Bartholomew's grave had been made
by the side of the one that had been made
only a few short weeks before. " He will be
glad to have it so," Genevieve said when the

Canon told her. " And I shall be glad."

The affectionate friendship that had been
between the two who slept there came back
to her with a new significance. Death, dark
death, throws new light upon many things.

When all was over, when the dropping
mould had fallen upon the coffin-lid, surely

the most agonising sound this earth can have
for human ears, then again sorrow would
have her own wild will and way ; and Canon
Gabriel was too wise to try to stop the flow-

ing of tears so natural, so certain to end in a

more patient peacefulness. For awhile his

guest did as she would. If she preferred to

be alone he understood without a word ; if

she cared to go to him in his study, then she

knew that he was glad to have her there.

So two days went by in a quiet that was as

precious as it was needful.

On the third day there came a sound to

break the quiet. The big gates at the bottom
of the avenue were thrown open ; a carriage

with a pair of horses dashed in rather grandly,

and in a very few minutes Canon Gabriel

came to prepare Genevieve for a visit.

" Can you see a friend, dear ? " the old

man asked. " A friend,- who has come a

long way to see you. . . . She only got my
letter yesterday morning."

" It is Mrs. Winterford !
" Genevieve said,

speaking with more of life and eagerness

than she had shown about anything yet; and
the next moment a little shy, timid, white-

haired lady was shown in, her black silk

dress rusding, her black beads and fringes

glittering and trembling as she rushed for-

ward to be folded in Genevieve's fervid

embrace.

"My child!" she exclaimed, "my own
child whom God has given me twice over !

"

That was all that could be said in that first

moment. Tears silenced the words that might

have been.

Presently the carriage, which had been

hired at Market-Studley, was sent round to
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the Richmond Arms ; and rooms were taken
there for Mrs. Winterford and her maid for

one night. The Uttle lady meant to do things

very quickly, wisely thinking that since they
must be painful things, the sooner the pain
was overgot the belter. She was not long in

perceiving that Genevieve had had no plans,

and thought of none ; so that her own did
not meet with prepared opposition. She
spoke from the beginning as if no opposition
were possible, or likely; and indeed what
opposition could have been made ? If Gene-
vieve had thought of the matter at all she

would have said to herself, "I have no home,
I have no money, and I have no talent that

would bring me bread," and so thinking she
might for her own convenience, or rather for

her life's continuance, have been glad to

accept such a home as that open to her at

Havilands. Fortunately both for herself and
Mrs. Winterford, these thoughts had not
come yet. Genevieve only knew that her

godmother, who had been very dear to her

real mother, was the one friend to whom she

could have yielded herself in this complete
and passive way. No thought of depen-
dence crossed her mind, because she knew
that it could never cross the mind of Mrs.

Winterford. True affection, true friendship,

knows nothing of benefits conferred or re-

ceived. The mutual give-and-take, where
hearts are large enough for giving and taking,

is not a thing to be counted up and entered

in a note-book. You shall do a thousand
kindnesses to your friend ; and every one of

them he shall forget ; but he shall never

forget the atmosphere of love for him that

was about you and with you, making your

material kindness so utterly a secondary

thing. He saw that you could not help your

lavish gifts ; and therefore the gifts them-

selves were not impressive. The impressive

thing was the love that was all the while be-

hind. If that love be wanting your kindest

deed shall turn to gall and wormwood in your

own heart and in his ; nay, it shall be worse

than the wormwood and the gall—these are

bitter, but not deadly.

As far as possible Mrs. Winterford made
her arrangements with the Canon's aid alone.

He was to see Miss Craven, to ask her to

take Keturah until another place could be

found for her; to pay ought that might be

owing ; to engage some one to pack up all

that had belonged to Noel Bartholomew and

to his daughter, and see that the packages

\vere forwarded to Havilands. The pictures

and the furniture of the studio were to be

sent to Meyer and Calanson's, The dead

artist had mentioned to Canon Gabriel as
well as to his daugliter, his intention about
the disposal of his works.

All this was arranged in that first evening
;

and then the Canon disclosed to Mrs. Win-
terford, as gently as he could, all that he
knew of George Kirkoswald's love for Gene
vieve. That was liow he spoke of it ; be
cause that was the side of the matter that la-

knew most about,

"You do not speak as if the engagement
were a definite one?" Mrs. Winterford said,

trying to hide the sudden sinking of heart
that the news caused her. " And, indeed, if

it had been, I think I should have heard
of it."

" I am sure you would have heard of it,"

the Canon said. They were sitting together
in his book-lined study. The little while-
haired lady with her white cap and glistening

fringes sat by the fire, looking into the
Canon's worn, gentle, finely-finrowed face,

listening to his pure musical voice with ap-
preciation of its music. " I am sure you
would have been told at once," he said.
" And I think I should have been told too.

But there has been pain, and some mistake,

some mystery. I only guess its nature, and
therefore I may cot speak of it. I think it

is at an end ; but events have come too

quickly one after another to permit of any
real and open clearing up of things. Now,
of course, it is impossible that there can
be anything definite said for some time to

come."
"You think the affection is mutual ? " the

little lady asked,
" Of that I am certain," was the reply, and

many thoughts were behind the old man's

words as he spoke, " I am quite certain

that it is mutual ; and I am quite certain

that on both sides it is very great. Mr.

Kirkoswald has been ill, but he is better now;

and since Genevieve has been here he has

come down from Usselby each morning and

each evening to make inquiries. He will

come again to-night ; and I must see him for

a moment. ... It will be a painful moment
if I must tell him tiiat Genevieve is leaving

us to-morrow,"
" I think she would not wish to see him

just now," Mrs. Winterford said, speaking

timidly, as if not quite sure,

" Most certainly she would not," the Canon

said decisively ;
" she probably could not.

I have not mentioned his name to her at all,

, , . And he is very good, patient with a

deep, strong patience that touches me greatly."
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The events of the past few days had told

more considerably upon George Kirkoswald's

newly-recovered strength than he was ready

to admit; but admission was forced upon
him at last. Dr. Armitage, meeting him on
his way down from Usselby to the Rectory

that same evening, insisted upon his going

back again; and the next morning found

him, to say the least of it, willing to rest.

He would go down to Thurkeld Abbas when
evening came again.

It was a very wild evening, wild and cold

and strange. All day the sky had been swept

by great gloomy masses of cloud; the tem-
perature had gone down rapidly; the wind had
come in fitful gusts. Then it had ceased, and
a thick, damp, chilling snow-fog had crept up
from the north-east, covering all the land.

It hung like a great yellow pall as George
went down from Usselby in the late after-

noon. He could not see the church tower :

the tops of the houses disclosed themselves

to him slowly, one by one, as he rode up the

village street. He left his horse at the

Richmond Arms this evening, which he had
not done before. He hardly knew why he
did it now. Was there any vague hope in

him that Genevieve might see him for a
minute or two ? Surely she could trust him
not to speak of aught that might not yet be
spoken of! He had just destroyed that letter

which he had written ten days ago ; he had
put it into the fire without breaking the seal,

having the very general feeling that one's own
letters are seldom pleasant reading. . . .

What unpleasant things time can make of

some of them

!

So, with a little fluttering about his heart,

he went up to the Rectory. If he might but
just see her, but just hold her hand, and look
into her eyes for one moment he would ask
no more. There was something that was
almost a smile about his mouth as he
shook hands with Canon Gabriel; but the

Canon did not respond to that buoyant and
rather hopeful glance. Instead he said at

once :

—

" I have some news that will surpiise you,
and not agreeably I am afraid. But sit

down. . . . There is nothing very sad about
it in one sense,"

" It concerns Miss Bartholomew ? Is she
ill?"

" No, I am thankful to say. She seemed
better than I had hoped this morning.
Fragile as she looks, she is very strong. But
it will be better to tell you all at once. Mrs.
Winterford, her friend and godmother, came
yesterday; and this morning she went away

again, taking Genevieve with her. They
have gone direct to Havilands."

For a considerable time George Kirkos-
wald made no reply. He sat looking into

the fire ; a quick dash of sleety snow came
beating with a sudden spitefulness upon the

window-pane. The study was growing dark.
" Havilands is near to Dorking, I think?"

he remarked presently.
" Yes, somewhere between Dorking and

Leatherhead. It is a very lovely place, I

believe."
" And what is Mrs. Winterford like ?

"

" She is like a good, charming, motherly
little lady, nearly sixty years of age, I should
say," the Canon replied. " Her love for

Genevieve is beautiful to see, it is so tender,

so almost deferential, and yet so wise. To
have seen her is to find a load gone from
my heart. ... I wish much that you might
have seen her too !

"

" I shall see her before long," said George
resolutely, rising to his feet as he spoke, and
smoothing out the contractions that had
gathered about his forehead. He could per-

ceive already that this thing that was causing

him such great and unexpected disappoint-

ment was the best thing possible for her he
loved. Love is worth nothing that cannot
acquiesce in the good of the one beloved,

even though that good lie outside of him and
all his effort, all his cognisance.

Yet it was a lonely going back for him.
He felt that he had never been glad enough
that Genevieve had been so near. He could
not picture her in that new and unknown
home, with that new and unknown friend

whose love and opportunities for showing
love seemed to defraud him somewhat. He
would have to live in the future while the

slow days were passing now ; but he could
not look cheerfully into the days to be with

that chill piercing gust coming round him in

the darkness, dashing the snow into his face,

and half-blinding him. That brief bright

February spring which comes so often in this

strange climate of ours was at a'n end. It

had given place to that second winter which,

as a rule, proves to be a worse winter than
the first.

CHAPTER LXIX.—THE DRIFTING SNOW UPON
LANGBARUGH MOOR.

All the year that cry that was for ever

upon old Joseph Craven's lips had no mean-
ing—none but that tragic meaning which was
connected with it when it first broke from his

lips. Now once more it came mournfully

and appositely,

—
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*^ The snaw's alius driftin' ower Lang-

barugh Moor !

"

For three days it had been drifting. The
land lay white and still under a lowering,

threatening snow-cloud of dark indigo blue. It

is a sky that is indescribable in its effect,

and that eftect is heightened by the unbroken

whiteness that lies everywhere underneath it.

Has any artist ever given us its mysticity, its

strange gloom, its ominousness ?

It is, of course, only visible between the

showers. When the snow is actually falling

there is nothing but the thick whiteness,

which is dusky yellow if you look upward, or

towards nightfall dusky grey. There is hardly

a more mournful time than the twilight that

is darkened by thick, fast-falling snow.

It is mournful enough in towns and vil-

lages, but if you would know it at its worst

you must seek out some lone house on the

edge of a Yorkshire moor, accessible only

by bad roads, and some miles distant from

the necessaries of life. To add to your ap-

preciation of the moment, you should be

responsible for the well-being of the house-

hold, and your means should be of the nar-

rowest, so as to preclude your having had

stores of anything in readiness for such a

catastrophe as lies within the meaning of the

simple words " snowed up."

Poor Dorothy Craven was feeling as if

every flake was falling upon her heart with

anything but snow-like lightness. The winter

altogether had been a dark time for her. The
bad harvest had proved in the event to be very

bad. The downward trend of things had be-

come more marked than ever since the thrash-

ing out of the scant spoiled corn, which had

been pronounced to be unfit for human food.

Dorothy knew that it was unlit—the black,

heavy, moist loaf on her own table was proof

enough of that. Even when she had bought

a sack of good foreign flour to mix with her

own, the product was hardly eatable. Yet Miss

Craven ate of it daily, with many a sad and

secret wonder as to the ways of an inscrutable

Providence.

This was not the worst. Black bread was

bad, but unpaid rent was worse; and now 3.

whole year's rent was owing ; at May-day it

would be a year and a-half. ... It was very

certain that the coming May would see the

end of things at Hunsgarth Haggs.

If a last straw had been needed surely it

had come in the shape of this late snow-

storm. The few sheep that were left were

huddled together in the frozen stackyard,

the cattle were housed, and were feeding on

the black, worthless hay. It was no wonder

that the little milk that the cows gave was
bliie and thin, and that it had no cream to

speak of. It was only in kcci)ing with all

the rest. Tlw very fowls were not laying.

For weeks past there had been no farm pro-

duce of any kind to be taken to Thurkcld
Abbas, to exchange for groceries or for ani-

mal food. For over a week now the daily

dinner for Miss Craven, her father and
mother, and the one fiirin lad, had conbistcil

maiuly of a pigeon or two shot by Hanson
as they clustered together on the snow-
covered remains of the last haystack.

Mr. Crudas was not unaware of this state

of things ; he was mindful to keep himself as

much aUve to it as was possible. Dorothy
told him nothing that she could help telling

;

but, as he was in the habit of saying to him-

self, " If I is a bit deaf, I isn't blind yet;"

and, indeed, though love may blind the eyes,

as it is said to do, assuredly it does but give

double seeing power to the heart.

Ishmael Crudas saw a great deal more
than he wished to see, and the sight made
his heart ache more than Miss Craven

imagined. And she had not permitted him
to speak of his heartache of late. Some time

ago she had forbidden all protestation. He
might come to the house if he chose, or he

might choose not to come ; but if he came
he must be silent about the one wish and

desire that was left to him.

He had not been obedient. The thing

was always present with him, and it could

not be but that it should declare its con-

tinued existence in one way or another. If

he might not plead openly, he coulil take

care that no chance 01" inserting a hint was

ever lost. He did not mind Dorothy's

glances. Another man might have found

them deterrent and forbidding, but Mr. Crudas

knew her well enough and loved her well

enough to dare to brave any number of them.

To him they were but a proof that he was

not indifferent to her.

He had not beep up at Hunsgarth Haggs

since the snow-storm set in. The last time

Miss Craven had seen him had been in the

churchyard at Thurkeld Abbas on the day

when Noel Bartholomew had been laid there

to rest. Their eyes had met then through

tears and sorrow ; and it was but natural

that each should see in tlie face of the otiier

an expression of sympathetic kindness that

was not too common there.

More than once during those days of dearth

and darkness Miss Craven had remembered

the look on Ii/nmael Crmlas's face as he

stood with his bared head in the churchyard
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listening to the solemn yet grandly beautiful

words that were being said. ... If she had

never really forgiven him for the sin of his

youth until that moment, assuredly she for-

gave him then.
.

When she went home there was a new
peace in her heart—that deep peace which

comes when a long struggle is at an end.

No thought of what " the country side

"

would say troubled her now, nor did she set

herself to think how she should make known
to Ishmael Crudas that there was change in

her. He would perceive it quickly enough
when he cam.e. If he did not perceive it

quickly, then let his perception awaken
slowly ; it would be all the same. For two

or three days she was conscious only of this

—the fight was over.

That was nearly a week ago, and he had
not come. Miss Craven could hardly remem-
ber the time when a week had passed without

a visit from Ishmael Crudas. She knew well

enough that it was not the weather that pre-

vented his coming. Was he ill—lying down
there in that wide, lonely house by the sea-

cliffs, with no one to tend or care for him ?

Had he gone from home? Had any acci-

dent happened to him ?

This was the first time for many years that

she had needed to have any anxiety about
him, and anxiety seldom does aught toward
lessening a woman's aftection. Many a love

has been first discovered to its possessor in a

time of waiting and dread.

And still the dark, wild gusts swept over

the moor, laden with the thick drifting snow.

The hedges and the low stone walls that

were about the farm were not to be dis-

cerned. The stillness grew more and more
intense ; it was almost appalling. The very

blackbird upon the eaves seemed afraid of

his own short, plaintive note, and only piped
at rare intervals. A half-frozen robin and
two starlings went in-doors boldly, and sat

in panting silence wherever they were allowed

to sit.

And all the while, day by day and hour
by hour, old Joseph Craven, walking up and
down over the sanded floor, uttered his

melancholy burden, varying it, turning it, yet
leaving it always the same :—

" For ever, for ever, for ever, the white
snaw drifts upon Langbarugh Moor !"

Dorothy made no attempt to hinder the
words that wearied her so. She sat by her
mother's side knitting quickly, almost ex-

citedly, as if the mere mechanical movement
of her hands was a necessity of her existence.

There was nothing else to be done. She

could not see to do anything else. The
snow had frozen thickly upon the window-
pane, filling the house with gloom ; the wind
was muttering heavily round the farm; the

snow came down the wide chimney, hissing

upon the fire as it fell. If there had been
no poverty, no lack of aught, no sadness, no
dread, that snowstorm would still have been
a wearying and gloomy thing.

The twilight was adding its gloom to the

other glooms now, yet Dorothy did not put

her knitting away. The clock ticked slowly,

the fire burned dimly; her father still walked
up and down from the dresser to the door

;

still kept on uttering the words that seemed
filled afresh with sad meanings.

At last, quite suddenly, the old man
stopped. He was close to the window.

" Whisht !

" he said, in a strange, awe-

struck whisper. " Whisht, Dolly ! . . .

What's he singin' for? What's he singin' oot

there for, where the snaw's driftin' ? It's

alius driftin' ower Langbarugh Moor!"
Dorothy Craven was not a weak woman,

not impressionable, yet she felt that the

colour fled from her face. It was her father's

strange manner that moved her more than

aught he said.

"Who's singing?" she said, putting her

knitting down, and going up to her father as

he stood there in the attitude of one who
listens intently.

" Whea's singin'?'' the old man said, with

a smile. " Whya lissen tiv her ! She pre-

tends she disn't knaw Ishmal Crudds's voice !

. . . Hearken, then ! hearken! Whea is't 'at

sings yon sang ?

—

. 'It's oh, I'm sick, I'm very sick,

An' it's a' for Barbara Allan.'"

For a moment Dorothy felt faint, yet un-

consciously she was impelled to listen her-

self. But she could hear no sound save the

sound of the wuthering wind, and the driving

snow, and the hissing rain that was upon the

wide hearthstone.

Doubtless this was a new fancy of her

father's weakened brain
;
yet she knew that

he was not given to new fancies, and there

was that in his manner that compelled more
than her attention.

" He's oot yonder," the old man went on,

with a new keen sparkle in his faded eyes, and
a small spot of burning colour coming into

either cheek. " Ishmal's oot yonder, ower
by Haverah Mere. . . . But what's he singin'

for ?—what sud he staay there singin' i' th'

driftin' snaw for; the snaw that drifts for

ever upon Langbarugh Moor?"
With a quiver on her lip Dorothy went
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out to the door that opened upon the stack-

yard. The snow was falling less heavily

;

there was a lurid gleam of light up over the

edge of the white moorland. But the only

sound she heard was the sound of the milk

streaming into Hanson's pail in the cow-house

close at hand, and the pitiful bleating of the

sheep huddled together under the stable-wall.

The wind was lulled for a moment.
Her father came out to her as she stood

there. " Ya can hear liim noo, Dorothy ?

ya can hear him noo?" the old man said ex-

citedly. " He's up yonder, over by the

mere. Ya can hear him singin'. Hearken,

then! hearken !"

—

" Oh, slowly, slowly, rase she up,
To the place where he was lyin'

;

And when she drew the curtain by,
' Young man, I think yc're dyin'.' ",

Was she dreaming ? Was it not impos-

sible that the sound of a man's voice should

reach from the road that crossed the moor to

Hunsgarth Haggs ? The distance was said

to be nearer two miles than one. Surely it

was impossible ! And yet—yet, if she had

ever heard Ishmael Crudas singing

" Be kind to Barbara Allan,"

then assuredly she heard him now.

She did not stop to think. There was an

old plaided shawl lying folded on a chair

which she threw round her as she went out.

"Hanson!" she cried, as she rushed past

the open door of the cow-house, " Hanson !

follow me !"

And Hanson followed her, out through

the stackyard-gate into the deep drift that

was lying there in the upland-pathway. The
snow was harder than it had been, yet they

sank at almost every step. Fortunately, the

wind was not just then in its gustiest mood,

and the snow was only falling lightly, softly,

in the gathering twilight. But though things

were so favourable, it was a whole long hour

before they stood by the edge of the tiny

moorland lake known as Haverah Mere.

Dorothy had not spoken, nor had she

heard any sound to guide her on her way.

That one line of the song that she had heard

before she left the house was ringing in her

ears still ; it had certainly come, as her father

had said, from that quarter of the moor where

the mere was ; and thou-h it must have come

against the wind, the seeming absurdity of

her proceeding never struck her.

She had said to herself in the beginning

that she would go as far as the mere if that

were possible, and now she stood by the

edge of the basin that enclosed it on three

sides. It was frozen ; the snow was lying

smoothly upon it, higher at one end than
the other apparently, but she could not see

quite across to tiie other side. And yet it

was not a dark night. Though it was long

past the hour of sunset, and the moon had
not yet risen, a light seemed to strike upward
from the great unlcvel plain of snow.
Hanson was by her side, wondering,

breathless, half-angry, wholly chilled. What
could be his mistress's motive for such a wild

vagary as this ? He could only hope from
the bottom of his heart that compensation
would be made to him in a supper that

should not consist of " pigeon broth."

Miss Craven had stopped on the northern

edge of the mere. There was no sound, no
sign. If there had been any footmarks it

was too dark to discern them.

Should she cry aloud ? Should she make
known her presence there, so that, if any

wanderer were falling into that slecj) which

is the sleep of death he might be roused to

effort ? Her lips parted to make some
sound, but none came. She was nerveless,

powerless. If she had had any hope it had

lost its spring.

So she stood on the wild, snow-covered

moorland. The wind was beginning to rise

again : her shawl fluttered past her face.

She was growing cold and chill since her

purpose had begun to fail.

Then suddenly, as she stood there, a shrill

sound broke upon the night ; it seemed close

at hand in the darkness when it began.

Dorothy turned, stifling a sob that arose lest

it should prevent her hearing. Whence exactly

did it come? It seemed farther away al-

ready. She clasped her hands j.assionately

together as she stood with the snow-flakes

drifting into her face. In her ears the words

were shrilling :

—

"She hadna pane a mile but twa
When she hoard the doid-bell ringin"

And every jow the deid-1 ell Kicd,

It cried, ' Wae to Uarbara Allan.'
"

" Wac, indeed !" she said to herself, as she

went flying over the frozen snow. There was

no sound now to guide her. For some

minutes she went wandering on in the

gusty darkness, now stopping for a moment,

now stumbling, and rising again and hurrying

on. Then, again, there came a sign ;
aga u

the shrill voice rose on the wiml, ciyii.g

only :

—

" Wac to lUrbara Allan I

"

She reached the spot from whence the

sound had come at last. It was no delu-

sion, no false voice sent to lure her to her

destruction, as she had imagined more than
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once it might be. There, in the drifted,

trackless snow a man had fallen by the side

of a fallen horse, and the man was Ishmael

Crudas.

The horse was dead ; some seizure had
come upon him ; and the snows of Lang-
barugh Moor Avere making for him a grave.

His master was lying there with his head

upon the flank of the dappled-grey that had
been to him as a friend. It was doing him
service still, being protection from both wind
and snow. At the moment when Dorothy
Craven reached the spot Ishmael Crudas
slept, but his sleep was the sleep that comes
between the delirious moments of high fever.

He awoke to her voice, to her touch, when
she dashed away the snow that was gathering

about him, but he had no power to rouse

himself. If he opened his eyes she could

not see, but when he spoke, or rather sang,

faintly and out of tune, she heard all too

plainly :

—

"It's oh, I'm sick, I'm vcrv, very sick,

An' it's a' for Barbara'Allan."

" But ' Barbara Allan ' is here," Dorothy
said. " Or if it is not ' Barbara Allan,' it is

Dorothy Craven, and I guess one will do
as v/ell as the other just now."

But the prostrate man did not understand.

It was some time before he was able to rise

to his feet and go. Miss Craven supported
him on one side, Hanson on the other; and
that weary way from Haverah Mere to Huns-
garth Haggs will never be forgotten by any
one of those three who travelled over it that

wild February night. The moon was up by
the time they reached the brow of the moor.
It hung like a golden lamp in a fast-changing

world of grey and golden cloud. At times it

was obscured altogether, and the three went
on less bravely. The clock was striking ten

when they entered the kitchen of that lone

upland farm.
" Eh ! but I was reeght then," the old

man said, with a new and beautiful light

spreading over his worn face as they went
m. "Eh ! but I was reeght. 'Twas you that

was singin' upon Langbarugh IMoor, then !

I said you were singin' there, though the

snaw was driftin'. . . . T' snaw's alius driftin'

ower Langbarugh Moor !"

CHAPTER LXX.—" FRESH AS THE Vl^ILDING

HEDGE-ROSE CUP."

Will it not be refreshing to find that the
scene has changed with apparent rapidity

—

that Murk-Marishes with its barren and
profitless farms, Langbarugh Moor with its

drifting snows, Soulsgrif Bight with its homely

fisher-folk, have all had to give place to the

summer sunshine of the south, to civilisation,

to all the softness of a rich pastoral beauty ?

The house at Havilands stands in a hollow
between wood-crowned hills— round-topped
gently-curving hills, disclosing no bare riven

craggs, no masses of sterile sandstone. It is

very truly one of those "places of nestling

green for poets made." For a moment,
looking down on a June day into the hollow,

you see nothing but that soft, feathery, wav-
ing green that makes the beautiful distinctive-

ness of early summer. Presently you perceive

some clusters of twisted Tudor chimneys,
then a low red gable, and a little farther on
an opening between the trees discloses to you
a flower-filled garden, a mossy arbour or two,

a great fish-pond where white and yellow

water-lilies float, and where tall amber-tinted

irises stand in thick clusters. The sloping

banks of the pond are covered with flowers

of every hue.

Already George Kirkoswald was beginning
to think that he had done an unwise thing in

presuming to enter this earthly paradise

uninvited and unannounced. Yet the plan

had had an irresistible attraction for him
beforehand ; and when all was said, he was
but intending to make a call. Surely any
friend of Miss Bartholomew's might venture

to call to see her in the house where she had
made her home.

Only a very few days before, Canon Ga-
briel had dropped a hint which had startled

George not too pleasantly. The Canon had
received a letter from Mrs. Winterford in

which that lady had spoken of the possibility

there was of her going to Switzerland for a

few weeks, and taking Miss Bartholomew
with her. The matter was not settled ; but

Genevieve was needing change, she said.

The girl had begun to droop in unaccountable

ways ; and nothing would be so certain to

revive her as the foreign travel for which she

had always longed. Mrs. Winterford would
write again when anything definite had been

come to.

George had left Usselby the next day : and
now he was wandermg here, alone, in Mrs.

Winterford's garden. He had found a wicket-

gate at the farther end of the place ; and an

old woman, who was evidently supposed to

be weeding, had directed him to make his

way up to the house between the avenues of

flowers that were standing tall, and still, and
beautiful on every side. For a moment or

two he had a sense of reminiscence ; and then

it occurred to him that it was Noel Bartholo-

mew's lovely garden-scene that was behind
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the momentary confusion of his brain. The
white, graceful Madonna hhes seemed as if

they whispered together of the dead artist

;

and the rose-sprays moved with Httle gestures

of sadness—-or so he fancied, as he stood

there in that woven wilderness of emerald

green bestarred with all the summer flowers

of the land. Accustomed as he had been to

the sight of beauty of all kinds, this beauty

came to him like a new emotion.

No sound broke the perfect stillness of the

place. It was the time of day when birds

are mute. A hot sun was pouring down.

White fleecy cloudlets were floating up the

sky; butterflies hovered by on silent wing.

George went on wandering slowly up
toward the house. There was a little rustic

arbour with wreaths of purple clematis drop-

ping over it, and a table and two chairs inside

of it. On the table there was a piece of em-

broidered satin, and a tiny work-basket tliat

he knew. He felt his face grow hot as he

stood there ; and when he turned away his

heart was beating. This nearness, this know-
ledge was almost enough for the moment.
He went on a little faster, nervously, uncon-

" By the side of the stiil waters."

sciously, and a sudden turn brought him to

the side of the lakelet where the water-

liHes were floating among the great, cool

green leaves ; and the flags standing straight,

and still, and double, being reflected down-

ward as clearly as they stood upward. He
had not seen before that there was an islet

in the middle of the water, all covered with

flowering shrubs and trailing branches, and

rosy dropping blossoms. What was that

gleaming line of blue and white half-hidden

among the scarlet honeysuckle? Surely it

was a little boat. ... He went onward. The
XXV-57

boat was drifting slowly ; the oars dropped

upon the rowlocks; the crimson cushions pil-

lowed a golden head half-hidden by a straw

hat with a black ribbon on it ; a white shawl

was thrown over a heavy black dress. . . .

It was Genevieve, and she slept. . . . The

boat drifted onward toward an outlet that the

water had at the farther end of the tiny lake.

It was moving slowly, very slowly, brushmg

the yellow irises and the dropping woodbme.

Still it moved : still Genevieve slept.

George had time to think a thousand ihmgs

as he sauntered as noiselessly as might be
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over the turf-covered pathway ; turnmg now
and then that he might keep near the drift-

ing boat. There was a hedge of flowers

between him and the lakelet, sometimes a

tall hedge, sometimes a low one; but he

never lost sight of the golden head that lay

sleeping upon the crimson cushions.

He remembered distinctly the moment
when that fair, pure, impressive face had

first struck upon his sight. The storm-wind

of Soulsgrif Bight was playing rudely with the

yellow rippling tresses ; the deep violet-grey

eyes were lifted to his in anxious pain, the

curved coral lips were parted to ask for any

word of hope that he might have to give. . .

Surely it was but yesterday !

AH that storm scene came back upon him
—the dragging of the life-boat overland,

through the snow ; the difficulty of launching

it from the sands of Soulsgrif; the disabling

stroke, the return, the second and successful

attempt to save the lives of the crew of The

Viking. But the one scene that came more
vividly than all' the rest, was the tall, white

figure standing out against the black rock,

just above the wild, mad rushing of the

yeasty waves. And as he thought of it, he

felt the thrill that went through him as he

held Genevieve Bartholomew for one perilous-

moment in his arms—perilous and precious,

and to be remembered for evermore.

And as he walked on there came to him

the memory of that second time when his arm
had enfolded her. Then also there had been

peril, and pain, and dark fear below the rap-

ture of the moment.
Surely if there had been aught ominous

about those days the omen had spent itself

now. Love's way had never run smoothly

since. But this was no time for- looking

back, and looking sadly. The very air about

him, the stir and scent of the flowers, the

sparkling of the glassy water ; all were

against one thought of doubt, or fear, or

sadness.

And still the enchanted boat went on over

the enchanted lake. It was near the lower

end now, where a great elm-tree overshadowed
the water : and where the white chalices of

the lilies were more thickly clustered together.

The little craft went on ; there was a slight

shudder when the keel caught a great tangled

root, and then the golden head was raised
;

the face that was as a wild June rose was
lifted in wonder. . . . Surely she had not

been sleeping

!

Genevieve stooped for her hat which had
fallen to the bottoan of the boat, and the

next moment she turned suddenly. There

was something moving among the rose-bushes

—some one was there !

" Can I help you to land ? " asked a clear,

penetrating voice that seemed as if it were
subdued by the softness of the beauty that

was everywhere. A tall, dark figure stood

by the elm-tree bole ; a little cry answered
him

;
quick, hot blushes poured like a

tide over the face that was so near to his.

George's hand was already on the bow of the

boat, drawing it into a tiny green and golden

creek. There was no doubt about anything,

no hesitation. Genevieve gave him both
her hands with a look of unutterable tender-

ness, and sweetness, and rapture. Then she

stepped from the boat, and only knew that

once more she was folded close to a heart that

was beating as wildly and as warmly as her

own. No words were said—there was no need
of aught so poor and inadequate as words.

That one supreme hour of life, the hour to

which the poet turns in his fullest ecstasy of

mystic singing was theirs ; though it passed

by, it would be theirs for evermore.

Such hours are typical; and attest the

higher element in man—his capacity for

exaltation above himself To have attained

to this height and dignity of loving, is to have

known the glory of human transfiguration.

You may step down from that height into

the every-day life of humanity on earth, but

you shall take with you as an abiding posses-

sion, the insight and the gain of that hour of

measureless grace.
:;: * * *

Mrs. Winterford was in London that day

;

she had gone there on business, and declined

to take Genevieve into the, heat and dust of

the crowded city on a hot day in June.

The little lady was too well-bred to show
the surprise she felt when she returned in the

evening, and met her daughter in the chest-

nut avenue leaning on the arm of a tall, dark,

distinguislied-looking stranger.

" Mr. Kirkoswald, I am sure," she said,

accepting his assistance as she stepped froiji

her carriage. Then she gave him her hand,

looking into his face with a look that he

could not but feel to be critical. Happy as

he was that was a nervous moment.
Mrs. Winterford was not a woman to per-

mit the stranger within her gates to feel

strange for any length of time if she could

help it ; and she usually did help it. She

had a quiet way of setding things, or rather

of seeming to accept them as already settled.

The great news of the day was all understood

without a word.
" I cannot talk of it," she said, sitting down
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in her pretty drawing-room to have a cup of

tea before she went to dress for dinner. She
was speaking more particularly to George
Kirkoswald. " You will understand that

though I am so glad, it is half a pain. I

mean to be very good, but you will let me be
good in my own way ; and I fear my way
will be a very silent way so far as this is con-

cerned. I am glad from the bottom of my
heart, but I cannot hide the fact that I am
also very sorrowful."

George had already arranged to stay for a
few days at the station hotel half-a^mile distant,

where he had left his luggage. He would
have gone back to dress for dinner; but this,

Mrs. Winterford would not permit. There
was no one but Genevieve and herself; and
though the little lady was somewhat cere-

monious she knew how to excuse ceremony
with perfect grace at the right moment.

That evening, and many subsequent even-

ings, George dined at Havilands, and it

hardly need be said that he found his way to

the garden that nestled in the green hollow
at hours when there was no question of

dinner. Those days went by in such a

passionate peace as he had never known,
.such as Genevieve had never dreamed.

If the memory of him who was not came
there at times, making " one and one with a

shadowy third," the remembrance had no pain

save the pain of separation. " I have learnt,"

Genevieve said, " to feel almost glad for him,

that he is at rest. Everything beautiful and
peaceful speaks tome of him ; and I seem to

know that he is near. It is only at times

now that I have that terrible aching because
I cannot see him, nor hear him speak as he
used to speak. He was so brave, so patient,

and it made me feel patient only to be with

him."
" And now you will have to help to make

me brave," George said. They were walking

down by the side of the still waters. The
flowers were sleeping in the late twilight, the

tops of the tall trees stirred against the deep

blue of the summer evening sky. "I believe

that is the secret of half my love for you," he

said, raising the white hand he held to his lips

as he spoke. " The yearning I have always had

to live a higher life seemed to become more
than a mere yearning from the day I met you.

I suppose one ought to be capable of living

up to one's best alone ; but there are minds

that i-eed the warmth of human contact, and

mine is one of them. Since I have known
you, such good as may be in me has been a

different thing—a more vital thing, with more

practical desires, and keener insight into

human needs. I see more clearly rnnv Iiow
certainly, and how pitifully

—

" I lie world w.iits
For liclp. lu'lovcil, let us lovi; so well
Our wcrk shall still be better for our l<iv.-.

And still our love bo sweetiT for our woik,
And both commeniloil, lor the saki- ol eatli.
By all true woikeis and true lovers burn I

"

EIMLOGUK.
" Xo cloud across t!n- «

m

ilut passes at the last, .ind ^'ivoa us bjik
The fare of God onee more."

Charles Kingsliv: The Saint's Tragc,l_y..

Not that summer, but the summer that

came after, when the heather of Langbarugh
Moor was just turning to purple, the master
and mistress of Usselby came back from
sunnier lands to their own home by the

North Sea. All the neighbourhood was glad
to know of their coming.

Is it forgotten, all that ethical and aisthc-

tical discussion of long ago? Mrs. Kirkos-
wald had not forgotten ; she took it up where
Genevieve Bartholomew had left it ofT, being
moved to new remonstrance by the beauty
of the home that her husband had prepared
for her during the previous spring while she
was abroad with Mrs. Winterford. He had
to point out to her how simple its charms
were; to lament over the many things he
might have done but for that wholesome fear

which had been laid upon him.
" Here are chintz curtains, where silk or

plush should have been," he said; "and
English carpets where I would have jirefeired

carpets from Turkey or Persia ; and there is

not an inch of gilding about the place."

"Because you know that gilding has gone
out of fashion," said Genevieve, not tlisposed

to allow her husband to be too triumphant

over such self-denials as were visible here.

But not even for the sake of keeping up the

pleasantry of disapproval would she refuse

to admit her complete delight with the true

taste which had been displayed. The wide

drawing-room with windows looking out over

the sea had been entirely refurnisshed. Soft

pale tints were blended together so that no

colour seemed to prevail, but yielde<l agcneiai

harmony of tones that was as pleasant as a

piece of good subdued music. There was a

new grand piano of exquisite touch and tone.

The walls were half-covered with her father's

water-colour drawings beautifully framed.

"How did you get these?" Genevieve

asked, laying her hand gently on her husband's

arm, and speaking in a voice that was not

free from tremulousncss.
" I bought them at the sale, little one."

"You were there, at that sale? . . And
you have never told me? "
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" I thought it better not to tell you, not

till now," George said, putting his arm round

her tenderly as if to shield her from any pain

there might be in going back over the past.

And in a sense it was certainly painful.

As soon as Bartholomew's death had become
known there had gathered instantly about

his name and work that buzz and babel of

idle praise which, when it has been denied

while the life was being lived and the work
done, is almost as much a disgrace to the

living as it is an insult to the dead. This

had been Bartholomew's own view of a state

of things which he had anticipated for him-
self. " It will be with me as it was with

Millet and Me'ryon and scores of others," he
said, and his prophecy had been fulfilled to

the letter.

He would hardly have been surprised if he
could have known that his beautiful ^none,
for which in his more sanguine moments he
had expected to get five hundred pounds,
had risen in value by his death till it was
considered to be worth three thousand. That
was the sum paid down for it at Messrs.

Meyer and Calanson's.

It was the same with the Judas. Gene-
vieve did not know what price her father

had expected to get for this picture ; but he
had certainly not expected to receive the

sum of two thousand two hundred and fifty

pounds.

Everything else that had been sent to the

sale, the merest sketches, nay, the very
sweepings of the studio, had been bought
in the same reckless and uncomprehending
manner. The sketch for the Good Sama-
ritan, done in the two days preceding Bartho-

lomew's death, sold for a sum that would
have done more than cover the expenses of

the household at Netherbank during all those

days of hardship, and distress of mind, and
actual want. It could not be that Genevieve
should hear of this, and not weep as she

heard it.

" Tell me of those other pictures, the

two ? " she asked presently.
" They also were sold at the sale. . . I

thought it better that it should be so," George
answered.

Genevieve was silent till they had passed
on into another room ; then she looked up,

and her husband saw that she was smiling

through her tears.
'* Then I have some money of my own

now ? " she asked.
" You have a very respectable sum of your

own," replied George. " What is it your
instant intention to do with it?"

" I shall give a grand entertainment in

Soulsgrif Bight the day after to-morrow."
" Very weh, dear ; then I will leave you to

make out your list of guests, and compose a
programme."

" You must certainly not leave me ; I shall

want all the help you can give."

The feast was not made that week, but it

was made at the end of the week following ;

and the poor and the rich were called toge-

ther in a way which had become quite fashion-

able in the neighbourhood of Murk-Marishes
since the building of the music-room. Mrs.
Winterford, who was staying at the Hall,

went down with Mr. and Mrs. Kirkoswald,
the latter dressed in a pretty white dress

and a straw hat with white wild roses

on it. Canon Gabriel came, the beautiful

smile playing more sweetly than ever about
his fine worn face, and lighting up the

patient, pathetic, spiritual eyes. Mr. Summer-
hayes, the curate who had taken Mr. Severne's

place, was still at Thurkeld Abbas. He was
an oldish young man with red hair, a stout

figure, and that general air of humble grati-

tude for the small courtesies of life which
always seems to insure a man's social un-

success in the quickest manner possible. The
society ofThurkeld Abbas looked down upon
Mr. Summerhayes, but the poor of Soulsgrif

Bight looked up to him ; having proved him
as a friend.

It need hardly be said that Mr. and Mrs.
Crudas had received a special invitation.

They came over from Swarthcliff Top in the

newest and neatest little dogcart that was
ever driven down a steep cliff-side. Dorothy
was looking radiant in her wedding-dress of

lilac silk; and a pretty bonnet to match.
*' She disn't leuk a daay mair nor five-and-

thirty," said Mr. Crudas, speaking to Mrs.

Kirkoswald. " Ah declare there's times

when Ah feel shamed o' goin' aboot wiv a

young-lookin' wife like that at my aage.

Never mind. Ah's a good bit off sixty yet

;

an' they tell me Jacob was seventy when
he began to wait them fourteen years for

Rachel."

Mr. Crudas was not an uncommunicative
man, but he never told the world what wild

errand had led him over Langbarugh Moor
in the middle of a heavy snowstorm. Three

days before, when the storm was only just

beginning, he had ridden over the moor to

Gorthwaite station and had left his horse

there while he took the train and went on to

York. He had no business at York save the

transfer of a cheque for the sum of ^200.
The cheque wa? made out in the name of a
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friendly banker's clerk, and it was enclosed
in a letter addressed by the same obliging
young man to iNIiss Dorothy Craven, and left

to be posted five days later, so that there
might be no suspicion. A little note was
enclosed intimating that the cheque was
" conscience money."

Returning to Gorthwaite, he had stayed
there two of the five days, fearing much that

his continued absence would reach the ears

of Miss Craven. On the third day he set

out, choosing to run some risk, of being lost

in the snow rather than run the risk of failing

to help the woman he loved in a strait so

desperate as hers was then.

But though he has never disclosed his

errand, he is to this day fond of telling the

story of how he was lost and how he was
found in a snow-storm on the heights of

Langbarugh IMoor. His experience had
certainly been peculiar. After the stage of

suffering, and misery, and darkness w^as over,

a whole world of pleasant dreams and halluci-

nations had taken possession of his brain.

He had seemed to enter into warm, brilliantly

lighted, and richly furnished houses ; to see

the tables loaded with glittering glass and
silver, and tempting food and wine. He had
seemed to himself to be hot and thirsty, and
rich fruits of all colours and all kinds had
been placed before him, piled in profusion

on dishes of sparkling crystal; but he had
not been allowed to touch the fruit. When
he put out his hand it was drawn away. It

was the same with the other food and the

wines ; he might only see them there. He
had no recollection of any face or voice, nor

had he any remembrance of having raised

his own voice to sing " Barbara Allan.". . . .

Now Mr. Crudas sings " Barbara Allan" no
more, and he says he is looking out for a song

to take the place of it.

Poor Ailsie Drewe was there when the

people gathered that they might be glad to-

gether, and so the better remember their

gladness. Ailsie went about smiling gently,

uncomprehendingly. Of late she had dis-

played a strong liking for Mrs. Gordon, and

she had no greater pleasure now than to knit

fine woollen stockings for her and for her

son. Wilfrid Stuart was charged long ago

to see that the poor woman had no care nor

any pain that could be averted. . . . She

still walks up and dow n over the rocks in the

Bight, still looks out for her little Davy, ex-

pecting to see him as she saw him in her

dream, far out upon the waters of a wide

and shining sea.

Most of the people there were known to

Mr. and Mrs. Kirkoswald, but a few new
faces were in the crowd. Tliere were the new
people who had come to Hunsgarth Haggs,
and the carpenter who had taken the cottage
at Netherbank, and had restored the studio
to its original use. He has a young wife, and
a wee girl wlio can trot along the corn fields

and stand at the stile to watch for the pretty

lady who rides by with her husband, and who
manages somehow to hide a pocket for sweets
in the folds of her habit.

Airs. Caton, Mrs. Damer, the Pencefolds,
Miss Standen, indeed the elite of Thurkcld
Abbas generally, went down to Souisgrif

Bight on the day of rejoicing. The enter-

tainment was very much of tlie nature of a
picnic, and luncheon was served out of doors
in a green sheltered spot between the cliffs

beyond the music-room. The local band
played its loudest, ladies fluttered about in

dresses of the gayest fashion, the blue sea

was at its bluest, and a soft cool wind came
off the water, tempering the heat of the

August sun. Perhaps there was no greener,

fresher, happier spot that day in England than

the bight under the tall cliffs of Souisgrif.

Keturah was there—proud of being under-

housemaid at Usselby, and Jael and old

Charlock were among the guests. These
two had just retired to a cottage at Thurkeld
Abbas, and were not sorry to retire. They
were old now, both of them, and it was not

to be expected of them that they should put

up with the new-fangled ways of the new
servants who had come to Usselby. They
live rent-free in a cottage with a garden large

enough to require all the thought and strength

that old Ben can give.

More than once as the day went Genevieve

found herself looking out toward the turn of

the road where once before she had so un-

expectedly seen Miss Richmond's carriage

descending. It was just possible that Diana

might come down to-day, and Mrs. Kirkos-

wald half hoped that she might. They had

met once—one day when there was quite a

little crowd in the drawing-room at Usselby,

and Genevieve had seen at a glance the

change that had come over the face and the

ways of the proud, imperious, changeful

woman who had always been so puzzling

and so bewildering, and who yet had had

power to comj)el at least a strong interest

in herself. The thing she liad compelled she

was able to win now. The wistful and

pathetic sadness on her face lent to it an

altogether new beauty. It was iiardly pos-

sible to see that look of intense loneliness, of

hidden pain and regret, and not desire to
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pass beyond the conventionalities that con-

demn people to the superficial intercourse

which has value neither for him who gives nor

for him who receives.

In answer to Genevieve's invitation for to-

day Miss Richmond had written a brief note,

asking if she might leave the matter unde-
cided. She would have been glad to go, yet

she dreaded going ; and when the day came
her dread was greater than her desire.
" They may forgive," she said to herself;

"they may even forget, but I cannot—

I

would not if I could forget. ... If, as George
Kirkoswald says, there is any hope for me,
it can only come by ceaselessly remembering."

Genevieve was sorry, the first time she went
to Yarrell, to find that Miss Richmond was
not at home. " She had gone up to the

moor," Kendle said ; and George Kirkoswald
and his wife went home by another way.

But now at this later day the shadow is

beginning to move slowly from Miss Rich-
mond's shadowed life. Changes are happen-
ing, breaking up the old associations. Cecil

is intending to be married, and Sir John
Burland comes and goes, urging the fact that

for Yarrell Croft to have two mistresses while
Burland Brooms has none is not in accord-
ance with his views of what should be. Sir

John is a kind-hearted man, and Diana
Richmond is a woman to be impressed
by tender and persistent kindness. He
knows all that lies behind her reluctance,

and the knowledge does but lend a depth to

his tenderness.

Is this the end of any history touched
upon here ? All lives have a history, and it

does not need effective incident to make a

true human story interesting. How very in-

teresting any tale is that is told simply and
openly, and not by parables ! But it is ex-

pedient that the truth should be veiled at

times. We throw a veil over the very life

we are living, as over a statue or a picture

that is not completed. It is Death who comes
and gives the finishing touches, and leaves

the completed work all rounded, and seemly,
and intelligible.

At Usselby Hall it is well understood
that life has only just begun. The time to

understand this fully is acknowledged always
to be the present time, and just now that is

the month of May. The very birds compre-
hend it—the thrush and the blackbird, the
chaflinch, and the warbling willow wren.
And the trees attest it, the golden sycamore
that shines in the morning sun like the

burning bush on Mount Horeb, the fringed
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and tasselled larches, the alder with its soft

display of tiny flowers and downward-
dropping leaves. The fruit trees flush to

crimson for the coming gladness of the land,

and yet again the wild flowers dance in the

green meadows where the lark drops suddenly

down to a restful hidden silence, like a poet

seeking seclusion while the world praises his

latest song.
" This is the kind of morning to feel one's

life in all its fulness," George Kirkoswald
says. He is walking up and down the terrace

in front of the house, and he is speaking to

his wife who is by his side. She is wearing

a white morning dress, her golden hair catches

the sunshine, her dark beautiful eyes are full

of life's gladness and holiness.

" Yes," she replies ;
" I have just been

wondering over the fulness of life, wondering
if the next two-and-twenty years could pos-

sibly be so full of experience as the two-and-

twenty that are gone. I feel rather like the

philosopher who grieved lest it should some
day be discovered that there could be no
new combinations of musical sound."

" I do not know enough of music to be
able to set a philosopher's fears to rest on
that point," George answers, " but I do know
something of human life; and I know that

life, if it be lived with any truth and earnest-

ness, can never fail to present to him who
lives it, enough of freshness and vitality to

make it worth living. If a man would live

fully, he must live deeply. It seems to me
that the fault of the day is the fear of going

below the surface. The upheaval will come
from below, and it will come before long if

oil be not poured upon the troubled waters

presently. Even in these remote districts the

consciousness of dissatisfied, I may almost

say outraged, humanity, is awakening. And
we are altogether blind, blind and deaf. It

is neither our money nor our lands that the

people desire. The majority of the suftering

poor would recoil from the idea of taking by
violence the things that justly belong to

others. It is not our possessions that they

crave : it is our due sympathy, our thought

for their welfare, our good-will, our care for

their lives, our human and Christian loving-

kindness. Had we but ever so faintly appre-

hended that Sermon on the Mount, there

had not been that dread among Christian

nations which is rising and gathering now. . .

If we can bring but a stone to repair the

ancient pathways in God's name let us bring

it. So, we shall find our life here, and even

so we may trust its Hereafter."

END.



THE NOONDAY REST.
A T rest amid the flush of golden corn,

•^^^ When rest is short and sweet

;

At rest from toil begun at early morn
By willing hands and feet.

Above, the sky, in all its wide expanse.
Laughs with its deepest blue.

And stray winds waking upward from their
trance,

Scarce stir a stalk or two.-

How sweet such rest is to each working one

!

That mother sitting there
Suckles a tender babe but late begun

•This life so strange and fair.

And he, the father, looking down
feel

A new strength in his arm,
And life and toil in softer tones reveal

A deeper sacred charm.

rr^\

O weary ones that rise at labour's call

!

Toil on in hope and pain
;

A sure rest cometh when at evenfall

Death stoops to reap his grain.

ALEXANDER ANDERSON.

JOHN TENNIEL AND CARICATURE ART.
By R. walker.

" O OUS aucune forme litteraire, plastique^ ou pittoresque, dans aucun art, le

caractere d'une race ne s'accuse d'une fagon
plus ouverte, ne se manifeste en traits plus

lisibles, que dans la caricature." These are

the opening words of the chapter on Carica-

ture in England in "La Peinture Anglaise,"

by the accomplished art-critic and historian,

Monsieur Ernest Chesneau, and they embody
a truth, the force of which does not occur to

the ordinary reader, who, during a railway

journey, glances at Punch in the odd
intervals when he is tired of trying to see the

scenery. From the very nature of the pur-

poses he has in view, the caricaturist must
appeal to the knowledge, the beliefs, the

prejudices of the majority of his contempo-
raries. In order to be understood by them
and to influence them, he must reflect and
interpret their manners and their tempera-

ment. He must enter into the spirit of his

age and be sensitive to all its tendencies and
teachings. If he is worthy of his calling, he

is a very mirror held up to the nature among
which he moves and has his being. In the

works of the great caricaturists, we see re-

produced the features of the world's show
that was being enacted around the artists;

we can read its character, its ruling principles,

its lighter influences, as well as its more
serious interests. To the student of social

manners and to the historian endowed with

the modern historian's largeness of view, the

records and examples of caricature art supply

hints and information, give the lights and

shadows and vivifying touches of actual life,

that will in vain be looked for in graver
chronicles.

The history of caricature in all ages and
all the world over is deeply interesting,

whether we study on Egyptian monuments,
on Greek and Roman pottery, and on the

walls of Pompeii, the earliest known attempts
of men to express pictorially the incongruous
and fantastic elements in life and manners,
or whether we follow the development of the

art from its rude utterances in the Middle
Ages, through the resurrection stir of the

Renaissance, the huily-burly of the Refor-

mation, and the confused and turbulent

politics of the eighteenth century, until we
reach the more retined and thouirhiiul form

it assumes in the best burlesque literature of

the present day. There has been a gradual

progress onwards as the thoughts of men have

widened, but through all the progress, one
purpose runs, and Hogarth and Leech,

Gillray and Tenniel, Daumier and Cham of

modern times are the artistic descendants

and heirs of the early sculptors of grotesque

church ornaments and ol the monks who
introduced into their illuminations ihc myriad

nightmares of mediceval demonology.

I cannot do more, here, tlian touch on one

or two points in the history of caricature art

in England. Those who wish for full infor-

mation on the subject in general cannot do

better than read the works of the Frenchman
Champfleury, an acute critic antl a scholar,

and ot the English author, Thos. Wright, an
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interesting and animated, although a less

learned writer. On the beginnings of cari-

cature in this country, much light has been
thrown by the indefatigable and well-directed

labours of Mr. F. G. Stephens in compiling

the " Catalogue of the Satirical Prints and
Drawings in the British Museum," now in

process of issue.

Pictorial caricature was later in becoming
a power in this country than on the Conti-

nent. The political and theological disputes

of the age of Charles I. and the Common-
wealth, and the animosities following the

Revolution of 1688, gave it vitality, and laid

a foundation for its vigorous after progress.

It was hardly, at the outset, of native growth.

According to Mr. Wright, " Modern political

caricature, born in France, may be said to

have had its cradle in Holland," and, for

long, most of the satirical prints that circu-

lated in England were either drawn by
Dutchmen or based on their designs. Under
the Georges, English caricature became in

every sense distinctly national. The Sach-

everell episode, the South-Sea Bubble, the

warfare betwt;en Whigs and Tories, the in-

trigues of rival parliamentary leaders, the

clamour of " Wilkes and Liberty," the wild

riot of elections, called forth a school of

political caricaturists, whose versatility and
rough wit must not be overlooked because of

their unscrupulous party spirit, and almost

entire lack of true artistic feeling. Social

caricature grew up alongside of political, and
the manners of the eighteenth century have
been portrayed for us by shrewd and out-

spoken observers. It is a coarse life they

reflect ; coarse in its pleasures and its vices,

coarse even in its virtues and its graver pur-

poses. It was, however, let us bear in mind,
the life of the past that has made possible

the life of the present, and has therefore its

lessons for all time. The genius of Hogarth
(" le premier roi de caricature," declares

Champfleury, "fut un Anglais—Hogarth")
could, from its hotch-potch of incident, draw-

stories of comedy and tragedy that will never
lose their interest so long as men's hearts

throb with passion, or wrestle with tempta-
tion. The English school of caricature grew
rapidly in importance, and early in this cen-

tury its activity reached, for a time, a culmi-

nating point. The great war with France
gave rise to floods of satirical drawings,

directed against " frog-eating Mossoos," and
their leader, Buonaparte ; the peculiarities

of our kings and their courts and the ever-

varying vagaries of fashion supplied endless

themes on which artists of more or less abiHty

exercised their wits. Out of the cloud of
oblivion that has fallen on most of those
caricaturists, a few names stand clear and
distinct, and one or two are among the im-
mortals of English art. Hogarth, the great-

est of them all ; Sandby, Sayer, Bunbury,
Gillray, Rowlandson, Isaac Cruikshank,
George Cruikshank, Seymour, and " Phiz,"

have secured for themselves abiding places,

of more or less honour, in our remembrance
and respect.

On 17th July, 1841, appeared the first

number of an illustrated weekly paper that

has had down to this day a career so honour-
able that Englishmen may justly feel pride in

its success. Pimch, or the London Chari-
vari, has made itself a necessity to the people
of these islands. Our mental life would be
poorer, wanting Punch ; the innocent gaiety

of the nation would be eclipsed, if Punch
ceased to laugh with us, and to make us
laugh. The position of Punch is unique
in the world. The best comic papers of the
Continent, those of Paris, for example, are

poor beside it. Champfleury admits that the

true principles of caricature are better under-
stood in England than in France; and
Punch is a witness on his side. The satire

of the French journals is, for the most part,

either ferocious or indecent ; they gibbet
their adversaries to eternal infamy, or they
grin with a double meaning that suggests all

things that are unholy and impure. Punch
is, and always has been, healthy, manly, and
honest Mistaken, we may think it some-
times ; it looks at life, perhaps, too much
through cockney spectacles ; it does not, ex-

cept at rare and very happy moments of in-

spiration, quite understand a Scotchman

;

but it has never been mean or vindictive. It

is a standing proof that gaiety and innocence
go gladly hand in hand. Grown men find

amusement in its pages, and it never brought
a blush to the cheek of an innocent girl.

Think of the abuses it has exposed, the

absurdities it has ridiculed, the reforms it has

advocated, of the merry laughter it has caused,

of the kindly feelings it has promoted !
" The

Song of the Shirt " appeared in its columns,
" The Snobs of England," " The Caudle
Lectures," and " Happy Thoughts ; " and
these with their wit, philosophy, satire, fun,

and pathos, are typical of the contents oi

Punch every Aveek.

Punch, the establishment of which was

suggested by Mr. J. W. Last, an enterprising

London printer, had, at its start, its own vicis-

situdes ; but it soon took firm hold of public

favour. The galaxy of literary talent employed
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^on it, and the ^^^

duality of each
contributor,
were enough to

attract atten-

tion, and in the long run to insure success. As
every one knows, Mark Lemon, the Mayhews,
the a-Becketts, Douglas Jerrold, Tom Hood,
Thackeray, Shirley Brooks, Tom Taylor, and
many others of the brightest wits and blithest

spirits in English literature, have spoken
through its columns, and helped to build

up its prosperity. The pictorial element in

Flinch is what mainly concerns us here.

Going over the old volumes (and I know
of no pleasanter or more profitable com-
panions than the whole " series " of the

merry and wise old jester) we are struck,

as we proceed, with the growing iuiprovement
in the illustrations. When Punch started it

was rather a dead time for English carica-

ture, and the new journal gave new impetus
and a new tone to burlesque art. The little

i

black silhouettes, with punning titles, of
j

the earlier volumes are clever certainly, but
|

they become monotonous, while the larger
1

illustrations are comparatively thin, forced, I

and mannered.
The demand
for Uie work,

however, ]jro-

duced ere long
the men who

were ready and able to supply it. The con-
trast is great between the drawings in Punch
and those of the caricaturists a century ago.

They show us a difi'crent life, almost a
different national temperament, or at least

a temperament modified very much in its

manifestations. The old ferocity, the old

rough-and-ready horsejjlay have given place
to the grace of life, anti to dignity and jjurity

of manners. We have much yet in our ways
for which we may well bow our heails in

shame ; but we may at least hope that we
are progressing to a higher type of character

;

only we mubt beware lest we shouUI, as a

nation, fritter strength away in over-refine-

ment. Among those who have drawn for

Punch are Birkct Foster, " Crowiiuili," Sir

John Gilbert, and Kenny Meadows ; but the

artists who have made its fame in the past

are pre-eminently John Leech and Richard

Doyle.

The artists of to-day on the btalT of Punch
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sustain splendidly the reputation of the

paper. Du Maurier, Keene, Sambourne, are

household names among us, and we are their

debtors for many a pleasant moment. One
of the most ilkistrious of the band is John
Tenniel, who is to-day the foremost living

political caricaturist, not of this country only,

but of the world. The steady purpose, the con-

scientious industry, and the enlightened com-
mon sense shown in all his works and ways,

make his career an instructive one to artists.

John Tenniel v/as born in London in 1S23.

He received his general education in Ken-
sington, but did not pass through any regular

course of art-training. Like almost all true

artists, however, he had art instincts from his

youth, and his dexterity and precision of

touch to-day show how laboriously he must,

in his young years, have disciplined his eye

and his hand. He was for a time a pupil in

the Academy school, attended life classes

elsewhere, studied anatomy, and, full of

delight in his art, grudged no trouble that

led him to increased facility and knowledge.

He understood his own capabilities, and he

trained them thoroughly, although his method
of training may have been in its details a

little desultory. At the age of sixteen he

exhibited his lirst picture in the Suffolk Street

Galleries, and it was bought, we are told in

Truth (September, 1883), by Tyrone Power,

the actor. He was one of the successful

competitors in the great Cartoon competi-

tion, and a fresco in the Poets' Chamber is

by his brush. To this day he continues to

practise both oil and water-colour painting,

especially the latter, and is a member of the

Royal Institute, to whose exhibitions he is a

regular contributor. His fame, however, has

been won altogether as a draughtsman in

" black and white." He began this descrip-

tion of work at an early age, and his ad-

mirable drawing, the result of the severe

drilUng he had given his natural powers,

soon secured for him employment as an
illustrator of books and periodicals. I have
before me the number of Sharpens London
Magazine for 7th February, 1846, in which
the principal illustration (to a story called
" St. Michael's Eve"') is by Tenniel. In it his

style is already clearly marked ; he had evi-

dently found where his true strength lay. Since

then he has worked for many journals, and
drawn designs, humorous and serious, for

several books. The most noted, perhaps,

are his illustrations to the "Arabian Nights,"

and to "Alice in Wonderland" and "Through
the Looking-Glass." The pictures in the

last two, and especially in "Through the

Looking-Glass," are about as happy examples
as we could wish of pure, unadulterated fun,

utterly free from all taint of vulgarity.

The great event in Mr. Tenniel's life, his

connection with Punch, began about 1851,
and, at the present day, only one other mem-
ber of the staff, Mr. Percival Leigh, Leech's

friend, and " an original literary contributor,"

can count more years of service. It is said

that Douglas Jerrold admired greatly some
illustrations by Tenniel in a new edition ot

".^sop's Fables," and suggested him as a
" likely " man, to Mark Lemon, then editor

of Funch. Tenniel fortunately accepted
Lemon's invitation to join the staff. We can
trace his hand from the first design he drew.

For some time his principal work was initial

letters and small vignettes, and in these, the

graces of his largest cartoons of later years

are plainly seen in miniature. He is always

classical, correct, and careful, even when his

humour is most exuberant, and life and cha-

racter most strongly indicated. His smallest

figures are full of action, and the severity of

his drawing never passes into stiffness. Cer-

tain subjects appear to have a fascination for

him. He displays from the first his ability

to draw animals, and delights in costume
bits, in fully armed knights, in prancing steeds

caparisoned for the tourney, in ultra-theatri-

cally ferocious bandits, in gallant tars, wide-

trousered and broad-sworded, in ancient

Romans, more Roman-nosed than ever Latins

were, in parodies of old dress and old

manners. All these excellencies are present

in drawings that are frequently not much
larger than a thumb-nail. But Mr. Tenniel,

in his earlier efforts as in his later, is not
only humorous and witty, he can be tragic and
pathetic as well, and many good judges hold

him to be greater in tragedy than he is in

comedy. V/itness his " Mortmain " in vol.

xxi., where " the shadow feared of man " is

rendered with as much dramatic force as it

ever was in any old symbolic " Dance of

Death," and with more suggestive dignity

and self-restraint. In the number for August i,

1863, we have another masterly drawing of a

kindred subject, a ballet girl on a high tight

rope, and death's grim hand stealthily divid-

ing the strands with a knife, a powerful pro-

test against the sin of needlessly dangerous

acrobatic performances. Among the other

earlier examples of Tenniel's work that may
be specially noted, are " The Virginian

Slave" in vol. xx. ; "May Day," 1851 ;

" Punch's Illustrations to Shakespeare,"

1855—5^' ^"<i ^^ Punch's Book of British

Costumes," i860. The list might be greatly
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Alice and the Fawn.

extended, but the drawings I have mentioned

are eminently characteristic of the artist.

It is as the designer and draughtsman of

the weekly cartoon in Punch that Tenniel

is most widely known. His predecessor,

Richard Doyle, had a strong dash of genius.

The present cover of Fiinch is his work, and

his contributions were considered almost in-

dispensable to the success of the paper.

Doyle closed his connection with Piincli

from conscientious mo-
tives. He was a Roman
Catholic, and when,
about 1S51, we felt

alarmed at Catholic pro-

gress in this country, and

Punch ridiculed the Pope

and his claims, Doyle de-

cided that he could no

longer remain a member
of the staff. Leech then

took up the cartoons

:

Tenniel, who had only

recently joined, doing one

occasionally. The latter

gradually came to design

them more frequently, and

after Januar}^, 1863, when

Tenniel's now familiar

initials began to be affixed

regularly to his pictures,

Leech's appearances as a

cartoonist are few and far

between. JohnLeechdied

on October 29, 1S64, and Tenniel had then,
of course, the fieUl entirely to hiniself.

Leech, great as his genius was as a social

satirist—and we have liad no better in Eng-
land—was not equal as a i)ol!tical caricaturi.-,t

to Tenniel. His drawing is rouglicr and
fuzzier, and his composition and his lines

lack the statelincss and sweep of Tenniel's.

Since 1S64, wiih the exception of during a
short interval some years ago, and on another
single occasion in Julyof tliis year, Mr. Ten-
niel has every week executed the princi|ial

drawing in Punch.

The subject of the political cartoon is

fixed by, or suggested to, Mr. Tenniel at tlie

weekly Punch dinner on Wednesday. On
Thursday he puts into definite sha]>e his

thoughts on the matter, and on the Friday,

without using models, he draws and finishes

his design completely on the wood, ready for

the engraver. This is no light task, and in-

volves a very great mental strain. Mr. Tenniel

must be abreast of the topiqs of the day, and
keenly alive to the ever-varying currents of

public opinion, and he must always work at

high pressure, with the absolute necessity

upon him of having his block finished by
a certain hour. The blocks are generally

admirably cut, but it sometimes happens that

the engraver makes mistakes. Mr. Tenniel

says, however, that he has grown used to

such accidents, and can bear Uiem philoso-

phically. That he has been able, througli

so many years, to produce with undeviating

punctuality and with practically no intermis-

^^~-ir^,.^-. Ul Xjt

Tweedledum and Twecdlcdcc.
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sion, his weekly contribution, is a high testi-

mony to his readiness, industry, and deter-

mination. We must also take into account

Mr. Tenniel's labours on the frontispieces of

Flinch, and his important drawings in the
" Almanacks " and " Pocket Books." Few
men have so honourable a record of work to

show.

The excellencies of Tenniel's cartoons are

known to all the world. It has been truly

said that " it has been his mission through

life to purify parody and ennoble caricature."

The brutality, the coarseness, the unscrupu-
lous personalities that mar the ablest produc-
tions of such as Gillray are all gone

;
gone

too are the loose draughtsmanship, the in-

decent allusions, the buffooneries, the con-
fused composition that were the features of

pictorial burlesque in the days gone by.

Tenniel's satire is severe, but it is not mali-

cious. He smites, but not as Daumier
smote, vindictively or viciously. His unfail-

ing humour takes all needless cruelty from
the blow he gives. His cartoons are pictures,

S\l/Ai¥ i\

The Discovery of the Nile. (From Punch.)

invested with the graces of true art. Good
taste directs his pencil, and he never allows

his fancy to run away with his judgment. In

his seemingly most spontaneous designs, in

his most exuberantly comic as well as in his

most solemn moods, he is self-restrained and
self-respecting. His effects are produced
not by wild comicalities, absurd contortions,

or unearthly exaggerations, but by good com-
position, correct and easy drawing, and an
acute insight into and appreciation of the

varieties of character with which he deals.

Whether we agree with Mr. Tenniel's poli-

tical predilections or not— and it is not diffi-

cult to see to which side his sympathies lean

—

Ave can do nothing but admire the skill with

which, allowing himself exaggeration suffi-

cient to reveal and emphasize individualities,

he has reproduced the salient characteristics

of our greatest statesmen. Palmerston, Dis-

raeli, Bright, Gladstone, and a host of other

luminaries, will through him remain familiar

to all succeeding generations of Englishmen.

His versatility is wonderful. He ranges from

grave to gay; he is witty and he is tender;

he draws with equal facility cads and ruffians,
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Lion and the Bear meeting on the rocky

ledge, at the time of the Afghan difficulty
;

and the sleigh horses in the Reform Bill car-

toon, " They're saved!" Among the many
successes of Tenniel's, it is a difficult matter

to single out individual cartoons, I have

space to mention particularly only the fol-

lowing : his Indian Mutiny cartoons ; his

parody of a famous picture, "'The Order of

Release" (September, 1S57); "The Ameri-

can Juggernaut " (September, 1864) ; and,

indeed, all the designs bearing on the Ameri-

can Civil War ;
" The Brummagem Franken-

stein" (September, 1866); some of his Fenian

satires; "The Two Augurs;" and, above

all, his magnificent series of drawings con-

nected with the Franco-German war. I think

it would be difficult for Mr. Tenniel himself

to surpass the last I have named. In them
we see his genius in one of its highest and
best-sustained flights. Their mingled strength,

tenderness, and breadth of view reveal their

author's well-trained hand, sympathetic heart,

and cultured intellect.

With the kind consent of Messrs. Bradbury
and Agnew, we reproduce from Punch two
cartoons—one humorous, " The Discovery of

the Nile;" and the other, "The Order of

the Day," full of tragic force and salutary

lessons. To Messrs. Macmillan we are in-

debted for permission to reproduce the cuts

from "Through the Looking-Glass,"

Our portrait is from a photograph recently

taken by the London Stereoscopic Company.
Mr. Tenniel is too true an artist to have about
him any " professional " affectations or con-

ceits. In his erect, agile figure, grey moustache,
and keen face, there is a stronger suggestion

of a beau sabrair than of one of the best

draughtsmen in Europe. Long may he be
with us to brighten our lives with his plea-

sant fancies and his genial humour !

THE RELIEVING-OFFICE.
By THE RIVERSIDE VISITOI^

T''HE relieving-office stands as the dreary

toll-house that marks the entry to the

last stage upon the downward journey of

poverty. From this point, the road of life

lies through the gloomy regions of pauper-

dom. It may end in the workhouse, or it

may be in that " paupers' drive," in con-

nection with which the poor are given to

make small but bitter jests turning upon the

point of paupers being in their carriage.

To the poor, and those working among
them, the relieving-office is a highly im-

portant institution, and we have thought

that, having regard to the nature of the

public duties discharged through its agency,

some account of its work will not be without

interest even for the general reader.

The office of our district is a new one,

and is very completely fitted up after its

fashion. It is plainly and stoutly built, with

its gates and doors noticeably strong, and
furnished on the inside with sliding recon-
noitring gratings, presents rather a fortress-

like appearance. The situation strengthens
this impression. The structure has, so to

speak, been dropped down into the very
heart of a network of narrow streets and
alleys, by two of the narrowest of which it

can alone be approached. It is strong,

could be easily defended, and would be hard
to operate against, for in its gorge-hke ap-
proaches "a thousand might well be stopped
by three." To the uninitiated this may

seem a curious rather than a practical point,

but it is of material importance nevertheless.

In specially hard times, such times as, by
driving the less patient of the honest poor to

desperation, and aft'ording the more ruffianly

of the no-visible-means-of-support classes an

excuse for violence, lead to bread riots— in

such times as these the relieving-office is

always in danger of attack. Nor is this danger
one that affects property only. Bread or blood

is the war-cry of the rioters on these occa-

sions ; but there are generally those amongst
them whose desire is for bread and blood,

and rather more for blood than bread. It

is one of the functions of the relieving-

officer to thwart the designs of idle and
habitual charity-hunters when they attempt

to prey upon the forms of charitable relief by
law provided. For this he is held in hatred

by them, and a bread riot, in which mem-
bers of this class are always leading per-

formers, is looked upon as an excellent

opportunity for executing vengeance.

The interior of the office is a large, lofty-

roofed oblong, with boarded floors, white-

washed walls, and abundance of window
h^ht and ventilation. It is divided into

t^'.o unequal compartments by a passage

running acros^s its width. The larger com-
partment is the general waiting-room, where

applicants wait their turn, and those on the

books for out-door relief assemble each

Friday to receive their weekly doles. It has
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a, large fireplace, and is liberally furnished
|

with seats in the shape of long forms. Its

floor is at all times kept well scrubbed, and

in periods of epidemic diseases, which are

very frequent in the neighbourhood, is plen-

tifully bestrewn with disinfectants. In one

corner of it stands a weighing-machine, used

for verifying quantities of goods delivered.

In another corner are piled up sundry little

lots of furniture and bedding belonging to

aged couples or " lone lorn " women, wlio,

though at present in the workhouse or its in-

firmary, have hopes of coming out again and

once more having a home of their own. The
smaller compartment is the oftice proper, the

place wherein the routine work of the practical

administration of the Poor Laws is carrietl

on. It is a good-sized office, and occasionally

serves as a board-room for the guardians,

though their regular board-room is at the

workhouse, a mile and a half away. In the

centre of the apartment is a large double

desk, at one side of which works the relieving

officer, and at the other his assistant. One
wall of the office is entirely occupied from

floor to ceiling by a range of bread-shelves,

on which are stored the hundreds of loaves

distributed each week as part of the out-door

relief. Opposite the bread-shelves are the

capacious drawers in which are stored the

made-up packages of tea, sugar, sago, oat-

meal, and other the like light " nourishments
"

of the non-perishable kinds, which are served

out direct from the office, instead of by

orders on tradesmen, as is the case with

meat and milk. Under the windows open-

ing into the passage which separates the

office from the waiting-room are counters

suppHed with a number of good-sized money-

tills, and the windows are also counter-ledged,

for it is through these windows that relief,

whether in money or kind, or both, is paiil

out. A specially constructed case holds the

numerous books and forms required in the

business of the office.

But the thing that would be most likely to

attract the first notice of a stranger visiting

the office is the strait-waistcoat hanging from

the wall. The conveyance of pauper luna-

tics to the asylumsto which they are assigned

is one of the duties of the relieving-officer,

and hence the presence of the strait-waistcoat

as part of the equipment of his office. It is

made of canvas, and fastened with stout

tapes; and is a much more humane contri-

vance than was the horse-harness-like ar-

rangement of padded straps and iron buckles

which formerly did duty as a strait-waistcoat.

A notice board on the outer waif of the

office announces to all whom it may concern
that the hours during wliich application can
be made are from nine to one, and three to

six ; and to this is added an intimation to

the effect that on no account arc chiUlrcn to

be sent to the office. This latter is a wise

and salutary regulation. Tlie relieving-office

is the rubicon between independence and
pauperisation. The self-respecting poor will

make the bitterest struggles to avoid crossing

it, but those who do once cross it rarely fail to

cross it more than the once, even if they ilo

not remain permanently on the pauper side.

The atmosphere of the relieving-office seems

to have a morally enervating effect. It is

highly desirable, alike in the interests of the

children and of society at large, that the

offspring of those receiving public relief

should be kept clear of the relieving-office.

One of the most unfortunate aspects of the

pauper question is that so many of the class

are bred and born in it.

Though, having regard to its nature, the

work of the relieving-office is always pain-

fully large, it is not a fixed quantity. The
law of its fluctuation is that of an inverse

proportion to the fluctuations of work gener-

ally ; its busiest periods being those of un-

usual trade depression. Large numbers ot

the working classes are constantly upon the

verge of pauperdom, and any lengthened
" spell " of dull trade is certain to bring a

considerable percentage of them " upon the

parish " in some phase, for the forms of relief

are many.
The first daily proceeding of the relieving-

officer is to get out his pile of order books

—

orders for medical attendance, a separate

one for each of the several doctors who
divide the district between them ; orders for

milk, for wine, for brandy ; orders for meat

alone, and combination orders for bread,

meat, tea and sugar ; orders for admission to

the workhouse and to the workhouse infirm-

ary ; orders for the fever or small-pox ambu-

lance, and orders for the cabs for the remo-

val of cases of non-contagious diseases;

labour orders for the stone-yard ; and orders

for a variety of other things, including the

last orders that will ever be required on

behalf of those for whom lliey are made

—

oidcrs for coffins and funerals.

As soon as the doors are open applicants

begin to arrive at the office. The hrsl-

coMicrs—among the habitues, at any raic

—

are those seeking orders for medical attend-

ance for themselves or friends. This class of

order is only issued between the hours of

nine and ten, not with any view to limiting
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the output, so to speak, but because the

doctors must be informed in time of the cases

they are called upon to visit. In cases that

are represented as urgent, however, the regu-

lations as to medical orders are relaxed. In

ordinary cases the orders are given almost

without question, no relieving officer caring

to risk the consequences that might arise from

any delay in giving or from a refusal to give an

order. The position on this point is quite

understood by the regular pauper classes, and

they, as a body, make the most of it. They
freely call in medical attendance where the

struggling but unpauperised poor would
" doctor themselves," or be entitled to the

assistance of the provident dispensary, or

some other form of sick benefit society. One
chief reason for the run upon medical orders

is the hope that they may lead to nourish-

ment orders—a hope that is often enough
realised, as at all times a large percentage of

the very poor are unmistakably underfed and
" low," even when not suffering from any

specific disease.

After the first hours the more miscellaneous

applications begin to come in. Most of

them are to "go before the board," on the

ensuing weekly board - day. These are

entered in the Application Book—a bulky

volume, with a formidable array of tabulated

columns. In many instances the applications

are merely for renewal or continuance of

relief, the periods for which it had previously

been granted having expired. These are

entered up off-hand ; but in new cases the

appHcants are pretty closely put to the ques-

tion, chiefly with the view of ascertaining,

firstly, whether they are really in destitute

circumstances, and, secondly, whether they

have relatives who, if in a position to assist

them, are legally bound to do so. If the

applicant is a deserted wife the questioning

is particularly stringent. Genuine cases of

wife desertion are of daily occurrence, but

cases in which the alleged desertion is a plot

between husband and wife are by no means
unknown in relieving-office experience ; and
even where there is no suspicion of collusion

it is generally found that the women are vtvj

reluctant to give any information that may
lead to the apprehension of their runaway
husbands.

The bulk of the applicants for regular out-

door relief are widows with two or more
children dependent upon them. Women
under sixty years of age, and having no
child, or only one, under fourteen years of

age, are classed as " Able-bodied," and are

not entitled to out-door reUef. The only

form in which they can claim relief is in the

shape of an order for The House. Men
under sixty are also accounted able-bodied

;

but with them there is an alternative to ac-

cepting the House, namely, to accept an

order to labour in the parish stoneyard.

Beside the callers for the various orders, and
applicants wishing to be "took down" for

the board, all manner of odd and incidental

visitors put in an appearance at the relieving-

office. One woman comes to complain that

there is an unfair proportion of bone in the

two pounds of beef supplied to her under a

meat order; and the beef, which she produces,

bearing out her complaint, a letter is at once

dispatched to the offending butcher. Another
comes to ask what she is to do with a nurse

child, on whose account she has received no
payment for two months past, and whose
mother has moved away and gone she knows
not where. A third, who has heard that the

relieving-officer had been taking a case to

the county asylum on the previous day, and
knows that it is his practice on such occa-

sions to make special inquiries about all

inmates of the institution coming from his

district, calls to ask for news of her husband,

who is a patient there. A fourth woman
wishes to know on what day she may be

allowed to visit two of her children who are

in the district school. And then, by way of

variety, comes a man who desires to be

officially informed if it is not " the law of

England that you can place a drunken wife in

the workhouse if you are prepared to pay

five shillings per week for her keep." Occa-

sionally an indignant ratepayer or a spiteful

neighbour turns up at the office to denounce,

as an impostor or something worse, some
individual who is receiving out-door relief.

But as a rule this kind of denunciation is

accomplished by means of anonymous letters.

There is probably no other public official

who receives so many or such ill-written and

ill-composed communications of the anony-

mous order as the reUeving-officer. To the

relieving-office also come, to gain or give

information, or compare notes. Charity Orga-

nisation officers, Vaccination officers, School-

Board officers, and others. By working in

combination such officers are enabled to do

a good deal in the way of checkmating the

professional charity hunters, whose weak

point generally lies in variation of their story.

We have here but briefly described the

machinery of the relieving-office. With

how much of misery, how much of suffering,

of sorrow, of sin, its working is associated,

may we think be easily imagined.
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Lutterworth Church.

THE STORY OF JOHN WYCLIF.
By Professor A. F. MITCHELL, D.D., St. Andrews.

IV.—THE TRLA.LS OF HIS LATER YEARS.

HITHERTO Wyclif's career had been
singularly prosperous. He had suc-

ceeded in carrying with him the sympathies of

the friends of learning and religion in the uni-

versity and in exercising a mighty influence for

good among the more talented and thoughtful

of its alumni. He had faithfully maintained
its honour and independence, and had been
at once "its pride and terror." He had also

won the confidence of the English nation.

On various occasions he had been summoned
to their aid by its leading statesmen who had

experience of his sagacity, integrity, and cour-

XXV—58

age Whoever flinched or temporised, he
had stood firm as the advocate of its rights

and liberties against the persistent encroach-
ments of popes and canlinals abroad, and
half-hearted, worldly-minded churchmen at

home. His bold and resolute antagonism to

these last, and his unremitting efforts to

rouse the nobles and people to jirovidc an

effectual remedy for the abuses the higher

clergy had long tolerated or fostered, evoked
those retaliatory measures wliich embittered

the remainder of his life and arrested for a

century and a half the progress of that jirac-

tical reformation in Church and State which
he had so hojjcfully begun. Now certainly
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evil da3's came on him and years wherein he

was painfully to feel how fickle was the ap-

plause of the populace, how fleeting the favour

of princes and politicians, and how little to be

relied on were even many who had intellec-

tually grasped his principles. But by the

grace of God he was enabled to hold fast his

integrity, to stay himself on Him who is a

sure refuge and support in sorest need, and

to witness a good confession before many
witnesses. No doubt the opponents who
now combined to assail him were largely

influenced by political considerations, and
mainly anxious to discredit the ablest and

most popular man in the ranks of their

opponents. But there were others whose
views went farther, who dragged on their

more tolerant associates. Chief among these

was William Courtney, at this date Bishop of

London. Descended from the noble family

of Devon, of good abilities and popular

manners, and " better skilled in the arts of

the courtier, the statesman, and the dema-
gogue," than in the work of a Christian

divine or pastor, he rapidly attained to high

position in the University, the Church, and
the State. Clearly perceiving that there was

no chance of permanent victory for the party

opposed to the Duke of Lancaster till Wyclif

was discredited, he gave his brethren no rest

till he had got them to cite the Reformer,

and to begin the reaction which was to put

back for so long the cause of reform in Eng-
land. The following was the first act in this

veritable drama. On Thursday, February 19,

1377, the convocation met betimes in the

Lady Chapel of Old St. Paul's. Early as was
the hour, the lay peers of the party were
already there to lend their countenance to

the ecclesiastical dignitaries in the question-

able work they had in hand. The nave of

the cathedral was filled with the retainers of

the prelates and nobility and citizens of Lon-
don who were friendly to their cause. When
the Reformer came, attended by the Duke of

Lancaster and Percy, Earl Marshal of Eng-
land, difliculty was experienced by the Mar-
shal's men in clearing a way for them through

the crowd. The haughty prelate, perhaps
not over-pleased that the culprit should come
into court attended by such powerful protec-

tors, and indignant that a high oflicer of State

should have taken on him by his apparitors

to clear the way in his cathedral church where
his exclusive riglit of control should have
been recognised, as the party came up broke
out at once in the following strain :

'•' Lord
Percy, if I had known what maisteries you
would keep in my church, I would have

estopped you out from coming thither." The
Duke immediately retorted that Lord Percy
should keep masteries there, even if the-

bishop said nay. Notwithstanding this omi-
nous beginning, it is said seats were offered

to the Duke and Earl Marshal ; whereupon
the latter requested Wyclif to sit down, add-
ing that he had many things to answer to, and
had need of a soft seat to repose on. This-

provoked the Bishop anew, or, to use the

words of Fox, "eftsoons cast him into a furnish

chafe." He declared that Lord Percy's pro-

posal was altogether unreasonable, and that

the culprit must stand in the presence of

his judges. The Duke rejoined that Lord
Percy's proposal was only reasonable, and
added, "As for you, my Lord Bishop, who
are grown so proud and arrogant, I will

bring down the pride not of you alone, but
of all the prelacy of England." The Bishop
thereupon dared the Duke to do his worst^

and much angry altercation ensued. Li fine,

the Duke having remarked aside that he
would rather drag the Bishop out by the hair

of the head than suffer such treatment at his

hands, the citizens present declared they

would sooner lose their lives than see their

bishop treated so. A tumult forthwith arose,

and the convocation was dissolved or ad-

journed. Comments very unfavourable to*

Wyclif and his friends have been made irk

connection with this scene. His friends may
be left to the tender mercies of their critics,

though their conduct was only such as was-

to be expected of the aristocrats of the age,

chafed by such a speech as the Bishop had
made, and brought face to face with their

political opponents, met in circumstances

which meant not only defiance of them, but

of the English crown and laws of which they

were the guardians. As for the Reformer
himself, even Dr. Hook has suggested that

his silence may be regarded as a tacit censure

on his friends.

The second act in this drama is supposed

to have opened in the following year. It was
now too clear that there was no power in

England strong enough to cope with the

veteran champion of the national indepen-

dence and aspirations while shielded by the

safeguards of English law and still favoured

by a large part of the nobility and people.

So help was sought and got from abroad. On
the 22nd of May, 1377, Gregory XL, who
shortly before had abandoned Avignon for

Rome, signalised his return to the old capital

of Christendom by issuing five documents

bearing on this memorable case. Four of

them were termed bulls^ having attached to
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them the well-known leaden bulla, bearing on
one side the heads of Sts. Peter and raul,

and on the other the title of the reigning pope.

Three of these (along with a schedule of the

errors charged against him) were addressed to

the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop
of London, authorising and requiring them to

investigate the charges which they had too

long overlooked, and report on them to his

Holiness, and if they could, to seize and im-

prison the culprit, and if they could not, to

cite him to appear at Rome. The fourth

was addressed to the University of Oxford,

blaming them lor their long tolerance of this

'•master of errors," and charging them to see

that he gave obedience to the citation of the

delegates. The fifth was a missive or apos-

tolic letter addressed to the King, urging and
requiring him, as he valued the peace of his

kingdom, as well as the honour of the Church,

to aid the delegates in every possible way in

the work intrusted to them. " Retain the

said John in sure custody and in chains."

Such was the treatment the Pope designed

for the bold Reformer, and such the treatment

to which some of the English clerical party

would have yielded him had English law then

been what under their leading it was soon

after made to be, or had it been safe for them

to set that law at defiance in so far as it con-

flicted with the regulations of the canon law

and the injunctions of the Pope. But the

nation was not yet so far left to itself as basely

to abandon to such a fate its old champion.

Even the University hesitated for a time

whether it should not assert its independence

and reject the bull, but in the end it agreed to

make the required citation. If the monkish

chronicler is to be trusted, the delegates talked

big of their determination to carry out the

behests of the Pope. But when they actually

met they did so, not as before, in great

state in St. Paul's, but privately in the Arch-

bishop's chapel at Lambeth. And even so

they were not long left in doubt how their

proceedings were regarded both by the Court

and the people. As Dr. Vaughan has it;

" The people, alarmed for the safety of the

accused, surrounded the place of meeting and

forced their way . . . into the chapel where

the papal commissioners were sitting. . .
."

The dismay was augmented when Sir Lewis

Clifford, an officer of the Court, appeared

and in the name of the Dowager-Princess of

Wales—the head of the Regency—" forbade

the delegates to proceed to any definitive

sentence in regard. to the doctrine and con-

duct of Wychf." Whereupon, as W'alsing-

ham remarks, " though vested wiili all tl:c

authority of the apostolic see, shaken with
fear as a reed with the wind, they became
softer than oil in their speech, to the public

forfeiture of their own dignity and the injury

of the whole Church."' Something, however.
had api)arently been done before the deK
gates separated. Tlie answer or protesta-

tion drawn up by the Reformer had prob-
ably been lodged, and an injunction to

silence on the jwints in dis])ute been imposed
on him. Tlie death of the Pope in that very
month put an cwd to the process.

The schism in the pai)acy which broke out
soon after the death of Gregory seems to

have roused anew all the energy of Wyclif.

He fervidly appealed to the Christian laity to

seize the occasion to rid themselves of evils

and burdens under which they had long
groaned. He himself improved it by devot-

ing himself more llian ever to Church reform.

He began now to speak more definitely on
several important doctrines which had long

occupied his thoughts. In his treatise on
" The Truth of Holy Scripture " he takes up
a distinctively Protestant position, contending

-esolutely for the authority and sufficiency of

Scripture as the divine rule of faith ; and
while allowing due weight to the testimony

of anticjuity and the interpretations of the

great doctors, he maintains firmly the right

of private judgment and the right of the

laity to have the Bible in a language which
they can understand. He deduces from it

the great doctrines of grace wliich were so

dear to Augustine and Bradwanline, and if

he had not attained full insight into the

doctrine of justification by faith, he shows no
lack of knowledge of faith and of the Justifier,

"divine in His nature and work, yet the

centre and head of humanity," from whom all

good comes. But the doctrine which above

all others engaged his thoughts at this time

was that relating to the nature of Christ's

presence in the sacrament. He now ven-

tured to teach that the substance of the bread

and wine remains after consecration, and
that the body and blood of Chri.>5t are not sub-

stantially or corporeally, but only spiritually

and sacramentally, present. This in early

times was the generally-received doctrine of

the Church and had been maintained down
to a comparatively late perit'd by the Anglo-

Saxon theologians, but the Norman jirclales

held and enforced the later Romish doclrine.

This teaching of the Reformer occasioned

great alarm and dissension in the University,

and the twelve theses in which he einbodieil

his views were examined and condemned by

tlie vice-chancellor and the divines he called
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to his assistance. The condemned proposi-

tions were prohibited to be taught or listened

to in the schools. The Reformer, when the

prohibition was intimated, expressed his un-

swerving adherence to the doctrine he had
taught and sorrowfully withdrew from the

scene of his long labours and triumphs. With
him went not a little of the life and light of

Oxford.

The closing scene in the sad drama soon fol-

lowed. Courtney, who after the Peasant re-

bellion was advanced to the see of Canterbury,

determined without delay to resume conside-

ration of the heretical and erroneous opinions

of the Reformer. He submitted a schedule

of them to certain divines, who after exaiiii-

nation pronounced ten of them heretical and
fourteen erroneous. The Archbishop decided

accordingly, and had the decision publicly

announced, first in London and then in

Oxford. He dealt individually with Wyclifs

chief adherents and with a solitary exception

got them all to recant. He then, it is sup-

posed, cited the Reformer himself before

a convocation at Oxford in November, 1382.

Whether he excused himself from appearing

because of the paralytic stroke with which he

had been visited, or actually appeared and

once more expressed his adherence to the

doctrines he had taught, is not clearly ascer-

tained. But if he did go he was allowed to

depart unharmed. Lutterworth was hence-

forth the only sphere of his activities, and

earnestly and faithfully did he do his duty

to his humble parishioners. Some will have

it Chaucer had him in view when he drew

his portrait of the good parson. Besides

his work among his parishioners, these last

years of his life were fruitful in labours

more valuable than any that had gone before.

It was then that several of his English and

Latin works were put into final shape. It

was then that with the assistance of the few

friends who yet remained faithful to him, he

completed his translation of the Holy Scrip-

ture, beyond all question the greatest of all

the great services he rendered to his nation,

and one for which he deserves to be held

in everlasting remembrance by the whole

Anglo-Saxcn race.*''

Once more ere life closed was his retire-

• And on this g^-ound especially it is to be hoped that

all will combine to make the present Quincentenary Celc

bration worthy of him, and to roll away the reproach that

has so long lain on us for leaving many of his more important

works unpublished. Surely nothing could be more appropriate

than that the occasion should be used to provide the means of

accomplishing this too long neglected work, as the Lord

Mayor of London and the Wyclif Society plead with us to do.

A single shilling from every I'rotestant congregation in

Britain would go far to secure it, and surely there are many

that would gladly give much mor<» than that.

ment ])roken in on, by a summons fiom
Urban VI., and the half-serious, half-sarcastic

reply he sent was worthy of his palmiest

days.

The end was now near at hand. On the

2Sth December, 1384, while attending service

in the church of Lutterworth, he had another
and more severe paralytic seizure, under
which he rapidly sank. On the 31st of the

same month his heroic and saintly spirit

returned to God who gave it ; but by the

memory of his consistent and self-sacrificing

Christian life, and by the multiplication and
diftusion of copies of his translation of the

Scriptures, and of his expository discourses,

he still lived and exercised a mighty influence

for good on the destinies of that English

nation in whose independence and training,

intellectual, moral, and religious, he had ever

taken so deep an interest. Times of reaction

and peril were first to come, and the heavens

to be clothed with blackness till the night

should seem darker than before, yet was it

but the darkness which precedes the dawn

—

" Off the book that had liecn a sealed- up book
He tore the clasps, tli:it the nation

With eyes unbandaged might thereuD look
And learn to read salvation."

That unclasped Book was to many of the

meek and quiet in the land a light shining in

the darkness to guide their tottering steps

and cheer their fainting spirits under the

fiery trials through which they had to pass on

their way to the better land whither he had

gone. The vengeance wreaked on them

would not spare even the deceased master.

His doctriae was condemned at the Council

of Constance, and his bones were ordered to

be burned. They were left undisturbed, how-

ever, in the chancel of his much-loved church

till 1427, when, in fulfilment of the order of

the Council, they were exhumed and con-

signed to the flames on the old bridge over

the Swift, which he had so often passed on

errands of mercy and goodwill. The ashes

were collected with care and cast into the

brook that they might no more pollute God's

earth. That brook, as Fuller has quaintly

said, " did convey his ashes into Avon, Avon

into Severn, Severn into the narrow seas, and

they into the main ocean. And thus the

ashes of Wyclif became an emblem of his

doctrine, which is now dispersed all the

world over." There came a time even in

England when the sanguinary laws against

his adherents fell dead in their places, and

liberty and religion revived and throve.

" Then," as one has said, " his quickening

thought, which had so long brooded silent in
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the air, burst into voice

thousand souls at once."

no Luther in

the sixteenth

century because

it had 'its Wyclif

in the four-

teenth, and its

Re formation
was cast so

much into the

mould he had
shaped for it

that no name
can yet be
named which
has a right to

ecHpsehis. Still

earlier on the

Continent,
" John Huss,

Jerome of Pra-

gue, Savonarola

of Florence, but

repeated the on-

set his dauntless

spirit had be-

gun, and not

one of them
repeated it in

as if touching a

This country had

W}xlif's Chair at Lutterworth.

vain. In a copy of a Missal containing
the Hussite Liturgy—richly illuminated by

loving hands—
Wyclif is pic-

tured at the top
lighting a spark,

Huss below
him blowing it

to a flame,

Luther still

lower wa\ing
on high the

lighted torch.

It is a true pic-

ture of that

succession in

which one after

another they

followed with

brig h t ening
lustre this
morning star

of the Refor-

mation, till the

sky glowed
through all its

arch with the

radiance of the

up spr i ngin g
light."

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.
3v <iVloiicrn Romance

By SARAH TYTLER, Author of "Citoyenne jACt>"ELiNE," "Lady Bell," etc.

CHAPTER XXXIX. A FLAG OF TRUCE.

IRIS hung her head, and gave a piteous

sigh at the lamentable coincidence, but

before she could say a word she heard a voice

she ought to know, and looking round she

saw Marianne Dugdale hurrying down the

"loaning" to the bleaching green. In a

moment the swollen burn, the spread-out

clothes, and the peasant figure of Jeannie,

with her sleeves rolled up to her shoulders,

and her linen apron, seemed to whirl round
with Iris and vanish out of her sight ; and
the folly of last evening, and the abandon-

ment and fright of this morning, to dwindle

into the faintest confused dream.
" I have come back for you, Iris, as soon

as I could," Marianne kept saying ;
" we

must start immediately and join granny."
" But I thought she had gone by the first

train," said Iris, in bewilderment.
" No, she missed it, by the greatest good

luck. Oh ! I've been so vexed ; but we
can't stay to talk about it now. We'll have
plenty of time afterwards. It was a horrid

shame : but she has heard from Sir William,

and she has been forced to give in, stubborn
as she is. Come along, like a duck. I've

ordered out your trunk, which was left be-

hind, too. I tell you Lady Fermor is half

dead already, lying on a sofa in the wait-

ing-room. We can't keep her there all day,

and propose to travel by night. It would be
the death of a woman at her age, and I'm

sure we don't wish to have her death at our
doors, whatever she may have done to us.

The stableman is giving us fresh horses, and
if we don't lose a moment we shall still be in

time for the mid-day train."

" The mid-day train
!

" cried Iris excitedly;
" but Sir William Thwaite is going by the

mid-day train !"

" What although he is ?" protested Mari-

anne impatiently. " He won't take a bite of
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lis. We've travelled long enough with him
to know he's perfectly inoffensive. Besides,

he's not at our station. I toUl you he wrote
to granny ; and though she did not show nie

the note I believe he must have driven to

the next station. Oh ! don't be a goose,

Iris. Let us get away instantly."

There was little power of resistance left in

Iris, even if she had not seen, so far as she

was able to see, that Marianne's presence

^vas protection ; and that to rejoin Lady
Fermor at once, however disagreeable it

might be for both, would probably serve as

the best refutation to any attempt to maintain

an outrageous story. But Iris did not go
without bidding good-bye to Jcannie, thank-

ing her for her sympathy, and pressing on
her a little gift by way of remembrance.
" You see my friends have come back lor

me, Jeannie. It was all as I said."

" Aweel, miss, I hope it may end as you
wuss," said Jeannie doubtfully, as if she were

taking one of her grand far outlooks, and
seeing: rocks and shoals ahead. " I'm sure I

irust so for your sake," much more cordially,

in answer to the wistful look in Iris's eyes.

" I think the maister wanted a word wi' you,

but he's awfu' thrang wi' a pairty o' strangers

seeking rooms for the fishing, and canna be

spoken to the noo, while the young leddy

winna wait a blink. Since yer ain folk hae

turned up again and are takin' you awa' wi'

them maybe it doesna matter. I'll keep your

braw broochie and wear it, to mind me o' the

young leddy who didna think hersel' aboon

makin' a frien' o' me. Gude gang wi' you,

mem, an'

—

' May 30U live happy and dee happy,
And never drink out o' a dry cappie.'

'"

Jeannie inadvertently wound up her fare-

well with one of the commonest couplets

in use among her class for the benefit of a

bride and bridegroom. It bore a startling

resemblance to what it really was—a verse

from a people's epithalamium.

Marianne would hardly wait for the leave-

taking. She dragged Iris away to the chaise,

and Iris did not look back—she felt there

was no need. The steep-roofed white house

with the red roses and the honeysuckle about

its windows, standing in the paddock among
the old trees, which she had greeted at first

sight with so light a heart, seemed as if it

were branded on her memory.
When the girls were in the chaise, the door

shut, and the horses started, neither the rapid

motion nor any amount of jolts on the

country road could keep Marianne's mouth

shut or take away her breath. "What a

dreadful aflair it has been! Could you
have believed it possible for so old a woman
to be possessed by such an evil si)irit ? I

don't mean evil in a general way, to which
one has got accustomed, I mean daring,
defiant wrong-doing ! But I must tcU you
about my share in it. Of course, when I

was awakeneil in the middle of the niglit,

and told we were going to the station^ to

breakfast at the railway inn and start with
the early train—after I liad got over the im-
pression that King Lud had come back—and
the alarm that the house had gone on fire—
and the fear that granny was taking leave ol

her senses, I was so cold, and sleepy, and
stupid, that I might have been standing on
my head all the time. Soames ran up every
five minutes to beg me to make haste

;

and as I was getting so much attention 1

thought you were in good time and were with

Lady P'ermor. I never missed you till we
were in the chaise, and even tlien I imagined
that it was by a blunder you were being left

behind, just as I concluded Sir William was
on the box. I cried out to granny that you
were not there, and I called you by name,
but she had the strength to pull me down on
the seat, and put her hand on my mouth.
I was so taken by surprise that I could not

free myself. Besides, all the time she was
chuckling and laughing so as to put me off

my guard, and persuade me the whole
manoeuvre was some good joke, of which I

should presently see the point, and then I

might laugh with my neighbours. But when
the explanation came it was a string of cock-

and-bull nonsense, of which I did not believe

one word. She said Sir William Thwaite and
you had been lovers years ago. What a

story, Iris ! She told me that you had not

behaved well to him—another story !—but

had trifled with him, and pretended to

put him off. Then he went away in a

pet and made a low marriage. 13ut all

that was over, and now you wanted to

make it up with him ; and you would have

done so a great deal sooner if I had not

stood in the way—she had the coolness

to say so. She assured me that your corn-

ins in as the bride last evening was not

me, or anybody save yourself,to serve

though I had been so sillv as to be taken in.

You intended the step as a piece ot en-

couragement to Sir William to come on

again, I might be sure he understood it

perfectly and accei;ted it, so now you both

understood each other; and it would be the

kindest service your friends could render

you— it would be doing by one's neighbour
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as one would be done by one's self, to go away
and leave you to each other. You were

really married in the Scotch fashion, and if

you cared to be married over again in church

with flying colours, you could be so any day,

though it was not at all necessary. Everybody
knew that Border marriages were perfectly

good in the eyes of the law. Now, Iris, did

you ever hear such a rigmarole ? Would you

not have thought that granny, however full

of malice, had too much brains to concoct

such sensational trash ?
"

Iris sat dumb for a moment, then she

asked desperately, "And what did you say,

and do?"
" Oh ! I was so disgusted and enraged

on my own account that I behaved beauti-

fully
;

yes, I did, Iris. I was perfectly

quiet and polite. I said it was an entire

mistake; I knew it to be so ; and that the

moment I got to the station I would look

out for a curricle and go back and fetch you.

I would explain everything to the station-

master, and if he refused to attend to me I

would demand to be taken before a magis-

trate and tell my story. She and Soames
might go on if they pleased

;
you and I

would follow after. We were old enough to

take care of ourselves ; indeed, I was not

sure that we should not manage it better than

some of our elders could do it for us. Any-
way, I would be torn to pieces by wild horses

before I entered the train without you. She
gave an ugly grin, and asked if I wanted Sir

William for myself. But I was her match for

once. I said she was at liberty to think so

if she chose. I had made up my mind
she meant to give me up as a raging lunatic

before I could open my mouth to the station-

master ; but the train steamed out of the

station just as we drove up. Then she was
so stiff, and had such difficulty in getting out

of the chaise, that I could not leave her to

Soames, who looked frightened out of her

wits. I had to help and see poor, miserable

old granny laid on a sofa, and order brandy
and tea for her. She was nearly two hours

in coming round. I think now it was a trick,

but at the time I got as frightened as Soames,
and dared not turn my back. What brought
her to herself at last was a man on horseback,

with a letter from Sir William Thwaite to

her. Then, sure enough, she looked like

herself in a second, sat up, and read the

letter. I think she said something about a

weak fool, who did not know his own mind,
and could not play his game, though the

cards were put into his hands. At last she

turned round and told me, 'Girl, do as you

will
;
you are a deluded idiot for your pains.

Do you think Sir William has been niakinr'

up to yoii all these weeks ? He may have
given you reason to think so, to serve his

own purpose ; but he has been sighing and
dying for that saint and fool of a cousin of

yours since first he set eyes on her. There is

no accounting for tastes. But if he is not
man enough to grasp his prey when it is

within his reach he is not worth my help.

Take your own way, and much good may it

do you. But remember, if you are not back
before the ne.\t train, I shall start with Soames,
and my dutiful grand-children may find their

way back to me as they can.' As if we could

not. Iris ! Never mind her, darling ; don't

look so horribly cast down. Why should we
care ? Don't we know granny by this time ?

And though she is a great misfortune to

everybody connected with her—nobody can

deny that— still don't you think it is worst of

all for herself ? And you have me ; I have
not failed you."

" I cannot help caring, Marianne," said

Iris, with a wan wavering smile. " It was so

cruel."

" But it is not as if there had been any-

thing in it, as if Sir William had cared for

you, or you for him, that you should take it

so to heart and not laugh at it now that it

is over, as at any other passing annoyance.

Iris, was there ever anything in it, any foun-

dation for v.'hat she said ? Have you been

hiding the truth from me all this time ?

"

cried Marianne, dropping the rare caress-

ing touches she had been indulging in, draw-

ing back into her corner of the chaise and
staring at her cousin suspiciously and jea-

lously.

" There was nothing to conceal," said Iris

faintly, " except that long ago as it seems to

me now, when Sir William first came to

Whitehills, we were thrown a good deal to-

gether. Grandmamma encouraged it and

wished to make a match between us, until he

fancied he cared for me, and asked me to

marry him and I refused him—that is ali,

Marianne."

"And enough too," said Marianne sarcas-

tically, " and I suppose you also refused

Ludovic Acton."
" Oh no ! " declared Iris with a weary

little laugh, " for the very good reason that I

never had the opportunity—King Lud to my
knowledge never cared for any girl save

one."
" I don't know," said Marianne discon-

tentedly, " I feel as if I had lost my faith in

mankind, and womankind to boot. Why, I
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" Do you remember ever seeing such roses ?"

might have fallen in love with Sir \Vilh'am !

"

she exclaimed naively.

" When he would doubtless have returned

the compliment."

"No, not if he had begun by sighing arid

dying for you, as granny said. I am not an
utter fool, Iris," protested Marianne hotly,
" though I may be a simpleton in believing in

those I thought my friends. You are not

a girl likely to be forgotten by a man like

Sir William Thwaite. I should never have

dreamed of putting you out, any more than

of your keeping all this back from me, when
I believed I knew everything about you, even

when I told you—what I told last evening."
" JSIy dear little cousin, be reasonable,"

Iris exerted herself to entreat. " The story

was an okl one, dead and buried for years.

Was it for mc to dig it up, out of its grave,

to go and boast that an unlucky man hud
once jjut himself into my power, and I had
abused his confidence after many days?
Would you have had me do that ? Vou
could see for yourself that there was nothing

between Sir William Tiiwaite and mc, that

we were no more than friends."

Marianne was silent for a long time, witii

her dark eyes cast down ami a lowering

brow. She suddenly looked up and it

darted into her head that Iris's little lace

had grown colourless in the course of twelve

hours, that there were dark rings under her
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eyes, and that her hands trembled as they lay

loosely in her lap. She had been insulted

and persecLiled almost more than she could

bear, and here was the girl in whose favour

Iris had interposed, proceeding to i)ersecute

the victim, in turn, out of sheer unworthy
vanity and exacting pride. ' I am a heartless

creature, worse than I could have thought

possible," Marianne cried. " I beg your par-

don, my pet, if you will let me call you so,

you who were so good to me, and it must
have cost you much more than I guessed."

" Yes, it cost me something," said Iris

simply, " because I did not like the play in

itself and it was inevitable that there should

be some awkwardness. But neither of us

knew what we were doing, or had any notion

what it might lead to. Don't speak of it,"

said Iris with a shiver, " I cannot talk of it

yet."

" Just let me say one thing : if I had been
in your place and she had done it to me,
and if I had quarrelled with King Lud and
he had come to hear the garbled story,

oh, Iris, Iris, I should have been lost. My
dear, my dear, I ought to go down on my
knees to thank you, and I do thank you
with all my heart."

" I know it, and it is some comfort to have

served you."
" At your own expense ! Oh ! I must do

something for you—not that 1 can ever re-

pay you, but to prevent your being a scape-

goat for me. If not, I shall break my heart

for having brought you into such trouble,

and he will never forgive me after all, for he
is as fond of you as if you were one of his

sisters."

" Don't speak of it," Iris repeated implor-

ingly.

" It drives me wild when I think I have

been deceived," confessed Marianne in-

genuously, after another pause, " not that

you deceived me—at least you could not

help it. But I wonder if it was all a piece

of imagination on my part that Sir William

liked me a little?"

" I am sure he liked you very much," said

Iris promptly ;
" you were so bright, you made

him chafl" you and laugh with you as I never

saw him do with any one else. You know
he is rather silent and serious for a young
man.

" Yes," said Marianne, doubtfully, "but I

thought he sometimes looked at me sadly, as

well as kindly, as if he would like to take

care of me. He knew granny of old

and he thought I was not in very good
hands, and he might be a better protector

;

but that would have been a great mistake,"
shaking her head, "and I believe he was
thinking of his old love, his true love yesterday
when I brought you to him.' A great glow
came into his face—I was looking more at

King Lud, naturally, but I saw it ; and don't

you remember he said ' I will,' as if his heart

was in his mouth ? Could he have fancied

for an instant that the scene was real ?

Then what a temptation to him granny's

behaviour must have been ! Dearest Iris,

can the jest not become earnest, and you
two friends be as happy as King Lud and
I shall be some day ? " cried Marianne, clasp-

ing her hands on her knees and leaning

over to her cousin.
" For shame's sake, don't talk such non-

sense, Marianne !
" said Iris with asperity at

last. "You ought to know that there is

no foundation for your suggestion," and
Marianne was silenced for once.

The girls arrived in time for the train,

and Lady Fermor had so far recovered that

she was on the platform. She looked them
over, then spoke to Iris with an effron-

tery which was almost without parallel. " So
you have taken us in. Iris," she said lightly

and airily, with a double meaning in her
words, and yet as if nothing had happened.

It gave her grand-daughter strength to

assert herself, " You have not kept your
promise to me. Lady Fermor," Iris said.

" You might have told me that you wished
to get rid of me and I should have gone
away honourably, as I did before. I shall go
away again as soon as I can."

" Without asking my leave, no doubt ?

"

exclaimed her ladyship, raising her eyebrows.
" I did ask your leave, and now I may take

it for granted."

"As you will, Miss Compton. I am too

old to parley with you."

It was a silent party that travelled across

the grey Border moors, through the more
fertile portion of Dumfriesshire up to the

heathery hills of Annandale.
When the train drew up in the Moffat

Station, long shadows were falling across the

platform, but Iris, who sat by the nearest

door, distinguished a well-known figure in

the shadow and drew back aghast. Sir

William Thwaite had come on from Dumfries,

and was standing like a sentinel on duty

—

with only a heightened colour to indicate

any trace of discomposure—prepared to hand
the party out.

" You here, Thwaite?" cried Lady Fermor
in loud challenge. " Well, we've been play-

ing at cross-purposes, it seems ; but it is
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Jucky that we have shaken ourselves right,

come together, and all turned up at our
destination. Have you made any inquiry

about the moor—whether the birds are shy
or not?"
He had no reply for her, beyond helping her

carefully out of the carriage and leading her

away. By that time Iris understood what his

change of plans meant. His presence there

as well as hers was best for making everything

be as it had been, and for putting out of mind
the viauvais quart iVhcure which had inter-

vened. If he had not come immediately, and
the two had not met again without delay, she

felt as if their re-encountering each other

would have been intolerable. Now it was
still so much a matter of course, and the

true gloss was so impressed on an idle farce,

that before he parted from them in the lobby

of the hotel Iris could go up to him in the

presence of Lady Fermor, Marianne, and
Soames, and gently return to him his little

packet, saying, "Thank you very much, Sir

William
;
you see I have not needed your

loan."

CHAPTER XL.—A SUITOR.

For the next few days the party returned

to their former habits. The sole evidence

that there had been any disturbance of the

company's tranquillity remained in a certain

constraint which clung about their inter-

course, a disinclination to allude to their

halt on the Borders, and an utter avoidance

of a topic which had been much discussed

before.

Yet the forbidden topic cropped up occa-

sionally, even without Lady Fermor's instru-

mentality. When the ladies and their squire

were strolling about the streets of the little

town, and had come back to the street in

which their comfortable old inn was situated,

some conjecture was hesitated about its age.

Marianne Dugdale insisted they would not

find an old inn in Scotland of a later creation

than Prince Charlie's time. A respectable

tradesman passing by, and catching the tenor

of the conversation, took it upon him to

supply the date and oblige the party with a

gratuitous piece of information. " Auld Lord

Dundonald, the great sailor, came on here

with his bride after their runawa' marriage.

Ye may mind the marriage was disputed in a

court of law after Tam Cochrane had bidden

a long fareweel baith to his honours and

his disgrace, and my leddy was a bitter-

tongued, weedow woman, driven, puir sow),

to Ifecht baiih for and against her ain

sons."

"The folly is in the air," said Lady Fermor
sarcastically ;

" shall we consult your safety,

Tiiwaite, and flee back to iMigland?"
" I do not know myself in any danger, my

lady," said the person addressed, stiffly and
sternly, while Marianne talked fast to Iris of

climbing the hill behintl the town, which was
somehow connected willi hanging and the
gallows. The younger members of the party

continued as indefatigable as ever in their

business of sight-seeing. They walked, rode,
and drove to the pretty n^.ineral well in its

nook among the hills, to "lone St. Mary's
Loch," with its silver strand, where the images
of Scott and Hogg and Wordsworth for the

moment effaced all private phantoms, to tiie

spot where Tweed, Clyde, and Annan are

near akin in their origin, to the weird lichen-

covered oaks of Lochwood, like trees of

another world, to the colossal, green hollow

known as " the Devil's Beef-tub," to " fair

Kirkconnel Lea," the scene of the most
wildly tragic and deeply pathetic of Scotch

ballads, which greatly took the young people's

fancy.

On the little company's return from one
of their excursions they were amazed to find

the big body, big face, and sandy moustaclie

of King Lud in the man who was standing

smoking and looking out for them at the inn-

door. He had done more than keep his

word. He had spoken of seeing them again

before he sailed ; but that was comparatively

a vague prospect ; he had said nothing of

returning so soon to make up their party and

finish their excursion. He looked solemn

in answer to the gay banter which ALarianne

Dugdale, after an instant of silent delight,

was able to rain upon him. " Were all your

friends from home, Mr. Acton? Has your

ship sailed without you ? Did you think we
should be robbed and murdered without the

protection ofyour doughty arm in the old land

of Border reivers? I could do better than

that, if I tried—like the duchess in Wonder-

land, I could make myself picturesquely

charming, and come-over the Scotch loons

with my soft English tongue."

Iris, whose nerves had been thoroughly

shaken, was divided between two sources of

apprehension. Had Luilovic Acton taken

it into his head to read up information,

and somehow discovered for himselt the

dangerous nature of their late entertain-

ment, and hati he come all the way from

the Rectory, during the small amount of

leave that was likely to remain to him, to

put her on her guard, to volunteer his evi-

dence, and to save everybody from sorrow and
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injury, or was his mother worse ; and, if so,

why had he quitted her?

The first time the old friends were alone

for a few minutes, King Lud cleared up the

mystery, his manner presenting a nice blend-

ing of sheepishness and burning anxiety.

He had got his promotion ; he was now a

captain in her Majesty's navy, with his ap-

pointment to a ship a matter of days. But

before these days were ended he must avail

himself of his promotion to bring to a close

the suspense which, he maintained, was worse

than sharks, icebergs, and torpedoes all taken

together. Of course he could not run away
with Marianne Dugdale, though they were

in Scotland. He was so bent on his narra-

tive that he did not notice how Iris winced

at the dry joke. Neither could the most

sanguine man in his profession have hoped
to marry her before sailing. But if Miss

Uugdale, and her friends for her, would
condescend to have anything to say to him,

would consent to an engagement, he did

not think, unless she was less freshly simple

and modest in her tastes, less nobly and
gloriously unworldly, than he believed her

to be, that the engagement need be very

long. He could show flattering letters from

some of the swells of the Admiralty and
good-natured commendations from his old

commanders, which he had never so much
as given to the family at home to read

and exult over, because, naturally, his people

would think a great deal too much of such

bosh, and he hated bounce and palaver. It

would be the first time that he had counted
on them as any good, if they would satisfy

Marianne Dugdale and her friends that a

fair, steady rise in his profession lay before

him. He had not let the grass grow beneath
his feet. Modest, retiring King Lud, under
the influence of the great passion of his young
manhood, had already rushed down to Devon-
shire, introduced himself to Mr. Dugdale,
and interviewed him. The spick-and-span

captain had explained his not too elevated

but hopeful position, and requested the

father's permission to address his eldest

daughter. The poor gentleman was neither

propitious nor unpiopitious. He was en-

grossed with his own affairs, to which the

marriage of one of his daughters belonged
certainly, but only in a sulDsidiary degree.

Young Acton might end by becoming a

rear-admiral, when Marianne would have
done very well for herself. Even if he
stopped short with being a commodore he
was not to be despised. Nay, a naval
captain's pittance did not mean such starva-

tion to a small family as a country gentle-

man's reduced rents, from an estate groaning
under a burden of mortgages, threatened
ruin to the head of the house with his help-

less wife and daughters. The officer and his

wife would begin housekeeping with only a
couple of mouths to fill, while Mr. Dugdale
had nearly half-a-dozen to satisfy.

On the other hand, what had the dowager
Lady Fermor to say on the matter ? By
making a marriage displeasing to the late

Lord Fermor's testatrix she might be lost

—

not only to Marianne, but to the whole family

of Dugdale.

Mr. Dugdale had a natural affection for

his daughter : but he could not afford the

sacrifice. In the end the eager suitor was
referred to his father's prodigal parishioner.

The sentence filled King Lud with chagrin

—well-nigh hopelessness, "I know she has

other views for her grand - daughter," he
groaned in Iris's ear. " Do you think there

is the slightest chance for me in applying to

the old lady ?
"

Iris could not in sincerity say she had
an exalted opinion of his chances in that

quarter; but she managed to remark with

some ambiguity she did not think Lady
Fermor had any definite designs at present

for the disposal of Marianne.
" There is Thwaite," alleged King Lud

gloomily, "almost a member of the family.

He has been its cavalier ever since Lady
Fermor and Miss Dugdale came up to town."

It was clear that he had heard nothing of

the sequel to the Border play in which he
had taken part—nor was he likely to hear.

Iris was thankful to think, unless his relations

to the family became very intimate.

" There would be disgusting advantages in

that match," King Lud bemoaned himself.

" But Marianne is not mercenary," Iris

reminded him.
" Of course not ; her dear vagaries, her

sweet waywardness and irresistible originality

are all utterly destitute of mercenariness."

Iris laughed and nodded ; it was comical

to her to hear King Lud, who had been wont
to take things easy, by his own confession

violently in love.

" But Thwaite himself is a good fellow, for

all that has come and gone. I always liked

him. If he made a great mistake, went
wrong and smarted for it, he has come
honourably through a lengthened probation

since then. She is just the generous girl to

long to make up to him for what he has

suffered, to glory in overlooking his small

deficiencies and be willing to risk herself to
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keep him straight. No," said Ludovic Acton
in dolefully magnanimous self-depreciation,
" I cannot pretend to Thwaite's advantages
in any respect. Why, even in the matter of
looks he has it all on his side. He is a comely,
well -drilled lout, while I'm a whey-laced,
moon-faced clumsy sea-lubber."

Iris laughed till the tears came into her
eyes, she wanted so much to comfort and
encourage him without breaking faith, and
without buoying him up with false hopes
where Lady Fermor was concerned. " I

think I may say if grandmamma has not
entirely given up contemplating VVhitehills

as a possible establishment for Marianne, she
has not been looking at it in that light very
lately."

'•' Oh, thank you, Iris, you are a good soul.

I don't wonder that Marianne adores you,"
said Ludovic as gratefully as if Iris had gone
far to secure to him the passionately coveted
boon. " Only Marianne might spare a little

common civility to a fellow who adores her.

' Although she is forced to dissemble her love,
Why need she kick him down-stairs ?' ''

" Have patience," Iris told him. " Do
they know at the Rectory ? What does Lucy
think ? W^hat does the Rector say ? Is the

mother pleased ?
"

" Oh, my people are as good as gold as

usual. They say, if my happiness is con-

cerned that is everything. They are only

longing to make her better acquaintance.
!

What a fool I am to speak of her as if she
i

were certainly mine ! I can depend upon '

them doing everything they can to befriend I

her when I am away."
|

" Happy man ! at least you have acted on
j

the most manly straightforward principles,

and whatever comes of it you will have the

comfort of that reflection," said Iris warmly.

But the newly-made captain did not see

what else he could have done. The reward

was more and more according to his heart

than Iris or any one else would have dared

to hope. Strange to say, Lady Fermor did

not oppose the engagement, beyond sayings

that she thought it as foolish as such con-

tracts usually were. But if the young pair

chose to enter into this one she would

not interfere. She craved leave to inform

Captain Acton, in case of awkward mis-

takes, that her grand-daughter Marianne
Dugdale would have no more money from

her than a couple of hundred pounds to buy

her trousseau if she ever needed one, and per-

haps another couple of hundreds to buy her

mourning on the death of the speaker. She

had never intended to give Marianne more.

unless on a contingency of wiiich there had
ceased to be any possibility. She would
write to Mr. Dugdale to this eficct.

The truth was that Lady Fermor did not
believe in engagements, short or long, and
never had cared a straw for Marianne Dug-
dale except as a living toy to amuse the old
lady, and an instrument of vengeance upon
Iris Compton.
King Lud was free to address his mistress,

yet even the freedom might have had a
disastrous issue but for recent events, and
the knowletlge that the suitor would sail anil

very likely be in another hemisphere within
the month. Marianne was taken unawares.
She laughed and pouted and even cried a
little as if she were a very ill-used little

person, then suddenly threw down her arms
and surrendered at discretion, making no
terms, beyond the right of teasing King Lud,
which the infatuated fellow was only too
content, accoriling to ancient example, to

let her do. Even this remnant of power
was in danger of being wrested from her

grasp, every time Ins approaching dei)ar-

ture crossed her mind and clouded over
the whole universe to her.

It was something to see a good fellow and
an innocent child so radiantly happy as

those two, though his lapsing leave was to

subdue their happiness long before the summer
had ended. Lady Fermor called the pair a

couple of lunatics; but Iris caught herself

and Sir William regarding the two with the

mild, patient benignity of true guardians and
sponsors.

There was no evidence of resentment on

Sir William's part on account of his faintly

and fitfully foreshadowed office of " guide,

philosopher, and friend " to Marianne Dug-

dale being filched from him. If a kind of

wistful look came into his blue eyes at times

it did not interfere with the perfect cordia-

lity of his congratulations to King Lud and

the young lady, and she received such de-

monstrations better from him than from any

one else. Iris not excei)tc(l.

It seemed as if nothing were to be wanting

to the happiness of the lovers. King Lud
had been proudly anti afiectionately desirous

that if it could be managed, ALnriannc sliouid

go on a visit to the Rectory before he got his

sailing orders. Includetl in the desire was

the natural longing to take leave of her in

his father's house, and to consign her under

the ordeal to the tender keeping of those

who would be sharing her sorrow with her.

Even this wish was granted. Lady Fermor

became complacent to an almost alarming
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extent; Marianne might go since she had

got her father's permission. The old lady

even volunteered to render the project more
feasible by sending Soames to chaperon the

lovers, and bring back some articles of dress

which Soames's mistress wished her maid to

get from Lady Fermor's wardrobe at Lamb-
ford.

So this idyl disappeared from the con-

templation of the edified spectators at Moftat,

and anything more they were to learn of it,

in the meantime, must be from letters—Mari-

anne's hurried but highly appreciative an-

nouncement of her safe arrival and good
reception ; Lucy Acton's kind if more com-
posed and modified reports. Yes, Marianne
was a dear girl, and it was delightful to see

King Lud so exultant ; who could resist it?

Marianne was original and a little wilful.

She had found a broken mouse-trap which

had exercised her spirit a good deal. She
had sent the children to fetch all the

mouse-traps in the house to be inspected by
her, and had set about mending them on
the spot, so that Gerald was her chum from

that moment. Marianne had got round the

Rector by looking out his sermons for him,

and practising the hymns he liked best in

order to help the choir in church. She had
won all the hearts of the children—of the

boys especially—at the school feast. As for

the curates sire saved her, Lucy, an immense
amount of trouble, for Marianne could twist

them round her finger, and did so without

once provoking King Lud to jealousy. Yes,

they all liked dear Ludovic's future wife very

much, and Lucy was convinced that though
there might be a little hitch here and there

—

as where was there not in human relations ?

—still the family circle into which the stranger

had entered, instead of being divided into

hostile factions with the members set against

each other by her means, would continue as

united and attached as ever.

It was plain the Actons were behaving
well, as might have been expected from them.
They were making the jjest of their son
and brother's engagement to Marianne Dug-
dale, and so taking the wisest course to pre-

serve his and their dignity and happiness.

CHAPTER XLI.—FALSE SEEMING.

Dating as nearly as possible contempo-
raneously with the departure of Ludovic
Acton and his promised wife under the staid

wing of Soames, there began for Lis one of

the strangest exjeriences of her tried life.

She was alone with Lady Fermor and Sir

William Thwaite. Lady Fermor continued

in the blandest mood. Whether she were
seeking to atone for her late outrage, or

whether she were " fey," according to the old

Norse superstition, and her last days had
come, there could be no question of her in-

dulgence to her grand-daughter and her kind-

ness to Sir William, even when they crossed

her will and thwarted her plans.

But along with the old lady's bluff good-

humour there commenced to peep out an
inference drawn by Lady Fermor which was
almost intangible in its expression at first.

Yet it was a subtle, entangling, bewildering

implication, leading to a spirit of perturbation

and confusion on the part of those who could

not deny what was not charged against them.

They feared so much as to admit the hint,

lest the faintest whisper of its existence should

lend tangibility to the light material and
afford a basis for a whole towering edifice of

doubt and suspicion.

She treated the two young people as if

they were a couple of children, or the nearest

relations. She would have sent them out, in

the intervals of Sir William's sport, on the

longest tete-a-tete rambles and riding excur-

sions without so much as a groom to bear

them company. When, because of the un-

accustomed nature of the liberty extended to

them, they were instinctively shy of it and of

each other, she chid them gaily for not avail-

ing themselves of their privileges, as if they

abstained from them entirely on her account.
" You two "—she had got to coupling them

together continually—"are a great deal too

considerate. It ain't in me to be a kill-joy,

but you make me ashamed, though I must
confess that it is a failing I am not given to

indulging in. Why should you not have

your good time as well as others ? Don't let

me interfere with you."

Lady Fermor had naturally her special

seat in her own window of the drawing-room,

and she took to barricading herself in it with

screens, cushions, foot-stools, and little tables

for her various refreshments—biscuits, fruit,

wine, tea, as her habits and the hour required.

She had always been sufficient for herself,

but she appeared to be becoming impatient

even of the company of a young man of her

own choosing, and to be contracting a pas-

sion for solitude.

" You can keep to your own window. You
must have a great deal to talk about—young
couples always have. Old people have done
with everything save thinking, and that, too,

goes, I suppose, so that there is only sensa-

tion left, poor creatures that we are ! But

say your say while you have it to do, and
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want to be out with it ; never mind me, I

shan't hear a syllable at this distance."

^^'hile the party had been travelling Lady
Fermor had resigned the head of the table to

one of her grand-daughters, but she had left

the foot vacant. Now she elected that Sir

William should play the host opposite Iris as

the hostess. And Lady Fermor told them to

their faces, in the most innocent manner
possible, so that they felt themselves behav-
ing foolishly to blush, that they became their

relative positions and discharged their re-

spective duties admirably.

Iris did her best to supply Soames's place

in the maid's temporary absence, and was
often alone with her grandmother in her bed-
room. On these occasions Lady Fermor
was even ostentatious in professing her entire

satisfaction with Iris's efforts to serve her,

which grew bungling, from sheer astonish-

ment and trepidation at the gracious for-

bearance with which the girl's worst blunders

were borne, and the praise indiscriminately

awarded to the whole performance.
" I am very much obliged to you, child,

you are too attentive ; but I ought not to

keep you from other duties."

" Grandmamma, you are laughing at me,"
cried Iris in desperation. "What duties

have I in comparison with the obligation to

wait upon you, if you will let me? I know I

do it very badly, but I hope to improve, and
become a proficient abigail by the time

Soames comes back."
" You undervalue yourself far too much.

There are plenty of forward, encroaching

persons to be met with everywhere ; more
than that, excessive humility, which is often

affectation, does not suit your station in life.

There now," said Lady Fermor, after Iris had

enveloped her grandmother in her dressing-

gown and removed her wig, replacing it by

one of the exploded night-caps, which are

only in vogue to shelter the bald pates of

octogenarians, "go down and entertain

William."

Lately Lady Fermor had taken to dropping

the "Thwaite" and the "Sir" before the

Christian name, in speaking apart with Iris

of the Squire of Whitehills. The new habit

smote upon Iris's ears with a peculiarly

familiar home-like effect ; when the name was

coupled with a dogmatic recommendation to

"entertain" its bearer, Iris's breath was taken

away. She was not even fit to meet the cool

command with the calm assurance that Sir

William could entertain himself. She did

not say it, but she retired to her own room,

and put her hands before her face.

At the same time neither Iris nor Sir

William could resent mere insinuations, which
after all might owe the most of their signifi-

cance to what might have become their mor--

bid self-consciousness and trouI)le(l fancies.

She knew as well as if she had hcaid it what
would have been her grandmother's answer
if she. Iris, had protested against the infer-

ence cunningly drawn. Laily Fermor would
have cried in the height of incredulous as-

tonishment, " Child, what did I say ? What
could you think was my meaning?" and an
explanation of what Iris might have thought,

as it appeared unjustifiably reviving all the

horrible mischief that had been set at rest,

was too dreadful for a delicale-mindeil girl to

face without the utmost necessity for the

encounter.

Iris seriously revolved the alarming doubt
if her grandmother's mind were giving way at

last, when one day, on two occasions, both
when the ladies were sitting by themselves

and when Sir \Villiam was with them, Lady
Fermor did what she had once done before

on paper, addressed Iris as " Lady Thwaite."
" What is your opinion of the weather, Lady
Thwaite ? " " Lady Thwaite, have you seen

the birds in Sir William's bag ?
"

Iris did not answer. She only looked down
with startled dismay and shilling colour. She
could not have raised her eyes to meet Sir

William's for the world.

The incorrectly applied title might have

proceeded from a lapse of memory in an old

woman, though Lady Fermor hitherto had

not been liable to such lapses. Anyhow she

did not show that she had observed her mis-

take by calling herself back or apologising

for it. Her sole comment on Iris's dead

silence on both occasions was by repeating

her inquiries with a little impatience, without

again naming the person spoken to. " Did

you hear me ? What is your opinion of the

weather?" "Have you seen Sir William's

grouse ?

"

If the misapplications of the name were

not a slip of the tongue, if they formed an

index that Lady Fermor's once acute and

powerful, though neither fine nor cullivated

intellect, and clear steady brains, were, as

she had predicted, losing their edge, even

reeling on their throne, the shape which the

disorder of her faculties had taken would

not be at all wonderful. It would be almost

natural that the first of a throng of coming

delusions should point to her conviction of

the accomplishment of a scheme on which

she had so set her imperious will that one of

her last acts had been to seek to establish an
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unpardonable fraud by coercing the victims

to submit to it, and ratify it, out of shame and
terror for a woman's good name.

It was a new vague danger to be dreaded,

along with the constant miserable embarrass-

ment to be endured.

Iris could hardly say how much Sir William

Thwaite was struck or what he felt. It was
impossible to consult him on the point. Once
he had betrayed every emotion of his soul in

his face as in a mirror. Further experience

of life had taught him to wear a mask to some
extent ; but in the c'ourse of the last few

days the mask had fallen occasionally, though

only with the effect of electrifying and baffling

the beholder more completely. For the

shifting expression was, after all, more per-

plexing than any steadiness of impenetrability.

The very material world around Iris; the

old-fashioned inn to which Thomas Cochrane
and his young wife had come after their run-

away marriage ; the braes over which the old

moss-troopers had sped in many a moonlight

foray, which had sometimes included a dis-

consolate bride snatched along with her living

dowry of lowing kine and bleating sheep

from the English side of the Border; the

holiday watering-place among the hills, with

the holiday company in which were various

specimens of lovers, and no lack of newly-

wedded pairs come to spend their simple

honeymoons—all began to assume an unreal,

sympathetic, or mocking aspect to Iris. The
strain was becoming too hard for her. She
said to herself with despairing deliberation

she could not bear it much longer. Her
grandmother if she had been in her right

mind had been very wicked to bring such

trouble upon two people who had never

wronged her, one ofwhom was her own flesh

and blood. So soon as Soames returned,

the girl would go away as she had gone
before, to return no more to Lady Fermor or

to Lambford. King Lud would be gone,

and Marianne Dugdale ought to come back.

She would tell no one of her departure this

time. She was to be a runaway twice over,

but never a runaway bride. She felt she

would rather die than tempt Sir William

Thwaite to believe she had been willing to

appropriate her share of the role which had
been imposed upon them both. She would
go to Mrs. Haigh, and if she could not

receive her, she might find a place for Iris,

safe, however humble. She v/ould work her

fmgers to the bone and her eyes till they

were blind in their sockets, to maintain her-

self in honest, honourable independence

;

beyond that nothing signified.

Iris's purpose was deferred by Soames's
protracted absence. Lady Fermor did not
grudge it ; in fact she was at the bottom of

the delay. She had caused a journey which
might have been accomplished in less than
twenty-four hours, to be broken by a halt ot

half as many days. She was lengthening the

halt by keeping Soames at Lambford execut-

ing commission after commission for her

mistress at Knotley, Birkett, and Caveshara,

commissions sent to Soames at the rate of

half-a-dozen fresh orders every morning. Iris

gave the woman credit for fretting over the

length of her holiday. But Iris could wait

—all the more easily in the end, that Sir

William had gone away on an unexplained

errand which was to last a day, but

detained him for a couple of days. Lady
Fermor extended her afternoon drive on both

days, so that she might finish by taking the

station on her way home and there await

her friend's return. Iris told herself that she

wished he might not return at all during her

stay at Moffat, and she thought the wish

must have looked out at him from her eyes

when he did appear, and Lady Fermor was

calling to him—careless who might hear her,

that he was a naughty man to put her to the

trouble of bringing Iris twice to the station

to fetch him back to the inn ; for after he

had driven home with them, assisted Lady
Fermor to alight, and handed her over to the

landlady and her subordinates, he detained

Iris for a moment behind her grandmother,

to say, with an undercurrent of vexation and
reproach in his voice, " I will go abroad and
stay there. Miss Compton, if you wish it

—

you need fear no anno3'ance from me
; you

have but to say the word ; I should be gone

already, were it not that you are alone with

Lady Fermor."

That was her own motive for delay, she re-

flected with an undefined, unreasonable sense

of bitterness. Well, perhaps it was better they

should understand each other thoroughly.

But she only said, " Don't let any considera-

tion with regard to grandmamma or me in-

terfere with your arrangements, Sir William

;

we shall do very well. You can see we
have managed perfectly for ourselves during

these two days ; besides, Soames will turn up
presently."

CHAPTER XLII.—THE WRONG ROOM.

The mail from the south had come in and
Iris had left Sir William reading the news-

papers to her grandmother and gone out for

a solitary walk. She wanted to walk far and

fast till she was wholesomely tired from bodily
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fatigue, to be braced by the strong north
country air, and to have the moorland wind
blow away the cobwebs which had lodgctl

in her brain, stifling her common-sense and
torturing her nerves. She had climbed the

hill Marianne had spoken of—one of those

hills which are appendages to various towns
in Scotland, being memorials of the last

gruesome scene which followed the exercise

of the jurisdiction of a baron's court.

Iris did not anticipate much seclusion in

her walk, for the hill was not only frequented

by visitors in the season, it was haunted from

late spring to late autumn, as she could guess,

by children seeking in succession birds' nests,

blaeberries, and blackberries ; still she could

find a quiet spot where she might sit down
and rest and look at the wide, free view of

hill and hollow and river, just broken here

and there by patches of yellow corn-land,

stretches of green pasture grass, bits of wood.

She could realise that she was in a pastoral

country where, whatever human discord broke

the stillness, there was always a harmonious

midertone made up of the bleating of sheep

and the humming of bees among the heather,

the occasional bark of a shepherd's dog, the

constant trickle far and near of innumerable

threads of water which rose and were fed

among the hills, to feed in turn the bigger

burns and the rivers rushing on to the sea.

Overhead was the solemn grey sky of the

north country, in which, though there w^as no
sign of rain, the blue was not left long

uninvaded, and the white of the fleecy clouds

was brushed with a silvery grey, passing here

and there to deeper, darker, though still clear

tints of slate colour.

Iris would fain have let the simplicity and

peace of the landscape sink into her harassed

mind, from which a fantastic nightmare could

not be driven out. But she was not left

alone to reason with herself, re-assure and

calm herself by recovering mental balance

and spiritual faith, for almost the first thing

she saw^ was Sir William's glengarry rising

above the bracken as he pushed his way,

regardless of the obstacles on a wrong track,

to reach her. She was not safe even on the hill

of ancient hangings. In despair, she sat quite

still and let him come up and speak to her.

"I beg your pardon for intruding upon

you, Miss'Compton," he said humbly enough,

panting a little from his reckless exertions to

gain her side. "But I have something to say

which I am taking the first opportunity to

tell you by yourself. It is what you ought to

know at once ; I have no doubt you will be

glad to hear it,"

XXV—S9

Iris turned upon him a questioning, appre-
hensive, half-indignant glance. Tiien she
bethought herself tiiat he was not knowingly
to blame for all the misery he had caused,
that he was himself involved in the last mis-

fortune. A rush of remorse aniounlinfr to

tender friendliness came over her for the

manner in \yhich she was beginning to treat

him, so that she spoke to him quite kindly,
" In place of requiring you to apologise foi

interrupting my important medilations," she

said, with rather a forlorn attempt at gaiety,
" I ought to thank you heartily, Sir William,

for taking so much trouble about something
in which you think I have an interest," and
she made room for him to sit down by her.

He threw himself down where she indi-

cated and was silent for a moment, plucking

the heather and looking, not at her, but

straight before him with a far-away expres-

sion in his eyes. Perhaps he felt what he had
already experienced more than once during

this year, he was realising the literal ciicum-

stanccs of a bygone dream, in which, how-

ever, all the premises had undergone a varia-

tion. Not least of all, though that was not

in his count, his personal appearance and

general air were changed since Iris had first

known him. His manliness was more

matured, much that had sat constrainedly

and uneasily on him he now carried lightly

and unthinkingly. He had the look of a

plain, brusque, but not undignified country

gentleman of the class into which his first

sanguine backers had argued he would merge.

The chestnut beard covered the somewhat

dogged squareness of the jaw and the weak-

ness of the chin, while the lines from the

nose to the corners of the mouth were so

defined as to give the leonine cast to the

foce. The fulness of forehead beneath

the waves of hair had already a furrow or

two, and the slight contraction of the brow

seemed to set the blue eyes more deeply,

and to cast a shadow over them. The lace

was still massive, tending to ruggedness as it

grew older, with more of thoughtfulness and

of calm repression and patient pain at the

present moment than of its old stern tension

or passionate impulse.

To Iris's surprise Sir William drew out liis

pocket-book and unfoldeil a written pai)er.

" I must first tell you where I have been,

Miss Compton," he said, and his colour

deepened like a giri's while he spoke. " I've

been back to ," and he mentioned the

inn at which the party had made their last

momentous halt.

She would have said, " What took you
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there?" but her hps would not utter the

words.

He went on hurriedly, " I wished to see

the landlord, who, so far from seeming a

regular blackguard, appeared a respectable

enough man. My object was to seek an ex-

planation from him—if an explanation were

needed—to ascertain what he had to say of

the farce which Lady Fermor insists on

keeping up."
" I dare say you were right," Iris forced

herself to say, half inaudibly, v/ith her eyes

turned away, and falling by chance on the

little bare hand, without the bridegroom's gift

of a ring, lying languidly on her gown.
" I did not see him at first. By a curious

coincidence Lady Fermor had written for

him to come here; but he had to attend some
sale. I waited for his return and had a con-

versation with him. He told me the whole

truth, and I made him write it down, and
have it witnessed. I took a copy for Lady
Fermor, and gave it to her within the last

half-hour. This is for you ; all you have to

do is to keep it, and it will save you from

further anxiety and vexation."

Iris took the sheet of ruled blue paper in

bewilderment. The writing was the round
clerkly hand of the best old Scotch parish

schools. The diction was not so unexcep-
tionable ; but though the intelligence it con-

veyed threw a new light on everything, the

style ought not to have been incompre-

hensible, if it had not been that the letters

and the sense of the words danced before

Iris's eyes and understanding. She could

not take them in for some moments. It

was only by a supreme effort at self-control

that she at last mastered the contents of the

paper.

" This is to certify that my house of enter-

tainment at , being built on the very
boundary-line between the two countries—as

there are plenty of records to prove what the
' Marches ' are—some of its rooms are in Emr-
land and some ni Scotland. The sitting-rooms

which were lately occupied by Lady Fermor
and party are both in England. No marriage
ceremony performed according to Scotch law
within the bounds of either of them would be
legal, or could stand. This would be the case
even though the contract had been entered
into in good faith, with the full knowledge
and concurrence of all concerned—whereas
I am assured by Sir William Thvvaite, who
acted as the bridegroom in a performance of
which I got a glimpse, that the whole thing
was a mere play or frolic, never intended by

the principal persons engaged in it to go any
farther.

" I wish to say for myself that I believe

the fact of part of the house being in England
and part in Scotland did not exist without

abuse lang syne. Sometimes, to extort

rewards and bribes, the couples who had
whiles betrayed others were themselves be-

trayed, and were handed over unwed, when
they had thought otherwise, to the friends at

their heels. Or, what was baser still, bride

and bridegroom had to cower their whole life

lang before the" auld innkeepers and the mock
minister, and pay sweetly for their silence on
what, in point of law, was no better than a

mock marriage. Or, if the bridegroom Avere

a villain, he could cast oft" his bride through

the villainy of his helpers.
" I had no suspicion of what was going on

the other night till I was warned by one of

the servant lasses, who mistook jest for

earnest. I came up, as fast as my feet would
carry me, to shift the party into the opposite

room, which had first to be cleared of its

company. By the time that had been done
the business was all but finished, while it

looked to me more like a foolish joke than a
serious weddin'. In that case, with no harm
intended or done, I appeal to any innkeeper

in his senses if it was for me to come for-

ward and affront and displease titled cus-

tomers. If I had got any proof that the

marriage was really meant for a wedding
which was to be carried out, I hereby

solemnly declare that I would have come
forward and telled the truth at any cost.

" I admit when the old leddy started at

break-of-day, leaving the couple behind, I

misdoubted the joke and tried to get speech

of her, but she would not hear me. Maybe
she has minded that though, and so has sent

for me to go all the way to Moffat to speak

with her. And when the gentleman that stood

for the bridegroom, who has now come back

to clear up the story, left next, that same morn-

ing, I thought like the lave that he would be

back again in no time, and that it would be

soon enough then to warn him. It was rather

a ticklish thing, if so be he thought he was
wad, to tell him he was mistaken, and bear

the wyte of the English rooms which belonged

to the building of the house on the very Border

a good wheen years before I was born.
" I meant also to speak to the young leddy,

though she had sustained no wrong that I

know of, but before I had word of her in-

tended departure she too had gone off with a

friend that was sent back for her just at the

moment when I was engaged with some press-
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mg customers ; and I could not think she

would sutler harm in her friend's hands.

However, the affair has been on my mind,
and I have not been without fear that, jest

or earnest, me, and more than me, might get

into trouble about it yet. And I was on the

eve of travelling as far as Moftat at my own
ill convenience to obey the auld leddys orders

and make a clean breast of it to her, when
the gentleman calling himself Sir William

Thwaite, who is, according to his own ac-

count, biding at the same inn in Moffat, came
express to me, and saved me the journey.

He has caused me to write this paper, which
he is to show to the leddies. He'll certify

that I have been ready to answer all his

questions and to communicate to him the

local disqualification, w'hich attests beyond
dispute that no legal marriage was, or could

have been, celebrated in the front or in the

back-parlour on the second floor of my house
of on the evening of the 7th of August,

1S7-
" (Signed) Andrew Peebles.

(Witnessed) James Musgrave.
" Catharine Preston."

Iris was free ; no further glamour could

be thrown over an idle incident, and the

finger of scandal would never point to her,

even in her grave. But the result was some-

thing altogether different from what she had

been brought to dread, and the man who
had freed her, who thus voluntarily renounced
the far-fetched ghost of a claim to her, was

the same who in the hay-field at Whitehills

had persisted against every remonstrance in

declaring his desperate love for her, and
maintained it was no light fancy, but a life-

long passion and sorrow. This was the man
who dissolved the masquerade that yet seemed
to bind them strangely together. But while it

somehow smote her to the heart that he could

do it, she cried out against herself for her

disloyalty to herself and him, and told her-

self the truth, that if he had acted otherwise

he must have degraded himself in her eyes,

and she would have had the double anguish

of learning to despise him at this date. She

must not let him see what she thought; she

must give him his due. She turned to him
with her hands clasped tightly, and brilliant

roses in the cheeks that were growing thin.

"How shall I ever thank you. Sir William?

If you had failed me and made me suffer for

a piece of folly, what would have become of

me, and of you also ? But you have behaved

like the perfect gentleman and true friend

that I have long known you to be."

" Come," he said, catching his breath and
speaking with something of the old roughness,
" don't make it too hard for a fellow. But I

must speak out just this once, since we shall

never allude to the subject again."
'• You might have paid me back for wliat

must have struck you as a girl's intolerable

arrogance," she said, half under her breath.
" No, no," he corrected her quickly ;

" you
are talking nonsense now. You could never
be arrogant. It was I who was a presump-
tuous, deluded idiot."

"You have shielded and delivered me,"
she said sadly, " wliile I— I believe I have
done nothing save injure you since the first

time we met."

"How can you say so?" he cried impa-

tiently—almost indignantly. '• You made a

man of me—by causing me to look up to

what was far above my reach certainly—but

when I fell back into the beast again have
you forgotten how you came and saved both

me and poor Honor ?"

" Poor Honor!" echoed Iris, and the tears

began to trickle down her cheeks in spite of

herself, for she had been much tried lately,

and the strain on her was becoming more
than she could bear.

" Don't cry, Miss Compton, for tnercy's

sake," he implored. " I could not stand it.

I could not answer for myself, though at my
worst I would not have taken advantage of

you in the way you seem to think I might

have done. To make out, after one mad mo-
ment, that you had married me truly accord-

ing to the Scotch law, or any law, and to call

Lady Fermor to bear me out in the assertion,

would have been to act like a rascal as well

as a brute, to have lost your friendship, and

I have been proud to possess that at least."

" And now we shall be friends always," she

said wistfully.

" I don't know," he answered restlessly.

" Yes, friends in heart I hope, if you will do

me the honour. But it ain't a^ if I were

another woman or a better man. I think I

shall go abroad as I proposed."

"All the same, you will come back to

Whitehills one day," she ventured with a

faint smile.

" What, to find you " he began vehe-

mently, then stopped for an instant, and went

on more quietly. " If I cared for you as you

deserve to be cared for, I should not regret

finding you in a happier ami safer home than

where I first saw you, and shall always remem-

ber you, at Lambford. But I am a selfish dog."

She was silent now, breathing with soft

quickness.

ta
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"I need not say Lady Fermor, though she

has tried to be my friend," he remarked with

rather a grim smile, "is no protector for you,

any more than she was for your cousin. Miss

Dugdale. But you are another sort of girl

—

so much wiser and stronger in your gentle-

ness. It is exactly as I said the other night

at the station ; forgive me for the liberty, but

I cannot, as I am a man, endure to leave

you with her."

She continued dumb. She did not say, as

she had implied before, that whatever risk

she ran it could be nothing to him ; she did not

upbraid him with hurting her by reminding

her of her friendlessness ; she did not bid him
go again.

He looked at her with the keenest, most
earnest scrutiny, flushing high while he looked.
" I am sure you would not trifle wath me.
Miss Compton. You did not do it before,

when I was a foolhardy ass. Perhaps you
think it is impossible one man can twice err

in the same indefensible way. You know I

was such a blockhead as not to see through

your cousin's merry fencing, and guess on
which side her deliverance lay. I was tempted
to feel that, if she would let me, 1 ought to

come to the rescue, and not see her sacrificed

as 1 had seen another bright, kind woman
perish. It seemed all that was left for me to

do. It was not giving up much, for I had
not a grain of hope besides. But I could

not venture to approach you, and propose to

be your protector, not even after what has

come and gone—you are too far above me."
She made a hasty deprecating movement

to interrupt him, but he did not heed it.

" And it would be too great a mockery, I

may as well say it, since I am in for it, though
I may aftVont you again. You have said

enough to show you will not mistake me—

I

love you as I love my life. I have done so

from the first moment I saw you, I shall do
it to my last gasp though you mayn't like it.

I can't help it any more than you can. And
I might have been content with your toler-

ance—like a scrap thrown to a dog—in the

past ; but though I've been down in the

depths since then, things are difterent some-
how widi me, I could not be satisfied to-day

with what I should perhaps have caught at

years ago. I am wiser, or I am prouder,

though I have little enough to be proud of,

I should not ask much, but I must have a
grain—a living seed fit to sprout and grow.

1 know only too well what I have been, and
how unworthy I am still, but if you could
ever look over it, like the generous, gentle

soul you are and were to poor Honor,

why then I should be the proudest, gladdest
fellow on earth. I would keep you as far as

my life could save you, from care and sorrow.

I would serve you with my best, and ask
only a crumb of kindness, and that you your-

self should be happy."

She spoke at last, " Not for Honor's sake,"

she faltered, " though I did care for her, but

for your own—not a crumb, but all. Has it

not been well won ? " She laid her hand in

his as she spoke, and her pure lips were
there for his reverent awed lips to press,

her sweet eyes to return shyly his blissful

glances.

After the two had talked long together,

Sir William suddenly announced, with a laugh

which spoke volumes for the terms to which
they had attained, " I have forgotten to

tell you that Lady Fermor was so put out by
the paper I brought her, she said she would
set off" for Lambtord to-morrow, she would
not wait for Soames."

" Well, it won't matter—will it ? She did

not forbid you to accompany her, I hope. I

shall be very glad to see home again, to see

them all at the Rectory, and hear what they

will say. Perhaps we may be in time to

catch up King Lud, before he sails. Poor,

dear Marianne, I am sorry for her now."
" Why in the world should you be

sorry ?

"

" Because you are not going to sail. Sir

William—ought I to tell you that?
"

" If it does not hurt you to say it, it is

very agreeable for me to hear it."

" But it will spoil you, and as it was only

the other day that I refused to entertain you,

I think you may have some notion how far I

was from contemplating spoiling you then.

We must not get on quite so fast. But I

will say this, that I doubt if King Lud and
Marianne are quite so happy as we are."

" I doubt it too, though I have only one
reason to give for the doubt."

'• I don't wish to hear that reason again to-

day, I think I have heard it already. I mean
because they have not been tried."

" Perhaps he would not agree with you,

poor chap."
" Oh ! but that was all a man's stupidity

not to see through her flattering opposition.

They have come together without one real

tribulation to test them. They strike me at

this moment as two quite inexperienced,

light-hearted young persons, so that one fears

—though one hopes not—that the cares and
trials may all lie before them. Now we,

though doubtless we have troubles by the

score in store for us, have passed through fire
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and water, we know and can trust ourselves

and each other."

There was trouble in his eyes at that very

minute. "Trusted and tried, and never

found wanting, I can say that of you, uiy

sweetheart, but can you ever trust nie?"

"Yes, William," she said with simple sin-

cerity, and so earnestly that there was a little

solemnity in her tones; "with all my heart.

You have fought a good fight, and He who
strengthened you for the battle will never

suffer you to be vanquished. I shall be glad

to be home again," she added -more lightly,

" I have been very unhappy there sometimes,

but I feel as if that were all to be forgotten

now, and only the peaceful, happy days to

be remembered. I was never so long away
from home before. Now that I have time to

think of it, I want very much to see what

changes have taken place in my corner of

Eastwich during my absence."

"And you want to see Whitehills again,

for Larnbford cannot long be your home, you

will begin to look on Whitehills very dirter-

ently. We may go abroad and see the world,

but we must settle at Whitehills ; that will

always be the most important place to us."

" You cannot tell how long ago I was told

to give my most serious consideration to

Whitehills. Your cousin, Lady Thwaite, will

think I have taken her advice."

" Never mind what she thinks. I suppose

she will be pleased, and she will forgive me.

Well, she has forgiven me long ago. But I

shall take to her now, for I cannot forget

that it was by her means I saw my lady

first."

" It was after that meeting I called you

'a good sort of young man' to grand-

mamma."
" I am afraid I did not deserve the cha-

racter. But, Iris, Lady Thwaite is the only

pretence to a friend I can give you."
" And how many can I give you ? " she

said with an answering sigh.

" I think if you had known my sister Jen,

you would have loved her, though she had

to work to earn bread for her and me, and

was a washerwoman to the last day that I left

her in peace."
" I am sure I should," said Iris with con-

viction. " Nobody, not you yourself could

have been so much obliged to her, and we

should have had one chief source of interest

in common."
" There is a good fellow who has been,

next to you, since I lost Jen, the best friend

I had in the world, though he would never

call himself anything save my servant. He

will be as proud as a peacock, as pleased as

a pike-staff to hear the great news."
" 1 know," said Iris, witli a bright sinilo,

"Bill Rogers. Tell him from me to wish us

both joy. His sister has sometimes said that

if I ever had a house of my own she would
like to go with me. She may if granilmamina
consents, mayn't she? Why we have loads

of faithful friends, William."

When the couple returned to the inn, they

had tarried so long that Lady Termor, in

great dudgeon from another cause, had eaten

her luncheon without them, and set out on
her afternoon drive alone.

Sir William and Iris strolled into the inn-

garden. She found an old-fashioned rose-

bush still covered with roses, the same
as some she had seen at the last halting-

place. A few hours ago she would have tried

not to see those roses ; she would not have

spoken of them—least of all to Sir William

Thwaite; she would have wished to forget

that they were there. But a single morning

had brought such a change to the depressing,

distracting conditions of her life, that she

hailed the llowers. She caused him to gather

clusters of them, shared them with him, put

some of them as before in her jacket. " Do
you remember ever seeing such roses?" she

asked him mischievously.
" You are out if you expect to find my

memory in fault here," he told her. "It

ain't the best of memories, but there are

some things I don't forget. I could show

you the marrow of these in my pocket-book."
" Then keep them carefully, for they were

my single ornament at the rehearsal of the

greatest event in our lives."

The girl was laughing and jesting already,

girl-like, at the nightmare of the last two or

three weeks. And he was a proud and happy

man to note the change in her—proud and

happy to have her speaking to him in this

fashion.

The whole party dined that day for the

first time, by Lady Termor's choice, at

the table d'hote of the inn. There were

some incjuisitive people present who had

seen the titles of two of the party in the

visitors' book, and were attracted by the

aristocratic old mummy who asserted her im-

portance, and the handsome young couple

under her charge. The girl had a head like

a cherub, and her companion looked a comely

young fellow in the heyday of his life. Clus-

ters of the same rose were in her fichu and

in his button-hole ; and the eyes of the

wearers had a trick of straying to each other,

even in an august presence. It was remarked
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if. my Lady Fermor did not approve of that

match, she had brought the pair into a dan-

gerous neighbourhood.

The truth was that at the close of Iris's

grandmother's afternoon nap, she had heard

of the accomphshment of the marriage, for

which she had so long planned, schemed, and

striven by fair means and foul, of which that

very morning she had received cause to de-

spair. She had got her will ; but the ques-

tion was how far it had lost its charm and

become embittered to her by the circum-

stance that her instrumentality had little or

nothing to do with the attainment of her

end. She had even been foiled in her last

daring, heartless, shameless move ; and it

was only by their own choice, which they

might have exerted any day, that Sir William

and Iris were about to marry. Lady Fermor
had heard Sir William with little snorts and

something not far from a scowl. She had

said, "You have plenty of cheek, Thwaite, to

come to me with such a proposal after the

paper you showed me this morning. You
two have taken your own time and mode to

make up your minds, and have been rather

long about it. What if I decide to have my
objections now; to say I am sick—which is

a fact—of the tiresome afiair, and to forbid

the alliance to go any farther?"

But though Lady Fermor had been as-

toundingly ungracious and unreasonable in

eyes which might have read her better by

this time, she was a woman of the world.

She did not dismiss Sir William ; she ac-

cepted, however grumblingly, his escort back

to England ; and she proceeded to announce
the marriage, as if it had been from begin-

ning to end of her making.

Before Iris was far across the Border she

sent back a letter to Jeannie, the maid at the

inn. " I have taken your advice, Jeannie

—not because a happy accident has enabled

your master, with James INIusgrave and
Catharine Preston, whoever they may be, to

testify to my deliverance from an unknown
danger, not because I fearanv scandal in the

future, but because I now know certainly

what I just guessed before, that Sir William

Thwaite is one of the best of men, and that I

shall be one of the happiest of women if I

marrv him in sober earnest. I owe it to

your kindness to let you know the happy end
of the story ; and remember, Jeannie, if I

can ever serve you in return count upon me.
I enclose Sir William's address for this pur-

pose."

Lad}- Thwaite was profuse and tolerably

sincere in her congratulations. " I am glad

you have thought better of it, my love. You
are a lucky girl ; not everybody gets the op-

portunity of changing her mind to some pur-

pose. I shall be charmed to have you reign-

ing in my place in dear old Whitehills. ^Ve

will shut our eyes and forget that there was
an infatuated, miserable interregnum, with

another dreadful Lady Thwaite, between.

He will only think the more of you, if he

should ever look back and contrast the two.

I speak as a relation of the family, my dear

Iris."

"But you are mistaken. Lady Thwaite,"

said Iris, with the old involuntary drawing up
of her figure and rearing of her little head

;

'• neither Sir William nor I will ever forget

poor Honor. There can be no invidious com-
parison or contrast between us two. We
were brought up very differently, yet we were

friends, in spite of every obstacle, when we
were children and girls. Do you know the

last thing she did before she left Wliitehills

was to come across to Lambford to bid me
farewell ? I am glad to think of it."

" Oh ! Well, just as you like, my dear.

You and Sir William are two very remarkable

people—about the most remarkable in my
circle ; and if it please you to recollect what
most persons would prefer to forget, it is only

a matter of taste ; it does not necessarily sig-

nify."

Marianne Dugdale first stared, then said, a
Httle drily, " I was led to suppose the pen-

chant was all on one side; that is, after I

had got the faintest hint of a penchant. In

short, there have been so many different

accounts that, upon my word, one is puzzled

which to believe." Then she added, while

she struggled between a frown and a smile,

" So you two will be married long before we
shall." But presently the smile gained the

supremacy and grew wondrous sweet, and
Marianne cried, " All right

!

" and kissed Iris

with effusion, before the whole company,
looking as much affronted the next moment
as if King Lud had been the object of the

caress. His congratulations were frank and
hearty, the Rector and his wife and all the

others were complaisant, but Lucy held back

a little.

Lucy had been much exercised lately on
the subject of her brother's engagement. She

had been affectionately impressed by the

prize Marianne Dugdale had won. King
Lud's virtue from childhood, his unblemished

character in every respect, had been the

frequent theme of Lucy's laudations. She

had dwelt with justice on these lustrous

jewels in King Lud's crown, until she felt
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truly, that for any man to be witliout them
or to have tarnished their kistre was a Haw
indeed. Thus the very girl who had given in

her early adherence to Iris's accepting the

fate assigned to her, and complying with her
grandmother's wishes, now sought anxiously
to hold the willing bride back, and to re-

monstrate with her on concluding the con-
tract.

" Yes, darling," said Lucy, hesitating a
good deal, " it is delightful to have you set-

tied so near us after all. It is very pleasant to

think that you can bring yourself to do what
Lady Fermor has so long wished. But oh !

Iris, so many things have happened since we
talked of this before. You will not be angry
with me for alluding to Sir William's origin,

which is the same as it ever was, of course,

but then we had not the enlightenment of his

low marriage and of his terrible unsteadiness

for a time. I would not vex you for the

world, Iris, but we are such old friends ! Is

it not too great a risk ? Are you not fright-

ened ?
"

"No," said Iris, without anger, though
with a heightened colour ; " and I am glad

that you have spoken out this once to me,
Lucy, for I know you mean it kindly, and I

can tell you everything. Love casts out fear,

and I love him ! I have long loved him.

Would you turn from the creature you loved,

because he had been subject to some
deadly disease, which, in spite of all his

brave desperate struggles to throw it off and
regain perfect health, it was just possible

might return and prostrate him again ? Would
you not rather cling to him and help him to

meet the enemy ? You know there can be

no defeat in the end, because the very soul of

evil was vanquished long centuries ago ; and
I have no thought that there will be a partial

defeat. Oh, Lucy, think what his trials and
disadvantages have been and how he has

risen above them, and then measure him, if

you dare, with those who were never really

called upon to bear the burden and heat

of the day, never thrown and trampled in

the mire—down in the place of dragons

—

or faint with the deadly weakness of ignor-

ance, evil habits, and undisciplined pas-

sions."

And he was made a conqueror. Is it so

stransie a thing to believe that a man who
has been once caught in the toils, may yet

again go free, with God's own heaven above

him, a loving, faithful woman by his side, and

little children clasping his knees ?

Iris's screen with the working out of the

ffreat artist's idea of the contest between

Arachne and Minerva, found a place in the
Whitehills drawing-room among some relics

of poor Honor's fmery, tenderly dealt with
for her sake. Sir ^Villiam had an immense
admiration for his wife's screen, which the
embroiileress tried in vain to lower to

a reasonable moderation. Rumour darkly
whispered that the master of Whitehills pre-

ferred that comparatively stilted jjicce of em-
broidery—begging the great artist's pardon

—

not only to all the old tapestry, but to one of

the glories of the house, the semblance of his

ancestress with the toy rake, designed and
executed by the king of English portrait-

painters.

Mrs. Haigh and Ju-ju came and saw the

screen in its place of honour, and the former

on her return to her boarders exalted Lady
Thwaite still more than she had exaltetl " the

honourable Miss Compton."
Marianne Dugdale was a great deal with

her cousins, even after she had changed her

name, before she had a settled home willi

its nursery, when the least gust of wind at

night among the old trees in the park sent

her down to breakfast next morning witii her

temper in a particularly rasping condition.

Then she would rail at the Admiralty for

parting husbands and wives, and not letting

her sail with King Lud, when she would

have lent eflicient aid in setting every bolt

and spar of her Majesty's ship to rights.

AVhitehills was a great rendezvous of the

Actons, from the Rector with his flowery but

honest compliments to the youngest of his

offspring. Indeed, the place became estab-

lished in the records of the neighbourhood

as a most pleasant and hospitable country

house, in which the dowager Lady Thwaite

was fain to claim a vested interest.

Lady Fermor having established her grand-

daughter very creditably, behaved as if she

had" done enough, and concerned herself

very little with young Lady Thwaite and her

doings. The old woman did not grow fonder

of the young one, even after Lady Fermor's

inHrmities increased until she was forced to

admit some of Iris's gentle good offices. But

to the last Lady Fermor much preferred the

attentions of Sir William, to whom she had

long ago been entirely reconciled, and any

softening of her stout-hearled looks ajul

cynical words was always for him.

So completely were Iris's bugbears dis-

persed by the genial influence of a good

husband and a happy home, that in walk-

ing down the main street of Knotley one

day, and meeting the wreck of a broken-

down old man dragging himself along by
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the help of a servant's arm and a stick,

she crossed over, stopped and inquired

kindly for him, listening with commiserating
interest to his mumbled complaints. Her
first words when she next saw her husband
were, " I met poor grandmamma's friend,

whom she used to call * old Pollock,' in

Knotley to-day, the first time for many
months. I don't think he was ever very
likeable, but how silly I must have been
to feel such a horror of him ! and now he
looks so wretched, feeble, and friendless,

poor man ! William, is there nothing we
can do for him ?

"

THE END.

A GOSSIP ABOUT LONDON.
'"PHE attractions of London are inexhaust-
J- ibie. Not only is it the largest city in the

world, but, if we except Rome—and perhaps

this exception is doubtful— it contains more
things of fame, more that claims the attention

of the antiquary and historian, more even that

is fitted to inspire the imagination of the poet,

than any European capital.

The Englishman who has once learnt what
may be called the secret of London, which is

not an " open sesame," will feel that, despite

its fogs and soot, there is no city like it in the

world. He can sympathize with Johnson's
exclamation that there is in London. all that

life can afford, and with the tears shed by
Charles Lamb in the Strand from fulness of

joy at so much life. The fact that it cannot
be wholly understood adds to its impressive-

ness. We can never know London as we
can know Edinburgh or Munich, Brussels or

Antwerp. Even if the pedestrian can traverse

a city which covers an area of nearly 100,coo
acres—a feat said to have been accomplished
by Macaulay, when it covered less space,

some fifty years ago—the mind cannot grasp
it, and thus ample play is always left for the

imagination.

The boundless wealth of this "province
covered with houses " would yield to an enemy
the most splendid prize in the world, and our
means of defence, in the judgment of military

authorities, would be wholly inadequate were
it not for the protection afforded by the sea.

It is due to the Channel that England has
been saved from the conscription, and it is

due, under God, to the same cause that

modern London, unlike most European capi-

tals, has never been in possession of a foreign

foe. More than once, especially in the early
ye^rs of this century, it has been in danger,
but the power of the English fleet frustrated

all the designs of the first Napoleon.*
The immensity of London almost forces

* "The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men
Gang- aft a-gley."

London looks chiefly to her Navy for protection from the
latter

; to save her from the incursions of her smaller fellow-
mortals she is said to be blessed with an army of 700,000
cats,

J
/ >

US to use big words in writing of what Carlyle

termed this " tuberosity of civilisation," and it

is difficult to carry back the mind to a time
when a city, now nearly twice the size of Paris,

was confined to the hill above the Wallbrook,
when an estuary filled what is now St. James's
Park, and when Camberwell and Peckham,
if on dry ground at all, were on the margin of

a vast shallow lake interspersed with marshes
and dotted with islets. In a recent history

of London, which is at once popular and
learned,^' the author carries us back for a
moment to pre-historic times, when elephants

roamed on the banks of the Thames, when
Westminster was the haunt of stags, and
" when the men who slew them slew them
with weapons of stone."

Of Roman London and of Saxon London
little is comparatively known beyond the fact

that the first great fire of 1136 consumed
whatever may have been left of them ; and it

is not until some time after the Conquest that

we can gather up a few scattered threads of

information. It is interesting, for example,

to know that for seven centuries there has

been a Lord Mayor of London, and about
the time the first was elected, in 1189, a
citizen named Fitzstephen, in writing a life

of St. Thomas of Canterbury, gives a slight

account of London, which was his hero's

birthplace. He describes the city as most
charming, "at least, when it has the happiness
to be well governed ;" but he complains, as so

many have complained since, of the drinking

habits of the people. He mentions the city

wall with its seven double gates, and observes

that there were one hundred and twenty-six

parochial churches, which shows, as Mr.
Loftie observes, that the parishes as defined

at present were already in existence. In

those days the shops appear to have been
booths, which could be removed when space

was wanted for tournaments or processions.

The Vvares were exhibited separately, and the

names of several of our streets still recall

the markets of those far-oft' days.

* "A History of London," by W. J. Loftie. With Map
and Illustrations. In two Volumes. ^Stanford.)
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'Thus the Poultry was the poultry market. Ad-
joining it was the Stock Maiket, so called from a

pair of stocks for disorderly people on a site now
covered by the Mansion House. In Friday Street

leading to Old Fish Street were to be found provisions

suitable for fast days ; the bakers had their sheds in

Bread Street ; there was a Honey Lane, a ^Milk Stieet,

a Wood Street, a Soaper's Lane, and so on."

As late as the thirteenth century an open field

existed, called Crown Field, in the middle of

Cheap, which was a vast permanent market

or fair. Fitzstephen thought the air of Lon-

don wholesome, and so it probably was when

compared with towns less favourably situated,

but it must be remembered that in those days

plagues of the most virulent kind sometimes

visited the inhabitants. There are no tables

to tell the number of London citizens who
died from the Black Death in the fourteenth

century ; but, according to calculations which

appear to be based on sound data, that pes-

tilence in two years swept away at least one

half of the population of the kingdom. Li-

deed, the most unhealthy conditions of life

prevailed for centuries. Erasmus states that

in his time the houses of the lower classes

were filthy beyond description, and when the

disease now known as the Great Plague—it

was the second bearing that name—broke
out in 1664, London was probably saved in

large measure from further epidemics on a

scale so gigantic by the fire that succeeded it.

" A consuming pestilence, and a more con-

suming fire," to quote a phrase of Dryden's,

served to purify the city, and then followed

the construction of the New River by Sir

Hugh Myddelton, one of the principal bene-

fits, in Mr. Loftie's judgment, which the City

ever received from a private individual.

"When the old wells," he writes, "were filled

by the ruins after the fire the New River water became

universal. In the city as rebuilt it was everywhere

laid on, and London must acknowledge Sir Hugh
Myddelton to have been its greatest modern bene-

factor. He changed it from having been as unhealthy

as Naples or even Calcutta to be one of tlie safest

places of abode in the world."

Thanks to Defoe's picture, which is more

faithful than many histories, to Pepys's fasci-

nating Diary, and to other reminiscences of

the period, the plague and fire which de-

stroyed the metropolis in the reign of the

second Charles are among the most familiar

incidents of history. It was fortunate for

London that she possessed, in Christopher

Wren, an architect capable of rebuilding the

city ; and it would have been still more for-

tunate had free scope been allowed to his art.

No doubt he made mistakes, but the blunders

of genius are often more tolerable than the

merits of mediocrity. What a vision it would

be, w^ere it possible to bring the city clearly

before the mind's eye during the many cen-

turies of its existence ! What lessons might be
learnt from the stormy and brilliant scenes

our London streets have witnessed ! So wide
a subject is far beyond the range of a brief

paper like this, but it may be observed, in

passing, that the more we know of English

literature the more clearly shall we see the

mighty influence exercised by London from
the days of Chaucer to our own. It miglit

be said, perhaps without much exaggeration,

that the poets and essayists have told us more
about the metropolis than the historians,

more, that is to say, which is likely to fix

itself in the memory. To all we are indebted,

and from each we gain fresh aspects of the

teeming life which is at all times, especially to

foreigners, London's most impressive feature.

Nathaniel Hawthorne relates how he wan-

dered through the streets and alleys of Lon-

don—the dream-city of his youth—with in-

satiable curiosity, and found it better than

his dream. "The result was," he adds,

"that I acquired a home-feeling there, as

nowhere else in the world." And this feel-

ing, although stronger in degree, is shared

by the EngHshman who knows how much of

the history of England is written in the

thoroughfares and lanes of the city that he

loves. The pleasure of his walks, however,,

is not wholly unmingled v/ith pain. Within

the last thirty years, if much has been done

to adorn the city w-ith fine architecture, the

convenience of railway companies and the

growth of traffic have led to the destruction

of buildings that possessed the charm of age

as well as of historical associations. The

feeling with which Mr. Ruskin regards modern

Venice will be understood by many who

watch, with a jealous eye, the so-calLd im-

provements of the metropolis. Yet there can

be no doubt that the London of to-day, in

its sanitary, moral, and social condition, as

well as from the aesthetic stand-point, is in-

finitely in advance of the London so dear to

Dr. Johnson. The grumbler at changes will

do well to remember this, and to place him-

self as far as possible in the position of a

citizen under Queen Anne or the Georges

when inclined to denounce the "Vandals"

who have endeavoured to improve the Lon-

don of Queen Victoria. In those " good old

times," for which some people pretend to sigh,

the state of the gaols throughout England,

and especially in London, was so intolerably

bad that it is scarcely possible to exaggerate

their vileness. And when the law declared

a prisoner free, the gaoler had power to in-
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carcerate him again until he obtained his

fees. " A man," it has been truly said,

" might be left to die of starvation or fever in

a gaol for not being guilty of any crime ;
and

he might be hanged for breaking a hop-band

in a garden in Kent, or stealing an old coat

of tlie value of five shillings in Middlesex."

Thanks to John Howard and others equally

earnest in the good cause, our gaols are no

longer a shame to England ; and the cruelty

due to ignorance which made asylums for the

insane so terrible, belongs also to what may
be called " ancient history." Strange to say,

a visit to Bedlam was, in the last century,

one of the regular amusements of London.

In the World, edited by Edward IMoore, we
read :

—

" To gratify the curiosity of a country friend I

accompanied him a few weelcs ago to Bedlam. It

was in the Easter week, where, to my great surprise, I

found a hundred people at least, who having paid

their twopence a piece were suffered unattended to

run rioting up and down the wards, making sport and
diversion of the miserable inhabitants."

Miserable, indeed, they must have been,

the more violent of the patients being chained

like dogs, and like dogs sleeping upon straw.

And if we go back to other pictures of

what was then called "the Town," ample
proofs will be found that the law was as weak
as it was cruel. Citizens, indeed, were forced

to defend themselves from violence, since

there was no efficient protection of life or

property. We read in the Spectator how
when Sir Roger de Coverley went to the play

at four o'clock in the afternoon, his servants

were provided with good oaken plants to

guard the knight; who asked if there would
not be some danger in coming home late in

case the Mohocks should be abroad, a set of

so-called gentlemen, who inflicted the most
infarnous cruelties on defenceless wanderers.

In Gay's remarkable poem, "Trivia, or the

Art of Walking the Streets of London," the

poet exclaims :

—

"Who has not trembled at the Mohock's name ?"

And he warns the citizen after nightfall to

keep in the oil-lighted streets, and to avoid

all dark paths

—

"WTnere Lincoln's Inn's wide space is railed around
Cross not with venturous step."

The bad state of the streets added to the

perils of London travel. Lord Harvey, writ-

ing from Kensington in the winter of 1736,
says there was a " great impassable gulf of

mud between that suburb and London ;" and
that highwaymen sometimes pursued their

calling even in the metropolis itself is testified

by Horace Walpole, who writes in 1750 that

a highwayman attacked a post-chaise in Pic-

cadilly, not fifty yards from his house.

Knightsbridge, some years later, was said to

be infested with highwaymen; and in 1744
two men were hanged at Tyburn for robbing

the Knightsbridge stage coach. At that time

or a little earlier in the century people of

fashion lived in Covent Garden, and another

fashionable resort was Soho Square.

That which Charles Lamb called " the sweet

security of streets " was unknown in London
during the last century ; and had there been
the personal liberty and regard for law with

which we are now familiar, the plots of

Richardson's novels, invented in the days of

Hogarth and Sir Joshua Reynolds, would
have been too incredible to be tolerated.

We may add that Hogarth and Fielding, the

coarse but faithful representatives of the time,

have painted in undying colours the London
they knew so well.

In a map of London Bridge in the posses-

sion of the writer, dated 16 16, one of the

towers of the bridge bristles with the decapi-

tated heads of traitors, but this barbaric vin-

dication of law was in vogue also during the

days of Sheridan and Burke. It was the sight

of heads upon Temple Bar, as most readers

will remember, which led Goldsmith, while

looking up at them with Johnson, to utter

one of his wittiest sayings.

Then and still later, the criminal law of

England sanctioned punishments which ap-

pear to us infinitely more atrocious than the

crimes committed. Not until 1736 were the

laws against witchcraft repealed, and it was

more than fifty years later when a Bill for the

abolition of burning alive for high treason

passed both Houses. Not only men and
women, but even young children, were con-

veyed through the streets to execution for

trifling or doubtful oftences, without exciting

the fury, or even the pity, of the populace :

—

"When I was a lad," said Samuel Rogers (he was
boi-n in 1763), "I recollect seeing a whole cartful of

young girls in dresses of various colours on their

way to be executed at Tyburn. They had all been
condemned on mere indictment, for having been
concerned in (that is perhaps for having been specta-

tors of) the burning of some houses during Lord
George Gordon's riots. It was quite horrible. Greville

was present at one of the trials consequent on those

riots and heard several boys sentenced, to their own
excessive amazement, to be hanged. 'Never,' said

Greville with great naivete, ' did I see boys cry so.'
"

These " No Popery " riots took place in

1780, when Newgate was destroyed by the

mob. King George III. was on the throne

;

and London under that highly respectable

king, and with Dr. Johnson as its moralist,

was far removed, one might have thought,
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from the barbarisms of an earlier age. Yet,

as we have observed, the law was still terribly

severe, although probably it did not appear
so to men who might have seen women burnt

to ashes at the stake not fifty years before.

The subject is a tempting one, but we
must not linger. Absorbing as is the in-

terest of old London, which presents to the

eye and the imagination a vivid history

of the past, living London, when once we
feel its impressiveness, draws us with a more
powerful attraction. The pulsations of its

mighty heart are felt by all of us ; and who is

there so dull in thought as to be insensible

to its glory and its shame ? We do well to

be proud of the London that spreads forth

so many beneficent influences at home and
abroad. Its cosmopolitan charity, its scien-

tific and literary acquisitions, the unwearied
efforts made in it by Christian philanthro-

pists, the liberty which is the life-blood of its

citizens, the stupendous magnitude of the

aftairs settled within its precincts, may well

make Londoners feel that they belong to no
mean city. Nay, more, the congregations

that crowd our churches, and the large in-

comes obtained by societies formed for chari-

table purposes, might lead us to think that

the religion which has been fighting for nine-

teen centuries against the world, the flesh,

and the devil, had its firmest stronghold and
widest sway in the capital of the British

Isles. It may be so; but no one can walk

through our West-End streets, or witness the

vice and degradation which seem in posses-

sion of the East of London, without feeling

how little, after all, has been done by Chris-

tian men and women in comparison with

what remains for them to do. It is well

known that we have in our midst men,
women, and children living, or rather starv-

ing, on a pittance which forbids all thoughts,
not of comfort merely, but of common de-
cency, and who know no respite from the
most grinding toil ; that we have also whole
herds, for such they must be called, who live

in open vice and on the proceeds of crime,
for whom morality has no meaning and
punishment is no penalty ; that in this, the

greatest city in Christendom, there are

streets and courts which no honest man will

venture to enter after nightfall, and where
even a policeman dares not walk alone ; that

in these pestilent haunts of physical and moral
filth children, born to crime, are dragged up
to deprave and degenerate the coming gene-
ration, and that against this mighty torrent of

misery and iniquity our many agencies for

good seem to wage a desperate strife. It

may be said that without State aid in tliis

stupendous work private labour and charily

are comparatively vain. The question is too

large a one to be discussed here. But it may
be asked whether much of the failure we de-

plore is not due to causes over which we have

a distinct control. We waste our strength

in futile controversies ; we object to join with

men who do not wear our badges and utter

our shibboleths instead of remembering
''the one touch of nature ;" we divide class

from class, not by law, indeed, but by cus-

tom ; and thus it comes to pass that there

exist in London at this day some of the

worst vices of heathendom, and the desperate

social miseries of a civilisation which, despite

much that is noble and. of good report, has

not yet learnt how to humanize the great

mass of the people. john dennis.

DUTY.

SURELY the happiest life for man
Is not the fevered life that brings

A storm of stubborn questionings,

And baffled ends where all began
;

But his who neither looks behind,

Nor on the shadowy space before.

Nor swerving sidewards to explore

Life's darkness learns that he is blind :

Who, heedless of all vain dispute,

And weary voices of the night,

Seeks only to observe aright

The bit of path before his foot. j. now.

SUNDAY READINGS.
By the editor.

December 7TH.

Read Isaiah xi. i— lo, and St. John xvii.

IN the long history of humanity there has

lived only One who could say with

truth, " Father, Thave glorified Thee on the

earth : I have finished the work Thou gavest

me to do." And that there should ever have

been such a life, at once without sin and

perfectly glorifying God, is the most precious

treasure which humanity can possess. There
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have been perfect works of genius which

have proved priceless heritages. The perfect

painting fixed on the canvas of Raffaelle or

Leonardo ; the perfect building crowning the

Acropolis with its matchless proportions ; the

perfect poem which has interpreted man's

deepest secrets—these have been for count-

less generations exhaustless sources of elevat-

ing thought. But a perfect character presents

a more precious ideal than ought we can

conceive. Nothing, therefore, should so

arrest our attention as the life of Him who
alone was without sin, and who could say

with truth to God Himself, " I have glorified

Thee oi) the earth."

We can do no more than suggest some
thoughts in reference to the manner in which
Christ glorified God.
The glorifying of God cannot mean any

increase of His majesty. He cannot be
made holier, wiser, better than He has

been, is now, and ever will be. To glorify

Him signifies rather the making mani-

fest of what He is. The sun would shine

with the same intensity were the heavens

emptied of all objects which, catching his

rays, reveal the light that is everywhere

present. A heaven without such objects

would be utter blackness. And so, if God
were alone in an empty universe, with-

out angel, or seraph, man, or thing. He
would yet be the all-wise, all-holy, all-glorious

One. But He would not be God glorified,

because manifested and reflected. It is in

this sense that the heavens are said to glorify

God, because they show His power and
wisdom. The earth also is full of His glory,

for every form and colour of land and sea
;

every season, the wealth of summer and the

snows of winter ; every clime, from where
the icebergs grind through the long Arctic

night, to the lustrous heat of the tropics : all

speak of Him. Verily, "All the works of

the Lord bless the Lord, they praise and
magnify Him for ever."

But we do not require to show how different

is the plastic obedience of mere things, from
the intelligent appreciation which belongs to

those beings who can have fellowship with

God, and glorify His will by reflecting it in

loving obedience. Thus to glorify God in

the least measure must be the highest aim of

the creature. But that any being should
regard himself and his actings as an actual

embodiment of the divine glory, adequately
and without a flaw setting forth what God is,

seems to our mind to claim an equal divinity.

The realisation of such a work is far above
any human effort—nay, even to conceive

beforehand the elements necessary for its

accomplishment is beyond tke power of

human imagination. For how vain would
be the effort to picture the kind of life which
should faultlessly represent Deity to man !

Nevertheless, there has lived One in the

flesh who professed to have lived such a

life, and after nineteen centuries of closest

scrutiny the verdict remains fresh as ever,

that nothing worthier of God can be ima-

gined than the lite and character of Him,
who said long ago in the upper room in

Jerusalem, " Father, I have glorified Thee
on the earth."

And yet He Who thus spoke was a young
man, and His public ministry had lasted only

three brief years. He was not only young
but very poor. He had lived as a wanderer
among the homes of the common people.

The scenes which He consecrated belonged to

the every-day life of man. And looking back
upon it all, He could say, with calm con-

sciousness of the truth of His claim, " I have
glorified Thee on earth."

Wherein did He thus make manifest the

glory of God ? We might reply by pointing

to the works of healing and mercy which
were signs of the merciful order that under-

lies the confusions of our miseries and sinful

life. He also glorified God in His teaching,

in which, through words pure and luminous,

falling like a sun-lit shower whose every

transparent drop is charged with light from
heaven, He unfolded the mind of God. Yet
more than by word or work did He glorify

God by His own life in its perfect response
to the will of the Father. He was in a world
regarding which He said: "O righteous

Father, the world doth not know Thee,"
and it became His joy at all times and
under all circumstances to show how worthy
that Father was to be loved and obeyed
supremely. The disobedience of the first

Adam had been ever repeated in human life.

Men were trying each one to be a God
to himself. Into this scene of rebellion

Christ came and glorified the Father by His
perfect Sonship. Every trial but revealed

the rooted strength and immovable fixedness

of His life as a Son towards God, and of His
brotherhood towards man. The essence of

all religion was there incarnated. His Son-
ship perfectly reflected the Father's will. He
finished the work given Him to do in loving

obedience.

And this Avay of Sonship betokens the

One way to the Father. What He was,

becomes for us the truth of God and man.
His life is eternally the life which is right
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for us as men and children of the Highest.

To be saved is to possess, in some measure,

at least, the kind of life which dwelt in Christ.

His rif^hteousness as a Son must become
vitally ours. The old man that shared the

rebellion of self-will must perish, and the

new man which shares the Spirit of Christ's

Sonship must be found in us. And this

requires no change of outward circumstances,

for there are none wherein we may not glorify

the Father by living as sons of God, Christ

has shown that there is no duty too simple,

no position too humble, to be elevated by the

grandeur of love and holy obedience. Even
a cup of cold water can be so given as to be

an act of worship. And whenever God sees a

man or a child trying to do the right because

it is His will ; trying to subdue selfishness

and to become loving, pure, and helpful

;

He can there behold the blessed fruit of

Christ's life and death, and recognise the

glorifying of His name. For that life so far

reflects the glory of Christ. It is one with

the life of that great family in heaven ?.nd

earth of which God is the Father and Jesus

the elder Brother.

December 14TH.

Read Psalm cxlv., and St. Matthew v. 38 to end.

Few things do greater injury to character

than to hold a low estimate of our brother

men. If we wish to be noble ourselves we

must cultivate noble and generous ideals.

When we lose faith in mankind we soon lose

faith in any possible attainment of excellence.

When we think meanly of others we are

on the road towards acting meanly. And
yet those who decry others frequently do so

on the assumption of their own superior

virtue. And some too—beardless youths

perhaps—would gain credit for knowledge

of the world by an affected cynicism. They

look big with importance as they tell you

that they know what the world is, and sneer

at faith in humanity. Such assertions may

be ludicrous in their pretentiousness, but

they often betoken somethingworse than folly.

In contrast to these tendencies we are

commanded in Scripture to " honour all

men." This is a remarkable injunction in

a book which presents the sinfulness of man

in its darkest colours. And yet it is not so

remarkable when we remember that it is also

the book which has presented the highest

ideal of humanity, and which calls upon all

men to reach that ideal. There is no book

which so " honours all men," even while it

lays bare the corruptions which universally

'effect mankind.

The command applies to the spirit in

which we ought to regard so called in-

ferior races of mankind. It was originally

addressed to Jews accustomed to despise

die Gentile world, and it enjoins them
to honour Greek and Roman, Persian and
Egyptian. And the pride of race is per-

haps nearly as characteristic of the Anglo-

Saxon now as it was of tlie Jew then. C)iir

vast empire brings us into close contact with

men of every type, from the lowest grade of

savage up to the polished representatives of

ancient culture. Wherever we go among
these races we are supposed as Christians to

carry the spirit of Christ with us and to

manifest its influence. And yet the old

pride of the Jew against which our Lord

combated, and widi which St. Paul dealt

as being the antithesis of religion, finds

a vivid antitype in the attitude which we
British frequently assume towards the Negro

or the Asiatic. We, forsooth, cannot under-

stand why it took so long to teach the

children of Abraham that the men of Italy

or Gaul were to be treated as brethren in

Christ. But when it becomes a question

between the white man and the black, be-

tween the British settler and the Maori or

Kaffir, then the command, " Honour all

men," or the statement that " God hath

made of one blood all nations of men," are

found to be as great stumbling-blocks as

ever. It is when the vital and essential

demands of Christianity are pressed home in

matters like this that we see how little national

life has been really Christianised. There

may not be much difficulty in getting support

for any effort to promote certain opinions

or some ecclesiasticism among these sub-

ject races; but when we are called on

to give them the honour which St. Peter

claimed from the Jew for the Gentile, then

we can measure tiie strength of that pride oi

race which still dwells in us.

But the injunction, "Honour all men,"

applies equally to our dealing with individuals

in the society which surrounds us. When

thus viewed, obedience to the command is

still more difficult. For how is it possible to

honour men who arc dishonourable ? Is it

right to honour the liar, the selfish debauchee,

the swindler, or the hypocrite ? Nay, is it

possible to honour merclydisagreeable people,

who without positive wickedness have yet the

unhappy art of wounding our susceptibilities,

and who are wearisome, if not offensive?

Now we must remember tliat it was just as

difficult to obey the command when St. Petei

wrote, as it is now. The society with winch
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Christians tlien carne in contact was that

of the time of Nero, when the basest men
were in power. It was not easy then to pre-

serve faith in human nature.

It may, however, assist us to obey the

precept if we keep in memory certain general

truths.

(i) Let us remember that there is some
good, some unquenchable spark of a higher

nature even in the worst. We see when men
fail, but Ave do not see how terrible may have

been their struggles. There is in every one

some spot which, if it could be reached by
us, would show that there is a true man
beneath the evil one. There is ever some
memory or affection that remains undefiled.

Could we follow the history of character step

by step, marking the terrible reactions and

the agonies that have been endured, we might

find in the meanest wretch some trace of a

higher nature which we can still honour.

There is even in the lowest degradation some
cherished recollection ; some face that gazes

in upon it from a bitter past and entreating

yet to trust and love. We should honour the

humanity that belongs to the very worst, for

. it is a light from heaven yet unextinguished

and remains a pledge of what yet may be.

(2) We may also remember what this sinful

humanity was and is to Christ. He came
to the very worst and died for them, because

He saw in the worst something which was
capable of being redeemed. And the sin-

ners and outcasts knew the saving power of

that honouring of their humanity by One
Who did not despair of them, but by the

love with which He hoped the best things as

possible for them, inspired them with hope-
fulness and with an undreamt of courage

against evil. When we think thus of Him,
one may well feel ashamed of our Pharisaic

pride, and learn to pay honour to the fallen

humanity for which Christ died,

(3) We may be helped to honour all men
when we think of what even the very worst
may yet become. It was difficult for the

Christians, whom Saul the persecutor dragged
to prison, to give any credit to the false zeal

which thought it was doing God service at

the expense of their own sufferings. And
yet this same enemy became Paul the
Apostle, The comfortable Pharisee ma}^ in

his pride, think, " If this man had been a
Prophet, He would have known what manner
of woman this is that toucheth Him, for she
is a sinner." But he knew not the capacity
for good that was in her " who loved much."
And when we remember who those are that

shall one day surround the throne of God and

of the Lamb, and how the brother or sister

against whom we now raise the barrier of

pride and contempt may become one of

God's sweet saints in light, we may learn a
lesson at least of patient forbearance.

We can in this way honour all men without
any sacrifice of truth. We can try to follow

in the footsteps of the Master, and by tender-

ness instead of harshness, by caring for them
instead of repelling them, by hoping the best

for them instead of crushing them, and by
seeking out the good that is in them instead

of the evil, we, in this spirit'of meekness, may
perhaps even restore the brother overtaken
in a fault, and so " fulfil the law of Christ,"

December 21ST.

Read Isaiah ix. i—7, and St. Luke ii. i—17.

What unlimited joy there is in the message
of the angel to the shepherds of Bethlehem

!

To him who had just fled from the pre-

sence of God, nothing could exceed the

rapture of the thought that men and women
were to be called sons and daughters of

the Lord Almighty and heirs of the life

eternal. This is in painful contrast to the

darkened thoughts of religion which men
often entertain.

And the angel knew no measure in his

annunciation of universal gladness. It was
a message of "great joy to all people." We
could not imagine that the heavenly host,

which were ready to burst forth in the song
'• Glory to God in the highest," would have
been touched with such rapture, had there

been any exception to the all-embracing

fulness of the glad tidings. And let us take

heed lest we ever speak or think as if there

was something less intended than what is

here declared. There is no stint or shadow
in the broad stream of heavenly sunshine

which is poured here over the whole earth.

It is wide as mankind and glorious as God.
And the reason of the gladness of -the

angel is the very gospel of grace. " Unto
you there is born this day, in the city of

David, a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord."

Let us briefly glance at the simple but ex-

haustless truths here unfolded :

—

'I'here are two facts here, which, when
conjoined, are of vital importance. One is

the personality of the Saviour—He is Christ

the Lord; and the other is that this "Christ

the Lord " is born our Saviour. The expres-

sion, "Christ the Lord," is unique. It occurs

nowhere else in the New Testament, and
could have conveyed to those faithful Jewish
shepherds nothing less than the loftiest con-

ceptions of the Child of Mary, It must have
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recalled the great prophecies of how from the
little Bethlehem there would go out Him that
was to be ruler in Israel, "Whose goings
forth are from everlasting." " For unto
us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given,
and His name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting
Father, the Prince of Peace." When we lay
a firm hold on the truth of Christ as the
Eternal Son, how grand becomes that other
one, which tells that Christ the Lord is born
into the race of man, and has taken our
humanity to Himself! Remembering His
glory, let us " go even to Bethlehem and see
this thing which has come to pass.'' There
is a woman, meek and pure and motherly,
most highly favoured among women, yet no
more than woman. What makes the Nativity

so sublime is just that this mother is one
of ourselves, and that this child is com-
pletely a human child. Every doctrine
like that of the immaculate conception of

the Virgin Mary, which aims at separating

Christ from the common condition of our
humanity, arises from unbelief in the mag-
nificence of the incarnation, and instead of

springing from true reverence, rather im-
plies distrust of the Eternal Son having so

humbled Himself. But that same " sign
"

which evoked '' the sudden blaze of song

"

from the choir of angels is what ought to

stir our hearts into praise ; for the attend-

ing angels were silent till they heard how
Christ the Lord was to be found as a weak
babe, a human child, " wrapped in swaddling

clothes and lying in a manger." At this sign

of His actual entrance into our humanity,
having emptied Himself of the glory He had
before the world was, then in an instant the

whole heaven became lit with the song,
" Glory to God in the highest."

As He thus became " born " our Saviour,

He entered into a relationship with every

child ofman, which we may deny, but remains,

nevertheless, for each and all of us. As
He " is born " our brother and our Saviour,

a relationship is already established, and we
have but to recognise it. There is a glorious

answer here to all those questions sometimes

put in great anxiety, " How am I to know
that Christ loves me, or is a Saviour for me?"
Surely, if He is born your brother, the rela-

tionship already exists, and your sin is that

you have not confessed it by treating Flim as

a brother and Saviour. The act of faith can-

not make Him more truly yours than He now
is. It is but the act of self-surrender to what

has been always true in spite of your unbelief.

And so is it that when the sands of the old

year are fast running out, and wiicn memory
is perhaps busy in recalling past days, ami
fancy is engaged in forecasting a future a,s yet
unknown— it is well for us to come back to
thouglUs which have a far more real signifi-

cance than any which belong to the brief

interests of our transitory life. For " the world
and the lust thereof" may be aliowed calmly
to pass away for ever, when we know that
we belong to a humanity that is redeemed,
and to which God is reconciled, and drop-
ping the rebellion and unbelief which have
so often shut out the grace of Christ from
our own souls, we confess Him who has been
born our Saviour and is now exalted in our
humanity to the right hand of God on high.

December 2Sth.

Read Psalm xc, and i John ii. i—17.

Whoever wrote the ninetieth Psalm

—

whether Aloses, as tradition asserts, or
another—there are moments when we can
all understand the sentiment it expresses,

when the sense of the mystery and transi-

toriness of life drives us back on the livinc

God ; when all human glory dwindles into

insignificance ; and when the all-encompass-

ing Deity appears the only sure dwelling-

place for our being.

Bat there is a healthy and an unhealthy

form which such sentiments may assume.
There is that of the cynic, who gathers

bitterness from reflecting on the vanity of a

life which looks baseless " as a dream when
one awaketh," and there is the elevating

lesson expressed in the prayer with which
the Psalmist concludes his half-sad musings,
" So teach us to number our days, that we
may apply our hearts unto wisdom."

Let us, on the evening of the last Sunday
of the year, try to number our days for the

same blessed end of receiving lessons of

wisdom to helj) us to the right use of life.

(i) Consider how much is involved in the

fact of existence. Because each one of us is

a human being, we possess the gift of a life

that is as imperishable as that of God. We
may wish it were otherwise, but that does

not alter the fact. When millions of years

shall have passed, each one of us will be able

to say " I am " with as distinct a conscious-

ness of uur personality as now. But there

are other possibilities involved in emllcss

existence. For endless existence must be

endless misery except it brings us that kind

of life, with the sympathies and affections, as

well as the objects wliich are highest and

most satisfying. It is not enough to say,

" I exist now, and I will exist lor ever."
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This is too negative a statement. Our life

is more than a throbbing pulse. We nmst

not merely say, " I am," but complete the

description by adding " I am " good or evil,

godly or ungodly, hopeful or despairing,

loving or hating, satisfied or miserable. A
consideration of existence ought therefore to

lead to a consideration of character and of the

sympathies and tastes we are now forming.

(2) The numbering of our days may teach

us the brevity of life ; and that impression

will be affected by the point of view from

which we regard it. There are facts which

may make all human history appear as less

than a handbreadth. How strange it is,

for example, to see the unearthing of an

Egyptian tomb, to unswathe the mummy,
and to gaze upon the long hair which was
so carefully plaited before the days of the

Ptolemies, and to realise all that has taken

place since that last sad toilet was finished !

Or how suggestive of the brevity of life is it

to examine the spoil taken from the graves of

Homeric heroes, and to handle bracelets

which had clasped the arms of men and
women who lived between two and three

thousand years ago, and which were an-

tiquities when Christ was born ! Human his-

tory seems very short when we can thus look

at so remote an age in the very face.

But there is another point from which we
may view this life of man and vindicate it

from the sneer of the cynic. For the life of

the feeblest infant, when we regard it in the

light of its immortality, rises into a magni-

tude before which sun, moon, and stars are

as nothing. Time may write its satire upon
the kingly splendour which no costly tomb
can preserve from ignominy, yet of the weak-
est babe whose birthright is immortality it

can be said, as truly as of God Himself,
" The heavens shall perish but thou remain-

est
;
yea, all of them shall wax old as doth

a garment, but thy years shall never fail."

(3) But this numbering of our days is in-

tended to teach us wisdom. Now there arc

two mistakes into which men fall according
as they exaggerate the present to the neglect

of the future, or the future to the neglect of

the present, and which a wise consideration

of existences should prevent. There are

those who are absorbed in the present.

Their aims, pleasures, hopes, or fears are

girdled by the horizon of things seen and
temporary; the life inimortal, which is their

inalienable destiny, has as little effect upon
them as speculations on the politics of the

moon. Such are all those whose life consists

only in the abundance of the things they

possess, be they great or little. But death

has the terrible power of divesting all men of

what they have and of leaving them only what
they are. And this is a distinction which
makes a vast difference in our calculations of

what a man is worth.

But there is almost as great folly in exag-

gerating the future to the neglect of the pre-

sent, as has sometimes been done by ascetics

and fanatics of various kinds. The present

is the only sphere of duty that is within our

power ; and the best use we can make of a

belief in our immortality is so to walk every

day under the influence of that belief that the

commonest duties may be consecrated by the

spirit in which we fulfil them. If the brevity of

human life sometimes almost appals us, we
may remember that there is a kingdom which
cannot be moved, and that we are called to re-

cognise ourselves as being now members of it.

This is the kingdom in which Christ reigns,

for it is at once the truth of man and of God.
As the old year closes it is well, therefore,

thus to number our days, that we may gain

wisdom to choose the things that shall abide

when the world and the lust thereof shall

have passed away, and which shall remain

with us in that solemn moment when our

whole life shall be as much a thing of retro-

spect as are the days and months whose*

course is now ended.

MEN AND MOUNTAINS.
(Short Chapters of ^tuiss g)iiitov|).

NO. III.

T SAID, last month, that it was the men
-^ of the lower lands, not of the highest,

who made Switzerland independent. I am
the more convinced of this, as with Oswald
Schdn's splendid pictorial history before me,
I sit here a prisoner, on the Lucerne Lake,
close by the very cradle of that inde-

pendence. This Gersau has no glacier, it

I

is even relaxing in summer
; yet its men (a

i
fair sample of their kind) fought in all the

1 great battles—one of them brought home
the banner of the Hohenzollern who was
killed at Sempach—and they were (and are)

infinitely fuller of " the Swiss spirit" than the

beggars of the Oberland.

Somehow, after Nancy, the Swiss League
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was more and more drawn to France and
alienated from Geiman)', They found the
French first-rate paymasters, while from the
Empire they got nothing but attempts at

taxation. Maximilian, who, like Louis XL,
had profited by the downfall of the House
of Burgundy, showed the Swiss no grati-

tude. Very anxious to bring the Empire
back to something like its old unity, he
founded a new Imperial Court of Justice,

and laid a tax on all his dominions ; but the

Swiss would neither pay his tax nor admit his

jurisdiction. The burgomaster of Zurich said

this at Innspruck :
" I'd advise your high-

ness not to try to bring us to obedience
;

for, verily, if needs be, the grohen ScJnueitzer

won't spare even your imperial crown."
Maximilian got the Pope to threaten them
with excommunication ; but they defied even
that threat, and when the Archbishop of

Mainz, Chancellor of the Empire, showed the

Ammann of Zurich and the other deputies

the pen with which he was going to sign the

decree against them, one of them said : "They
used to attack us with halberts; do you think

to frighten us with your goose-quill ?" Hos-
tilities did not break out at once, for Maxi-
milian had plenty to do in the Low Countries;

but in 1499, angered beyond measure at

another " League " in Upper Rhetia, which
meant the severance of another slice of his

pet province the Tyrol, the Emperor took the

field, and the so-called Swabian war began.

In this the Swiss won six victories. Dor-

nach, the scene of their last triumph, is only

four miles from St. Jacob (their Thermopylce),

in the romantic Mijnsterthal, by the little

river Birs. Here a handful of Swiss de-

feated 15,000 Imperialists. The latter had

been carelessly plundering, replying to some
who urged caution :

" No, no, it's not going

to snow Swiss this July weather." The
Swiss fell upon them, driving in corps after

corps ; but the enemy took courage, seeing

the small number of those opposed to them,

and would have won the day after all, had

not the mountain jodel and the well-known

Forest horn sounded all of a sudden, fol-

lowed by the fierce charge of the men of

Zug and Lucerne. This band of deliverers

had been met by some runaways, who cried :

" All is lost ; it's no use going on." But on

they went, nevertheless, and the "Swabians"
found that it snowed Swiss from two quarters

at once. After the battle came the monks
of Basel, humbly praying that the bodies of

the nobles might be given to them. " No,"

replied the victors; "nobles and peasants

shall all rest together." They refused even
XXV—Co

to give Maximilian the corpse of his general,
Fiirstenberg. Auil there, in a big niouml,
with a little chapel beside it, kiiiglit and
herdsman, count and common soldier, are ail

buried together.

The Swiss are vastly proud of Dornach
;

it was won, not over mere princes like the
Austrian Archduke or the Puke of Bur-
gundy, but over the German Empetor him-
self. It opened ^LaximiIian's eyes ; he made
peace, the peace of Basel, and, without oppo-
sition from him, Basel, Schaffhauscn, and
Appenzell joined the League, and within a
few years the Swiss wrested from Milan the

oft-contested district which now forms the

canton of Ticino, and in fighting for which,

some eighty years before, 600 Swiss had
actually defeated 15,000 Milanese, by acting

on the advice of Stanga, the head-man ot

the Leverano Valley, and flooding the country.

It was mid-winter, and by morning the whole
was a sheet of thick ice. On this the moun-
taineers moved about nimbly enough, while

their enemies slipped, stumbled, and fell into

such irretrievable confusion that, though

more than twenty to one, they were utterly

defeated—" the blood running down as far

as Bellinzona." This was bravery, but it

was certainly not patriotism.

Nor can I praise the conduct of the Swiss

in Louis XII. 's Italian wars. Louis was

attacking the Milanese and Venice. The
republic of the Adriatic appealed to her

sister republic across the Alps to help her, or

at any rate to stand neutral. But with the

Swiss it was a question of pay, and Louis

bid highest. So, with Swiss aid, the Vene-

tians were crushed. But there were Swiss

and Swiss ; aud while some lought for

France, others joined Tope Julius U.'s Holy

League (urged thereto by Matthias Schinner,

Bishop of Sion, in the Valais), and helped

to defeat the French at Novara. Novara

was perhaps the culminating point of Swiss

military glory ; they had beaten the most

warUke king in Europe. The Pope called

them "liberators of Italy and delenders of

the freedom of the Church," and presented

the lordships of Domo, Lugano, and Locarno

to the League.

Soon after a turn came. Francis I. burst

upon Italy ; and though Schinner, by preach-

ing a crusade in the Valais and elsewhere,

ha°l got together 30,000 Swiss, ihcy were

badly beaten at Marignano. Pairioiibm

being stronger than creed, Cardinal Schinner

and Zwingli were fighting on the same side.

The Swiss deserved what ihcy got, for they

had just made a treaty with Fran..H, when
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the Papal envoys came up and persuaded

them to break it.

Marignano (1515), according to Swiss

accounts, was a battle of giants. The Swiss

began, as usual, with prayer ; and then the

Ammann of Zug flung over their heads three

handsfull of earth, crying :
" In the name of

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Confederates,

forget your homes; here shall be our church-

yard or victory. Think on your forefathers.

Onward fearlessly." Then they marched
on with their pikes eighteen feet long, the

French trying thirty tunes to break their

columns. Even Bayard lost his helmet, and
fled for the first time in his life. The Swiss

forlorn hope, a band of wild young fellows

from every canton, actually took a French
battery and turned the guns on Francis's

troops. The fight went on by moonlight till

almost midnight, and then the armies lay

down side by side. During the hours of

rest the Swiss leaders held a council

;

Schinner advised falling back on INIilan, and
awaiting the Papal reinforcements ; but he

was overruled, and at dawn the Forest horns

rang out and the fight began again. At last

the French began to give way on all points

;

one of the Guises fell, the Prince of Talmont
was down, and all Francis's efforts could

not keep his men from wavering, when, about
mid-day, in the rear of the Confederates was
heard the Venetian war-cry, " St. Mark

!

St. Mark !
" For now, in the strange and

rapid changes of Italian politics, the Vene-
tians had got round to the French side, or

rather against tlie Pope's ; and their coming
decided the day.

The Swiss formed in square, taking their

wounded and their guns into the middle,

and slowly made their way towards ]\Iilan.

The French were too exhausted to march in

pursuit. But the banner of Basel was taken,

that of Appenzell the standard-bearer tore

off and tied round his body, the great silver-

mounted horn of Uri was lost, and 6,000
Confederates (with at least as many French)
had fallen. " I've been in eighteen battles,"

said Trivulzio, one of Francis's generals,
" but I never saw a battle like this."

From that time till the Revolution the

French and Swiss never lifted sword against

each other. Indeed, very soon an arrange-

ment was made by which the League allowed
the King of France to take 16,000 Swiss ("the
Swiss Guards ") permanently into his pay.

Then came the troubles of the Reformation.
Zurich (Zwingli's home), Schaffhausen, Basel,

Berne, held with the new faith. The rest

—

partly, no doubt; frightened by the excesses of

the Anabaptists—clung fiercely to Romanism.
I am sorry to say that Zwingli was for war,
which he looked on as the only means of

setting Switzerland at one again ; and under
his influence Zurich, in 1529, took up arms
" to spread the knowledge of the truth."

Zwingli was among the troops, mounted on
a charger with a halbert in his hand. The
Protestants made three bands ; one marched
on Rapperswyl, another into the Aargau, the

third along the Albis towards Zug. This
last was met near Kappel by 6,000 Roman-
ists from Zug and Lucerne. Before the fight

there were great attempts at reconciliation.

Berne sent a strong message to Zurich, say-

ing :
" It's not by halberts that the Reforma-

tion can be spread," and adding that 10,000
Bernese were on their march, ready to fall

on whichever party began the unholy strife.

Landmann ^bli, of Glarus, was equally

earnest in another way; he ran from party

to party, beseeching the chiefs with tears in

his eyes, not to suffer the shedding of brothers'

blood. What most incensed the ZuricTiers

was that the Romanist cantons had just con-

cluded a close alliance with that persecutor

of all Protestants, Ferdinand, Archduke of

Austria and King of Hungary. They de-

manded that this alliance should be dis-

solved ; the others refused, -^bli got pos-

session of the treaty-paper, tore it up before

their eyes, and threw it into the fire. *' Kill

me, if you like," said he, " but don't bring

in the Austrian between us." This speech
shamed both parties into a peace, which
unhappily only lasted two years. In 1531
they met again at Kappel, the Zurichers were
put to the rout, and Zwingli was killed. An
Unterwalden man came upon him as he was
lying wounded, and when he refused to call

on the Virgin and saints, gave him his death

wound ;
" You can kill my body, but not my

soul," were his last words. I am sorry to say

that the Romanist fanatics shamefully ill-

treated his body, and that (in spite of the

remonstrances of priest Schonbrunner of Zug,

who said :
" No matter what was his faith, I

know he was a true Confederate ") the vic-

torious party adjudged his corpse to be burnt

by the public hangman.
Zurich had to make peace; she was allowed

to hold her own religious opinions, but was
forbidden to proselytize in the direction of

the Confederates, and, of course, had to pay

the cost of the war.

Even in religious wars there are now and
then deeds which make us proud of our

common humanity. Such was the way in

which Nicholas Wengi, Schidtheiss of Soleure,
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the year after" Kappel, prevented bloodshed
m his- native town. The Soleure Protestants

were but a few, and had all taken refuse

in a big house by the river. The other

party, headed by some monks, brought up
a cannon to batter them into submission.

The match was almost on the toucli-hole,

when Wengi dashed in among the crowd,
and, putting his breast close to the cannon's
mouth, said :

" If our fellow-townsmen's

blood is to be shed, you shall begin by
shedding mine. Think that you are Chris-

tian men, and restrain yourselves. Let
them go, I say, in God's name." And, in

spite of the cry, "Down witli the heretics!"

he persuaded his citizens to let the Reformers
go safely off to Berne.

Geneva had its share in these politico-

religious troubles; just at the time when our
Elizabeth lay a-dying the Duke of Savoy's

soldiers were trying to climb its walls. They
all but succeeded ; they had opened the ter-

race postern, and were actually in the town,

when Syndic John Chanal made such a
heroic resistance that the guard had time to

come up in force. Chanal fell, but the

Savoyards were driven out. There is shown
in the Geneva IMuseum, as a precious relic,

one of their dark-lanterns, picked up next day
in the town ditch.

Worse troubles by far befell the Valteline.

Here, as very generally in Italy, the Reforma-
tion was spreading far too fast to please those

of the old faith. In some places it has lasted

;

if you ever go over the Bernina Pass, notice

the two churches of Puschiavo. You will see

that the Protestants had to make theirs into

a strong fortress, so great was the danger of

sudden attacks during service. Lower down
the Adda the Protestants were got rid of

altogether—on patriotic rather than on reli-

gious grounds. The country had for some
time been restless. The "Grey League"
had long ago wrested it from Milan ; but,

like the Swiss elsewhere, they were harsh

masters. The Italians hated them ; Spain

(which then held Milan) encouraged their

discontent; France took, of course, the op-

posite side ; and when the " Grey League "

proclaimed full religious freedom throughout

its dominions, a fresh element of bitterness

was introduced. Just then Monte Conto
came down bodily (September, 1618), bury-

ing the thriving village of Piuro with 2,500
people, of whom not a soul escaped. But
man determined to add to the horrors

wrought by nature. Robustelli, an outlaw,

well furnished with Spanish gold, got toge-

ther a band of ruffians and fanatics, and,

raising Jhe cry of '"^vo Swiss; no Zwin-
glians," bro"S- mto Tirano one July -light in
1620, anil began massacring llic Protestants,
without distinction of sex or age. The -unc
was done at Teglio, Brusio, and clscwlieie.

And so Protestantism was stamped out ; the

wretched few who survived wandering away
northward. Robustelli was hailed as "a
second Maccabaius," and made Captain-
General of the Valteline. The other side
had its victories too ; the valley of Prattigau
was seized by an Austrian " converting
party;" but, patriotism here working in the
opposite way, the Prattigauers took to the
woods, turned their knives into daggers, made
"morning stars" of their clubs by driving
big nails into them, gathered heaps of stones,

and then (wives and daughters helping)
rushed down upon the enemy, driving him
clean out as far as Chur, and actually taking
the fort of Castels. If you go into Prattigau
now you'll find they all talk German, though
they are of Romance stock, and spoke Ro-
mance certainly till the sixteenth century. I

suppose it was the German Bible, and the

gradual drawing towards the great mass of

German Protestantism, which brought about
the change. Nothing is gloomier than the

history of these politico-religious wars in the

Engadine, and all along that side of Switzer-

land. The Federation would not help ; Os-
wald Schon hints that the Romanist cintons

preferred seeing Popery brought in by foreign

arms rather than not brought in at all. Berne
and Zurich sent down volunteers, who did

little. Austria (Spain with her) had it

pretty much her own way till France took

the matter up; and her claims were so

plainly personal that the dalesmen would
have been better without her. They were

simply a bone of contention between the

rival armies, one of wliich had no sooner

gone than the other came sweeping through

the land. How glad they must have been

of the Peace of Westphalia (164S), which

definitively joined diem, and also the Valais,

on to Switzerland, and so maile the religious

question no longer a matter of foreign jjolilics.

Rehgious troubles being over, social diffi-

culties began. You have heard of the

peasants' war in Germany soon after the

beginning of the Reformation. Well, nearly

two centuries later, Switzerland had her little

peasants' war. Her republics were, as I

have said, very exclusive, and exceedingly

iiard masters to their subject Slates. In the

Forest cantons every man was as good as his

neighbour ; however tiiey might treat others,

no Uri or Schwytz or Unlerwalden man
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thought of setting himself up abowe any

other msii belonging to thob- \aree com-

munities. But with Berne, Lucerne, Zurich,

and Jther big towns, it was quite different;

ih&y were "aristocratic repubhcs," and the

peasants found that burghers could be quite

as hard masters as nobles.

At the end of the Thirty-years' War they

began to cry out for more freedom. The
Entlebuch-Valley men (they who had risen

upon and destroyed the English " Giiglers ")

sent to Lucerne a list of grievances ; but the

burghers told them, to go back and mind
their cheese-making, or they would pretty

soon hire a foreign army and be down upon
them. The Entlebuchers rose, their clergy

at their head, and Lucerne, in alarm, sent

deputies to offer terms. There was a grand

meeting at Schiipfheim; three huge moun-
taineers, in the old Swiss garb, personated
" the three men of Griitli," and x\lp-horns

were blown and speeches made ; but the

deputies insisted that the peasants should, as

a first step, lay down their arms and submit.
" We've got Scripture on our side," said the

Schultheiss. " It is written, ' He that resisteth

the power resisteth the ordinance of God.'

"

" True," cried a sturdy peasant, " if your

power is just, it is of God ; if it's unjust, it is

of the devil."

So the conference came to nothing (1653)

;

the Bernese peasants rose too, and the

burghers of the two towns sought help on all

sides—from the Low Countries, from Zurich

and Freiburg and Basel, and (strangely

enough) from the Forest cantons, who,
thorougly democratic themselves, yet scrupled

not to help in putting down a democratic

rising outside. The peasants, under Leuen-
berger (one of themselves) and an old soldier.

Christian Schibi, found themselves threatened

on [all sides. Most of them dropped off,

leaving the Entlebuchers almost single-

handed. Leuenberger, however, gave the

invaders the slip, and suddenly appeared be-

fore Berne, which he attacked so furiously that

the Government came to terms; the peasants

were to lay down their arms, and Berne was
to move Lucerne to redress grievances. The
peasants were in high glee; but no sooner
had troops come from Neuchatel and Vaud
than the Bernese broke the treaty, and
Leuenberger found himself between two fires.

The peasants fought desperately. Erlach
with the Vaudois on one side, Werdmiiller
with the Zurichers on the other, rained shot

and shell on them ; but night came before

the battle was decided. Then, as usual,

when things go wrong, divided counsels

ruined the peasants' cause. Schibi was for a
sudden attack that very night on the Zu-
richers ; but the others preferred treating

with Werdmiiller, and while negotiations

were going on a great many stole off to their

homes. The negotiations /ailed, and the

Lucerners began firing on the peasants before

the flag of truce was down. So cruel were
they that the Forest canton men cried shame,
saying :

" We came here to help Lucerne,
not to see peasants murdered." Schibi

made a desperate stand at the bridge of

Gislikon ; but he was taken, and the whole
body of peasants dispersed. Then the hang-
ing began, and it was done wholesale, Schibi

being first cruelly racked. So ended the

Swiss peasants' war. If it had succeeded
its leaders would have been put in the same
rank as Stauffacher and the rest, for their

aims were just the same—only they sought

to gain them from Swiss burghers, instead of

from Austrian nobles.

From this time to the French Revolution
Swiss history is an absolute blank, with the

exception of Major Davel's bold attempt

(1723) to free Lausanne and the Vaud
country from the hard sovereignty of Berne.
He was a well-meaning patriot, protesting

against undoubted oppression, for the Bernese

were hard masters ; but his countrymen were
afraid to rise. He died on the scaffold, and
it was left to the French sans culottes to de-

prive Berne of its ill-treated dependency.
Harsher even than the burghers of Berne

were the cowherds of Uri. Their oppression

forced on a revolt in 1755 in the Val Leven-

tina, of which they had been masters since

the sixteenth century. It was crushed, and
the heads of the ringleaders were nailed to

chestnut-trees in the presence of the whole

of the Leventina folks, whom the Federation

forced to go down on their knees and beg for

mercy while their chiefs were being killed.

So much for republican readiness to do to

to others as you would be done by.

Of Switzerland in the French Revolution

I shall say nothing. It was unfortunately

divided. At Geneva there were republican

excesses rivalling those of Paris. In the

Valais and towards Lucerne (notably in

Stanz—Brother Klaus's Stanz) deeds were

done which recall the memories of Morgarten

and Sempach. But Switzerland was forced

to become " the Helvetic Republic one and

indivisible ;
" then Napoleon remodelled it,

giving Neufchatel as a little kingdom to his

Marshal Berthier; and, lastly, it was put

pretty nearly into its present state by " the

Holy Alliance" after 1814. " -n
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